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Electrical Rail Welding •648
Electrically Operated Drawbridges. •332
Electricity for Heavy Freight Serv-

ice 321
Elgin & Belvldere Electric Co 856
Elk Carnival, July lOth. Electrical

Features at Buffalo During.. 514
Ellis, Walter (portrait) 552
Emergency, Meeting An (West Penn

Railways Co.) ^772
Track Brake, An (Bodler) 'GGe

Elmlra, Rapid Theater Construction
in •141

Ely, W. Caryl (portrait) 665
Empire Safety Tread Co 660
Employes, About Rooms for (Pratt) 602

Entertained, Pittsburg 626
the Hiring. Training and Dis-

cipline of e4in
Personal Records of •421
^Uniform Standards of Examina-

tion of Railway (Peck) •423
Engine. A recent Type of Corliss

Valve 896
Accidents and Their Preven-

tions 262
of the Same Power? Can a

Stcaui Turbine Be Started In
an Emergency Quicker Than
•a Reciprocating (Mann) 382

Stop, Monarch 325
Stop and Speed Limit System,
Monarch •381

Englund. A. H. (portrait) 588
Entertainment, Manufacturers' Vau-

deville 768
Equipment for the Alton, Granite &

?t. Louis Traction Co •327
Electric Railway (Potter) '702

^for Los Angeles, New *432
Modern Boiler House (Koester). •'^31

for Northern Ohio Traction &
Light Co., New 885

for Pittsburg Railways Co.. New ^898
Repairs to (Nash) 354
of the United Railroads of San
Francisco, Miscellaneous .... •!

Eureka Automatic Electric Signal
Co 632

"Eureka" Automatic Electric
Signals 599. 664

Europe and United States, Dis-
cipline In (NIcholl) 206

European Notes 293
Notes on Tickets, Some (NIch-

oll) 738
Some (NIcholl) 317

Evans, E. A. (Handling Express by
Electric Suburban Railways)

.

92
Evolution In Massachusetts. Street

Railway e296

E.Kuniinatlon of Railway Employes,
Uniform Standards of (Peck). ^423

"Exchange" Tickets e660
Excursion, An Aluminum 326
Exeter Corporation Tramways '470
Exhibitors at the Convention 628
Exhibits at the Lewis & Clark Ex-

position 398
Experiments in Sweden, Electric

St£.te Railway (Bergh) 109
Exporters, Card Index of 599
I-;xpoBitlon, Electrical Trades 831
Express by Electric Suburban Rail-

ways. Handling (Evans) .... 92
Department I'ay? Does the
Freight and e2I 1

Service. Syracuse Rapid Tran-
sit Co 260

Terminals. Indianapolis ^340
Trallii- on Interurban Hallways,
Freight .md (Grastim) 807

I'raiiis to the Chicago Business
District, Limited ^182

Fairmont & Clarksburg Traction
Line, Contracts Let for the
Construction of the 455

Park Transportation Co *557
Fakirs, Malingerers and Ambulance

Chasers (Pratt) 772
Falk Co., The 584, 639

Co's. '04 Frog 'SSS
Fan Engine. Three-Bearing 839
Fares In Massachusetts, Suburban.. e866

in Italy, Tramway 359
The Latest Experiment In Low. e99

Fare Collections, Interurban (Ful-
lerton) 765

Experiment, Cleveland Low . . . 101
Increasing Rates of e98

Fast Trains in Indiana. New 846
Fay & Egan Co., J. A 'OOO

No. U3 Molder ^459
Fetney. J. P. (portrait) 623
Fcuco Posts. Miller Anchor for.. 398
Fences for Parks, Ornament.al Wire. •ISO
Pender Co., Consolidated Car '839

The "Champion" Street Car. . . 'eil
Figures Arc Made to Talk. How... e24
Finnegaii, 5. B.. Joseph B. (The

Fire Hazard 'U Car Barns).. •SSS
Fire at Freeport, III 503

Hazard in Car Barns, The (Pln-
negan) 'seS

Hazards, Portable Sub-Stations
and eS66

Protection, Some Methods Used
In Car Barn Construction
With a View to 468

Fires, Avoidable Causes of Central
Station (Weeks) 5

Fish, J. D. (Car Shop Methods) 'SIS
Flange Wear, How to Eliminate Ex-

cessive "Wear of Steel-TIred
Wheels (Price) 109

Flint & Saginaw Railway Co.. The
Detroit (Hunt) ^849

Flooring Machine, A New •129
Flowers. A Friend of the Wild.... 356
Flynn, C. E. (Some Early Overhead

Mnterial) 'BSS
Folder, An Attractive Electric

Railway 467
Foibes, Howard C. (Rail Bonding on

the Brooklyn Heights Rail-
road) •237

Fornip for Purchasing, Delivering
and Paving for Materials
(Schurz; •seg

Port Smith. Ark., Open Cars for. . . •268
Waync-Bluffton Contract 413

& Wabash Valley Contract. 453
Van Wert & Lima Traction

Co 26
& Wabash Valley, New
Combination Car for •348

Foster, E. C. (portrait) 665
Poster Superheaters In Washington

Navy Yard •328—'—Superheater, The ^894
Franklin Railway Supply Co 679
Fraudulent Accident Workers, Trio

of •578
Claims at Cleveland 579

Freeport, 111., Fire at 503
Freight Development by Interurban

Roads (Selxas) 821
and Express Department Pay?
Does the e211

Traffic on Interurban Rail-
ways (Graston) 807

Expenses at Birminghom, Dis-
tribution of 339

Between Steam and Electric
Roads, Interchange of 38

Service, Electricity for Heavy. . 321
The Electric Railway

(Polk) 309
Tariffs In Birmingham, Ala. . . 315
Traffic of the Ohio River Elec-

tric Railway & Power Co.,

The (Oppenhelmer) •SSS
French, Arnold (How to Obtain a

Suitable Car Varnish) 824
Frog, The Falk Co.'s '04 •SSS
Frost. Walter J. (Gorleston-on-Sea

Electric Tramways) ^739
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Fulleron, Irwiii Mntt-nirbJin Faro
Colloc.tlons) 705

Funeral Hur Service on the Metro-
pomiui '447

Galena Slpnal Oil Co 632
Annual Meeting of the .... 432

GalcsburK }tallway & l^lght Co.,
Power Plant of Ihc '363

Oarton Co., The W. K 639
Two Products of the 327

Garton-Danlels Co 662
Gas Engine. Kfllclency Test of a

Large 835
Engines tor Rallw.iy and Power

Service •217
Wllh Reference to Hallway

Work, Notes on the Design of
Large (West) '700

Power to Electric Railway
Service, The Application of
(BIbblns) 714

Situation, The Philadelphia.... e361
Gasoline-Electric Motor Car, New.. '2i3

New Type of Trucks for... '394
Gear Cases, Combination '320
General Electric Co., Annual Report

of the 324
Exhibit 680
Representatives 625

Railway Supply Co., The 691
Generating Set, New Sturtcvant. . . '67

Sturtov.ant 25 KW •458
Geneva, New York, Limited Service

Between Rochester and 370
Traction Co.. The 15

Germany, The New Tariff of the
Municipal Street Railway In
Cologne 565

"Glsholt" Boring Mill •227
Glendalo Park, Nashville 31S
Glenslde Lino and Willow Grove

Terminal. Philadelphia
Rapid Transit Co '546

Glenslde Sub-Station. Philadel-
phia Rapid Transit Co •.'i42

Globe Ticket Co., The 682
Chopper, The •713

Golden-Anderson Valves 639
Valve Specialty Co 329

Gold Improved Electric Heater. . . . 660
Goldschmidt Thermit Co.. at Wash-

ington, Exhibit of the 124
(Demonstrations of Ther-
mi-Weldiiig) 624

Goodrich, C. G. (portrait) 665
Gorleston-on-Sea Electric Tram-

ways (Frost) •739
Gould Storage Battery Co 625
Government Control of Electrical

Development in Ontario
(Worman) 385

Governor, A New Air Compressor. . •840
(Sradenwltz. A. (A Device for Meas-

suring- the Deflection of
Track Rails) •385

Grant, A. E. (portrait) 215
H. F. (portrait) 665

Graphical Mathematics. VI. (Hol-
man) '219

VII. (Holman) ^346
Graston, M. E. (Freight and Ex-

press Tratflc on Interurban
Railways) 807

Great Britain, Motor Omnibuses in. *484
Ground Return in Railroad Systems,

The Treatment of the (Her-
rick) 567

Guarlnl. E. (Counter-Weight Tram-
way at Sydney) '277

(New Electric Locomotive for
the Bex Gryon Villars Rail-
way) ^430

(The Electric Tramways of
Ainsterdam, Holland) ^17

Guide, The Indiana Electric Rail-
way 31S

Guthrie Electrical Railway Co 101

H

Hale, Henry S. (portrait) '6SS
& Kilburn Manufacturing Co.. *6S3

Exhibit 626
Hamburg and Berlin, Rapid Transit

Between 220
Hamilton. Ont.. New Generators at. 121

Upright Drill Presses ^228
Hammond. Whiting & East Cliica-

go Electric Ry.. Power Im-
provements of the South Chi-
cago City Ry. and '819

Hand-Power Hydraulic Wheel Press •693
Hanna Co., J. A 63
Handling Freight in Birmingham.. 20S
Hanshin Electric Railway 771
Harp. Bayonet Detachable •400
Harrington. W. E. (portrait) 665
Harris (Process for Cleaning Ma-

chine Oil) '386

Havana (Cuba) Central Hallway.
The 467

llazclton, Hugh (Mulllplo Unit
Systems of Train Control)... ^614

Headijuarters llotrls ( I'hiladcliillla) 597
Hcderstedt. W. It. P. O'ortralt) . . . . 472
Henry, F. R. (portrait I 677
'Hercules" Insulator, The 71
Herrlck. Albert B. (The Treatment

of the Ground Return In
Railroad Systems) 667

Herschell-Splllman Co •MO
Heullngs, Jr., W. H. (portrait) 127
Hi-witt, Charles (portrait) BBS
Higher Line Potentials e210
High Potential Trolley Operation

Details. .S'ome 429
Hlle, C. IL (The Power Distributing

System of the Boston Ele-
vated Railway Co.) •606

Illnstorff, D. C. (I'urchnBlns and
Slorekeeplng) 292

Hippee, Geo. B., Address of Presi-
dent 305

Hoisting Facilities In Car Houses. c805
Hoist, Motor-Driven Car ^782
Hoists for Electric Railway Repair

Shops 'SZO
Holdup of Denver Tr,'imw,ay Crew,

Attempted 209
Holman, A. G. (Graphical Mathe-

matics) ^219, •346
Honnold, O. A. (The Utah Light &

Railway Co.) •726
Honolulu Rapid Transit & Land Co. 209
Huellngs, ,7r., W. H. (portrait) 633
Hunt, Edward J. (The Detroit, Flint

& Saginaw Railway Co.).... ^849
Hurty, X. N. (Car Sanitation In

Indiana) 431
Hydraulic Jacks. Dependable 590

[llinois. Competition In c294
Tunnel Co., Chicago, Work of

the 506
mini Trail," "The 903
Illuminated Signs ^329
Improvements at Baltimore, Park.. 293
Income and Operating Expenses

per Mile for Electric Rail-
ways Members of the NewYork State Association
(Beardslcy) 438

Index, Annual e24
Indiana. Car Sanitation in (Hurty). 431

Electric Railway Guide. The.. 318
Electric Railway Association. 57. 135

February Meeting 103
April Meeting 284
May Meeting 347
June Meeting 387
October Meeting 745
November Meeting 807
Charter Members 58

Union Traction Appointments.. 635
Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction

Co., The •87
& Cincinnati Single-Phase Line,

Inspection Trip on the 872
Single-phase Car Equip-
ment of the ^151

& Eastern Ry., Train Dis-
patching As Handled on the
(Pearson) 389

Express Terminal ^340
Newcastle & Toledo 207
Switch & Frog Co. (New "Indi-
anapolis" Crossing) •656

Traction & Terminal Co., The
New Terminal Station of •34

Induction Motor, Auto-Starter for
a 1,500 H.-P 'SSe

Industrial Beneficial Association... 260
of Exporters, Card 599

IngersoU. Frederick (portrait) 312
Tiigersoll's Luna Park, Cleveland.. 179
Institute Annual Dinner 41
Instruction for Motormen. The Pol-

icy of More Liberal (Taylor) 735
Insulator. A Safe Canopy •igs

The Lima ^67
Insulators, Third-Rail ^231
Insurance, Electric Railway e805

Fund and Depreciation Reserves
(Mac Afee) 292

Interborough Strike. The el4S
Interchangeable Coupon Ticket

Books. Report of the Commit-
tee on 284

Interchange of Freight between
Steam and Electric Roads. .

.

38
International Accounting Stand-

ards. Possibility of e41&
Railway Exhibition, Westing-

house Companies at the.
Washington 331

Register Co 679
Interurban Service between Chicago

and Kankakee 383
Service. A Desirable Car for

(Mitten) S72
Lines Between Boston. Mass.,
and Manchester, N. H.. New. 250

Passenger Traffic (Schlesinger) 103
Interurbans. City Entrances for.... e210
Interstate Electric Railwav .\ssoci-

atlon 322

Rallwnyii Co 688
Tunnel Railway Co 774

Iowa & IlllnolH Railway Co., The.. ^72
Stair; AHHoclntlon 212, 306—-—Valley Interurban Railway Co. . 240

Iron, Experiments on Con'-roto nnd. 9
Italy; Electric Omnibus Line In... 83

Tramway Fares In 3B9

J.'ick», Dependable Hydraulic 590
Jackson Railway Co., The Lanalng

& 283
Japan, Electric Railways In 880

Curtis .Steam Turbines In 612
Electric Rallwayii in 459
The Kobu Railway Co. of 334

Jersey Cenlr.il Traction Co., Seml-
Converllble Cars for •65

"Jim Crow" Law In Tennessee... o295
Johns—Manvllle Exhibit, H. W. . . 627
Johnson's Plan, Mayor 293
Johnson, W. .M. (The Schoen Steel

Wheel) •192
Joints, Climax Rolled and Corru-

gated 456
Jolt Lubricators 711
Jones. Frank G. (portrait) (65
Journal Boxes. Machined 102

Oiler. The Armstrong 'Hi

Kalamazoo Railway Supply Co... 462. 640
Kankakee Interurban Service be-

tween Chicago and 383
Kansas CIty-Leavenworth Railroad

Co 512
Railway & Light Co.. Annual

Report 4go
Kearney Cable Clamp. The 'eSO
Keeler Co., Water Tube Boilers, E. . •iie
Kelsey, G. H. (Use and Abuse of

Car Equipment) •174
KIng-Lawson Dump Car, The .... 'm
Kilmarnock Electric Tramways

System '282
Kingston, Ont., Municipal Owner-

ship Too Costly for 430
Knowlton. Howard S. (The Western

Massachusetts Street Rail-
way) .881

(Traffic Problems Upon
Loops and Stub Tracks). ^799

Kobu Railway Co. of Japan, The.. 334
Koester, Franz (Modern Boiler

House Equipment 'TJi
(Superheated Steam and the
Construction of Superheat-
ers as Used In Power Plants) 'SB?

Kruger. Charles O. (portrait) .... 552

Lancaster & York Furnace, Fine
Type Seml-Convertlble Car
tor 'lis

Lagonda Manufacturing Co 679
Lamps. Electric Marker •780
Lansing & Jackson Railway Co..

The 283
Latrobe. Pa.. "Grooveless-Post,"

Convertible Car for 'gSS
Law 49. 115. 161.

233. 301. 375. 433, 489. 749. 811. 873
Jim Crow. Tennessee 310
In Tennessee. "Jim Crow".... e295

Leavenworth Railroad Co.. Kan-
sas City 512

Lehigh Valley Transit Co.. The 512
Lester, J. W. (portrait) J77
Letters of an Old Trolley Conductor

to His Son 472
Leussler. R. A. (Accounting as an

Aid to the Operating De-
partment) 314

Lewis & Clark Exposition. Exhibits
at the 398

Lewiston & Southeastern Electric
Railway Co.. Ltd 59. 399

Liberty Trolley Harp. The •454
Lightning .\rrester. Improved

Wurts 330. 514
Protection 2C8

Lima. Electric Car for 340
Electric Tramways in 469

Lincoln. F. H. (portraits 552
Line Construction for High Pres-

sure Railroads iDamon) .... •239
Potentials. Higher (Damon) ... e210

Lirk-Belt Catalogs 602
Linn. Jr.. A. L. (portrait) 677
Lintern Signal System. The 181
Lion and the Lamb. The el4g
Litigation. Chicago 329. 509
Liverpool Corporation Tramways

Report 32S
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steel Tired Wheels in 323
Lockers, Steel 'BB
Locomotive for the Bex Gryon Vil-

lars Railway, New Klectric
(Guarini) '430

for Sweden. Single-Phase .... •249
Logansport I'ark Train '446
London, Improved Tramway Termi-

nal Plans for 446
Metropolitan Railway of '155
Office of the Peckham Co 382
United Tramway System. Ex-
tension of the 330

Long Island Railroad. Third Rail
Bonds on the '119

Loops and Stub Tracks. Traffic Prob-
lems Upon iKnowlton) '799

Lorain Steel Co. Representatives. . 632

Lord Electric Co 620, 682^^ Dinner 107
Exhibit 656

Los Angeles, New Equipment for... '432

Pacitic Railroad 154
Lotteries in Aid of Accounting.... e47S
Lowering Jack, The Buckeye Auto-

matic '128

Losses, Reducing Avoidable 359
Lubrication e804
Lubricator, The Jolt •l>S7

Lumen Bearing Co 626
Luna Park. Pittsburg 'SIX
Lundell Universal Motors, The *127

M

Machine Tools, Modern '227
Macon-Evans Varnish Co 684

(Insulating Compounds) . . . 630
Mall Service, Electric and Cable

Car 249
Maintenance of Way, Master Paint-

ers' Convention, The 488
Maize, W. L. (portrait) 553
Malingerers and Ambulance Chasers,

Fakirs (Pratt) . 772
Malta, Tramways at 347
Management. Power House *493

of Public Utilities. Contrasts Be-
tween Company and Municipal
Ownership and (Blake) 441

Manchester. N. H.. and Boston,
Mass.. New Interurban Lines
Between 250

Manganese Steel 90
Rails on the Boston Ele-

vated 204
Manila Street Railway '598

Opening of 312
Mann, A. S. (Can a Steam Turbine be

Started in an Emergency
Quicker than a Reciprocating
Engine of the Same Power?)

Manufacturers' Association 692
at New York State Convention. . 443

Marker Lamps. Electric '780
Marlboro, The Boston & Worcester

New Sub-Station at '225
Master Painters' Convention, The

Maintenance of Way 488
Massachusetts. A Talk on Railway

Development in 109
Board of Railroad Commission-

ers, Annual Report of the.... 122
Street Railway Evolution in .... e296

The Western (Knowlton) . . '881
Materials. Forms for Purchasing,

Delivering and Paying for
(Schurz) '569

Tramway Overhead Equipment
(Sayers) 169

Mathematics. Graphical.—VII. (Hol-
man) *346

Mayer, C. J. (portrait) 588
& Engluna Co.. The *688

and Allies 631
'Protected' Rail Bonds)... '655

Mayor Johnson's Plan 293
Maps.

Detroit, Flint & Saginaw Ry. . . 850
Detroit United Railway and
Connections 499

Electric Interurban Railways.. 241
Electric Railways of Central
Indiana 207

Elgin & Belvidere Electric Co.
and Connections 856

Ft. Wayne. Van Wert & Lima
Electric Rv 28

Illinois Valley Railway 132
Indianapolis. Newcastle & To-

ledo 207
Metropolitan R.ailway of Paris. . 185
Missouri Valley Electric Ry. . . . 829
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Sys-
tem Showing Location of
Power Plants and Sub-Sta-
tions 528

Rochester, Syracuse & Eastern
R. R 869

South Jersey Division of Public
Service Corporation 569

Spokane & Inland Ry 464
Standard Right of Way. A 205
Subway and Elevated Railroad

of the Philadelphia Rapid
Transit Co 618

Toledo, Fostoria & Findlay Rall-
w.TV and Connections 580

West Penn Railways .System... 198
Western Massachusetts Street
Ky 882

MacAfee, J. B. (Insurance Fund and
Depreciation Reserves) 292

M'Cunn (Electric Tramway for West
Fife) 40

M'Donald, D. (Relieving Congested
Traffic at Rush Hours) 31

Cash Fare Receipts *601
F. (Rural Railways) 306

M'Gowan. Hugh J. (portrait) 37
M'Laughlin. R. A. (portrait) 367
McAloney. W. II. (portrait) 605
ilcCulloch. Richard (portrait) 666
.McGill Block Signal 'SOS
McKinley Syndicate Properties of

Northern Illinois ..'ISl, '229. •363
MMath. Thomas B. (Track and

Roadbed Construction and
Maintenance) 47

McQullkin. Isaac (portrait) 677
Mechanical Association, New Mem-

bers of the 681
and Electrical Association, The.

101, e419
Program 417

. Question Box (Mower) .... 889
New Members 724

Draft. Chimney vs 32
Membership Committee, Work of the e561
Memphis. Brill Cars for 488

Street Railway Property
Changes Hands 144

Men in Charge of Men, For 50"

Metals, Scientific Bearing 901
Metcalfe. George R e99
Metropolitan Elevated. Annual Re-

port of 262
Railway of London •15.5

• Paris (Vingoe) *84
Mexico. Proposed Betterments for. 834
Micanite Sustained. Basic Patent for 400
Middlcton Cars for York, Pa '42
Millar. John (portrait) 605
Millpi" .\nchors •128

Anchor for Fence Posts *39S
Mileage Tables and Tariff •SSO
Milwaukee Electric Railroad Exten-

sion. Chicago & 899
Miniature Railway, The •453
Missouri. Central Railway of 846

Trade Mark. Southwest •417
Valley Electric Railway Co 829

Mitten. P. J. (A Desirable Car for
Interurban Service) 872

T. E. (portrait) 130
Molder. J. A. Fay & Egan No. 133.. ^459
Monarch Engine Stop 325

and Speed Limit System.... •SSI
Montgomery Traction Co. Changes

Hands 209
Montreal, A New Type of Car for . . . •359

New Observation Car for ^477
Street Railway Co., Annual Re-
port of the 856

Benefit Association, The.... 449
Annual Picnic 554

Morse. Samuel (Municipal Trading) 357
Morris Co., Elmer P 625

William L. (Piping and Power
Station Systems

•?, "lOe, 'les, ^297,
•371, *414, •473, •753, •SIS. '877

Motor Brushes, Lengthening the Life
of 124

Motor Buses and Electric Cars.... e479
vs. Electric Tramways

(Roliinson) 143
Motor Car. New Gasoline-Electric. •263

New Westinghouse Railway . . . ^778
of 1905. The Railway e26——No. 92-A. Westinghouse Rail-
way *68

—Omnibuses in Great Britain '484

Motors. The Lundell Universal '127

The National Electric Co.'s.

New Induction Motors '778

Motormen. The Policy of More Lib-
eral Instruction for (Taylor) 735

Mower, S. W. (portrait) 605
Question Box of the Ameri-
can Railway Mechanical
and Electrical Association

775. 832. 889

Mullins Special Livery Boat. The... 327
Multiple Unit Systems of Train

Control fHazelton) •614

Municipal Administrative Ability... 285
Ownership. Mr. Dalrymple on.. e360

a Burden on Taxpayers 202
and Management of Public

Utilities (Blake) *441

Not Operation (NIchoIl) . . . . 291

Too Costly for Kingston,
Ont 430

Street Railway in Cologne, Ger-
many. The New 565

Trading fAvebury) 501
Trading (Morse) 357

Munro. H. D. (portrait) 472

Mutual Benefit Association at Bir-
mingham 59.>

Associations (Ross) 265

Myers Co.. L. E 584

N

Nachod Automatic Block Signal... 691

Nahant & Lvnn Street Railway Co.. 32

Name. The Value of .i e294
Nash. M. M. (Repairs to Equipment) 350

Nashville, Easter Outing In 268

Glendalc Park
National Carbon Co

Car Wheel Co
Curtain Fixture, The ^599,
Electric Co '. •

New Induction Motors, The.
Products
Reorganized

National Lock Washer Co. (The Pos-
itive Spring Nut Lock)

New England Street Railway Club..
452,

Fall Meeting
January Meeting (portrait)
December Meeting

New Orleans Railway & Light Co...
Newport News & Old Point, Semi-

Convertible Cars for
New Publications 460, 503, 603,
New South Wales Tramways
New York Central Plans

Lines to Enter Canada.;...
Storage Battery Installation

Changes. Westinghouse
City Railway Earnings
Annual Convention of the Street

Railway Association of the
State of

New Haven & Hartford Adopts
Westinghouse Single-Phase
System

& Stamford Railway Co. (Bates)
State Convention, Manufacturers

at
• Association. Income and Op-

erating Expenses per
Mile tor Electric Railways
Members of the (Beards-
ley)

Meeting
Strike
Traction Merger in

Newman Properties Association, The
Newton Cold Saw Cutting Off Ma-

chines V
Nicholl, T. J. (Discipline in Europe

and United States)
(Municipal Ownership Not Op-
eration)

(Some European Notes on Tick-
ets)

Nichols, H. B. (portrait)
(Joints and Track Construction

in Philadelphia)
(Some European Notes)
Lintern Sanders

Northern Texas Traction Co., High
Speed for the
Improvements and Changes

Northwestern Electrical Association,
Report of 13th Annual Con-
vention (portrait)

Elevated Annual Report
Norris. Henry H. (The Recent Work

of the Electric Railway Test
Commission)

Norveil, F. D. (Shall Baggage be
Carried Free?)

(Tickets)
Notes. European Some (Nicholl)....
Nuttall Co., The R. D

Exhibit, R. D
Bali-Bearing Trolley ...

318
691
710
632
692

•778
711
285

•678

830
864
80
63

476

•308
831
316
455
246
191
312
778

•406

713
•95

438
362
147
507
105

•228

206

291

738
653

•644
317
654

•510
871

82
781

•139

809
•278
317
695
631
•679

Obituary 61,

121, 189, 249. 449, 505, 597, 779, 845, 903
Bailey, George C. (portrait) . . 845
Beach, H. E 903
Boyle. John 505
Collins. W. Forman 61
Edgar. Wm. H 903
Gates, J. Holt B05
Goddard. Alpheus P 189
Haines. F. M. 449
Hoskins, Frank B 779
Miles. Col. George W 189
Mullln. Edward Hemphill (por-

trait) 121
Mundy. William Offut (portrait) 249
Naugle, E. E 449
Shlpp. William L 903
White. William 189
W^oodworth. Col. Albert Charles 697

Observation Car for Montreal, New. ^477
O'Connor, E. W. (portrait) 623
Officers and Executive Committee

of the American Street Railway
Association. 1904-'05 665

for in05-'06. Association 768
of the American Association of

Street Railway Claim Agents. 623
of the American Railway
Mechanical and Electrical
Association 605

of the J. G. Brill Co.. The 623
of the Street Railway Accoun-

tants' Association 677
Office Building. Brooklyn Rapid

Transit Co.'s New 507
of the Secretary. The e479

Ohio. Appleyard Situation in 94
Brass Co. Exhibit. The 630

Fire The 342
Steel Hose Bridge 691
The Monarch Track Clean-

er 699

Ohio Interurban Railway Associa-
tion, Annual Meeting of the.. 110
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Feb]-u:u-y MnUnK 174
March MeetliiK 247
May M(!ctlng 379
June MoolliiK '46
October McclInK 802
Novcrnh(?r Meeting 870
'December Meeting 40

River Kleetric H.illway & Pow-
er Co., 'Vhr Freight Tnifllc^

of the (Oiipenhelrner) 'SSC
Traetlon gi. Light Co.. New
Equipment tor 885

Trolley Line, Trans B80
Mergi^r In K.astern 761

Ohmcr Fare RcKlater Co., The .... 682
. Contracts 399

OlimerKraph, Koliillnn of Ihe Trans-
fer IM'oblom, 'I'Ik? •G35

Oil atul Waste; .Saving Machine Co. •590
lOiectric Oenerators, Automatic. •841
Process for Cleaning Machine

(Harris) •386
Old Colony Street Railway Co.,

Newiiort, K. L. (T..ocatlng Breaks..
in Series Arc Circuits) •BOS

Olils K. W. (porlrait) 605
Oliver Machinery Co 662

R. G. (portrait) 553
Omnibus Lino in Italy, Electric... 83
Ontario, Government Control of

l:ieclrical Development In (Wor-
man) 385

Operating Department. .Accounting
as an Aid to th(' (Leussler) 314
Expenses per Mile for Electric
Railways Members of the New
York State Association, in-
come and (Heardsley) 438

Opponhcimer. I. L. The Freight
Traltic of tlie Oiilo River Electric
Hallway & Power Co 'Sir,

Ottawa Electric Railway Co., An-
nual Report of the 97

Outing, A Pleasant 447
Overhead Crossing, Improved •396

Material, Some Early (Fiynn). •538

Paciflc Electric Railway, Observa-
tion Cars on the •356
Coast Water Powers for Opera-

tion of Railroads 97
Packing, Rogers Indestructible ^196
Paints, Insulating (Weeks) •747
Parcel Carrying on Street Railways. 249
Pardee, J. H. (Interurban Ticket
Accounting) •764

Paris Metropolitan Railway Co.
(Vingoe) '84

I'ark Attractions tor York Street
Railway Co 209

I'ark. Cleveland. Ingersoil's Luna.. *179
Dubuque Ball •349
Improvements at Baltimore.... 293
Receipts e2B
Seats •64
Swing, The Eagle '452
Train, Logansport ^446
Willow Grove, Philadelphia,

Rapid Transit Co ^649
Summer (Tingiey) •563
Steel Boats tor Street Railway. •250
Ornamental Iron Fences for... *1S0
Groves and Seashore Resorts.. 329

Parks. Amusement Machines for
Street Raii'-ay •324

Parsons. Joh, B. (portrait) 551
Passenger Department. An Electric
Railway (Derrah) •581
The Cost of Carrying a (Ting-

ley) 793
Paving Blocks in Baltimore, Creo-
Resinate Processed •502

Pav Roll, Blank for Time Keeping
and •482
Hour Extending Table 583

"Peacock" Brake, C. Style •676
for Chicago 262
in Canada 444
Order 500

People's Railway Co.. New Equip-
ment for the ^842

Pearson, W. A. (The Series-Parallel
Railway Controller) •612

W. L. (Train Dispatching as
Handled on llie Indianapolis
& Eastern Rv.) 389

Peck. Dr. F. H. (portrait) 423
(Uniform i^tandards of Exam-
ination of Railway Employes) *423

Peckham Co., I,ondon Office of the.. S82
Short Wheel Base Truck •266

Peerless Rubber Co 710
Pellisier. G. E. (Thermit Rail Weld-

ing) ^642
Pen-Dar Metal Lockers 675
Penington. T. C. (portrait...).... 665

A. S. R. A. Tribute to Secretary 712
Announcement 509

Pensions in America, Street Rail-
way 212

Pensylvania Lines to the Conven-
tion, The 512
Special for Western Delegates. 597

Personals 60. 120. 188, 248.
322, 392. 44S. 505, Sn?. 711. 779, 844, 902

Arnold, Howard B 844
Alderman, C, A 18S

-Archibald, F. B 69«
-nalley, W. P 606
^H.ilrd, S. P 822
-Baker, C. F 844
-nancroft, CharicB FoHter .... 822
-Barlon. Guy C 60, 120
-Hasford, George M 690
-Rales & NellHon 696
-Beach, ll.irry E 188
-Beatty, Richard 'D 844
-BeggH, John 1 822
-BIckneli, Warren 844
-Bien. W. F 248
-Binek. Charles M 120
-Brartneld, JO 902
-Bradford, Henry Percy 892
-Bramlette. J. M 822
-Brlckell, William D 60
-Brill and Allied Companlen .... 711
-Brush, Matthew C 902
-R'oykin, R. M 188
-Burch, E. P 248, 902
-Buttrick, W. A 505 .

-Byrne. 6. H 188
-Carr, C. E. A 711, 902
-Carter, William C 60
-Chance, G. W 902
-Cherry. T. C 448
-Cool, U B 188
-Connette, Edward G 448, 605, 779
-Conover, A. B 844
-Crane, Albert S 892
-Crocker-Wheeler Co 248
-Cory, Meredlty & Allen 392
-Crosby, E. A ., 822
-Cross, Charles W 188
-Culver, W. P 892
-Darling, John T 322
-Darrow. E 902
-Davey, John 188
-Davis, Thomas 844
-Derrah, R. H 188
-Deverell. F. A 844
-Dimmock. E. S. 60
-Dobie. Robert McF 902
-Drum, A. L 120
-Dunbar, S. R 392
-Dutton, Arthur N 696
—Eisenmenger, Leonard 322
-Eldridge, Howard 120
-Emmerick. A. C 322
-Emmons. CD 322
-Evans, W. H 449
-Fisher, John H 120
-Fiske, H. T 188
-Fleming. Robert J 61
-Flynn. Charles E 60
-Folds. George R 597
-Folsom. 5. C 505, 844
-Ford, F. R 188
—Fosgate, Prank P 711
—Fox, David 60
—Prazee, William 188
—Frost, A. C 120
—Preshney. Samuel A 596
-Fuller, F. L 449
—Gibbs, George 392
-Girdler, L. T 188
—Goldsborough. W. Ewell 121
—Goodloe. J. S. M 392
—Cionzenbaeh. Ernest 61

—Goss. W. P. M 188
—Graves. W. C 902
—Grover, Henry 596
—Grover. T. P 506
—Gunn, E. B 188
—Gunn, Robert T 120
—Hackett, Charles H 448
—Hagar, Guy A 120
—Hain. James C 779
—Halllday, Edwin 120
—Harris, H. W 60
—Harrington, Walter E 505, 597
—Hastings, George S 844
—Hawkins, E. C 248
—Hayward, A. H 60
—Hayward, R. H 448
—Heywood, James 779
—Honnold. O. A 711
—Hott. Charles E 120
J—Houston. Reagan 60
—Huntington. P. B 779
—Huntress, Frederick A 248
—Ivory, Robert T 902
—Jasperson. R. 188
—Judge, John B 60
—Keeble. S. M 60
—Kennedy, Dr. A. B. W 505
—Kinney. Ely M 505
—King, R. W 120
—King. William R 120
—Klapp. Eugene 120, 902
—Klevin, Lord 24S
—Kline, P. D 844
—Kllng. P. M 596—Kneedler, H. S 60
—Kruger. Charles 596—La Croix. William 505
—Lea, E. S. 61
—Lewis. C. C 61
—Leavitt, Robert P 392
—Lindall, John 844—Lindsey. T. C 248—Linn, Jr., Arthur L 121—Littell, H. M 60—Loftus, M. J 392—Lohman, Charles G 188—Lucas. Fred. L 120—Luxton. William E 505—Lvman. T. T. . 322—Manson. John T 596—Mark. Charles : 120
.—Marshall. Cloyd (portrait) 60—Matson. John L 322—Matthews, C. P 696

Meloon, I. L 248
Menden, W. 8 696, 844
McrRhon, Ralph D 902
Mctzclaar, A. H 322
McCullnch, Richard 120
McMlchacI, J. 120
MeKlnley. Wlillarii H 24«
McQuilkIn, I»aac 844

—Miliar, John 696
Miller, Wlillarn R 448
Mitten, P. J 696
Mitten. Thomaa K 131, 606
Montgomery. H. M 248
Morehouse, George D 711
Morley, CharleH R 120
Mortlmciv Jr., Henry C 120
Mowry, F. L. 606
Murch, George A 248
Murdock. Charles 448
Muse. W. E 120
Nagle. George 60
Nell, J. F 779
New, Harry S 322
NIcholi, H. A. (portrait) 248
Ohmer. John F 60
Olson. Charles A 902
Olmste.ad, C. J 188
Page, Menry C 448
Page. H. Vf. 902
Parker. George W 505
Parsons. William Barclay 188
Patteson, 8. K 902
Pearce. H. F 822
Pearce. James A. 188
Peck, A. P. (portrait) 846
Pegram. George H 448
Peiligsler, O. E 902
Pepper & Register 696
Perrlne, Frederick A. C 248
Phlpps, Henry W 248
Pierce, H. J. (portrait) 189
Porter, H. P. J 69S
Porter, N. B. 448
Prob.asco. W. »L 505
Ralph. A. C 248——Randall. Frank C 448
Ransom. H. N 449
Reynolds. Henry E. (portrait). 448
Reynolds, H. S 188
Richards, Archer 322
Richards, E. A. 322
Richards, E. H. 392
Riehey, Albert S 120. S96
Robb, Russell 60
Robinson, J. Clifton 606
Rockwell, William 60
Rose, G. G 120
Rounds. George W 392
Ruth, Frank J 505
Rykert, H. S 696
Sanger, Harry "V 60
Sargent, Frederick 18». 248
Sexton. Paul D 448
Schroder, B. A 188
Seibert, Charles 60
Shelton, C. W 605
Shelton. T. W 120
Sherwood, Senator F. D 322
Simpson, C. 120. 844
Sllfer, H. J 392
Sloat, Fred J. J 392
Slocum, J. P. (portrait) 248
Smith, F. E 120
Smith, Isaac 120
Smith, L. E 392
Smith, Peter 392
Smith. W. H 248
Starkey, J. E 448
Stevens. W. N 121
Stiilweil, H. C 596
Stocum, C. H. 60
Stone. A. E 902
Street. Willis W 248
Stretlow, W. L. 60
Strickland. Randolph 696
Swenson. Professor Bernard V.

779. 902
Tarsney. T. B 902
Taylor, Joseph W 328
Taylor. Lewis H. 902
Terwiliiger, W. J 392
Thompson. George H 448
Thompson. S. B 448
Towne. Henry M 188
Townley, Calvert 61
Vanderbllt. Jr.. William K. . . . . 392
Voight. George W 902
Wadsworth. George R 448
Wagner. C. 1 902
^Valton. L. A 188
'«-altz. Frederick H 392
Wallace. H. U 506
Warren. Arthur 188
'S^'eber. H. L 448
Wells. T. K. 844
Wheeler. Leavenworth 596
White, Elmer M 596
White. Elmer M. (portrait) ... 60
White, R. A 120
Whiteside, Walter H. (portrait) 596
'Whitney. C. W 60
^\-|lcoxon. C. N. (portrait) 392
'Winters. E. E 188, 248
'n'itmer. J. P 711
Wolf. L. J 188
Wolff. S. E 902
Wood. 'W. 90J
'Woodcock. H. J 902
Woolfolk, William C 61
Yount. J. M 121
Wright, C. P 449
Wright. W. a 449

Peru. Stephenson Cars for •eOS
Philadelphia Air Brake '395

Co.. Annual Report of the 325
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-Commercial Museum. The 'TOB
-Pairmount Park Transportation

Co 657
-Gas Situation. The e361
-Joints and Traek Construction

In (Nlchols-Voynow) '644
-Rapid Transit Co., Distribution

System '539
Engineering Features of
the Subwav and Elevated
Divisions 'Sn

Its Ofllrers and Heads of
Departments 'SB!

Kingston Ave. Shops '740
Power Equipment •526
Track and Track Tools... '757

Seml-convertlble Cars for .... 'ISl
Street Railways, A Brief His-

tory of 'BBl
Subway and Elevated Railroad,

The '517
-The Works of the J. G. Brill

Co •783
& West Chester Traction Co... •556
& Western R. R 568

Photographic Contest 293
Pittsburg Employes Entertained... 626

Luna Park •311
Railways Co., New Equipment

for •898
Plans. Reorganization A. S. R. A... e561
Polk. H. H. fElPctrIc Railway

Freight Serviced 309
PoTver House Management '493

Plants. Superheated Steam and
the Constriirtlnn of Super-
heaters as Used In fKoester) •SR?

Preservatives. The Strength of Tim-
ber Treated with 216

Prnsser & Son. Thomas 711
Publications. Style for Technical . . e360
Public TTtllttles. CnntrnSts Retwpen

Company and Municipal Own-
ershin and Management of
(BIake> •441

Publicity fWhltcl 425
Association. Technical 856

Purchaslne and Storekeeplng (Hlns-
torffl 292

Piping and Power station Svstems
fMnrrlsl ..•7 •106. *165 •1!97
•371. •414. 473. •7.';3. 'SIS. •S77

Pittsburg Railwnvs Co.. Brunots
Island Power St.Ttion of the... •401

Plans of Electric Rnllwavs for 1905 251
for Peorgnni-^Ing the A. S R A. 261

Planer. New Fentures on 1 Cabinet 3S4
Plastic Ball B'ond. A Permanent

Tvne of •J14n
^latt Iron "WnrVs '^n . The 1?9
Pleasure Besorts. Two New 16
Poor's Manuals 189
Population and Traffic 6
Portable Sub-Stations and Fire

Hazards e866
Portsmouth. Dover g- York Street

Ballway Co.. Semi-Converti-
ble Car for •ISI

Poster. Advertising ^45;
Potter. E. E. fportralt^ SO
— Discussion in .\hstract of

Papers by Messrs. Charles
F. Scott and W. B 769

W. B fElectric Railway
Enulnmenti ". 702

Poste! S- T>inn 383
Power. Data on Cost of 140

Distribution System of the Bos-
ton Elevated Railway Co.
(Hlle) •606

Eoulpment of the Philadelphia
Rapid Transit Co ^526

House by Telephone, Helping
the e560
Reinforced Concrete 627

Plant of the Camden Interstate
Rallwav Co.. New fCnndngo'j •269

Production and Transmist^inn in
the State of Indiana. Cost of
Electric Railway ('Richcy) 43

Station .'^Jvstems. Pinirf nnd
CMorrisI . .•7 "106. •16.S '^OT
•3V1. ^414. '473. •75'!. 'Sin ' •S77
Load Factor as a Factor in

the Cost of Operation
fCrecellusI 'eifl

Pratt, Earl M. (About Rooms for
Employes) 602

Pratt, James R, fFakirs. Malinger-
ers and .Ambulance Chasers). 772

Pratt & Lambert Convention a^
Price, W. G., Wear of Steel Tired

Wheels—How to Eliminate
Excessive Wear 109

Prime Movers. The Choice of (Rob-
erts) 110

Products of the W. R. Garton Co.,
Two 327

Progress In the United Kingdom,
Tramway 504

Public Service Corporation Blanks 707
Publicity, Value of Verified e478
Punch, Woodman's Consecutive

Registering Ticket ^724
Purdue Railroad Museum, Additions

to 16
Purchasing, Delivering and Paying

for Materials, Forms for
(Schurz) '589

Questions and Answers, A. R. M.
and E e5G2

Question Box 413
-of the Mechanical Electrical As-

sociation (Mower) ... .775, S32. SS9
The Accountant's 477

Radial Drill with Motor Drive .... *227
Rail Bonding on the Brooklyn

Heights Railroad (Forbes).. '237
Joint Co., The S25
Joints. The Cast-Welding of

(Simmons) '650
Thermit Welding of (Cole) 244 '

The Treatment of (Sim-
mons) •641

Ralls, A Device for Measuring the
Deflection In Track (Graden-
wltz) 'SSS

A Good Method for Piling ^512
on the Boston Elevated, Man-
ganese Steel 204

Railway and Power Service, Gas
Engines for •217

Journal Lubricating Co 676
(Complimentary Stenog-
raphy Service) 624

Matters on the Continent 146——The Miniature •463
Men, An Offer to 420
Motors of 1905, The e26
System. The Single-Phase

(Scott) 697

Railways, Census Report on Street
and Electric 345

Protective Association 763
Rural (M'Donald) 306
Some Data from Census Report
on Street and Electric 345

Railroad. The Philadelphia .Subway
and Elevated '517

Rapid Railway System. New Type
of Agent's Ticket for 421

Transit Between Berlin and
and Hamburg 220

Rates to the Convention. Rules Re-
garding Reduced 559

Rawle. James (portrait) 633
Reagan, H. C. (An Accident to a

Cross-Compound Engine) .... 822
Receipts. Park e25
Recording Clocks 786
Records of Employes, Personal.... ^421
Registering Contracts. Ohmer 399
Removal Announcements 267
Renaud. W. H. (portrait) 623
Renewals. Recording Special Work

and Special Work •466
Rennick, Alex (portrait) 662
Reorganiation Plans (A. S. R. A.).. e561
Repairs to Enuipment (Nash) .... 354
Repair Shop, The Time Element in

the e561
Economy e361

Report, Liverpool Corporation
Tramways 325

of the Montreal Street Railway
Co., Annual 856

of the Connecticut Railroads. 125
of Massachusetts B'oard of Rail-
road Commissioners, .\nnual. 122

of Metropolitan Elevated, An-
nual 262

of the Railroad Commissioner
of the State of Wisconsin, Bi-
ennial 300

Reports for Track Department .... *223
Resorts, Parks, Groves and ' Sea-

shore 329
Richey, Albert S. (Cost of Electric

Railway Power Production
and Transmission in the State
of Indiana) 43

Ridlon Co., Frank 640
Babbitting Device 680
Trolley Catcher, The ^723

Right of Way Data '204
Rip Saw, Car Shop Band '904
Roadbed (Construction, Track and—Life and Chemical Preser-

vation of Cross Ties (M'Math) 47
Roberts & Abbott Co., New Work

of 154
Roberts, E. P. (Choice of Prime

Movers. The) 110
Robinson. J. riitton (Motor Buses ,

vs. Electric Tramways 143
Rochester, Forty Kuhlman Cars for 65

& Geneva, New York. Limited
Service Between 370

Syracuse & Eastern Railroad
Co 869

Rockwell. H. B. (Personal Element
In the Adjustment of Damage
Claims. The) 272

Rodger Ballast Cars '627
Rogers Indestructable Packing .... •196
Roller Coaster. The ^897
Roofing for Power Houses, Metal

Tile •846
Rooms for Employes, About (Pratt) 602
Root No. 2 Scraper, The •604

Railway Scraper. The ^609
Rope Lubrication, Wire •786
Ross, W. G. (portrait) 677

(Mutual Benefit Association).. 266
Rules Reg.-irding Reduced Rates to

the Convention 559
Rural Railways (M'Donald) 306

Saginaw & Bay City Railway &
Light Co 'SSS. ^409

Railway Co., The Detroit, Flint
& (Hunt) •849

Valley Traction Co., New Car
Barns and Shops for the ^861

Salamanca, Travias de •69
Sand Box, The Ham ^897

Drying Plant, A Modern '897
Sanders for Street' Railway Service,

Pneumatic Track •634
San Francisco, Important Contracts

In 16
San Francisco, Miscellaneous

Equipment of the United
Railroads of •!
San Francisco. Seeing .... 432

• Standard Type of Cars
for City Service for Unit-
ed Railroads of •290

Saw, A New Eand Scroll ^195
Car Shop Band Rip '904

Sayers, H. M. (Tramway Overhead
Equipment Materials) 169

Schnectady, New Terminal Station
at 277

Scioto Valley Traction Co., Test of
the Railway System of the
(Caldwell) ^796

.Schoen Steel Wheel, The (Johnson) ^192
Solid Pressed and Rolled Steel
Wheel. The ^694

School for Artisans. Summer 333
Schurz. James R. (Forms for Pur-

chasing, Delivering and Pay-
ing for Materials) •569

.Schuylkill Railway Co 323
Schuylkill River, New Bridge Over

the . ^517
Schlesinger, Louis J. CInterurban

Passenger Traffic) 103
Scioto-Valley Traction Co 264
Scott, Charles F. and W.-B. Potter,

Discussion in Abstract of Pa-
pers by Messrs 769

Chas. F. (The Single-Phase
Railway System) 697

Scraper, The Root Railway •509
The Root No. 2 •604

Selfridge, R. B. (portrait) 553
Shops of the Duluth Street Railway

Co.. New ^187
Seattle, Seeing 768
Seats, Orders for Wheeler 178
Secretary, The Ofl^ce of the e479
Selxas, E. F. (Freight Development

by Interurban Roads) 821
Service, A Desirable Car for Inter-

urban (Mitten) 872
Series-Parallel Railway Controller,

The (Pearson) •612
.Service Stripes 806
Shannahan, J. N. (Types of Inter-

urban Cars) 424
Sherwin-Williams Co 706
Shop Device, A New 430
Shops of the Saginaw Valley Trac-

tion Co., New Car Barns and ^861
Shreveport, La., Convertible Cars

for ^^Sl
Sign Letter for Street Railway

Parks, A Solid Porcelain •173
Signs. Illuminated ^329
Signals, "Eureka" Automatic Elec-

tric 599
Signal, The Blake ^895

System, The Lintern 181
Simmons Co.. Motor-Driven Tools

in the Plant of the John.... •782
Fred G. (The Cast-Welding of

Rail Joints) ^650
(The Treatment of Rail

Joints) ^641
[portrait) 605

Single-Phase Railway System, The
(Scott) 697
in the South, The First... •585

Locomotive for Sweden 249
System, New York, New Haven
& Hartford Adopts Westing-
house 713

Sleet Cutter, The Sloan •OS
To Prevent Trouble with 458

Sloan Sleet Cutter, The •eS
Smith, F. E. (portrait) 676

Heater Co., Peter 625
Smoke and Its Abatement (Benja-

min) 368
Smyrna, Tramways at 42
South Bay Railway Co., The Syra-

cuse & •892
Chicago City Ry. and Ham-
mond, Whiting & East Chi-
cago Electric Ry., Power Im-
provements of the •819

Side Elevated R. R., Improve-
ments on the *810

Southern Pacific 1905 Hunting Trip 904
Southwestern Traction Co., New

Cars for Cleveland & '893
.s^peclal Track Work (Angerer) .... 53
Special Work and Special Work Re-

newals, Recording '466
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Long Switch Timbers under *6

Spoor Carbon Co TIO
Spllnian, O. 1'. (Truln Dispatching) 387
Spokaici' & Inland Itallway Co 779
SpokaiiL-, Klectrle Hallways In and

About *''I>1

Sprlngllcld Consolidated Ky., Closed
Cars lor '321

Sprinkling- Car, The New Centrifu-
gal • •

7^J

Sprinkler Protection for Electric
Hallway Properties, Recent
Testa of Automatic •397

Standard Automatic Lubricator Co. (i!)5

Paint Co f 660
Hallway Track Appliance Co... 710
Steel Works, The 640

Standards of lOxamlnatlon of Rail-
way lOm'ployes, Uniform
(Peck) •123

.Possibility of International Ac-
counting ' ells

Stanley, J. J. (portrait) 660

Star Brass Works. The 02b
State Meetings 330
Statistics In Canada, Electric Rail-

way 100

Station of the Indianapolis Traction
& Terminal Co., The New Ter-
minal ^33

Stations, Central Electric Light and
Power 748

Steam and the Construction of Su-
perheaters as Used In Power
Plants, Superheater (Kocs-
ter) •S57

and Electric Roads, Inter-
change of Freight Between.. 38

Heating Plants, Central Station 584
Railroad Competition 362

Koad as a Trolley Manager, The elBO
Sterllng-Meaker Co. Exhibit 693

Varnish Co 452, 631
(A Word About "Sterling"

Varnish) 661

Stephenson Car and Truck Plant
Sold (portrait) 12i

for Peru ^603
Steel Tie, The Avery •B14

Ties. Objections to 430
Tired Wheels •326

in Liverpool 323

Stiles Anti-Friction Metal Co., The
A. C 696

Stitzer, A. B. (portrait) 553

St. Louis Car Wheel Co 640

United Railway Company of..
267, 293

Stombaiigh" Guy Anchors. Instruc-
tions for Installing *467

Storage Battery, Bijur •3S4
Installation, New York Cen-

tral • 131
Storekeeping, Purchasing and

(Hinstorft) 29^

Street Railway Evolution in Massa-
chusetts e296
Association, Canadian 37

Directory of 126

and Highway Conflicts 12

Pensions in America ezi,s

Railways, Parcel Carrying on.. 249
Street Sprinkling by 226

Strengthening Traction Bridges
(Tyrrell) 224

Strike, The Interborough el48

New York 147

. The Result of a Recent 'SSS

Stombaugh Guy. Anchors 632

Stuart Automatic Block Signal *4B1

Stub Tracks, TrafHc Problems Upon
Loops and (Knowlton) .... 'lOU

Sturtevant Co., The New Plant of

the B. F 842

Generating Set, New '67

Progress Club, The ""^
25-KW. Generating Sets '4515

Sub-Station, Glenside, B. R. T. Co.. •542

at Marlboro, The Boston &
Worcester, New 2io

Sub-Stations and Fire Hazards,
Portable e866

Suburban Fares in Massachusetts.. eS60

Trolley Service e419

Subway, The Cambridge 41()

and Elevated Railroad, The
Philadelphia *617

Superheated Steam and the Con-
struction of Superheaters as
Used in Power Plants (Koes-
ter) •S57

Superheater, The Foster •S94

Superheaters in Washington Navy
Yard, Foster '328

Sweden, Electric State Railway Ex-
periments in (Bergh) 109

Single-Phase Locomotive for . •249

Switch and Enclosed Fuse Cut-Out
for Car Lighting. Combined. •782

Timbers, Under Special Work,
Long '6

Switzerland, Some Interesting Fea-
tures of Electric Railways in •343

Sydney, Counter-Weight Tramway
at (Guarlni) '277

Symington Co., The T. H 675
• ^. H. Co.. Products 630
Syracuse & Eastern Railroad Co.,

Rochester 869
Rapid Transit Co. Express Ser-

vice 260
& South Bay Railway Co., The •892

Table, Pay Roll Hour Kxtendlnif.. 583
Tubor-Bechyne (Austria) Intcrur-

ban Line, The '475
Tape for Electrical Usage 124
Target Light, A Novel ArranKemenl

for the 417
Tariff and Mlieage Tables '330

of the Municipal ,Street Hallway
\i\ Cologne, Germany, The New 566
Sheets of the Detroit UnlleU
Hallway and Rapid Railway
System •499

Tariffs in lilrmlngham, Ala., Freight 316
Tarkington, VV. U. (portrait) 47
Taylor, A. Merritt tjiortralt) 555

Edward (The Policy of More
J-lberal Instruction for Motor-
men) 735

Technical Publications, Style for.... c360
Publicity Association 308
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Miscellaneous Equipment of the United Railroads
of San Francisco.

The miscellaneous equipment of many electric roads consists of

old car bodies, trucks, motors, etc., that cannot be used for any other

purpose. Any old thing is considered good enough for a freight,

rock, or tower car. The inspection and care devoted to this class

of equipment are usually very limited in extent. The natural result

is that just when one of these cars is needed the most, it has a

burned out motor, a truck out of order, or the body out of repair.

Time, patience and worst of all, money, is lost. Furthermore this

class of equipment usually docs not meet the exact requirements for

which it is used. A great deal of money can be wasted in a remark-

ably short time by not having the proper car to haul rails, sand,

rock, ties, freight, etc. In this respect the United Railroads of San

Francisco has taken a decided stand and that is that if first-class

equipment is good for passenger cars, it is doubly so fur ils mis-

red plush cushions, red plush curtains, lined with cream colored silk;

red portieres, fancy bronze electroliers, Pullman car tables, Wilton

carpet in middle section, and linoleum in open sections. The car

is mounted on McGuire 39-A trucks and equipped with four G. E. 58

motors, National Electric air brakes, and lever hand brakes. The
gear ratio is 22:62 and a speed of 30 miles per hour is readily at-

tained. This car is chartered to private parties, but only on pre-

sentation of the best of references. It is also used by the officers of

the company, on state occasions. It is considered quite the proper

thing to charter this car for theater parties, serving a supper in

the car after the theater.

The "Hermosa" parlor car was built by the St. Louis Car Co. and

is an older car than the "San Francisco," but has recently been

overhauled and renovated so that it is virtually as good as new.

CAR FOR HAULING STREET SWEEPINGS—UNITED RAILROADS OF SAN FRANCISCO.

cellaneous equipment. The inspection and care of miscellaneous

equipment must be as good or better than for passenger cars.

The miscellaneous equipment of the company consists of two
kinds, viz. : Revenue and Non-Revenue cars. The Revenue' cars

are those, outside of passenger cars, from which a direct revenue

is derived. Among these are 2 parlor cars, 2 observation cars, 3
funeral cars, i electric mail car, 2 cable mail cars, and 2 street

sweepings cars.

The parlor cars are the "San Francisco" and the "Hermosa."'

The San Francisco is a closed car 38 ft. over bumpers, and is di-

vided into three compartments. The middle compartment is 19 ft.

long, and might be termed the parlor. The end compartments con-

tain a buflfet, ice chest, coat hooks, motorman's cab, etc., and are

also used for smoking rooms. The outside of the car is painted a

Brewster green, with gold striping and lettering. The interior is

finished in natural oak, and is furnished with stained r.itt.in chairs,

This car has one large center section and a motorman's cab on

each end. It is painted Tuscan red, with gold striping and lettering.

The interior is finished in cherry ; with terra cotta colored velour

curtains and cushions, rattan chairs, moss green Wilton carpet,

fancy sideboard, etc. An ice chest is provided for on one platform.

The equipment consists of four G. E. 58 motors, Brill 27-G trucks,

hand and track lever brakes. An advertisement that appeared in

"Transit Tidings" gives rates and general information. The car

is used for sightseeing, threatre parties, etc

The observation cars are named the "California" and the "Golden

Gate."

Both were built in the company's shops. The California is 42 ft.

over bumpers ; it has monitor roof and drop platforms. It contains

twelve 38-in. cross rattan seats on each side, and a 24-in. isle in the

center. It is finished in ash in its natural color, veneered ceiling,

etc., and is painted .t Tuscan red with gold Uriping. It is cqnir^ird
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I'arloi" Car .\J> crtiscuicut.

The Parlor Cai "llermosa."

Handsomely upholstered. Beautifully furnished, seating 30 per-

sons. May be chartered as a party car, at the following rates

:

Within city liinits.

During the day, .... 5:2 50 per hour.

Minimum charge, - $10.00.

Evenings, 7 p. m. to i a. ni., ... $12.00

This Coinpany is prepared to furnish other cars at reasonable rates.

United Railroads of San Francisco,

Room 822 Rialto Building,

New Montgomery and Mission Sts., G. F. Chapman,
San Francisco, Cal. General Manager.

with four G. L. j8 motors, Peckham 14-B-3-S special trucks. National

Electric Go's, air brakes, Wood patent gates, etc.

The "Golden Gate'' is of rather an odd design. It is 40 ft. long

and 10 ft. wide. The seats run londitudinally and the two center

rows are placed higher than the side seats, and there are five en-

trances on each side. There is also a narrow aisle between the

two center rows. This car will seat 80 people. It is painted cream

color with gold striping. The screens and gates arc bronze colored.

It is equipped with Brill 27-G trucks, four G. E. 1000 motors. Na-

tional Electric Go's, air brakes, track brakes, etc. The accompanying

advertisements show the uses of these cars. The fare for a round

trip is 25 cents. Passengers are taken only at starting point.

Of the funeral cars one was built at the company's shops; one

was bought; and one was changed over from a new passenger

car. An engraving of the last is shown. This car is 38 ft. long,

has a motorman's cab on each end, a compartment for the casket

and flowers, a mourner's compartment, and a compartment for

others attending the funeral. This car is painted Brewster green

with gold striping. The interior is finished in mahogany. The

Observation Car Advertisement.

OBSERVATION CAR.
"Golden Gate."

Observation Cars in charge of competent guides leave Market,

Post and Montgomery Streets, and Market and Second Streets, at

10 A. M. and 2 P. M. daily. Sundays included ; returning at i :30

P. M. and 5:30 P. M.
Sec Union .Square, City Hall,

Lick Monument, Mechanics Pavilion,

.St. Ignatius Church and College,

New Post Oftkc, U. S. Mint, Southern Pacific Hospital,

Mission Dolores, Affiliated Colleges,

Cliff House, Ocean Beach, Etc., Etc.

Distance, Round Trip, 20 Miles.

THE NEW OBSERVATION CAR "CALIFORNIA."
lioard one of these cars and see San Francisco.

The only trip of its kind.

Passing every principal point of interest.

Competent Guides in Charge.

Particularly Designed For Tourists.

.\n instructive, pleasant ride aboard a comfortable and

well-equipped car.

Distance, Round Trip, 20 miles.

taken on at any point, thus reducing the expenses of funerals con-

siderably.

In explaining the use of funeral cars it is necessary to explain

tlie local conditions. Burials are not permitted within the city

limits. Consequently all the cemeteries are situated outside of

the city about 11 miles from the business center, in the adjoining

county, alongside of one of the company's main lines. Spur tracks

have been laid within the boundaries of most of them connectiuj;

THE OBSERVATION CAR GOLDEN GATE.

curtains, cushions, draperies, etc., are of olive green velour. The
carpet is a dark green Wilton. All trimmings are silver plated.

The equipment consists of McGuire 39-A trucks, four G. E. 58

motors, National Electric Go's, air brakes, etc. The car which
was built by the company is larger than this and somewhat more
elaborate in its furnishings.

Funerals are taken on at only three points in the city, making
it necessary to use hearses and carriages to these points. It seems
to be only a matter of time, however, before funerals will be

with the company's main line. The wagon road leading to the

cemeteries is very dusty in the dry season, and almost

impassable on account of mud in the rainy season. Con-

sequently people prefer to travel in a commodious, well

appointed car, which takes theiri to their destination in 45

minutes, instead of driving through mud or dust for sever'ad

hours. The minimum charge for a funeral car is $12.50. For

large funerals additional special cars are run at a reasonable

figure. The expense for cars is considerably less than for car-
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riages. Tlie following "ad"

these cars :

is used ill soliciting patronage for

FUNERAL CARS.

Elegantly eqnippcd cars for funeral purposes, direct to all ceme-

teries in San Mateo Connty, fnrnislied at reasonable rates. Quick

service, privacy and courtesy assured. Cars start from the fol-

lowing points : Ferry terminus, i8lh and Guerrero Streets, and

,30lh Street and San Jose Avenue.

Arrangements may be made with undertaker.

Another source of revenue is from Uncle Sam, and for this

purpose the company operates three mail cars, one is electric and

two cable. These cars arc fitted up as per the Post-Office De-

partment regulations with racks, mail bag hooks, lamps, shelves,

etc. The electric mail car C is mounted on a Peckham No. 9

truck, with two G. E. 1000 motors, and track and wheel brakes.

The cable cars have double trucks. These cars have a regular

time schedule, collecting and delivering mail bags at certain sub-

station post-offices and the main offices at stated periods.

Last but not least among the revenue cars are the street sweep-

ing cars. These cars carry the street sweepings from the city

diunps to certain sections of Golden Gate Park, where the sweepr

OIL SPRINKLING C.M<.

ings are used for filling up low land. The sweepings are handled

by teams from the streets to the dumps by the City Street Clean-

ing Department. The tracks for the cars are under the dumps,

and the cars are thus loaded with comparatively little effort.

From three to seven trips are made every day. The boxes in

which the sweeping are carried each hold 8 cu. yd. By using top

hoards II cu. yd. can be carried. The bo-xes are fastened by

means of heavy castings to shafts running lengthwise under the

middle. At the end of the shafts, between the cab and the box,

a one-third section of a gear wheel is keyed. This section of a

gear meshes in a pinion keyed to a parallel shaft running into

the cab. In the cab a worm and gear arc attached to this second

shaft. LSy means of a crank and shaft at right angles to this

the worm gear wheel is turned. This turns the intermediate

shaft with the pinion, which meshes in the section of the gear, and

ULMPINC STREET SWEEPINGS.

thus turning the bo.x with the sweepings partly over. These cars

are 40 ft. over bumpers. They are mounted on extra heavy

Brill 27-G trucks, and have four G. E. 1000 motors. National

Electric air brakes and track brakes. The air compressors are

carried in the cabs in order to protect them from dust and dirt.

The Non-Revenue Cars owned by the United Railroads are I oil

tank car, 2 trolley tower cars, i store-room freight car, 7 track

department freight cars, i oil sprinkling car, 6 wrecking cars, I sand

car, and i motorman's instruction car.

The oil tank car is used to carry fuel oil from the main storage

tank into which oil is run from steam railroad oil tank cars, to

the auxiliary storage tanks at the various power houses. This

work was formerly done with wagon tanks. As there are six

power houses to be supplied with oil the cost of handling was

considerable. This car takes the place of four wagon tanks.

The tank has a capacity of 4400 gallons. The oil is pumped from

the tank into the auxiliary station tanks by means of a Quimby
screw pump, direct connected to a G. E. 800 motor. The car

has extra heavy Brill 27-G trucks, four G. E. 1000 motors and

air and track brakes.

The trolley tower cars are used for general line repair and

construction work. The tower can be raised and lowered by

means of drum and cable. The table can be moved over the ad-

jacent track. The cars have Peckham No. 9 trucks, with two G.

E. 800 motors, and track and wheel brakes. They carry 3 com-

TROI-LEY TOWER C.\R. STOREROOM FREIGHT CAR.
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plete line of line repair parts, trolley and span wire, a full com-
plement of lineman's tools, forge for heating soldering irons, etc.

The store-room freight car is the busiest car on the system.

As all car work is done at the car houses, it is necessary to

carry all supplies from the store-room and shops to the car-

houses. As shown in the engraving there is a closed section in

the middle. In this are carried armatures, etc. Shelves are ar-

ranged in this section so that glass and other fragile articles

can be handled without danger of being crushed by other ar-

ticles. Wheels, oil barrels, castings, etc., are carried on the open

and equipped. On one job of track construction some old single

truck cars with W. P. $0 motors, and passenger car bodies, were

fitted up as freiglit cars and were used for hauling crushed rock, etc.

The ma.ximum load that could be carried was 6 tons. At that it was

nothing unusual to have the cars in the barn two or three times a

day for repairs. The job had to be hurried; trackmen were idle

sometimes on account of cars breaking down; five cars, with five

crews to operate them, could not deliver material fast enough.

When two of the special cars were put in service, the five old cars

were thrown aside
; 40 cu. yd. of crushed rock or sand was de-

OBSERVATION CAR "cAUFORNIA."

section, from which they can be quickly unloaded. This car has

a Peckham single truck and two G. E. 800 motors.

The track department uses seven cars for hauling material.

These cars, as can be seen from the illustrations, are arranged

to carry rails, poles, sand, rock, paving blocks, special work, or

anything else in the line of track material. These cars are 40 ft.

long. They are equipped with Peckham extra heavy 14-B-3-S

trucks, four G. E. 58 motors, air brakes, etc. By leaving the side

livered on every trip of these cars ; the trips were made in less

time and at only two-fifths of the previous cost.

Some of the suburban roads are very dusty, and it was thought

advisable to sprinkle them with oil. A single truck oil tank car

which was no longer needed for this purpose was fitted up as

shown in the accompanying illustration. A pipe runs from the

bottom of the tank to the rear end of the car. A T is attached

to it and pipes run to the edges of the car body. Here elbows

FUNERAL CAR.

wings down, poles, rails, or special work can be hauled; 60 ft.

rails are readily handled. By putting up the side wings and

putting in the ends, 10 cu. yd. of rock or sand can be hauled in

each bo.x, or 20 cu. yd. to the car. Thirty tons have been carried

without any strain on the equipment. These cars illustrate how
money can be saved by having miscellaneous cars properly built

and T's are again fastened and pieces of perforated pipe are

screwed into the T on each side. In order to sprinkle, the perfor-

ated pipe is pulled over so that it is at right angles to the rail

on each side. Directly over the rail for about four inches there

are no perforations. The perforations are i in. apart and J4

in. in diameter. By opening the valve in the pipe near the tank,
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and running the car at the rate of about 3 or 4 miles per hour

a heavy coat of oil is left on the du.st, extending 2 ft. outside of

the rails.

Each electrical car house is provided willi a wrecking car.

These were originally passenger cars, and logcllier with sand

Avoidahic CauHcs of Central Station rircs.

ny ARTHUR B. WEEKS.

on. TANK CAR.

and instruction cars are the only passenger cars used for

miscellaneous work. The seats have been taken out on both open

and closed sections. The cars are equipped with ladders, timbers,

blocks, chains, tow ropes, draw bars, replacers, ratchet jacks,

lanterns, crow bars, sledges, wrenches, pliers, and tools and small

repair parts of all descriptions. They have been found to be of

great value in reducing delays occasioned by broken down wagons,

etc.

The instruction car is a passenger car from which the seats

have been taken. A complete air brake outfit with levers, etc., is

Defective apparatus is not always the cause of central station

fires; they arc often due to the manner in which the controlling

apparatus has been installed. Rules should be made governing Ibis

matter, just as the wiring for lights, motors, etc., is controlled by the

underwriters.

Low potential transformers when u.<cd by individual concerns arc

ordered enclosed in a vault. Even with transformers of high po-

tential, this precaution is not followed, in some stations. Special

rules should always govern the installing of such apparatus. Oil-

cooled and insulated high potential transformers arc often placed in

any convenient location in a fire-proof building, which, when put

lo the test, proves not to have been fire-proof. This sometimes

results from the fact that the insulation on the cables transmits the

lire to other compartments, spreading devastation. Great advance-

ment has been made of late years along this line; but costly plants

installed before late improvements were brought out frequently

sufTer loss from fires breaking out in most unexpected places, and

causing no little expense and anxiety.

The air-cooled transformers arc equally liable to injury and burn-

outs under continual overload, or when the attendant neglects to

start the air blower until hours after the load has been put on.

Under such conditions fires will frequently break out. Were such

transformers installed in a building apart from the main portion of

the plant, the damage could be limited to that locality and easily

controlled.

Roth oil-cooled and air-cooled transformers are in some instances

placed in a small subway, in which all approach to a fire would be

cut off at the stairway. All the apparatus contained in the subway

is therefore liable to loss. These might be transformers for rotary

converters supplying current for a suburban line; in this event,

TRACK DEPARTMENT FREIGHT CAR—UNITED RAILROADS OF SAN FRANCISCO.

set up in the car, with wiring and apparatus exposed. Controll-

ers, circuit breakers, etc., are also set up in this car, and so ar-

ranged that they can be taken apart and examined. This car

is taken from car-house to car-house for the purpose of having

car men become familiar with the apparatus on cars.

The Elmira (N. Y.) Water, Light & Railroad Co. is constructing

an ice palace and winter resort at Rorick's Glen, on the company's

lines, and will arrange for a large skating rink. The only charge

that will be made will be the fare tlvit is charged on the street cars.

should a burn-out occur, the electric line would be totally disabled.

Should this take place during a snow storm, the results can be

easily foreseen.

Bar conductors run in tile duct from switchboards to the dis-

tributing boards and transformers reduce the fire risk. , The pro-

miscuous placing of high potential fuses in vaults and subways.

often within a few inches of oil pipes and other cables and inflam-

mable material, is another source of fires. When such fuses blow,

great heat is generated ; and in the passage of the arc. an oil pipt

has been known to have been pierced; the oil then ignited and dio

great damage. Such fuses can be done away with, and circuit-
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breakers substituted. But these, too, must be kept in order, and so

located that when in need of repair, they will not throw out melted

copper or burnt carbon where it can ignite adjacent material. This

relates also to high tension breakers on lines from 10,000 to 20,000

volts.

Sometimes it occurs tliat circuit-breakers are confined to low ceil-

inged rooms. It may be found that the arc cannot be ruptured by

the present throw of the breaker arm. The result is that the arm

of the circuit-breaker is lengthened ; and probably the next time the

breaker opens the arc will set fire to the wood-work above it. If

there are iron girders in tlie vicinity, the high potential current is

liable to arc to them. The barriers should be of marble.

Loose contacts in alternating current breakers occasionally be-

come overheated and expand so as to prevent the breaker opening

on short circuit. If the attendant does not kill the load on that

feeder, worse things may follow elsewhere. If the feeder is not

controlled by a circuit-breaker, it will be necessary to open the field

current of the battery supplying that feeder or set of feeders.

It is a mistake to use rubber covered wire in an air cooling

chamber below the transformers; for the fire that is liable to be

started would be spread rapidly by the air from the blowers. The

first cost would be greater, but it would very soon pay for itself,

should proper protection for all apparatus as far as possible be made,

as well as constant study for safety at all times. This applies also

to the safety of operators.

Not all mistakes are centered, however, in transformers or their

compartments ; for dynamos have also some weaknesses. The vi-

bration in alternating current conductors in a generator is equally

liable to cause the impairing of insulation and produce a short

circuit. Short circuits cause "kicks" in unsupported parts of conduc-

tors, which weaken the insulation, and eventually breakdowns oc-

cur. There have been accidents about generators for which a solu-

tion was never found, no one having apparently been able to explain

why certain peculiar conditions existed. All stations have had

these experiences, where the missing link has remained a mystery.

The bunching of feeder cables through long subways is liable to

impart troubles to other cables. The action of a short circuit on a

feeder supplied with alternating current is now well known ; tlie

cables are thrown bodily from their place. Lightning arresters are

a fruitful source of fires; some more so than others. A fire in a

large Canadian power house resulting in water-soaking of its large

generators, started from its lightning arresters. Overloaded rotary

converters will in time burn out. These machines will endure more

abuse, apparently, than other generators.

Conditions are sometimes such that attendants become confused,

otherwise much damage might be averted. Men who have passed a

rigid examination before being put in charge of these machines

have, in time of trouble, lost their heads so completely as only to

add to the destruction by hasty and misdirected acts.

Much of the trouble experienced with rotary converters has

been eliminated by the late construction of their controlling ap-

paratus. Working a station to its full capacity is not without its

bad results. An overheated armature or burnt out coils usually

result. When a lighting transformer is overloaded, and the fuses

let go occasionally, much to the annoyance of the offices, an over-

zealous electrician may increase the size of the fuse. The fire

which may follow is apt to be very destructive.

Again, a case is recalled where the electrician had a defective

circuit-breaker, which he plugged to prevent its opening, depending

upon temporary fuses. About 500 h. p. at 2,300 volts was used.

Very soon after plugging the breaker, an overload occurred, and

a fuse let go. The arc jumped across to the other phase, and the

resultant short circuit totally destroyed the entire switchboard. The
short circuit was but a drop in the bucket to the power back of it;

and it was only when the central power station was notified by phone

to open the feeder that the attendants there were aware of anything

serious having taken place.

Moisture is a frequent cause of trouble in power plants, where it

creeps in accidentally. Short circuits in concentric cables with a

pressure of 2,200 volts result in great damage. Overloaded switches,

which from poor contact get sufficiently heated to ignite a match,

are sources of danger if not discovered in time to prevent a fire.

Switches so operated that they enter only partially at times, are

sources of danger, when the load put upon them is too great for the

contact made. The result is most disastrous.

From the foregoing it will be seen that many of the most common

causes of central station fires are avoidable at the expense of a little

precaution at the time of installation, and of subsequent watcliful-

ness and care.
——;—-•-

Lon^ Switch Timbers Under Special Work.

Special work laid in permanent pavement must of necessity be

made as much of a unit as possible in order that the pavement

may give the best possible wear.

It ii the practice of a large road in the East to lay long chestnut

^i-L SWITCH T/MBERi - 7 '«• 9"

^ ./*.vy- j7- ^n' j^

TIMBERS UNDER .SI'ECI.\L WORK.

switch timbers under special work as shown in the accompanying

sketch. These timbers are of course bedded in concrete where

brick pavement is laid. The use of long timbers under special work

has greatly reduced the cost of maintaining line and surface.

Population and Traffic.

The Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Traction Co. was the first

line to enter Indianapolis, the 10 miles between Indianapolis and

Greenwood being opened in iSgg. When the road was extended

south to Franklin, lo miles farther, the total population served was

increased 150 per cent and the receipts were increased in almost

exactly the same ratio. In September, 1903, the road was extended

10 miles farther south to Columbus, the population again being in-

creased about 150 per cent. The last year has shown a correspond-

ing increase in gross receipts.



Pipiiii^ and Power Station Systems. III.*

BY WILLIAM L. MORBIS, M. E.

Pipinj; Systems—Continued.

Ill order lo make the station operation secure against all con-

tingencies it may be arranged to liave eacli battery of boilers dis-

liiict by itself. Each battery will have its own economizer, its

own by-pass flue, stack and fan engine, the same engine driving

lintli llic blast fan and slack fan with a cutting in arrangement

the battery of boilers is out of use and after the brick work has

cooled down. It is wholly useless lo invest money in economizers

and not to make most liberal provision for cleaning them. They

arc sometimes allowed to fill up with deposits inside and outside

so that they will not raise the temperature of the water more than

20° to 30°, while if they are cleaned both inside and out they can

and have in practice raised the temperature of the water from 50°
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Iiotli fur llic air blast and llic main flue, as shown in Fig. .11. By
speeding up these engines two of them should havfi sufficient capac-

ity for three batteries of boilers. After a careful consideration it

may be decided to use the plan shown in Fig. 12, making the fan

engines capable of taking care of three batteries of boilers each by

speeding them up. This would make somewhat less machinery

lo care for and would allow either fan engine to be shut down and

would make it pos5iI)Ie to run all of the present installation or

to 270°, a total of 220°. In order to cool the economizers

sufficiently to permit careful and thorough cleaning no gases should

be allowed lo pass on the outside of any of the economizer wafls

while the cooling and cleaning is in progress. It may occur to the

engineer that he can save in space and in first cost of installation

by placing the main flue to the stack between the boiler and build-

ing wall and place the economizer on top of this, boxed in so to

speak, without any possible chance to cool them off. Where else
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three-quarters of the future installation. This would necessitate

the use of a second fan engine and stack in order to insure con-

tinuous operation of the present three-unit installation.

By placing economizers in separate groups as shown it becomes
a very simple operation to clean them as this can be done when

•Copyright. 1904, by KeiiHeld Piibli.«liing Co.

in the plant can he save from lo to 15 per cent in the cost of fuel by -

doing better engineering? The saving in this detail alone will in

five years' pay the entire cost for engineering of the power station.

The cross connecting flue can be of light iron and left uncovered

except in cases of emergency, when one of the fan engines would

be out of service. The radiation of heat would be confined to the

fan casing and the stack. There are many interesting details in
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connection with the boiler and economizer settings, smoke flues,

air pipes, etc., but as they are somewhat foreign to the piping sys-

tem these details will not be furtlier discussed.

Assume that the arrangement shown in Fig. 12 has been adopted

for the station in question. There are the two fan engines to

provide for and the piping system and also the stoker rams. The

next question that arises is, what shall be done for boiler feed

pumps? Electrically driven feed pumps are not satisfactory except

when the motors can be run within a very limited range of speed

If the station were very large four electrically driven pumps to-

gether with a steam pump could be used, the latter being used

with any or all of the electrically driven pumps to take care of

any demand less than the capacity of oue motor driven pump; one

of the electrically driven pumps could be shut down when the

slowing down of the steam pump still gave more water than was

required. For a plant of the size in question, however, the addi-
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FIG. 13.

tional maintenance of using electrically driven feed pumps is not

justified. There is also needed a line of pipe to which to attach

the water tube cleaner turbine, and this must be supplied from

some other than the feed pump. This is imperative, for water

must not be drawn from the feed main for any purpose whatever

except to feed such boilers as are under pressure. This require-

ment must never be lost sight of in laying out a station system

having an economizer or closed live steam heater between the

pumps and the boilers. Not only should all other service be kept

off the feed main, but the latter should at all times be under full

pressure. The moment that a hose line or a connection into an

empty boiler is opened from the feed line the pressure immediately

drops in proportion to the size of the opening, possibly 10 or 15 lb.

The temperature of the water in a live steam heater or an econ-

omizer is sufficiently high to generate steam when the pressure is

lowered, and this causes a serious water hammer in the economizer,

heater or pipe lines. For the same reason the blow-oflf from an

economizer should be handled according to an established method

which will be mentioned later. Broken economizer sections and

leaky joints are often the results of mistreatment.

In arranging for feed pumps two will be required in any case,

and while one is used for boiler feeding, the other can be used for

filling in boilers, running turbines, etc. In addition to these two

lines of water service it will be necessary to have a low pressure

system operating, say on 25 lb. pressure, which can be used for

cooling engine journals, wetting down ashes, for the plumbing

fixtures, washing floors, for the make-up water, for the open heater

and other similar services. In addition to this "house service"

there should be a fire service system the pump for which should be

able to maintain 100 lb. pressure running full speed. These four

services must be available at all times, although it is not necessary

nor desirable to keep the fire service pressure on all the time. The
house service or low pressure lines may be taken oflF the fire system,

using reducing valves and reliefs, and even if there be a reducing

valve in the line no loss in economy of operations will be effected

as long as the fire system is under the same pressure, say 25 lb.

Whenever the fire system pressure is raised the pressure reducing

valve and relief will protect the line against any careless manipula-

tion of valves.

There are then various combinations of conditions all of which

should be fully met by the system employed. The following are

the different conditions

:

(i) Feed main on.

Tube cleaner main on high pressure,

House service and fire main on low service,

With pump on each line.

(2) Feed main on.

House service low pressure, cold water,

Fire main higher pressure, for outside sprinkling.

(3) Feed main on.

House service on,

Two pumps in service.

(4) Feed main on.

House service on through reducing valves,

Fire main on for fire,

With three pumps on, two pumping into fire main.

(5) Feed pump on.

House service on through reducing valve,

Any of three pumps in service.

The third condition would be the regular operating one, leaving

one pump in reserve at all times. The boiler is so important that

with three pumps in the plant it would be policy to arrange all of

them so they could feed boilers, making it possible to operate under

condition five. It is possible that two of the three pumps may be

out of condition at the same time. The two boiler feed pumps

would be of the same pattern and size with compound cylinders

suitable for boiler feeding, and they should be outside packed.

The fire pump should be of special pattern to fill its various

duties. Probably a soo-gallon pump would have ample capacity

for fire protection, and owing to its high speed it would necessar-

ily be of the regular piston type. The cylinder ratios should be

such that the regular fire pump can be used as a feed pump to

deliver a small amount of water such as would be needed for

boiler feeding. This pump would be regularly used, as a 2S-lb.

pressure pump and in order to economize steam it would be neces-

sary to compound it, possibly six to one, and use it as a compound

pump for the low pressure work only. By operating the port

changing slide valve the pump would be immediately changed to

two high pressure cylinders for fire service or boiler feeding.

In many ways the gravity storage tank is very desirable, as it pro-

vides a storage for water while changing over the pumps and it

also helps to maintain a steady pressure of water. If gravity

tank water is to be used for cooling engine journals, it will neces-

sitate the use of a much larger amount of water than otherwise,

due to the tank becoming heated. If the tank be of metal and

located near the roof, much trouble will be experienced from its

sweating and, in order to avoid dripping, it will be necessary to

use a water-tight pan under it. In order to maintain a steady

pressure with a small amount of storage, it would be preferable

to use a small closed expansion tank in the basement.

The three pumps would ordinarily use different water for the
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FIG. 14.

suctions, the boiler feed pump using hot water from tlie heater and

the other pumps using cold water. The pumps must therefore have

their suctions so piped that any one of the three can use the heater

water or intake water.

Before laying out the piping for this pumping system it is

necessary to consider what to do in regard to the heater. Shall

one or two heaters be used? Before attempting to determine this

question, it is necessary to consider how essential the heater is

in securing continuous operation. There are condensing plants

using economizers and electrically driven auxiliaries that take

water from the hot well and feed directly into the economizers

without having any heater at all. Now if the economizers can

operate continuously without a heater, why must we provide a

reserve heater for the two hours or so that it takes to clean them

out? The only directly appreciable loss is the heat discharged

from the exhaust pipe while cleaning; this is a very insignificant

loss considering the long intervals between cleanings. Another
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question in connection with tlic use of two heaters is how to take

:i uniform amount of water from each heater when using one feed

pump This can be arranged by means of floats and other un-

rclial)Ie devices, but there docs not appear to be any practicable

method except by the use of two feed pumps working separately,

each with a separate heater. This detail should not be lost sight

of in determining the Iieaters.

There must also be considered whether a closed or an open

heater shall be used. 'I'lie only advantage of the closed heater

is that the oil in the exhaust steam docs not mingle in any way

with the feed water. But is this sufficient to outweigh the ad-

vantages of an open heater for the service in question? In the

first place, the open heater is made of cast iron instead of plate

steel, making it able to stand the chemical action within it for

a longer time, .\nothcr feature of the open heater is that it is

not subjected to severe stresses, due to the boiler pressure, as is the

case with a closed healer. The closed heater is far more difficult

to clean and, in case of a condensing plant, but little benefit would

be derived from it, as the closed heater would raise the temperature

of the water only about one quarter as much as the open heater.

If sufficient exhaust steam is delivered to an open heater to raise
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FIG. 15.

the temperature of the water 75 degrees, the same amount in a

closed heater would raise it only about 17 degrees, correspond-

ing to a loss of nearly 6 per cent of the coal consumption. For

a non-condensing plant the closed heater deserves careful con-

sideration, but it is quite out of the question for a condensing

plant, as the only exhaust steam available for the heaters is thai

from the auxiliaries. The open heater should be amply large, not

so much for the purposes of a heater, but to permit possible chemi-

cal treatment, precipitation and to provide a large filter bed.

Therefore one open heater is chosen for the station luider con-

sideration.

There are other features still to be considered before laying out

the pump piping. Shall a water meter be used and, if so, where

shall it be located? Also how shall water be taken from the hot

well and delivered to the heater? Water could be supplied to the

heater by the fire pump while it is being used on the house service,

but, by doing this, water would be delivered to the heater from the

hot well at possibly 60 degrees instead of go degrees, a loss of

3 per cent. If using go tons of coal per day at $2 per ton, this

would cause a yearly loss of about $1,000. It is essential therefore

to save the 30 per cent of heat, even though it becomes necessary

to use another pump, but this is objectionable, as it makes another

machine to care for, watch and regulate.

A simple solution of this question is to attach to the plungers
of the feed pump, in such a way that they can be readily detached,

the pistons of the low pressure heater supply pump. The advantage

of this arrangement is that better economy is secured, there is

one less steam end to look after and there is no liability of shortage

nor waste of heater water. The amount of water delivered to the

heater will be the same as that taken from it. Therefore it is de-

cided to use a double water end feed pump arranged so that the

lieater supply pump can be quickly disconnected in case of acci-

dent, and during a repair water would be taken from the house
service line by means of the fire pump.

Ne.xt comes the water meter. This should be so arranged with
respect to the piping that the total water fed to any or all of the
boilers can be measured, whether fed through the economizers or
with the economizers cut out. The meter should also permit
the measurement of the water fed to one. two or any number of
boilers desired, with the water either passing through the econ-
omizers or fed direct. The meter should also be arranged with a

by-pass so that it can ordinarily be out of service. Fig. 13 shows

one system of feed water pipes with meter, the hydraulic tube

cleaner line being also, in this case, an auxiliary feed main. This

system is especially suited to plants that have one economizer to

serve one side of the plant. It will be noted that the feed water

can be run through the economizers and any one or more of the

boilers fed through the meter, the boilers not on the meter being

fed through the regular feed main. The only condition that could

be improved is in the case of feeding with the economizer cut

out. It will be noted that when metering cold feed water, even if only

for one boiler, all the other boilers would have to take cold feed

water also. The system shown in Fig. 13 requires no extra piping

for the meter other than the meter connections themselves. When
cleaning the boiler tubes the meter is shut off as well as all feeds

to the boilers, and the regular feed main is used for boiler feed-

ing. The test usually made with economizers is to meter the water

for all boilers, first with the economizers on and before cleaning

them, second with the economizers off and third with the econ-

omizers on after cleaning them. This test is to determine how much
can be saved by reason of cleaning them, or, in other words, to de-

termine how often it pays to clean economizers, how well to

clean them, etc.

Another arrangement of piping can be made, as shown in Fig.

14, which will provide for all conditions and which will permit

metering cold water fed to one boiler and feeding through the

economizers for all the other boilers. Fig. 15 shows the regular

method of operation with the meter out of service and the hose
main ready for use. The feed system in this illustration is shown
in full lines, and the cleaner system is dotted.

(To be continued.)

Experiments on Concrete and Iron.

In the course of the construction of the East Boston tunnel the

engineers of the Boston Transit Commission made some interesting

experiments to determine how rusting of iron was affected by con-

crete. The results are reported in the Commission's Tenth .Annual

Report, as follows

:

To Indicate Whether Iron Rusts When Imbedded in Concrete.

Nine strips of sheet iron (2 in. x 6 in.) were cleaned till their

surfaces were bright and free from rust. Then they were imbedded
in concrete, molded into the form of a hollow cylinder, the outside

dimensions of which were 14 in. x 20 in., the walls being 3 in. thick.

This cylinder, when hardened, was kept filled with water, and wa.s

placed in the tunnel. At first the water percolated through the con-

crete very readily, but the amount of percolation gradually dimin-

ished so that at the end of about two months the cylinder became
practically watertight. At the end of two years the sheet iron strips

were removed from the concrete and examined. They were found to

be free from any rust, and in as bright condition as when placed in

the concrete. The concrete was made in the proportions of i barrel

of Portland cement, 9 cu. ft. of stone dust, and 11 cu. ft. of broken

stone.

To Indicate Whether Steel Imperfectly Cleaned Is Preserved from

Further Rusting by Imbedding the Same In Concrete.

A square plate (4 x 4 x J4 in.), which had become badly rusted, was
cleaned by filing till its general surface was bright, but the rust

still remained in the numerous small pits. This plate was then sur-

rounded by about i;< in. of concrete, molded in the shape of a square

block. The concrete was proportioned as follows : 1 barrel of port-

land cement, 9 cu. ft. of stone dust, 1 1 cu. ft. of broken stone.

The concrete block, when hardened, was placed in water for three

or four days, then taken out and dried in air for three or four days.

This process of first wetting and then drying was continued for two
years, and then the plate was removed from the concrete and ex-

amined. The portion of the plate that was bright had remained

unchanged. There was apparently no increase of rust in the small

pits, but in some of them the color had changed from the originally

reddish brown to a yellow. Professor Norton, of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, judges this to be merely a change in the

composition of the old rust, and not a formation of the new rust.

Two other pieces of steel treated in the same way g?.ve the same
results.
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The Bo.ston Elevated Construction Car.

In connection with the construction car mentioned by Mr. H.

M. Steward, roadmaster of the Elevated Division of the Boston

Elevated Ry., in his recent paper before the New England Street

Railway Club, the following additional particulars are of interest

:

The construction car consists of a flat car mounted upon two

Baldwin trucks with 33-in. steel tired wheels. It is 46 ft. loj^in.

long over drawbars, and is divided into two sections, comprising

an open platform at each end and a closed house for the storage

of track maintenance equipment. The front of the working plat-

form is shown in the accompanying illustration. It carries a der-

rick equipped with a lo-ft. and 20-ft. boom, the lifting capacity of

the derrick being 2,000 lb., at a radius of 20 ft. The boom is

made of long leaf Georgia pine and the derrick is so mounted

upon the car platform as to enable the boom, hoisting mechanism

and operating platform to be freely turned to meet the require-

ments of the work in the Sub\vay and upon the elevated structure.

The derrick is operated by two No. 32 pneumatic portable winches,

built by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., the winches being so

placed that the operating levers come on the opposite sides of the

mast. The derrick is controlled by one man, who uses both hands

in working the levers as he stands upon the operating platform.

Two turnbuckles are ordinarily used to hold the derrick in a for-

ward position. These extend from the top of the mast to the sides

of the car, and are easily taken oflf when necessary. The operating

platform is further secured from turning by a chain and pin

which fastens it to the car platform.

In the operation of the construction car a flat car is usually run

in front of it to receive the rails, ties, etc., which are picked up

by the derrick in making repairs to the track. The two cars con-

stitute a work train and are propelled by four G. E. 73 motors

mounted on the trucks of the construction car. These motors are

rated at 7S-h. p. each on the hour run basis of 75 degrees C. tem-

perature rise at full load, and they are controlled by either of two

G. E. L 4 standard controllers, one being mounted at each end of

the housed part of the car. A commutating switch which throws

all four motors in series for running at a speed of 4 or s miles

per hour is installed in the interior of the car. This switch also

throws them into two series-parallel pairs. The car is 8 ft. 854 in-

wide over all, and is used only on the elevated division. It is

construction car. The flat car also has automatic brakos, so that

both cars are braked.

A tool box containing sledges, hammers, wrenches and other

track tools is set on one side of the construction car's open plat-

form behind the derrick, and on the opposite side is an oil and waste

box.

The housed portion of the car is about 30 ft. long. It con-

tains a large assortment of tools and supplies. Longitudinal scats

VIEW OF ii> n.ku. KEAR OF CAR.

are provided on each side for the track crew ; the interior is

lighted by eight i6-c. p. lamps, and heated by four Consolidated

car heaters suspended from the roof. A slate switch box is

mounted on one wall. This contains Noark enclosed fuses for the

main power circuit and for the compressor motor, heating and

lighting circuits ; a double throw main knife switch for connect-

ing the car wiring to either the trolley or the third rail ; and a

WORK CAR OF BOSTON ELEVATED RAILWAY.

equipped with the National Electric Co's. automatic air brakes.

There are three motor-driven compressors of 4-h. p. each, oper-

ating at sso volts and 1,100 r. p. m. These supply the air for

the operation of the brakes and the winches, drills, grinders, etc.

The flat car in front carries rails, frogs, bolts, third-rail insulators,

spikes, ties and other supplies. It is of the same length as the

main switch for the power circuit. On the outside of the box

are the snap switches for the compressor, heating and lighting

control. Snow brushes of the company's standard steel spring

construction are mounted on the trucks adjacent to the third rail

shoes, and the roof is equipped with two trolleys.

Underneath the seats in the car are various wrenches, grippers.
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CRANES ON BOSTON ELEVATED WORK CAR.

picks, bolts, washers, ropes, chains, etc. One of the motor-driven

compressors is mounted inside llie car also. On the walls are a

medicine cabinet equipped with emergency bandages, antiseptics

and other relief appliances, and racks holding lantern globes, fibre

insulating joints used in the signal rail, brushes, hack saws, in-

candescent lamps, lignum-vitae blocks, monkey and Stillson wrenches,

adzes, a.xes, a track level and gage, spike pullers and air hose.

The derrick is supplied with air through a i-in. hose which con-

nects it with the reservoirs of the compressor system.

Suspended from the roof are two emery grinders for use on

the rails, equipped with flexible shafts which are driven by an

air motor on the car; cages of incandescent lamps in banks of 5,

cross-cut saws and a "bug" or portable trolley pole for connecting

with the trolley underneath the elevated structure. On the floor

is a large assortment of spike bars, hand jacks, wrenches, special

track bars, tie clamps, spades, brooms, rail drills, boards, etc.

Extra fuses arc carried on a shelf, and there are boxes of bolts,

nuts, washers and other odds and ends, likely to be of use in the

work of repair. A sand pail, metal waste can and a Badger

chemical fire extinguisher arc also supplied to the construction car.

Despite the great variety of equipment upon this car is appears

roomy and convenient. It was designed and equipped by the Ele-

vated Division, the construction of the car body being efTected at

the Bartlett St. shops of the company.

INTERIOR BOSTON CONSTRUCTION CAR.
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Street Railway and Highway Conflicts.

An interesting paper on street railway and highway conflicts

was recently presented by Mr. Bentley W. Warren, of Boston, at

the meeting of the Good Roads Association in that city. Mr.

Warren's prominent connection with the legal side of street rail-

way work in New England enabled him to speak with authority

upon the broad relations existing between the street railways, town

authorities, and the commonwealth. He began by pointing out that

two parties are always necessary to every quarrel, and that every

dispute is due either to the ignorance of one or both parties to it,

or else to a wish by one party to take an improper advantage of the

other party. Conflicts between street railway companies and pub-

lic ofiicials must be attributed either to the ignorance of the parties

concerned or to the improper intention of the street railway com-

pany. Mr. Warren stated that in his experience controversies of

this nature have rarely been due to a wish on the part of the street

railway company to evade the performance of a lawfully imposed

duty, or to take advantage of the official representatives of the

public. Of course, exceptional cases occur in which the foregoing

does not apply, but even in these exceptional cases the unseemly

and often disgraceful features involving disorder, violence, childish

waste of money and inevitably great discomfort and inconvenience

to the public, for whose safety and convenience both the public

officials and the corporations exist, might be absolutely avoided if

the public officers who were parties to it were properly informed of

the law and its ample provisions for prompt and effectual regula-

tion of any corporation which cither wilfully or negligently fails to

obey the law.

In general the cause of these conflicts is ignorance of some essen-

tial condition, and it is no reflection upon public officials that this

ignorance more frequently exists upon their side than upon that of

the railway officials. The latter have but one professional interest

to study—street railways, and the facts and law pertaining to them

;

while the public officials, whether they be aldermen, selectmen, su-

perintendents of streets or supervisors of highways, have duties and

responsibilities covering a wide range of subjects, requiring tech-

nical and legal information of varied character, and upon many

subjects, of which the relation of street railways to the highways is

only one, and that, too, one not requiring regular, but only occa-

sional, attention. Again, the street railway officials are usually

men of long experience in the business, to the mastery of which

they have devoted many years, while on the other hand, public

officials under our system of government are frequently changed,

so that a street railway question may be presented to such an official

only once during his term of office, and there is no opportunity

for acquisition by him of a fund of knowledge and experience to

enable him to pass quickly and intelligently upon the phases of any

dispute which may arise.

Mr. Warren stated that he proposed to approach the question

rather with a view to determining the reasons for these frequent

clashes, which reflect only discredit upon all the parties to them,

than to attempt any particular description of the particular contro-

versies for which the public has suflFered in the past. He did this

with the hope that if a general understanding could be gained of

the difficulties under which the street railway business is conducted,

and also of the relations which ought to exist between those re-

sponsible for its proper conduct and those responsible for the gen-

eral oversight of the highways, nnich needless ill-feeling and quar-

reling might be avoided.

The ignorance referred to is of two sorts. The first is extremely

simple, and would in itself relieve the public of much annoyance

and discomfort if it were removed. Ordinarily when a controversy

arises, it is due to the wish or order of the constituted authorities

that a street railway company should do some particular thing

with reference to the highway which the company refuses to do.

Thereupon the offended officials endeavor to enforce compliance by

a physical obstruction of the railway, or an interruption of its op-

eration, sometimes without any reference to lawful authority for

so doing, and sometimes by invoking the authority given to such

officials by law, but intended to meet an entirely different situation.

In all such cases, the chief sufferers are those members of the public

dependent upon the operation of the railways for getting to and

from their homes. The only question really involved in any such

case is the legality of the requirement which the officials are en-

deavoring to enforce in an irregular and unlawful manner. In no

case, probably, is there the least necessity for resort to force or for

inconveniencing the public ; but in their ignorance of the law gov-

erning such situations, these officials, sworn to the faithful per-

formance of their duties, unwittingly and ignorantly expose the

public to. a real hardship. Under the revised laws as they now
exist, both the supreme and superior courts have equity jurisdiction

to compel the performance, and to restram the violation, of all

laws which govern street railway companies, and of all orders,

rules and regulations made in accordance with the provisions of

law. In every controversy, therefore, it is possible for the public

official to apply at once to a justice of either of these courts for an

order compelling the street railway company to comply with a re-

quirement about which the controversy exists, and that order will

be issued by the court in every case in which the requirement is a

lawful one, and certainly no one could expect or desire compliance

with an unlawful requirement. By pursuing this method pointed

out by the statutes themselves, full obedience can be exacted from

the most recalcitrant street railway company, and the most obstinate

street railway official, of every obligation to which it is subject,

and this in a prompt, orderly and complete manner, without hard-

ship or inconvenience to any member of the public desiring to use

either the facilities furnished by the street railway, or those exist-

ing in the highway itself. Recent examples of the enforcement

of this remedy can be found in the decisions of the Supreme Court

in Newcomb vs. Norfolk Western St. Ry. Co., 179 Mass. 449, and

Gardner vs. Templeton St. Ry. Co., 184 Mass. 294.

Most of these controversies might be avoided if there were a

more general knowledge and appreciation of the legal nature of

highways and of the relation of street railway companies to them

and to the officers having jurisdiction over them, and responsible

for their condition.

The ownership of the land embraced within a highway belongs

ordinarily, and according to many legal authorities always, even

where a deed of the land has been made to a city or town, to the

owners of the land abutting upon the highway, the only title to the

land in and under the highway possessed by the public being an

easement in the nature of a right to use it for' highway purposes.

The title of this easement is not in the city or town in which the

highway may happen to lie, but is in the whole public of the state,

which is represented by the legislature. This easement includes not

only the right to use the highway for all ordinary methods of travel,

represented by foot passengers, equestrians, drivers of carriages

and wagons for merchandise, but also covers the use of highways

by street railways and by motor carriages, and the right to use the

soil under the highway for steam, water, gas and sewer pipes, elec-

tric light, power, telephone and telegraph wires, and may include

some other uses besides those mentioned. All these uses are sanc-

tioned by the courts upon the theory that they are in aid of the

public easement for which the highway was originally taken and

laid out, and the owner of the land in which the easement was

originally taken is conclusively presumed by the court, in his origi-

nal damages, to have received full compensation for all the pos-

sible uses to which the land may be put consistently with its use as

a highway. Railroads operated by steam, because of the great speed

at which the cars are operated, and elevated railways, because of

the obstruction to light and air occasioned by the elevated struc-

ture, have been held not to have been included in the original ease-

ment, and, therefore, not to be authorized in the highways except

upon the payment of additional damages. The question of the

legality of a street railway in a highway was repeatedly passed upon

by the Supreme Court during the period that such railways were

operated by horse power, the case usually cited being that of

.Attorney General vs. Metropolitan R. R. Co., 125 Mass, 515.

It was again considered by the court after the introduction of

electricity, and the use of the highway for electric cars was upheld

by the Supreme Court in Howe vs. West End St. Ry. Co., 167

Mass. 46, decided in 1896, and the use of a private freight railroad

operated by horses in a public highway was sustained by the Su-

preme Court in the case of White vs. Blanchard Brothers, 178

Mass. 363.

Mr. Warren stated that the latest case of which he had knowl-

edge re-viewing and re-affirming all the previous cases is that of

Eustis vs. Milton St. Ry. Co., 183 Mass. 586.

In Massachusetts, and probably in all jurisdictions governed by

the common law, the control and ownership of the public easement

in the highway is vested in the whole public, acting through its
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representatives, the legislature. The legislature may exercise its

control directly, or may delegate it to subordinate bodies and agents

responsible to itself, and it may change tliese agencies at pleasure.

Nothing is clearer in the judicial decisions in Massachusetts than

that a city or town has no ownership in the higluv.iys witliin its

limits. For convenience, the legislature has in almost all instances

delegated the control, both of bridges and highways, to inferior

governmental agencies, but this delegation carries with it no title

to the property controlled, and no guaranty that the agency will

not be changed. For a long period the favorite agencies for laying

out highways were county commissioners an<l boards of aldermen

and selectmen, while the almost universal agency for the mainte-

nance and repair of the existing highways were the cities and towns

themselves, acting through their appropriate officers; but that the

powers which have been given to the cities and towns by the legis-

lature are in no sense a contract and do not become vested rights

as against the legislature was distinctly affirmed in Prince vs.

Crocker, 166 Mass. 347, p. 359.

In recent years, the creation of the Massachusetts Highway Com-

mission is a striking exami)lc of the legislative power to change

the control of highways, and this already very important commis-

sion, with its jurisdiction and control over the many miles of state

highways in Massachusetts, is likely in the not remote future to be

the chosen agency representing the legislature in the control and

maintenance of all highways not purely of local extent. Again, the

Metropolitan Park Commission, with its control of the many miles

of parkw.ays built under its direction, is another example of the

legislative power in respect to highways. Between these state com-

missions and the street railway companies, however, conflicts arc

gratifyingly rare. By reason of their extended jurisdiction and fre-

quent occasion for dealing with the street railways, as well as from

their relatively permanent character and infrequent change of mem-

bership, together with their right to the advice of the Attorney

General on legal questions arising in the performance of their

duties, such controversies, or the rare occasions on which they

arise, are easily adjusted; or, if a real difference of opinion exists,

they are referred to the courts for solution.

The chief trouble exists in those highways in which street rail-

ways have been constructed where the control of the highways is

vested in cities and towns, or their officers. As was well said by

Chief Justice Shaw in the leading case of Commonwealth vs. Tem-
ple, 14 Gray, 69, decided in 1859:

"It is very important that the rights and duties of all persons in

the community, having any relations with them (street railways)

should be distinctly known and understood, in order to accomplish

all the benefits and as far as practicable avoid the inconveniences

arising from their use. This is important to proprietors and gran-

tees of the franchise, who expend their capital in providing a pub-

lic accommodation, on the faith of enjoying, with reasonable cer-

tainty the compensation in tolls and fares, which the law assures

to them ; to all mayors, aldermen, selectmen, commissioners or sur-

veyors especially appointed by law for the care and superintendence

of streets and highways; to all persons for whose accommodation

in the carriage of their persons and property these ways are espe-

cially designed ; and to all persons having occasion to use the ways

llirough or across which these horse railroad cars may have occa-

sion to pass."

A street railway company derives its right to existence and its

right to exercise its franchise from the legislature itself. It has no

relation to a city or town through which its railway runs, except

such as may have been created by the legislature ; and it owes no

duty and is under no liability to any city or town except such as

has been imposed by the legislature; nor, on the other hand, has a

city or town in its municipal capacity any authority over a street

railway in any case, nor have its officers any such authority except

where the same has been specifically delegated to those officers by

the legislature.

The first street railway in Massachusetts was built about 1853,

and in the decision already referred to. Commonwealth vs. Temple,

it was stated that

"The accommodation of travelers, of all who have occasion to use

them, at certain rates of fare, is the leading object and public benefit-

for which these special modes of using the highway are granted,

and not the profit of the proprietors." The latter "is a mere mode of

compensating them for their outlay of capital in providing and keep-

ing up this public easement."

This statement of the real object of street railways, as enunciated

by Massachusetts' greatest chief justice, has been recognized and

adhered to in the commonwealth almost without variation since the

earliest street railway charter was granted. Statute after statute

has recognized and enforced the two propositions that a street rail-

way company on the one hand should furnish proper accommoda-

tion lo travelers, and that its profits, on the other hand, should be

limited lo a mere reasonable compensation for furnishing this

accommodation. As a result, these companies have been held very

strictly to limiting their rates of fare to such amounts only as

would, if the companies had sufficient business, realize a reasonable

profit. Whenever the profits have shown a tendency to become ex-

cessive or even generous the fares have been cither compulsorily re-

duced by legislative action, or voluntarily reduced by the companies

through fear of such action. This legislative policy, while ap-

parently having nothing to do with highway conflicts, is really in-

timately connected with them. Most of these conflicts arise from

efforts to compel a company to perform some work upon the high-

way. .Such work necessarily involves expense. Being deprived of

surplus income, and in fact enjoying only at best a very limited in-

come, the street railway company, like every individual similarly

situated, is obliged to scrutinize carefully every proposed expense,

if it would at the end of the year show any balance of profit. If, as

is the case in many other states, its profits were unlimited, or if it

were permitted to conceal its profits by the issue of fictitious capi-

talization—a proceeding absolutely prohibited in Massachusetts—the

company could afford to be generous because in receipt of a gen-

erous income.

Although it is apparent that the mere right to build and operate

the railway in a highway did not in itself create any relation what-

ever between the corporation and the city or town in which the

highway was located, that relation was created, and the interests of

the two were speedily brought in conflict by certain legislation im-

posing certain duties upon such companies with respect to the high-

ways.

There have been for many years two legislative provisions of

great importance to the subject in hand, touching the relation of

municipalities to highways. While the legislature might have it-

self assumed both the duty and expense of maintaining highways,

it very early saw fit to place both upon municipalities, and enacted

the following provisions (Revised Laws, Chap. 51, Sees. 1 and 10) :

"Highways, townways, causeways and bridges shall, unless other-

wise provided, be kept in repair at the expense of the city or town

in which they are situated, so that they may be reasonably safe and

convenient for travelers, with their horses, teams and carriages at

all seasons," and

"The surveyors and road commissioners shall cause whatever ob-

structs such ways, or endangers, hinders or incommodes persons

traveling thereon to he removed, and shall forthwith cause snow to

be removed from such ways or to be so trodden down as to make tliem

reasonably safe and convenient."

When, however, the legislature began granting street railway

charters, it otherwise provided, in certain respects, for maintenance

of highways. Without such other provision it- is clear that the

street railway company would have had nothing to do in respect

to the highway, and it was because of these other provisions that

conflicts speedily and frequently arose. These other provisions

varied from time to time, sometimes enlarging and sometimes di-

minishing the highway obligations of the street railways, but they

finally crystallized into two statutes

:

Public Statutes, chapter 113, section 32.—".A street railway com-

pany shall keep in repair to the satisfaction of the superintendent

of streets, street commissioner, road commissioners or surveyors of

highways, the paving, upper planking or other surface material of

the portions of streets, roads and bridges occupied by its tracks,

and if such tracks occupy unpaved streets or roads, shall in addi-

tion so keep in repair (18) eighteen inches on each side of the

portion occupied by its tracks."

This provision modified the first provision of the general law

imposing the duty of highway repair upon cities and towns. The

other provision follows

;

Public Statutes, chapter 113, section 27.
—"The board of alder-

men or selectmen may from time to time establish such regulations

as to the rate of speed, mode of use of the tracks and removal of

snow and ice therefrom within their city or town, as the interest

and convenience of the public may require."
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This provision again modified the other provision of the general

law relative to the removing of ob.stnictions, and particularly snow,

from the public ways. The obvious reason for the imposition of the

former highway duty upon street railway companies was that they

used horses, which, traveling always in a beaten track, would much

more seriously injure the surface of the highway than would a

greater number of horses scattered over the entire breadth of the

highway.

Mr. Warren stated that t!ie only judicial decision he could recall

upon the statute of interest in this connection was one that the

space occupied by the tracks meant only the space between the two

rails of each track, and not the space between the two tracks or

outside of either track, and that the requirement was confined to

the surface material, and did not involve responsibility for an open-

ing in the street into which a traveler had fallen. Although con-

flicts were numerous, and, as pointed out in the Report of the Spe-

cial Street Railway Commission in iSgS, frequently presented the

absurd and wasteful spectacle, for example, of two bodies of men.

one employed by the corporation, and the other by a public official,

busily engaged, the one in shoveling snow from the tracks, and

the other in shovelling it back onto the tracks, both to the injury

of travelers, there were but few judicial decisions under these

statutes. In the case of Union Railways vs. Cambridge, II Allen

287, the snow question was settled by the decision that the board

of aldermen could entirely prohibit the removal of snow and ice

from the tracks. Mr. Warren then stated as his opinion that the

absence of judicial decisions upon these statutes as a basis was due

to the existence of another statute, which enabled a board of alder-

men or selectmen to revoke a street railway location and order the

tracks out of a street without any appeal to any other board or

court. At all events, these statutes imposed upon street railway

companies some duty to maintain and repair a part of the surface

of the highway in which the track was located; leaving, under the

general law, the duty of keeping in repair the balance of the high-

way, upon the city or town; and also, that the municipal authorities

had free control in the matter of removing snow from the tracks,

e*en to the extent of refusing to permit such removal at all, thus

suspending the operation of the railway until the snow was removed

by natural causes.

Thus the law stood in 1897. At this time the mileage of street

railways operated in the state had increased, in the thirty years

from 1866 to 1896, from 107 to 1,291 ; the capital investment from

$5,257,740 to $61,117,714, and the gross receipts from $1,707,447 to

$14,900,941. The car mileage run had increased from 4,952,248 to

53,613,685. In this year the increase in the number and extent of

street railways, and in their importance to the traveling public,

which w-as becoming more and more dependent upon this method of

travel, the relations between the municipalities and the street rail-

ways became the subject of serious legislative consideration. A spe-

cial committee of three disinterested and prominent citizens was

appointed to consider the whole question and report to the legisla-

ture. This committee made a very full investigation of street rail-

way problems, both in this country and Europe, and submitted to

the General Court of 1898 a valuable and exhaustive report printed

as House Document No. 475. This report took up in detail the

relations between municipalities and street railways, and particu-

larly the subject of highway conflicts. A draft bill designed to

obviate, as far as possible, occasion for further disputes, accom-

panied the report. The committee laid down two propositions as

of the greatest importance

:

a. That a divided control of the highways, and consequently

divided responsibility for their condition, was illogical and bad, and

that both the control and responsibility should reside in one body;

and that body should be the city or town in which the highway
existed.

b. That public convenience absolutely required the uninterrupted

operation of street railways, and that it was quite as important that

a street railway track should be broken out and cleared of snow as

it was that a sidewalk should be. With various amendments this

bill was enacted as chapter 578 of the acts of the year 1898.

While this statute made many changes in the street railway law,

the important ones, as concerns highway conflicts, were, like the rec-

ommendations of the committee itself,

1. Undivided control of, and responsibility for, the condition of

highways.

2. The imposition of a special graded excise tax, amounting sub-

stantially, however, to 2 per cent of the gross earnings of all the

street railways in the state.

3. The distribution of this excise tax, and also of the franchise

or corporation tax paid by the street railway companies, among the

cities and towns within which the street railway tracks were located,

in proportion to the miles of track in each city or town.

4. A requirement that all money received by any city or town

from this distribution of the street railway tax should be applied

to the construction, repair and maintenance of the public ways, and

removal of snow therefrom within such cities and towns.

5. An enlargement of the equity jurisdiction of the courts to en-

force compliance with the laws. (This was added by the legisla-

ture.)

The public generally is ignorant of the present status of the

street railway resulting from this legislation of 1898. Not only

did the statute provide that street railways shall not be required to

keep any portion of the surface material of streets in repair, but it

also expressly repealed section 32 of chapter 113 of the Public

Statutes, which had previously required such repair work from street

railways. The general law was left in effect, that cities and towns

should keep the streets in repair.

The bill as recommended by the committee further provided that

street railway companies should clear snow from their tracks in

such manner as the superintendent of streets, or other official exer-

cising like powers, should approve; but that they should not be re-

quired to remove from the streets the snow cleared from their

tracks. The provision about removing snow was struck out of the

bill in the legislature. The statute, however, further expressly re-

pealed that part of section 27 of chapter 113 of the public statutes

which authorizes aldermen and selectmen to make regulations as

to removal of snow and ice.

Since the passage of this statute of 1898 the importance of street

railways to the traveling public has been immensely increased.

The miles of track operated have grown from 1,291 in 1896 to 2,670

in 1903. The capital investment has increased from $61,117,714 to

$122,666,365. The gross receipts have increased from $14,900,941 to

$25,540,811. The amount paid in taxes in 1896 was $523,546. This

amount had grown in 1903 to $1,725,312, or more than three times

that paid seven years earlier ; while the amount paid in dividends

had increased from $1,802,847 to $3,586,248, or not quite twice as

much.

Briefly re-stated, the plan of this change in legislation was de-

signed to prevent thereafter the performance of highway work by

two different parties, and to place all such work in the control of

the municipality whose general duty it had been to do this work.

In the other highways, and also in the highways occupied by street

railway tracks except for the limited space where the street railway

tracks lay, it had, however, always been claimed, and probably with

some justice, that the presence of a street railway track in the high-

way, or at any event, in the wrought portion of the highway, caused

a more rapid deterioration and consequently a more frequent need

of repair than was true of a highway without such tracks in it.

The new legislation recognized this claim, just as the old legislation

had recognized it by imposing highway work upon the street railway

companies; but instead of continuing the duty of such highway work,

it substituted therefor a new excise tax ; which, as appears from the

report of the commission, was carefully estimated to be at best the

money equivalent of ihe highway work actually performed by the

companies prior to this legislation. The legislature even went fur-

ther, and provided also that the entire corporation tax paid by the

companies should be distributed to the cities and towns, and that the

receipts from both taxes should be used only for highway purposes

and for the removal of snow. The financial result of this legislation

to the companies has been that while their gross receipts have in-

creased only about 66 per cent, the amount paid by them in taxes

has increased over 200 per cent since the passage of the statute, and

they paid in 1903 in taxes, all of which went to the cities and towns

in which the railways were operated, half as much as the stock-

holders received in dividends upon the $68,500,000 of capital stock

invested in the business.

That the conflicts still continue is in large measure due to a fail-

ure on the part of the representatives of the public to appreciate the

changed relations existing between themselves and the companies.

The companies, too, are more insistent upon their alleged rights and

exemptions in view of the great increase in their taxes. They claim

not only that it is unjust and illegal that they should be expected to
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liolli pirfunii llio wiiiU I'jinicrly iti:iiun;d and also lo pay the tax

wliicli llic legislature imposed as a substitute for the requirement to

do lliat work; but also that with the low fares in force and the ad-

ditional accommodations furnished by the companies, it is utterly

impossible for them not to insist upon their rights, if they are to

avoid ill many cases a suspension of dividends, and in some cases

even more serious financial trouble.

Some of the conflicts which have arisen since 1898 have been

passed upon by the Supreme Court in decisions which should go

far to prevent trouble in the future. It has been held that there is

no longer any obligation upon a street railway company to main-

tain any part of the surface material of a highway by virtue of any

requirement contained in a grant of location, unless that grant hap-

pened to be the first one ever made to the company in the particular

city or town. Mr. Warren then stated that these decisions make tlie

law perfectly clear as regards so-called extension locations at any

time granted lo companies which were in existence before 1898,

and said that there could, in his opinion, be little question but that

they also decide that any requirement in a location granted to a com-

pany organized since 1898, that the company shall maintain any part

of the surface material of a street is void. The decisions do, how-

ever, leave unsettled the requirement to maintain some part of the

surface of a street imposed in an original grant of location, before

the 1898 law went into effect.

There has been no final decision as to the liability for the removal

of snow under the new statute, but opinion seems to be that the most

that a company can be required to do is to clear its tracks of snovv',

so as to be able to operate its railway, and that it shall so far as

practicable level the snow cleared from its tracks over the adjacent

portions of the highway. A great deal of misunderstanding exists

among some people because of the diversity of practice existing in

Boston and its suburbs in which the Boston Elevated operates,

and in otiicr places in the state. The fact that in Boston the rail-

way company does keep in repair its portion of the streets, and

docs itself remove from the streets a large quantity of snow, has

often led officials in other cities and towns to demand that the street

railway companies shall pursue the same course. A study of the

statute shows, however, that this claim is unwarranted. The changes

cITccted by it do not apply to the Boston Elevated or to lines operated

by it until the end of the 2S-year period named in the Elevated char-

ter as the time during which no new burdens shall be imposed

upon it, and it was expressly provided that the change in the law

should not apply to that company until the end of the 25 years.

Conllicts still arise, and may continue to arise, as long as new
street railways are built, growing out of the questions relative to

construction. It is dilTicult to avoid these as long as the grants

of location are drawn with the present indefiniteness and careless-

ness of requirement which generally characterizes them. It is well

to avoid such general phrases as, that this or the other work "shall

be done to the satisfaction" of somebody, and, if on the other hand,

the persons promoting a street railway enterprise would refuse to

accept any grant of location unless its requirements were made thus

specific and definite. But even in these instances much trouble would

be avoided if the party to the conflict feeling itself aggrieved would
apply to the courts for relief.

Every conflict between city and town officials and a street rail-

way company tends to hasten the day when municipal authorities

will have no jurisdiction whatever over street railways. With the

great growth of this system of travel and the greatly increased

public dependence upon it, there has always been a marked tendency

to recognize the fact that street railways are no longer local affairs,

but that their regular and uninterrupted operation is essential to

the public's whole comfort and convenience, and that anything which

interrupts this operation, even under the color of a legal right, is a

public hardship. If necessary, problems of the foregoing character

should be determined by some tribunal so situated that it can take

a broad view of the circumstances.

Mr. Warren then discussed the general trend of legislation of late

toward placing the State Railroad Commission in an authoritative

position in connection with street railway problems of great public

importance. Matters of grade crossing, fenders, wheel guards,

heating of cars, furnishing additional accommodations for passengers,

acquiring real estate for park purposes, leases, consolidations and

the use of foreign tracks were all within the control of this board

even before the legislation of 1898. Great authority with respect

to locations was granted by the legislation of 189S, and recently the

board has been granted exclusive jurisdiction on the subject of

the vestibuling of cars, determining when a street railway may be

opened for public use, approval of local speed regulations, loca-

tions on private rights of way and the regulation of fares. The

accommodation of the traveling public, uninterrupted operation and

the greatest public safety have apparently been in the minds of

legislators as these changes in control have been made. These rail-

ways arc of too much importance to the public lo permit any

crippling of service by reason of local conflicts. If the result of such

conflicts is lo be an interruption of travel it is safe to predict that

the legislature will spccdiy transfer to some state commission the

remaining jurisdiction still retained by local authorities.

Last year the street railway tax in Massachusetts amounted to

3'/. per cent of the total amount of money raised by local taxation

in the commonwealth. The latter sum was $46,990,749. Legislation

is needed by which some part of this tax may be made directly

applicable to the maintenance of state highways, which arc increas-

ing notably in importance.

Mr. Warren concluded by stating that it is safe to assume that

when the public understands, it will approve the scheme of leaving the

entire physical control and maintenance of the highways to the

public officials, and that when these officials realize that the street

railways are paying a million and three-quarters of dollars annually

toward this maintenance, they will see that the money is devoted to

the purposes for which, under the law, it is paid, and that they will

find that ample funds have been provided for any highway expense

necessitated by street railways. At any event it is to be hoped that

the remedy now afforded by the statutes will put an end to efforts

on the part of either the street railways or public officials to decide

these questions of taking the law into their own hands, assaulting

each other's employees, tearing up rails, or obstructing cither the

highway or that part of it represented by the regular operation of

street cars.

The Geneva Traction Co.

The Geneva Traction Co. has been organized under the laws of the

state of Indiana for the purpose of constructing and operating an

electric railway from Marion, Ind., to Celina, O., through Montpclier

and Geneva, Ind., passing through the heart of the Indiana and Ohio

oil belt for the entire distance, 52^ miles. Franchises and right of

way have been secured over the entire route, and the engineers are

now working out the details of construction and equipment. The

road will handle both freight and passenger business, will be equipped

with 55-ft. cars, single phase. The power house will contain water

tube boilers and direct connected turbine engines. The power house,

car barns and machine shops will be in one building, with the ma-

chine shop located in the center, so that the engine room crane can

be used to handle material to the machine shop from either the

power station or the car barn. The building will be of cement block

construction with steel truss roof, and will be located at Geneva.

Ind. Chestnut poles will be used in the line construction, except in

cities where iron poles will be substituted, and 70-lb. standard T-

rails will be used in the track construction.

The officers of the company are: President, Senator Silas W.

Male ; vice-president, James H. Hardison ; secretary, .\ndrcw G.

Briggs; treasurer, Charles D. Porter, all of Geneva; chief counsel.

Dudley M. Shively, South Bend ;
general manager, William J. Hes-

ter, Geneva; assistant general manager, Hugh H. Hesford, Buchan-

an, Mich. ; civil engineer, Henderson McClellan, South Bend, and

electrical engineer, James H. Forbush, Columbus, O. The ofRces of

the company are at Geneva, Ind.

*--*

It is reported that the Baltimore & Ohio will make an electric

line out of the Cleveland, Wooster & Muskingum Valley road or at

least a part of it.

The Western Ohio Railway Co. and the Dayton & Troy Electric

Railway Co. have issued a very convenient time card in connection

with their limited service between Dayton and Lima. On one

side of the card is a map of the lines while on the other is the

time card. This fast service, which has recently been established,

includes four limited trains daily each way between Dayton and

Lima, making the run of 80 miles in 150 minutes, without change

of cars. This is considered the fastest trolley service in the world.
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Two New Pleasure Resorts. Correspondence.

The International Construction Co., with headquarters at noi
Herman Building, Milwaukee, Wis., is now constructing a pleasure

resort, which will be known as "Wonderland," located at Oakland

Ave. and the city limits of Milwaukee, where the company has a

tract of IS acres. This is about 4 miles from the city hall, an 18-

minute ride on the electric cars. About one-third of the site is

thickly wooded and from this wood a double row of maple trees,-

planted some 30 years ago, extends down to the river front, mak-
ing a most beautiful shaded avenue. The cost of this resort will be

$140,000 and the attractions will include the scenic railway, which

was on the Pike at the St. Louis fair; shoot the chutes; tl>ing

swings built by the Amusement Construction Co., such as illustrated

in the "Review" for December, page 982; an electric tower; the Old
Mill ; a Cagney miniature railway ; Chilkoot Pass, otherwise known
as the bump-the-bumps, which was illustrated in the "Review" for

September; a laughing gallery; a fairy theater; mystic maze; flying

horses; dancing pavilion; belter skelter and down and out. Several

of these attractions, among which are Chilkoot Pass, belter skelter

and down and out, are free to patrons, the idea being that when a

crowd gets warmed up by indulging in the exercise which these

devices promote, it will be in better spirit to patronize the pay
shows.

One of the new attractions is the Fairy Theater, and it is a most
ingenious one. The stage and all stage settings are constructed on
a large scale, tables, chairs and all furniture being five or six times

as large as they would be made for ordinary use. The performers
in the theater are children. The audience looks into lenses which
are placed in a curved partition separating the stage from the au-

ditorium, the effect of which is to reduce the exaggerated stage

properties to their normal size and the effect of the children when
correspondingly reduced is quite startling.

Music and outdoor vaudeville acts will be special features. Mr.
Richard Kann, who is known to our readers as the author of the

article on "Some New Ideas in the Pleasure Resort Business" in

the September "Review," is president of the International Construc-
tion Co., and Mr. Sherburn M. Becker is vice-president.

Mr. Kann is also president of the Park Construction Co., which
is erecting a $200,000 "Wonderland" midway between Minneapolis
and St. Paul on the route of the electric interurban line now build-

ing by the Twin City Rapid Transit Co. between those points. It

should be mentioned that this new line will be the third interurban

road of the Twin City company connecting the Twin Cities. At Min-
neapolis "Wonderland" baby incubators and the Santiago Naval
Show will be among the attractions.

Additions to Purdue Railroad Museum.

Negotiations have been completed whereby Purdue University is

to receive from the New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R..

through the courtesy of Mr. Samuel Higgins, general manager, the

historic locomotive "Daniel Nason". A few years ago the Univer-
sity interested itself in securing from railways samples of such
classes of locomotives as are now being superseded by machines
of more modern construction, its purpose being to preserve as mu-
seum exhibits types of design which were in danger of becoming ex-
tinct. As a result of this plan, a number of valuable relics are al-

ready upon its grounds. From the beginning of this movement, an
effort has been made to secure a representative of a type which
was common throughout New England thirty years ago, namely, an
8-wheeled engine having cylinders inside the frames connecting
with the crank axle. This effort has now been crowned with suc-

cess. The "Daniel Nason" is said to have been built in 1858. It

was exhibited in Chicago in 1893 and has since been held as a relic

at Roxbury, Mass. The engine weighs about 25 tons, is complete
with its tender, and will be shipped to the University at Lafayette,

Ind., upon its own wheels.

The University is also to become the custodian, on behalf of the

same railway, for a stage-coach passenger car which is said to have
been placed in service in 1835. It consists of the body of a stage-

coach su.spended over a simple railway truck by means of thorough
braces. It will seat inside and on its top about twenty persons.

Editor "Review" : In connection with the proposed combination

of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology with Harvard Uni-

versity, the following authoritative statement of foreign opinion

(translated from the Zeitschrift des Vereines deutscher Ingenieure

of Sept. 24, 1904,) is of interest:

".\t a meeting of the Union of German Engineers, held at Munich

September 12th, with the participation of thirty eminent representa-

tives of technological schools and universities, as well as of other

schools and of industries, the following resolutions were adopted

:

"l. It is not advisable, so far as can be foreseen, to attempt to

meet the need of new technological schools by the addition of tech-

nological faculties to universities, but rather by the establishment of

independent institutions ; for the technological schools would be

hindered in their independent development by attaching them to uni-

versities. This separation should not, however, impede the welcome

development of intellectual good-will between the two institutions.

The attachment to universities would also in no way involve econo-

mics of consequence.

. "2. The Union of Gennan Engineers stands now, as before, by

its expression of 1886, as follows : We declare that the German engi-

neers have the same needs and will be subjected to the same judg-

ment as to their general culture as the representatives of other pro-

fessions based on higher scientific education.

"In this view we rejoice as the conviction more and more gains

ground that a considerably greater significance is to be attributed

than before to mathematical and natural science as a means of cul-

ture. Knowledge of these branches is becoming more and more an

indespensable constituent of general education. The predominantly

linguistic education now received by the majority of our gymnasium

graduates does not satisfy the demands which must be made on the

leading classes of our people, in particular, in respect to the in-

creasing significance of economic questions."

Tech Graduate.

New York Transportation Co.

In connection with the election of Mr. Richard W. Meade as pres-

ident of the New York Transportation Co., it should be of interest

to our readers to knov/ what field this company covers.

The business of the New York Transportation Co. is primarily

that of reiithig, storing and repairing electric vehicles of all kinds,

of which it owns between five and six hundred. Its main station is

at 49th St. and Eighth Ave., and it has additional stations at 66di

St. and Third Ave, 64 Vesey St., New York City, and 19 Downing

St., Newport, R. I., containing in all a floor space in New Yor!--

City of 201,600 square feet, and in Newport 20,000 square feet. It is

the largest concern of its kind in existence and has been the principal

pioneer in the development of electric automobile livery service.

The Transportation company also controls the Fifth .'\ venue Coach

Co., which possesses franchises of considerable value on Fifth Ave.

and other important streets of New York, and the Park Carriage

Co., which has an exclusive franchise for operating vehicles in the

parks and parkways of the Borough of Manhattan. In other words,

it controls all the fi.xed route transportation facilities in the Borough

of Manhattan other than those of the railroads.

Important Contracts in San Francisco.

The Crocker-Wheeler Co., through its Pacific Coast managers, the

Abner Doble Co. of San Francisco, has secured a contract from the

California Gas & Electric Corporation for three 4000-kw., 2S-cycle,

three-phase, 13,200-volt revolving field alternators, to be driven by

6ooo-h. p. gas engines built by the Snow Engine Co. These gen-

erators are the largest in capacity in the world driven by gas engines,

and will furnish power for operating all the street railways in San

Francisco and vicinity. The installation of these three engine-driven

generating units in San Francisco will mark an important step for

the transmission company, as they will operate in parallel with the

water power plants of the company and thus serve as an important

reserve plant for the entire system. One of the units will be used ex-

clusively for handling the peak load on the railway lines.



The Electric Tramways of Amsterdam, Holland.

BY E. CUARINI.

Ill the cily of Aiiistcnlaiii is an iiilcrcsiiiin Irannvay wliicli was

liiiilt liy the Allgciiiciiic Elckliicitacis Gesellschaft and the .Siemens

& I lalsUe Co. Tlicse tramways cover alioiit 30 miles of route and are

of 1,000 h. p. each directly connected to a dynamo. Two of the

engines drive continuous current generators for the tramways. Two
are coupled lo three-phase high tension alternators for lighting and

V;i « 11 TliAMUAV l.jXE IN .AMSTERDAM.

partly single and partly double track. The cars were built by Raab, of

Prague, which concern also supplied the trucks, which have given

entire satisfaction. All the cars are single deck and trailers arc

extensively used. The motor cars are equipped with motors made by
the Union Electric Co., of Berlin. The Siemens pattern of bow
trolley is used exclusively.

The track is laid with grooved rails and has no ballast, but is

merely supported on a bed of sand. No concrete or grouting is

used for the reason that the soil is so yielding that a bed of concrete

would be liable to break owing to the elasticity of the soil under-

neath. It has been found with this construction that the cars run
very smoothly even at high speed.

I'he new power station which furnishes current for lighting

as well as for tramways presents some unusual features. The build-

ing is of brick and ample space has been left for additional machinery
as may be necessary. There are 10 high tension feeders leading from
the station to the transforming sub-stations which number about 50.

.At these sub-stations the current is reduced to 220 volts before being
delivered to the consumers.

The boiler house contains 12 boilers, each of which is double, one
being placed above the other. The lower boiler is of the cylindrical

type and the upper one is of the water-tube pattern. Superheaters
are fitted behind these boilers. The flames and gases from the fur-

nace after passing the cylindrical boiler pass up to the water-tube
boiler above and finally pass to the superheater before being led to

the chimney. The steam produced in both sections of the boiler is

led to a drum to which the steam pipe connects. Hand firing is em-
ployed in this station.

The engine room contains five cross compound horizontal engines

the other engine to both a continuous current and an alternating cur-

rent generator, either of which or both may be used at once as a

STANDARD CAR, AMSTERDAM ELECTRK TR.\M\VAVj.
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reserve for the railway or the lighting system. The engines for

the continuous current machines were built by Stork & Co., and those

for the alternators were made by the Netherlands Co. and are of

the Sulzer design. .Ml the engines run at 105 r. p. m. with steam

at 140 lb. pressure and 270° F. superheat. The engines are pro-

voltage necessary for electric lighting is well secured. All the gener-

ators are of the Allgemeine Elektricitaets Gcsellschaft type. The

continuous current machines generate at 600 volts pressure and this

is fed direct to the trolley wires.

.\ storage battery is connected in parallel with the railway dyna-

ELECTRIC R.MI-WAV BRmCE, .\MSTERDAM.

vided willi stuffing bo.xcs loose enough in the cylinder covers to allow

a certain amount of play and the air pumps for the condensers are

operated by a connection from the tail-rod of one of the pistons.

The engines which drive the alternators have a small motor con-

nected to the governor and the motor can be actuated from the

switchboard so as to help the governor in maintaining a uniform

speed whether the load is light or heavy. In this way the steady

mos and this battery carries all the load after one o'clock in the

morning when the only current required is for lighting the station

and driving the tools in the repair shops. The three-phase alter-

nators generate current at 3,000 volts and 50 periods per second.

It should also be noticed here that the new electric railway which

runs from Amsterdam to Haarlem runs over a part of the tramway

lines in both Amsterdam and Haarlem.

The Amsterdam-Haarlem Tramways System.

About five years ago there was constructed in the city of Haarlem,

by a local Dutch company, an electric tramway system, the first in

Holland. This system included a belt line about the city, with two

suburban branches, one running north to Bloemendal and another

west about 5 miles to Zandvoort. Haarlem itself is a city of 65,000

inhabitants and the distance between the city limits of Haarlem and

Amsterdam is 10 miles. Several years ago a concession was granted

for an interurban line, but the route was rather roundabout, and

finally the Holland Steam Railway Co. secured control of the enter-

prise and prevented the construction of the line. In 1901, however,

Messrs. Anderhagen & Neumeyer, of .Amsterdam, took the prelini-

E. N. E. T. POWER HOUSE, HAARLEM. INTKRIOR CAR SHED, HAARLEM.
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inary steps towards securing a new concession over the direct govern-

ment high road connecting the two cities and running parallel with

the steam railroad. In addition to this concession for the use of

the government high road, the company secured private right of way
for two miles from the government road to the city limits of .Amsler-

the through running of cars, and this was done principally at the

expense of the concessionaires, who also agreed to pay 40 per cent

of the fares which the town would have charged within the city

limits, on the basis of its own rates, also to repay the actual cost,

plus 10 per cent, expended by the corporation in the maintenance of

t
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DET.MLS OF TR.\CK CONSTRUCTION.

through running arrangements between Amsterdam and Zandvoort,

the local Haarlem companj-, which is known as the First Netherlands

Electric Tramwftys fabhreviated F. N. E. '1'.], was purchased out-

right. Contracts were then entered into on Jan. i, 1903, with J. G.

White & Co., Ltd., of London, for the complete design and con-

struction of the road, and operation of the completed system was

commenced in October, 1904.

Over the greater portion of the route in Amsterdam the line fol-

lowed the existing tram line of the municipality and on such portions

the third rail was laid. The bridge which is located at the city

limits of Amsterdam is what is generally known as the bascule type

of swing bridge designed and built by the Haarlem Machine Co. The

general details of this bridge are as follows: 12 meters span, 12

meters wide, 876 piles to the foundations, 176 cubic meters of other

timber, 1,250 cubic meters of brickwork, 100 cubic meter', of granite

and 220 tons of steel. From the bridge the line runs over its private

right of way the length of which is 2,444 meters. The cross section

of this part of the route is 22 meters from building line to build-

,^piw!«(ii,i-;;
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SECTION OF RO.\DBED ON F.M HAN K MENT.
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ing line, with a cciiliT si rip S luctcis wide for the tracks and center

pole conslrnclion. At the village of Sloterdykc the line joins the

government high road, on the north side of which road runs a canal,

except through llalfwcg, and on the south side is a ditch. The land

is of a hoggy, peaty nature, and is used wholly for grazing purposes.

INTERK 1< ( F POWER HOUSE.

The paving of the high road was practically rclaid the entire length,

to the stipulated datum level of Amsterdam. In this work there

were used 43.500 piles, 4,600 cubic meters of timber, creosoted and

uucreosoled ; 160 tons of iron for tie rods, 5,000 tons of basalt for

slopes, 75,200 cubic meters sand filling, 31,600 square meters brick

paving, 9,600 cubic meters dredging, 1,700 meters of fencing and 74

gateways and approaches to farms and houses.

The permanent way along the government high road and along

the private right of way is standard railway construction, 70-lb. T-

rails of A. S. C. E. section, being used. The rails rest on ties which

are spaced 76 cm. center to center, except at the joints, where they

are at 50 cm. The joints are staggered. The ties are creosoted Nor-

way pine, 23x11.5 cm., the upper edges being beveled. The rails

are fastened to the ties by screw bolts and doubled concealed bonds

are placed at each joint. The length of route along the canal is

13,417 meters. At the village of Halfweg the line crosses two canals,

over whicli bridges were built, one of four spans of 15 meters each,

and the other of two spans of the same length. Through the village

of Halfweg there are two sections of single line, which are controlled

by an automatic electric signaling device of the Siemens-Schuckert

Co. The terminus of the line in Haarlem coincides with the ter-

minus of the Zandvoort line. The construction in Haarlem is all

.grooved girder rail of 84-lb. section, resting on ties spaced 74 cm.

center to center, except at the joints, where they are 56 cm. In

Haarlem it was necessary to reconstruct a swing bridge and to en-

tirely rebuild three other bridges, as well as to construct a new
bridge for the entrance into the city.

Power.

riu- iiDWLT liousc is situated in a central position at Halfweg, being

located on the banks of the Ringvaart Canal, which affords cheap

facilities for transportation of supplies, and also an abundance of

water for feed to boilers and jet condensation. Owing to the nature

of the country and the poor condition of ground at the site of

the power station, an elaborate arrangement of piling was necessary,

the entire site being covered with piles 46 ft. long by g^ in. diameter,

placed 4 ft. I in. apart, each pile being estimated to carry 4 tons.

The buildings are of brick, substantially built and neatly finished

with stone trimmings. The ground area occupied by the power sta-

tion site is about 0,150 sq. ft. with sufficient ground for future exten-
sions. A wharf 26 ft. 3 in. wide was erected, immediately adjoin-

ing which is the boiler lionse, 88 ft. 7 in. by 52 ft. 6 in. in size. .\

division wall separates the Ijoilcr and engine room ami situated at

the end of the boiler room is a coal storage room, with storage capac-

ity for 400 tons. Good light is obtained throughout the entire build-

ing by large glass windows with iron frames and ample door space

is provided for bringing machinery into the building.

The main engine plant consists of three Bcllis pat-

ent self-lubricating, Ihrcc-crank, triple-expansion en-

gines, each of 430 b. h. p , at economical cut-off, and

having a steam consumption of 13!^ 111. with super-

healed and 17 lb. with saturated steam, with 26 in.

vacuum. The speed is 375 r. p. m. The cylinders

arc 12, 17 and 26 x 13-in. stroke, steam inlet 4^ in.

aiirl the exhaust 11 in. in diameter. The fomidalions

arc built of concrete, engine centers being 14 ft. 9

in. apart, and the flooring consists of tiles bedded

in concrete and supported on two layers of brick

The boiler house contains six I.^ncashirc steel boil-

ers, manufactured by Stork of Hengelo, Holland,

encased in heavy brickwork walls with foundations

of brick work. The heating surface of each lx)iler

is 926 st|. ft., the grate area 35 ?q. ft. and the steam

pressure 160 lb. per sq. in. Directly behind the boil-

ers are the superheaters, of which there are six,

manufactured by Stork, of Hengelo, which are ar-

ranged to work at a temperature of 500° F. By
means of flue doors, the superheaters can be cut out

and engines worked by saturated steam. The heat-

ing surface of each superheater is 330 sq. ft.; each

superheater consists of 10 rowi of coils, the ends of

which terminate in two cast steel headers, the coils

being hound by steel straps bolted together. The
steam enters the one header, passes through the

lubes and discharges at the other. Fixed to the

discharge steel header are a safety 1 alvc, a blow-

oflf cock, and two small holes for testing purposes.

The generators, made by the Societe Anonyme Westinghouse, Lc

Havre, are three in number, coupled to the engine shafts. The
output of each compound 6-pole machine is 300 kw. at 525 to 575
volts when running at a speed of 375 r. p. m. The generator is

supported on a cast iron frame, which also supports the outward
bearing, the whole being secured by four foundation bolts. The
switchboard consists of five panels, three generating and two feeder

panels, and is situated on the floor at the end of the engine room.

TYPE OF C.\R.

The panels are of marble fitted to a steel frame and have the usual

standard forms of instruments, switches, etc The cables from each

of the generators are led into a trench, which runs along the ends

of the generators and terminates behind the switchboard.

.\ lo-ton traveling crane spans the engine room at a height of

15 ft. The hoisting and traveling, both longitudinally and trans-
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vcrscly, arc worUed by means nf hand chains from the engine room

lloor. A round brick chimney is sitnatod free from Ihc building at

one end of the Imilcr house and is 131 ft. binli by 5 ft. 5 in. in

diameter.

The condensing plant for the main engine was manufactured by the

Nederlandsche Fabrick, Amsterdam, and consists of three jet

condensers, pumps of vertical type and cylinders supported on a cast

iron frame. The feed water to the boilers is taken from the canal

.iiiil nitcrcil, the filtering medium consisting of sand and clinkers.

A vertical exhaust feed water tube_healer made by the Wheeler

Condenser & Engineering Co. is placed directly behind tlic feed

pumps, of which there arc two sets, each capable of delivering

2,400 gallons per hour against 300 lb. per sq. in.

All steam piping was made by Seiffert & Co., of Berlin, and is

extra heavy throuRhont and arranged by closing valves in the main

header, to permit the operation of this plant as three independent

units. The diameter of the main header, which is made of cast

steel, is 8 in , while the diameter of the pipe from the main header

to the engine is 4l< in. The feed water piping to the boilers is

arranged in duplicate, the diameter of the suction pipe being 3 in.,

the discharge from pumps 2 in., mains 3 in. and branches to check

valves 2H ill- I'rom each of the three engines an exhaust pipe is

carried across the engine room into the boiler room, where the three

pipes connect leading to the atmosphere; a branch pipe is then taken

from the engine into an independent jet condenser. The diameter

nf the exhaust pipe from the engine to condensers is II in. and to

almosphcrc 16 in. The auxiliary steam piping is worked with sat-

urated steam taken from the branches off the main steam pipe and

is designed on the loop system, while in the auxiliary exhaust piping

the exhaust from each of the three condensers joins into a main pipe

and runs to a point where it meets a main exhaust pipe from the

three feed pumps to the heater. Valves are placed in the piping so

that any unit can be isolated when required.

Cars.

The 34 cars were made by La Mettalurgiciue at Nivelles, Belgium.

Ihey are divided into two compartments, the larger for seating 22

passengers, and the other 12. The smaller compartment is for smok-

ing. The cars are vestibuled. Besides the hand brakes, the cars are

((juipped with Christensen air brakes supplied by K. W. Blackwell &

Co., Ltd., London. Air pumps are worked by an electric motor auto-

matically regulated. The trucks were also furnished by La Metal-

lurgique. The special feature of these trucks is that the swing

hangers are pivoted on the outside of the truck frame. This per-

mits a maximum distance between the supports of the spring plank

and a maximum distance center to center of the swinghangers. The

result of this construction has been most satisfactory. The trucks

are very easy riding, even at the higher speeds of 35 to 40 miles per

hour.

The motors are 50 h. p. furnished by the Union Elektricitats Gesell-

schaft, now incorporated with the Allgemeine Elektricitats Gesell-

schaft.

A new car-shed was constructed in Haarlem. The pit construction

in the car-shed tracks was made with cast-iron columns, which carry

the rail directly. These columns at the other end have flanged bases,

resting on the pile foundations.

Overhead Work.

The overhead equipment is on the bow system, with a pressure of

500 to 575 volts. The poles are of the lattice girder type, of three

different weights, 250 kg., 317 kg. and 590 kg. The first two are

constructed of two channel sections bolted together and the last with

angles. The poles are provided with heel plates and set two meters

in concrete. Bracket arms consist of two channel sections, bolted

together. Bracket arm construction is used throughout, except in

Haarlem, and the poles carry both the feeder cables and telephone

wires. Feeder cables consist of two bare copper conductors, each

194 sq. mm. section. The trolley wire is 68 sq. mm. in section. On'

that part of the route from Haarlem to Zandvoort, bow contact is

made with two wires simultaneously. The trolley wire is zig-zagged.

in order to equalize the wear on the bow. The height of the wire

from the ground varies in Amsterdam, on the government road, and

on the E. N. E. T. section ; this variation in height caused at first

considerable trouble with the bows, but at present the bow base is

so arranged as to keep an equal tension on the bow at the respective

heights. The wire is screwed and held up by mechanical clips.

which, with the l)ow, gives noiseless running. Tlic whole ovcrlicad

construction impresses one with a sense of lightness, without loss of

strength.

Theodore I*, liailcy-

In the appointment of Mr. Theodore P. Bailey as vice-president

rid general manager of the L. E, Meyers Co., Chicago, the com-

pany has secured one of the most

ible and widely known men in the

r.iilway and lighting business. To
iccept this appointment Mr. Bai-

cy resigned the position of assist-

int manager of the western office

if the General Electric Company,

with which concern he has been

associated for more than twenty

years. Mr. Bailey began his busi-

ness career in 18S2 as an employe

of the Van Depocle Electric Light

Co. Shortly after entering the

services of this company he was

elected secretary of it, which po-

sition he held until 1884. He then

left this company to become sell-

ing agent for the arc lighting ap-

paratus of the Thomson-Houston Co., and in 1887 was made man-

ager of its railway department in the west, which territory covered

the entire United States west of Chicago. At the time of the con-

solidation of this company and the organization of the General

Electric Co., in 1892, Mr. Bailey continued in charge of the rail-

way department of the company, later assuming the additional duties

as assistant manager of the western office.

T. P. BAII.EY.

The Chicago Consolidation.

I'he latest development in Chicago Union Traction matters is the

reported consolidation of the Chicago City Railway Co. and the

Chicago Union Traction Co., which has been brought to a successful

conclusion in New York City by a syndicate headed by J. P. Morgan

& Co., and composed chiefly of J. P. Morgan, H. B. Hollins & Co.,

Marshall Field, John J. Mitchell, the Armour interests, and John

A. Spoor. On January nth, the following advertisement appeared

in the Chicago newspapers, which tends to confirm the report:

"To All Stockholders of the Chicago City Railway Co.

:

"In behalf of Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co., as syndicate managers,

the undersigned hereby offer to purchase any and all shares of stock

of the Chicago City Railway Co., at the price of $200 per share,

provided that not less than 90,001 shares, constituting a majority

of the' total outstanding capital stock, shall have been delivered under

this offer.

"All stockholders desiring to accept this offer will deliver cer-

rificates for their stock, duly endorsed in blank for transfer, to the

Illinois Trust and Savings Bank, in the City of Chicago, 111., on or

before the 15th day of February. 1905, and in exchange therefor will

receive a certificate entitling the depositor on or before the 31st

day of March, 1905, to receive payment at the rate of $200 per share

for the stock therein specified, if by that date the majority of such

stock shall have been so delivered or accepted, and otherwise to re-

ceive a stock certificate for the same number of shares represented

by such certificate."

The above was signed by Marshall Field, John J. Mitchell and P.

A. Valentine. I he only exception to the purchase of all the stock

is that these three gentlemen have agreed to retain their holdings

and become the active Chicago clement in the merger. .\5 soon as

the syndicate is assured of the control of the Chicago Citj- Railway

Co., negotiations with the city will be opened and for this purpose

it is possible that a protective committee of Chicago City, Union

Traction, and underlying interests will be formed to deal with the

council committee on local transportation relative to franchise mat-

ters. Buying of City Railway stock and West Chicago Street R. R.

. consolidated bonds absorbed the larger part of the interest in the

I local stock market during the last few days. City Railway ad\-ancing

^ to $108 on January 12th,
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ANOTHER NEW ASSOCIATION.
Last month we had the pleasure of recording the organization of

the Indiana Electric Railway Association, and this month there is

yet another in the field. The Canadian Street Railway Association

was organized at Montreal, Dec. 20, 1904. One point on which the

new association is deserving of especial commendation is that it

has provided itself with an ample taxing power, so that it will not

be prevented from carrying out its work by lack of funds. Not

only are the dues comparatively high, but there is granted to the

executive committee the power to levy assessments on members,

prorated according to gross receipts.

THE EAST BOSTON TUNNEL.
The tunnel connecting Boston with East Boston, which was be-

gun by the Boston Transit Commission in May, 1900, was opened

to traffic by the Boston Elevated Ry. Dec. 30, 1904. The cost of

this work w'as about $3,300,000. As an indication of what may be

expected in the way of traffic it is interesting to note that nearly

13.000,000 passengers traveled between Boston and East Boston by

the ferries in 1903. Upwards of half an hour is required in the

journey from Maverick Sq. to Court St. by ferry and surface cars

The tunnel time is si.x minutes, a toll of one cent being collected

by the Elevated road for the city of Boston in addition to the regu-

lar s-cent fare, .^s the ferries also charge a one-cent toll, this

immense reduction in time is secured without additional expense

to the passenger. The added efficiency which the East Boston

tunnel confers upon the elevated system as a whole is bound to be

considerable, and it is safe to say that the citizens of Boston will

probably never have cause to regret the carrying out of this notable

and permanent triumph of transportation engineering.

HOW FIGURES ARE MADE TO TALK.
At the December meeting of the Western Railway Club, Mv

Slason Thompson presented a paper on ".American and British

Reports of Railway Accidents," which is a most interesting discus

sion of the way in which facts are distorted and used to inflanu'

public opinion against railroad corporations. Mr. Thompson's paper

is open to one adverse criticism which it is feared will detract tn

some extent from the value it should have. -This objection is the

use of somewhat intemperate language in characterizing the mo
lives attributed to the Interstate Commerce Commission in publisb

ing garbled or incomplete extracts of official documents and drawing

conclusions unjustified by the premises. While the Interstati'

Commerce Commission apparently deserves all the bad things said

about its action and motives, we believe that Mr. Thompson's argu>

nicnt would have been stronger if he contented himself with stating

the facts.

It is said that the statistics of railroad accidents "are given out

by the Interstate Commerce Commission no less than seven times

a year, with what Grover Cleveland would call 'ghoulish glee.

to fill the public mind with horror over the harrowing totals of every

description of frightful or trivial railway accident." The fact that

in England in 1901 for the first time on record not a single passenger

was killed in a train accident "has been rolled as a sweet morse'

through the disingenuous reports of the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission" and served to divert attention from the totals for the

Board of Trade Report, which should be compared with corre-

sponding statistics for America.

The Board of Trade report for 1901, the year in which no pass-

enger was killed in a train accident, states that the number of

personal accidents reported to the Board of Trade by the several

railway companies of Great Britain during the 12 months amounted

to 1,277 persons killed and 18,735 injured. If these figures are

multiplied by 10. which represents the difference in risk by reason

of the greater mileage, tonnage and number of employes in America,

the result of 12,770 killed and 187,350 injured; this is the gross

total to be compared with .^merican figures. The American figure?

for the year ended June 30, 1903, were 9,480 killed and 76,553 in-

jured.

Mr. riionipson points out that in Great Britain statictics of rail-
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way accidents arc collcclcd In locale tlie cause and responsibility

and wlicre possible to prescribe and enforce the remedy, while in

America lliesc statistics are collected, tabnlatcd and published ts

establish a preconceived theory and shift the responsibility to the

absence of some safety device and convict American railway man-

aKiTS nf a Rrccd which shows shocking disregard of human life.

TICKET CONTRACT.

Al its last meeting llie Ohio Interurhan Railway Association

agreed upon a form of interline coupon licUet which is rccommendc.l

10 members of the association. The description of the ticket ami

Ihc form of contract are given on another page. The avowed ob-

ject of printing and selling such tickets is to benefit the passenger

l.y enabling him to buy one ticket that will carry him through to his

destination, instead of having to buy three or four, or half a dozen

separate tickets, one for each road; and also to benefit the com-

panies by getting the passenger to decide to make the whole of his

journey over electric lines, collecting the money for the whole trip,

and conserving the patron for friends instead of possible rivals.

U is therefore proper to examine the contract with a view to judg-

ing how well the ticket will accomplish its objects; in doing this it

is quite as important to consider how the cc-mpanies act, as well as

how the passengers may, from the text of the ticket contract, prop-

erly infer they are going to act. And divergences between acts and

words justify some adverse criticisms.

The one-way coupon ticket is intended to be on its face limited,

while the rate charged for it is (according to the present general

practice) the sum of the local rates on the various roads over which

the ticket reads. The law is well settled that a railroad ticket sold

at full rates is good until it is used, and there is no reason to

suppose that this principle would be overthrown were a case

against an electric line to be carried up to the court of last resort.

Moreover, it is the present practice of nearly all, if not all, the elec-

tric lines selling these tickets not only to redeem one-way tickets

if presented after the time limit has expired, but they instruct their

conductors to accept the tickets when presented on the cars, even

if the limit has expired. What could be more absurd than to issue

written instructions (the ticket itself) for conductors to do cer-

tain things and then issue oral instructions to violate the written

ones? What course is better calculated to invite trouble in event

the conductor is either stupid or ill-tempered? A dead-letter law

is always bad because it engenders contempt of other laws. Pas-

sengers will not be long in learning that the limited ticket rule is a

bluff, and naturally have the right to presume that other rules of

the company are intended for bluffs also. The same is true of em-
ployes.

The only argument we have heard in favor of limited tickets is

that it brings them into the auditor's office sooner and facilitates

accounting. This does not seem to be a sufficient reason, because

the outstanding ticket liability always exists, and whether it be a

trifle larger can make little difference, especially as the company has

the money received for the ticket; and even more especially as the

company is in fact willing to redeem the ticket whenever presented.

The requirement in the limit clause that if limited the ticket must

be "used to destination before midnight of the date indicated," is

an unusual one and we believe that it is invalid; because a pas-

senger in planning his journey has a right to rely upon the railway

running cars on the scheduled time which it does not always do.

and it is unreasonable to make the passenger suffer loss from de-

lays which are the fault or misfortune of the company and easily

may cause him to exceed the time limit. As the ticket is subject

to the stop-over regulations of the roads over which it reads, and
these will naturally vary the "used to destination" limit will oflFer

opportunity for much confusion.

The limitation of baggage liability to $50 for a whole ticket and

$25 for a half-ticket is also of doubtful value, as the company can

not hope to evade paying for all the baggage which, in view of the

circumstances and of his condition in life, the passenger has rea-

sonable need to take with him. provided it be lost through negli-

gence of the company's servants.

These criticisms apply in a lesser degree to the contract on the

round trip tickets (which is practically identical as to the condi-

tions) because round trip tickets are usually sold at a reduced rate,

and there consequently is some consideration for the restrictions

imposed upon the passenger. Yet even in the case of round trip

tickets it is the general practice to redeem them regardless of the
time limit, and the dead-letter law argument is equally valid.

Wc are heartily in sympathy with Ihc efforts of the a-««r.ri:,tion

and of the men acting as its committee, to secure tl ^'i

(ion of ticket forms and the wide use of interline 11 '"^'

wc believe they will benefit both railways and passengers.

Patrons will appreciate the convenience of interline tickets jnM

as they Ho the interchangeable coupon lK)ok<; of Ihc O. I. R. A.

form. But the appreciation will be in spite of and not because of

llic restriclions, and it seems to us that the companies concerned

would do well to place before the passenger a statement of the more

liberal ideas, which wc know their managers have, and which their

practice demonstrates.

PARK RECEIPTS.

A grc.it Mi.iiiy street railways have embarked, directly or indi

reclly, in the amusement business, believing that the pleasure re-

sorts would be a source of profit in themselves or that regardless

of the direct return, the street railway traffic would lie so in-

creased that the general result would be profitable. The testimony

of those street railway men who have had experience with pleasure

resorts is almost unanimous to the effect that the parks have liccn

good investments. Varying conditions have caused different com-

panies to equip their resorts in correspondingly different ways, and

quite a few unsuccessful experiments have been tried; these fail-

ures, however, are as a rule attributed to faulty applications of the

park idea, raiher than to the idea itself.

Those who have parks, and especially those who are expecting

to operate parks for the first time this season, will be interested in

some of the deductions of Mr. Richard Kann, from his experience

in the amusement business. As illustrating the tendency of the

inexperienced man to over-estimate the possible receipts he states

that at the White City, New Haven, Conn., a number of street

railway men who were inspecting the resort ventured to guess at

the gross receipts from 21,000 people, when the admission fee was

10 cents and there were 10 amusement devices charging 10 cents

each, and placed the total at $13,000 per day or 65 cents per capita.

This guess was nearly 300 per cent too high.

The amount spent at Coney Island, New York, is given as 24

cents per capita; for other resorts the average expenditure is

stated to be 18 cents per capita. The endeavor of the amusement

manager is to increase this average expenditure, and a multitude of

plans have been tried.

Band music was one of the first means used to put the crowd in

a lively humor, and one resort has spent over $40,000 for music

in a single season. The gate receipts were increased but the

patronage of the amusement devices fell off, because the band con-

cert held the crowd. Vaudeville had the same effect.

Sensational vaudeville "acts," such as high diving, tight rope.

and other short but thrilling performances, were found to have the

desired effect. Such acts in full view of the entire crowd, at in-

tervals of half an hour, each one requiring only a few minutes,

keep the crowd moving about the grounds, hold it till late in the

afternoon or evening, but do not keep it so occupied that there is

neither time nor inclination to visit the pay shows in the intervals

between the sensational free performances. To promote good na-

ture on the part of patrons and get them into the proper frame of

mind to spend their dimes such free amusements as the Spiral

Slide, the Hclter Skelter, the Bumps, etc.. are found to be very

efficacious.

It is Mr. Kann's idea that in 1905 most of the large resorts will

have a carefully selected band (not a band that will keep a crowd

enthralled for forty minutes at a time, but one that will play

popular music and make the crowd hum), a scries of vaudeville

acts so sensational that they will easily advertise (and very short

in their performance) given at intervals of thirty minutes, properly

bulletined, so that the crowd may know when to expect them, and

a number of free attractions designed to make people laugh.

Also that there will be a reduction in the price of the big attrac-

tions within the grounds, because it has been found that 2S-cent

attractions must be produced on a tremendous scale to be profitable,

inasmuch as the 2S-cent performance, no matter what it may be.

must not be over 25 minutes in length. If longer time is required it

will interfere with the earning capacity of the other devices in the

park. Last season many of the 25-cent attractions in the large

resorts were reduced to to and 15 cents and made shorter for that

reason. The theory is that as the average person will spend from

18 to 24 cents, the correct policy is to get this 18 or 24 cents as soon

as possible. A Scenic Railway will earn it in four minutes and

twenty seconds, an Old Mill in six minutes, a Shoot the (Thutes in
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one minute, while the Johnstown Flood, the Galveston Flood, the

Fall of Pompeii, or a vaudeville performance, requires thirty

minutes.

THE RAILWAY MOTOR OF 1905.

The custom of taking account of stock as one passes into a new

year is one which is worth while in matters of engineering no less

than in personal affairs, and as the transportation world swings into

line for another twelve months of progress, it is fitting to glance for

a moment at both the present status and future prospects of the

railway motor.

The civilized world has realized its dependence upon the railway

motor more in the year which has just closed than ever before. It is

a fortunate thing that this appreciation has come about through the

extension of rapid transit facilities and possibilities, rather than

through costly interruption of service. Telephone experts, electric

lighting engineers and other specialists have always enjoyed the

opportunity of picturing the inconvenience and discomfort which the

cutting off of their circuits would cause the communities served by

them; but it is safe to say that few persons realize the paralysis and

stagnation of business which would ensue if the electric railways of

any great American city should stop operation. The year 1904 takes

its place among its predecessors as one more period in which the

railway motor successfully performed its huge daily task of carry-

ing countless thousands of passengers quickly, comfortably and

cheaply between their homes and their places of business in the great

ebb and flow of urban life. Many of these passengers had no alterna-

tive transportation facilities, and many others deserted the old steam

routes for the less expensive, cleaner and more convenient trolley

lines.

Two events of great significance mark the departed year as an

epoch of unusual progress. These are the commercial development

of the series alternating current motor, and successful completion of

the largest and most powerful direct current locomotive ever built.

That the future has great things in store for each, no one can gain-

say, but it is also true that much confusion of mind exists as to the

prospective development of these two radically different types of

motor. The general characteristics of both these alternating current

and direct current engineering triumphs are familiar, but the relative

disadvantages of each have thus far been less widely appreciated.

It is always the case that when any new type of equipment is

placed upon the market, plenty of enthusiasts will be found predict-

ing the passing into oblivion of every preceding type of apparatus.

Seldom are such predictions completely fulfilled. The telephone was

going to relegate the telegraph to the junk pile; the bicycle was going

to put the trolley car out of business, and last but not least, the wire-

less telegraph is going to depreciate ocean cable securities ! Prophets

have not been wanting to declare that the commercial design of the

alternating current series motor has given the cnup-de-grace to every

direct current motor underneath a car. and that the completion of the

first electric locomotive for the New York Central suburban service

is the advance signal for the end of the steam locomotive.

Too much enthusiasm in this direction is as bid as too little. What
is needed in every case is a broad-minded analysis of the situation

which considers impartially both the advantages and disadvantages

of every available motive power on the market. From the standpoint

of the electric railway expert there is perhaps too much conservatism

in steam railroad circles in the matter of adopting electricity for

suburban service, but with the New York Central and Pennsylvania

terminal work as the entering wedges, the local passenger business

need not be despaired of. The next five or ten years will doubtless

witness tremendous electrical development in the handling of heavy

suburban traffic in and near our larger cities. Chicago and Boston

are bound to follow close upon New York's experience, with their

enormous suburban business.

Turning to the two latest types of railway motors as exemplified

in the alternating current and direct current development of 1904.

it seems probable that the tried and trusted direct current series

motor of city service need not fear the advance of its later brethren

for some time to come. The perfection to which the direct current

machine has been brought after years of hard earned experience

under adverse conditions of load, track, voltage, weather, slush, mud,
water and handling makes it difficult to point out wherein anv im-

provement in design can be effected, in connection with the latest

types of direct current series railway motors now on the market.

Weight has been cut down in terms of output ; efiiciency has been

increased ; heating and ventilation liave received the attention born

of past failures, and sparking at the commutator has been pretty well

eliminated. It is certainly no small advantage that the alternating

current motor has proved to operate with direct current as well as

any direct current machine that the manufacturers have produced,

but this fact is not sufficient to cancel direct current motor contracts

for urban equipment. A car fitted with both alternating current and

direct current control is naturally more expensive to build and main-

tain than one in w'hich almost the last available square inch is not

occupied by equipment, although this is perhaps a minor considera-

tion. For combined alternating current and direct current running,

however, the series alternating current motor is well adapted to meet

the conditions of a mixed city and suburban service, and it is here

that the new machine is tnost likely to score, rather than in purely

urban operation.

For suburban or even intcrurban service demanding not too great

powers in the motor rating, the great economy in the first cost of the

overhead system and notable saving in the cost of rotary converter

transformations and attendance hold a bright future before the alter-

nating current motor. The increased weight of the alternating cur-

rent equipment as compared with the direct current cannot be urged

as a vita! objection, since this increased efficiency of the system due

to the elitnination of the rotary converter is about offset by the addi-

tion in weight. Particularly is the alternating current motor adapt-

able to cross country lines through sparsely settled territory, as it is

in these long stretches that the full force of copper economy and

the absence of substation attendance charges is most directly brought

home.

Thus far, it has been difficult to design alternating current series

motors much above 75 or 100 h. p. in capacity. The 4 ft. 8^ in.

gage is a special bar to progress in this direction, and it has not been

possible as yet to design gcarless alternating current motors with the

armatures mounted directly upon the axles. It has recently been

pointed out that if it were possible to construct gearless alternating

current motors of the same general arrangement as those upon tlie

New York Central No. .6000 type of direct current locomotive, it

would be found that the maximum coefficient of traction available

would work out not far from 15 per cent of the weight upon the

drivers, as compared with 25 to 30 per cent with direct current

motors. This is due to the pulsating torque of the single phase

motor, which if transmitted directly to the drivers is only half the

maximum. With a geared alternating current motor the situation

can be improved to the extent of utilizing about 80 per cent of the

torque of the direct current motor for the same weight upon the driv-

ing wheels. This is a serious matter in general railroad service,

where both the wheel base and weight upon drivers are limited.

.\Ithough a multiple unit system of alternating current control is

feasible, the cost of two alternating current units of the same capacity

as a direct current locomotive is at present prohibitive. Higher volt-

ages than 600 to 700 are not advisable upon the third rail and the

difficulties of trolley insulation and taking off large currents wi*b

trolley wheels mount up as voltages and powers increase.

Apparently the direct current locomotive has the best of the situa-

tion at present, for heavy suburban train service. It is therefore

reasonable to expect that for some time to come the alternating cur-

rent motor w-ill find it difficult to compete with this formidable rival

in the electrical equipment of steam roads. We are at an interesting

stage in the development of rapid transit systems. Three points have

become well established, viz

:

That the direct current series motor holds the urban field ; that

the alternating current series motor will prove extremely useful in

the suburban and intcrurban sphere ; and lastly, that the direct cur-

rent locomotive at present is the better in the suburban train service

of steam railroads.

Finally, the foreging comments are printed with no intention to

disparage the brilliant development carried out by both alternating

current and direct current designers within the past two or three

years. Rather is it intended to point out some of the limitations

which must be considered in making a wise choice of rapid transit

equipment and to add a word of caution against accepting the idea

that any single type of equipment is the key to every problem of rail-

way motive power. The grand prize of the locomotive designer will

be won when the heavy long distance freight and passenger traffic

of the steam railways is captured by electrical methods.



Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima Traction Co.

The recently completed electric railway Ijetwccn Lima and Van

Wert, Ohio, is interesting as an exani|)le of rooc! construction work

rapidly executed, and also as an indication of the continncd vitality

of the intcrurban electric railway in the central west where it has

heen most extensively developed. This line closely parallels the

Pennsylvania railroad throughout its entire length and was built

to give the towns along its route the better local passenger service

wliich is much needed. When completed to Ft. Wayne it will make

to give tauKcnls of from 8 to 12 miles in length. Curves are all de-

signed for a speed of 40 miles per hour. The section between New
Haven and Ft. Wayne will have a grade of about 2^^ per cent but

for a short ilistancc only. From Lima to Monrocville the route is

close beside the Pittsburg. Ft. Wayne & Chicago K. R. right of way.

The territory served comprises sections of Allen County, Indiana,

and Van Wert and Allen Counties, Ohio, districts already well

settled, and which are being further rapidly developed. The Ohio

OVERHEAD CROSSING OF FT. WAYNE, VAN WERT & LIMA WITH PENNSYLVANIA, AT DELPHOS, 0.

possible a through service to Logansport, more than half-way across

the state.

The Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima Traction Co. was organized

.\ug. 4, 1902, to build an electric railway from Ft. Wayne, Ind., to

Lima, Ohio, a distance of 63.2 miles. In both Ft. Wayne and Lima
entrance is over the tracks of the local street railways; at Ft.

Wayne the urban section is 2.2 miles ; at Lima, 1.8 miles. This

leaves for the interurban line proper 59.2 miles, of which the section

between Van Wert and Lima, 26.5 miles, is now open for traffic The
section from Van Wert to Ft. Wayne will be

completed in 1905. n'fL'-^t^^^'
*

At Ft. Wayne the interurban company pays 2j^

cents per passenger for use of the city tracks, while

at Lima it pays 22>2 cents per car-mile to the Lima
Electric Railway & Light Co., this being estimated,

from experience on the Western Ohio Ry., as the

equivalent of 2^/2 cents per passenger. For the

towns of New Haven. Monroeville, Van Wert and

Delphos the interurban company secured 35-year

franchises on very favorable terms. Through the

villa.nes of Besaiicon, Zulu, Tillman, Di.xon, Convoy,

Middlepoint and Elida it purchased a private right

of way. Outside of towns and villages the company
has its own right of way with a minimum width of

40 ft., the location being chosen with a view to high

speed operation.

The country traversed is level except that short

section between Ft. Wayne and New Haven which

is slightly rolling. This favorable topography has

enabled the grades between Lima and New Haven
to be kept under i per cent without excessive con-

struction cost, and the right of way was so chosen as

counties include rich oil fields which not only insure prosperity for

rural land owners, but provide both passenger and freight business

for the railway. Over one hundred manufacturing concerns, many

of them large ones, have their headquarters in the terminal cities

and the towns on the route ; aside from these the oil wells, stone

quarries and grain elevators in the territory are numerous.

At Lima the road interchanges business with the Western Ohio

Ry., and when completed to Ft. Wayne will have similar arrange-

ments with the Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co.

EUDA WAITING ROOM AND SUB-STATION.
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The population tributary lo tlic line is as follows

:

Allen County, Indiana:

Ft. Wayne 57,ooo

New Haven i,2co

Monroeville i .000

Rural population along line 8,000

Total 67,200

Van Wert County, Ohio

:

Convoy 1,100

Van Wert 9.000

Middlepoint 1,500

Delphos 2,300

Rural population aloni; line 8,200

Total.

.Mien County, Oliic

Delphos

Elida

Lima

2,800

•

•

550

33,000

Rural ]mpulalinn along line SiOOO

Total. -!
.^.^o

Grand Total

Average, including terminal cities. .

Average, excluding terminal cities.

1 30.650

2.06-

677

An estimate of the gross earnings based upon results on other

Ohio and Indiana inlerurban lines, and taking into consideration the

relative populations available, shows an income of $4,500 per mile

may be e.xpected.

The work of construction of the section east of Van Wert has

been carried out very rapidly. The directors on June 20. 1904, voted

to build from Lima to Delphos, and work was commenced July acth.

The contract for grading, track laying and all overhead work was

let to G. A. Ilogue, of Indianapolis, and he completed the 15 miles

within 60 days. Cars have been in regular operation since October

1st on this section.

The construction of the section between Delphos and Van Wert

was authorized Sept. 28, 1904, and the work began October 15th,

lilt lU-OUL luUI.ES .\T WORK.

the contractor being Mr. Hogue. This section of i3'4 miles was

completed late in December and the first car was operated between

Lima and Van Wert on December 31st. the opening of the line being

appropriately celebrated by the citizens of Van Wert and Lima who

now have available a satisfactory local transportation service

—

something not heretofore enjoyed.

Roadbed Construction.

The road, as slated, is built for the most part on a private right-

of-way, not less than 40 ft. wide, which has been purchased out-

right at a cost of $75,000.

The track is of 70-lb. A. S. C. E. section steel T-rail, with six

hole splice bars at joints. Cedar ties 8 ft. long are laid 2 ft. between

centers. At each rail joint on tangents are two white oak ties, and

on all curves and switches oak instead of cedar ties are used.

The road is ballasted from Lima to Delphos with crushed stone,

and stone ballast will be used for the entire line.

All bridges are built of steel on concrete abutments, there being

fourteen of them between Lima and Ft. Wayne, excluding those

for steam railroad crossings and of which there are two—at Delphos

and Monroeville, respectively. All bridges are designed for a roll-

ing load consisting of a train with 20,000 lb. per axle, on a 6 ft. 6 in.

wheel base, 26 ft. center to center of trucks, and a dead load of

cSoo lb. per lineal foot, with an impact of 80 per cent.

•All culverts between three and twelve feet openings are of the

.MAP OF Ff. W.WNE, VAN WERT S: LIMA ELECTRIC RY.

(Shaded area indicates territory tributary to the line.)
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CONSTRUCTION TIIKIJUGII TOWNS.

concrete arch type, and tliose of less than three feet are of exir.i

heavy vitrified clay sewer pipe, reinforced by a concrete jacket.

The bridge proper at the overhead crossing with the Pennsyl-

vania tracks is a steel truss through bridge of 125-ft. span, crossiuR

the Cy6-it. right of way of the railroad at an angle of 41 degrees.

Tho bridge rests on concrete abutments high enough to give 22^ ft.

clearance measured above the rails of the Penn.sylvania tracks.

RE.\K OF ELIDA SUB-STATION.

The approaches are trestles, the bents of which are 16 ft. center to

center. On each side of the bridge the inclined section of the

approach is straight witli a uniform grade of y/2 per cent to points

within i~5 and 225 ft., respectively, of the bridge; between the in-

clined sections and the bridge are curves, the i7S-ft. curve on the

north side being 18 deg. and the 22S-ft. curve on the south side 20

deg.

This structure was built by the LaFayette Engineering Co'.

Between Van Wert and Ft. Wayne the grade is ready for track

laying, all bridges and culverts are in place and the riglit of way
is fenced on both sides.

Overhead Equipment.

The poles are of cedar 7 in. at the top, and from 45 to 50 ft.

high. Extra heavy yellow pine cross arms and galvanized braces

are used. Provision has been made for two three-phase high ten-

sion transmission lines with all necessary feeders and telephone

lines, as shown in the line drawing.

I he transnnsM'in Inic consibls oi one ihrcc-phasc high tension

line of No. 2 hard drawn copper, carried on I»ckc 40,000-volt por-

celain insulators supported on steel pins, while the feeder line is

of No. 0000 medium hanl drawn copper ; this low potential feeder

extends the entire length of the line.

The trolley wire is No. 000 round hard drawn copper and is car-

ried on 9-ft. "Richmond" flexible brackets, with Ohio Brass hangers

and clamps. The trolley is tapped to the feeder every 1,000 ft. A

TYPICAL SECTION OF LINE IN COLNTRV.

telephone circuit of No. 12 copper is carried on one of the cross

arms on glass insulators.

Span wire construction is used in villages where necessary, and

in these instances 5-16 in. double galvanized standard span wire

was used.

Sub-Stations.

There are two sub-stations on the Lima-Van Wert section, one

at Elida and the other at Middlepoint. The Elida sub-station is

completed. It is equipped with one G. E. 6-pole 300-kw. rotary

converter, which was put into service about December loth. The
Middlepoint sub-station will be completed this month. Pending the

INTERIOR OF ELIDA SUB-STATION.
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OVKRHEAD CONSTRUCTION AT SWITCHES.

ccnipletioii of the station, however, current for the operation of

cars into Van Wert is furnished from the Elicia sub-station, the

feeders provided having ample capacity for this service.

The first equipment in the Middlepoint sub-station will be a West-

inghouse 300-k\v. rotary.

.'\s the sub-stations are both located in villages, they have been

designed for passenger and freight stations as well as electrical

distribution stations. These stations are built with concrete

foundations for both building and machinery, and the walls are of

brick with natural cement mortar. The roofs are of tile, manu-

factured by the National Roofing Tile Co. Space has been pro-

vided in each for an additional 300-kw. rotary, also arrangements

WM>MMM'.\i i '.'/.('.ii','/:

have been made for the operation of a portable sub-station car in

conjunction with either of the stations.

A very interesting feature of the sub-station buildings is the con-

struction of the weatlier traps tlirough which the high tension wires

enter the building. There is a separate hood for each wire, con-

sisting of side and front walls, a sloping roof, and a support for the

insulator which support connects the side walls at the rear; all of

this is of reinforced concrete molded in one piece. The hood is

24 in. wide, 34 in. deep and 36^'^ in. high at the rear and 21 in. high

at the front. Steel rods bent to a U-shape for the side walls and

roof and for the front and side walls, and steel rods bent to an

L-shape for the front wall and roof provide a reinforcement in both

directions of each side of the hood. These rods are ]4 in. in diam-

eter and are spaced about 6 in. apart.

Inside are molded corbels to support the slate slab forming the bot-

tom of the hood. Through this slab extends a porcelain sleeve

through which the wire enters. The insulator in the station side of

tlie hood is supported on an iron pin.

The steel-concrete hood weighs from 800 to 1,000 lb. and is built

into the wall of the building as any other special shape would be,

and further supported by pilasters or columns. At Elida columns

are used and at Middlepoint, pilasters.

The details of this hood were perfected by Mr. W, H. Roney, and

he has applied for a patent on the design.

In both sub-stations columns for supporting floor beams, where the

loading requires intermediate supports, have been made of drain tile

of 14-in. outside diameter filled with concrete.

Power.

Current is to be secured from the Western Ohio Railway Co.

from the power house at St. Mary's, O. ; the contract with the

Western Ohio is for the term of five-years.

Rolling Stock.

The cars which are being operated over the road at present are

the property of the Lima Electric Railway & Light Co. and the

Western Ohio Railway Co. An order has been placed for three

interurban combination passenger and baggage cars with the Cin-

cinnati Car Co. which will be delivered soon. These cars are to be

of the most modern type. They are double-vestibuled and finished

WEATHER TRAP FOR HIGH TENSION WIRES.

PLAN OF ELIDA STATION.

in mahogany, with smoking compartment and toilet rooms, water

coolers and Peter Smith hot water heaters. Each coach is to be

equipped with a telephone set. They are built after designs espe-

cially adapted for high speed interurban service. The length of

the car over corner posts is to be 44 ft. 4 in., while the extreme

length over buffers is 55 ft. The extreme width of the car is 8 ft.

6y!; in. and the height from under the sill to the top of the roof is

9 ft. The interior finishings will be attractive and comfortable

throughout. The appointments of the regular passenger and smok-

ing compartments, of course, differ somewhat ; in the former the

seats are to be of the Hale & Kilburn walk-over type, upholstered

in green plush, with high backs and head rolls.

The trucks are of the Taylor extra heavy, M. C. B., swing

bolster type, with triple elliptic springs. The axles are S^ in. with

steel-tired wheels. Westinghouse straight-air brakes are provided

with a motor driven compressor for each equipment. Each car has

four Westinghouse No. 56 motors.

The officers of the Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima Traction Co. are:

President, James Murdock, president Merchants National Bank,

LaFayette, Ind. ; vice-president, D. J. Cable, Lima, O.; secretary

and treasurer, J. D. S. Neely, Lima.

The line between Van Wert and Lima has been built by the
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Oliio & Iiitliaii.T Construction Co., of wliich H. C. Paul is president,

L. G. Ncdy, .secretary and general ni.inaKcr, and C. D. Kmmons,
supcrinlciulcnl of construction. Mr. Kminons is manager of tlie

!"(. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co. The general contractor

fnr thi- track and overhead lines was G. A. llogne. of Indianapoli.s,

:iii<I I III- cnntractor for (he sub-stations W. II. Roney, of Chicago.

ity of fifty or sixty passengers (seated or standing; will be re

required to carry this rush conveniently?

Scvcniy-fivc thousand divided by fifty equals thirteen hundred
cars.

The answer seems easy and if companies could alTord (in our

day of cheap fares and transfers) to furnish that number of cars, to
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The half-tone engravings used herewith are from photographs

hy J. B. lIofT, of Delphos, O.

Relieving Congested Traffic at Ru.sh Hours.*

BY D. M DON.\I.D, MANAGER MONTREAL STREET RV.

All that has been said or written in regard to other difficult prob-

lems of a like nature such as congestion of traffic in London, the

difficulties of getting quickly through the center of Paris on a gala

day, the irritating slowness of a horse car or cable ride through

Broadway, up to recent date, the tedious features of all the best

plans or remedies that have been already tried to prevent over-

crowding in all public places or vehicles: all this verbal and written

information would be a fitting preamble to convey to the ordinary

reader a faint idea of tlie difficulty of the problem that we are en-

deavoring to solve.

We are requested to deal with a question that is difficult of solu-

tion and to enter immediately into the practical discussion of this

question we must cite certain figures concerning the growth of

street railway business that tend to show how quickly the existing

rush hour conditions have been thrust upon us and the practical

catering that street railway companies all over this continent have

furnished in the last ten years, to meet the requirements of traffic.

Statistics prove that from 1892 to 1903 tlie mileage of street rail-

ways on this continent has increased from about 8,000 to 25,000

miles, which means, practically, on account of transforming electric,

that since 1S90, which was about the birth year of electric traction

on a large scale, 25,000 miles of track were laid at a cost of $2,150,-

000,000 and that these street railway companies are now carrying an

average of 5,000,000,000 passengers per annum. Why should it not

be overcrowded ?

These ten cipher figures to which the world has been unaccus-

tomed in the way of increased traffic lead us to believe that street

railway companies have not spared their efforts to cater to public

comfort, especially when we stop to consider that this phenomenal

work has been done by 850 companies, and that perhaps less than

100 companies of this number have to deal with the overcrowding

problem which we are now discussing.

If we take the existing conditions in towns of three or four hun-

dred thousand inhabitants we find that the working population may
be one-half that number and again that a quarter of the number
(100,000 people) usually work in the business or downtown section

of the city, which section is generally limited to a square of about

one mile in length and a quarter or a third of a mile in width.

Seventy-five thousand persons of this 100,000 would like to get home
quickly and all want to board cars in ten or fifteen minutes at six

o'clock. The question naturally arises how many cars with a capac-

•Rcad before the Canadian Street Railway Association. Monueal.
r>cc. 20. 1904.

be used for fifteen or twenty minutes per day this remedy would

seem excellent.

It must not be forgotten that these thirteen hundred cars are only

the rolling stock necessary to provide the desired accommodation for

down town passengers and that at the same hour the rest of the

system must be provided for, which might possibly mean one hun-

dred or two hundred cars more, to provide the same roomy service.

But, as already stated, the settling of the question would be easy,

though impracticable financially for the company, if we did not

have to contend with a still greater difficulty, which is "Time."

This "Time" difficulty comes from the natural desire of every-

body to rush home at the same hour, which is easier to imagine

than to cure. Hence the 1,300 cars referred to must be rushed

through the business center of the city in ten or fifteen minutes, and

this is where the plan becomes impossible.

The business center of the city is generally provided with two

streets at most where this traffic must be taken on; that is to say,

two lines going east and two lines going west or north or south, as

llie case may be.

The closest headway that may be run by cars, at 5 or 6 miles an

hour speed, is about 20 seconds ; hence we must find a means of

running 1,300 cars over four tracks in 15 minutes, or 900 seconds;

that is to say, we must run 325 cars over each track in 900 seconds,

which means that the interval between cars must be less than three

seconds. This is a material impossibility and if each car must have

a headway of 20 seconds we arrive at a total time space of

(325 x 20 equals 6,500 seconds equals 108 minutes) or i hour and

40 minutes to let the procession go by.

It is evident from these figures that the possibility of relieving

congestion with an unlimited number of cars, even if it were ap-

proved as a commercial venture, cannot be done without sacrificing

time and speed, which would probably aggregate a larger general

loss than that above mentioned and also give rise to greater recrim-

ination that the disagreeable, quicker ride that passengers must

endure under present conditions.

There is a maximum in all measurements and the limit of cars

that a city street may accommodate is pretty nearly covered by tlie

service that most companies are at present giving in the heart of

busy cities.

The European plan of numbering and limiting passengers, which

by the way is generally disregarded in most European countries in

Sunday and holiday rushes (for they do business calmly and amuse
themselves rapidly) the European plan would not suit our speedier

temperament.

It would not avail us much to get a roomy seat in a blockade,

and most of our countrymen would prefer to get there standing.

The "no seat, no fare," plan would certainly cause an irresistible

desire with most people to prefer standing room.

The limiting of the number of passengers would be a good move
in favor of the companies, as it would reduce the actual loss caused

by missing fares, but it yet remains to be seen what public favor
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such a limitation would meet with in this busy country. The first

passenger to be refused admittance in such a case takes it very

bitterly and if he happens to be accompanied and there is only room

for one he is forced to give way to another passenger who should

have waited. Again, if a car is filled at this corner a would-be

passenger must wait, whilst another patron a block further on,

who arrived later, on account of somebody getting off, will be

served first. All these little intricacies which appear trivial when

not in force, are exceedingly aggravating in practice and to Cana-

dians or Americans, who arc constitutionally in a hurry, become in-

tolerable. Consequently we are forced to the following conclusions:

1. That congestion at rush hours cannot be avoided.

2. That it may be possible to relieve the crush by the addition of

a reasonable number of cars to a limit where speed must not be

sacrificed.

3. That with a view to further increasing the ma.ximum number

of cars that may be run without loss of time, most cities should

consider the advisability of increasing the speed and giving clearer

right of way to allow space for more cars and thereby aflford

greater and better accommodation to the public.

4. We are inclined to think that when the London business man,

whether riding in a hansom or seated on the wet or dry top of an

omnibus will be able to ride directly to his office in the business

center, without having to worry about the blockade that he is

treated to daily; when the Parisian count or citizen may be able to

drive from the Opera to the Louvre on a busy afternoon, a dis-

tance of a quarter of a mile, without going ten blocks out of his

way; when the devout church goer or the impassioned theater

patron can attend service or play without having to share in the

final disagreeable crush which is an integral part of all such meet-

ings; when the camel will go easily through the eye of the needle

without ruffling its silken sides ; when a large city and a madden-

ing throng will cease to be synonymous, then may it be that the

"No seat, no fare missionary," the "Car passenger rights association

crusaders" and a small percentage of street car patrons who live

eternally in the winter of discontent, may realize their very im-

probable dreams and then we may all rejoice that the rush liour

crush and congestion will have totally disappeared.
*->-* •

Allis-Chaliiiers Appointments.

Mr. A. O. Stranahan has been appointed manager of the power
department of the Allis-Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, and will have

charge of the sales of reciprocating engines, gas engines, and steam
turbines. Mr. Stranahan has been, for the past three or four years,

in charge of the engine business of the British Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Co., and in that work has met with marked suc-

cess, lie has given much attention to gas engine developments, par-

ticularly with regard to producer and blast furnace gas develop-

ments which are very much farther advanced in Europe than in the

United States.

Mr. H. Schifflin has recently been made assistant manager of

the mining and crushing machinery department of the company, witli

headquarters in the New York Life Building, Chicago. Mr. Schif-

flin has been in the employ of the Allis-Chalmers Co. or some of its

constituent companies continuously during the last 18 years.

Mr. W. L. Loveland, the newly appointed head of the Mining and

Crushing Machinery Department of the Allis-Chalmers Company,
is widely kno^vn among mining men, and few men have the good
fortune to be so well liked. He has at conunand all the benefits

which come from both a technical and practical training, and his

acquaintance extends from city men to those who operate plants in

the wilds of the mining countries.

Mr. J. U. Jones of Dallas, Texas, one of the best known salesmen

in the southwest, has joined the staff of the Allis-Chalmers Co.

of Milwaukee, and will hereafter represent the company and its

widely varied products in Texas and its tributary territory.

a slight gap at Atlantic Ave., substantially completed from the

terminus in East Boston to Washington St. in Boston proper, and on

July i6th of that year the Governor of Massachusetts accompanied

by members of the Commission and others walked through the tun-

nel from Maverick square to the Old State House. Since that time

the completion of section B, section C, section E (the Old State

House section), and section F (Court St.), has been effected. The
tunnel, which is double-tracked, is 1.4 miles in length, of which 2,700

ft. is under the harbor waters. The tunnel was built by the city of

Boston, which has leased it for 25 years, dating from 1897, to the

Boston Elevated Railway Co. Mr. H. A. Carson was chief engineer,

and the members of the Boston Transit Commission are : George G.

Crocker, Charles H. Dalton, Thomas J. Gargan, George F. Swain

and Horace G. Allen.
--•

Chimney vs. Mechanical Draft.

-•V chimney with natural draft will have a draft dependent upon its

height, the power of which will not vary,, except upon the rise or

fall of the internal temperature. It has, therefore, no sucking power;

in fact, the term suction in this connection is a falacy. The chim-

ney acts because the external air is heavier than the internal, and

thus presses into the chimney by the only available opening, viz.,

that at the bottom, the furnace front. The pressure or intensity

of the draft fixes the amount of fuel it is possible to burn on a

given area of grate. It therefore becomes necessary, when it is de-

sired to increase the steaming capacity of a boiler by increasing its

coal consumption, to increase the intensity of the draft, and the

only way in chimney draft is to increase the temperature of the

gases passing up it, or increase the height of the chimney. The
first method, of course, means a large amount of waste, and is a very

uneconomical arrangement ; the second is expensive and unusual.

.\ chimney stack 150 ft. high will burn from 15 lb. to 20 lb. of coal

per sq. ft. of grate area per hour under normal conditions, but in

wet or foggy weather it will be very much less than this, as the

wet air is lighter than the dry, and thus produces less pressure at

the furnace (the weight of water vapour is about half that of air).

A fair average of temperature in the furnace is 2,400° F., and that

of the escaping gases at the chimney, without economizers, Goo° F.

This means that one-quarter of the total heat generated js sent up

the chimney to waste. Thus, on a 2,000 h. p. plant, almost 500 h. p.

is going up the chimney per hour, and the coal bill necessary to sus-

tain this will come to a big figure in the year.

It is not the author's contention, but it has become a well ascer-

tained fact, that it is cheaper and better in every way to provide

the necessary supply of air for burning fuel in steam boilers by

mechanical means, and to take as much heat out of the hot gases

after they have ceased to be in contact with the boiler itself before

they are turned out into the atmosphere, than to do it in the older

way by utilizing a portion of the heat generated to create the neces-

sary supply of air. This is the primary reason for using a mechani-

cal means of moving the air. The heat previously necessary to create

the draft by means of a chimney may now be employed usefully in

iither directions.—The Engineering Review (London).

Opening of East Boston Tunnel.

The submarine tunnel connecting Boston and East Boston, which
was begun in May, igoo, has been completed and on Dec. 30, 1903,
was opened to the public and dedicated to its use without formality.

.-Vt the date of the annual report of the Boston Transit Commission
for the year ended June 30, 1903, it had been, with the exception of

Nahant & Lynn Street Railway Co.

The selectmen of the town of Nahant, Mass., have granted a

franchise for the location of a street railway connecting Lynn and

Nahant. This line will be about four miles long. The bulk of the

travel will be in the summer months, Nahant being a summer resort.

It is expected that by means of transfer system with the Boston &
Northern for which amicable arrangements are thought will be

made, that the trade will be largely increased by travel from

Swampscott, Saugus, Peabody, Salem, Wakefield, Revere and Bos-

ton. It is estimated that ^^4 of a million passengers will be car-

ried the first year, entirely superseding all other modes of trans-

portation. The accommodation in the past has been by the old

fashioned barge lines.

The organization of the new company, which is called the Nahant

& Lynn Street Railway Co., has been brought about by Walter H.
Southwick, 38 Exchange St., Lynn, Mass., who is now working
on the details of cost of construction and equipment.

The franchise has not as yet been accepted, but it is thought

likely that it will be, and that efl^orts will be made to have the cars

in operation by June i, 1905.



The New Terminal Station of the Indianapolis Traction &
Terminal (]o.

It is not rcali/.cd by lliu public in ycnural, nor pcrliaps even by

Ibnsc most iiilercslcd in elcclric railways, tbat the scene of most

active development in tliis field has in the recent past been moving

westward and is nmv in Imliana. Indianapolis, the capital of that

state, is now one of the great internrban electric railway centers, and

the roads now operated by the seven companies having that city for

a lerminiis aggregate 515.8 miles. Connecting with two of these

seven roads are the lines of five otlicr internrban companies, with

an aggregate of 173.3 miles of track in operation, bringing the total

of electric railway systems over which throngh cars might be run

to Indianapolis np to 669.1 miles. Large as these figures now appear,

ihey will soon be increased by the completion of the Indianapolis &
Cincinnati Traction Co.'s line from Rushville to Cincinnati and the

building between Plainfield and Brazil of a line which will complete

an electric railway between Indianapolis and Terre Haute.

A staleniont in detail of the lines in operation is as follows:

Company. Miles.

I. Indiana Traction Co . 206.0

Connecting with

—

Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co 78.2

Indiana Northern Traction Co 20.0

Kolsomo, Marion & Western T raction Co 9.5

Muncie, Hartford & Ft. Wayne Railway Co 41,8

_>. Indianapolis & Eastern Railway Co 63.0

Connecting with

—

Richmond Street & Internrban Ry. Co ig.3

Dayton & Western Traction Co. (in Indiana) 4.5

3. Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co.

:

.Shclbyville Division 29.0

Rushville Division (to be opened January)

4. Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Traction Co 41.5

5. Indianapolis & Martinsville Rapid Transit Co 30,0

6. Indianapolis Coal Traction Co. (Plainfield Line) 14.0

7. Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Co 92.3

Total 689.1

Of which Indianapolis is the terminal of 515.8 miles.

One of the great points of advantage which electric internrban

roads have had in coinpeting with the older steam lines for local

passenger traffic has been the fact tbat in the cities the electric rail-

ways traverse the principal business streets, making it possible for

patrons to board the cars at the points most convenient for them.

The multiplication of internrban lines entering the principal inter-

nrban centers made it desirable to facilitate interchange of traffic

between the different companies by having a common meeting place

for cars at some central point near which could be located a waiting

station for passengers. Naturally this resulted in providing a loop

in the down-town district for the use of all electric lines entering

the city, a plan more convenient than for each company to have its

own terminal, but one which was susceptible of great improvement.

The next .step was to provide a station into which cars could be run

so that passengers taking them could be protected in inclement

weather.

The erection of a terminal station for the electric railways enter-

ing Indianapolis was the idea of Mr. Hugh J. McGowan, then pres-

ident of the Indianapolis Street Railway Co. and now of its lessee,

llio Indianapolis Traction & Terminal Co., and he was not content

until the plan had been brought to successful completion in a most

adinirably designed union station—the first to furnish adequate facil-

ities for internrban passengers and the only building of its kind that

can be compared in size, in architectural appearance, or in complete-

ness of appointment, with the terminal buildings provided by the

steam railroads of the country. This building, erected at a cost of

nearly a million dollars, is a monument not onlv to the business

sagacity of Mr, McGowan, but to his public spirit as well, for the

concentration of electric railway interests which this building makes

possible and desirable is already seen to have had its cfTcct in pro-

moting their further rapid development, with conse(|uent increased

prosperity for the city and state.

The railway terminal was only one feature of Mr. McGowan's
I<lan. With the station proper was to be a modern office structure

to be designed with the avowed purpose of making the building the

business center of the electrical industry in the central west.

Similarly the terminal station is only one, though the latest to be

consummated, of the many plans proposed by Mr. McGowan for the

CENER.\L VIEW OF BUILDING.

betterment of the electric railway service in Indianapolis, and suc-

cessfully carried out by him since he became the head of the city

system in 1899. In this work Mr. McGowan has been extremely

fortunate in having associated with him the most influential electric

railway financiers and experienced ni^nagers in the country, includ-

ing Messrs. Randal Morgan and Thomas Dolan, of Philadelphia, and

W. Kesley Shoepf, of Cincinnati, as well as the leading business men
of Indianapolis and Indiana.

Mr. Morgan is probably the most prominent traction man in the

country, being identified with many undertakings of great magni-

tude in this field besides the United Gas & Improvement Co., of

which he is president. Mr. Dolan, Mr. Schoepf. president and gen-

eral manager of the Cincinnati Traction Co. ; Mr. A. W. Brady,

president of the Indiana Union Traction Co., and Mr. James Mur-

dock, president of the Merchants National Bank, La Fayette ; are

others of commanding position who are members of the directory of

the Traction & Terminal Company. Mr. Morgan, Mr. Dolan, Mr.

McGowan and Mr. Schoepf are closely identified with the Indiana

Union Traction Co. and with the Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Trac-

tion Co.
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ELEVATION MARKET ST. END OF TRAIN SHED AND WAITING ROOM.

It will be remembered that it was in i8gg that the present man-

agement assumed control of the Indianapolis Street Railway prop-

erty. At that time there was a very bitter fight between the old

Citizens Street Ry. and the city regarding the renewal of the fran-

chise, the right of the company to charge S-cent fares, and the

transfer privileges that should be extended. The hostile public sen-

timent which had been engendered by this controversy resulted in the

passage by the legislature of a 3-cent fare law, a law authorizing a

competing company, and also a law requiring the old company to sell

its property at the expiration of its franchise. When the new man-

agement took charge, the first thing necessary to insure the financial

stability of the property was to secure the repeal of the acts im-

posing a 3-cent fare and authorizing local competition and also to

get a law giving the company permission to contract with the city

for a new franchise. All this was carried through successfully and

enabled the company to undertake the needed improvements witli

prospect of financial success. There were at that time a number of

.interurban lines entering the city, and others proposed, .and the ques-

tion of how these lines should bring their cars into the busniess dis-

trict of the city was seen to be one that would require careful con-

sideration in order to provide for the needs of the future. This

matter was taken up and Aug. 4, 1902, the Indianapolis Traction &

Terminal Co. was chartered. Contracts had been made the preced-

ing year between the Board of Public Works and three of the inter-

urban lines entering the city, by which the latter were given lliv

right to operate over the lines of the Indianapolis Street Railway

Co., subject, of course, to a satisfactory agreement with that company

being made. Contracts were made between the city company and

the interurbans and having in view the erection of a union station,

provision for this was made.

The principal features of this contract are permission to use the

city tracks necessary to reach the down town district, and to use

sections of dead track for unloading express and freight; the local

company to furnish power for the interurban cars and keep the track

and overhead lines in repair; the number of interurban cars to be

brought into the city to be fixed by the local company and not to be
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greater tlian one every 30 iiiiiuilcs orflinarily, ami on special occa-

.sions a car every 15 iiiiiuiles, with permission to run oiit-goinK trijis

at intervals of 10 niiniik-s, if necessary to return passengers lirouglit

into the city; the nuniher of round trips of exclusively freight and

express cars is limited to five per day.

Each inlerurbaii company may bring into the city under its contract

only cars operated by it and its successors. Transfers are not per-

mitted between the interurban and the local cars. Statements of

Miiineys due under the contract are made weekly and the account

settled monthly. The account of passenger fares is kept upon reg-

isters in the interurban cars, the expense of installing the registers

being equally divided between the two companies. An interesting

Illinois St., and Capitol Ave., also the entire northeast quarter '<i

this block, excepting a lot fronting 120 ft. on Ohio St. and gj'/j

ft. on Illinois St., and also secured 25 ft. off of the cast side of the

southwest quarter. This block is cut from east to west by a 30-fl

street known as Waliash St., and from north to south by a is-fl

alley. The company secured from the city a vacation of this alley,

so that it has in effect a rectangle 420x425 ft., with the exception of

lots at diagonally opposite corners; one of these, as mentioned, is

120x971/2 ft. and the other lot not owned by the company is i8ox

I9S ft.

The office building occnpics the southeastern corner of the terminal

property and is 163 ft. 8 in. long by 08 ft. wide and nine stories in

TRAIN SHEU AND OFFICE BUU-UINC—INDIANAPOLIS TRACTION & TERMINAL CO.

provision of the interurban contract is that in event of the limits of

the city being extended to take in a part of the tracks built by the

interurban company, the latter agrees to sell to the Traction & Ter-

minal company the tracks included within the corporate limits, ex-

clusive of any franchise valuation, at a price to be agreed upon, or

failing that to be determined by action in the Marion Circuit Court.

Plans for the interurban terminal station were first considered by

the Indianapolis Street Railway Co. in the spring of 1902. Ground
was broken in 1903, and, while the office building was completed in

August last, the station was first opened for traffic on Monday, Sept.

12, 1904, the beginning of State Fair week.

The site chosen is an admirable one, being one block west of

the "Circle," which is the geographical center of the city, and one

block east of the State Capitol ; it is one block north of Washington

.'^t., the main business street.

The company secured the entire southeast quarter and the entire

northwest quarter of the block bounded by Ohio St., Market St.,

height. The framework is of steel, with tile fireproofing wall and

floor foundations.

The building is designed in the Byzantine style of architecture and

is very pleasing in appearance. The two lower stories are done in

Bedford stone, with an imposing main entrance handsomely carved.

Above the second story the exterior walls are of buff speckled brick

with molded brick jambs, terra cotta window sills and at the top is

a well designed cornice done in terra cotta.

The ground floor is finished in marble, and above this the hallways

are wainscoted with marble and the floors laid with marble tiling.

The elevator enclosure is an ornamental design executed in iron with

Bower-Barff finish to correspond with the balustrades, hardware and

electric light fixtures. Floors in the offices are of hardwood and the

other woodwork is solid San Domingo mahogany. Fireproof vaults

are placed in each suite of offices; also wash basins and mahogany

coat closets. On the ground floor the hallway, with entrance to the

three elevators which serve the building, is in the center. North of
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\V.\ITINC PLATFORM—E.MTS TO TRAIN SHED AT LEFT—EXIT TO OFFICE BUILDING AT RIGHT.

the elevator lobby are three storerooms fronting on Illinois St. and

abutting on the station platform, in the south end of the building are

two storerooms extending from Illinois St. to the station platform

and three short rooms fronting on Market St. One of these is at the

corner and also fronts on Illinois St.

The office for the sale of interurban car tickets is just in the rear

of the elevators, and on the right hand as one passes to the waiting

room from the Illinois St. side of the building. .\ basement extends

under the entire building; the greater portion of this is in one room,

and admirably suited for a cafe, for which purpose it will probably

be used. With the object of providing a suitable entrance for a cafe

in this location, the south building line was moved back lo ft., leaving

ample room for an entrance to the basement from the sidewalk.

.At the north end of the basement is placed the power plant for the

buiUiing, Three elevators will be operated, and the design provides

ness without having to climb stairs in an office building. The tenants

are for the most part life insurance companies, railway passenger

and freight agents, engineering firms, bridge companies, dealers in

railway supplies and the several electric railway companies having

offices in the city. The companies using the station for terminal

purposes have already been specified. Those now having offices in

the building are the Indianapolis Traction & Terminal Co., which

together with the Indiana Co. occupies the entire top floor; the Coal

Traction Co. (operating the Indianapolis & Plainfield Electric R. R.),

and the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co.

Just west of the office building is a waiting station. This is a

platform at the sidewalk level and is 37 J^ ft. wide and 164 ft. long.

It is covered by a roof with skylight, and in the basement below are

the waiting rooms. The main waiting room is reached by two

stairways from the platform above and is provided with settees. .M

TRACK CONSTRUCTION FOR OHIO ST. AND CAPITOL AVE., INDIANAPOLIS TRACTION S: TERMINAL CO.

for the installation here of a lighting plant and a water purifying

and refrigerating system.

Fronting as it does on three streets and overlooking the one-story

waiting room, the building is well lighted from all four sides and

contains no dark rooms. It is the intention to make this building as

attractive as possible to tenants, and electric light as well as heat and

janitor service is furnished. Iced water is provided in all the cor-

ridors. Elevators are operated both day and night, something that

is unusual even in the best appointed modern office buildings in the

largest cities. The 24-hour elevator service, it is expected, will be

found of great advantage to men traveling out of Indianapolis or

having branch offices in near-by territory to which they must make
frequent trips. The idea is that persons visiting Indianapolis can

avail themselves of the interurban lines and save a great deal of

time by making appointments in the evening and can attend to busi-

one end is a room for women, and adjoining this a toilet' room and

lavatory. At the opposite end is a smoking room and lavatory and

toilet room for men.

Coal is conveniently unloaded into the basement through the hatch-

ways indicated on the ground phn. .A.shes are removed by means

of an elevator of the usual sidewalk design, which will lift the ashes

so that they can be dumped into cars run onto the first track.

The train shed extends from the waiting platform to the west

property line of the company and is 133 ft. 9 in. wide inside. It is

somewhat longer than the office building. The plan view shows this

arrangement of the nine tracks, which have been provided in the

train shed and also the leads to the Ohio, Market and Illinoi.s St.

tracks, which together with those in Capitol Ave. constitute the ap-

proaches to the station. The train shed is lighted at night by 15

arc lamps.
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Tlic lr,u-l< work nn ihc Icniiijial lunp aiul in llic train shed is all

new, am! for this there has hecii used a 7-iii. T-rail with head 2}^

111. vviilo and vvc-h 9-16 in. thick. These rails are in (jo and 62-ft.

Ii'nglhs. I Ills rail, with a web J4 i"- thicker than is found in the

ii.>.ual section, was adopted to avoid failure of tlic rail by bending of

the web, a condition thai has been met with in some of the 9 in

girder rails used by tlie company.

Within the liinils of the station building and ground.s the tracks

are laid n)i 6 in. .x 8 in. x 7-ft. ties, spaced 24 in. between centers

wilh (;r:i\il l.,ill;i-il {xleiidiiiL,' ''i in. below tlic tics. In the train shed

a cement concrete flooring is used.

In the street the rails are sup-

ported on concrete beams, as

shown in the perspective view of

I be Iraik section. The concrete

Iieams arc 18 in. deep and 22 in,

jja^. ^^^H wide, the concrete coming tip

*
' about 2!-> in. above the base of the

rail. Wooden ties are spaced at

intervals of 12 feet. It has been

found that with the heavy cars it

^ is quite as important to hold the

rail down as to hold it up, and to

prevent lifting two anchors are

placed on the rail between adja-

cent ties. In the illustrations these

luc.u J. M COWAN. anchors are shown, consisting of

brace tie plates from which is

hung a plate by two bolts. In the greater part of the new work the

anchor consists, instead of solid plates, of 3-in. cast washers sus-

pended by yi-'m. bolts 10 in. long, two bolts at each brace tie plate.

Ill lliis track the rails are connected by continuous rail joints and

bonded with two No. 0000 "Protected" bonds.

The architects for the building were D. H. Burnham & Co., of

Chicago, and the construction was carried on by the Indiana Co., of

New Jersey, which is the construction company organized to carry

out the work of the Indianapolis Traction & Terminal Co. Mr. H.

I!. Peck is vice-president and active head of the Indiana Co.

At each end of the train shed some form of mechanically operated

gates will be installed; these as well as the switches will be con-

trolled from a tower. There are now in place a pair of pneumatically

operated gates made by the Buda Foundry & Manufacturing Co., a

lype that wiil probably be adopted.

There is published regularly a 12-page folder containing the official

time tables of the interurban electric lines diverging from Indian-

apolis, which folder shows a total of 294 regular cars per day entering

or leaving the station.

Indiana Union Traction Co.— Out. In

Muncie Division 18 iS

Logansport and Peru Division 18 iS

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern 18 18

Indianapolis-Plainfield 17 17

Indianapolis-Shelbyville 19 19

Indianapolis & Northwestern 23 21

Indianapolis & Martinsville 17 17

Indianapolis & Eastern l8 18

148 146

The revenue of the Traction & Terminal company from the station

proper consists of one cent for each incoming or outgoing passenger

on the interurban lines.

In 1903 the number of passengers carried over the tracks of the

Indianapolis Street Railway Co. in interurban cars was 2,347,936.

The total number that will be carried in 1904 is estimated at 3,500,-

000. This estimate is based on the traffic for 1903, taking into ac-

count the natural increase that is to be expected and the fact that

a number of lines now entering the city were only in operation for

a few months of 1903. As the cost of the land and the building for

this station was between $900,000 and $1,000,000, it is evident that

within a very short time the revenue from interurban passengers will

be sufficient to pay all of the fixed charges, leaving the excess of rent

over the operating charges of the office building as profit on the in-

vestment.

The directors of the Indianapolis Traction & Terminal Co. are

lliiRh J. McGowan, president; H. P. Wasson, first vice-president;

John Appel, second vice-president; W. Keslcy Sclioepf and Arthur

W. Brady. William I". Milholland is secretary and treasurer. The
executive committee consists of W. Kcslcy Schoepf, chairman; Hugh

J. McGowan and John Appel. The finance committee comprises

Randal Morgan of Philadelphia, chairman; W. Kcsley Schoepf, itugli

J. McGowan and .•\rlliur W. Brady. The directors of the Indian-

I.lBERTY BELL AT TRACTION AND TEKMI: -1 VII'iN, NOV. 1904.

apolis Street Railway Co. are Admiral George Brown, president;

Dr. Henry Jameson, vice-president; James Murdock, Marry S. New,

Marshall Morgan, J. A. Lemckc and II. B. Hibben.

(Canadian Street Railway Association.

1 he first meeting of the Canadian Street Railway A.ssociation was

held at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, December 20th. Mr. W. G.

Ross was chosen temporary chairman, and the meeting proceeded to

the consideration of constitution and by-laws for the association.

After thorough discussion this subject was postponed until the fol-

lowing day for final revision and approval.

The fees from Dec. 20th, 1904, to June ist, 1905, were fixed at

$50 per member. .\l the afternoon session Mr. E. A. Evans, Man-

ager of the Quebec Railway Light & Power Co., presented a paper

on "Plandling of Express by Electric Suburban Railways." After

discussion of this subject there was a general discussion on "Trans-

portation of Mail and Letter-Carriers," and on the "Use and Abuse
of Passes." In the evening delegates attended a dinner, at the St.

James Club, given by the Montreal Street Railway Co.

On the second day the constitution and by-laws were adopted, in

the form printed herewith.

The chairman next introduced Mr. W. B. Brockway, acting secre-

tary of the Street Railway Accountants' .Association, and Mr. Elmer

M. White, who since that meeting has been chosen secretary of the

Accountants' Association, both of whom addressed the meeting.

Mr. D. McDonald, manager of the Montreal Street Railway Co.,

then read a paper on "Relieving Congested Traffic at Rush Hours."

The association then proceeded to the election of officers, which

resulted as follows

:

President, W. G. Ross, managing director Montreal Street Rail-

way Co., Montreal.

Vice-President, W'. H. Moore, assistant to the president Toronto

Railway Co.

Secretary-Treasurer, .\. Royce, vice-president of the Toronto Sub-

urban Railway Co.

Executive Committee, The President and Vice-President, and C
E. A. Carr, general manager London Street Railway; E. A. Evans,

manager Quebec Railway, Light & Power Co.; D. McDonald, man-
ager Montreal Street Railway Co.

Attorney, Col. H. H. McLean, St John Ry.

Those participating in the first meeting of the Canadian Street
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Railway Association were: W. G. Ross, D. McDonald, R. M. Ilan-
naford. Nelson Graburn, D. E. Blair, P. Dubec, II. E. Smith, Mon-
treal; H. n. McLean, M. Neilson, W. Z. Earle, St. John; E. A.
Evans, Quebec; A. Royce, W. H. Moore, R. J. Fleming, Toronto;
C. E. A. Carr, London; Dr. S. Hitter Ickcs, Brantford.

CONSTITUTION.
I. NAME—The name of the association shall be the Canadian Street

Railway Association and its office shall be at the place where the sec-
rt'tary-lroasurer resides.

II. OBJECT—The object of this association shall be the acquisition
of experimental, statistical, and scientific knowledge, relating to the
construction, equipment and operation of street railways, and the
diffusion of this knowledge among the members of this association.
with the view of increasing the accommodation of passengers, improv-
ing the service and reducing its cost; and the encouragment of cordial
and friendly relations between the roads and the public.

III. MEMBERS—The members of the association shall consist of
street railway companies in the Dominion of Canada, and each mem-
ber shall be entitled to one vote by a delegation presenting proper
credentials.

IV. AMENDMENT—This constitution may be amended by a two-
thirds vote of all the active members of the association, present or
represented by proxy, at any regular meeting or properly called special
meeting, after the proposed amendment shall have been submitted in
writing to each active member of the association thirty days prior to
the date of the meeting when the proposed amendment is to be acted
upon.

BY LAWS.
I. APPLICANTS—Every applicant tor membership shall signify the

same in writing to the secretary-treasurer, and if elected, shall pay
the requisite fee and assessment.

II. OFFICERS—The ofBcers shall consist of a president, a vice-
president and a secretary-treasurer. There shall al-so be an executive
committee, composed of tlie president, vice-president and three mem-
bers, three of whom shall constitute a quorum. The otncers and mem-
bers of the executive committee shall be elected by ballot, at each an-
nual general meeting of the association, and shall hold ofHce until
their successors shall be elected. They shall have the entire charge
and management of the affairs of the association.
in. DUTIES OF OFFICERS—The officers of the association shall

assume their duties immediately after the close of the meeting at
which they are elected.

IV. PRESIDENT—The president, if present, or in his absence, the
vice-president, or in the absence of both, a member of the executive
committee, shall preside at all meetings of the association.
V. SECRETARY-TREASURER—The duties of the secretary-treas-

urer shall be to take minutes of all proceedings of the association and
of the executive committee, and enter them in proper books for the
purpose. He shall conduct the correspondence of the association, read
the minutes and notices of all the meetings and also papers and com-
munications, if the authors wish it. He shall receive and safely keep
all moneys of the as-sociation, keep correct account of the same, and
pay all bills approved by the executive committee; and make an an-
nual report to be submitted to the association, and if required, shall
give a bond to the president in such sum and with such sureties as
shall be approved by the executive committee, and perform whatever
duties may ba required in the constitution and by-laws appertaining to
his department. He shall be paid a salary to be fixed by the executive
committee. Each member of the association shall furnish annually to
the secretary a list of its ofHcers and directors, and such other infor-
mation as may be desired from time to time by the executive commit-
tee and the secretary shall keep a record of the same.
VI. MEETINGS—The annual general meeting of the association

shall be held in the first week in June, and quarterly meetings shall
be held in the first week in the months of September, December and
March in each year, and at such hour and place as shall be desig-
nated by the executive committee. Notice of everv meeting shall be
given by the secretary-treasurer to each member. Five members shall
constitute a quorum of any meeting. Every company which is a mem-
ber of this association shall be entitled to be represented at all meet-
ings of the association by the officers and directors of this company,
all of whom shall be eligible to be elected officers of this association,
provided, however, that on all votes each company shall only be en-
titled to one vote.

VIL ORDER OP BUSINESS—At the annual general meeting of the
association, the order of business shall be:

1. The reading of the minutes of the last meeting.
2. The address of the president.
3. The report of the executive committee on the management of the

association.
4. The report of the secretary-treasurer.
5. Reports of special committees.
6. The reading and discussion of papers, of which notice has been

given to the secretary-treasurer at least twenty days prior to the
meeting.

7. General business.
8. The election of oflScers.

Vin. ORDER OF BUSINESS—At the quarterly meeting of the asso-
ciation, the order of business shall be the same, except as to 2nd, 4th
and Sth clauses.

IX. NOTICES—The secretary-treasurer shall send notices to all
members of the association at least ten days before each regular
meeting, mentioning the papers to be read, and any special business to
be brought before the meeting.
X. MEETINGS OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE—The executive

committee shall meet at least one hour before each meeting of the
association; and. on other occasions, when the president shall deem
It necessary, upon reasonable notice.

XI. VOTING—All votes, except as herein otherwise provided, shall
be viva voce; and in case of a tie, the presiding officer may vote.
XII. READING OF PAPERS—All papers, except reports of commit-

tees, must be approved by the executive committee before being read
to the association.

XIII. PAPERS, DRAWINGS AND MODELS—All papers, drawings
and models, submitted to the meetings of the association shall remain
the property of the owners; subject, however, to be retained by the
executive committee for examination and use, but at the owner's risk.
XIV. FEES—In consideration of the benefits and mutual protection

which the association gives to each corporation in membership, each
corporation binds Itself and agrees to pay Into the treasury of the as-
sociation an annual fee of one hundred dollars, and such special as-

sessment or assessments as the executive committee, upon approval of
the association, may, from time to time determine.
Assessments in addition to the annual assessment may be levied,

from time to time, as the necessity may arise, upon recommendation
of the executive committee and the approval of the association, and
shall be levied pro rata upon the corporations forming the association
in such proportion as the gross earnings arising from the operation of
Its street and electric railway systems reported in preceding fiscal
year's annual report of each corporation bear to the whole amount.
Appeals may be made to the executive committee on account of spe-
cial considerations, such committee to have full power.
The annual fee is payable on the first day of July In each year,

and all special assessments are due and payable within thirty days
after tiiey are levied.

XV. ARREARS—No member whose annual dues or assessments
shall be in arrears shall be entitled to vote.

XVI. ELECTION—All applications for membership shall first be
submitted to the executive committee and if approved by a unani-
mous vote, shall be ballotted for at the next quarterly meeting, and
shall upon a majority vote be elected to membership.
XVII. WITHDRAWAL—Any member may retire from membership

by giving a written notice to that effect to the secretary-treasurer, and
the pa^ment of all annual dues and assessments to that date; but shall
remain a member, and liable to the payment of such annual dues and
assessments, till such payments are made, except as hereinafter pro-
vided.

XVIIf. EXPULSION—A member may be expelled from the associa-
tion by ballot of three-fourths of the members voting, at any reguiai'
meeting of the association, upon the recommendation of the executive
committee.
XIX. AMENDMENTS—Amendments to the by-laws shall be laid

before the executive committee, who sliall bring them before the next
meeting of the association.

XX. Each member of the association shall be furnished by the sec-
retary-treasurer with a copy of the constitution and by-laws of the
association and also a list of the names and addresses of the members.

Interchange of Freight Between Steam and
Electric Roads.

Decision of the New York Supreme Court Further

Affirming the Kij;ht of an Electric Railway
to Interchange Freight.

."Kt the time of its organization in 1901, the Hudson Valley Railway

Co., of Glens Falls, N. Y., -was engaged in litigation to secure physi-

cal connection with steam railroads and recognition of its right

to interchange freight witli them, proceedings having been instituted

by the Stillwater & Mechanicville Street Railway Co. (one of its

constituent companies) to obtain an order permitting it to unite and

connect the tracks of its railroad with those of the Boston & Maine

Railroad Co. The decision in this matter by the Supreme Court

was in favor of the electric road, but this was reversed by the appel-

late division of the Supreme Court; the case was carried to the

Court of Appeals, however, which rendered its decision June 27,

1902, reversing the appellate division and affirming the original de-

cision. The opinion of the Court of Appeals was published in full

in the "Review" for July, 1902, at page 419.

Following this litigation the physical connection contended for was

effected and the company for two years enjoyed the benefits follow-

ing such union of the two systems, which rendered it practicable

and convenient to exchange freight. After that time, however, tlic

Delaware & Hudson Co. reached the conclusion that the decision

of the Court of Appeals merely entitled the electric line to physical

connection of its tracks without the right to interchange cars and

refused to deliver to the electric road cars from other railroads con-

signed via the Hudson Valley Railway. The Boston & Maine was in-

duced to take the same position and annulled the agreement that

had been made between it and the Hudson Valley Railway Co. and

refused to operate under contracts then in force. The Hudson Val-

ley company immediately began action against the Delaware & Hud-
son Co. and the Boston & Maine R. R., and secured injunctions;

the motion to continue the temporary injunction was argued in No-
vember last at a special term of the Supreme Court. Justice John
M. Kellogg has just made his ruling on the motion, which is against

the steam railroads. Below are given extracts from the opinion cov-

ering the principal features of the case:

"The defendant plants itself upon the ground that its cars arc

its properly and it has the right to control them in its own way,

and that it cannot be compelled to carry the cars of other companies

upon its lines except by contract. It overlooks the broad proposition

that a railroad is of a semi-public nature and assumes somewhat the

form of a public utility; that while the stockholder views it as

operated for his benefit, the public views it as being maintained also

for the convenience of the people, the transaction of the people's busi-

ness and means of commerce. It is a common carrier of freight and
property, a highway, as it were, for the transaction of the business
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ot tlic public according lo such reasonable rules and regulations

as the company may establish and which are not against public

policy. The owner, by putting his private properly into the track and

the cars upon it, has lost some of the absolute and independent con-

trol which he had over his property by dedicating it to this public

use, and his profit and interest, and the demands of public commerce

and public business, arc the rules whicli must govern the use and

operation of the properly. The defendant contends that it has not

refused I" receive or deliver freight, but that it only refused to

icceivc or deliver the vehicle in which freight is contained. Rut

whether tlie refusal of the vehicle is a refusal of the freight de-

pends to a great extent upon the nature of the freight, the packages

in which it is contained and the manner in which that class of

freight is usually transported. A carrier cannot require a shipper to

deliver freight in just the form which the carrier though caprice may

require, but must receive the freight in the way and manner in

wliich it is usually shipped and generally forwarded. We can sec

that the refusal to receive or deliver an oil tank car containing oil

is practically a refusal of the oil. The same is true of coal and

grain and other merchandise which may be shipped in bulk in a

freight car and containing in no separate package, the car being,

as it were, the package in which the coal or grain is shipped. And

if this bulk is broken, and it is required to be taken in boxes or bins,

the expense of removal to another car and the delay of the rcship-

nicnt would be so great that it would practically destroy the right to

ship. If carloads of freight are usually shipped to their destination

without breaking bulk, competition in all lines of business is so

keen that the shipper who must submit to the delay and expense of

the transfer from car to car at every railroad connection cannot

compete with his competitor who has to suffer no such expense

or delay, and in substance transportation of his freight is denied to

him. When, therefore, a company refuses to receive freight in a car,

which is usually shipped by the carload, and the expense or delay in

llie handling of the freight from one car to another might be such

as practically to destroy the profit in shipping, it in effect and sub-

tance refuses the freight.

"A railroad company, under subdivision seven of section four

of the railroad law, lias power to take and convey persons and prop-

erty on its railroad and receive compensation therefor. Under this

section it does all its business and gets all its earnings. The railroad

law, when it speaks of a railroad carrying property, uses the word

'property' in its broadest sense, and seems to embrace everything

which a railroad may carry except persons. Under this word

'properly' it transfers for hire or otherwise the cars of other rail-

roads, either with or without freight, and may take a new and empty

car from the factory to its road and deliver it to the road for which

it is intended, and its right to receive pay arises from tlie fact that

it is carrying property within the meaning of this statute. Section

twelve of the railroad law requires that railroads which are inter-

sected by another railroad shall receive from each other and forward

to their destination goods, merchandise and other property intended

for points on their respective roads, with the same dispatch as, and

at a rate of freight not exceeding the local tariff rate charged for

similar goods, merchandise and other property, received at or for-

warded from the same point for individuals and other corporations.

"It will be noted that this section does not use the word 'cars' but

requires the forwarding of all merchandise and 'other property.'

'Other property' properly means any property which from its nature

and the condition in wliich it is, is reasonably capable of being trans-

ported over the road.. In my judgment a carload of merchandise

comes within the provisions of this section, either as merchandise,

the car being treated as the package or holder of the merchandise,

and if it is such a package or holder as is usual in the transportation

and carriage of such merchandise, it seems unreasonable and im-

proper for the company to refuse to accept it ; or the car, if we
separate it from the merchandise, well comes within the term

'other property' mentioned in the statute, because it is such property

as is usually transported on a railroad. And if there were doubt

about this position it is somewhat cleared by section 35 of the rail-

road law, which requires a railroad whose road at or near the same
place connects with or is intersected by two or more roads compet-
ing for its business, to fairly and impartially afford to each of such

connecting or intersecting roads equal terms of accommodation,
privileges and facilities in the transportation of cars, passengers, bag-
gage and freight over and upon its road, etc. This section leaves out

the words 'other property' and in place of them uses the words 'cars,

baggage and freight.' By reading the two sections together it may
fairly be inferred that the legislature intended by the general rail-

road law that railroads should interchange cars loaded with freight

and that the intersection provided for by section 12 of that law was
intended for that purpose. And this fact is emphasized by subdi-

vision s of section 4 of the same act, which empowers the roads to

intersect and to build and maintain switches and other conveniences

in furtherance of the objects of its connections. The object of its

connections is to transfer cars from one road to the other. There
can be no other good reason for a connection, and the railroads

having the power to make the connection, and if necessary to con-

demn private property for that purpose, it becomes the duty of

each to exercise the power granted it and use the connection for the

purpose for which it was created. It is apparent, if one railroad

is compelled to transfer freight from one car to another, and per-

haps furnish new receptacles in which to place the freight when it

is in the car in bulk, that it is not being transported with equal

facility or on equal terms with another railroad which transports its

freight in the car in which it was originally placed. This connec-

tion at Stillwater, it is urged by the plaintiff, fairly comes within

section 35 above referred to. And while it is true, as stated by the

defen<lant, that the moving papers do not show that the Delaware &
Hudson and the plaintiff are competing for the business of this

defendant or near that place, the facts are fairly well supplied by

the answering affidavits which show that the connection of the Dela-

ware & Hudson company covers nearly all the territory and points

reached by plaintiffs. It thus appears that the Delaware & Hud-
son and the plaintiff are competing for the business of the defendant

at or near Stillwater and that therefore section 35 requires an inter-

change of cars with substantially the same facility and on equal

terms as granted the Delaware & Hudson at or near that point.

"The defendant's contention that if it has violated section 35 of

the railroad law, the plaintiff's only remedy is an application to the

railroad commissioners for redress is not well taken. That section

authorizes the railroad commissioners to prescribe such rules as will

secure equal enjoyment of equal accommodation and facilities at such

intersections and the terms and conditions upon which interchange of

traffic shall be afforded each road. That section enables any dis-

pute as to the terms and conditions upon which the interchange

can be made to be settled by the railroad commission. It does not

furnish the only remedy where an interchange is absolutely refused

without regard to terms and conditions and where one of the roads

claims that the statute does not require such interchange. This court

may construe the statute and determine the right of an inter-

change. If the parties cannot agree upon the terms and conditions

of the interchange after the right is established by the court, the

railroad commission is competent to fix the terms and conditions.

"The defendant produces affidavits which it contends show that

the plaintiff's road is not in fit condition for freight traffic. This

is probably something of an afterthought, as a refusal to deliver cars

was not put upon that ground, and it does not appear that from

the interchange of cars which previously existed between the

plaintiff and defendant that it was discovered that the cars were in-

jured upon the plaintiff's road in any manner, and it would seem

from the fact that there had been such interchange for some time

and to a considerable extent and that no bad results followed, that

that fact speaks louder than the opinion of experts criticising the

physical condition of the road. We can well understand that the

road is not adapted to freight business or the running of freight

trains at the usual speed and manner, and can well understand that

the running of freight cars through the villages would not be

allowed with the same speed or manner in which it is done on

steam railroads. But there is nothing in the case to show that the

cars have been or will be seriously injured if properly handled upon

the plaintiff's roads and there is no proof in the case showing that

the plaintiff is irresponsible or not able to pay for any damage
which may arise from its carelessness or the improper construction

of its way.

"This is a motion to continue the injunction which was granted

during the pendency of the motion, until the determination of the

action. The question as to whether the defendant must load its cars

with freight to be carried over the plaintff's road can better be de-

termined upon the trial of the action, and in the discretion of the

court it is deemed best not to cover now that situation by an injunc-
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tioii, but there is no reason why during the pendency of the action

the defendant should not receive from the plaintiff for carriage,

freight and freight in cars, or freight trains, where said cars are

standard cars and properly equipped, tendered to it at the connections

referred to, upon its being paid its proper charges in relation thereto.

Neither is there any reason why the defendant should not be re-

quired to deliver to the plaintiff at the several connections such car-

load lots of freight, with the car or such cars as it may receive from

other roads consigned to parties upon the plaintiff's road, where

the cars are consigned and billed by way of the plaintiff's road, and

deliver such carload lots of freight, in car, and freight cars, as may

be consigned to parties upon the plaintiff's road at points of destina-

tion not reached by the defendant's company or by any other con-

necting railroad.

"Either party may apply to the court to fix the terms and condi-

tions upon which the interchange of cars and freight shall be made

in case a dispute arises in any case in which the railroad commission

is not competent to direct. If the order is not agreed upon, it will

be settled upon ten days' notice."

The court reviewed the action brought by Stillwater & Mechanic-

ville Street Railway Co. to secure a physical connection, which de-

cision gives to a street railroad company the same right of con-

nection as a steam railroad company, and said the court has not the

right to force a physical connection that does not carry with it

tTie right to interchange cars. Assuming if an interchange of

cars is impracticable, or not to be had, that a physical connection

cannot be required.

The following memorandum was filed by tlie court with reference

to the Delaware & Hudson Co.:

"The questions in this case, so far as they relate to receiving from

or delivery to plaintiff's road of cars or freight, are disposed of

by the decision in Hudson Valley Railway Co. vs. The Boston &
Maine Railroad Co., at this term of court, and the injunction will

cover the same points and also prevent a removal of the connection

now existing at Lake George and Glens Falls. The connections

formerly existing at South Glens Falls and Saratoga were put in

under special contract for the sole purpose of aiding the plaintiff

in getting rails and material to be used in the construction of its

road and after sucli material was moved were to be removed when-

ever the plaintiff required. This court cannot prevent the removal

or require the restoration of those connections in violation of the

terms of the contract between the parties. This is not a proceeding

to establish a physical connection. It may be that the temporary

physical connection as established is at a place or is different in con-

struction than the parties would require or desire for permanent use.

If the order is not agreed upon it will be settled on ten days' notice."

*--*

Electric Tramvvaj' for West Fife.

Ohio Interurban Railway Association.

FROM U. S. CONSUL M CUNN, DUNFERMLINE, SC0TL.\ND.

A company has been formed here by local parties to build an

electric railway through the west of Fifeshire. The promoters have

given notice to the Fife County council, the corporations of Dun-

fermline, Inverkeithing, Cowdenbeath, and Lochgelly of their in-

tention to apply to Parliament in November for provisional orders

to carry out the scheme. The stock will then be floated, and it is

expected the company will begin the construction of the road in the

spring of 1905. The road will be 16 miles in length, and besides

connecting the towns mentioned will ultimately touch the new naval

base, on the Firth of Forth, referred to in my previous annual re-

port. The estimated initial cost is £130,000 ($632,645). The Fife

Electric Power Co., which is now building a power plant here, will

supply the power required for all purposes in the operation of the

tramway system when completed.

-•-»

At the ne.xt meeting of the Connecticut legislature franchises will

be presented for electric railways paralleling the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad Go's, line between New Haven and

Putnam, Conn., via Middletown and Willimantic, and between Brad-

ford and East Lyne. The former line will be extended to Boston

and the latter to Providence, R. I. The legislature will also be

asked to grant a charter for an electric line between Broad Brook

and Buckland, via Wapping, to connect with the Hartford, Man-

chester & Rockville Tramway Go's, system at Buckland.

The regular December meeting of the Ohio Interurban Railway

.Association was held at the Hotel McKinley, Canton, Ohio, Thurs-

day, December 29th. The meeting was called to order at 10.30 a. m.

by President Clegg, who introduced Mr. F. J. J. Sloat, chairman

of the Committee on Interline Tickets.

Mr. Sloat stated that he had found wide differences of opinion

among the interurban railway men of the state as to what should

be included in a ticket intended for their use. He had therefore

secured sample forms for a ten-coupon ticket which embodied about

all the features that could be included in such a form, and presented

the sample for discussion, the idea being that after discussion the

undesirable features could be eliminated.

The form submitted is what is known as the "skeleton ticket,"

and is one not favored by railroads because of the opportunity it

offers for manipulation in the hands of scalpers. It was the idea that

after a few weeks' experience had shown the tickets for which there

was a demand, these would be printed, and the need for using the

skeleton avoided.

The ticket form secured by Mr. Sloat was presented to the asso-

ciation and discussed in detail ; the various points decided upon

were

:

1. There should be an agent's stub, showing the Form No., Start-

ing Point and Destination, Route and Amount Collected. The Route

is a necessary addition, because some companies can offer more

than one route to a given point. The agent's stub will be at the

bottom of the ticket, so that if a skeleton form having more coupons

than are needed is used, the unused coupons at the bottom may be

detached in one piece, together with the agent's stub. As in some

instances agents will make a daily settlement and report at longer

intervals, it was made optional as to whether a duplicate stub

be provided on the ticket ; with two stubs one would be forwarded

to the auditor with daily collections, and the other retained by the

agent until his report was completed and then turned in; if a second

stub is not needed for reporting it could with advantage be used for

advising the general passenger agent as to sales.

2. The contract section of the ticket should be provided with a

calendar, in which day, month and year can be punched to show

limit.

.^. The passenger should not be required to sign the contract.

4. There should be a stipulation as to the selling company acting

only as agent for other roads over which ticket reads.

5. There should be only one class indicated on the ticket form.

It had been suggested that the regular form might be used for spe-

cial or excursion rates, by punching the ticket second class, but to

this it was objected that a great many mistakes on the part of agents

and conductors would he eliminated by having a different form for

excursion tickets.

6. That the contract should contain a clause making the ticket

void in case of alteration, or the cancellation of more than one date.

7. That the ticket should be on its face limited as to time, 30 days

from date being the limit on regular tickets.

8. That the contract should stipulate that the ticket is subject to

the stop-over regulations of the roads over which it reads and is

subject to exchange for train checks in accordance with such reg-

ulations.

9. That no proof of identity of passenger using the ticket b"

required.

10. That the coupons be void if detached.

11. That the baggage liability be limited to $50 for a full ticket

and $25 for a half-ticket.

12. That the contract stipulate that no agent or employe hns power

to modify the contract in any particular.

13. That the coupons he plainly marked with the name of the

road issuing the ticket.

On the subject of colors there was a wide variety of opinion ex-

pressed. While it was admitted that various colors might be used

to advantage with the purpose of making it easier for ticket agents

to distinguish tickets in the case, or for conductors, or for the audit-

or's clerks, it was considered that it was not wise to adopt a plan

that would encourage employes to rely on the color rather than the

reading matter. ,Mso it was evident were each company to follow

its own color scheme, the extensive use of interline tickets would
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result in tlic overlapping of different systems of colors and the de-

struction of the value of such schemes for distinguisliing tickets.

Acrordiiij;ly it was voted to print one way interline tickets on green

safety paper, and round trip interline tickets on gray safety paper,

half-fare tickets heing distinguished from whole tickets liy printing

on the form the words "half-fare."

The cniilract derideil upon is as follows:

Issued By

TflK LAKE SHORE ELKCIRIC RY.

Good For

One First Class Passage

To

When stamped by Company's agent and presented with coupons at-

tached in accordance with the following conditions:

1st. That in selling this ticket for passage over other lines and

cheeking Iiaggage on it,

The Lake Shore Electric Railway

acts only as agent and is not responsible beyond its own line.

2nd. This ticket is void for passage if any alterations or erasures

are made hereon, or if more than one date is canceled.

3rd. If limited as to time, it must be used to destination before

midnight of the date indicated by punch marks.

4lh. Baggage liability is limited to wearing apparel not to exceed

fifty (50) dollars in value for a whole ticket, and twenty-five (25)

dollars for a half ticket.

5th. It is subject to the stop-over regulations of the lines over

which it reads, and may be exchanged by conductors at any point

for tickets or checks conforming to such regulations.

No agent or employe has power to modify this contract in any

particular.

(Cancellation Calendar for 7 years given on right hand side of this

column.)

Form of Coupon

:

Issued By
ITIK L.\K1< SHORE ELECTRIC RY.

Acc't of R. R.

To

On conditions named in contract.

Via

One Passage.

Form — Not Good If Detached.

(Destination shown in column on right band side.)

(Number of ticket shown in left hand column.)

(Agent's Stub, showing form number, number of ticket, rate, route,

original point and destination, next attached.)

For special rate tickets the committee was mstructed to draft a

special contract and report at the next meeting.

Accounting.

.As to the basis of settling with foreign roads it was voted that:

I. Settlements be made upon the basis of sales by the issuing road

and not upon the collections made by the carrying road. By this

means, if a conductor fails to lift the coupon, the road will not lose

the fare. While in practice redemptions of unused tickets will be

made for the most part by the selling company, such redemptions

will be charged against the other road and the amount paid on

account of the original sale, collected back.

2. Settlements be made monthly, the creditor road drawing on the

debtor road for the balance due.

3. The form of report on coupon tickets recommended for use by

the members of the association be that adopted by the Lake Shore

Electric Railway Co. The heading of this form is shown herewith

:

Through Baggage.

The subject of "Uniform Checking of Baggage" was not discussed

at this meeting. Mr. E. C. Spring, chairman of the committee having

this in charge, being unable to attend the Canton meeting.

It was stated that the Dayton & Troy Company cheeked baggage

over three roads, using its own checks. In Dayton the express serv-

ice maintained enabled the company to take baggage from residences,

something that but few companies were now able to do.

On the Dayton & Troy, 50 to 60 pieces of baggage per day had

been handled at 25 cents each ; this Mr. Clegg believed was a source

of income worthy of consideration.

Railway Guides.

Representatives of the Central States Guide addressed the meeting

and quoted prices as follows for monthly guides; 100 to 300 at $1.20

each per year; 300 to 500 at $1.10 each per year; 500 and more at

$1.00 each per year.

It was voted that those wishing to take advantage of this offer

communicate with the secretary of the association, so that he could

arrange to get' the best discount available.

Annual Meeting.

Ihe president announced that the next meeting would be at Day-

ton, Ohio, Jan. 26, 1905, this being the annual meeting. A nom-

inating committee, consisting of F. J. J. Sloat, F. W. Coen, Valentine

Winters, F. D. Carpenter and J. L. Bushncll was appointed.

Institute Annual Dinner.

The annual dinner of the .\merican Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers will be given in the ballroom of the Waldorf Astoria, New

York City, on February 8th, and promises to be a most interesting

occasion. A number of pioneers and leaders will be present, an

original menu has been designed, and some novel features will be

introduced ; while the list of speakers includes men of national and

international reputation. The dinner will be served for $5 per cover

without wine or cigars, and as is usual on these occasions, ladies will

be present. The participation of the ladies was a feature that

elicited Mr. Carnegie's enthusiastic commendation at the famous

Institute Library dinner, which he made forever memorable by his

million-dollar gift for the United Engineering Building. Notices

will be sent to the members forthwith, and it is requested that an

early response be made, in order that proper care can be taken of all

applications. Over 400 had to be seated at the Edison dinner last

year, and the attendance in February promises to be equally large.

REPORT OF COUPON TICKETS

Sold over the. R.R.

during the month of , 190
N. B. If any tUscrepauuies are found in tbis report, jjlease luaUe no alterations but

advise by letter and corrections will be made in subsequent statement.
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TWEU'E-YARD MIDDLETOWN DUMP CAR.

END ELEVATION, SI.\-VARD MIDDLETOWN DUMP CAR.

Middletown Cars for York, Pa.

The accompanying illustrations show the general views and de-

tails of a si.x-yard dump car and a twelve-yard hopper car, both of

which were built by the Middletown Car Works, of Middletown,

Pa., for the York Street Railway Co. The si.x-yard dump car is

in service hauling limestone and distributing the same on the pikes

over which the railway company has its right of way. This dump
car is used for delivering crushed stone in small amounts from

place to place for the purpose of repairing the road, and in order

to control the distribution of this stone the Middletown Car Works
devised a special controlling mechanism which permits the body

of the car to be tipped to a certain angle and then righted again,

so that any give quantity of material may be deposited at any one

or more places. The half-tone illustration shows this car tipped to

a certain extent, and the end elevation shows the details of the

tipping mechanism. An ordinary type of dump car would discharge

the whole load at one stop instead of being able to dis-

tribute it from point to point.

The twclvc-yard hopper car is used as a ballast car

to distribute broken stone along the line of the York
.Street Railway Co. to such places as it may be required

for ballasting. It will be seen from the end and side

elevations of this car that the hopper is arranged to

discharge between the rails, and, as the slope is 30°, the

stone is promptly discharged with a minimum of labor.

This car is equipped with steel body and truck bolsters

and has proved highly satisfactory in the line of work
for which it was designed.

Tramways at Smyrna.

Mr. Rufus W. Lane, U. S. Consul at Smyrna, Turkey,

sends the Department of Commerce and Labor the fol-

lowing data

:

The first line of tramway in Smyrna was inaugurated

in 1879 with about 3 miles of track. It is known as the

Tramways des Quais, and is operated by a French

company, of which the president, secretary, and gen-

eral manager is Aime Tissot. Twenty-five horse cars

SI.X-YARU DUMP CAR, MIDDLETOWN CAR WORKS.

are in use on this line, which has recently been extended

5 miles. The only other line operating in Smyrna is the

Societe des Tramways, Smyrne-Guez-Tepe. This line

began to run horse cars in 1886, with 2 miles of track

:

subsequent extensions have given them nearly 5 miles,

and they require about twenty cars to accommodate

their traffic. This is an Ottoman company, the presi-

dent being N. Ilarcntz, of Constantinople ; treasurer

and secretary, Bedros Boloubeyan
;

general manager,

.•\. Ilarentz.

TWELVE-YARD HOPPER CAR, MIDDLETOWN CAR WORKS.

The annual ball of the Cleveland Consolidated

Street Railway Employes' Beneficial Association was

given at the Armory, Cleveland, O., December 2nd.



Cost of Electric Railway Power Production and Trans-

mission in the State of Indiana/

nv AI.DEKT S RlrllEY, F.I.ECTRICAI, ENMNEER, INDIANA UNION TRACTION CO.

The word "Elcclric" in the name of our organizalion suggests the

one characteristic upon which hinge all of the tliffercnccs distin-

guishing our business from tliat of the older railways of the coun-

try. In the years of the development of the steam railways, their

managers and engineers have determined the possibilities of steam

motive power as regards the economical wciglit of train and length

of run, and have evolved by experience the schedules and classes

of service which they arc now giving our different communities. It

is on account of the limitations of the steam locomotive that the

older railways have not given the service and obtained the business

which is ours today. It is wholly due to the development of the

electric motor and electric power transmission that our interurban

railways are enabled to run their trains in units of one, two or

three cars each, at intervals of ten minutes or two hours as required,

and make stops as frequently as desired, and do it efficiently and

economically. This is the fundamental reason for whatever success

the interurban railways have achieved.

As the method of conveying the energy from our coal pile to our

car axles is the one thing which makes possible our business, and

especially as the cost of this energy is one-fifth to one-quarter of

our entire operating expense, it should be interesting to consider

briefly the division of this cost into its components, together with

a statement of the average costs per unit of the power used on the

Indiana interurban roads.

A very comprehensive listing of the principal physical features

of our electric railways was given in a paper entitled "Interurban

Electric Railways of Indiana," presented by Mr. Robert P. Woods
at a meeting of the Indiana Engineering Society just a year ago.

The statistics as given in that paper stand practically correct today,

when we add the 20 miles of the Indiana Northern Traction Co.

now operating between Marion and Wabash.

Supplementing Mr. Woods' paper as a source of information from

which to draw the conclusions presented in this paper, we have

written to officials of the various electric railways of the state,

requesting car mileage and cost of power statistics. Nearly all of the

roads have very kindly taken the pams to reply to our inquiries

in a very satisfactory manner, and it is due to their kindness in

this regard that we are enabled to furnish some average figures on

power costs.

We now have alxiut 800 miles of interurban electric railways in

the state, operating 100 cars regularly. These cars vary in size

from the ordinary street car to the 6o-ft. 35-ton car in use on the

Indianapolis & Northwestern. The average weiglit of the 100 cars

in regular daily operation is 25.61 tons and their average scheduled

speed is 20 miles per hour.

Twenty-four power stations furnish current to these cars, the

combined station capacity (exclusive of the Indianapolis Traction

& Terminal Go's, station) being slightly over 20,000 kw., or an

installed capacity in generators of about 200 kw. for each interurban

car operated and 25 kw. for each track mile operated. One half

of the 24 power stations generate and deliver to the cars direct

current, while the other 12 generate alternating current, distribut-

ing to the cars as direct current through 34 sub-stations. The in-

dividual power station capacities vary from 200 to 6,000 kw. and com-

prise units of nearly every standard rating from 65 kw. to 1,500 kw.

Assuming a power consumption of too watt-hours per ton-mile,

we have an average total at our 100 interurban cars of about 5,000

kw., using the average figures as given above of 25.61 tons as the

weight of car and 20 miles per hour as the schedule speed.

The average load factor of the power stations appears to be about

40 per cent of the installed capacity. Therefore, the average out-

put at power station bus-bars is over 8,000 kw., which appears to

•Read before the Indiana Electric Railway Association, Indianapolis.

Jan. 12. I9«i.

indicate that the aggregate losses in overhead lines, rail return, sub-

station apparatus, step-up transformers, etc., amounts to more than

3,000 kilowatts average, or an average efficiency from power station

bus-bars to car motors of say 60 per cent. As the assumption of

100 watt-hours per ton-mile is probably high, this average efficiency

of distribution, if in error, is to be considered higher rather than

lower than the actual.

This loss of 40 per cent of the total power generated must be

divided between the stations generating direct current and those

generating and transmitting alternating current and converting to

direct current through rotary converters at sub-stations. I'ut 20

per cent of the railway power generated in the state outside of

Indianapolis is the output of direct current generators. Allowing

20 per cent for the transmission losses from the direct current sta-

tions leaves us an efficiency of about 55 per cent for the remaining

75 per cent of the generated power which is the product of alter-

nating current stations. This efficiency is probably made up about

as follows:

Efficiency of step-up transformers 94 PC "^^nt

Efficiency of transmission lines 97 pcr "nt

Efficiency of step-down transformers 93 per cent

Efficiency of rotary converters 80 per cent

Efficiency of direct current distribution 80 per cent

Combined efficiency 54 V^^ c^"'

The figures given as the efficiencies of transformers and rotary

converters will, of course, not compare with the efficiencies guar-

anteed by manufacturers, as the guaranteed efficiencies are based on

full load or nearly full load conditions, while the average load on

rotary converter sub-stations in the service which is most general

on our roads is hardly greater than 25 per cent of their rated capaci-

ties. This difference in distribution efficiency as between 80 per cent

for the average direct current station and 55 per cent for the average

alternating current station, is at first glance a surprising one and

helps many a company to spend a large proportion of the dollars

saved by an economical power station. Without doubt, there is

more than one railway in the state, now operating an alternating cur-

rent generating plant with transmission lines and sub-stations, that

could have invested the same money in direct current stations and

trolley feeder and be operating today with a less charge to cost of

power per car mile. On the other hand, there are several alternating

current generating stations in the state which are delivering power to

the car axles, after paying the price for the losses, at a cost much

less than that at which they could accomplish the same result from

direct current stations. The question of which system should be

installed in a given case is one that should be carefully considered

before a decision is made, as too often in the past few years has the

alternating current generating plant with rotary converter sub-

stations been installed seemingly because such an outfit was in style,

when the much more simple system of direct current stations with

plenty of trolley feed wire would have been much more economical.

For instance, let us briefly consider a given case as follows:

Two cities of about 25,000 population each, situated 20 miles apart,

each with a street railway system of say 10 city cars. These two

systems arc owned by a company which is to construct an interurban

road connecting the two, the plans contemplating new power

equipment. The schedule will call for two regularly operated inter-

urban cars and 20 city cars, and an installation of say 1,000 kw.

capacity in power generating machinery. The location of an

alternating current power station midway between the two towns

with a sub-station at each end and rotaries in the power station

will mean average transmission and conversion losses of about 45

per cent of tlie total power generated.

The location of a combination alternating and direct current plant

at one end with sub-stations at the other end and midway will
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mean average transmission and conversion losses of about 35 per

cent. With two direct current stations, one at each end, and direct

current feeder of double the cross section on the interurban line,

the same results will be attained with power losses of but 20 per

cent; the first cost of the installation will be no greater and the

cost of generating the power would be but very little, if any,

greater, provided, of course, that the facilities for obtaining coal

and water are the same in the two towns. Assuming a generating

cost of ID per cent more in the two small stations than in the one

larger one (which is high), we have the cost of power at the car

from the direct current stations averaging about 25 per cent lower

than from the alternating current station at the middle location and

over 10 per cent lower than from a combined alternating and direct

current station at one end of the line, without considering the addi-

tional labor at sub-stations which would be required with cither of

the alternating current stations.

If the given conditions be varied by the elimination of the city

cars at one end of the line, leaving a load to be considered con-

sisting of an interurban line of 20 miles in length, operating two

regular cars on an hourly schedule, with a city system of 10 small

cars centering at one end of the interurban line, then one direct

current power station at or • near the city car load probably will

prove to be the most economical. In this case, of course, the

trolley feeder must be increased greatly, and possibly a booster set

will be required, but this additional investment will not reach the

cost of transmission lines, sub-stations and sub-station apparatus

plus the capitalized cost of sub-station operation and losses.

However, when the proposed line is much to exceed 20 miles

in length, especially if future extensions are very likely, and no

great number of city cars are to be operated, economy begins to

favor the alternating current station with high tension transmission

and sub-stations, and as the length of line increases, and with it the

number of cars to be operated and the total load on the station, it

finally reaches a point where there is no question as between the

one alternating current station and a number of small direct current

plants. When the construction of a power plant of several thou-

sand kilowatts capacity is under consideration, a location may be

selected where a supply of good water is assured, where coal may
be easily handled, and the many refinements conducive to economical

operation may be introduced which are not possible or practicable

in smaller stations. These points, together with the low cost per

kilowatt hour for labor which is possible with a large station, -com-
bine to reduce the initial cost of power to such a low figure that the

seemingly low average efficiency of transmission and conversion,

together with the costs of sub-station operation, may be met, and
power still be delivered to cars many miles distant at a cost which
will compare very favorably with direct current distribution within

much smaller possible areas.

In this discussion, no mention has been made of the purely alter-

nating current system, in which the car motors are designed for

the use of alternating current, and for which the following claims

are made: Reduction in first cost, by the elimination of the rotary

converter and saving in trolley feeder; reduction in operating ex-

penses by doing away with constant sub-station attendance; and
increase in efficiency by the reduction of trolley and feeder losses,

reduction or elimination of rheostatic car starting losses, and the

complete elimination of rotary converter losses. As soon as the

new alternating current motor can demonstrate these points and
prove to us that it is as well adapted to our purposes, as efficient,

as reliable, and as easy of maintenance as the direct current series

motor, we must seriously consider it in our future plans.

The operation of cars by this system has just been started on
the Rushville division of the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction

Co., and the operation of this line will be very closely watched by
street railway engineers and managers, until the success of the sys-

tem has been fully demonstrated.

The replies which have been received to letters of inquiry repre-

sent 8s per cent of the total installed generating capacity of the rail-

way power stations of the state. These power stations generate

an average of 5,845,450 kilowatt hours per month at an average total

cost of $44,156.38, or .755 cent per kilowatt hour.

This average cost per kilowatt hour is divided as follows: Fuel,

0.526 cent; labor, 0.158 cent; lubricants, waste and miscellaneous

supplies, 0.032 cent; repairs, 0.039 cent.

The lowest total cost per kilowatt hour reported is 0.505 cent,

while the highest is 2.024 cents. The lowest cost of fuel is o.36(S

cent; the highest. 1.405 cent. The lowest cost of labor is o.ioo cent;

the highest, 0.331 cent. The lowest cost of lubricants, waste and

miscellaneous supplies is 0.015 cent; the highest. 0.086. The lowest

cost of repairs is o.oio cent; the highest. 0.218 cent.

Deducting the output of the two most economical stations, repre-

senting two-thirds of the total output reported, the average cost

of the rest of the energy generated in the state is 1.021 cents per

kilowatt-hour.

The figures which have been given are on cost of power at power

station switchboards. As six of the thirteen stations reporting are

alternating current stations with transmission lines and sub-stations,

these costs must be increased by the addition of sub-station operat-

ing expenses. With this addition, the total cost of power delivered

to direct current feeders is $47,500.01, or 0.964. cent per kilowatt

hour, the lowest cost reported being 0.747 ^"d the highest being

2.024 cents.

The total amount of coal burned in all the stations reporting

averages S2-'A '""s daily, 80 per cent of which is Indiana run of

mine and slack. The average cost of all coal burned is $i.8g per

ton. The average consumption of coal is 5.56 lb. per kilowatt hour,

the highest consumption reported being 10.7 lb. and the lowest be-

ing 4.9 lb. per kilowatt-hour.

The power station capacity per interurban car operated avera.ges,

as has been stated, about 200 kw.. the lowest being 150 kw. and the

highest 350 kw.

The roads reporting give a monthly car mileage of city cars of

1,122,060, and of interurban cars of 630,258 car miles. The average

power consumption is 1.48 kilowatt-hours per car-mile for city cars

and 5.18 kilowatt-hours per car mile for interurban cars. On this

basis, the average cost of power per car-mile is 1.43 cents for city

cars and 5 cents for interurban cars.

As illustrating the beneficial effect of the careful consideration

of operating features in the engineering design and construction of

a road, such as reducing curves and grades to the practical mini-

mum, the careful location of sub-stations with respect to their loads,

and an economical distribution of copper, some figures on the In-

dianapolis Northern Division of the Indiana Union Traction Co. as

compared with the rest of that system, may be of interest.

The Indianapolis Northern division consists of the lines from

Indianapolis to Logansport, Kokomo to Peru, and Tipton to Elwood.

This portion of the line is fed from the power station at Anderson

26, 42, 43, 59, 59 and 61 miles, respectively, from the power station.

26, 42, 43, 59 and 61 miles, respectively, from the power station,

the average distance of all rotary converters being over 46 miles

from the generators.

The rest of the system is fed from the same power station through

rotaries at the power station, and through 15,000-volt transmission

lines to eight sub-stations, the average distance of all rotary con-

verters on these old divisions being but 15 miles from the powfr
station.

The entire alternating current output of the station is measured

by an integrating wattmeter on the generator switchboard, while a

second wattmeter measures the input to the step-up transformers

supplying current to the transmission lines feeding to the Indian-

apolis Northern sub-stations only.

Notwithstanding the fact that 12 per cent of the power used on

the old divisions is delivered directly from the power station with

no alternating current transformer or transmission losses what-

ever, and that the average distance from generator to rotary is 31

miles greater on the Indianapolis Northern division, the power sta-

tion output to these new divisions is but 33 per cent of the total,

while handling 42 per cent of the total car mileage. In other words,

the power consumption per car mile, including all losses from gen-

erator to car motor, on the new lines is but two-thirds as much as

on the old lines, even though the average transmission distance is

three times as great. The class of cars in use on all divisions is

the same, and the average schedule speed is slightly greater on the

new lines than on the old.

* ' *

Like many other of the more progressive cities, the city of

Portage, Wis., is being pushed to the front through the medium of

the extensive advertising of the many advantages it ofifers. A recent

circular which has been sent out by the Business Men's Association

shows a view of the new city hall, a map of Wisconsin giving the

location of the city, a partial list of the city's industries and several

other interesting facts which appeal to the prospective manufacturer.



Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line.

riic opciiiiiK rit ihc I Jrtioil, Moiiroo & Tdlcdo Short Line between

'I'dk-do and Detroit and the inauguration of tlirougli limited service

on thi? line Nov. 5, 1904, marks the completion of an internrban

railway which has been the subject of considerable discussion and

interest for the past few years. Shortly after the completion of the

Toledo & Monroe Railway in July, ifjoi, the Kverctt-Moore .Syndi-

cate deciilcd to build an electric railway between Toledo and De-

division of the line from 1 oledo to iJclroil, was completed Apr.

4, igoi, and is iS miles in length, leaving 30.5 miles which have been

built within the past two years. A description of the Toledo & Mon-

roe Ry. appeared in the "Review" for July 15, 1901.

The new section of the dine is located with a view to high speed

service, its maximum grade being less than one per cent, and it has

very few curves. The track construction is practically the same as

TRESTLE OVER OTTAWA RIVER NEAR TOLEDO.

troil, and the owners of the Toledo & Monroe property sold that line

to the syndicate rather than go into competition with a new line

between Toledo and Monroe. The Everett-Moore road was com-

pleted from Toledo to Trenton, Mich., where connection was made
with the Wyandotte Division of the Detroit United Ry., but in

January, 1902, the Everett-Moore Syndicate became involved in

financial difficulties and this property was sold to the Clover Leaf

and Grand Trunk railways, providing a desired entrance into Detroit

for the one and into Toledo for the other. The overhead material

and polos were sold to the new owner of the Toledo & Monroe Rail-

way, which company secured a more direct route to Detroit, took

down the poles and lines from the Everett-Moorc road and re-

placed them on its own.

The present company w-as organized Nov. 19, 1902, with a capi-

talization of $6,000,000, to take over the Toledo & Monroe Railway,

the Michigan & Ohio Railway and the Monroe Traction Co., and

that of the old line, being laid with 70-lb. A. S. C. E. rails with

"Continuous" rail joints and Crown rail bonds made by the Amer-

ican Steel & Wipe Co. The ties, which arc of oak and cedar, are

laid 2 ft. between centers and the road is rock ballasted throughout.

The Short Line throughout its entire length, with the exception of

the route through Monroe, is built on a private right of way. Near

the city of Detroit is a short section about one mile in length which

involved the expenditure of over $150,000 for construction. Besides

buying a right of way through valuable property it was necessary to

provide a drawbridge which crosses the Rouge River about 100 yards

beyond where the company connects with the tracks of the Detroit

United Ry. at Woodmcre, also over crossings for three steam roads

and under crossings for three steam roads. The elevated crossings

are over the Michigan Central and Wabash railroads near Woodmere
and the Detroit Southern near Trenton, wdiile three subways take

the line under the Lake Shore, Ann Arbor and Michigan Central

UNDER CROSSING NEAR TOLEDO. BRIDGE OVER STONY CREEK.

to extend the line from Monroe to Detroit, there remaining at that

time sonic 30 miles of the line to be constructed. The officers of

the new incorporation were : President, Matthew Slush ; treasurer,

Charles R. llannon; secretary, Elisha A. Flinn.

Track.

The total length of tlie route is 57 miles, of which 3.5 miles are

within the city limits of Toledo and 5 miles within the city limits of

Detroit. The Toledo & Monroe Ry., which forms the southern

railroads at Alexis. In addition to this the company has built a

steel bridge over the Huron River at Rockwood, Mich., a steel

bridge over Stony Creek and a trestle over the Ottawa River near

Toledo. .\t all points where curves occur there are sidings over a

mile long; all cars take the right hand track, thus avoiding d::nger

of collisions. In addition to the sidings at curves there are sidings

every two and one-half miles along the entire route, with a com-

plete system of telephones to facilitate the dispatching of trains.

The line is double-tracked between Detroit and Wyandotte, the
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company expecting to carry on considerable freight business through

this point, which stands third among the cities of Michigan in point

of freight shipments. The directors have ordered the road double

tracked bctweon Wyandotte and Monroe, a distance of 20 miles. At

ating units mentioned, two exciter units, one motor driven and one

direct connected engine driven. At the main station there are

si.x transformers for stepping up out-going current to the sub-sta-

tions of the same size and voltage as those originally installed. The
boiler equipment for the new unit was furnished by the Aultman-

Taylor Co., and consists of one 400-h. p. Cahall boiler with Mansfield

DOUBLE TRACK CONSTRUCTION ON CURVES. DOX'BLE TRACK CONSTRUCTION.

Toledo the line has physical connections with the Toledo Terminal
Ry., so that its cars can be switched to any of the various railroads

running out of Toledo.

Power.

At the time of the organization of the new company, the power
house of the Toledo & Monroe Railway, which is located at Monroe.

Mich., contained in its engine room two 6oo-h. p. cross-compound

condensing Hamilton-Corliss engines and two Babcock & Wilcox
boilers of 400 h. p. nominal capacity, with Goubert steam separators

and feed water heaters and Penberthy injectors. Directly connected

to each engine was a 400-kw., 3-phase, rotary-field, 25-cycle Westing-

house generator, the current being generated at 380 volts and stepped

up to 15,000 volts, at which pressure it was transmitted to the sub-

station about 12 miles south of Monroe, equipped with two 200-kw.

rotaries.

In order to provide power for the new section of the road one
400-kw. Westinghouse generator direct connected to a 16 and 36

chain grate stoker and two Mansfield stokers, whicli will be installed

under the two old boilers

The two new sub-stations are combination stations and passenger

depot, the interior of the waiting room and ticket office being shown
in the accompanying engraving. These are built of steel, brick

and concrete, with tile roofing, and it is the intention of the company
to beautify the surrounding grounds. The company also has a

very handsome passenger waiting room in Detroit, while in Toledo

the terminal is within easy access to the diverging steam and electric

lines. One of the accompanying illustrations shows the type of

standard shelter which has been erected at all road crossings.

Rolling Stock.

The original equipment of the Toledo & Monroe Railway consisted

of five closed passenger cars, two open passenger cars and two com-

bination passenger and baggage cars, built by the Jewett Car Co.,

of Newark, O. These cars are 42 ft. 4 in. long over all, the body

"

—
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Fare, Etc.

'llic rale of fare liclwccii Detroit and Tolcilo is 80 cents one way or

$1.50 for the round trip, wliile the round trip on tlie steam roads is

$2.60. The lengtli of time consumed bctvvcun Ihc two points is

2]/! hours for the local cars and 2 hours for the limited cars. Of

this time 24 minulc"; is required to make the 3% miles in Toledo and

,^0 minutes to make the 5 miles in

Detroit. The Short Line ha-; a

cnntract with Ihc Detroit United

Railway and the Toledo Railways

& Light Co. under which it pays

the former 5 cents per passenger.

liul is allowed mileage for the ,usc

of its cars, and pays the latter 3

cents per passenger. The time con-

sumed on the steam roads is I'/t

hours on limited trains and 2 hours

10 minutes by local trains

The engineering and construc-

tion work on the Toledo & Monroe

Railway was done by J. G. While

& Co., while the contract for the

work between Monroe and Detroit

was let to the Detroit & Toledo

Construction Co.. of which C. J. Reilly was president, Charles R.

Ilaunon, secretary and treasurer, and Matthew Slush was a director

and was in active cliarge of the work.

The present officers of the Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line

Railway Co. are : President, Matthew Slush ; vice-president, C. A.

HIack; secretary, Elislia H. Flynn; treasurer, Charles R. Hannon

;

manager and purchasing agent, W. B. Tarkington. The general

offices of the company are at Monroe, Mich.

W. B. TARKINGTON.

Track and Roadbed Construction and Mainte-

nance, with Particular Reference to the

Life and Chemical Preservation
of Cross.Ties.*

iiv THUS. n. m'.math, tivii. knc.inf.er i.mdianai-oi.is traction &

TERMINAL CO.

.\s all present may know, the question of securing good ties is

each year becoming more difficult, as timber becomes more scarce

the quality oflfered in ties becomes poorer. Good white and burr

oak ties are difficult to secure, and the attention of all railroads is

called to the advisability of using treated timber. At present the

most satisfactory treatment for prevention of decay in timber is its

impregnation with creosote; the additional life of treated timber

fully justifies the expense and it is possible to substitute a grade of

timber utterly unsuited for ties, yet, which wlien treated, will show
a life double that of the best untreated timber heretofore used.

Wood is composd of a great number of tubes firmly united and of

varying sizes, the more open tubes being in what is commonly known
as the sapwood ; the older tubes are filled with various substances

as resin, gum, etc. The sapwood is the living part of the tree, the

tubes allowing a free passage of water, while the heart wood, due

to changes, no longer allows such free passage of water.

Decay is caused by the entrance of living organisms, as insects,

bacteria or fungi, and sapwood being more open, is the more readily

attacked. The best conditions for the activities of destroying agents

and growth exist in the presence of heat and moisture.

The treatment of timber consists in the introduction of substances

poisonous to these destroying agents. Whatever it is must pene-

trate all parts of the timber and must remain there permanently.

Experiments have been made with the creosoting process for about

40 years. Assuming that the results of the present creosoting will

be as good as those obtained 20 years ago, we can assume that the

life of a tie can be increased by treatment to 20 or 25 years.

Experiments have shown that the undesirable woods, such as red

and black oak, owe their quick decay to the open and porous con-

dition of their wood cells. Woods of this character are the ones in

*Read before the ludian.l Electric Railway Association, IttdiaiiapoliK,
Jan. 12, I'XlS.

which the effect of treatment is greater, aim ihcir me r^mpare, very

well with the life of the treated white and burr oak timbers.

On a visit to a southern city the writer was shown creosotcd sap

pine tics that had been in service on street railway track for more

than IS years and were evidently good for nearly as much longer.

Also creosoted sap pine piles that were said to have been in position

for about 18 years and still were in a good state of preservation.

Sap pine is the poorest and cheapest grade of lumber in the South

on account of its open and porous nature, and is the most success-

fully treated. The writer was told that the treated tics cost about

40 cents and treated sap pine poles could be secured for about $6.ou

for a 30-ft. pole. He has written to parties for definite prices on

these lies and poles delivered in Indianajwlis, but has not as yet re-

ceived a reply.

Local creosoting works have quoted prices, but having an in-

flated idea of the value of their particular process, their prices cor-

respond.

It is believed, however, that a good creosoted tie can be secured

in Indianapolis for less than 65 cents, and that such a tie placed in

track would last, under ordinary conditions, double the life of the

ordinary white oak tic, especially white oak lies of the quality now

obtainable.

The life of a creosoted sap pine pole, considering its greater

strength over cedar, would strongly recommend its use.

The features in which track construction and maintenance in

cities differ from ordinary steam and interurban railways are: first,

the work must be such that no repair is necessary except at long

intervals of time, and second, it must be such as to permit the ordi-

nary types of street paving to be applied.

Deep rail sections must be used in order that ties may be low

enough to permit the paving of the tracks; instead of using, as in

railroad construction, the shallow rail and partly exposed ties, we

use deep rails of from 6 in. to 9 in. laid on ties or without ties in com-

bination with concrete, the rails being laid on blocks in trenches

which are filled with concrete, forming a beam under and around the

rail, the rails being held in position by the concrete beam with the

aid of the street paving material. This type of construction has

been in use for the past ten years.

In some cities this type of construction has been considered satis-

factory, while in others it has been condemned. In Indianapolis we

have several miles of track of 9-in. girder rail laid on concrete beam

with ties spaced 12 ft. apart and paved with brick laid on a concrete

base. This construction is inadequate for interurban traffic. The

College Ave. line of this city was constructed with 7-in. T-rails on

lies spaced 2 ft. between centers, ballasted with natural cement con-

crete, which concrete extends from 6 in. below the bottom of the tie

to within 5 in. of the top of the rail. The street surface being vitri-

fied brick, with nose brick forming the flange groove adjoining the

rail ; this construction has proved entirely satisfactory for inter-

urban traffic.

The tracks built last season and now used by the interurban cars

on Ohio St. and Capitol Ave., were built with 7-in. T-rails on ties

spaced 12 ft. apart and resting on a concrete beam 24 in. wide and

20 in. in depth under each rail. Tie plates were used at intervals of

4 ft. and securely held by anchor bolts extending through the con-

crete. [This construction is shown in connection with the descrip-

tion of the Traction & Terminal Station, page 36.—Ed.]

It being a deduction of the writer from experience in concrete

beam work, that track constructed in the old manner failed from

lifting and that such anchorage in addition to holding the track in

line and gage, would increase its stability by avoiding vertical

movements. The use of the tie plate between the ties permitted the

suspension of the anchor bolts in their proper position during the

process of concreting, the track having previously been brought to

surface and line by tamping the ties. The concrete used was made
of the best grade of portland cement and had ample time to set.

The flange groove alongside of the rail was obtained by the use

of a special nose block, much larger than the ordinary paving brick,

this block being 5 in. wide, 4' 2 in. thick and 10 in. long, and the rest

of the pavement being the ordinary paving brick. The special shape

of this block permitted its being laid longitudinally directly upon a

mortar bed on the concrete, strips of wood being used to fill the cav-

ity under the head of the rail to prevent the special nose brick from

coming in contact with the rail and to reduce the rumble of the

passing cars. These wooden strips also act as a semi-elastic materia]
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adjoining the rail, taking up the thrust due to the expansion of the

pavement between the rails.

Brick pavements do expand from temperature causes, and if

rigidly held by the rail, the brick raises of? the sand cushion to the

detriment of the pavement, forming a sounding board which in-

creases the noise.

The 7-in. T-rail now used in this city was especially designed

for the heavy intcrurban car. All Shanghai rails previously rolled

by the mills were too light in the web for such heavy loads, being

designed for ordinary weights of city cars, and as city pavements

required the rail to be six inches in height or over, the webs in use

were extended in height but remained H 'i- '" thickness.

As interurban cars use 3-in. tread wheel, it was considered ad-

visable that the head of the new rail should be 2!4 in., the web

9-16 in. thick, the rail 7 in. high and base 6 in. wide. This rail

weighs 91 lb. to the yard. To the credit to those interested in the

designing of this rail it may be said that a subsequent design of

rail, for similar conditions, made by a committee from the American

Street Railway Association, is very similar, the main diflference be-

ing that the committee made the head of its rail 3 in. wide.

Perhaps the most trying feature of track maintenance in Indian-

apolis is the adjustments of gage on special work to fit it for

wheels of all varieties. In this city are found all kinds of wheels

from 5^-in. flange and 2-in. tread up to the M. C. B. with i^-in.

flange and 4-in. tread. If the guard rail on a curve is placed with

the proper width of groove for the big flange, the 5i-in. flange

wheel car never touches the guard rail unless the wheel on the other

end of the axle is riding with its flange on the rail. On the other

hand, if the guard rail is set with reference to the little flange, the

big flange will ride up on top of the guard rail.

We have made it a practice on curves where rolled guard sec-

tions are used to gage curves 4 ft. S^ in. and where we liavc been

able to get this condition, we have had no derailment trouble,

although the big wheels squeak and it takes power to send them
around. Such places we keep well greased.

The outcome of this condition is that the interurban lines must be

reasonable about their wheel flanges, and use a flange not over i in.

deep by I 5-16 in. thick, so that guard rail sections can be used, and
then, all wheels on city cars should be made to conform. The saving

in special work renewals would pay for changing all the wheels in

two years; the addition of 'A in. on the width of tread of city car

wheels, would immediately add 50 per cent to the life of every forg

and switch in the track.

Steam railroad companies have standardized their equipment in

order that their rolling stock may be interchangeable.

Mr. H. J. McGowan has taken an initial step in interurban rail-

way development in erecting the Terminal station and building, in

which we now meet, and in which station enter interurban cars from

all parts of the state of Indiana. Arrangements have been per-

fected by which through bufTet parlor cars from Ohio will also enter

this station. Indiana has taken the initiative in providing elegant

and commodious accommodations for interurban railway patrons.

This association should therefore lead in the work of standard-

izing all equipment and secure the co-operation of other similar or-

ganizations in fixing such standards. Standard car wheel flanges,

width of tread, diameter of wheel and standard gage for pressing

wheels should be adopted at the earliest possible moment, as cars of

diflferent lines are now frequently sent over connecting lines, and
all city railroads over which interurban companies operate their

cars are vitally interested. The difficulties arising from irregulari-

ties in any of the above-mentioned items cause the most disastrous

results and, until this is done, special work cannot be intelligently

ordered.

Tests of Brillium.

Harold P. Brown, 122 Liberty St., New York, sends data concern-

ing recent tests made with "Brillium," with which he has been ex-

perimenting for the last two years.

The Testing Department of the Brooklyn Heights R. R. has re-

cently made power-house tests with "Brillium." The fuel used

was locomotive cinders from the Lackawanna railway such as are

ordinarily used for ballast, with about 10.6 per cent of No. 3 buck-

wheat anthracite coal ; 44 lb. of "Brillium" to the ton of cinders was

used and the boiler was run at about 15 per cent above its rating.

with air pressure of V4 in. under the grate bars. The flue gas tem-

perature averaged 504° and the carbonic acid gas ran from 8.6 to

12.2 per cent. A net evaporation of 6.12 lb. of water from and at

212° was obtained from each pound of fuel. The buckwheat coal

by itself gives about 6.75 lb. evaporation.

A recent inspection of the boiler by the Fidelity & Casualty Com-

pany shows that it and the grate bars are in good condition after

using this fuel for over eighteen months.

Some New Products of the Crane Company.

The Crane Co., of Chicago, which is well known as one of the

most progressive concerns in the manufacturing of steam appli-

ances, has recently introduced a number of new devices for which

patents have been applied. Among these may he mentioned the im-

proved renewable seat and disk globe and angle valves which are

suitable for working pressures up to 250 lb. and are tested up to

700 lb. The renewable parts are made of hard composition, which

it is claimed is far better and will last longer than those in the

ordinary valves. They are designed specially for hard work where

extreme pressure is used and where the wear and tear on the valve

is severe. By unscrewing a nut on the bottom of this valve all the

parts are accessible and removable from the top, thus making it

convenient to substitute a new seat or disk and to replace any worn

part. In assembling the valve the seat is replaced, the nut on the

bottom tightened, thus holding the seat in place, then the bonnet

is screwed on and the valve is ready for use. The Crane renew-

able seat and wedge straightway valves are another new type suit-

able for working pressures up to 250 lb. and are tested for 800 lb.

pressure. The easy methods for inserting the renewable parts of

these valves will recommend them to all users.

Crane self-packing globe, angle and radiator valves are made

with Jenkins disk and non-rising stem and emlwdy the very desir-

able feature of self-packing. Their use fully obviates the trouble

and annoyance of escaping steam and water. In the Crane self-

packing valves vulcanized rubber is introduced between the metallic

parts which makes a perfect seat and completely overcomes the

tendency to leak. The threads on the bonnet of the self-packing

valves are the same as those in the Jenkins disk valve made by this

company, and the old style trimmings may be replaced with the new
self-packing device without removing the valve.

The Crane Co. is confident that these valves will meet all re-

quirements, and guarantees them to give entire satisfaction.

A Large Contract.

The National Electric Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., has been awarded

the contract for 700 air brakes to be installed under the new con-

vertible cars of the Cleveland Electric Railway Co. Although

many of the large cities throughout the country have all their cars

equipped with air brakes the Cleveland Electric Railway Co. has

placed the largest contract for individual air brake compressors that

has ever been placed in this country. The decision was not arrived

at until after over two years of experimenting with practically

every known type of brake that is manufactured.

Of this order six carloads of the equipment have already been

shipped ; the balance will be shipped in the course of two months.

Thirty cars will be required to load the apparatus to fill this order,

not including the pipe and fittings, which will be purchased in

Cleveland. An interesting fact that will illustrate the size of this

order in comparison with an order for air brake apparatus for steam

railway coaches is that 30 carloads of air brake material for steam

coaches would mean about 3,000 steam railway equipments. An-

other item of interest to show the magnitude of the order is the

fact that it will require i8j4 miles of pipe to equip the cars, each

requiring 140 ft. of miscellaneous size pipe, and 60,200 elbows,

unions and fittings will be required for joining the pipes.

The compressor ordered is the National Electric Co's. type B-2,

with a capacity of 20 cu. ft. of free air per minute. The reason for

this large compressor is because the Cleveland Electric Railway Co.

intends in the near future to adopt the trailer system during the

summer months and rush hours. A new type of slide valve will be

used with this equipment. The weight of the complete air brake

equipment, including the compressor, is 1,100 lb., and the weight of

the compressor is 725 lb.
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WHEN R.MLINGS OR G.\TES ARE REQUIRED ON C.\RS.

ll.-ilvcrson vs. Seattle Electric Co. (Wash.), 77 Pac. Rep. 1058. .Sep.

21, 1904.

It may not be negligence nf railway companies, the supreme court

of Wasliington says, to fail lo provirle railings or grates lo prevent

passengers from falling or being thrown from the cars, where they

are run at the usual rate of speed upon straight or even tracks,

where no such protections arc usually required; but when an un-

usal or high rate of speed is maintained around curves, or over

rough and uneven roads, then ordinary diligence requires such safe-

guards, even if Ihey arc not required by positive statute.

POWER TO GR.^N'r USE OF STREETS BY ORDIN.\NCE
CANNOT BE EXERCISED BY RESOLUTION.

Hoist vs. Savannah Electric Co. (U. S. C. C, Ga.) IM Fed. Rep. 9.31.

July 16, 1904.

Where it is expressly declared in the charter of a city that the

control of the streets, paving street railways, and the like, must be

by ordinance, the mayor and aldermen being given power and au-

thority from time to time to make, ordain and establish such by-

laws, ordinances, rules and regulations as shall appear to them

requisite, etc., the United States circuit court, in Georgia, holds

that a city street cannot be dedicated for street railway purposes

by a mere resolution, over the protest of the property holders.

CONTRACT DISABLING CORPORATION FROM PERFORM-
ING ITS FUNCTIONS, AS ONE WITH CITY TO DIS-

CONTINUE UNPROFITABLE PART OF ROAD, WITH-
OUT CONSENT OF THE STATE, IS VOID AS AGAINST
PUBLIC POLICY.

Thompson vs. Schenectady Railway Co. (U. S. C. C. .\., N. Y.),

131 Fed. Rep. 577. Apr. 5, 1904.

An alleged agreement constituted by the action of a receiver in

foreclosure proceedings, joined with certain property owners, peti-

tioning the common council to consent to and authorize the discon-

tinuance permanently of the running of cars upon a certain street,

.".nd a removal of the track therefrom, which the common council

adopted a resolution consenting to, the so-called agreement being

made in the supposed interests of the receiver and the narties to the

foreclosure, and in order to lift the burden of maintaining an un-

profitable part of the railroad, without the consent of tiie railroad

commissioners or of the state to the agreement, the United States

circuit court of appeals, second circuit, refuses to sanction or en-

force. It says that the right to construct and operate a street rail-

way is a franchise granted by the state upon considerations of the

public welfare; and any contract which disables the corporation

from performing its functions without the consent of the state, and

made to relieve the corporation of the burden which it has assumed,

is void as against public policy.

0:vIE COMPANY MAY BE ENJOINED FROM INTERFER-
ING BY PHYSICAL FORCE TO PREVENT THE RUN-
NING UPON ITS TRACKS OF .ALLEGED IMPROPER
C.\RS BY ANOTHER COMPANY.

Schenectady Railway Co. vs. United Traction Co. (N. Y. Sup.). 89

N. Y. Supp. 931. July, 1904.

The defendant having granted to the plaintiff the right to run its

cars over certain tracks, conditioned that it should not operate cars

of such excessive weight and size, or propel them at such excessive

rates of speed, as would endanger the defendant's property, and

subject it lo unusual difficulty or expense, it being stipulated that

until another type of car might \x agreed upon the plaintiff might

operate cars forly-eight feet over all, to weigh not to exceed twenty-

five tons when loaded, etc., the supreme court of New York, special

term, Montgomery county, in continuing an injunction against the

defendant during the action, restraining it from interfering by

physical means lo prevent the operation upon its tracks of certain

cars, holds that the defendant had not the right to decide for it-

self the questions involved in this controversy, and lo enforce com-

pliance therewith by physical force; that it should have resorted

to the courts for the protection of its rights and the justification of

its claims.

REASONABLENESS OF RULE PROHIBITING CARRYING
OF DOGS UPON CARS.

O'Gorman vs. New York & Queens County Railway Co. (N. Y.

Sup.), 89 N. Y. Supp. 589. July 28, 1904.

A rule excluding all dogs from cars, the second appellate division

of the supreme court of New York holds, is not unreasonable. It

says that a rule cannot be regarded as unreasonable which tends to

the comfort and safety of pasengers, and to the preservation of good

order, which it is a duty of a carrier of passengers to be vigilant

in seeking. It needs no argument to establish the fact that the in-

discriminate carrying of dogs upon the street cars of a large city

would be calculated to disturb the comfort and jeopardize the peace

and security of the passengers. A rule which discriminated as to

dogs would be practically unenforceable, as it would be impossi-

ble to expect passengers and conductors to agree as to which dogs

should not be carried. Such a rule might well be regarded as un-

reasonable, as it would necessarily tend to favor one person's dog.

while that of another would be rejected as unfit to travel with

human passengers. The defendant, not being compelled by the

law to carry dogs, could lawfully determine that it would carry

none.

CORPORATION OF ONE STATE NOT COMPLYING WITH
LAWS OF ANOTHER CANNOT MAINTAIN BILL IN
FEDERAL COURT IN LATTER ST.ATE TO GET USE OF
BRIDGE BETWEEN THE STATES.

Evansville & H. Traction Co. vs. Henderson Bridge Co. (U. S. C.

C, Ky.), 1,32 Fed. Rep. 402. Sep. 19. 1904.

The United States circuit court, in Kcntucia-, says that the com-

plainant, an Indiana corporation, which may be described as being

an interurban street railroad company, desiring to operate a road

from Evansville, Ind., to Henderson. Ky.. applied, among other

things, for a perpetual injunction restraining the defendant from

refusing to it the right to connect its tracks with the track of

the defendant, both at the Kentucky and at the Indiana ends of the

defendant's bridge over the Ohio river, and from refusing to com-

plainant the right to equip said bridge with wiring and bonding

appliances and necessary attachments for constructing, maintain-

ing and operating an interurban street railroad, propelled by elec-

tricity, upon, over, and across the defendant's bridge, approaches,

and tracks. But the court holds that a demurrer to the com-

plamant's bill must be sustained upon the ground that the bill could

not be maintained because, stated briefly, it did not aver nor show

that the complainant had complied with the requirements of the

constitution and statutes of Kentucky, that foreign railroad corpo-

rations must incorporate in that state to be entitled to the benefit

of the right of eminent domain, etc
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REASONABLE TRANSFER REQUIREMENTS.

Horiiesby vs. Georgia Railway & Electric Co. (Ga.), 48 S. E. Rep.

339 Aug. II, 1904.

Where a street railroad company voluntarily permits passengers

to transfer from one of its cars to another and continue their jour-

ney without the payment of additional fare, the supreme court of

Georgia holds that it is reasonable to require, as a condition prece-

dent to the e.xercise of this right, that the passenger shall tender

the conductor of the second car a printed transfer check, which

must be used within a time indicated by punch marks on the check,

provided a car upon which the passenger can be conveniently and

comfortably transported passes the transfer point within the time

so limited. A person who fails to comply with such requirement,

and who refuses to pay fare, cannot recover for an expulsion from

the car, when he does not show that his failure to have a valid

transfer check was due to the fault of some employe of the com-

pany having authority in such matters.

It follows that no recovery can be had where the initial car does

not reach the transfer point until after the time indicated by the

punch marks on the check, and the passenger voluntarily leaves the

car before it reaches such point, and make an unsuccessful attempt

to walk to the transfer point before the time limit expires. In

such a case it is the duty of the passenger to remain on the car, and

give the conductor .in opportunity to make arrangements for his

transportation on the transfer car; and this is true even though it

is the custom of the company not to issue new transfer checks

where the initial car is delayed.

NO LIABILI TV FOR INJURY TO PASSENGER STRUCK IN

EYE BY TICKET PUNCH FALLING OUT OF CONDUC-
TOR'S POCKET—NO DUTY TO GUARD AGAINST CAS-
UALTIES WHICH CANNOT BE REASONABLY ANTICI-
PATED.

Cheyne vs. Van Brunt Street & Erie Basin Railroad Co. (N. Y.

Supp.) 626. July 28, 1904.

As an electric car on which the plaintiff was a passenger was

about to turn a corner the trolley pole came off the wire, and the

conductor, w-ho had been standing in the front of the car, with

the door open, rushed back through the car to the rear platform.

Something struck the plaintiff in the eye as the conductor passed,

which it was a fair inference was the conductor's ticket punch,

which the plaintiff had previously seen in the conductor's outside

pocket, and which the conductor returned and picked up after ad-

justing the pole. But while the occurrence was most lamentable,

in view of its serious consequences to the injured pasesnger, the

second appellate division of the supreme court of New York says

that it does not perceive any ground upon which the defendant

company could be held liable. Neither a common carrier nor any

other party upon whom the law imposes the exercise of care in the

discharge of duty is under a legal obligation to take precautions to

guard against casualties which cannot reasonably be anticipated

or foreseen. If its officers and agents had no reason to apprehend

a peril of this nature, it could not be said that the corporation

was guilty of negligence in failing to provide any safeguard against

it. It was suggested that the conductor's ticket punch should have

been safely secured in some manner ; but, even if this had been

done, it would have had to be held by a chain or cord sufficiently

long for the conductor to use it, and it was not apparent that a

fastening of this character would have prevented the accident.

LIMIT TO CONDITIONS WHICH MAY BE IMPOSED BY
A COMMISSIONER OF PARKS WHERE A COMPANY
HAS A VESTED RIGHT TO CROSS A PARKWAY.

People vs. Kennedy (N. Y. Sup.), 89 N. Y. Supp. 603. July 28. 1904.

The Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company having a vested right

to construct its lines to the city limits along Kingston avenue.

which right antedated the construction of what was called the East-

ern Parkway, which was a parked street or boulevard, the second

appellate division of the supreme court of New York says that it

must be assumed that the legislation giving control of this park-

way to the park department was made subject to the rights which

were then in existence, and that it did not confer any authority

upon the commissioner of parks to make any restrictions upon the

method of operating the street surface railroads which should cross

such parkway. The commissioner, as a condition of his consent,

could undoubtedly require any reasonable compliance with his sug-

gestions as to the location and construction of the tracks. He
might very properly specify the kind of paving which should be

laid, and might make suitable regulations in reference to any mat-

ters connected with the location or construction of the tracks; but

here his discretion ended. He could not go beyond this, and deter-

mine how the corporation should discharge its duties to the public

in the operation of its lines. That was a matter wholly outside of

the scope of the office of a commissioner of parks. Here the com-

pany had a vested right to continue its lines across the Eastern

Parkway, subject to such reasonable rules and regulations in re-

.'ipect to the location of the tracks, etc., as should be prescribed by

the local authorities having charge of such parkway ; but when the

parkway was reached and an application was made to cross it that

was granted coupled with a condition that "no motor cars nor any

other cars or conveyances except those used for express, repairs,

construction, and conveyance of passengers and material now in

ordinary use shall be permitted, and that all cars shall cross the track

singly, except where an accident has occurred making it impossible

for a car to be conveyed singly ; the intent being to forever prohibit

the use of trains operated by steam, electricity, or any other power."

The court holds that a peremptory writ of mandamus was properly

granted, on the relation of a corporation interested in certain real es-

tate and desiring to have the lines constructed across the parkway, to

compel the granting of a permit therefor, without such condition.

RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF COMPANY — RIGHT TO RUN
CARS SINGLY OR IN TRAINS— DUTY TO PERSONS
DRIVING OUT FROM YARDS—DUTY AS TO SPEED,
CONTROL, W.^TCHFULNESS DEPENDENT UPON CON-
DITIONS—DUTY TO TRY TO PREVENT COLLISIONS.

Butler vs. Rockland, Thomaston & Camden Street Railway (Me.),

58 -Atl. Rep. 775. July 26, 1904.

.\ street railway company, the supreme judicial court of Maine

holds, has the lawful right to operate its railway in the location

where it has been placed, and run its car singly or in trains upon

the track ; but it is its duty to do so, having due regard to the safety,

not only of travelers upon the street, but of tliose who have oc-

casion to cross the tracks in driving out from the yards of houses

situated along the railway.

The speed at which a car or train may properly be run, the kind

of control over it, and the degree of watchfulness imposed upon

those in charge must depend to some extent upon the surround-

ing conditions, such as the nearness of the track to the side of the

street and to the houses, the likelihood of persons driving out from

the yards, and whether the driveways are so situated that persons

driving out over thein can see or learn of the approach of cars

in season, with due care to avoid collision. The railway company

and its servants have a right to assume that all such persons will

tliemselves be in the exercise of ordinary care.

It is the duty of a street raihvay company at all limes to use due

care in view of apparent dangers, and those which may reason-

ably be expected, so to regulate the speed of its cars, so to have

them under control, and so to be on the lookout for a team about

to cross that those in the teams, if they themselves are in the exer-

cise of due care, shall not be put in jeopardy.

The person in charge of the car must exercise due care and judg-

ment, and the movements of the car must be regulated with refer-

ence to the apparent situation. If it be apparent that a collision is

likely to occur, it is the duty of the servant in control of the car

to be ready to use, and to use, if necessary, and when necessary, all

practicable means to prevent it.

AFTER-ACQUIRED PROPERTY AND RIGHTS UNDER
LEASES EMBRACED IN LIEN OF MORTGAGE.

Guaranty Trust Co. of New York vs. .Atlantic Coast Electric Rail-

road Co. (U. S. C. C, N. J.), 132 Fed. Rep. 68. Aug. 22, 1904.

A mortgage given by the defendant railroad company recited the

form of the bonds secured by it, which declared that the bonds were

secured by a mortgage upon "all the certain railroad and other

property, real and personal, and franchises of said railroad com-

pany, whether now owned or hereafter acquired by it." The con-
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vcyiiMcc clauses of the tiiorlgage limited its lien upon after-acquired

liropcrty to such properly, and to such rights acquired by lease from

(ilher railroad coiiipaivies, as should he "connected with or appurte-

nant to" the railroad of the defendant company specilically descrihcd

in the mortgage.

The United .Slates circuit court, in New Jersey, holds (i; lliat the

lien ni the mortgage embraced rights acquired by leases made after

the date of the mortgage to the defendant company by other rail-

road companies owning railroads connected with the defendant's

railroad, and being operated by the defendant company in connec-

tion with its own railroad and as a part of its railway system. (2)

That its lien also embraced the capital stock of, and a lease ac-

(piircd from, a new corporation, such new corporation having been

created for the mere purpose of subserving tlic interests of the de-

fendant corporation, which had paid for all the properly conveyed

to Iho new corporation, and assumed all its obligations, and the new

corporation having issued to the defendant company all its capital

stock and executed to the defendant company a lease upon all its

property for the term of 99 years, the existence of the new corpora-

tion being limited by law to 100 years, and the railroad of the new

corporation being operated by the defendant company in connection

with its own railroad and as a part of its railway system. (3)

That its lien also embraced a line of railroad constructed by the de-

fendant company which was operated by the defendant company,

in connection with its own railroad and the railroads on which it

had secured leases, as a single railway system. (4) That its Hen

did not embrace a hotel property which did not appear to be in

anywise connected with the operation of its railway system.

V.'\LIDITY OF CONTR.'\CTS WITH STEAM RAILRCAU
COMPANY WITH REGARD TO BRIDGE AND NOT TO
REDUCE FARES.

Raritan River Railroad Co. vs. Middlesex & Somerset Traction Co.

(N. J.), s8 Atl. Rep. 332.

A railroad company, incorporated under the general railroad law

of New Jersey of 1873, was maintaining certain bridges whereby

the highway was carried over its tracks at an elevation ; the duty

to maintain the bridges being imposed upon the railroad company

in behalf of the public by statute. A traction company proposed to

construct a line of tracks along the highway, and to that end de-

sired to strengthen and reinforce the bridges, so that they would

sustain the increased weight of traffic placed upon them by reason

of the maintenance and operation of the traction road. By agree-

ment between the railroad company and the traction company, the

former gave consent that the latter might strengthen and reinforce

the bridges, and the parties agreed thereafter to share equally the

cost of their maintenance and repair; the traction company being

given the right to repair the bridges on default of the railroad

company to do so, and the railroad company agreeing to pay one-

half the cost thereby incurred. The court of errors and appeals of

New Jersey holds that this consent and agreement of the railroad

company furnished a valuable consideration to support reciprocal

covenants on the part of the traction company. It further holds that

an agreement made between a railroad company and a traction com-

pany, whereby the former gives consent that the latter may con-

struct a traction road across the line of the railroad at grade, and

settling as between these parties the mode of crossing, is not void

because made without application to the chancellor to define the

mode of crossing under the statute.

The court says that it was not necessary to question whether the

continuing obligation of the railroad company to keep up the bridges

in accordance with the growing demands of travel extended to their

reinforcement and maintenance under the extraordinary weight of

trolley tracks and roadbed and the operation of trolley cars. Assum-
ing that to be so, the traction company was still (in the absence of

agreement of the railroad company) left in the situation of a mem-
ber of the general public having a great practical interest in the

proper performance of this public duty by the railroad company, but

without direct means of its own to specifically enforce such perform-

ance, and without redress for non-performance unless it should

be specially damnified. Under these circumstances, an agreement

settling as between these parties that they would equally bear the

expense of maintaining the improved bridges, and giving to the

traction company the right to do the repairs and charge one-half

the cost to the railroad company, icnded to avoid litigation between

the parlies about the matter, and had such value to llie traction com-

pany as lo furnish consideration (or its reciprocal sllpulalioiis.

An agreement, made between a railroad company ami a compel 1-

lor, llial during a limited period the former company "will not re-

duce its present rales of fare, unless required by law," ihc court

holds, is not contrary to public policy as established in New Jer-

sey,

A PRACTICALLY NEW ROAD CANNOI BE CON-
SIRUCTED AS AN EXTENSION WITHOUT THE CER-
TIFICATE OF THE RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS-
HOW STATUTE SHOULD BE CONSTRUED,

.\'ew York Central & Hudson River Railroad Co. vs. BuiTalo & Wil-

liamsvillc Electric Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 89 N. V. Supp.

418. July 6, 1904.

In construing a statute with the wide scope of one requiring the

certificate of the board of railroad commissioners to precede Ihc

construction of a railroad, the fourth appellate division of the su-

preme court of New York says that a practical and sensible inter-

pretation, rather than a metaphysically literal one, should be given

lo it. The privilege accorded to a street surface railroad company

"to extend its road or construct branches" thereof without applica-

tion tc^ the board of railroad commissioners must be reasonably con-

strued, having in view the general policy of the slate which submits

to that body the determination of the necessity of the new road. If

the branch proposed to be added to the main trunk will in fact be

the corpus itself, if the contemplated extension really will com-

pose the main body, then it will be a parody on the statute to permit

the branch or extension to be added without the permission of the

railroad commissioners. A company organized to construct and

which is operating a street railroad a mile in length ought not to

be permitted to add too miles, without the consent of the railroad

commissioners, on the pretext that the construction is a mere ex-

tension of the main line. The term "extension" conveys to the

mind an enlargement of the main body, the addition of something

of less import than that to which it is attached.

As to the suggestion that the defendant could accomplish its pur-

pose by adding a few miles of the road each year, the court an-

swers that that may be true. No exact rule, like the rate of inter-

est, may be laid down applicable to every case. A proposed improve-

ment in one instance may be clearly construed an extension, and in

another it may be equally clear that the extension is intended, in ef-

fect, to be a new road. The court appreciates that it often may be

very difficult to determine whether a contemplated addition to an ex-

isting road is an extension within the scope of the statute or a new

road, thus requiring the preliminary certificate of the board of rail-

road commissioners. Unless there is additional legislation defining

what constitutes an extension, the courts must dispose of each case

as it is presented on its own merit. In that disposition the policy

of the legislature to vest in one tribunal the authority to determine

as to the propriety of constructing a road will be a pregnant cir-

cumstance ; that is. the legislature, in its wisdom having vested a

board with this power, the courLs, in their decisions, should proceed

as far as possible in harmony with the legislative intent, especially

as the tendency is to enlarge, rather than to restrict, the powers of

that body.

A COMPANY LIABLE FOR INJURIES FROM XON-REPAIR
OF PAVEMENT CANNOT BE CHARGED WITH COST
OF AGREEMENT WITH CITY FOR REPAIRS IN CON-
TRACT FOR PAVING.

Fair Haven & Westville Railroad Co. vs. City of New Haven

(Conn.), 58 Atl. Rep. 703. Aug. 12, 1904.

This was an application for relief from an assessment against the

company for the cost of certain asphalt paving. The supreme court

of errors of Connecticut says that the city paid to the contractor a

certain sum per square yard for laying the pavement and agreeing

to keep it in repair for 10 years, said agreement being secured by a

bond to the city. The award of the trial court was based upon this

sum. It was clear, therefore, that an amount was included which

represented cost of repair.

On the question of the propriety of this inclusion, the court says
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that an act was passed in 1897 which was clearly intended to meet the

situation where pavements are laid with a guaranty, as here. It pur-

ports to amend the act of 1895 so that not only the cost of laying

a pavement, but of an agreement to keep it in repair for a period

not CNceeding 15 years, might be considered in determining the

cost of each square yard which the city might collect of the per-

sons and railroad companies, as provided in said last-named act,

which was the act under which the present charge was made against

the company. If the necessary eflfect of the execution of the act

of 1897 was to impose upon a street railroad company standing in

the position which the plaintiff occupied a double burden, arising

out of the duty cast by law upon it to keep in repair the specified

portion of the highway through which it operated its lines, or if,

in the application of the act to the circumstances of the present

case, such became its effect, it was plain that the action of the

court could not be supported. It was unnecessary to inquire whether

conditions might not exist or be created under which the act might

operate not only justly, but also favorably, to all parties, and in vio-

lation of no constitutional prohibition.

The plaintiff before the statute of 1897 was under the statutory

duty of keeping in repair so much of every highway in which its

tracks were laid as was included within them, and a space of two

feet on the outer side of the outer rails thereof. The space thus

specified corresponded substantially with that for the paving of

which the present judgment required the plaintiff to pay the city.

Liability for all damages resulting from injuries caused by the fail-

ure of the plaintiff in its duty to repair was also imposed upon it.

This duty and liability have never been removed by express legis-

lation. The act of 1897 contains no provision for such removal, or

a conditional or qualified removal. In the absence of any express

provision to that effect, it can scarcely be presumed that the legis-

lature intended that a resort by the city to the course of action au-

thorized by the act should, with respect to the particular piece of

highway involved, operate to shift the burden of duty, and con-

sequently of liability, from railroad to city, with all the resulting

confusion to the parties and the public with regard to matters of

frequently grave concern.

In the present case we find the company, which remains under

the duty of maintaining the highway in repair, and the liability for

the results of non-repair, called upon to pay the cost of an agree-

ment on the part of a third party to do a certain share of the re-

pairs involved in the statutory duty for a specified term. To this

agreement it was not a party. The bond given to secure perform-

ance of the agreement did not run to it. Surely there was left

upon it, from the point of view of legal rights, some share of the

burden which it had been compelled to pay others to assume.

Wherefore the cause was remanded for a deduction from the

amount of the assessment confirmed and established by the judg-

ment of the court below of the cost to the defendant of the agree-

ment to repair, in so far as said cost related tcv the pavement for

which the plaintiff was charged in said judgment.

INJURY TO INTENDING PASSENGER BY FALL OF TROL-
LEY POLE .^ND CAR SIGN—CARE OWED TO PERSON
APPROACHING CAR TO BECOME A PASSENGER—
WHEN ONE BECOMES A PASSENGER — NEITHER
ONE WHO HAS JUST ALIGHTED FROM, OR IS

ABOUT TO BOARD, A CAR H.\S THE RIGHTS OF A
PASSENGER.

Duchemin vs. Boston Elevated Railway Co. (Mass.), 71 N. E. Rep.

780. Sep. 7, 1904.

The turning point of this case was the question whether a foot

traveler on the highway, who is approaching a street car stopped

to receive him as a passenger, and before he actually has reached

the car, is entitled to the rights of a passenger in respect of that

extraordinary degree of care due to passengers from common car-

riers of passengers, at least so far as any defect in that car is con-

cerned. In other words, the question was whether the jury should

have been instructed that the defendant owed to the plaintiff (who
was injured by the fall of a trolley pole and car sign) the same
high degree of care while he was approaching the car, and had not

yet reached it, that it would owe to a passenger.

It is apparent, the supreme judicial court of Massachusetts says,

that a person in such a situation is not in fact a passenger. He

has not entered upon the premises of the carrier, as has a person

who has gone upon the grounds of a steam railroad for the pur-

pose of taking a train. He is upon a public highway, where he

has a clear right to be independently of his intention to become a

passenger. He has as yet done nothing which enables the carrier

to demand of him a fare, or in any way to control his actions. He
is at liberty to advance or recede. He may change his mind, and

not become a passenger. Certainly the carrier owes him no other

duty to keep the pavement smooth, or the street clear of obstructions

to his progress, than it owes to all other travelers on the highway.

It is under no obligations to see that he is not assaulted, or run

into by vehicles or travelers, or not insulted or otherwise mistreated

by other persons present.

Nor docs the court think that as to such a person, who has not

yet reached the car, there is any other duty, as to the car itself,

than that which the carrier owes to all persons lawfully upon the

street. There is no soimd distinction as to the diligence due from

the carrier between the case of a person who has just dismounted

from a street car and that of one who is about to take the car, but

has not yet reached it. In the case of each the only logical test

to determine the degree of care which the person is entitled to have

exercised by the street railway company is whether the person actu-

ally is a passenger, or is a mere traveler on the highway. The court

thinks that a present intention of becoming a passenger as scon as

he can reach the car neither makes the person who is approaching

the car with that intention a passenger, nor changes as to him the

degree of care to be exercised in respect of its cars as vehicles to

be used upon a public way with due regard to the use of the same

way by others. The defendant incurs no responsibility to exercise

extraordinary diligence by making an express contract, but only by

its exercise of the calling of a common carrier; and its obligation

as such does not arise until the intending passenger is within its

control.

The court is unwilling to go farther than the doctrine stated

in Davey vs. Greenfield Street Railway Co., 177 Mass. 106.. 58 N. E.

172, that, when there has been an invitation on the part of the car-

rier by stopping for the reception of a passenger, any person ac-

tually taking hold of the car and beginning to enter it is a pas-

senger. And the court holds that if the instructions allowed the

jury to find for the plaintiff only in case the car had reached a

usual stopping place, and had stopped to receive him. there was

error in ruling that under those circumstances, and before he had

actually reached the car, he had a right to have the defendant ex-

ercise as to him that extraordinary degree of care due to passen-

gers. So long as he remained a mere traveler on the highway, al-

though walking upon it for the sole purpose of taking the car, the

defendant did not owe him any other duty than that which it owed

to any person on the highway. Whether one just has dismounted

from a street car, or just is about to board one, he does not have

the rights of a passenger.

DUTY TO AVOID FRIGHTENING ANIMALS—NOT RE-
QUIRED BY STATUE TO STOP C.^RS AT RAILROAD
CROSSINGS.

Georgia Railway & Electric Co. vs. Joiner (Ga.), 48 S. E. Rep. 336.

.Aug. ir, 1904.

It is the duty of a street railway company, in operating its cars

along a public road, the supreme court of Georgia holds, not to in-

terfere with the rights of individuals using such road by other

modes of travel, by making unusual and unnecessary noises, such

as aj-e likely to frighten animals along such road; and for dam-

ages resulting from a breach of such duty the company is liable.

Section 2234 of the Civil Code of Georgia of 1895 providing that

•'all engine-drivers and conductors must cause the trains which

they respectively drive and conduct to come to a full stop within

fifty feet of the place of crossing," where the tracks of separate

and independent railroads cross each other, does not apply to a

street railway, so as to compel it to stop its cars before crossing a

steam railroad track.

•->

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. is planning to purchase a large

tract of land near its West End terminal at Coney Island, on which

it will build sidings to receive sufficient cars to comfortably accom-

modate the great crowds carried to that resort.



December Meeting New England Street Railway Club.

The rosiilar inonthly nicctiiiR of tlic New EnRlaiul Street Rail-

way Club was held on the evening of December 29th, at Pierce

llnll, Copley Sq., Boston, with President Ncal in the chair. After

I he general business of the evening had been disposed of, the niem-

licrs of the club were addressed by Mr. Victor Angcrer, vice-presi-

dent and general manager of Wm. Wharton, jr., & Co., Inc.,

I'hiladelphia, on the subject of Special Track Work. The lecture

wns illustrated by many lantern slides and was received with much

interest by those in attendance, among whom were a number of

members of the New England Railroad Club.

Mr. Angcrer stated at tlie beginning of bis address that he had

had some doubts as to the interest of frogs and switches as the

subject of an address prior to the October meeting of the club, but

that these doubts had been dispelled by the papers read at that

lime on the general subject of track. (These papers were ab-

stracted in our November issue.) He said that the term "special

work" is of comparatively recent origin in railway circles, and that

he could not trace it back more than ten years. In steam railroad

work the term "Specials" was used in reference to switches and

frogs as dislinguisbcd from "Standards," but today this term

"Special Work" is quite generally understood and used by railway

men, although it has not as yet been accepted by either Webster's

or the Century Dictionary. Mr. Angerer advised the use of the

term "Special Track Work" as being more definite, even at the

sacrifice of the time required to speak or write the additional word.

Throwing a picture of a horse car upon the screen, the speaker

stated that if street railway men still had to deal with the "corn

fed" motor, curves and switches would indeed form an unimportant

part of their systems. It would not be necessary to dwell at length

upon the special track work of those days. Mr. Gilbert Hodges

has told the club how the curves were made out of short cast-iron

sections, and how these were improved 32 years ago by Wm. Whar-
ton, Jr's., rolled and cold bent grooved rails made of Bessemer

steel. In New England these grooved or guard rails were generally

used on the inside of curves only, to guide the cars, and a flat

steel bar was used on the outside rail, on which the outer wheels

of the cars traveled on their flanges. The switches, frogs and

crossings were made of cast-iron, and a little later, by some manu-

facturers, of chilled cast-iron of a thickness of 2V< to 3 inches, and

spiked to wooden stringers, the entire construction being very sim-

ple. It gave what was considered excellent and long service in

those days. Mr. Angerer then showed a piece of flat curved rail

which was in service 19 years in quite an important place in New-

Orleans. The manager of those days did not have to worry about

the rail at all, and the track boss only very little. When the cars

ran oflf the track somewhat too frequently at curves all the latter

official had to do was to put in a few additional spikes to hold the

rails down and to gage. Renewals were easily and cheaply made.

Mr. Angerer said that he was not sure that if it were not for the

difficulty of holding up the joints and the tendency of the wooden
stringer to rot, many of the audience would not wish, for thi.^

feature of easy renewal, to go back to some modified form of this

flat rail system, with probably only some better metal than cast-

iron in the frogs and switches. In fact, the flat rail system itself

has not entirely died out at the present day, and there are still a

number of samples of special track work of this kind in American

electric car service. In the old days, even in the public streets, and

especially at terminals, special track work was often supplanted by

other mechanisms, such as transfer tables an<l turntables. A slide

was then shown of this sort of construction, followed by a photo-

graph of a car which contained such a piece of special track work in

itself. The car body was mounted on a truck, on which the car

could be completely turned around.

The drawbacks of the llat rail system led to the introduction of

the girder rail, and in 1877 the first rail of this kind laid in this

country was put down in San Francisco. In the early 8o's the John-

son Steel Street Rail Co. made a specialty of rolling girder rails for

street railways. It was soon followed by the North Branch Steel

Co.. controlled by Wm. Wharton, jr., & Co., Inc.

Girder rails with and without a base were then put into use,

generally mounted on chairs, which in turn were spiked to the

wooden cross ties, or on the cable railways, which then were largely

introduced into the principal cities of the country, mounted directly

on the cast-iron yokes. The special work consisted of curves bent

from rolled rails corresponding in general form to the girder rails

used in the straight track, but provided with a guard to guide the

car wheels—in short, "girder guard rails." They were also mounted

on chairs.

Switches, frogs and crossings were of three distinctive kinds:

iMrst, the old casl-iron or chilled cast-iron work, modified to be set

directly upon the cross ties without the interposition of the wooden

stringer, and provided with brackets or pockets on the ends to re-

ceive the adjoining girder rails. Second, work similar in construc-

tion, but lighter, made of cast-steel or mitis steel. Third, work

built up of pieces of girder rail, planed and shaped to suit, and then

riveted or bolted together, following out the idea of adapting to

street railway track the practice of steam railroads in the con-

struction of frogs and crossings out of pieces of rail bolted together.

I'he first kind continued in favor for some time. The surface of

the chilled cast-iron was harder than the other two kinds, only the

joints were not in keeping with the rest. The second kind, espe-

cially in those days, proved too soft or too porous to warrant the

greater cost. In the third kind, the built-up work, one great ob-

jection was that the bolts and rivets became loose, and not being

accessible as in steam railroad track to receive constant attention

and tightening up, but being buried in the pavement of city streets,

could not get the proverbial "stitch in time," so that the work under

the action of team traffic and the light street car traffic shook apart

before being worn out. The cable railways and then the early

electric roads soon demonstrated that something far better was

wanted.

In straight track the question was met by heavier and higher

girder rails, up to 9 in. in height, which could be put down without

chairs, with longer joint plates and some patent joints that were

fairly satisfactory. For the curves, guard rails of similar general

outline were soon provided, in some cases taking the same joints

as the straight track girder rails. The problem of switch, frog and

crossing construction was solved for the time being by several dif-

ferent types of work: First, steel castings made as nearly as

possible to join up to the rolled rails, somewhat improved in

quality, but still softer and more porous than the rolled rail.

Second, steel castings with pieces of the rolled rail electrically

welded to the ends, to overcome the objectionable inaccurate fit

of the joint plates on the ends of the first kind, and also to reduce

the number of joints in a given layout. Third, chilled cast iron,

with rolled rails cast into the ends, with the joints, and therefore

as good as the rest of the track, but while hard the construction

was too brittle. Fourth, rolled rails planed and fitted similarly to

the built up work, but instead of being bolted or riveted, they were

united by molten iron being run through and around the rails,

eliminating the disadvantage of the bolted work, and at the same

time giving the same metal, i. e., rolled steel rail, on all surfaces

throughout the special track work. Fifth, a combination of cast

iron and rolled rails somewhat similar to the fourth kind described

but with the cast iron in some parts exposed to wear. Some of these

types are still used in places where the traffic is so light that it

does not warrant putting down a more expensive kind of work, but

all these forms have one common point of weakness. The parts

which receive the greatest wear, where the same surface has to bear

the traffic of more than one line, or where a narrower surface than

the width of the wheel tread has to support the weight of the car.

naturally wear down much faster than the rest of the work,

and when the wear at these points becomes objectionable, the entire

piece has to be removed and replaced. This weakness is inherent

in all frogs, including steam railroad frogs built up of ordinary rails,

but it is immensely accentuated on street railways by the narrower

wheel treads which the companies are compelled to use. The width

of the wheel tread cannot be wider than the head of the rails, ivith-
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out danger of striking projecting paving stones on the outside

of the rails, and the width of the raid head is again in many cities

restricted by ordinance, mostly dating back to the old horse car

times. This width of trca<l is in most cases insufficient to span the

groove of an intersecting track at the point of a frog, or of the

main track in branching oflf at the point of a mate. It therefore

has always been considered almost necessary in street railway work
to provide at intersecting grooves a riser or flange bearing. In this

construction the groove is filled up at its bottom so that the flange

of the wheel will bear on this filler, and the wheel runs on its

flange, where it theoretically loses its tread bearing. In castings

the metal of the casting itself is carried up ; in built-up work separate

pieces of metal are inserted, or the work constructed from specially

rolled rails with shallow grooves. But the surface of a wheel flange

presents a cutting edge rather than a hearing surface, and conse-

quently these insets in work of this kind are soon cut down, and

then the wheels commence to pound and quickly destroy the parts

where they have such an insufficient hearing, or where they have to

jump across the space of the intersecting grooves.

The attempt to protect these parts led to what has been known
for the past ten years as "hard center work," and from that time

dates the battle royal between the special track work on one

side and the wheels, increasing weight of cars and frequency of traffic

on the other side, almost like the battle between armor plate and

the gun, projectiles and new explosive substances in somewhat less

peaceful pursuits.

Two principal ideas were followed in working up this problem.

The one was to provide a separate comparatively small piece or

plate, commonly termed the "center," at these points of greatest

wear, which, when worn out, could be easily renewed without dis-

turbing the rest of the work. Incidentally, these centers were made
of a somewhat harder metal than the surrounding parts. The
otlier idea was to provide a metal in these centers which would
so much better resist wear that the parts made of this metal

would remain serviceable as long as the surrounding parts made
out of the usual Bessemer rail. Various metals were tried, and a

multitude of methods of fastening the centers into the pieces were
designed and placed in use.

In one case the body of a frog was made of cast steel, with a

recess in the center, into which was set a plate of Harveyized

steel, with the grooves planed out before Harveyizing; the sides

of the recess being undercut, and the sides of the plate beveled

or provided with projections, zinc or similar metal being run into

the space between the plates and the recess, forming a key to retain

the plate in place. The plate could be removed by chipping or melt-

ing out this zinc key. The body of this frog was sometimes made of

cast iron instead of cast steel, with rails cast in the ends in conform-
ity with the method described in the earlier girder rail special work
without hard centers. The zinc key has since been supplanted by
various holding devices, such as wedges, or other keepers. An-
other method consisted simply in bolting down the plates. A
further scheme now practiced, is to cast plates of chrome sleel

with projections, so that a round cylinder of zinc or other soft metal

will interlock between these projections and the body of the piece,

the idea being that this round cylinder of soft metal can be drilled

out, the lock thereby destroyed and the plate lifted.

Another idea is represented by a frog in which tlie center con-

sists of a piece of Tungsten steel, i. e., self-liardening tool steel.

This steel is placed in the mold in the foundry and the cast steel

forming the frog or other special piece is cast around it. In cooling

and shrinking it secures the center permanently in the structure.

This of course can be done only with a metal like self-hardening

tool steel, which does not lose its hardness with the heating which
it receives in the mold.

Another method is to produce a frog or other special piece with
a recess for the reception of the center, carefully machine both, and
then, by heating the main body, expand the recess, insert the center

and let the main body shrink onto the center similarly to the man-
ner in which a wheel tire is shrunk upon a wheel. It is self-evident

that the metal in the center must be machinable, and susceptible of
hardening afterward like the ordinary tool steel.

A method, in which incidentally, there is a possibility of the
renewal of the center, but which really belongs to the second cate-

gory, consists of a cast center of manganese steel, provided with
lugs which project through the main body of the piece, and by
which the center is securely anchored down by means of heavy

keys or wedges driven through openings in the sides of the body.

A bed of zinc is interposed between the center and the main body

to insure a solid bearing throughout. The body of the piece is

made of cast-iron or cast-steel, with rails cast in the ends. The

renewal of the plates necessitates the removal of a few paving

blocks, to get at the openings in the sides in order to drive out the

keys. After the zinc is partially melted out, but as.it is the inten-

tion that such renewal should only be necessary in case of accident

to the center or development of a hidden defect in it, this does not

present any serious difficulty. In a recent modification of this type

of work, large bolts and nuts are employed to hold the center down,

instead of nuts and keys. These bolts and nuts are entirely sur-

rounded by the zinc, which also forms the bed, in order to keep them

from turning and rusting. Should the renewal of these centers be-

come necessary, it can be accomplished without the removal of any

paving blocks, by melting or chipping out the bolt heads, and un-

screwing them with a socket wrench.

Still another method of protecting the points of greatest wear

without the use of a separate center is found in locally Harvey-

izing the surface of these parts in ordinary steel castings which con-

stitute the pieces.

Mr. Angerer then exhibited several specimens of the various

metals employed for centers. The first was a piece of Harveyized

steel center. Harveyizing is a case hardening process of ordinary

steel, in which, however, the hardness is carried to some depth

below the surface. The line of demarcation visible on the sample

shows that the hardness penetrated to a depth of about % in. The

surface is quite hard, so that a drill will hardly touch it, but right

below the line it is quite soft. It can easily be drilled below the

thin, hard shell. The sample showed cracks and a flaking tendency

of this brittle shell, where it was struck by the blow that broke it.

The second sample was a piece of chrome steel, in the natural cast-

ing as used in centers. It is rather soft throughout, and the sample

was quite porous. A forged piece of the same metal showed greater

density, but it was not unduly hard, at the same time showing con-

siderable strength and being rather brittle. The third sample was

a piece of tungsten steel, which is known to machinists as self-

hardening tool steel. It is susceptible of being made exceedingly

hard, so that an ordinary drill will not touch it. It is very brittle

and sensitive to shock. Mr. Angerer easily broke a piece of this

iTietal with a small hammer to illustrate this point. The fourth

sample was regular carbon tool steel. This can be hardened to with-

stand the drill, but it becomes more brittle as the hardening pro-

ceeds, and in the large, irregular mass of a center does not seem

to lend itself well to thorough and uniform hardening. Fifth, nickel

steel was shown. The speaker stated that nickel steel had not, to

his knowledge, been used to any extent in centers for street railway

special work, although it has been used in rails. It is known for

its great strength, but is also brittle and not as hard as would be

supposed. It can be drilled quite easily.

The sixth and last sample shown was of manganese steel. The
October meeting of the club brought out many interesting points in

connection with this steel in service, through Mr. Steward's paper

on the maintenance of elevated track in Boston. Mr. Angerer said

that he hoped it was with pardonable pride that he made the state-

ment that the company with which he is connected, after many
experiments, first realized the merits of manganese steel for track

purposes, although others had also experimented with it. When
properly treated manganese steel is generally recognized as the best

known metal for the purposes described.

Manganese steel was invented, or discovered, by Mr. R. A. Had-
field, the great iron master of Sheffield, England. He confided his

patent rights and processes for use in the United States to the

Taylor Iron & Steel Co. of High Bridge, N. J., from which Wm.
Wharton, jr., & Co., Inc., acquired the right for the use of man-
ganese steel in track work. Mr. Hadfield discovered that an alloy

of over 6 per cent and less than 20 per cent of manganese possessed

the remarkable property that while already very hard, when heated

to a high temperature and suddenly cooled by plunging in water, it,

in exact reverse to the action of the usual hard steels, became more
ductile, and tougher, without losing its inherent relative degree of

hardness. This combination of hardness and toughness, when in

proper relation, produces its great wearing qualities. Incidentally,

manganese steel of the composition mentioned is non-magnetic, by
which property it can easily be recognized, as practically all other

alloys are magnetic. Mr. Hadfield's first patent covered an alloy
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with the percentaRC of manganese stated. Tliis patent expired a

couple of years aRO, and the production of an alloy of this descrip-

tion is public iiroporty. It has consequently hccn used by a number

of (lifTcrcut mannfacfurers with success. Mr. Iladfield's invention

was not alone ihe discovery of this alloy, but also the proper de-

velopment of its properties throuRli treatment, to produce the hiRli-

est and best combination of hardness and toughness suitable I"

such purpose, and for which he obtained a number of subsequent

patents. The proper Irealment of manganese steel is in itself an

art which can only he learned by years of experience, somewhat on

the line, but of course on a higher plane, of the art of the experi-

enced tool dresser, of producing a good tool from a piece of given

tool steel where others fail.

Mr. Angorcr then performed a number of interesting experiments

before the club on dilifcrent pieces of steel, drilling them for a

definite period, comparing the holes and impressions, bending them

by pipe levers, striking them with hammers and testing their mag-

netic properties with an electro magnet. The drill was driven by

belt from a small iio-volt motor, and the spindle lever weighted

so that the same pressure would always be applied to the work.

Manganese steel is a metal exceedingly difticult to handle in the

foundry. .Xs its hardness is great and its shrinkage is enormous

compared with ordinary steel making, the production of intricate

castings is quite a serious problem. In making the curved rails for

the Boston Elevated Ry. Co. the molds had to be 20 ft. 7 in. long

in order to obtain a casting 20 ft. long. The ultimate strength of

manganese steel is very great, the maximum elongation being 50

per cent, after proper treatment. The drawback to its more gen-

eral use for various purposes is that it cannot he machined, and all

finishing has to be done by grinding with emery wheels. When the

metal is treated properly it can be bent almost double, while less-

treated specimens break more or less readily. The drilling test

produces hardly any impression on the metal, while the same drill

in the same time of one minute will drill a deep hole in the ordinary

Bessemer steel rail.

There are many articles in which manganese steel is used with

great success, such as stone crusher jaws, dredger pins, and points,

screens for coal mines, mine car wheels, etc., and of late years for

burglar proof safes, with which some remarkable tests have been

made, providing practically dynamite proof construction. Mr.

.\ngerer then stated that any of the members who may have had

the experience of a visit, or fear the visit of cracksmen to the car

barn safe where the day's receipts are supposed to be locked up,

would undoubtedly be interested in the doings of the Manganese

Steel Safe Co. of New York.

The results obtained from the use of hard center work can now
be pronounced satisfactory in a general way, and probably no street

railway would consider the use of anything else in important and

complicated layouts. Some steam railroads have also adopted hard

center work for their tracks in streets and for sidings. The renewal

of the centers has sometimes not proven an entire success. If both

lines crossing the center are about equally worn, a good job can be

made by the renewal, but where one line is worn considerably more

than the other, only one line can be made fairly good by the renewal,

as the ditfcrcnco in wear can in no practical way be compensated

for in the new center.

The idea of having the center remain serviceable as long as the

surrounding parts has been practically accomplished by the man-

ganese steel centers, except in cases where defects have developed.

One curious result appeared through the fact that it is impossible

to construct the center in exact proportion to the wear at each point

of its surface. These parts of the center which carry the wheel on

its full tread do not wear down as fast as either the point or the

parts of ordinary steel beyond the center, so that after some service

these places appear as hills in the track and make the cars ride a

little roughly, apparently calling for a renewal of the center, although

the center is not by any means worn out. A better way to remedy
this trouble is to grind the high places off from time to time to re-

establish the surface of the track.

In special track work the joints have given remarkably little

trouble, due undoubtedly to the greater stability of curves over

straight rails, and the great stability of the heavy special pieces.

The ever-increasing weight of the pieces, however, is a source of

much worriment to the track man, and the handling of the pieces

is attended by great difficulty. Modern appliances, such as cranes,

are now introduced to facilitate this. The bugbear of special work

is the compromise joints at the end of a layout where it joins up

to the previous sections of rail used in the straight track. No mai-

ler how carefully a compromise joint is fitted in the shop to avail-

able pieces of rail, the rail in the ground is liable to vary from

these, and an inferior joint is produced. This difficulty has to a

l.irge exient been overcome by the use of compromise rails, i. e.,

short pieces of the sections to be connected with, joined together

by some welding process, like cast-welding.

The weakest part of special work today is the tongue switch, or

better, the pivot part and Ihe heel of the tongue. The tongues them-
selves, made of hard forgcfl or manganese steel, with hard metal

beds, wear well enough, but the pivots and the supports at the heel

end have to a great extent proved insufticient (o withstand heavy
service. It remains to be seen what is the best solution of this

problem. Where the curve is comparatively little used, an un-

liroken main line switch can often be installed to advantage, and the

great wear at the heel from the main line traffic be obviated.

In late years the improvcmcnis in special track work of all kinds

have mostly consisted in the strengthenin,g of each piece to meet

Ihe ever-increasing weight of cars and in the finer working out of

details. The lines of special work layouts, to insure the smooth
running of cars on curves, have been greatly improved by the intro-

duction of casements or spirals on the ends of curves, although

this has to a large extent been overdone. Mr. Angerer then showed
a slide illustrating one of the simplest spirals, with changes of

curvature every 3 ft. 6 in., and intended to be used for curves up to

62 ft. 6 in. central radius. By simply dropping out the first few
radii a 100 ft. radius switch can be set into this spiral without dis-

turbing the alignment of the balance. Spirals for curves of larger

radii arc derived from this base spiral by multiplying the base

functions by i',4, 2 and 3 respectively, and these four spirals cover

the entire field up to curves of 500 ft. radius. There are several

systems of spirals in use, prescribing ten or more different spirals

to cover this range. Each manufacturer and many of the large

street railways have systems of their own in regard to spirals, re-

quiring different calculations for each one to apply them to special

work layouts; while practically, when laid down alongside of each

other the lines of all these different spirals for a curve vary less

than 14 in. at any one point. Some uniform .standard in street

railway spirals is badly needed. Mr. Angerer stated that he would
be glad to present this data of a simple spiral to any one of the

audience who would communicate with him.

Summing up the development of special track work as used in

paved city streets, this progress has been marked by four distinct

periods. First, the flat rail period prior to 1884. Second, the early

girder rail period, with cast-iron or built-up switches and frogs.

from 1884 to about 1891. Third, the intermediate girder rail period,

during the development of electric railways, with work of rails

cast together, or cast steel in special pieces, from 1891 to 1895, and,

fourth, the hard center work period. In one place in Boston, Wash-
ington and Hanover streets, each of the latter three periods has

licen illustrated. The work of the second period was installed in the

summer of 1890. The material weighed 82,500 lb. and cost about

?3,ioo, or an average of 3^ cents per lb. It was worn out and

renewed with the work of the third period in the spring of 1893.

having lasted about 2 years and 9 months. The material in this

layout weighed about 100.000 lb., and cost a little below $5,000, or

5 cents per lb. It lasted until the summer of 1897, or a little over

4 years. It was replaced by manganese steel hard center work,

which has been in service ever since, with tlie exception of a few

centers and about three pieces out of a total of 76 pieces, which

were renewed within a year or so. This layout has lasted nearly '14

years—a gain of about 100 per cent in the service obtained. The
material weighed 142,500 lb. and the cost in 1897 was about $5,700,

or only about 4 cents per lb., notwithstanding the expensive metal

used in the centers. However. 1897 was a year of cheap material.

Pig iron was then $11 to $11.50 per ton. T-rails sold at $20 per ton

at the mill and girder rails at $24. Today this layout would, on

account of the use of a heavier rail and some strengthening of the

pieces, weigh 155,000 lb. and cost about $7,700, or a little less than 5

cents per lb.—an increase of over 25 per cent since 1897; while of

the raw materials, pig iron has increased 50 per cent to $16.50 or

$17 a ton, and T and girder rails increased 40 per cent to $28 and

$34 per ton respectively.

It is impossible to state how long such a piece of work should

last. It depends on the amount and condition of traffic, weight of
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cars and passengers, speed, weather conditions and the tendency

of the wheels to slide or turn at some points. No uniform basis

can be established. Mr. .Angerer stated that he had tried by means

of careful impressions taken of track in the street to average the

wear of manganese steel centers per car, but he found it impossible.

The results he obtained varied from .0012 in. to .0020 in. of vertical

wear per 10,000 cars. Mr. Hadfield in making similar tests observed

a vertical wear of from .0008 in. to .0028 in. per 10,000 cars at dif-

ferent points of one layout. Variations of from 100 to 200 per cent

do not admit of any conclusion. A difference of opinion also exists

as to when a piece of special work should be considered "worn out."

An illustration was then shown of a piece of special work which

had sustained a traffic of 2,570,00c cars, and which appeared but

little worn. On the other hand, the extent to which rails are some-

limes allowed to wear down in special work is remarkable.

The ne.xt step in the development of special track work in city

streets is problematical. Whether it will be work made throughout

or at least on the entire surface of a metal like manganese still

seems doubtful. The points of greatest wear would then last no

longer than they do now. In some special cases such a construction

might be desirable, but for general use it would seem that the

period of the hard center work is likely to be extended for a good

many years to come.

When the electric street railways branched out into the country,

where they were not restricted by the regulations of a city or

bothered by the city pavement, the use of T-rails and the general

practice of steam railroads were naturally followed. Split switches

are now commonly used on such track, as are spring rail frogs,

which are the best kind to lake care of traffic of diflferent kinds of

cars with large and small wheel flanges on the same track. Where
team traffic upon the highways is liable to encroach upon the track,

tongue switches, built up of T-rails and fi.xed frogs have to be used.

The good results of using hard center work in city streets soon

called for an adaptation of this idea to T-rail special work. Hard
centers were bolted in between the rails, forming the frogs or cross-

ings, or fastened in some other way, similar to the girder rail

work; or, as the pieces could be made comparatively light, they

were cast solidly out of hard metal, such as manganese steel. This

construction lent itself particularly well to complicated layouts. In

these improvements in T-rail special work the street railways were
naturally the pioneers. The steam railroads, naturally and rightly

more cautious in adopting anything new, that on trial niiglu prove
unsafe for their heavy loads and high speeds, were slow in adopt-

ing similar methods to increase the life of their crossings and frogs.

They were first induced, after witnessing a number of e.xtremely

severe tests in the shop, to try a metal like manganese steel in cross-

ings of electric railways over steam railroad tracks, when the engi-

neers of the Philadelphia system suggested that instead of the

crossings being built up out of numerous rails, the three rails and
filler usually constituting the steam railroad part of the crossings

should be made in one piece of manganese steel. These crossings,

proving eminently successful under the heavier steam railroad traffic

and high speeds, finally led to the trial of the metal in regular

steam railroad frogs. A test frog was put into the tracks of the
Pennsylvania R. R. at Philadelphia in a place in which the ma.ximuni
life of an ordinary steel rail frog had been not over three months.
The manganese frog remained in service 4 years and 14 days.
It was then worn down at the point about 5-16 in., but the rails

on the ends were worn considerably. .-Kfter being taken out it was
sent back to Ihe shop; new rails were fitted into the ends; the
central part was then bent up to the extent of the vertical wear in

a hydraulic press, and the entire surface was ground level at a

comparatively small cost. The frog was then as good as new, and
was put back in the track on June 30, 1904. There are now over
3,000 of these frogs in use on steam roads, as well as many man-
ganese crossings. Manganese steel has also been put into the guard
rails of steam railroad tracks, and tests are now being jnade with
split switches having manganese steel point rails.

Mr. Angerer then showed several slides illustrating the manganese
steel rails on the Boston Elevated, one of which, on a sharp curve
in the subway, has already outlasted 25 ordinary rails with but one-
ihird the wear. The Pennsylvania R. R. is also experimentally
trying manganese steel rails. Before putting manganese steel rails

into the subway, some of the rails, cast in 20-ft. sections, were sub-
jected to remarkable tests. A rail was curved cold to 20-ft. radius,

half of this rail was then straightened out again and curved the

reverse way lo 20-ft. radius ; the other end was curved down to a

radius of only 10 ft., and there was not the least sign of a fracture.

Conduit railways have had to deal with the problem of the slot

for the admission of the grip or plow in addition to the track rails,

in connection with their special work. This addition makes the

special work infinitely more complicated in its construction, as well

as difficult in installation. The first conduit railways were not

usually the cable roads, the general construction of the slot part

being similar to that used in the present electric conduit railways.

The track portion underwent the various phases described in girder

rail special work. Various mechanisms are used for the slot switch

and means for throwing it simultaneously with the track switch.

The hard center principle has been extended to the point where the

track crosses the slot, either by a hard metal plate fastened as

described under hard center work, or by solid manganese steel rails

joined to the slot rail.

Very often it is considered advisable to again set up the special

work on the street before putting it in place, although it has already

been set up at the factory. As it takes ranch longer to put in a

piece of special work of this kind, no chances can be taken of any

delay. Owing to the greater depth of the excavation for conduits,

many obstructions are met, such as rock and pipes in the street,

sometimes a perfect network of the latter, especially at busy street

intersections, where the most intricate special work is usually

required.

The manufacture of all classes of street railway special work re-

quires an enormous amount of detail work, of which one who has

not visited such a manufacturing plant has no conception. The

manufacture of frogs and switches for steam railroads seems like

child's play alongside of the manufacture of street railway special

work, and simply on account of the standardizing that steam railroad

work has undergone.

The making of the working plan of each layout involves intricate

calculations and a careful consideration of all conditions. As it

finally passes into the hands of the tracklayer, it must contain data

for properly locating the work in the street, as well as the fitting

of the work in the shop. Each detail should be designed to suit

the rolling stock in use at the particular place, and therein lies one

of the greatest difficulties of the special work manufacturer. There

seems to be no limit to the different sizes of wheels, wheel flanges

and wheel bases of cars in use, and yet each of these factors, com-

bined with the radii of the curves, calls for a different groove. The
truck of a car on a curve stands on a chord to the circular line,

and the wheels take a skewed position with regard to the running

line of the rails. This calls for a wider groove than would be re-

quired to pass the flange of the wheel on the straight track. Just

how much wider this should be for a given flange, radius, diameter

of wheel and wheel base can easily be determined by graphical

development of the flange on the angle of the skew. A table worked

out on this principle of the width of grooves called for by the com-

bination of some of the representative wheel flanges in use, and the

prevalent wheel bases, together with the radii of curves (the diameter

of the wheels being omitted as a negligible factor), exhibits the

great variety in the widths of grooves. The tendency of wheel makers

of late has been to increase the thickness of the wheel flanges, of

a given depth, which has proved very troublesome in the making of

special work. A piece of special work can be made to suit but one

of these combinations, and other cars with other wheel bases, and

particularly with other wheel flanges, that are run over the same
work, will considerably shorten the life of the work from what it

would be if only one kind of cars and wheels were used on it. It is

the same case of a piece of machinery which wears faster when
the working parts fit too tightly.

Mr. Angerer stated that he was not at this point referring to

the problem which has developed in late years of running cars which

because of their speed are equipped with larger flanged wheels over

the tracks in the hearts of cities, which arc built to receive the

smaller flanged wheels usually necessary to comply with city regula-

tions. This problem is yet to be solved. The solution may lie in

wider wheel treads for both city and interurban cars, but for that

the tracks throughout the city streets would have to be equipped

with a rail that would admit of the wider treads. Some cities, like

Philadelphia, have made a start in this direction. It may also in-

volve deep but thin wheel flanges for both kinds of cars, with wheels

of cast steel, probably, instead of cast iron.

The inspector of special work laying out at the factory must be
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the mosl careful, experienced and painstaking man about the place,

as llic reputation of the maker is at stake. The work must he as

nearly right as it can be made, to suit the various conditions, as far

as they have been made known. As an instance of detail difficulty,

wlierc there were marked changes of grade in the street where the

work is to be installed, it must be fitted together in the shop, not on

a plane, but with these grades reproduced, and the rails given an

extra bend or twist to suit; otherwise a complaint that the rails arc

twisted is sure to come in. Great care is also necessary in the load-

ing and shipping Of sonic of these bulky pieces.

In conclusion, Mr. Angorcr called attention to the necessity of

establishing standards in equipment as far as it relates to special

track work. Besides the spirals, wheels, wheel bases, etc.,

ahx'ady discussed, there arc now in use nearly 100 sections of

girder rail in this country, besides many obsolete sclions which

are no longer rolled. One-fourth of this number of sections would

cover all requirements and satisfy all city regulations. It lies

with individual street railway engineers and with the various street

railway associations to do for the street railways what the Master

Car Rudders and American Society of Civil Engineers have done

for the steam railroads. It would be of the greatest advantage to

the street railways themselves. It would probably enable them to

buy cheaper, their wants could be more quickly supplied, and the

life of the equipment itself would doubtless be prolonged. The rcc-

ominendations of the American Street Railway Association made

some years ago were probably too radical for ad'/jition. Probably

more than one standard would be required for difTerent conditions,

but a very few would meet all the requirements.

Indiana Electric Railway Association.

First Kcniilar Mectinj^ Held at Indianapolis, Jan. 12, HIO.S—Fifty ittembers in

Interesting Papers Read.
Attendance-

Ihc tust regular nicclnig of the Indiana Electric Railway Asso-

ciation, organized last month, was called to order in the Traction

& Terminal Bldg., Indianapolis, Jan. 12, 1905, at 10:20 a. m., Mr.

.^. 1.. Drum acting as temporary chairman. The firsi business trans-

acted was the election of officers, which resulted as follows:

President, Charles L. Henry, president Indianapolis & Cincinnati

Traction Co.

Vice-President, J. W .
Chipman, general manager Indianapolis &

luistern Ry.

Secretary. Paul II. Wliite, general manager Indianapolis & .Mar-

tinsville Rapid Transit Co.

Treasurer, W. F. Milholland, treasurer Indianapolis Traction &

Terniinal Co.

Members Executive Committee: A. L. Drum, general manager

Indiana Union Traction Co.; C. C. Reynolds, general manager Indi-

anapolis & Northwestern Traction Co. ; Gardner F. Wells, general

nuuiagor Tcrrc Haute Traction & Light Co.

Finance Committee : Charles Murdock, vice-president Ft. Wayne

& Wabash Valley Traction Co.; W. G. Irwin, general manager

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Traction Co.

President Henry took the chair and introduced Mr. A.. S. Richey,

who read a paper on "Cost of Electric Railway Power Produc-

tion and Transmission in the State of Indiana."

[Mr. Ridley's paper will be found on page 43 of this issue.]

In discussion Mr. Drum emphasized the necessity of carefully

considering the relative advantages of diflferent systems, citing two

examples of bad judgment. In one case a railway and lighting

company in a city of 100,000 inhabitants, distributing on the alternat-

ing current system, had for a long time ignored the advice of its

engineer to substitute the three-wire system, using direct current

;

but was finally forced by fear of competition to make the change

;

the result was that by the three-wire underground distribution the

transmission loss wdiich had been 45 per cent was reduced to only

12 per cent, the saving more than paying interest on the $300,000 ex-

pended to make the change.

In the other case a railway company installed a three-wire direct-

current transmission system, the trolley wire voltage in one section

of the city being 500 positive and in the other section 500 negative;

experience showed that the only saving in copper was that a lighter

line could be used between the ground return (the neutral) and the

power house, which was a distance of only 100 ft. This scheme was

promptly abandoned.

Mr. Drum believed the solution of the power question was to

install efficient boilers, engines, generators and transformers. In

the Indiana Union Traction system there was practically no differ-

ence in cost between using natural gas under 4 ounces pressure

at 8 cents per 1,000 cu. ft., and coal at $1.35 per ton. Several com-

panies were now substituting efficient for wasteful engines and

boilers.

Mr. Richey stated in answer to a question by Mr. Shlesinger

that the better showing on power consumption made by the newer
lines iif the Indiana Union Traction Co. was to a considerable ex-

tent due to better bonding, heavier rails, more feeders, better grades,

and better located sub-stations. In giving figures the urban car-

miles run had been reduced to the same basis as if entire service had

been interurban.

Mr. Drum, as showing the need of care in choosing a basis of

comparison, cited the case of a company which used that of the ratio

of wages to coal burned. One station engineer, when called onto

the carpet to explain his high operating ratio, said he could reduce

'the ratio if desired ; the wages were as low as possible, but he could

easily increase the coal consumption.

The chair expressed the belief that of all the elements entering

into the cost of power, the item of wages was one of the most serious,

and that this should be met by using apparatus that would reduce the

amount of man power needed.

The meeting then adjourned until 2:30 p. m.

At I o'clock the party was taken to the power house and shops

of the Indianapolis Traction and Terminal Co., returning to the

meeting hall at 2:30 p. m., when the meeting was again called to

order.

Mr. Thomas B. McMath read his paper on "Track and Roadbed
Construction and Maintenance, with Particular Reference to the

Life and Chemical Preservation of Cross Ties.

"

[This paper will he found on page 47.]
'

Mr. Thomas Elliott, of Cincinnati, stated that eleven years ago

he had had experience in treating timber with creosote. Ties placed

in the ground then had been taken up recently and found to be in

good condition. Those ties had been of pine, costing 17 cents each,

and had been filled with s gallons of creosote at 8 cents per gallon,

making the cost after treatment 57 cents.

Treated ties he considered did not hold spikes so well as un-

treated timber, and did not stand wear so well. This was no dis-

advantage, however, for use in city streets.

Poles and cross arms had also been treated by him with cresote.

The life of the timber had been greatly increased but its insulating

power reduced.

The timber treating plant referred to by Mr. Elliott had cost be-

tween $5,000 and $6,000, and comprised a treating tank 7 ft. in

diameter by 40 ft. long, capable of holding 200 ties, two storage tanks

of 6,000 gallons capacity and the necessary pressure pumps. A
charge of 200 ties could be treated every 24 hours.

A green tie would absorb 5 gallons of creosote when under 150

lb. pressure for 4 hours. A seasoned tie would absorb 10 to 12

gallons under the same conditions.

Dr. Louis Duncan, of New York, stated that on some of the New
York conduit construction with which he had been connected, short

wooden stringers had been placed between the metal yokes in order

to support the track rails throughout their entire length. This

timber had been treated with 12 lb. of creosote per cu. ft., and it

showed no deterioration after 8 years. He favored the use of cheap

timber treated in localities where good ties are scarce.

The chair offered the suggestion that electric railway companies
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should plant trees and raise their own ties against the lime when

it would be impossible to buy good ties. He did not favor using

poor ties—the freight and labor e.xpended on a poor tie are as great

as for a good one. "

Mr. L. M. Clark then read his paper on "The Construction and

Maintenance of Cars and Equipment."

[This pajier will be found on page 58.]

Following .Mr. Clark's paper, there was a general discussion, some

of the points mentioned being the most desirable length of car. the

use of rubber cushions between trolley base and car roof to prevent

noise and reduce vibration that would destroy the connecting wires,

sleet cutters, and the practicability of providing a water supply for

car closets.

In connection with sleet cutters, Mr. Paul H. White described

the practice in Grand Rapids, Mich., where a section of chain is

wrapped around the trolley wheel, and reported to lircak a heavy

coating of sleet in a very satisfactory manner.

Mr. Norvicl, general agent at Indianapolis for the Indianapolis &

Northwestern Traction Co., explained tlie rate situation, and urged

the appointment of a committee to take up the matter of handling

baggage. He stated that between Indianapolis and LaFayette his

road made a round trip rate of $2 and on limited trains charged 20

cents extra each way, making the tcital fare $2.40. If the passenger

had baggage each way it would cost him 25 cents eacli way, making

$2.90 for the round trip, while the steam road had met tlie original

rate for two rides between LaFayette and Indianapolis and now-

charged only $2 for one round trip or two single trips.

Mr. J. L. Matson, of the Indiana Union Traction Co., stated tliat

he had found the mileage made by steel wheels and steel-tired

wheels to vary from 3,000 to 11.000 miles per 1-16 in. of wear, or

maximum and minimum for the entire tire of 240,000 and 135,000

miles respectively. This short life was due to flange wear, Ji-'m.

flanges being turned down when they calipered 54 '" The make of

wheels was not stated.

The meeting closed with brief statements from Dr. Duncan and

the chair on the outlook for single-phase lines.

Mr. Henry said that he wished to go on record to the effect that

electric railways would in the future haul heavy freight and lots

of it.

He added that his single-phase line would he in partial operation

within fen days.

Adjourned at 4:15 to meet Feb. 9, 1905.

« »

Charter Members I. E. R. A.

Indiana Union Traction Co.—Jas. .A. Van Osdol, general attorney ;

' E. C. Carpenter, claim agent; I. M. McQuilkin, comptroller; A. W.
Brady, president; Charles A. Baldwin, superintendent transporta-

tion; Ji.. J. Dunbar, assistant purchasing agent; A. S. Richey, elec

trical engineer ; R. J. Custer, acting engineer maintenance of way

;

\V. C. Sampson, secretary; A. L. Drum, general manager; J. L.

Matson, superintendent motive power ; W. K. Schoepf. vice-presi-

dent.

Indianapolis Traction & Terminal Co.—Hugh J. McGowan, presi-

dent; W. F. Milholland. secretary and treasurer; T. B. McMath.

civil engineer; Charles Hogate, electrical engineer; P. .A.. Hinds,

purchasing agent ; E. B. Peck, vice-president Indiana Co.

Citizens Street Railway Co., Vincennes—B. G. Iludnul, presi-

dent ; Geo. E. Henry, manager.

Angola Railway & Power Co.—C. C. Wood, manager.

Indianapolis & Eastern Ry.—F. M. Fauvre, president
; J. W.

Chipman, general manager; D. H. Robinson; W. K. McKown, gen-

eral passenger agent ; C. E. Morgan, auditor.

Indianapolis & Martinsville Rapid Transit Co.—C. F. Smith,

president; Henry Eitel. vice-president; P. H. White, general man-

ager; E. G. Hcndrickson, auditor; H. L. Swartz, master mechanic.

Consolidated Traction Co.—Edward Hawkins, vice-president.

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Traction Co.—W. G. Irwin,

vice-president ; Hugh Th. Miller, secretary ; George A. Saylor, su-

perintendent ; R. O. Boyer, special agent.

Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co.—Charles Murdock,

vice-president ; C. D. Emmons, general superintendent ; E. C. Fol-

soni, superintendent transportation ; M. J. Kehoe, chief engineer

;

F. C. Rapp, master mechanic.

Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co.—C. L. Henry, president.

Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Co.—C. C. Reynolds, gen-

eral manager; L. M. Clark, master mechanic; F. D. Norvicl, general

agent; K. G. Williams, civil engineer; O. P. Spilman, train dcs-

patcher; G. K. Jeffries, superintendent.

Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima Traction Co.—H. F. Dicke, super-

intendent.

Richmond Street & Interurhan Ry.—H. B. Smith, president; Al-

bert Gordon, superintendent.

Terre Haute Traction & Light Co.—G. T. Wells, manager.

Muncie, Hartford S: Ft. Wayne Ry.—L. J. Shicsingcr, superin-

tendent.

Robert P. Woods. H. L. Schmock.

R. W. Waite. J. R Cravath.

H. E. Dalton. Daniel Royse.

W. J. Coleman.
« »

The Construction and Maintenance of Cars
anii Equipment.*

I!Y L, M. CLARK, M.\STER MECH.\NIC INDI.\N.\P0US & NOKTHVVESTEUN

TRACTION CO.

The subject of this paper covers a wide field, including a variety

of details and methods, governed by various conditions and cir-

cumstances. The writer will not attempt to note the changes inci-

dental to the growth of the American street railway, but will treat

lightly on the subject in connection with the high speed work of

today.

The car body involves materials, details of design and dimensions

to conform to the requirements of the service, the general tendency

being towards the standard steam railway coach.

Special attention should be given to the lower side frames to se-

cure great strength as they form a solid foundation to support the

upper sides and roof, making the car able to withstand vertical

strains and blows. The reinforcement of lower front and frames

for draw bar heads, especially if the cars are intended to ever oper-

ate in trains, is important, as well as the solid attaching of bumpers,

the uniformity of dimension and accurate fitting of windows and

doors, especially in front ends. The interior should be divided into

two compartments, smoking and passenger, with the addition of a

third compartment for baggage if required.

Interior finishes consisting of quartered oak in the smoking, ma-

hogany in the passenger, and ash in the baggage compartment and

rear vestibule are desirable.

The painting of the exterior should be according to M. C. B.

specifications ; the Pullman Go's, standard color is recommended.

The side and end windows should be guarded on the outside by

three to five tubes, preferably of polished brass, held by suitable

brackets, arranged so that they can be dropped down for the pur-

pose of cleaning the windows.

A comfortable temperature inside could be easier maintained at a

considerably less expense by the use of extra sash provided for side

windows. Gothic glass for the upper side and deck windows pre-

sents a pleasing effect.

The seats should be of the high back, reversible pattern with

bronze grab handles, upholstered in leather for the smoker, and in

olive green or crimson plush for the passenger compartment.

Cars should be operated in one direction wherever possible, a

better design, convenience and uniform flange wear being impor-

tant advantages.

A separate compartment located on the forward end, right side,

having a rear door, forward and right side windows, controller,

operating valve, compressor governor, switchboard, etc., should be

provided for the motorman. Hot water heating systems well in-

stalled, including heaters of suflicient capacity, arc especially desir-

able for reasons of economy.

Other additions include toilet room, water cooler, parcel racks,

fire extinguishers, etc., together with iron cuspidors, flag receptacles

and coal boxes.

Trucks.

There are many designs of trucks on the market adapted to

various speeds and loads, each possessing its advantages or dis-

advantages. An M. C. B. truck having heavy side and end beams,

•Read at the first mv
tion. Jan 12. 1906.

ting of tht Iruliaiia KU"i-trii- Railway Assucia-
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transoms niul er|iiali/iiiK bars, IhorcuiKlily hiaccd and rcinforceil to

prevent KcllinK' out of square or alignment, accurately filled jour-

nal lirassi's, wedges, boxes of pedestals, a good system of springs,

indoppiident inside bung brakes, non-cbaltering brake bead bangers,

inside motor suspension, roller side bearings, solid bolster, 33 to

36-in. wheels, s'A 1° 6^-in. axles, and a wbcci base of from 6 ft.

to 7 ft. is recommended. Steel tired wbcels are preferable on ai-

count of possessing a greater factor of safely, flexibility of bandling,

r|uict running and freedom from flattening.

.Solid axle gears are also rcconmiended. The mailer of selec-

tion of ttiotors and gearing largely depends on Ibe reciuiremcnls.

For motors of 75 h. p. or larger, multiple unit control ba>- the fol-

lowing advantages over type L-B or R controllers : Ease of han-

dling on the part of operator; less vestibule space required; better

service rendered; ability lo operate motor cars in trains. Special

attention should be given to the installation of electrical con-

ductors to secure permanence of insulation and protection against

mechanical abrasion. .All electrical devices, such as switches, cut-

oiUs, main switch and circuit breaker should be arranged on a panel

located in the motorman's comparlnienl.

The matter of brakes, both band and air, is a very important

det.iil, and should receive careful consideration. The diameter of

brake cylinder should conform to the percentage of weight of car

to be controlled. The capacity of reservoirs should be .so propor-

tioned that a full service application of brakes will cause a reduc-

tion of pre.s.sure of not less than three nor more than four pounds.

The capacity of compressors should be sufficient to supply all air

required for the operation of brakes, whistles and sanders under

normal conditions and not operate in excess of 30 per cent of each

hour that the car is in service. High piston speeds are objection-

able for reasons of greater wear of reciprocating parts, and the

comparatively high temperature of air supplied to reservoirs, caus-

ing an excessive amount of moisture in the system.

The sizes of pipe employed for reservoir and train lines should

not exceed a volume greater than is consistent with the quick

response of brakes in emengency application and full release. All

tees, elbows and other sharp turns should in all cases be avoided,

whenever possible, as well as water pockets and leaks. The range

of reservoir pressure should be from 12 to 15 lb., the compressor

being cut out at a point not exceeding 5 lb. in excess of the emer-

gency brake cylinder pressure, wliich should correspond to lever-

ages, braking motor axles 100 per cent and trailer axles go per cent.

Efifectual hand brakes should be in operative condition on cars

at all times, and there is no reason why such brakes cannot be

installed and maintained.

The arrangement of apparatus under car body, such as compres-

sor, reservoir, brake cylinder, rheostats, etc., should be such as to

allow the direct connection of brake staffs by means of chains and

pull rods to a main lever, which in turn is connected to a multi-

plying lever chained to cylinder push rod.

For motor cars operating in trains, automatic air brakes are

preferable to straight air brakes for reason of smoother and more
liexible bandling.

Further additions to equipment include air sanding devices prop-

erly installed and maintained, oil and tool boxes, retrievers, arc

headlights, roller bearing trolley bases, illuminated destination signs,

car telephones, classification signals and markers.

Maintenance.

After a car has been on the road 24 hours, or has run a given

number of miles, say 200, it should be placed over a pit in the car

barn and receive a thorough inspection by a car inspector whose

duty is not to repair, but to report the exact condition of every

detail on an inspection card, which, when employed in connection

wjth a motorman's defect card, should show the absolute condition

of cars and their equipment at regular intervals. An O K should

be placed opposite defects noted on the inspection card after having

been repaired, and when the entire car has been O K'd by the

foreman of repairs, the cards should be sent to the master me-

chanic's office, from which a record of body, truck, motor, control

and trolley troubles can be kept.

.\ftcr a car has been thus inspected and repaired, it should be

thoroughly cleaned inside and out. Trucks, wheels, motors, com-

pressors, etc., can be kept in good condition by frequent wiping with

oilv waste.

riic electrical equipment and running gear of a car is very im

portant. The circuit breaker, controllers, contactors, revcrser,

rheostats, motors and electrical conductors arc delicate apparatu-

and should receive the best of allentioii. Weak controller and re

verser fingers, circuit breakers out of adjustment or burned, loose or

burned contacts, defective insulation, unevenly worn or rough com

mutators, worn motor bearings, armature field coil and brusli

bolder troubles can and should be readily located by inspection ami

remedied at once.

The treads and flanges of wheels should be w.alclicd, also the

axles, to know that crystallization is not present.

All trucks should Iw carefully inspected to ascertain lliat they are

not out of square, as flange wear is a noted feature, especially with

companies whose cars are operated around numerous short radius

curves and over a quantity of girder rail and special work.

The side bearings should be examined to see that there is a

clearance on l)Oth sides, otherwise there will exist a displacement of

weight, causing flanges to wear excessively on heavy side.

Considering that the car is operated in one direction only, if the

two axles of a truck are out of alignment with it, flanges on two

wheels diametrically opposite will wear. If one axle is in align-

ment and the other out, the flange of lead wheel on side of truck

having the shorter wheel base will wear very fast. Truck brakes

should be frequently adjusted and a uniform amount of slack main-

tained. The tension of release springs should be sufficient to cause

brakes to release in full.

All bearings should be regularly lubricated with a good quality

of oil of a consistency conforming to the season of year.

Long fibered wool mixed with Japanese fiber in the proportion of

5 to I forms a reliable and durable packing waste, we having records

of journal and motor armature bearings which have run over 80,000

miles on the original waste placed in boxes.

For gear lubrication, a graphite grease mixed with a cushion of

ground cork or fiber is recommended.

The air brake equipment should receive intelligent attention.

Operating valves and compressor governors should be regularly

cleaned and oiled once each month. Compressors should be ni-

spected, cleaned, and, if necessary, oiled at least once a week, brake

cylinders every twelve months, and at all times the governors should

be watched to know that the proper reservoir pressures are main-

tained, that the reservoir gages are correct and all cut-out cocks,

joints, etc., free from leaks. Chime whistles should be kept clean

and in tune. Sanding devices should be kept in operative condition,

and hot water heating systems given proper care to guard against

deposits of sediment and leaks.

You can readily understand that the subject of this paper is one

upon which a great deal more can be said ; but I have attempted

to set forth only the main ideas that appeal to me in the construc-

tion and maintenance of cars and equipment.

Lewiston & Southeastern Electric Railway
Co., Ltd.

Construction work on the Lewiston & Southeastern Electric

Railway's Go's, line has been commenced and the line is now being

built from Lewiston, Idaho, through the Tamany and Wana sec-

tions, thence across Mason Prairie to NVestlake. From Wcstlake

a branch will be built to Xez Pcrces City, passing through the Kez

Perces Prairie via Ilo and Dublin. The main line continues from

\Vestlake to Grangeville. Idaho, via Cottonwood and Denver.

Grangeville will be the southeastern terminus of the road, where a

water power plant for generating the electricity will be built on the

Clearwater River. The total length of the line is 110 miles; it will

be of standard gage and heavy .steel rails will be used in track con-

struction. At Lewiston the road connects with the Snake and Co-

lumbia River steamers, giving excellent connections to all points

on the Pacific Coast. The principal traffic of the road will be

wheat, timothv hav. lumber and live stock.

The Spokane Traction Co., Spokane, Wash., has submitted a

proposition to the postoffice authorities providing for the carrying

of mail on the Traction company's cars. The boxes on the cars

w-ill be emptied by the postmen at the nearest point to the post

office.
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Personal.

MR. GEORGE O. NAGLE, general ni.inager of the Wlieeling (W.
Va.) Traction Co., spent Christmas holidays visiting relatives in

Chicago.

MR. WILLIAM ROCKWELL, of Amsterdam, N. Y., has been
appointed superintendent of the Mauch Chunk, Lehightoii & Slat-

ington Street Railway Co., Mauch Chunk, Pa.

MR. CLOYD M.\R.SHALL, superintendent of electrical machin-

ery, in the Department of Electricity, of the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition, has just been appoint-

ed superintendent of the power

department of the Union Electric

Light & Power Co., of St. Louis

Mr. Marshall was granted a gold

medal by the superior jury of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition in

appreciation of his services in con-

nection with the Exposition and a.s

secretary of the Electricity De-

partment, a well-deserved distinc-

tion. Mr. Marshall is a graduate

of Purdue University and after

acting as assistant in the elec-

trical laboratory of the University

became electrical editor of the

ci.ovD MARSHALL. "Street Railway Review." In

1898 Mr. Marshall accepted the

position of designing and testing engineer for the Jenney Electric

Manufacturing Co., after which he took up experimental work for

the Railway Materials Co., of Chicago. In 1901 he became plant

engineer and later engineer of the sales department of the C. W.
Hunt Co., New York. Tlie latter position he resigned to accept
the appointment in the Department of Electricity of the World's
Fair. Mr. Marshall is widely known as a progressive engineer and
business man, and he takes with him in his latest advancement the

best wishes of a large circle of friends.

MR. DAVID FOX, general manager of the Rutland Street Rail-

way Co., Rutland, Vt., has been elected president of the company.
He also retains his position as general manager.

MR. RUSSELL ROBB, who has been associated with the firm of

Stone & Webster, Boston, Mass., has become a member of the firm.

Circulars announcing this change are dated Dec. 31, 1904.

MR. JOHN B. JUDGE has been appointed superintendent of the

lines of the Consolidated Railway Co. in New Haven, Conn., includ-

ing the Wallingford extension, vice Mr. Theron R. Hull, resigned.

MR. CHARLES E. FLYNN, vice-president and general manager
of the Conneant & Erie Traction Co., Girard, Pa., was a caller at

the "Review" office on the occasion of a recent business trip to Chi-
cago.

MR. WILLIAM D. BRICKELL has been elected president of

the Columbus, New Albany & Johnstown Traction Co., to succeed

Mr. Daniel J. Ryan, who has been elected vice-president and general

counsel.

MR. E. S. DIMMOCK, manager of the Cape Breton Electric Co..

Ltd., Sydney, N. S., has been appointed general manager of the

Canton-Akron Railway Co., Canton, O., to succeed Mr. George W.
Rounds.

MR. H. W. HARRIS, superintendent of the Norfolk (Va.) Rail-

way & Light Co., has resigned his position to become superintendent

of the Michigan Traction Co., Kalamazoo, Mich., vice Mr. S. J.

Dill, resigned.

MR. WILLIAM C. CARTER, who has been in the employ of

Stone & Webster at Brockton, Mass., has been appointed superin-

tendent of overhead construction by the Houghton County Street

Railway Co., Hancock, Mich.

MR. C. H. STOCUM, who for some years past has been connected
with the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co., has been appointed general

manager of the Westchester Traction Co., also of the Danbury &
Harlem Railway Co., with headquarters at Ossining, N. Y.

MR. S. M. KEEBLE, of St. Louis, was recently tendered a ban-

quet at the Missouri Athletic Club by representatives of the elec-

trical industry of St. Louis, the occasion being the resignation of Mr.

Keeble of the position held by him with the Frank Adam Electric

Co., to become general sales manager for the Cutter Co., of Phila-

delphia.

MR. REAGAN HOUSTON, president and general manager of

the San .'\ntonio Traction and the Gas & Electric Companies, San

."Vntonio, Texas, has resigned. He will be succeeded by Mr. Emerson

McMillan, as president of the corporations, and H. M. Littell, as gen-

eral manager.

MR. H.^RRY V. SANGER has resigned the position of general

superintendent of the Wheeling Traction Co., Wheeling, W. Va.,

and the position has been abolished. Mr. J. Marsh has been ap-

pointed superintendent of transportation, performing the duties here-

tofore performed by the general superintendent.

MR. CH,\RLES SEIBERT has been appointed acting master

mechanic of the Grand Rapids, Grand Haven & Muskegon Interur-

ban Railway Co. in charge of mechanical and electrical departments,

vice Mr. E. B. Kirk, who has resigned to become master mechanic

of the Winnebago Traction Co., Oshkosh, Wis.

MR. A. H, H.'KYW.'KRD has resigned his position as general

superintendent of the Dayton, Springfield & Urbana Electric Rail-

way Co. to become general manager of the York County Traction Cc,

and has been succeeded by Mr. C. A. Alderman, who will also retain

his position as chief engineer of the Appleyard lines.

MR. GUY C. BARTON, formerly vice-president of the Omaha
& Council Bluffs Street Railway Co., has been elected president of

the company to succeed the late Mr. Frank Murphy. Mr. D. W.
Wattles succeeds Mr. Barton as vice-president and Mr. F. M. Hop-

kins, of Columbus, was elected second vice-president.

MR. H. S. KNEEDLER, advertising manager of the Pacific Elec-

tric Railway Co., Los Angeles, Cal., has been placed at the head

of an industrial bureau which has just been established by the com-

pany. The bureau will furnish information of advantage to settlers

and business men
;
pamphlets and circulars containing verified in-

formation will be published and circulated.

MR. C. W. WHITNEY has resigned his position as Pacific Coast

representative of the McGraw Publishing Co., New York, and has

become identified with the .^bner Doble Co. of San Francisco, engi-

neers and manufacturers of tangential water wheels and needle

regulating nozzles. Mr. Whitney will have charge of the Abner

Doble company's publicity department.

MR. H. M. LITTELL, general manager of the Rapid Transit

Co. of Chattanooga, Tenn., has resigned his position to become vice-

president and general manager of the consolidated street railways

and electric and gas lighting plants of Austin, Texas, effective Jan-

uary 1st. Mr. Littell will be succeeded as general manager of the

Rapid Transit Co. by R. W. King, formerly superintendent of the

comapny.

MR. ELMER M. WHITE was on January 1st elected secretary

of the Street Railway .\ccoijntants' Association of America, to suc-

ceed Mr. W. B. Brockway. Mr.

White was born at NorthbriHge,

Wprcester Co., Mass., .Sept. 14,

1857. In i860 his parents removed

to Hartford and his early educa-

tion was received in the schools of

that city. After leaving high

school in 1872, he took a course

in a business college and engaged

in bookkeeping until 1877. For

the next six years he served as

a traveling salesman. In 1883 Mr.

White took up estate accounting

and in 1885 became connected

with the Hartford & Withersfield

Horse Railway Co., the predeces-

sor of the Hartford Street Rail-

way Co., with which he has been

identified ever since. In iSgo Mr
of the Hartford Street Railway Co.,

ELMER M. WHITE.

. White was appointed cashier

which position he now holds.

MR. W. L. STRETLOW, superintendent of the Lake Shore Elec-

tric Railway Co., has resigned that position to become superin-

tendent of the Springfield & Xenia Traction Co., vice Mr. J. W.
Parker, who has been appointed superintendent of the Springfield,

Troy & Piqua Railway Co. Mr. Stretlow has been succeeded by

Mr. L« K. Burge, who has been appointed superintendent of transpor-

tation of the Lake Shore Electric Railway Co.

MR. JOHN F. OHMER, vice-president of the Ohmer Fare

Register Co., entertained the officers and heads of the departments

of the company with a banquet at the Phillips House, Dayton, O.,
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Tuesday, UecLiiilicr 271I1. Mr. (Jlimcr presided ami Mr. F,. B.

Grimes, assistant general manager, was toastmaslcr. 'I'lic former

was presented with a silver smoking set by the traveling repre-

sentatives of the company, while the latter received a cnt glass ink

well surmounted hy a sterling silver top.

MR. WILLIAM G. WOOLFOLK has resigned the position of

superintendent of the Knoxville Traction Co., Knoxville, Tenn., to

become supcrintendcTit of the Philadelphia & West Chester Traction

Co., vice Mr. F. C. Davis, deceased. Mr. Woolfolk is a graduate of

Yale University Engineering School, has had considerable experi-

ence in the shops of tlie General Electric Co. and in the managemrnt

of the Portsmouth Street Railway Co., Portsmouth, Va.

MR. CALVER'l" TOWNLEY has been appointed assistant to the

president of the Consolidated Railway Co., New Haven, Conn. For

some years Mr. Towiiloy was general agent of the Westinghonsc

company, and has had to do with the equipment of the Boston Ele-

vated system, the Brooklyn elevated and surface systems and the

Manhattan and subway systems in New York City. lie has also

been employed by the Pennsylvania R. R. in its heavy traction con-

struction in New York and Long Island.

MR. E. S. LEA has resigned as sales manager for the Ue Laval

Steam Turbine Co., and opened an ofiice at 42 Broadway, New York,

to practice as consulting engineer. Mr. Lea was one of the first

to appreciate the importance of the turbine field and has been con-

nected with the De Laval company for four years. He is a member

of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and also an asso-

ciate member of the .'\merican Institute of Electrical Engineers, and

of the American Society of Naval Engineers.

MR. ERNEST GONZENBACH January ist assumed charge ol

the Sheboygan Light, Power & Railway Co., of Sheboygan, Wis.,

as general manager, succeeding Mr. H. A. Strauss, resigned. Mr.

Gonzenbach is well known in the railway field, especially in connec-

tion with high speed interurban work, having been electrical engineer

for the Albany & Hudson R. R. during construction and operation,

and for the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago during construction. Mr. Gon-

zenbach resigned as engineer of the Youngstown & Southern Rail-

way Co. to go to Sheboygan.

MR. ROBERT J. FLEMING, civic conmiissioner of assessment

and property of the city of Toronto, Ontario, has been appointed

general manager of the Toronto Railway Co., vice Mr. E. H. Keating,

, who will devote his time to matters relating to the engineering de-

partment of the company. Mr. Fleming was born at Toronto on Nov.

23, 1854, and after receiving a business education entered into part-

nership with T. W. Elliott in the coal and wood business, which he

subsequently abandoned for the real estate business. His municipal

career commenced in 1886, when he was elected an alderman for

St. David's ward ; in January, 1892, he was elected mayor, being re-

elected the following term. In 1894 and 1895 he was unsuccessful,

but in 1896 he was again elected to the position. Aug. 5, 1897, ho

was appointed assessment commissioner for the city, which position

he held until his resignation to become general manager of the

Toronto Railway Co.

MR. C. C. LEWIS, who for the past two years has been chief

engineer of the Schenectady Railway Co., has resigned to enter the

employ of J. G. White & Co., Ltd., of London. Mr. Lewis has been

engaged principally to take charge of the work to be carried out by

this company at Montevideo, Uruguay, in electrifying the tramways

at that place. Mr. Lewis has had an extended experience of over

IS years in railway work, having been connected with the Broadway
cable work, afterwards in Baltimore converting the line of the Balti-

more City Passenger railway from horse to cable, in Washington on

the electric conduit work of the Metropolitan lines, and in Buffalo

as engineer of the International Railway Co. In 1902 he accepted the

position of chief engineer of the Schenectady Railway Co., having

charge of the construction and maintenance work as well as the re-

building of the electric line between Schenectady and .Mbany and

the construction of the Troy and Ballston line.

New Publications.

Obituary.

MR. W. FORMAN COLLINS, vice-president and business man-
ager of the Electrician Publishing Co., died very suddenly on

the morning of December 21st. The funeral services were held at

Trinity Church, Chicago, on Friday. December 23rd.

JOLIET, ILL.; 4x9 m. Compliments 01 me i.iu/n, i\ni:iur.'\

issued to further the material interests of Joliet. This Is a very

attractive descriptive article of this thriving city situated on the

Desplaincs River, 40 miles from Chicago. The article is profusely

illustrated with views of the streets, churches, industries, etc., and

deals in a general way with the railroads, street cars, industries,

building material, fuel, light, water power, banks, churches, public

institutions, parks and building sites of the city.

REPORT OF THE TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION,
held at the Transportation Building, Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 12, 13, 1904, is now being distributed among

the members of the association. As usual the report is published

in very neat form, and shows an excellent arrangement of subjects,

including the officers of the association from its organization to date,

the minutes of the meetings of the executive committee, report of

the proceedings of the annual meeting, list of members and dele-

gates, papers read and the discussions, and the constitution and

by-laws of the as.sociation. The secretary is to be congratulated

upon the excellence of the publication and upon the despatch

with which the work has been done.

PROCEEDINGS OF EIGHTH ANNUAL CONVENTION.
STREET RAILWAY ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICA. Size Sj^xQ in.; 190 pages; appendix 70 pages. The

report of the eighth annual convention of the Accountants' Associa-

tion held in the Transportation Building, World's Fair Grounds, St.

Louis, Mo., Oct. 13, 14 and 15, 1904, contains besides a verbatim

report of the convention, a list of officers of the association since

its organization; all papers read before the convention; the report

of the joint committee on blanks for shop records and accounts;

the report of the standing committee on a standard system of street

railway accounting ; the question lx>x ; register of delegates ; consti-

tution and by-laws of the association; list of members of the asso-

ciation; index; summary index of previous reports.

.STATISTICS OF RAILWAYS IN THE UNITED STATES,
being the sixteenth annual report of the interstate commerce com-

mission for the year ending June 30, 1903. Published by the gov-

ernment printing office, Washington, D. C. This work is in the

same general form as the previous reports of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission and shows the classification of railways, equip-

ment and number of employes. It also gives the complete statistics

of the capitalization of the railway properties of the United States,

as well as their earnings and expenses, and general summary of re-

sults. The work is almost entirely statistical, also the information

as given in tabular form. The book concludes with two indexes,

one of which is an alphabetical index of all the railroads in the

country, and the other a general index of subjects.

REPORT OF THE SECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION OF
THE AMERICAN RAILWAY MECHANICAL AND ELEC-
TRICAL ASSOCIATION, ST. LOUIS, MO., 1904- Size, 6x9 in.;

165 pages. The publication includes, besides the minutes of the

second annual meeting of the association held in the Transporta-

tion Building, World's Fair Grounds, Oct. loth, litli and 14th, a

list of the officers of the association since its organization ; registra-

tions of members and delegates; list of new members who joined

during the convention
;
papers read before the convention and their

discussion ; the question box ; the constitution and by-laws and list

of members of the association. .\ very fine portrait of ex-presi-

dent Edwin W. Olds, adorns the frontispiece, while a novel feature

of the cover design is a reproduction of the badges worn at the last

convention.

LETTERS FROM AN OLD RAILW.\Y OFFICIAL TO HIS
SON, A DIVISION SUPERINTENDENT. By Charles De Lano
Hine. The Railway Age, 5x75^ in., 179 pages. Price, $1.50. This

very interesting and instructive publication has received much favor-

able comment not only from the press but from many railroad

officials throughout the country, all of which it deserves. The vol-

ume consists of 24 letters which originally appeared in the Rail-

way Age from time to time and touches upon all the branches of

the operating department in a manner both bright and interesting,

professional slang of the road being dispersed throughout the chap-

ters in a most effective manner. While there is a vein of pleasantry

and humor running through these letters, which makes them bright.
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and gossipy, the ambitious young railroad man will find invaluable

information and .instruction therein and keep them for reference

and refreshment at frequent intervals.

ANNUAL STATEMENT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF

EDUCATION to the Secretary of the Interior. Advance sheets

from the United States Bureau of Education. Chapter XXXVI 11,

Manual and Industrial Training; Chapter XXXIII, Universities.

Colleges and Technological Schools; Chapter XXXVII, Statistics

of Secondary Schools. These recent publications of the Bureau of

Education and the report of the commissioner of education are a

collection of such statistics and facts as show the condition and

progress of education in the public schools and colleges of the

United States. To obtain the items of information required to

tabulate the statistics of the schools of the United States 25 differ-

ent forms of inquiry were sent out to school officials and institu-

tions. The items of information called for in these forms number

in all 740, and the different schedules sent in to be tabulated amount

to 19.894. One may judge from this the scope of the report and

advance sheets.

THE BOSTON TRANSIT COMMISSION'S TENTH AN-

NUAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, i904-

Cloth, 10- pages, with maps and illustrations; 6x9!4 in.; published

by the Commissioners, B. Leighton Beal, secretary. The report

first deals with the East Boston tunnel, construction work on which

was substantially completed with the exception of the street cover-

ing for the Atlantic Ave. station due to a controversy between the

company and the commission as to which party should bear the

expense of the installation of the elevators and the necessary ma-

chinerj'. The report ne.xt deals with the exhibit at the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition, the exhibit made by the commission at the

Paris Exposition and the Pan-American Exposition being brouglit

up to date and sent to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. Fol-

lowing this is the report of the condition of the debt and of the

sinking funds for the various divisions of the work of the com-

mission at the date of the report. The report of the chief engineer,

H. A. Carson, is next given, which is practically a brief sketch of

progress on the East Boston tunnel during the past year, including

the details of construction, character of the excavated earth, reloca-

tion of pipes and conduits, reconstruction of the sewerage system

and tests of concrete beams.

THE ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF ENERGY, by Arthur

Vaughan Abbott, C. E. ; 664 pages; 109 tables; 365 illustrations;

16 full page engravings and 10 folding diagrams; price $5.00. Pub-

lished by D. Van Nostrand Co., New York. The fourth edition of

this book which has been recently published has been entirely

rewritten and enlarged. After touching upon the elementary prin-

ciples of distribution in general and properties of wire the author

devotes several chapters to the" construction of aerial circuits. This

is followed by several chapters on underground and special rail-

way circuits in regard to all of which the author goes into consider-

able detail. The various electric instruments and methods of elec-

trical measurement commonly used are discussed at considerable

length. Afterwards the subject of continuous current and alter-

nating current conductors is considered. A special chapter is de-

voted to the subject of polyphase transmission and a final chapter

is devoted to the cost of production and distribution. The author

has collated various methods of circuit construction which have been

sanctioned by the best practice and the book is up to date and is not

burdened with obsolete and antiquated matter. The mathematical

portions have been treated as simply as possible, the simplest

formulae being given without any attempt to deduct them and only

the simplest applications of the calculus are involved. The book

will be found to cover the field of electrical transmission very

thoroughly.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING, Volume I; The Generating Plant.

By Francis B. Crocker, Ph. D.; 47 pages; 213 illustrations; sixth

edition; published by D. Van Nostrand Co., New York. The first

edition of this book appeared in 1896 and has been used as a text

book for several years in a number of engineering schools. The

present edition has been practically rewritten and many illustra-

tions of the earlier type of apparatus have been replaced and much

new matter has also been introduced. This portion of the work re-

lates only to generating plants and therefore the work applies to

a certain extent to railway, power and other electric plants. After

a brief history of electric lighting and a chapter on units and meas-

urements, the work takes up the classification of different kinds of

lighting plants and their location and general arrangement. The

books then considers the equipment of the power plant, beginning

with the building, boilers, engines and other prime movers, and

follows this with the principles of dynamo electrical machines and

a number of chapters on the electrical equipment of lighting sta-

tions. Among these chapters the subjects of storage batteries,

switchboards, electric measuring instruments and lightning arresters

are included, covering the entire equipment of an electrical lighting

plant. The plan adopted in the book is to follow up the sequence

in which the electrical current is generated, transmitted and utilized,

and the most modern practice in generating plants for electric light-

ing is well covered in this book.

SELF PROPELLED VEHICLES, by J. E. Homans; second

edition; 644 pages; 461 illustrations; price $2.00. Published by

Theo. Audel & Co., New York. This book is a practical treatise

on all the types of automobiles in use at present and is designed

for the practical information of owners and operators of machines

who do not care to make more of a study of mechanics than is

necessary for the handling and operation of their own automobiles.

As it is obviously impossible within reasonable space to include

specific descriptions and directions for the management of the

large number of practical motor carriages now on the market the

author has confined himself to explaining the theory, construction

and operation of typical machines as briefly and thoroughly as

possible and has produced a work which cannot fail to be of use

to any one handling automobiles. The book opens with a descrip-

tion of the different types of automobiles on the market and an

analysis of the advantages of the different kinds of machines. This

is followed by a historical chapter giving a review of the early

types of machines, after which the general theory and construction

common to all classes of automobiles are explained and illustrated.

Following this are very complete descriptions of gasoline engines,

electrically propelled machines, steam engines, and boilers. One of

the most important chapters is that on gasoline vehicle operation

which is very complete and contains a large number of useful

hints. The book concludes with a complete subject index which will

prove of great advantage for ready reference.

POOR'S MANUAL OF RAILROADS IN THE UNITED
STATES, thirty-seventh annual number, 1,600 pages; 24 colored

plate street and group maps, and 44 maps of leading railroads
;
price

$10.00. Published by Poor's Railroad Manual Co., 6 Williams St.,

New York. The statements presented in Poor's Manual for 1904

are arranged in four sections, the first comprising statements of all

steam railways in the Llnited States, Canada and Mexico; the second

comprises statements of all the street railways and traction com-

panies in the United States; the third comprises statements of the

leading industrial corporations and organizations auxiliary to the

railway interests; and the fourth contains statements showing the

finances and resources of the United States and the individual states

and the chief counties, cities and towns in the country. The intro-

duction to this book gives the general exhibits of the railroads

of the United States for the fiscal year of 1903 and shows the

length of railroads completed on Dec. 31. 1903, to be 207,783.82

miles, and there was completed since the close of the fiscal year

897.83 miles. This gives a net increase of mileage of all railroads

in the United States for the calendar year of 1903 as 4,774.61 miles.

The general statistical information contained in the present number

of Poor's manual is of the same character as that of the previous

issues but has been brought thoroughly down to date. This work

is too well and favorably known to financiers and the investing pub-

lic to need special description. It is unique in being the only publi-

cation of its kind which has been thoroughly successful in pre-

senting complete and reliable information in regard to railroads, and

with each succeeding year new matter has been added which con-

stantly increases the value of the manual as a reference book.

A contract has been awarded to the Joliet, Plainfield & Aurora

Railroad Co. for the handling of United States mail between Aurora

and Joliet, three trips being made daily except Sundays and holi-

days.

The Pacific Electric Railway Co., Los Angeles, Cal., has just

finished planting a poppy field 16 ft. wide along its tracks for a dis-

tance of about two miles between Monrovia' and Alhambra junctions.

When the poppies begin to bloom they will be widely advertised by

the railway company.
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J. A. Manna Co.

Twenly years ago Mr. J. A. Haiiiia cnlcred the street railway

field as storekeeper for tlic J. G. Hrill Co., and last month the

eiiiiipaiiy bearing liis name assumed the sales agency for the entire

output of llie Nilcs Car & Manufacturing Co. in addition to the

western agency of the Peckham Manufacturing Co., which latter

he has held for nine years. During this period the lO-ft. to iG-ft.

horse cars have gradually devolved into the SO-ft. to 60-ft. electric

iulerurljan cars, and Mr. Ilanna has sold successively Brill, Jevvelt

and the .Stephenson cars and the McGuirc and Peckham trucks in

various parts of the country without the loss of a day's time and

under improved conditions at each change. Mr. Ford A. Richards,

who was previously coimected with the Peckham company, and has

been in the employ of Mr, llanna for the past three years, is asso-

ciated with the new company, and will assist Mr. Manna as sales-

man. In view of the financial conditions now generally prevailing,

Mr. Ilanna is optimistic as to the business for 1905, and believes

that all makers of street railway material will be running at full

capacity before summer. Tlis decision to take the Niles car agency

was largely influenced by the advice of a numbir of railway men
now using Niles cars. As the plant of both the Peckham and

Nilcs companies are modern and finely equipped for economical

production and their products are widely and favorably known, it

would appear, in connection with the large actpiaintance of Messrs.

Ilanna and Richards, that the new firm will receive a generous

patronage.

Electrical Equipment of the WillianishurK
Bridge.

The electrical equipment of the double track road over the New
Williamsburg bridge, which is to be operated by the Brooklyn

Heights R. R. Co., has just been completed by J. G. White & Co.,

\1EW OF SPECIAL OVERHE.\D TROUCIHIXG,

of New York, who did this work for Naughton & Co., who had
contracted for all the track and overhead work. All of this work is

of standard construction throughout and is of unusually heavy style.

The Manhattan overhead construction is of steel lattice girders sup-

ported on steel poles and also attached to the bridge structure proper.

This work is about 300 ft. long and covers the five cross-overs at

this terminal. The details of the special overhead trougbing at this

place are shown in the accompanying illustration. Along the ap-

proaches to the bridge arc creeled heavy mast arms extending over

the double track. These arc fastened by special fittings to the bridge

VIEW uf Kl..\U\\.\i ..:... ......^ ..:.- AijRK.

structure and the two trolley wires are supported by a span wire

running under the bracket arm.

There are about 10,000 lineal feet of single troughing. built of oak,

fitted with expansion joints at intervals. This is supported every

20 ft. on transverse girders by cleats and at intermediate points by

special hangers attached to cross beams fastened to the longitudinal

girders. The trolley wire is No. 000 phono-electric type supported

every 15 ft. by specially designed insulating hangers.

As there is an expansion and contraction of about 14 in. at each

anchorage a specially designed expansion joint has been devised

for the trolley wire. This operates very satisfactorily, causes no

sparking of the trolley wheel and requires no insulated section. The
joint is 8 ft. in length.

There are eight miles of overhead positive feeders and seven

miles of negative return feeders along the track. These are all

standard weatherproof aluminum cables of 782,000 cm. section.

On the Brooklyn approach near the bridge tower is erected a steel

frame switch-house covered with corrugated iron from which point

the overhead and track feeders extend. On the Brooklyn plaza two

steel poles are erected for the overhead work. This work was done

according to the Brooklyn Heights R. R. specifications, necessitating

special patterns of overhead material.

The work was constructed for the department of bridges of New
York city, under the direction of Mr. Kinsey L. Martin, engineer in

charge of the Williamsburg bridge, and the entire construction

reflects great credit upon the sub-contractors, J. G. White & Co.

The street railway of Padua, Italy, is to be taken over by the

municipality.

The Board of Health, of York, Pa., has deputed ten conductors

in the employ of the York Traction Co., to enforce the anti-spitting

ordinance pertaining to trolley cars. The conductors are authorized

to make arrests for violations of the ordinance coming under their

notice.
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Park Seats.

The increasing number of street railway parks and pleasure

resorts has considerably augmented a demand, already existing in

connection with stations and waiting rooms, for various pieces

of iron and wood work which should not only be attractive to

the eye, but, being necessary for public use, should be strong and

CENTRAL PARK BENCH.

durable. Among the essentials for park and station requirement are

benches or settees, several type of which are illustrated herewith.

The makers of the settees shown are M. D. Jones & Co., 71 and

73 Portland St.. Boston, one of the oldest concerns in this business.

FIG. 2—WROUGHT IRON SETTEE.

and one whose products are found in public and private grounds in

all parts of the country.

Fig. I is what is generally known as the Central Park settee, a

type that the firm has made for over 30 years. This is quite a strong

design, with cast iron legs and hard wood slats, and is made in

FIG. 3—ALL-STEEL SETTEE.

5-ft. and 7-ft. lengths; the 7-ft. benches have three legs instead of

two. These settees can be packed knocked down for shipment.

Fig, 2 is the Jones wrought iron settee, a design that has been

manufactured for several years. The legs in this type are of wrought

iron; to these are bolted 11 slats of hard wood, making a seat for

public use that is very strong and durable.

Fig. 3 shows the Jones all-steel settee, which is made in the

standard 5-ft. and 7-ft. lengths, and can be made any length required.

This type of bench is coming into general use and besides parks is

especially adapted for street railway, elevated and subway stations.

Jones & Co. also makes seats of rustic design, using laurel roots

and cedar.

M. D. Jones & Co. manufacture all kinds of ornamental iron and

wire work adapted for public and private grounds, such as small

and large ornamental vases in iron, ornamental fountains and drink-

ing fountains, garden borders, wire fences, arches, trellises, rustic

wood arbors, vases, etc. ; also for conservatories and inside window
gardens, plant stands, brackets, rustic wood hanging baskets, etc.

The firm publishes a complete illustrated catalog, ^ent on application.

Davis C^oinbination Hack Pressure and Relief
Valve.

A recent invention of Mr. G. C. Davis, of the G. M. Davis Engi-

neering Co., 144 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, is that of a combination

back pressure and atmospheric relief valve, which is illustrated here-

with. This valve is designed to automatically change from vacuum
conditions to pressure and from pressure conditions to vacuum,

thereby obviating the necessity for two valves and the extra amount

of piping that is often entailed to arrange for running an engine con-

densing at one time and non-condensing at another. As in the well-

known Davis standard noiseless back pressure valve, there is also

embodied in this valve a diflferential semi-balanced disk. The upper

or main disk is of the full area of the inlet pipe and seats on steam

metal and babbitt surfaces. The lower or semi-balanced disk has no

positive seat but operates in a large dash pot and is made tight with

bronze expansion rings. Tlie diaphragm attachment and accompany-

ing connections make possible the automatic features, with which

—in combination with the different seats— it is able to hold a back

^-HB^H^^

DAVIS BACK-PRESSURE VALVE.

pressure up to 20 lb. or a vacuum of 29 in. witliout changing or ad-

justing any part of the valve. A lo-lb. weight is required on the

lever arm, a feature which appeals to the users of single seated

valves.

A large number of these valves have been installed in street rail-

way power plants in connection with the Curtis turbines, ranging in

sizes from 12 in. to 24 in., among which may be mentioned the fol-

lowing : Public Service Corporation, Newark, N. J.; Chattanooga

Light & Power Co., Chattanooga. Tenn. ; Binghamton Light, Heat &•

Power Co., Binghamton, N. Y. ; Northern Ohio Traction Co.. Akron,

O. ; Columbus Railway Co.. Columbus, O.; Saginaw Valley Traction

Co., Saginaw, Mich. ; Oshkosh Electric Light Co., Oshkosh, Wis.

;

Meridian Light & Railway Co., Meridian, Miss. ; Pennsylvania Rail-

road Co., Greenville, N. J. ; International Light & Power Co., EI

Paso, Texas.
*—•

Fifty new cars are now being built for the Cincinnati Traction

Co., and larger platforms are being put on 50 of the old cars.

The Rockford, Beloit & Janesville Interurban company and other

interurban companies in northern Illinois are arranging a through

train service between Janesville and Illinois cities to run in oppo-

sition to the steam railways.
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ScIlli-(-<^n^cI•tiblc (>ais for Jersey <>ciiti;il

Traction Company.

riic :n'''iiiii|iMiiyinK illuslr.-ilion shows iiiu' (jf a minilicr of cars

rccciilly i-iiiii|ilfHil liy llir .1. (1 llrill Co. for tin- Jersey Central

'I'mctioii (n, I 111' i-.ir^ .ni' the hiiilders' patcnicfl scnii-converlililc

type and are for service lielwecn Kcyporl. Matawan and Red liaiik,

towns of eastern New Jersey, Kcyport lieing on Karitan Ray. 'Vhv

lines are iS miles in length and an i8-inile extension to Sonth

.^lnl)oy is nndcr construction. The lines serve a large popidation

which is considerably increased during the summer season. The
seating capacity of each car is 40 jiasscngers. the seats heing of the

step-over type 36 in. long and the width of the aisle 22 in. 'I'he

windows at the rear of the car, which are raised into roof pockets,

give an idea of the appearance of the car wlien open for summer
service. The low window sills, the height being 245^ in. from floor

to top of sill, arc considered to he a decided advantage in a car of

Illill.l, lAK l'i:R JEHSE\ CENTRAL THAI TION CO.

this type, and all the semi-convcrtiblc cars of this type are being

hnilt witli low window sills. The lower sash measures 26^^ in. over

the frame and the upper 17J4 '"•. '''Oth together weighing 17 As

there are ten windows to a side, there is 170 lb. weight of sashes

when raised in each side roof, three-quarters of which weight bears

vertically on the tops of the posts. This excess of weight, though

small, is amply compensated for in the extra strong construction,

including a heavier letterboard than usual. The general dimen-

sions of the cars are : Length over end panels 28 ft. ; over vesti-

bules 37 ft. s in.
;
platforms, 4 ft. Syi in. ; width over sills, 7 ft.

\o]A in. ; over posts, at belt, 8 ft. 2 in. ; from under the side of side

sills over trolley board, 9 ft. g^ in.; sweep of posts i}i in.; thickness

of corner posts, 3.54 in. and of side posts 3]4 in. ; from center to cen-

ter of side post, 2 ft. 8 in. ; side sills, 4 x 7^ in., with 12 x M-in.

plates on the inside ; end sills, s]4 " 6% in. Most of the load of

the platforms is carried on angle iron center knees which extend

well back of the body bolsters, thus relieving the ends of the car

from platform strains. The cars are furnished with the builders'

patented specialties, among which include the following: Angle

iron bumpers, radial drawbars, "Dedenda" gongs, "Retriever" con-

ductor's bells, "Dumpit" sand boxes, track scrapers, window sill

arm rests and ratchet brake handles. The cars are mounted on

Brill No. 27-G trucks with 4-ft. wheel base, 33-in. wheels and 4-in.

axles.

World's Fair Awards.

In addition to those awards mentioned in the "Review" for Novem-

her and December, the following were made to the exhibitors at the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition :

J. A. Fay & Egan Co., of Cincinnati, O., which manufactures wood-

working machinery, was awarded a medal on the fine operation of

one of its tools. The company had no regular exhibit, but some of

its tools were shown and operated by other concerns for exhibiting

their various products, which required some woodworking tools.

The National Carbon Co.. Cleveland. O., has been awarded a grand

prize for all carbon products exhibited by this company, including

carbon brushes for motors and generators, Columbia dry batteries,

Columbia carbons for long burning enclosed arc lamps, carbon elec-

trodes and telephone specialties.

The Shepherd Engineering Co., of Franklin. Pa., has been awarded

the gold medal for its engines by the Philippine Government Board

:it the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, for their cNcellency of de-

sign, workmanship and operation,—the three pointfi most ci^scntial

in an engine. During the life of the Expo'-ilioii, the Sliephenl com

paiiy had three of its engines, two simple and one compound, in

service at the power house of the Philippine Ex|>osition, and, of

course, it was on the strength of what the Govcninicnl Board saw

in these engines in aeliial service that convinced them of their sn-

[leriority. *
The Sloan Sleet Cutter.

The W. K. Garton Co. has just brought <ml a new sleet culler,

patent for which is pending. It embodies new features and new
characteristics, and is known as the "Sloan." I'niike *ome other

SLOAN SLEET CUTTER.

devices used for this purpose, there are no loose parts to iojc or

become misplaced, and it can be placed in position or taken off the

trolley in a very few seconds. It is very readily applied, and the

readiness with which it is attached and removed is one of the par-

ticular features. Another of the very striking and desirable points

is that of the hump on the back. This serves a purpose which is

highly appreciated by railway men, viz., that it overcomes the pos-

sibility of the sleet cutters wedging in the bridles, frogs, crossings

or other angular points in the overhead construction. Actual ex-

perience has proven that this cutter will save overhead material and

construction where other cutters have proven defective.

This cutter has been in actual service for about one year, during

which time the manufacturer was eliminating all points of weakness

and adding those which were found necessary. The sleet cutting

shoe is detachable and is readily placed in position and held there by

means of two screws. The cutter is so arranged as to snap into

place, the hook on the bottom of the cutter conforming to the groove

in the wheel and the outer end of the cutter being attached to the

pole by means of a spring snap. These can be carried on cars and

taken off or detached in a moment's time, and, as there are no loose

pieces, the likelihood of some part being missing is entirely obviated

The cutter is very slight, consistent with necessary strength, and the

general outlines are pleasing and consistent with good construction

and necessary rigidity.

Forty Kuhlman Cars for Rochester.

The Rochester Railway Co.. of Rochester, X. Y., has within a short

time added to its equipment 40 new car? built by the G. C. Kuhl-

man Car Co. Twenty of these cars are semi-convertibles built

under the Brill patents, and 20 have sashes which drop into

pockets in the side walls. All the cars are mounted on Brill trucks;

those of the semi-convertible type are carried on No. 27-G trucks,

while those with the dropped sash windows are on No. 54 type.

The general dimensions of both styles of cars are the same and arc

:

Length over end panels. 28 ft. ; over vestibules, 39 ft. ; width over

sills, 7 ft. 5)^2 in. ; over posts at belt. 7 ft. 9 in. The side sills are

4 .\ 744 in. and end sills 4^ x 6?^ in- : sill plates. 12 x i^ in ; thick-

ness of corner posts. 3J4 in., and of side posts. 3'/i in. Cherry in

natural color constitutes the interior finish and the ceilings are of

birdseye maple. Seats are of the Brill step-over type 36 in. long,

and the aisles of the semi-convertible cars are 22 in. wide. .All the

cars are equipped with track scrapers, sand boxes, platform gongs.
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brake handles, and bumpers of Brill manufacture. The arrange-

ment of seats in the car with windows which drop into wall pockets

is that shown in the Rochester cars illustrated in the "Review" for

August, 1903, page 460. Longitudinal seats extending half the

length of the car are placed at diagonally opposite sides with trans-

versely placed double seats opposite. This arrangement provides

a wide aisle and, at the same time, balances the load. The Roches-

ter Railway Co. operates nearly 250 cars and has a trackage of more

than 150 miles. The lines enter the city from all directions and

converge at the business center. Several of the finest amusement

parks in the country are owned and operated by the railway com-

pany; one of them is at Sodus Bay and is reached by a line 40

miles long which traverses the picturesque valley of the Genesee

River.

New Cars for Torrcon, Mexico.

Steel Lockers.

The problem of disposing of wearing apparel of employes while

engaged in their daily labor has long been a troublesome one for

the managers of factories, stations, stores and other places where a

large number of people are employed. The introduction of all steel

lockers, however, has practically overcome all the objections met

with in the old style of wooden lockers. The latter have always

proved unsanitary, and the dust and dirt from umbrellas, boots and

clothes has proved one of the most objectionable features. The

lack of ventilation in case the clothing was a little damp soon made

such lockers mouldy and foul smelling. The pen-dar metal lockers

made by Edward Darby & Sons Co., of Philadelphia, are constructed

entirely of steel, thus doing away with the most objectionable fea-

«M2ilj»««

*>•«
::::::::»
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The Lima Insulator.

I lie W. R. Gartou Co., 118- 132 West Jackson lioulcvanl, Chicago,

has recently closed a contract with the Lima Insulator Co. of Lima,

N. Y., to act as its exclusive general western agent. The Lima com-

pany is manufacturing a high grade of high tension porcelain in

bearings through holes in (he crank shaft and web to the crank

pin. From this point the oil is conducted up through a hole in the

connecting rod to the crosshead pin. A separate set of pipes con-

veys the oil from the crosshead guides to the valve stem guides.

The pressure of oil in the bearings under this system will vary from

12 to 18 lb. per sq. in. The mechanical efficiency of the engine is so

DIFFERENT TVPF.S OK LIMA INSUI.ATOKS.

sulators, giving especial attention to details with a view to securing

results of the highest standard. 'I'he accompanying engraving shows

the insulators which are being placed upon the market by the Gartoii

company, being gas fired, of excellent white and brown porcelain

and of an attractive form. The W. R. Carton Co. has spent several

years giving close attention to the requirements of high tension work

and are prepared to serve the trade intelligently and faithfully in

tliis particular, and the Lima Insulator Co. will gradually increase its

facilities until it is able to meet the demand of prompt deliveries of

the very large increased trade which is anticipated for the coming

year.

New Sturtevant Generating Set.

In response to the demand for a high-class generating set at rea-

sonable cost, the B. F. Sturtevant Co. of Boston, Mass., has de-

veloped the type, illustrated herewith.

The general design of the engine embodies all the latest improve-

ments to the horizontal type. The reciprocating parts are substan-

tially constructed and counterbalanced with lead load disks. A
feature of construction is that of forging the crankshaft solid in one

piece and shrinking the disks onto it. A special arrangement of

the Rites' governor gives a regulation within 1 to I'A per cent

from full load to no load, and by a modification of the Marshal!

valve gear an adjustment of the cut-off from zero to 70 per cent

is attained. The main bearings, crank pin, valve stem and slides of

this engine are well babbitted with the Sturtevant white metal. A
recent and important improvement is that water-shed partition which

prevents the water from the piston rod stuffing box from reaching

the interior of the engine frame, and the oil on the reciprocatins;

parts from being thrown out into the engine room. The main body

of the engine is enclosed on both sides by movable plates, as may
be seen from the illustration, and the crank webs are enclosed by a

cast iron hood having two holes with removable covers, one for thv

purpose of cleaning the crankpin box while the engine is in motion and

the other for removing the box without taking od the large hood.

Between the water-shed partition and the front end of the cylinder,

is a hand hole for reaching the stuffing box bolts without commu-
nication to the oil spaces.

There are two oiling systems for this type of engine, the gravity

or tank system and that by forced pump lubrication. With the

gravity or tank system, shown in the illustration, an oil tank sup-

plies the pipes leading to the parts to be oiled. At each point where

the oil is delivered is a little gage glass and valve for regulating

the flow at that point. A valve just below the tank regulates the

entire oiling system.

With the pump, or forced lubricating system, a pump is located

in the base of the engine and is operated by the crank-shaft. Oil

is delivered from this pump to the main bearings and from the main

materially increased by this system of lubrication that its demand i*

rapidly increasing.

The generator of this set is of the eight-pole type, and is capa-

ble of carrying momentary over-loads of 50 per cent without any

shifting of brushes or flashing of the commutator and an over-load

or 25 per cent for a period of two hours without undue heating.

.After a continuous run of ten hours at full load, the increase in tem-

perature above that of the surrounding air never exceeds 40° C upon

STURTEVANT CENER.^T1NG SET.

the armature and field coils, and 45° C, upon the commutator. The
average temperature rise is about 33° to 35° C. Before being shipped,

the generator is given a break-down test of 1500 volts, alternating

for sixty seconds between the conductors and the frame of the

machine to test the insulation.

The magnet frame is of the very best grade of cast iron, split hor-

izontally. The pole pieces are of wrought iron with cast iron shoes

or horns and are secured to the magnet frame by through bolts.

Any of the pole pieces may thus be removed to repair the field

coils. The latter are wound up in two sections, with an air space

between the shunt and scries coils. The shunt winding is of double

cotton covered magnet wire of highest conductivity, thoroughly in-

sulated and so treated as to be practically waterproof. The series

winding is of solid copper bars, insulated in the same manner as the

shunt coil.

The armature is of the ironclad, form wound, ventilated drum type.

having a core built up of charcoal iron plates, which plates, after

being thoroughly japanned, are mounted upon a cast iron spider

and securely held in position by end flanges. No bolts pass through

the armature laminations. The armature spider has an extension
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upon which is mounted the commutator making tlic armature and
commutator one unit.

The armature conductors are solid copper bars, without joints ex-

cept at the commutator end. When these bars are formed they are in-

sulated by material not perceptibly affected by heat or ordinary

atmospheric moisture.

In the construction of the commutator, only drop-forged or drawn
segments arc used, these being secured in cast iron shells of spider

construction and clamped :n place with a steel ring. No cast seg-

ments of any nature whatever are used. The segments are insulated

with the best quality of carefully selected mica of a degree of hard-

ness to allow the mica and segment to wear uniformly, obviating

trouble from high mica. The end insulation consists of micanite

rings, and the whole commutator is assembled while hot, under

great pressure. Carbon brushes only are used, the commutator being

so proportioned and the brushes of such size as to allow at least one

square inch of brush area lo every 30 amperes carried. These

brushes arc carried in holders of most approved construction, each

mounted upon a self-contained brush rigging so arranged that the

entire set of brushes may be rotated completely around tlic com-

nuitator.

Hand wheels are furnished for adjusting the brushes in position.

these hand wheels being so located that the brushes may be adjusted

from either side of the generator.

Westinshouse Railway Motor No. 92.A.

The Westinghouse No. 92-A railway motor, a general view of

which is shown herewith, is designed to perform the same class of

service as the No. 49 motor, but differs from the latter in several

important details. Its design closely resembles the Westinghouse
Nos. 9,^ and lOt-B motors.

The new model is designed for both city and suburban service.

In city service a double equipment is suitable for operating single or

double truck cars weighing from 14,000 to 15,000 lb. without equip-

ment or load. In this service with stops ^ to H of a mile apart a

double equipment with gear ratio of 14 to 68 will produce schedule

speeds of 10 to lyA m. p. h, with 500 volts pressure and a straight

level track. .-X four-motor equipment will operate a double truck car

WESTINGHOUSE NO. 92-A MOTOR.

weighing 30,000 lb. attaining practically the same speeds just men-
tioned. The No. 92-A motor has a nominal rating of 35 h. p. for

one hour but this is only an approximate indication of its suitability

• for a given service

.\ study of the accoinpanyiug curves is necessary to determine the
suitability of this motor for any particular condition of service. This
motor has a continuous capacity of 30 amperes at 300 volts or 28
amperes at 400 volts. A shop test of 24 hours at these loads
showed that the temperature rise in the windings will not exceed
75° C. In actual service the better ventilation will reduce this rise-

in temperature considerably.

The frame is approximately cylindrical and consists of two steel
castings accurately fitted, 'fhese are hinged together allowing the
lower frame to swing downward. The armature may be swung down
with the lower frame or may be retained in the upper frame. Access
to the commutator or brush holders is provided by an opening in the

upper frame which is closed by a dust proof lid. Hand holds are

provided in the lower field which are closed by watertight covers.

The four poles project inward at an angle of 45°. These are built

up of annealed punchings riveted together between wrought-iron end

plates and bolted to the frame. The field coils are wound with

copper strap insulated with asbestos and mica and several layers of

tape. The coils are machine wound and are interchangeable and are

held in place by flat steel springs.

" The armature is of the slotted drum type built up of circular punch-
ings of soft steel mounted on a cast-iron spider. Special attention

has been given to providing air ducts through the armature to insure

good ventilation and a uniform temperature throughout. It is

wound with machine formed coils, heavily insulated, which are im-

bedded in slots on the armature.

( H.\R.\CTF.RISTrC I'l'RVES OF WESTI.NGHOrSK qj-.\ MIlTllK.

The commutator is of the straight bar type without necks and

comprises 123 bars of hard drawn copper.

The cast brass arms bolted to the upper frame carry the brushes.

The latter are copper plated carbon and each is 'A^'i'A in. in sec-

tion. The armature bearings are of large size, each bearing consist-

ing of a cast-iron bushing in one piece lined with babbitt. Each
bearing is carried in a housing of cast-iron which is held in place

by tap bolts through both the upper and lower frames, and turning

is prevented by a key. These housings contain an oil and waste
reservoir covered by metal caps held by springs.

The axle bearings consist of iron shells divided horizontally and
lined with babbitt. Each is eight inches long and may be made for

any diameter of axle up to five inches. Lubrication is obtained in a

manner similar to that of the armature bearings.

The No. 92-A motor is designed for cross-bar suspension. The
pinions are forged steel, the gear, which is in two parts, is of cast
steel, the face being five inches. The gear case is of malleable iron
in two castings. This is made to bear very hard service and the
gears may be run in oil if desired. The motor complete with gear
case weighs 2.320 lb. and a two motor equipment with two con-
trollers weighs approximately 5,680 lb. A four motor equipment
with controllers, etc., weighs about 10,900 lb.

Street railway employes at Binghampton, N. Y.. were recently
tendered a reception at the Binghampton Public Library in order
that they might become acquainted with the many valuable books
on electricity and the many advantages that institution holds out to
them.

Les Tramways Florentins, which is a joint stock company with a
capital stock of 8,250,000 lire ($1,650,000), began operation Apr. 6,

1880, and now has 48 miles of steam and 28 miles of electric road iii

operation. The traffic manager is Alfredo De Bonia, and the chief
engineer Domenico Spallicci.
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Accidents.

DcccidIiit r7lli. MnriiiK a snow .storm, a iiorllilioiiful far on tin-

.Mli'iilown & SlatiiiKl"" Streel railway liad a licail-on collision willi

a siiMlli-homul car, five miles from Allcnlown, Pa. Two persons

were Uillcd and of the fio passengers on the north-bound car, it is

slated, very feu c'sca|ic<l injury.

Deccnilicr 2^t\\, one man was killcil .-mil nine others injured in

a crash between an outbound Kinlitli .ind ("entral St. car ami a

Nortliern Pacific switch cnsiiie at Mnnieapolis, Minn. The acci

dent wa^ due to a misinterjirelation of the signals between the

crossing watchman, the niotorman and tlie engineer,

December J.Stli. nine passengers, the niotorman and the conductor

iif .111 electric car on the Camp St. line were injured at Providence,

K. I. The car got beyond tlic control of the niotorman going down

a hill, at llie foot of which the car jiiiii|h-i1 the tr.ick and r.an into a

pole on Ihe west side of the street.

December ,^olh, an castbound Wabash freight train crashed into

a I lalsted St. car of the Chicago Union Traction Co., and of the 10

passengers five were injured, one seriously.

December ,10th, in the destruction by fire of the repair shop of

the Chicago lliiion i'raction Co. at Washington Boul. ant! Harding

.\ve., two firemen were killed and three injured in fighting the

llames.

Tranvias de Salamanca.

The Ferrucarril Urbane de Salamanca is the name of the com
pany which controls the street railway of Salamanca, Guanajuato.

Mexico. The line, which is l,.soo meters in length, starts at the

principal square of the town and runs to the Mexican Central and

Mexican National railway stations, passing through the principal

streets. The motive power is animal and the equipment of the

road consists of two coaches for handling passengers and two plat

form cars for handling freight. The principal offices of the com-

pany are at Calle del Angel No. 18, Salamanca, and the officers of

the company are : President, general superintendent and purchas-

Bad^cs for Intcrhorou^h Einploycs.

With the opening of the subway division of the IiilerlxjrouKli

Kapid Transit Co. in New York, the American Railway Snpply Co,

made S.Hso badges for the company. Among this lot there were

2,000 employes' coat badges of a particularly attractive design, Ihc

accompanying illustration showing Ihe design and exact size. It

is made of fjerman silver, the letters are embossed and the figures

are brazed on. The entire badge is then finished in o.xydircd silver

ijtj^^v

INTERBOROUCH R.M'IU TRANSIT to. UAriGfc.

The .\merican r<ailway Supply Co. has its headquarters at 24 Park

Place, New York City, and manufactures baggage checks, hotel

checks, luinibcr plates, pay checks, tokens, medals, breast badges.

cap badges and buttons, and all sorts of stamped and embossed

metal work. The company also carries a line of numbering ma-

chines, dating stamps, registering or counting machines, seals, hotel

trucks, lanterns, ticket punches, metal letters and figures, office mail

bags and heavy mail bags for railroad use.

A New Trolley Wire Finder.

Ihe accompanying engraving is that of a new trolley wire finder

which has recently been invented by Reed & Balxrock. of 714 Mace-

donia Ave., Muncie, Ind., and which has just been placed upon the

market by its inventors. The design of this device is of such sim-

plicity that its construction and operation may readily be deter-

mined from the illustration. It consists of a U-shaped piece of

metal, which fits on the trolley spindle between the harp and the

LINE IN SAN VICENTE VALLEY.

iiig agent, Fcdcrico (iarma ; secretary. Enrique .Santa Maria; treas

iirer, J. Dolores Gonzales ; manager, Pedro Vasquez.

This company also controls the railway in the hacienda of San

\ icente, situated in the valley of Santiago, state of Guanajuato

riiis line i.s 2,250 meters long, principally for service in the hacienda

of San Vicente, although the company handles business for the

neighboring haciendas, delivering both freight and passengers at the

Garma station of the Mexican National R. R., where the line con-

nects with that railway. The company has for this service a tram

way car with a capacity for 25 persons, and for freight service two

platform cars with a capacity of 12 tons each. The traction power

is animal ; the gage is narrow, being 924 mm. and the rails weigh

7 kilograms to the yard, these being purchased from manufacturers

in the United States. .\ fine shaded road leads from the railway

station to the hacienda of San Vicente, as may be seen in the ac-

companying engraving.

REED & BABCOCK TROLLEY FINDER.

trolley wheel. To this is attached the trolley rope so that when it

i pulled down by the conductor to place the wheel on the trolley

wdre it throws the finder into a vertical position, as shown. The

normal position of the finder is horizontal, the weight of the ends of

the prongs being such as to cause it to return to this position as

soon as the trolley wheel is on the wire, and the rope hangs slack.

The device has been tested by local street railway men at Muncie

and pronounced to be very successful.

A class of students from Purdue University. LaFayette. Ind.. re-

cently visited the central power station of the Indiana Union

Traction Co. at .Anderson and the power house of the Indianapolis

& Northwestern system at Lebanon, for the purpose of inspecting

their operation.
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Type B Single Phase Integrating Wattmeter.

The newest p^tern of Westinghouse integrating wattmeter is the

type B, which is designed for use upon single phase circuits of

7,200 and 10,000 alternations. In all its essential features it com-

plies with the Westinghouse standard designs which employ the

principle of shunting. The greater portion of the field due to the

shunt winding and allowing only a short portion to combine with

the series field to produce a torque on the disk.

The accompanying illustration shows one of the new instruments

with a glass cover, and they are also made with metal covers. It

is compact in form and the front connections on top of the meter

case add materially to convenience in installation. It is a sealed

meter with the original calibration preserve under the makers'

seal and it requires no adjustment when put into service. It is

only necessary to connect the line wires to the four terminals and

to take the initial reading of the meter to put it into use. Four

binding posts are used for connecting up both sides of the circuit

The Drumniond Detective Agency.

TYPE 1: IXTEGR.VTINC W.VTTMETEK.

to the meter. The shunt connection is permanently made inside

the meter.

All the working parts of this meter are attached to a single cast-

ing which insures strength and rigidity, perfect allignment and also

reduces the liability of injury from jarring.

Two magnets are used which permit the adoption of a wide air

gap, thus eliminating the danger of the disk rubbing. The adjust-

ments are conveniently located and easily made. At full load the

disk makes 25 revolutions per minute. The meter records directly

without the use of a constant and its accuracy is not aflfected by

reasonable variations in voltage. It is claimed to record correctly

from two per cent of full load to fifty per cent overload, and under

all conditions of power factor and wave form.

The essential feature of the ball bearing of the older types,

which consist of a steel ball between two cup-shaped sapphire jewels,

is retained for the lower bearing in this meter. For the upper

bearing the shaft which supports the disk is drilled out at its

upper end slightly larger than the pin which is attached to the upper

screw and at one point its depth its diameter is reduced to form a

bearing for the pin. At the bottom of the hole is placed a piece of

felt impregnated with oil and capillary attraction causes the oil to

creep up and oil the bearing.

Probably few electric railway officials realize the work, methods

and results accomplished by a first class street railway detective

agency. The common error is in the supposition that the services

of such an agency are only necessary in times of strikes and violence,

or in cases of special leakages or defrauding, not realizing that their

value lies in systematic every-day work in the various departments

of a road, in apparently prosperous and peaceable times.

This work is divided into three distinct branches, namely, spotting,

strike breaking and accident defrauding cases.

The Drummond Detective Agency make a specialty of furnishing

employes, well skilled in any of the departments of electric rail-

way work, who apparently arc employed by the road, the same as

other employes, apparently paid the same as other employes and

doing equally as good and proficient work. These men associate

with, work with and become on an equal footing with the road's

regular employes, thus being enabled to report any trouble brewing,

dissatisfaction, or threatened strikes, furnishing the officials of the

road with the names of the trouble makers or agitators, so that by

laying off tliose employes a serious strike may be nipped in the bud.

This part of the spotting amounts to strike breaking, although

the Drummond Detective .'Agency also furnishes men for strike

breaking, after a strike has been declared. But the proper spotting

of a system as furnished by this company will usually avert a

strike.

One branch of its work consists in investigating and shadow

work in cases of defrauding a railway by fake damage suits. As is

well known there are many instances of injury where large damages

are paid, when in reality the plaintiflf was slightly injured and in

-ome instances where the injury was caused other than by the rail-

way company.

This agency is located at I Ann St., New York City, and is in

charge of Mr. .\. L. Drummond, ex-chief of the U. S. Government

Secret Service.

« » »

West Penn Annual Banquet.

One of tlie many features which have brought the officers and

employes of the railway and lighting departments of the West Penn

Railway & Lighting Companies in closer touch with each other, and

an affair to which both look forward with a great deal of interest,

is the annual banquet. The companies have recently sent out passes

to the many employes and friends of the companies passing the

bearer for the year 1905 along the line of prosperity, health and

happiness, on the reverse side of which is an invitation to the

annual banquet which was held in Pritchard's Hall, Connellsville,

Pa., Wednesday night, December 28th, at 2:00 a. m. Those in

charge have put forth their best efforts to make this affair more

enjoyable this year than before, and among other things provided

special cars from the Uniontown and Iron Bridge barns to convey

the guests to the banquet hall.

In order to further stimulate interest in the construction of the

Cedar Rapids, Waterloo & Northern railway, hundreds of buttons

containing the picture of a trolley car in the center, above which are

the words, "Urbana, Brandon, Shady Grove and Jubilee" and un-

derneath "The Farmers' Favorite Line. United We Stand," are be-

ing distributed.

The city council of Cleveland, O., has authorized the Cleveland

Electric Railway Co. to begin an e.xperimental service for an in-

definite length of time to determine the profitableness of a 3-cent

fare within a radius of two miles from the center of the city. No
transfers will be given on the 3-cent fares and the company has tlie

right to abandon the experiment at its discretion.

Newspaper .reports state that the Cripple Creek Central R. R. pro-

poses to eq\iip its line with electricity.

The report of the Secretary of the Commonwealth of the state of

Pennsylvania shows that the street railway business of that state is

rapidly increasing. During the two years which ended Dec. i, igo4,

charters were granted to 194 street railway companies as against

54 granted to steam railroads. In addition to this there were also

364 certificates granted extending the routes of street railways.
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The Iowa & Illinois Railway Co.

DcHcribiiis the Line, Power Plant, Rolling Stock and Opeiatinu .MctlinJs of the Recently Completed

Interuiban Line IJetween Clinton and Daxenport, Iowa.

Tlie new iiitcnirbaii line between Clinton ;nul Davenport, la., was

fi)rnially opened tn traffic Nov. 20, 1904. 'I'liis roatl, vvhieli is 36

miles in lengtli, practically parallels the Mississippi Valley for tlie

entire distance between its terminals and for a nnniber of miles

rnns close to the Mississippi River, whose nnmcrons wooded islands

and winding banks make the trip over the new intenirban full of

interest and offer at freqnent intervals many charming rustic \fiews.

Starlinp; at Clinton the cars of this company operate arouitrl a

liicip upon tlic tracks of the Slate Electric Co. for a distance of

grade 1,200 ft. long on the approach lo a viaduct over the Chicago &
Northwestern railway at Comanche. The sharpest curve is one of

three degrees.

The cuts along the line are rather light, the heaviest one heiiig

knr)wn as I'inneo cut in Princeton, is alwut 25 ft. deep. Si.\ly

thousand yards of earth were removed from this cut and used

in making an approach of one per cent grade. There arc two

iS-ft. rock cuts on either side of Budd Cretk near Princeton, whose

combined length is 1,000 ft. The only other cat along the line is

INTERIOR OK POWER HOLSE, IOWA & ILLINOIS RAILWAY CO.

tine mile. From the loop in Clinton the company operates over

its own private right of way for a distance of 33 miles to the city

of Davenport, where it operates over a loop on the tracks of the

Tri-city Railway Co. for a distance of two miles.

The population of Clinton is 27,000 and of Davenport, 40,000,

while Rock Island and Moline have together about 50.000. On
the route are the small towns of Princeton, LeClaire and Pleasant

Valley. The rural population in the territory tributary to the line

is an important item but the greater portion of the traffic is expected

to be through business and accordingly the line has been designed

with an especial view to high speed operation. The grades do not

exceed one per cent except at one point where there is a two per cent

one at a station called Tile Works where there is a short 25-ft. cuL

There are several long fills upon this road and considerable trestle

work, which is being filled in as rapidly as possible. There is one

fill at ShafTton three-fourths of a mile long and 15 ft. high and

another south of Le Claire one mile long varying from 10 to 15 ft.

in height. The most noticeable work of this character is a com-

bined trestle and bridge at Wapsie, the whole being 3.100 ft. long, of

which 2,300 ft. of trestle is to be filled. There arc a number of

other trestles and bridges along the line all of which have been

designed for carrying a 40-ton car. There is a plate girder via-

duct 350 ft. long at Comanche, a i50-ft. through truss bridge

at Wapsie ; loo-ft. through truss bridge over Budd Creek and
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i 90-ft. through truss bridge and 700 ft. of temporary trestle

to be filled at Pleasant Valley. The foundations of all culverts

are of concrete and the smaller ones are built with 24-in. to 36-in.

pipes with from one to four pipes to a culvert, the pipes being laid

between concrete head-walls. The larger culverts are open and

have concrete abutments connected by T-beams. There are three

ballast is also procured from another crushing plant at

Le Claire.' .^t present the road is only partially ballasted, but

the work of ballasting is being carried on as rapidly as possible

and the roadbed is expected to be entirely completed during next

spring. The overhead construction is bracket work except at curves

and turnouts where span construction is used. The poles are 30

and 35 ft. long, 7 in. in diameter at the top and were selected to

standard specifications. The brackets are extra long (11 ft.) and

extra heavy, the poles being set 8J4 ft. from the track center to

avoid any possibility of accident from this source. All of the ovcr-

VIEW OF THREE-MILE T.\NGENT. EXTEUIUR OF SUB-STATION .^T PRINCETON.

surface crossings, and one over-head crossing with the Chicago &
Northwestern railway at Comanche. Only one of the surface cross-

ings, is with a main line road ; the latter is a crossing with the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at Shaflfton, Of the other two sur-

face crossings one is with a double switch track of the Davenport,

Rock Island & Northwestern at a place called Quarry, and the

other is a single switch track crossing with the same line at Bet-

tendorf.

Roadbed and Overhead Work.
The track is laid with Illinois Steel Co. 70-lb. T-rails of A. S.

C. E. section in 30-ft lengths. The joints are staggered and are

made with six-bolt fish plates. The track is bonded with the

.\merican Steel & Wire Co's. g-in. U. S. bonds of No. 0000 capac-

head material was supplied by the Mayer & Englund Co. of Phila-

delphia. There are two No. 0000 round trolley wires carried in 20-oz.,

iS-in. clinch and soldered ears which are supported in heavy malle-

able iron yokes ; these are attached to the brackets by short suspen-

sion. The high tension lines consist of three No. 4 hard drawn
copper wires supported in the form of an equilateral triangle on No.

17 Locke glass insulators, the two lower wires being mounted on

4x5 in. two pin arms and the upper wire on a single pin arm at the

top of the pole. The lower insulators are on 12-in. locust pins with

two-inch shanks and the upper insulator is on a i6-in. pin, and the

wires transposed one-third of a revolution every mile. The poles

also carry a telephone circuit on wood brackets just below the strut

from the main bracket, .^t all stations, turnouts, spurs and cross-

OVERHEAD CROSSING WITH CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY, AT COMANCHE.

ity, two bonds being placed at each joint. The holes for the bonds
were drilled on the ground. Spring switches and frogs are used
throughout the main line track and the switches are provided with
dwarf target stands carrying standard steam railroad lights. The
track is laid on No. i oak ties 6x8 in. x 8 ft. spaces 24 in. between
centers. Crushed rock ballast is used and is laid six inches deep
under the ties. This ballast is procured from the railway

companies' quarries at Comanche, where they have erected

a stone crushing plant for this purpose. Some of the

ings, jack-boxes are placed on brackets attached to the poles in such

a position that they can be readily reached from the car. Each

car carries a telephone which can be attached to the jack-boxes

at the regular telephone stations and telephone connections can be

made at any point along the line, by means of emergency poles car-

ried on each car. The telephone line is transposed at every fifth pole.

A dispatching system with the dispatcher located at Princeton

using the Egry triplicate system of dispatching orders will be in-

augurated. Stromberg-Carlson telephones arc carried on the cars.
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In .[(liliiK.ii 111 till' i.vi-r-lu-.-i(l lilies ali'i-acly iiK'iilioiicd there is a No.

0000 direct feeder wliieli e.xleiids frr.iii I'leasaiit Valley lo NiittiiiK'<,

a distance of 3.2 miles.

I'liwer House and .Snh-slalioiis.

1 lie |)i>wer house of tile Towa & Illinois Railway Co. i.s intcresliiiK

a.s licini; llie only niie in lliis eoinilry wliieli is operated entirely by

EXTERIOR OF rOWER HOUSE.

and tile auxiliaries,

in tlic accompanying

the e(juii)meut

steam turbines for both the principal unit^

The power station building which is shown

illustration is decidedly small for the capacity of

which it contains. This building is made entirely

of concrete which was molded in place, the walls

being 13 in. thick, reinforced by 17-in. pilasters. It

is situated on Mill Creek, a small tributary of the

Mississippi, which location is upon the line of the

road and 31/2 miles from the Clinton terminus. The

building is divided into three rooms, the first being

a boiler room 39 x 55 ft., second a generator room

32 X 55 ft., and third a small transformer room

10x15 ft. The opening between the boiler and en-

gine room is provided with a fire-proof rolling steel

shutter. There is no communication between the

transformer room and the other part of the building,

the transformer room being entered only by means

of outside doors. At one side of the building along-

side of the transformer room, is erected an independ-

ent self-supporting steel stack, the foundation for

which is 14 'ft. sq. by 28 ft. deep, and is built of con-

crete. The stack is 140 ft. 6 in. high above the floor

of the building, is 10 ft. in diameter at the bottom,

7 ft. 3 in. at the top and is lined with sand-lime

brick. It was built by the Coatesville Boiler Works.

The entire interior floor space of the building meas

ures 72 ft. 5 in. x 55 ft.

The boiler room is equipped with three Babcock &
Wilcox boilers of 200 h. p. each, and space is left for the addition of

one more boiler of the same capacity. The boilers are provided with

tubes for superheating the steam, and also have extended furnaces in

which the coal is first ignited in front and the fire then pushed back

to the rear part of the grate. This method of tiring has been found

to be most advantageous for the grade of soil coal used in this

part of the country. The boilers arc fired by hand with coal which

is brought in carload lots lo the boiler house upon a coal trestle

running back of the boiler room. The coal is delivered at Clinton

by the steam railroad cars and is drawn over the intcrurban com
pany's lines by a large express car used as a locomotive. A spur

track leading to the trestle is built from the main line of the road

to the power house. Standard size coal cars are easily handled

by this electric car.

The steam header extends straight .across the boiler room over

the rear of the boilers and is connected by means of long bends

to the boilers on one side and to the turbines in the generator

room, the latter bends passing through the concrete partition wall

between the two rooms. The steam header and all the high pres-

sure piping are supplied with Mitchell rolled joints, and- Chapman

gate valves are used throughout. The boilers are fed by two

Barr pumps 7'/z X4'A x 10 in. in size and these pumps are connected

so as to feed cither the boilers or the house tank. The draft of

the boilers is regulated by a "straight line" damper regulator, built

by William P. Dennis, of Philadelphia, and placed in a brick smoke

flue built along the rear of the boilers and connecting to the stack.

In the space betsveen the two batteries of boilers is located a Coch-

ran open heater into which the auxiliaries exhaust. In the basement

there are two .Mberger pumps, 4J4 x 35^ x 4 in. in dimensions, which

raise the water from the hot well to the heater. This water is

obtained from Mill Creek across which a 5-ft. dam has been built

at the rear of the power house and having an S-ft. wing dam parallel

with the rear wall of the building. It may be mentioned here that

the boiler feed and hot well pumps and the air pumps for the

condensing system are the only pieces of machinery in the building

having reciprocating motion.

The two main generating units consist of Westinghouse-Parsons

turbines direct connected to 400-kw. Westinghousc generators run-

ning at 3.600 r. p. m. and generating current at 13,200 volts, 7,200

alternations. These are believed to be the first small turbine units

built to generate current for 13,200 volts. These turbine units are

supplied with -Mberger condensers of the dry vacuum system type.

These condensers arc erected alongside of the turbines on the main

floor and occupy as much or more space than the entire generating

unil.

The maximum overall length of the turbines is 12 ft. 4 in., the

maximum width 4 ft. 6 in. and maximum height 7 ft. 6 in. The total

weight of the turbine is 20,000 lb. These figures include only the

turbine itself and not the generator direct connected to it. Except

for the air pumps which are connected to the condensers it is diffi-

cult to see any motion of machinery in the station, even when it is

AUXILIARY MACHINES.

ill full operation as the generator armature revolves so rapidly that

the motion is unnoticeable.

The condensers are fitted with lo-in. suctions and each con-

denser has 2,000 sq. ft. of cooling surface. The circulating pumps

have 4-in. suction pipes. The circulating water is handled by two
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pumps operating at 2,400 r. p. m. ilrivin by 8-h. p. De Laval tur-

bines which run at 24.000 r. p. m.

.\ separate view is given herewith of the two exciter units and

one of the circulating pumps, all of which arc driven by small De
Laval turbines and the small size of these units is very noticeable,

occupying as they do but three or four square feet of floor space.

The two c.xciters are each of 20-kw. capacity and generate at 125

volts ; the turl)inc speed is 24,000 r. p. m.

The switchboard is located at one end of the generator room

suction and discharge pipes are carried in tliis same duct with the

high tension wiring. The high tension lines which run out of the

building are supplied with Westingbouse high tension switclies of

the stick type and the Westingbouse low equivalent lightning ar-

resters. The high ten.sion wires are carried out through a drain-tile

which is built in the wall and insulators at cither end keep the

wire taut through the pipe. On one .'ide of the stack foundation

a small brick addition has been built which is used fur an oil

room and for waste and other inflammable material.

IOWA .V ILLINOIS KAILWAV INTEKURBAN CAK.

near the exciter sets and stands about 6 ft. from the end wall of

the building. The generator panels each contain oil switches, three

ammeters and two voltmeters on the high tension lines, an ammeter
and voltmeter for the exciter, and one total wattmeter.

The rotary switchboard includes two panels for the rotary con-

verter, one containing an ammeter, a power factor meter, a start-

ing motor switch, a main switch, a synchronizing plug and a General

Electric recording wattmeter. The direct current panel contains

a circuit breaker, a direct current ammeter, two single pole

switches and a rheostat. The rotary converter is located in one
corner of the building and is used for feeding the end of the

An automatic oiling .system is provided for the turbine units

consisting of a pump on the ba.se of each machine and which

is operated in connection with the governor mechanism. These

pumps are of a comparatively large capacitj and maintain a heavy

stream of oil through bearings of the turbines and generators. The

oil then flows by gravity to a reservoir from which it is again raised

by the pump and used over and over.

There are two sub-stations upon the line other than the sub-

station equipment contained in the power house. One of these is

located at Princeton, almost at the center of the road, and the

other is at Pleasant Vallev. which is nine miles from the- Daven-

CAR BARN AND STORAGE YARD, IOWA \ ILLINOIS RAILW'AY.

trolley line near the station. It is a 300-kw. Westinghou.se machine
running at 720 r. p. m. and giving 650 volts direct current. It is

equipped with an induction motor for starting. The transformer
room contains three loo-kw. Westingbouse oil-cooled step-down
transformers, reducing the 13.200-volt current to 393 volts, 7,200

alternations, for the rotary.

The high tension wiring from the generators to the switchboard
IS carried by heavily insulated wires which run in a pipe duct
built along the center of the floor of the generating room; the

port terminus. .\n exterior view of the Princeton sub-station is

shown herewith. This is a small building which is of just sufficient

size to hold the present equipment. Pleasant Valley sub-station is

about the same size, but is built of concrete. The e(|uipinent of both

stations is identical. Each contains a 300-kw. 10-pole Westingbouse

rotary converter which runs at 720 r. p. m. and is fitted with an in-

duction motor for starting. The auxiliary apparatus is of the usual

standard pattern, and neither of the sub-stations contains any un-

usual features of engineering interest.
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Rolling Stock.

The coiDp^my's rolliiin slock is imiisii.-iily JiaiuKnnu-, ;inil ronsists

at present of fonr motor cars, llirce trailers, ojie express car, one

electric locomotive, two flat cars anrl six center dnmp ballast cars.

Ml of the passenger cars and the express car were hnilt hy the

John .Stephenson Co.; each class of passenger cars has been stand

ardizcrl and is absolutely nniform holh in design, decoration and

equipment, 'i'be motor cars are 56 ft. long, over all, and have a

seating capacity for Co people. The trailers are 45 ft. long, over all.

and the express car 40 ft. The motor cars arc momilcd on H:ilil

win Locomotive Works sl.niilard inolnr irncks Nn i;;.), ,uid ilic

Irailcr cars on No. I.'S sl.-ind.nd Ir.nlir Iriu'ks of ibi- same make

dark figured mahogany with dull finish and with panels of mar-

quetry. The ceilings arc of the semi-empire pattern and arc deco-

rated in light green with goM striping. The arrangement of the

interior is somewhat untisual ; the principal compartment occu

pies a little more than half the length of the car and in front of

this is a smoking compartment. Between the smoking compart-

ment and the front vestibule, which is of just sufficient size for the

motorman's cab, is a baggage compartment. The latter i.<i a small

room about 8 ft. long having sliding doors at each side and is used
for carrying trunks and express packages. This compartment is

provided with two side seats which fold up against the front vcsli-

linle lint which may be let down for the use of passengers when

Iowa a ii.m.nois w,\ri,\v,\\ <'<).mpa.\y.

CAIf UAWN.

Daily Hepoht foh
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storm sash which are fitted on the outside for winter use. The deck

sash and transom sash have green art glass. The cars also contain

tanks for drinking water, Pennsylvania Railroad standard basket

racks and candle lamps in bronze. The electric equipment of the

motor cars comprises four G. E, No, 73 motors of 75 h. p. each and

G. E. L-4 controllers.

The lighting is by means of incandescent lamps of which there

are 45 in the motor cars and 30 in the trailers and the lamps arc

evenly distributed over the arches of the roof, giving a uniform

and very ample light throughout the whole car. The rear plat-

forms are provided with Edwards step-lifts, the steps have Mason
safety treads and are edged with bronze. .Ml of the swing doors

arc provided with Blount door checks which insure (he doors being

terior of the baggage car is all in one compartment painted white,

having longitudinal benches running each side of the car which

fold up against the side. The car is neatly finished inside, the

seats being put in with the idea of using it for passengers in case

of emergency

Discipline.

The management of the company has prepared a book of rules

and regulations for conductors and motormen which arc based upon

the A. S. R. A. standard rules, but which are modified somewhat,

especially in the matter of signals, to agree very closely with the

steam roads' code. Two commendable features of this book of

rules are that the general ndes cover only 34 pages 3.>4 .x ,i->4 in. in

size and the book is furnished with an alphabetical index of sub-

lOWA <& ILLINOIS RAILWAY COMPANY.

Scb-Station No. _

Daily Report for 24 Hours Ending 12 Mid 190

TIMC
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second part of tlie order is a memorandum to be retained \>y the

watcli inspector and the lower part is (lie inspector's report which is

returned to (he office of the company. The inspector also keeps a

register which is printed on a sheet 8^ x 141/2 in. on which each em-

ploye signs his name and inserts the date when his watch is pre-

sented for weekly examination. These register sheets containing

the signatures are forwanleil lo (he general manager at the end of

each quarter.

A modified Brown system of marking instead of suspensions was

The following list of meriis and dements shows the marks apply-

ing to the majority of cases, but as it is impossible to assign definite

marks for every contingency this liM is siil)ject to change from time

to time, such changes being posted on the liullctin board.

Immediate Discharge.

Disloyalty to company.

False statements.

Intoxication or drinking while on duty.

.Smoking while on duty.

r. & I. No. IS. .'<K).'l-27-'04. Allen.

riotorman

Conductor

Badge No.

Merlt.s

l<E((im) OF MKRITS AND UEMEBITS.

I).lte. I Di-1)il. Credit Balance.

adopted February isl, for disciplining llie car service employes.

On the adoption of llie Brown system tlie management offered

the following reasons for its adoption and explanations of the

working of (he system: Under the layoff system a man would be

suspended from duty for breach of rules, thus losing his pay, and

under that system men who attended to their duties, thus holding

a first class record, and who performed meritorious acts could

not receive the recognition justly due them, although a good record

should be of benefit to them when being disciplined for some

brcnoh of rules or for an accident.

Dishonesty.

Gross, ungentlcmanly conduct.

Running off interlocker switches without good proof that lever-

man was careless.

Disobeying dispatcher's orders or running by signals at danger or

not indicating clear tracks.

Incompetency.

Merits

—

Securing names and addresses of witnesses who
saw accident, other than those on accident report 2 to 10

1. A I. I'orm 42. 4(IO-12-U-'04. Allen.
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Accidents wlicii avoid.ililc in llic opinion of gen-

er;il nianaKcr lo to discliarge

TalkinK I" others lli:ui |>i.i]ier ollieers of eonipany

al)out accidents 20

l-'ailnrc to make safety stops at crossings loto.so

Unnning crossings witliont proper flagniaii's or

eondnctor's signal 20

I'Viilnre to properly Hag radroail crossings where

re(piiri-(l -"

{'asl running over crossings, switches, around

cnrves. and along streets rcqiiiring slow speed 5 to '20

Keeping current on when passing over crossings

except when alisolntcly necessary 5 to 10

Not ringing gong when passing car 5

Passing standing car on streets without first

slopping 10 to 20

Starting car wilhrnil proper signal except to avoid

collision 20

Not obeying condnclnr's signal 5

l''ailurc of conductor to give proper signals 2 to 10

l''ollowing car in front too close 10

I Icadlight and signal lamps not burning 5

Leaving car without taking reverse lever or noti-

fying motornian >o

Reversing car except to avoid accidents 5 to 20

Careless and indifferent operating of car 5 to 20

I'ecding current too fast S to 1°

Not having proper tools S 'o 10

Running without sand in boxes 5 to 20

Running ahead of schedule time 10

l'"ailure to report delays 5

l"ailure to promptly investigate at once line down

or obstruction to cars 5 to 20

Allowing unauthorized persons to ride in front

vestibule 10 to discharge

Running away from passengers 5 to 20

Failure to report trouble with car or appliances 5

Giving bells too cpiick, before passengers are

safely on or off 5 to 30

Inattention to passengers S

Unnecessary conversation with passengers 5

Unnecessary conversation with motorman 5 to 20

Dirty car 5

llntidy condition of dress 5

Reading on duty 10

Silting down on duly except as provided in

bulletins 10

Profanity on duty 10

Failure to announce stations, streets and transfer

points 5 to 10

Errors in punching transfers and cash receipts 5 to 10

Other acts detrimental to the service in opinion

of general manager 2 to discharge

Every man will be given an opportunity to appeal to the general

manager against any assignment of demerits which he may consider

unjust, but such an appeal must be made within five days of his

notification of the same.

The rules covering accidents are practically the same as those in

force on most street and 'interurban railways, but the form for acci-

dent reports has been considerably condensed and is made out on a

sheet 6;j X 7 in. in size which calls for the following specific informa-

tion

:

Date Time of Day Weather
No. of Car Conductor Motorman

Place where accident occurred.

Name and address of person injured or owner of property dam-
aged.

Position of person or vehicle injured at time of accident.

Nature and extent of injury.

In what position did person fall?

Was person or persons under the influence of liquor;

Direction in which car was going.

At what speed Was motor reversed?

Was car starting, stopping or running?

Direction in which other vehicle was going.

Position of conductor at time of accident.

Position of motorman at time of accident.

Was the motornian sounding the gong or blowing whistle as a

warning of approach of the car?

Condition of track.

Condition of street.

Condition of car, motor, trucks and brakes.

Under these questions are a number of blank lines with the general

instructions to give full details of the accident. This is signed liy

the conductor and motornian of the car. On the back of the card

are spaces for the names ami addresses of passengers and other wit-

nesses. The idea of condensing the accident report to this extent

was this: In many cases where a very large number of questions

arc asked and the outline of a human bcwiy is used for marking llie

parts of the body injured, the motorman or conductor is apt to be-

come confused by the number of the details called for and it is be-

lieved that by condensing the inquiries so that they inclnrle only the

most essential points and by giving the men an opportunity to ex-

plain the accident in their own language, a more comprehensive re-

IKirt will result.

Power House and Car Barn Reports.

Owing to the fact that the power plant of the Iowa & Illinois

Railway Co. is unique and that but little data on the cost of

operation of a station using steam turbines throughout is available,

the management has prepared a very complete set of forms for keep-

ing account of the performance of the stations, the e.xact output of

the plant measured at the sub-station switchlwards, the cost of sup-

plies and the amount of labor charges.

The first form to be considered is the power house daily report

which is shown in one of the accompanying illustrations. This, like

all of the other forms, is arranged for binding in loose leaf ledgers

and the size of the sheet is 21 x 12 in. It is arranged for hourly

readings of all the station instruments and includes the time in serv-

ice of each machine, switchboard readings of each instrument, pres-

sures and temperatures of steam, vacuum, draft, water, flue gases

and air, and readings of the feed water meter. The supplies of coal

burned, ashes removed, lubricating oils and miscelloneous supplies

are entered and from this data are figured the summary of operations

for each day. The form also includes a space for the number of

hours of labor to be charged for each day's operation. While the

form provides for hourly readings of all meters, the wattmeters,

water meters and some other instruments are read at intervals of six

hours.

The form of the daily sub-station report is also shown herewith

and is practically the same as the switchboard division of the

power house report. These two forms are filled out daily and for-

warded to the general office where the different values are figured

out and entered on a monthly power house report, the heading of

which is shown herewith. .\t the bottom of this report are four

lines which are used for entering the total, average, maximum and

minimum values of any heading for the month. By means of these

reports it is intended to keep a very accurate record of the per-

formance of the power plant, and the results tabulated will at the end

of a year's operation include very complete and valuable data on the

economy of this type of station.

There is a duplicate form used for entering materials received

which is filled out by any authorized person who receives and opens

goods, the original being sent to the office and the duplicate being

held by the person who signs for the goods. This form is checked

with the materials order and with the invoice and is then filed

with the duplicate order. In taking goods from the store room a

requisition in duplicate is used which gives the quantity and de-

scription of the goods, the account to which they are to be charged

and the place where they are to be delivered. After these goods

liave been used should there be any surplus it is returned together

with a return requisition in duplicate giving the quantity, descrip-

tion, account number and requisition number on which they were

drawn. By means of these requisitions and return requisitions the

storekeeper is able to keep track of the exact amount of material

withdraw-n and returned to stock.

There are three useful forms used in connection with the track

and overhead repairs, all of which are 10 in. long by 4 in. wide,

made into pads which can be conveniently carried in the pocket.

One of these is used by the inspector of track and overhead work
who enters each day a report of the section of the line inspected

and notes the general conditions
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When any trouble is reported the foreman of the section gang

takes charge of the repairs and each day reports the work done and

the number of men employed and enters this on one of the forms

mentioned. Both of these inspection and repair reports go to the

roadmastcr who attaches them to a daily report which is sent to the

office. The roadmaster reports the work done on each section, also

the conditions on each section reported by the inspectors, the tronblc

reports attended to, and any other information which may refer to

the work of his department.

Tickets.

The city tickets, transfers and passes are of the usual form. The

tickets sold on the cars are of the duplex pattern. A color scheme

is employed for these tickets, red being the color for northbound

cars only and blue being used only on southbound cars. The sin-

gle trip ticket southbound is printed in blue, the duplicate part being

given to the passenger as a receipt for his fare. The single trip

northbound ticket is ex.ictly the same except that it is printed in red.

I HI Farm No Jj i«o r« rt 'oi Alteo

Iowa & Illinois Railway Co.

OhtPKh' FOR WATCH ISsrhX'TJoN. No.

Name

Occupation

ORDER OF EXAMINATION. To be rctaln«d by tn»p«cloi

Dear Sir : Thv hourer

Plfaie exaniitie hiiwotch aniUfU is. In every respect, up to minlraum
quitcfl by Ihe Compnny, vir A grailf e<iii«l to what is known amcMig America

jewel pfllCDl regtiUl.>r. brcK'"-' n»lrsprini!. leversel. ndjusled to heal, cold i

repair bs will, lu yout juilgment. enable i( to run within the maiitninn variat

per week for Ihe oeil Si« moolhsen^uing, fill up and sign the atlached certi

tbls office OD or before the teoth of the mooth foUowinK this date

is employed ns

.Geti 'I Mntuiger.

Illicate 10 b: returned Im mediately BV INSPECTOR to official Issulnz same.

Iowa & Illinois Railway Co.
This C^rtUles llnil

the watch o/

. / erann'aeft

occupation ^

employed on the Division, and found it to be

e(/ual to the standard of excellence required, and in Kuch repair as will

tn my judixment enable it to run {a'itll proper usaf^e) n'itltin a furiation

not to E-YCJ£EI> THIRTi' seconds per n-t-cA.

Inspector.

. . Accepted

Rejected and reason n-hy

No. of Mofcment

Maker and Crude

No. of Caf^e and Ifesiriplion

The round trip tickets are also duplicate tickets and the conductor

sells and takes up only red tickets on northbound cars and blue

tickets on sounthbound cars, thus the southbound round trip ticket

is sold on the northbound car and is printed in blue, and the north-

lx)und round trip ticket is sold on southbound cars and is printed in

red.

Personnel.

The officers of the company are: G. E. Lamb, president; F. W.

Ellis, 1st vice-president; G. W. Bawden, 2d vice-president; J. D.

Lamb, treasurer; R. B. McCoy, .secretary; P. P. Crafts, general

manager; J. .\. McCampbcll, master mechanic.

The contractors and engineers for the entire equipment of the road

and power plant are Pepper & Register, Philadelphia. The superin-

tendent of construction for the contractors is Mr. W. P. Boright.

Mr. Crafts, the general manager of the company, has had a long

experience in interurban electric railway work. He was for six years

manager of the Brockton & Plymouth Street Railway Co., and other

properties and for a considerable portion of this time was connected

with Stone & Webster, of Boston. Later he was for two years man-

ager of the Saginaw Valley Traction Co., resigning to become man-

ager of the Iowa & Illinois Railway Co.

Mr. Crafts has done a great deal of valuable work for the new road

in systematizing the work of all of the departments, and the various

forms which have been described and which cannot fail to be of the

greatest value in showing all of the operating conditions and costs

are due to him.

E. E. POTTER.

New England Street Railway Cluh.

The fifth annual meeting and banquet of the New England Street

Railway Club was held at Hotel Brunswick, Boston, Mass., on the

afternoon and evening of January 26th. The following officers

were elected : President, Edward E. Potter, general superintendent

Union Street Railway Co., New Bedford,

Mass. Vice-presidents for the States: Paul

Winsor, assistant to president Boston Elevated

Railway Co.; Norman McD. Crawford, man-

ager Hartford Street Railway Co. ; L. N.

Wheelock, manager Claremont Railway &'

Lighting Co. ; A. J. Crosby, superintendent

Springfield Electric Railway Co.; J. E. Thiel-

sen, superintendent Providence & Danielson

Railway Co. ; George E. Macomber, general

manager .\ugusta, Winthrop & Gardiner Rail-

way Co. Secretary, John J. Lane, editor

Street Railway Bulletin, Boston. Treasurer

N. L. Wood, with C. N. Wood Electric Co.,

Boston. Executive Committee: J. H. Neal,

Boston; H. E. Farrington, Chelsea, Mass.; W.
D. Wright, Providence, R. L; E. A. Sturgis,

Worcester, Ma^s. ; C. E. Sprague, Boston; John C. Bradley, Wor-
cester, Mass. ; F. .\. Barbey, Boston. Finance Committee : E. E.

Potter, New Bedford; James F. Wattles. Boston; M. C. Brush,

Newtonville, Mass.

The banquet was held in the dining room of Hotel Brunswick,

music being furnished by the First Regiment orchestra. In the

unavoidable absence of the newly elected president, the club was

called to order by Vice-President Winsor, who introduced as toast-

master of the evening Mr. Dan Prendergast, of the Boston Elevated

Railway Co. Speeches were then made by Mr. George W. Bishop,

member of the Massachusetts board of railroad commissioners

;

Prof. George F. Swain, of the Boston Transit Commission ; Mr.

Howard F. Grant, general manager Seattle Electric Co., Seattle,

Wash. ; Mr. F. T. Smith, Vermont board of railroad commissioners

;

Mr. E. P. Shaw, president Massachusetts Street Railway Associatioii

;

Mr. B. F. Cladbourne, Maine board of railroad commissioners; and

Mr. A. C. Whittemore, New Hampshire board of railroad commis-

sioners. The club now has a membership of 576, of wliioh 60 have

entered during the past year.

-•-

Slag for Ballast.

Slag from the blast furnaces of the Thomas Furnace Co. is now
used in ballasting a part of the interurban tracks of the Milwaukee

Electric Railway & Light Co. It is interesting to note the manner

in which this blast furnace refuse is now rendered fit for ballast,

because formerly it was necessary that the large pieces of this

material be crushed by mechanical power in a way similar to that

now used in the crushing of rock ballast. A pit or cistern 30 ft.

deep and 20 ft. in diameter has been dug about 50 ft. from the

skimming trap near the mouth of the furnace. The hot slag is led

in a stream so that it falls over the edge of the pit. As the

hot material falls it encounters a stream of cold water from a 4-in.

nozzle under a head of about 60 ft. The mingling of the two

streams, one of hot slag and one of cold water chills the slag so

that when it reaches the bottom of the cistern the material has

an entirely distintegrated form. The individual pieces of slag are

now about a size which would pass through a ' S-in. screen and can

be readily handled in a drop bucket from an overhead crane and

thus easily loaded on the ballast cars. This material has all the

characteristics of the ordinary slag ballast except the size of the

individual pieces of the material.
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Development of Automatic ('oiiplers for
l:;ieetiic (;ars.

IIY W. T. VAN DOHN.

I li.oi- I'l-'c'ii ixtiiK-slcil iii;iiiy limes to give my experience on tlie

oniipling (incstion, and while In enver my entire experience would

lake a great flenl "f space, I shall try to give the leading points of

interest in llu- i'nildvving brief statement:

ft is well known hy all (hat the coupling qneslion is a perplexing

one. From an oHicial report just received from the United States

Patent Oflke it ajipears that up to the present time ajjproximately

,^,(V)5 automatic couplings have been patented; of these devices

mil over a dozen ever made any money.

It will take some explanation to tel! what il has taken lo hring

an automatic coupling to the present perfection of the Van Dorn

couplings, that will couple automatically within 1-32 of an inch, and

under no conditions can he disengaged in tr.iin service. Il has

taken years of study and thousands of dollars to reach this result.

1 was mechanically inclined from my youth, and learned a trade.

1 commenced my car-huildiug experience in i>%7. I went to Omaha
in ].Sf)8, and was in the car department with Ihe Union Pacific

when ihe company was building overland to the Pacific Coast. I

was sent out to the front with the construction gangs, and stayed

there until the road was completed to meet the Central Pacific, 75

miles west of Ogden in Utah, where the golden spike was driven

May 10, i86g. The experience that I had while in tliat capacity

was a great help to mc in later years, but after the completion of

the road I remained with the same company in the car department

for some five years, and during that time I had work in building

all kinds of cars from a hand car to the heaviest freight and

passenger cars, and had a long experience in truck building, and

also with the freight couplings that were in use in those days.

I had not given the coupling question much consideration until

the early part of the 8o's, when steam roads first commenced their

inquiry for automatic couplings. I took out a patent on a style

that I considered adapted for this class of service, and exhibited

some of the couplers when the roads were making preliminary

examinations for couplings, and I had samples at all their experi-

mental tests. The greatest test ever given was at Buffalo, N. Y.,

about the middle of the 8o's. The railway companies issued a cir-

cular inviting all who had automatic couplings to equip at their own
expense two cars and deliver them at Buffalo for a test, and prom-

ised a thorough and impartial test.

There were 140 different styles brought to Bufifalo for this pur-

pose, and they were all given a severe test. Each style of coupler

was given two tests, one on straight track and one on the shortest

curve.

The test was as follows : The cars were brought together at a

slow speed, three miles an hour, and as a rule they would all make
this coupling. The next time they were brought together quickly,

and hit hard, and in the concussion or rebound a great many
couplers would fail, especially those that were of the gravity lock,

trunion, or any style of drop lock pattern, unless they had three

or four inches play. The third time the cars came together still

more quickly, and as soon as the couplings came together the engine

was reversed and started in the opposite direction; there were

very few that made this coupling.

When the test was over there were only 17 out of the 140 that

made all the couplings, and my coupling was one of the 17.

When the tests were over there were a great many styles that

seemed to have great merit. As the railroad companies generally

were so interested in adopting an automatic coupling, many leading

officials of the different roads were present to witness the tests,

froin presidents down ; but no two could agree on the merits of

any one style tested. The different companies did agree that they

would pick out what they considered the best and equip a large

number of trains for further trial, and two or three of the roads

that were represented were so sure that some of the couplings

tested had great merit that they would take no chances in adopting

them as a standard. They did so and equipped thousands of cars

before they found out their mistake. While some of the other

companies co-operated with the different coupling firms and equipped

a good many thousand cars with the different styles, and spent all

the way from $10,000 up (f am told some spent as much as $100,-

(XioJ, after the couplers were in service two or three years ihcy were

all dropped except those that were on the lines of that now known

as the M. C. B. type.

There were two or three of these M. C. .B. types at the Buffalo

lest; but no decision was reached as to type of colliding until after

the brake tests at Burlington, la., which were, as Interesting as the

coupling test. At Burlington it was thoroughly demonstrated that

to use air brakes or any automatic brakes there would have to

be a tighter coupling than the old pin and link, and all the

trains at this test that had not the M. C. B. type of coupling were

wedged up between the buffers with wooden blocks.

The style of coupling that I had at the Buffalo lest. was not the

same as we use now, but was on similar lines, and would make a

tight lock. A tight lock in those days was considered out of the

question, though 1 never agreed with others on this point. I always

considered a tight lock preferable as I bad seen so many breakages

and disengagements in train service that were caused by excess of

slack. I kept a close watch on all the styles of couplings that were

put into service after the Buffalo test to learn the results, and

when there were so many failures I followed them up to learn

what caused them to fail. I found that the mechanism was not cor-

rect, and while the couplings would give good service when they

were new, when they began to wear they would disengage. The

majority of them had entirely too many parts; there was none

tested but what had three parts to one of mine.

When I came into the field to build couplings for street and ele-

vated roads, I knew that their requirements would be a tight lock,

and I knew from experience that lo make a tight lock all the parts

would have to be on what I style a "fixed fact," and that is the

line on which our style of couplings arc now built. I had from the

outset for street and elevated service the correct principle, but I

had not at the start the correct mechanical construction. And with

all my former knowledge it took me six or seven years with coup-

lings in actual service to develop all the weak points and to correct

the mistakes. I had, comparatively speaking, to build a new design

and all the couplings that we build at present are styled our 1902

pattern.

One of the greatest problems was when the elevated roads

changed from steam to electricity. I soon learned that a coupling

that would stand up under the steam locomotive service would not

stand with the electric motor system, and I also learned that a

coupling that would stand under the older electric motor system

would not stand under the multiple unit system. Then when the

elevated roads changed from the older electric motor system to the

multiple unit system there were things developed that deceived the

majority of experts as they were under the impression that the

multiple unit system would develop only a slight drawbar pull, as

the trains would run for long distances with pin? pulled and not be

disengaged. 1 never thought this to be the case, and I never built

any style of coupling or draft rigging lighter for the multiple unit

system than I did for the older motor system. It has been proved

after a few years of test that it takes about 50 per cent additional

strength in a coupling for the multiple unit system than for the

older system.

I have brought the efficiency of the draft rigging up to the stand-

ard of the coupling, and I have given this question as much study

as I did the coupling question. Anyone who is familiar with this

style of work knows that to make a perfect train service we must

have a perfect draft rigging, and our draft riggings are now so

perfect and built on such simple and strong lines that it is very

essential for the draft rigging and the coupling to go together.

Railroad men often make serious mistakes in ordering equipment

without first advising with the manufacturer as to the conditions

under which the equipment is to work. In the case of our com-

pany we greatly prefer to have our customers' engineers confer with

us. giving us the length of car, weight of car. number of cars in a

train, the curvatures, etc., before placing the order for couplings,

as we would then know what to recommend, and the roads would

be sure to have couplings capable of withstanding the conditions

of their service. We now have 21 different patients, and this was

brought about by the different conditions on different roads, and

the different capacities required, ^\'e keep in advance of the require-

ments as we have couplings now made of which the capacity is

double that needed for any requirements that we have -- '••» i"""

called upon to meet.
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Northwestern Electrical Association.

The thirteenth anmial convention of the Northwestern Electrical

.Association was held in Milwaukee, at the Hotel Pfister, January

iSth, 19th and 20th, about 100 delegates registering.

The meeting was opened with an able address by the president.

T. F. Grover, of Fond du Lac, Wis. The report of the secretary-

treasurer, Thomas R. Mercein, of Milwaukee, showed the associa-

tion to be in a healthy and growing condition. The secretary stated

that the Legislative Committees in Indiana, Illinois and Iowa had

forwarded reports of progress but no reports had come from Wis-

consin or Michigan and that the Minnesota Legislature had not

convened since the last meeting of the association. The commit-

tee on advertising reported that it was meeting with success in

its efforts to standardize the publicity literature used by the central

station companies of the Northwest. With the report of the

membership committee, the names of a large number of new mem-
bers were proposed and voted into the association. A greeting

was presented from the Milwaukee .Citizens Business League in-

viting the convention to Milwaukee for the next annual meeting

The rest of the first day of the convention was spent in listening

to the reading of the following papers:

"The Successful Joint Utilization of Several Small Water Powers

by the Janesville Electric Co.," by W. B. Jackson, of Madison, Wis.,

consulting and constructing engineer for the Janesville Electric Co

"Direct Current V'ersus Alternating Current Distribution," by O
M. Ran, chief electrician of the Milwaukee Electric Railway &

Light Co.

"The Rating of Arc Lamps." by Prof. George D. Shepardson of

the University of Minnesota.

"Distribution and Dollars," by C. II. Williams, superintendent

of the Madison Gas & Electric Light Co.

Then followed a lecture on "Efficient Salesmanship" by the Mil-

waukee manager of the Sheldon School of Scientific Salesmanship-

In the evening the delegates attended a theater party.

The morning of the second day was occupied in listening to a

paper on "Series Alternating .A.rc Lamps," by E. P. Warner, of

Chicago
; an executive session and the annual election of officers

The following is a list of the officers of the Northwestern Electrical

.Association for the year 1905

:

President, C. H. Williams, Madison, Wis.
First Vice-President, R. N. Kimball, Kenosha, Wis.
Second Vice-President, H. Almert, Oak Park, III.

Secretary-Treasurer, Thomas R. Mercein, Milwaukee, Wis.
Directors, P. H. Korst, Janesville, Wis., Ernest Gonzenbacb,

Sheboygan, Wis., and H. S. Gille, St. Paul, Minn.
The afternoon was devoted to the reading and discussion of

professional papers.

First was "High Tension Practice," by W. T. Goddard. Accom-
panying this paper were stereopticon views showing the methods
used by the Locke Insulator Co. in the manufacture of insulators
for high tension work. There were also shown views illustrating

the different types of pole line construction both in the United
States and abroad. In connection with pole top construction and
the choice of pins and insulators Mr. Goddard stated that many
engineers seem to feel that the continuity of high tension service
is better insured by the use of wood rather than iron pins, but,

on the contrary, he favored the use of hollow steel or iron pins
in preference to those of wood, explaining that the added factor
of safety due to the difference in the strengths of the two material.s
would more than offset any insulating qualities which the wood
might have.

Next came a paper on "Single Phase Railways and Their Pos-
sibilities," by Clarence Renshaw, of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co. During the reading of the paper [The sub-
stance of this paper was published in the "Review" for Dec. 20,

1904, page 958—Ed.] views were shown illustrating the single
phase railway motor, its separate parts and its use on cars. In
the discussion of his paper Mr. Renshaw explained in detail and
showed views of the catenary form of trolley construction. The
following question was asked regarding the safety to passengers
when operating a single phase system with a difference of poten-
tial of 3,000 volts between the trolley and the track rail: In case
the track should be covered with dirt so that the wheels were
insulated from the rail would there not be a great chance for a
passenger being injured in boarding or leaving the car due to the

difference in potential between the ground and the frame works of

the car? Mr. Renshaw stated that this condition could hardly oc-

cur in city or interurban work because the 3.000 volts pressure

would pierce any ordinary amount of dirt or ice which might hold

the w-heels off of the rails, thus equalizing the potential and re-

moving any cause for danger.

Mr. Norman McCarty, of Indianapolis, Ind.. next read a paper

"The American Diesel Engine." This was in substance the paper

read at St. Louis by Col. E. D. MeiT and which was pulilishcd

in the "Daily Review-" Oct. 14, 1904. page 792. Mr. McCarty added
some interesting statements re-

garding the cost of power when

using crude oil in the Diesel en-

gine, stating that

:

"An installation of 50 engines,

aggregating 6,000 b. h. p., and rep-

resenting 25 separate and distinct

plants, in service from six months

to five years, has so demonstrated

the fuel economy that the Amer-

ican Diesel Engine Co. offers

ihe following formula to any

user of power, by which he may
determine for himself the exact

cost of fuel from his operating

conditions, under the supervision

of his own attendants and for any

length of time he may desire, c. 11. willi.\ms.

the result of which it is ready to

guarantee, assuming that the plant has averaged one-half load for

the time under consideration

:

"For electrical transmission, 365 A B-^ 8 = cost of fuel per year;

"For mechanical transmission, 365 A B -^ 10.75 = cost of fuel per

year

;

"In which A is number of kilowatt hours, or brake horse power

hours per day, and B is cost of oil fuel in cents per gallon.

"For example, assuming that an electrical installation delivers

1,000 kw. hours per day, with oil fuel at 3 cents per gallon, we

have I

(1,000 X 365 X $.03) -^8 = $1,368.75 as total cost of fuel per year

of 365 days.

"But as the Diesel plant requires no boilers and eliminates the

extra expenses of the fire room it should be credited with this

necessary charge against a steam plant, so that assuming the charge

for water, labor and depreciation of boilers 'for a steam plant of

this size at $2.50 per day, or $912.50 per year, the cost of fuel for

the Diesel would be only $1,368.75—$912.50, or $456.25 per year

in excess of fire room charges (exclusive of coal used) necessary

for steam, and the total coal bills for a steam plant must be kept

within this amount if it would meet the operating expenses of a

Diesel plant. But an average steam plant delivering 365,000 kw. h. per

year would probably require under actual operating conditions 1,100

tons of coal at, say, $3.00 per ton. or $3,300, and assuming the

labor and supplies in the engine room of each plant as equal, the

Diesel would make a saving of $2,843.75 per year, or at least 30 per

cent of the cost of installation."

As explained in the discussion which followed, the essential fea-

tures which distinguished the Diesel engine from all other prime

movers are

:

"l. As all oil fuels have practically the same calorific value, the

cheapest is equal to the highest priced for the purpose intended.

"2. The fuel consumption being controlled automatically by the

governor, the consumption on variable load approaches very much
nearer the theoretical requirements than when dependent on manual

control, as in a steam plant.

"3. The medium for compression being pure air and non-ex-

plosive, no back-firing is possible.

"4. The ignition being caused by the heat of compressed air.

no ignitors are necessary, and no mixtures or explosions tolerated

"5. The ignition and combustion is gradual and continuous, with

a surplus amount of air to maintain complete combustion. Con-
sequently no carbon is deposited and no fouling of valves or cylin-

ders possible."

The Diesel engine, Mr. McCarty stated, costs about $65 perb. h. p.

placed, and weighs about 400 lb. per b. h. p. The engines are built

in sizes up to 1,000 h. p. and are guaranteed to regulate within
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llie standard limits for pnr:illrl ri'Kulalion of allcriiatiiiK current

Kcneralors.

An intercstiuK paper ciilitled "Motor Adaptability" was next

rc-ad by Mr. J. W. Sclmstor of tlic University of Wisconsin.

A vote of tlianl<s was Riven tlic retiring officers after which the

convention adjourned until the following morniiiK when a few

rcniaininR Inisiness details were completed.

The evening of the igth was cnjoyahly spent at a banquet, fol-

lowed by a vaudeville entertaiTinient,

A large and instructive exhibit of railway and lighting supplies

was a pleasing feature of the convention. This exhibit, together

with the reception rooms provided by the supplymcn for their

friends, filled the entire parlor llonr of the Hotel Pfistcr.

t)ne of the interesting features of the meeting of this association

was the exhibit made by the National Electric Co. Milwaukee

being the home of the company, it made special arrangements for

the reception ,nul iiilerl.iinnieiil of its friends attending the con-

vcittion and exhibited at the llotel Pfister, the headtpiarters of the

association, sonic of its specialties. Some bromide enlargements

liimg on the walls gave an excellent idea of some of the larger

electrical machinery made by the liriii ; the Lundell universal mo-

tor, of which the special feature of •construction is a magnetic cir-

eiiil entirely composed of laminations, was exhibited and a nicely

printed bulletin giving a detailed description of this new motor was

brought out especially for this convention; a publication entitleil

tlie "National Electrical Catechism" was presented to each visitor

.iiid as a souvenir of the convention a very handsome watch fob

was given away, bearing as a charm a bas-relief representation of

the company's trade mark. Invitations, which included tickets over

the Milwaukee street railway system, were given to the members
of the association to visit the works of the National Electric Co
In addition to the manufacture of electrical machinery, the recent

order for 700 Christensen air brakes for the Cleveland Electric

Railway Co. was being filled and their manufacture seen at the

works.
« »

Chattanooga Electric Ry.

The Chattanooga Electric Railway Co. is operating .?H miles of

track serving a total population of about So.ooo^persons ; within the

corporate limits of Chattanooga is a population of about 30,000.

The company has 16 miles of track. There are operated two lines

of 6 miles in length and four which are 3, 3^, 4 and 5I4 miles long,

respectively. For all of the lines excepting about 2 miles the fran-

chises are perpetual.

The company has an extraordinarily large number of grade cross

ings with steam railroads, and ihc total number of grade crossings

^
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Paris Metropolitan Railway Co.

BY M. VINGOE, OF PARIS.

The Utility of the Paris Metropohtan railway, a service already

indibpeiisablc to the majority of the Parisian travelling public, has

been greatly enhanced by the opening of line No. 3, extending from

Courcelles (Avenue de Villiers) in the northwest to Pere La-

chaise in the eastern part of the city and serving the principal

boulevards. The line has a length of nearly five miles and in-

creases the total length of the Metropolitan lines in service to 20

miles. The newly opened line presents several points of interest,

in addition to its being the line on which the traffic is expected to

be the heaviest of the three now in service. The actual length of

the line is 7,485 meters (4.87 miles) making, with the terminal

loops, a total of 8,932 meters. Of this length, .some 1,845 meters,

or a fifth of the total, consists of gradients, the steepest of which

is 4 per cent ma.ximum. The curves, except at terminal loops.

are never less than 75 meters radius.

The line, entirely underground, includes 15 stopping places, in

addition to the two termini at Courcelles and Place Gambetta and

the average distance between stations is 466 meters. The service

of trains, with a capacity of 800 passengers and a maximum weight

of 160 tons, has necessitated more powerful equipments than those

in use on the first two lines. The heavy traffic expected on this

line has caused the adoption of the train control system, the trains

comprising five cars, the first, third and fifth being motor cars.

Two types of equipments are at present in service on this line,

one the well-known Sprague-Thomson-Houston type with "bridge"

control and the other being the Westinghouse pneumatic rontro!

known as the turret system.

The Thomson-Houston equipments, some ninety in all, have

been supplied by the French Thomson-Houston Co. The motors

are of French construction and are known as the TH-io, rated at

175 h. p. Two motors per car are used. The gear ratio is 2.44.

Chances of fire are thus reduced to a mininumi, although the body

of the car remains of pitch-pine, no attempt having been made to

supply fire-proof cars, the company apparently relying upon the

above mentioned dispositions to safeguard the passengers. The

motor cars arc placed one at each end of tin- train and (ine in the

R0T.\RIES .\ND SW1TLHB0.\RD, B.^RBES SfB-ST.\TION.

middle and it is stated that this plan has offered f'le most ad-

vantages in making up and running the trains, the starting and

acceleration motion being smoother than with two motor cars

coupled at the head of the trains.

The cars with which these motor tijuipments are used are 14.5

meters long and weigh 25 tons empty ; they have seats for^ 46 pas-

sengers and standing space for 30 more. These cars are the first

cars of the Metropolitan to be mounted on double trucks, and also

C.\1<S 42 FI. 8 IN. LO-NO, EQLIl'I'ED WITH WESTINGHOUSE PNEUMATIC HJ.NTRUl..

The whole of the train control apparatus, excepting the motors

and collecting device, is arranged inside a cab at one end of the

car. This cab is built entirely of incombustible material, and is

insulated from the rest of the car. In it are installed contactors,

reversers, rheostats, air compressor and switching and controlling

apparatus. The wiring is bare, as far as possible, otherwise is

encased in asbestos and enclosed in iron tubing. The collectors

and shoe fuses, couplers and leads are the only electrical material,

besides, of course, the motors, located outside the motorman's cab.

the first to be equipped with train control. These two features are

stated to be giving perfect satisfaction to the company.

The Westinghouse equipments comprise 200-h. p. motors, and

the turret controller is mounted in an insulated cab, similar to

those of the Thomson-Houston type of equipments. Some ninety

of these equipments have been furnished and most of them are

already in service on the new line. The feature of this type of

control, as is well known, is the suppression of the soo-volt train

cable, the control circuit being operated in conjunction with com-
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pressed air by means of a is-volt battery. The trains comprise five

cars, two or three being motor cars. 'I'lic length of these motor

cars is 13 meters and they have capacity for 74 passengers of whom

about 45 would stand.

The maximum lengtli of trains is 72 meters, the station-platforms

being only 75 meters long. At rush hours a .^minute headway

will be given to the trains, when the service is well in hand
;

at

other times, as for instance early morning and late evening, a 5

10 8-minute service is niaiulained.

2.

3-

Section II—4.

5-

MAP OF METROPOUTAN RAILWAY OF PARIS.

From the accompanying map it will be seen that the lines now

open form a divided irregular ellipse, the division being made by

line No. 3. Line No. I extends from Vincennes to Porte Maillot,

and line No. 2, following the northern outer boulevards, makes

junction at the Place de la Nation and at the Etoile. Line No. 3

originates in a loop at Courcclles, beneath the Pare Monceau, mak-

ing there a junction with line No. 2, and proceeds to the Gare St.

Lazare and the Opera, and follows at a short distance the central

boulevards as far as the Place de la Republique, whence it proceeds

to Pere Lachaise Cemetery, passing below line No. 2 with which

it again makes junction. Place Gambetta is reached a short time

after leaving Pere Lachaise Cemetery.

The line is one of the most important of the network of the

Circle—South part (approaching completion).

Courcclles—Mcnilmontant (now open).

Clignancourt— Porte Orleans (now building).

Houlcvard Strasbourg—Pont Austerlilz (com-

menced).

6. Cours Vincennes— Place d' Italic (commenced).

Other Lines—7. Palais Royal— Place Danube.

8. Autcuil—Opera.

Only the northern portion of line No. 2 is in service. The

southern portion is practically completed, consisting

mostly of overhead construction. To make a junc-

tion with the northern part, two bridges over the

Seine, one at Passy, the other at Bercy, arc under

construction and will be ready during the first hall

of 1905. The service over the whole of the circular

line No. 2 can then be immediately commenced. This

line forms a sort of inner circle around Paris. The

outer circle may be called the present steam line of

the Petite Ceinturc, running close to the walls, which

line will probably be electrified at a future date and

its system included in that of the Metropolitan. At

present the inefficiency of its service is proverbial.

In addition to the cars of a length of 14 meters

and 13 meters, as above outlined, there have recently

been placed in service on line No. i (Vincennes-

Porte Maillot) a number of shorter cars (10 meters)

mounted on double trucks. Line No. I was con-

structed under the first regulations affecting the Met-

ropolitan system, which included a stipulation that

the cars of other railway companies were not to be

permitted to run on the Metropolitan, and a narrow

gage and small size of tunnel were insisted upon to

attain this end. .-Mthough the narrow gage was sub-

sequently increased to the present, which is slightly

above the standard railway gage, the size of the tun-

nel was unchanged, and owing to numerous

"iharp curves on line No. I. a double truck car of 10 meters is

tlie maximum length allowable thereon.

These cars are equipped with the so-called double-unit equip-

ments of the Thomson-Houston Co., permitting two motor-

cars to be coupled at ends, middle or at one end of train. Others

have Westinghouse equipments of the type already iff service but

improved and modified according to the latest practice of that com-

pany.

Recent sub-stations opened include Barbes, Etoile and Pere La-

cliaise. All these are similar in equipment, with the usual step-

down transformers and rotary converters, the latter of French

wcfM^ry

PASSENGER BRIDC'.E OVER SEINE RIVER. TR.\NSFORMERS AND ROTARIES, BARBES SUB-STATION.

Paris Metropolitan and has enormously increased the receipts of

the system. Line No. 3, in fact, ranks next in importance to line

No. 4, now constructing, running north and south through the city,

serving the Halles, or central markets, a very busy quarter.

The system of the Metropolitan is thus designed

:

Section 1— i. Porte Maillot—Vincennes (open since 1902 >.

2. Circle—North part (opened in :go2).

construction and with an output of 750 Inv. One or two of the

sub-stations are provided with buffer batteries. There are now

five sub-stations.

The chief construction features of line No. 3, beyond the No. 2

terminal loops, are the passage beneath the Canal St. Martin and

the Opera station. The Canal St. Martin is underground for a

portion of its route, where it crosses line No. 3. The subsoil is
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aquiferous and the canal has no artificial bottom. Two months only

were allowed the contractors for llie interruption of traffic on the

canal and during this period it was emptied and the ferroconcrete

bottom constructed under that part crossing linr No. 3, which

passes some 14 ft. below the bed of the canal.

The Opera station also presents considerable interest, as here

three lines of the Metropolitan system will cross at levels of 6,

II and 16 meters respectively below the road level. These are

lines Nos. 3, 7 and 8, the two latter forming the lower levels, as

yet only on paper. Line No. 3 is the uppermost of the three tunnels

and in order to avoid interference with the traffic thereon, when

the time comes to place lines Nos. 7 and 8 into service, the whole

of the tunnel construction forming the stations has been made.

The foundations were made by means of compressed air caissons,

tliree piers being sunk to a level of 18 meters. The masonry work

is largely of reinforced concrete, with a steel superstructure sup-

porting the street. The stairway (30 ft. wide) descending to the

ticket office is the only e.xtcrior sign of the immense work which

has been undertaken below, occupying some 18 months to com-

plete.

The cost of line No. 3, construction of tunnels, approaches and

stations, but not of the track, equipments and operating mechanism,

has been 2,610 francs per lineal meter, this figure including the

cost of construction of the Opera and Canal St. Martin sections

This line is the cheapest of the three lines in service, the first two

costing slightly above this amount per lineal meter and consisting,

in part of viaduct, whereas line No. 3 is entirely underground.

Line No. 4 is being pushed energetically and runs from Porte

Clignancourt in the North, due South to the Porte d'Orleans. A
tumiel, the plans for which have been approved, has just been let

to contractors and will allow the passage of the line beneath

the Seine. At this point are numerous bridges and an overhead

construction for line No. 4 could not be entertained, especially in

view of the pro.ximity of the Louvre and other public buildings,

the artistic requirements of the city being high.

The remaining lines of the Metropolitan concession are for the

most part on paper only. Plans have been approved and portions

of lines Nos. 5 and 6 have been given out to the contractors, after

the manner in which the first lines were constructed. The work
is done, where possible, on the cut and cover system and there is

in consequence considerable disturbance to traffic. In parts where
the depth or the traffic preclude the use of the cut and cover system,

the earth is transported from the tunnels by means of compressed

air locomotives.

The whole of the construction work for the Paris Metropolitan

railway is carried out under contract for the municipality, which

retains the ownership of the timnels, stations anxl buildings. .\

lease of 35 years is granted to the Paris Metropolitan Railway Co.,

which lays tracks, equips stations, signals, etc., and supplies rolling

stock. In practice, a proportion equal to about 30 per cent of gross

receipts is paid to the municipality by the operating company, serv-

ing as payment for the capital expended on the construction of tlie

system.

Power is supplied to the Metropolitan railway from various

sources: (i) from Bercy power station, owned by the railway

company, containing two 1.500-kw. direct current units, three 1,500-

kw., s.ooo-volts. 25 cycles, three-phase units, and a 1,560 am-
pere-hour battery. (2) From power stations situated outside

the city and owned by private companies, one being situated at

.\snieres, another at Moulineaux ; a third is being constructed at

St. Ouen, and is interesting from the fact that it will contain,

when completed, some 35,000 kw. of turbine driven machinery,

of which about 18,000 kw. is now being installed, consisting of three

Brown-Boveri-Parsons turbo-alternator groups, 5,500 volts, 25 cycles,

three-phase, another group of 3,000 kw. and necessary turbo and
engine driven motor-generator groups. Twenty Babcock & Wilcox
boilers are installed for this machinery.

The two Metropolitan lines in service, of a total length of 15

miles, carried during the first nine months of 1904 a total of 91,-

400,000 passengers. The opening of line No. 3 has made a large

difference to the receipts and passengers carried and the figures for

the last 10 days of 1904 are as follows; Total passengers, 4,920,-

000; receipts, 853,000 francs.

Total passengers carried during 1904 amount to 117,550,500; re-

ceipts, 20,348,950 francs; as against 100,107,619 passengers carried

in 1903 with 17,290,850 francs receipts.

The Cleveland, Wooster, Mt. Vernon & Coliini.

bus Railway Co.

The Cleveland, Wooster, Mt. Vernon & Columbus Railway Co.

has recently been incorporated under the laws of the state of Ohio

for the purpose of constructing, maintaining and operating an elec-

tric railway system between the cities of Cleveland and Columbus.

O. The charter granted to this coinpany covers the handling of

passengers, freight, express and mail traffic; the furnishing of light,

heat and power and the operation of a telephone and telegraph line.

It is the intention of the promoters of this line to at first construct

a standard gage electric railway from Wooster to Columbus, with a

branch to Mansfield, O. ; the line from Wooster to Columbus,

appro.ximating 105 miles, and the branch to Mansfield, 12 mile.%.

Starting from a connection with the Cleveland & Southwestern

Traction Co. at Wooster, the proposed line will traverse the conn-

lies of Wayne, Holmes, Ashland, Richland, Knox, Licking and

Franklin, touching in their order the cities and villages of Mill-

brook, Shrcve, Custaloga, Big Prairie, Lakeville, Loudonville,

Perrys\ ille, Newville, Butler, Ankenytown, Fredericktown, Mt.

Vernon, llunts, Utica, Homer. Johnstown and Columbus. At New-
\ille the line branches off to Mansfield, touching Douglass and

Washington. The population of the cities and towns that will be

touched by this line is approximately igo.ooo. The road will be

constructed with a view to high speed service, of standard gage,

with heavy steel rails, steel bridges and well ballasted. There will

be no grade crossings with other railroads and, for the greater por-

tion, the line will be on private right of way. The general offices

of the company are at Mt. Vernon, O., and the officers of the com-

pany are: President. F. W. Jones; first vice-president, J. J. Vail;

second vice-president, E. F. Shelley; general counsel, J. B. Graham;
secretary, J. A. Tilton.

York (]ounty Railways Beneficial Association.

The permanent organization of the York County Railways Bene-

ficial Association has recently been perfected and application for a

charter has been made to the secretary of state. The association

was founded by the employes of the York Street Railway Co. and

the York County Traction Co., of York, Pa. The objects of the

association are to increase the spirit of fraternalism among the

employes of the different electric railways in York County and to

create a fund to provide for members of the organization in time of

sickness or death. The sick benefit will be $5.00 per week, while

the death benefits are. in case of the death of a member, $100

payable to the wife or mother, and in the event of the death

of a wife or mother of one of the members, $50 payable to the

member himself. Upon joining the association members will not

immediately become entitled to benefits but will be required to wait

a certain period, and if a member leaves the employ of the com-

pany he will be entitled to benefits so long as he continues to pay

dues and assessments. The amount of initiation fee, dues and as-

sessments has not yet been determined but it is the intention of

the organization to discontinue assessments as soon as the funds

of the association will permit. The officers of the association are:

President, William Shaeffer ; vice-president, J. H. Mellinger; treas-

urer, Ellis W. Lewis ; recording secretary, R. S. J. Sitler ; financial

secretary, S. H. Ludwig; trustees, Milo Glassick, Lee Seachrist

and Howard Freed.
-•-

Improvements at Birmingham.

The Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co. is pl.inning a large

amount of rebuilding and new work for the coming season. The

improvements will include cc^al 'lianSling apparatus, coal storage

bins and mechanical stokers af the power house ; extension of gas

mains in all directions, a viaduct over the railroad tracks in Besse-

mer, a terminal in Bessemer with a freight house, waiting station and

electric light offices; the relaying of the South Bessemer line be-

tween Powderly and Bessemer with 70-lb. rails, and the addition

of 10 new motor cars, several new trail cars, a new freight motor

car, new freight box cars and a general overhauling of the electric

light distribution circuits and the replacing of many of them with

heavier copper. Mr. T. A. Emery, of Birmingham, is general man-

ager, and Ford, Bacon & Davis are engineers.



The Indianapolis & C^incinnati Traction C]o.

Description of the First Sinj»lc.Pliasc Electric Railway Built for (commercial Operation.

A very few years ago Ihe proposal lo operate an electric railway

ijo miles ill length from a single power Iiotisc without the use of

rotary converter snb-stations would have been pronounced com-

iiiercially impossible, yet at the very beginning of the present year

wc find such a line approaching completion and a considerable jior-

lion of it in operation. This has been made possible by the develop-

ment of a single-phase alternating-current railway motor.

The single-phase traction system is an American one, the applica

lion of alternating current to railway work in Europe having in-

solved polyphase induction motors, and in the "Review" for August,

lyoj, we had the pleasure of describing the Westinghouse single-

phase railway motor. This motor was recognized as possessing

many points of theoretical advantage for railway work and its test

in practical operation has been awaited with keen interest.

The first single- phase electric railway to be built as a commercial

t'lilure inslalialion of coal-crusliing and aiilomatic coal-handling

machinery, with overhead hunkers which will feed directly to the

boiler grates. The boiler room occupies one-half of the present

building. The rest is divided into two parts, the larger room being

known as the main engine room, while the eastern portion of the

building is set apart as a high-tension chamber.

The generating equipment consists of two soo-kw., 2,300-voll

Westinghouse alternators of the revolving field type, wound for

3-phase, 25-cycle current, and direct connected to cross compound
Corliss engines, built by the Fulton Iron Works, of St. Louis. The
operating speed is 94 r. p. m. The engines are of the double-cylinder

vertical type. Both engines and generators are designed for an

overload capacity of 50 per cent. Each engine is equipped with an

independent jet condenser made by the Dean Bros. Steam Pump
Works, of Indianapfilis Water for condensing purposes is supplied

INTERIOR M.\IN rOWER HOUSE. RUSHVILLE, IND.

undertaking is that of the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co.,

of which Mr. Charles L. Henry is president and general manager.

Starting from Indianapolis, the road will pass through the towns

of Irvington, Julietta, New Palestine, Reedville, Founlaintown, Mor-

ristown, Gwyiinvillc. Arlington, Rusbville, Glenwood, Connersville,

Duiilapsville, O.xford. Hamilton and Cincinnati. It has already been

constructed as far as Rushville, Ind., and, in the course of the pres-

ent year, will be extended to Connersville. It is the intention of

ihe company to push through to Cincinnati at the earliest possible

date. At the present time about 20 miles of road are in operation.

and the new system has been shown to be a complete success and

lo thoroughly justify Mr. Henry and his consulting engineers, Sar-

gent & Lundy, in adopting Ihe alternating current for this important

'peration.

The central station from which this railway w'ill be operated is

located at Rushville, adjacent to the tracks of the Cincinnati, Hamil-

ton & Dayton Railway Co., and distant about 41 miles from Indian-

apolis. The building is a fire-proof structure of brick, concrete and

steel, with well-lighted interior, and skillfully arranged for future

enlargement as the operations of the company are extended. The
present equipment includes three 350-h. p. Babcock & Wilcox boilers,

which are at present fired by natural gas. Provision is made, how-
ever, for the burning of coal if at any time the supply of gas

becomes insufficient, and arrangements have been made for the

by a large mill-race through an underground tunnel running under

the basement floor.

The 2,300-volt, 3-phase. 25-cycle current from the generators is

led direct to two pairs of 250-kw. air-blast transformers, which are

connected according to the Scott 3-phase 2-phase system. The sec-

ondary windings are arranged for 2-phase operation at 33,000 volts,

at which potential the current is delivered to the transmission lines.

A pair of motor-driven Sturtevant fans provide the air necessary

to ventilate these transformers.

The generators are separately excited by direct current at 125

volts. Duplicate exciter generators have been installed, one of

which is direct connected to a Westinghouse steam engine, the

other to a Westinghouse type C induction motor.

The switchboard controlling panels are located in the main engine

room, but the switches, transformers and other similar apparatus

have been installed either in the basement or in the high-tension

cnamber. The main bus bars are in the basement and are supported

upon a masonry structure of most approved design and construction.

Live bars are separated by barriers of "Alberine" stone.

The power house was built according to plans and specifications of

the consulting engineers, Sargent & Lundy, Chicago, and all of the

equipment was purchased under their specifications and installed

under their supervision. The electrical apparatus was all furnished

by Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.

k
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A pair of 300-kw. transformers of the Westinghouse oil-insulated

self-cooling type located in the power house reduces the 33,000-volt

current from the main transformers to a potential of 550 volts, and

feeds that portion of the trolley line which is located within the

limits of the city of Rushville.

Other portions of the trolley are fed at a potential of 3,300 volts,

obtained from the 33,000-volt transmission lines through reducing

transformers which arc installed in transformer stations conven-

iently located along the road at intervals of from to to 12 miles.

.•\t this time three of these transformer stations have been con-

structed, one near Indianapolis, another at Reedville and a third

at Gwynnville. The buildings are very small and compact, meas-

uring but 21 ft. by 23 ft., but their construction is thoroughly sub-

stantial and is fire-proof throughout. The walls are of brick laid

in cement mortar and mounted upon foundations of concrete; the

floors are of concrete laid upon steel beams. The doors and win-

dows are protected by steel shutters. The equipment of each of

the transformer stations so far installed consists of two 300-kw.

oil-insulated step-down transformers of the Westinghouse self-cool-

ing type, 33,000 to 3.300 volts, together with disconnecting switches

and suitable lightning-protecting apparatus, including low-equiva-

lent lightning arresters and static interrupters. Provision has been

made in each station for a third similar unit when required. The
transformer stations contain no automatic switches of any type.

«C

through rotary converter sub-stations and direct-current railway

motors.

At this time the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co. is giving

an hourly service between Rushville and the neighboring towns

towards Indianapolis, and the work is being completed rapidly with

a view to running through cars into the larger city. There are at

present 10 cars which were built by the St. Louis Car Co. The cars

are 55 ft. over all, and divided into three compartments; one ar-

ranged to carry baggage, the center compartment as a smoker, and

a main compartinont with a seating capacity for 38 people. The

cars are handsomely finished in mahogany, with plate glass win-

dows and art glass in the ventilators. The trucks are of the M. C.

B. type, made by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and have steel-

tired wheels 36 in. in diameter and 6-in. axles with 5 X 9-in.

journals. The electrical equipment consists of four 75-h. p. single-

phase alternating current Westinghouse railway motors of the com-

mutator, series wound type, mounted two to the truck. The equip-

ment includes the Westinghouse unit switch system of multiple

control, so that the cars may be operated either singly or in trains.

0VERHE.\D CONSTRUCTION.

but arc controlled altogether from the main central station. They
therefore require no attendance and need be inspected only occa-

sionally when in operation.

The transformer stations were planned by Sargent & Lundy, and

erected under their supervision, the electrical equipment being fur-

nished by Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. The discon-

necting switches in each station were made from designs specially

prepared for this service by Sargent & Lundy.

.As has been stated, the main section of the trolley will be fed

at a potential of 3,300 volts, while in the city of Rushville 550 volts

alternating current will be used. As, however, within the city of

Indianapolis the cars must operate over the already existing lines,

which are equipped for direct current at 550 volts, provision had

to be made for operation with both direct and alternating current

and at a trolley potential of both 550 and 3,300 volts. This single-

phase system, the first to be put in commercial operation, therefore

serves to e.xemplify the adaptability of the new type of motor for

operation upon both direct and alternating-current circuits and to

illustrate the flexibility of the system in regard to voltage.

In the drawings for the power-house wiring there is shown a

2-phase 4-wire circuit, in addition to the single-phase circuits which

connect the power house with the transformer stations. This power

circuit illustrates an arrangement whereby it is proposed in the

future to operate the electric railway now running between Indian-

apolis and Shelbyville from the Rushville station. The Indianapolis

and Shelbyville line is owned by the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Trac-

tion Co. and is at present operated from its own power house

TR.^NSFORMER ST.\TI0N AT REEDVILLE, IND.

As these cars are to be operated by both direct and alternating

current, the rheostatic system of control was adopted. The motors

are geared for a maximum speed of 45 miles per hour and are

arranged for a schedule speed of 30 miles per hour, which has

been adopted for local service. Stops will be made at all of the

cities and towns and at the principal crossings of the country. To
properly take care of the through service, additional "limited" cars

will be run at an early date. These "limited" cars will be equipped

with four 150-h. p. motors and will be arranged for a schedule

speed of from 50 to 60 miles per hour, as, under the provisions

of the various franchises under which the company operates, they

will not have to make stops in the country or in the smaller towns

and will be required to make only one stop at each of the larger

intervening cities. It is expected that when the road is completed

from Indianapolis to Cincinnati these "limited" cars will make the

through trip from the center of one city to the center of the other

in three hours' time.

The road has been built with a view to handling heavy freight,

even to the extent of handling long trains, and it is confidently

expected that the use of a high voltage on the trolley wire and

the sliding contact bow trolley will make such a service possible

without experiencing the difficulties which have heretofore been en-

countered when a heavy freight service has been attempted with

direct-current operation.

Each car is equipped with two trolleys—one of the bow type

designed for high potential service; the other, a modified form of

the union standard trolley, intended for use on the direct-current
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line in Indiannijolis niifl llic Inw-voItaRC allcrnating-ciirrcnt line in

Knshvillc,

'Che roadway is believed Id lie etiiial lo that ot any line in the

country. The track is graded in accordance with the best practice.

cuts and fills having been made wherever necessary lo avoid excess-

ive or frcrinent grades. I'dr a distance of nearly 50 miles frnni

Indi.mapolis there is no grade in the line to exceed I'/j per cent,

.md. while from that point on toward Cincinnati the country is less

level and in some cases straight lines have been preferred even at

the expense of slightly increased grade, it is confidently expected

that, with the true aliginueut secured and the low grades cncoun-

105-rr. RRinr.E OVER Bir. sfgar crfek. n'far new Palestine, iNn.

(ercd, greater speed can be ni.iiutaincd willi comfort and safety to

passengers than on any steam road now operating in that vicinity.

So far as has been yet determined, the heaviest grade will be 4

per cent.

The roadbed is graded 28 ft. wide on lop tor a double track, with

slopes on fills and in cuts oV V/z to i, and upon a grade line that

puts the track in most instances above the level of adjacent lands,

so as to avoid trouble on account of snow. In" the construction of

the roadway, bridges, etc., provision has been made in every case

for double track, though but one track has been laid at the present

time. The bridges across all streams are constructed in the most

approved manner, either with concrete steel arches or witli steel

girders and stone abutments. The upper structures have been built

of the very best steel construction by the Indiana Bridge Co., of

Muncie, Ind., and are made of sufficient strength to carry trains

of cars having a gross weight of 100 tons per car. Though all abut-

ments have been built for double track, the superstructure at the

present time is arranged for one track only. It will be noted that

provision has been made for the heaviest demand in respect to size

of cars and length of trains likely to be experienced in the near

future.

Wherever possible the track has been laid upon the company's

private right of way. Where the land is level and there are no con-

siderable fills or cuts, a right of way four rods wide has been se-

cured, but wherever peculiarities of construction made it desirable,

a wider right of way has been obtained. In all of the smaller

towns the private right of way has been continued through, and the

road has been constructed upon streets or highways only in cities

, of such size as to make it necessary. Wherever possible, curves

have been avoided and such an alignment has been secured between

cities and towns as will permit of very rapid running with entire

safety to passengers and equipment. In most instances the right

of way has been protected by a woven wire fence erected under

an agreement with the land owner whereby he maintains the fence

and keeps all gates closed. Wherever such agreements have not

been secured the right of way has been fenced with barbed wire

In most cases the company has also been granted the right to cut

and keep out any timber on adjacent lands which might interfere

with its wires and fences or with the operation of the road.

I'he track is laid with 70-lb. T-rail in "jo-ft. lengths, connected

with Weber rail joints and Ohio Brass No. 0000 lO-in. copper

bonds, with Js-in. terminals under the plates so as not to be exposed.

Cross bonds are put in every half-mile and long bonds under all

special construction. All switches and other special devices have

been furnished by the Buda Foundry & Manufacturing Co., of Chi-

cago, the construction throughout following the highest standards.

Turn-outs and cross-overs arc constructed so as to avoid danger

of open switches. The ties arc mostly of first-class white oak or

burr oak, though a few of chestnut have been used. They all

measure 6 X S 'n. by 8 ft., and are laid 3,280 to the mile. The
bridge ties arc of long leaf yellow pine. Ciravcl ballast has been

used throughout the whole line, and is generally laid 8 in. under the

ties and level with the top of the rail. In the streets of Kushvillc

an l8-in. layer of broken stone has been placed under the ties.

The high-tension tran.smission lines are composed of No. 4 bare

copper wire. A single-phase circuit leads to each transformer sta-

tion. The high-tension wires arc supported on large porcelain insu-

l.itnrs, held by iron pins to strongly constructed cross-arms, mounted

upon a separate line of poles which are set near the edge of the

right of way.

Mong the private right of way the trolley wire is suspended

from poles set in the center of the grade 100 ft. apart, with a

bracket made of angle iron loo|)cd at the end so as to carry a large

Hat insulator from the top of which is run a 7-16-in. steel stranded

cable or messenger wire. The trolley is formed of No. 000 copper

wire and is carried 8 in. under the messenger cable, to which it is

attached every 10 ft. with specially made steel clamps. This form

of construction is known as the catenary suspension. The steel

messenger cable is drawn tight. The insulators are large and strong,

and even if one is broken the steel cable would remain suspended

from the top of the bracket. As the trolley is attached to the steel

cable every 10 ft., breaks will seldom occur, and, even if one

should take place, not more than 10 ft. of trolley wire would be loose.

The catenary construction provides a practically level trolley, with

no sudden bends at the insulators, such as is often found with the

ordinary suspension. This point is of particular advantage in high-

speed service. The trolley wire is suspended 18 ft. above the track.

Where the tracks are in the streets, the poles are set on the sides

of the streets and the trolley suspended from span wires. Other-

wise, the construction is the same as along the private right of way.

The overhead material for the entire line construction was sup-

plied by the Westinghouse company according to designs and speci-

fications of Sargent & Lundj-.

The entire system is provided with two metallic circuit telephone

lines, one of which is reserved exclusively for the train dispatcher;

OVERHE.Mi Lllu.-5l.Ni. NEAR JULIETTA. IND.

the other line is intended for general company business. Each car

carries a telephone, so that communication can be had with the train

dispatcher at intervals of 2,000 ft. Telephone wires are carried

on porcelain insulators on cross-arms near the tops of the trolley

poles. The wires are transposed every 500 ft. in order to avoid

disturbance by the current in the transmission lines.

The poles are all of selected white cedar; those for the center

trolley construction are 40 ft. long with 7-in. tops, and the side

poles for the high-tension lines are 35 ft. long with 7-in. tops. All

poles are set 6 ft. in the ground and are carefully tamped; 30-ft.

poles are used for the streets in the cities where there are no feed
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wires and the poles arc used only to support the span wires; while

on the other side, where the high-tension lines run, the poles vary
in height from 40 ft. to 60 ft. so as to carry the transmission lines

above the shade trees. All the side poles along the streets are

neatly shaved and painted and are set in concrete. The 6o-ft. poles

are of Idaho cedar, and are smooth and straight as if turned in a

lathe. The entire pole line was constructed under the direction of

Mr. A. A. Anderson, general superintendent of the Indianapolis &
Cincinnati Traction Co., and under the immediate supervision of

Mr. Oscar D. Emery. The work is of a most excellent character

and attracts the attention of the most casual observer.

WESTINGHOUSE 75-H. P. .\LTEEN.'\TING-CURRENT. SINGLE-PHASE, SERIES-

WOUND RAILWAY MOTOR.

The Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co. was organized Feb 4.

1903, under the laws of Indiana. It is managed by a board of seven

directors, consisting of Charles L. Henry, Indianapolis, president

and general manager ; Ephraim Marsh, Greenfield, Ind., vice-presi-

dent; Wm. L. Taylor, Indianapolis, secretary; Endorus M. John-
son, Indianapolis, treasurer; James W. Fesler, Indianapolis; Theo-
dore P. Rose, Muncie, Ind. ; Wm. M. Frazee, Rushville, Ind.

The general office of the company is at Rushville. It is a three-

story frame building with a slate roof and was constructed from a

residence which was purchased in the first instance to enable the

company to make an easy curve around the corner. , The building

ARMATURE OF MOTOR.

is now equipped with fire-proof vaults, heated with steam, and
lighted from the company's own power station and is arranged
with ample accommodation for the general officers of the company.
Waiting rooms and baggage rooms are also provided. The execu-
tive officers of the company are located in the Traction & Terminal
Building at Indianapolis.

Under the provisions of the franchises of the Indianapolis Trac-

tion & Terminal Co. interurban lines are allowed to enter the city

over the tracks of the city company by such roads as the city desig-

nates, upon payment to the city company of an agreed or ascertained

compensation. The Traction & Terminal company has made a uni-

form agreement with interurban roads for entrance into the city

over its tracks whereby the interurban road pays 4 cents for each

passenger carried while on the city lines. This agreement entitles

the interurban line to all of the privileges of the Terminal Station,

where all, the interurban roads of Indianapolis enter.

The Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co. has franchises of a

most favorable character in all of the cities and towns through

which the line passes. 'I'hey uniformly run for a period of 50 years

and contain no objectionable features regarding the pavement of

streets, the erection of iron poles or the payment of a franchise tax

to the state or town. The franchises in the cities of Rushville and

Connersville permit the company to run "limited" cars, making only

one stop in each city. In all of the smaller towns the franchises

specially provide that "limited" cars need not stop at all. The fran-

chises also provide for the carrying of freight, express and mail

matter under reasonable regulations of the various cities and towns.

.^11 private rights of way and franchises outside of cities and towns

run in perpetuity.

The most interesting feature of the new installation, made possible

by the use of the alternating-current system throughout, is the ab-

sence of the rotary transformer sub-station and the consequent

small amount of feeder copper required. The No. 0000 copper

trolley wire is supplemented by no feeder and the only lines required

are the No. 4 high potential transmission lines which connect the

main power house to the transformer stations, The system there-

fore makes possible a great saving in copper and does away entirely

with the expense usually incident to the operation of sub-stations

and which may be regarded on an average as amounting to the

wages of three men, aggregating not less than $6.00 per day for

each sub-station. The adoption of the alternating-current system

makes possil)Ie for the three transformer stations already installed

between Indianapolis and Rushville a saving in wages amounting to

$6,570 per annum. It is estimated that for the 10 stations which

will be installed between Indianapolis and Cincinnati a total annual

saving of $22,000 is thus made posible in wages alone. In addition

to this there will be a large sum of money saved in the maintenance

and repair of machinery.

President Henry, whose foresight and courage made possible the

trial of the alternating-current railway motor in so large an opera-

tion, is one of the pioneers in the development of modern electric

traction. In 1897 he built the first interurban line in Indiana, and

under his management the Union Traction Co. in 1900 united a

.system of lines extending from Indianapolis via Anderson to Mun-
cie, from Anderson via Alexandria to Marion, and from Alexan-

dria to Elwood, with about 100 miles of line.

Manganese Steel.

Editor "Review"

:

I noticed that in the January number of the "Review" you report

the December meeting of the New England Street Railway Club

and the paper which I read at that meeting. While I appreciate

the quite full report, there is one quotation of what 1 said which

is incorrect, and as it is somewhat important, I would be obliged

to you if you would correct it in your ne.xl issue.

.^t the beginning of page 55 you make me say that as the orig-

inal patent of Mr. Hadfield on the alloy containing a certain per-

centage of manganese had expired and the production of the alloy

was therefore public property, "a number of different manufac-

turers were using it with success." This is not correct, or at least

it might be misleading. What I did say was that Mr. Hadfield's

original patent covering an alloy with a certain percentage of

manganese had expired a couple of years ago and the production

of an alloy of this description was public property, of which a

number of manufacturers in various lines in which manganese

steel had been eminently successful had taken advantage, but that

Mr. Hadfield's invention was not alone the alloy, but the proper

development of its properties by treatment, which treatment is still

protected by subsequent patents, and which patents, as stated pre-

viously in the paper, were controlled in the United States by the

Taylor Iron & Steel Co., of High Bridge, N. J.

Yours truly,

V. .^ngerer, Vice-Pres..

Philadelphia, Jan. 24. 1905. Win. Wharton, Jr.. & Co., Inc.

A suburb of Revere Beach, Mass., is known as Streetcarville.

This name originated from the large number of residences consisting

of old horse cars, which a local transportation company sold at $10

each, and which are arranged in regular street formation.
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Meeting of A. S. K. A. Executive (Committee.

Uii Fcliruary .3(1 ami 4tli, llie executive committee of the Amer-

ican Street Railway Association licld a mecling at the Holland

House, New Yorl< City, at wliicli were also present representatives

of tlic Accountants', the Mechanical and Electrical, the Claim Agents

and the Manufacturers' associations. The principal purpose of this

mecling was In consider plans for the re-organization and possible

amalgamation of the various street railway associations with th.-

American Street Railway Association. Mr. W. Caryl Ely, president

(if the American Street Railway Association, briefly summed up the

action taken at St. Louis, wliich was in favor of a re-organization of

the American Street Railway Association, and emphasized the need

nf careful consideration before any definite action be taken. Mr. Ely

stated that his mind was open as to what should be done, and that

he believed that the best result would be obtained by submitting the

question to a sub-committee representing all the associations. As a

basis to work upon he highly approved the plan suggested by Mr.

Richard McCulloch of St. Louis, which is given herewith.

MR. MCCULLOCH'S PROPOSED PLAN.

Bi-fore street railways attained their present importance, the

president, manager, superintendent or operating head of the rail-

way dirctcd its every detail and was interested in every part of the

work, from the care of horses and the construction of track to the

accounting and financial problems. At that time he took part in the

discussions at the general meetings of the American Street Rail-

way Association because he foil familiar with all the questions there

presented.

With the growth in size, importance and wealth of street rail-

ways, however, these conditions have changed, the diflfcrent depart-

ments now being under the direction of specialists. The super-

intendent of transportation is no longer interested in accounting

propositions, and the master mechanic does not care to sit through

a discussion on transfers. This is shown by the fact that for sev-

eral years there has been a poor attendance, a general listlessness,

inattention and lack of discussion at the general meetings of the

main association, while quite the reverse has been the case at the

meetings of the accountants and mechanics.

To prevent the breaking up of the association by the further

secession of organizations of specialists, and to enable the asso-

ciation to perform the good of which it is capable, the following

plan of organization and meeting is proposed :

L The annual conventions shall combine general meetings of

the American Street Railway Association together with meetings

of certain .sections to which the consideration and discussion of

papers and technical questions shall be allotted. The following sec-

tions are suggested.

A. FINANCE. POLICY, ORGANIZATION, LEGISLATION.

It is presumed that the presidents, managers, directors, etc., would

attend the meetings of this section, and if deemed advisable its

meetings could bo held in executive session.

1!. TRANSPORTATION.
This section is for superintondents, and such questions as trans-

fers, time-tal)Ies. inspection, etc.. would naturally come before it.

C. ACCOUNTING.
'I'his section would perform the work now done by the .Account-

ants' Association.

I). ROLLING STOCK AND CAR EQUIPMENT.
This section would consider questions relating to the construction

and maintenance of cars, trucks, motors, etc., which are now taken

up by the Mechanical and Electrical Association.

E. POWER PLANT AND POWER DISTRIBUTION.

Matters regarding the construction and maintenance of power

plants, high-tension distribution, low-tension feeders, overhead con-

struction, together with the consideration of new systems for the

supply of power, would come before this section.

F. BUILDINGS AND ROADWAY.
I hi'i section would discuss building and track problems.

G. CLAIMS AND DAMAGES.
In the meetings of this section, those interested with the settle-

ment of damage claims could get together and compare notes.

II. The necessary changes in the constituticm and by-laws of

the association shall Ix; made that the officers of the association

shall consist of a president, vice-president, permanent secretary and

treasurer. The permanent secretary shall be the executive officer,

statistician, keeper of records, etc., performing similar duties to

the secretaries of the various engineering societies.

The executive committee shall consist of the president, vice-

president and treasurer of the general organization, together with

the presidents of the different sections. 'I'his executive committee

shall perform the work of the present executive committee and

shall have the power to increase or diminish the number and scope

of the various sections as it may deem advisable.

III. Sinudtaneous meetings of the various sections may be held

. al the annual conventions, but meetings of related sections should

be so arranged that a delegate who is interested in questions com-

ing before more than one section may have the opportunity of at-,

tending the meetings of several sections. For instance, the man-

ager who would attend the meetings of Section A should have

his choice of the other sections. The meetings of the superinten-

dents and roadmasters should be held at different times so that one

delegate may attend both sections. The same arrangement should

be made for the master mechanics and the power plant men, and

for the accountants and claim agents.

A printed program of the meetings of the various sections, to-

gether with the papers and topics to be brought up at each meeting,

should be distributed in advance of the annual convention, and this

program should be strictly followed, so that a delegate may come

to the convention knowing what questions he wishes to discuss and

how to dispose of his time to the best advantage. There is no

reason why the meetings of the sections should not begin at 9 a. m
and continue, with a recess for lunch, until 5 p. m., and if the busi-

ness cannot be completed during the day sessions there is no reason

why a certain section may not hold a night session.

There will be ample time for a delegate to examine the exhibits

when his particular section is not in session, or the executive com-

mittee may assign a day for this purpose.

In order to illustrate the application of the scheme thus out-

lined, the following program for the year 1905 is mapped out,

the dates being chosen at random

:

ANNUAL CONVENTION, A. S. R. A., 1905.

Tuesday, Sept. 26, 1905.

g a. m. to 12 m. General Meeting of the Association.

Call to Order.

.\(ldrcss of Welcome.

President's .\ddress.

.Abstract of reports of Secretary, Treasurer and Executive Com-

mitece.

Reports of Committees.

General Business of the Association.

Appointment of Nominating Committees.

2 p. m. to 5 p. m.

Meeting of Section B (Transportation).

" C (.Accounting).

D (Rolling Stock).

Wednesday, Sept. 27. 1905.

g a. m. to 12 m.

Meeting of Section F (Roadway).
" " C (Accounting).

E (Power Plants).

2 p. ni. to 5 p. m.

Meeting of Section B (Transportation).

" " " G (Claims).

D (Rolling Stock).

Thursday. Sept. 28. 1905.

g a. m. to 12 m.

Meeting of Section .A (Finance, Legislation, etc.).

2 p. m. to 5 p. m.

General Meeting of the Association.

Unfinished Business.

Report of Nominating Committee.

Election of Officers.

.Adjournment.

The following is a resume of the allotment of time:
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Section A—Finance, Legislation, Organization, etc 3 hours
" B—Transportation 6

"

" C—Accounting 6
"

" D—Rolling Stock and Car Equipment 6 "

" E—Power Plant and Power Distribution 3
"

" F—Buildings and Roadway 3
"

" G—Claims and Damages 3
"

Total time spent in meetings of sections 30 hours

'lime allotted for general meetings of association 6

This division of work will give 30 hours of section work during

a three days' session of the convention, and allowing one hour and

thirty minutes for the discussion of each topic or paper. There

is time for the discussion of 20 subjects, which about quadruples

the capacity of the present organization. It is unnecessary to dwell

on the fact that the topics would be discussed by men who are in-

terested in the questions and that, as the meetings would be smaller.

discussion is apt to be freer. The above outline is merely given as

an illustration of what might be done under this scheme and with-

out any intention to limit the sections to the time allotted to them,

or to establish any arbitrary limit to the number and scope of the

sections. This should be established by the executive committee of

the association from time to time.

Precedents for this method of disposing of the business of large

conventions exist among the educational associations, notably the

.American Association for the Advancement of Science, which has

for a number of years conducted very successful meetings on this

basis.

Mr. McCuUoch made some further explanations of the plans sug-

gested by him, dwelling upon the fact that the general scheme was

one which had been found to work well in connection with the

.-Knierican Association for the Advancement of Science, many of the

members of which were interested in the work of more than one

of the sections of the association.

Mr. W. G. Ross, president, of the Street Railway Accountants'

Association, expressed approval of a great many of the features of

the plans suggested by Mr. McCulloch, but said be was opposed to

having his association placed as a part or section of the parent asso-

ciation ; he wished to retain the name and identity of that associa-

tion, which bad been in existence since 1897 and had got into close

touch with steam railroad commissioners of the country. Mr. Ross

did not believe that the work of the secretary's office of a combined

association could be done in a satisfactory manner by a general

secretary, as there was in connection with the work, of the Account-

ants' association alone enough work to keep one man busy. Mr
Ross also touched upon the desirability of having the matter of in-

dividual membership in the various associations considered.

Mr. C. F. Baker, president of the American Railway Mechanical

and Electrical Association, expressed ideas similar to those of Mr.

Ross. The Mechanical and Electrical association is an association

of engineers and independent in a way of the American Street Rail-

way Association. It needed financial assistance, however, to make
it the benefit it should be to its members and the railway companies

they represent. Its secretary should be a technical man familiar

with the line of work undertaken by the as.sociation. As the pres-

ident holds office for only a year, whereas the secretary is habit-

ually re-elected, it is the secretary who should be the active exec-

utive officer of the association.

Mr. H. H. Adams spoke along the same lines as Mr. Baker.

Mr. W. H. Dibbs, president of the Claim Agents' Association,

stated the progress it had made since the St. Louis meeting and ex-

plained the manner in which his association had already proved of

great assistance to its members by aiding in exposing fake accident

workers.

Mr. D. M. Brady, chairman of the Manufacturers' Association,

spoke at some length as to the attitude of that body, which was

anxious to co-operate in every way with the American Street Rail-

way Association. Mr. Wm. Wharton, Jr., also addressed the meet

ing as a representative of the Manufacturers' Association.

Mr. H. H. Vreeland criticised the American Street Railway Asso-

ciation for its backwardness in still adhering to horse car methods

in conducting its business while the business of the members was

conducted along modern lines with advances commensurate with the

change of conditions. Mr. Vreeland referred to the various associa-

tions in the steam railroad field, particularly the American Railway

Association and the Master Car Builders' Association. He also calls

attention to the need of an association bureau charged with the col-

lection of general information and its distribution to those in need

of it.

.'Ml the speakers expressed approval of the principal features of

Mr, McCulloch's suggested plans and approved of the suggestion to

submit the matter to a sub-committee. On motion a sub-commit-

tee to consist of four members of the American Street Railway

Association and one from each of the other associations, with Pres-

ident Ely as chairman ex-officio, was appointed. This committee

comprises

:

American Street Railway Association—W. Carly Ely, chairman

ex-officio; Richard McCulloch, C. G. Goodrich, E. C. Foster and

VV. E. Harrington.

Street Railwa.v '\ccountants' .\ssociation of .\merica—W. G. Ross

;

Frank R. Henry, alternate.

.American Railway Mechanical and Electrical .Association—H. H.

.Adams ; E. W. Olds, alternate.

.American Association of Street Railway Claim .Agents—W. A.

Dibbs; \V. 11. Renaud, Jr., alternate.

American .Street Railway Manufacturers .Association—W. H.

Heulings, Jr.; Wm. Wharton, Jr., alternate.

The association decided to hold the 1905 convention at Phila-

delphia during the week beginning Monday, September 25th. Head-

quarters will be at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel.

Handling Express by Electric Suburban
Railways.

BY E. A, EV.ANS. M-VNAGER QUEBEC RAILWAY, LIGHT & POWER CO.

The writer submitted a paper to the Canadian Electrical Asso-

ciation in ig02 upon "Electrical Suburban Railways," in which he

took the ground that steam railroads will, in the near future,

handle their suburban and short distance interurban passenger

traffic and mail, express, baggage and light local freight by elec-

tric motive power. In this paper the writer submitted statements

showing the results from passenger traffic, of carrying out this the-

ory upon the existing steam railway running between Quebec, Ste.

.Anne and St. Joachim, a distance of 25^ miles. These results

showed that during the -year 1889-1890, the first year's operation.

95.563 passengers were carried and in 1899-1900, 261,175 passengers

were carried ; this under the old regime of steam railroading.

The next year, 1900-1901, under the electric motive system, 537,-

933 passengers were carried and last year, 1903-1904, 877,310 pas-

sengers were carried, of which number 155,980 passengers were

carried by steam trains. (By way of explanation, it is neces-

sary to mention that the same number of steam trains, arriving and

departing at the same hour, are being operated now as in 1899-1900.)

.And the passenger receipts, which averaged $38,246.47 a year during

the II years of steam operation, last year amounted to $96,943.47;

from this it will be noted that the average fare per passenger has

decreased from 18.17 cents to 11.05 cents, showing that the more

frequent service permits of and encourages the residents along the

railway to visit from village to village, which under the old

system was not so frequent and at the time, as there has been no

apparent increase in population, accounts for the large increase in

travel.

In 1900, the writer issued instructions to all agents to make a

report of all parcels, hand valises, baskets, canes, umbrellas, etc.,

which were handled by them, to be taken charge of and for which

no charge was being made ; in other words, the agents were taking

charge of these parcels merely as an act of courtesy and without

responsibility. The results showed that large numbers of parcels

were being left, and an inspection of the reports showed that these

parcels at the Quebec office principally consisted of groceries, meat,

laundry, etc., whereas at the wayside stations, they consisted of

vegetables, cut and uncut flowers, fowls, laundry, etc. Conse-

quently, in the spring of 1901, parcel offices were opened at each

station and agents were instructed not to accept the care of any

packages without making a charge of 5 cents for each article for

the first 24 hours, and a similar charge for each additional day.

•Rend hi'foni the CnniKllaii Street RaUway Association, Derember. I!tii4.
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and a supply of piirccl checks was at Ihc same time issued. This

luovemcut created considerable opposition from the regular pas-

sengers who, by reason of their having had a privilege for over

II years, now claimed it as a right; as a consequence, receipts

which were aiiticipatcil frcjin agents' reports to amount to several

are arrived at according to classification arranged by the Canadian

Freight Association, the diflcrcnt railways of course having their

own rates lint abiding by the classification made by the association.

Rule 30 provides for such articles as the Quebec Railway, Light &
Power Co. is now carrying under the express, baggage and light

THIO WAY OILL TO Ul MADf IN DUPLICATf AND OM COPY TO (II BINT TO AUDIT OFFICC

()mV,m IIAILWAY, MlillT AM) I'OWKR CO. no. 2001
(MONTMORENCY DIVISION.)

If/O

OOKDUOTOE'S WAT-BILL OF FRZIOIIT FOKWABDED In.,,.

!,ntiiiU uf Cur

No. 0/ Car

NoTi.—Coniluclori In WByllllllng Prelgbl Witt nol«4Mr lb» o4d pAQDdl-nlitn IhrYriclien U S or over, call il l#il pwMda

.

wbcn it It uDdtf 6 caII it 4

Shipper
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The rules governing the service ,Trc as follows

:

E.xpress Freight.—All goods weighing less than 100 lb. offered

for shipment, will be carried on any regular passenger or electric

train, with all despatch possible.

Each parcel, bo.\, etc., must be properly packed and addressed

in full before a receipt (Form B 32) is given to the sender. Fresh

fish, fresh meat and any other perishable articles must be prepaid.

.\ny dangerous articles will not be accepted except on special orders

from the superintendent.

.•\gcnts will use Form B 33 when way-billing, which must be

iTiade in duplicate, one copy of the way-bill to be given to the driver

of the electric train or the baggageman of the steam train, and the

goods must be forwarded by the first train due after the goods have

been accepted for shipment; the other copy of the way-bill will

be kept by the agent and accounted for in the same manner as

regular freight.

Agents receiving express freight will issue Form B 34 and notify

consignee as quickly as possible, and when goods are delivered a

receipt must be taken on Form B 33, opposite article for which re-

ceipt is required. Way-bills received will be accounted for in the

same manner as regular freight.

Conductors of all regular trains may accept goods for shipment

at any flag station, using Form B 31 for billing express freight.

Any article weighing over 100 lb. to be carried by the regular

freight trains only and under Canadian freight classification rules.

These regular freight trains are operated by steam in the usual

manner.

Forms B 31, B 32, B 3^ and B 34 are shown herewith. Form B

33 is in book form, and is duplicated with carbon paper.

.-\gents were instructed to despatch all parcels under the fore-

going regulations by the first passenger car at any time of the

day or night, to give them'tn charge of the motorman on electric

cars and the baggageman on steam trains, and informed that no

excuse would be accepted for not despatching by the first train.

The public immediately took advantage of the facilties thus of-

fered and the parcel office, while still open for the accommodation

of travelers, is practically not made use of. The receipts from

this source of revenue the first year amounted to $300; and last

year they practically doubled. And the service is still meeting the

appreciation of the public. Passengers in the villages along, the

line, instead of purchasing from small stores near their residences,

travel to town, purchase goods from different stores, have one parcel

made of their purchases and sent to the station, to be forwarded by

express to destination, instead of having it deposited in the parcel

ofiice and having the trouble to call for it and transport it them-

selves ; and again, from the villages, vegetables of all kinds, cut

flowers, etc., are during the summer being daily expressed to town

to supply the hotels, boarding houses, etc., in the city.

In conclusion, it is pleasing to be able to state that during the

two years in which this business has been in operation, only three

complaints of delays have been received, and not one single pack-

age has been lost or gone astray.

Of course it will be noted that the conditions mentioned are dif-

ferent from those on most suburban electric railways, by reason of

the company having no agents at the different stopping-places; this,

however, is a point which in the writer's opinion, can in most

cases be overcome by the managers of the different roads interested.

It seldom happens that there is not some responsible man or

woman residing close to the stopping place or flag station, in which

case arrangements could most probably be made whereby these per-

sons would be willing to take charge of the packages for a smail

consideration or commission.

The Union Terminal Railroad Co., Cincinnati.

The first authorized statement of the plans for a new union

passenger station and a subway across the center of the city of Cin-

cinnati has been announced by the Union Terminal Railroad Co.,

which has been in existence nearly a year. The new union depot is

to be situated between Court St. and the canal and extending from

Walnut St. to Elm St. The plans of the company include the con-

struction of a passenger station; the building will be eight stories

high, 214 ft. wide and 500 ft. long. Under the surface of the street

passenger and freight tracks will be run; there will be six tracks

running cast and west, each of which will be approached from tlic

main waiting rooms by means of a separate stairway. The center of

the building will be a hollow square, with a 60-ft. dome surmounting

the subway. Three main entrances are provided for and two drive-

ways, while the baggage, freight and mail rooms will extend along

the canal end of the building. Room is to be provided for street

cars and express companies and also arrangements made so that the

interurban lines which are near the site can run into the building.

The plans for this depot have been made by D. H. Burnham & Co.,

architects, of Chicago.

The Passenger Terminal Construction Co. will be incorporated

for carrying out the plans as already proposed by the Terminal

company. Mr. George R. Scrugham, who recently retired as presi-

dent and general manager of the Interurban Railway & Terminal

Co., of Cleveland, O., which operates over 100 miles of interurban

electric railways, will be president and general manager of the con-

struction company and will personally have charge of the construc-

tion work, which it is stated will cost $10,000,000.

Appleyard Situation in Ohio.

.\rthur E. .Appleyard & Co. have agreed to a reorganization of

the Ohio electric railway companies known as the Appleyard sys-

tem. The plan calls for the formation of three companies with

stock aggregating $8,500,000 which shall issue bonds to the same

amount. This agreement must be signed by 55 per cent of the

creditors before it becomes operative. The combined capitals of

these companies amount to $9,350,000 and they have issued bonds

amounting to $5,215,000.

. The plan provides that the Ceneral Market Street Railway Co.. of

Columbus, which operates 16 miles of track, shall be reorganized as

one company ; that the Dayton, Lebanon & Cincinnati Railway Co.,

which operates 35 miles of electric and steam road between Daytoq

and Lebanon, shall be reorganized as a separate company, and that

the Uayton, Springfield & Urbana Electric Railway Co., the Colum-

bus, London & Springfield Railway Co., the Urbana, Bellefontaine &
Northern Railway Co., the Columbus, Grove City & Southwestern

Railway Co., and the Springfield & Western Railway Co. shall con-

stitute the third company, which shall be known as the Ohio Union

Railway Co.
-•-•

A Peculiar Accident.

The evidence in a suit for damages brought by the owners of

the schooner Frank W. Benedict against the Portsmouth, Dover

& York Street Railway Co., of Portsmouth, N. H., shows a rather

peculiar accident. On Sept. 10, 1903, the Benedict tied up at Cutts'

wharf, Kittery Point, with a cargo of coal consigned to the Ports-

mouth, Kittery & York Street Railway Co., predecessor to the

present company. According to the plaintiff's claim, the consignee

failed to provide a safe berth for the schconer, as on September

i6th the vessel came in contact with the feed wire and her star-

board side was badly burned. A further claim is made that the

wire with which the schooner came in contact was not properly

insulated. The defendant company claims contributory negligence

on the part of the captain of the vessel. A portion of the Bene-

dict's cargo was discharged and to conveniently remove the rest

the schooner was hauled forward, which brought it dangerously

near the company's feed wires and the martingale of the steamer

was hauled up to clear them. This was done when the tide was

high aiid the captain was notified that the martingale should be

liauled up still more, so that the schooner might drop away from

the wharf. The company claims that the warning was disregarded

and that the schooner fouled the feed wire as a result.

The second number of the Interurban Monthly, published at

Champaign, 111., in the interests of the Illinois Traction System, has

made its appearance. In this number are included the time tables

of the Illinois Traction System and the steam railroad connections

at the various cities on the Illinois Traction line, and a reprint of

the article on the McKinley Syndicate properties of Central Illinois,

which appeared in the "Street Railway Review."



New York & Stamford Railway Co,

DY PUTNAM A. BATES.

TravcrsiiiK niiic-li tlio same rnulc thai was follnwcd by the old

mail and road coaclics of a century or more ajjo, tlic New York

& Stamford railway forms a connecting link between the suburban

branches of the Metropoblan Street Railway Co., of New York

City, and the Stamford Street Railway Co., which in turn makes

direct connection with the street railway lines running into the

city of New Haven, Conn.

The Stamford Street Railway Co. being owned and controlled

by the New York. New Haven & Hartford Railroad Co. is not a

part of the New York & Stamford Railway Co's. system as might

be supposed from the names of the two companies. (Note by

author: Since ilir foregoing was written announcement has been

made that on Jan. i, 1905, this entire electric railway system was
purchased by the Consolidated Railway Co. at an amount reported

to be about $1,500,000. The Consolidated Railway Co. is controlled

by the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Co.)

The latter company is an entirely independent corporation and is

llu' result of a combination of old Port Chester Street Railroad

Co., the Larchnmnt llorse Railway Co. and the Greenwich Tram-
way Co.

The system is a single track having an extreme lenglli of about

ibrough the village of Larchmont. From Munroe's descendants

the property passed into the hands of E. K. Collins, the once well

known manager of the American Line of steamships to Europe.

Early in 1872 this tract of land was purchased by a few individuals

who desired to build for themselves attractive country homes in

what they considered a most desirable location and to control

sufficient property to forever insure the permanency of their plans

against intrusion. These men organized themselves into what is

known as the Larchmont Manor Co., which platted the land for a

suburban place of residence by laying it out into regular-sized lots

and by imposing certain restrictions in every deed of conveyance.

Towards the end of 1872, the plans of the Larchmont Manor Co
had so far matured as to suggest the construction of a line of

horse railroad from the New Haven railroad station to the sound,

a distance of about one mile.

A small wooden railroad station had been built in 1853 on the

east side of the railroad bridge, by an association of gentlemen

calling themselves the Chatsworth Land Co. This little building

standing in the unrelieved loneliness of the Chatsworth woods,

excited the derision of passengers on the New Haven railroad

trains for many years, because lack of patronage prevented the

-ruWEK STATION, CAR HOUSES AND OFFICES, PORT CHESTER.

20 miles extending from Larchmont on the west to Stamford on the

cast and passing through the townships of Mamaroneck, Harrison,

and Rye, and the villages of Larchmont, Mamaroneck, Harrison, Rye
and Port Chester, all in the county of Westchester, N. Y. In

Connecticut it traverses the township of Greenwich in the coimty

of Fairfield and connects the villages of East Port Chester, Green-

wich, Cos Cob, Riverside and Sound Beach.

Touching as it does the old Post Road, over which our fore-

fathers had to make the three or four days' journey by horse

when they wished to go from New York to Boston, this electric

road marks the result of a most interesting evolution of transporta-

tion by means of public conveyances from the early coaching days

to the present period of rapid transit by means of electric power.

As this road runs through a section of the country which not

only abounds in picturesque scenery, but also in landmarks and
reminiscences of considerable historic interest, it perhaps may not

be inappropriate to make mention of a few of these points before

passing to a general description of the road itself, its equipment
and the service which it renders the people at large in the com-
munity through which it passes.

The lands about Larchmont were originally in the possession of

Peter Jay Munroe, who is credited with having planted the rows
of fine old elm trees along the Boston Post Road as it passes

railroad company from establishing a regular stopping place. The
Larchmont Manor Co., being possessed of this station building,

made it the terminus of its horse car line.

In constructing this horse car line, which was the beginning from

which the present New York & Stamford Railway Co's. system

started, it was necessary, from reasons of economy, to lay the rails

upon the ground, in truly prairie fashion. The equipment of the

road consisted merely of car No. I and one pair of horses. This

original car is in existence today, and is kept in the company's

car barn as a relic.

Sarting with this very modest beginning it was not long before

new franchises were obtained and this horse railroad was extended

through the village of Larchmont and the towns of Mamaroneck

and Harrison.

In the first week in July, 1898, the Port Chester Street Railway

Co. started operating. This road was from the first equipped elec-

trically, and the power plant which was installed for the operation

of this road, although enlarged to meet the increased demand upon

it, today supplies the power for the entire system, a combination

of the three separate roads.

At the commencement the equipment consisted of but three cars

and the line was limited to the village of Port Chester only. Later

a branch was installed on Westchester Ave., then .->.n e>;tension was
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run to Rye Village, then to Harrison to connect with the Larch-

mont Horse railway.

The company's line is double tracked from the power house at

Port Chester to Rye Beach, and also for about half of its leng'h

in the village of Larchmont. There are other sections of double

track in other parts of the line, but these cover short distances

only, and are used merely for switching purposes.

Some portions of the line have been constructed on private prop-

erty in order to secure suitable right of way, in which instancer.

the company controls these rights of way. At the terminus of the

Fin. _— INTERIOR LARCHMONT CAR HOUSE.

road at Rye Beach the company owns sufficient ground to pro-

vide a terminal loop and storage tracks.

Adjoining this property the company has leased a piece of ground

for a term of years and has erected a terminal station; in addition

to these improvements for the Rye Beach business it has leased

a large grove and after thoroughly draining it has erected a dancing

pavilion, band stand and other buildings for amusement purposes.

This grove is free to the patrons of the line and during the summer
season extra service is put on this branch road to accommodate the

heavy travel and special trolley parties

The management of the company has been very conservative and

its method of dealing with accidents and other items of a similar

nature has always been extremely liberal.

The Greenwich Tramway Co., although a part of the New York

& Stamford Railway Go's, systein, is a separate company organized

a distance of about one mile, this being the only portion nf the

Greenwich Tramway construction which had received the approval

of the Connecticut authorities at that time. In September this line

was extended through the village of Greenwich to the Soldiers'

Monument on Putnam Ave. and down the famous "Put's Hili"

to Cos Cob. [It should be noted that the car line does not actually

follow the direction of the trail taken by General Putnam when
he escaped from the English officers down the sheer hillside.]

Extensions were then added to Miamus and Sound Beach and

finally to Stamford.

This then makes a through line from Larchmont to Stamford ot

about 20 miles, the running time being about one hour and thirty

minutes. The entire amount of trackage covered by this system, in-

cluding the main line, branches, double tracked portion and switch

sidings, is about 30 miles.

It is an interesting fact that a traveler on this road in glancing

init of the car windows will occasionally see along the route some

of the old mile posts from which distances were reckoned a century

ago.

The track equipment throughout is of standard gage, the rails

being in some places 7C-lb. T sections, and in others loi-lb. girders.

The latter construction is used in the towns where brick pavement

has been used.

The total rolling stock at the present time consists of 10 open

I /-bench double truck cars, equipped with air brakes and seating

102 persons; 20 open single truck cars; 12 closed single truck cars;

I parlor car; i wrecker car; i construction car; I sprinkling car;

3 snow plows, and 3 gravel cars. In addition to these cars the

company is operating and has charge of 10 open and 7 closed single

truck cars of the Greenwich Tramway Co.

The power station is at Port Chester. The equipment comprises

two Rice & Sargent engines rated at 700 h. p., each direct connected

to a G. E. 8oo-kw. generator, one Buckeye engine of 700 h. p.

direct connected to a 425-kw. G. E. generator and one Green engine

of 350 rated h. p. direct connected to a 225-kw. G. E. generator.

I Ilj. 3.— FIKST C.\K 11UI.>K 1;LILT IN iSQQ. -DHUBLE REVERSE CURVE.

under an old charter. The former, however, is operated by the

latter and the same interests are identified with both. The road of

this company lies wholly in the state of Connecticut and extends

from the bridge over Byram River to the Boston Post Road at the

western end of the city of Stamford.

In August, 1901, the consolidation of the interests of the two

roads was effected and in that same month the new company com
menced to operate a portion of the Greenwich Tramway line from

Byram River to Byram Shore Road in East Port Chester, Conn .

These generating units supply direct current to the line at the power

Citation switchboard at a potential of 550 volts. In addition to these

machines there is also a 75-kw. alternator belt driven by an Arming-

ton & Sims engine; this is used for lighting an amusement park at

Rye Beach.

The boiler plant, which is in practically a .separate building from

the engine and dynamo room, is equipped with a battery of nine

water tube boilers of 145 h. p. each, made by the Pacific Iron Works
of Bridgeport, Conn.
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Adjacent to the power station at Port Chester, are located two

car harns, an office building and a repair shop. This last is imme-

diately back of the office buildinR which is shown on the extreme

right of the illustrations.

All of these Iniildings are heated by exliausl steam from the

engines.

Ry means of a siding connecting with the tracks of the New

Haven railroad, all coal and heavy freight may be brought directly

In the power station building.

In Larchmont the company also has a car barn measuring 50 x

150 ft.

All of the company's buildings are of recent construction. When
designed great care was taken to provide structures that would not

only be substantial and adequate for their present needs, but also

for reasonable increases in the future.

The oldest building now in existence is that shown in Fig. 3,

which is the first car barn built by the new company in 1899. This

engraving sliows the substantial construction which was adopted

from the first.

As in the history of most roads, there were many difficulties

which this company had to surmount in the laying out and the

work of constructing its lines, but those who were instrumental in

putting tlie project through feel well repaid for their labors as the

road today forms a connecting link between two very important

railway systems and traverses a country which has proved suf-

ficiently desirable to attract the most active attention of two 20

million dollar corporations, each of which has been organized for

the express purpose of building a four-track system from the Con-

necticut line to a suitable point at which connection can be made

with the surface traction and rapid transit systems in New York

City. No matter what may be the outcome of the development of

these two tremendous enterprises this road, which has already

passed through its development period and is now on a substantial

financial and operating basis, is bound to be benefited.

To put this road through was not an easy undertaking, as it was

necessary to bring the interests of those owning each of the three

companies, which the consolidation includes, into the new company

in such a manner that all should feel satisfied and interested in the

future interest of the enterprise.

The country through which the road runs being more or less

open in character the engineering difficulties encountered in con-

structing the line were not exceptional. In some places, however,

the matter of obtaining clear right of way made it necessary to em-

ploy measures which would not ordinarily have been followed.

Fig. 4 shows a double reverse curve which was introduced to con-

nect the line on one street with that on another, the former run-

ning at right angles to the latter, over an L-shaped piece of prop-

erty which had to be purchased by the company as it was impossible

to obtain the necessary privilege to extend the tracks until they

meet at their natural intersection.

Pacific Coast Water Powers for Operation of

Railroads.

"The use of Pacific Coast Water Powers in the Electrical Opera-

tion of Railroads" was the title of an interesting paper read before

the Pacific Coast Railway Club, on January 21st, in San Francisco.

The paper was presented by Mr. Robert McF. Doble, consulting

engineer of the Abner Doble Co., of San Francisco. Mr. Doble dis-

cussed the relative advantages and disadvantages of steam and elec-

trically hauled traffic. In speaking of the power required for the

electrification of several of the California roads particular reference

was made to the conditions on the Pacific Coast where available

water powers are distributed at frequent intervals all the way from

southern California to British Columbia. But a very few of these

magnificent power development opportunities are now utilized. In

speaking of electric traction in California particular reference was

made to the Los Angeles & Redondo Railway, Pacific Electric Rail-

way of Los Angeles, and the North Shore and the Key route sys-

tems of San Francisco. The North Shore railroad is of special

interest by reason of its being the first and only third rail line in

California and because of its being operated from the Alto sub-sta-

tion which is the terminus of one of the longest transmission lines

in the country. The Alto station is 180 miles from the hydro-

electric plant at Colgate, and 250 miles from the new De Sabla

power house. Mr. Doble concluded his paper by eimni^

distinguishing characteristics of some of the leading hy

power stations and systems of California, special reference '

made to the new De Sabla power house, of the California G:

Electric Corporation, where is now operating an 8,000-h. p. tangen-

tial water wheel, the largest single water wheel ever constructed.

This station regularly supplies power to San Francisco and other

points over 300 miles distant.

Annual Report of the Ottawa liilectrii: Kail-

way Co.

The annual report of the Ottawa Electric Railway Co., of Ottawa.

Canada, for the fiscal year ended Dec, 31, 1904, and submitted at

the nth annual meeting, held Jan. 30, 1905, has been published in

pamphlet form. The gross receipts for the year were $384,939.64;

net earnings, $139,097.70. During the past year $54,926.54 was ex-

pended for betterments, which included the work of replacing old

40-lb. and S2-lb. rails with new 80-lb. rails and the double-tracking

of Elgin and Archibald Sts. from Sparks St. to the Swing Bridge,

and Dalhousie and St. Patrick Sts. from Rideau to King St. A
1,300-h. p. motor generator set was installed in a new power house

built by the company. Last winter the company experienced the

worst snow storms since the opening of its line and the cost of snow

clearing amounted to $20,186 for the year. Forty-two acres were

added to the company's park at Brittannia-on-the-Bay and the audi-

torium moved from Victoria Park to Brittannia-on-the-Bay. Twelve

new open cars have been ordered and will be ready and fully

equipped for the opening of the summer season's business which has

been largely increased during the past season. The report also in-

cludes a statistical statement for the years 1892 to 1904 and a com-

parison of the year 1894 with 1904 will be interesting.

1894. 1904.

Gross receipts $129,484.02 $384.93964

Total expenses 83,324.64 275,840.98

Net profit 46,159-38 109,098.66

Passengers carried 2,797,281 8,717,205

The officers of the company are : President, T. Ahearn ; vice-

president, Peter Whelen ; secretary-treasurer, James D. Fraser; audi-

tor, R. Quain. The board of directors included the president and

vice-president and Warren Y. Soper, George P. Brophy, Hon.

George A. Cox and Thomas Workman.

« • »

Pratt & Lambert Convention.

The managers, superintendents and salesmen of Pratt & Lambert

have lately held an interesting convention of four days length at

their Buflfalo plant, about thirty-five representatives being present.

The firm of Pratt & Lambert began making varnish in a very-

modest way as early as 1S46, and has grown steadily and healthily

until now the capitalization of their combined manufacturing plants

is in the neighborhood of $6,000,000. This firm, whose business is

the manufacture of oils, varnishes and paints, is now operating three

complete factories in this country, located in Chicago, Buflfalo and

Long Island City, N. Y. Pratt & Lambert have branch sales houses

at St. Louis, San Francisco and New York City. With these com-

bined plants they are the largest makers of varnish in the world.

The main office of the company is at the Buffalo factory. Asso-

ciated with Pratt & Lambert is the firm of Robert Ingham Qark &

Co., Ltd., which operates varnish factories in London, Hamburg and

Paris, where are manufactured the well-known high-grade "Britan-

nia" railway varnishes.
' « « »

Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., has been presented by the

American Locomotive Co. with a pair of full-size model locomotive

cylinders, sectioned to show the piston valve construction. This

model formed part of the company's exhibit at the World's Fair.

St. Louis.

A very attractive calendar is that issued by the Ft. Wajiie, 'Van

Wert & Lima Traction Co., on which is mounted a photograph.

4 X 5!/2 in., showing the first electric car from 'Van Wert to Lima,

over the elevated crossing of Pennsylvania R. R., Dec 31, 19Q4.
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INCREASING RATES OF FAR-E.

A great many electric interurban railways made the mistake of

fixing the fares at too low a figure, and while probably most of them

who have made this mistake realize that they are suffering from it,

but few have had the courage to increase the rate to a figure more

in keeping with the expense of operating and the value of the service

given the patrons. The Indiana Union Traction Co. about a year

ago increased its rate from i cent per mile to the one at present

in force, which is iji cents per mile. The result of operation shows

no considerable loss in traffic, and, as there has been an increase in

gross receipts, the change is considered to have been in every way a

satisfactory one. The Southwest Missouri Electric Railway Co. has

had a most varied experience with regard to rates. On this line

the original rates were fixed on the basis of from i to i"/2 cents

per mile and were in force for about five years up until June, 1898,

when to meet competition a rate of 10 cents between Carthage and

Galena, a distance of 28 miles, including a free hack ride at each

end of the line, was made and continued for about seven months.

In January, 1899, a readjustment of fares was made upon a basis of

J^ cent to I cent per mile. Feb. l, 1905, the company returned to

the original tariff. It is of course too early to say whether this

company will find it difficult to educate its patrons to pay the higher

rates, but as the company's position in the matter is that it cannot

be expected to furnish transportation at a loss, a perfectly just one,

it will only be a question of time until the situation is accepted by

all interested.

TELL THE PUBLIC WHAT YOU HAVE.

One of the weak points 111 the operation of electric railways has

been the indifference displayed in regard to informing patrons as to

possible connections at junctions with other lines. Some companies

have published time tables for distribution on the cars, but a number

of even the largest systems of these have contented themselves with

occasionally announcing that cars run at intervals of an hour or two

hours, as the case may be. Quite recently several roads have under-

taken to disseminate more widely information as to what they have

to offer to the public. One of the latest publicity enterprises of this

nature has been undertaken by the Illinois Traction System. The

company publishes a 32-page pamphlet, known as the "Interurban

Monthly," with complete time tables, information concerning the

connections made at various points with steam railroads, and at the

same time gives considerable reading matter that should be of in-

terest to the average patron. It is considered that this publication

will prove itself of some value as an advertising medium and secure

L-nough business of this nature to make it self-supporting.

There are comparatively few companies that are large enough to

undertake the regular publication of other than a mere folder on

their own account, and for these a middle course is furnished by

joint time tables, such as those which it is proposed to publish for

the Indiana lines. The scheme proposed by Mr. Richey, which is

referred to in the report of the Indiana meeting for February, is one

that offers considerable advantages, as the railway companies secure

the desired publicity for their time tables, and at the same time the

trouble and expense of managing the publication are undertaken by

an outside party who makes that his business.

REORGANIZATION OF THE ASSOCIATION.

The opinions expressed at the recent meeting of the executive

committee of the American Street Railway Association indicate that

all concerned are agreed as to the need for a reorganization of the

association. Such differences as exist are as to the extent to which

the other national electric railway associations should be reorganized

HI order to best serve the interests of the companies they represent.

Existing conditions were admirably stated by President Ely in his

summary of the action taken by the associations at the St. Louis

conventions, by Mr. Richard McCulloch in connection with the

proposed plan of reorganization submitted by him, and in a very

epigrammatic manner by Mr. Vreeland when he said that the electric

railway men had been keen and progressive in meeting changed con-

ditions affecting their business in every respect except one—they

had departed from horse-car methods in everything except the con-

duct of their national association.

Twenty years ago the American Street Railway Association was

in effect a club of horse railway owners, which held annual meet-
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ings; today it is l)ut little more than a club of electric railway presi-

dents and managers. At the annual conventions the social features

have year by year encroached upon the others until the meetings

became mere junkets for delegates of the members—very enjoyable

affairs doubtless, but hardly, from a business point of view, justify-

ing the dues and expense accounts.

jhe conditions are not the same with the other and younger

associations, each of which was organized to fill a recognized want,

and each of which (even the Claim Agents' association organized

only last year) has a very flattering record of good work accom-

plished.

I'lie present status of the several associations is about as follows:

\. .S, R. A,—ample income, unsatisfactory work; Accountants'

—

income and record both satisfactory; Mcclianical and Electrical

—

record good, income insuflicient ; Claim Agents'—income not as-

sured, and as yet but little opportunity to make a record.

It is essential that each of these associations have adequate finan-

cial support from the railway companies, and as it is the presidents and

managers of the companies—that is the delegates to the A. S. R. A.

—

who hold the purse strings, the A. S. R. A. may be subjected to the

temptation to reorganize too radically for the best interests of all

concerned. Perhaps it is not putting the matter too strongly to say

that the A. S. R. A. owes it to its members to demonstrate that it

is capable of conducting its affairs in an acceptable manner before it

insists upon a merger of the other associations with itself.

The chief executives of the railways—the men who ought to be

and doubtless always 'will lie, the delegates to the conventions of

the A. S. R. A.—are not the proper ones to represent their com-

panies in the other associations for two reasons : First, they do not

have the intimate knowledge of the details affecting the departments

that is necessary to useful active membership in the departmental

associations; second, by their presence they restrain their subordi-

nates who do have the desired knowledge, as no wise master

mechanic or auditor will undertake to expose the ignorance of his

general manager, or debate matters of opinion with him in public.

Any plan in which these facts are not given due weight is fore-

doomed to failure.

Mr. McCulloch's proposed plan is evidently the result of careful

consideration on his part and appeals to all who read it as a most

admirable basis from which to start.

To us the problems to be met in readjusting the relations between

the various associations appear to fall under the following heads

:

Financial, Structural and Administrative.

The financial burdens must be borne nearly altogether by the com-

panies, and should be apportioned to the variable resources of the

members—as on a mileage, car, car-mileage or gross-earning basis.

Revenue thus raised should be appropriated among the various

associations in accordance with their needs. The Canadian Street

Railway Association authorizes assessments on the basis of gross

earnings; the Master Car Builders' Association assesses the railroads

according to the number of cars owned, not exceeding $8 per 1,000

cars per annum.

In the scheme of the association or associations provision should

be made for representative membership and for individual member-
ship, so that a man need not be forced out of an association because

he changes his occupation and works for a car builder instead of a

railway. Each departmental association should have great inde-

pendence and freedom of action in order to give to active members
the spur of ambition for advancement, and to increase the influence

of each departmental association. It is doubtful whether the Ac-
countants' association would have established the existing relations

between it and the Railroad Commissioners had it been only a sec-

tion or committee of the A. S. R. A.

Among the best known of the steam railway associations there is

no relation of dependence ; thus the American Railway Association

exercises no authority over the Master Car Builders' Association,

though many of the investigations and recommendations of the latter

have been made at the request of the former.

In the administration of each of the several associations the secre-

tary will be the important official and the working head, and this is

practically equivalent to saying that each association must have its

own secretary as it cannot reasonably be expected to find one man
who combines in himself an engineer for the engineering branches,

an accountant for the Accountants', a lawyer for the Claim Agents',

etc., and the executive ability needed to pilot the aggregation. Such

sub-division of secretarial duties is not inconsistent with the greatest

degree of harmony essential to satisfactory work; if in the opinion

of the A. .S. R. A. any given question should be considered by oni-

of the departmental associations that question will already have

come up between the managers and the department heads in so

many companies that the departmental association will be quite

as desirous as the other of discussing it.

As a keynote for the sub-committee now having the question of

reorganization in hand, we would suggest the climax of Webster,

"Liberty and Union"—or the motto of Illinois, "State Sovereignty

—National Union."

GEORGE R. METCALFE.

With this issue Mr. George R. Metcalfe resigns as electrical editor

of the "Street Railway Review," to become editor of the Technical

World and the text book department of the American School of

Correspondence at the Armour Institute of Technology.

Mr. Metcalfe is a native of Brooklyn, N. Y., and was educated at

the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, and the Stevens Institute of

Technology, from which he was graduated in 1886 with the degree

of mechanical engineer. After leaving college he had a wide exper-

ience in the practice of his profession, which proved particularly

valuable when he took up editorial work, towards which he always

had a strong inclination. Immediately on leaving college he was en-

gaged with the National Meter Co., of Brooklyn, in the shops and

drafting room ; after this he was employed successively with the

Edison United Manufacturing Co., installing isolated electric lighting

plants ; with the Daft Electric Co., in the engineering department,

where considerable time was spent in experimenting with the first

electric locomotive built for the Ninth Ave. elevated line in New
York; and with the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor Co., for

which he had charge of construction work on a number of electric

railways in different parts of the country. He was with the Edison

company for some time after the Sprague company was absorbed by

it, and afterwards was i;i the engineering office o'f Mr. C. O. Mail-

loux.

Mr. Metcalfe's first connection with journalism was as associate

editor of "Electricity"; he very soon was appointed editor of that

publication, which he conducted for four years, resigning to engage

in technical writing for the International Encyclopedia. Mr. Met-

calfe came to Chicago in 1899 as electrical editor of the "Street Rail-

way Review." In leaving to take up his new work Mr. Mecalfe car-

ries with him the best wishes of the "Review," and all who have

been associated with him on its staff.

THE LATEST EXPERIMENT IN LOW FARES.

For several years the street railway interests of Cleveland have

had to contend with a persistent agitation on the part of the public,

the city council and especially the mayor of Cleveland, in favor of

a reduction in car fares. Unsuccessful attempts were made to organ-

ize rival companies which should compete with the Cleveland Elec-

tric Ry., charging only 3 cents. Some of the proposed plans were

pronounced illegal by the courts, and no real progress has been

made towards the settlement of the controversy that could be con-

sidered advantageous for any of those concerned. The Cleveland

Electric Ry. has at all times been willing to make all concessions to

the public that it could in justice to its stockholders, but until very

recently the attitude of the public authorities was so unreasonable

that no substantial progress could be made. On December 29th

last, the mayor suggested that a practical test be made to determine

whether a 3-cent fare would yield reasonable returns to the street

railway company and serve the people of Cleveland in a satisfactorj

manner. The mayor suggested specifically a trial of 3-cent fare lines

with cars running from the public square through the most densely

populated portion of the city. The directors of the Cleveland EHec-

tric Railway Co. met on the following day and agreed to make a

test of such 3-cent lines, provided the city council would authorize

and request it.

In a letter accepting the suggestion of the mayor, the company

stated the results of its experiment in 1903, which showed the fal-

lacy of the increased traffic argument usually advanced to justify

lower fares. The company had for eight months, beginning July

4) I903i sold tickets at the rate of six for 25 cents and gave a prac-

tically universal transfer. The result of this experiment showed a
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loss of about $220,000 in gross earnings, the reduction in fares

amounting to about nine per cent, taking into consideration the in-

creased number of tickets sold at the reduced rate, and the stimula-

tion of fare-paying traffic was but slightly over one per cent.

The lines of the Cleveland Electric Railway Co. serve a territory

extending about 6I/2 miles east from the public square, 7 miles west

and 4 miles south. For the 3-cent lines the territory was limited to

the area bounded by a north and south line two miles east of the

public square and by an east and west line two miles south of the

square. The western limit was three miles from the square. Within

this area there were 17 three-cent lines, 10 served the territory south

of the lake and north of the river and within the two-mile limit to

the east, a triangle through which the several lines spread out like

the sticks of a fan, with the junction at the public square. Each of

these ten lines was from two to three miles in length. In the south-

ern and southwestern parts of the city there were seven three-cent

lines, six being about two miles in length and one about three miles.

The aim of the company was to ascertain what the effect would

be upon the gross earnings of the reduction in fare to three cents

per ride for the distance of two miles from the business center of

the city, without regard to operating expenses, and to this end the

company furnished the very best service it could.

The 3-ccnt experiment was started January 23d and met with sur-

prisingly little encouragement on the part of the public. On only

two lines was the travel on the low-fare cars anywhere near the

average on the regular-fare cars. Throughout the day the low-fare

cars were astonishingly free from passengers, and, even during the

rush hours of the morning and afternoon, the highest average on

any of the 3-cent lines, excepting the two first mentioned, was less

than 30 passengers per car per trip.

This experiment was discontinued and February 6th the company

made a rate of 4 cents for a continuous ride without transfer, the

rate for passengers desiring transfers being the regular 5-cent fare.

The 4-cent experiment was discontinued February 12th.

These experiments of the Cleveland Electric Railway Co. have

been made in absolute good faith and without regard to the financial

cost to the company during their continuance. The schedules were

arranged between the officers of the company and the mayor of

Cleveland, and were presumably satisfactory to the latter. The re-

sults, we believe, may be taken to demonstrate two points ; the first,

that a 3-cent or 4-cent fare is not sufficient to pay the company, and,

second, that the zone system is not adapted to the wants of Amer-
ican cities.

DEVELOPMENT IN ELECTRIC TRACTION.

Some very interesting statements and descriptions of the recent

advances in electric traction were given by Mr. W. B. Potter, in

a paper read by him at the January meeting of the New York Rail-

road Club. He first reviewed the subject of the electrical equip-

ment of existing railways and stated that the reasons for not so-

equipping many steam operated lines are becoming less and less im-

portant each year by reason of the progress of invention, and also

by the changes which are now taking place in traffic conditions, and

he further stated that, taking into consideration the many different

electrical schemes now developed, and being developed, there are

probably few steam railroads but what will find the electrical equip-

ment of part and in some cases of the whole of their lines a profit-

able undertaking.

The justification of such equipment is determined by financial con-

siderations, rather than technical difficulties, and the several points

to be considered are the amount of capital invested in steam rail-

road rolling stock, the expense of electrical equipment, the fact that

it involves a greater capital outlay than operation with, steam loco-

motives, and that it is cheaper to operate and maintain the electric

road and therefore it will earn a greater percentage of interest on

the invested capital.

The ultimate profits to be derived from any new traction scheme

arc more or less an unknown quantity and depend greatly upon the

resulting effect on traffic. The past has shown that the amount of

thi.s traffic has increased in proportion to the facilities given the

public. That electric roads have the faculty for building up new

traffic has also been shown and proven. For these reasons, when

considering the transformation of a steam sytem as a whole, a

margin on account of the extra traffic which the increased facilities

are practically sure to induce may be safely added. Electric service

handles either long or short trains with the interval as needed, while

with steam locomotives it is a common practice to handle only long

trains at less frequent intervals. Mr. Potter emphasized these latter

facts on account of their showing in a forcible manner that in many

instances where the present traffic is of a concentrated nature and

therefore seemingly best handled in long trains this same traffic

would naturally change from the concentrated to the distributed

form were an electric system installed.

Mr. Potter discussed the advantages and disadvantages of single-

phase traction and the relative costs for alternating current and

direct current distribution systems. He pointed out that the apparent

resistance for 2S-cycle alternating current, as compared with direct

current, is about 50 per cent in the trolley wire and between six and

seven times greater in the rail return, the latter increase in apparent

resistance being due to the fact that the rails are of steel. When
these are combined the apparent resistance for the trolley wire and

track taken together, will be, roughly, from one-half to twice that

for direct current. Hence, an alternating current at 1,000 volts is

about equivalent to 600 volts direct current. So far as affecting the

amount of trolley copper, this necessitates, if advantage is to be

realized over the direct current system, the use of 3,000 volts, or

perhaps S,ooo volts for heavier service. Regarding the design of the

motors for alternating and direct current systems, Mr. Potter said

that, on account of the alternating current motor having a somewhat

higher armature speed with a slightly less air gap, its maintenance

cost will in all probability be greater than that of an equivalent

direct current motor, but there is no question as to the successful

operation of alternating current apparatus and the advisability of its

use when such an installation will prove financially advantageous.

The relative energy consumption of steam and electrically handled

traffic was next considered, together with the costs of power, wages

and maintenance. These figures were analyzed and used to illustrate

the fact that careful calculations should be made on each individual

road considering a change in motive power, because the results

would vary with every new set of conditions. The point at issue is

whether the traffic is, or is likely to be, of such a character that the

saving in operation or increased receipts will show a proper rate

upon required capital. In further emphasis of the fact that every

case demands an intimate study of itself, the relative costs for haul-

ing freight with the_ electric and with steam locomotives were an-

alyzed.

The development of electric locomotives for freight and passenger

use and the principles of their construction were discussed. The

general design of the locom.otives recently designed and built by the

General Electric Co. and the American Locomotive Co. for the New
York Central railroad, together with its details of construction was

explained.

The best form of working conductor depends greatly upon local

conditions. If the overhead trolley be used, the catenary method of

suspension is recommended by Mr. Potter. This method has many
characteristics which recommend it highly for single-phase traction

where high voltages are used. Among its advantages are the added

conductivity of the messenger or catenary cable, the frequency with

which the trolley wire may be supported with little added expense,

the doing away with many poles, and that a larger trolley wire

giving a greater contact area may be used.

The initial expense of electric equipment due to the cost of power

station and distribution circuits has deterred many steam railroads

from equipping their branch lines in sparsely populated districts.

Such districts could be well served in an economical manner by

means of a self-propelled car, independent of any feeder system.

In closing his interesting paper Mr. Potter described a car of this

type, with which the General Electric Co. is now experimenting.

This car consists of the usual form of car body and trucks, and has

two motors controlled in the usual manner. Current for these

motors is obtained from a 600-volt generator driven by a gasoline

engine, this unit being mounted over the motor truck. The car

complete will weigh approximately 55 tons. The engine will have

a full load output of 200 brake h. p. and will run at 600 r. p. m. The

control for the motors will be provided with a series-parallel switch,

but no starting resistance, in the usual sense, will be required, as

the speed of the motors will be regulated by controlling the field

voltage of the generator, the field excitation current being obtained

from an exciter mounted on the frame of the main generator, and
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the ficlfl ciiiTcnl beiiiK handled thnmgh (lie field resistance points on

the controller. The water-cooling system for the cnRinc will be car-

ried throngh the ordinary heater pipes inside the car in the winter

and throngh radiators on top of the car in the siunmcr. Such an

equipment will provide for an acceleration sulTicicnt to maintain a

schednle speed of zo to 25 m. p. h. where stops are three to four

miles apart, and the car can easily be maintained at a rnnning speed

of 40 m. p. h. No data are available upon which to accurately base

the operating cost of such an equipment, but this cost will be some

where between 15 to 20 "cents per car mile, depending a great deal

upon the daily mileage made by the car crew, because their wages

amount to a considerable portion of the total expense. No mention

was made of the probable cost of maintenance and liability for inter-

niplinns in service with such a self-propelled unit.

Cleveland Low-Fare Experiment.

Feb. 15, 1905, the Cleveland Electric Ry. made public the results

of the two low-fare experiments in a letter to the city council,

making the following statements:

"The results of the tests which have been made lead to the con-

clusion that fare as low as 3 cents is only financially possible within

a zone considerably inside of the city limits. We realize that the

so-called 3-cent-zone test was not satisfactory to the public nor to

the company, and was not a conclusive test of 3-cent fare. The

results obtained were sufficient, however, to indicate that if 3-cent

fare were made applicable to the entire city, the reduction in the

earnings of the company would be so large as to be disastrous."

"The average gross earnings of the company for the 17 week days

preceding the 3-cent-zone test were $13,311 per day.

"The average gross earnings of the company for the 12 days of

the 3-ccnt zone test were $12,547 per day.

"It will be remembered that the reduced rate of fare was in

effect for only 13 hours of each day, during which time the loss

over the earnings of the 17 week days preceding was 5.74 per cent,

or $764.47 per day. This decrease was shown when the 3-cent fares

collected were 18^ per cent only of the fares collected on the entire

system. If the low rate of fare had been in effect for the whole

24 hours of each day, the percentage of loss would have been greater.

"The only lines of cars which were operated wholly on a 3-cent

basis, with transfer upon a s-cent cash fare, or an ii-for fifty ticket,

were the VVillson Ave. and the Fairfield line on the south side, both

of which lines show an abnormally large percentage of transfers

under ordinary conditions, the percentages being, on the Willson

Ave. line 81, and on the Fairfield line 42.

"The percentage of transfers issued on all the lines operated by the

company is normally 30, and was during the 4-cent test, when the

fare for a ride with a transfer was greater than for a single ride, 23.

"The results obtained on the Willson Ave. line show a loss in

revenue of 13.4 per cent. If the same rate of fare had been in effect

during the entire day, instead of during 13 hours only, the loss

would have been 15.5 per cent.

"The results on the Fairfield line show a loss in earnings of 16.26

per cent, indicating a loss, if the same rates of fare were in effect

during the entire day, instead of 13 hours, of 20.78 per cent.

".\s stated, these two lines issue and collect an abnormal number
of transfers, thus making the average fare collected considerably

higher than it would be on the lines of the company as a whole
under the rates of fare charged during the test, i. e., 3 cents for a

single ride and 5 cents for an ii-for-50 ticket for a ride with a

transfer.

"If the results obtained on the Willson Ave. line were applied to

the whole system of lines operated by the company for 24 hours

daily, and if operated upon the same rates of fare of 3 cents for a

single ride and 5 cents or an il-for-50 ticket for a ride with a

transfer, and assuming that 80 per cent of the passengers pay 3-cent

fare and 20 per cent pay 4.7 cents for fare and transfer, the per-

centage of decrease would be 29.05, or a loss of $3,600 per day in

gross earnings as compared with the earnings under the present

legal rates of fare. This result would be altered if lower fares

stimulated traffic. The actual stimulation, however, during the

3-cent zone test was only i per cent, and during the 4-cent test 1.38

per cent.

"The 4-cent test was begun on Monday. February 6th, and was
discontinued on the following Monday at midnight.

"The gross earnings of the company for ao days in January, at

the regular rates of fare, were $12,644 P" d^X-

"The gross earnings of the company for the eight days of the

4-ccnt test were $11,295 per ''ay-

"The decrease in earnings during the 4-ccnt test as compared with

the earnings of the 20 days in January given above, was 1087 per

cent, or $1,37574 P'-"" <l''y; or, at 365 days per year, $502,145.10.

"The tests conducted have cost the company in the ncighborhrjod

of $25,000 in decreased receipts and increased operating expenses,

but it believes that the information gained justifies the cost, and it

will be glad if desired, to make further experiments in lower fares

which, in the light of the experience already obtained, will produce

a reasonable revenue, and will file with the council the information

gained."

Mechanical and Electrical Association.

The executive committee of the American Railway Mechanical

and Electrical Association met at the Holland House, New York

City, on February 3rd. President Baker announced at this meeting

that, as a result of preliminary correspondence, the following papers

had been assigned for the coming convention

:

"Power Transmission," C. H. Hile, superintendent of wires, Bos-

ton Elevated Railway Co.

"Maintenance and Inspection of Electrical Equipment," William

Pestell, New York.

"Way Department Matters," F. G. Simmons, superintendent of

way, Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

"Power Stations," Fred Bushnell, chief engineer. Rhode Island

Co., Providence, R. I.

Standing committees were appointed to consider a number of

subjects, a chairman for each committee being named to serve for

three years and with authority to name two other members for

each committee, one of whom will serve for two years and the

other for one year. The subjects assigned to the committees and

their respective chairmen are as follows:

Controlling Apparatus, J. S. Doyle, master mechanic, Interborough

Rapid Transit Co., New York City.

Brakes, D. F. Carver, chief engineer. Public Service Corporation

of New Jersey, Newark, N. J.

Wheels, John Millar, master mechanic, International Railway Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Shops, W. D. Wright, superintendent of equipment, Rhode Island

Co., Providence, R. I.

Way Matters, F. G. Simmons, superintendent of way, Milwaukee

Electric Railway & Light Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Mr. C. C. Lewis advised the association that he would be abroad

for the next two or three years, which would make it impossible

for him to serve as a member of the executive committee. The
chair was authorized to fill the vacancy caused by Mr. Lewis' with-

drawal.

The price for extra copies of the second annual report of the

association was fixed at $3.00. New members joining the associa-

tion will be charged $1.00 each for formal annual reports.

« » »

Guthrie Electric Railway Co.

Construction work on the line of the Guthrie Electric Railway

Co., which is the northern terminus of the Oklahoma Traction Co.,

an interurban line connecting Oklahoma City and Guthrie, is prog-

ressing rapidly. Nearly one-half of the 33 miles of the interurban

line is now in operation, and its success from both an operating and

financial standpoint is assured, the traffic being far in excess of that

anticipated. The line in Guthrie is expected to be completed by

May 1st. Two parks are served, one belonging to the city, and the

other an amusement park, both of which are expected to develop

considerable traffic during the summer season. Brick and con-

crete work with steel ties for construction within the city limits are

being used, the ties being furnished by the Pennsylvania Steel Co.

The cars will be furnished by the American Car Co. The Knox Engi-

neering Co., Chicago, is the general contractor for the company, and

Mr. Lincoln Nissley is in charge for the Knox company at Guthrie,
•-•-•

Trolley service over the new Williamsburg bridge was started

February loth. The 14th St. cars were the first to cross.
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Chicago City Annual Meeting.

The annual meeting of the Chicago City Railway Co. was held

Fchniary i6th. and a new board of directors chosen in consequence

of the recent changes in ownership of stock.

The number of .shares voting at the meeting was 164,313 out of a

total of 180,000; of the number voting 124,600 represent the Morgan

syndicate interest acquired recently.

The new hoard comprise : A. J. Earling, Robert M. Fair, Edward

Morris, J. .\. Spoor, Mason B. Starring, P. A. Valentine and

Lawrence A. Young. The board has not yet organized, but it is

understood that the officers will be: First vice-president, T. E.

Mitten; second vice-president, Lawrence A. Young; general man-

ager, M. B. Starring; secretary and auditor, C. N. Duffy; treasurer,

T. C. Penington.

No successor to President D. G. Hamilton was elected, and it is

understood that Mr. Spoor as chairman of the board of directors

T. E. MITTEN.

will assume the (Unius of president, insofar as they are not devolved

upon Mr. Mitten.

The retirement of Mr. Hamilton after six years as president was

marked by a resolution of thanks from the stockholders who took

this means of formally recording their appreciation of his services.

The annual report for the year ending Dec. 31, 1904, showed the

following

:

Income Account.

Earnings. Dec. 3^1, 1904. Dec. 31, 1903. Increase.

From passengers $6,&)9.5oo $6,381,245 $228,255

Other sources 59,478 S4,3I9 5.185

Total $6,668,979 $6,43SiS6S $233,414

Operating expenses 4,802,120 4,648,341 153,778

Net earnings $1,866,859 $1,787,224 $79,636

Depreciation 120,000 100,000 20,000

Earnings on stock $1,746,859 $1,687,224 $59,636

Dividends 1,620,000 1,620,000 Unchanged

Surplus $126,859 $67,224 $59,636

Capital stock $18,000,000 $18,000,000 Unchanged

The number of fare passengers carried in 1904 was 132,852,717, an

increase of 4,548,272 over 1903 ; the number of transfer passengers

was 77,732,749, an increase of 10,849,403.

The number of car-miles was: Cable, 13.701,643, a decrease of

163,830; electric, 20,319,293, an increase of 1,723,853; horse, 86,257,

an increase of 12.047; total, 34,107,103, an increase of 1,572,070.

The ratio of operating expenses to income was .7201 ; the increase

in business over 1903 was 7.88 per cent ; the earnings on stock were

9.7 per cent.

The plans contemplated by the company are indicated in the fol-

lowing resolution

:

"That it is the sense of the stockholders of the Chicago City

Railway Co. that immediate steps should be taken, without regard to

future contingencies, to re-establish the company in the confidence

of the public, and that, in order to attain this end, the directors of

the company he and they are hereby instructed to begin at once a

systematic and thorough investigation of the property and the affairs

of the company, for the purpose of learning what steps must be

taken to enable the company to provide ample and satisfactory ac-

commodations for the public.

"And the directors are further advised to put into effect such

measures as will put the physical properties of the company into

proper condition, without regard to expense, in order to furnish first

class service. Promptness and thoroughness are the prime essen-

tials in the work of rehabilitation and improvement of the com-

pany's service, and, therefore, immediate action is desired and ex-

pected."

Mr. T. E. Mitten who wlio will be the first vice-president of the

company, has been general manager of the International Railway

Co., of Buffalo, since 1901. Before going to Buffalo he had been

superintendent of the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co. for

six years. Mr. Mitten is a native of England, born in Sussex in

1865, and came to the United States in 1S80. His first railroad work

was as telegraph operator on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois; after

nine years in the operating and claim departments of steam rail-

roads, Mr. Mitten entered the electric railway field, being appointed

general superintendent of the Denver, Lakewood & Golden.

* I »

Machined Journal Boxes.

One of the points of superiority claimed by the Standard Steel

Car Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., for its electric railway trucks is that all

of them have machined pedestals and journal boxes, which are

considered essential in order to keep the axles parallel and at right

angle to the truck sides. The effect of faulty alignment of axles,

which is considered for the most part to be due to carelessness in

assembling the truck and ill-fitting the journal boxes, is referred

to at some length in the article by Mr. W. G. Price, which appears

on page 109 of this issue.

The Scioto Valley Traction Co. has leased a four-story building

in Columbus. O., for general offices.

The Detroit United Ry. is now receiving the first installments of

the 50 double-truck cars ordered from the St. Louis Car Co. and the

.\merican Car & Foundry Co. for the Woodward and Jefferson Ave.

lines.

The Boston Elevated Railway Co. transfer men are wearing a

new style hat which attracts much attention. These hats are of

pure white with a band of gold encircling them and are distinctly

Russian.

Concessions have been granted by the Mexican government for

the construction of a system of electric lines which have a proposed

length of 200 miles and will connect the, cities of Guadalajara and

Patzcuaro. This road will traverse one of the richest sections of

Mexico.

The Aurora, De Kalb & Rockford Railway Co., which is now

ballasting its roadbed, has purchased a gravel bed of such great

size and high-class ballasting material that the management is now

making arrangements to furnish this gravel to intersecting steam

roads and local users along the right of way.

The report is current that plans are under way for giving the

interurban railways of Ohio and Indiana the local mail business

of the territories which they cover. It is stated that in the near

future special mail cars will be placed on some of the more impor-

tant routes and the experiment given a thorough trial by the gov-

ernment.

The Curtis steam turbine and the engineers connected with its

design and development were awarded high honors by the Interna-

tional Jury of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. The grand prizes

were awarded to Elihu Thomson, C. P. Steinmetz and F. J. Sprague.

Gold medals were awarded to C. C. Curtis, W. L. R. Emmett and

W. B. Potter.



February Meeting of the Indiana Eleetric Railway
Association.

The regular Fchriiary mectiiiB of tlic Indiana Electric Railway

Association was licid in Anderson, 'i'lnirsday, Pel), 9, 1905. By

courtesy of the Indiana Union Traction Co. a special car was pro-

vided to carry those who went by way of Indianapolis. This special

left the Traction & Torniinal station at Indianapolis at 9:15, with

22 nicmhers of the association on board, and reached .Anderson at

10:30.

When the Indianapolis delegation reached .Anderson, it was joined

by a nunibir of gentlemen from Ohio and the northern part of

Indiana, there lieing about 50 members present when the meeting

was called to order.

Mr. L. J. Shlesinger's paper on "Internrban Passenger Traffic"

was the first bnsiness brought before the meeting. This is as follows

:

Interurban Passenger Traffic.

nV I.OIUS J. sni.KSINCER, SUPERINTENDENT MUNCIE, HARTI'ORR «c FT.

WAYNE RY.

Although it is comparatively but a few years since interurban rail-

roading first became a practical reality, the industry today is one of

the country's leading enterprises. Predictions as to the future, if

based merely upon the rate of development of the past, mark a most

glorious pathway ahead for the accomplishment of remarkable

achievements. The pioneer efforts w-hich have led to our present

systems were merely extensions of local street car lines, built to

encourage and provide for the suburban development of our larger

cities. The next step was a bolder one and embraced the connection

of cities and towns lying in close proximity. As the mechanical and

electrical obstacles were encountered and overcome by the engineers,

lines of greater length were projected and built. New methods of

transmission were introduced and experimental work was under-

taken along larger and broader lines, until today we have our

modern roads. There is still ample opportunity for the develop-

ment of constructive and operating features, but a few years will

undoubtedly witness the elimination or modification of the weak

points of our electric systems. It is a conservative prediction to

prophesy that in the near future our individual lines will lose their

identity and become merged into systems forming trunk lines of

inter-state importance.

The state of Indiana has been one of the foremost in the develop-

ment of the modern interurban road. In 1893 the first three miles

of interurban service in the state was inaugurated between Brazil

and Harmony. The ensuing year saw an additional 20 miles of in-

terurban in operation. Then came the financial depression following

the panic of 1893, and railroad development, as well as all other

forms of investment, suffered in consequence. In 1898 construction

work was again resumed, and since that time the development has

been rapid. Encouragement has been given investors by the atti-

tude of the legislative authorities of the state and considerable out-

side capital has been attracted. We have today within the limits of

the state 23 dif^'erent companies operating 818 miles of interurban

track, all of which has been constructed within the past seven years,

with the exception of the 23 miles previously mentioned. This is

tridy a wonderful growth. For the purpose of obtaining a fair

notion of the total results accomplished by Indiana within these past

few years, let us imagine that the 81S miles of interurban were

placed in one continuous line. We would have a railway track ex-

tending from the city of Indianapolis to the city of New York, If

a passenger were to undertake this journey, making direct connec-

tions upon leaving the lines of each company and taking advantage

of the limited service in vogue on a number of the roads, the trip

would occupy a period of 38"/$ hours. This represents an average

speed of 21.25 miles per hour, and varies from 8.5 to 27.5 miles per

hour on the various roads. Without the limited service mentioned,

the time required to make the journey would be 42!^ hours. Our
traveler, unless supplied with free transportation, would find that

$12.75 would be required to pay his fare for the entire distance, an

average of 1.56 cents per mile. Some portions oi his route would be

traveled for 1.05 cents per mile, while other distances would re'juirc

an expenditure of 2.23 cents per mile.

In preliminary work on interurban enterprises, one of the engi-

neer's chief sources of perplexity is to establish a basis upon which

to estimate gross receipts. Each proposition necessarily presents

local conditions which must be carefully studied before comparison

is made with apparently similar conditions in other localities. A
case is presented in another slate, where the receipts of a certain

road were not up to expectations, because of the fact that one of its

principal towns contains the car shops of a trimk line steam road,

and consequently the competing electric line was considered with

prejudice by a majority of the town's population. Whether prospect-

ive earnings are calculated upon the basis of car mileage, track

mileage, population, or any other method, it is only by a study of

results actually obtained that we may arrive at any sort of rule to

apply, in an effort to eliminate as much as possible the element of

"guess."

The Muncie, Hartford & Fort Wayne Railway Co. represents a

type peculiarly and distinctively interurban. The company has its

own track extending from court house to court house of the ter-

minal cities. Outside of towns the road is located entirely on private

right of way, three-fourths of the entire mileage lying adjacent to

the right of way of the Lake Erie & Western R. R. No city cars

are operated, nor arc the tracks of any other company used. In the

terminal city of Muncie but four minutes' time is required for the

run from the courthouse to the corporation limits, so that practically

no city service is given. The towns, mileage, rates of fare and

population served are shown by the following table

:

Additional rural population

of township

Local Popula- one mile

City or Town. Miles. Fare. tion. from track.

Muncie o. $.0 32,000 1,000

Royerton 52 .10 300 (

Shideler 2.9 .05 300 I

Eaton 2.5 .05 2,000 400

Hartford City 7-9 15 8,000 600

Montpelier 9-3 15 6,000 800

Keystone 30 05 400 800

Poneto 4-5 'o 5«> 200

Bluffton 6.5
.

.10 7,000 800

Total 41-8 $0.75 56,500 5,000

The total population served, 61,500, is approximately one-third the

number of people in the city of Indianapolis. The population per

mile of track averages 1,470; excluding the principal terminal,

Muncie, the average per mile is 705. The average rate of fare

charged approximates 1.8 cents per mile. No local or round trip

tickets are issued, but 5-cent coupon and commutation books are

sold at from 20 to 25 per cent reduction. Reduced rate tickets to

the company's park at Eaton are on sale during the summer months.

The company has not yet developed the freight business, although

packages are handled on all cars; consequently all the succeeding

figures given refer to passenger business purely. The use of the

Ohraer fare register enables complete traffic statistics to be main-

tained at a minimum of clerical expense.

The following table shows the number of passengers carried

during the year 1904, classified according to fare denominations

:

5 cent fares 276,202

10 •' ' 128,559

15 " i99.;oi

20 •• 95,091

25 " " 46,615

30

35

40

12,720

80,341

14^53
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45 cent fares.

50
"

55
"

6o
"

65
"

-o
"

75 "

Tickets

Passes

664

33.634

4,592

230

1,013

106

9,740

117,995

7,908

Total 1.029,564

It will be noted from this table that over one-fourth the total

number of passengers represent 5-cent cash fares. The 15-ccnt

fares are the most profitable, followed closely by the 35-cent fares,

while the least remunerative are the 70-cent fares. The average

cash fare per passenger is 17 cents, while the average value of

tickets used is 15.5 cents. At the rates of fare charged this indicates

that the average passenger rides a distance of nearly 10 miles. The

average number of passengers carried per day is 2,813, indicating

that 4.6 per cent of the total population make a one-way trip each

day, or every available person in the territory served rides 17 times

per year. Introducing the element of car-mileage it is found that

there are 1.8 passengers registered for every car-mile of service.

The receipts per car-mile figure 32.05 cents, of which 27.32 cents

represents cash fares, 3.23 cents represents ticket sales, .69 cent

represents packages, .24 cent represents newspapers carried, .16

cent represents chartered cars, and the balance comprises miscella-

neous minor items. On the basis of receipts per mile of track per

annum the figures for 1904 show this item to be $4,335.

The table showing the number of passengers representing each

denomination of fare indicates general facts in reference to pas-

senger traftic. The following method was adopted for determining

more specifically what might be termed the "location" of business

:

During the last week of January, all conductors were supplied with

blank forms, on which they were required to keep a record of the

number of passengers boarding and leaving trains at and between

towns. At first thought this would seem to be a gigantic task with

which to burden a trainman, in addition to his other duties, but it

must be remembered that no transfers are in use and that the type

of register employed requires duplex tickets to be issued for an

average of less than two fares for every one thousand collected.

Consequently the results obtained may be considered as fairly accu-

rate, inasmuch as a considerable personal error would have no

appreciable bearing on the total amounts. A tabulation of the sta-

tistics thus collected shows the following results, which are the total

figures for seven consecutive days :

Muncie 2,826 2,812 5,638 16.

i

.7

Intermediate distance 354 364 718 2.1 4.5 23

Royerton 392 410 S02 2.3 .0

Intermediate distance 204 225 429 1.2 2.9 21

Shideler 483 438 921 2.6 .0

Intermediate distance 146 168 314 .9 1.9 24

Eaton 1,399 1,313 2,712 7.8 .9

Intermediate distance 634 682 1,316 3.8 6.6 28

Hartford 3,90S 3,857 7,762 22.2 2.0

Intermediate distance 681 752 1,433 4i 7.7 27

Montpelier 2,274 2,285 4,559 13.0 .8

Intermediate distance 156 187 343 i.o 2.6 19

Keystone 818 806 1,624 4.6 .3

Intermediate distance 306 358 664 1.9 4.1 23

Poneto 731 713 1,444 41 5

Intermediate distance 383 428 811 2.3 5.5 21

Bluffton 1,800 1,694 3,494 10.0 .8

Total 17,492 17,492 34,984 loo.o 41.8

By combining the number of passengers on and off, each town

or rural district receives credit for every in-coming and out-going

passenger; comparative results are thuS obtainable, using as a base

the figure representing the total number of passengers on and off.

The column of percentages given in the table indicates the relative

amount of traffic furnished by each town and by the rural districts

lying between adjacent towns. The proportion of business furnished

by the towns is shown to be 82.7 per cent of the total, in comparison

with 17.3 per cent supplied by the rural districts, a ratio of nearly

five to one. Incidentally it might be mentioned that similar statis-

tics were gathered for one week during the month of August, 1903,

at which time only that portion of the road between Muncie and

Montpelier was in operation ; the results showed 88.3 per cent for

the towns and 11.7 per cent for the rural districts, a ratio of over

seven to one. In the preceding table a column of figures is given

showing the mileage in towns and in the intervening country. By

using these figures the results in the last column of the table are

obtained, the purpose being to show the relative traffic value per

mile of track of all the rural territory traversed. The general results

of the table indicate that the greatest volume of town and rural

traffic is supplied by Hartford City and the adjacent territory; on

account of geographical and local condition.s, this result is a natural

one to expect.

Proceeding further in an effort to determine the relation between

gross receipts and population, the following earnings per capita per

annum are obtained, the method used being to credit each community

with its proportion of the total receipts to which it is entitled,

according to the percentage values given in the preceding table.

The results are as follows

:

City or Town. Receipts per Capita per Annum.
Muncie $ 0.91

Royerton 13.89

Shideler 15.70

Eaton 7.07

Hartford City 5.03

Montpelier 3.93

Keystone 20.84

Poneto 14.86

Bluffton 2.59

Rural Population . 6.27

The average receipts per capita per annum show nearly $2.95.

Oinitting the population of the principal terminal city, which method

is sometimes used in calculating per capita earnings where the ter-

minal is a large city, though hardly applicable in the present in-

stance, the per capita value increases to $6.14.

The question of providing the requisite number of stopping sta-

tions for any road is one which should be carefully considered as

having more or less bearing upon passenger traffic. The tendency

has been to establish stations at rather too frequent intervals, with

the result possibly of stimulating rural traffic to the detriment of

through business, operating schedule, car maintenance, etc. Each

problem must be considered according to its own conditions, bearing

in mind the endeavor to provide the greatest good for the greatest

number. On the road under consideration in this article the estab-

lished rural stopping stations vary from J4 to l^ miles apart.

There are 47 stations provided in the rural districts and 23 within

the corporate limits of the towns; of these 70, 15 may be classed as

regular or compulsory (i. e. on account of occurring at railroad

crossings or at the principal stations in the towns), and the remain-

ing 55 may be considered as flag stations. While the passenger

statistics previously referred to were being collected by the conduct-

ors, a record of the number of train stops was taken by the motor-

men. The result for the week showed an average of 28 stops made
per single trip, 12 of these being within the corporate limits of the

towns and 16 in the rural districts. Of the 28 stops 15 were com-

pulsory, and the remaining 13 were at flag stations. That is to say.

with 55 flag stations along the line an average of 13 are used per

single trip.

In conclusion, it should be stated that the Muncie, Hartford &
Fort Wayne railway was first opened for traflic between Muncie

and Hartford City in February, 1903. The mileage between Hart-

ford City and Montpelier was added the following May. The divi-

sion between Montpelier and Bluffton was opened in December of

the same year with bi-hourly trains, continuing with this inadequate
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service until July, 1904, at wliicli time the full hourly schedule was

inaugurated. Consequently, although general traffic statistics should

prefcralily be based upon second year results, it will be noted that in

the present instance all figures applying to the year 1904 are hardly

in<licative of the fully developed results which may be expected for

ihc cnniing year.

In reply to an inquiry as to how the results stated in the paper

cnmpared with the estimates of the engineers made before the road

was built, Mr. Slilcsingcr stated that the results achieved exceeded

the estimates by from 10 to 15 per cent. Mr. Cravath stated that

ail analysis of the receipts of 32 Ohio interurban lines showed prac-

tically the same results per car-mile and per capita as those given

by Mr. Shlesingcr.

Mr. ."shlesingcr, replying to a question regarding competition, staled

that Ihe sleam railroad competition his company had to meet was

not serious and that when opening the road the local tariflf had been

fixed at two cents per mile. At that time the company had been

criticised for making the rate so high, but it had believed it would

be easier to lower the rate were it found too high than to raise it

were it fixed too low in the first place. The rate of two cents had

been found very satisfactory and had not been changed.

Mr. J. W. Chipman introduced the subject of interchangeable

mileage or coupon ticket books on which he believed action should

be taken by the Indiana association. He expressed the belief that a

book of coupon tickets which would be accepted in payment for

everything that any of the railway companies had to sell would

greatly increase the earnings.

Mr. J. H. Merrill, Lima, ex-secretary of the Ohio Interurban

Railway Association, who was present, gave a brief history of the

steps leading to tlic adoption of the interchangeable coupon ticket

used by the Ohio roads. A coupon ticket was considered the only

practicable form because of the different rates or fare obtaining on

the various Ohio lines. These rates vary from Ij4 cents per mile

to 2 cents per mile. The interchangeable book containing 240 five-

cent coupons, or transportation of the face value of $12, is sold for

$10, a reduction of one-sixth. On the Western Ohio the number of

coupon books sold in November was 13; in December, 22; and in

January, 35. The value of the Western Ohio coupons lifted on

foreign roads was $97 in December and $134 in January. The value

of foreign coupons lifted on the Western Ohio was $45 in December

and $87 in January, Mr, Merrill stated that he could not tell the

effect on receipts of the use of the coupon books, fie knew, how-

ever, that the interchangeable coupon books were not used by the

people who had used the company's mileage books. He believed that

the principal use of the interchangeable book was by traveling men
who used them to save the trouble of keeping track of small car fare

items, and that he believed this class of users would use electric

lines over which interchangeable books were good, in preference to

using the steam railroads. The Ohio coupon book is not good on

the Dayton, Springfield & Urbana road and he knew of several in-

stances in which, for this reason, traveling men had stated they used

steam railroad mileage in preference to going over the Dayton,

Springfield & Urbana.

Mr. Merrill stated that several companies realized that a mistake

had been made in limiting the interchangeable coupon book to the

use of the individual and that an effort is now being made to

remove this limitation and make the book available to all members

of the purchaser's family. Such a change would be a financial ad-

vantage to his road, as the discount on the coupon book is only 16 2-3

per cent, while on the family mileage books now sold the discount

is 25 per cent.

Mr. C. D. Emmons stated that the Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima

Traction Co., one of his properties, was using the Ohio interchange-

able book under agreement, and suggested that a committee be

appointed to consider an interchangeable book for Indiana roads,

I'he subject of baggage having been introduced, Mr, Merrill

stated that there was great variation in practice as regards carrying

baggage ; the roads in the northern part of Ohio carried baggage

free, while' those in the southern part of the state made a charge.

Among the companies that charged for baggage, some accepted in-

terchangeable ticket coupons at their face value and some only at

the actual value, that is, some roads would take five coupons for a

2S-cent baggage charge and others would collect six in order to make
the net collection 25 cents.

Mr. H. A. Nicholl, of the Cleveland & Southwestern Traction Co.,

expressed his belief that baggage should be carried free up to 150 lb.

His company now carries baggage on about one third of its trains,

beside which baggage was carried in express ears. It is the inten-

tion to carry baggage on all cars. The present practice of the Cleve-

land & Southwestern is to carry 150 lb, of baggage free where the

ticket is more than 25 cents, and 15 cents per 100 lb. excess. To

different stations where the ticket rates are less than 25 cents, a

charge of 15 cents per 100 lb is made for baggage.

On motion, the chair was directed to appoint a committee of five

to consider the question of coupon ticket books and the transporta-

tion of baggage and report at the next meeting of the association.

There were appointed as this committee, with instructions to select

their own chairman, the following: E, C, Folson, Ft. Wayne &
Wabash Valley ; Charles A, Baldwin, Indiana Union Traction ; J,

McM, Smith, Indiana Railway Co,, South Bend; W, K, McKown,
Indiana & Eastern ; V. D. Norveil, Indianapolis & Northwestern.

The chair read a communication from Mr. Paul Richey, stating

that he proposed to publish an electric railway guide for the state of

Indiana, and requesting the co-operation of the association in securing

from the members correct time tables and an agreement to distribute

in their cars and stations a suitable proportion of these Imoks each

month. On motion, the association adopted the proposed publication

as its official joint time table and appointed a committee consisting

of L. J. Shlesingcr, Muncie, Hartford & Ft. Wayne ; C A. Baldwin,

Indiana Union Traction, and J. A, Berry, Indiana Northern, to ar-

range the details and supervise the publication on behalf of the

association.

In answer to a question, Mr. Norveil gave a brief account of the

excursion business of the Indianapolis & Northwestern, and called

attention to a device which that company had found very satisfac-

tory for increasing its Sunday traffic. There being on this line noth-

ing in the way of parks or pleasure resorts, it was found desirable to

stimulate the Sunday riding, which it was found in ordinary condi-

tions would be the lightest of any day in the week. Accordingly, a

special ticket, good for a round trip from any point on the line to any

other point, was sold for $1, This ticket, of course, had no sale

where the round trip fare was less than $1, The results have been

very satisfactory.

The chair suggested that the members of the association would do

well to consider the advisability of adopting a cheap week-end rate,

that is, sell round trip tickets good going on Saturday or Sunday

and good returning Sunday or Monday. He believed that by this

means the week-end business could be distributed over three days,

instead of over one or two, with good results for all concerned.

On motion, the executive committee was directed to arrange for

the time and place and programs of future meetings.

Mr. A. W. Brady, president of the Indiana Union Traction Co.,

extended an invitation to all members present to dine with him at

the Hotel Doxey. The courtesy was promptly accepted and acknowl-

edged by a vote of thanks. After dinner, a special car was in wait-

nig and took the party to the main power station of the Indiana

Union Traction Co., after inspecting which the Indiana delegates

returned to Indianapolis over the Indianapolis Northern Division

by way of Alexandria and Tipton.

The Newman Properties Association.

A new association has been formed for the advancement of the

interests of the Newman properties, among which are the Birming-

ham Railway, Light & Power Co., the Nashville Electric Light &
Street Railway Co., the Knoxville Traction Co., and the Little Rock

Railway & Electric Co. The officers and heads of the departments

of these roads met in Nashville, January 23d, 24th and 25th for the

purpose of inspecting the Nashville propertv- and exchanging ideas,

thus benefiting not only the property under discussion but each

member being in this way enabled to gain some new ideas which

would be of use to him in the operation of his own property. The

ne.xt meeting of the association will be at Birmingham, .Ma., in April.

The officers chosen for the association were : President, Percy

Warner, president of the Nashville Electric Light & Street Rail-

way Co. ; vice-president, C. H. Harvey, president and general man-

ager of the Knoxville Traction Co. ; secretary, C. O. Simpson, treas-

urer of the Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co.



Piping and Power Station Systems.—IV.'

nv WILLIAM L. MORRIS, M. E.

Piping Systems— Continued.

Fig. i6 shows the meter in use with all boilers using liol water.

By opening valve ''a"' and closing "b." cold water would be fed

through the meter to the boiler. The dotted lines indicate the portion

of the system out of service, though this portion may. be under pres-

sure. The arrangement shown in Fig. 14 would permit the water

meter to be placed on the floor ne.xt to the pumps, the lines "c," "d"

and "e" being the risers from the latter. After the system is deter-

>?SSi/i.^^ ^£-S^ /^^y^

tion of the lines on the final diagram so that they will correspond

closely with the lines as they are to be built. This will enable the

men in the station to read the diagram much more readily and with

less liability of making an error in the operation of the valves. The

valves should be shown in appro.ximatcly their correct locatioiL For

instance, when Fig. 17 has been laid out in detail these data should

be used for correcting the diagram as illustrated in Fig. 14 and the

final result be shown as in Fig. 18. At first glance the system shown

in Fig. 18 appears to be a different one than that shown in Fig. 14,

but in reality it is exactly the same. The object in correcting the

final diagram is to avoid this deceptive appearance.

FIG. 16. iir,. 18.

mined, the pipe details can be considerably simplified by changing the

relative location of lines, etc., and at the same time, maintain the same
system. For example. Fig. 17 shows a rearrangement which permits

the meter and pump connections to be made coinpact and accessible

from the floor. It may be found that the pumps cannot both be of

the same pattern as shown. The distance "f" may require the pumps

Fig. 12 shows the general arrangement which will be used in

designing the problem plant. There are four groups of economizers

shown which will ordinarily be fed from one pump. If the boiler

plant were divided into halves and each half provided with its own
economizers, then the pumps could be placed at the dividing line

between the two halves, and with possibly a. few modifications in
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to be right and left handed with their steam cylinders together, in

order to leave room for the required connections. The pumps must
not determine the piping, but the piping should determine the minor
details, such as those just mentioned.

The early diagrams made for a station should be considered as

studies and after the pipe work has been detailed in accordance
with these diagrams the best plan would then be to change the direc-

•Copyrlght 1904. by the KcDflcld Publishing Co.

regard to the valves Fig. 14 could be used. After adding the con-

nection lines between the two halves the arrangement would be as

shown by Fig. 18.

Having decided upon the general arrangement of the economizers

and boilers, the piping should now be laid out in a detailed system.

This system should be made as reliable and as flexible as that shown
in Fig. 14 and by tracing out Fig. 15 it will be seen that the following

conditions are readily secured

:

I. Regular operation of No. i pump on fire line and house
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service; No. -' ininili "H aii.xiliary main for lulic cleaning; No. .3

],iiiiip nil feed mains.

J. Tile meter can lie used willi eillu-r |inni|i .N'o. 2 or No. .3 or

willi holli; llie discliarge from llic mcler can lie fed lo the main,

auxiliary main or to botli at the same time; tlic meter can deliver

tlirongli one or more economizers with either lieater water or cold

water; it can also feed direct to tlie boilers hy passing one or more

economizers.
•, Thi- l„,il.i-. villi cc

ff£^£> Pi/Af^

f

/^//P£ Pt/Z^A'

V/VZ.I/^S

3. Any one inimp may be shut down without interfering witli

regular operation; any two pumps may be shut down and still main-

tain pressure on the feed main and the house service, using cold

water or water from the hot well in the economizers.

4. When an economizer is sliut olT the boilers wliicli regularly

boiler which burned the greater amount of coal would be heating the

feed water for the other boiler.

The chief rc(|uircments for a boiler feed syMein arc well cared

for in Fig. ly. They are as follows

:

1. Any part of the feed system may be shut ofT without reduc-

ing the capacity more than onc-foiirlh, for four units.

2. The hot well water may be fed to the economizers when the

heater is off.

iiiomizers off may lake their fccil from

any other economizers which are in

operation.

4. An abundance of feed reserve

is provided for.

I here arc various other systems of

metering which might be employed

such as a separate meter for each

Ijoiler, or as shown in Fig. \f) a sepa-

rate meter with a by-pass might In-

used for each economizer if placed

at the points in the feed system

marked a. By using four smaller

meters they could be operated at

nearer their normal capacity than

could one of sufficient size to care for

the entire plant, thus the readings

would be more accurate, but simpler and more accessible details can

be obtained by using one large meter at the pumps. This will also

allow the tncter to be read from the pump room floor. The relative

performance of the boiler units can be determined hiore accurately

by using the same meter for measuring all the water. Any difference

in the performance which might be shown on two individual boiler

meters miglu Ix; due to one or both of the meters being inaccurate.

With but one meter the degree of inaccuracy will show the same for

all boilers.
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any section of the line may be shut off and water still delivered to

the heater.

The branches to the roof, city line, low pressure service, other

buildings and lawn sprinklers should all be provided for. .^s the

points to be brought out in considering these are more in the nature

of details than of general system, they will be considered later. Ordi-

narily the hydrants should be kept away from the outside walls a

distance not less than the height of the wall. The fire mains and

branches must be laid below frost line, the depth of which can be

obtained from a neighboring city water works. Steam pipes which

run to the roof and any hose lines inside of the buildings should have

an indicator post outside, so that in event of piping becoming broken

or bursting from exposure to frost the water can be shut off and the

pressure on the lire piping maintained. All house service valves

when connected to the fire mains should be readily accessible so that

in case of fire they may be closed quickly. Any lawn sprinklers

fed from the fire lines should be fully able to stand the fire pressure

and should be frost proof.

Before making a final decision on the design of the building or

piping it would be well to take up all the details of fire protection

charge of the circulating pumps it will be seen that there are seven

valves on the suction side and seven on the discharge. By disre-

garding the making of pipe work at all times accessible a shut-off

valve would still be required for each machine, each condenser and
each source of supply such as intakes B and C, and if the factor of

readily made repairs to the lines is also disregarded it will be found

that out of a total of 18 valves but 4 can be saved, thus it is seen

that with an increase of about 5 per cent in the cost of pipe work
the line may be made entirely accessible. The piping cost is ordinarily

about 5 to 7 per cent of the total station cost for such a plant as is

being outlined, so the difference in the cost of a station having an

inaccessible system and one having a readily accessible system would
be about one-fourth of one per cent of the total station cost or about

25 cents per kilowatt increased cost for valves, and if 10 cents be

allowed for extra labor, fitting, etc., the total added cost would be

but 35 cents per kilowatt or one-third of one per cent of the total

cost of the station. The cost should not be considered. The only

factor should be the time and study necessary to perfect the layout

and provide the station with a flexible and reliable system.

In case three waterways are used instead of two, there would be

-*- fJLO^v Of SrJ?£//^

a

Of, "z^"^yvO C"O.V yV'^^°^''Oi^f~

jOSz-Ziz^-ZP 7-0 ^/rz/^/P COz^/SSzvS£'/f*

Sc/P^^jTAZ //Oi/S£

Co/yos^vsszF-

zfor

:^g
j?7>ir,i///?tetv;

/O /^lZZ^f3 ^zr^Zizr /ATzVZI-^^

nc. 22.

1 To /^az^z^s z^/^O:^^
z/orlV£-z.c

with the board of underwriters because some details which an engi-

neer would consider to be of minor importance must be used in order

that the underwriters' rules and regulations be obeyed. To secure the

lowest insurance rates it will be necessary to install such details as

they require, and even though they admit that some of their demands

are unreasonable they are without authority to modify them.

The subject of artesian wells is not always a necessary part of

power station work but in the case of many factory plants cannot

very readily be avoided and will be explained later by means of

diagrams.

Let it be assumed that the plant in question is located alongside

of a stream of water suitable for boiler feeding. The intakes, dis-

charges and connections to circulating pumps and condensers of such

a plant are shown in Fig. 22. As in other lines, the chief requirement

in this system is that it be possible to shut off any part of the system

and yet allow three-fourths of the plant to be operated. The water-

way A is always an intake, the waterway C is always a discharge,

the waterway B may be either. Any one of these three waterways
may be shut off at any time. Either of the lines from the intake or

hot well to the pumps may be shut down and operation continued

with the other. Any portion of the discharge main from the circu-

lating pumps may be shut down and the operation of one condenser

still permitted. Any one of the three circulating pumps can supply

water to either of the condensers. All lines are so connected that

repairs can be easily made.

.At first thought it would possibly seem that too many valves are

used to make this system reliable. On noting the suction and dis-

a slight additional expense in the first cost, but the expense of opera-

tion would be lessened because one screen house could be shut down

and cleaned of any sediment or obstruction while the other two fed

the plant, and during the winter months the waterways B and C may

be used and the liability for interference from ice be lessened by the

warm .water discharging close to the intake. During the warmer

months of the year waterways A and C could be used since they are

placed at a considerable distance from each other.

(To be continued.)

The annual ball of the International Railway Employes' Associa-

tion, of Buffalo, N. Y., was held at Convention Hall, Tuesday, Janu-

ary loth. There were 4,000 present, consisting of trainmen, start-

ers, electricians, car makers and repairers, and their friends. The

ball was pronounced a brilliant success financially, as well as socially,

and the proceeds will be turned over to the sick and death benefit

fund of the Employes' Association.

Through limited service has been established between Dayton, O.,

and Indianapolis, Ind., via the Dayton & Western Traction Co.,

the Indianapolis & Eastern Railway Co. and the Richmond Street

& Interurban Railway Co. lines. There will be three trains each

way daily, known as the Interstate Limited, which will make the

run in four hours and fifteen minutes, the distance being 108 miles.

Very fine parlor and buffet cars, as well as sleeping cars, have been

put in this service and meals may be had enroute a la carte,
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Wear of Steel Tired Wheels IIovv to l^liiiiiiiate

l^xcessive I'lan^e Wear.

BY W. G. PHICE.

Tlie cause of excessive wear of steel tired wheels can probably

be allriliutctl to faulty truck construction.

Chilled iron wheels may wear inicveMly when wiA accurately

paired, or from a difference in temper, or depth of chill, and the

wheel which becomes the smallest in diameter will have the most

rapid wear of tlio flanges. The temper of a pair of steel tires

probably does not vary suHiciently to cause uneven wear.

Trucks can be out of true in several ways, and it is very common

to find these inaccuracies in motor trucks.

Cast steel side frames vary in length from one pair of pedestals

jaws to the other as much as one-half inch, due to a variation

in shrinkage and molding. If the mold is rammed, very hard, the

sand at the pedestals will not give away when the metal cools,

and the beam which connects the pedestals will not be allowed to

shrink as much as when the mold is less hard. In many cases no

attention has been given to pairing frames, or to machine finishing

them so as to make them all of the same length, which results

in the axles not being parallel. Such a truck tries to run in a

curve at all times, and if the car is rim continuously in one direction

only, the wheel flanges at two diagonally opposite corners of the

truck will be worn sharp, while if it be run in both directions, all

flanges will wear rapidly. In other types of trucks there is some-

times a variation in lengths of side frames.

Until very recently, at least, nearly all motor truck frames were

put together and bolted in position on the axles, instead of being

built separately, and they were made approximately square by hav-

ing the faces of the wheels in line. This was the only way of

squaring them, with the wheels and axles in place, as the wheels

and journal boxes prevented diagonal measurement. Such trucks

were seldom square for several reasons

:

First, the planes of the wheel's faces were not at right angles

to the axles, except when the wheels were turned true after being

pressed on the axle, which was not usually done.

Second, the gage lines of the wheels were not equally distant

from the centers of the axles, and this is a very common defect,

and also causes bad fitting brake shoes which can be frequently

noticed.

Third, the lost motion endwise of the axle, between the journal

and the bearing, and between the bearing and the box, permitted the

frame to be so placed before Ixilting together as to be out of square,

even when the wheel faces were in line.

Fourth, journal bearings are frequently bored out of center, and

as all are likely to be placed in the same holder for boring, where

one is found to be out of center, all of that lot will be found to

be out of center in the same direction.

Fifth, journal boxes are placed in trucks without machine finish-

ing, and owing to inaccurate molding, one side of the box is thicker

than the other side, and owing to the personal equation of the

molder, or to some inaccuracy of the pattern, all of the boxes will

be thickest on the same side, which locates the axle to one side

of the center of the box, and as all of the boxes are approximately

alike, all of the axles journals will be out of center on the same
side of the box, which would also be the case when the journal

bearings are bored out of true. When the truck frame is built

perfectly square, this variation in either journal bearings or boxes,

while not throwing the axles out of parallel, does throw the wheels
out of line. This causes the axles to run in a position not at

right angles to the tracks. If such a truck were run in both

directions, probably all of the flanges would receive more than a

normal amount of wear, while if it were run in one direction only,

probably two flanges on one side of the truck would receive the

most wear. Many trucks are constructed with from H to H i"-

space between the side of the journal hearing and the inside of the

box, and many trucks which have been in service for some time

have much play between the boxes and pedestals, which permits

the axles to run out of parallel. Trucks should have the journal

bearings nicely fitted to the inside of the boxes. The boxes should
be rigidly connected together, as is done in the M. C. B. type

of truck, and they should be so constructed that no wear of pedes-
tals and journal boxes can take place to cause lost motion. There

can he of course many variations of the inaccuracies described,

causing diflfercnt results in wheel wear, but probably in most all

cases it is due to inaccurate construction.

Accurate work requires skilled labor, machinery and time, which

are expensive. If railroad companies would specify accurate work,

to be done under the eye of their own inspectors, there would be

a saving of power consumption and wheel wear.

The lack of proper lubrication of center plates, and the permit-

ting of the car bodies to be partially carried on the side l)earings,

cause much wear of both the tread and flanges of wheels. 'I'hcrc

should be a clearance of % in. between each of the car body and

truck side bearings, and the truck center plates should have a raised

portion around the king pin, of the same height as the outside

rim of the plate so as to retain the oil, and there should be an oil

hole on each side of the car body center plate so the l)cacing can

be oiled without raising the car body. Grease will not remain in

a center plate so as to lubricate the bearing more than a few

hours, while a good oil, as long as it remains fluid, will stay in

the plate, and give good lubrication for several weeks. In cold

weather it is necessary to thin the oil with kerosene. As soon as

the oil is cooled sufficiently in winter, to change it to grease, it

will immediately be squeezed out, and there will be no lubrication

of the bearing. By casting the top plate hollow and then filling

the cavity with waste to be saturated with oil, a much better lubri-

cation of the bearing will be secured. Attention to this detail,

which in the writer's experience is neglected on most all cars, will

prevent much of the wheel wear.

A Talk on Railway Development in Massa-
chu.setts.

Mr. Robert H. Derrah. general passenger and advertising agent
of the Boston & Northern and Old Colony street railways, lately

gave a talk before the Haverhill street railway employes on the

development of the Massachusetts street railways. Mr. Derrah's
remarks were well chosen for the ears of his listeners and were
greatly appreciated. He called attention to the fact, that in such
interesting localities as his listeners were employed, it would add
greatly to the pleasure of trolley travel and not interfere with their

work, if the conductors would call out the points of historical inter-

est as the car passed them. The speaker regarded three men as

largely responsible for the Massachusetts street railway development
—Henry M. Whitney, who was the pioneer in opening up the sub-

urbs suitable for mechanics' homes ; Gen. Wm. A. Bancroft, of the
Boston Elevated, and P. F. Sullivan, president of the Boston &
Northern.

In his talk Mr. Derrah illustrated the growth of the electric rail-

ways from the earliest conception down to the magnificent special

cars which are now operated by many roads. He also described
the park systems and the many points of historical interest served
by the street railways near the Massachusetts coast. The speaker
has made a study of giving such little talks and has attracted worthy
attention by this means.

Electric State Railway Experiments in Sweden.

FROM U. S CONSUL ROBERT S. S. BERGH, GOTHERNBURG. SWEDEN.

In the spring the railway board petitioned the government for

permission to erect electrical transmitting apparatus on land be-

longing to the state, between Tomteboda and Vartan, in order to

carry out the experiments in electric railway traction, for which
a grant of 500,000 crowns (Si34.ooo) has been made by the Riksdag.
M Tomteboda station double wires will be used and at Vartan the

contact system will be employed for transmitting the current from
the power station to the electric locomotive or motor car. the

rails serving for the return current. For these experiments a high-

tension, one-phase, alternating current will be used, the tension

and frequency of which will vary according to requirements. This
question, so important for the whole country, has for some time

been considered by the board of trade, and the board has recom-
mended that the request of the railway board be granted, providing

the permission to erect and use the apparatus be limited to a cer-

tain period, say five years, and that private rights are protected.



Annual 3Ieeting of the Ohio Interurban Railway Association.

The first annual meeting of the Ohio Interurban Railway Asso-

ciation was held at the Algonquin Hotel, Dayton, O., Jan. 26, 1905.

President Clegg called the meeting to order at 10:50 a. m., and

made a brief statement of the work already done by the association

and some of the mailers then in the hands of committees. After

the minutes of the Canton meeting had been read and approved, the

reports of various committees were received.

Mr. Clegg as chairman of the Committee on Standard Rules

stated that the rules as agreed upon by the committee had been

adopted by the D.iyton & Troy Electric Railway Co. and copies of

that company's rule book were submitted to members as the com-

mittee's report.

Mr. E. C. Spring, of the Committee on Baggage, reported that a

letter of inquiry had been sent to some 70 roads and read a letter

from Mr. Green in which were included his recommendations based

on the replies received. These were: i. To charge 25 cents for

each piece of ico lb. or less, and 25 cents for each 100 lb. additional.

2. Roads to divide baggage receipts in the same manner as receipts

from coupon tickets. 3. Card checks in brass holders to be pro-

vided. 4. Roads handling baggage must have baggage masters

at stations. 5. Companies should combine their stations wherever

possible.

Mr. Spring stated that in the northern part of the state the com-

panies appeared to favor carrying baggage free, while in the south-

ern part of the state this could not be done.

In discussion the question of paying for transferring trunks be-

tween interurban stations was brought up. Mr. Clegg stated that

the Dayton & Troy had made arrangements with the Western Ohio

and Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima electric lines and the Clover Leaf

whereby through cars would be run from Dayton to Delphos to

connect with the' Clover Leaf for all points between St. Louis and

Toledo. In order to get a contract with the steam road the electric

lines had to agree to check 150 lb. of baggage free. The companies

pay 5 cents per piece for the necessary transfer from the electric to

the steam station at Delphos, this charge being divided among the

three companies.

[The "Clover Leaf Special," beginning February 1st, leaves Dayton

at S :i8 p. m. and arrives at Delphos at 8 -.25 p. m. ; returning it leaves

Delphos at 9 :25 p. m. and arrives at Dayton at midnight. The dis-

tance is 95 miles.]

Some companies have arrangements for transferring baggage;

others have not. Mr. Spring stated that in the case of his line, the

Dayton, Covington & Piqua, it would require the major part if not

all of the receipts from baggage to pay necessary transfer charges.

Some statistics as to the amount of baggage handled were given

:

Mr. Spring stated that on his line for every 100 interurban passen-

gers there were 45 trunks handled. Mr. Coen said that on the

Lake Shore Electric in 1904 there were carried 2,691,000 passengers,

of whom one in each 139 had baggage carried free (up to 150 lb).

Mr. J. A. Wilson, of the Cleveland & Southwestern, gave the

monthly averages as 780 trunks and 300,000 passengers on that road.

The Lake Shore Electric makes a rate of $1.75 between Cleveland

and Toledo; the rate on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

(mileage at 2 cents) is $2.18, but the steam road sells commutation

books to all stations at the rate of one-half of the electric roads'

round trip rate. In view of this the electric line considers that it

cannot with advantage charge for baggage weighing less than 150

lb. per passenger.

A representative of an association of commercial travelers having

some 350 members in Dayton stated that traveling men would use

the electric lines to a much greater e.xtent were baggage carried

free up to 150 lb. and prompt service given.

Regarding the interline coupon tickets, Mr. Paxton, of the Day-

ton & Troy, stated that the company had ordered the O. I. R. A.

form, but for the Clover Leaf business had added the words "First

Class" at the request of that road; also it had ordered a round trip

validating form for Clover Leaf business.

Mr. Coen reported that the Lake Shore Electric had the 0. I. R. A.

form of coupon tickets on sale.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The convention met at 2:30 p. m. and proceeded to the election of

officers, which resulted as follows

:

President, E. C. Spring, manager Dayton, Covington & Piqua

Traction Co., Dayton.

Vice-President, Warren F. Bicknell, president Lake Shore Electric

Ry., CIevelan<l.

Secretary, F. W. Coen. general passenger agent Lake Shore Elec-

tric Ry., Cleveland.

Treasurer, R. E. DeWeese, superintendent Dayton & Northern

Traction Co., Dayton.

Executive Committee : F. J. J. Sloat, general manager Cincinnati,

Dayton & Toledo Traction Co., Hamilton; F. D. Carpenter, general

manager Western Ohio Ry., Cleveland
; J. R. Harrigan, general

manager Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark Traction Co., Newark

;

W. B. Tarkington, general superintendent Detroit, Monroe & Toledo

Short Line Ry., Monroe, Mich.; F. J. Green, general manager
Springfield, Troy & Piqua Ry. and Springfield & Xenia Traction Co.,

Springfield.

Finance Committee: E. C. Spring, J.H.Merrill, A. VV. .Anderson.

The discussion on "Steam," the subject for the afternoon, was
opened by Mr. E. P. Roberts, president of the Roberts & Abbott

Co., Cleveland, who presented the following paper:

The Choice of Prime Movers.

BY E. P. ROBERTS, CLEVELAND, O.

Introduction.

The subject for discussion this afternoon is "Steam Power," and

as this covers too large a field to receive even general consideration

in the time allotted, my talk will be confined to the consideration of

reciprocating steam engines and steam turbines with special refer-

ence to interurban electric railway conditions, and omitting consid-

eration of the steam generating and vacuum producing mechanisms,

even though they are so closely connected with the general proposi-

tion that, in practice, they must be considered in their inter-con-

nected relations.

Moreover, as the other speakers for this afternoon represent the

manufacturing end, it seemed advisable that I should open the

meeting by presenting general features and leave the description of

actual mechanisms and the results obtained to the representatives

of the manufacturing companies.

When taking up the matter of "Power" it is evidently necessary

to consider, first. What is needed; second. What is best for the

conditions. Therefore, I will follow this logical order, and al-

though, at the start, the reason for the first may not be apparent,

I think it will be before the completion of the presentation of the

second.

As this audience is mainly composed of men interested in the

operating and financial, rather than the technical end, my talk will

not be relative to technical features from the technical standpoint,

but from the standpoint of the eflfect of modifications of such features

upon financial results.

POWER FOR INTERURBAN ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

In Ohio the prime mover is usually a reciprocating steam engine,

and, in a few instances, a steam turbine. In some portions of the

United States water power is being largely utilized as the prime

mover, but there are few, if any, economically desirable properties

of such kind available in Ohio. Owing, however, to the recent de-

velopments in the line of gas and oil engines, there are situations

where these should receive consideration.

In order to decide as to what prime mover is best for a specific

case, considering type, number of units and size of each, all the

factors affecting the case must be considered; and, generally speak-

ing, in the following order:

1. Predetermination of the operating conditions.

2. Estimate of first cost.
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,1. ICslinialc of opcr.iliiiK' expenses, iiieludiiiK liiianeial charges.

4. Coiiiparalivc rclialiility, depreciation and repair acconni, and

oilier nialters whicli are largely questions of jtulgmcnl.

5. Combination of all tlie foregoing, considered for each type of

power plant, and a comparison of the results.

I. rrcdctermination of Operation Conditions.

This necessitates decision as to location of track, and the curves

and grades most economically desirahlc. and the predelerniinatirjn

includes the following:

A certain location of the road is taken as the standard for com-

parison, being generally that which will give excellent, though not

necessarily the greatest, accessibility on the part of the public, and

having such grades and curves as a general knowdcdge of the

proposition indicates would be good practice. The size of cars and

ninnbi-r uf trains necessary to handle the anticipated passenger

travel arc decided, and train schedules and train sliccts are pre-

pared whicli show the schedule time between the terminal points,

based on a stated average schedule speed in the cities and towns, and

a stated average speed wliilst the car is in motion in the country,

with deduction from the latter on account of country stops, thereby

obtaining the schedule speed in the country. The train sheet shows

the trains in service at any amount, and the location of such trains.

The si/c of motors necessary to handle a car, or train of the

assured weight and speed is then calculated.

A study of the results as thus obtained may indicate that it is

preferable to obtain a slightly greater schedule speed between the

terminal points, in order that, when operating on hourly headway,

the lay-over at the end be not too long. For example, the time of

the tentative run may be 2 hours and 10 minutes, which would

necessitate a lay-over of 20 minutes when cars are operated on

hourly headway (starting from one end on the hour, and from the

other on the half-hour). This would require five cars in operation,

whereas if the cars could make their run in i hour and 55 minutes

only four cars would be needed. Such reduction in the number

of cars would reduce the expense of the train crews 20 per cent,

and the greater schedule speed between termini would be attractive

to the traveling public.

In order to accomplish such higher schedidc speed, one or more
of the factors must be changed, with

:

1. Higher schedule speed in the cities and towns. This may not

be practicable.

2. Higlicr speed when in motion in the country. This would

require larger motors and greater rapidity of acceleration, which

would increase the first cost, not only of the rolling stock, but also

of the entire power generation and distribution system, and it is

tlic resulting increase in maximum and average power requirements

which today especially interests us.

3. Reduction in number of country stops. This may reduce the

income, and whether it is advisable depends largely upon the charac-

ter of the proposition, and also whether, or not, "limited" trains

will bo operated. ' Consideration must also be given to the time

made by competitors, more especially between distant points.

4. Change of location in the road so as to shorten the distance.

This may necessitate giving lessened facilities to some localities, or

it may necessitate more expensive construction, or both.

5. Such change of location as will allow higher schedule speed.

This may be done by reducing the lengths of the runs on streets,

or. if the right of way is by the side of the highway and in front

of buildings, changing it so that it is back of the buildings. Some-
times the best location is adjacent to a steam road.

6. Reducing grades and curves.

Consideration of the foregoing factors, individually and collect-

ively, also necessitates consideration of comparative first cost and

operating expense, and comparative gross and net income, and the

study of all the conditions may result in a decision to operate at

a slower schedule speed, and change one or more of the factors in

the opposite direction from that required to increase the schedule

speed. If "limited" trains are to be operated, these must also be

considered.

The foregoing relates to passenger service, but in addition express

and baggage service may require consideration, also freight, using

this word to mean the same as when applied to steam roads.

A specialist in the predetermination of what is the most desirable

construction and equipment for any given prop'^^ition may not.

and possibly will not, work out in detail and with all possible modi-

fications all these factors, but he will consider >heni, even though

to some degree it may be unconsciously. 'I'lic results obtained arc

frequently a surprise even to those who make it their business and

might he supposed to be able to state "oil hand" what would be

most desirable for any given proposition.

A striking proof of the lessening of the amount of power required

obtained by increased care in design is shown by a statement made
by Mr. A. S. Richcy, in a paper read before the Indiana Electric

Railway Association fSec St. Ry. Rev., Jan. 15. 1905.) Jan. 12, IQ05,

in which he states that the same cars are used on the Indianapolis

Northern division of the Indiana Union Traction Co., as on the

other divisions, and power is furnished for the entire system from

one power house. That the average distance of the sub-stations on

the Indianapolis Northern division is 46 miles from the gcncraturs,

and on the others 15 miles, also that 12 per cent of the power used

on the other divisions is delivered directly from the power station

without alternating current transformer or transmission losses. Never-

theless, the power for the Indianapolis Northern division, measured

at the power house, is only 33 per cent of the total, although it

represents 42 per cent of the total car mileage. He also states that

the average schedule speed is slightly greater on the Indianapolis

Northern division than on the rest ; and that the result illustrates

"the general effect of a careful consideration of operating features

in the engineering design and construction of a road, such as re-

ducing curves and grades to a practical minimum, careful location

of sub-stations with respect to their loads, and the economical dis-

tribution of copper."

The subject of this talk being "Steam Power", it may seem as

though I had wandered far from the path, but all the parts of an

electric road are so inter-connected, financially and physically, that

decision as to steam power mechanisms can only be made after a

study of the entire proposition, and in more or less detail depending

upon its special features.

For example, if power is very expensive, measured at the motors

on the car, then, from this standpoint, a reduction of grades is

economically advisable, and also a reduction in the size, number
and speed of cars ; w hereas, if power is cheap, the reverse is prefer-

able.

All these factors are so inter-connected that, in order to obtain

the best plan for the given conditions, a tentative plan must first

be prepared which will be in accordance with the engineer's best

judgment, based upon a preliminary study of the general and special

conditions, and then such plan must be modified, and the effect of

such modifications considered from every standpoint—first cost,

operating expense, and effect on gross and net income.

It is, therefore, evident that the decision as to the power plant

necessitates predetermination, within a reasonably close limit, of

the average output which will be required at different hours of the

normal operating day, and the maximum which may be required

for any considerable period, and also the momentary maximum, the

excess being taken care of by the momentum of the fly-wheel.

Also, decision as to similar features on days other than normal,

Saturdays, Sundays, holidays and the like.

It may seem that the foregoing is what is frequently termed "not

practical," or, looking at it from another standpoint, that it is "imprac-

ticable," and for the reason that operating conditions vary so greatly

from day to day, that it might be considered impossible to pre-

determine them with such degree of approximate accuracy as to

obtain results of any value. There is not now time for elaborate

presentation of proof that careful and skilled predetermination of

operating conditions pays, and, in fact, pays better than an equal

amount of money expended in any other manner, but I will merely

present as an interesting example the comparative results obtained

by two power houses, each using the same make of water tube boilers,

stokers, and compound condensing engines, and the one obtaining

the poorer results, having generators of one of the best makes, and

the other having old style (Siemens & Halske), which were probably

somewhat less efficient than the other. The generators were direct

connected, and both plants furnished direct current, and used the

same quality of coal at the same cost per ton.

The plant obtaining the poorer results did not have the condi-

tions predetermined, and in consequence various units were not of

the best proportion for their operating conditions, considered as a

whole and in relation to each other.
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In the other case the character of the output was predetermined

and the sizes of units considered with reference to each other, and

although the load for this power house was more fluctuating than

for the other, nevertheless the coal and the cost per kilowatt-hour

output was materially less.

On the other hand there is, of course, a difference between what

may be termed calculations for commercial purposes and those made

for scientific reasons. The basis of the former is generally only

appro.ximate and of the latter is presumably exact, and it is evi-

dently absurd to carry out calculations into fractions of a per cent

when the basis is not known within 5 per cent, or, to use a mathe-

matical simile, to "use eight place logarithms on four place data."

Having predetermined the average ma.ximum power required from

the engine or engines, when operating on regular schedule, and, for

special days, a tentative decision is made as to the number of units

and the size of each, based on capacity.

The condition of operation of engines furnishing power to an

interurban electric road is, except when storage batteries are used,

one of rapid and excessive fluctuations of load, usually ranging

from 25 per cent to 123 per cent of the rated capacity of the engine

and often from zero to 150 per cent, and sometimes, momentarily,

up to 200 per cent.

I present the following as statements of facts

:

I. For any engine supplied with steam at a definite pressure and

quality, and with a definite vacuum, there is a definite load at which

it will operate at its greatest economy.

Increasing the steam pressure, or superheating the steam, or in-

creasing the vacuum, will both increase the maximum obtainable

horse power and, generally speaking, and within limitations, the

efficiency of the engine as a converter of heat energy into mechan-

ical energy ; but, considering the increased energy required by the

engine auxiliaries, it will not necessarily increase the heat energy

efficiency, considered as a whole, and, even more important, it may

even decrease the "dollar efficiency." The latter efficiency includes

first cost and operating expense, and it is upon this efficiency, con-

sidering the entire road, that either dividends or assessments are

declared.

[The speaker then presented a curve showing the variation of

coal consumption per kilowatt-hour, with varying load factor. Some

of the co-ordinates of this are as follows

;

Load, per cent. Kw. h. Lb. Coal per Kw. h.

50 42,000 47

45 36,000 5.0

39- • 33,000 5.2

36 30,000 5.5

30 25,000 6.1

25 21,000 6.7

20 17,000 7.4

This curve is based on the daily records obtained during one year.

The power house is the Avon Beach power house of the Lake

Shore Electric Ry. The results are old and were published several

years ago, and I would apalogize for presenting old material if it

were not for the fact that I have not results from any plant in

which the coal has been weighed daily for such a long period and

under such variation of percentage of rated load. It should also

be noted that at rated load the test showed 3.2 lb. per kw. h., which,

for this station, may be considered as the theoretical limit, and it

should also be noted that a change of proportion of the individual

mechanisms and of the size of such mechanism relative to each

other could have been so made as to have obtained better results

at rated load of the generator, but inferior economic results under

the average operating conditions.

A schedule which will allow climbing of grades witli motors in

series is much better for the power house than one which requires

"hustle" from start to finish ; but of course this is not the only

standpoint and there are too many inter-connected factors to now

follow up this train of thought.

I desire to call especial attention to two facts readily shown by

economy curves of any engines

:

1. Comparative water consumption on rating is not the proper

basis for decision when operating on variable load.

2. Comparative values obtained by comparing results for i. h. p.

are not the same as for b. h. p.

The statement has already been made that engines fur interurban

electric railways normally operate with loads varying from friction

load to 100 per cent overload, but it should also be noted that the

average load is generally, and practically always, below rating.

Because of this, it follows that an engine should be so mechan-

ically designed as to safely carry excess loads, and from the steam

standpoint, so designed as to give maximum economy at a point

below that which is ordinarily considered as its rating. The valve

operating mechanism should permit the entrance of steam for as

large a percentage of the stroke as practicable, and the steam

passages should be of as great section and freedom from bends as

practicable in order that steam may flow with the minimum drop

in pressure. The cylinder or cylinders should not be any larger than

necessary to give the required maximum of sustained power under

the assumed conditions of steam pressure and quality, and of vacuum,

including allowance for lessened pressure and vacuum when having

a sustained load which is in excess of the normal.

Please note that I have here used the term "load in excess of

that termed normal" ; the common, and more convenient, term is

"overload", but the latter term tends to convey the impression that

the load is greater than that for which the apparatus is designed,

and that load is injurious which, for the case considered, is not

only erroneous, but directly contrary to the fact.

What cylinder proportions, for any given case, are most desirable

depends upon steam pressure, vacuum, etc., and ratio of average

to minimum load, and in a paper presented by me at the New York

meeting (December, 1903) of the Engine Builders' Association of

the United States I especially referred to the question of ratio of

cylinder diameters of compound condensing engines under variable

load, and the advisability of reduction of such ratio as the ratio

of maximum to average increases.

Evidently, for any given case, it is necessary to ascertain what

will be the water consumption of the various engines it is desired

to consider, and not only at rated load, but over a large range of

load. This information for any given engine must be obtained

from the manufacturer, but, unfortunately, sometimes statements

inade require investigation before being accepted.

Some engine builders know what the engine on which they submit

a bid will do at rating and with stated steam pressure, quality of

steam, and vacuum. Fewer know the result which will be obtained

at fractional loads. The engine builder does not know what will

be the degree of variability of the load nor the average load ; it is

his duty to furnish a certain mechanism to accomplish certain

agreed upon results, but whether the operating conditions will

allow such results to be obtained in practice he does not, and gen-

erally cannot, know. The actual result is often unfair to the

builder and uneconomical for the purchaser.

As an example of the unreliability of data in bids, I present the

following, which are taken from bids in our office

:

Our specifications stated the steam pressure and quality of steam

to be delivered at the engine throttle, the vacuum at the engine

exhaust, revolutions per minute, desired average indicated horse

power, desired lower limit of maximum sustained horse power at

stated steam pressure and vacuum (slightly less than specified for

the average), and specified a maximum limit for the piston speed

and a maximum and minimum ratio of diameters of high to low

pressure cylinders. Fifteen manufacturers were invited to tender

bids, and there was considerable difference in stroke, cylinder diame-

ters, etc., and a comparison of all brought to the same basis necessi-

tates too complicated calculations and too many considerations to

present to a non-technical audience, therefore I have merely chosen

data from the bids from four corliss engine builders, of better than

tlie average standing, each of whom happened to choose the same

diameter of cylinders and length of stroke, therefore making the

steam conditions the same for all except as modified by steam

passages, clearance, and control of steam by the valves. The com-

parison of all the bids showed diflferences far in excess of those

here presented.

BIDDERS' STATEMENT.
Maximum sustained horse

Point of maximum cutoff power, stated as a per-

of steam. centageof the greatest.

75 79

75 84

•75 72

.60 100
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|lic lowest was appro-siiii^ilcly llic liiiill stated in our specifica-

tions.

There might be a slight (lifTcrciicc in the maxiimiiii horse power

ohtainable, but that the engine having a maximtiin cutoff at .0

would give one-third more inaxiinum power than the one cutting off

at .75 is evidently impossible. The importance of maxinumi obtain-

able power has already been stated.

We will next consider the difference of efiicicncy guarantees for

these four engines, all on the same basis as to steam and vacuum.

The order is changed from that in the previous table.

Engine Percentage of Rating.

No. 5° '00 '50

1 13.75 12-50 13.2s

2 12.7s I2-50 1350

3 14.00 13.00 14.00

4 iS'OO 12.7s 1400

If the stated water consumptions are correct, and if, for this com-

parison? we consider the gross ainount to be allowed annually for

depreciation and repairs to be the same for all engines, then it is

evident that the No. i engine is the best if the average load is

above rating, and No. 2 if it is below rating.

I low nuich more, based on cost of fuel, can we afford to pay for

No. 2 than for No. 4 engine?

If the load be .5 rating for ;.-< the day, at the rating for % the day

and l.s rating for }4 the day, or an average of .88 rating for the

whole time (and this is a very high average load for an interurban

railway not using storage batteries), and the daily run be 20 hours,

and the additional (not pro rata) evaporation be 8 lb. of water

per I lb. of coal, then the annual saving of No. 2 will be

:

Steam per i. h. p. per day—2.25 lb. for 10 hr., plus .25 lb. for 5 hr.,

plus .50 lb. for 5 hr., a total of 26.2s lb.

If the average output is 1,000 h. p., then the steam saved annually

is in round numbers 9,600,000 lb., which with an evaporation of 8 to i

is equivalent to 1,200,000 lb.

With coal at $2.00 per short ton the saving would be $1,200 per

annum, or the interest on $20,000 at 6 per cent ; if coal cost $3.00

per ton the saving is $1,800 per annum, or the interest on $30,000.

It is natural to hesitate at paying $20,000 or $30,000 more for

one l,200-h. p. engine than for another; nevertheless, on the guar-

antees we could afford to do so. If the engine guaranteed as the

more economical as to fuel is also better designed and manufac-

tured, there is an additional reason for purchasing that engine even

at a greater first cost ; but how nearly do the guarantees represent

the facts?

The answer can only be a matter for the exercise of judgment.

and considering the technical features, standing of the bidder, and

proved results.

The foregoing shows the results which may be obtained by the

investigation of only one feature, and also the importance of making

comparisons on the basis of operating conditions, which latter, if

not existing, must be predetermined.

The average load above considered is a high percentage of the

rating, and if in order to make the comparison over a greater range

we consider that No. 2 engine at .3 load would take 14 lb. and No. 4

17 lb., and that the load is .3 rating for '4 of the day, .5 rating for

'.'j of the day, full rating for '/^ of the day and 1.5 rating for ^ of

the day (a day being 20 hours as before).

The daily difference in steam per i. h. p. will be. computed as

before: 5X3 plus 10 X 2.25 plus 2.5 X 25 plus 2.5 X -5, which gives

a total of 39.4 lb.

This is 50 per cent more than the previous result, making a capital

saving for $2.00 coal of $30,000 and for $3.00 coal of $45,000.

Probably there would be not less than two engines and for the

greater portion of the time only one would be in operation, if the

average time of operation of two engines be simultaneously only

one-fifth that of one engine (one engine 16 hr., two engines 4 hr.).

load conditions for each engine be considered as unchanged, then

the total additional amount which we could afford to pay for the

two more economical engines would be six-fifths of that for one,

or with $2.00 coal, $36,000, and with $3.00 coal, $54,000.

If the comparisons were made at rated load, then the annual

saving would be approximately one-fifth of that of the first assump-

tion, and the difference in value being only $4,000 for $2.00 coal

and $6,000 for $3.00 coal.

The foregoing also shows that a consideration of comparative

values must include the cost of coal; this fact is not always appreci-

ated.

The same general considerations apply to the question of the com-

parative advisability of installing steam engines or steam turbines,

as have been considered in connection with various engines, and there

are some additional considerations, such as comparative space, cost

of foundations, etc.

The writer would state, at the outset, that he believes as good coal

economy can be obtained by using the highest grade of reciprocating

engines, properly proportioned to the work, as can now be obtained

by the use of turbines, and that, to a considerable degree, the better

results reported where turbines have been installed are because the

turbine plants have been of a higher grade than the engine plants with

which they have been compared. Turbine plants generally have su-

perheated steam, frequently at a higher pressure than the average

reciprocating engine, and also with higher vacuum, and they do ob-

tain better efficiency from the standpoint of water per kilowatt-hour

than the majority of the engine plants in interurban power houses.

But it does not necessarily follow that reciprocating engine plants

could not have been so designed as to have obtained equally high

cfiiciency, nor does it follow that the plant which is most efficient

from the standpoint of fuel is most economical, everything consid-

ered. I believe in the steam turbines, but do not consider that they

have the field to themselves, but rather that each case must be con-

sidered on its own merits.

Many comparisons which have been published are misleading be-

cause of misleading statements. For example, some comparisons

are made on the basis of rated load, which has been shown to be

inaccurate when operating under variable load ; others are based

on pounds of steam per kilowatt-hour taken by the turbine, or the

engine, and without making allowance for the additional heat energy

required to obtain the higher vacuum for the turbine. In this con-

nection it should be noted that the efficiency of the turbine is mate-

rially increased by an increased vacuum, whereas this is much less

the case for an engine built on commercial lines. For the turbine

it is wise to obtain high vacuum, but the cost must not be over-

looked.

Also, the steam for the turbine is usually superheated, and, if the

comparison is based on difference in pounds of steam, it is evident

that consideration should be given to the additional heat units in

the steam, and the cost of supplying such additional heat energy.

When considering fuel economy the basis of comparison is the per

cent of heat energy transformed into mechanical energy- delivered

by the mechanism, including the amount of energy required for the

auxiliaries.

On this basis a recent comparison, which I made, between the

guarantee of a turbine manufacturer and those of an exceptionally

high grade engine, showed such an exceedingly slight difference

as to be practically negligible, and a comparatively small diflference

in operating conditions would throw the balance one way or the

other, as would also a slight difference between guaranteed and

obtained results The difference, as tabulated, was slightly in favor

of the turbine, with temperature of condensing water at 60 degrees.

and with 26-in. vacuum for the engine, and 28-in. for the turbine.

and with barometer at 30 in., but if the condensing water were at a

higher, though probable summer temperature, it would not be

found economically desirable to endeavor to obtain at such time

such high vacuum, and therefore during such time as this condition

might exist the result would be in favor of the engine. .Assuming

other conditions of operation there would be a greater difference.

and in favor of one or the other, depending upon the assumptions.

Therefore, for this case decision must be based on other grounds

than comparative fuel economy.

A comparison would include at least the following:

A. First cost, including engine, turbine, generators for each of

same, foundations, buildings, traveling crane, sometimes ground,

piping, condensing system, superheaters.

B. Operating expenses, including fuel. oil. labor, repairs and

depreciation.

C. Reliability.

MX of A and fuel and oil under B can be predetermined with suf-

ficient accuracy for a decision. The other items under B and C
are. for the present at least, largely questions for the exercise of

judgment.
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Following Mr. Robert's address, Mr. Hans Holzwartli, the in-

ventor of the Hamilton-Holzwarth steam turbine, addressed the

association, describing the construction and operation of the line of

turbines for electric railway work which the Hooveii, Owens,

Rentschler Co. is now manufacturing. Mr. Holzwarth had a large

number of blue prints showing elevations and sectional views of

the assembled apparatus and drawings to a larger scale showing the

more important details, and covered the subject very thoroughly,

his address being much appreciated.

Mr. C. H. Weeks, of the Buckeye Engine Co., Salem, O., ne.xt

followed with a short talk on power house management. The point

which Mr. Weeks most emphasized was that there should be lots

of brains in the power house. Companies install the most e.xpensive

and complicated machinery and yet too often entrust it to the care

of incompetent persons, overlooking the fact that an ignorant or

careless fireman or engineer will greatly increase the cost of oper-

ation and may easily do a vast amount of damage to the equipment.

ANNUAL DINNER.

The annual dinner was held in the evening, 192 guests sitting

down at the tastefully decorated tables. The guest of honor was

Gov. Myron T. Herrick. Mr. H. B. Clegg served as toastmaster

and made the first address of the evening, that introducing the

president-elect, Mr. E. C. Spring. Mr. Spring made his inaugural

address, emphasizing in it the extent of the electric railway interests

in Ohio and the usefulness of the association in protecting these

interests. In conclusion Mr. Spring, on behalf of the association,

presented' to Mr. Clegg a silver loving cup as a testimonial of appre-

ciation of his success in administering the aflfairs of the association

during the past year.

Governor Herrick followed Mr. Spring, tlie principal points of his

address relating to electric railway legislation. Governor Herrick

stated that while he did not approve of an after-dinner speaker read-

ing from manuscript, yet he felt that his position made it important

that he be not misquoted on matters relating to recommended legis-

lation and begged permission to read a statement of his views on this

subject. Governor Herrick's remarks as regards legislation were as

follows

:

"Interurban electric railways are getting closer and closer every

day to the status, the business, and the characteristics of commer-

cial steam railways. In a number of recent cases the courts of Ohio

have found it difficult to distinguish between these two classes of

common carriers. In the early days of horse cars, and even later,

when electricity as a motive power was first introduced, street rail-

roads were looked upon as conveniences for the cities alone. They
were purely municipal institutions and no one thought of carrying

their work beyond the public streets. But within recent years the

business of street railroads has been revolutionized. The urban has

become the interurban. So far as the business of these companies

is concerned, municipal boundary lines have become obliterated.

There is scarcely a street railroad line in Ohio that does not run

into two or rnore municipalities ; and if today we should seriously

consider municipal ownership, the first question that would be

asked with respect to nine o>it of ten of the street railroads of Ohio
would be. Which municipality shall own them? So fast indeed has

this business grown, and so active has been the genius and enterprise

of those engaged in it, that the very growth it has enjoyed has

perhaps settled, for the present at least, the question of retarding

it by public appropriation ; for the number of cities and villages now
reached by the interurban roads is so great that municipal ownership
would only serve the purpose of destroying the continuity of the

lines.

"But the progress of this business has gone even further. It has

not only obliterated the boundaries of miuiicipal corporations, but it

has crossed with its network of tracks throughout the country the

lines of counties and states. The interurban railway has become the

short haul carrier for the people.

"Manifestly, therefore, we have lived past the day when these

companies may be regarded as purely local conveniences and con-

trolled solely by local authorities. The legislature of Ohio in recent

years has been recognizing with increasing assurance and convic-

tion the ultimate sameness of all railroad companies, whetlier oper-

ated by steam or electricity, whether operating upon the highways or

upon the private rights of way, and whether called by one name or

another. The general assembly of 1902 granted to interurban com-

panies the power of eminent domain outside of municipalities. The

general assembly of 1904 granted to street and interurban railways,

under certain conditions, the power of eminent domain within mu-

nicipalities ; and the same legislature last winter provided for the

taxation of the property of interurban electric railway companies by

a method identical with that in force with respect to steam railroad

companies. Thus the two kinds of railways are coming closer and

closer to mean one and the same thing. Peering into the future it

does not require mental field glasses to see the day when in fact as

well as in law there will be but one kind of railroad in this country,

and when electricity, which is now coming more and more into use

in the subways and by the steam roads upon tlie urban streets, will

be the only motive power for all.

"Now, what does all this mean? Certainly I am not one of those

who believe in taking away from the mimicipalities of the state the

inherent right of home rule ; and certainly I would not advocate

any plan that would destroy the principal of local government in

so far as it is necessary to protect local interests. But in so far as

interurban railways have ceased to he the concern of a single city

or a single locality, and have come to be the concern of the state

at large. I believe the business in which they are engaged ought to

be regulated and controlled by the state. As interstate commerce is

the concern of the nation at large, so intra-state commerce is the

concern of the state at large; and any agency which thus unites, by

bands of steel, the interests of urban and rural communities, and

conducts a passenger, freight, express and mail traffic between dif-

ferent sections of the state, should be directed and controlled by

some authority which would see that equal justice is done between

all patrons of the lines, whether they live in the city or the country.

Nothing has seemed to me more obstructive of general progress than

the spectacle of an interurban railway line being, on the one hand,

retarded in its work by the caprice or cupidity of local authorities,

or, on the other, practicing discrimination in favor of the people of

one community against those of another, I am not willing to take

from the people of our municipalities the control of their streets or

deprive them of the just return which should be made by those who
use the streets for any public service business. But with respect to

interurban railway lines, which run through a number of municipali-

ties as well as counties, I believe that, for the protection of the peo-

ple and for their safety and convenience, as well as for the pro-

tection of investors in these enterprises, some just and equitable

method should be devised for their control which will avoid the con-

fusion that conflicting interests always entail."

In arranging for the banquet, the entertainment committee of the

association had the able assistance of a committee of the supplymen,

of whom Mr. John F. Ohmer was chairman, and to him was in a

large measure due the perfection of the arrangements.

The supplymen maintained headquarters on the parlor floor at

the Algonquin Hotel. Among those having literature for distribu-

tion or models on exhibition were the Ludlow Supply Co., of Cleve-

land, which besides having its own specialties is now agent for the

Peter Smith Heater Co, of Detroit, and the KalamazOo Railway

Supply Co, ; the W. R. Garton Co., which ha? recently taken agencies

for the Lima Insulator Co. and the Lord Electric Co. railway bonds

;

the Dittrick-Jordan Electric Co. and the Bloomer Bureau. Repre-

senting other railway manufacturers and supply houses were E. B.

Grimes, Ohmer Fare Register Co. ; Ambrose Petry and Frank Den-

ning, Ambrose Petry Co. ; Edwin Van Winkle, Post-Glover Electric

Co.; R. R. Braggins, H. W. Johns-Manville Co.; H. E. Beach,

Sterling-Meaker Co. ; R. R. Fast, Trolley Supply Co. ; George T.

Lewis, Viscosity Oil Co. ; F. M. Nicholl, Taylor Electric Truck Co.

;

D. J. Evans, Continuous Rail Joint Co. ; H. E. Blemker, Cincinnati

Metal Co.; H. W. Cushman, H. W. Cushman Co.; L. O. Duclos,

Massachusetts Chemical Co, ; F. W. Hitchings, Consumers' Rubber

Co. ; C. Wright, Standard Brake Shoe Co. ; R. W. Palmer, General

Electric Co. ; A. G. Olberding, Columbia Foundry Co. ; F. N. Bliss,

Buckeye Electrical Co.
; J. E. Gimperling, jr., W. B. Schaife & Sons

Co. ; M. BleuUen, Columbia Foundry Co. ; R D. Jeffers, Kanawka
Fuel Co. ; Will I. Ohmer, Recording & Computing Scale Co. ; J. A.

Hanna, the J, A, Hanna Co,
;
Judson Pratt, Valvoline Oil Co,

The menus for the dinner were handsomely printed and bound in

silk ribbon, and were presented with the compliments of the Audit-

ing-Ticket & Record Co,, of Dayton.
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MAY KNl'ORCK MECHANIC'S LIKN AGAINST BUILDING
CONVEYED FOR RAILROAD PURPOSE.S—PRODUC-
lON AND CONTROL OF ELECTRIC POWER FOR USE
UPON TROLLEY SYSTEM A "MANUFACTURING PUR-
POSE."

Hates Machine Co. vs. Trenton & New Brunswick Railroad Co.

(N. J.), s8 At!. Rep. 935. Sep. 30, 1904.

The right to lien a building for materials fnrnishcd tinder the

nieclianic's lien act of New Jersey, the court of errors and appeals

of New Jersey holds, is not rendered unenforceable by the con-

veyance of the property to a corporation for railroad purposes.

The production and control of electric power by mechanical means

and its adaptation for use upon a trolley system is a "manufactur-

ing purpose," within the meaning of the mechanic's lien law.

RIGHT I'O MAKE RULES AGAINST OCCUPATION OF
DANGEROUS POSITIONS BY PASSENGERS—CARE
REQUIRED WHEN OCCUPATION OF SUCH POSITION
IS ALLOWED.

.\ugusta Railway & Electric Co. vs. Smith (Ga.), 4R S. E. Rep. 6Sr.

Oct. 15, 1904.

A railway company, the supreme court of Georgia holds, has the

right to make reasonable rules and regulations prohibiting passen-

gers from occupying positions on its cars considered to be danger-

ous, except at their own risk; but when, notwithstanding such

rules, passengers are permitted, and in some instances required, to

occupy such positions, the company is still under the duty to exer-

cise extraordinary care and diligence for their safety.

POSSESSION OF GONG A MATTER OF COMMON KNOWL-
EDGE.

Story vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo. /Vpp.). S3 S. W. Rep. 992.

Nov. 29, 1904.

Objection to an instruction was made tliat it submitted to the

jury to find whether the motorman negligently failed to give a timely

warning of the approach of the car. Counsel made this inquiry.

"How should the warning be given?" The answer, the St. Louis
court of appeals says, is, "By sounding the gong," which is known
by every one at all familiar with street car traffic to be furnished

on every car for the express purpose of giving warning when
necessary. This is conmion knowledge, ami the jury must be pre-

sumed to have been possessed of it.

INJURY TO CONDUCTOR FROM FAILURE TO PROVIDE
SUFFICIENT CARS—LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE
OF CAR STARTER.

Shaw vs. Manchester Street Railway (N. H.), 58 .^tl. Rep. 1073.

Oct. 4, 1904.

A street railway company's failure to provide a sufficient number
of open cars for the accommodation of its business, the supreme
court of New Hampshire holds, will not entitle a conductor to a

judgment for damages for injuries, even if it be found that the
deficiency was the proximate cause of his injury, where, well know-
ing of such failure, he voluntarily continued in the service, and
thereby assumed the risk of injury from that cause. Furthermore,
to render the company liable to the conductor for the negligence
of the car starter in sending a defective car over the road behind the
car in which the conductor in question w^as employed, the court holds
that it must appear that the car starter was acting in the perform-

ance of a non-dclegabic duty owed by the company to the con-

ductor; or, in other words, that his act was essentially a master's

act, as distinguished from a servant's act. This the court docs not

think it was, when the car starter was not intrusted with the exercise

of any discretion relating to the provision of cars, or the mainte-
nance of them in suitable repair, or the determination of the ques-
tion whctbor cars were suitable for use.

BOARDING OF MOVING TROLLEY CAR.

Murphy vs. North Jersey Street Railway Co. (N. J. Sup.), 58 Atl.

Rep. 1018. July 6, 1904.

Although it cannot be held, as a matter of law, the supreme court
of New Jersey says, that a person who attempts to board a trolley

car while it is motion is negligent, yet, when the fact that the car
is in motion is the sole producing cause of the injury sued for, the

risk of its occurrence is one which the person making the attempt
must be held to have assumed.

EMPLOYE A COMPETENT WITNESS.

Feitl vs. Chicago City Railway Co. (111.), -i N. E. Rep. 991. Oct.

24, 1904.

."^n employe, as for example a motorman, the supreme court of
Illinois holds, is not an incompetent witness, under the statute,

because he is liable over to the company for any damage he may
have caused. Nor does the court consider that he is incompetent
as a witness, when the adverse party is suing as administrator,
under the provision of Section 2 of the act of 1867 that no party
to any civil action, suit, or proceeding, or person directly interested
in the event thereof, shall be allowed to testify therein, of his own
motion or in his own behalf, when any adverse party sues or defends
as the administrator of any deceased person, except in certain speci-
fied cases.

OLD ORDINANCE AGAINST SWINGING OR HANGING
FROM OUTSIDE OF CARS INAPPLICABLE TO PRES-
ENT CONDITIONS.

Frank Bird Transfer Co. vs. Morrow (Ind. .App.), 72 N. E. Rep.

189. Nov. I, 1904.

A city ordinance adopted at the time when all of the street cars

within the limits of the city were propelled by horse power, and
making it unlaw ftil for any person within the corporate limits of the

city "to swing or hang from the outside of any street car," the appel-

late court of Indiana, division No. 2, holds, is not applicable to the
present condition and manner of operating street cars, as in passing
the ordinance the city council did not contemplate the operation of
street cars by electricity, nor did it intend that such ordinance
should apply to the modern summer car with a running board.

NOT AN ADDITIONAL BURDEN ON STREET.

Budd vs. Camden Horse Railroad Co. (N. J.), 59 Atl. Rep. 229.

Nov. 14, 1904.

A double-track street railway was constructed in the northerly

half of a road 33 feet in width, pursuant to a city ordinance The
poles carrying electric wires were close to the outer line of the
street on which the plaintifT's land abutted, and the ties extended
to within two or three feet of that line. No sidewalk had been
built. The court of error's and appeals of New Jersey holds that

the construction of the railway did not constitute an additional
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servitude, and that the abutting owners—owners of the soil of the

highway—could not maintain ejectment against the railway com-

pany.

WHAT CONSTITUTES DUE CARE IN A PERSON AP-
PRO.A.CHING A TRACK—REASONING CANNOT TAKE
THE PLACE OF POSSIBLE OBSERVATION.

Goldman vs. Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co. (Wis.), lOl

N. W. Rep. 384. Nov. 15, 1904.

Due care in approaching a railway track, the supreme court of

Wisconsin says, can be satisfied only by the full use of the senses

of sight and hearing at the last moment of opportunity before pass-

ing the line between safety and peril. The last moment for such

observation in this case was just before the plantiff's horse stepped

upon the track on which the plaintiff knew a car was approaching,

the evidence being undisputed that the movement of the horse was

so slow and so without momentum as to approximate the plaintifT

almost exactly to the situation of a foot passenger, as to whom the

single step onto the track is negligence unless, before taking it, he

assures himself, by observation, of its safety, if the view is unob-

structed. Reasoning is not due care when opportunity for observa-

tion exists. It is only when deprived in some degree of such oppor-

tunity that one may, consistently and with due care, rely on his

judgment as to chances. Neither can he rely on any assumption that

the car is moving at a reasonable, or any other, rate of speed, where
he has opportunity to observe the contrary. However, no right of

way existed in favor of the plaintiff when, as established by the

result, some diminution of the speed of the car was necessary to

enable him to pass in safety.

STRIKING BY END OF CAR OF PASSENGER WHO HAS
JUST ALIGHTED TO TRANSFER TO ANOTHER CAR.

Walger vs. Jersey City, Hoboken & Paterson Street Railway Co.

(N. J. Sup.), 59 Atl. Rep. 14. Nov. 7, 1904.

A passenger disembarked from a car for the purpose of trans-

ferring to another car of the company, a ticket enabling him to do

so having been furnished him on the car upon which he first took

passage. The point from which he alighted was the proper transfer

point. After getting off the car, and as he was about to cross over

to the other car, or while he was doing so, the car which he had left

started to go around what was described as "the loop," and its rear

end struck him, knocked him down, and injured him. According
to his story, the accident happened immediately after he got off of

the car, and before he had taken a single step away from it. In this

situation of the case, the supreme court of New Jersey says, it was
manifestly proper for the trial judge to refuse to nonsuit. Again,

the court says that the man was still a passenger of the company
when he was struck. If he was taking the most direct course from
the car which he had just left to the car upon which he was about
to embark, it was for the jury to say whether he was not entitled

to believe that he was safe in doing this, or, at least, that he would
not be put in jeopardy by anything done by the company while taking
this most direct route. It was also for the jury to say whether the

operation of the car, under the conditions disclosed, was not a

negligent operation, and the violation of the duty which the com-
pany owed to the man as its passenger.

CARE REQUIRED TO AVOID KILLING DOGS.

Moore vs. Charlotte Electric Railway, Light & Power Co. (N. C),
48 S. E. Rep. 822. Nov. 22, 1904.

Dogs, the supreme court of North Carolina says, are known ordi-

narily to be able to take care of themselves amidst the dangers inci-

dent to their surroundings. Where a horse, or a cow, or a hog,

or any of the lower animals would be killed or injured by dangerous
agencies, the dog would extricate himself with safety. Besides, the

court says that it knows of common knowledge that within that

jurisdiction, at least, there is scarcely a household without a dog or

dogs, that they are found in every street and public place, no limita-

tion being put upon their free movements, and by the hundreds they

daily pass in the cities and towns over the street railway track

where and as often as they please. If, therefore, it should be re-

quired that motormen in charge of these cars should exercise the

same degree of care to avoid running over a dog that the law re-

quires of them to avoid injury to other animals, the public con-

venience of rapid transit in populous communities would be seriously

impaired, and all business interests made to suffer. As the de-

fendant's counsel said in their brief, "The dog would be absolute

master of the situation, and would force the electric cars out of

business." The rule, the court is satisfied, should be that street

railway companies, when their cars are properly equipped, should not

be held liable in damages for the killing of a dog by one of the

street cars in motion, unless it was done under such circumstances

as to justify the conclusion that the killing was done either willfully,

wantonly, or recklessly.

CONSTRUCTION OF CONTRACT TO PAY A CERTAIN
SUM ON FAILURE TO OPERATE ROAD ONE-HALF
OF FRANCHISE PERIOD.

Santa Fe Street Railway Co. vs. Schutz (Tex. Civ. App.), 83 S. W.
Rep. 39. Oct. 26, 1904. Rehearing denied Nov. 23, 1904.

The street railway company entered into a contract which stated

that, whereas the said Schutz, for the purpose of enhancing the

value of his real estate along the line of the railway had expended

$1,481.07 for and on account of the railway enterprise, and, moved

by the same inducement, promised, on certain conditions, to pay to

the company the further sum of $2,000, and had paid the same, the

companj', in consideration thereof, agreed that during one-half of

the period named in its charter (50 years) the street railway should

be operated in good faith throughout the entire line, and not aban-

doned or removed, or any part thereof, and that in the event of a

failure to maintain or operate it as aforesaid from any cause, the

sum of $3,481.07, with lawful interest from the failure aforesaid,

should be paid to said Schutz, who was to have a lien upon all the

property owned by the company, and, in the event of his suing to

foreclose his lien, should have such reasonable attorney's fees as the

court might allow. The court of civil appeals of Texas holds that

the agreement on the part of the street railway company to pay

Schutz the sum of $3,481.07 in the event of its failure to perform its

contract should be construed as one for the payment of liquidated

damages, and not as merely a penalty, upon which no recovery could

be had, unless actual damages for the breach were alleged and proven.

It further holds that the very terms of the contract completely nega-

tived the idea that the company was only obliged to maintain and

operate the street railway any 25 years of the 50 years covered by

its charter. The maintenance and operation of the line of street

railway was, with the exception of certain contingencies to be pro-

vided for, to be continuous; and it could not be doubted that it was

to continue from the time the contract was executed until one-half

of the period (25 years) of the existence of the company's charter

should expire.

BOARDING CARS IN BARN.

Gleason vs. Metropolitan Street Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 90 N. Y.

Supp. 1025. Dec. 9, 1904.

It appeared in this case that the place where the plaintiff at-

tempted to board a car and was injured was inside of the barn or

shed, and not upon the street, and it was claimed by the defendant

that passengers were not received at that point, and that the driver

of the car had no notice that the plaintiff was attempting to board

the car when he started the same. It became a material question,

therefore, the first appellate division of the supreme court of New
York says, whether passengers were received at this place. If they

were, then it would not be disputed but that the defendant owed a

duty to the plaintiff to see that he was given a reasonable oppor-

tunity to board the car at that place. The plaintiff sought to show-

it was customary for the defendant to receive passengers at this

point. He was asked : "Had you gotten on cars at that place be-

fore?" "Do you know what the custom was at that time with regard

to passengers boarding cars at that point?" Both questions were

objected to and the objections sustained. But the court holds that

these questions were proper and competent, and bore upon a mate-

rial issue in the case. It says that the first question called for a

fact as to whether the plaintiff had boarded cars at that place. If

he had, then it would have been preliminary to the question as to

the length of and number of times and the circumstances which
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had attencletl his taking the car at that place, and therefrom, if it

had been made to :ii)i)car, as it might, that the defendant had re-

ceived the plaintiff as a passenger at that point and carried him

therefrom for any considerable period of time, dependent upon the

lumiber of times, il miRlit have such probative force as to authorize

a finding tiiat the defendant had knowledge that the plaintiff cus-

tomarily took the car at that point, and thereby arrive at the con-

clusion that it owed him the same duty as a passenger boarding the

car at that point as it would the reception of passengers at other

points. Upon (he proof, as it stood, it appeared that one passenger

had preceded him into the car, and, if this had been followed by

showing a habit of the plaintiff to take the car at this place, it might

require a submission of the case to the jury. The custom in this

respect could be established by his own evidence, as well as by others.

The second question was also competent.

LIABILITY FOR INJURY TO PASSENGER DISCHARGED
IN UNSAFF. PLACE IN STREET OR ON PRIVATE
RIGHT OF WAY—DUTY WHERE PLATFORMS ARE
CONSTRUCTED OR ADOPTED — AS TO CONTRIB-
UTORY NEGLIGENCE ON PART OF PASSENGER—IN-

VITATION 'l"0 ALIGlir AUTHORITY TO DO SO.

Topp vs. United Railways & Electric Co. of Baltimore (Md.), 59

Atl. Rep. 52. Nov. 17, 1904.

That a street railway is not liable, as a carrier, to the passenger

for the condition of the street upon which he alights, the court

of appeals of Maryland says, is undoubtedly correct, as a general

proposition, though there are cases where it becomes the duty of

the street railway to warn its passengers of the unsafe condition

of the street, known to those in charge of its car, but unknown or

not plainly discoverable to the passenger, and to assist the passen-

ger in alighting.

In this case, however, at the place where the car stopped and

the plaintiff was injured in alighting the railway was not upon a

city street, but upon its own private right of way—a fact which,

the court says, at once broadly discriminated this case from all

those relied upon by the company, and which effectually deprived

it of recourse to the exemption from liability above mentioned.

Where, as in this case, the street railway owns and controls the place

where the accident occurs, and has either constructed or adopted

platforms provided for the regular receipt and discharge of passen-

gers, the reason for the rule as to such places ceases, and the

rule must cease to operate as such. The court can perceive no

reason, upon principle, why, as to the place of this accident, this

defendant should not be held to the same liability, as regards a

passenger, as a steam railroad. It is firmly established that the

relation of passenger does not cease upon the arrival of a train at

the passenger's destination, but continues until he is afforded an

opportunity safely to alight.

When, therefore, this defendant entered into the occupation of its

own right of way, under its own exclusive control, it subjected itself,

as respecting the receipt and discharge of passengers upon that

right of way, to the duty imposed by the rule stated. It might have

required passengers for Chelsea Terrace to get on and off at the

intersection of that Terrace with Clifton Ave., thus alighting upon

the public street, if unwilling to assume the burden of that rule.

If it had undertaken to receive and discharge passengers upon the

embankment of its own right of way, where the car in question

stopped (which was an unsafe and dangerous place to let passengers

off), witliout any platform or other provision for their safety, it

vv'ould have neglected the duty imposed by that rule. Having either

constructed or adopted certain platforms, it so far complied with

that rule, since it could not be material whether the company built

or adopted the platforms ; and it has been held that the adoption

of a platform neither owned nor constructed by the company cre-

ates an implied contract that passengers may rely upon its use.

The rule imposes the duty not only to provide, but to use, safe

means of passage from the car.

If the passenger knew, or. should have known in the exercise of

ordinary care and prudence, that she was about to alight upon a

steep slope, and that her foot, in stepping from the car, could not

reach the ground, she would be negligent in taking the risk; but if.

after looking as she said she did, she could reasonably believe she

would alight upon a safe surface within reach of her foot in step-

ping down, she would not be negligent. While the conductor was

negligent in not stopping at the platform, it would be unfair to

him to assume that he knew she could not safely alight on the

embankment, and recklessly permitted her to attempt it ; and if he,

an experienced employe of the railway, presumably familiar with

the place, did not perceive danger in such attempt, it would surely

not be reasonable to deny to a woman unacquainted with the place

the benefit of the same presumption. Moreover, the implied invita-

tion of the conductor to alight at that place could not be overlooked

in passing upon the plaintiff's alleged negligence. This was a

question of fact to be determined from the conductor's action and

conduct, as well as from express words. It has been held in

numerous cases that an invitation by one in charge of the train

to alight at a place other than the station is held sufficient authority

for the passenger to do so.

POWER TO CONDEMN LONGITUDINALLY FOR SECOND
TRACK A STRIP OF LAND ALONG RAILROAD—
WHAT CONSTITUTES A RELOCATION.

Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railroad Co. vs. Chicago & North-

western Railway Co. (III.;, 71 N. E. Rep. 1017. Oct. 24, 1904.

Condemnation of a strip of land for another track parallel to the

line of road purchased and being operated by the electric railroad

company, the supreme court of Illinois holds, was not in violation

of the provisions of the state constitution forbidding any railroad

corporation consolidating its stock, property, or franchises, with

any other railroad corporation owning a parallel or competing line.

The court does not think that the laying of another line of road

upon the same right of way, where the company building the new

line, already has one line, is to be deemed the construction of a

parallel or competing line, within the language of the constitution.

It says that the right of way owned by the electric railroad company

was 25 feet in width. It had the right, under the statute, to con-

demn a right of way 100 feet in width. The acquirement of a

25-foot right of way did not exhaust its power, but it possessed

the right to condemn additional right of way up to the statutory

limit; and the fact that it appeared that upon this additional 25-foot

strip of right of way it proposed to construct a line of railroad in

accordance with the terms of its charter, it seems to the court,

simply meant that the additional track was to be operated in con-

junction with the existing track as a double-track railroad, and

not as a parallel or competing line, within the meaning of the

constitution. The statute contemplates that a railroad company

shall have the right to lay as many tracks as it sees fit upon its strip

of right of way 100 feet or less in width. As long as its tracks

are all laid upon that one right of way, the question of parallel or

competing lines does not arise.

It was urged that the company exercised its power to locate the

line of road when it purchased a line already located, and that,

the power of location having been thus exercised, it was exhausted.

and the company was without power to locate a line on the addi-

tional 25 feet which it sought to condemn, and, being without

power to locate a line there, it was without power to condemn land

for a line which it could not locate. But the court says that in

each of the cases cited in support of this position it would be found

that the court had in contemplation such a change or relocation as

would require the use of an entirely different and distinct right

of way. Changing the tracks of a railway from one side to an-

other of a right of way strip 100 feet or less in width is not to be

regarded as a relocation. To constitute a relocation, it is necessary

that the new line should be projected, in whole or in part, over

and upon ground not included within the original right of way or

its additions ; the whole of that right of way and additions not

exceeding 100 feet in width.

It %vas conceded that a railroad company cannot appropriate or

condemn a strip off of the right of way of another railroad com-

pany longitudinally. But the court is disposed to the view that

the authorities announcing the doctrine that one railroad company

cannot condemn longitudinally the right of way of another, had

reference only to the right of way of the width which the railroad

company is authorized by the statute to condemn. A 50-foot strip

of land owned by the railway company and adjoining its 99-foot

strip, but being no part of it, was not exempt from condemnation

on the theory that it was part of the right of way. If it were
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within the 99-foot strip, it would be exempt, whether actually

needed by the owner for railroad purposes or not, so long as the

owner was engaged in the business for which it was chartered.

Being outside the (jg-foot strip, the question of its exemption de-

pended upon other considerations. It being evident that the rail-

way company owning it did not need it then, and would not need

it in the immediate future, while the electric railroad company

needed it then for a present public purpose, for which it had the

power to acquire a right of way by condemnation, tlie remote

and uncertain needs of the railway company owner must yield to

the present and certain right of the electric railroad company.

LIABILITY FOR INJURY TO BOY PERMITTED lO RIDE
ON FRONT PL.'XTFORM AND JUMPING, OR REQUIRED
TO JUMP. OFF MOVING CAR—"TURNTABLE CASES"
NOT APPLICABLE TO CARS—ADMISSIBILITY AND
EFFECT OF ORDINANCE PROHIBITING JUMPING
OFF MOVING CARS.

Denison & Sherman Railway Co. vs. Carter (Tex.), 82 S. W. Rep.

-82. Nov. 7, 1904.

There was some testimony in this case that certain boys got on

a car with permission of the motorman, who also acted as con-

ductor, and were permitted to ride a short distance for having

turned the trolley pole, when one of them, a boy ten years old,

was injured by jumping off of car, by order of the motorman or

otherwise. It was contended that negligence of the motorman or

driver of the street car in permitting a child to ride upon such

car when such permission is granted to subserve the purpose of the

driver individually, and not in transacting the business of the owner

of the car, does not render such owner liable for the injuries

to the child in getting on or off the car. But the supreme court of

Texas says that the fallacy of this contention lies in the assumption

that, 'because the servant permitted the boys to ride for an improper

reason, in running the car he was not acting for the master. If, in

the control and management of the car, he was guilty of negli-

gence which caused the injury to the boy, the company was respons-

ible.

There are authorities, the court goes on to say, which warrant

the proposition that there might be actionable negligence in permit-

ting an immature child, incapable of caring for its own safety, to

ride in such a position, when it has received an injury proximately

resulting from that fact—as when it has fallen from the platform,

or has been led by its childish impulses to jump therefrom. It is

held that it may be negligence in those managing a car to allow

such a child to incur the risks incident to riding in so exposed a

position, and also in not exercising a careful w-atch and restraint

over it while so riding. This court makes no question as to the

soundness of these doctrines when applied to some states of fact,

but it does not see their application here, because, it says, no injury

resulted to the boy from riding on the platform. He was hurt in

jumping off, and under the facts peculiar to this case its decision

turned upon the question as to the negligence or not of the motor-

man in causing or permitting him to do that. He did not fall

from the platform nor jump off because the motorman lost sight

of him, but claimed that he was caused to jump by the motorman.

His own act in jumping was the proximate cause of his injury, r.nd

the question was solely as to the legal responsibility for that act

—

whether it was his or should be imputed to the company because

of negligence on the part of the motorman in causing or permitting

it. That was the question that should be submitted with proper

instructions to enable the jury to determine it.

Again, the petition claimed that there was negligence in admit-

ting the boy to the car at all. This complaint was apparently based

upon the doctrine of the "turntable cases" and others in which lia-

bility was fixed upon the owners of dangerous machinery because

of enticements or invitations made out to children to expose them-

selves to the dangers incurred in being in or about such places.

But it seems to \'. e court that doctrine is inapplicable to the mere
act of allowing children to get upon cars fitted up and used for

the conveyance of all classes of persons, young and old, experi-

enced and inexperienced ; and that actionable negligence must con-

sist in something more—such as want of proper care in guarding

the safety of those entering such vehicles, in getting on or off, or

in traveling on them.

Moreover, the court thinks that an ordinance should have been

admitted in evidence which provided that: "Any person, not being

a regular employe or officer of the railway company who shall,

within this city, jump on or off, cling to or hang on any street

railway car while the same is in motion, shall be deemed guilty of

a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined not less

than two dollars nor more than one hundred dollars." The court

says that the objection that there was no evidence or offer of

evidence that the boy "had discretion sufficient to understand the

nature and illegality of the act constituting the offense" was not

urged in the trial court. Besides, he testified before the jury con-

cerning the transaction on which he based his right to recover,

and whether or not he had the requisite degree of intelligence was

a question for the jury. Furthermore, the facts were in dispute,

and the jury might have found that the boy got on and off the car

without the consent of the motorman and as a trespasser. If this

were true, the ordinance inight not be necessary to the protection

of the company, but it was still, the court thinks, entitled to have

it admitted in evidence, and its effect explained to the jury. The

court is further of an opinion that a plaintiff complaining of an

injury caused or contributed to by his violation of a valid ordi-

nance of tliis character should not be allowed to recover damages.

TRANSFERS REQUIRED BY STATUTE IN CASE OF
LEASE BY ONE COMPANY TO ANOTHER—ONLY
ONE PENALTY RECOVERABLE IN ONE ACTION.

Griffin vs. Interurban Street Railway Co. (N. Y.), 72 N. E. Rep.

513. Nov. 29, 1904.

The New York railroad law provides that any railroad corporation

or any corporation owning or operating any railroad or railroad

route within the state may contract with any other such corporation

for the use of their respective roads or routes, or any part thereof.

Section 104 reads : "Every such corporation entering into such

contract shall carry or permit any other party thereto to carry

between any two points on the railroads or portions thereof em-
braced in such contract any passenger desiring to make one con-

tinuous trip between such points for one single fare, not higher

than the fare lawfully chargeable by either of such corporations

for an adult passenger. Every such corporation shall upon

demand, and without extra charge, give to each passenger

paying one single fare a transfer, entitling such passenger to one

continuous trip to any point or portion of any railroad embraced in

such contract, to the end that the public convenience may be pro-

moted by the operation of the railroads embraced in such contract

substantially as a single railroad with a single rate of fare. For

every refusal to comply with the requirements of this section the

corporation so refusing shall forfeit fifty dollars to the aggrieved

party. The provisions of this section shall only apply to railroads

wholly within the limits of any one incorporated city or village."

The court of appeals of New York holds that' this section was
intended by the legislature to apply to, and covers, the case of a

lease by one railroad of the lines of another.

The court further says that it is quite obvious that the legislative

intention to permit the recovery of cumulative penalties for refusals

of the defendant to comply with the provisions of the railroad law

in regard to the transfer of passengers is as clearly manifested as in

any of the cases cited. Notwithstanding this fact, a majority of the

court are of opinion that, while the rule for the recovery of cumula-

tive penalties is firmly established by the earlier decisions of this

court, yet the changed conditions in the modern life in our great

cities render its modification imperative. There have been pre-

sented at the bar of this court civil and criminal cases where the

aggregate penalties sought to be recovered have amounted to enor-

mous and well-nigh appalling sums by reason of plaintiffs permitting

a long period to elapse before beginning actions. Actions of this

nature have become highly speculative, and present a phase of liti-

gation that ought not to be encouraged. The court is of opinion,

that, if cumulative recoveries are to be permitted, the legislature

should state its intention in so many words ; that a more definite

form of statement be substituted for the words hitherto deeined

suflicient. The court says that it intends no reflection upon the

plairrtiflfs in the cases here under consideration, but is dealing with a

great abuse which demands immediate correction. A sound public

policy requires that only one penalty should be recovered in a single

action, and that the institution of an action for a penalty is to be

regarded as a waiver of all previous penalties incurred.
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Fine Type <»f Scini-C.onvcrtiblc Car for Lan-
ca.stcr & ^'i)i"k I'lirnace.

'I'lic I^uicaslcr 8( York Furnace Railway Co. has recently received

from tlie J. G. Brill Co. a combination passenger and baggage car

like the one shown in the engraving. The railway company operates

a line connecting Lancaster and York Furnace, a distance of al)out

12 miles, through a populous country, and the car shown admirably

SEMI-CONVERTIBLE CAR FOR LANCASTER Si YORK FURNACE.

meets the conditions. It is mounted on Brill No. 27-G trucks, which

are particularly adapted to such service, and also has the builders'

semi-convertible window system, which makes the car light and

attractive in winter, and in summer, when the windows are raised

into the roof pockets, gives an open appearance, as well as plenty

of frcsli air. The baggage compartment at the end in no wise de-

tracts from the comfort of the passengers. Parks at York Furnace

Station and Pequca are reached by the company's lines.

The general dimensions are as follows : Length over end panels,

20 ft. ; over crown pieces and vestibules, 38 ft. S in.
;
panel over

crown piece, 4 ft. 8/2 in. ; width over sills, 7 ft. lo;.^ in. ; over posts

at belt, 8 ft. 2 in. ; sweep of posts, 1^ in. ; side sill size, 4.34 -^ 7M '"
;

end sill size, S'A x6j^ in.; sill plates, 5^ x 12 in,; thickness of corner

post, 3.}4 in. ; side post, 354 in. ; length of seats, 36 in. ; width of aisle,

22 in. The interior is finished in cherry, with ceilings of decorated

birch. The trucks have a wheel base of 4 ft., wheel diameter of

33 in., and 4-in. axles. Brill angle iron bumpers, radial drawbars,

ratchet brake handles, "Dedenda" gongs, "Retriever" conductors'

bells, "Step-over" seats, armrests, and door controlling devices are

included in the furnishings.

Third Rail Bonds on the Long Island R. R.

Some e.xtremely interesting work is now being carried out by

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., on the Long Island R. R. in

connection with the change to electric motive power and among the

novel and important features are the conductor rail, the bonds and

the method of their application to the rail.

The rail is of special design, weighing 100 lb. per yd. and having

a web i'/- in. thick. To bond this rail up to its full carrying capacity

with modern compressed terminal bonds was quite a prob-

lein, inasmuch as the web was too thick a section in which

to bore holes through and compress terminal studs. It was
therefore necessary to put all bonding on the base of the

rail.

The approximate electrical carrying capacity of this rail

is equivalent to 1,500,000 cm. copper, and to apply that

amount of copper in two bonds was impracticable, as the ^^-
size of terminal studs required for bonds of 750,000 cm. ^-^^
section would be so large as to cut away practically all of

the rail base. It was therefore decided to apply four

bonds, one overlapping the other, on each edge of the rail

base.

The inner, or short bond, is of 350,000 cm. section with

terminals 7/i in. in diameter, 7 in. long between centers of

terminals when straight, and formed to 5 in. The outer

bond is of 400,000-c.m. section with terminals % in. in

diameter, i2]4 in. long between centers of terminals when
straight, and formed to 10 in.

The configuration of the body portion of the bonds is

such as to make one fit into the other, allowing proper

clearance between the l)ody of the outer bond and the terminal heads

of the inner bond, as well as for any movement of the flexible body

during expansion and contraction.

Both sizes of bonds arc of the form known as the "Protected"

rail bond type L-3, being made with special beveled heads conform-

ing to the bevel or slope of the rail base, so that when the compress-

ing tool is applied the bearing lines of the under part of the ter-

minal block and the upper end of the terminal stud arc parallel,

give the compressing tool a firm bearing on the ma-

terial and permit the compressing pressure to to be

exerted directly parallel with the axis of the terminal

stud.

It was considered that drilling the holes for these

bonds with any drilling apparatus now on the

market would be a tedious and expensive operation,

and accordingly there was designed and perfected

hydraulic apparatus for doing this class of work.

The hydraulic punch for cutting the bond holes is

of 100 tons capacity, and is so constructed and ad-

justed as to balance itself on the rail at a right angle

with the top surface of the rail base. This angle is

usually 13 degrees with the horizontal. The ram
and cutting punch of this fool are in the bottom, and

in operation the punch starts to cut the hole upwardly from the un-

der side of rail base and at right angle with the upper surface of the

base. The female die bears against the top surface of the base, and

is about % in. larger in diameter than the punch, giving a tapered

hole, larger at the top.

Aiter the holes are cut the bond studs are inserted from under-

neath and a 3S-ton hydraulic compressor is used for expanding the

terminal studs. These compressors are so arranged as to enable

the operator to draw the bond up close to the under surface of the

rail base, giving the shoulder or base of the terminal a proper con-

tact with tlie rail. While held in this position the compressing ram,

operating downwards, forces the copper terminal back into the hole

against the taper. With the 35 tons exerted by this tool it is pos-

sible to compress the copper terminal to about 80 per cent of its

original size. It is even possible to continue compressing after the

copper is flush with the rail, and thereby stretch and swell out the

edge of the rail proper; this is of course neither desirable nor neces-

sary, and mention is made of it merely to show the power of this

compressing tool. This enormous pressure is produced with only

one of the operator's hands, applied to the pumping handle. It is

claimed by the designers of these tools that one man with a boy

helper can punch 20 holes per hour, or 200 holes per day, with the

lOO-ton tool, which is more than five times the number of holes that

can be drilled by any hand drilling apparatus.

One man with a boy helper to insert the bonds in the punched

holes can compress 300 terminals, or 150 bonds per day.

The rail bonds for this work, and the hydraulic apparatus, were

designed and supplied by the Mayer & Elnglund Co., of Philadelphia.
-•-

During January the New York subway handled about 400,000

passengers daily.

RAIL SECTION AND BONDS FOR lONG ISLAND R. R.
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Personal.

MR. J. G. McMICH.'\EL, president of the Atlas Railway Siipplv

Co., of Chicago, with his wife, is making a trip through Cuba.

MR. CLARENCE G. WHERRY has been appointed traffic man-

ager of the Indian Territory Traction Co., with headquarters at

South McAIester, I. T.

MR. JOHN H. FISHER has been appointed general manager of

the San Bernardino Valley Traction Co., San Bernardino, Cal., vice

Mr. A. C. Denman, jr.. resigned.

MR. F. E. SMITH, auditor of the Chicago Union Traction Co..

with his family, sailed from New Orleans, La., Saturday, February

lilh, for a trip of three or four weeks in Cuba.

MR. CH.\RLES E. HOTT has been appointed master mechanic

of the Columbus Railway & Light Co., Columbus, O. Mr. Hott

entered the employ of the company in 1892 as a carpenter.

MR. GUY A HAG.\R has been appointed sales agent of the

Weber Railway Joint Manufacturing Co., of New York, with head-

quarters in the Frisco Building, St. Louis, Mo.. cfTective Febru-

ary 1st.

MR. A. L. DRUM, general manager of the Indiana Union Trac-

tion Co., Anderson, Ind., has resigned this position to become gen-

eral manager of the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railroad Co.,

Chicago.

MR. RICHARD McCULLOCH, assistant general manager of the

St. Louis Transit Co., delivered a lecture on "The Evolution of the

Street Railway," in Memorial Hall, Washington University, Janu-

ary 31st.

MR. R. A. WHITE has resigned his position as engineer in the

Birmingham, Ala., office of Ford, Bacon & Davis, to become engi-

neer and assistant manager of the Mobile Light & Railroad Co..

Mobile, Ala.

MR. W. E. MUSE, formerly connected with the general offices

of the Heine Safety Boiler Co., St.' Louis, Mo., has been appointed

manager of the Boston office of this company, vice Mr. E. S. Mc-

Gregory, resigned.

MR. T. W. SHELTON, electrical engineer of the Northern

Ohio Traction & Light Co., has been appointed general superinten-

dent of the Fort Wayne & Springfield Railway Co., with head-

quarters at Decatur, Ind.

MR. FRED L. LUCAS, general manager of the Bloomington,

Pontiac & Jolict Electric Railway Co., Pontiac, 111., called on the

"Review" recently when in Chicago. Mr. Lucas stated that his road

would be open for operation in February.

MR. CHARLES R. MORLEY, general manager of the Stark

Electric Railroad Co., has left for a four months' trip through Egypt

and up the Nile. Prior to his departure, the employes of the com-

pany made him a present of a very fine watch.

MR. A. S. RICHEY has been appointed chief engineer of the

Indiana Union Traction Co., Anderson, Ind., and will henceforth

have charge of the track and roadway, in addition to the duties of

his old position, which was that of electrical engineer.

MR. G. G. ROSE, local agent of the Pennsylvania & Mahoning

V'allcy Railway Co., at New Castle, has been appointed general

freight and passenger agent of the company, with headquarters at

Voungstown, O. He succeeds the late Mr. Fred Carpenter.

MR. T. DeG. BRABSTON has been appointed assistant freight

traffic manager of the Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co.,

of Birmingham, Ala., an office recently created. Mr. Brabston was

promoted from the position of chief clerk to the superintendent of

the railway department.

MR. HOWARD ELDRIDGE, auditor of the Indianapolis &
Northwestern Traction Co. since it was opened to traffic, has re-

signed to accept a similar position with the Great Northern Power
Co., at Duluth, Wis. He is succeeded at Lebanon by Mr. E. M.

Boykin, of Philadelphia.

MR. ISAAC SMITH has been appointed chief engineer of tlie

Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo Traction Co., with headquarters at

Trenton, O. Mr. Martin Schoenhalls has been appointed master

mechanic of this company, with headquarters at Trenton, vice Mr.

L. M. Sheldon, resigned.

MR. EDWIN HALLIDAY has resigned his position as superin-

tendent of the Cairo Electric & Traction Co., Cairo, III., and the

duties of that position will be divided between Mr. Wood Ritten-

house, chief engineer, and Mr. Edwin T. Aisthorpe, chief clerk to

the general manager. Mr. Rittenhouse will have charge of car

barns and electrical equipment, while operating matters will be

looked after by Mr. .-Visthorpe.

MR. WILLI.^M R. KING, consulting engineer, formerly of 39

Cortlandt St., New York, has become associated with Sanderson &
Porter, 52 William St., New York, January i6th, in the company's

general practice as consulting engineers and contractors for the de-

velopment of railway, light, hydraulic and power propositions.

MR. C. O. SIMPSON, secretary and auditor of the Birmingham

Railway, Light & Power Co., has been retained as consulting auditor

by the Meridian (Miss.) Light & Railway Co., and will open the

books for that company in accordance with the Street Railway

.Accountant's standards, and advise concerning the accounting depart-

ment.

MR. ROBER r T. GUNN has resigned as general superintendent

of the Norfolk (Va.) Railway & Light Co. to become general man-

ager of the Lexington Railway Co., Lexington, Ky., vice Mr. Thomas

Fitzgerald, jr., resigned. Mr. Fitzgerald has been appointed assist-

ant to the vice-president of the Cincinnati Traction Co., Cincin-

nati, O.

MR. CHARLES M. UL.-^CK, chief engineer of the Metropolitan

Street Railway Co., Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed general

manager. He will retain the title of chief engineer, in which capac-

ity he has served since Sept. 1, 1904. The title of general manager

has heretofore been held by Mr. Bernard Corrigan, president of the

company.

MR. GUY C. B.ARTON has been elected president of the Omaha

& Council Bluffs Street Railway Co., to succeed the late Mr. Frank

Murphy. Mr. Barton was first vice-president before his recent elec-

tion and has been succeeded in that position by Mr. G. W. Wattles.

Mr. M. F. HopRins, of Columbus, O., was elected second vice-

president.

MR. HENRY C. MORTIMER, JR., of the General Electric In-

spection Co., has joined the New York office staff of the Crocker-

Wheeler Co. He will assist Mr. F. B. DeGrass, manager of that

office, and will succeed Mr. A. J. Thompson, who has accepted a

position with the New York branch of the Bullock Electric Manu-

facturing Co.

MR. CHARLES M.\RK has resigned as master mechanic of the

Pennsylvania & Mahoning Valley Railway Co., at Youngstown O.,

to become master mechanic of the Sheboygan Light. Power & Rail-

way Co., Sheboygan. Wis. Prior to his service with the Peimsyl-

vania & Mahoning Valley Railway Co., Mr. Mark held similar posi-

tions with the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railway Co., and the Albany

& Hudson Railroad Co.

MR. EUGENE KLAPP, until recently division engineer of the

New York Rapid Transit Commission, has been appointed consult-

ing engineer of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. Mr. Klapp is a

native of Orange, N. Y., and a graduate of Columbia University

School of Mines. In 1889 he was appointed chief engineer for the

South Side Elevated Railroad Co., of Chicago, and in i8g8 he was

chosen captain of volunteer engineers in the Spanish-.American War.

After the war, he became manager of the National Constructing Co.,

of New Orleans.

MR. A. C. FROST, president of the Chicago & Milwaukee Elec-

tric Railroad Co., has been elected president of a new company

formed to take over the property of the Alaska Central Railway

Co., which is being built from Seward on Resurrection Bay north-

wardly to the head of navigation on the Tanana River, a distance

of 463 miles. There is also a branch 30 miles long to the Matenuaka

coal fields. The other officers of the company are: General manager

and chief engineer, W. B. Poland, formerly connected with the Balti-

more & Ohio; engineer of construction, J. B. Cameron; engineer of

surveys, George A, Kyle; purchasing agent, Frank Brown; treas-

urer, F. H. Stewart. The general offices are at Seattle, Wash., and

Seward, Alaska.

MR. R. W. KING has assumed charge as general manager of the

Rapid Transit Co. of Chattanooga, Tenn., succeeding Mr. H. M.

Littell. Mr. King was formerly at Chattanooga as superintendent of

this company. Before going to Chattanooga Mr. King was superin-

tendent of the Wilmington & New Castle Electric Railway Co.,

connecting Wilmington and New Castle, Del., in which capacity he

served four years, becoming superintendent of the Rapid Transit

Co. at Chattanooga in 1901. A year later he resigned this position

and until he returned to Chattanooga as manager was engaged in
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electric liglil work. The Rapid Transil Co. has termini at Ninth

and Market Sts and at Broad and Ninth Sts., in Chattanooga, and

operates lines to all the suburban towns, a line to Chickamaiiga

Park and two inclines up Lookout Mountain, one to the Lookout

Inn and the other to the Point Hotel, and also an electric railway

nn lop of Lookout Mountain.

MR. ARTHUR L. LINN, JR., has been appointed general man-

ager of the •"airmont & Clarksburg Traction Co., of Fairmont, W.

Va., having resigned his position as assistant secretary and trcas-

nrer of the Utica & Mohawk Valley Railway Co. Mr. Linn has

heeu assistant secretary and treasurer at Utica for about four years,

having gone there a( the time the Utica & Mohawk Valley property

was taken over by a syndicate headed by Mr. John J. Stanley and

Mr. Horace K. Andrews. Mr. Linn has been associated with Mr.

Stanley for some 12 years, holding a responsible position with the

Cleveland Electric Railway Co. prior to his appointment at Utica.

There arc some 50 coal mines in the territory covered by the trolley

system in the south with which he became associated on February

1st and he takes the position at a time when the development of the

surrounding r(j\nitry is going on rapidly, plans now being under

consideration for Hie extension of the Fairmont & Clarksburg line

20 miles.

MR. W. ELWELL GOLDSPOROUGH, director of the school

of electrical engineering, Purdue University, and for the past three

years chief of the Department of Electricity at the Louisiana Pur-

chase Exposition, has lately become associated with J. G. White &

Co., of New York City. Mr. Goldsborough was graduated from

Cornell University with the mechanical engineering class in 1892,

and during the succeeding ten years held positions with the Colliery

Engineering Co., .'Vrkansas University, and Purdue University, at

which latter school he was assistant professor and later professor

of electrical engineering and director of the electrical laboratory. In

connection with his other work, Mr. Goldsborough has carried on

several series of exhaustive power station and complete electrical

railway tests, which have been the basis of reports read before the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers. He is a member of

many technical and scientific societies, both in this country and

abroad, and has the distinction of having been decorated by the King

of Italy with the Order of Knight of the Crown.

MR. W. N. STEVENS, who has for some time filled the position

of assistant mechanical engineer of the Rapid Transit Subway Con-

struction Co., has accepted a position with J. G. White & Co., New
York City. Mr. Stevens has had a wide experience as a constructing

engineer in the designing and active construction of important

power plants. He had much to do with the design and con-

struction of the I2th St. power house of New York Edison Co. He
also has had charge of the design and construction of the mechanical

equipment of the 74th St. power house, and has lately been engaged

on the work of designing and building the 59th St. power house,

nine transformer stations, car barns, shops, and other adjuncts to

the construction and equipment of the Rapid Transit system in New
York City. During his professional career, Mr. Stevens has also

been engaged in engineering undertakings in other parts of this

country and abroad, he having made both the preliminary and after-

wards the final plans for the machinery of the po\ver house for the

tramways of Sydney, Australia. J. G. White & Co. are to be con-

gratulated in having secured the able services of Mr. Stevens in their

mechanical engineering department.

MR. J. M. YOUNT has resigned as superintendent of rolling

stock for the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey and has

become affiliated with James H. Fogarty, of New York City, in the

handling of street railway specialties, among which is Mr. Fogarty's

detachable rim gear. Mr. Yount was graduated from Purdue Uni-

versity in 1896; he then worked two and a half years in the shops

and power house of the Citizens' Street Railway Co., of Indianapolis,

Ind. From there he went to the Metropolitan Street Railway Co.,

New York City, being employed in the construction of the 25th St.

power house. In May, 1899, he began work with the New Jersey

Street Railway Co., at Newark, N. J., as foreman of the armature
room, from which position he rose to that of assistant master
mechanic, and in January, 1901, he was appointed master mechanic
of the Jersey City, Hoboken & Paterson Street Ry., at West Ho-
boken, N. J. In July, 1901, Mr. Yount again took up his work with

the North Jersey Street Railway Co., at Newark, N. J., as master
mechanic, which position he held until the Public Service Corpora-

lion took over the property in May, 1903, when he was appointed

superintendent of rolling equipment.

Obituary.

MR. EDWARD HEMPHILL MULLIN died suddenly Wednes-

day evening, January 25th, at his home, in Milburn, N. J. Mr.

Mnllin was horn in Castlederg, County 'lyrone, Ireland, Oct. 22,

1859. He was educated in Belfast where, in 1881, he was given a

bachelor's degree with honors in physics and chemistry. For the

ne.xt few year- of hi" liff. Mr Mnllin v.'n':, engaged in editorial

EDWARD II. .MULLIN.

work in New York City until Feb. I, 1898, when he entered the

service of the General Electric Co., at first as manager of its adver-

tising department and later as confidential representative of the

company. He was a member of many secret, social and cngineermg

societies. He was a consistent student, and as a writer was dis-

tinguished for clarity of style and Anglo-Saxon simplicity of diction.

which made his essays on technical subjects very easy reading.

New Generators at Hamilton, Ontario.

The Hamilton Cataract Power, Light & Traction Co. of Hamil-

ton, Ont., has recently started the two soo-kw. Westinghouse gen-

erators in its De ("ew Falls power station. Power is supplied from

Welland Canal feeders, tapped in about 14 miles above the power

station, and at the station the water has a head of 267 feet. The

Westinghouse generators are of the two-bearing type, direct con-

nected to Escher-Wyss water-wheels, and run at a speed of 286

r. p. m. They generate 3-phase current at a frequency of 66 cycles

and a pressure of 2,400 volts. The power is transmitted to the

city of Hamilton where it is used for lighting, street railway and

manufacturing purposes. A reserve steam-driven station is located

at Hamilton, which contains two i,ooo-kw. Westinghouse gen-

erators. The entire station and high tension apparatus are of

Westinghouse design. The company has two separate three-phase

transmission lines to Hamilton, a distance of about 35 miles. The

high tension apparatus is designed for a pressure of 40,000 volts.

but will be operated for a time at 20,000 volts. Mr. Wm. C.

Hawkins is general manager of the Hamilton company, and is

also engineer in charge of the installation.

It is reported that surveys have been made and construction slakes

set for the purpose of reducing the curvature of the Fort Wayne &
Wabash Valley line between Logansport and Fort Wayne. When
this work is completed this company intends to put on limited cars

which will make the run between these two cities in 3 hours and

local service which will run in 3 hours and 20 minutes.
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Annual Report of the Massachusetts Board of

Railroad Commissioners.

The following data concerning street railways from the 36th

annual report of the Massachu.setts Railroad Commissioners for the

year ending Sept. 20, 1904, will be of interest:

Reports were received from 102 street railway companies operat-

ing within the state, together with reports from 2 roads operating

in New Hampshire and i in Connecticut, the latter being owned

Strei't liailwaii Mileage Owned, 1903 and 1904.

MILKAOE OWNED.
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responsible. These may be classified as follows: Forty-two pile

bridge, 28 wooden trestles, 10 steel trestles, 40 wooden stringers,

4 braced or trussed wooden stringers, 4 wooden trusses, 6 stone or

brick arches, ro6 I-beams, 83 plate girders, 76 riveted trusses, 12

pin connected trusses and 4 movable bridges.

The report states that the returns of the year arc suggestive:

Of 74 operating companies, 30 failed to earn expenses and fixed

charges; 25 paid dividends; and but 14 of these paying dividends

earned them during the year. Five companies liave been in the

hands of the receivers. In explaining the cause for the financial

results shown in the report, the commissioners state that many

of the roads have been "over built" and that experience has shown

that with the more expensive roadbed and equipment, the heavier

rail and larger cars, there has not been the corresponding and ex-

pected development of permanent business. Operating cost, too, in

I'errenlarjf <if ()pcrt[tin<j
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Selling Car Advertising Space.

An electric railway company which contemplates the sale of ad-

vertising space in its cars is confronted by three alternative prop-

ositions :

1. It may place the matter in charge of an individual in its own

employ.

2. It may lease the space to a local advertising man.

3- It may lease the space to a general agent controlling adver

tising space throughout a large territory.

Past experience has shown rather conclusively that an individual

iri the direct employ of a traction company is able to secure only

local advertising for the car spaces and is so far removed from the

general national advertisers, that he is seldom able to get into

proper touch with them. Experience has also shown that the pres-

ence of national advertisers in the street cars is one of the strongest

advantages in assisting the local solicitor in securing contracts fioni

local firms.

The conditions which confront the solicitor in the direct employ

of the traction company, confront also the local man who may p.iy

the traction company a flat sum for the control of its street car

advertising space. Many companies or individuals whose space

control is confined to a limited territory have struggled hard for a

short period, but, lacking the assistance of national advertisers, have

failed to secure the necessary local advertising to make the space

pay, and many traction companies have lost money through the

failure of these local lessees of space.

In letting their advertisng space the great majority of traction

companies have found it to their advantage to deal with a reliable

concern with control of the car advertising privileges throughout a

large territory. Some of these who control widely distributed space.

have again found it advisable to place their out of town advertising

business in the hands of an individual who is thoroughly in touch

with national advertisers throughout the country. They have made

an arrangement by which local advertising in the towns under their

control is handled by their own solicitors, while the accounts of na-

tional advertisers whose showings in the cars are of valuable assist-

ance to the solicitor of local advertising, are put in the hands of a

firm or individual who is in a position to be thoroughly in touch

with them.

An interesting outgrowth of this condition has been the business

of Barron G. Collier, who directly controls the car advertising leases

in the Southern towns from Baltimore and Washington to San

Antonio, Texas, and as a broker, represents the national advertising

privileges in some 350 towns.

The advantages of securing the aid of experienced men in this

line appear in the saving of bother in arranging details,as well as

in the general financial results.

of tape, together with a number of testimonials regarding this mate-

rial, may be had by addressing the manufacturer at any one of the

district offices.

Tape for Electrical Usage.

Any friction tape which will withstand the test of use in the elec-

trical field must be good material, some of the important qualities

are : The rolls must be so constructed that they will unwind

smoothly and thus help toward making a neat, close-fitting joint.

The tape must have exceptional adhesive qualities so that, when the

lap is but small, a firm joint will still be made. The composition

with which the tape is covered must be able to stand extreme heat

for long periods and yet retain its stickiness, not drying out easily.

The insulation resistance must be comparatively high and should be

uniform throughout all the tape, so that when the necessary number

of wraps is once determined, this number will always suffice for the

required insulation. In order that this last may be accomplished there

must be an uncommonly high percentage of insulation composition

withheld among the fibers of the tape.

The Morgan &. Wright Co., of Chicago, has been manufacturing

tape since the early days, when rubber tires were first used, and

therefore has had a long experience in the methods which are

necessary to give a tape desirable characteristics.

The brands of tape made by this company are offered to the trade

as of uniform excellence, and so particularly adapted to electrical

usage that the company has a steadily increasing business among

the largest and most exacting tape users in the country. A neat

folder, containing 6-in. samples of the "Perfection" and the "X" brands

Only One (irand Prize to Air Compressors.

The value of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in the promotion

of commerce and manufactures is illustrated, in one instance, by the

fact that the two large compressors in Machinery Hall, which fur-

nished all compressed air used at the Exposition, were both sold

before the closing day. The larger one goes to Shaft No. 3 of the

Doe Run Lead Co., at Central, Mo., and the smaller one to the city

of Columbia, Mo., for the air-lift water supply system. The first

machine received the only grand prize awarded at the Exposition

for air compressors. It has a capacity of 1,300 cu. ft. of free air

per minute when running at 125 revolutions, and is distinguished by

several novel features, the most important of which' is the Cincin-

nati valve gear. By this the opening and closing of the admission

and the closing of the exhaust are controlled mechanically, while

the opening of the exhaust is determined by poppet valves, thus per-

mitting high speed without throttling of the air and wear and rat-

tling of the valves. The smaller machine is fitted with mechanically-

moved inlet valves and is rated at a displacement of 500 cu. ft. per

minute. Its good workmanship and perfect operation at the Exposi-

tion so much impressed the officials of the city of Columbia that they

countermanded an order on another manufacturer in order to take

this compressor. The machines were built by the Laidlaw-Dunn-

Gordon Co., of 114 Liberty St., New York City.

Exhibit of the Goldschmidt Thermit Co.

Washington.
at

The United States Government has recently requested the Gold-

schmidt Thermit Co. to present its exhibit, which received a grand

prize at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, to the National Museum
at Washington, D. C, with which request the company has complied,

and the entire exhibit will be advantageously arranged and placed

in the museum.

The collection gives a complete picture of various applications

of alumino-thermics and consists of: Large and bulky pieces of

pure, rare metal, free from carbon, such as chromium, manganese,

molybdenum, ferro-vanadium, ferro-titanium and others; diagrams

and models showing the numerous applications developed by Dr.

Hans Goldschmidt, of his process of utilizing the heat of "Thermit;"

numerous pieces of welded girder rails, showing the very success-

ful operations performed by this process in joining and fusing iron

and steel, and models and specimens of the appliances used.

The Goldschmidt Thermit Co. gives from this collection with con-

siderable regret, but felt that the fact that the embodiment of the

progress made in a few years in the alumino-thermic science would

find a permanent home in the National Museum warranted it in

making the sacrifice.

Lengthening the Life of Motor Brushes.

The Hiko Co., Allenhurst, N. J., has placed upon the market a

full line of carbon brushes, treated with its well known "Hiko"

compound, which for some time has enjoyed a large sale among
leading foreign electrical firms.

On account of the difficulty in reaching the commutators of en-

closed street railway motors, the manufacturers of "Hiko" treat

carbon brushes suitable for all classes of motors, and furnish them

direct to the trade. It is claimed that brushes which have been

treated with "Hiko" greatly reduce the commutator friction, insure

better contact, and have double the life of the untreated brushes.

In a recent test made by an eastern road to determine the life of

treated and untreated brushes, one motor on a car was fitted with

brushes without the treatment, while the other motor used brushes

which had been treated with the compound. It was found necessary

to replace the untreated brushes after the car had run 5,300 miles,

but the treated brushes were left on until the car had traveled 9,830

miles. The inanufacturer states that the treated brushes would

easilv have stood 10,000 more miles of service.
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Report of the Connecticut Railroads.

TIic fifly-sccoiul annual icpoil (i{ llic Hoard of Railroad CoInnn^-

sioners of Connccticnl, containing tlic reports of llic operation of

the steam railroad and street railway companies for the year ending

June 30, 1004, has jnst heen issued in book form as a state public

document No. 12. The report consists of 360 pages, together with

an appendix of no pages, which is a reprint of the laws relating

especially to railroads, Maps of the steam and electric railways in

Connecticut are included in the report. In the sections of this book

devoted to street railways, the organization of the Consolidated Rail-

way Co. is first considered. Next arc described the different rail-

ways and extensions, the construction of which the commission has

approved during the last year.

There were in Connecticut at the dale of this re[)iirt 5'io.24- miiIl";

nf first main track; 109.087 miles of second main track, making the

Intal length of main tracks 669.334 miles; length of sidings and turn-

outs, 31.512 miles; total computed as single track, 700.855 miles.

In introducing the financial reports of the Connecticut railway

companies the commissioners say that because so many of the coni-

lianics arc chartered to operate gas, electric light, power and water

plants, in connection with their railways, and because the stocks and

bonds of these companies are issued upon the property as a whole,

that there is great difficulty in determining what portion of the ex-

pense should be chargeable to operation of the street railway, and

what to the other parts of the property. This combination of pur-

poses in one corporation plays havoc with the average street railway

statistics, but it was made to appear to the General Assembly that

the public interests would be better and more economically sulj-

scrvcd by permitting it to be done.

The total capital stock of the street railway companies outstand-

ing is $30,659,748. representing 631.825 miles of street railway owned;

also, in some instances, gas and electric properties. If this stock

was all considered as applicable to street railways, it would show

the average stock per mile to be $48,525. The total bonded debt of

the same companies is $22,207,342. This shows an issue of $34,609.58

per mile. As a matter of fact, the bonds cover only 610.620 miles

of the roads owned which shows an average bonded indebtedness

of $36,680.43 per mile on the roads so covered. The floating indebt-

edness of the companies is $2,540,189.30, and the total stock, bonds
and floating indebtedness is $55,407,279.57. The cost of construction

and equipincnt reported is $55,570,086.57, which includes the cost of

street railways, gas and electric light properties.

When reduced to the basis of cost per mile for a street railway

this amount varies between $15,000 and $165,000 per mile. The gross

earnings for the past year were $4,924,151.46, being $420,580.17 more
than the preceding year. The gross earnings per mile of road oper-

ated were $7,187.20, and per car-mile run 21.64 cents. The number
of miles operated was 685.128. The gross earnings per car-hour were

$.!.2,V The New London Street Railway Co. reported the largest

gross earnings per mile operated, which were $10,819.24. The oper-

ating expenses of the Connecticut roads for the year were $3,287,-

II3-55, being an increase of $122,514.48 over the previous year, which
is $4,797.81 per mile operated and $0.1445 per mile run. The operat-

ing expenses were 66.75 per cent of the gross earnings.

The net earnings for the year were $1,637,037.91, as compared with

$1,3.18.972.22 for the preceding year, and were $2,389.39 per mile of

road operated and 7.19 cents per car-mile run. Eight roads paid

$120,050 in dividends upon capital stock amounting to $1,900,000.

while no dividends were reported as paid on $28,759,748 of capital

stock. This is $249,766.24 less than the amount paid last year, which
is principally due to the fact that no dividends were paid by one road

whose dividends last year amounted to $245,486. The sum of $876,-

659 in interest was paid on a total bonded and floating indebtedness

amounting to $24,747,531.57. The amount of taxes paid to the state

by the various companies was $260,046.07.

The number of car-miles run as reported was 22,750,560. which is

1.720,671 more than last year.

The number of fare passengers carried was 93,111,402, which is

a decrease of 3,746,380, as compared with the year before. The
number of fare passengers per mile run was 4.09, or a total of

I35.903 fare passengers per mile of track operated. The number of

employes was 3,297, averaging about 4.8 per mile of road operated.

The number of persons injured in the operation of the Connecticut

street railways during the past year was 383. compared with 370 for

the previous year, of which number 23 were killed, four more than

last year. The number of passengers injured was 212, of which

number 4 were killed; the number of employees injured 20, of which

number 2 were killed and the number of other persons injured 151,

of which number 17 were killed.

Summary of Tablci Refcrrlnir to Strcei Rallwaya.
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Directory of Street Railway Associations.

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President W. Caryl Ely. president International Railway Co..

Buffalo N. Y First Vice-President. Elwln C. Foster, president

New Orleans Railways Co.. New Orleans. La. Second yice-Pres-

dent John I Beggs, president and general manager The Milwau-

kee ElectHcRanway & Light Co.. Milwaukee. Wis. Third Vice-

President. Richard McCulloch. assistant general manager S^ Louis

Transit Co.. St. Louis. Mo. Secretary and Treasurer. T C. Pen-

ington treasurer Chicago City Railway Co.. Ch.cago, 111 Execu-

tlv'e Committee: The President, the Vice-Presidents, W.G. Ross,

president Street Railway Accountants Association: C. ,£•„ Bakei

.

president American Railway Mechanical and Electrical Associat on.

ex officio, and John J. Stanley, general manager Cleveland Eler-

t?ic Railway Co.. Cleveland, Ohio; Howard F. Grant, manager
Seattle Electric Co.. Seattle, Wash.: C. G. Goodrich, vice-president

Twin Citv Rapid Transit Co.. Minneapolis. Minn.; Frank G. Jones,

vice-president and general manager Memphis Street Railway Cp-.

Memphis. Tenn.; W. E. Harrington, general superintendent Public

Service Corporation of New Jersey. Camden. N. J.

Next mi-eting, Phil.Tdelphia. Pa., week of Sept. 25. 1905.

STREET RAILWAY ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION
President. W. G. Ross, managing director Montreal Street Rail-

way Co., Montreal. Quebec. First Vice-President. Frank R. Henrv^
auditor St. Louis Transit Co., St. Louis. Mo. Second Vice-Presi-

dent Isaac McQuilkin. comptroller Indiana Union Traction Co.. An-
derson. Ind. Third Vice-President. J. W. Lester, treasurer W^orces-

ter Consolidated Street Railway Co., Worcester, Mass. Secretary and
Treasurer, Elmer M. White, cashier Hartford Street Railway Co..

Hartford. Conn. Executive Committee: The officers and F. E. Smith,

auditor for receivers Chicago Union Traction Co., Chicago, 111.; G. B.

Willcutt, treasurer United Railroads of San Francisco. San Francisco.

Cal • Arthur L. Linn, Jr., assistant secretary and treasurer, Utlca

& Mohawk Valley Railway Co.. Utica, N. Y. : P. S. Young, comp-
troller Public Service Corporation of New Jersey. Newark. N. J.

Next meeting. Philadelphia. Pa., week of Sept. 25. 1905.

AMERICAN RAILWAY MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL AS-
SOCIATION.

President. C. F. Baker, superintendent motive power and machin-
ery Boston Elevated Railway Co.. Boston. Mass. First Vice-Presi-

dent H H. Adams, superintendent of shops The United Railways
& Electric Co. of Baltimore. Baltimore. Md. Second Vice-President.

John Millar, master mechanic International Railway Co.. Buffalo.

iV Y Third Vice-President. F. G. Simmons, 'superintendent of way
Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co.. Milwaukee. Wis. Secre-

tary and Treasurer. S. W. Mower, division superintendent Rapid
Railway System. Detroit United Railways. Detroit. Mich. Execu-
tive Committee: The Officers and D. F. Carver, chief engineer rail-

way department Public Service Corporation of New Jersey. Newark.
N 'j.

: J. S. Dovle. master mechanic Interborough Ranid Transit

Co. New York. N. Y. : C. C. Lewis, chief engineer Schenectady
Railway Co,. Schenectady. N. Y.; W. H. McAloney. superintendent
of shop's Denver CItv Tramwav Co., Denver. Colorado.
Next meeting. Philadelphia. Pa., week of Sept. 25. 1905.

\MERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STREET RAILWAY CLAIM
AGENTS.

President W A Dibhs, general claim agent New York City Rail-

way Co New York N. Y. Vice-President. E. W. O'Connor, claim

adjuster Savannah Electric Co., Savannah, Ga. Secretary and
Treasurer B. B. Davis, claim agent Columbus Railway & Light
Co. Columhus. Ohio. Executive Committee: The President, chair-

man ex officio, the Secretary, and W. H. Renaud. Jr.. claim agent
New Orleans Railwavs Co.. New Orleans. La.: William White, claim
agent Chicago Citv Railway Co.. Chicago. 111.: J. P. Feeney. claim
agent Puhllc Service Corporation of New Jersey. Newark. N. J.

Next meeting. Philadelphia. Pa., week of Sept. 25. 1905.

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIA-
TION.

Daniel M Bradv. president Bradv Brass Co.. New York. Chairman:
Tohn A Brill, vice-president J G. Brill Co . Philadelphia: William J.

Cooke vice-president McGuIre-Cummlngs Manufacturing Co.. Chica-

go- Fred S Kenfleld. president Kenfleld Publishing Co.. Chicago:

Charles K King, secretary Ohio Brass Co.. Mansfield, O.: George J.

Kobusch president St. Louis Car Co.. St. Louis; John R. Lovejoy.

manager Rallwav Department. General Electric Co.. Schenectady;
Howard F Martin, general manager of sales. Pennsylvania Steel Co.,

Philadelphia- James H. McGraw. president McGraw Publishing Co..

New York: John W. Nute. president and manager St. Louis Car
Wheel Co St Louis; Frank C. Randall, vice-president National Elec-

tric Co Milwaukee: Newton Carlton, Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Co New York: William Wbartnn, .1r.. president William
Wharton jr. & Co.. Inc.. Philadelphia: W. H. Whiteside, general

manager' of sales. Allis-Chalmers Co.. Chicago: E. M. Williams, di-

rector Sherwin-Williams Co.. Cleveland. "

E H Baker. Chairman Finance Committee. Galena Signal Oil Co..

2fi Brnadwav. New York City. C. O. Price. Chairman Entertainment
Committee General Electric Co.. Boston. ^ .„ ,

,

George Keegan. assistant to general manager Interborough Rapid

Transit Co.. Room 2302, No. 15 Park Row, New York City, secretary.

THE COLORADO ELECTRIC LIGHT. POWER & RAILWAY AS-
SOCIATION.

President John A. Beeler. vice-president and general manager Den-
ver City Tramwav Co.. Denver. Col. Vice-president. C. E. Doollttle.

vice-president and manager The Roaring Fork Electric Light &
Power Co. Aspen. Col. Secretary and treasurer, George B. Tripp,

general manager Colorado Springs Electric Co.. Colorado Springs.

Col Executive Committee: The officers and Wm. Mayher. treasurer

and manager Greelev Power & Light Co.. Greeley. Col.: J. F. Vail.

general manager, Pueblo & Suburban Traction & Lighting Co..

Pueblo. Col.
. J .J ^

Date and place of next meeting not decided upon.

STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION OF THE STATE OF
NEW YORK.

President. C. Loomls Allen, general manager Utlca & Mohawk
Vallev Ry Utica. N Y. First Vice-President. J. H. Pardee, presi-

dent "Ontario Light & Traction Co.. Canandalgua. N. Y. Second
Vice-President. A. B. Colvln. president Hudson Valley Railway Co..

Glens Falls N. Y. Secretary and Treasurer. William W. Cole, vice-

president and genera! manager Elmlra Water. Light & Railroad

Co Elmlra. N. Y. Executive Committee: E. G. Connette. vice-

president and general manager Syracuse Rapid Transit Railway
Co Syracuse N. Y. : R. E. Danforth. general manager Rochester
Rallwav Co.. Rochester. N. Y.; B. B. Nostrand. jr.. president Peek-
skill Lighting & Railroad Co.. Peeksklll. N. Y. : E. F. Peck, general

manager Schenectady Railway Co.. Schenectady. N. Y.
Next meeting at Niagara Falls. Sept. 12-13. 1905.

PENNSYLVANIA STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President. F. B. Musser. general manager Harrlsburg Traction Co.

Secretary, C. H. Smith, superintendent Lebanon Valley Street Rail-

way Co, Lebanon, Pa. Treasurer. W. H. Lanlus, president York
Traction Co.

MASSACHUSETTS STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President Edward P. Shaw. Newburyport. First Vice-President.

Francis H Dewey. Worcester. Second Vice-President. Robert S.

Goff Fall River. Treasurer. Fred H. Smith. Quincy. Secretary,

Charles S, Clark. Boston. Executive Committee: The President, the

Vice-Presidents and H. H. Crapo. New Bedford; P. F. Sullivan.

Lowell; W. S. Loomls. Holyoke: W. W. Sargent. Fitchburg; R. T.

Laffln. Worcester. Auditing Committee: Charles F. Grosvenor. Pal-

mer; George W. Cook. Springfield; H. C. Page. Pittsfleld.

CONNECTICUT STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President. John B. Carrlngton. vice-president Fair Haven & West-

vllle Railroad Co.. New Haven. Conn. Vice-president. A. M. Young,
president Connecticut Railway & Lighting Co.. Bridgeport. Conn.
Treasurer, E S. Goodrich, president Hartford Street Railway Co.,

Hartford, Conn. Secretary. E. W. Poole, assistant treasurer and as-

sistant secretary Connecticut Railway & Lighting Co.. Bridgeport.
Conn. Executive Committee: The officers and J. E. Sewell. general
manager Connecticut Railwav &- Lighting Co.. Bridgeport. Conn.; C.

S. Treadwav. president Bristol & Plalnvllle Tramway Co.. Bristol,

Conn.: Walter Learned, president New London Street Railway Co..

New London. Conn.
Date and place of next meeting not decided upon.

IOWA STREET & INTERURBAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President. George B. Hinpee. general manager Des Moines City

Railway Co.. Des Moines. Vice-President. J. F. Lardner. general man-
ager Tri-Clty Railway Co.. Davenport. Secretary and Treasurer, L.
D. Mathes. general manager Union Electric Co., Dubuque. Executive
CImmlttee: The officers of the association.
Next meeting at Dubuque, spring of 1905.

CANADIAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President. W. G. Ross, managing director Montreal Street Railway

Co.. Montreal. Canada. Vice-president. "W. H. Moore, assistant to the
president of the Toronto Railway Co.. Toronto. Canada. Secretary-
treasurer. Allan H. Royce. vice-president Toronto Suburban Street
Railway Co.. Toronto Junction. Canada. Attorney. Col. H. H. McLean,
K. C. director St. John Railway Co.. St. John. New Brunswick. Exec-
utive Committee: The President. Vice-president and C. E. A. Carr,
general manager London Street Railway Co.. London. Ontario; E. A.
Evans, general manager and chief engineer Quebec Railway. Light &
Power Co.. Quebec; Duncan McDonald, manager Montreal Street Rail-
way Co.. Montreal,
Annual meeting, first week in June: other meetings, first week In

September, December and March.

INDIANA ELECTRIC RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President. Charles L. Henry, president and general manager In-

dianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co.. Indianapolis. Ind. Vice Presi-
dent. J. W. Chipman. general manager Indianapolis & Eastern Trac-
tion Co.. Indianapolis. Ind. Secretary. Paul H. White, general man-
ager Indianapolis 5: Martinsville Rapid Transit Co.. Indianapolis. Ind.
Treasurer. W. F. Milholland. treasurer Indianapolis Traction & Ter-
minal Co.. Indianapolis. Ind. Executive Committee: A. Iv. Drum,
general manager Indiana Union Traction Co., Anderson. Ind.; C. C.
Reynolds, general manager Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction
Co.. Indianapolis. Ind.: Gardner F. W'ells. general manager Terrc
Haute Traction & Light Co.. Terre Haute. Ind, Finance Commit-
tee: Charles Murdock. president Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Trac-
tion Co.. Ft. "Wayne. Ind.; W. G. Irvin. general manager Indianapolis.
Columbus & Southern Traction Co.. Indianapolis. Ind.
Regular meetings on the second Thursday of each month.

NORTHW'ESTERN ELECTRICAL ASSnCTATION.
President. C, H. Williams. Madison. Wis. First vice-president. R.

N. Kimball. Kenosha. Wis. Second vice-president. H. Almert. Oak
Park. Ill, Secretarv-treasurer. Thomas R. Mercein. Milwaukee. Wis.
Directors: P. H. Korst. Janesville. Wis.; Ernest Gozenbach. Sheboy-
gan. Wis.: H. R. Gille. St. Paul. Minn.
Annual meeting. January. 1906.

THE NE'W ENGLAND STREET RAILWAY CLUB.
President. E. E. Potter, general superintendent I^nlon Street Rail-

way Co.. New Bedford. Mass. Vice-presidents for States: Paul
Winsor. Boston. Mass.: Norman McD. Crawford. Hartford. Conn.:
L. N. Wheelock Claremonf, N. H. : A. .T. Crosby. Springfield. Vt.

:

J. E. Thielsen. Providence. H. I.: George E. Macomher. .Augusta. Me.
Secretarv. John .T. Lane, editor Street Railwav Bulletin. 12 Pearl St..

Boston. Mass. Treasurer. N. L. Wood, with Frank Ridlon Co.. Bos-
ton, Mass.

THE OHIO INTERURBAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President. Edward C. Spring, general superintendent Dayton. Cov-

ington & Piqua Traction Co.. Dayton, o. vice-president. Warren
F. Bicknell. president Lake Shore Electric Railwav Co.. Cleveland.
Secretary. F. "W. Coen. general freight agent. Lake Shore Electric
Railway Co.. Cleveland O. Treasurer. R. E. DeWeese. superin-
tendent Dayton ,R- Northern Traction Co., Dayton. Executive Com-
mittee: F. J. .T. SIORt. general manager Cincinnati. Dayton & Toledo
Traction Co.. Hamilton; F. D Carpenter, general manager Western
Ohio Railway Co.. Lima: J. R. Harrlgan. general manager Newark
(^ Granville Street Railway Co., Newark; T\'. B. Tarklngton. general
superintendent Detroit. Monroe & Toledo Short Line. Monroe; F. J.

Green, general manager Springfield. Trov t^ Piqua Rallwav Co..
Springfield. Finance Committee: The president and J. H. Merrill,
auditor Western Ohio Railway Co.. TJma. and A. W. Anderson,
superintendent Dayton & Xenia Transit Co.. Dayton.
UNION INTERNATIONAL DE TRAMWAYS ET DE CHEMINS DE

FER D'INTERET LOCAL.
President. Leon .Tanssen. Secretary General. P. t'Serstevens. 6 Im-

passe, due Pare. Brussels. Belgium.
THE TRAMWAY AND LIGHT RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.

President. Alfred Baker. Esq., general manager Birmingham Corpo-
ration Tramways, 254 Corporation St.. Birmingham. Vice-president. W.
M. Murphv. Esq.. chairman of the Dublin United Tramwavs Co.. Ltd.,
39 Dame St.. Dublin. Secretary. Ernest Benedict. Esq.. M. T. C. E..
Chin House. Surrey St.. Strand, W. C. The offices of the association
are at Clun House. Surrey St.. Strand. W C. James W. Courtenay,
Esq.. managing director of the Tramway & Railway World. Amber-
lev House, Norfolk St.. Strand. W. C, Is secretary to the Tramways
exhibition to be held In 1906.

MUNICIPAL TRAMWAYS ASSOCIATION.
President, C. R. Bellamy, Esq.. A. M. I. C. E.. Liverpool Corporation

Tramwavs. 6 Sir Thomas St.. Liverpool Vice-president. A. Baker.
Esq.. Birmingham Corporation Tramways. 25'la Corporation St.. Bir-
mingham. Secretary and treasurer. J. M. McEIroy. Esq.. ,55 Piccadilly.
Manchester. Execu'tl-vre Committee: J. Aldworth. Esq.. general man-
ager Nottingham Corporation Tramways: Councillor Boyle, chairman
tramway committee Manchester Corporation Tramways; A. R. Fearn-
lev. Esq.. general manager. Sheffield Corporation Tramways: A. L. C.

Fell. Esq.. chief officer London County Council Tramways; P. Fisher,

Esq.. manager Dundee Corporation Tramways; .T. B. Hamilton. Esq..

general manager Leeds Corporation Tramways; Bailie Paton, Esq..
chairman tramway committee. Glasgow Corporation Tramways; Coun-
cillor Smlthson. chairman tramway committee. Leeds Corporation
Tramways; C. J. Spencer, general manager Bradford Corporation
Tramways.
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lohii Stephenson Car anil Truck Plant Sold.

'Ilu- final anaiiKciiicnt (n l;il<c over the large plant of the John

Steplu-nsfmCo.nf Kli/aljclh, N. J., was consinnnialed Jan. 18, 1905,

by parlies connected with the J. C. Brill Co., of Philadelphia. A com-

plete transfer of all the capital stock has been made to the new

owners, and the work on the orders now in hand will be contiinied

without interniplion. The new company, which will do business

under llie old name, has the following officers: William II. Ilenl-

nigs, jr., president; Samuel M. Curwen, vice-president; James Rawlc,

Ireasnrcr, and J. G. Root, secretary and assistant treasurer. Peter

M. Kling, who has been the general manager for several years, and

b: I Lawless, sales agent, are retained in the same capacity. Mr.

llculings. the new president of the

.Stephenson company, has been iden-

lified with the J. G. Brill Co. since he

left school, entering the employ of

the company at the age of 14 years

as a stenographer, and has, through

his integrity, industry and ability,

risen to the position of vice-president

of the Brill company and president

of the Stephenson company. As the

same interests have already taken

over the Brownell Car Co. and

American Car' Co. of St. Louis, and

the G. C. Kuhlman Car Co., of

Cleveland, rumors to the effect that

there would be a general consolida-
w. 11. HEULINGS, JR.

(jq,, q,- _.,]] ji,j. ^^^. huilding interests

in the United States have been current. We can state positively that

no such thing is contemplated, and that the purpose of the pur-

chases is simply to reduce freight rates and afford better facilities

for conducting business. The companies are organized separately,

and other than being licensees of the Brill patented cars and trucks

and specialties, have as companies no connection with the J. G.

Brill Co.

The Stephenson plant at Elizabeth is comparatively new, the com-

pany moving there from New York about five years ago. The plant

is in the southern suburbs of the town on a tract of 89 acres, and

covers one-fourth of this area. The works are accessible to the

principal railroads of the east, have a water front on Staten Island

and are also in the heart of an unsurpassed labor market, both as to

skill and quantity. It is conceded that the company has one of the

best manufacturing sites in the vicinity of New York Harbor. The

shops have every modern improvement, and the latest types of elec-

trically driven machinery. During the last three years the capacity

of the plant has been tripled.

John Stephenson, the founder of the company, is known as the

father of American street railway industry. He designed and built

the first street railway car in 1831. He also developed the type of

horse car with which all cities and countries are familiar, and was

the first in the field when cable and electric cars were adopted.

During his life he built over 25,000 cable and electric cars. Since

his death the business of the company has steadily increased, and

today Stephenson cars can be found in all parts of the world.

The company exhibited at the St. Louis Exposition a car weighing

108,000 lb., the largest electric car ever built. The car is capable of

running at a speed of two miles per minute, and is mounted on the

first six-wheeled trucks made for electric service.

The Lundell Universal Motors.

A new motor for repair shop work and similar use has recently

been placed upon the market by the National Electric Co. That the

advent of this motor in the direct current field is a noteworthy de-

velopment in the art of construction has been proved at several

severe tests carried on before the public. During these tests the

motors have shown a remarkable efticiency and rapid adjustment to

serious change in load.

It may be of interest to describe, in a general way, this new form
of motor construction. The frame of the Lundell motor consists of

two cast iron housings, which contain laminated yoke rings and
support the bearing brackets. The rear one of these housings has
cast upon it four hollow extension arms of rather heavy cross sec-

tion, accurately bored 10 engage and support the yoke lamina-

tions which are assembled between the two halves of the frame.

'I'hcsc two halves arc clamped tightly and rigidly against the yoke

laminations by bolts, and when bolted together, the entire frame

possesses exceptional stiffness which is in no way dependent upon

the laminations, and at the same time the overall dimensions of

the magnet yoke are not exceeded.

The yoke of the motor is its distinguishing characteristic. The
Lundell laminated yoke is built up of punched mild steel rings, se-

cured and accurately centered in the rigid frame just described.

rhe outer and inner perimeters of these rings arc concentric circles.

I'he pole pieces are separately punched from the same material as

ihe yoke rings and are provided with end plates of a design which

furnishes ventilating ducts to dissipate the heat generated in the

field coils. These end plates are tapped and retaining bolts pass

through the frames accurately clamping the pole core into a posi-

tion of rigid contact with the inner circumference of the yoke rings,

liy removing these bolts the pole pieces and field coils can then

readily be taken off.

In machines of this type up to 60 h. p. it is not necessary to in-

troduce ventilation into the center of the armature as the losses in

these machines are exceptionally low. The foregoing characteristic

of the Lundell "Universal" motor enables it to save space which

other types of motors must use, and the extremely low losses also

make it possible to enclose these motors at lower temperature rises

than is possible with motors in which the losses are greater and the

temperature rise consequently higher. The armature coils are form

wound and are separately insulated independently of slot insulation.

LUNDELL UN1VERS.\L MOTOR.

The commutators are built on the lines of the standard street rail-

way practice giving a rigid support to the bars. The commutator

shells are ventilated through their centers, which construction aids

in securing cool running of the commutators.

A new principle is involved in the brush device of this motor,

namely : the placing of two carbon brushes in tandem on one stud.

I he total brush surface in this construction is the same as though

the brushes were side by side, hut as any irregularity in the commu-

tator does not lift both tandem brushes from the commutator at

the same time a better contact and therefore, a cooler, smoother

running commutator is obtained. For variable speed work the brush

at the leaving edge is made of high resistance carbon to Uke care

of the sparking conditions and the other brush of high conductivity

to care for the current, which combination is successful.

The Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co. has in force a

modified "Brown" system of discipline, with the workings of which

it is very well satisfied. The principal point of difference in the

scheme as adopted at Birmingham lies in the preponderance of the

merits as compared to the demerits. Employes are not discharged

on their merit and demerit record, but for special offenses only.

The advantage, therefore, of die merit and demerit record, as this

company keeps it, is to differentiate among the good men rather than

among the poor ones, as this is shown by their individual records

on which appear credit balances of merits.
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Miller Anchors.

The accompanying illustration is that of the Miller anchor for

railway wrecking purposes, together with auger for setting them.

These anchors can be set in from 30 to 40 minutes, eight feet deep,

and will stand a strain of 40 to 50 tons. The anchors are made

in three sizes. 10x25 in., with i'4-\n. rod, 9 ft. long; 10x30 in.,

eluding several controlled by the British Electric Traction Co., Ltd.,

and have given very satisfactory results.

The sales office of the American Ventilating Co. is at 15 CortUlndt

St., New York City, and the officers of the company are : Presi-

dent, Anderson Fowler ; secretary, Richard B. Kelly, who is vice-

president of the Fifth National Bank ; treasurer and general man-
ager, H. M. Shaw.

MILLER ANCHOR AND AUGER.

with iH-m. rod, 9 ft. long; 10x30 in., with ili-in. rod, 9 ft. long.

The anchors are made of cast iron and the rods of wrought iron.

The anger has a 9- ft. stem, one inch in diameter, with an adjustable

handle, as the anger goes down the handle can he moved up the

stem.

The Miller Anchor Co., Norwalk, O., wliich manufactures these

wrecking anchors, also manufactures a line of smaller anchors for

anchoring guy wires to telephone and trolley poles, together with a

combination auger with two boring heads for the different size

anchors. The Miller rock anchor is also a product of this company
and can be used in any kind of rock. They are ij4 •" i" diameter

and 3^ ft. long, with a J^-in. rod, and will stand a strain of 15,000

lb. The Miller products have met with a great deal of success and
are used extensively throughout the country by such concerns as

the Bell Telephone Co., the Appleyard Syndicate, the Detroit &
Toledo Construction Co. and the United States Telephone Co.

The Buckeye Automatic Lowering Jack.

The American Ventilating Co.

The American Ventilating Co., owner of the Joseph Leather

United States patents, is manufacturing a new ventilator which is

illustrated in the accompanying engraving. This ventilator is manu-
factured of chilled steel, in any desired finish, and there are five

types for cars, as well as special designs for various classes of

buildings. As may be seen in the iUustration, the ventilator com-

AMERICAN STEAM AND ELECTRIC CAR VENTILATOR.

prises a double deflector and two airways, so that when the train

or car is in motion the deflector intercepts the air and injects it

through the forward airway, first taking out the cinders, dust and

smoke. A partial vacuum is maintained behind the deflector so

that the foul air is drawn out through the rear airway and thereby

the air in a car is changed in a very short time. Cars in service may
be equipped in the deck sash without damage or detriment of their

appearance. These ventilators are now in use on the London &
North-Western railway, the Midland railway and the Southeastern

railway, of England, the Liverpool Corporation tramways, Liver-

pool Overhead railw.iy and a number of other electric railways, in-

The jack shown in the accompanying illustration is a product of

the Buckeye Jack Manufacturing Co., of Louisville. O.. and is what

is known as its No. 2 automatic lowering jack, being suitable for all

general lifting purposes. This jack is one that has given general

satisfaction and gratifying results as used by electric railway com-

panies in track construction, and in emergency cases, such as a de-

railment or accident. Its operation is simple and easy, operating at

any angle. The load may be moved up or down half a notch at each

stroke, and the direction is easily controlled by the eccentric at the

side of the frame. The frame or ba.^e is of malleable iron ; the rack

is of forged steel, with machine-cut teeth ; the pawls are dropped

forged, open hearth steel of high carbon; the fulcrum pin is of high

carbon rolled steel, machined : the hearings are of hardened steel

NO. 2 AUTOMATIC LOWERING JACK.

and the handles made of selected ash or hickory. The capacity of

the No. 2 jack is 10 tons, and is of the following dimensions: height

with bar down, 21 in. ; raise of bar, 10 in. ; height with bar raised,

31 in.; size of bar, ij^ x l^ in., and weight, 65 lb. The Buckeye

Jack Manufacturing Co., which has a large and well appointed fac-

tory at Louisville, O., has for some years given special attention to

the manufacture of jacks to meet the demands of both steam and

electric railroads and manufacture several other types and sizes of

jacks than that illustrated.

The Old Colony Street Railway Co. is making arrangements for

hauling tlie product of neighboring shoe factories over its lines.
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A New Combination Mail and Kxprcss Car.

'I'lic accnmpaiiyiiig illiistralioii shows llie lypc of new coiiibiiiation

mail aiitl express car recently liiiilt liy the Laconia Car Company

Works for the rorlsnioiith, Dover & York Street Railway Co.,

Portsmonth, N. 11. The car i.s of the following dimensions: Length

over corner posts, 28 ft. 8 in. ; length over liiniipcrs, 38 ft. 8 in.

,

width over corner posts, 8 ft. ^ in.; width inside, 7 ft. 4H in.; height

from bottom of sills to top of nnniing board, 9 ft. .J4 in.; length of

mail compnrlmeni inside, 15 fl., and length nf haggnge compartment

inside, 12 ft. 11 in.

The car is hiiilt on the linos of those for steam railroad service,

having straight sides, sheathed; extended monitor roof; two win-

dows on a side in the mail c-ompMilmenl ; vostilndes at each end with

COMBIN.MTON M.ML AND EXl'RESS C..\R.

single swing doors, also single sliding door in one end of the bag-

gage compartment ; two side baggage room doors and two side mail

room doors. The car is sheathed on the inside with hard pine and

the ceilings are sheathed and painted. Mail boxes are arranged on

each side of the mail room and slots are provided in the sides of the

car directly over the mail boxes so that letters may be dropped in.

The mail room is also fitted up with one Harrison bag rack and one

slotted shelf is located over tlie bag rack, which is supported by

chains and can be folded back against the side of the car. A table is

provided opposite tlie bag rack ; it is supported by iron stands and

may be folded back against the side of the car when not in use.

'["he car is equipped with eight No. 93 T "Consolidated" heaters,

DeVVitt sand bo.xcs, Wilson trolley retrievers, Laconia scrapers and

Sterling safety hand brakes. •

The Piatt Iron Works Co.

The Phut Iron Works Co. was organized in October last to take

over the plant, business and good will of the Stillwell-Bierce &
Smith-Vaile Co., of Dayton, O. ; all of the assets of that company

were purchased from the receivers and also the new company has

secured the addition to the plant built for the old company by

Colonel Piatt. This gives the company a total ground area of 22

acres, conveniently situated as regards shipping facilities. The
equipment throughout is modern and the new company is in a posi-

tion to build all kinds of steam and hydraulic machinery. The total

capitalization of the Piatt Iron Works Co. is $1,600,000, of which

$800,000 is capital stock and $800,000 is bonds ; of the latter, one-half

remains in the treasury. The officers of the company are : Presi-

dent, H. E. Talbott ; vice-president "and treasurer, E. F. Piatt

;

secretary, G. B. Smith. The directors include J. D. Piatt, president

of the Barney & Smith Car Co., A. M. Kittredge, E. Frank Piatt,

H. E. Talbott and J. S. McMahon.

Westinghouse Crane Motor.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., which has long

been actively engaged in the construction of electric crane machin-

ery, has developed a type of motors designed for the operation of

cranes, hoists, etc.. where the service is intermittent and where
heavy starting torques and wide speed variations are required. These
are known as type K motors and are made in 10 standard sizes, in-

cluding capacities from 2 to 40 h. p. The frames are of the wholly
enclosed form to guard against dust or moisture, but the working

parts may be opened for inspection or .idjiistmcnt without dis-

mantling.

Type K motors have four inwardly projecting poles, each of which

is magnetized by a separate field coil. The motors arc series-wound

and are designed to operate on direct current circuits of from 220

to 500 volts. The frames arc of cast steel, excepting the three

smallest sizes, and they are extremely compact, being nearly square

in section and requiring the smallest possible amount of head room

on a crane. The frame is built in two parts divided in a plane pass-

ing through the shaft of the armature and at an angle of 34° with

the horizontal. This arrangement allows the upper half of the field

to be removed without disturbing the gears or the shaft. 'I'hc lower

frame has four feet with holes for bolting to the support. The

opening arouTid the commutator is entirely closed by a sheet steel

band fastened by thumb screws which permits ready

access to the commutators and brush ludders. The

pole pieces are built up of soft steel punchings riv-

eted between iron end plates and the armature core

is built up in the same way. The shells arc lined

with cither brass or babbitt and are mounted in hous-

ings which may be removed without separating the

motor frame. The shafts are of ample strength and

may be extended at either end to accommodate pul-

leys, pinions or brake disks.

The brush holders of the type K motors are of the

sliding type and possess a number of points of merit.

The individual holders may be independently ad-

justed. Tension is provided by means of a coil

spring which acts through a short brass strip so that

the spring responds immediately to any movement

of the brush. .An adjustment is also included to compensate for the

wear of the commutator. All but two smaller sizes of the type K
motors have a shunt connected with the tip of the spring which is

extended back over the spring and securely fastened to the brush

holder, thus relieving the spring from carrying current. Flexible

leads are brought out through insulating bushings in the upper frame

and are either connected to terminal blocks mounted on the motor

or are directly connected to the controller lines.

A New Flooring Machine.

Realizing the demand for an efficient flooring machine suitable for

turning out the many different kinds of matched lumber which are

used in car shops, the J. A. Fay & Egan Co., 230 W. Front St., Cin-

cinnati, O.. has lately perfected and placed upon the market its new

style double cylinder "Lightning" floorer No. 106. This machine

has all the advantages which made the earlier machines of this com-
pany so useful and universally satisfactory, but to these advantages

have been added a great many new improvements, so that this

new machine is one of the most efficient floorers on the tnfti'ket.

NO. 106 DOUBLE CVLIKUER FLOORER.

The machine is built with a heavy frame having its separate parts

held together rigidly and securely. Care has been taken in the

design ,so that all adjustments can be easily and rapidly made. The

machine is highly recommended for making flooring, ceiling, casing

and siding and will work the four sides of material 15 in. wide by

6 hi. thick, matching as narrow as 1'
'< in. and handling twisted and

warped lumber with facility.

Printed matter further detailing the features of this new tool,

together with a catalog of the many other types of wood working

machines whicli are made by this company may be had by addressing

the J. A. Fay & Egan Co.
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Ornamental Wire Fences for Parks.

The rapid and extensive development of amusement parks by
railway companies has been rewarded in most cases by large attend-

ance and lias made the fencing problem an important one. High
board fences are highly objectionable and recent improvements in

wire fences have attracted the attention of the discerning ones and
managers and purchasing agents are finding the sohition of their

troubles in extra heavy wire constructions.

In the modern wire fences, as shown in Fig. i. the upright wickets

or other cross wires arc made of stock even heavier than that of

the running wires and long after the galvanizing wears off there is

a sufficiently large core of good tough steel inside the rust to main-
tain the strength of the fence. Sagging and stretching are always
occasioned by the heat of summer and are scientifically provided
for by a ratchet, as shown in Fig. 2. This automatic ratchet is

placed on the back of the post, and each strand passes through a

small hole in the post and onto the ratchet. The staples on the
intermediate posts are under control of the ratches on the end post,

and a turn or two of the control of the ratchets take up whatever

A wide mesh anchor fence was erected at the Trans-Missis-

sippi Exposition at Omaha, to confine the largest bufltalo ever

held in captivity. The fence was g ft. high, with the posts 20 ft.

apart. The animal was brought by the Indians from Wyoming
and broke a number of the 6-in. posts, but not a single wire or

clamp. This remarkable exhibition of strength and durability se-

cured for the anchor fence the highest award and gold medal at

the Omaha Exposition. The anchor fence has been awarded over

30 first premiums and gold medals at other e.xpositions in America,

Canada, and Australia. Catalog giving particulars and illustrating

styles used for ornamental fencing and similar purposes may be

obtained of M. D. Jones & Co., 71-73 Portland St., Boston, Mass.

The Anderson Patent Cushioned
Non-Return Valve.

Two new valves that have recently been placed

on the market by the Best Manufacturing Co., of

Pittsburg, Pa., are shown in the accompanying

illustrations. They are known as the Anderson

patent cushioned non-return valve and the Ander-

son patent combination cushioned non-return

valve.

These valves cover a very vital point in the

general piping system of power plants. When
placed between the boiler and the header they

will equalize the pressure between the different units of a battery

of boilers as they remain closed as long as the boiler pressure

is lower than that of the header. When the boiler pressure equals

that of the header, they open and will remain in that position

without chattering or hammering. They will automatically cut off

a boiler in case of accident to the boiler, such as the bursting

of a tube, and will also act as a safety stop to prevent steam

being turned into a cold boiler while men are working inside. The

FIG. 2. FIG. 3.

slack may be occasioned by the wear and tear of time and hard

usage. The end posts have to be well set and braced very securely,

but the intermediate posts require no bracing or anchoring except

when on curves or in gullies.

Game preserves and deer parks demand fences of special height,

strength and size of mesh. The fence designed for this purpose is

one that is built on the ground, each strand being run and made taut

separately, with spacing to suit particular conditions. The upright

Fro. 4.

stays are clamped on at more or less frequent intervals at the

option of the builder, and each joint should be absolutely rigid.

The anchor clamps shown in Fig. 3 are used extensively for this

purpose with universal satisfaction. They are made from No. 16

gage steel l in. wide and galvanized after cutting. The clamp
pincher shown in Fig. 4 closes the clamp with one stroke, and at the

same time crimps both the horizontal and upright wires so that

slipping is prevented.

NON-RETURN VALVE. COMBINATION VALVE.

sectional cut shows plainly the well arranged dash-pot for cushion-

ing the valve, which is so essential in order to avoid chattering and
hammering in this class of valves. The only difference between the

cushioned non-return valves and the combination cushioned non-
return valves is the additional feature of being able to open the

latter valve and hold it in that position if desired by simply operat-

ing the small auxiliary hand wheel.

The Best Manufacturing Co. furnishes ana erects complete piping

systems for power plants, making a specialty of high pressure valves

and fittings, and besides its Pittsburg office has branch offices at 39
Cortlandt St., New York, and Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
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McKinley Syndicate Properties of Northern Illinois.

Describing the Intcriiihan Line of the Illinois Valley Ry. from I.add. III., luist to .Marseilles.

I.

Ill llif "Rivli'w" fnr ScpU'iiibtT and Dcci-iiiIht. 1904, were dcscrilied

iIr- McKiiilry syiulicate proiicrties of central Illinois, which include

wlial will eventually form an unhrokeu line of interurhan railways

extending from Danville through Urhana. t'hamiiaign, Decatur and

Springfield down to St. Louis. In northern Illinois Mr. McKitdey

also controls two important interurhan properties, one of which is the

Illinois Valley Railway Co., the headquarters for which are at La-

Salle, 111., and the other an interurhan line, at Galesburg, which will

be described in a subsequent issue. It should be explained that while

Mr. McKinley is at the head of both of the syndicates owning these

a rural poimlation between these cities of about 5,000. LaSallc and

Peru, with a combined popni.-ition o( ig.coo people, and Ottawa with

12,000 population, are the most important cities touched by this road.

I.aSalle and Peru may be considered as practically one city, the

two places having grown together so as to leave no well-defined

boundary line between them. Locally they are spoken of as the

"twin cities" and both contain many thriving business houses and
manufactories. They arc also the center of a large coal mining

district, and coal mining forms one of the principal industries of a

number of the cities along the western end of this road. Ladd is

ILLINOIS VALLEY RY. BRIDGE AT SPKINI. VALLEY, ILL.

two groups of interurhan properties, that the two syndicates have no
connection with each other and outtide of Mr. McKinley are com-
posed of two entirely distinct groups of men.

Route.

The Illinois Valley Ry. begins at Ladd, 111., and runs south to Spring
Valley. .-Kt Spring Valley the road turns east and runs in a gener-
ally easterly direction through to Marseilles. The principal points
lying between the termini are Spring Valley, Peru, LaSalle, Utica
and Ottawa. The total length of the road is 36 miles, and the
entire route at present constructed is shown on the accompanying
map,

1 lie total iwpulation served is about 42,000, divided as follows :

Ladd. 2.000; Marquette, 350; Spring Valley, 8,000; Peru, 7,500

;

LaSalle, 11,500; Utica, 2,000; Ottawa, 12,000; Marseilles, 4,000, and

almost exclusively a mining town, and Marquette, otherwise known
as "No. 3", consists merely of a settlement at one of the mine shafts

At a point on the electric line three miles from Ladd. the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. is opening a mine which it is stated will

have one of the largest outputs in the world.

The Illinois Valley Ry. parallels the Chicago. Rock Island S

Pacific Ry. from Marseilles to Spring Valley and the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy R. R. from LaSalle to Ladd. It crosses the

Chicago, I^urlington & Quincy at Ottawa, the Chicago. Rock Island

& Pacific at Split Rock, the Illinois Central at LaSalle. the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pa
cific and the Indiana. Illinois & Iowa railroads at Spring Valley

Of these crossings three are at grade and the others are either over-

head or under crossings. The three grade crossings are all witii

transfer tracks or branch lines, none of the three main line rail-
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roads crossing at grade. The route of the electric line follows Illi-

nois River quite closely for a greater part of its length, and for a

considerable distance lies between the Illinois River and the Illinois

&• Michigan Canal. The surface nf the cminlry i* bnikcn and in

road leaves LaSalle it makes a crossing with the Illinois Central

railroad, and has a short but steep descent of 7 per cent down to

the river valley. A short distance beyond this it crosses the Ver-

million River, and the next and principal point of scenic interest

SPLIT ROCK DRIlir.F., 2 MILES E.\ST OF LA SALLE, ILL.

places very irregular; the route selected is apparently the only

available one, and it offers many unavoidable sharp curves and

several heavy grades. It also required the building of a number

of bridges. These condition- explain the fact that in building the

on tlie route is Split Rock, several views of wliich are shown lierc-

witli. .As will be seen from the illustrations, the formation of tlie

country at this point is very interesting. Two steam roads pass

through .S])lit Rock, one through a natural opening and another

^Ik
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vvlici'lli.irrciws. Al Ulic:i llii- roiiti- is ilirciiiuli a CDriier nl Ihc town,

about Iwi) blocks from llic main llioroiiKlifarc. Ut-yoncl Ulica lies

ii popular summer resort known as Starved Rock, 'i'his is a huge

(lat rock of consiclerahle size, which lies isolated upon the plain,

and obtains its name from the legend of a band ni liidiaus said

to have been stranded upon this rock during a warfaring expedition,

where they were confined until all starved to death. Near this iioiru

is a group of sulphur springs, which are locally celebrated, and

which draw considerable excursion traffic. The company's gravel

pit lies a short distance beyond this, and in this pit 45,000 yards

of gravel have already been <\ui!, and utilized for ballast upon the

road, IIiiITmIii Rnclv is llu- lu \l puinl of scenic interest, and is a

Wliislling Mgn- are panM'-d al Irorn t/x) to >i(M ft. of crossings,

llie colors being arranged as just dcscriticd with a large "W" in

black painted on a wliile signboard. On llie right of way 600 ft.

from each crossing is placed a sign which reads "KXOoo." There

are also signs along Ihe right of way prohibiting trespassing, and

special warnings in regard lo trespassing arc posted at each end
of all the company's bridges. The culverts are of two kinds, the

smaller ones being bnilt of wood and the larger ones of concrete.

There are a number of bridges along Ihe road, all of which were

designed for so-ton inlcrtirban cars. All these bridges are of steel,

and rest on concrete abutments, 'the longest bridge is located in

llii- town of Spring Valley, and is 640 ft. in length.

FOX RIVER BRIDGE .\T OTTAWA, lu..

curious ruck fcu-iiiation abimt 100 fl. hi^h. three-(|uarters of a mile

long and nne-(iuarler of ,1 mile wide, Tlie LaSalle County farm

lies a short distance beyond this, and the Chautauqua Park is tlie

next point of interest, before reaching Ottawa, which is the couuiy

.seat. Tliere are no points of sjiocial interest between Ottawa and

Mar.scilles, the present terminus. The latlir place is developing a

large manufacturing interest operated by means of a considerable

water power which the Illinois River affords. Paper manufacturiuy

is the predominant industry here.

Roadbed,

The track is laid with (lodb. f-rails of the .\. S. C. E. standard

section, rolled by the Candjria Iron Works, and in passing tlirougli

parts of the city a 6-in. T-rail is used. These rails are laid on

white oak ties of standard size spaced 24 in. between centers. The
line is well ballasted, four miles being built with cinder ballast, and

the rest with gravel ballast taken from the pit previously mentioned.

The maximum grade is 7 per cent, the maximum fill .^.i ft, high, and

Oi:e of the illusjrations shows a long tangent located two miles

east of Utica, III., and this illustrates the character of the roadlicd

and overhead construction on most of the road. The overhead work

is principally span work, the high-tension lines being carried on

the poles on one side, while the low-tension feeders, telephone lines

and block signal wires are carried on the opposite side of the poles.

A separate high-tension pole line three miles long has also been

built.

The trolley wire is No. ocoo copper wire of figure 8 section, and

there are two No. 0000 bare copper feeders on the low-tension side.

The overhead fittings are of the Ohio Brass Co. make and were fur-

nished by Porter & Berg. United States block signals are used on

parts of the line. The telephones are of the Stromberg make.

Rolling Stock.

Ihe company operates 11 interurban cars, two of which were built

by the John Stephenson Co., seven by the St. Louis Car Co., and

two by the Kuhlnian Car Co. These cars are all mounted on St.

TRACK CONSTRIXTION TWO MILES EAST OF I'TICA, ILL. SPRIXG VALLEY BRIIXIE.

the maxinnun cut 20 ft. deep, this being the rock cut. A special

style of painting the poles has been adopted for warning signals

on approaching down grades or sharp curves. .\t a distance of 8
poles from the beginning of a grade or curve, the pole is painted

with a 6-in. black ring around it, then a wdiite ring, next a narrow
black ring and then 18 in. of bright red, and then white down to

the ground. The white section is made longer and longer on each

successive pole as the point of the grade or curve is approached.

Louis Car Co.'s M. C. B. trucks, and each is equipped with four

G. E. 57 motors and K 14 controllers. Two of the cars are 28 ft.

two 30 ft., two 32 ft., and five 34 ft. in length. There is also one

baggage and express double truck car, mounted on Peckham trucks,

and equipped with four Westinghouse No. 69 motors.

For the local line in LaSalle there are three 20-ft. cars, three

i6-ft. cars, and two lo-bencb open cars, all with single trucks, part

of which are equipped with two G. F. 67 motors, and part with
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Westinghouse No. 69 motors. Kio controllers are used on all the

local cars. The 34-ft. intemrban cars have smoking rooms and

toilet rooms, and are equipped with Christensen air brakes and

Peter Smith hot-water heaters. Among the devices with which the

interurban cars are equipped may be mentioned Wagenhals head-

lights, Wilson trolley retrievers and St. Louis sand boxes. The
standard color for the exterior of the cars is Valentine's coach red.

The company owns two home-made nose plows, two side-dump

double-truck cars, two side-dump single-truck cars, si.\ center-dump

.single-truck cars, and one single-truck construction car. The com-

pany maintains quite an extensive construction equipment at the

time limit, on which the following rebates may be collected if the

book cover is returned within the time limits specified : If used

up within 30 days from date of sale, a rebate of $2.00 is allowed

;

if within 60 days froin date of sale a rebate of $1.00, and if within

90 days, a rebate of 50 cents is allowed.

For the purpose of determining fares, the road is divided into a

number of fare sections, or divisions, on each of which a s-cent

fare is charged, and a passenger entering a car pays a s-ccnt fare

for the division from which he starts, and 5 cents inore for each

division into which he travels. .Ml employes entitled to ride on

the company's cars are provided with pads of 100 tickets, and no

LOOKING WEST FROM SPLIT ROCK BRIDGE.

gravel pit; there is a number of both wheeled and slip scrapers

which are used in digging gravel. .A.! the gravel pit are a storage

house for feed, a conk house, with full kitchen outfit, and a bunk
house for 15 men. Tlie company does considerable business in

supplying gravel for building some of the local country roads, and
has supplied as much as 16 car loads per day to Spring Valley. At
another pit in Webster Park, 10 cu. yd. of gravel per hour are deliv-

ered with two teams.

Sul)-Stations.

There arc two sub-stations along the line, one of which is near

Ottawa, and is shown in one of the accompanying illustrations, and

SUB-STATION AT OTTAWA, ILL.

the other is on a long grade not far from the western terminus of

the road. The Ottawa station is a rotary converter sub-station of

the usual type, and contains standard Stanley equipment of step-

down transformers, rotary converter, etc. The other station is a

storage battery station, and contains a battery of "Chloride" accumu-
lators which floats upon the line.

Some Operating Points.

The only card tickets used by the company are return trip tickets,

no single trip tickets being sold. A reduction of 5 cents is made on
return tickets. Three styles of books of tickets are in use. one of

which is a commutation book, issued for an individual, between
two given points. Another book contains 100 coupon tickets of a

face value of five dollars, which is sold for $4.50, or a reduction

of 10 per cent. The other book is a lOO-ticket coupon book with r

riding on badges is permitted. The collector must collect cither a

cash fare or a ticket from every passenger.

A rather unusual method of making conductors' returns is in

vogue on this road. No cash is turned in to the office by the con-

ductors, but instead of this each conductor at the end of his day's

run deposits all his cash fares at the company's bank, together with

a remittance slip, merely giving the amount of currency, silver and

copper deposited, which is signed by the conductor. This remit-

tance slip has a duplicate slip attached, upon which the cashier of

the bank acknowledges each deposit made by the conductor, and this

part of the slip is forwarded to the cashier of the railway company.

The two slips together measure "H x 6j<i in. and perforated so as

to be readily torn apart. The text of the deposit slip is as follows

:

B
ILLINOIS VALLEY RAILW.W CO.

Remittance Slip.

LaSalle, 111., 190.

.

To the LaSalle State Bank :

Please find enclosed the following remittance and place the same

to the credit of the Illinois Valley Railway Co.

:

Currency $

Silver

Copper

Total

ILLINOIS VALLEY RAILWAY CO.,

Conductor.

The text of the other half of the remittance blank is as follows:

A
ILLINOIS VALLEY RAILWAY CO.

Remittance Slip.

LaSalle, 111 190. .

To the Cashier, I. V. Ry. Co.

:

We have received the following remittance from

Conductor, and placed the same to the

credit of the Illinois Valley Railway Co.

:

Currency $

Silver :

Copper

Total

LA SALLE STATE BANK,

Cashier.
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I lie iiianaKfiiK'iit considers that this practice saves considerable

office work, as it dispenses with the handling and counting of large

amounts of currency of small denomination. At the same lime the

conductor deposits his money at the bank he deposits an envelope

al the oHlce of the railway company containing his tickets and trans-

fers collected, on the outside of which is a form which he fills in

and signs. This form includes the date, route, starting and closing

lime, register and key nnmher, transfers, tickets and fares collected,

cash deposited, car nuniher, trips and mileage. The cash deposited,

which is entered on this envelope, must agree with the acknowledge-

ment from the cashier of the bank.

The comjiany employs about 50 men in the uniformed force, two

attendants at the rotary converter sub-station, and in the power
house there are one chief and two assistant engineers, two firemen

and two helpers, and one man for the ash pit. The lighting nia-

chiiiery in the stalinn runs 24 hours per day, and the railway ma-

chinery 18 hours per day. The cost of power in this station has

been reduced to a very satisfactory figure, l)cing about .9 cent per

kilowatt-hour, with coal at $1.60 per ton.

During the winter there arc six interurban ami three Incal cars

in regular operation, and during the summer seven interurban and

three local car.s, with extra cars on Saturdays and Sundays.

The company's rules for employes are practically identical with

ihc A. S. K. A. rules, with the exception of one rule in regard to

the painted posts at grades and sharp curves. On approaching a

painted pole the conductor rings one bell and the motorman answers

with three whistles. He then receives two bells to go ahead.

The general system of accounting used by the company follows

(he .\ccountants' Association standard. The freight and oxpress

liusiness of the company has not been very fully developed, owing

largely to the fact that while the road has been in operation on

both sides of LaSallc for over a year, the tracks have only recently

been connected through this city, previous to which it was neces-

sary to transfer passengers across this break in the road. It is

unlikely that the company will attempt to develop any business in

heavy freight, owing to the heavy grades and sharp curves on certain

parts of the line. An excellent opportunity, however, is offered

for the development of light package express business between the

different towns along the line, and a good start has already been

made in this direction.

The portion of this road already built may be considered as the

beginning only of a future .system of considerable extent. Plans

have already been prepared for further extension of the road in

both an easterly and a westerly direction. It is probable that the

next step will be in the direction of an extension running east from

Marseilles, and the purpose is to ultimately extend this eastern

branch to connect with some of the suburban lines entering Chicago.

The officers and heads of departments of the company are : W. B.

McKinley, president; George F. Duncan, vice-presidept ; Edward
Woodman, secretary and treasurer; H. E. Chubbuck. general man-

ager; Frank Bedard, superintendent; Charles R. McMillin. assistant

superintendent and master mechanic. ,

(To he continued.)

March Meeting of the Indiana Electric Rail-

way Association.

The regular meeting of the Indiana Electric Railway .Association

was held at Lebanon, Ind., March gth. The Indianapolis & North-

western Traction Co. provided a special car leaving Indianapolis

shortly after 9 o'clock. On reaching Lebanon a brief inspection

was made of the power house and shops of the Indianapolis &
Northwestern Traction Co.. after which the meeting was called to

order at II :20 a. m. in Castle Hall.

In the absence of President Henry, who is now in California for

a trip of several weeks, the vice-president, Mr. J. W. Chipman,
general manager of the Indianapolis & Eastern Railway Co., pre-

sided. Mr. Paul H. White was also unavoidably absent, and Mr.

E. G. Hendrickson, auditor of the Indianapolis & Martinsville Rapid
Transit Co., served as secretary.

After the reading and approval of the minutes of the, last meet-

ing, the subject for discussion, "Coupon Ticket Books." was opened
by Mr. F. D. Norviel, who stated that after three meetings of the

committee, the compilation of data concerning rates on the Indiana

electric lines, and conferences with representatives of the Ohio In-

terurban Railway Association, the committee felt that it could not

report definitely at this time, and asked that it be given another

month for further consideration. Me suggested, however, that a

preliminary report, which had been prepared by Mr. W. R. Mc-
Kown, be read and discussed at this time.

Mr, McKown reported that the committee had secured from the

Indiana roads interesting information as to the number of miles

operated, the rates per mile one way on which fares were based, the

percentage of reduction allowed on round trip tickets, and ihc

percentage of reduction given on mileage books now used.

These reports show that the rate per mile varies from Ij^ to 2%
cents, the average being 1.7 cents per mile. For this reason, the

committee believed that a mileage book would be entirely imprac-

ticable, and therefore recommended a coupon ticket IxKik that would

be interchangeable. At present Indiana companies are selling mileage

books, coupon books or lOO-ride books, to meet various local condi-

tions, an<I on these the discounts range from 10 per cent to 60

per cent.

The difficulty standing in the way of adopting the Ohio inter-

changeable coupon bofjk is that the roads in Ohio receive nearly 2

cents per mile, so that with a discount of 16 2-3 per cent the net

rate received by them is between I'A and i 2-3 cents. With a rale

on mileage books on the Indiana lines that is about I'/J cents now a

discount of one-sixth more would reduce the net rate to I'A cents,

which is considered as too low. Mr. McKown, in this report of

progress, made a number of recommendations as to the coupon book

that would best serve the needs of the Indiana roads. The report

was afterwards withdrawn, so that its recommendations are not

available for publication at this time.

.'\ general discussion as to conditions to be met in designing a

book that would be satisfactory for both the Indiana and Ohio roads

followed.

Mr. E. C. Spring, president of the Ohio Interurban Railway As-

sociation, was present and addressed the meeting. He stated that

it had been difficult to agree upon the Ohio book, which has been

in use for several months and is now very popular, and expressed

the belief that the Indiana association could solve the question before

it in an equally satisfactory manner. He suggested that data similar

to that compiled by Mr. McKown be secured for all of those Ohio
roads which could be parties to any contract that might be entered

into by the Indiana companies. .\t this time all Ohio interurban

roads, except the .Appleyard properties, are using the Ohio book.

and it is expected that arrangements will very shortly be made by

which the Applcyard lines can join the others, thus making the

books available for through service between Zanesville and Rich-

mond, and also from Cincinnati through to Toledo and Cleveland,

as soon as the Findlay-Lima road shall be completed.

Mr. Charles G. Lohman. superintendent of transportation of the

Indiana Railway Co.. South Bend, was added to the ticket com-
mittee, which was given a month longer and instructed to confer

with a committee of the Ohio association before making its final

report.

The resignation of Mr. A. L. Drum as a member of the executive

committee was received and accepted.

The meeting then adjourned, after a vole of thanks to Mr. C. C.

Reynolds and the Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Co. for

the courtesies extended on the occasion of this meeting.

After dinner at the Richey House, the party boarded a special car,

which made the run to Lafayette and then returned to Indianapolis.

\'ery fast time was made in both directions, the run from Lafayette

to the terminal station in Indianapolis being made in something less

than 2'4 hours.

Terminal Station for Detroit.

Messrs. Henry A. Everett, C. W. Wason and Warren Bicknell. of

Cleveland, O. ; J. C. Hutchins, of Detroit, and Valentine Winters, of

Dayton, on March 9th, visited Indianapolis to inspect the Traction

and Terminal Building. Mr. Hutchins advises us that he is not

satisfied with the present terminal station for interurban passengers

in Detroit, and the company is casting about for better arrange-

ments, but as yet has not determined upon a plan. Practically the

same situation exists at Toledo and something will probably be done

there also.



The Power Plant of the Chattanooga Electric Co.

The power plant of the Chattanooga Electric Co., of Chattanooga,

Tenn., is of especial interest as a steam turbine station for a con-

siderable time in practical operation, and also for several features

of design and operation, among which may be mentioned the in-

stallation for cooling condensing water and the unusually complete

equipment of meters in the station. The principal business of the

company is lighting and power, but it has since July 3, 1904, fur-

nished all the current used by the Chattanooga Electric Railway Co.,

and part of it since July, 1902.

The Chattanooga Electric Co. was organised Mar. i, 1903. and

Jan. I. 1904, took over the Chattanooga Light & Power Co.. which

had at that time nearly completed the work of building an addi-

tion to its power plant. The old station had an aggregate

capacity of 1,640 kw., besides two Brush arc machines of 100 lights

pad'. The 1,640 kw iiu-liulcd 500-volt m.Tchines of 1.060 kw.

main flue at its greatest cross section measures 7 ft. in width and

10 ft. 6 in. in height.

In the generator room are three 500-kw. Curtis steam turbines,

which drive three-phase, 2,300-volt, 60-cycle alternators. These

three units constitute the new generating equipment at present in-

stalled. A i,soo-kw. turbine unit will be next installed when the

demand on the station justifies its use. A 400-h. p. tandem compound

engine driving a 500-volt direct current generator, and a 200-kw.

three-phase alternator, which constituted part of the old equipment,

are held as a reserve.

There are provided three Worlhington surface condensers with

2.000 sq. ft. of cooling surface each, and each is equipped with

auxiliary coolers. For circulating the condensing water there are

two 75-h. p. Worlhington centrifugal pumps, one of which is a

single stage pump driven by a 75-h. p. G. E. induction motor, and

POWER HOUSE OF CH ATT.\NOOG.-\ ELECTIUC CO., OOUU.NG I'UNU IN FOREGROUND.

capacity and alternating current machines of 580 kw. capacity. The
addition to the old station was 75 ft. long, making the present engine

room 165 ft. long by 45 ft. le in. wide. The boiler room is some-

what longer, its dimensions being 180 ft. by 36 ft. 4 in.

The building is of brick, with roof of book tile covered with

asphalt and gravel, and carried on steel trusses. There are now
installed 2,640 h. p. of boilers, and foundations are now in place for

two more of 410 h. p. each. Four new Babcock & Wilcox boilers

of 410 h. p. each, provided with superheaters and designed for 200

lb. working pressure, although the pressure carried at present is

ISO lb., were placed in the new portion of the station.

The stacks are two in number and situated at opposite ends of

the building. That for the old portion of the station is 150 ft. high

and 6 ft. internal diameter. The new stack, which was designed by

Sargent & I.undy, of Chicago, is 200 ft. high and 10 ft. internal

diameter and lined throughout with fire brick. The foundation for

lliis is of broken stone concrete. 30 ft. square and 25 ft. deep. The

the other a two-stage pump driven liy throttle valve simple engine,

the exhaust of which is used to heat the feeder water; the feed-

water heater is of 3,000 h. p. capacity of the "National" closed coil

type. The air pumps are Worthington make, known as the rotative

vacuum pump, and both are steam driven.

The transformer equipment of the station includes four 300-kw.

rotary converters, 600 volts on the direct current side and 400 volts

si.x-phase on the alternating current side ; and four 330-kw., 2.300-

volt-440-volt, three-phase-six-phase transformers. Three of the ro-

tary converters are used for the street railway and the fourth motor

loads.

The auxiliary apparatus includes three exciters, one of 3S-kw.

capacity driven by a G. E. vertical compound marine type engine

operating at 450 r. p. m., one of 35 kw. driven by a 50-h. p. three-

phase induction motor, and one of 13 kw. driven by a 20-h. p. in-

duction motor.

On the switchboard arc eight railway feeder panels, four lighting
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fcL-der panels, Willi nil svvilches and two tlircc-phase feeder panels.

The .station is pi-ovi<lcd witli nielers so that the entire output may

ho carefully and systematically measured, including the power re-

,|,„ird for operating all the electric auxiliaries in the station itself.

I here are altogether 26 meters in the station, all hcing Thompson

induction wattmeters, single phase and polyphase, excepting the four

„n the direct current ends of the rotary converters. 'I his meter

ci|uipnient will enal.le interesting and valnahle data lo he secured,

tiiougli tlu'V have been in service loo short time to enahle residts to

he presented in connection with this article.

One of the most interesting features of this station is the method

sizes of piping the piers are 18 in. square with footings 24 in. square,

and the other piers arc 12 in. square with footings 18 in. square.

One of the illustrations shows the type of roller bearing placed on

top of the piers to permit free expansion and contraction of llic

pipes. For the 24-iii. pipe leading from tlic condensers lo the cool-

ing pond the rollers consist of 2-in. cylinders 12 in. long.

riie nozzles were furnished by the Schultc-Korling Co.. of Phila-

delphia. I'hc discharge opening is I'A in. in diameter and the in-

terior of the nozzle is provided with spiraling so that in its passage

the water is given a rotary motion, the elTect of which is lo greatly

increase the spraying or dispersion of the water after leaving (he

ririNii ni.\iiK.\M of cooling poxd.

01 cooling the condensing water. Adjoining the building a pond

about 150 X 300 ft. was excavated to a depth of 4 ft., the level of the

water being about 8 ft. below the condensers. Circulating water

returned from the condensers is distributed through a set of pipes

provided with 42 nozzles, through which the water is discharged

upward. The complete design for the distributing piping is shown

in one of the accompanying illustrations and provides for 78

nozzles. The portion of the piping not yet installed is indicated in

the drawing by dotted lines.

The rectangle defined by the center lines of the outermost pipes

is 98 ft. 4 in. by 125 ft. The pipes are supported upon brick piers

spaced at intervals of about 20 ft. in each direction; for the larger

nozzle. The nozzles, except on the extreme outer lines of piping,

where they are single, are placed in pairs with the axes in a vertical

plane at right angles to the center line of the supply pipe, the axis

of each nozzle making an angle of 30 degrees, with a vertical plane

through the center of the supply pipe. The connection of each

nozzle to the supply pipe is by a 3-in. nipple 6 in. long. The effect

of each pair of nozzles is to throw a mass of spray to the height of

about IS ft., which in falling covers an area of 15 x 30 ft The cen-

tral pipe of the cooling system, when the additional piping now in-

dicated by the dotted lines of the diagram is installed, will be pro-

vided with an expansion joint.

.•\ dike extending nearly across the pond ne->r nf end provides
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a canal through which water is conducted to the suction chamber,

the object being to draw the supply from distant parts of the pond

to give greater time for cooling. The suction chamber is a brick

well, 14 ft. 6 in. square, with an entrance 12 ft. wide fitted with

perature for each day is the average of readings taken at intervals

of three hours. The humidity curves shown were plotted from data

furnished by the United States weather bureau at Chattanooga, the

lunnidity for each day being the average of observations made at

7 a. m. and at 7 p. m.

The new equipment of the station was put in com-
plete operation July 3, 1904, since which time the three

turbine units have been in continuous daily operation,

supplying all the current required by the Chattanooga

Electric Railway Co. and the lighting of the city, with-

out any interruptions whatever.

-\^J\-u I I
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THREE 5O0-K\V. I lUTIi TIHBINE UNITS. TYPE OF ROLLER BEARING ON PIERS.

racks ; controlling the flow of the water are two gates 4.x 4 ft. The
suction pipe is 24 in. in diameter.

The loss of water in the pond is supplied from a well 550 ft.

deep, from which water is drawn by means of an air lift. An In-

gersoll-Sergeant air compressor supplies air for this purpose; this

machine is located in the boiler room of the station.

The operation of the cooling pond for a warm month and for a

cold month is shown by the curves in two of the accompanying

diagrams. It will be observed that during the month of September.

1904, the circulating water was cooled from 10^ to 15 degrees by

being sprayed through the air. This variation in the extent of

cooling is due to the difference in relative humidity and the effect

of a very humid atmosphere can be very easily traced on the dia-

gram as shown.

During the month of January, 1905, the cooling effect varied from

l6;4 to KjYi degrees. In the temperature curves shown the tem-

/O /3 /<*•/? ^ 2S ZS

The plant was planned by the engineers of the General Electric

Co., which furnished the machinery and did the construction work.

Sargent & Lundy, of Chicago, were in consultation on portions of

the station, having designed the new stack and advised as to the

cooling pond and condenser installation.

The manager of the Chattanooga Electric Co. is Mr. Byron T.

Burt, to whom we are greatly indebted for the foregoing data and

illustrations.

re'ff^e^/rri/^£ ^m^ /Fn^r/fs »c//7/o/t>— Ssfrs/vss/fj/ao^f. Tsrf/^s/^/77-Lf/i'£- ^A^£> /PS'z.^r/k^^ /^i/^^/o/ry -c/^^/y^/py, /SO^
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Kcccnt Work of the ICIcctric Railway Ti;st

(loiiiiiiission.

IIV IIKNKV II. NdHUlS, SI'l'KUINTENUKNT OF KI.FXTRIC RAILWAY TESTS.

I
111- lirlil w"rl< i)f ll"' I'.li^clric Railway 'lest Commission is now

ncariiiB cimiplctioii, tlic Icsl corps now beinR at work upon the lines

of tlif Indiana Union Traction Co. investigatiiiK the air resistance

In llic million of car bodies. As will l)c rcnicnilicrcd, tlic Comniis-

sidii, consistiiiR of Messrs. J. G. White, II, II. Vrecland, J. H.

McGraw, W. J. WilKiis and G. F. McCnlloch, was appointed over a

year ago by rrcsidoni Francis of the Ijjuisiana Purchase Exposi-

tion in consnllation with Professor VV. F. Goldsborongh, chief of the

Deparlment of Flectricity. 'Ihe Coiiiniissioii immediately began

prepar.itinii fur tests at S(. I.oiiis and elsewhere and early in the

snninicr aclii.il lesling was begun. A test corps of ample size,

selecli'cl liniii v.irious technical schools, has been at work making

such tests as were recommended by a number of engineering com-

niiltees appointed by the Commission to act in an advisory capacity.

'I'lie tests have comprised studies of the alternating current losses

in rails; of the efficiency of various methods of braking and accelcr-

.-ilinn bnlh city and interurban cars; of the energy consinnption in

powerful hand-brrikc rigging was also constructed, with the "Pea-

cock" brake drums supplied by the National Brake Co. Special

bufTers were constructed to prevent damage to other cars in

. coupling, and heavy chains were used to prevent excessive motion

of the car frame with respect to the trucks. As Ihe frame was

raised considerably above its usual height by the changes men-

tioned, this was considered desirable.

An interurban car body, 32 ft. long without vestibules, rolls freely

upon rails screwed to the flat car floor. This body with a special

steel vestibule and a standard vestibule was supplied by the J. G.

Hrill Co. t'nder the side sills of the dynamometer body are

mounted eight Chapman double-ball bearings and- these carry four

axles of 3 7-16 in. diameter, 9 ft. long. Upon the axles are specially

chilled wheels, 12 in. in diameter with ground treads. The rails

are also ground where they come into contact with the wheels. By
this method of mounting there is, for practical purposes, no friction

between the body and the flat car floor. The l)ody is restrained

from excessive motion by various effective safety devices. The
jiressure of the air upon the body is measured by means of scale

beams, constructed for the tests by Fairbanks, Morse & Co. and
lent by them. The beams are supplied with dashpots, and the

weighing mechanism consists of Ihe regular beam with weights and

\^ "rt .t^

INTERIOR VIEW OF TEST CAR.

cars with different kinds of service; and of the resistance oflfered

by the air to the motion of cars at high speeds.

While the earlier part of the work has been described in some
detail in the technical press, but little has been said regarding the

special dynamometer car designed and constructed for the purpose

of measuring directly the head and rear pressures and the side

and roof resistances of car bodies. This car was recently com-
pleted at the shops of the Indiana Traction Co. at Anderson, Ind.,

this company having co-operated heartily in the rather tedious work
incident to an experiment of this sort. The equipment for the car

was secured partly by loan and partly by purchase of supplies

through funds donated to the work by various electric and steam
'

railway companies and by engineers interested in the investigation

of important railway problems. The Indiana Union Traction Co..

in addition to the facilities offered in its shops and offices, placed
at the disposal of the commission a pair of high-speed Baldwin
trucks and a set of four Westinghouse No. 85 motors, rated at 75
h. p. each. The Baldwin Locomotive Works made the changes in

the center plates and side bearings of the trucks necessary to enable
them to turn freely under the frame of a steel flat car loaned by the
Pressed Steel Car Co. .\ motor-compressor of ample size with
governor and brake cylinder was furnished by the National Elec-
tric Co. and the test corps designed and constructed the special

br.ikc rigging necessary to adapt these to the steel car frame. A

VIEW- SHOWING MOVABLE VESTIBULE AND GUIDE FKAME.

poise, and in addition a spring balance with dial is employed to

render easier the manipulation of the machine.

For the purpose of separating the head and rear resistances from

the total, the vestibule is independent of the body, but is carried

therefrom by means of a link suspension. In order to guide the

vestibule and to transmit the pressure to the weighing device a

steel-trussed oak frame, attached to the vestibule, projects into the

car a distance of S ft. and is guided on all sides by small Chapman
bearings. This method of suspension has proved very satisfactory.

In order to secure stability of the vestibule and body, each of these

is held against the scales by counterweights, the forces of which

are transmitted through bell-cranks and levers, all equipped with

knife-edge contacts.

In order to eliminate from the measurements all forces but those

due to the air, the controllers are mounted upon iron stands car-

ried upon the floor of the flat car and projecting into the car body,

thus removing the effect of stiffness in the controller cables, a

serious matter in a car of this size. Similarly the trolley base is

inside the car, carried upon the top of an oak post which projects

upward from the flat car. No error is possible, therefore, from the

resistance between trolley wheel and wire. W'hile the forces men-
tioned are small in amount, the sensitiveness of the apparatus is

such that tlie precautions taken are necessary.

The con.struction of the air resistance car was carried out by the
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test corps, which put in about three months in the actual detail

work. This included the assembling of the equipment, the con-

struction of the special brake rigging and other equipment, with

the exception of the heavy steel and wood work, which was done

by outside parties from the funds of the Commission. The corp?

also wired the car for a double-end controller arrangement, one

controller of the Westinghouse L-4 type being loaned by the Trac-

tion company, the other by the Westinghouse company, the latter

also supplying a pair of circuit breakers and a large number of re-

sistance grids for controlling the running speed of the cars.

The Commission has realized the necessity of making e.xact meas-

urements of all of "the quantities involved in these tests, especially in

regard to the matter of speed. For this purpose two independent

plans are employed. The test track, somewhat over 25,000 ft. ii

length, is divided in sections of 1,000 ft. each. The sections are

marked by large signs plainly numbered. The instant of passing

each sign is indicated on the graphical record of a General Electric

recording ammeter, which is also used for the current record. This

ammeter records upon a strip of paper regular intervals of five

seconds each. Upon this record is superimposed the time of passing

'l.0UISI.\NA," WITH P.\R.\EOL.\ VESTIBULE.

each of the section signs, this being accomplished by closing a switch

for an instant as each of these signs are passed. Thus the time

of passing through a section of 1,000 ft. is accurately recorded

'Ihe second speed device consists of a small dynamo carried upon

the truck frame and geared to the car axle by sprocket wheels and

chain. This dynamo is an "Apple" igniter of the Dayton Electrical

Manufacturing Co. It has permanently magnetized field poles, but

these also carry exciting coils through which the field current of

the recording ammeter is also passed. As this current must be main-

tained accurately at a value of one ampere for current measuring

purposes, it is admirably adapted for the purpose mentioned. The

e. m. f. generated by the dynamo is read upon a Weston voltmeter

specially arranged for this purpose. The e. m. f. at 60 m. p. h. is

about 7 volts. The readings are directly proportional to the speed.

This apparatus has now been in operation for some weeks and has

demonstrated its accuracy and convenience.

In addition to the speed measurements, accurate readings at 5-sec-

ond intervals of motor e. m. f. are recorded, and the current record

is continuously checked by means of a direct-reading ammeter in

the same circuit. The direction and velocity of the wind are also

taken at frequent intervals, accurate anemometers having been sup-

plied by Queen & Co. for the purpose.

The tests on the "Louisiana," as the air resistance car has been

named, will continue until sufficient data are at hand to determine

the resistance to the motion of different shapes of car front at all

speeds reached by modern interurban cars, up to 70 miles per hour,

this limit being set by the line and motor capacities. A speed of 72

miles per hour has been reached for a short period.

During the past few days another important investigation has

been completed by the use of a car exhibited by the Cincinnati Car

Co. at the Exposition. This car is supplied with the same motor

equipment as the "Louisiana," but it has in addition the latest type

of Westinghouse electro-pneumatic control. The test made upon

this car were designed to supplement those previously made and to

supply important data, not only in regard to the control .system, but

having reference in general to heavy interurban car operation prob-

lems. An interesting feature of these tests was that all records

were taken autographically, a special recording table having been

constructed along the line of the experience gained at St. Louis.

A wide strip of paper is carried by motor power across a glass

table, on opposite sides of which the observers are stationed with

their instruments. Opposite each is a guide and pencil carriage, th»

latter of which is operated by a cord carried over a drum attached to

a pointer over the instrument needle. The observer simply follows

the motion of the needle with his pointer and the result is recorded.

The base line for each record is traced by a separate pencil carried

by an electro-magnet, through which passes the current from a time-

marker recording five-second intervals, thus synchronizing all of

the records. While somewhat similar to other recording apparatus

in use, this equipment was designed independently and has some

features of its own.

The results of all the work of the Commission will be published

in full in a report to be issued as soon as practicable after the com-

pletion of the work.

Data on Cost of Power.

Mr. A. M. Frazee, master mechanic of the Columbus, Buckeye

Lake & Newark Traction Co., at the February meeting of the Ohio

Interurban Railway Association, stated the cost of power on that

line was .41 cent per kilowatt-hour at the switchboard. This cost

includes labor, fuel, lubricants and repairs, but no charge for in-

terest on investment or for depreciation.

The station has 1,800 h. p. of boilers and two 1,200-h. p. Hamilton-

Corliss engines direct connected to 800-kw. 13,200-volt alternators,

and one 2,500-h. p. Allis-Chalmers engine direct connected to a 1,500-

kw. alternator. The fuel is natural gas at 8 cents per 1,000 cu. ft.

(8 oz. pressure).

The station output is from 5S5.000 kw. h. to 640,000 kw. h. per

month. The energy consumption is 5.6 kw. h. per car-mile.

Elevated Railway Accident in Chicago.

The rear car of a shuttle-train which operates over the tracks of

the Chicago & Oak Park Elevated Ry. from Canal St. to the old

terminus of the line at Market and Madison Sts. was derailed and

oxerturned in a fog on the morning of March 7th. The accident

was one of that peculiar class, the cause for which is unaccountable,

because in this case the frog and switch points were properly locked

in their correct position and the detector bar was unworn. The

first two cars of the train took the switch and curve properly, but

the last car was derailed and overturned in such a manner that the

front trucks followed the forward cars around the curve and the

rear end of the car with its trucks was swung at right angles across

the double track structure and stopped on the opposite track. There

were 60 people in the car at the time of the accident, but none was

injured fatally.

Membership Committee, A. S. R. A.

At the meeting of the Executive Committee of the American

Street Railway Association held in New York, February 3rd,

President Ely appointed the following committee on membership,

which was authorized at the last convention

:

H. H. Vreeland, president New York City Railway Co,

C. S. Sergeant, vice-president Boston Elevated Railway Co.

James F. Shaw, president Boston & Worcester Electric Railway

Co.

William A. House, general manager United Railways & Electric

Co.

H. J. McGowan, president Indianapolis Traction & Terminal Co.

W. Caryl Ely, president International Railway Co.

Daniel Royse, editor "Street Railway Review."

James H. McGraw, Street Railway Journal.

John G. Lane, editor Street Railway Bulletin.

At the annual meeting of the Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Trac-

tion Co. stockholders, the old directors and officers were re-elected.
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Rapid Theater Construction in I^lniira.

Witliin Ihrce miles nf tlic business district of Elmira, N, Y„

nestled amoiiK ll'c hills close to the Chenmng River, is a charming

pleasure resort known as Rorick's Glen Park. Nature has been

very liberal in bestowing lier gifts upon lliis locality, its natural

beauties being many. A short ride on the electric railway brings

one to the park terminal, an illustration of which is shown. This is

an appropriately arranged bnililing at the entrance of the resort

A rustic foot bridge leading to the park groun<ls spans the river

near the terminal station. Rorick's Glen Park is laid out in an

attractive manner, with well made roads and paths winding about

ibriMigb thickly wooded knolls and ravines.

Added to the natural advantages of the park are a large number

of such pleasure attractions as are usua'ly found at outing places.

In originally fitting up Rorick's Park as a street railway enterprise,

the com|)any showed its forethought by providing a great number

of well constructed Imildings for the use of visitors. The amuse-

ments located throughout these buildings and the park arc of such

a class that they will compare favorably with those of any park of

equal size. Among other favorite attractions arc a merry-go-round

nf nnn-.nal size and fine workmanship, a mini.iture railway, and

JUNK ^4—KU1N& OF BUKNEO CASINO.

the attractiveness of the productions given on the stage. The river,

by which the entire north side of the park is tioundcd, adds greatly

to the value of Rorick's Glen as a recreation place.

PARK TERMINAL BUILDING.

many well kept pleasure boats which may be rented at a nominal
charge.

The grounds are lighted throughout with arc and incandescent

lamps, special stress having been laid upon arranging the lighting

of the theater in such a way that the illumination adds greatly to

The Elmira Water, Light & Railway Co., which controls Rorick's

Park, has traffic arrangement with the steam roads entering Elmira

by which excursion parties coming to Elmira from other cities are

sold through tickets to the park. This company operates the park

under its own management, and maintains a high standard for its

^JL .. jMB^ '-'-IWS^M
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attractions. Admission to the park is free to patrons of tlic road.

In order to handle the traffic, which averages throughout the sum-

mer season 2,000 passengers a day, the company runs trains of three

JUNE 27—LAYING NEW FLOOR.

cars each, with two e.xtra trains running as sections of the regular

train. During the winter months the traffic on this line is handled

by single cars.

When the company originally fitted up this park as a street rail-

ing the summer season. These productions are well managed, and

have been so popular an attraction that throughout the summer

seasons there have scarcely ever been any vacant seats during a

performance.

On June, 24, 11)04, this casino caught fire and burned to the ground,

leaving the railroad company without means for continuing its best

park attraction. One of the illustrations shows the ruined buildi;;j;

immediately after this fire. .'\t the time of the fire a stock opera

company was playing to the full seating capacity of the casino.

.\fter the burning of the building this company was not released,

hut on the other hand steps were at once taken to quickly rebuild

the theater so that the loss in passenger traffic between the city

and the park would be as small as possible. The accompanying illus-

trations show in an interesting way the unique methods used by the

management in hastening this work.

.^fter the debris had been cleared away, tlic tloor of the cnlire

building was laid in its finished condition. This work was well on

the way by the night of June 27th. July ist saw the completion of

that part of the new theater which contains the stage, scenery and

dressing rooms. During the three days occupied in building the floor

and the stage a large circus tent had been ordered by wire and

brought to the park. The next two days, July 2d and 3d, were occu-

pied in adding the finishing touches to the parts of the building al-

ready constructed, and in raising the tent over the seating portion of

Jl'NE 30—BL'ILDING ST.'\GE.

way enterprise, a casino with a seating capacity for 1,200 persons

was built, and a large stage at one end was fully equipped and

stocked with scenery suitable for the production of the vaudeville

and light opera performances which are presented twice a day dur-

thc theater. 1 he evening of July 3d saw the completion of this work

and other details, so that on the 4th of July the theater performance

was given as though no interruption had occurred. Since this time

the roof has been e.xtended over the entire tlieater, and now the com-

JULY I—STAGE COMPLETED.
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IKiiiy has .1 liiiildiiiK wliiili is larger .iiirl hetlcr suited to tlu- purpose

than tlic old one. The scatiiiR capacity of tlii.s new casino is 1,400.

The rapidity with which this emergency was met and successfully

JULY 3—STAGE AND TENT.

overcome may be credited to the energy and skill of Mr. W. W.

Cole, vice-president and general manager of Elmira Water, Light

& Railroad Co. Mr. Cole took personal charge and pushed the work

of construction as rapidly as possible.

Motor Buses vs. Electric Tramways.

DY J. CLIFTON ROIilNSON.*

"The Financier and Bullionist" in a recent issue spoke with no

uncertain voice on this matter, and was good enough to accredit

sonic remarks of mine as the ultimate end of all knowledge on the

question of London trafiic. That journal said:

"We are glad to see that the folly of this pernicious propaganda

has been ruthlessly exposed by no less an authority than Mr. Clif-

ton Robinson, whose little finger has greater knowledge of London's

traffic problem than the combined craniums of Carmelite House.

In asserting that 'a more unheard-of, pretentious and stupid tirade

had never been before suggested by any sensible body of men than

bad been printed lately in certain newspapers,' Mr. Clifton Robin-

son was merely expressing what all persons of experience have been

thinking ever since the Daily Mail started its latest sensation. All

the schemes brought forward are merely airy suggestions, and as

commercial propositions are beneath contempt. To assert, as has

been done, that motor buses are destined to supersede electric tram-

ways is the very acme of absurdity. Motor buses may have their

uses as feeders of electric trams and railways, and their employ-

ment in place of the existing horse-driven vehicles may be only a

question of time. But even on that point it is impossible to make

,
any definite prediction."

Whilst I am human enough to appreciate the high compliment

conveyed, I can regard it only as far transcending any merits I may
have acquired in the course of a somewhat long and varied experi-

ence in traction economics. I am. however, none the less embold-

ened by such an unequivocal endorsement of my views ; and the

opinion of so eminent and astute a financial organ, long recognized

in the city as representing the practical—in contra-distinction to the

sensational—element in journalism, has, I venture to think, a sig-

nificant bearing upon this controversy.

It will be gathered from what is here said that I do not consider

seriously the threatened supersession of electric tramways by motor'

omnibuses, nor do I anticiplate any panic amongst either directors

or shareholders. That a mechanically driven vehicle will, in the

plentitude of time, supplant that anachronism, the horse bus, is be-

•Mr Robinson is managing director and engineer of tlie London
United Tramways Co., I^td.. and of tlie Middlesborougii. Stocltton-on-

Toos & Tliornaby Electric Tramways: chief engineer of the Bristol

Tramways & Carriage Co.. Ltd.. and director of the Metropolitan Dis-

trict Railway Co.. which is now equipping its lines for electrical opera-

tion.

yond question. The latter has long since fulfilled its destiny and

must ultimately be driven into ihc shades of oblivion "unwept,

unhonored and unsung."

The Hon. Arthur Stanley, president of the Tramways and Light

Railways Association, in addressing his fellow members the other

day, said if anybody found a cheaper mode of traction than a metal

wheel on a metal rail, it would displace tramways, but this was cer-

tainly not found in the motor bus. This question of friction of

course strikes at the root of the matter, and it will be long before

it can be demonstrated that a mechanically propelled vehicle can be

operated along rough and unprepared roadways more economically

than an electric tram car representing, as it does, motion over two

smooth surfaces, steel upon steel.

I should further like to quoit what Sir George While, in ad-

dressing the shareholders of the Bristol Tramways and Carriage

Co. at Bristol on February i6th said on this subject

:

fersonally, with some experience as an owner of private cars..

1 liilievc there is a future for mechanically propelled vehicles of

viirious kinds, and my colleagues and I have spent considerable time

during the last few years in following up the practical details of

cost of working any vehicles of this class which have up to the

present been produced. Motor omnibuses today cannot be accepted

as a commercial success."

In this practical pronouncement I thoroughly agree.

The motor bus, chassis, and tires, equal to the onerous conditions

of street and road passenger service, have not yet been evolved.

The thing is still in its experimental stage. Burdened with the

weight of its own motor equipment, and running on an ordinary

roadway, such a vehicle must necessarily demand, in proportion to

its weight and carrying capacity, a far greater propulsive power

than an electric car, proceeding, as I have .said, along smooth rails

by energy transmitted from one central source of supply. How any

one with the most elementary knowledge of physics can imagine

that a vehicle propelled on an ordinary macadam road can, given

equal conditions in other respects, compete with another running

upon rails, is incomprehensible. The factor of vibration is neces-

sarily one that must largely dominate the problem of motor transit.

On the question of expenditure, to put it broadly, it is wholesale

against retail, and I, as one of a family of motorists of many years'

experience, do not hesitate to say that the motor bus must neces-

sarily, because of the heavy outlays involved, exact from the public

two pence for a service that the electric car now renders profitably

for one penny.

Owing to the limited and sporadic nature of their operations.

it is difficult to obtain any reliable figures bearing upon the run-

ning of public motor buses, but taking those that are generally ac-

cepted, applied in connection with the favorable conditions afforded

by the streets of London, where such vehicles have every opportun-

ity for successful demonstration, a comparison with existing electric

tramways is worth considering.

Taking the maximum carrying capacity of a motor bus at 32

passengers, we get a maximum earning power of is. 4d. per car-

mile.

The London United Klectric cars carry 70 passengers, represent-

ing 2s. lO'/.d. per car-mile run. The average annual revenue per

electric car-mile run works out at lod. against a total expenditure

of 6d., and last year 50,000,000 passengers used the cars at fares

averaging less than half that sum for the working classes, the lines

being maintained in full operation for 20 hours out of every 24

all the year round.

Taking the published figures of the operations with motor buses

in London, we find the earnings quoted at l2.S2d. per mile run.

whilst the working expenses are given as io.52d. Whether the

working expenses include repairs is not stated, though this particu-

lar item is of vital importance. Further, they are based on what is

almost purely novelty traffic. On the routes over which they run.

they of course rob the horse buses, and until their adoption becomes

more general, no really reliable data can be obtained on the salient

points of earning capacity, depreciation and renewals. If these

figures are carefully considered it will be seen at once what an

absurd foundation, commercially speaking, there is for the motor

bus in competition with the electric tram car.

In some isolated districts where there are as yet no tramways,

the motor bus may for a time become the local juggernaut and be

allowed to pursue its rocky and dangerous course. It is at present
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a "box of tricks" liable to breakdown, explosion and fire, and not

only dangerous to life and property, but like the camel, cited by a

writer famous in the two hemispheres, it "smells most awful vile
!"

The period covered by these particular ventures thus far has not

been sufficient to justify a sound judgment on the results likely to

accrue under even favorable conditions, but in my opinion there

is not the slightest justification for this hysterical outburst. Justi-

fication, as I say, there is none; explanation is not far to seek. The

.•icare bears on the face of it the marks of a desire on the part of

obviously interested parties, who synchronized the occasion to

boom the unproved motor bus at the expense of other proved and

successful methods of mechanical traction.

Free trade in omnibuses, whereby any and every person and

snydicate having the means may congest the streets with motor

buses, is to be deprecated. Over production would ensue, and com-

petition, so fostered, and without the control which legislation has

enabled local authorities and the Board of Trade to exercise over

electric tramways, would be disastrous to motor bus promoters and

the public alike. More than this, the prospects of a really effective

mcclianically propelled vehicle to replace the horse bus and cab

would be seriously handicapped and most likely indefinitely delayed.

I should of course hesitate to say that the motor bus has no

future, and representing, as I do, very important tramway interests

in various parts of the country, I recognize that the time may come

when manufacturers may produce a really efficient mechanically

driven public vehicle and one which may be accepted as an auxiliary

to electric tramways. But the day seems remote when they can even

to this extent be adopted.

E.xperience has proved to demonstration that horse buses cannot

"live with" electric tramways. The cars are quicker, cheaper, and

more comfortable. In only one of these three essential points is

the motor bus an improvement on the horsed variety. It may be a

little faster—though there is so far no proof of that—but it cannot

be cheaper (which is a question of working cost plus maintenance),

nor will it be more comfortable (which is a question of road sur-

face). In consequence of their (possibly) greater pace, motor buses

may displace horse buses, but because they cannot give the same com-

fort and the same low fares they do not menace the existence of

electric tramways.

The "Pall Mall" of Feb. 25, 1905, makes the following trenchant

contribution to the controversy

:

"The chances of motor omnibuses competing successfully with

electric tramways are still being vigorously discussed in various

quarters, most distinguished by conspicuous ignorance of the sub-

ject. For instance, the claim is constantly made that the motor

bus must succeed because no capital has to be sunk in permanent

way and in a power station. One reply is that so long as it is neces-

sary to use india rubber tires on the wheels of the buses the claim

is a pure illusion. The tire makers maintain solid rubber tires at

a cost of two pence per mile run, and india rubber is not likely to

become cheaper. For a business requiring a bus in each direction

every four or five minutes—not a heavy city business—about 500

bus-miles per mile of route will be run per day, or, say, 180,000

miles per annum. Tire maintenance at two pence per mile run will

accordingly amount to ii,S00 per year for this mile of route. Capi-

talized at 5 per cent, that represents ^30,000, which is a greater sum
than an electric tramway, power station, cars and everything com-

plete would cost per mile of route. Further, the maintenance of

tramway car wheels costs only a minute fraction of a penny per car-

mile run, and the maintenance of an entire tramway undertaking on

a large scale can be done for slightly over a penny per mile run.

Yet the above two pence still leaves all other bus repairs to be paid

for, and a petrol engine cannot be maintained for nothing. More-

over, in order to carry the same number of passengers, double as

many buses are required as tramcars, owing to the latter vehicles

being so much larger. The first cost of the two buses is about

f 1,800; the first cost of the tram car is about f6oo. Therefore, with-

out taking any other points (most of which tell in the same direc-

tion) into consideration at all, it will be seen that there is some
hope for the tramway yet. The bus, however, will have plenty of

scope in regions of small traffic, and on streets, such as those in

the City and West End of London, where tramways are not al-

lowed."

In the concluding sentence of this quotation lies the whole crux

of the case for the immediate future of the motor bus.

In dealing with heavy passenger traffic, no uncertain and discon-

nected service, liable at any time to be interrupted or discontinued,

will ever acquire or retain confidence, and this aspect of the matter

very directly afTccts that great question of the housing problem for

the solution of which electric tramways have done so much. In the

permanence of a properly organized tramway the public lias the

same confidence as in that of our great railways.

The "London Times" of Feb. 27, 1905, dealt with this subject at

some length, and its summing up briefly enumerates many of the

points I have already discussed at greater length. Our leading jour-

nal delivers itself as follows

:

"But wherever tramways can be conveniently laid, provided the

population is great enough, their capital outlay will be justified, to

say nothing of the frequency of service they will always give as

compared with omnibuses. In the city, where tramways are impos-

sible, motor-omnibuses will most certainly prove a boon, and it is

more than likely that many of the smaller provincial towns which

have so boldly embarked on tramways will bitterly regret their pre-

cipitation. But after making every allowance for a great success

with omnibuses it is impossible to shut one's eyes to their limita-

tions. They are handicapped by hilly routes; having to carry their

own power with them they must have engines powerful enough for

all gradients. The electric tram takes its power just when it is

wanted, and only consumes it according to the work it is doing.

More power also has to be generated to drive an omnibus than a

tram, and unless local authorities keep the roads in the best of

repair engines which at one season will do their work may refuse

it at another. One might adduce many such arguments, but enough

has been said to show that while there is a great future before the

motor omnibuses, yet that the electric tram has also its own sphere,

and that within this it has as yet nothing to fear."

In conclusion, I may perhaps be permitted to recall some observa-

tions of my own when lecturing before the Cleveland Institute of

Engineers, Stockton-on-Tees, nearly five years ago. Summing up

the case for electric traction and particularly referring to the over-

head trolley system, I then said

:

"It is simple in construction, easy in maintenance, cheaper than

any rival in capital cost, and more economical in working cost from

day to day than any other method yet known. The system is most

elastic and comprehensive, for it is capable of meeting the most

severe pressure of traffic on occasions, while it can be profitably ex-

tended so as to give tramway access to sparse suburbs where the

cost of no other method of mechanical traction could be faced. In

a word, I can say that an extended experience, embracing nearly

the whole of Europe and the Continent of America, and a most

careful inquiry into all inventions and proposals, convinces me that

the overhead electric trolley system is today, wherever the question

of street traction has to be considered scientifically and commercially

the only system to which a community, a corporation or a capitalist

can reasonably turn."

From that conclusion I see no reason, at present, to depart.

Memphis Street Railway
Hands,

Property Changes

Ford, Bacon & Davis, of New York, have acquired control of the

property of the Memphis Street Railway Co., and several changes

in the personnel of the company have occurred. Frank G. Jones re-

tires as vice-president and general manager. George H. Davis, one

of the purchasers, is made president. Thomas H. Tutwiler, who

was engaged in the construction of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley

railroad, was elected general manager, while E. W. Ford, of New
York, becomes superintendent of transportation, and W. IT. Bur-

roughs, for a number of years connected with the St. Louis Transit

Co., was made secretary and treasurer.

Extensive improvements are contemplated by the new owners, a

franchise for an extension of 16 miles having recently been granted

by the city council.

The Columbus, Delaware & Marion Electric Railroad Co. has

ordered new cars to be used for carrying United States mail between

Marion and Columbus. The cars will be the combination style, the

front end being used for mail while the rear part will be for passen-

gers.
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(Correspondence Kegardin); the A. S. K. A.

N(J NliKU (JK KEOKGANIZAI ION—CU (Jl'liKAl ION IS ES-

SENTIAL TO GOOD RESULTS.

I'Miliir "Review":

In my opinion the present organization of the Anienian Street

Railway Association can accomplish a great deal of good, without

any radical change. I lielieve that the street railway representatives

.should a.ssemlile and pnt in the better part of a week— say, for in-

stance, five day.s—and eliminalc .ill trolley parties, banquets and other

entertainments, and get down to business. Let the .Accountants'

and the Mechanical and Electrical associations assemble by them-

selves in the same city and on the same dates. ICngineers and track

men should, I believe, also be represented, if not with the Mechan-

ical and Electrical association, by a separate organization.

The officers in charge of transportation, general managers and

other officials would find plenty to discuss for two or three days,

and could put in the rest of the time visiting the meetings of some

of the other associations. I think that certain afternoons and all of

the evenings should be devoted to a thorough examination of the

exhibits. If the supplymen knew that there were to be no outside

eiitcrtaimnents to withdraw the delegates from their exhibits, they

would all be on hand every evening, and be more than willing to

demonstrate the merits of their various appliances.

The American Street Railway .Association should, in my opinion,

stand as the parent organization, and assist financially the other

organizations, which are virtually a part of that association.

I see no reason why this convention should not result in consid-

erable good, whereas, if the accountants, transportation men, en-

gineers, master mechanics, etc., assemble at different periods and in

different places, the supplymen will be unable to give the exhibitions

that they have in the past.

.\nother point is the fact that it is of great benefit for representa-

tives of various departments to get together, possibly not at their

meetings, but during the other hours of the gathering. Oftentimes

much of the best information is imparted by means of impromptu
talks.

The arrangement of the sessions of departmental associations so

that delegates may attend all meetings in which they are interested,

as described in Mr. McCulloch's proposed plan, expresses the idea

I have in mind more clearly and in greater detail.

Yours truly,

JOHN A. BEELER,
Vice-President and General Manager,

Denver, Col. Denver City Tramway Co.

COMMON MEETING PLACES FOR ASSOCIATIONS DE-
SIRABLE—EFFECT OF STATE ASSOCIATIONS—AS-
SESSMENT ON BASIS OF GROSS EARNINGS WOULD
BE EQUITABLE.

Editor "Review"

:

I have been of the opinion that our national street railway organ-

ization is being divided up into such a number of departments

—

there being already an organization in the Accounting Department,

the Claim Department, and the Electrical, Mechanical and Mainte-

nance of Way Departments—that it is exceedingly difficult for the

managing officers to keep in touch with them. I feel that a com-

bination of these departments in the A. S. R. A. would be beneficial.

The arrangement should, I feel, be such that representatives of all

departments can meet jointly, giving opportunity for the men identi-

fied with particular departments to take part in the discussions of

papers presented from their own or allied departments. This might

be done by assigning Monday for the gathering of delegates, de-

voting Tuesday to subjects pertaining to accounting, Wednesday to

the Mechanical Department, Thursday to the Claim Department.

Friday to the Maintenance of Way Department—but having on each

day a general paper in which all, or at least several, departments

would be interested.

I do not see. however, why any general manager should object

(as you in your recent editorial say managers do object) to his

auditor or master mechanic taking an active part in the discussions.

In fact, I feel that managers should be proud of having their de-

partment heads active in the work of the associations. Reallv the

only objection to their doing srj is that some other manager, able

to offer these men higher salaries might take them from their old

employers. We should not, however, object to our suliordinalcs be-

ing given this opportunity to better their condition.

Because of the state associations of railway men which are now
becoming very enthusiastic and holding meetings monthly, we feel

it would be unwise to have four or five national meetings during the

year. Each department would, however, need a secretary, as you

suggest, and these I think should be under one general secretary of

the national association.

As to the financial arrangements, wc believe that an assessment

of the companies which are members according to their gross earn-

ings would be equitable.

For the association to be successful its meetings must not be al-

lowed to become mere junkets for the delegates.

Yours truly,

C. D. EMMONS,
Gen. Supi , Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co.

I't. Wayne, Ind.

THE A S R. A. SHOULD ASSIST THE OTHER ASSOCIA-
TIONS.

Editor "Review"

:

I feel some hesitancy in criticising the plans for reorganizing the

.•\. S. R. A., because my company is not a member as yet.

However, my observation has Wen that the A. S. R. A. conven-

tions are a good thing, and, generally speaking, presidents and man-

agers expect to have a good time when attending them. But as

these conventions or meetings arc intended for the l)ellermcnt of

street railway operati<m by adding to the knowledge of officers and

managers of the companies that are members of the association, it

would seem to me that the presidents and managers who hold the

purse strings of railway companies, and therefore of the associa-

tions, should make it a point to have their operating forces repre-

sented at the meetings of the Accountants' Association. Mechanical

and Electrical Association, and Claim Agents' Association, and that

the A. S. R. A. as a body should "father" and assist in the continu-

ance and enlargement of these departmental associations, as well' as

to donate to their expenses for carrying on their work, should such

be necessary.

Yours truly,

C. E. FLYNN.
Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr., Conneaut & Erie Traction Co.

Girard, Pa.

Tramway Progress in the United Kingdom.

Belfast.

J. G. White & Co. have commenced work on their big Belfast

contract. Shortly after the start a number of the men working on

the track construction struck for higher wages, but an arrangement

has been made, and the strikers have returned to their work.

Blackburn.

Cases have occurred in several of the municipal electrical and

tramway undertakings in the country of interference by committee-

men with the work of the engineers and managers in charge of the

works. As a check on this kind of thing, the Blackburn Council

has, on the commitee's own recommendation, decreed that any mem-
ber of the Electricity and Tramways Committee desiring to inspect

the works shall first obtain the consent either of the chairman of

the committee, the vice-chairman or the town clerk. No restriction,

within reason, is to be placed on the number of permits, but the

casual interference business will thus be done away with.

For the nine months ending Dec. 31. 1904. the revenue of the

municipal trams was ^39.397. The expenditure was £23.960, the

gross profit being a balance of £15.397. But the interest and sinking

fund charges for the period amount to £15.998. so that after paying

these there is a net loss of £601.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Replying to a shareholder at the recent half-yearly meeting of

the Tyneside Tramways & Tramroads Co.. Lord .Armstrong stated

that the company had spent £6.000 in obtaining parliamentarj- powers

to run its trams in Newcastle, and the Newcastle Corporation had
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an even bigger bill than this to pay. This is good business from

the lawyer's point of view, but not from the point of view of the

advancement of tramways in the United Kingdom. The system of

through traffic, which the company fought so hard to inaugurate, has

proved very successful, and has resulted in an enormous increase

in the number of passengers carried. The dividend of the company

for the half year is 2 per cent, while £600 is placed to reserve.

Swansea.

The ratepayers of Swansea, having been asked to vote on the

question of keeping the tramways clause in the Corporations bill

to be presented tliis session, decided by a large majority that the

clause should be included.

Maidstone.

The results of the first half-year's working of the municipal

electric tramways are now published. The total revenue for the

six months was £3,872, while the works expenses were £1,946. For

interest and sinking fund charges £813 has to be allowed ; the net

profit shown in the half year is £1,113.

Aston Manor.

A report prepared by Mr. R. Green, consulting electrical en-

gineer, has been accepted by the Town Council. The report em-

braces a scheme for the reconstruction and electrical equipment of

the remaining tramways in the town. The total cost of the work,

including the overhead equipment, will be about £63,270.

Bath.

The Bath Electric Tramways Co. has had an application for an

extension of its lines before the Light Railway Commissioners. The
scheme is opposed by the Keynsham District Council, because the

extension would serve what is a compartively thinly populated dis-

trict. The urban council in question considers that the needs of

the district would be amply served by motor buses, which would
not require the roads to be cut up for the laying of the tram lines.

It remains to be seen what the Light Railway Commissioners think

of the matter.

Great Yarmouth.

The arbitration proceedings in connection with the purchase of

the Gorleston tramways by the Great Yarmouth Corporation started

on Feb. 24th. The lines are at present operated by horse trac-

tion, and run from the Great Eastern Ry. terminus at Southtown,
parallel to the River Yare, to the sea front at Gorleston.

Pontypridd.

The municipal electric tramway system was recently opened. The
lines were first inspected, according to custom, by a representative

of the Board of Trade.

Kingston-on-Thames.

The London United Tramways Co. has given notice of its inten-

tion to proceed shortly with the laying of its lines over Kingston
Bridge into Kingston town.

London.

The third annual report of the directors of the London United
Tramways (1901), Limited, with accounts covering the year 1904,

shows that the gross receipts increased by £15,994, while the

operating e.xpenses decreased by £203, notwithstanding the larger

mileage open as compared with the previous year. The total num-
ber of passengers carried was 48,126,727, an increase of 2,833,254.

Owing, however, to the increase in the charges for debenture in-

terest and preference dividend, which together absorb £82,297, as

compared with £58.826 in the previous year, the ordinary shareholders

receive a dividend of 6 per cent only, as compared with 8 per cent

for the two previous periods. Preparations are in progress for the

construction of the authorized tramways in Kingston, Surbiton, the

Maidens, and Wimbledon, and between Brentford and Hanwell.
These Surrey lines will link up important centers of population, and
will connect with the London County Council electric tramways at

Tooting and over Kingston Bridge with the company's tramways
in Middlesex and London.

-•-*

Railway Matters on the Continent.

SWITZERLAND.
According to the publication in the Registre du Commerce, the

Societe Electrique de La Cote has renounced the idea of establish-

ing and working an electric railway at Gland-Begnins. The Com-
pagnie du Chcniin do Electrique fere Gland Begnins, which took over

the concession for the line in question, has a capital of 110,000 francs.

The registered offices of the company are at Begnins.

The Societe des Ateliers de Construction Oerlikon has been carry-

ing on for some time experiments with monophase traction by means

of a Ward-Leonard locomotive. The weight of the locomotive is

42 tons, the power 400 h. p., the tractive force 3,000 kg., with a

maximum of 6,000 kg. The maximum speed is 40 km. per hour.

The four axles are driven in pairs by two continuous current motors

of 220 h. p. each. The generating set is in the center of the locomo-

tive and consists of a monophase asynchronous motor with a short-

circuited armature, of 400 h. p. at 1,000 r. p. m., direct connected to

a continuous current dynamo supplying 600 amperes at 600-700

volts. The w-inding of the fixed portion of the asynchronous motor

is arranged for pressures from 700 to 1,500 volts with 100 alterna-

tions. The exciting of the continuous current dynamo is eflfected by

means of a small dynamo driven by a small asynchronous motor

of 700 volts. The latter is also used for starting the large asyn-

chronous motor. A third asynchronous motor drives the air pump

for the pneumatic brake. The braking is also done electrically, by

acting on the exciting circuit of the generator. The starting cur-

rent is 700 amperes ; when traveling it falls to 30 amperes. The

system seems to be very suitable for short lines with numerous stops.

GERMANY.
The latest important event is the probable understanding between

the Siemens-Schuckert and the Allgemeine Union E. G. groups,

which hitherto competed with each other in a very keen manner.

Among the first symptoms of such understanding is mentioned the

acceptance, in the name of the two companies, of a large order for

China, the building of a central electric station at Tientsin to cost

1.300,000 marks, for lighting and supplying power to the tramways

of that city; then the formation of a company for electric lighting

of electric and other trains, with a capital of one million marks, in

which take part, besides the two groups mentioned, the storage bat-

tery works of Berlin-Hagen.

The electric tramway undertaking of Dresden has been using for

four months, by way of trial, 00 a stretch of its line Blasewitz-

Tolkewitz, 300 meters long, the Dolter system of surface contacts.

For these experiments it has therefore altered one of its cars with

storage batteries. The couplers have not been modified in any way

;

the only thing done was to add a series of contacts to the com-

mutator cylinder, for the purpose of affording passage to the current

coming from the contact arm. On the car in question the distance

between the axles is only 1.75 meter, nevertheless it has been found

possible to place in that restricted space the electro-magnets re-

quired for operating the contacts. As the car thus modified does

not receive any current when it passes from the overhead portion

to the portion with underground conduits with contacts, in order to

insure lighting during the short time occupied in passing from the

portion worked on one system to the portion worked on the other,

an osmium lamp of 12 volts has been installed, to which the energy

required is supplied by six storage batteries, which form reserve for

exciting the Dolter electro-magnets. The experiments in question

having proved satisfactory, the undertaking has received from the

government and from the municipality permission to use the con-

tact .system, which will be applied to certain lines at present worked

with storage batteries.

Electric heating of tramways is an interesting but very difficult

problem. Experiihents are being tried with various results. The

Oberschlesische Kleinbahnen & Elektrizitatswerke has recently

fitted up, by way of trial, its motor cars with electric heating in-

stallations. Each vehicle is provided with two heating apparatus,

consisting of nickeline wire wound about porcelain tubes and coated

with a mixture of soluble glass and asbestos. As formerly the com-

pany used to heat its cars with charcoal briquettes, it is possible to

establish comparison between the expenses of the two systems of

heating. Assuming the period of working at 16 hours, it was neces-

sary, for having the same temperature in the car, to spend 1.28

marks with briquettes, and 3.52 marks with electric heating.

Although from the financial point of view this comparison seems to

be disastrous to the electric heating, the latter has nevertheless ad-

vantages, such as the suppression of risk of fire, and also hygienic

advantages which compensate for its greater cost.

A new suburban electric line is talked about, the construction of

which is estimated at 30,000,000 marks. It is therefore doubted

whether the line will ever pay. The point of departure would be
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the Zoological Clardens station; the line would he partly nndcr-

Rrouiul ami would terminate at the Wannscc .station.

ITALY.

The Naples-Rcsina electric railway line has recently heen opened.

It is 35 km. Inng, and goes from Naples (Corso Garibaldi) to

Rcsina (Piazza Pugliano), where is situated the 'ower station of

the Vcsnviiis railway. On the other hand, the Varcse-Luino elec-

tric railway is Hearing its coTnpIetion. Trial trains have alreaily

heen rnn on the line, from one end lo Ihc other, with satisfactory

rcstdts.

The Varese Railways & Electric Tramways Co. has besides de-

cided to build a steam power house, for the purpose of making up

the deficiency of the existing hydro-electric station during low water,

so as to insure regular service between Varcsc and Luino at any

moment, and to provide for the distribution of power and lighting.

The new power house will have three generating sets of 500 h. p,

each.

On the other hand, a new Hclgian company, which bought tin

shares of a group of French capitalists, is alxjut to introduce electric

traction on the horse tramways of Verona. Another, also a Belgian

company, has been formed at Brussels, under the name of Tramways

el Eclairagc elcctriquc de Catana, with a capital of 24,000,000 lire

(francs), and is about to start electric lighting and working of the

tramways of the city of Catana, near the Etna.

Finally, the municipality of Cassano Magnano has decided to build

and to work itself an electric tramway line with normal gage, be-

tween Cassano Magnano and the Gallarate station. The cost of

the line is estimated at 194,000 lire.

SPAIN.
The scheme submitted by the Tranvias de Malaga company for an

electric tramway starting from the Paseo de Reding and passing

through the streets D. Fernando Caniino, Arenal and Las Fabricas,

in the suburb of Malagneta, has been approved. The same company
has applied for permission to replace animal traction by electric trac-

tion on the tramways plying between the railway station and the

workmen's quarter, Huelin, and between the Plaza de Riego and

Plaza de Torrijos.

The concession for the tramway from San Semhastianto Tolosa

has been transferred to the Compania del Tranvia Elcctrico de San

Sebastian a Tolosa, and the Barcelona Tramways Co. has been

authorized to place, at certain times of the year and at certain hours,

an ordinary car coupled to the motor cars.

SWEDEN.
As before stated, the question of substituting electric for steam

traction on the State railways has been under consideration for

some time now. The first step in that direction has been taken be-

tween Stockholm and Viierten, on the one hand, and Stockliolm

and Jiirva on the other. Alternating monophase current will be

used, and a credit of 425,000 crowns has been voted for the purpose.

In the beginning, two electric locomotives will be used, one of

which with two axles, two motors, one transformer and one West-

inghouse regulator, and the other with three axles, one trans-

former and one regulator, built by Siemens-Schckert works. For

the suburban service there will be, moreover, a passenger train com-

prising four cars equipped by the .Mlgemeine Elektricitaets Gesell-

schaft of Berlin. Two of these cars will be motor cars, each pro-

vided with Winter-Eichberg motors, with starting and speed-regu-

lating apparatus.

I'.lectricity will be supplied by a steam power house with two Laval

turbines connected to monophase current generators.

FRANCE.
Having considered the report of the Commission, the General

Council has authorized the prefect to sign the agreements and to

take steps for declaring the extension to Meulan of the Versailles-

Maule tramway to be a matter of public utility. On the other hand,

the Departmental Commission has been granted authority to give

the opinion required by the Act of the i8th May, 1881, concerning

the substitution of electric traction for steam traction on the Paris-

Sauit-Germain tramway. The General Council has also given a

favorable opinion on the subject of the scheme submitted for electric

traction and tlie building of a new terminal station at Versailles for

the Sevres-Versailles tramways.
By an act passed on Aug. 4, 1903, the building of a tramway line

between Bordeaux and Beychac and Caillau has been declared to

be of public utility, but a new preliminary scheme having lx!en sub-

mitted by Messrs. Orlal, Fils & Lagiieylc, ihc new conccssionnarics

for this tramway, for the substitution of electric instead of steam

traction as originally provided for, and for the laying of rails with

the normal gage of 1.44 m., the prefect of the Gironde has ordered

an inquiry to be made in the cantons of Bordeaux, and of Carbon-

Hlanc as to the public utility of the new scheme. Finally, an in-

quiry has been opened as to the public utility of the preliminary

scheme for an electric tramway from P,agnircs-de-Luchon to Ihc

w.iterfalls of the Valley of Lys.

New Y(»rk Strike.

A general walkout of the trainmen employed by the subway and

elevated lines in New York City was brought about on the morning
of March 7lh by the refusal of Mr. Hedley, as the general manager
nf the Intcrborongh Rapid Transit Co., to entertain the deniand«

of the subway motormcn. The demands made by the men were:

.Motormen to be relieved from the present form of physical examina-

tion, substituting what is called a practical road test. A 9-hour day,

with mileage not to exceed 100 miles a day. Relays at the southern

terminals when the headway is less than six minutes. All work
trains to be run by qualified motormen. On the part of other em-
ployes, except the tower switchmen, they asked for a 9-hour day,

with time and a half for over time. Eight hours a day with one

day off each month, was demanded for the tower switchmen. AH
employes except motormen asked a 10 per cent increase in wages.

When it is known that an agreement has been in force between

the motormen and the company one provision of which stated that

motormen would make no new demands before September, 1907,

the reason for the company's refusal to listen to such demands is

obvious. The announcement of the company's refusal to grant the

demands of the motormen was made at midnight March 6th, and a

general walkout was then ordered for 4 o'clock the morning of the

7th, with instructions that the train crews, unless interfered with,

should leave their posts on reaching the first terminal.

In anticipation of this trouble the Intcrborough company had made
arrangements with the city for complete police protection, and had

quartered a force of between 1,500 and 2,000 men on lx>ard a

steamer which was docked at the Intcrborough railway docks, 149th

St. and Harlem River. During the night of the 6th the emergency

cords by which passengers may stop the trains were removed from

all cars and every preparation was made by the company to with-

stand a long strike.

At the scheduled time, 4 o'clock on the morning of the 7th, the

union men left the cars at the terminals, but each train was imme-

diately sent out with a crew of new men and a guard of police.

The new men not being accustomed to the operating conditions in

the subway, had some trouble in keeping up with the schedule, so

that there was not room for all the trains to operate successfully.

For this reason the management discontinued the morning express

trains, but by evening a better service was being given.

The second day of the strike, March 8th, showed a decidedly

marked improvement in traffic conditions on both the Interborough

and elevated lines, with practically no disorder and but a few minor

accidents. The express service was resumed, and with the aid of

police at the stations the crowds wore handled in a satisfactory

manner throughout the day. The strikers realizing at this time that

they were losing ground, offered to arbitrate their demands, which

offer was flatly refused by Mr. Hedley. On the following two

days, March 9th and loth, many of the strikers, feeling that their

cause was lost, appeared at the company's headquarters and asked

for reinstatement. Nearly all the guards and ticket sellers were

taken back, but as a matter of precaution the motormen were re-

fused their old places. Since March loth the operation of the Inter-

borough and elevated lines has resumed its normal state, and but

few minor demonstrations have been made.

The national organization with which the Interborough motor-

men's union was affiliated has revoked its charter and severely cen-

sured those who overstepped their authority in bringing about the

strike, stating that the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers has

no difference between its organization and the Interborough com-

pany that could not have been adjusted in the proper manner.

The Interborough company will reward with two weeks' pay the

2,000 employes who did not strike.
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THE CHICAGO SITUATION.
The street railways of Chicago have been made a bone of political

contention for nearly ten years, and the best interests of patrons

and railway companies alike sacrificed to the exigencies of candidates

for city office. The cry for municipal owner.'ihip has been adopted

by all political parties and today the worst charge either of the two

leading candidates for mayor makes against the other is that he

does not favor mimicipal ownership.

The only hope for a betterment of the situation lies in the knowl-

edge that the financial condition of the city makes either "immediate

municipal ownership" or '"immediate steps for municipal ownership"

practically impossible, in the belief that the public will no longer

consent to be hoodwinked by glittering generalities along these old

lines, and in the fact that the recent change in ownership of the

Chicago City Railway Co. makes practicable a reorganization of

all the Chicago companies, when a franchise renewal can be agreed

upon. The desperate condition of Chicago Union Traction finances

makes an equitable settlement of matters in dispute between the

city and the railways extremely difficult unless there be a consolida-

tion, in which the strength of the City Railway could be used to

bolster up the weakness of the Union Traction. The remote possi-

bility of such a consolidation is considered to have been changed to

a strong probability by the vesting of control of the Chicago City

property in its present owners.

That the eastern owners of Chicago City Ry. stock are confident

that a satisfactory settlement of the franchise question will be made
is shown by their plans for the rehabilitation of the system, an-

nounced at the annual meeting. The public is to be congratulated

upon the choice by the Morgan syndicate of Mr. T. E. Mitten to

carry out its plans for the Chicago system. Mr. Mitten's record in

Milwaukee and in Buffalo has demonstrated his courage in under-

taking difficult problems and his executive ability to solve them
successfnilv.

THE LION AND THE LAMB.
The Central Passenger Association has now in hand an investiga-

tion of the electric railways operating in the central territory, with

a view to learning what are the conditions as to the interchange of

passenger traffic. Here again "local conditions" vary, and while

some of the steam roads are anxious to enter into traffic agreements

with electric lines, because they would find such arrangements

profitable, there is a general fear that such interchange agreements

would force a reduction of passenger fares. Perhaps there is an-

other side to this, and the electric roads that are now making too

low rates might, with the assistance of their elder brothers, succeed

in raising fares.

THE INTERBOROUGH STRIKE.

The strike of the employes of the Interborough Rapid Transit Co.,

of New York City, begun March 7th, proved a miserable failure.

The company was, of course, much hampered for a few days, but

quickly got new men, and by March loth the strike was over so far

as the public and the company were concerned. The principal reason

for this result is that there was no public sympathy for the men

worked up by the daily press. The company used every available

means of publicity to inform the public that the men taking the

places of strikers were experienced railroad men, to inform em-

ployes that they would be retained so long as they performed their

duties satisfactorily, and to warn all persons of the penalties pro-

vided by law for interference with railway property. The want of

merit in the claims of the men is best indicated by the action of the

national association to which the strikers belonged in withdrawing

the Interborough employes' charter.

AUTOMOBILE COMPETITION.
One of the questions which has been the subject of much discus-

sion abroad, and especially in Great Britain, is the extent to which

self-propelled road vehicles or motor-buses are or may become prac-

tical competitors of tram cars. In America the automobile bus to

operate over ordinary pavements is scarcely mentioned as a com-

petitor of street cars, save during the trying times when street rail-

way strikes may be in progress. It is recognized that for the safe,

rapid and economical transportation of large numbers of passengers

a vehicle operating over rails has overwhelming advantages, and
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liciKT tin: interest iif American railway men in the development of

aiito-cars is witli llu-ir i)railiealiility for operating on railways, and

not as cotnpctitors.

A very good resume of Ihc situation abroad is given by Mr. J.

Clifton Robinson in his article on another page, entitled "Motor

Buses vs. Klectric Tramways." From the perusal of this it will

be apparent that the author has none of the fear that may be in-

spired in the minds of lay readers by the popular claims made for

the "motor bus." The bus is handicapped by the greater weight of

machinery per unit of capacity needed in order to overcome the

greater physical resistance of a bus on a road or street pavement

as compared with that of a car operating over rails, lacks capacity,

and is expensive to operate. Perhaps the strongest argument against

the motor bus is that the cost (if tire renewals alone will more than

pay fixed charges 011 the ensl of the track and c(|uipment for a

railway.

THE A. S. R. A. AND THE STATE ASSOCIATIONS.

In tlic letter published on anotlicr page, Mr. C. D. Emmons makes

a point in regard to the existence of active state electric railway

associations and their effect upon the national associations and the

proposed reorgnization of the latter. It is his idea that a company

holding membership in one or tnore (his own company is a member

of two) state associations, would prefer that there not be a multi-

plicity of national conventions to which it ought to send delegates.

We understand, however, that this objection is to the meetings of

the national associations being held at difTerent times and places,

rather than to the existence of separate, and to a considerable de-

gree independent, associations, such as the Accountants' and the

Mechanical and Electrical now are.

That there is no lack of work to be transacted by companies

eligible to membership in the .American Street Railway Association,

is shown by the successful organization of the state associations

referred to by Mr. Emmons. Within the past 15 months the Ohio

interurban and the Indiana electric railway interests have organ-

ized associations which hold regular meetings nine times per year.

Reference to the proceedings of these two associations as published

in the technical press will show the many subjects that call for con-

certed action by members and the last Indiana meeting developed

thai there are several important matters on which joint action by

these two state associations is needed at once—among these sub-

jects are those of interchangeable coupon ticket books, road clear-

ances, wheel, truck and special work standards.

Nor let it be thought that it is only the interurban lines that are

interested in these matters. Interurban cars run over city tracks

and many are the limitations and difficulties that urban track and

line construction impose upon interurban car equipment. Much
friction in operation can be eliminated by joint investigation of

questions of mutual interest, and this fact the managers in the two

states nained keenly appreciate. A good measure of the success

with which the work of these bodies has met is considered to be

because they hold monthly meetings.

To revert to the matter of interchangeable coupon tickets, it re-

quires no seer to predict that in the near future, the subject will

need concerted action in at least three other states—Pennsylvania,

Michigan and Illinois. The good to follow from its discussion will

accrue to the electric roads not yet built, for they will see the

need of careful consideration of conditions on other lines when fix-

ing rates.

A further and striking confirmation of the usefulness of associa-

tion work is the organization in January last of the Newman Prop-

erties .Association, which is almost a private enterprise and its

ipiarterly meetings are analogous to the conventions of the employes

which so many manufacturing and insurance companies .ind other

large corporations now hold at regular intervals.

The bond between the railways that are members of the New-
man Properties .Association is that they have the same owners and

general managers. Perhaps this should be put in a little different

way, by saying that the financial control of these properties is in-

trusted to the Newman interests, which exercise general control

through Ford, Bacon & Davis, as engineers and managers. It is

instructive to consider what subjects were discussed at the first

meeting of the Newinan Properties .Association. Some of these

were
: "Things We Have Done to Gain and Keep the Good-Will

of Employes," "Methods and Points Involved in the Investigation

of Damage Suits and Preparation for Trial," "System of Handling

Transfers by a Transfer Station," "Docs It Pay to Establish and

.Maintain Zoological Gardens as a Park Attraction?" "What We
Have Done to Save in Operating Expenses."

We believe that the failure of the American Street Railway Asso-

ciation to interest delegates in its work is due to the failure of its

executive committee to assign for papers subjects that arc identified

with the executive ilepartmenis of the railways—that is the failure

to choose "presidential" and "managerial" subjects.

The work of the state associations mentioned can scarcely fail to

result in the adoption by the members of the stale associations of

standards, the most of which could well have been determined by

a national association through committees. The pre-emption of this

field by the more local associations may have a considerable effect

in limiting the field and work of the national body, but we incline

to the belief that what is done by the state associations will create

a closer bond of union between members of the A. S. R. A. who

now have little in common, and eventually greatly enlarge the power

and influence of the A. S. K. A.—that is with interurban cars using

the tracks of widely separated cities, the urban companies will have

more reason than ever to associate themselves closely in an organ-

ization that must be national in scope to cover the field.

The future of the A. S. R. A. is dependent principally upon the

clioice of a proper field for its work—a field that will interest the

chief executive officers of the members. In considering this field

and planning the work of the A. S. R. A. an element must now be

considered, that was negligable a year ago—that is, the state asso-

ciations.

CARRYING BAGGAGE.
The (iue>.tinn (,f wliclhcr baggage shall be checked free on inter-

urban electric lines is a very live one at the present time, especially

in Ohio and Indiana, where the eflforts of the state associations to

promote the use of interline tickets and interchangeable coupon

books have emphasized the lack of uniformity of baggage regula-

tions.

The Ohio association recommends that 150 lb. of baggage be

checked free, and that a charge of 25 cents per too lb. be made for

the excess above 150 lb. This policy is based largely upon the ex-

perience of the Lake Shore Electric and the Cleveland & South-

western Traction companies, which state that carrying 150 lb. of

baggage free increases their business, and that they must carry bag-

gage free to compete with steam roads. These two companies are,

we believe, the only ones in Ohio that on their own lines make no

charge for baggage; the other roads in that state which carry bag-

gage make a charge for local traffic, but some which have traffic

agreements with connecting lines check 150 lb. free.

In Indiana the Indianapolis & Northwestern and the Indiana Union

Traction are understood to favor checking 150 lb. of baggage free,

while others favor making a charge, and the differences will perhaps

be found difficult to reconcile. The Indianapolis & Northwestern

charges $2 for the round trip between Indianapolis and Lafayette.

with 25 cents extra each way for baggage, and 20 cents excess fare

each way on limited cars, making a total of S2.90 for the passenger

on the limited who has baggage to take with him; while the round

trip rate or the one way rate for two persons, 150 lb. of baggage

checked free, on the competing steam road between these points is

only $2. Naturally the passenger department of the electric line is

disposed to cut part of its higher rate by allowing passengers 150 lb.

of baggage free.

The principal arguments on the other side are : First, the pas-

sengers having trunks they desire carried are M of i per cent to

not more than 2 per cent of the total passengers carried, and there-

fore if all such patrons were lost the reduction in receipts would

not be a serious one. Second, if baggage is carried free the accom-

modation to two passengers is paid for by the other 98 or 99 who

have no trunks, which is an inequitable .distribution of expenses.

Third, to handle baggage free will reduce the space in the express

compartment of the cars, available for carrying paying packages, and

which now has an earning capacity that in some cases is quite large.

Fourth, the handling of baggage requires that there be baggage rooms

and baggage masters at stations, involving an expense out of pro-

portion to the possible benefits. Fifth, the rates now obtaining on

most electric lines are so much lower than the steam road tariff

(1V4 to lyi cents per mile, as against a minimum of 2 cents for the
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steam roads, save in special cases) that passengers on the electric

lines can well afford to pay extra for all baggage.

No matter from what direction a subject connected with electric

railway operation is approached, one is pretty nearly certain to meet

the dictum "that local conditions vary so much that no general con-

clusion is possible." There is a tendency on the part of Ohio inter-

urban managers to take refuge behind this stateinent, and while

following the recommendations of the Ohio association as to inter-

line business, and perhaps some other cases, the most of the roads

will continue to charge local passengers for carrying baggage.

Questions that may or may not prove to be of importance are

whether selling through tickets to points on connecting lines outside

the state will bring the electric railways within the scope of the

inter-statc commerce law, which is understood to discourage dis-

crimination, and whether carrying inter-state baggage free while

making a charge for local baggage is in fact a discrimination.

THE STEAM ROAD AS A TROLLEY MANAGER.
One of the most significant developments of recent years in the

electric railway field is the acquisition of certain trolley lines by steam

railway companies operating in the same general territory. The im-

portant point in this movement is not so much the development of an

entirely new class of business in the activities of the steam road as

it is the tacit acknowledgment on the part of the older branch of

railway service that the trolley road serves a purpose unique in its

sphere and one which the steam locomotive can seldom, if ever, ex-

pect to usurp. Those who are acquainted with the working spirit

and temper of the representative steam and electric railway man-
agers of today know that in the inner circle the opinion is held that

each type of railway has its own special field of usefulness, in which
it is economically supreme under the present conditions of civilized

life. In a word, the steam railroad's object is to derive profit from
the movement of enormous train loads over relatively great dis-

tances at infrequent intervals, while the electric railway aims to have

comparatively light loads over moderate distances at relatively short

intervals. This is the crux of the difference between the two, which
may be traced back to the motive power itself as the starling point.

In the physical characteristics of the steam locomotive and the elec-

tric motor we find the parting of the ways in the division of traffic.

The responsibilities of a steam road which acquires control or

ownership of an electric line or system in its territory deserve more
than passing notice. Whatever may have been the cause which led

to the extension of power—competition, present or prospective, or

the desire to develop a harmonious and unified transportation

scheme in the community—there is no doubt that new conditions

and duties confront the steam railway management as soon as the

control passes into its hands. There is consequently danger in some
cases that the peculiar features of the street railway business may
be overlooked in the attempt to apply steam railway methods too

exclusively in the operation of the acquired property.

It is in the frequency and speed of the service rendered that the

steam road is more likely to fall below the previous standards of

operation. With their enormous necessary expenditures, steam rail-

way officials are by training and experience so keenly on the lookout

for every chance to reduce expenses that there is serious danger of

the electric service deteriorating in their hands, especially if the sharp

spur of acute competition disappears when the management takes

up its new duties of the trolley business. The whole trend of opera-

tions on an electric road, from the power house coal pile to the car

wheels, is so radically different from steam railway practice that it

is good practice to turn the management of the acquired trolley lines

over to an electric railway expert in preference to placing their de-

tailed control in the hands of a steam railroad executive.

Even if the short intervals between cars are allowed by the new
controllers of the property, the service may be rendered poor

through a mistaken idea that fast running is not only needless

—

since there is no longer competition to worry about—but that it is

too expensive a luxury for the company to sanction. A case in

point is that of an electric cross country line, some 20 miles long,

which has for some months been controlled by a large steam railroad

system. Before the transfer in management occurred, the running

time between the terminal points was i hour and 10 minutes, and

the service compared favorably with the best interurban lines of

the country. Today the schedule has been lengthened to i hour and

30 minutes, and on a recent trip over the line the motorman ran

the car five or six miles without once throwing the motors into

multiple. Power was shut off at the top of grades so slight as to

be scarcely noticeable to the eye, and the larger hills of the undu-

lating country were climbed with the controller in the series run-

ning point. The roadbed and track is one of the most expensive

in the country, and no money was spared to build a substantial and

adequate power house. There was no apparent reason why speeds

as high as 40 miles an hour could not be attained, followed by ex-

tended coasting, which in the long run w-ould enable a much faster

schedule to be operated at a lower energy consumption per ton mile

than the existing time called for. The old idea that because a loco-

motive consumes steam at a more rapid rate when the trottle is wide

open, on account of the longer time full steam pressure is used

without expansion, is probably the reason for the mistaken assump-

tion that it is more economical to make long runs with the power of

an electric car half on than to accelerate in limited time to higher

speeds and coast.

It often lies within the power of an absorbing steam road to work

numberless minor improvements in the transportation service of the

community as a whole through the bringing together of the street

car system and the trains into one comprehensive scheme of opera-

tion. Thus, the time tables of each road may be adjusted so that

reasonably prompt connections may be obtained by both through

and local passengers ; the advantages of a common station, ticket

office and baggage department may be availed of; the trolley lines

may be operated, extended and advertised as feeders to the steam

!ine; the street railway roadbed and track, particularly on private

rights of way, may enjoy the advantages of maintenance along better

lines ; the rolling stock may in some cases receive better repairs

through the wider facilities of the steam railroad repair shops;

and then again, the cost of transporting coal and other supplies

should be less in cases where the governing steam road handles

business between coaling docks, lumber depots and other distributing

centers. Accustomed as steam roads are to heavy maintenance ex-

penses in connection with locomotives and other rolling stock, the

relatively light upkeep charges upon the electric cars, power stations

and other equipment should not be neglected. In striving to cut

down power house operating expenses, the force of employes may
easily be reduced below the number desirable to operate and main-

tain the installed machinery, and this is a point which the steam

road needs to guard against, chiefly for its own interests in the

long run.

When a steam railroad controls a number of different trolley

systems it is strategically in a position to make such tests and ex-

periments of a comparative nature as will best conduce toward the

most economical operation of each component part of its electric

system. This is an advantage already enjoyed by firms of engineers

who manage industrial properties in different communities. There
should be no special difficulty in collecting a great deal of valuable

data from the simple operating records of the different lines, with-

out going to the expense of tests specially planned and carried out.

Finally, the policy adopted by a controlling steam road with re-

gard to the conduct of its tributary or component trolley systems is

bound to be of great weight in giving a set to public opinion away
from or toward the future prosperity of the steam road itself. If the

service is poor, the cars ill kept, speeds low, intervals long and the

schedules arranged without regard to the convenience of passengers,

between the trolley and the steam cars, public opinion is certain to

be unfavorable. On the other hand, if the service is good, the cars,

speeds and schedules first class, the good will of the communities

affected is sure to result. There is often discussion as to the wisdom

of electric railway absorption by steam roads, without much realiza-

tion of the simplicity of the fundamental proposition. If the service

is as good or better than it was prior to the change in management,

there would seem to be no reason for the public to regret the

change, while if the service is made poorer thereby, the shifting of

management may well be regretted. In the long run, duplication of

service in the same territory is an economic waste, but as the spheres

of electric and steam roads are often siipplementary rather than

antagonistic, it is reasonable to expect that there will ultimately be

brought about co-operation rather than opposition in regions trav-

ersed by both services. An opportunity to gain a good name awaits

the steam road which is absorbing trolley lines; the same oppor-

unity also lies at hand at the door of the independent trolley line

which is in a position to supplement the service of its older neighbor.
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Siiifilc-IMiasc (>ar lAiiiipiiicnt of the Indianapolis

& (Cincinnati Traction (Company.

'I'lie line ami power plant or the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Trac-

tion Co. were described in the "Review" for February, and we arc

now able to add further data concerning the car equipment. The

present equipment consi.sts of 10 passeuKcr cars built by the St.

Louis Car Co. These cars measure 55 ft. over all, and e.icli is

divided into three comparlments, the first of which is 9 ft. 10 in.

long, and is arranged for the accommodation of !)aggagc, and pro-

vided with doors opening on each side. In front of this liaggage

stccl-lircd wheels, 36 in. in diameter, with 6 in. axles and 5 x 9 in.

journals. The trucks were made by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Car Equipment.

As the cars of this line must be operated over the tracks of the

city railway in Indianapolis, which are all supplied with direct cur-

rent, it was necessary in the car equipment to make provision for

operation on cither direct or alternating current. Furlhcrmore, as it

was not considered advisable to use a high potential trolley within

the limits of the town of Rushville, it became necessary to provide

for the use of two alternating-current trolley voltages. The main

portion of the trolley circuit will he fid svilli .^,300-volt, single-phase

I AH WITH API'.VR.MUS .MOUNTED

compartment and separated from it by a strong railing is the

space allotted for the motorman. The middle compartment has a

seating capacity for 16 people and ia fitted up as a smoker. The
main compartment occupies the oilier end of the car and has seating

capacity for 38 people.

.'Ml the seats have reversible backs and arc upholstered and cov-

ered with plush. Under normal conditions the cars will operate

always in the same direction, though the equipment is such that they

may be controlled from either end. At the rear of the car a vesti-

bule is provided, with space for ingress and egress of passengers.

The cars are finely finished in mahogany. The windows are of

plate glass, with art glass in the upper part and also in the venti-

lators. The toilet room is placed in the rear at the left side, so as

INTERIOR OF CAR.

not to obstruct the view of passengers entering the car at the riglit

side. The cars are heated with the Peter Smith hot-water heaters,
placed in the front compartment, and under direct charge of the
motorman, with pipes running throughout the car. The framework
IS especially substantial, the floor and lower part being made of
steel, with steel ribs running from the top. The roof is covered
with sheet copper. The finish of the car inside and out is very hand-
some, and in every respect the work is fully equal to anything yet
done for electric service. The trucks are of the M C. B. type, with

alternating current. The total arrangement therefore includes opera-

tion at 550 volts direct current within the city limits of Indianapolis.

and 550 volts alternating current in Rushville, and 3.300 volts alter-

nating current on the other sections of the line. Because of this

complicated service it seemed advisable to pass by the attractive and

economical features of control by induction regulators, and to adopt

the rheostatic system on account of its simplicity and adaptability to

both alternating and direct current operation.

The car equipment includes four No. 106-A alternating-current,

commutator type, series wound railway motors, rated at 75 h. p.

each ; one main auto-transformer wound for primary potentials of

550. 1,650 and 3,300 volts, and for a secondary potential of approxi-

mately 250 volts; reversing switch; motor cut-out switch; commu-
tator or change-over switch to throw the equipment from alternating

current to direct current and vice versa; a complete unit switch

system of multiple control, with two operating controllers arranged

WESTINCHOVSE 75 H. P. SINXI-E-PHASE RAILWAV MOTOR.

for the operation of the cars either singly or in trains; rheostats or

current diverters for use on either alternating or direct-current cir-

cuits; air compressors direct connected to both an alternating-cur-

rent and direct-current series wound motor; air reservoirs; two sets

of storage batteries, consisting of seven cells each; complete West-
inghouse air-brake equipment, with control valve on either platform

;

complete hand-brake equipment, with controlling lever on one plat-

form ; one wheel trolley for low potential service, and one bow type

trolley for high potential service.
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The diagram as shown • illustrates the connections of apparatus

forming the car equipment. It will be noted that the motors, which

are wound for 250 volts, are connected four in series for direct cur-

rent service, and four in parallel for alternating current service.

The motors are geared for a maximum speed of 45 miles per hour

for local service.

The frames of the motors are made of cast steel, surrounding a

circular core built up of laminated punchings, which form four in-

wardly projecting poles. In addition to the main series coils, which

are mounted direct upon the poles, auxiliary coils are provided

which are threaded through partially closed slots in the pole faces.

The circular casting is made in one piece and is closed by circular

MASTER CONTROLLER.

end pieces, which form supports for the armature hearings. The

hearings are mounted in separate housings, a construction similar

to that adopted as standard in the latest practice of the Westing-

house company in the construction of direct current railway motors.

Lubrication is by oil and waste. The axle bearings are supported

by heavy lugs which project from the motor frame. The armature

is of the slotted drum type, with machine formed coils imbedded

in open slots and held in place by retaining wedges. Though rated

at 75 h. p. each, these motors are guaranteed to develop 100 h. p.

at normal potential nn cither direct or alternating current without

injurious sparking.

The unit switch system of multiple control as adopted is the

standard Westinghouse equipment modified to suit the double opera-

tion by alternating and direct current. The unit switches are ar-

ranged in groups, one of 8 and one of 4 units, which are mounted

under the floor of the car. They are operated by compressed air,

which in turn is controlled by magnet valves actuated by current

from the storage batteries. The operating controllers are mounted
one upon each platform, and are very small and compact.

The reverser, which is illustrated in one of the engravings, is of

the reciprocating type, generally used with the Westinghouse system

of multiple control.

Cf^jres •''I'fX'

GENERAL DL\GRAM OF CAR CONNECTIONS.
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The mnin auto-transformer is of the shell form, air-cooled type.
Before shipment it was subjected to a test of 10,000 volts between
winding and iron, and was operated at double potential for 10 min-
ntes. It is designed for operation at 25 cycles, a frequency which
has been adopted as standard for single-phase railway service.

Outside of cities there is used a peculiar form of bow trolley
designed for high potential alternating current circuits. The trolley
IS mounted upon a thoroughly insulated platform, and is raised, low-
ered and controlled by the motorman by means of compressed air.

There is therefore no danger at any time of contact with live parts
of the trolley. The bow carries a large, flat aluminnm shoe, which
makes contact with the under side of the trolley wire.

For low potential service, whether alternating or direct current,
a modification of the "Union" standard trolley is provided, as the
bow type could not be used in the city of Indianapolis.
A novel feature of the equipment of these cars was installed at

the suggestion of Mr. A. A. Anderson, general superintendent of the
road, and consists of a speaking tube connecting the niotorman's posi-
tion with the rear platform, so that the conductor and motorman
may talk with each other at any time.

The entire electrical equipment of these cars was furnished by
the Westingbouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.. and installed under
the supervision of Sargent & Lnncly, of Chicago, the consulting en-
gmeers.

^—*

Courtesy.

In the January issue of "Trolley Talk," the interesting publication
of the West Penn Railways Co., Connellsville, Pa., appears a ser-
mon on "Courtesy," which we think well worth reprinting.

A SERMON.
TEXT:—A dispute arose between the passenger and the conductor
and they began to upbraid each other; the conductor declared
he would cast the wrathful passenger from the car and the pas-
senger in his turn denouncing the conductor as a fool and a knave
and prophesying his immediate discharge.
The te.xt, my brethren, is taken from the volume of life and fre-

quently we see the ruffled feelings, the loss of temper, the desire
for revenge caused by a misunderstanding between conductor and
passenger. This causes us to take as a subject—courtesy.
Courtesy on the part of the conductor and courtesy on the part

of the passenger. The man who obtains a position as conductor
rarely appreciates at the outset what demands will be made of him
to e.xhibit patience, tact, courtesy and gentlemanly deportment in
the discharge of his duties. No two passengers are just alike, no
two of our patrons have just the same feelings and he needs to be
an expert who could treat each one in the way he deserves, hence
the only safe course for the conductor is treat all passengers with
uniform courtesy; sometimes it's hard work, but in the end it pays
big dividends, pays the employe, as popularity with the traveling
public goes a long way towards keeping Iiim off the "carpet," pays
the passenger, as a scrap with a cranky conductor on the way to the
office in the morning is a poor starting point for the day, while a
pleasant "good morning" from a genial employe makes you feel
good at once.

.\nd it pays the employer. Conductors are traveling salesmen
..clling goods in 5-cent packages to thousands of people every day,
and a discourteous salesman is a poor advertisement to any com-
pany.

Hence for all three parlies courtesy on tlie part of the employe
is a good investment.

Not long ago a certain West Penn conductor was transferred to
another route. Shortly afterwards a prominent business man called
at the office to ask if arrangements could be made to have the
employe returned to his former run, giving as his reason that the
man was so pleasant and attentive to his duties that the patrons
would like to have him again on their line. That emplove's cour-
tesy cost him nothing and paid big dividends. One day about two
years ago a quiet, unobtrusive man went up to a conductor who
was turning the trolley, and said, "Does this car go to Leisenring?"
The reply he got was, "Does—this—look—like—a—Leisenring—
car?" The impolite conductor actually used seven words to answer
the man and then gave him no information. .To have given the
desired information courteously would have taken not over three
words. A sad lack of courtesy on the part 'of the conductor.
Now, about courtesy on the part of the passenger.

Sometimes the passenger fails to remember that the employe
is human flesh and blood, the same as himself, and that he has

feelings that are just as susceptible as .those of the passenger.

The employes that man the West Penn cars are native born

Americans and almost without exception are citizens of the towns
and country adjacent to the lines. They have their homes and
families among you, deal at your stores and in many ways form
a part of the community. Their duties are many, and to collect

all fares, remember where everyone wants off, throw all signals

properly, keep the drunken man up in the corner from acting dis-

orderly, pull the derailers, observe color of signals on passing cars,

issue transfers, call the stops and a hundred other things all tend

to make them a trifle impatient in manner at times.

A conductor was asked one day what he would like to have ior

a Christmas gift; he replied, "To be treated as a man by the trav-

eling public."

One morning a lady came down J^nny Lind St., McKeesport, on
her way to Pittsburg; she left her umbrella on the car. The motor-

man picked it up and recognized it as the one she held in her hand

when boarding the car. He carried it in the cab with him, chang-

ing it from end to end of the car 30 times as the run was short

and the heavy rain which had begun to fall made it too tempting

to leave on the rear platform. In the evening the lady returned

from the city and was tendered the umbrella by the motorman
with the inquiry if it was hers, to which she replied, "Yes, it's a

wonder I got it back." .\ simple "thank you" would have been

appreciated by the big fellow in blue who had brought her safely

down the hill.

Now, brethren, the Transportation Department of the West Penn

has made a resolution that for the year 1905 its employes are go-

ing to treat the traveling public with greater courtesy than ever,

and we want your help. Try a kindly word with them instead of a

threat of report ; if they don't do their part tell us, we want to

know about it.
-»

Los Angeles Pacific Ruilruad.

The greatly increased traffic which the Los .Angeles-Pacific Rail-

road Co. is enjoying necessitates an increase in the capacity of its

central power house at Vineyard and the installation of an addi-

tional sub-station in Los Angeles. To meet these demands the

necessary machinery has been ordered from the Crocker-Wheeler

Co., through the Abner Doble Co., of San Francisco. The contract

includes one 1,200-kw., 3-phase, so-cycle 2,30C-volt engine-type gen-

erator built for a speed of 125 r. p. m. ; one 300-kw. motor generator

set; one 400-kw. motor generator set; three 400-kw. transformers;

three l6o-kw. transformers; three 120-kw. transformers, and one

6o-kvv. engine-type exciter. The i,2C0-kw. alternator will be of the

revolving field type and will be direct connected to a reciprocating

steam engine. The motor generator sets will consist of 2,300-volt

synchronous motors driving 600-volt direct current railway gen-

erators. The transformers will be the Crocker-Wheeler water-

cooled oil insulated type, and will be built for 15,000 volts on the

primary and 2,300 volts on the secondary.

The Los Angeles-Pacific Railroad Co. is an electric system having

nearly 200 miles of well built track. Its lines cover the territory

south of the Santa Monica mountains and between Los Angeles and
the ocean. About a year ago a new steam plant was installed at

Vineyard, from which station 15,000-volt current is distributed to

Ihe sub-stations of the system.

New Work of Roberts & Abbott Co.

The Roberts & .\bbott Co., Cleveland, O., has in hand the engineer-

ing for a number of the new and reconstruction propositions which
have lately been started, due to the renewed activity in the inter-

urban field. This company now is engineer for seven proposed roads

which expect to commence construction this spring, and it is also

preparing preliminary reports on several proposed interurban freight

and passenger roads. One of the most important of the roads for

which this company is engineer is the Washington, Baltimore &
Annapolis Electric Ry. .\t the head of this road are Mr. George T.

Bishop and Mr. John Sherwin, of Cleveland. It will be remembered
that the Roberts & Abbott Co., had and still have charge of the en-

gineering of the Northern Texas Traction Co. and the Muncie, Hart-
ford & Ft. Wayne Railway Co., both of which roads have been very
successful in their operation.



Metropolitan Railvva.> of" London.

'I'lin total IriiKtIi nl the Mctmpniit.-iii K.iilway lines is sonic 67

miles. Of tliis sonic 2() miles have Ix'cii equipped electrically. The
portion which has now hccn oiiciicd ([he first electric train was rim

from Baker St, to UxhridKe Dec. i.), i(X)4) is that from Baker St,

Station, which is in the Marylehone district in the norlliwcslern part

of London, to Harrow, and on to I'xhridRc, The line from Harrow
III UxhridRC is an entirely new line, that is it has heen newly hnill

Mini not converted from sle.'ini to electric traction like the rest of

the system The line which rims northward through Buckingham

shire from Harrow to Ayleshiiry and Verney Junction has not yet

liecn equipped for electricity, and there is no immediate intention

(if superseding steam traction on this line. The eight inilcs of the

company's track included in the northern portion of the inner

Circle, which, of course, is underground, is now being equipped

and will very soon be running. This, of course, is in conjunction

practically disliiirl from the linnr ( irrle. wiinii lia» iiol yei heen-

opened.

The Metropolitan system is used by trains of other lines. Kor
instance, some fjreat Western trains run from Paddington to Moor-
gatc St, and .Mdgale, and it is intended to draw these trains, which

are, of ciiirse, steam at present, by electric locomotives. Great

Northern and Midland trains also run on a portion of the Circle

lines from King's Cross, Imt <lo not run on the same track as that

used by the Circle trains, so that they would not interfere in the

least with the electric trains run by cither the Metropolitan or the

District Railway. A branch of the Metropolitan Railway runs from

.Mdgatc to two separate stations at New Cross, this portion of the

line being known as the East London railway, where connection 15

made with the main lines of the London, Brighton & South Coast

Railway, and the South Eastern & Chatham Railway at their New

STE.\M Tl-RBINE SETS. METROtKlLIT.VN RY.

with the District Railway's scheme for electric traction which is

now being carried out, and power for which will be supplied from
the power plant at Lots Road, Chelsea, which it will be remem-
bered is a part of Mr. Yerkes' plan, and is being constructed by
Mr. James R. Chapman.
The Metropolitan electric work has been carried out by its own

workincn under the superintendence of Mr. A. C. Ellis, general
manager, who has been assisted by Mr. Thomas Parker, the con-
sulting electrical engineer, and Mr. C. Jones, chief electrical en-
gineer. The permanent way has been under the direction of Mr.
E. P. Seaton, the company's engineer, and the construction of roll-
ing stock by Mr. A. Ingram, carriage and wagon superintendent.

There are two stations at Baker St., one on the Inner Circle,
upon which district and Metropolitan trains run, and one the ter-
minus of the Baker St., Harrow. Uxbridge and Verney Junc-
tion line. There is no physical connection, however, between these
two stations, so that no passenger trains are run from one line
to the other. The line, therefore, which has now been opened, is

Cross stations. These, of course, are steam lines at present, and
no steps have been taken looking to electrical operation, though tlic

change will eventually be made.

The Neasden Generating Station.

The Metropolitan Railway Co's. generating station is near its

locomotive and engineering works at Neasden. There is plenty of

room for extension, good facility for coaling, and the station is very
centrally situated as regards the company's sphere of operation.

.\n abundant supply of water for boiler feed and all other purposes
has hccn found at a depth ot over 400 ft., and two artesian wells

have been sunk to tap it.

Ihe main building of the power station is 327 ft. long by 101 ft.

wide, and is one of the largest stations owned by a single railway
company.

Boiler Room.

I'he main building is divided longitudinally into two parts, the
larger of which is the boiler room. 321 ft. long by 53 ft wide. It
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contains ton Babcock & Wilcox water-tube boilers each of 5,730 sq.

ft. hcatint; surface, fitted with Babcock superheaters and Roney

mechanical stokers, which latter are driven through gearing by

Westinghouse vertical enclosed engines. The boilers are each guar-

anteed to evaporate 20.000 lb. of water per hour, working at a pres-

sure of iSo lb. per sq. in. and to superheat to 180° R
Coal is received on a special siding, and delivered into a large

hopper at the eastern end of the boiler house. From here it passes

through crushers and thence is taken by a bucket conveyor to the

storage bunkers ahnvo ibi' lioiliTv Fvntii llir biinkiT-; the iiial I.tIU

double llow type, with a guaranteed steam consumption of not more
than 17 lb. at full load and 20'<4 lb. at half load per kilowatt-hour;

steam to be superheated to iSo° F. and supplied at a iiressure of

180 lb. per sq. in.

These machines represent the latest practice in every detail, par-

ticularly in the reduction in length that has been achieved by an

increase in diameter. Despite the size, their freedom from vibra-

tion is reported as remarkable, as only the least tremor can be felt

on applying the hand to the casing.

The bearings arc of the spherical type, cast iron with babbitt

MAIN I'liw EK Hill SE. FINCHEV KOAD SUB-STATION.

by gravity to the individual stoker hoppers, being automatically

weighed en route by ."Xvcry machines. The same conveyor is also

arranged to remove the ashes, which are discharged into a special

bin.

The two feconomizers at present installed, the scrapers of which

are driven by 3-phase motors, are of the well-known Green make.

each having 1,760 tubes, 10 ft. long and 4 in. in diameter. These

are in a chamber divided into two parts, each of which is provided

with its own engine-driven induced draft fan. The chimney, which

is 200 ft. high and 15 ft. in diameter, is approached by a flue 28 ft

wide, divided in two by a brick partition.

En" Roon

The portion of the engine room actually devoted to the generating

machinery is 233 ft. g in. long, by 43 ft, 6 in. wide; at one end of

metal linings. The fle.\ible claw couplings for connecting the tur-

bine rotor with that of the alternator are of forged steel and run in

oil, and they are arranged to allow for any inexactitude in the align-

ment of the two shafts.

The operation of the valve gear is best understood by following

the course of the steam through the turbine. Starting at the main

stop valve, which is of the disk type and is operated from the plat-

form by means of gearing, the steam flows through an emergency

valve, strainer, and double seat poppet type governor valve, actu-

ated by a centrifugal governor and steam relay, into the cylinder at

ihe center. It then passes through a series of nozzles and impulse

blades and expands down to approximately atmospheric pressure,

after which the course is through a number of pressure blades on the

Parsons principle to the condenser. The system of admitting steam

BOILER EQl'IPMENT. VIEW ABOVE ECONOMIZERS.

the room is the space devoted to the switchboards, transformers

and other au.xiliary electrical apparatus.

The generating apparatus at present consists of two 5,000 brake

horse power Westinghouse steam turbines, coupled to 3,500-kw.

three-phase Westinghouse alternators, and two more similar sets

will soon be installed. 1 he turbines are of the multiple expansion

at the center will) an ccpial flow each way, instead of at one end.

keeps the shaft in perfect equilibrium and entirely does away with

end thrust and therefore balance pistons. A thrust block is fitted

at one end to allow of longitudinal adjustment of the rotating drum.

Lubrication of the turbine sets is effected from a central system

which supplies oil under pressure to each bearing in separate pipes.
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GeiiiTalors.

I'lic tlirci-pliase K<'"''''i'"i'' '•"'^ iiiniinlcd on a rojilimialiuii of llic

liirliiiu- l)c<l plalc. 'llic unlpiil per phase on a iioii-induclivf load is

184 aiii|)<iTs al 11,000 volts, and tlic giiaranlco<l efficiency is 96.5

per ci-iil al fidl load, 1)5.5 per ceni at lhrcci|iiarters, and 0.175 P"
rrni .11 li.ilf l.i.irl llic spc-cil is i.ooo r |>, ni. ; and :i'i the rotating

SECTION OF SUD-STATION.

field of tlio nllernator has four poles, the frequency is 33'/} cycles

per second.

The exciting current is. as usual, led to the field coils by the aid

of slip rings. It is deriveil from two exciter units, each of which

consists of a Wcstinghoiise single acting compound engine, running

at a speed of 275 r. p. ni,. direct coupled to a loo-kw. 125-volt coni-

coiivcyom, etc. These motors arc operated from a special three-

phase, 440-voll engine-driven generating set of loo-kw. capacity.

As an alternative source of power for this purpose, four so-kw.

transformers arc nistalled, connected through oil switches to the

high tension s«ilchlx)ard bns-hars.

The condensing plant is of the harometric type and was made by

the Dritisli VVeslinghonse ("o at the 1 rafTord I'ark

works, accoriling to the designs of the .Mhcrger Con-

denser Co. Condensers are nistalled for e.ich main

generating unit, and they are separately capable of dcal-

nig with ')6.50O Ih. of steam per hour at normal fidl

load, anil 110,000 Ih. per hour at maximum overload

for a period of one hour.- At normal load, a vacuum

of J7 in. is atlaineil, .ind the overload reduces this only

hy one inch. A steam-driven rotative dry vacuum pump
is provided with each condenser, and its engine when

working at full load develops 55 h p with a steam con-

siunption of 1.3-3 Ih. per hour.

In addition to the auxiliary apparatus mentioned

there are installed: Three i8-in. centrifugal, Qnynne,

cold-water circulating pumps, each driven hy a Westing-

house compound engine ; three i6-in. Worthington hot-

water circulating pumps; two surface heaters, each con-

taining I.ooo sq. ft. of heating surface; one Alberger

surface condenser of 700 sq. ft. cooling area (or con-

densing the exhaust steam from the exciter engines

and the lOO-kw. auxiliary generating set; two Cole,

Marchent & Morley grease extractors; two tandem

compound Weir steam feed pumps; six cooling towers

erected by Donal & Co., each capable of cooling 400,000

gallons ol water per hour; two 20-ton overhead electric

traveling cranes; one Harris patent feed water softener,

capable of effectively dealing with n.ooo callous of

cold water per hour.

Switchboards.

There arc two sets of main bus-bars, to cither of

which the generators may be connected by the aid of

two switches in scries; the switch next to the ma-

chine is a simple main circuit oil break switch, and the

other between this and the bus-bars is the selector switch

for connecting the generator to cither set of bus-bars. In addition,

isolating switches are provided and placed, electrically, right on the

bus-bars to allow for safe inspection or repair of the controlling

apparatus. By closing both of the selector switches it is possible

to operate with both sets of bus-bars in parallel.

Ihe same arrangement is made in the feeder circuits which may

/paf==fV -"CEil

; iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiii|iiiiiiiiiiiiiii i\.

;

'' >""
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SECTION OF rowEK HilLSE, SHOWING ECO.VOMIZER HOl'SE.

pound-wound generator. One such unit is sufficient to supply all

the generators with exciting current at full load.

-Auxiliary Apparatus.

Wherever possible, induction motors have been used for driving

the auxiliary .apparatus such as economizer scrapers, coal and ash

be connected to either or both sets of bars. On the separate rheo-

stat or control board there is a duplicate set o{ direct current bus-

bars from which the exciting current is taken through two, main,

double-pole, single-throw, quick-break, switches to the generator

field. These two switches are electrically operated, and may be used

either singly or in parallel. In connection with them the usual
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liclil aiiHiieliT and an dec-

ides llii- ci|iii|>iii''nl for
illM-h.-MXr icsisl:iiiic is |iToviilcil, ami

trii-ally opi-rak-d n-KiilatiiiR rcsistaiuv rniiip

fHcli neiiiTiilor rxciliriK circuit.

As (lie pok'nlial nf llic ciirrnit cnntrnllcil l)y lliis swilclilioiird is

If,000 volts, fireproof constniclioii, safety and convenience of work-

ing were llic leadiiiK considerations in llieir dcsinn, and all these

condilioiis are amply met by most enicieiit means.

ilie bus-bars and other conductors are supported on heavy por-

celain insulators, and where a diflfercnce of potential exists, are

INSTRUMENT AND rONTROI. HOARD.

separated by means of fireproof and insulating walls. All con-

ductors are placed so as to oiTer the least risk to tlie switchboard

attendants, but at the same time they arc arranged to be readily

accessible if necessary, and fully in sight. In the lower gallery the

11,000-volt generator and feeder main circuit oil switches are placed;

and in the gallery above them, the selector switches previously re-

ferred to.

The top gallery contains tlic main alternating current bus-bars,

and the various instrument and control boards. Ihc latter is of

the now very general desk type with an inclined top. On this is

fixed the remote control apparatus for operating the main alternator,

feeder, and field switches, and tlie electrically operated resistances

and turbine governors.

On top of the desk is drawn a diagram of the connections, showing

the generators, bus-bars and switches, and thus the attendant has

always before him a clear representation of the conditions under

which the station is working ; this is a very commendable feature,

and one that miglit be adopted with advantage in all stations of

any considerable size. All the boards arc of white marble.

Sub-Stations.

.\t the present lime the sub-stations are not all completed, but

ultimately there will be nine, which will come separately into use as

occasion requires. They will be situated as follows

;

Ruislip—Two 800-kw. rotaries with transformers, etc.

Harrow— Two 8oo-kw\ rotaries with transformers, etc.

Finchley Rd.—Three 800-kw. rotaries with transformers, etc.

Gloucester Rd.—Three 800-kw. rotaries with transformers, etc.

Baker St;—Three i,200-k\v. rotaries with transformers, etc.

When extensions become necessary, Baker St., Finchley Rd.,

Harrow, and Ruislip will each be allotted another rotary converter

of similar size to those they now contain.

From the power station, four cables run to Harrow, two of

which continue to Ruislip. In the other direction, five run to

Finchley Road, where one ends and another is tapped off, continu-

ing its course with the remaining three to Baker St., where they
terminate. From Baker St. eight cables run to the other four sub-
stations of Gloucester Road, Bouverie St., Euston Road and Moor-
gate St., two feeders to' each; thus, Baker St. when finished will be

a highly important station, as it will control all the Metropolitan

Inner Circle trafTic.

As regards the transmission and distribution of power, the system

npnii which the railway is operated is the standard one. The 11,000-

volt, three-phase current is condncterl to the sub-stations by three-

core armored cabli-s, and there transformed down and changed to

direct current at approximately fioo volts by rotary converters. The

two sizes of rotary converters employed, 800-kw. and 1,200-kw.,

have respectively 10 and 12 poles, and run at speeds of 400 and

^^33 >• P "1- "'*• transformers used in connection with Ihcin arc

of 300 kw. and 435 kw. capacity per phase, and arc of the insulated

self-cooling type.

A cross-section of one of riie sub-stations is shown in one of the

ilrawings. The rotaries occupy, the ground floor, and in some cases

a railway siding is brought right into the building in order to facili-

tate the erection and replacement of machinery. The switchboards,

oil switches, ami transformer chambers fake up by far the greatest

space. Each transformer is placed centrally in a separate wcU-

vcntilated chamber with its low tension side facing the door, and a

large air shaft rommon to all the chambers provides for a through

draft. In the ceiling of the chambers, which is the floor of the

u|iper gallery, large iron manholes arc inserted to allow of the trans-

formers being withdrawn if necessary, a hand power traveling crane

being in most cases provided for this and other similar purposes.

On the ground floor behind the transformer chambers is a passage

containing the high tension nil-break switches, and at the back of

this are the cable ducts through which the 11,000-volt feeders enter

the building and the track feeders leave it. The lightning a:rfstcrs

are situated here on the end of each cable in separate brick parti-

tions.

All the high tension switches arc hand-operated through gearing

by means of levers placed close to the edge of the upper gallery,

and in the case of those used in the rotary circuits arc provided with

VIEW OF CAR WIRING.

time limit relays, while automatic reverse current relays are in-

stalled with the feeder switches.

Electrical tripping arrangements are placed both on the switch-

board panels on the gallery and the main levers.

The high tension bus-bars of thin copper strip are contained in

brick chambers situated directly over the oil switches. They are
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supporled on substantial and effective nisiilators, and access is ob-

tained to them through iron doors, which when closed render them

inaccessible.

The low tension and operating switchgcar is contained on several

marble panels placed well in front of the bus-bar chambers in the

upper gallery.

The lighting of each substation is effected from a separate small

transformer tapped direct off the feeders, and in addition an efficient

gas supply is laid on to cope with the remote possibility of entire

failure of the current.

Rolling Stock.

The new rolling stock of the Metropolitan Railway is all of the

corridor type with longitudinal and transverse seats. The cars arc

52K' ft. long, and are mounted on two pressed steel, four-wheel,

Iwgie trucks ; the weight is appro.\imately 87,000 lb. Each motor

car, of which there are two in a train of six coaches, is equipped

with four 150-h. p. ironclad British Westinghouse railway motors.

one for each axle of the truck.

The collecting gear carried on the motor cars is shown separately.

The working parts are effectively shunted by flexible copper connec-

tions. This gear is installed on both sides of the motor cars, as the

current rail is not always on the one side, and a similar arrange-

ment is fi.xed to a beam in the center of the truck for making con-

tact with the return rail.

The Westinghouse quick acting brake is fitted to all the trains,

and works automatically in conjunction with the unit switch arrange-

ment.

Both the power and lighting wiring of the cars is carried out with

trolled by magnetically operated needle valves, which when open

allow compressed air to pass from the central chamber where it is

stored to the cylinder, closing the switch attached to it.

The master controller is small and compact. It operates llic

needle air valves of the turret controller by aid of a 14-volt current

taken from a small storage battery on the car. It has five notches

for both forward and backward running in addition to the "off" or

neutral point. The movement of the controller handle to the first

step sets the emergency brake valve; the second sets the reverser

—

a piece of apparatus for controlling the direction in which the car

is run—and puts on the main supply current; the third, or shunting

notch, connects the motors in series with all resistance in; the

fourth brings the automatic accelerator into play, which closes the

switches of the turret controller in their right order unless checked

l)y what is termed the limit switch; and the fifth, opening all the

pneumatic switches that have been closed and sinuiltaneously

throwing in others, connects the motors in the first parallel stage

with resistance in circuit.

An overload and no-voltage return relay is in electrical connec-

tion with the actuating magnet of one of the pneumatic cylinders

of the turret controller which operates the main circuit breaker

I'o prevent damage from a resumption of supply after any interrup-

tion such as a break in the third rail or persistent bad contact in the

collecting shoes, the no-voltage part of this device returns the con-

troller to a position in which some considerable amount of resist-

anse is in circuit, allowing it to be gradually and automatically cut

out when the current comes on again. Sudden interruptions and
resumption of supply such as occur when the collectors pass over

COLLECTING GE.AR ON MOTOR CARS.

great -precaution against fire. The method is illustrated in one of

the engravings which shows some of the cables laid in asbestos

grooves, filled in with a fireproof composition and covered with

sheet asbestos.

The interiors of the superior class non-smoking cars are uphol-

stered in art green moquette, and the smoking cars are similar in all

respects except that the upholstery is in green leather. All the

second-class cars have buffalo hide covered seats, and only differ

from the first-class in that the decorations are less elaborate. Sliding

doors are fitted at the ends of the cars, and patent swing gates are

placed on the platform.*.

.^11 the rolling stock has been built at Birmingham and Man-

chester by the Metropolitan Amalgamated Railway Carriage &

Wagon Co., Ltd., under the immediate supervision of the railway

company's carriage and wagon superintendent, and the entire elec-

trical equipment has been designed and installed by the British West-

inghouse Co.

Train Control.

All the electric trains on the Metropolitan railway will be oper-

ated with the Westinghouse unit switch system of multiple unit

control. This apparatus consists essentially of two parts, the turret

controller carried under the body of the motor car and the master

controller placed in the motorman's cab. Grouped around the cen-

ter of the turret controller are 15-unit switches or circuit-breakers,

each of which is operated by a separate pneumatic cylinder working

against a powerful spring. The latter tends to open the switch,

which can only remain closed so long as the air pressure is in the

cylinder. The magnetic blow-out arrangement consists only of one

coil that affects all the switches alike.

The air cylinders, placed in a circle above the switches, are con-

points or crossings do not affect the relay, it being arranged to work

too slowly for this.

Three of the most important points in the control equipment of

these cars that have been found to be useful are as follows :
The

possibility has been recognized that through accident or sudden ill-

ness the niotorman may leave hold of the controller handle, in

which case, especially under the latter circumstance, grave conse-

quences may ensue,- This is provided for by means of a strong

spring action, w'hich when the handle is released returns it to the

neutral position, interrupting in passing the circuit of an electro-

maget attached to the air brake. This opens a valve in the main

pipe of the system, allowing the air to escape and the brakes to be

immediately applied over the full length of the train. In ordinary

reversing of the train this arrangement does not operate provided

the handle is passed quickly over the neutral point.

The second safeguard is that which prevents any harm being done

to the motors if the operator moves the controller handle rapidly

over to the full parallel position. In such a case, the speed of work-

ing of the turret controller does not increase, and the various con-

nections passing from first series to full parallel are made automati-

cally at the right place. This reduction of the human element to a

very low value results not only in greater safety and comfort to pas-

sengers, but in considerable economy in power consumption amount-

ing to as much as 10 or 15 per cent over that obtained by ordinary

hand operated methods.

The third provision is a system of interlocking between the control

equipment and the power brakes, whereby the controllers throughout

the entire train are opened automatically when the brakes are ap-

plied, no matter in what position the motorman may have or con-

tinue to hold the master switch handle.
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SrATini' OF I.IMITATION.S RUNS AGAINST CONTRACT
TO I'AY ANNUAT, I.TCRNSF, ITRF..

M.iyor .iiiii .Mdcniicn of Jersey Cily vs. Jersey City & Bergen Rnil

rreid CiK (N. J. Slip), .^io All. Rep. 15. Nov. 7, ig04.

TIic const nu-tioii of its r:iilio,i(l by the defenfl.iiU under llu-

municipal cnnsciil tli,nt was rc(|iiired by statute, and tbat was Kiven

by the plainlifT upon coiuliticiii that the defendant wonid pay to tlic

plaintiff an animal license fee for each car run by the defendant on

its road, the supreme court of Jersey City holds, constituted an obli

Ration resting in contract to pay such fees, to the enforcement of

which obligation by legal action the statute of limitations may be

pleaded.

DUTY OF MARCHERS.

Rideout vs. Winnebago Traction Co. (Wis.), loi N. W. Rep. 672

Dec. 13, 1904.

This action was brought to recover damages for the alleged

wrongful killing of a marcher who was parading with others on the

street. True, the supreme court of Wisconsin says, the car had the

right of way and it was the duty of the marchers to step aside so

as not to interfere with its passage or speed. True, it was the duty

of the marchers, as is ordinarily the case, to use their senses rea-

sonably, to enable them to do that before the car came dangerously

near them, and yet no excuse is seen for an assertion of a superior

right ill the company by consciously ruiining its car into the parade

at a speed of 22 feet per second.

PERMITTING ELECTRICITY TO BE CONDUCTED
THROUGH WTRKS WIIFN NOP REQITRED IN ITME
OF STRIKE,

Cleary vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo. App.), 83 S. W. Rep. 1029.

Nov. 2g, 1904.

The plaintiff's horse was killed by coming into contact with a

trolley wire, charged with electricity, that was down upon a public

thoroughfare. The St. Louis court of appeals says that the preva-

lence of a general strike, suspending the operation of the defendant's

cars, and the lawlessness attending such situations, so far from

e.xcusiug or justifying the perilous condition of the wire, rather

aggravated it, and lent force to the charge of negligence in per-

mitting the electric power to be conducted through the wire at a

period when, from the suspension of the system, and the continued

cessation of its cars, such motive power had not been for a long

period, and was not then, required to propel them.

ORDINANCES MERELY EXPRESSIVE OF RULES OF LAW
AS TO CARE TO BE USED TO PREVENT INIURY NOT
ADMISSIBLE IN EVIDENCE.

Christy vs. Des Moines City Railway Co. (la.), 102 N. W. Rep.
194. Jan. 18, 1905.

The following ordinances were excluded from evidence in this

personal injury case, on objection by tl e defendant, because merely
expressive of rules of law independent -if such regulations; "(6)
Conductors and drivers employed by said c.-mpany shall use rcason-
.nble care and diligence to prevent injury to persons, and on the

appearance of danger to any one on or near the track the car shall

be stopped, when by so doing such dangir can be averted. (7) All
proper care shall be used by conductors ..;v! drivers to prevent
injury' to teams, carriages, wagons, and other vehicles" The su-

[iri-me court uf Iowa holds that the ruling was correct It says thai

in the use of the streets the company was bound to exercise reason-

able care, ;ind in lioing this must pursue such a course as will avoiil

injury lo persons and properly. If, to avert the Wangcr, the stop-

ping of the car is necessary, it seems imneccssary lo say that it

must be stopped regardless of what the city council may think aljoiif

the mailer.

CARE RF.QIMRED OF STREET RAILWAY ( O.MPANIES AS
COMMON CARRIERS OF PASSENGERS—PRESUMP-
TION.S, AND BURDEN OF PROOF IN PERSONAL IN

JURY CASES.

Lincoln Traction Co. vs. Webb (Neb.), 102 N. W. Rep,, 258. Jan. 18.

1905.

Street railway companies, the supreme court of Nebraska hold>.

arc common carriers of passengers, and are liable as other common
carriers upon common-law principles. They arc required to exer-

cise the utmost skill, diligence, and foresight, consistent with the

business in which they are engaged, for the safety of their pas-

sengers, and they are liable for the slightest negligence.

In an action for damages for an injury received while being traiis-

jiorlcd by such coiuinon carrier, proof of mere injury, without more.

does not raise the presntnplion of negligence sufficient to impose on
the company the burden to prove due care on its part In such cases

the burden is on the plaintifT to prove that he was a passenger, was
injured, the extent of his injuries, the accident from which the in-

jury resulted, and circumstances of such a character as to impute
negligence.

But where the negligence is proved, or where, from the nature of

the accident, which was the proximate cause of the injury, negligence
is presumed, the carrier is then required to show that it was in no
wise at fault, or that the plaintifT was guilty of some negligent act

which contributed to the injury complained of. In such a case it i<-

error to instruct the jury, in substance, that it is only necessary for

plaintiff to prove that he was a passenger and was injured, and that

the burden of proof is then upoti the defendant to show by a pre-

ponderance of the evidence that it was not guiltv of the negligent
act cotiiplaiiied of.

CASE WHERE ONE COMPANY SHOULD NOT BE EX-
JOINED FROM INTERFERING BY PHYSICAL FORCE
TO PREVENT THE RUNNING UPON ITS TRACKS OF
ALLEGED IMPROPER CARS BY ANOTHER COMPANY

Schenectady Railway Co. vs. United Traction Co. (N. Y. Sup.). 91

N. Y. Supp., 651. Jan. 4. 1905.

This was an action to enjoin the defendant from preventing the

operation of the plaintiff's cars over its tracks in certain streets

The contract between the companies provided that, "until another

type of car may be agreed upon between the parties hereto the rail-

way company may operate cars forty-eight feet over all, with four

motor equipments, air brake and track brake equipments, etc., said

cars to weigh not to exceed twenty-five tons when loaded." The de-

fendant did not seek to enforce a forfeiture of the contract or to

prevent or interfere with the running of cars so long as the latter

were within tlie express terms of the contract, and there was no
question raised as to whether it unreasonably refused to assent to

the use of larger cars. Under these circumstances, the third appel-

late division of the supreme court of New York holds that the plain-

tiff could not. upon its complaint, obtain the injunctive relief de-

manded. It says that the plaintiff's rights under the contract were
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private rights. The pubhc had no such right or interest in a par-

ticular car as to aflfect ihe determination o£ the court in the con-

sideration of the rights o( the parties as between themselves, or that

required it to sustain an injunction pending the determination of

the action. Assuming, for the purpose of this decision, that the

defendant could waive the provisions of the contract, or become

estopped from asserting the same, the plaintiff could not, without

alleging in its complaint that the larger type of car had been agreed

upon by the parties, or that the plaintiff had waived the terms and

limitations of said contract, or become estopped from asserting the

same, present to the court the facts upon which it claimed such

modification of the agreement, waiver, or estoppel.

El-FECT OF RULE RESTRICTING SPEED FOR PASSING
ENGINE HOUSES.

McKernan vs. Detroit Citizens' Street Railway Co. (Mich.), loi

N. W. Rep. 812. Dec. 22, 1904.

A rule of the company provided that motormen, when passing

by engine houses, must not go faster than four miles an hour. The

trial judge construed this rule as imposing no obligation upon a

niotorman to approach an engine house at a reduced rate of speed,

being of the opinion that the four-mile limit was fixed for the

period of time when the car was actually passing the 42 feet in front

of the engine house. But the supreme court of Michigan thinks

such a construction rendered the rule wholly ineflfectual to accom-

plish any good. It says that the real purpose of this rule was evi-

dently to challenge the attention of the company's employes to the

necessity of approaching the engine house with the car under control,

and fixing a speed of four miles an hour as a safe limit. The exist-

ence of this rule did not add to the company's obligations to the

public. If, however, knowledge of this rule was possessed by the

plaiutifT, a fireman who was injured, this might have a distinct bear-

mg upon the question of his contributory negligence.

EXTENT TO WHICH A PASSENGER MAY RESIST
WRONGFUL EJECTION FROM CAR.

Hreen vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo. .^pp.), 83 S. W. Rep. gy8.

Nov. 29, 1904.

The Illinois cases, and some from other states, holding that a pas-

senger should retire from the car when ordered to do so by the

conductor, notwithstanding the fact that he is rightfully on the car

and has a right to remain until his destination is reached, the St

Louis court of appeals says seems to it to require an unreasonable

submission to wrong, and are not in consonance with the universal

rule of law applicable to every condition in life, to wit, that every

one has the right to defend his person, his property, and his legal

rights, within reasonable bounds, when an unlawful attempt is made

to deprive him of any one of them. But to maintain his right to

remain upon a street car or railroad train after he has paid or

tendered his fare, a passenger has no right to fight the conductor to

prevent being ejected, for the reason that a fight would disturb the

innocent passengers aboard the car ; but he does have the right to

so far resist ejection as to make it manifest that he is being put off

by compulsion and against his will, and this is all that is meant by

the expression, "He may manfully assert his rights, and make all

lawful efforts to maintain them;" not that he may fight the con-

ductor, or in any other manner disturb the peace of other passengers.

To offer violence which would lead to a disturbance of the peace, to

prevent his ejection from the car, would be to resort to unlawful

means in the defense of his right to stay on the car.

INSTRUCTION AS TO CARE REQUIRED IN CROWDED
STREETS THAT ENCROACHED TOO MUCH UPON
PROVINCE OF JURY.

Indianapolis Street Railway Co. vs. Taylor (Ind.). 72 N. E. Rep..

1045. Jan. 3, 1905.

The trial court instructed the jury in this case that "greater care

is required in populous cities and crowded streets than in sparsely

settled districts and streets or highways upon which there are few
travelers." The supreme court of Indiana holds that this was error

under the pnu-iir.- nf that state. It says that while, as a matter

ilemonsirated by common experience, it may be true that greater care

in the operation of street cars is necessary to avoid accidents in

populous cities or crowded streets or highways than is necessary in

"sparsely settled districts or on streets or highways where there are

few travelers," nevertheless .such a question, so far as involved in

the case at bar, was a matter of fact to be decided by the jury, and
not a matter of law to be announced by the court from the bench.

Of course, it says, it was within the province of the court to have

directed the minds of the jurors to any particular evidence in the

case applicable to the question of ordinary care to be considered by
them along with all of the other evidence upon the same point in

determining whether the company, at the time of the accident, was
exercising such care in the operation of its car; but it was not the

right of the court to advise the jurors, as it in effect did, what
weight or value they should attach to any such evidence.

LI.VBILITY FOR OBSTRUCTION OF STREET WITH
VIADUCT.

Camden Interstate Railway Co. vs. Smiley (Ky.), 84 S. W. Rep..

523. Jan. 20, 1905. "Not to be officially reported."

In this case a viaduct some 10 or 12 feet high was built along the

central part of a street, leaving only the space of 2i feet between

the line of certain abutting property and the base upon which the

viaduct rested, and, after deducting the sidewalk of 10 feet, only

about II feet for teams to drive on. The purpose of the viaduct

was to raise the company's track so as to get up to a bridge over a

river. It rested on trestlework. Bents were placed 18 feet apart,

the bents resting on concrete pedestals 2 feet square. The owner

of the abutting property referred to first sought to enjoin the erection

of the structure without the payment first of a just compensation

therefor, on the ground that the ingress and egress to and from

her property would be materially affected. After the injunction

which had been granted by the clerk had been dissolved, she amended

her petition, charging that the viaduct was a permanent obstruction in

the street, unreasonably destroying ingress to and egress from her

property, and damaging it in a certain sum, for which she prayed

judgment. The court of appeals of Kentucky holds that she was

manifestly entitled to damages if the statements of her petition were

true, and, although she was not entitled to enjoin the construction

of the viaduct, the court, in furtherance of justice, .should not have

left her remediless, and refused to allow her to amend her petition

and ask the relief to which the facts she stated entitled her. While
the proof was conflicting, there was sufficient evidence of the ob-

struction of the ingress to and egress from the property to justify

the submission of the case to the jury.

ASS.AULT BY CONDUCTOR AFTER PASSENGER HAS
VOLUNTARILY LEFT CAR.

ReiUy vs. New York City Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 91 N. Y. Supp..

319. Dec. 23, 1904.

.A passenger whose destination was Fifty-Second street claimed to

have given the conductor a $1 bill requesting him to take out the

fare for herself and daughter, but, failing to get back her change,

she got off at Fiftieth street, where the conductor went into a small

office. There she complained to the starter, who, after the con-

ductor had resumed his trip without satisfying her demand, told her

to wait until he returned. Then she received her change, and, when

she turned to go, was apparently struck by the conductor. Assuming

her testimony to be true, the appellate term of the supreme court

of New York holds that the facts showed an unjustifiable assault

for which the company could not be held liable. It says that it has

been held that no matter what the motive is which incites the servant

of the carrier to commit an unlawful or improper act toward the

passenger, the carrier is liable for the act and its legitimate and

natural consequences. The relation of carrier and passenger must,

however, continue to exist. There is a plain distinction between a

railroad company running a train of cars, from which a passenger

alights at some point on his journey, and enters a room for the pur-

pose of obtaining refreshments or to await the further continuance

of the train, and is there assaulted and injured by an employe of the

company, and a street car company, running only one car at a time,

and whose passengers must continue thereon until the point of their

destination is reached, and who, therefore, unless by transfer asked
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lilUiI III or receives a transfer, is a fact of common knowledge, and
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Ihc pl.iinlilT could no( slill lie regarded as a passcnuer
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.M.iuuon vs. Canidcu lulcr^lalc f^iilway Co (W. Va.), 49 S. E. Rep.

450. Dec. JO, I(XI4-

.\ street railway company, llic su|)rcmc court of appeals of West

\'irginia hoUls, is in duty hound to tlie puhlic, from which it enjoys

Its franchise and fares, to exercise the utmost diligence possible to

secure the safe transportation of its passengers, of all ages, char-

acter, disposition, and information. To this end il must furnish

.ipplianccs of the most approved construction, and keep them in per

feet repair, so far as human skill and foresight can provide. Il iiiusi

at all times exercise llie highest degree of vigilance in superiiUcndiim

the appliances used by it. so that they may be kept in the best pos

sible condition, for it is using the most dangerous of all propellini;

agents, and lo neglect its duties in tliis respect is to trifle with

human life, .mkI render its ne.i^ligencc criminal in its nature. The

slightest negligence on the pnri of the railway company is gross

negligence.

The frcipient breaking of a trolley wire at or near a given point

is evidence to justify a jury in finding such a company negligent in

<liscbarging the duties it owes to the public and its passengers

The evidence in the present case from which a jury would have the

right to find r.egligence was the smalhiess of the wire, its use, wear

and tear, and exposure to the elements for 10 years, its frequent

breaking near the same place, its patchwork condition and the rotten

character of the line poles, all tending to show want of that degree

of care that the law requires. The fact that the new patch out of

old wire broke tended to show that the wire used was for some

reason weaker than the old wire which had been breaking previously.

Whether a passenger acted with ordinary prudence in leaping from

a car in motion, or from a rash apprehension of danger which did

not exist, under circumstances of age, time, place, experience, and

other facts, about which reasonable men might differ as a justifica-

tion for such conduct, is a question of fact for a jury, and not a

question of law for the court. It is not necessary that the danger

actually exists, but that the plaintiflf has been placed by the negli-

gence of the defendant in a position which has to him the appearance

of immiuent danger threatened, and forces liim to momentarily act

for the preservation of his safety and life.

INJURY TO CONDUCTOR TEMPORARILY LAID OFF BE-

CAUSE OF ILLNESS AND RIDING FREE—COMPANY
NOT LIABLE FOR ACTS OF CONDUCTORS ON AC-
COUNT OF THEIR SUPERINTENDENCE.

McLaughlin vs. Intcnirbau Street Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.), gi

N. y. Supp.. 883. Jan. 37, 1905.

.A. conductor who has been laid off a few days because of illness,

but who had just received a physician's certificate stating that he

would be able to resume his duties on the following day, was
seriously injured while riding on the front platform of a horse car

by being thrown off froni the driver suddenly loosening the brake

He was riding free because he was wearing the uniform of a con-

ductor, and was regarded as being in the company's employment,
and was riding on the front platform because the conductor of the

car required him to do so. Conceding that he was free from negli-

gence which contributed to his accident, and that the act of the

driver in suddenly releasing the brake constituted negligence, the

second appellate division of the supreme court of New York says
that it is of the opinion that he could not maintain an action for

damages, under the employers' liability act, because the negligence

was thai of a co-employe. Il says thai he (the plaintiff) must he

regarde<l as in the company's service, under the circumstances of

the case, notwithstanding the fact that he was temporarily relieved

from active duly by reason of his sickness. That an employe of a

common carrier, riding free because of his uniform, cannot recover

for injuries sustained by reason of the negligence of a fellow servant,

is well settled in New York stale

riie provision of the employers' liability art extends the liabilily of

the employer lo a case in which ihc injury results from the negli-

gence of a co-employe only where Ihc negligent person is "in the

service of the employer entrusted with and exercising superintend-

ence whose sole or principal duty is thai of siipcrinlcndcnce, or in

the absence of such superintendent, of any person acting as superin-

tendent with the authority or consent of such employer." It is true

thai, in a general sense, the duties both of a car conductor and a

car driver require Ihe exercise of superintending lo the extent that

intelligent watchfulness is essential lo the careful performance of

their work; but Ihe superinlendcncc referred to in the statute is

something more than this, anil is intended to relate to that class of

servants who are generally known as "supcrinlendents." and whose

sole or principal duty is lo oversee the work of others

JURISDICTION OF FEDERAL COURTS OVER CONDEMNA
ITON PROCEEDINGS.

M.adisiiiiville Traction Co. vs. Saint Bernard Mining Co. (U. S.),

25 S. C. Rep., 251. Jan. 16, 1905.

The traction company, a Kentucky corporation, having by its

charter authority to construct an electric railroad, filed its applica-

tion in the county court of Hopkins county, Ky.. to condemn for

its use certain lands belonging to the mining company, a Delaware

corporation engaged in mining coal. The application was made

under the Kentucky statutes relating to the condemnation of lands.

Process having issued, the mining company, before any action was

taken upon the report, filed its petition and bond for the removal

of the case into the circuit court of the United States, alleging,

among other things, that the value of the matter in dispute, ex-

clusive of interest and costs, exceeded $2,000. The petition for tc-

moval distinctly alleged, as the ground of removal, that the two

companies were corporations of different stales. Subsequently the

present original suit in equity was instituted in the federal court by

the mining company against the traction company. The relief asked

was thai the traction company be restrained and enjoined from

further prosecuting the case in the county court, or taking any fur-

ther steps therein.

The supreme court of the United Sutes says the fundamental

question here was whether the case, brought in the county court,

was a removable one. If it was, then the decree of the circuit court,

restraining the traction company from taking further steps in the

local court after the removal of the case lo the federal court, was

right ; but if the case was not a removable one, then ihe decree was

erroneous. The rule is now settled that, under the judiciary act of

1887, 1888, a suit cannot be removed from a state court unless it

could have been brought originally in the circuit court of the United

Stales. Why could not the proceeding instituted in the county court

have been brought originally in the federal court? The proceeding

in the county court was a suit or controversy within the meaning

both of the constitution and of the judiciary act.

Speaking generally, it is for the state, primarily and exclusively,

lo declare for what local public purposes private property within its

limits may be taken upon compensation to the owner, as well as to

prescribe a mode in which it may be condemned and taken. But the

state may not prescribe any mode of taking private property for a

public purpose, and of ascertaining the compensation to be made

therefor, which would exclude from the jurisdiction of the circuit

court of the United States a condemnation proceeding which, in its

essential features, is a suit involving a controversy between citizens

of different states.

Now, it is true that the circuit court could not have the property

in question condemned for local public purposes if the state had not

previously, by statute, authorized its condemnation. After the re-

moval of a case of condemnation from a state court, the federal

court would proceed under the sanction of state legislation. It would

enforce the state law. unless that law authorized the appropriation

of private property for purposes that were not really of a public
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nature. So far as authority to take the property for local public

purposes was concerned, the circuit court could not enforce any

other than the state law. It would respect the sovereign power of

the state to define the legitimate public purposes for which private

property may be taken, upon compensation to the owner being niaiio

or secured. But, at the same time, it could enforce, as of course it

must, the authority of the supreme law of the land, which expressly

extends the judicial power of the United States to all suits involving

controversies between citizens of different states, and which also.

by statute, give the circuit courts of the United States, without

qualification, jurisdiction of such controversies. A state cannot, by

any statutory provisions, withdraw from the cognizance of tlie

federal courts a suit or judicial proceeding in which there is sucii

a controversy. Otherwise the purpose of the constitution in extend-

ing the judicial power of the United States to controversies between

citizens of different states would thereby be defeated. If the judi-

ciary act of congress admitted of the case in the county court being

brought within the original cognizance of the circuit court, that was

an end of the matter, although it be a case of the appropriation of

private property to public uses under the authority of the state.

I'nder any other view a state, by its own tribunals, could deprive

citizens of other states of their property by condemnation, without

giving them an opportunity to protect themselves, in a national

court, against local prejudice and influence.

In the present case the commissioners reported the damages to be

only $100; whereas, the owner alleged that the amount awarded was

grossly inadequate, practically confiscatory. That question, as well

as the question whether the statute authorized the traction company

to take the property, the Delaware corporation was constitutionally

entitled, as between it and the Kentucky corporation, by reasons of

the diverse citizenship of the parties, to have determined upon their

merits in a court of the United States, in which, presumably, it

would be protected against local prejudice or influence. The circuit

court, recognizing the right of the traction company to appropriate

the land in question, if necessary for its purposes, could do all that

was required by the Kentucky statute, and meet fully the ends of

justice. Besides, a court always looks to substance, and not to mere

forms. Mere forms are not of vital consequence in cases of con-

demnation.

In short, the supreme court holds that, as the proceeding in the

county court was a suit involving a controversy between corporate

citizens of different states, it was one of which the circuit court of

the United States could have taken original cognizance, under the

judiciary act, and it was, therefore, a removable case. And being

a removable ca.se, it was to be regarded as having been removed

upon the filing of the petition and accompanying bond for removal

;

in which event, it was competent for the circuit court, having thus

acquired jurisdiction of the subject-matter, and of the parties, to

enjoin the traction company from proceeding further in the state

court.

INJURY FROM THIRD RAIL TO ONE ENTERING RIGHT-
FULLY UPON PREMISES—RISKS ASSUMED—WARN-
ING REQUIRED.

Anderson vs. Seattle-Tacoma Interurban Railway Co. (Wash), 78

Pac. Rep., 1013. Dec. 28, 1904.

The evidence in this case showed that the plaintiflf had bought a

round-trip ticket for passage from Seattle to Tacoma and return.

He had made the trip from Seattle to Tacoma in the afternoon, and.

after spending some time in Tacoma, at about six o'clock in the

evening, he attempted to get upon a car for the return trip to

Seattle. He approached it from the left side, and just as it was

starting he stepped upon the front step. The front door upon, that

side was closed, and he said he thought they were going to open it

and let him in, but they did not do so. Upon reaching the first

station out of Tacoma, the motorman opened the door and told him

he must get off the car. He stepped with one foot onto the station

platform, and the car immediately started. He then jumped back

upon the car step, and the car was again stopped, when he was

forced to get off. When he was told he must get off, he said : "I

have got a ticket to go to Seattle. Give me time to get around on

the other side and get on the car." But no time was given, and

the car immediately moved away. Being thus left, and believing

that his business required his return home that night, he imme-

diately started back toward Tacoma for the purpose of trying to get

a boat for Seattle. By this time darkness had come on, and, after

he had proceeded about a mile to a point where the roadbed was

upon a quite steep embankment elevated some five or six feet, seeing

a bridge a short distance ahead, he tried to get off the roadbed and

down the embankment, and in his efforts to descend he reached his

hand and took hold of one of the rails and received a terrible shock

This accident occurred on the first Sunday after the road was

opened for travel, and he testified that he did not know of the exist-

ence of the electrically charged rail, though there was a notice posted

at the station calling attenion to this dangerous rail.

The supreme court of Washington states that it could not be said

that the plaintiff's presence upon the company's premises was ini-

tiated by trespass. He had by contract and for a consideration first

entered upon the premises, and had been carried as a passenger

from Seattle id Tacoma. The same contract called for his transporta-

tion from Tacoma to Seattle, and he therefore not only had a right

to be upon the premises, but was there by the invitation and consent

of the company. The conduct of its agents and employes in forcing

him to leave the car was unexplainable in the light of the evidence

in the record. Certainly the demand for speed in modern travel does

not call for such zeal on the part of the employes of a railway com-

pany that time shall not be given a passenger to get aboard when he

has already paid his money in the usual manner for his transporta-

tion.

Being thus left upon the premises, under all these circumstances,

did he have no rights greater than those of an ordinary trespasser

when he moved along the track? It was true he was not invited

upon the premises as a pedestrian, but he was invited to come for

business purposes, and the court believes, under all the conditions,

that he did not become a trespasser in the really tortious sense of

that term, even though some elements of technical trespass may

have been present. He was in any event entitled to the reasonable

protection from injury which one human being owes to another

when placed in like situation. The company's agents must have

known that from common experience the thing he was most apt to

do was to take the track back to Tacoma. They should therefore

have seen that he was advised of the danger of such a course be-

cause of the unusual and imperceivable danger to an uninformed

traveler. Doubtless he was required to take the risk of all ordina.ry

dangers attending a pedestrian upon a railway track, such as contact

with moving trains, falling through bridges, and other usual dangers-

But since he came upon the company's premises rightfully, and did

not come as a willful trespasser, the court thinks he was not re-

quired, to take the ri.sk of such an unusual and hidden danger as

this third rail, the character of which was unknown to him, and the

powerful, death-dealing force of which was entirely concealed.

If modern transportation methods involve the use of such con-

cealed, unprotected, dangerous, and deadly devices in places where

persons of common experience may be expected to come in contact

with them, the court believes those who use them should not escape

liability unless they exercise such a degree of care to warn and pro-

tect those who are injured as the circumstances and surroundings

reasonably require. Whether such care is exercised in a given case

becomes a question of fact for the jury. In a case of this kind the

conditions are out of the ordinary, and call for care commensurate

therewith. To the uninformed the danger in this rail was as com-

pletely hidden as is the danger in the case of a spring gun. While

the absence of criminal intent might remove this case from the do-

main of crime, yet resultant damage from neglect to sufficiently

guard aiid warn against what was in itself an entirely concealed

death trap was in effect the same as that visited by the spring gun,

and was certainly ground for recovery of damages. Whether such

neglect existed in this case was for the jury to say, and the same

was also true as to whether the plaintiff was guilty of contributory

negligence.

Again, the court says that, for reasons already stated, it thinks,

that as the plaintiff was not a trespasser in the beginning, he did

not become a real trespasser at all, but was on the company's prem-

ises by inducement for business purposes, and, being left as he was

under the peculiar circumstances, he was not required to measure

with exactness any given number of square feet of its right of way

which he might occupy, and at the same time feel secure from

hidden and unusual dangers, unless he had been warned of the

danger.



Piping and Power Station Systems. V/

l)V WILLIAM L. MOKKIS, M. E.

Condensers and Heaters.

Ucfuri- l.ikiiiK 111) :i"y "f '•'« °''^"' systems for llic station in ques-

tion we will next consider the requirements for a condensinR plant

having an artesian well and using cooling towers and a surface con-

denser. The most diflicult feature to contend with in connection

with using cooled water is that arising from the use of oil in engine

cylinders. A surface condensing plant retains all the solids and thr

ohjectional matter contained in the water because the vaporization

due to cooling the water carries away only the pure water vapor

There is an opportunity for much study in regard to a system and

apparatus to he used in such a condensing plant. The elevated jet

type of condenser in which the circulating water is not used for

boiler feeding is shown in Fig. 23. Artesian well water ordinarily

contains large ciuaulities of lime and magnesia, making it necessary

1. Cost of sinking well, deep well niachincry, building, etc.

2. Cost of chemical treating plant, building, pump. ctr.

3. Cost of cooling tower, fans and motors, pump and motor and

building for the tower installation.

4. Cost of vacuum exhaust heater, by-passes, etc

The additional operating expenses would be:

I. Raising deep well water to its basin

J Kaising water to chemical tank'.

Raising water to top of cooling lower.

I'ower to operate cooling fans.

Cost of chemicals for treating. •

Increased labor to operate and maintain additional apparatus.

The arrangement shown in Fig. 23 may be simplified by using a

surface instead of a jet condenser and omitting the use of the chem-

ical treating plant. This will necessitate the installation of an extra

.1

)

5

0.

to remove these before feeding this water to the boilers. The amount

of water in the form of vapor which would be lost while being cooled

would be replaced chiefly by condensation added in the condenser

and st'U more water would he added through a line from the deep

well hasiu to the circulating pump. The loss in circulating water is

greater (hau that required for the boilers so the feed which requires

the least addition will be treated. By treating the boiler feed direct

from the well all difficulties from cylinder oil, etc., are avoided.

To retain the heat which would ordinarily be saved by using hot-

well water a vacuum exhaust heater A and an open atmospheric ex-

haust heater B for additional heating would be used. Since the feed

water temperature would be as low with this system as with any

other condensing arrangement the using of economizers, though not

shown in Fig. 23, should be considered. The system here shown is

practical but very expensive both to install and operate. The addi-

tional expense of installation of the system shown in Fig. 23 would

be:

•Copyright 19iH. by th<> Kenflold PiibUshIng Co.

FIG. 23.

large grease extractor in the exhaust main and a large filter bed in

the heater. Fig. 24 shows such a system laid out so that repairs

may be easily made. It will be noticed that the large water basin

may be completely shut ofif by closing valves K. B and C, thus allow-

ing water to raise in the cooling lower basin and flow back into the

cold water basin. During the time when the cold water basin is

used as a supply lor the condensers, the house service including the

drinking and cooling water would be taken from the city water con-

nection. During regular service the deep well pump would discharge

into the cold water basin and the overflow from here would run into

the cooling tower basin. The air traps at the water discharges of

the cooling lowers are not shown with the diagrams because no

attempt is being made to show detail in connections. Note will also

be taken that the heater and heater suction may be shut ofl and the

wet vacuum pumps have another connection through which to dis-

charge condensation to the pump suction other than by way of the

heater. .\ny portion of the piping shown or any device may be shut

oflF from service and one condenser still be run.
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Particular note will also be taken in regard to cross connections

from one machine to another, for instance if No. i condenser, cir-

culating pump and wet vacuum pnmp be running and cither of the

pumps necessitates shutting down, it is then possible to put No. 2

machine into operation serving No. i condenser, and not shut down

the No. I machine until No. 2 is in operation and supplying No. i

ferently arranged than in a jet condensing i)lanl. The method of

supplying water lo the heater and steam pumps would be the same

for a jet condenser plant as for a non-condensing station. This <letail

will be taken up later.

In the heater and pump arrangement fur a .surface condensing plant

as in Fig. 25, the condensed steam from the condenser is free to

3/7s/yv
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condenser. When one condenser is out of service the other can be

readily run and two circulating pumps used on it. This system en-

ables perfect operation even though there be a circulating pump of

one unit, and a condenser of the other unit out of service.

In a piping system there should be no machine piped direct to

another without cross connections, so that the shutting down o{ one

would require the shutting down of the other. There should be two

separate sources of supply and two ways of discharge, with one

'f^i.o/rT ofrv^reo Srjr/r/~f ^/?i f^r

71, /n-/^os/=»^.ve
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be discharged into the heater and the speed of the pump is governed

by the water level in the heater. The only hand control is a valve

in the make-up water line. This line replaces the water which has

been lost by leakage, drips, etc., and would be quite a steady, invari-

able quantity requiring but little attention when slight variations in

the relative water level of two boilers may be controlled by the boiler

feed valves. If during the day the fireman observes that the total

water in all boilers is becoming low or high he slightly adjusts llic

FIG. 25. FIG. 26.

machine on either end and the cross connections so arranged that

either or both machines could use either supply or discharge. This

is absolutely essential because it allows for repairing the pipe line

or machines. The system shown in Fig. 24 is about the most satis-

factory arrangement which can be laid out for an artesian well, cool-

ing tower and condensing apparatus. The boilers would be fed with

condensed steam and only that water lost by leakage at the joints,

exhaust drips, etc., would need to be replaced. In a surface con-

densing plant the steam for the feed pumps would be somewhat dif-

make-up water valve. The advantage of this style of governing is

that regulation is required for almost constant demand caused by

leakage, drips, etc. It is not practical with this style of condenser to

leave the pump control to a fireman when he has no control of the

incoming condensation. If so, it is fair to presume that fully one-

third of the return condensation would go to the sewer. The object

in using a surface condenser is to be able to save all the condensa-

tion for the boilers, thus using very little new water. This can be

accomplished only by connecting the float valve .to the pump steam
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O'liMicilion, :liicI if il is dcsiri-d ;il ;iiiy liiiii' lo skim off (lit- lup of the

luMlir w:ilii tills i-.iii ri-adily lie iloiic hy sliiilliiiK slcarii fifT llie

|jii]iip for a iiiiiiutr (ir s(i.

The licakT niamifacliinT will possiliiy oiiposc this style of K"verri

int;. ilaitiiiiiK 'li'i' i' is imt tln' regular iiiclhod. For all other applica-

liiins llii-ir niclli'id as shown liy FiR. 26 is correct but for surface

toiidiiiscr il IS rarlirally wroiiR. The absurd claim is soinctitncs

made- Ihat wluii a heavy load comes 011. the boilers would evaporate

water to a low water level and it should be possible for the fireman

to spee<l up the piunii in order to increase the water in the hollers.

FIG. 27.

The velocity uf steam m pipe lines should not be taken at less than

1,000 ft. per minute and with this speed it would take about 5 seconds

for steam to leave the boiler, reach the condenser, and be con-

densed ready to deliver back to the heater. The fireman would not

have time to even see the change in the boiler water level by the

lime the feed pumps were under control of the changed condition.

The system shown in h'ig. 25 is not suitable for a non-condensing

or for a jet condenser plant, but it is desirable for the returns of a

healing system which is also a surface condenser. In Fig. 26 is

.<nowii the regular method of heater connections using a float control

valve in the water supply line. Line A is the discharge from the

^teani traps, etc., which must be left open at all times. This would

also be the discharge from tlie wet vacuum pump in case Fig. 2()

JJ
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nc. 28.

were used for a surface condenser system. The line A should de-

liver to the heater but a small portion of the feed water because the

boilers and the pump should never be run slower than is necessary

to remove tlic feed water from the heater. For the station in question

since we are using jet condensers, we will use the system shown in

Fig. 26, that is the line A will be the discharge from the beater pumps
and the float operated valve will be on a branch from the house

service line. The float operated valve will be out of service for the

greater part of time during regular operation of the heater pumps,
because these pumps will deliver to the heater the same amount of

water as the feed pumps would take away. In case tlie heater pumps
are not being used, the heater supply would be controlled wholly
hy the float operated valve.

Referring to Figs. 22. 2} and 24 it .will be noted that the dry
vacuum pumps are not shown. The tiry vacuum system would be
Iho same for either style of condenser hut if a surface condenser

were used there should lie two of these pumps to insure continuous

operation. A surface condenser accumulates air until the vacuum is

lost but an elcvateil jet condenser will discharge a large portion of

the air due to the great i|uanlity of downward flowing cooling water

being miiiglcfl with the air. An elevatc<l jet condenser will ordi-

narily drop its vacuum about 4 in when running without the dry

vacuum pump, in fact the syphon type elevated jet condenser is in-

stalled without ail air pump operating at a slightly lower vacuum

Fig. 27 shows the two condensers pipeil to an air pump and having

the valves placed as closely as possible to the pump in order thai the

number of joints and fillings bclwcen the shut-ofT valves and the

pump may be reduced. To make repairs between the valves and

pump necessitates shutting down the pump but any other repairs can

be made and one condenser still be in operation

ArtO ^IH TO PUtnP
Z)

no. 29

Ibr air cooler drains back into the tail pipe or hot well, the in-

jection water passing through the cooler on its way to the condenser.

Ihe air pump is shown discharging over the hot well hut may dis-

charge over a sewer catch basin as there is no appreciable vapor

Another method is to discharge Ihe air into the tail-pipe shown in

the dotted lines. The advantage of this arrangement is that air

showing, say 26 in. vacuum. Is taken from the condenser bowl and

discharged into the tail-pipe where it would show but 20 in. of

vacuum, thus instead of compressing 7 cu. ft. to i cu. ft. as would

be the case if exhausting to atmospheric pressure, it is necessary to

compress but 2'<; cu. ft. to I cu. ft This arrangement would not

permit raising the vacuum on the condenser and the atmospheric

vent would require being used until the vacuum is on the condenser

and the water flowing through the injector shaped air discharge in

FIG. 30. FIG. 31.

the tail-pipe. The air cooler shown Is used on jet condensers only,

the surface condensers admit the cooling water to the condensing

tubes in contact with the outgoing air. In addition to cooling the

air it is also necessary to cool the air cylinders of the dry vacuum

pump, otherwise the high temperature due to compression will pre-

vent proper lubrication

Different methods are used for removing the air from surface

condensers. Fig. 28 shows the --Mberger counter current system

The esbaust steam enters beneath the cooling lubes and the air is

withdrawn from the lop of the condenser. The condensation makes

its last pass over the hottest tubes and therefore through highest

teniper.nti!re in the condenser. The air which is removed from the

upper portion of the condenser by the action of an air pump is in con-

tact with the tubes which contain the cold incoming circulating water.

Evidently the air must he in a continual state of unrest due to the

counter current action. The weight of saturated air at the tempera-
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ture ill a coitdeiiser is about .06 lb. and steam about .03 lb
,
per cu. ft.

If it were not for the e.xhaust steam entering the lower part of the

condenser and being deflected over the entire base it wonld be pos-

sible for air to settle to the base of the condenser, bnt instead it

can drop only into the current of incoming steam and therefore be

constantly carried upward. Air cannot remain in pockets at the upper

portion of the shell because it is heavier than steam and will there-

fore drop and be caught in the steam current.

The fact that this type of condensers has shown itself to be very

FIG. 32. FIG. 33.

effective is sufficient proof of the merits of this most unusual method

for removing air from a condensing chamber.

A more usual type of condenser is shown in Fig. 29, the e.xhaust

enters the top and together with air passes towards the bottom of

the condenser, the air dropping to the base of the condenser and

"flowing" away with the condensation. Tt is not the intention here

to give the "'selling points" of different types of apparatus but these

two styles of condensers differ so greatly in their system for re-

moving air that they have been described. In fact, the elevated jet

type of condensers are also made in these two styles. The Weiss

condenser is of the counter current type, the steam entering below

the water spray and flowing upward retarding instead of accelerating

the fall of the injector water after leaving the spray pan. The air

is taken frojn the njiper portion of the chamber instead of Ihe lower
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Tramway (vcrhcad llgiiipmcnl Materials.*

IIV II. M. SAVEKS, M. 1. M. K,

I his iiniliiiiif i-- wi-ll :i\\;iri' of llic kcihtmI purposes to be fulfilled

liy a sjitisfacloiy Dvi'ilicail ((itiipniciil. lull In make an orderly study

it is necessary to ooniinciicc liy a briif analysis of the mechanical

and electrical conditions which must be satisfied in order that the

.irntHire may «erve its purpose with the maximum economy and

I'lVu-iiMicy. The necessity of stuilyiiiK appearance should not be a

serious a<l(lilion to the primary cnRinrerinR necessities, for the ap

propriatc use of materials and obvious adaptations of means to ends

satisfies the a-sllutic as well as the practical sense and, where incon-

gruity with arobitcdural .-ind natural beauties is the danger, unobtru

siveness will pmbalily n\\v better results than any elaborate attempts

at ornaiiK'Ut.

riie first niccliauical condiliini to be satisfied is evidently that of

safe and stable support. 1 he trolley wire has to resist, in addition

lo the stresses on a suspended wire, the repeated upward thrust of.

the trolley pole and the friction of the trolley wheel. The attach-

iiK-uts are exposed to reversed stresses of the nature of blows in both

vertical and horizontal directions, and the wires beiuR necessarily

carried at a distance of several feet from the poles any unbalanced

longiludnial stress produces considerable couples upon the support

lUg structure The second mechanical condition is that imposed by

the function of the trolley wire as a suspended guide or rail for tin-

trolley wlicel lo run on. This condition resolves itself into a neces-

sity to follow ibc general lines of the rail-track in plan—with some

inaxiuuun permissible lateral deviation, and some maximum permis-

sible change of horizontal direction at points of support. The per-

missible limits in both directions depend upon factors outside the

overhead structure, some of them being the type of trolley boom

and wheel, the size and speed of the cars, the radii of the curves,

and the lay-out of junctions or other special work.

The effects of wind and snow are of relatively small importance

as regards trolley wires, but must he given full weight in the erec-

tion of guard wires. The electrical conditions to he met afTect the

mechanical structure in so far as they prescribe the size and weight

of the trolley wire, the necessity for efficient insulation being con-

stant.

Time will not permit of more than quite general references to

questions of design and erection of the line, excepting as they may
afTect the choice of materials and design of parts. I therefore take

the dilTcrent items of material in an order which is intended to be

logical and consequent.

The trolley wire conies first, its support and proper position being

the principal object of the whole work. The stresses on all the sup-

porting structure are evidently functions of the size and weight of

the wire used, and to keep down the size, weight, number, and ex-

pense of supports the wire should be chosen as small as will serve

the designed purpose.

It is easy to show that there is no electrical necessity for using

any wire larger than No. o S. \V. G. (.324 in. diameter), where the

trolley wire is fed as usual from underground feeders at half-mile

intervals, unless the traffic is extremely heavy. But on suburban

or intcrurban lines carrying an infrequent service it may be neces-

sary to avoid the expense of underground feeders, and to employ
heavier trolley wires, or preferably overhead feeders. Heavy traffic,

especially over curves of short radius, may also afford a reason for

the use of larger wire in order to increase the Hfe, and remove the

risk of breakage on account of heavy mechanical wear.

The most economical size of trolley wire to employ in any particu-

lar ca.se is thus mainly a question of its life as a mechanical \\'earing

part, the cost of renewal and the loss by scrapping having to be put

against the capital expenditure. But it must not be forgotten that

a heavier wire involves heavier poles and other supports, the cost

of which must he properly brought into the account. The conditions

are too complex, and at present too little determined by experience,

to admit of the formulation of any general rule, but it is probable
that where the conditions are very severe it is better to employ one
of the harder bronze alloys than a copper wire of larger size.

One reason for this is that the wearing qualities of hard-drawn
copper wire are not directly proportional to its weight, the hardness

•Read before tlie Tramways and Liglit Railwavs .Association, Jan
13. 1906.

dimiiiishiiiK from circumference to center. This is well shown by

ibe fact that the postolTicc specification for such sizes as Nos. 12 and

14 calls for a breakinR strain of 62,720 lb. per sq. in., whilst the usual

trolley wire specification is equal to 49,280 lb., over 20 [)cr cent less.

The elTectivc thickness of the hard skin varies with the details of the

manufacturing process, and very little seems to be known about Ihc

subject by users; but, from the behavior of trolley wire under long

wear, it seems probable tliat the hardness diminishes gradually and,

up to such sizes as No. o, a considerable thickness is appreciably

liarHened. It is also possible that the rolling of the trolley wheel

has a further hardening efTcct but, where the wheel rub.s or grinds

bard abrasion removes the hard exterior and the softer metal inside

is soon reached. On these facts it is clear that a material that is

hard right through should be preferred Very little experience with

these bronze wires has Ijcen made public and, as some arc brittle

anil some pit badly uniler arcing, they should not be extensively

adopted without trial They are all of higher electrical resistance

than copper and. therefore, require feeding at shorter intervals if

the traffic is heavy. The mechanical and electrical qualities required

in trolley wire are well known, easily verified hy test, and readily

complied with by a considerable number of makers. Very high

tensile strength should he regarded with suspicion as prol>ably indi-

cative of brittleness, and bending and falling weight tests should be

made in such cases.

The next point in order after the size of the wire is its position

in relation to ihe track; the choice lies between side and central

wires. There is sometimes a conflict here between the claims of

good working, and the supposed interests of appearance, but the

prejudice against span wire construction is happily dying out, and it

is unnecessary lo enter into any elaborate argument before this

audience to show why and how the center wire gives the best work-

ing. .Assuming that center wiring is adopted the approximate po-

sition of the wire is given at once by the center lines of the tracks,

as shown on the permanent way plans, or as actually laid. There

arc sometimes material differences between track plans and execu-

tion, and it is often wasted labor to plan out overhead work in full

detail from construction plans. It is far better to let the perma-

nent way construction get a good long start of the overhead, then

pole positions can be laid out from the actual track centers, and the

overhead work can be carried through continuously, and with the

certainty of correct position. As overhead work does not take more

than a fifth of the time required for track construction, there need

be no difficulty in arranging for practically simultaneous comple-

tion of the two. .Mthough exact positions cannot be taken from

permanent way plans, the number and size of poles and the general

arrangements can be got out sufficiently well to order all necessary-

materials in good time. The maximum distance apart of supports

is settled by the Board of Trade regulations at 120 ft.; on straight

lengths there is no reason for diminishing this, and it is therefore

taken as the standard. But at curves, junctions, and termini the

positions of poles have to be carefully considered, and so arrange-l

as to take the longitudinal pulls of the straight lengths or tangents

as directly as possible, to hold the trolley wire closely and firmly

to the required curves, and to hold 'special work" to its correct

place. There is often but a limited choice for pole positions, espe-

cially at junctions where streets cross, and in all such cases an

accurate large scale survey should be made, the trolley wire and

special work laid down on it. and the best arrangement of span

and pull-off wires will suit the possible pole positions worked out.

The labor of drawing several alternatives will be well repaid by

the workmanlike and satisfying appearance of the completed work,

and by the absence of working troubles.

One essential point at these places is to anchor the straight lengths

as directly as possible to a heavy pole. If such a pole can I)e placed

at the intersection of the tangents it can take both anchor wires.

The ends of the curves should also be anchored in the usual way.

This anchoring is very important, because it makes the straight

lengths and the curve-work mutually independent, the .span wires

are not distressfully pulled out of line, and the pull-off wires in-

tended to shape the curve have not to take indefinite components

of the pull of the straight lengths. Most important of all. if any

accident happens to the overhead work on cither the curve or one

of the straight lengths its eflFects will be stopped by the anchoring.

-Anchoring is also necessary at section insulators, and it is advisable

to anchor every quarter of a mile, even on a perfectly straight line.

in order to localize the efiFect of a trolley wire breaking. Termini.
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curves, and junctions are the keystones of the whole structure and,

when the pole positions at these places have been worked out, the

tangents between have only to be divided up into equal lengths of

as near as 120 ft. as circumstances permit, but never exceeding that

distance. Side polos with brackets can rarely be used to carry wires

central to the track as the bracket arms would be unduly long; the

choice lies between span wires and central poles. Where there is

room central poles have certain advantages, especially that of neat

or even ornamental appearance, and their cost is somewhat less

than that of span-wire construction. But as the clearway between

the tracks has to be from 2 ft. to 2 ft. 6 in. wider to give the regula-

tion clearance between cars and standards, the total cost to the

tramway undertaking is rather increased than diminished. They
also have to be lighted sometimes at the tramway e.xpense. To
other traffic in a busy thoroughfare central poles are a nuisance and
a danger but, where streets of magnificent width relatively to the

traffic on them e.\ist, the disadvantages may be inappreciable. On
even slight curves center poles are insufficient, as there is no means
of "pulling-of?" the outside wire, and, if side poles are added for

that purpose, they look very odd.

Feeding points have also to be reckoned with in laying out pole

positions. The best way of cutting up the work into half-mile

sections will depend upon many local conditions, but one constant

consideration is to arrange that a fault on any section shall have a

minimum effect upon the whole service and, consequently, sections

frequently terminate at junctions. Section insulators should be

kept out of the junction special work and, where this is complex
or important, it is best to insulate it on all sides and feed it sepa-

rately. Section insulators should not lie put on curves, or on steep

.qradients.

If the central wire has been decided upon, span-wire construction

will be the prevailing type, excepting where central poles may be

possible and preferred.

It is just possible in some cases to carry a central wire from a

side pole and bracket arm. In the case of a double line these will

be required on each side of the street, and it is hard to see what is

gained in appearance by the substitution of two sets of bracket

arms for one set of span wires. The bracket arms are much more
conspicuous and the construction more expensive. Span-wire poles

will be set out in pairs opposite each other on straight work, but on
curves more and stronger poles are needed on the outside, or con-

vex side, of the road than on the concave side, the pull of the trolley-

wire being centripetal. Bracket arm poles should always be on the

outside or convex side of the road.

Having arrived at the pole positions the next point to determine
is the strength of pole to be used in each. Generally speaking, three

grades of strength will suffice. The Engineering Standards Com-
mittee has recently issued a standard specification for tubular tram-
way poles in which the three strengths are classed as light, medium,
and heavy, and the strength defined by the loads needed to produce
a temporary deflection of 6 in. and a permanent set not exceeding
'2 in. under conditions fairly representing the working loads. The
temporary deflection load may be regarded as the maximum safe

working load, and the permanent set load as marking the commence-
ment of danger by deformation. The loads are as follows

:

I-oad for temporary Load for permanent
Class of Pole. deflection of 6 in. set not exceeding J4 in.

Light 750 lb. 1,000 lb.

Medium 1,250 lb. i,75olb.

Heavy 2,000 !b. 2,500 lb.

The light poles will naturally be chosen for straight line work, the

medium serve for pull-offs on moderate curves and, for feeder poles,

and the heavy for anchor poles and for carrying heavy special or

curve work which involves resistance to the direct longitudinal pull

of trolley wires. Occasionally heavier poles than the standard

"heavy" class may be needed, but these occasions are rare, and may
often be avoided by dividing the load between two "heavy" poles

The choice as between sectional and taper poles is mainly one of

taste and price. That the appearance of a pole of uniform taper is

better than that of a pole built of three parallel sections is a general

opinion. At present, for equivalent mechanical tests, taper poles to

standard dimensions are dearer than sectional poles, and somewhat
heavier. The absence of the swaged joints is put forward as a

mechanical advantage, but it is very rarely found in practice that a

sectional pole fails at the joints. If taper poles are used it is

desirable to have them solid rolled, as a lapweld the whole length

of the pole may prove a line of weakness. Solid rolled tube is an

improvement in sectional poles, but there is not a great risk of

poor welds in these comparatively short lengths, and if the joints

are set at 120° in plan, as they should be, the pole as a whole will

show no line of weakness.

Wooden poles have been very little used in this country, but are

somewhat CNtensively employed in the United States and some
Continental countries. They will rarely be tolerated in town work
here. Wooden poles should be chosen to give the same temporary

deflection as would be called for in steel poles. As this depends

upon stiffness, it will generally be found that very thick timber

is necessary and the poles will have a stumpy and heavy appearance.

The first cost will generally be lower than for steel poles, but

the ultimate economy is somewhat doubtful and should be consid-

ered with full knowledge of the special conditions, especially the

probable life of the wooden pole in the local soil and climate. In

any case the poles should be creosoted to the Post Office specifica-

tion, and they should not be set in concrete.

Lattice poles can be purchased, and are sometimes used on the

Continent. They are said to be cheaper than tubular poles of equal

strength, but are very ugly, and it is probable that the painting nec-

essary to preserve them from rapid corrosion in this climate will

neutralize the initial saving.

The type, positions, and sizes of poles being settled, the inter-

mediate supports between poles and wire claim attention. The

choice lies between span wire and bracket arms, but it is frequently

necessary to use both constructions in different parts of a tramway

net work. If the central wire has been chosen span-wire work will

generally predominate, but there are many exceptions, especially on

systems which are mainly composed of single lines with turnouts.

Where bracket arms are employed it will be wise to use the short

span-wire arrangement generally known as the "bowstring." The

older construction, in which the hanger is clamped directly to

the bracket arm, is probably obsolete. The rigidity of the attach-

ment is a serious evil, imposing upon the hangers and the trolley

boom a considerable blow, detrimental to every part, especially to

the insulation of the hanger and clamp. It may further be said

that it is not possible to provide a satisfactory permanent insulat-

ing sleeve for the clamp in this climate, all materials tried, so far.

failing in a comparatively short time. The "bowstrong" suspension

is an improvement, but it is still far more rigid than the span wire

and, therefore, results in greater wear of wire and trolley wheels,

and in deterioration of insulators, besides leading to de-wiring at

speeds much lower than can be run with safety on span-wire work

This detrimental effect of rigid or semi-rigid attachments is some-

times overlooked, or the true cause is not recognized, although it is

simple enough. The trolley wheel of a moving car presses the

trolley wire upwards with a force which usually equals or exceeds

half the weight of the span of wire.. At the centre of a span it

will therefore lift the wire considerably, possibly to the height

of the points of support; from the centre onwards it is, however,

depressed with increasing rapidity as the stiffness of the wire comes

into play, and will be below the level of the ear some distance

before it arrives there. It therefore meets the rigid ear while rising

rapidly, and delivers a blow the force of which is the product of

the effective mass of the whole boom and head, and the square

of its upward velocity. At some speed the rebound will take the

wheel flanges clear of the ear and, if there is any side pressure, de-

wiring results. The noise and the flash invariably seen on the

passage of trolley wheels under bracket-supported hangers demon-

strate the correctness of this explanation. After passing the ear

the wheel at first descends, but soon commences to rise again up

to about the middle of the next span. Its path is therefore a wave-

like one with a high crest in the middle of each span and a small

steep one at 'each ear. Besides the effect of the blow upon the

ear, the insulating materials, and the trolley wheel and the boom,

the wire is worn by arcing and damaged by bending. It is there-

fore not extraordinary that failures of insulators and breakages

of wire at ears are more common on bracket than on span-wire

work. If bracket-arm construction is used, the bowstring should

be made as long as practicable in order to get the maximum flexi-

bility.

The flexibility of a span-wire construction greatly reduces the

blow upon the ears, as the span wire also rises to the trolley pres-

sure, and the car more readily aligns itself with the wire but,

at high speed, the effect is quite perceptible and, for railway speeds.
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the lonRiliKlrnal siispctuIiiiK wire carryiiiR the trolley wire by hariR-

crs at short dislanrt-s ami so approximating to a system with a

constant vertical riKi'lity fr'"" I'""" '° I'"'"' '" essential.

Span, bowslrinK, and pnll-oflf wires arc Kcncrally of galvanized

steel, but in many Imvns this material has but a short life on

account of atmospheric pollution and, in such cases, phosphor or

silicon-hronzc wire should he used. This applies equally to guard

wires and their sniiporls ; whichever is used the metal parts of the

suspension filtiiiRs shoulil be of similar metal. There is no means

of prcveiuing galvanic corrosion where dissimilar metals arc in

contact, and such contact should be avoided. The use of iron in-

sul.ited bolts .screwed into brass cars is almost universal, and fre-

iiuciu trouble results at this point. Gun-nielal bolts would be better,

hut there is some difficulty in getting them made.

The size of span wire should not be less than 7/14 S,W.G. There

seems no reason for using larger wire, but such use is quite com-

mon even up to the monstrosity of 10/12. This wire should have

a breaking point equal to from 35 lo 40 tons per sq. in. after strand-

ing; the galvanizing should be carefully e.xamineil and tested in

the manner prescribed by the Post Office. Galvanizing that is

originally defective, or that cracks and peels off in erecting, is use-

less, the wire will rus( ihrou^'h at llio unprotected points in a brief

period.

To secure the wire al the poles it slimdil be laid around a horse-

collar thimble of size proportioned to the size of strand, and prop-

erly bound with galvanized charcoal wire—not twisted up. Better

than the thimble is a shackle or reel of porcelain with a central

hole to take the strap bolt. Porcelain is a far better, more durable,

and cheaper insulator than any of the compounds used in turn-

buckles, globe strains, etc. There is no need to provide any tension

adjustment at the ends of span wires—insulated turnbuckles, Brook-

lyn strains, etc., are quite unnecessary, and represent wasted money.

With a dynamometer on the drawvice, or by the measurement

of the sag from the ground, span wires can be put up with the

greatest uniformity, and the certainty that the trolley wires will

be carried at their correct level. This level can be checked, if de-

sired, by loading the span wires at the correct points with weights

representing the working load, but this only needs to be done once

for each width of street.

Bracket arms are generally made of 2-in. steel steam pipe either

screwed or expanded into a socket on the pole clamp. These arms

are often much too long for safety. A 2-in. tube t2 ft. 6 in. long,

fixed as a cantilever, and loaded with the weight of a span of trolley

wire and the suspension fittings, is very near its breaking point.

Longer arms arc therefore entirely dependent upon tie-rods. The
longer the arm the less efficient the tie-rod, owing to the more
acute angle between the two members. As generally made, tie-

rods are pulled np by a nut so that their eflFective strength is the

resistance of the threads to shear. Bracket arms 18 ft. to 20 ft.

in length are therefore extremely unsafe, having practically no
margin of safety. It is better to use eye-ended tie-rods and dis-

pense with nuts, and no real difficulty arises in erection if the

clamps are fixed at measured distances, so that the brackets and
lie-rods make the correct calculated angle; but if adjustment is

necessary it is best provided by a long, solid, right-and-left threaded
sleeve fitting the two parts of the rod like a rigging screw. Struts
are usually inapplicable, but if the scrollwork can be made to give

some support so much the better. Bracket arm pole clamps should
be of substantial length, and a good fit on the pole by internal fitting

rings at top and bottom. The bolts should fit through long bored sock-
ets in the planes of the fitting rings, and be kept close in to the poles.

The socket receiving the arm should be of ample length, and well
thickened out to the body of the clamp. In fact, in designing bracket
arms and their fittings, the stresses and strains should be calculated
out as for a loaded cantilever, ignoring the tie-rod, but adding 50
per cent to the dead weight to allow for the rolling load and its

hammering eflfects. Then the tie-rod and its fastenings should be
designed to carry the same load safely. M.alleablc cast iron is the
best material for pole and bracket arm clamps and bowstring
brackets. These last are often too short to give proper clearance,
and are spaced too close on the bracket to give the elasticity so
desirable. They should be pinned or otherwise secured so that
they will not slide along the arm. Porcelain shackles should be
used as the secondary insulation of bowstrings.
On straight work the "straight line" hanger is the best insulated

fitting, but on curves and wherever there is a probability of lateral

pressure on the wire the pull-off pattern must be used. The caps of

these should be provided with some form of locking device, and a

soft leather washer should be placed between the he.id of the insu-

lated bolt and the cap. The insulating material on the bolts is far

from perfect. The compounds are trade "secrets," but very slight in-

vestigation shows that shellac is the insulating and consolid.ating ele-

ment in nearly all. Mica, asbestos, and other mineral substances add

'ome toughness to the mass, but its mechanical qualities are gen-

erally poor. Whilst new the insulating qualities are very good,

but in a short time the atmosphere deposits dirt on the exposed
surface, and sooner or lalcr in damp weather a trifling leakage

of current chars the surface and breakdown speedily follows. This

should not happen if the secondary insulation remains good and, if

porcelain is used, such breakdowns arc very rare, l>ccause a porce-

lain surface docs not char with a small creeping leak, it dries up and
the leakage ceases, A somewhat tough vulcanite has been intro-

duced. Vulcanite has had extensive trials in telegraph practice

and obtained a bad reputation. Tramway conditions arc less favor-

able to its permanence. This matter is a really serious one,

and the insulated bolt is probably the most unsatisfactory item of

the whole overhead equipment. The cure may be found in redesign

ing the arrangement in such a way as to remove the insulator

itself from so trying a position, but there are obvious difficulties

The usual practice of keeping the two trolley wires for up and
down directions separately insulated and separately fed is highly

advantageous. But at junctions this becomes very diflicult. In-

sulated crossings are a variety best avoided and, as above stated.

the best course is to feed junction-work separately; the next best

thing is to feed it through one wire only of one of the junctionini;

lines, and to insulate the junction from all the other wires. In

bowstring suspensions care should be taken to provide ample clear

ance above the cap of the hanger. Sometimes only a small frac-

tion of an inch is left between the cap and the bracket arm tube,

with the result that at every passage of a trolley wheel the hanger
strikes the arm, damage soon resulting.

The soldered ear is the best form of attachment for the trolley

wire. Many patterns of mechanical ear have been devised and
tried, but it is hard to see how any mechanical clip can give equal

security without adding to the effective diameter of the wire on
the arc in contact with the wheel. The use of wire of figure 8,

or grooved section, makes the mechanical ear satisfactory, but such
wire is at once more expensive and more troublesome to erect, so

that the balance of advantage remains with the soldered ear. The
metal used for ears should be tough bronze or gun-metal, and care-

ful inspection after machining is necessary to eliminate defective

pieces, as the castings are somewhat apt to show blow-holes and
other weak places. The groove to receive the trolley wire should

he milled to a hundredth of an inch larger diameter than the wire,

and should come to a sharp edge. It is doubtful whether the small

lugs, which it is usual to provide at the ends of the ears for ham-
mering over the wire, serve any useful purpose. They sometimes
hold up a wire that has not been properly soldered until traffic

commences. Fifteen inches is the minimum length of ear for

straight work ; the tendency is to increase the length up to as much
as 24 in., but the advantage seems doubtful. On curves longer ears

are necessary, and by bending them to a proper radius the change of

direction of the trolley wheel is much smoothed. Unfortunately

curved ears tend to pull into angular shape with use. There seems

no good reason why they should not be cast curved with lateral

webs to impart stiffness. It would not be necessary to use many
different radii, as the varying radii of the track curves should be

met by the use of a larger or smaller number of pull-oflts, with

a standard deviation at each. Splicing ears should not be needed

in building a new line, but are necessary for repair work. They
are rarely well designed, the wire ends having to be bent loo

sharply, and some patterns are provided with foolish little stejl-set

screws, that invariably set fast and break off. Anchor ears should

be provided with stout eyes of rounded section, to which the

anchor wire can be secured without bending to a dangerously small

radius.

Section insulators present a combination of difficulties, and in

selecting a pattern both mechanical and electrical considerations

must be studied. The pull of the wires has necessarily to be trans-

mitted through insulating material, and it ought to f)e so trans-
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mittcd as a straight pull without any hinding or twistins; com-

ponent. This is inconsistent with the necessity for allowing a

straight level path for the trolley wheel. Hence the best desicn^^

are but compromises, and the worst may be guaranteed to brcnk

down within a few months. The terminating arrangements for

the wire ends need the same easy curvature as in splicing cars. It

is better to dispense with set screws for securing either the feeder

cable or the trolley wires and to have tinned sockets or grooves

into which they can be soldered. The air-gap pattern is probably

better than that with a gap stick, but there should be two distinct

air gaps, and an insulated running piece between them, to prevent

an arc being drawn in the event of an earth on one wire. Gap

sticks of lignum vita have been found to wear smoothly and give

a regular life. Section insulators are very heavy and saving of

weight is a merit to be fully credited. Easy and rapid replacement

is another virtue which will be appreciated when the line is at

work. The sweating of the connections is not inimical to thi.'i

because, knowing that it has to he done, the fire-pot and bit will be

ready, but a rusted-in set-screw- cannot be calculated for.

Junction special work fittings also require careful selection. For

central wires and rigid trolley heads the frog makes a satisfactory

facing point, provided that it is properly set, with reference to the

track points, and the lengths of the cars and trolley booms. Even

with swivelling trolley heads frogs will work fairly well if the wire

is approximately central but, for side wires, switches with movable

tongues should always be used in the facing direction. Frogs will

work on side wires in the trailing direction, but must have deep

cheeks and grooves to take the wheel flanges, as there is a con-

siderable centrifugal force tending to de-wiring and automatic

or spring switches arc preferable. Crossings are apt to give more

trouble than frogs or switches. The greatest care should be taken

to get them of the correct angle to suit the track crossing, but as

the angle is also affected by the lengths of car and trolley boom,

the junction should be drawn to scale, a template of the car and

trolley boom fitted to it in successive positions to ascertain the

best angle and position for the crossing. Even with a central wire

there must be a lateral pressure on the trolley wheel taking the

junction curve, so that guidance by the flanges across the gap is

necessary. A swivelling trolley head adds largely to trouble at

crossing by its liability to turn while crossing the gap, and this

liability is aggravated by any considerable side reach. At junctions

on single lines it is best to use only a single trolley wire and thus

avoid the use of crossings, especially if swivelling heads and side

wires are used. It involves the use of three automatic switches,

but these give much less trouble than one crossing. All these fittings

should be so designed that the trolley wires need not be cut when

fixing them, and so that they can be securely held by pull-off and

span wires to their positions.

Feeding arrangements are usu.illy classed with the overhead equip-

ment, the feeder work terminating with the thimbles entering the

bus-bar terminals. As regards the feeder pillars the best advice is

to make them as big as will be tolerated. Even at this they are

pretty sure to be awkwardly cramped. Opinions and practice are

divided between cylindrical and rectangular shapes. Perhaps it is

largely a matter of taste. The cylindrical pattern gives the largest

amount of useful space for the area covered and for the weight

of the casting, and has the practical advantage that when opened

the panel is somewhat more accessible. On the other hand the

fitting of the curved doors rs not so good a job as with the flat-

sided pillar, and when the doors are closed there is less clearance

between them and the live parts. Provision should be made for

ventilating the pillars without permitting the entrance of rain or

snow ; the bottoms should be filled in over the concrete with a

thick layer of pitch or bitumen, and all leading in pipes stoppered.

The safest kind of panel is a cast-iron frame into which are ce-

mented procelain insulators carrying the live metal-work, the frame

being itself carried from the sides of the pillar by oil insulators.

It should be easily removed for replacement by a new panel. All

the cable connections should be made on one side of the panel,

the switch fittings being on the other.

Plain quick break switches are frequently used and answer most

purposes but, where a number of feeder pillars are fed by one cable

feeder, the use of switch fuses, such as the Bates' pattern, will

sometimes isolate a faulty length of trolley wire and avoid the

stoppage of all the sections served by the feeder. As these switch

fuses are not dearer than quick break knife switches, and have

no troubles of their own, they should be chosen, although in most

cases the feeder circuit breaker will outstrip the fuse.

All cable ends should be terminated with corrugated procelain

stoppers suitably sealing the dielectric. A kicking coil and lightning

arrester are necessary to protect the underground cables. Three

or four kinds of arresters are in use, and there is not much tn

choose between them. I think the Garton is perhaps the best.

They all get blown to pieces occasionally, either by a lightning

discharge, or the short set up by it. Telephone fittings are gen-

erally included in feeder pillars. They should not be fixed on the

switch panel, but quite separately, and surrounded by an earthed

metallic frame to protect them from leakage. The same treatment

is best for the pilot wire terminals that may be provided. Tele-

phones do not thrive in feeder pillars, and there is rarely any room

for them. The provision of a socket box into which the cords of

a portable set may be plugged is therefore the best arrangement

If fixed telephones are thought essential they should be placed in

separate pillars, or in bo.xes secured to the poles.

The side-feed cables from the feeder pillars to the trolley wires

are often troublesome, the trying conditions and their importance

are such as to warrant careful design and erection. In many cases

small holes are drilled through the pole underground and above

the span wire or bracket attachments, and the unfortunate cables

threaded through these holes with the slight protection of a wooden

or fibre bush. It is impossible to tell how sharply they may be

bent, or how much they may have been strained in the process,

but experience shows that they are frequently damaged and have

in consequence but a short life. Their replacement, in case of

need, is a particularly tedious and exasperating job. The follow-

ing has been found a good method of dealing with this matter

An oval hole about 3 in. by 5 in. is cut in one side of the pole

about a foot below the ground level, and a special quarter bend of

3-in. pipe passed into the pole and bolted through a flange which

fits its perphery. This 3-in. pipe finishes in the base of the feeder

pillar with a bell mouth providing a duct of ample diameter and

easy curvature of the four cables. The pole is fitted with a special

finial made in two parts.

The lower part fits easily into the top of the pole supported by a

narrow flange resting on the pole end and expanding upwards and

outwards to form the ornamental base collar of the finial. The por-

tion inside the pole carries four screwed glands provided with

rubber gaskets, and bored to pass the cable. Screwing up the

glands secures the cables by compressing the rubber packing rings.

Four holes are cored out in two opposite pairs, through the bottom

of the flared out part, through which the cables descend outside

the pole. This fitting is wired by passing the four cable lengths

through the glands and then, by an easy and regular curve, through

the holes in the wide part. A hauling wire having been threaded

down the pole and into the section pillar, the long ends are drawn

through the pole and the fitting rests on its place. The upper part

of the finial is merely a cover shaped to match the other pole

finials, and secured by two tap bolts. The outside cables are secured

to the pole by a suitable clamp and then taken by an easy curve

to the span wire or bracket. This arrangement is safe for the

cables and, in case of need, their replacement is a very simple

and speedy operation. It is almost essential to use India rubber

insulated cable, as the dielectric must be waterproof and flexible.

The Board of Trade calls for metallic sheathing, but objects to lead

in this position. Flexible metallic tubing has been found very suit-

able. It adds little to the diameter and weight ; it is very flexible

up to a certain point, and then refuses to bend further, which is

a safeguard to the cable. The metal sheathing of the cable should

not touch the trolley span or bowstring wire, and should therefore

be cut well back. On span-wire work it is best to carry the feeder

cables on a separate span wire above the trolley wires. This should

be insulated in the usual way, and the sheathing cut back from it.

The cable ends then dip down very conveniently to the section

insulators, and there is a long surface of cable covering free in air.

over which very little leakage can occur. The cable terminals here

should be made with corrugated porcelain stoppers as a further

precaution. On bracket arms the cables should be secured by

special collars fitted with ebonite bushes, and arranged to give the

longest possible leakage path.

Guard-wiring is a necessary evil in this country, as tramway

undertakers can neither compel the owners of overhead wires to

make alterations to them, or even present the erection of new
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wires over an cxisliiiK Irollcy line Galvanized steel wire, No. 8

stiinilard Riim; satisfies the reqnirements. Solid wire is better than

stranded, having a longer life. The same wire may he used for

guard-wire spans. Gnanl wires should he run over the span wires

and seinrcd to them hy hinding wire sweated at the ends of the

lappings. In some atmospheres it is necessary to use bronze in-

stead of steel wire. On bracket arm work, a span wire from the

pole to a slan<lard clamped to the end of the bracket 'makes the best

job, but a neat and good-looking arrangement is hard to find. Se-

cure erection is often neglected for the sake of light or ornamental

appearance, with sad results.

rele|)honc and pilot wires arc sometimes run on tramway poles,

hard-drawn copper is the best material. Good telegraph practice

should be followed in the design and attachment of the insulators,

but a somewhat freer use of shackles is sometimes desirable. These

wires are sometimes carried on the trolley or guard-wire span

wires, but it is difficult to make a good job of this. No. 12 wire is

usually large enough, smaller sizes are too weak. They should he

carried at such levels and positions that they cannot be blown

across the trolley wires if broken in a gale. The speaking on

these telephone lines would be improved if they were rotated after

the manner of Post OfTicc trunk lines. 'I'hcy generally suffer

much from trolley wire induction.

Overhead feeders have sometimes to be provided for. They have

to be carried from suspender wires and to be covered, best done

hy hard cotton or hemp braiding saturated with waterproof preserv-

ative compound. These conductors should be shackled off at every

pole. If they arc large it will be necessary to increase the size

and stiffness of the poles used. As regards appearance such feeders

arc very objectionable, and they complicate the overhead engineer-

ing considerably, especially at feeder poles. But the saving of

underground work is ofttimes an important economy, and a per

fectly good job can be made.

Time and space limit this discussion to matters of material. Much
might he said on erection, but I have probably said quite enough

for one time. There must be Jiow a good deal of inforniation

available as to the normal life of various items of overhead equip-

ment under various conditions of traffic and atmosphere ; and also

as to the nature and frequency of breakdowns. Mr. McElroy last

year made a laudable attempt to collect some of this information,

and I am considerably indebted to the paper which he prepared

for the last conference of the Municipal Tramways Associatio 1

This, however, is only a beginning, and only partial because, for

some reason not easy to understand, no information was given t->

Mr. McElroy hy any tramway company's officials. It is by the

collation and discussion of information from all sources that a 1-

vance may be expected, and every little helps, so the continuation

of Mr. McElroy's good start is highly desirable.

The cost of overhead work seems to vary a good deal move
'

than it should. Some authorities put it at £1,500 to €2,000 per mile

of route, but I don"t know how so much can be properly spent.

Thoroughly good span-wire work for cither double or single lines

can be erected for fi,200 per route mile, with fair profit to the

contractor. Bracket arm work, for single lines, where a single

line of poles is generally sufficient, can be done for f 1,000 per

route mile, or even less under specially favorable conditions. These
rates include average amounts of guard wiring and proportion of

junctions, but very heavy and complex junctions, car-shed fan-work,

and similar special requirements will involve some additional ex-

pense. A great deal of money can be spent on elaborate scroll-

work and fancy painting, especially if a little goldleaf is thought
necessary to harmonize with the surroundings ; but these are mat-
ters of taste rather than cngineermg, and those who like to pay
for them will doubtless continue to do so.

In some towns there certainly is the excuse that the overhead
structure is the only thing visible in the streets that bears the
slightest trace of design or grace, of which the most should, there-
fore, be made.

It is stated that since the Lake Shore Electric Railway Co. has
secured control of the Lorain (O.) street railway system, it will

abolish the 3-cent fare that has long been enjoyed by the Lorain
people, and hereafter the fare in the city will be 5 cents, and the
fare to Elyria will be 10 cents instead of 9 cents. Workmen em-
ployed at the steel plant were given a special rate of 6 cents to
Elyria from the plant, but this will also be done away with.

A Solid J'orlclain Simi Letter for Street Kail-

way Parks.

The accompanynig cuts illustrate a new and unique sign letter of

great value to the man who wishes at attractive electrical sign.

These letters arc made of solid while glazed porcelain, fitlcil with

standard Edison sockets, and arc wired ready for connection to

lighting circuit. They can be readily attached to wwidcn or wire

JKicks. 'These porcelain letters arc concave and of such form that

they will reflect the light in parallel rays, enabling one to read the

sign at a great distance and at any angle. The letters arc designed

so that they will give the best effect with the smallest amount of

•^^•WSPPc^ •

e^

current consumption, reducing the number of lamps and the candle-

power of each, so that a saving of 50 per cent in operating expenses

is secured, at the same time producing a bright, sharply defined

letter. These letters are inade of vitrified porcelain, with a perma-

nent and beautiful glaze. No paint is used on these letters, because

such letters have to be painted several times a year, as heat softens

the paint, allowing soot and dirt to stick to it.

The lamps used in these porcelain letters arc especially designed

so that the light is all radiated from below the face of the letter.

This prevents the diflfusion of light from one letter to another,

and docs away with the blurring cfTcct.

SPECIMEN PORCELAIN SIGN LETTER.

Other advantages of this letter are that the sockets are im-

bedded in solid porcelain, thus eliminating chance of short-cir-

cuits ; they are not affected by heat, cold, dampness or weather

conditions of any kind ; they will not rust or warp and can be

easily installed by an electrician and can be moved and remounted

easily.

W. N. Matthews & Bro., 371 Carleton BIdg.. St. Louis, the sales

agents for these letters, are to be congratulated upon obtaining

.such a remarkably good letter and should meet with success in sell-

ing them to street railway companies for their parks and amuse-
ment places.

•^"•c*

The contract for the engineering work on the Washington. Balti-

more & Annapolis Electric Railway Co.'s line has been awarded to

the Roberts & Abbott Co., Cleveland. C, by the Bishop-Sherwin

syndicate, which recently purchased the property. Plans and speci-

fications for the electrical equipment of the road are now being

prepared
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February Meeting of the Ohio I nterurhan Rail-

way Association.

The February meeting of the Oliio Interurban Railway Associa-

tion was held at the Lima Honse, Lima, O., February 23(1.

Mr. E. C. Spring called the meeting to order at 10:30 o'clock, and

announced the report of the executive committee. One of the

recommendations of the committee was that the president make

visits to the .various portions of the state where the membership in

the association was not as large as it should be and endeavor to

enlist the companies not now represented in the work of the asso-

ciation.

The dates and places of the meetings for the ne.xt four months

were announced, as follows : March 23d, Cincinnati ; .\pril 2-tli.

Springfield ; May 25th, Cleveland ; June 22d, City Point.

Standing committees were announced as follows

:

Subjects: F. J. J. Sloat, Hamilton; H. C. Lang, Cleveland; J.

VV. Brown, Connellsville, Pa.

Transportation: J. 11. Merrill, Lima; F. W. Coen, Cleveland;

F. W. .Vdatns, Fostoria; T. Stebbings, Columbus.

Legislature: Dr. J. E. Lowes, Dayton; Warren Bicknell, Cleve-

land; C. 11. Bosler, Dayton.

Arrangements: The president, the secretary and the treasurer.

Publicity: G. S. Davis, Cleveland; E. B. Grimes, Dayton; J. R

llarrigan, Newark; Daniel Royse, Chicago, HI.

The chair then announced that the Western Ohio Railway Co.,

the Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima Traction Co. and the Lima Elec-

tric Railway & Light Co. extended the courtesy of free transporta-

tion on their respective lines to the members of the association.

Mr. F. J. Green reported on behalf of the coinmittee on baggage

the following recommendations

:

1. That on interline tickets 150 lb. of baggage be checked free

upon presentation of an interline ticket and that the ticket be

stamped "Baggage Checked."

2. That a charge of 25 cents per 100 lb. be made for baggage in

excess of 150 lb.

3. That the brass shell card check case be adopted, with white

card checks for baggage checked free and colored card checks for

excess baggage.

4. That a uniform waybill for baggage be adopted.

.Ks a form for the use of conductors for reporting baggage car-

ried the committee recommended a card 3!4xSV> in. in size, which

was ruled to show the following information

:

Conductor's Report of Baggage.

Date, initial, number, received, time, delivered, time and fin;il

destination.

As a form for the waybill the committee submitted one showing

the following information

:

Report of Baggage Train No Date 1905.

Initial, number, received, time, delivered, lime, final destination,

description of baggage, received by baggage master

After some discussion the report was adopted.

Mr. C. D. Emmons, general manager Ft. Wayne & Wabash Val-

ley Traction Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind., was called upon to speak concern-

ing the plans of the Indiana roads to adopt an interchangeable mile-

age or coupon book, and stated that it was the opinion of the com-

mittee of the Indiana Electric Railway Association having this mat-

ter in charge that the discount of 16 2-3 per cent on interchangeable

books was too great in view of the low rates of fare (iJ4 to i;.4

cents per mile) which obtained in that state, and that he understood

the committee favors a discount of 10 per cent. He recommended

that there be a conference between the committees of the two asso-

ciations before the Indiana meeting on March gth.

On motion the transportation committee was directed to take this

matter up with the committee of the Indiana association.

Dr. H. B. Rockwell, of Cleveland, was then introduced and ex-

plained to the association his plans for a mutual accident and claim

adjusting bureau to be conducted along the same lines as the Rail-

way Pool which had administered the claim departments for a

number of Massachusetts electric railway companies. (A very in-

teresting statement as to the plans on which the railway pool was

operated under the management of Dr. Rockwell will be found in

the "Review" for August, 1903, page 455, and an exposition by Dr.

Rockwell of his plans for mutual accident insurance was published

in the "Review" for September, 1904, page 590.)

Dr. Rockwell brielly outlined the plan of the proposed Railway

.'\djusting Bureau as follows:

1. There will be a common fund, out of which losses will be

paid, thus preventing unusual burdens being cast upon the company

suffering the consequences of a serious accident. It is proposed

that the companies pay quarterly in advance into the treasury of the

bureau sums equal to 3]/2 per cent of the estimated gross earnings.

Experience in Massachusetts indicates that about 2 per cent of the

gross receipts will be sufficient to pay all claims, but it is desired to

accumulate rapidly a working capital of from $20,000 to $50,000, and

hence the assessment is fixed at 3V2 per cent. From the common
fund are to be paid not only claims for personal injury, but also

property losses, except any injury to the property of the railway

company, legal expenses in fighting contested claims, claims arising

from ejectment of passengers, etc.

2. The bureau will be administered by an expert under the direc-

tion of an executive committee composed of the officials of the

earliest companies to become members. The head of the bureau

will have for his assistants competent men who are experts in this

line of work, and thus the members of the bureau will have their

claim business handled by professional adjusters, instead of leaving

it to their own officials, who are perhaps only called upon to nego-

tiate with one or two claims a year and are therefore inexperienced.

Dr. Rockwell cited a number of instances in which lack of diplomacy

and inexperience on the part of some official had cost the company

a great deal of money. Claims that could have been settled for

$100 were contested, resulting in verdicts of from $1,000 to $3,000.

3. .\ special feature will be made of inspection, so that the opera-

tion of the properties of all members can be brought to a satisfactory

standing.

4. The funds of the bureau not required for the adjustment of

claims will be distributed to the members in the way of dividends,

the distribution being in the same proportion as the net profits from

each member of the bureau bears to the aggregate new profits, any

member whose losses equal or exceed its assessment not being

entitled to share in the dividends. In this way the greatest financial

burden is placed upon the company having Ihe greatest losses and

members are encouraged to improve operating methods with a view

to making losses as small as possible.

Dr. Rockwell stated two Ohio companies had already signed the

contract and that seven others had promised to do so. The con-

tract is to become effective when the members joining show an ag-

gregate of gross receipts in 1904 equal to $3,000,000.

Afternoon Session.

.•\t the afternoon session the subject for discussion was "The Use

and .'\buse of Car Equipment." Mr. G. H. Kelsay, ma.ster mechanic

of the Western Ohio Railway Co., opened the discussion with a

paper in which he discussed some of the principal abuses to which

car equipment was subjected and the result of tests made between

Piqua and Lima. Mr. Kelsay's paper was as follows

:

Use and Abuse of Car Equipment.

BY G. H. KEI.S.W, MASTER MECHANIC WESTERN OHIO RV., LIMA, O.

The all-day operation of railway motors is one extremely varied

in its requirements as imposed upon the motor, as they vary from

conditions of rolling or coasting, when the motor is practically in-

ert, to the extreme, conditions of rapidly accelerating a heavy car,

when the motor is handling currents several times as heavy as

normal all-day rating.

The work a railway motor will perform is limited by its mechan-

ical strength, its commutation and its heating. Its mechanical

strength is governed by the chemical and physical properties of the

4iiaterial and the relative sizes of the various parts that go to make

up the mechanical details of the machine. All mechanical structures,

no matter for what purpose they are designed, are built with a

factor of safety. A bridge when built would require six times its

normal load to break it down ; so with railway motors. The design

must be amply strong.

Take the condition, which is one that sometimes occurs, that a

motorman is called on to protect himself, car and passengers from a
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iiillisiiin witli some objoit, llial In- ads (|uic-kly aiirl .somclinics with-

out reason. He sets his ))ral<c and al the same time reverses his

car, and possibly, if his circuit breaker will not stay in, lie in addi-

tion holds it in. This in turn will possibly open the power house

breakers. The stresses exerted in a motor under these conditions

may be e,\tremely severe.

Tin- iiininiciii f.iiliire nf .1 gear bolt, its parts passing between the

Ijiniiiii .'iiid ilii- K(;ir, |iriiilnces very heavy mechanical stresses on a

motor.

The sketch I'iK- I illustrates a case (jf mechanical failure in a

motor that came under my (jbservation. Here is a 50 to 60-h. p.

motor with a 3^4-'ll• shaft. Ihe end of the shaft was reduced to

2'/i in. to receive a pinion. With the si/c of i)inion used there was

no excuse in having the shaft reduced at all, any more than the

ta[)er to make a fil with the pinion. As a result of that small neck

in the shaft many shafts were bent and broken, and not necessarily

by abuse to the equipment. The trouble was corrected by substi-

tuting a shaft not reduced so nuirh ;il this point and having '/i in.

more stock. .Sec Fig. 2.

A railway motor as a machine is possibly subjected to conditions

in operation as far above normal rating as any class of machines

mailc. .So it is thoroughly important that details should be carefully

designed and that the motor when put in operation receive extreme

care in maintenance. The cost of inspection of the most thorough

nature is money well invested. Inspection of gears, pinions, bear-

ings, hrnshholders and all bolts in and about the motor equipment

should be made each week, when cars arc subjected to hard

service.

^cJN 1 1
.'\ motor may be designed to coninnitate its normal rated current

without appreciable sparking and heat. But with a lack of careful

brush inspection and adjustment, excessive currents due to various

causes that come up in every-day service, more or less sparking will

occur, accompanied by Hashing, and a dirty machine results in dam-

aging connnutator, brush holder and motor winding.

Great stress should be laid on careful inspection of brushes and

brush holders and on maintaining a smooth and even commutator.

It is foolish economy to operate a commutator that has developed

flat spots, on the theory that machining cuts off a useful lot of

copper. Flat spots once started develop at an accelerating rate.

.\ very great proportion of our motor trouble is due to copper

and carbon dust accumulating on all parts of the interior of the

motor. The accumulation is augmented by rough commutators and
poor brush and brush holder adjustment. The operation of double

end equipped cars makes the question of commutation a much more
serious one, as it is quite impossible to get a contact the full width
of the brush if the motor is operated in both directions.

The third limitation to the work a railway motor will perform is

due to its heating. The heating of a motor comes from six sources

:

1. The TR loss of fields.

2. The TR loss of armature.

3- The 1"R loss of eddy currents.

4. Hystrcsis or "magnetic friction."

5. Friction of bearings and commutators.
6. Friction of the air.

A motor when started into a day's service has a temperature the
same as that of the surrounding air, but its temperature will begin
to rise, due to the six causes indicated, and continue to increase
until the difference of temperature between itself and the air is so
great that the rate of radiation from the motor is equivalent to the
rate of generation of heat in the motor.
The final temperature, then, at which a machine will run depends

on Uic magnitude of the losses, and they in turn depend on the
mean current and voltage on which the machine is forced to operate.
The rating of machines is given in this way. .\s an example, the
Wcstinghonse No. 76: Commutator capacity with -5° C. rise by
the thermometer, 60 amperes at 300 volts, or 55 amperes at 400 volts.
The two losses in armature and field winding are equivalent to

the resistance of the motor times the square of the current in the

motor. The resistance in the motor is slightly variable and becomes

a little greater as the motor gets warmer.

I he iron losses vary as the 1.6 power of the magnetization, which

in turn depends on the value of the current and the voltage. If il

were possible to operate motors without their heating, the question

of rewinding armature and fields would be a small one. A tempera-

ture of 150° C. is the point at which cotton insulation begins to char.

I he continued operation of machines at high Ictnperalurc weakens

the insulation to such a point that its insulating qualities and dielec-

tric strength is weakened. Ihe armature is much more susceptible

to break down from any electrical disturbance. An accumulation of

copper and carbon dust over the armature winding undoubtedly aids

materially in breaking down the armature. A possible solution for

a portion of this trouble may be in the use of "Ueltabeston" in-

sulated wire, for which great claims arc made by the U. & W.
Fuse Co.

Mr. Kelsay exhibited charts showing the voltage, current, energy

and speed curves for a run of the special car "Theodore" between

I'iqua and Lima, and from Lima to Wapakoneta. The "Theodore"

weighs about 4O tons and is equipped with two iso-h. p. (Westing-

bouse C.) motors.

The test car was run between two limited cars from Piqua to

Lima, and on the return from Lima to Wapakoneta as the second

section of a limited, so that the variation in line pressure from 650

volts to 350 volts was not due to the operation of the test car only.

The average current taken by the "Theodore" from Piqua to Lima

was 134 amperes, the maximum being 460 amperes on a 4% per cent

grade 1,800 ft. long. The average speed was zSj/j miles per hour,

and the energy consumption 2.86 kw. h. per mile.

For the section from Wapakoneta to Lima the figures were:

Current, 112.5 amperes; potential, 535.4 volts; energy per car-mile,

2.57 kw. h.

For the return from Lima to Wapakoneta the figures were: Cur-

rent, 151 amperes; potential, 482 volts; energy per car-mile, 3.02

kw. h. ; speed, 25.2 miles per hour.

The cars in regular limited service, which weigh 30 tons and are

equipped with four 50-h. p., require 2.23 kw. h. per car-mile on the

I'iqua-Lima run. These cars have the K-14 controller with 13

points. The "Theodore" has the L-3 controller with 15 points.

Mr. William E. Rolston, chief engineer Dayton & Troy Electric

Railway Co., expressed the belief that most of the difficulty ex-

perienced in handling car equipment was due to the fact that the

average motorman is not familiar with the motors and does not

understand their construction and capacity. Some tests made on

the special car "Francis" show that with fast feeding a maximum
of 420 amperes was required, while with slow controller feeding a

ma.ximum of only 320 amperes was reached, the car making the

schedule equally as well and with far less heating of the motors,

lie favored the use of automatic control, believing that a saving of

from 25 to 35 per cent in current consumption could be made by

using automatic control.

Mr. Rolston, in discussing the causes of car failures, stated that

on his road the greatest number of burn-outs occurred at points on

the line where the voltage was low.

He believed that on many roads the instruction of motormen was
not carried on in a manner to get satisfactory results. While classes

for instruction of motormen were a good thing, the work of in-

struction could be done better on the front end of a car. He pre-

sented some figures as to the energy consumption on the run be-

tween Dayton and Delphos. The special car "Harriet," weighing

about 34 tons and equipped with four Westinghouse 76 75-h. p.

motors, requiring 2.8 kw. h. per car-mile. The special car "Francis,"

weighing 45 tons and equipped with two 150 h. p. motors, requires

3.2 kw. h. per car-mile. On the company's limited cars the average

energy per car-mile was 2.2 kw. h. At low voltage, that is, less

than 350 volts_ when in series, which would mean a drop to 250
volts when in parallel, means a slow speed, greater current con-

sumption, and hence greater heating and more frequent burn-outs

of motors. At high voltage, that is, 650 volts, flash-overs were more
frequent, but he believed that flash-overs were due rather to faulty

commutators than to the high voltage. Some motor failures were
due to the lightning arresters not being of sufficient capacity, that

is. the lightning arrester would care for the discharge up to its
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capacity and any excess would find its way to the ground through

the motors.

Mr. A. M. Frazce, master mechanic of the CoUimbus, Buckeye

Lake & Newark Traction Co., stated that during the three years his

road had been in operation the number of armatures lost by burn-

outs was not more than si.\, and the number of fields burned out

was not more than nine. During this time the company had had

considerable trouble with breakage of gear bolts in the split gears

used. Three shafts had been broken and 25 bent, and in 18 cases

where the shaft was bent it had been necessary to rewind the arma-

ture. Mr. Frazee gave some interesting figures on the cost of oil,

saying that some of the armature bearings had run from 150,000 to

160,000 miles with less than i-32-in. lowering of the armature shaft.

The cost of lubrication was 29 cents per 1,000 miles, "Viscosity"

car oil being used. The company had been using steel tired wheels,

but had not yet worn out any of them. It has secured from 30,000

to 50,000 miles between turnings of the tires', and as the 2;-<-in.

tires used would bear three turnings, the life of the tire was placed

at 130,000 to 140,000 miles. The company found it necessary to re-

place a nunibcr of tires which had worn sharp in service. These

were on the gear end of the shaft. Mr. Frazee suggested that

those using steel tired wheels with Gibson rings would find it a

great saving of lime and labor if it were specified that llie outer

rings be bored with flush holes and button head rivets with the

heads on the outside be used for holding the rings together. When
it became necessary to retire a wheel the heads of the rivets could

be quickly knocked off and the rivets driven out easily, whereas if'

the usual practice of countersinking the holes in both rings and

using counter sunk rivets is followed, the counter sunk heads have

to be drilled out at a great loss of time.

Mr. A. A. Hilton, of the Griffin Wheel Co., spoke on the present

status of steel tired wheels, and said that no conclusive data were

now obtainable, as the use of steel tired wheels in electric railway

service was too recent. He spoke of the practice of the Boston Ele-

vated in substituting grinding for turning and dressing its wheels.

Operating conditions on the Boston Elevated had made it necessary

to turn the tires each month ; now the tires were ground twice every

month. He believed that the present treitd was toward the use of

steel tired wheels for interurban roads.

Mr. Warren Bicknell, of the Lake Shore Electric Railway Co.,

described the policy of his road w-ith regard to the instruction of

motornien. They were broken in by a motorman on a car, and were

then turned over to the master mechanic, who would spend two or

three hours showing the candidate about the shop explaining the

equipment to him. 'I'he candidate then spent a week in the shop on

his own time, the foremen having instructions to help him to an

understanding of the motors and their use, showing him special at-

tention. If a motorman is unable to get his car over the road, and

investigation shows that it is due to some trivial trouble with the

equipment, the man is sent to the shops on his own time for fur-

ther instruction. The men are in hearty sympathy with this method
of discipline.

Mr. Bicknell believed that a great deal of trouble with car equip-

ment was due to causes other than the motornien. As an example
of the effect of low voltage he detailed the experience of his com-
pany about a yea)- ago, when a power house designed for the opera-

tion of 60 miles of the road with cars equipped with two 75-h. p.

motors each, was called upon to operate too miles of road with

cars equipped with four 75-h. p. motors each. The power equipment
vas inadequate, and whereas the plant had been designed for 150 lb.

boiler pressure, it was impossible to keep the steam pressure above
too lb. and it often dropped as low as 75 lb. This meant slow speed

for engines, reduced voltage at the alternators, inefficient operation

of rotaries and low voltage on the line. While these conditions ob-

tained for the months of December, 1903, and January, February
and March, 1904. the cost of maintaining car equipment, comprising

the items included in accounts 7, 8, 9, 10, 21 and 22, was in excess

of 5 cents per car-mile. Under normal conditions, that is, with a

line pressure of 625 volts at the bus bars, the maintenance charges

were 2.8 cents per car-mile. This excess appeared almost entirely

in the maintenance of motor equipment and in the maintenance of

misceallaneous equipment of cars.

Mr. Bicknell described the trolley wheel designed by Mr. F.

Heckler, master mechanic of the Lake Shore Electric Railway Co.,

which is designed so that the hub may be charged with enough

Dixon graphite grease to last the entire life of the wheel, which is

about 3,000 miles on the average. By using this design no attention

need be paid to the lubrication of the wheel.

Mr. H. A. Bundy, master mechanic of the Lima Electric Railway

& Light Co., emphasized the need of proper instruction and di.sci-

pline for motornien, and advocated giving the master mechanic

direct supervision of motornien, with authority to hire, discharge

and administer discipline. To educate a man to operate the equip-

ment carefully saves the car and makes easy work for the me-

chanic.

When the meeting adjourned a party was taken to Wapakoneta

and St. Marys for an inspection of the shops and power house of

the Western Ohio Railway Co., returning to Lima about eight

o'clock, where Mr. C. N. Wilcoxon, of the Western Ohio Railway

Co., entertained the party at supper.

-•-

New Plant of the Railway Electric Equipment
Co.

I'hc IClcctric Railway Equipment Co., Cincinnati, O., to meet the

need for more room for manufacturing and better arranged facilities

for shipping, has secured a large five-story building in what is

known as West End, Cincinnati, into which it will move the entire

force and equipment formerly in its two separate factories on East

Front St. The new building into which the company is now mov-

ing is located at the intersection of West Eighth St. and the Cin-

cinnati, Hamilton & Dayton R. R. The new building extends the

entire length of the block, and will give an abundance of room for

manufacturing purposes, and because of its location on the railroad

will give the best facilities for receiving and shipping freight. In

this plant the Electric Railway Equipment Co. will manufacture its

well-known line of railway supplies, which comprises brackets, trol-

ley ears, trolley wheels, busliings, hangers, bearings and all kinds

of overhead line material.

This company operates separate factories for manufacturing steel

poles for railway and city lighting systems. These factories are

located at Pittsburg and Reading, Pa. The location of the Reading

factory being within 90 miles of the coast makes the handling of

foreign shipments very convenient. The foreign business of this

company in poles and electric equipment supplies is quite extensive.

Orders are now in process of shipment to several points in South

America, Mexico and Japan.
-•-

Compressed Air in the East Boston Tunnel.

It is interesting to review the details of tlie methods employed in

the construction of the East Boston tunnel, of the Boston subway

system, because of the successful completion of this enterprise after

five years of steady work. The total length of the tunnel is 7,500 ft.,

I if which two-thirds was built by sub-surface tunneling methods, the

remaining portion being open cut. The sub-surface bore was driven

by two shields, and almost the entire bore was made under an air

pressure of from 18 to 27 lb. Three air locks were used with each

heading, one for the entrance and exit of the men, the other two as

outlets for the excavated material. The entire bore of the tunnel is

lined with concrete, reinforced where necessary by steel bars, the

side walls having been built in advance of the shields.

Compressed air for the sub-surface work was furnished by two
compressing plants, in which were seven Ingersoll-Sergeant ma-
chines, four low-pressure, straight-line, single-stage "Class A" com-
pressors furnishing air for the working chambers of the shields, and

three high-pressure, straight-line, two-stage "Class AC" compressors

delivering air at 120 lb. pressure for operating the 16 jacks, each of

75-tons capacity, by which each shield was pushed forward. High
pressure air was also used for driving the auxiliary apparatus, and

a portion of it was discharged direct to the headings for ventilation.

The volume of free air delivered to the headings averaged about 20

cu. ft. per niin. for each workman. During the construction period

of five years very few accidents happened to either the men or ma-
chinery.

The Sterling, Dixon & Eastern Electric Railway Co., Sterling,

III., has purchased an equipment for the installation of a private

telephone system along the entire line, to be used for dispatching

and general purposes.
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The KiriR-Lawson Dump Car,

Tlic KiiiK-I-iwsoM (lump car, which is hiiill hy the: Miildlclown

Car Works, of Middlctown, Pa., has recently been de^iKiied hy

Mr. George I. King and Mr. 'llionias Lawson. 'Ilic principles fol-

lowed in the construction of this car are those of the original Lawson

car, the hody of which consists of two boxes, each one-half the

width of the car and extending the full length. The older type of

car dumped its Id.uI cm both sides of the track, while the new car

which is made positive by hooks which arc fastened to the undcr-

framc and which engage studs cast upon the track nicmbcrs at the

point where the inclination begins. A casting upon the box luider

frame, which strikes the ainitment of the lower portion of the Ir.-ick,

regulates the amount of lilt. The sides of the box are hinged about

pivots located on the center line and a few inches above the top of

the box ends. The end plates extend from this hinge to the sides,

and have rollers which run along the end track attached to the

car underframc.

TIIK K1N(;-I..\WS(;N Dl'Ml' CNR.

dumps the wliolc load on one side. I he principal features of thi^

car are the underframc, the box, the operating mechanism and a rock

shaft which operates interlocking arms governing the movement of

the hody.

Interlocking rock arms attached to the square rock shaft which

runs the length of the box just beneath its floor control the direc-

tion in which the box may be mos-ed. A lever provided with a

ratchet and tpiadrant which is notched for three positions operates

THE KING-I..\\VSON DUMP CAR—PLAN AND SIDE ELE\-ATION.

The underframc is of the usual type, with the addition of trans-

verse members, that serve as tracks to carry the box. The two end
tracks upon which run the rollers which support the hinged sides

of the box are made of plates and angles, and the three tracks upon
which bear the grooved steel rollers supporting the box and the
load are made of steel castings. These tracks are level for a space
upon the top, inclining at an angle of 35 degrees with the hori-
zontal at points 18 in. from the center line. Thus, when the box is

pushed sidewise, this inclination allows it to tilt, the movement of

the shaft. In the center position the rock arms are held in contact

with the crosshead pins belonging to the cylinders on both sides of

the car. thus locking the box in its level position. By moving the

lever to the right, the left-hand rock arms are disengaged and those

on the right are placed in full contact with the crossheads of the

right-hand cylinder, and the box is prepared to dump on the left

.side. This is accomplished by admitting air to the right-hand

cylinders.

The cylinders, which are hinged to the underframe at. their lower
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ends and arc free to swing, are equipped witli coiled springs inside

to take up the shock when the box is dumped. Guide slots in plates

secured to the box underframe direct the movement of the cross-

heads, while the crossheads of the idle cylinder.^, when disengaged

The Davis Turbine Relief Valve.

Realizing the desirability of a valve designed to automatically

change from vacuum conditions to pressure, or from pressure con-

DIAGR.\M OF OPERATIVE DKTAILS. DAVIS TURBINE RELIEF VALVE.

by the interlocking rock arm, slide freely through their guides as

the box is crowded over. It should be noted that while the dump-

ing action is assisted by gravity, it does not depend upon that force

The hooks, as previously stated, engage the studs upon the track

castings and arrest the horizontal side movement, at which point

ditions to vacuum, as it does away with the necessity of two valves

and the e.xtra amount of piping that is often necessary to arrange

for running an engine condensing at one time and non-condensing

or under back pressure at another time, the G. M. Davis Regulator

Co., 144 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, has placed upon the market a

*THE KING-LAWSON DUMP CAR—VARIOUS POSITIONS.

all of the force exerted by the cylinders is converted into an over-

turning movement. One of the most noticeable features of this car

is its ability to dump the load away from the track and outside the

clearance limit of rolling stock. In the recent operations of this car

60,000 lb. of pig iron and car-wheel scrap was dumped in 30 seconds.

and a load of 50,000 lb. of water-soaked clay was dumped in 15

seconds.

Orders for Wheeler Seats.

The Heywood Brothers & Wakefield Co., of Wakefield, Mass.,

has recently been awarded the contract for the seats to be used in

the sample car which the Boston Elevated Ry. is constructing for

use in the tunnel connecting Boston proper with East Boston. This

car is of fire proof construction throughout and the woodwork of

the seats will be treated so as to make it uninflammable. The
seats will be of the well known Wheeler type and will have slat

cushions and backs, with the Wakefield patented grip-handle. There
will be 14 reversible seats and 4 non-reversible seats, all placed trans-

versely.

The Heywood Brothers & Wakefield Co. has also been awarded
the contract for seats for the 300 cars which the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Co. has ordered for its elevated and surface lines. These
seats will be of the Wheeler type, upholstered in rattan and are

made to measurements particularly suited to the requirements of the

railroad company. The number of seats required for the 300 cars

is 7,800, and the railroad company requires delivery within sixty

days.

combination of an atmospheric relief valve and a noiseless back

pressure valve, known as the Davis turbine valve, and which is illus-

trated herewith. A feature of special note embodied in this valve

is the differential semi-balanced disk, the upper or main disk being

of the full area of the inlet pipe and seats on steam metal and bab-

bitt surfaces, while the lower or semi-balanced disk has no positive

seat, but operates in a large dash pot and is made tight with bronze

expansion rings. The diaphragm attachment and accompanying con-

nections provide for the automatic features of the valve, by which

device, in connection with the differential seats, the inventor claims

to be able to hold a back pressure up to 20 lb. or a vacuum of 29

in. without changing or adjusting any part of the valve. The com-

pany has made many installations of this valve, which is made in

sizes ranging from 6 to 24 inches, and report very satisfactory re-

sults. Many of the installations of the Davis valves have been made
^n connection with the Curtis turbine by the General Electric Co.

Trial postal cars will be placed by the Government on all the lines

of the Northern Ohio Traction Co. and the Canton-Akron Railway

Co. between Cleveland, Akron, Ravenna, Kent, Barberton and Can-

ton. Special cars have been built for the purpose to carry passengers

as well as mail.

The street railways of Athens, Greece, comprise a total of 20 km.,

half operated by steam and half by horse power. The name of the

company is Societe de Tramways d' Athenes et Environs, with a

capital of 2,200,000 francs. The officers are: General manager, Mr.

Delmouly; secretary, Th, Thermides; treasurer, Mr. A. Demetriou.
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Insersoll's Luna Park, Cleveland.

InRcrsoH's Lima Park, the new niiuisemciit resort in Cleveland,

O., is rapidly Hearing completion. Mr. Frederiek Ingersoll, the

I'ittslinrB anuisement man, i.s at tlic head of llic enterprise, and the

park is beiiiR hnilt nndcr his personal direction. The park is located

in the arislocralic eastern environs of the city, within 25 minntcs'

ride liy trolley from the Pnblic Square. It occupies a tract of 35

.•icres, and the natural scenery of the locality is unsurpassed in

iiorlliern Ohio. Mr. InKcrsoIl is speiulinK ap|)ro.\iniately $300,000

and shrnhhcry. .At night the beds of blossoms will be illumined by

electric lights hidden beneath the plants. Cement walks will be

laid out and continuous lines of flower beds will border both sides.

A great shelter house is being constructed in the grove. It will be

>'(|uippcd with ranges and kitchen utensils and have a capacity for

5,000 picnic diners. An old Dutch house with large verandas will

be built for a rest lodge. Small buildings of novel design will be

constructed in various places about the woods and valley for picnic

[larlies.

The ni.iin entrance to the amusement park is a most imposing

'Si %>W

PANORAMIC VIEW OF LUNA PARK, CLEVELAND.

.Shoiil-the-cluius. Concert Hiinil Slaiiil, N'ight iiiiil Morning. Arcadia, Trip to Rockaway Office, Shoothrg-the-Shop, Edisonia, Carts of Capri. Ch.i-

leau Alpli'inHc and Photograph Gallery.

on his Cleveland park, with the avowed purpose of making it the

most elaborate and cnmi)lele anuisement and recreation place on the

lakes.

The street car lines terminate at Woodland Hills .Xv. and liigcr-

soll Road, the western frontage of the park, and cars enter the

property on a loop, with the unloaciing station directly in front of

the main entrance nf the atnnsement park proper. This portion of

the park comprises about nine acres. The design is on compact

lines to attain beauty and utility. Styles and ideas of all periods

have been used by the designer to produce gorgeous and dazzling

efTects in architecture, sculpture and painting. The architectural

p.itleins are of all style . from the Corinthian, P,yzanline, Monrisli,

structure, 150 ft. long over all, of Ionic architecture. A great cres-

cent curves over the main entrance in honor of Luna. Four lofty

Egyptian towers complete the majestic picture. This building is

elaborately decorated in white and gold, and more than 10,000 elec-

tric lights are used for illumination.

To the right of the main entrance is the Japanese exposition. The

buildings in this section arc pure Japanese in architecture, a native

designer having assisted in planning them. The delicate tints and

novel color decorations of Japanese artists are used in troth exterior

and interior decorations. A group of Japanese girls will preside

over the tea garden in the exposition.

The casino is the largest building in the group; it is of the Moor-

REVEKSE SIDE OF MAIN ENTRANCE.
.lapane.se Seilion im tlu- t.pft. Hc.sia\nant Building. Temple of Fortune. Candy Roolh, Ele<lrie Th.atfr and Sornelr.rium.

Japanese, .Arabic and (lolbic 1.1 the French and Il.alian Renaissance.

The buildings are laid out on the border line of a mall and oval

iniildle ground, with an artificial lagoon, concert band plaza and
broad promenade ways. Balconies and boxes are ingeniously
studded in the building, fronts to afford comfortable places of ob-

servation.

The eastern portion of the park tract is a wooded knoll which
bides a deep ravine of great scenic beauty. . Beyond the ravine is a

gently sloping v.alley. which is a part of the picnic grounds. The
picnic park will be beautified by landscape gardeners with flowers

ish type and 75 x 300 ft. It contains a great ballroom bordered by

suites of parlors and retiring rooms, and is essentially a woman's

building, with day nursery, baby cab livery and a corps of maids.

The scenic river has a novel front, an old Dutch mill with great

overshot wheel to propel the boats on the voyage through scenes of

many lands. The Ingersoll figure eight roller coaster, which has

proved one of the greatest of park attractions, is the largest of its

kind ever constructed, having nearly one-half mile of trackage.

Next is the carrousel building, a picturesque structure.

Mr. Ingersoll has introduced an entirely new attraction in "A
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Trip to Rockaway." This is a marine voyage, with storms and roll-

ing seas, fair weather and sunny skies. "Morning and Night" is

another new show from the IngersoU workshop, and has many novel

electrical, mechanical and scenic effects. The "Shoot-the-Chutcs"

tower is 135 ft. in height, with an incline extending 350 ft. to the

lagoon, ".\rcadia" is another new show, built up principally upon

mirror illusions. The offices, emergency hospital and rest rooms
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actual service indicate that a design of antomotonccr that would be

self-contained and could be placed outside of the controller offers

a number of advantages. It is this new style of this device which

forms the subject of this article. As shown in Fig. I, the auto-

motoneer is a simple piece of apparatus which slips over the shaft

of the controller, displacing the pointer collar on the top, but other-

wise leaving the controller intact. This is comprised of two prin-

cipal pans. One part is stationary (shown in Fig. 2) and is bolted

to the top of the controller; Ihc second part (shown in two styles

in Figs. .•? and 4) revolves concentrically in the first in obedience to

IJR' niciMim-iil III llu- cnnlriilliT li.iiullc, :ni(l in clTccI m;iv lie said I"

fiinii a part of the cuntrolK'r haiullc.

Till' aniomiitonecr is made principally of malloalilc iron, properly

case-hardened on all wearing surfaces. The stationary portion is in

the form of a short hollow cylinder, open end up, the lower end

being closed e.KCcpt for a hole in the center through wliich the con-

troller spindle passes. .X zigzag channel is cast in the inside face

of the barrel of the cylinder, which may be seen in Fig. 2. The part

of the automotoucer which revolves with the controller handle car-

ries a pawl or dog. wliicli ni,i\ be seen in Figs. 3 and 4. This plays

in the zigzag channel described in such a way that the pawl is

pushed upward and engages a catch or tooth of the stationary por-

tion each lime Ihc cnnlrolkT is moved one running iiciini Inward

FIG. 4.

the "on" position. Il is then impossible to pass this point until the

pawl has disengaged the tooth by dropping downward.
The automotoucer is made in two forms, known as style G and

style G-.\. In the one the rapidity of the disengagement is fi.xcd

;

in the other is provided an adjustable dash pot whereby the rapidity

with which this disengagement occurs may be varied after the auto-
motoucer has left the shop. Fig. 3 shows the style G of the auto-
motoneer and Fig. 4 the style G-A. .^s will readily be appreciated
from the illustrations, both types are of extreme simplicity, though
that with fixed time ratio has fewer working parts owing to the
omission of the dash pot and its accompanying lever.

In the operation the handle is placed in position and moved from
point to point, it only being necessary to release the pressure against
the handle after having taken a point. No backward movement of
tlie handle is necessary to allow the dog to fall in the zigzag groove

if the device is properly adjusted, so that the points of the auto-

motoncer match with the points of the star wheel.

Both styles have proved entirely satisfactory in actual service

during the past nine months, and give no indication of undue wear

in even the most severe service. All parts arc made interchangeable,

so that repairs may be secured promptly when needed.

The Lintcrn Signal System.

On crowded city lines, and especially at track intersections, a

seemingly unnecessary strain is put upon a motorman, who, in en-

deavoring to maintain his schedule, tries to follow a preceding car

as closely as safety will permit. This close work results in a great

many unnecessary applications of power and brakes, and therefore

a waste of current and severe strain on the car equipment. To elimi-

nate these faults is worth while.

A system has been designed and perfected the purpose of which

is to inform a motorman by means of signal lights on the ends of

the cars just what the motorman on a preceding car is doing with

his controller. The successful operation of this signal system allows

the motorman on the rear car to govern his actions in accordance

with those of the motorman on the preceding car, which results in

current economy and the avoiding of rear end collisions on a slip-

pery rail, thus insuring proper spacing of cars and relieving the

motorman of much mental strain. The indication of the position of

the controller handle as shown by pilot lights on the ends of a car is

also an effectual tell-tale of the method of operation of the car for

the information of inspectors and superintendents. That is to say,

Ihey can observe improper handling of the car from a distance,

which must have a good moral effect upon a motorman and greatly

aid the enforcement of rules regarding the rapid application of

current and the use of power on grades near dangerous points.

Without such a signal system this information can only be gained

by an inspector when actually in the vestibule with the motorman.

It is easily seen that such a system of signaling is of great value at

the intersection of two electric tracks, and especially so at night,

when it is very difiicult for the motorman of a car on one track to

determine whether a car on an intersecting track has stopped and

is waiting for liis car to pass or intends running the crossing first.

This device, which is being placed on the market by its inventor,

Mr. William Lintern, West Park, O., is furnished in two general

forms; one used in connection with rear end signals only and re-

quiring the addition of but one lamp to the regular circuit of the

car and is independent of the motor circuits, and indicates whether

the controller handle is at the off or any on position, the other is

intended for use in any system of series-multiple control, and is

arranged to indicate by means of signal lamps whether the controller

handle is at the off, series or multiple position.

In the first mentioned systefn a green light is lighted at the rear

end of the car when the controller is on any of ihe current points,

and a red light is lighted when the controller is at the off position.

The connections for this device are made by means of a double-

throw single-pole switch blade, which with its switch-points is

mounted on top of ihe controller bo.\ and immediately under the

controller handle, so that the movement of the handle will engage

the top of the switch-blade and make the connection with the proper

pole, thus lighting the green or red light when the controller handle

is at the on or off position respectively.

Such an installation as just described is suited for a single end

car and a duplication of this installation is required for a double

end car.

The connections for a signal system of the second sort, one

which indicates whether the controller is in the off, series or parallel

position, are as follows : A wire is led off from the main feed wire

at the car circuit breaker to a series of red lamps, then through a

series of green lamps to the ground. A second wire, tapped into

the first circuit at a point between the red and green lamps, is led

to one of the contact plates of the reversing switch, which places

this tap on the negative side of No. i motor and the positive side of

No. 2 motor when the motors are in series, and on the positive side

of both motors when they are in multiple. \Vlien the power is off,

current flows from the feeder ;ap through the red lamps and the

lead taken off between the red and green lamps, then through the

second motor to the ground, thus lighting the red lamps to their

full power and leaving the green lamps out. When power is
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applied the differences of potential in the motor circuits varies as,

when on series positions the potential existing at the connection of

the tap between red and green circuits and the motor circuits approxi-

mates 250 volts. This results in both circuits of lamps being lighted

to about one-half candle power, which clearly indicates starting.

When the multiple positions are reached the entire line voltage is

thrown onto the green lamps, which are therefore brightly lighted

and the red lights are out. As the voltage at point of connection is

then approximately 500 volts, this signal then indicates full speed

position of the controller.

As this system does not depend on any mechanical movements

other than those necessary for regular operation, the signals cannot

possibly be disarranged, and the completing of the circuits through

the contact-plate on the reverser switch automatically adjusts the

signal circuit for proper use according to the direction the car is

running. The circuits are such that when the reverser is thrown

to the back-up position the red lights are lighted for all feed posi-

tions of the controller handle.

« »

Limited Kxpress Trains to the Chicago Bu.siness

District.

The running ui irainb by the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railway

Co. to the Fifth Ave. terminal of the Metropolitan Elevated Ry. in

the Chicago business district, begun March nth, marks an important

step in the handling of suburban traffic. It is believed tliat this is

the first suburban electric road which has been able to offer both

CONCRETE-STEEL PLATFORMS, FIFTH AVENLI. 11-KMINAL.

limited and local service from outlying towns to the very center of

the business district of a metropolitan city.

The Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Ry., which was described in the

"Review" for Aug. 20, 1902, is a double-track third-rail road ex-

tending from 52nd Ave., Chicago, the terminus of the Metropolitan

Elevated, 21 miles to Wheaton, at which point the double tracks

diverge, one running in a northwesterly direction to Elgin, the

other in a southwesterly direction to Aurora. A seven-mile branch

connects Batavia with a junction point on the main line about four

miles northeast of Aurora.

The new service was made possible by an agreement between the

managements of the Metropolitan elevated and the Aurora, Elgin

& Chicago roads by which the suburban cars from Aurora and

Elgin are given the privilege of running express schedule from the

terminus of the Metropolitan road at 52nd Ave. to its new Fifth

Ave. Stub-terminal. In exchange for this privilege the Metropolitan

road will be allowed to run its Garfield Park trains from 52nd Ave
to Des Plaines Ave., a distance of 3.2 miles over the Aurora, F.lgin

& Chicago tracks. This inter-arrangement is of mutual advantage

because it does away with the necessity of Chicago passengers from

Aurora and Elgin transferring to and from the Metropolitan ele-

vated cars at S2nd Ave., and likewise passengers on the Metropolitan

Elevated desiring to go to Des Plaines Ave. and Waldheim Ceme-
tery are not obliged to transfer to the suburban cars.

The new schedule provides cars in each direction every half hour,

with four limited trains a day each way. The distance from the

new Fifth Ave. terminal to Aurora is 39.5 miles, to Elgin 41.5

miles. The running time for local cars to these points is i hr. 25

min., and the express service, which makes but three stops for

passengers in the 41.5 miles, is scheduled to cover the distance in

1 hr. 10 min.

This high speed service from the heart of a great city to an out-

lying district has been made possible by the erection of the Fifth

Ave. stub-end terminal station of the Metropolitan elevated road.

This station is located but a short distance north, on Fifth Ave.,

from the point where the Metropolitan tracks enter and leave the

Union loop, over which operate all the elevated roads in the city.

As may be seen from the accompanying illustrations, tliis terminal

has been built in a most substantial and fireproof manner. The
Fifth Ave. front of the building is of tooled sandstone. The floors,

ceilings and walls of the building are fireproof concrete construction.

ENTRANCE TO TERMINAL STATION.

and the stairs leading from the ground floor to the loading plat-

forms are of cast iron. An accompanying illustration is a compre-

hensive view of the ground floor of this terminal, showing the ticket

offices of both railway companies and the news stand.

The elevated structure, which forms the roof of this building, has

four tracks—,two island platforms with tracks on either side. Three

of the tracks are used by the Metropolitan trains, which operate on

express schedule out of this station during the night and morning

rush hours. The fourth track has been set apart for the use of the

Aurora, Elgin & Chicago suburban cars. A pit was furnished this

track by omitting the ties, thus placing the rails directly on the

girders, across the bottom of which has been laid a concrete-steel
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Methods of Increasin« the Capacity and Kc-

ducin^ the Noise Tpon the Inion Ele-

vated Railroad of (;hican«».

'

Abstract of llic Second Arnold Report.

PART I.

In contiruialion of the study of methods for benefiting the Cbi-

caKo traclion systems, Mr. Bion J. Arnold, Mar. 11, 1905, presented

to the Committee on Local Transportation of the Cliicago City

Council his second report, of which the following is an abstract.

In his discussion of possible methods and modifications for in-

creasing the capacity and providing through routing of cars of the

Chicago elevated railroad systems, Mr. .\niold describes the present

elevated loop situation as follows

:

"The Union Elevated Loop, which encircles the business district

of Chicago, is a two-tracked railroad two miles in length, and it

serves as a terminal for the traffic coming from practically seven

different elevated railroad lines. The Metropolitan West Side Ele-

vated brings in over the four-track structure cast of Marshficld Ave.

the traffic from its four double-track branches. The traffic from the

South Side Elevated road, as well as that from tlie Lake Street

(name since changed to Chicago & Oak Park) and the Norlli-

weslcrn Elevated lines, is operated over this two-tracked structure

sinndtaneously with the traffic coming from the Metropolitan lines.

"No less than i.Cioo trains, ranging from two to five cars in length

are delivered to the Loop railroad daily. The total number of cars

operated on the loop per day is 5,000. The traffic of the elevated

railroads, like that of the surface lines which terminate in the busi-

ness district, is principally handled during 90 minutes in the morn-

ing and 90 minutes in the evening. The period of maximum conges-

tion on the loop tracks extends over approximately 3,0 minutes dur-

ing the morning and 30 minutes during the evening rush hour. At

tlicse times the average headway between trains on the outer loop

is 19.8 seconds and on the inner loop 19.5 seconds."

In discussing the capacity of the Loop, Mr. Arnold stated that

although the ultimate capacity of the present double-tracked loop is

limited lo the maximum number of trains which can be passed

through the junction points of the Loop and the three elevated sys-

tems which feed it. yet under existing conditions it is not the

junctions which limit the number of trains that can be operated

over the Loop, but it is the present condition of the station platforms.

These platforms are much too short to admit of trains being

operated at intervals and speeds which will equal the capacity of

the jimctions. They should be lengthened sufficiently to permit two
trains of five or six cars each to simultaneously occupy a platform.

Under the existing conditions abouf 20 minutes are required during

rush hours for a train to encircle the Loop, but during the less

crowded hours the time consumed is but 15 minutes. This is due
to the fact that when one train is loading at a station there is not

rooin for the second train to pull up to the same platform, therefore

it must slow down at a safe distance from the station and wait until

the preceding train has begun to move out of the way. It is this

frequent starling and stopping of the trains which regulates the

time schedules of the elevated railroads. The actual loss in effi-

ciency is very closely represented by the difference in time required
for a train to complete tlie round trip with crowded and nncrowdcd
tracks. As shown by the foregoing statements, this loss is approxi-
mately 25 per cent. I'idess some plan of separate loops is adopted
after the full capacity of the present junctions has been reached
through the extension of platforms, then additional terminal facili-

ties can only he provided by establishing auxiliary stub-terminals
outside of the loop.

Mr. Arnold reviews the present conditions of operation over the

Loop and recommend a number of methods for increasing its capac-
ity and providing through routing. These recommendations, when
arranged in order of their merit, may be summarized as follows

:

I. Reconstruct the track work and separate the grades of the
intersecting tr.acks by elevating the tracks of the inner loop over
those of the outer loop at Fifth .\ve. and Lake St.. and the outside
track of the loop over the Metropolitan tracks at Fifth .\ve. and
Van Buren St. This will provide for the through routing of the
South Side trains over the east side of the loop to the Northwestern
road and back, and from the Metropolitan road over the west side

of the loop to the Chicago & Oak Park road and back, and at tlic

same time make provision for the operation of loop trains by all

the roads.

Extend the platforms.

Develop the stub-end or auxiliary terminals.

If it is not found practicable to elevate, then:

2. Reconstruct the track work at the present grade and arrange

the special 'work for through routing, as described in the preceding

recommendation. This plan would necessitate the changing of cars

by passengers desiring to go from the North or South Side to the

West Side, but as each loop station could be made a transfer point,

congestion would be avoided.

Extend the platforms.

Develop the stub-ends or auxiliary terminals.

If on account of the diversified ownership of the roads, or for any

other reason, it is found impracticable to secure through routing,

then

:

3. Leave the loop as it is now and install power mechanism for

operating the switches and signals at the junctions.

Extend the platforms.

Develop the stub-end or auxiliary terminals.

PART II.

Mr. Arnold next presents an analysis of the causes of the present

noise, and discussed methods suggested for reducing the noise upon

the Union Elevated loop.

In illustration of some of the succesful attempts which have been

made in sound deadening were cited the experiments made by the

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Co. with its steel

viaduct extending from the Harlem River to lioth St. in New
York. The heavy trains passing over this viaduct at high speeds

made so much noise that the railroad company was obliged to

deaden the sound or defend itself in many damage suits. Suffi-

ciently satisfactory results to cause the withdrawal of the suits were

finally obtained by changing the floor system of the original viaduct.

When first laid, the rails had been, fastened directly to the trans-

verse bo.\ beams of the floor system. The successful results were

gained by filling the depressions of the box beams with gravel, in

which were bedded ordinary ties carrying the rails. With this ar-

rangement the ballast furnished a cushion between the rail and the

steel floor, thus deadening the noise.

European practice, which Mr. .Arnold illustrates by describing the

noise reducing methods used on the elevated structures in Liverpool

and Berlin, has accomplished to a considerable degree the object

sought by using a rock ballasted track supported by buckled steel

floor systems. While these methods of construction have accom-

plished to a considerable degree the object sought, they have not

eliminated the noise as thoroughly as is desirable upon the Union

loop.

The present typical loop-span comprises latticed deck, longitudinal

trusses, semi-latticed girders and riveted posts. The rails rest im-

mediately upon ties, which in turn are rigidly secured to the upper

chords of latticed-steel trusses, thus giving the best condition for

imparting the hammer blows caused by the wheels upon the rails

directly to the structure that could have been devised, unless the

rails had been placed immediately upon upper chords or upon a

metallic support between the rails and the chords.

Mr. .\rnold states that he is firmly of the opinion that were the

present structure not in place a concrete structure could be built

which would prevent to a large degree the noise now emanating

from the present steel structure, the cost of which woiild not be

greatly in excess of the present structure. In analyzing the relative

merits of different classes of construction, the fact should not be

lost sight of that the noise comes primarily from the trains, and a

large part of this noise cannot be eliminated entirely, no matter how-

good the design of the structure, and the best, therefore, that can be

expected is to minimize the noise caused by the operation of the

trains to the greatest possible extent, and prevent it being intensified

by the supplemental action of a Wbrating or ringing structure.

A transverse section of such a concrete structure as has just been

mentioned is illustrated herewith. This structure would be built

of stone or concrete in a manner similar to that now becoming so

generally used in railway bridges, buildings and other structures.
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The use of concrete eliminates almost all of the difficulty encoun-

tered with the present structure due to vibration, and if in addition,

the sides of the structure were carried up solid to a point above the

floor of the car, much of the noise occasioned by the running gear

of the train would be confined and to a certain extent dissipated in

the structure itself.

Since it would be manifestly unjust to ask that the present loop

structure be removed, and thus permit the erection of- a design of

this character, the problem then is how best to modify the present

design so as to reduce the noise to the greatest possible extent with-

out making the cost prohibitive.

There are four primary causes of the noises of the loop, which

arc as follows

:

1. Imperfect track construction.

2. Imperfect rolling stock

3. Imperfect roadbed.

.^1^
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FIGURE 15.

Reinforced Solid Concrete Steel Floor.

Type E.
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4. Defects ill slruclure.—a. Elasticity of the steel; \j. Lack of

rigidity.

In discussing tlie piiseiit irnijerfett track construction Mr. Arnold

stales tliat wlicn the track was built in 1895 the joints and special

work were new, and tlie noise was not excessive, but as the track

work became worn the noise has increased until at the present time

it is almost unbearable in certain places, and especially at the junc-

tion points. 'Ibc present condition of the track is largely due to the

failure of the tic plates, which proved to be too light for the duty

imposed upon tlienr The principle cau.sc of the noise imparted to

the structure is the hammering of the wheels over the joints and

uneven places, and llu-refore this cause can be removed and the

running rails be maintained in a thoroughly first class condition.

Mr. Arnold reconnnends that (he most practical thing to do, since

the present rail is badly worn, is to relay the tracks with a standard

A. S. C. K. nickel-steel or rerollcd T-rail, weighing not less than 80

lb. to the yard, having its ends cut at an angle of about 40 degrees,

and provided with some first class joi[it of the bridge type, such as

the "Continuous," the Weber, or other equally as good joint.

All special work not absolutely necessary for the proper opera-

lion of ilie Ir.iins slinulil be removed, and worn special work now
in place (and ullim.iUly all the present special work) replaced

with the best and most iniprnvcd type of manganese steel special

work, which, although very expensive, lasts so much longer than

ordinary special work that, under the conditions existing on the

loop, it is advisable to use it.

All frogs should be of the movable point type where conditions

will permit or of a type which will offer as nearly a continuous

rail as practicable for the rails over which the wheels are passing.

In order to make llie rail and its support a unit all rails should

rest on large and he.ivy tie plates and be secured to the ties by

means of screw spikes or in such a manner as to prevent the rattling

of the rail and plates, and be maintained in this condition.

Since a large part of the noise proceeds from the running gear

of tlie rather light type of rolling-stock used, Mr. Arnold speaks

of some method of enclosing the entire truck, including the wheels,

with a light casing of sound deadening non-combustible material.

This casing should have a bottom and the sides should be hinged

to permit inspection. While such a casing would smother the

noise due to many causes, yet from a railroad standpoint it would

be a very objectionable thing to use for the reason that inspection

of truck and motor parts would be more difficult and the capacity

of electric motors would be reduced owing to their enclosure. It

will be noted that the adoption of side walls on the structure as

hereinafter described would practically serve the same purpose.

Mr. Arnold recommends the use of inultiple unit control with

motors on each car, thereby imposing less duty upon individual

gears, increasing the average speed of the trains and doing away
with much of the noise. He also recommends that the floors of

all cars be packed with some fireproof sound deadening material,

that all future cars should be equipped with trucks having as few

parts as practicable, and that the relief opening of the triple valves

of the air brakes should be provided with some device for muffling

the noise of the escaping air when the brakes are released and thus

prevent the sharp whistle now common to some of the cars.

As has been previously pointed out, the roadbed of the present

structure, though satisfactory for railroad operation, is defective

from the standpoint of sound deadening, and in order to remedy
this defect as far as practicable some type of ballasted floor must be

used.

In order to compare the various types of floor construction, six

such ballasted floors as would be applicable to the loop were illus-

trated in the report and carefully criticized. Two of the types

were ballasted steel floors, one was a concrete-arch floor, one was
a creosoted timber floor and tw^o more concrete-steel floors. In

all these designs the rail is mounted on wood ties imbedded in bal-

last which is brought up even with the head of the rail to reduce
the singing or humming noise. The merits and demerits of these
six designs were carefully considered and the two types of concrete-

steel floors were recommended as being inost suitable for the pur-
pose. One of these suggested tj^pes, which is herewith illustrated,

is a reinforced solid, concrete-steel floor. It was called Type E.
The other suggested floor was of open, ballasted concrete-steel

construction and was called Type F. There would be no great
difticulty in removing the ties in any of these floors except where

side walls arc provided, and in this case, openings could be madr-

for the removal of tics if necessary.

The principal objection, aside from its cost, that is usually

brought against the use of a solid floor in a tity street is the

diflSculty of removing snow from the track. Mr, Arnold is of

the opinion that a type of snow plow or snow collecting device

could be perfected whicli would cflcctually remove the snow by

collecting it and carrying it away in case it became necessary to

operate the loop with a solid floor.

The most important characteristic of these floors is their in

creased weight, as compared with the present floor, the greatest

increment being 1,680 lb. per lineal foot of track for Type E and

the least 1,080 lb. per lineal foot for Type F. This additional

weight increases the stresses in the structure throughout and neces-

sitates its reinforcement to secure a corresponding increase fif its

strength.

Two kinds of rc-ciiforccment were calculated, one a usual steel

re-enforcement and the other a concrete-steel re-enforcement. The

steel rc-cnforcenient involves a large amount of drilling, cutting

out of rivets and riveting, which must be done in the field under

difficulty. The concrete-steel re-enforcement, on the other hand,

requires no alteration in the metal work and can be applied with-

out difficulty. Its greatest advantage over steel, however, is in

removing the elements which produce the loop noisp.

In applying the concrete-steel re-enforcement, the stringers,

cross-girders and posts of the structure would be encased in con-

crete, in which there would be imbedded steel bars wherever neces-

sary to make up the deficiency in section previously referred to,

and also to carry the weight of the concrete itself and to support

it in place. The steel would require no connection to the struc-

ture, thus avoiding to a large extent the difficulty at the fender-

castings in case steel rc-enforccmcnt were used. The adhesion be-

tween the concrete and the present steel structure would not' be

depended upon for the re-enforcement but would obviously furnish

an additional strength. To still further reduce the noise producing

effect of the steel structure, it would be best to encase the laterals

and transverse bracing.

Types E and F are the most economical of the six classes of floor

systems suggested, and that Type F with concrete-steel re-enforce-

nient is the cheapest of any of the types shown, the total cost of

additions to the loop with this type being $272,000. If, instead of

broken stone ballast, a granulated slag ballast is used, a sligltl

reduction in the cost can be realized. Should a slag ballast weigh-

'"g 35 'bs. per cu. ft. be heavy enough to hold the track, and if an

overstress of 10 per cent in the stringers is allowable, the cross

girders only would have to be re-enforced in Type F. For the loads

the loop carries, and at the speeds they are carried, it is probable

that slag ballast would answer. Stretching a point, then, as to the

overstress in the stringers and columns. Type F, with steel re-

enforcement, would require strengthening of the cross girders

only, and could, therefore, be applied complete for about $12.50 per

lineal foot, or $125,000 for the total structure.

A secondary result of the ballasted floor would be the raising

of the base of the rail about 10 or 12 in., which would necessitate

raising the station platforms a corresponding amount, which will

involve an additional total expense of about $S,ooo in both cases

for the entire loop.

Mr. .\rnold stated that from the foregoing and from observations

made during his investigation of this subject, he is of the opinion

that the objectionable noises now caused by the operation of cars

over the Union loop can be greatly reduced and the degree of

reduction will be almost inversely proportional to the money spent,

along proper lines, in the attempt.

Further, that while the methods suggested in this report would

in his judgment prove effective, some of them are to a certain

extent experimental and it would therefore be unjust to demand

that they be adopted and applied by the railroad company to the

entire loop without their relative efficiencies having first been de-

termined by experiments on short sections of structure, thereby

keeping the experimental expense as low as practicable until the

best type of construction could be determined by actual demonstra-

tion.

Mr. Arnold's recommendations for reducing the sound upon the

loop and suggested methods of procedure are as follows:

I. If practicable adopt plan of increasing the capacity of the
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loop reconiniciidcd as liest in Part I of the report. This would

eliminate the maximum amount of special work and thus reduce

the noise due to the hammering of wheels on frogs and switches

to the greatest possible degree and at the same time increase the

capacity of the loop to the greatest extent possible by track modi-

fication and leave it in the best condition for thorough routing or

loop operation or both.

2. If this is not adopted, reconstruct in accordance with the

second plan, which leaves all tracks at the present grades. Re-

enforce the structure at all junctions and provide each junction

with a solid floor ballasted with crushed stone or slag

3. If neither of the above plans is adopted re-enforce the pres-

ent structure at all junctions and provide each junction with a

solid floor ballasted with crushed stone or slag.

4. Equip sections of about 300 ft. each of the Market St. stul)

terminal of the Chicago & Oak Park road over which trains do

not now operate with different floors, using stone, slag and gravel

ballast in different sections and re-enforce the structure supporting

these sections with the concrete-steel re-enforcement described in

this report. Operate trains over this stulj-terminal when so

equipped until the relative merits of the different types can be de-

termined. The equipment of this terminal is suggested to prevent

interfering with present traffic, but should the railroad companies

prefer to conduct the trials upon the loop or elsewhere they should

be allowed to do so.

5. After the type of fldor and kind of rc-cnforccment which nio'-l

effectually accomplishes the elimination of noise is detcrniiiied, the

loop structure between junctions should be re-enforced and the

type of floor selected applied.

6. In any event reconstruct the track and special work in accord-

ance with the suggestions contained in this report and maintain

the rolling stock, track and special work in first-class condition

under rigid city inspection.

7. All changes in the structure should be made in accordance

with plans .approved by the city and prepared with the special

object of sound deadening in view and the experimental and per-

manent work done in a manner satisfactory to the city.

« « »

New Equipment for Brooklyn.

During the summer months the heaviest part of the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Go's, surface traffic is the handling of the immense
crowds which travel between the city and the amusement resorts

along the ocean shore, south of Brookljm. For this reason the

design of an economical car for use on the Brooklyn surface lines

should include features of a convertible type car. In order that no
mistake might be made in the choosing of a type of car suitable for

its summer and winter service, the company purchased a sample
car of a new semi-convertible type. This car was built by the

John Stephenson Co. and was given a thorough test so that its

details might be more closely studied.

After an examination of this new type an order was placed for

200 similar cars, 175 to be built by the J. G. Brill Co. and 25 by
the Jewetl Car Co. The new cars are to be 42 ft. 6 in. overall and
each will be mounted on two specially designed short wheel base
trucks, manufactured by the Peckham Manufacturing Co. The
cars will be equipped with two styles of brakes, the standard air

brake equipment of the Westinghouse Traction Brake Co., and the
"Peacock" hand brake of the National Brake Co., Buffalo. They
will be driven by four Westinghouse Type lOi, 40-h. p. motors,
controlled by Westinghouse 28-A hand controllers. The wheels
for these surface cars will be of the rolled-steel type manufactured
by the Schoen Steel Wheel Co.

The interior of the cars will be fitted with the Heywood Bros.

& Wakefield Co's. rattan covered cross-seats. The Sterling-Meaker
Go's, fare registers will be used and the curtains, which will be
made of heavy pantasote, will be fitted with the Curtain Supply
Co's. fixtures. The heaters for these cars will' be supplied by the

Consolidated Car Heating Co.

Orders have also been placed for 100 double-truck cars for u,sc

on the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co's. elevated lines. Fifty of these

cars will be built by the Cmcinnati Car Co., 25 by the Jewett Car
Co. and 25 by the Laconia Car Co. Peckham trucks and 33-in.

steel-tired wheels manufactured by the Taylor Iron & Steel Co.

will be used. Westinghouse air brakes, manufactured by the

Westinghouse Traction Brake Co., and Westinghouse iso-h. p.,

rype-50 motors, two per car, and Westinghouse controllers will be

used. The cars will be fitted with rattan covered cross-seats, manu-
factured by Heyw-ood Bros. & Wakefield Co. The Pantasote Co's.

curtains will be supplied with the Curtain Supply Co's. fittings and

the cars w-ill be equipped with Sterling-Meaker fare registers and

"Consolidated" electric heaters.

Fifty freight cars have also been ordered, 35 of which are to be

fiat cars and 15 box cars. These 50 cars will be built by the La-

conia Car Co. and mounted on Peckham trucks, fitted part with the

TayloF Iron & Steel Co's. steel-tired wheels and part with the

Schoen Steel Wheel Co's. rolled-steel wheels. The order for the

electric motors and control apparatus has been placed with the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. Both "Peacock" and

Westinghouse brakes will be used on these cars.

A New Track Substructure.

The criticism has often been made that the type of street railway

substructure which consists of deep girder rails bedded in concrete

and held in gage by tie-rods is too rigid. This criticism is giv«n

weight by the fact that many roads, which have had such rigid types

of substructures, on rebuilding have incorporated in the detail of

the rail support some sort of a cushion or seat or bearing plate for

llic base of the rail which would be capable of reducing the shocks

imposed upon the rail at joints and other irregularities in the surface

and alignment. In this style of track construction it has also been

found necessary to anchor the rail down as well as bold il up. On
sonic tracks of this class, this too rigid holding of the rail has

STAND.\RD STEAM R.\JLROAD CROSS-SECTION.

proved itself incapable of caring for the shocks and strains due to

rolling loads, and has therefore been subject to crumbling at the

joints, bearing plates, anchors, etc.

The continued increase in the cost of wooden cross-ties has neces-

sitated the use of concrete and other forms of substructure which

require less wood than the ordinary tie construction. Several forms

of concrete ties have been designed, but these are only in the ex-

perimental stage. Realizing the need of a substructure not subject

to these criticisms, the American RaiUvay Tie & Girder Co., of Pitts-

Inirg, Pa., has recently developed the railway substructure shown in

the accompanying illustrations. Mr. Samuel E. Duff, its inventor,

has had a wide experience in track work, and therefore has been

rEKSPECTlVE VIEW OF SUBSTRUCTURE ANt RAILS.

able to incorporate in the design of this "Railway Substructure"

many details which help to make his invention meet the practical

needs.

As may be seen from the illustrations, this substructure consists

of a continuous support for the rail in the form of a sheet steel

arch of a shape furnishing sufficient elasticity to absorb the shocks

of traffic, while resisting any permanent deflection or change in

form. The rails are firmly fastened on the girders with closely

spaced clips, and the sections of the girders arc permanently locked

to each other by coimections immediately under the rail base. Any
good ballast material may be used as a bed for this substructure,

and when once well tamped it is said that the tracks vv-ill remain in

line and surface an unusually long time.

The illustration showing the DuflE substructure in a paved street
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is to sonic flcgrcc misleading, as it may give the impression that it

is reriuircd to use concrete. Such is not the case, as the ballast

recommended for use with the Duff substructure is broken stone or

gravel, but if the railway engineer insists upon concrete, then it is

claimed that the Duff system is the only one that will adequately

protect the concrete from breaking up under the shock of trafTic.

Ml;il.l KAII.U.W TK.M K I'.AVlin W ITIl lil.OCKS.

TJiis suli'itruclin-c has been severely tested by both steam and

eliHlric roads, and has succssfully held up under heavy traffic of

botli classes, which speaks well for its maintenance cost. The con-

struction cost for track using this substructure is not excessive in

ciimparisiin with couL-relc girder construction, if the life, durability

and ni.inUenauee of llie iraik, paving and rolling stock arc con-

sidered.

New Shops of the Diiluth Street Railway Co.

The llululb .^ireel K.iilvvay Co. rcceully eonipleled an addition

to its car shops measuring 100 x 150 ft., a large part of which will

he used for a new paint shop. Eight cars may be painted at once in

this shop. The remainder of the ground floor of

ibis addition will be used for a store room and for

wood working machinery, and on the second story

a new drawing room lias been provided which meas-

ures 20 X 60 ft.

The company has recently placed in its shops a

number of new machines comprising an electrical

compressor, built by the National Electric Co., of

Milwaukee, which has a capacity of 200 cu. ft. of

air at a pressure of 90 lb. ; also a new compressed

air hammer of 400-lb. capacity and new shears of

20,ooo-lb. capacity. The shop also contains a small

crane used for lifting car bodies, trucks, etc. The
.hoist consists of a large special trolley with double

drums with four lift books mounted on a structural

steel runway which spans the car tracks. The trolley

has a frame of structural .steel. The lifting capacity

is 20 tons and the crane is operated by a 2S-h. p.

direct current electric motor which lifts the load.

The travel of the hoist is operated by a y'A-h. p.

electric motor which is controlled from the floor. The hoisting

speed at full load is to ft. per minute and for lighter loads is about

25 ft. per minute. The speed of the travel is from 100 to 150 ft. per

minute. The gearing throughout is cut spur gearing and the slieavcv

have machined grooves. The entire crane has a factor of safety of

five.

The load is >uslained automatically by a mechanical brake which

will set when the current is off. A limit stop is provided in con-

nection with a limit switch, which throws oflF the current when the

hooks reach the desired point in the lift, thus preventing the over-

travel of the hoist. The steel runway which supports the hoist

consists of four Z-bar columns supporting the double I-beam run-

way girders.

This crane is used principally to lift the car bodies from one set

of trucks to another, and the hoist covers two lines of tracks, as

will be Seen in the illustration. Steel clamps are attached to the car

bodies to which crane hooks arc fixed and, as all the blocks travel

at the same speerl. the body is lifted from one set of trucks and the

travel motor put in operation, transferring the body to another set

of trucks. This operation of lifting and transferring the body re-

(|nircs but a few moments and only one man is necessary to attend

to the lifting and traveling, although it is necessary to have help-

ers to locate the trucks under the body when the latter is lower»d.

The crane was built by the Northern Engineering Works, of Detroit.

Mich., and can he arranged for use with either direct or alternating

current motors of any voltage.

Semi-Convertible Car for the Portsmouth.

Dover iV York Street Kailwav (^o.

Besides the new combination mail .md express, car which the

l.aconia Car Company Works has built for the Portsmouth. Dover

it York Street Railway Co., and which was illustrated in the "Re-

Sliiiiii iiiiiL f II

ST.AND.\RD 28-FT. P.\SSEXGER C.\R FOR PORTSMOVTH.

view" for February, this company has built several standard aS-ft.

passenger cars, of which the accompanying illustration is a type.

This is a Laconia semi-convertible type of car having ten double

sash windows on a side, both sashes arranged to drop flush with the

window stools. The interior of tlie car is finished in red birch, with

ceilings of three-ply quartered oak. The curtains arc of the Curtain

Supply Co. make; the scats of the No. 42 Wheeler pattern in rattan,

with polished bronze grab handles on back; and the car is Btted

with DcWitt sand boxes. Consolidated heaters, Wilson trolley re-

trievers, Pfingst fenders and Christensen AAl air brakes

Tray Plate Battery Co.

BOIST FOK CAS BODIES.

The Tray Plate Battery Co., of Binghamton. X. Y., has purchased

the equipment, patents, rights and franchises of the Smith Storage

Battery Co., and has increased its capital and enlarged its factoo'.

placing it in a position to fill orders promptly. The claims made for

the batteries manufactured by the Tray Plate Battery Co. are that it

is the simplest and most durable battery made for central stationi,

lighting or power plants, isolated plants, etc. The company also

tnanufactures an improved cell type battery in all general stj'les, in-

cluding electric vehicle batteries.
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Personal.

MR. WILLIAM I'KAZEE has been appointed claim agent of the

Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co., with headquarters at Rtish-

ville, Ind.

MR. L. .\. W.\L ION, vice-president of the Equitable Trust Co.,

Chicago, was on March isih elected president of the South Park

Commission, of that city.

MR. JOHN D.^VEY has tendered his resignation as chief en-

gineer and electrician for the Winnebago Traction Co., Oshkosh,

Wis., after eight years' service.

MR. H. T. FISKE, superintendent of the Citizens Railway &
Light Co., of Muscatine, la., has resigned, and will move from that

city to Cleveland, O., on April ist.

MR. F. R. FORU, of Ford, Bacon & Davis, who have been re-

tained by the new management of the Chicago City Railway Co.

in an advisory capacity, is now in Chicago, where he will remain for

several weeks.

MR. CHARLES W. CROSS, formerly of the Roberts & Abbott

Co., Cleveland, O.. and later electrical engineer of the Eastern Ohio

Traction Co., has become associated with the Cleveland, O., office

of the Crockcr-Wliccler Co.

MR. FREDERICK SARGENT, of Sargent & Liindy, Chicago,

sailed for London, March nth, having been summoned to testify

before the Parliamentary Commission regarding the railway and

lighting situation in London.

MR. C. n. BYRNE, treasurer of the Houston Electric Co., has

been transferred to a similar position with the Jacksonville Electric

Co., Jacksonville, Fla., both properties being under the management
of Stone & Webster, of Boston.

MR. E. B. GUNN, formerly general superintendent of the Day-
ton, Springfield & Urbana Electric Railway Co., is now manager of

the Springfield, South Charleston, Washington Court House &
Chillicothe Electric Railway Co.

THE OFFICERS OF THE WESTERN RAILWAY CLUE
gave an elaborate reception and banquet to its past presidents on

Tuesday evening, February 2i5t, at 7:30 o'clock, in the banquet hall

of the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago.

MR. R. H. DERRAH, general passenger agent of the Massa-

chusetts Electric companies, delivered an address on "Transporta-

tion Systems, Old and New," before the Board of Trade of Salem,

Mass., Friday evening. February 24th.

MR. R. O. JASPERSON, who has been on the staff of the Even-

ing Wisconsin as a reporter, has been appointed chief clerk to Mr.

John I. Beggs, president and general manager of the Milwaukee
Electric Railway & Light Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

MR. WILLIAM BARCLAY PARSONS, late chief engineer of

the New York Subway Commission, and member of the Isthmian

Canal Commission, delivered an address at the Eliza Fowler Hall,

Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., March 13th, on "Rapid Transit

in Great Cities."

PROF. W. F. M. GOSS, Purdue I'niversity, Lafayette, Ind., de-

livered an address at Franklin Institute, Thursday evening,

March 2d, on "The .Application of Highly Superheated Steam to

Locomotives and the Probable Economy and Increase of Power to

Be Derived Therefrom."

MR. H. S. REYNOLDS, who has managed for the last four

years the Stone & Webster interests in Columbus, Ga., has resigned

to accept a position in the operating department of J. G. White
& Co., engineers and contractors, 43 Exchange Place, New York,
where he will reside in the future.

MR. JAMES A. PEARCE, of St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed

general superintendent of the Mexico Electric Tramways, Ltd., City

of Mexico, which controls and operates the Ferrocarriles del Distrito

Federal, and the Mexico Traction Co. The general offices of this

company are at Indianilla, Mexico.

MR. HENRY M. TOWNE. president of the Yale & Towne
Manufacturing Co., Stamford, Conn., and past-president of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, February 24th gave an
address before the faculty and students of Purdue University. His
subject was "Industrial Engineering."

MR. R. M. BOYKIN has been appointed auditor of the Indian-

apolis & Northwestern Traction Co., succeeding Mr. H. St. G.

Eldridge, who was transferred to Duluth, Minn., where he became

auditor for the water power company controlled by the same in-

terests as the Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Co.

MR. C. J. OLMSTE.'\D, who for 15 years has been private secre-

tary to Mr. George F. Brown, general manager of the manufactur-

ing department of the Pullman Co., Chicago, will on April ist as-

sume charge of the traction department of the Westinghouse Air

Brake Co. for the Chicago district, succeeding Mr. Guy A. Hagar,

who goes to St. Louis to represent the Weber Railway Joint Manu-
facturing Co. Mr. Olmstead will make his headquarters in the

office of Mr. A. L. Humphrey, western manager of the Westing-

house Air Brake Co., 1545 Railway Exchange Building, Chicago.

MR. E. E. WINTER, general manager of the Montgomery (Ala.)

Traction Co., has been appointed receiver of the company, the result

of an application filed in the United States Court by attorneys for

the North .'American Trust Co.

MR. B. A. SCHRODER, for some time attached to the St. Louis

office of the Crocker-Wheeler Co., has been placed in charge of the

New Orleans office of the company. Mr. Schroeder succeeds Mr.

W. P. Field, who has been transferred to the Boston office.

MR. L. T. GIRDLER, of the Standard Underground Cable Co.,

Pittsburg, has been appointed superintendent of the Muskegon

Traction & Lighting Co., vice Mr. W. G. Whildin, resigned. Mr.

Girdler is a native of Jeflfersonville, O., and a graduate of the en-

gineering department of Lehigh University.

MR. L. B. COOL, chief clerk in the copyright office of the Library

of Congress, Washington, D. C, and formerly lessee of the Grand

opera house of .Akron, O., has been appointed manager of the two

pleasure resorts, including the Park theater, at Meyer's lake, for

the Canton-.Akron Railway Co. Canton, O.

MR. ARTHUR WARREN, manager of publicity for Allis-

Chalmers Co., on February 17th delivered before the .American

Trade Press Association of New York a very interesting paper en-

titled "A Plain Talk on Trade Journals." On February 27th, Mr.

Warren repeated his "talk" before the Chicago Trade Press Asso-

ciation, addressing' one of the largest meetings of that association

that was ever held.

MR. C. A. .ALDERMAN, chief engineer of the Applcyard lines

in Ohio, has resigned, to enter the service of the Elkins-Widener

Syndicate at Cincinnati. Mr. Alderman has been with the Apple-

yard Syndicate ever since its organization, and for some time past,

in addition to his duties as chief engineer, has been acting general

superintendent of the Dayton-Springfield & Urbana and the Urbana,

Bellefontaine & Northern lines.

MR. L. J. WOLF, president of the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Rail-

way Co., on March 17th, invited the electric railway officials of

Chicago and representatives of the press to meet Mr. H. M. Brinck-

erhoff, general manager of the Metropolitan Elevated, and inspect

the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago property. A special train of two cars

left the new Fifth .Ave. terminal at noon and returned at 5 :30 p. m.,

having taken the party over the entire third-rail system. .An elab-

orate Tuncheon was served en route.

MR. PIARRY E. BE.ACH has joined the selling force of the

Mayer & Englund Co., of Philadelphia, making his headquarters at

their New York office, 85 Liberty St., New York, and of which

he will have full charge. Mr. Beach is well known in the street

railway supply business, having been for several years the repre-

sentative of the New Haven Car Register Co., which latter was

purchased some time ago by the International Register Co., of Chi-

cago. Mr. Beach is thoroughly conversant with many of the lines

handled by the Mayer & Englund Co., and with his thorough knowl-

edge of mechanics will make a valuable acquisition to the selling

force of his company.

MR. CHARLES G. LOHM.AN resigned as division superin-

tendent of the Indianapolis Traction & Terminal Co., and on March

15th assumed charge as superintendent of transportation of the In-

diana Railway Co., South Bend, Ind. The Indiana Railway Co., it

will be remembered, operates an interurban line from Niles, Mich.,

to Goshen, Ind., and the city systems of South Bend, Mishawaka

and Elkhart. The company is about to undertake the construction

of a 30-mile line from So'uth Bend to Michigan City. Mr. Lohman
has been connected with the Indianapolis Traction & Terminal Co.

for the last six years. Before that he had been for three years

secretary of the Indiana Traction Co., organized by Mr. Noah Clod-

felter. Mr. Lohman has been active in city and state politics while

in Indianapolis.
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Obituary.

CO].. C;i;Ok(,l'. W. miles, prosidem r.f llic K.ulfonl Water

I'owcr Co., Kadfcird, Va., died in Memorial llospilal, Uielimond,

Va., Saturday morning, I'Vliriiary 2Stli. The funeral services were

lield from llu- M. IC. Cluueli, Marion, Va,, l''cluiiary 271I1, at II

o'clocic a. ni.

Mr<. Al.l'lliaiS r. GODFJARIJ, president of the Frecport Rail-

way, I.iRht & I'ower Co., formerly mayor of the city and one of its

foremost citizens and Inisiness men, died at his home in Frceport,

III., February I2lh. Mr. Goddard was born in Franklin county.

New York, Aug. 29, 1833, and went to Frceport with his parents in

1835, where he has since lived, with llie exception of about four

years, two of which he spent in llie Civil War.

MR. WILLIAM WIiri'F, claim agent of-the Chicago City Rail-

way Co.. died al his lidnie ill Chicago, Sunday afternoon, March sth,

after an illness of leu days. Mr. White came to Chicago in 1884,

and entered the employ of the company as a conductor, advancing

through several ofiicial positions until he became the head of the

claim dcparlmcnl. Mr. White was a member of the executive com-

mittee of the American Association of Street Railway Claim Agents

and was actively intcresled in its promotion and organization at

St. Louis last year.

Changes al Hiiffalo, N. Y,

A recent event of great interest in the traction world is the

important change in the management of the International Railway

Co., at BulTalo, N. Y. Formal transfer of the control of this com-
pany from the Ely interests to the Pierce interests was effected at

a meeting of the directors of the company at the oflice of J. P.

Morgan & Co., New York City, March 4th, at which time Mr. Henry

J. Pierce was elected president of the International Traction Co..

II. I. PIERCE. TIIOM.^S W. WILSON.

which is ihe lioKlin.y company for llu- Inlernalional Railway Co. and

the Crosstown Street Railway Co., to succeeed Hon. W. Caryl Ely.

Mr. Henry J. Pierce was born in Bath, Me., Aug. 29, 1857. While

very young, his parents moved to New Y'ork, where his father was

president of Rutgers Female College for many years. Mr. Pierce

went to Buffalo when 17 years of age, and in 1880 helped to organ-

ize what i^ now known as the Wood Products Co., which handles

and refines over 90 per cent of all the wood alcohol made in this

country, and of which company he is president. Mr. Pierce is also

president of the Chamber of Commerce, of Buffalo, and president of

the Netherlands Tramways Corporation, which operates electric rail-

ways in Amsterdam and Haarlem, Holland, a description of which

appeared in the "Review" for January. 1905. Mr. Pierce has also

been a director of the International Railway Co. since its incorpora-

tion, and was one of the organizers of the Buffalo & Niagara Falls

and Buflfalo & Lockport electric railways.

Other changes in the personnel of the company include the ap-

pointment of Mr. Thomas W. Wilson, chief engineer of the com-
pany, as general manager, to succeed Mr. T. E. Mitten. Mr. Wil-
son was graduated from Lehigh LTniversity in iSqo. and for five

years thereafter was connected with the Pennsylvania Steel Co.

Afterward he became chief engineer of the Charleston City Rail-

way Co., resigning this position to serve as chief topographer with

the Second Army Corps in the war willi Spain. In ifk/j he entered

the service of the Buffalo Traction Co. as chief engineer for the

local and suburban systems, being appointed in the same capacity

at the organization of the International Railway Co.

The following officers have retired from their connection with the

company: Van Horn Ely, assistant to the president, this office be-

ing alKilished; R. F. Rankine, secretary and treasurer, who has been

succeeded by J. I". Slocum, who has been his assistant for the pasi

five years; Edward McUrmiiell, assistant to the general manager, aiul

II. M. Pease, auditor, no successors to these gentlemen having been

appointed at the present writing. Fred \). Hoffman, formerly secre-

tary to Manager Mitten, will hold a similar position with Mr. Pierce.

The officers and directors of the International Traction Co., the

holding company, are as follows: President, Henry J. Pierce, Buf-

falo; vice-president, Thomas Dcwilt Cuylcr, Philadelphia; secretary

and treasurer, J. F. Slocum, Buffalo. Directors: Henry J. Pierce,

Buffalo; G. L. Boissevain, New York; Arthur Robinson, New
York; T. Dcwit Cuyler, Philadelphia; Thomas E. Mitten, Chicago;

A. M. Robinson, Louisville, Ky. ; Pcndcnnis White, Buffalo; Wil-

liam B. Rankine, Niagara Falls, N. Y., and L. J. Haydcn, of Park

Kidge, N. J. The directors who have retired are Francis Lynde

Stetson, Charles McVeagh and Richard Trimble, all of New York

;

W. Caryl Ely, of Buffalo, and Burt Van Horn, of Ncwfanc, N. Y.

« « >

Poor's Manuals.

POOR'S RAILROAD MANUAL APPENDIX, special edition of

February, I'jos; 240 pages; price $2.00; published by Poor's Railroad

Manual Co., 68 Williams St., N. Y. This special edition is printed

as an appendix to the annual number of the well-known Poor's

Manual of Railroads in the United States. The appendix contains

all the important facts relative to the bonded indebtedness, interest

charges, etc., of the leading steam and electric railways in the

United States. To this information is added a number of tables,

giving the dates of the annual meetings, the location of transfer

agencies and the registrars of stock, also statements of the rales

and dates of all dividends paid by steam and electric railway com-

panies and industrial corporations from 1897 to 1904, inclusive, with

the time and place of payment. A much appreciated feature of this

book is the diary of annual meetings and times closing of transfer

books. This diary is arranged by days of the week, and includes

the time for the 12 months from March i. 1905, to Feb. 28, 1906.

The book is thoroughly indexed and arranged in its usual readily

accessible style, and will be found a most convenient reference for

those requiring information on bonds and stocks.

POOR'S RAILROAD MANUAL APPENDIX, 1905; 574x8?^

in., 132 pages, with index to contents and index to advertisers

;

Poor's Railroad Manual Co., 68 William St.. New York City. This

edition of January, 1905, is a supplement to Poor's Manual of Rail-

roads and is a directory of railway officials (steam, electric and

other) of all the railroads in operation in the United States, Canada

and Mexico. The directory of steam railroad officials is arranged

in an alphabetical list of the roads, while that for the electric rail-

ways is arranged alphabetically according to states and cities. The

list is revised and corrected to Dec. 15. 1904.

*—*
The Indianapolis & Northwestern. Traction Co. has concluded

arrangenionts with the Holland Palace Car Co. whereby two Hol-

land palace cars will be put in the limited service on this line be-

tween Indianapolis and Lafayette, on April 1st.

-•-*

"Come Along."

"Come .Mong" is the title of the successful trolley song which

won the $200 offered by the Detroit United Weekly, and the com-

poser is Mr. Paul Hoffrichter, a Detroit letter carrier. Sc

ber 29th last the Detroit L'nited Weekly announced the con:

and opening of the competition, and since that time manuscripts

were received from all parts of the country and from many wol!-

known composers until January 7th, when the contest was c

The announcement of the judges was made February 23d. 1 t
song is dedicated to the Detroit United Ry., and the company re-

tains the privilege of using the song and verses tor advertising

purposes.
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The Arnold Co. New Publications.

For some time the increasing scope of the work carried on by the

Arnold Electric Power Station Co. has caused the management to

recognize that a change in the name of the concern to one less

indicative of power station work merely, was very desirable; this

change has now been made and the concern will henceforth be

known as the Arnold Co. The company was organized in 1896 to

incorporate the business of Mr. Bion J. Arnold, other than his indi-

vidual consulting work, and soon enlarged its staflf to handle con-

tracting and constructing as well as designing, and extended its

operations into different fields so that the name first chosen was

not descriptive.

The Arnold Co. styles itself "engineer and constructor" and its

ability to undertake and carry out the construction work gives it

an important advantage in its practice as engineer. The company's

staflF has been increased as the business developed, the latest addi-

tion being its general building construction force, as distinguished

from the railway, power house and shop construction in which it

has been especially prominent.

.\itv5ng the electric roads with which the Arnold Co. has been

connected are the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric R. R. ; Chicago

Electric Traction Co. ; Lansing, St. Johns & St. Louis Electric Ry.

;

Kenosha Street Ry. ; Grand Rapids, Holland & Lake Michigan Elec-

tric Ry., and the Bloominglon, Pontiac & Joliet Electric Ry. It will

be noted that two of these roads are single-phase lines in which

class of work the company's president is a pioneer. It is also sig-

nificant that the company was one of the first to bring to success-

ful completion an electric railway operated by a high tension, rotary

converter .system of power distribution.

Among the electric power stations designed and built by the

.Arnold Co. are those of the Chicago Board of Trade, Albert Dick-

inson & Co., Chicago and Minneapolis ; Chicago & Alton, Spring-

field, 111. ; Imperial Lighting Co., St. Louis. ; W. B. Conkey Co.,

Chicago; Land Title & Trust Building, Philadelphia; Otis Elevator

Co., Chicago. .And the company has had active charge of the work
of equipping modern shops for the following steam railroads : Chi-

cago & Eastern Illinois; Chicago -Great Western; Denver & Rio

Grande ; i.'ew York Central & Hudson River ; Oregon Short Line

;

Pere Marquette; St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern; Union
Pacific and Wisconsin Central.

The Arnold Co. has just completed the design and construction

of a hydro-electric plant at Lowell. Kan., which will furnish cur-

lent for lead and zinc mines near Joplin, Mo. This is a 3,ooo-'r,w.

installation with a 33,000-volt transmission line.

.'\s a means of placing on record for convenient reference data

as to its work, the company publishes a .series of "Bulletins" de-

scribing the interesting technical features and giving engineering

data of its various installations. A blue print book containing data

of interest to the mechanical officials of steam railroads and the

set of blue print maps which have been published in the "Review,"

detailing the location and progress of intcrurban railroad work in

the western states are other of the .Arnold publications which have

been much appreciated.

The officers of the Arnold Co. are: Bion J. .Arnold, president;

W. L. Arnold, vice-president; Ralph G. Arnold, secretary and treas-

urer, and George .A. Damon, managing engineer.

Electric Railway Statistics in Canada.

The electric railway statistics for the Dominion of Canada for

the year ended June 30, 1904, give the following data : There were

in operation 767 miles of line, as against 759 in 1903. The capital,

including Dominion and Provincial subsidies and municipal aid, was

$80,453,609, an increase of $1,219,932. Working expenses were

$5,326,517, an increase of $853,659 over the year previous. Net

earnings were $3,125,092, or an increase of $366,273. There were

181,689,998 passengers carried, against 155.662,812 for the preceding

year. Of freight 400,161 tons were carried, 28.876 more than in

1902-3. Ten passengers were killed and a like number in the

previous year.

THE TESTING OF CONTINUOUS CURRENT MACHINES,
by Charles Kinzbrnnner, .A. M. I. E. E. Book of 326 pages; 249

illustrations; price, $1.50; published by John Wiley & Sons, N. Y.

This book is intended for use in laboratories and test rooms, and is

a practical work for students and engineers. The work originated

in a number of instructions for making experiments in mechanical

laboratories, which the author gave as a series of lectures at the

Municipal School of Technology, in Manchester. The purpose of

the book is to prepare the student for his laboratory work, to ex-

plain the meaning of the various experiments, and to give him exact

instructions for carrying them out. Exceptional stress has been laid

on the introduction of characteristic examples. This is a good fea-

ture, because the value of an experiment is not so much in the

carrying on of the work as in its application for practical purposes.

The work is also intended for electrical and mechanical engineers

who are engaged in testing, installing and supervising electrical ma-

chinery. The user of the book is expected to have a working knowl-

edge of the fundamental principles of continuous current machines

and apparatus. After a few general instructions concerning the

carrying on of experiments, given in the form of an introduction to

the book, the writer discusses the subject of the general design and

distinguishing characteristics of the instruments and auxiliary ap-

paratus required for making various tests. Methods are then given

for taking measurements of resistances, temperatures, insulations and

speeds. The author next describes the various experiments for ob-

taining the no-load cliaractcristics of the several types of direct cur-

rent machinery. A chapter is devoted to magnetic measurements,

and the different methods of obtaining the efficiency of machinery

and the separation of the losses in machines are carefully described.

This book closes with the report of the committee of standardization

of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, an appendix con-

sisting of a few pages of general instructions regarding the care and

maintenance of electric machines, and a set of log sheets suitable for

use in testing direct current machinery.

NOTES ON MECHANICAL DRAWING INTRODUCTORY
TO M.ACHINE DESIGN, second edition, by P. M. Chamberlain,

M. E., professor of mechanical engineering in Lewis Institute. Sold

by A. C. McClurg Co., Chicago. 68 pages; 96 illustrations; price, 75

cents net. The first edition of this book was published three years

ago and has enjoyed a good sale. In revising for the second edition,

which is now offered, many additions have been made which make
Ibis book more nearly meet the requirements of students in drawing

in the earlier years of an engineering course. The treatment of the

subject is commenced with a description of the instruments used in

the drawing room and instructions regarding the best general

methods of attacking a drawing board problem in design. The next

subjects treated in their order are lettering, screw thread construc-

tion and some easy drawing board methods for plotting the outlines

of conic sections. The new matter which has been added to the

first edition begins with a very thorough and much needed discus-

sion and explanation of first angle and third angle projections,

which naturally leads into tlie subject of the intersection of solids

Ijy planes. Some of the elementary problems of descriptive geom-
etry are given here. Next are described handy drawing board

methods for laying out the more commonly used types of toothed

gears and a general description of the elements of designing bevel

gears. Following this is a set of well selected tables giving handy
mathematical data and machine design standards. The book con^

eludes with a number of well selected problems in drawing, design

'and a list of exercises in conic sections.

While this work does not go into an elaborate detail of each sub-

ject treated, the reader will find that the problems and exercises are

exceptionally well selected and that all the elementary questions are

sufficiently well treated for ordinary use in a drawing room.

It is reported that preliminary steps are being taken towards the

construction of a subway which w'ill relieve the congestion in the

Public Square at Cleveland.

STONE & WEBSTER ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND LIGHT-
ING PROPERTIES, 1905, giving information about the properties

under this management. Besides a brief description of these various

properties, the publication, which is issued regularly by the firm,

includes summaries of the capitalization and earnings, and par-

ticulars regarding the securities, maps of the electric railway lines.

list of coupons and dividends due, and suggestions for guidance in

transferring stock.
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The Armstrong Journal Oiler.

The ordinary method of packing a journal box is extremely crude

ill crjniparison with the oiling systems on the usual types of sta-

tionary machinery, notwithstanding the fact tliat the railway journal

must submit to more severe service, allhouRh perhaps at not as

high speeds as the stationary journal. The journal oiler- question,

from these causes, has been one of the most inviting fields for tin-

exercise of inventive ability. These attempts have been warranted

by the imperative need of some really satisfactory oiling device. The
Armstrong Oiler Co., Philadelphia, Pa,, is now pl;icing on Ihe mar-

liKJI.I. JOURN.\L BOX WITH OII.EK I.N I'USITIU.N.

ket the very satisfactory Armstrong journal oiler, which reports of

service test show is able to withstand the severe conditions.

The design and use of this device are clearly shown in the accom-

panying illustrations. The oiler consists essentially of an elastic

metal frame-work which adapts itself to the general outlines of the

journal-box and the under side of the journal, the metal being held

at a set distance from the journal by a number of buttons which

rest against the surface of the revolving axle. This metal frame-

work, witli the exception of the buttons, is covered with a specially

woven pad of cotton and wool fiber, which is intended to lightly rub

the under surface of the journal, thus at all times keeping it evenly

oiled. From the lower part of this pad hangs a large bunch of the

wicking material, so arranged that its lower portion is well im-

mersed in the oil, and by capillary attraction enough oil climbs to

the journal to keep the steel well covered. Due to the spacing of

the buttons the loosely woven pad cannot be pressed tightly against

the journal, which fact relieves this oiler from one of the most

i.")

ARMSTRONG JOURN.VL OILER.

severe criticisms of journal oilers, namely, that the packing ma-
terial when tightly pressed against the steel becomes incrusted with
a metallic covering, which if not removed will tend to cut the

metal. It is thus seen that the buttons in this device are of much
importance, since the usefulness of the oiler depends on them, but
their life is said to be longer than that of the truck. The Armstrong

journal oiler is made for the many difTercnt styles of steam and

electric journal boxes, it is simple, and can be easily cleaned with

hot water whenever the truck is being repaired.

New Vork Central .Slorauc Mattery Instal.

lation.

The New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Co. has awarded

a contract for the equipping of several power houses with electric

storage batteries to be used for operating trains into and out of

N'cw York City. The company will place power houses at intervals

fur a distance of 60 miles from New York, and electricity will be

used as the motive power between New York and Peckskill. Con
tracts were signed with the lilcctric Storage Battery Co., of Phila-

(Irlphia, for the installation of eight batteries on the line of the

.N'cw York Central and its branch, the Harlem railroad, between

f)ssining. White I'lains and the firand Central .Station, The a«gre

yate capacity of the batteries is 40,000 kw. h.

Scnii-Convertihlc (^ar.s for Philadelphia.

ICighty-onc cars of the builders' patented semi-convertible type arc

being completed by the J. G. IJrill Co. for the Philadelphia Rapid

I ransil Co. An improvement in the window system which has been

thoroughly tested will be introduced in these cars. The new ar-

rangement will do away with the metal runways and the sash trun-

nions heretofore used, and a casual observer will see a pair of

sashes sliding seemingly upon nothing. A close examination, how-

ever, reveals two guides, close under the roof, secured at the lower

end to the letterboard and at the upper end to the ventilator rail.

These guides are of flat steel about 3^ '"• wide and spaced about 14

in. apart. Two small slotted castings with roller bearings on either

side of the slots are attached to the top of the upper sash and slide

upon the guides. The lower sash is attached to the upper one by a

sliding connection consisting of a tongue on either side of the upper

sash, which moves in a groove on either side of the lower sash.

.•\ lock, which is automatically released when the top of the lower

sash reaches the height of the top of the upper sash, holds the upper

sash in its lower position. Metal pieces with inclined faces at the

lower corners of the frame bear against other inclined metal pieces

upon the posts when the upper sash is drawn down, thus wedging

the upper sash against the lower, making a weatherproof connection.

The cars are mounted on Brill No. 27-G trucks for fast and heavy

city and suburban service. This type of truck is in standard use in

Philadelphia, fhe cars are neatly finished in ash and have ceilings

of decorated birch. Among the Brill patented specialties with which

the cars are equipped are radial drawbars, "Dedenda" gongs, "Re-

triever" bells, angle iron bumpers, ratchet brake handles and folding

gates.

The principal dimensions of the car are : Length nf car over end

SEMI-CONVERTIBLE C.VR FOR I'H II_\I1ELPHH.

panels, 28 ft. ; length over crown pieces. 37 ft. : Icngtii of platforms,

4 ft. 6 in.; width over sills, 7 ft. SH in.; width over po.sts at belt,

8 ft. 3 in.; sweep of posts, 3]4 •"•; height of car from rail over

trolley board 11 ft. 6 in.; between centers of posts, 2 ft 8 in.; size of

side sills, 4^4 x /ii in. ; end sills, 4?4 x 5J4 in. ; sill plates, 12 x ^ in.

;

thickness of corner posts. 3^ in. ; and side posts, 3% in.

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. has 544 miles of trsck. The
number of cars operated is about 3,600. Cars and trucks of Brill

manufacture are standard.
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The Schoen Steel Wheel.

BV \V. M. JOHNSON.

During the whole of the past dozen years there have been in

progress attempts by various manufacturers to produce a steel wheel

that should possess all of the desirable properties of the steel-tired

wheel, and yet have that one great advantage of the cast iron wheel

in being composed of a single piece of metal. The most of these

attempts have been based upon the use of a steel casting, the

manipulation of the rim of which, either by rolling, stretching or

compressing, was to bring the metal into a physical condition that

would make the tread suitable for wear upon the rails, and obtain

a mileage per unit thickness of metal lost corresponding to the re-

sults obtained with the steel tires used.

.'\mong the workers in this direction has been Mr. Charles T.

Schoen, who, after some experiments with castings, came to the

conclusion that they were not well adapted for use in wheels, and

tHrued to a metal made direct from the ingot and which had been

.so manipulated that the preliminary work needed for the formation

of the wheel had been done.

For this purpose the starting point of the lonnation of the wlitel

proper is a slab, taken from the slabbing mill of the steel works,

and which was rolled direct from the ingot after a suitable amount
has been cut from the upper end to remove the piping and segrega-

tion. The chemical composition of the slab is, of course, taken care

of in the original making of the steel.

It is, of course, evident that in order to form a car wheel out of

a rectangular slab by a rolling and^ forging process, heavy and spe-

cial machinery will have to be employed. The machinery that is

used for this purpose consists of very powerful, vertical hydraulic

forging presses and a rolling machine that has been designed and
built for the formation and working up of the rim with its tread

and flange.

'I he progress of the work on the wheel is from the center to cir-

cumference. The first step then is the formation of the hub and
bore. The blank is first heated in an ordinary furnace and placed

cylinders 22 in, in diameter and a piston stroke of 36 in. and capable

of developing about 600 h. p. under working conditions. The five

rolls that are used are so arranged as to bear upon all sides of the

rim being formed. One comes with a direct thrust against the tread

and flange and serves to form these surfaces. Two rolls are pressed

PRESSING THE EL.ANK.

beneath thedies and punch of the press. A .single movement forms
the hub, cuts the hole for the bore and forces the metal down
around the outside of the hub until it is the proper thickness for the

web. It is still square, but slightly larger than the original dimen-
sions. To roll this square block into a circular form would evi-

dently require an amount of work incompatible with the making of a

wheel that could compete in price with others, so the round form is

obtained by cutting with a punch under a press. In this way the

circular, partially formed blank is obtained by the simple movement
of the plunger of the forging press, which cuts oflF and rounds the

corners. After this the blank is reheated and taken to the rolling

mill.

This mill consists of five rolls driven by a double engine witli

ROLLING THE WHEEL.

Upon 'either side of the rim at the front and back, serving to limit

it to the proper width and form the curves at those points. The

other two come up against the inside of the rim and the web, re-

ducing the latter to the proper thickness from the point, where it

was left by the punch of the forging press, to the root of the large

fillet by which it flares out to the sides of the rim, and when this

work is completed the blank has assumed the form of a wheel.

This whole rolling process is strictly analogous to that which

takes place in the rolling of an ordinary tire. In the latter a blank

nf a comparatively small diatneter is used. A hole is punched

ilirough the center, and after this hole has been somewhat enlarged

l)y hammering on the horn of an anvil it is taken to the rolling mill,

where it is rolled out into its final form, the metal being drawn and

the diameter increased as the thickness is worked down. So here

the rolling draws the metal and increases the diameter of the form-

ing wheel. The amount of this increase in diameter is about 5 in.,

the blank for a 33-in. wheel as it leaves the forging press being

about 28 in.

.'Vfter leaving the rolling mill, and while it is still hot, the wheel

is taken to another hydraulic press and dished into its final form.

This last makes it possible to relieve the internal stresses that would

otherwise e.xist, besides putting the hub in the position for use.

In a wheel made in this manner the first question that naturally

arises is whether the metal has been worked sufficiently to give it

the physical properties needed to meet the requirements of the

service to which it will be put. The steel tires regarded as a standard

upon American railways possess the two qualities of hardness and a

high tensile strength. In order then to perform the same service

as the standard tire these qualities should be at least equaled. The
fear has been e.xpressed regarding the Schoen wheel that it would
be impossible to put a sufficient amount of work upon the rim to

secure such a density beneath the center of the tread that durability

would be insured. Test specimens taken from three points in the

rim of a Schoen wheel show the tensile strength to be from 126,000

lb. to 134,000 lb. per sq. in. of section, with an average, of 130,280

lb., while in the case of test specimens taken from five different

makes of tires that are rendering satisfactory service on locomo-

tives and cars, the range was from 105,800 lb. to 131,300 lb. per

sq. in. of section, with an average of 124,230 lb.

In the matter of hardness the only system of testing for this

quality that has been standardized is the one devised by Col. J. T.

Rodman, and which has been adopted by the French government.
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It is based upon llu- principle of the use of a rlrop falling upon a

punch of a peculiar shape and measuring the amount of metal dis-

placed by indentation in the metal tested. When subjected to this

test, and a comparison made with a steel tire of a first-class brand

that had been worn out in locomotive service, the metal of the

Srhoen wheel proved to be nearly 17 per cent the harder.

The followiuK analyses are those of a Schoen wheel and of the

lirsl-rlass ni.nkcl lirands taken frnin a locomotive:

Schoen. Locomotive Tire.

Per cent. Per cent.

Carbon 72 62

Phosphorus 019 .051

Sulpluir 028 .03

Manganese 82 .91

Silicon 187 .234

In this the hishcr carbon and manganese content would account

for the greater liardness of the Schoen wheel. Especial attention

shouhl be directed (.. llir Idwer percentage of phosphorus, sulphur

and silicim, which .-uld Id tlie value of the metal.

Up tn llu- pre^ent lune, the electric railroads engaged in a purely

cily service have not considered that a steel wdieel would be the best

lor their \\iirl<. The constantly repeated application of the brakes

THE FINISHEP WHEEL.

has so great an intlueuce upnn the wear of wheels in this service

that it has come to be regarded as the controlling factor, and hard

chilled cast iron has been thought to be the metal best adapted to

resist this peculiar wear.

For one reason or another a few steel wheels have been intro-

duced for special services. The results have been more than satis-

factory, and in some cases something of a surprise. One manager,

who has had them hi use in a combined city and suburban service,

was troubled with worn flanges on account of trucks being out of

line, but found upon turning olT the wheels that, at the rate they

were wearing, they should make from 150,000 to 200,000 miles before

they were worn out. In another case a steel-tired wheel made more
than 100,000 miles before it was worn half way to the possible limit.

Finally a heavy traffic city road has equipped two of its lines with

steel-tired wheels, and though these have now been in constant

service for nearly nine months, in all of that time not a single car

has been laid off or sent to the shop on account of wheels. A care-

ful investigation of these w'hcels shows that they are wearing at the

rate of 1-16 in. per 5,000 miles. If we take the possible wearing away
of li^ in. of metal, at this rate the total life of a Schoen wheel may
he estimated at 140,000 miles. There is no apparent reason why this

should not hold, since the physical properties of the metal well

down in the rim are apparently the same as they are close to the

surface.

If such a life be grained, or even if 10 per cent be deducted for

accidents, the margin over and above that obtained with a cast iron

wheel is sufficient to warrant a serious consideration of the steel

wheel. Tn the case of the cast iron wheel it is a fortunate road that

averages more than 30,000 miles per wdieel. With a steel wheel

costing hut three times as much, a mileage of 90.000 would seem

to be enough to justify its use. But when at least 125,000 miles mav

be expected, and when immunity from loss of car service and other

annoyances due to defective wheels is almost positively insured,

there is still more reason for the use of the steel wheel.

The advantages of the steel wheel may be summarized as

:

Lower cost per thousand miles of service.

Greater immupily from delays and loss of car service due to

wheel defects.

Greater safety of operation under heavy cars at high speeds.

\ Safe Canopy Insulator.

The points where service leads are brought through a ceiling and

sjiliced to wires in a pendant fan motor or an electrolier are fre-

fjuently the location of short circuits and ceiling fires. Trouble is

often occasioned by the ornamental brass canopy, which is used to

cover the porcelain lubes and splices at the ceiling, becoming loose

on the piping of the fixture and the continual jir or vibration of

MICANITE CANOPY INSULATOR.

the fixture wearing away the insulation on the leads, which finally

become grounded or short circuited.

The accompany cuts clearly illustrate a satisfactory remedy for

such trouble. This device is called the "Young" micanitc canopy

insulator, and is manufactured by the Mica Insulator Co., New
York and Chicago. The insulator is made from several large lami-

nations of mica, molded into the form of a truncated cone with a

flange at the wide end. In assembling the fixture the canopy in-

sulator is fitted inside the ornamental brass canopy, so that when

the fixture leads have been spliced to the feed wires this cone of in-

sulating material can be pushed tightly again.st the ceiling and

secured there, thus separating the wires from the brass canopy by

n.. tt

CAXorV INSI.I.ATOR IN PI_\CE.

a layer of fireproof insulating material. The presence oi tiic nang.

of the cone between the ornamental canopy and the ceiling is a

feature which will be much appreciated, and is of a special wortli

when fixtures are hung from sheet-metal ceilings.

This canopy insulator has received the approval of the National

Board of Fire Underwriters.
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An Exciting Crossing Fight in California.

Santa Rosa, Cal., was the scene of a bitter fight between the

IVtaliima & Santa Rosa Railway Co. and the California North-

Mr. E. E. Downs is general manager of the Petaluma & Santa

Rosa Railway Co., and we are indebted to him for the information

and photographs accompanying tlie article.

l.lHdMoTIVES .\N|i WOHK.MEN .\l THE IROSSING.

western Ry., March ist, over the Sebastopol Ave. crossing. An in-

jnnction which had been secured by the steam road (the California

Northwestern Ry.) was dissolved, and the electric railway people

sought to put in their rails to cross the line. The steam railroad had
two large engines on the scene, together with several

cars of gravel. When the workmen for the electric

railway began to dig under the tracks of the steam
road, the workmen on the gravel cars filled the

holes with gravel, and a fight ensued. When the

locomotives began to move up close to the gap where
the workmen were engaged, one of the electric rail-

way men threw himself upon the track in front of

the locomotives. Men of the steam road tried lo

lift him from the rails, and men of his own com-
pany tried to prevent this action, while steam was
turned on the men from the locomotives. Each
time a section of rail was taken out by the electric

company the steam road would throw a flat car

ofli the track and obstruct the road by ditching the

cars. In the meantime the officers of the Petaluma

& Santa Rosa Railway Co. secured an injunction

against the steam road, after which the locomotives

and cars were removed, and the crossing put in. During the prog-

ress of the fight several wagons filled with sand were driven on the

tracks by the electric company and in turn were reduced to splinters

by the steam road.

The Sturtevant Progress Club.

A growing tendency among those connected with our large cor-

porations to organize for purposes of mutual improvement is no-

ticeable in all lines of trade. An interesting organization has just

been perfected by those connected with the B. F. Sturtevant Co., of

Boston, Mass., its object being to consider ciuestions of engineering

and commercial interest, and to increase the mutual acquaintance of

the members. Its character is well suggested by its title, the

Progress Club. Its membership is open to all, high or low, who

are in any way associated with the company. Its membership, how-

ever, is classified into seniors and juniors, the former including

those who arc twenty-one or over, who have had charge of the

work of others, or who have been juniors in regular standing for

three years.

New Cars for Detroit.

The Detroit United Ky. has added to its cc|iiipment 25 cars siinilnr

to the one shown in the accompanying illustration, which were built

by the American Car Co., of St. Louis. The Detroit United Ry. ha.s

several suburban and interurban lines and operates about 1,175 "^"fs

with 385 iniles of track. The new cars will be used in the city and

suburbs of Detroit, and are admirably adapted to such service.

They are provided with a single sliding door, of the Brownell semi-

accelerator type, in the right-hand corner, which permits the use

of a diagonal partition with swinging door extending from the

SEBASTOPOL AVE. CROSSING.

AMERICAN CAR FuR DETROIT UNITED RV.

inner door post of the car end to the vestibule corner post, thus

giving the motorman a comfortable vestibule where he is not dis-

turbed by crowds or by passengers getting on and ofif. The rear

platform, divided by a heavy iron railing, is of the Detroit type,

which not only affords extra standing space, but greatly facilitates

ingress and egress. There are 12 double cross seats in the center,

and longitudinal seats at the ends of the car. The seating capacity

of the car is for 43 passengers, one less than the capacity if trans-

xerse seats alone were used, vvhile having longitudinal seats at the

ends provides standing space for many more passengers. The trans-

verse seats are of spring rattan, with stationary backs, and are 3;;^ in.

long, and the aisle is 20;/ in. wide. The lower sashes are arranged

to drop into wall pockets, the pocket openings being closed with

hinged covers, while the upper sashes are stationary. The cars are

handsomely fini.shed in quartered oak with bronze trimmings.

The general dimensions are as follows: Length over end panels

at sill, 29 ft. ; length over crown pieces, 41 ft. i in. ; from panel over

crown, 5 ft. at front, 5 ft. 6 in. at rear; width over sills, including

panels, 8 ft. I in. ; width over posts at belt, 8 ft. 5 in., including

drip rail; sweep of postS) i-)4 in.; centers of posts, 29 23-32 in.; side

sill size, 4 X 754 in. ; end sill size, sJ4 x 6% in. ; sill plates, J^ x 12

in. ; thickness of corner posts, 3^ in. ; thickness of side posts, 2l4
in.; height of steps, 15)4 in.; height of risers, 14 in. The equipment

includes Detroit standard sand boxes and drawbars of the builders'

make, and Erill angle iron bumpers and signal bells. The trucks

are Brill No. 27-F, with 4-ft. wheel base and 33-in. wheels.
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A New Hand Scroll Saw.

A h:uicl sMw n-.c'il in <;ir shop work is called upnii lo hamllc many

ililTcrt-iil kimls .mil slia|)us uf material. To do this work successfully

tlic saw nnisl imi unly be arranKed for easy adjustment, but must be

capable of beiiiK pushed lo its extreme capacity. One of the latest

designs of band scroll saw machinery is shown in the accompahyinK

illustration. 'I'liis machine, which has met with much favor, has

many points of advantaRC gained by the long experience of its

maker, the J. A. Fay & b'gaii Co., 250 West Front St., Cincinnati, ().

The frame of this machine is made very stiff and strong, thus en-

abliiig the band to run at a high speed without vibration. The saw

table is so pivoted that it can be lilted and clamped at any angle.

For straining the saw a new device is used; the top wheel is sensi-

tively balanced on knife edges, and thus maintains a uniform tension

on the saw blades, and thereby increases the life of the blade. Tin-

lower wheel is made solid without spokes. This style of wheel con

NEW BAND SCROLL SAW.

struction prevents the circulation of sawdust and, also by reason

of its weight, increases the momentum, thus it being heavier than

the upper wheel controls the movement of the blade and removes

the possibility of over-running. The adjustments of this machine are

easily made, the upper wheel can be raised or lowered while the ma-

chine is in motion. It is claimed that this machine will do the work
or cutting of at least two of the ordinary type of machines, and

that it is especially efficient where fine intricate scroll work in either

light or heavy wood is desired.

'The 999."

The love and admiration of the average boy for the locomotive

was prettily illustrated a few evenings ago. .\ seven-year-old had
been to a Sunday school concert with his parents and listened to

some of the beautiful songs that Bliss and Sankey used to sing,

such as "Too Late," "Let the Lower Lights Be Burning," "It Is

Well with My Soul," "Hold the Fort," "Pull for the Shore." and
"The Ninety-and-Nine." The last made a deep and lasting impres-

sion. George H. Daniels, an old friend of the family, visited them
the following night, and the youngster, running to him, exclaimed,
"Oh, Mr. Daniels, I heard 'em sing your everlasting song last night !

'

"Indeed!" said the dean of passenger agents; "what was the name
of it?" "The 099." replied the boy. thinking of the most advertised
engine in the world, that which gave fame to the Empire State Ex-
press. Best thing Daniels has heard in ten years.—From On the Tip
of the Tongue, New York Press.

CREAOHEAO FLEXIBLE BRACKETS ARE STANDARD
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Portable Hoilers and Air ('ompressors.

Ihcre is a deniaiid m many industries tor a portable air compress-

ing outfit which can easily be carried from one location to another

and used for the operation of drills, chipping and riveting tools.

sand blasting and similar purposes. The outfit illustrated herewith

has been designed by the Clayton Air Compressor Works, of ii.|

packing the boxes as tightly as when ordinary wool or cotton waste

is used. Porter & Berg, Inc., Chicago, which company was recently

appointed exclusive sales agent for this material in the United

States and Canada, states that this material, which at first thought

to some may appear unsuitable for such purposes, will not injure

the journals nor hearings nor cause any undue wear. Iht- steel

shavings act as a filter in cleansing the oil and by conducting the

CI-AVTON ['DRT.MiI.E .MR (OMI'RESSCR.

Liberty St., New York City. It is entirely self-contained, as the

boiler, compressed air receiver, air compressor, and circulating pump

for cooling the air-cylinder jackets are all mounted on one truck,

For riveting hammers the compressor is proportioned to deliver air

at about too lb. pressure per sq. in., while for sand blasting and

stone tools air is supplied at 70 lb. pressure. The receiver permits

the storing of air, so that a much larger number of tools may be

operated than otherwise, since it is only occasionally that all tools

are in operation at the same time. The pressure of the air is main-

tained by a pressure governor, while the compressor is prohibited

from running away, in case of a break on the air line, by a fly-ball

speed governor, the two governors being so combined that they

operate upon a common throttle valve. The compressor engine ex-

hausts into the stack, thus increasing the draught. The air com-

pressor cylinder walls are jacketed and are supplied with cooling

water by a small duplex pump.

Rogers' Indestructible Packing.

Rogers' journal packing is made up of equal quantities of very

fine, long, hair-like steel shavings and high grade cotton waste.

These two materials are mixed by special macliinery so that the

ROGERS Jt)i;RNAL P.VCKING.

Steel shavings cannot become separated from the cotton waste. The
purpose of the steel is to furnish elasticity to the saturated waste,

and thus hold it firmly against the journals without the necessity of

STEEL SHAVINGS.

heat away from the journal keep the oil throughout the boxes limpid

during cold weather. It is claimed that Rogers' journal packing

will keep journals in good condition for from 15 to 24 months with-

out repacking, which shows a great saving in labor, oil and waste,

as an ordinary wool-waste packing must be renewed several tiiues

each year.

The definite claims made are savings of 50 per cent in waste, 66

per cent in oil, and 75 per cent in labor. These are not based

upon theory alone, but upon tests which have been carried on by

the Illinois Central R. R. for a period of seven years. The journals

of one engine on this road were packed- with Rogers' improved

journal packing, which packing remained in use while the engine

ran 210,000 miles.

Security Drill Clamp.

A drill clamp which is specially adapted for use on track work

where the running of cars cannot be interrupted is made and being

furnished to the trade by the F. Bissell Co., 226 to 230 Huron St.,

Toledo, O. The main arm of this clamp is of very heavy section

and shaped to hook over the base of the rail on the opposite side

riRILL Ct.AMP IN POSITION.

from the drill. On the drill side a sliding claw fits snugly over the

main arm and the base of the rail, thus holding the framework and

the vertical arm of the clamp frame rigidly parallel to the web of

the rail. In this vertical arm are two adjusting screws, one above

the other, which are made to follow the drill forward. The use of

two such adjusting screws has advantages which greatly facilitate

work upon high girder rails and still allow no part of the clamp to

interfere with continuous operation of cars.

The Lake Erie & Western Railroad Co., it is stated, has cfecided

to start work of converting a number of its lines in the state of Indi-

ana for electrical operation, orders having been placed for the con-

struction of electric cars.
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The West Penii Railways System.

Tile pnipiTlics comprising the system known as tlic West Pcnn

Railways arc llie Piflshurg, McKeesport & Coniicllsville Ry. ; the

UniontowM S: Mcnuingaliela Valley Ry.; the Connellsvillc Siiburhan

Street Ry.. and the GrecnshiirR & Sonthern Electric Street Ry,

'I'his system is an example of the effects of rehabilitation and mod-

ernization of obsolete and disconnected lines of railway. From

eleven short lines, many of them with worn-out track, broken down

arc among the richest in the slate of Pennsylvania. Tlie popula

tion is as follows: I-'ayeltc, 110,412; Westmoreland, 1*30,175; and

•Allegheny, which bears ihc distinction of being the only county in

the United Slates having three incorporated cities within its limits,

has a popniation of 775,058. Six of the towns within Ihcse coun-

ties aggregate 65.000 inhabitants and include two county scats

—

Circensbnrg and t^niontown. 'I'wenly-four small towns with popu-

INTERIOK VIEW UF 1>0\VER IIOLSE, WEST FENN K.\H.WAYS SYSTEM.

oi|iiipnionl .uul pndr and nnreliablc power service, have come forth

tlie present modern and up-to-date lines of the West Penn Railways
Co. with a total of 106 miles of track. The business interests in the

country operated through are industrial almost entirely, and while
farming communities are served in a few sections even this' terri-

tory has been invaded by the coke operator until there are but few
miles that do not enjoy a population very greatly in excess of any
agricultural section. The territory served is in the three adjacent
counties of .Allegheny, Westmoreland and Favette. which counties

lations from 500 to 2,000, are also situated along the lines, but the

coke and mine workers scattered through the rural district go to

make up the great body of patrons. From a conservative estimate

on the population living in a strip two miles in width on either

side of the route, there are 360,000 inhabitants who may be counted

on as patrons of the line.

Taking Uniontown, the county seat of Fayette, a wealthy little

mountain city of about 16,000 inhabitants, as a starting point, the

main line runs north through the coke producing towns of Lemont.
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Ml. Braddock, Dunbar. New Haven. ConnelLsvillc, Moycr, Evorson,

Scottdalc, .Mvcrton, Tarr and Hunker, the distance being 39 miles.

This is, however, not the terminus of the line as by a traffic arrange-

ment with the Pittsburg, McKeesport & Grecnsburg Ry., through

cars are operated from Uniontown to Grecn.sburg. a distance of 38

miles.

Green.sburg is the county seat of Westmoreland county, and an

ncUsvillc, a maniilacluriiig suburb of Conncllsvillc, where is lo-

cated one of the American Tin Plate Go's, mills, also a safe works

and an automobile factory. The length of this line is 2V2 miles.

At Scottdale a spur about one mile in length runs to the mills

of the American Sheet Steel Co., while to the right the Mt. Pleas-

ant line runs in an easterly direction to Mt. Pleasant touching the

coke towns of West Overton. McClure, Rridgoport. ITamniondvilU-

i-i (.rO.M.H VI.MIllT (.i\ THE UNIONTUWN-l.ECKKClNE LINE.

iuipiirtaut station on the main line of the Pennsylvania R. R., its

population being about 12,000. Connection is made with through

trains east and west and with cars on the Grecn>burg & Southern

and Pittsburg, McKeesport & Grcensburg for various points.

.-\t Conuellsville two branches leave the trunk line, one to the

rpAIRCHANCE

.MAP OF WEST PENN SYSTEM.

we.st known as the Vanderbilt line serving the coke towns of Trot-

ter, Leisenring No. i, Vanderbilt, Dickerson Run and Dawson,
with a second branch from Leisenring No. i to Leisenring No. 3.

Along this line are some of the greatest of the H. C. Frick Go's

coke plants. The length of this line with branch off is 9 miles.

From Connellsville south a short line is operated to .South Con-

and Buckeye. .A.t Mt. Pleasant the line heads northwesterly, passing

through Morewood and Raineys to Tarr, where it again meets the

main line; this line is 10 miles in length.

Westward from Uniontown lies the famous "Klondykc" coal and

coke region which is rapidly being developed. Through this valu-

able territory the West Penn Railways have a line 12.5 miles in

length affording service to Continental, Revere, Footedale, Sham-

rock, New Salem, Bufiington, Leckrone and the Masontown field.

.\Iong this line the latest and most improved coal mining and coke

producing plants are in active operation.

To the southwest from Uniontown a line 7^. miles in length

^-
J
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Hryn Mawr lines serve city territory wliilc- the iJiuinesiu- line ;if-

fnrils ilircii service I" I'itlslMU'K and the important internieiliate

Icnvii'' 111'
I )ni|in-siu-, r.rMihlcicli .cml I liiinestead, at whieli pnints are

liieated the ureat niill.s nf thi- I'niteil States Steel Corporation.

The Scott Haven line rinis southward, affording service to the

niiniiiR towns of Boston, Hiiena Vista and Scott llavcn.

McKoesporl is a liusy industrial city of 40,(XX) people ;nid is the

home of Ihc Kieat National 'I nlie mills, an industry employing over

H,ac)n nun .11 the lilast fnrnaces, rolling mills, steel nnlls and pijie

mills which .ire loc.ited alonjc the river front. The American Sheet

Steel Co., the McKeespnrt I in Plate Co., the United States Tin

I'lale Co. and scver.d other Lirxe |)lants are also located in Mc-

Keesport. makiiiK the palron.iKc of the West I'enn K.iiKvay C'o's.

cars hy wa^e e;irners i-xceplionallv !u-:i\\, (_!.'irs operate on the city

lines Ml 15 nnnnle headvv.'iy vvilli additional service at rnsli lionrs.

Dnriiix the p.nk -ci-iiii i.iis mi Ihc V'crs.aillcs line arc operated at as

close as J miimles ;ip;irl.

Olympia I'ark is a lieaulilul resort owiicil hy the railway I'oin

pany and localed on the h.anUs of the ^'o^lgllioglu•ny two miles from

the center of the city and comprises 76 acres of woodland, the nat-

ural heaiity of which has hecn added to hy the addition of fine

walks. Ilowcrs aiul suhstantial hnildings of arcliitectnral heauty.

The Colonial Inn, a large lirick hnildinR of the Colonial style, fur-

nishes ;iccoinniodatiiins for guests and has facilities for serving

l)an([nets fnr special occasions The ( )lympi.'i Thealrr is a connno-

dions hiiilding willi slate roof and in keeping with the suhstantial

liuildiugs siuTouuding; its seating capacity is 2,000. A figure 8

roller coasicr. merry-go-round, miniature railway, pony track and

varinll^ nllicr anmsemeuts arc includiMl in the cquii)ment of ilic

park. A complete lighting plant furnishes arc and incandescent illu-

mination to the grounds, the dancing pavilions, theater and other

huildings. A lake furnishes hoating and a base hall field affords

opportunity for athletics. .\s many as 38,000 people have been

handled on holidays wilhout accident, showing the great capa«ity

of the park line to handle tralVic.

Rolling Stock.

The interurhan rolling stock comprises 40 douhlc truck cars with

4-mofor equipments. Fifteen of the double truck cars arc of the

Narragansett type open car. .•md seating yo persons. The closed

double truck cars have a 44-fl. Stephenson body mounted on Brill

No. 27-E trucks and are etpiipped with 4 Westinghouse No. 56

motors. K-I4 controllers, double trolleys and Moshcr arc head-

lights; 14 have W'csiiiighouse magnetic traction brakes and 11

Six line anfl freight ears cquippe'l with Westinghouse No. 56

motors, 6 flat cars and d side dump cars comprise the rolling stock

devoted to roadway and line maintenance. There arc also i Rugglcs

rotary plow, 3 Mcfinire-f"nnnnings sweepers and I sand and salt

car for snow fighting.

The main shops are localed at New Haven aufl are fitted with

latest improved machinery afTording facilities for all manner of
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repair work and also for the building of new cars several of which

have been turned out the past year. The New llavcn shops consist

of three separate buildings which are of brick with Kinnear rolling

steel doors, wdndows are deep and furnish plenty of light for in-

spection.

The shop tools include one each of the following: New Haven
lathe, Schumacher & I5oyc lathe, 18 in. x 12 ft.; Gardner air com-

pressor, gang radial drill with 36-in. arm., Jarecki pipe machine,

Olmstcad power hack saw, "Yankee" tool grinder, Schaflfer 150-ton

wheel press, friction drill, shaper, shears, Franklin portable hoist,

Barrett motor lift. 40.oco-lb. hydraulic car lift, jib crane with 15-ft.
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Christenscu air brakes. The double truck open cars have similar

equipment I'or city service there are a number of single truck cars

with two Westinghouse No. 56 motors and B-23 controllers; for the

most part these are equipped with magnetic brakes. The sunnner
cars are also equipped in the same manner, all cars using arc head-
lights and are equipped with oil-burning markers with red and
green lenses; six llags are for signals by day. Each motorman is

provided with a tool box and each conductor carries a standard rail-

road lantern for use in flagging railroad crossings, etc.

arm and air lift of 4.000 lb. capacity, natural gas heated labbitting

outfit, 24-in. Buffalo fan. Dnpont power hammer. Westinghouse

armature testing transformer, post Ixjrer, double spindle shaper.

band saw, jointer, combination rip and cnt-oflF saw. planer, buffing

machine, 48-in. grindstone.

This machinery is driven by two 20-h. p. General Electric motors.

'

At Unidntown. McKeesport and Iron Bridge are located bams for

making light repairs and inspection purposes. .Ml the buildings are

of brick and are substantial in construction.
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Track and Roadway.

I lie >iaii(i.irii lor all intcrurban track i.< a 70-lb. l-rail of A. S.

C. E. section. The city track, some 10 miles, are laid with 7-in.

and g-in. girder rails weighing from 76 Ih. to 107 lb. per yd. Guard

rails of standard rolled section bolted to the rail every 16 in. are

used at all curves with the exception of those of very long radius.

Wharlon and Lorain special work with hard centers is the standard.

Special work is protected from track leakage by stranded copper

M.MN POWER STATION, WEST PENN SYSTEM.

cable running underneath the track "Crown" protected bonds are

used with numerous cross bonds.

The bridges are of steel, and there is a total of 6,877 ft- of steel

bridge and viaduct work on the line. These bridges are of the deck

girder pattern. Trestles to the amount of 4.475 ft. span numerous

small streams. Road crossings have standard railroad warning

signs and crossing guards are of the inverted V type. Ties are of

oak and chestnut 6 x 8 in. .\ 8 ft. spaced 24 in. between centers. In

addition to the large amount of stone ballast used, a considerable

portion of the roadbed is ballasted with furnace slag which gives a

foundation of great solidity. All construction is of the best work-

manship and designed to withstand the heaviest loads.

The overhead work is of double pole and span conslrucliini. No
coco trolley wire being used. The feeders are 800,000-cni ahuiiinuui

Power Station.

The ui.Mu jHiwer plant is at Gibson on the banks of the Youghi-

ogheny. a short distance above Connellsville and approximately at

the center of the system. The water obtained at this point is pure

luountain water which is an important factor, as most of the

sources of water supply throughout the region are so contaminated

by sulphur and acids from the various coal and coke plants as to

make boiler repairs a very considerable item of expense.

The power house is a substantial building 207 ft. in length liy

S5 ft. in width, the engine room being 46 ft. in width and the boiler

room 37 ft., giving a floor area of 165,000 si|. ft. The building is

of tire proof construction throughout; the foundation walls are of

concrete and expanded metal, and concrete is used in roofs and

flooring. I be walls are of Pompeian brick.

.'V high tension transformer building is located about 50 ft, fnim

the main building to which it is joined by a bridge.

The stacks are 185 ft. in height with an inside diameter of 10 ft.,

ind were built by the Cnstodis company.

The boiler room contains 12 Geary water tube boilers of 40a h. p.

each, the drums being 36 in. with 250 3',^-in. tubes per boiler. Steam

pressure is earned at 170 lb. The boiler feed pumps are 12 x 7'/2 x

10 in. of the Worthington outside packed duplex type, and normally

take the feed from the condenser hot wells of the railway engines;

a duplicate connection is provided for the general supply line to a

duplex pump in basement pumping from the intake well to an ele-

Nated tank back of the boiler room. This pump is kept floating on

the line being automatically controlled by a pressure regulator. The
pumps discharge into a 2,000-h. p. "National" closed heater and

thence into a 5-in. feed line running parallel with the boiler fronts.

The heater is supplied with steam from the exciter engines and

other auxiliary apparatus.

The coal conveying system consists of a pan Cduveym- taking the

coal directly from hopper bottom railroad cars to a motor-driven

crusher, from which it is elevated to storage bins over the lioUer

room ; these bins have a capacity of i,000 tons. The conveyor sys-

tem is of the .Mtman type and was installed by the Interstate Engi-

neering Co. It has an hourly capacity of 60 tons. The firing is

by hand, coal is dropped in front of the furnaces from the bins by

means of supply pipes. Ashes are taken care of by an ash-wash

which consists of a concrete lined gutter through which running

water carries the ashes, wilbmit handling, to the river. The engim?

room is spanned by a ,vniiitor Cleveland girder crane of 30 tons

capacity.

Tn the engine room are three vertical cross compound condensing.

H.\II.WAV SWITCHHOAKII. lidll.EK KCHIM, MAIN STATIllN.

in towns and bare copper through the country. Poles are set with

a rake of about 3 ft. from trolley wire. Feeder taps are located at

every tenth pole. In towns iron poles are used for the greater part.

A high voltage is kept up to the farthest point on the line and feeder

capacity is provided to take care of any load liable to be thrown on

any part of the system.

.Mlis-Chalmers heavy duty, railway type engines. These engines

have cylinders 28 and 56 by 48 in. and triake 94 r.p.rn., developing

2,000 h. p. each, and are direct connected to Westinghouse i,ooo-kw.

3-phase alternators giving 1,484 amperes per terminal at 390 volts.

The exciter units consist of two Westinghouse "Kodak" sets with

cylinders 11 and 19 by 11 in. ,each set having a capacity of 65 kw.
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nl 125 vulls. I'our 25<>-l<w. rnlary cci.iv.-iUts arc lo.Mc-.l 11. Uie

power station sMpplyiiiR <lirwl current for tin- trolley Inies operatn.K

in tlie vicinity of the station, tlic pressure carried being f,25 volts.

A coniiilfte oiling system operated l)y compressed air with the nsnal

lillration tanks is provided for llie lubrication of tlie engines. A

power driven waste separator r,n..vates the waste used in wiping,

cleaning it for re-nse.

Tlie switchboard is of blue Vermont marble tilled wUb Weslmg-

house type 1'" instrnmeut^.

The ligliting load which comprises a very imporlruil part r,f the

stali.'U l..ad i^ h;m<lle.l by three Parson's steam turbines direct con-
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fr
nccied to W'esiingliouse 1.000-kw., 2-pliasc alternators with a

,p,eucy of (X) cycles, and e.m.f. of 2,200 volts at 1,200 r.p.m. Three

Mbcrger surface condensers with 2,000 sq. ft. of condcnsmg surface

each are installed in connection with the turbines. The circulating

pnmps for this w..rk are driven by De Laval steam turbines of ^o

h p.. and each pump has a capacity of 3,000 gallons per mmute. llic

condensing system also includes a Worthington elevated jet con-

denser for the three engines. The vacuuu, pumps, of which there

are three, consist of two Mbcrger-Corliss two-stage pumps and one

Worthington dry air pump. A Worthington duplex, compound,

direct-acting, steam circulating pump of four million gallons capac-

ity per 24 hours circulates water for condensation purposes.

Ml condensation in the steam mains and separators is returned

by Ihc Molly .system.

In the trausfcnnicr room are located two banks of three 500-kw..

jj-cyde. oil-insulated, self-cooling transformers which are delta

connected. (U the fio-cycle lighting transformers there are two

b.inks of two -50-kw. oil-insulateil. water-cooled transformers Scott

connected, with one transformer in reserve. High tension switch-

boards aie tilted with static interrupters on each transformer and

Westinghouse non-arcing lightning

transmission line is J2.000 volts.

arresters. The i]oter.tial at tie

Transmission Lines.

The cnrrvnt is tran-mitted on pole lines built on private right

of way, the iransmisMon being at 22,000 volts. The pole lines were

located with a view of avoiding the coke ovens as far as possible,

as the smoke deposit av.d fumes from the ovens have a deterior-

ating elTect on the wires. The main power station furnishes light-

ing currer.t as well as railway current and both the 25 and the 60-

cydc lines are carried on ore pole line. These are arranged in

two ecpiilateral triangles, one on each side of the pole with base

uppermost, giving 3(1 in. between centers. The conductors are of

stranded aluminum equivalent to No. 00 copper, and of Nos. O. I. 2

and 4 hare copper, the sizes varying as the load. The. line insulators

are No. o "Provo" type witli 8-in. and 4-in. petticoats and support

wires (1 in. above the lower rim and 12 in. above the cross arm.

Cross arms are 4x6 in. yellow pine dipped in asphalt, bolted

through the pole, wooden braces being used on account of their

insulating properties. The poles are chestnut with 8-in. tops, and

are spaced 100 ft. apart. On account of the mountainous region

through which the pole line passes various lengths, from 35 to 60

ft., are required. The number of miles of pole line connecting the

difTerent sub-stations is 45. and owing to the rugged county tra-

versed, the most substantial and rigid construction was necessary;

this territory is frequently visited by severe storms.

. ^ul)-Slations.

Ihere arc eight sub-slalions. six of which are e.piipped with

rotary converters ; two are (or lighliiig only and arc equipped will)

static transformers. The 25-cyclc sub-station Irankfornicrs consist

of one bank of three 200-kw. and one bank of three lOO-kw. della

eoimecled transformers, while the 60-cycle lighting current is

handled l>y one bank of two 200-kw. transformers Scoll conncclcil,

with one reserve transformer. The six railway stations have rotary

converters of the same capacity as those in the main station. In

addition to the rotary converters at two jMjints arc loc;''c<l (Jould

^toraKe batteries of .V<o amperc-bours capacity c<|uippe<l with Wesl-

inghonse boosters.

Signal System.

The operation of cars is controlled by a manually operating block

signal system consisting of two distinct lines creeled one on each

side of the track. Hetwcen each switch arc located five target liglits.

the two end ones being at the extremes of the block protected, and

llii oilur three being distributed at curves or other nnporlani pointv

Movement of cars is governed by the lights on the right hand side,

a light appearing on the opposing side indicating a car within the

blo;k in the opposing direction. Owing to the headway, which

over a considerable portion of the lines is 30 minutes and over a

part of them is 15 minutes, the Iclcphonc system of dispatching

alone, hardly seemed sufficient and good results have been obtained

from the use of the block system. The crews arc provided with

time table and instructions in the operation of signals arc such that

luib- delay occurs.

In connection with the signal system there is maintained a com-

plete telephone system one circuit of which follows the railway.

having iron box telephones installed at each switch and wall sel>

at the car houses, disRatcher's and superintendents" offices. .\n-

other line follows the high tension system connecting stations and

main power house; intercommunication hetwcen the two lines is

obtained at several points and connection is also availAle between

these lines and the trunk lines of the Tri-State Telephone Co.

This makes the system very flexible and a loss of means of com-

munication almost impossible.

Operation.

The severe physical conditions, due to the fact that the territory

served lies for the greater part among the foothills of the .MIegheny

Moiiutains. calls for careful operation and a strict observance of

ST.\ND.\RD PASSENGER C.XK.

regulations on the part of employes. Grades running as high as

12 per cent are to be found at some points on the line but are oper-

ated over daily without trouble or delay.

A train register is kept at division points and shows the arrival

and departure of all cars, color of signals carried, names of crew

and condition of track. From these registers a report is coijipiled

everv 15 days sbowing proportion of cars on time. Tbe annual
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report for 1904 sljowcd ihc remarkably liigh scheSule observance

of 97.1 per cent of cars on time. Tbe power imerriiption report

showing current on the line 99.8 per cent of .ischeduled time.

For operating purposes the lines are divided into the Connells-

ville. Uniontow-n. Mt. Pleasant. Greenshiirg and McKcesport di-

visions; these are again subdivided into routes numbering from 50

to 67 inclusive.

Fares are based on I'-i cents per mile with no form of round trip

or reduced rate tickets on sale with exception of two points where

a city ticket is sold.

Considerable revenue is obtained from special car service, this

item alone amounting to several thousand dollars per year. Fu-

nerals form a considerable part of the special c:ir traffic.

M Uniontown, Conncllsville, Scottdale, Greensburg and Mc-

Kcesport commodious .stations are maintained, while J4 small wait-

ing stations erected at various points along tlie lines provide shelter

for patrons. .-\n up-to-date lime card modeled along steam railroad

lines showing lime of cars at all stations is widely dislributed. and

hotels and stores are provided with large wall lime tallies

Municipal Ownership a Burden on Taxpayers.

( London Correspondence to Chicago Kvcning Post.

)

During the flowing tide of so-called "municipal enterprise" in

Great Britain controversy was naturally limited to an academic

struggle between opposing theories, and all the popular "talking

points," tbe promises and visions of better times for the community

were on the side of the advanced parly, whose opponents could da

no more than reason, and could not rbapsodi/c with mere cold

economic eternal verities for their material.

As in other political contests truth may prevail in the end, but

glittering fiction often gels a long start, and in the case of municipal

policy it was, of course, not possible to give positive contradiction

to tbe claims of tbe speculators, because no actual data were avail-

able. A little later it became even more difficult for the cool-headed

minority to check the extrav.agances of the active spirits, who were

in many cases very much incited by considerations of either direct

personal gain or increased political importance, because in the first

year or two of nmnicipal electric and traction undertakings, with

new plant and growing business, everything looked rosy, and there

were still no signs of the coming trouble. It is easy to show prog-

ress when you start from zero, and in the numerous towns in which

horse cars were superseded by municipally owned electric cars there

was naturally an improvement in public traffic, which was thought-

lessly credited entirely to the municipality and not to the electricity

Faults of tbe System.

However, tbe ecor.omic faults of tbe municipal .socialists have

since that first period of glory been gradually coming home to roost.

and it is tbe most damning evidence against tbe system that opposi-

tion has become stronger and more general in exact proportion to

the length of time during wliich its results can be observed. The
more experience people have of municipal ownership the less they

like it. First it was the railway and other companies that complained

of unfair competition supported by local taxation toward which

they themselves are forced to contribute. For them, of course, there

was, however, no popular sympathy. Then came the banks and the

financiers and the directors of industry, who began to find that the

money market was being bled into a miserably anaemic condition

by the incessant raising of municipal loans for commercial specula-

tions; so that the normal requirements for business extension could

not be met and the trade of tbe country was crippled. After that

the investors themselves became alarmed at the steady and heavy
fall in municipal stocks, formerly considered "gilt-edged" securities

almost equal to government bonds, but now degraded by over-

borrowing.

Now Feel the Pinch.

So far the working classes bad not felt the pinch, and they still

hoped that in the squandering of so much money they would pick

up a few stray sovereigns. But now they, too, like all the rest, are

beginning to be disillusioned. The municipal street railways are no
cheaper or better than any others, and the employes on the London
county council system held a meeting the other day at which they

agreed that they would be much better off under company manage-

ment. Employment on tbe northern lines of London, which are

worked by a company, is preferred to service on the southern system

worked at a heavy loss by the London County Council, the wealthiest

local governing body in the world. Tbe municipal "housing" schemes

again have proved a hollow sham.

With money exceedingly "tight" for- local authorities they have

not been able lately to give much away, and municipal rents arc

actually higher than those of at least equally eligible dwellings

erected by private enterprise, the difference being simply due to tbe

fact that these local bodies cannot build on sound connnercial lines.

Their workmen "go easy" and their officials have no incentive to

make baste or save money.

Strike in l'>elfast.

In Belfast there is a strike at the present time by tbe men em-

ployed in reconstructing tbe nnmicipal street railways, and tbe lord

mayor keeps making higher bids to them every few days, like an

auctioneer. '1 hey know they can get what they want, and they sim-

ply smile at that dignified personage.

Tbe workman is at last beginning to understand .something about

local taxation. In most of the poorer quarters the landlord pays

the taxes for bis whole block of property and then charges it in his

rent--. :uul ciinsequently llic tenants have ne\ er kuuun how much of

their rent re])resented taxation. All they knew was that their rents

kept going up, and of this they did not approve. In some towns

many of them took advantage of tbe nnmicipal tramways to go and

live outside the city at lower rents, so that they have been lost as

taxpayers, and a greater strain has been put on those that remain.

Rather disconcerted by this movement, which seriously threatens

the stability of the town finances, it has actually been .suggested

among municipal councilors, as at Leeds the other day, that the cars

shall cease running beyond the town boundaries, an-d that the ter-

minal shall be about half a mile short of the border, so that it will

be less easy for people to escape the tax collectors by living in the

outer suburbs. To regular passengers of Chicago's transit system

any such proposal must sound absolutely insane ; but it was publicly

discussed at a meeting in Leeds, and supported by the member of

parliament for tbe borough.

Must Pay Penalty.

In other ways the workman is being taught that soonor or later

be must pay tbe penalty of his rashness in encouraging wild-cat

municipalization. In tbe Town of Lincoln, for example, which has

a population of 48,000, there has been a municipal electric light busi-

ness since 1898, which cost £225.000 to start and which has steadily

being organized for which £400,000 has been borrowed. Meanwhile

tbe councilors have been so busy with this work that they have not

had time to attend to the water supply of the town, which has been

known to lie dangerously polluted for years past, and which has now
cau.sed a serious outbreak of typhoid. These unsalaried delegates

cannot supervise so many departments, and they choose to spend

their time rather on those that give them the most advertisement

and enable them to put on most frills, while luundrum questions of

sanitation and the like are neglected.

.\nother significant announcement has just been made which has

a weighty bearing on this question. One of the most "enterprising"

of metropolitan boroughs is Battersen, and its largest ratepayer is

the South Western Ry., which has works in the district employing

between 3,000 and 4,000 men. Living in this part is costly, and local

taxation is very high, owing to the extravagance of the council, so

that tbe railway company has at last decided to move these works to

the small and "unenterprising" town of Eastleigb, 50 miles from

Battersea, and the whole of the employes will be taken down there.

The departure of the company will, of course make the burden of

the remaining taxpayers more oppressive than ever, and appearances

point to a gei'ieral adoption of this policy of removal on the part of

factory owners, who find the strain of municipal glorification at their

expense becoming quite intolerable. Again at West Ham, one of

the large East London manufacturing districts, are the Great Eastern

Ry. shops. Municipal extravagance and trading have sent the local

rates and taxes up in West Ham to nearly 10 shillings in the pound.

That is, that for every pound paid in rent, 10 shillings, or one-half

additional, must be paid for local taxes: Now, what the Nile is to

Egypt the Great Eastern shops are to West Ham, employing as they

do over 10,000 mechanics. The burden of taxation has become so

great at West Ham that the company has more than once seriously

considered the advisability of removing its shops elsewhere.
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Correspondence.

MILEAGE DIAGRAMS.

I'.clilur "Review" :

III ilu- "Ucvic-w" fnr Nov. j(i. n;<4, p.i>;i- i;<>i. I imtici- a iiiilfaxc

cliaKi-ani. \Vr li.nc .li;iKraiiis i.f our ciiliii' system, giviiiK all llie

iiifnrmalii.il -Imwii mi llu- one refeneil lo and some ailililioiial.

A copy of one sheet is enclosed lierewitli. This shows all the

distances your eorrespoiideiit's diaRram shows, and also every curve

^viili llie li-iiKlli ,iiid radius ll al-. Kives the name of the slreel

ainiij; uliicli llic (rack is laid and die name c,f the mimieipality. .As

our system e\leiids lliroiiuli leii difTerenl municipalities, we often re-

i|iiire the latter iiifornialion. In .•iceordance with the practice here,

all distances are Kiveii 111 elianis and links, and the r.adii of curves ill

feel. We .also li.n e verticil sceiioiis to the same horizontal scale.

N'oiirs truly.

J. S. liadger,

llrishane. .\iisir.ilia. Man.iner Urishane Tramways Co.

ALTON().\n 111' l)l'r.\RTMl'NTAl. ASSOC'I.NTIO.VS

SI loll. I) I'.h; I'RhlSlCKVED.

h'.dilor "Review" :

1 fully ;iKree with your eliloiial in llir h'eliruary "Review" on

the reoiKani/alion of the .\. S. R. .\. .XothinK shonld be done

which will alfeii ilie usefulness of the Accountants' and Mechanical

and iClectrical associations. They should he, as far as possible,

maintained as more or less separate organizations with a representa-

tive on the directory in- executive committee of the .\. S. R. A..

.so as lo arrange to carry out the work of the difTerent associations

to the greatest advantaj;e. The .X. -S. R. .\. should not nnderlake

lo dictate the amonnt of time lo be devoieil lo reading and discuss-

ing papers, or any other details of the work of ihv rlepartmental

conventions.

It is dear to me that the great good which has been accomplished

by the .\ccomitants' and the Mechanical and Electrical associations

is due lo llieir independence of the A. S. R. A. These two associa-

tions have acted entirely upon their own responsibility, have laid

out their own work and performed it admirably. The A. S. R. -A

has gone backward while the other two associations have gone

forward. It seems to me the only association that needs to be reor-

ganizeil is the .\, S. R. .'\. and the sooner the better.

Yours truly.

G. O. Nagle.

Wheeliiit;. W \"a. Gen. Mgr. Wheeling Traction Co.

A WORD l'"t)R THE SHOP SCRAP TILE.

Kilitor "ReMew":

We read so much of new cars, new motors, new shops, new
trucks, etc.. that one really forgets that there is such a thing as

the scrap pile that needs attention: How many master mechanics

are as particular to see that nothing of serviceable value goes in

the scrap pile, as they are to see that the new equipment is what it

should be? If not looked after properly, the scrap pile is the most

extravagant adjunct of the street railway system. Trolley wheels,

motor bearings, track, wheel, and many other parts of the equip-

ment, when worn out and unfit for further service, have depreci-

ated hut very little from their original weight or size, and we there-

fore wear out only a small portion of the weight of the article when
new. There are many hundreds of dollars thrown away by not

having a first-class man to .sort the scrap, one who thoroughly

understands each department. In the general repair shops we have
sweepers or janitors whose duty it is to pick up the scrap, and
who are told to keep the lloor clean. Very seldom do they have a

knowledge of what is scrap or what is fit for further use. The
consequence is that in looking through the scrap pile we find mate-
rial which has had very little or no wear, and means a loss to the

company if not reclaimed.

On roads of considerable size, a system of collection should be
adopted, whereby all scrap from the outlying barns is brought to

the general repair shop, unloaded, and there inspected by a compe-

~-S^/otz^
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(Size of original 8*-j x 19 in. within border lines.)
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tent man who directs what material to scrap and what to save. The

scrap from the general repair shop should be placed in a pile where

the inspector will go over it each morning and get out what is

good. There should be separate bins for different grades of scrap

to get the best bids from the scrap metal dealers; there should be

separate bins for old armature coil wire, for old field wire, for

rubber insulated wire, for pure composition, for impure composition,

for copper turnings, for iron turnings, for gray iron castings, for

malleable iron and steel, and for miscellaneous scrap. By keeping

the scrap sorted in this luanner. the advance in price obtained will

pay handsomely for the troublif. It is surprising the amount of ma-

terial that can be reclaimed from the would-be scrap, and also the

faults that can be easily rectified in equipment, and money saved

by slight alterations in patterns. Many' things to the one not thor-

oughly in touch with the shop work look to be worn out, but with a

slight cost in labor or material can be made practically as service-

able as when new.

The practice of making the different pieces of the equipment so

that the wearing parts only are necessary to be removed, is getting

to be the general practice. \\c have the motor gear with removable

rim, car wheel with removable tire, controller cylinder with remov-

able segments, controller fingers with removable lips, armature

bearings with removable linings, etc.

There is a wide field in the street railway shop for the master

mechanic to show his ingenuity, and thereby assist in making a

dividend for the company. The practice of bushing wearing parts

is certainly a salvation for the maintenance of car equipment. We
have bushed armature shafts, bushed brake levers, bushed trolley

wheels, bushed trolley stands, etc., thereby getting extra life out of

what would be scrapped material. The life of a number of parts

around the equipment can be prolonged by placing shims at the

proper place, as on worn brake-beams, between journal lio.\ and

pedestal bo.x and pedestal, between truck bolster ami transom bars,

etc.

The cliill in our car wheels docs not run even, and we often find

an a.\le on which one of the wheels has worn flat; its mate has left

plenty of chill to justify mating with another w-heel and giving an-

other run.

The chill of these wheels can be determined by drilling the tread

of the wheel from the under side and measuring the chill with suit-

able gage. These wheels are a loss to such companies as do not

take the trouble to investigate the chill of their old wheels, and this

item is certainly worth considering.

From the scrap pile we find out the weak points of the cciuipment

and whether things are getting the proper care. From the old shoes

we notice whether the foreman is taking them off before worn out,

or if worn too far we know the shoe head has been spoiled. The

tales told by the old scrap are far more convincing and reliable

than any written report that can be snbinitted. It is more the

good maintenance man than the good construction man who makes

a success out of the operating road, and the scrap heap is the tell-

tale. M. M. J.

Manganese Steel Rails on the Boston Elevated.

The rails originally laid on the- Boston elevated structure were

conmiercial Bessemer steel, and were so low in hardening ingre-

dients that at some of the sharper curves they were completely worn

out in from 40 to 50 days. It was remarked that the wear on the

adjacent rails was not always equal. This led to a careful analysis

of the steel in the different rails, w-hich resulted in finding that the

slow wearing rails, though intended to be of the same composition

as the soft rails w-ere higher in carbon, and therefore had more

surface hardness. Some special high carbon steel rails were rolled

and placed at the points of severe service. These lasted about three

tiines &s long as the ordinary commercial rails, and cost but little

more. A nickel-steel rail was tried on a loo-ft. radius curve, be-

tween two hard steel rails. It was necessary to remove this rail at

the end of 204 days on account of the excess of its wear over that

of its neighbors ; the nickel-steel rail wore down on the head .528 in.,

as against .18 in. for the hard steel rails, the side wearing being

about the same.

.\t the entrance to the Park St. station in the Boston subway is a

reverse curve with a radius of 82 ft. The daily traffic at this point

is 44,000 tons. The conuncrcial I5cssemer rails first placed here

wore out in about 44 days, the head being worn down .78 in. at that

time, with but slight disfiguration in the original crown.

In order to save in trouble and excessive maintenance cost manga-

nese steel rails, supplied by Wm. Wharton, Jr., & Co., of Philadel-

phia, were laid on this curve and at other critical points. The life

of the two kinds of rail is widely different. After one year's wear

on this same curve the manganese steel rail showed a top wear of

.096 in., and at the end of 1,028 days the total top wear was only

.204 in., and was uniform across the top of the head. The Bessemer

rail wore .78 in. in 44 days, which would be equivalent to 18.228 in.

in 1,028 days, as against the wear, .204 in., just mentioned as that of

the managnese rail. The manganese rails cost about $5 per foot, in

comparison with 38 cents a foot for Bessemer rails, making the rela-

tive cost of the manganese rail about one-seventh that of the other,

aside from the fact that the long life of the manganese steel makes

its use economical in such places as curves and special work on ele-

vated structures, where the labor cost for renewals is high. Manga-

nese steel is so tough a material that it cannot be rolled or ma-

chined; the rails arc cast in _>o-ft. lengths with bolt holes for joints

cored in the web.

.\t the present time the Boston Elevated has in use about 475 ft.

of manganese steel rails and several ordinary frogs and three sets

of crossing frogs made of this material.

Right of Way Data.

The rcpin't of the 1505 committee on records, reports and accounts,

submitted to the members of the .American Railway Engineering and

Maintenance of Way .-Xssociation at its annual convention in Chicago

last month, contains many interesting suggestions and instructions

for those whose work is included within the scope of the subjects

studied by the committee.

The subject of right of way records, including right of way maps
and deeds, was considered by the igoi committee and reported in

the proceedings for that year. The present committee submitted a

sample right of way map, together with appertaining data, wdiich are

illustrated herewith.

It is the opinion of the committee that right of way maps, except

in cities and large towns, should generally be drawn on a scale of

400 ft. to I in. They should be made in separate sheets for con-

venient handling, the width of sheets generally not to exceed 18 in.

Right of way maps of lands owned in cities or towns should he made
on a scale of 100 ft. to i in. ; the length of the sheets being generally

determined by the size of the printing frame.

These right of way maps or sheets should be preserved in one of

three ways

:

1. They ni.iy lie bound tngcther into an atlas.

2. They may be bound loosely in hoard covers in such a manner

that sheets may be easily removed, corrected and replaced.

3. They may be preserved as separate sheets and filled in regular

order.

Right of way maps should show the state, county, township, town

or city; the right of way alinement complete; the station plusses of

the crossing of all important land or property lines and streets, with

distances to all permanent line or street corners; the angle which

the center line of the road makes with property lines; the number

of the right of way sheet ; the points of the compass ; the scale of

the map ; the boundaries of the several parcels of land owned by the

company; the width of the right of way, particularly at those points

where the widths change ; any additions or subdivisions of towns or

cities with numbers of lots and blocks and names of streets. On or

near each parcel of land shown on the right of way map should

appear the deed custodian's number, with name of grantor, date,

book and page of county recorder, and an abstract of any unusual

conditions appearing in the deed.

The recommendations for the register of title deeds state that

deeds are to be filed with the chief engineer, the real estate agent, or

the secretary of a railroad company, according to individual prac-

tice, and that the custodian of deeds should keep a register of title

deeds. The essential feature of a deed record is a direct or grantor

index of the deeds in alphabetical order in a book of convenient

size. Deeds should be numbered consecutively, from No. i up, after

they are received by the railroad company, then forwarded to the

proper oflicer to record on right of way maps, then returned by the
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chief engineer to the custodian of deeds with a notation thereon that

the deed has hccn properly entered, after which the deeds should be

filed in ntimcrical order in a fireproof vault.

The committee proposes a standard page form called "Register

of Title Deeds." An illustration of this form is shown herewith.

Leases should he numbered and filed in numerical order by road,

branch or division. They should be kept in a fireproof vault. The

custodian of leases should keep a lease record book containing in

the body of the book a full record of the lease. In the back part

(if the book 12 pages for the 12 months should be ruled into columns

for years.

Immediately after the receipt of a lease and its being entered in

the body of the book, the lease number should be entered under the

year on the proper nionth page when it expires. The names of the

lessees should be indexed alphabetically in front of the book and

each lease should be indexed by the station name.

A few pages in the back of the book should be used for the pur-

pose of keeping a record of leases removed from the files.

Form M, U, mil.
A. B. & C. R. R.

MAIN LINE. REGISTER OF TITLE DEEDS. WAYNE COUNTY, MICHIGAN

{•2

Township.

Sprlniiwolls

Dearborn.

.

Nankin—

VanlJurcn

.

Canton .

City.

Detroit

Sub-
Dlv-n.

lOF.
II F.

16, 17,18

Ki-26

1-2

Water
Lot 3. 3

8G

Description.

N. E. Cor. 4lh and
Front

Nonhof Front...
S. W . Cor. 4th anil
From

Rounded K.'ly bv
Canal Bank. \v.

Ann Hunt. N.
Woodbridfie SI..

S. by channel
Triangular piece

S. v.. Cor. 121 h
and Woodbridge
St.

Hounded \V."ly l>y

Ilenrv Stanton.
F..'lv bv I'cter
Godfrey

S. (4 or K. H of E.
Hof P. C.TT

W. H of N. E. I4
.

W. Hof S. E. «...

W. M of S. \V. H .

E y at N. \V. H.

Grantor.

Catherine
11. .Tones.

.1. Halbjrl
and Wife

Lewis Cass
arul Wife

,1. Mullet
and Wife

M.C. R. R
Karni'rand
Mech Itank
.1. A. Wells
and Wife

H. Warren
and Wife

A.Clay and
Wife

C.W. Brink

Wm. Hell
and Wife

H. Cotton
and W ife

N. of and adj. Rt L. Sterling
of Way inS.W. 'i and Wife

Grantee.

Fort Si.
rnion U.

M. C. R. R.

St.of .Mlc:),

M.C. R. R.

Date of
Convey-
ance.
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Discipline in Europe and United States.

BY T. J. NICHOLL.

Ill making a ccimparison of the systems in force in Europe and in

America for the regulation of patrons and employes on the various

transportation Hnes and conveyances generally, the first thing that

strikes one is that of the discipline or obedience to the laws of the

country and the rules and regulations of the institution under which

the work is performed. Now I am of the opinion that quite a brief

consideration of this subject will lead almost any thoughtful minded

man to the conclusion that discipline or rather the want of discipline

is the direct or indirect cause of a large majority of the accidents

and shortcomings of transportation companies the world over. 1

do not say that it is responsible for all by any means, because tlie

forces of nature play a prominent part, and the local conditions

are equally accountable for much that seems to go wrong; still

above and beyond these the want of proper lawfulness will be found

to be the greatest cause of trouble and the constant worry of man-

agers generally.

The keeping of the law, the fear of the law, or obedience, is some-

what of a habit and must be acquired. With some peoples it takes

years and even generations, while others acquire it in shorter time.

Some individuals never submit and consequently live always in a

state of disobedience to the family, the institution or the state, be-

lieving that they have a divine right to do as they please, no matter

what the consequences.

In Europe the great mass of the people have learned to be gen-

erally obedient. They have grown into it, as it were. Few ever

dream of being anything else and those few standing out in bold

relief are promptly taken care of, and made an awful example to

the others.

How dififerent are things in America. 1 mean the United States

of America, although Canada has much of the same thing to contend

with, and I believe will have more. The seed of disrespect and dis-

obedience is often sown in the family. A child is permitted, nay,

sometimes encouraged, "because it sounds cute," to call his father

"Billy," or his mother "Lizzy." He is allowed to eat or drink, or

do what his own sweet will dictates, with a quiet reprimand should

he overstep the bounds of respectability, but never, or at least very

seldom, is a good whipping administered. Now the boy grows up

under this sort of treatment and becomes a man. He enters a pro-

fession, goes to the halls of legislation, or may be simply becomes

a conductor of a street car—in every case imbued with the idea that

he is a law unto himself, an-d that every law or rule must have

many exceptions. How is it possible to obtain good discipline with

such material as this? And yet that is the task we have before us

in the United States. Of course this picture is somewhat exag-

gerated. .\lthough I have personally known several equal examples,

the average is much better or else the troubles of managing trans-

portation properties would be very much multiplied.

We pass in our legislatures and congresses the best laws the

world knows, each act being most thoroughly scrutinized by the

maker and the public interested, through their representatives, but

our legislators are always lawyers and they always take care in

framing a law to "leave a hole in it large enough to crawl out nf"

if need be, or, in other words, a Haw. that although hidden in

verbosity will defeat the operation of the law should it become

necessary at any time.

Now I have dwelt somewhat at length upon ibis subject to begin

with, simply to show by comparison why it is that the management

and operation of railways in .America is so much more difficult than

in Europe, where laws and rules are obeyed infinitely much better.

For instance, in England or on the Continent, should a street car

or omnibus be "complete," that is, with as many passengers as the

rules of the company, or the laws of the country, permit the car to

carry, it would be quite useless to attempt to get on the vehicle

;

in fact, no one does try except perhaps an American or some one

out of his mind. Now, in America things would be different, for

notwithstanding the law or the rule, if there was room for another

person to get on the steps, it would probably be occupied, even if the

passenger had to hold on by the handles or stand on the bumper

with the rain trickling down bis neck. He had made up his mind

to go on that car, no matter what the consequences, and it makes

very little difference to him, even if there is another car following,

going to the same place, and is told of this by the conductor, that

there is "plenty of room in the car following." He will not believe

it, and sticks to the place despite the protests of the conductor,

which become more and more urgent until at last the conductor

indicates that he will exert his legal rights, in return for which he

gets some good sound abuse, in words not taught in Sunday schools,

and is informed by the passenger that he will report him to the

superintendent, which he does. Accordingly the next day, or very

soon, Mr. Conductor is summoned before the superintendent, who

hears his truthful story, in which he admits practically all that the

passenger has charged him with, but explains that he was simply

endeavoring to carry out the rules of the company. The superin-

tendent then informs the conductor that he has done wrong and

gives him a severe reprimand for using ungentlemanly language to

a passenger, warning him to be more careful in future, that the

gentleman he had talked to was Mr. So-and-So, who would prob-

ably hereafter be an enemy of the company, possibly might agitate

some unfriendly legislation and should the conductor be guilty

again in a like manner he would either be discharged or punished

by being suspended for a time. So the poor fellow goes back to

work with the determination to use his own good sense, and as far

as possible to let the passengers have their own way, even to smok-

ing on the back platform.

In .'\merica passengers generally are required to get on or off a

car on the back platform or steps, the front being fastened so that

they cannot, and inasmuch as ladies must pass, there is usually

painted in large letters on the back part of the car "No Smoking,"

and perhaps no rule is better carried out than this one, simply be-

cause Mr. .\ does not want his wife insulted and will not therefore

insult Mrs. B. But even this rule is very often disobeyed by a

dogged passenger or one that thinks he has "pull" at headquarters,

and he will tell the conductor that he means to smoke, and dares

him to take steps to prevent. Now, how different would this be in

Europe. To begin with, seeing a sign forbidding it, no one at-

tempts to smoke, and if his attention was particularly called to it

by the conductor, not even a drunken man would dare disobey the

rule.

I could go on multiplying examples of this kind that have come

under my own observation, but it is useless. They all lead you to

the same conclusion, that for the safe, regular and comfortable

transportation of persons or property the first necessity is obedience

amongst its employes to the rules of the company and laws of the

country. The second necessity is that the people who patronize

the transportation companies must learn to support the employe in

his duty and cease urging him to break the laws and rules, and until

this is done we in the United States generally shall always have

more accidents and trouble than they do in Europe. Let me say

that necessary rule of obedience applies not only to the transporta-

tion, but also to the financing, construction and operation of the

entire system, where the breaking of the law will be found to play

an important part, and is often responsible for much loss of life

as well as of temper on the part of patron and employe.

Let us have better discipline in America. We are ahead in most

other matters, why not this? It can be accomplished simply by a

proper and just administration of the splendid laws already in

force, and an insistence of this policy by the great railway and

street railway associations of America will help much.

In Formosa, as feeders for the government railways there are

small tramways, from 3'/; to 15 miles in length, reaching out into

the more important of the productive districts along the line.

Chinese coolies furnish the motive power on these tramways, and

while they are miniature affairs, having a gage of but ig'A in., and

the beds of the cars being but 4 ft. square, they generally meet the

requirements, the chief of which seems to be cheapness of trans-

portation.

.\ plan is under consiJeration for building an automobile race

course at Hampton Beach, N. H. This will be a straightaway

course, and with some filling, will give a length of about six miles,

extending from Great Boars Head to Seabrook Beach. It will be

located on the lines of the New Hampshire Traction Co., which

would be largely benefited by the resultant trafiic. Hampton Beach

has a hard, smooth surface, unequalled by any in New England, and

would prove an ideal place for automobile racing.
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Indianapulis, Newcastle & Toledo.

'Ilic liuliaiiapolis, Newcastle & Toledo Electric Railway Co. was

organized to build an electric railway 140 miles in length, that will

connect 31 of the best cities and towns of Indiana witli Indianapolis;

twenty-four of these towns do not now liave any internrban road.

The cities and towns on the route include Newcastle, Richmond.

Winchester, Muncie, Markleville, Mt. Summit, Kennard. Wilkinson,

MaNwell, I.osantville, Hagcrstown and Mooreland. The population

of the territory, not including Indianapolis, is given as 165.000, and

stated to be the greatest per mile served by any interurban road, ex-

cept one, that enters Indianapolis.

The roadbed it to conform to standard steam road specifications

with grades not to exceed i'/2 per cent and curves within 6°. There

are to be 3,000 standard size, white oak ties per mile, on which are

to be laid 8o-lb. steel rails. All bridges are to be of steel or con-

crete and of sufficient strength to carry the lieaviest loads and roll-

ing stock. Ample depot facilities will be provided before the road

is open for operation. The power plant will be at Newcastle.

It is the intention to handle all classes of freight, as well as pas-

sengers, and to do this it is more than probable that electric locomo-

tives will be employed.

This company has been granted a franchise by the city of Indian-

apolis to lay tracks, turnouts and switches over a private right-of-

way in the city, from the corporation line, for a distance of three

miles into the very heart of the city's population, where commo-
dious freight terminals will be erected at loth St. and Massachusetts

Ave. This right-of-way has been secured by purchase for the entire

distance.

There is no way at this time for heavy or carload lots of freight

to be brought into Indianapolis over interurban roads except it

would be through resident streets over tracks already down. This
has never been permitted, and probably never can be. on account of

damages to private property by the additional burden that would be

thus imposed. It is to provide this great convenience that this com-

s.

9-10.

11.

12.

13.

H.

ELEITRIC K.MLW.WS <1F CENTR.VL INDIAN.\.

Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co.
Indianapolis. Columbus & Southern Traction Co.
Indianapolis & Martinsville Rapid Transit Co.
Indianapolis Coal Traction Co.
Indianapolis & Xortiiwostern Traction Co.
Indiana Union Traction Co.
Indianapolis & Eastern Ry.
Muncie. Hartford & Ft. Wayne Ry.
Ft. \Vayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co.
Kokomo. Marion »& Western Traction Co.
Indianapolis. Newcastle & Toledo Electric Ry.
Dayton & Northern Traction Co.
Indiana Northern Traction Co.

pany is going to the large additional expense of providing the

freight terminals proposed. Large sums of money have already been

expended in the work done so far on this enterprise.

The union terminal passenger station of the Indianapolis Traction

& Terminal Co. will be used for passenger service.

The officers of the Indianapolis. Newcastle & Toledo Electric Rail-

way Co. are: President. Hon. D. M. Parry; vice-president. Hon.
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Charles S. Hernly ; secretary, W. E. Stevenson ; treasurer, Eli Mar-

vin. Directors are the officers and Judge E. H. Bundy. The gen-

eral offices are at Nos. 406-407 Terminal Building, Indianapolis,

Ind.

The portion of the .system that it is intended to build first is shown

on the larger of the two maps herewith ; later the line is to be ex-

tended to Toledo. The relation of the new road to the other electric

lines now operating in central Indiana is shown in the smaller map.

The company will also build a belt line, which will completely

envelope the city of Indianapolis. Its mean distance from the cen-

ter of the city will be between five and six miles, and in its course

it will open a hitherto untouched territory.

The line will intersect the main line of the Indianapolis, Newcastle

& Toledo road at a point east of the city, as well as other lines

entering Indianapolis. Its course will be that of a square, and

will pass through the towns of Millersvillc, Lawrence, Malott Park.

Mt. Nebo. Broad Ripple. Poplar Grove, Flackville, and run through

the Eagle Creek valley for a distance of five miles and pass close

to the fair grounds and through the army post, to the westward of

the village of Lawrence. An attractive feature of the suburban

road, and one of its most important uses, will be the opening of ter-

ritory. Many people are desirous of building country homes at con-

venient distances from the business section of the city, and the new
line will solve all problems that have been prohibitive.

Handlinj^ Freight in Birininghaiii.

For several years the Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co.

has been engaged in handling express and freight matter between

Birmingham and the various outlying points in the Birmingham dis-

trict reached by this system. A very complete account of this

service was given in the paper read by Mr. J. B. McClary before

the American Street Railway Association at the Saratoga meeting

in 1903. Comparatively recently there have been developed what

may be called special classes of freight traffic, which will interest

other companies which are at all similarly situated. Since 1903

the service has been greatly extended.

Perhaps one of the most important changes made in tlie frei.ght

department was to establish a higher schedule of rates. The old

rates were found to be very low in comparison with those charged

by the steam railroads, and were increased 5 to 10 per cent without

loss of business or complaint on the part of the patrons, as it was
realized that the new rates were in every respect reasonable.

The sepcial classes of freight business referred to are the handling

of slag and chert. Slag is got from the blast furnaces, and is used

a great deal for street foundations and concrete building work.

This slag is loaded hy the company at the furnaces, and costs, when
loaded on the cars, 15 cents per yard. It is sold to the various

contractors having need for it, and delivered at the nearest point

reached by the railway line at a price which will average 45 cents

per yard. The slag is hauled in center dump cars of about 9 yd.

capacity and on flat cars of 13 yd. capacity. The slag business

amounts to about 3,000 yd. per month.

In handling chert, it is delivered at the company's track by the

owner of the pit at a cost of 4754 cents per yard. After hauling

this to its destination, the railway gets for it from 75 cents to 80

cents per yard. The unusual feature of this is that the company
acts as dealer as well as the carrier, the sales being made to it by

the producer, instead of the latter selling direct to the consumer.

The Birmingham company has also a package delivery system by

which the city stores are enabled to send packages to the suburbs.

Transportation is paid for by tickets attached to the package. These
tickets are sold in books of 100 at the rate of 7% cents each, the

maximum weight carried on one ticket being 50 lb. Delivery at des-

tination is secured by a special service, for which is paid 2V2 cents

per package. The amount paid for delivery at destination ranges

from $10 to $15 per day.

Gross earnings from freight for the last three years have been as

follows: 1902. $30,700.38; 1903, $31,168.57; 1904, $44,982.55.

In order to secure exact data as to the cost of conducting the

freight and express department, Mr. W. B. Brockway, for the gen-

eral accounting department of the Newman interests, has arranged

a classification of freight expenses under the following accounts

:

201. Maintenance of Track.

202. Maintenance of Line.

203. Maintenance of Buildings.

206. Maintenance of Cars.

207. Maintenance of Electrical Equipment.

209. Miscellaneous Shop Expense.

210. Power.

216. Superintendence.

217. Wages of Motormen.

218. Wages of Trainmen.

219. Agency Service.

220. Wages Car House Employes.

221. Car Service Supplies.

222. Agency Expense.

226. Officers and Clerks.

227. Printing and Stationery.

231. .\dvertising and Soliciting.

232. Miscellaneous General E.xpense.

233. Damages,

238. Insurance.

It will be remarked that this list is intended to include all of the

expense accounts affected by freight operation. The number given

each is 200. added to the number in the general classification.

The Effect of Temperature Changes on
enary Trolley Construction.

Cat.

Some interesting data were lately given by Mr. Theodore Varney

in a paper on "High-Pressure Line Construction for Alternating

Current Railways." which was presented before the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers. These measurements were made on

a road five miles in length which has been in operation for about

five months, and upon this road several forms of construction have

been installed. One portion has been equipped with 120-ft. spans,

with sags of 24 in. in the messenger cables. Another section has

spans of about 96 ft. and sags about 4 in. In the latter case both

messenger and trolley wire are tighter than the former. The eflFects

of temperature upon these two forms of construction are indicated

by the following observations during a period of two months

:

Temperature. Height of Trolley Wire above Rails.

Date. Deg., F. Span No. 1. .Span No. 2.

i2o-ft. Span.

12-22-04 33-8 21 ft. 3.4 in. 21 ft. 5.1 in.

12-23-04 52.3 21 ft. 2.0 in. 21 ft. 3.6 in.

I- 4-05 16.0 21 ft. 4.1 in. 21 ft. 5.5 in.

g6-ft. Span.

12-22-04 .34-7 20 ft. 7.0 in. 20 ft. 7.5 in.

12-23-04 52.3 20 ft. 6.8 in. 20 ft. 7.4 in.

1- 4-05 14.7 20 ft. 7.4 in. 20 ft. 7.9 in.

The greatest temperature variation noted on the 120-ft. spans was

36.3°, and the corresponding changes in height at the centers of the

spans were 2.1 in. and 1.9 in., respectively. For the g6-ft. spans the

temperature variation was 37.6° and the corresponding changes in

height were 0.6 in. and 0.5 in., respective!}-.

The combined weight of messenger. No. 000 trolley wire, and

hangers averages .one pound per foot, which gives a tension in the

messenger cables with 120-ft. span and 24-in. sag of about 900 lb.

The tension with 96-ft. span and 4-in. sag is about 3,500 lb.

Measurements were also taken on a more elaborate style of con-

struction, designed for use in electrically equipping steam roads

operating two or more tracks. The trolley wires in this case are

hung from double catenaries, each messenger being a steel stranded

cable .4375 in. in diameter, supported by lattice steel bridges, such

as are used on many roads to support semaphores and other signal

apparatus. The trolley wire is No. 000, grooved, and the support-

ing hangers are placed 10 ft. apart. The average total weight per

foot supported by each cable, including its own weight, is o.gi lb.

The vertical sag in the first span, which is 230 ft. long, is 2.6 ft.,

and in the second span, which is 270 ft. long, 3.6 ft., both at 26.6°.

The corresponding tension in the messenger cables is 2,300 lb.

The observed variation in height of trolley wire due to tempera-

ture change was as follows

:

Temperature. Height of Trolley Wire above Rails.

Date. Deg. F. 230-ft. Span. 270-ft. Span.

1-16-05 26.6 23 ft. 9.1 in. 23 ft. 7.1 in

1-26-05 6.8 23 ft. lo.i in. 23 ft. 9.9 in.

2- 9-05 39-2 23 ft. 7.3 in. 23 ft. 4.3 in.
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I lie maximiini limpcratiirc variation is 32.4° and the correspond-

ing cliange in liciRlit of trolley wire is 2.8 in. for the 230-ft, span,

and 5.6 in. for the 270-ft. span.

Mr. Varney states that 300 ft. appears to he a satisfactory spacing

ilislancc for hridge const rni-tif)n ; this is not a long enough distance

lo permit undue vibration in the cables and not so short as to re-

((uirc a large number of bridges per mile. For messenger cables of

this length span extra-high strength steel strands yi in. in diameter

are suitable, with a No. 0000 grooved trolley wire and hangers

spaced 10 fl. The average load per font on each cable is 1.43 lb,

and with a vertical sag of 27 ft. the tension is 6,000 lb. In rouv;li

climalc, wind and sleet will at times increase this tension. Assuni

ing that the tension may be doubled, a factor of safety of about 3,.=;

will still remain, as the breaking strength of the cable is about

40,000 lb.

For use in localities where milder weallicr conditions may be .-is

sumcd, lower grades of steel may be used, having breaking strengths

for the same weight per foot of 25,000 lb. and ig,ooo lb. These

latter cables are somewhat easier to handle and would be sufficiently

strong for most conditions.

The sag given above is taken to be the cold-weather condition,

and for 100° V. ri.se the s.ig would be about 4.4 ft., or a variation of

1.7 ft. This allowance is made in the height of the bridge so that

the lowest point of the trolley wire will be 22 ft. above the track.

It is not believed that the variation will be this much on account of

the giving of the supports and other causes.

IIoiiolulu Rapid Transit & Land Co.

The Hawaiian Tramways Co., I-imited, has lately been acquired

by the Honolulu Rapid Transit & Land Co., which now owns and

operates 23.1 miles of track extending throughout the important

parts of the city and suburbs of Honolulu.

The annual report for the calendar year of 1904 of this company's

business shows that the property is being improved and its income

increased. The gross earnings for the period reported were $327,-

461 and operating expenses $197,877, leaving the net earnings from

operation $129,584. The total income from other sources was

$4,562, leaving the gross income less operating expenses as $134,146,

from which when $55,324 is deducted for taxes and interest leaves

a net income of $78,822. From this sum $52,429 was used to pay

dividends throughout the year, thus leaving the addition to surplus

for 1904 as $26,303. This, added to the former surplus of the com-

pany, gives a surplus carried over to 1905 of $148,251. The operat-

ing expenses of the railroad were 60.43 per cent of the gross earn-

ings. The gross earnings per mile of road operated were $15,146,91

and the net earnings $5,093.98,

The capital stock authorized, issued and outstanding at the date

of the report consisted of 6 per cent non-cumulative preferred stock

to the amount of $343,000 and common stock to the amount of $800,-

000. The funded debt of tlie company amoimted to $690,000 in first

mortgage 6 per cent 25-year gold bonds.

Throughout the past year the properties and transportation facili-

ties have been improved with the expenditure of $148,669.03 dis-

tributed among the usual railway departments and including $4,227.44

expended in completing and equipping an aquarium which is one

of the attractions of Kapiolani Park.

The freight traffic amounted to $974.90. A substantial increase

in the car-mileage is included in the reported figure given as 1,480,-

154.07 miles with earnings per car-mile for the year reported as

21.75 cents.

The total number of passengers handled in 1904, 6,689,401. is an

increase of isJ4 per cent over the previous year and is equal to the

whole population of Honolulu taken 167 times. Of this number of

passengers 125,584 were free rides. The average daily car-mileage

of 4.05s 's stated to be about equal to the distance from Honolulu
to San Francisco and return.

The officers of the I lonolulu Rapid Transit & Land Co. for 1905

are: L. T. Peck, president; L. A. Thurston, first vice-president;

J. B. Castle, second vice-president; Qiarles H. Atherton, treasurer;

George P. Thielcn. secretary; F. William Klebahn. auditor; C. G.

Rallenfyne, manager ; W. R, Castle, director.

Montgomery Traction Co. Changes lland<>.

On February 25th, pursuant to an order made by the United

State District Court upon petition of the North American Trust Co.,

the Montgomery Traction Co. was placed in charge of a receiver,

Mr. E. E. Winter, general manager of the company, being appointed.

While the action was pending in the court the property of the trac-

tion company was purchased by Mr. R. D. Apperson, president of

the Lynchburg Traction & Light Co, of Lynchburg. Va., represent-

ing Philadelphia capitalists who control the Lynchburg property.

The new owners of the property satisfied the claims of the trust

company, and a new street railway company was organized with

,Mr. R. D Apperson as president and Mr. Charles R. Miller, of

Philadelphia, secretary and treasurer. Mr. Winter was succeeded

;is general manager by Mr. W. II. Ragland, while Mr. J. W. Holli-

day will be succeeded as superintendent by Mr. C. C. Hogshead,

formerly superintendent of the Lynchburg. Traction & Light Co.'s

lighting department. Mr. R. S. Maultsby, who recently succeeded

Mr. Lloyd Lyon as auditor, will retain his present position. Con-

siderable improvements are contemplated by the new management,

and orders for four new combination cars have been placed, and

cilbiTS will follow.

Attempted Holdup of Denver Tramway Oevv.

Shortly before midnight of March 26th, J. O. Eade, motorman

of Welton St. car No. 196, of the Denver City Tramway Co.,

brought his car to a stop at the end of the line, while the conductor,

R. C. Roberts, got out to report to the train ilispatcher. As he

was coming out of the telephone booth he was confronted by a

masked man with a revolver and ordered to throw up his hands.

He ignored the command and closed with the robber just as the

latter grabbed at his change holder. TTie motorman heard the noise

and ran to his assistance, whereupon a second highwayman made

his appearance and fired four shots at the motorman. without

effect. Motorman Eade then attacked the first robber, who was

engaging the conductor, with his controller handle, and brought him

to the ground. In the meantime the other robber escaped. The

crew then reported the matter to the dispatcher, placed the robber

in the car and ran into the city, where thty were met by the police

ambulance. Both the motorman and conductor are old and trusted

employes of the company and have been substantially rewarded by

the company for their conduct.

Park Attractions for York Street Railway Co.

The York (Pa.") Street Railway Co. has completed the arrange-

ments for the summer amusements at Highland Park.

The contract for furnishing the professional attractions has been

given to Nathan Appel. of Reading, who furnished the .attractions

last year. He will supply stock companies to produce standard and

popular plays for a season of eight weeks. There will also be vaude-

ville features. In addition to the professional attractions, there will

be entertainments by local talent.

The preliminary season will open on May 29th, when William H.

Newborough will present comic opera by home talent for one week.

Beginning June 5th. the local lodge of Red Men will have the High-

land Park Theater for three nights. The regular professional season

will open June 26th and will close .August 12th, For the weeks of

.\ugust 14th and 21st comic opera by local talent is booked. The
open dates in June, .August and September will be filled by other

home talent attractions.

Improvements will be made to the interior of the theater and to

the stage. The stage will be in ch.arge of an efficient corps, which

already has been engaged. Many improvements and repairs will be

made throughout the park. Several new specimens ^vill be added to

the zoological collection.

Preliminary steps are being taken for the erection of a scenic

railway at Highland Park on the lines of the Houston Electric Co.

The annual trip of inspection of the Schools of Engineering of

Purdue University occurred March 30th, 31st and April ist. the

party consisting of about 170 students and 9 members of the faculty.

The party arrived at Chicago by special train over the Monon at

11:30 Thursday morning and returned by the same route Saturday

evening, having headquarters at the Victoria Hotel while in the dty.
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CITY ENTRANCES FOR INTERURBANS.

In operating through municipalities long distance electric railways

meet a number of difficulties which are particularly annoying in

terminal cities of 100,000 or more inhabitants. There are, as a rule,

restrictions included in the franchises granted by the municipalities

which, while not seriously affecting urban car service, are undesir-

able limitations upon long distance high speed operation; the use

>! the tracks of urban companies w-hich arc not designed for large

interurban cars involves additional labor and expense for the me-

chanical departnicnl of the interurban road and for the track de-

partment of the city line ; having to conform to a local schedule in

the terminal cities results in a loss of time that is most aggravating

to through pasengcrs. The ultimate solution of these difficulties

will doubtless be that the interurban company will seek private

rights of way inside as well as outside of the city limits.

For a new railway line to thus enter a large city involves an ex-

penditure for right of way, elevated structures, embankments, cross-

ings and subways that is in general too great to permit of such a

project being considered when the road is built. Yet knowing that

such an entrance must be provided at some future day it is indeed

painful to reflect that the cost of making the improvement will be

prnportionately more as the necessity for it grows.

A compromise plan could probably be carried out in all save

the largest centers of population, whereby the interurban company

would get a private way through the suburbs and residential dis-

tricts to within perhaps a mile or so of the down-town terminal,

and run only this shorter distance on the city tracks. Joint user of

private rights of way by a number of interurban lines would in

many cases be entirely practicable, and would reduce the cost to

each company. The plans of a new Indiana electric railway, the

Indianapolis, Newcastle & Toledo, provide for a direct line from the

corporation limits to the center of Indianapolis, all over a private

right of way and on which there shall be no grade crossings. This

company's plan, we understand, also contemplates the use of the

Traction Terminal station, on the same terms as other lines entering

the city, in order that all of the advantages derived from the union

station may be conserved.

HIGHER LINE POTENTIALS.

In Mr. Damon's paper, an abstract of which is printed elsewhere

in this issue, some suggestions are made which will undoubtedly

lead to much interesting discussion relative to a standard pressure

for the working conductors of electric railways. Mr. Damon classi-

fies interurban electric traction projects into three general types,

moderate speed lines, high speed lines, and electrically quipped trunk

lines, then after exhibiting fitting examples of types of overhead

construction now in succssful use, he recommends the adoption of

standard forms of overhead construction and standard line

pressures.

Six thousand volts is recommended as a standard for the first

two classes of roads and 15,000 volts for the trunk lines.

Those who in times past have experienced rainy-day troubles

with 600-volt lines will look with awe upon the adoption of a trolley

pressure ten times as high, but our European colleagues have shown

us that operation can be successfully maintained with such high

contact voltages if the design of the overhead work is an elaborate

one, and much care is taken in its maintenance. No word comes

to us, however, regarding the ease and rapidity of clearing such a

line for continued operation after such common accidents as are

occasioned by defective span wires or broken poles. But such

criticisms are matters which will call for more care in the design,

and should not be used as arguments against the adoption of high

working conductor pressures.

The benefits to be derived from such an increase in trolley voltage

are many, and prominent among them stands the one of cost, both

of construction and operation. On an interurban line of the

average length, operating with a potential difference of 3,000 volts,

there would undoubtedly be needed a transmission system of much
higher pressure, together with its reducing transformer sub-stations.

But if 6,000 volts is adopted as a standard trolley pressure, it would

seem that the effective radius of the generating system would so be

increased that many roads of the average length could be operated

from the working conductor alone, thus saving the first cost, the

maintenance cost and the liability for interruption, which are at-
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DOES THE FRLIGIIT ANI> I;X1M<E5S OEHAKTMENT
PAY?

Two yi-ars :igo, in liis paper nii "iTtixlil and Rxprfbs on IClc.-lnc

Kailways," read licfore llir Saratoga nicctiriK of the A. S. I<^ A..

Mr. J U. McClary snnnnarized the reports received from 66 eotn-

|)anie^ that lliemselves provitled this class of service, as follows:

I'rolitalile. 45; iniprofilahlc, -» ; douljtful and noncommittal, i';.

The pre|)ondcrance of opinion is donhtless now as it was then, lliat

llu' express business is a paying one, Iml too much is left to he

merely a matter of opinion, and few, if any, companies can tiow

make statements based on knowledge, of all the facts.

Whether a given branch of the service appears to be proCitable or

otherwi-e depends often upon wlu-tiur it has been favored in keep

ing the acconnls, and the favoritism may lie by design, or becanse the

classificaiion of expenses in use does not permit of differentiating

:ill the express and freight costs, and those not shown exactly are

III c<Mise(|nence estimated or omitted entirely.

When 50 to 70 per cent of the gross receipts is required for

operating expenses, considering the railway as a whole, and the

freiglit deiiartment is reported to have been operated on only 20 or

J5 per cent of gross earnings, there is room for doubt as to the

accuracy of the result. We do not me.au that there is intentional

misrepresentation, but that the company may be deceiving itself.

Quite recently a step towards eliminating existing doubt has been

taken. Mr. W. B. Brockway, for the general accounting department

of the Newman properties, has formulated a classification of express

accounts for the freight department which was put in effect by the

Birmingham Railway. Light & Power Co. Such an analysis of freight

expense will add to the cost of accoutiting, but it is recognized that

accurate knowledge is necessary in order to determine what is the

correct policy to pursue. With complete data as to cost of opera-

tion, the Newman interests will soon be in a position to determine

whether llie express and freight department is one to be extended.

AUTO CARS FOR RAILROADS.

There are a number of questions which liave, so to speak, regular

orbits and periodically appear to invite and receive discussion, and

one of these that is now attracting considerable attention is the

design of a motor car that will be satisfactory as a substitute for

steam locomotives in conducting passenger service on the branch

lines of railroads. Those who have followed this particular ques-

tion will recall that about seven years ago great interest was mani-

fested in steam and oil motor cars. Several types of car were put in

service experimentally, but after short trials nearly all of these

were found unsatisfactory. So far as the steam cars were con-

cerned, it may be said, generally, that wlien engines, boiler, fuel

bunker .ind water tank of suflicieiU capacity were placed in a pas-

senger car there was either not enough room for the passengers, or

the arrar.gement became so undesirable mechanically that the regular

locomotive was more economical to build and maintain. With the

gasoline or oil motor cars the difficulty was principally in getting

a satisfactory variable speed connection between the prime mover

and the car axles. In certain sections the motor car was abandoned

for reasons quite aside from their mechanical or economic merits,

that is the rules of labor unions had to be considered. In the case

of one road the choice was found to lie between abandoning the

motor cars and making a trial of strength with the trainmen's

unions, which objected to the substitution of a train crew of two for

one of four or five. In the operation of steam and gas motors it

has been remarked that if a steam engine does not work the cause

can be readily ascertained, but that a gas engine may and often does

fail to operate while the cause of the trouble will for a long time

evade detection. Improvements in the details of construction and
greater simplicity in gas motor design have to a considerable extent

re<luced the importance of this objection,

The motor car is just now again to the front, and we wish it better

success this time, for it deserves to be successful and can fill a

marked want.

In the United States the Union Pacific, the Burlington, the Illinois

t'entral and the Lake Erie & Western are a few of the steam rail-

roads now experimenting with "motor cars." In Great Britain the

(ireal {,'enlral Uailroad Co. has decided to place steam motor cars

on a section of its line in Wales, it being estimated that the cost of

operation will be from 9 to 14 cents per mile, as against 24 cents per

mile for the trains now in service, and the L/indon, Brighton &

Stiuth Coast Kailroad Co. has decided to equip a section of its line

tor electrical operation on the overhead trolley system, and is con-

sidering self-propelled motor cars as another possible means of meet-

ing tramway crmipetition.

The oil or gasoline driven car is not a competitor of the electric

motor car, but has its own particular field—on the branch lines of

steam roads, on construction work, on newly Iniilt roads where the

traffic now in the territory would not justify the more expensive

electric power equipment, and for the emergency cars on electric

roads.

CONCRETE-BEAM CONSTRUCTION.
The (pieslion of concrete-beam track construction is one which

has had its details considered in many forms by construction en-

gineers, and yet on no two roads has the same set of details been

followed. Although the burying of the rail in the mass of concrete

does lessen the distortion eflfect due to changes of temperature, yet

this expansion and contraction is not entirely absent in any form

(jf track construction, and for this reason it has been found neces-

sary to anchor rails when placed in concrete beams, not only with

the usual form of tie rods to hold them in proper gage, but with

some type of metal anchor which would hook over the base of the

rail and remain buried in the beam, thus restraining the rail from

any tendency to lift from its bed when a wave motion is imparted

to it by the wheels of heavy cars. There have been many different

devices used for this purpose, some elaborate, some simple. Ihe use

of the ordinary s'A " 9-16-in. railway spike for this purpose is

indeed a novel one, but has been found to accomplish the purpose

satisfactorily in Minneapolis, and is now being used in reconstruc-

tion work in Austin, Tex. The method is to make an excavation for

the usual form used for concrete trench work, block the rail up to

gage and line by means of the ordinary wooden blocking, and when

the concrete has been tamped in the trench up to the level of the

base of the rail, ordinary railroad spikes are sunk in Ihe concrete,

as in the usual form of the wooden tie construction. .After the

wooden blocking has been removed, the concrete work is com-

pleted in the usual manner.

The reason for this detail of construction being successful depends

directly upon the shrinking force which displays itself when con-

crete sets. This is not a new use for this characteristic of concrete.

Several of the forms of concrete-steel reinforcing used in bridge and

floor construction depend upon this same shrinkage characteristic of

tlie material for their existence, and their success has proved this

method to be a safe one.

CORRECT ACCOUNTING.
I he theory that publicity in the affairs of busir.ess concerns is

a safeguard for the investors in its securities and is in the long

run the best thing for all concerned, especially for the so-called

public utility corporations, is generally accepted. In practice, how-

ever, some concerns feel that any considerable degree of publicity

as to the earnings and expenses of their business would affect them

unfavorably, not because they have any results to be ashamed of or

apologize for, but because complete statements made in good faith

would be garbled by the public press and demagogues and made to

misrepresent the situation. There is now in various parts of the

country a noisy if not strong agitation for the municipalization of

railway and lighting undertakings, and a wise decision as to the

policies to be adopted by these different cities depends upon the

education of the public. The most used arguments and those which

probably affect the greatest number of voters are ba.sed upon re-

ports of municipal undertakings, whereof the accounts have not

been properly audited. Instead of showing the situation as it e.Kists,

the reports most quoted are cleverly designed to show only the fea-

tures it is desired shall be seen.

There came to hand recently the report of an electric railway and

lighting company which would be an excellent guide for our

municipal friends to follow. This company has been through some

trying times .Mthough the president was able to state that a small
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surplus over operating expenses and fixed charges had been earned

during the concluding months of the year covered by the report,

and that a conservative estimate for the coming year indicated there

would be no deficit, there had been a large deficit for the year

covered by the report.

The frankness of the management in including in its publislied

report a criticism from the auditors who passed upon the accounts

as to the faults of the company's former accounting methods, is much

to be commended. The statement of the auditors included the

following

:

"The general condition of the accounts was somewhat remark-

able in that the financial standing of not one of the six companies

was correctly stated on the books, and it required a careful analysis,

running back several years, of many ledger accounts to determine

their relative place in the system or to find out whether they he-

longed there at all.

"It is hardly necessary to state that each account in your books

should either mean exactly what its caption and balance indicate

or else it should be at once eliminated.

"As a matter of fact, the laxity in your bookkeeping department

has been so great that in our opinion there has never been a time in

the history of the property as a whole, when a consolidated balance

sheet or profit and loss account could have been prepared without

an exhaustive examination and adjustment of the principal accounts

in each set of books. A result of this kind flows from carelessness

on the part of the bookkeeping staff or from their inability to secure

the necessary information to write up the books. From the appear-

ance of a number of entries made months and in some cases years

after the transactions had taken place, the inference is forced upon

us that the information was not in the possession of the clerks at

the time the transactions took place.

"The inevitable result has been to render correct financial state-

ments impossible because it is obvious that no one can make a

mere guess as to the earnings and expenses of a number or even

of one large undertaking, and we are prepared to state, after ma-

ture deliberation that no statement of earnings and expenses for

any given period embracing more than two of your properties has,

if prepared, been correct, and without regard to the responsibility

for such a state of affairs we can only say that your stockholders

and any others who may have been entitled thereto have by reason

of the condition of the books been deprived of any means of getting

at the facts short of a laborious readjustment and writing up of the

accounts."

Doubtless the financial troubles in which this company has been

entangled, and from which the management has now determined

it shall emerge, were in great measure, if not entirely, due to the

fact that its accounting system was so poorly organized that the

management could not tell what were paying departments and

policies.

Success in any business is largely dependent upon correct account-

ing, but correct accounting is most important in public undertakings

in order that the public may know how its money has been used or

wasted.

STREET RAILWAY PENSIONS IN AMERICA.
Ill the "Review " lor September, 1904, ue gave, m connection

with a discussion of the value and cost of pensions, data as to the

experience of three of the four American street railways which

have established the policy of providing pensions for the support of

superannuated employes and faithful men injured in the service of

the company.

The four American street railways having pension funds or mak-

ing similar provision, with the dates when pension orders became

effective, are

:

Rhode Island Co., Providence Nov. i, 1901

New York City Railway Co. (Metropolitan) July i, 1902

Boston Elevated Railway Co Jan. i, 1903

Denver City Tramway Co July I, 1903

In response to inquiries made in July, 1904, Mr. Robert I. Todd,

general manager of the Rhode Island Co., gave the estimated annual

charge for 1904 as $2,408.63, and Mr. C. S. Sergeant, vice-president

of the Boston Elevated Ry.. stated that on the basis of the number

of pensioners at that lime, 26, the annual charge would be $5,400.

More recent data as to costs of pensions are given herewith

:

Rhode Island Co.

Nov., '01, to Dec, '02. 1903. 1904.

Paid to pensioners $2,031.18 $1,754.80 $2,396.50

Retired on pensions during period 4 .... 4
.'\ge at retirement 701073 .... 70

Pensioners, close of period 4 4 7

Average number of pensioners 447
.Average iiicnuhly payment to each.... _$36.27 $36.56 $28.53

Boston Elevated Railway Co.

Fiscal year ending Sept. 30, 1904.

Paid to pensioners $4,731.50

Persons given allowances during year 11

.Age at date of allowance 5° to 75

No. receiving allowances 26

Usual monthly allowance $25.00

The Boston Elevated Ry. makes contributions for the support of

blue uniformed employes who in the judgment of the management

of the company are unfit to perform any duty and who have been

constantly employed by the company for a period of 25 years, or

who have reached the age of 60 years and have been continuously

employed for a period of 15 years. The number of blue uniformed

employes in the service of the company Mar. i, 1905, was about

5,100, of whom 605 had been employed for 15 years or more.

Mr. John A. Beeler, vice-president of the Denver City Tramway
Co., advises that up to March i, 1905, it had received no applications

for pensions from its employes.
*—*

Iowa State Association.

The second annual convention of the Iowa Street and Interurban

Railway .Association will be held at Dubuque, la., .April 20-21, 1905,

headquarters being at the Hotel Julian.

The program is as follows

:

Thursday, April 20, 1905^10 a. m.

.Address of Welcome, Mr. J. R. Lindsay.

Reading of Minutes.

Address of the President.

Report of Secretary and Treasurer.

Paper: "Handling Freight by Interurban and Interchange of

Business with Steam Railroads," H. H. Polk, Des Moines.

Thursday Afternoon.

Visit Central Station Union Electric Co.

Attend in a body afternoon session Iowa Electrical Association

and hear reading of Mr. W. E. Boileau's paper on "Steam Tur-

bines."

Friday, April 21, 1905.

Paper : "Accounting as an Aid to the Operating Department,"

R. A. Leussler, Council Bluffs.

Paper : "Car Shop Methods," John D. Fish, Davenport.

Paper : "Rural Railways," F. McDonald, Waterloo.

Friday Afternoon.

Paper: "The Adoption of Gasoline Motors for Street and Inter-

urban Service."

E.xecutive Session.

The officers of the Iowa association are : President, George B.

Hippe, Des Moines ; vice-president, James F. Lardner, Davenport

;

secretary and treasurer. L. D. Mathes, Dubuque.
« »

Chicago Election.

Judge Edward F. Dunne was, on April 4th, elected mayor of

Chicago on an "immediate municipal ownership" platform. The

city council has a majority opposed to the new mayor in politics,

the city has no money to buy the street railways, the "Mueller law

certificates," which are the only obligations it would be authorized

to issue in payment of the railways, are of doubtful value, and the

companies have rights which cannot be ignored, so that the election

of an immediate municipal ownership mayor will probably mean only

increased difficulty in negotiating franchise renewals. It is possible

that the railway stockholders would accept Mueller law certificates

with the expectation of having to foreclose within a short period,

and thus recover their properties with such additions as the city

might have made in the interim.



Tramway System at Chesterfield, Enj-Iand.

The plcasaiil town of Chi'slLTficlil, in l-)crl)yshirc, is siUiatcd be-

tween Derby and Sliefilelil. It claims distinction in two ways—the

famous crooked spire of its church is a well-known landmark for

many miles around, and is annually visited by large numbers of

people, who form various conjectures as to its origin and purpose.

Then in the second place, Chesterfield was the first town in England

Id liave a public electric light service, the streets and some of the

principal buildings being lighted with arc and incandescent lamps

so long ago as 1881, the venture being one of Mr. Robert Hammond's

earliest schemes. It is true that the installation was of a temporary

nature, the generating plant being portable, and the distributing net-

work being suspended overhead in a very primitive manner, but the

fact rrin.iin';, and Chesterfield is proud of its record.

The town has now come into line with other municipalities by the

introduction of an electric tramway system, and this was opened to

the public quite recently.

A short horse tramway, owned by a private company, and running

through a portion of the town, had been in existence since 1880,

but in 1897 it was bought by the corporation for a very low price,

and under municipal control proved commercially successful. The

tramways which have lately been put down cover a very much larger

area, and traverse the principal streets and extend well into neigh-

boring districts.

The whole of the work has been carried out by the British In-

sulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd., of Prescot, under the able super-

vision of Mr. A. E. Grant, M. I. E. E. The system is single track

CAR SHED OF TR.VMWAY SYSTEM AT CHESTERFIELD.

It is interesting to add some details as to this early plant. In

October, 1881, Mr. Robert Hammond constructed a small central

electric supply station at Chesterfield to deal with the public lighting

of the town. This provided the first example of the supply of cur-

rent for arc and incandescent lamps on the same circuit. The gen-

erators at full speed gave 10 amperes at 2,000 volts, the arc lamps

being run in series and incandescent lamps in series-parallel of eight

lamps. The speed of the generator was varied according to the

number of arcs or of groups of incandescent lamps on the circuits.

This was one of the very earliest public electric supply undertakings

of the country, and for some time it did useful work in lighting the

Chesterfield streets. But the difliculties which were encountered in

those early days were enormous, and when the business was finally

closed down the pockets of its promoter were considerably lighter,

though, as we know today, his faith in electric supply never failed.

throughout most of its length, although in several of the streets in

the center of the town a double track is made use of. The gage is

4 ft. SVi in. and the length of route about 3J4 miles.

The rails are laid on an unusually solid foundation, the depth of

concrete being 9 in. The rails are of the British Standard No. 2.

in 45-ft. lengths, and weigh 96 lb. per yard. All special track work,

points, crossings, etc., was supplied by Hadfield's Steel Foundry Co.,

Ltd., of Sheffield, and are of its patent "Era" manganese steel.

Fig. 2 shows the fan at the entrance to the car shed. The Forest

City Electric Co., of Manchester, supplied its well-known "Pro-

tected" type of rail bond, and the Cooper patent Anchor joint has

been used throughout

In the center of the town the streets have been entirely repaved

with hard-wood blocks, while in other pans granite sets have been

used. Although some of the streets are only 20 ft wide, in the
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busiest parts of the town two tracks have been squeezed in, in view

of the better service which can thus be given. In some places there

is only a space of 3 ft. 4 in. between the outer rail and the cmb,

.tnd this, of course, does not allow room for tradesmen's carts to

stand at the side of the road, which is all to the good from the

public point of view. There are few sharp curves in the Chesterfield

system, nnd with tin- exception of one gradient of I in 20 for a dis-

No. 14 respectively. The feeders are of the British Insulated lead-

covered and armored type, the positive leads having a section of .15

to .4 and the return leads .4 to .2.

The armored cables are laid direct in the ground, the plain lead-

covered feeders being drawn into Sykes' conduits. Figs. 6 and 8

show respectively front and back views of one of the feeder pillars,

which are of the British Insulated Co.'s own manufacture. They

0\R SUED IAN. CHESTERFIELD. Fir,. 4. BR.ACKETT ARM WORK AT WITTINGTON.

tance of 150 yd. the line is practically level. The sharpest curve

has a radius of 48 ft. 6 in., and is that which is shown in Fig. 3.

The overhead equipment has been carried out with side poles and

brackets, and with span wires, a few rosettes being used in one or

two places. The poles are 31 ft. long, of which 25 ft. is above the

ground level, and are placed at intervals of 40 yards. All the poles

are bonded to the rails, and the guard wires are earthed at every

pole. They are made up of three sections, and were supplied by

Messrs. John Spencer, Ltd.. of Wednesbury. The bracket arms

vary in length from 6 to 20 ft. Fig. 4 shows the side pole con-

struction at Wittington, while Fig. 5 shows the span wire equip-

ment on the Chatsworth Road at Brampton.

are equipped with the usual fuses and switch gear, and with Wurtz

lighting arresters. At intervals telephone boxes, with magneto in-

struments communicating with the power house, are attached to the

poles, and one of these with its door open can be seen in Fig. 6.

The power house is about one mile from the end of the line on

the Chatsworth Road. It is used both for lighting and traction,

most of the sets being designed to work on either service.

Fig. 7 shows the new unit which has recently been put in especially

to take the traction load. The engine was built by Bellis & Morcom,

and runs at 300 to 320 r. p. ni. The generator was supplied by the

British Wcstinghouse Co., and is a six-pole machine, coupled direct

to the engine shaft. Its capacity is 400 kw., current being generated

FIG. 3. SHARP CURVE ON SHEFFIELD ROAD. SPAN WORK, CHATTSWORTH ROAD.

The trolley wire is grooved throughout, and mechanical ears have

been employed in every case. When it is considered how easy the

mechanical ears and grooved wire can be erected, it is evident that

this form of construction will become increasingly popular as en-

gineers appreciate its advantages. The wire is of No. 0000 gauge,

and is at an average height of 21 ft. 6 in. from the ground. The
span and guard wires are of seven strand No. 12 and seven strand

at 500 to 550 volts. Although compound wound, it is arranged so

that the series field can be cut out, so that the machine can be run

on a lighting load as a shunt wound generator. Before the pur-

chase of this unit, two loo-kw. units and two 200-kw. units had been

installed, these also consisting of Belliss engines and Wcstinghouse

generators. The last 200-kw. generator had been built shunt wound

with a view to traction work later, and the two lOO-kw. machines
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were aUcrcil fruin sluiiU to slniut-compouiKl wouiul, so llial at the

present time there is availahlc in the Chesterfield station for traction

work two units of 100 l<w. sets, one of 2(X) kw. set and one of

400 kw.

The boiler iilant consists of six Babcock & Wilcox water tube

boilers, li.ivinK a IcUal heating surface of 10,645 sq. ft., and working

FIR. 7, BEI.US-\VF-STINGIIOltSE TRACTION SFf.

at a pressure of 150 lb. They are all fired by hand. Being within

easy reach of collieries, and adjoining part of the Midland Railway

Co.'s system, coal is very cheap, and a low grade of coal being em-

ployed, the co.st per ton delivered at the bunkers works out at not

more llian 4s. A private siding is now being built from the Midland

company's lines so that coal can he dumped from the railway trucks

direct into the bunkers, and this will effect a substantial saving in

cost of handling the coal. Feed water for the boilers, and con-

densing water, is taken from the river which adjoins the power

liouse, and a plentiful supply can always be obtained, although a

large storage tank is available in case of necessity.

Economizers are fitted to the boilers, and are motor driven. They

Fig. 0. FIG. 8.

were supplied both by E. Green & Sons, of Manchester and by the

Clay Cross Co.

The condensing plant is of the Worthington jet type, while Worth-

ington feed water pumps and Berryman feed water heaters have

also been installed.

Both the lighting and traction switchboards were supplied by the

Westinghouse company, and are arranged in a gallery at the end

and at the side of the station. The traction switchboard consists of

nine panels of standard Westinghouse type, and is made up of four

generator panels for controlling the four generators that can be run

on traction load, one load panel, one B. O. I . panel, and three two-

circuit feeder panels. There was also installed in connection with

the traction switchboard a two-panel throw-over board. The leads

from the four traction generators come direct to this throw-over

board, and the machines can cither be switched through this board

on to the lighting switchboard in the station, or on to the traction

l>oard.

The car shed adjoins the power house and was built by corporation

R. I_ ACLANt).

Tramwii.vs ManaK'T.

A. E. GRANT.
Resident Engineer.

workmen. It measures 120 ft. by 46 ft., and is capable of consider-

able extension. It has four tracks with pits 4 ft. 6 in. deep. At

present it will accommodate 16 cars. Repair shops and stores are

now being built and equipped at the side of the car shed.

The roof glazing, which can be seen in the illustration, is on the

patent "Eclipse" system, and consists of steel T's completely envel-

oped in a lead cover, the ends of which are soldered so that the

steel bar is entirely protected from atmospheric effects. As there

is no paint, putty, asbestos, nor jointing of any description, the

glazing never requires any maintenance, and as the materials ex-

posed to the atinosphere are absolutely imperishable the glazing will

last the life of the car shed.

The rolling stock consists at present of 12 cars supplied by the

Brush Electrical Engineering Co., of Loughborough. They have a

seating capacity for 56 passengers, of whom 34 can be accommodated

inside. The cars are mounted upon Brush-Conaty radial trucks

with a wheel base of 8 ft. 6 in., and a spring base of 16 ft. The

wheels were supplied by Hadfield's Steel Forndry Co., and have steel

tires. The cars are equipped with two No. 45 M Westinghouse

motors, and with two No. 90 M. controllers with Westinghouse

standard canopy switches and the usual accessories.

In addition to the usual hand brakes, they have been equipped

with Westinghouse magnetic track brakes. These powerful brakes

enable the cars to be stopped very rapidly, and save the motormen

much work. Before the motormen and passengers had become ac-

customed to the magnetic brakes tliey were inclined to complain of

their rapid action, which sometimes took them unawares, but now
everyone has become accustomed to their action, and the additional

safety which they give to passengers is generally appreciated.

During the busy hours a five minutes' service is given, while at

other times a seven or eight minutes' service is found sufficient.

Mr. R. L. Acland, who acted as engineer during the construction

of the electric tramways, has now been appointed tramways man-
ager as well as resident engineer, and under his management there

can be little doubt as to the success of the undertaking.

A New York subway employe who recently was in danger of

being run down by an express train, saved his life by lying flat

on the track between the rails while the five-car train passed over

him.

.Xrrangenients are under way for providing cars suitable for carrj--

ing fire apparatus between St. Paul and Minneapolis. It is stated

that 35 minutes will suffice for one department to place its apparatus

at the service of the other.
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The Strength of Timber Treated with
Preservatives.*

Effect of Preliminary .Stcamins and of Different Preserv-

ative Chemicals and Proces.ses Upon Both Green
and Seasoned Lumber.

With the increasing use of timber, preserved in one way or an-

other against decay and fire, it is important to determine the effect

which the preserving process has upon the strength of the pre-

served timber. Many engineers beheve that creosoted timber is more

brittle and less capable of withstanding strains than the same timber

before being treated with creosote. This is particularly true with

bridge timbers and piling.

Actual tests are necessary to determme what relationship exists

between the preservative process and the strength of the timber.

Most of the tests hitherto made with preserved timber were made

by comparing results of tests on treated sticks with results on un-

treated sticks. In many instances these turned out in favor of the

untreated timber. The reason why such tests are unfair to the pre-

servative is that in the process of preservation two factors enter

:

The actual process of impregnation with a preserving substance, and

the preliminary processes of steam seasoning, in the majority of

treating plants in the United States. .\ piece of timber subsequently

treated with creosote may be steamed to such an extent that the

timber becomes e.xceedingly brittle. This, obviously, will be the

fault of the steaming and not of the creosote.

Timber preservation divides itself broadly into three stages

:

First, the preliminary preparation; second, the actual preservative

process; and, third, the treatment of timber following preserva-

tion. The final strength of the timber may be influenced materially

by each of the stages.

The Bureau of Forestry erected an extensive plant on the grounds

of the St. Louis Exposition for carrying on a series of investiga-

tions of the methods for preserving timber, and of the influence

various preservative processes have upon the strength of the timber.

These investigations have been organized and outlined by Doctors

von Schrenk and Hatt of the Bureau of Forestry.

This general plan was pursued during the last few months at

the timber treating and testing station at St. Louis in accordance

with the following outline

:

(1) To determine the effect of the preliminary processes, such

as steaming, on the mechanical properties of the timber.

(2) To determine the effect of preservatives on the strength of

timber, eliminating the effect of the preliminary processes.

In order to determine the effect of these factors, the programme
was divided into two parts—part i, the effect of the preliminary

process, and part 2, the effect of preservatives.

The effects of the preliminary process were determined only on

loblolly pine. Both green and seasoned timber was used in deter-

mining the effect of preservatives. The preservative fluids inves-

tigated included only creosote and zinc chloride.

In making comparative strength tests of treated and untreated

timbers, it is necessary to eliminate as far as possible the variations

due to the great differences in quality of individual pieces of wood.
This was accomplished in this case by using ii-ft. timbers cut at

the same time from one forest site. In testing the influence of pre-

liminary processes of seasoning, a 3-ft. section was cut from one
end of each timber and sawed up into test pieces, which furnished

a basis of comparison between (i) the results of tests on these

"control" pieces, and (2) the results on test pieces taken from the

remaining 8-ft. section after the latter had been subjected to the

various perliminary seasoning processes in the treating cylinder.

In testing the effect of preservatives themselves the entire ii-ft.

timber was subjected to the preliminary seasoning processes, after

which a 3-ft. section was cut from the end of each timber. The
3-ft. section thus having been subjected to the preliminary season-

ing processes formed a basis of comparison with the remaining

8-ft. section, which was treated with preservatives. In this way
the separate effects of the preliminary processes and the effects of

the preservatives could be isolated and determined.

Because of an apprehension that defects of brittleness of treated

timbers might not be evidenced by the ordinary tests under slowly

applied loads, provision was made for both static tests and impact

•From Bulletin No. 62. Bureau of Forestry. U. S. Departmpnt of
Agriculture.

tests. The test pieces were subjected to crossbending strain, com-

pression along the grain under both static and impact conditions,

and under shearing parallel to the grain and compression at right

angles to the grain under static conditions. The data taken in-

clude the moisture conditions, specific gravity, and rate of growth.

During the treating operations, records were kept of the temperature

to which the timbers were subjected at all stages, the amount of

water lost or gained, and of the amount of preservatives absorbed,

as indicated by gross weight and subsequent chemical analyses of

the test pieces.

Ordinarily tlie strength tests were made inuuediately after treat-

ment in the cylinder. In order, however, to determine what weak-

ness might be introduced by changes in the physical condition of

the preservatives in the wood through lapse of time, a complete

series has been set aside for subsequent operations. An additional

set of test pieces has been loaded with different percentages of

the strength, as exhibited under the ordinary tests, and this load

allowed to act for long periods of time, the deflections being meas-

ured from day to day.

While this program is not sufficiently advanced to allow the

drawing of final conclusions, yet the preliminary results are fairly

indicative of what may be expected. It is found that the steaming

process weakens the resistance of the wood fiber to both static and

impact loadings. It may be stated that this diminution of strength

is very nearly in direct proportion to the length of time that any

given steam pressure is applied. The diminution of strength was

found to be 25 per cent after a pressure of 20 lb. was applied for

ten hours to green loblolly pine, and 10 per cent when a pressure

of 20 lb. was applied for four hours. This diminution of strength

increased very rapidly when the pressure rose above 20 lb., and

amounted to about 25 per cent when a pressure of 50 lb. was ap-

plied for four hours.

It will be easily seen that when the conditions of time and

pressure are made very severe, the conditions prevailing in a

pulp mill industry will be approximated. Evidently it is well to

avoid when possible the use of these preliminary steaming opera-

-tions in the wood preserving industry.

With relation to the effect of preservatives themselves, the latter

is distinct from the preliminary process. It may be said that the

treatment with zinc chloride does not seem to further reduce the

strength of timber beyond the effect of the steaming process. This

might have been expected when it is considered that the strength

of the zinc chloride solution ordinarily used does not exceed 2}/2

per cent. The strength of timber that had been treated with the aj/j

per cent solution of zinc chloride after having been steamed four

hours at 20 lb. pressure was the same as that of timber which

had been steamed without the subsequent application of zinc chlo-

ride. The same statement may be made of timber treated with an

S'A per cent solution of zinc chloride. It may be that subsequently

the crystallization of the zinc chloride will weaken the wood fiber.

This remains to be determined.

The effect of the creosote appears to be the same as that of an

equal amount of water in weakening the fiber. That is to say, the

strength of creosoted timber is that of green timber. The differ-

ence is that while green timber gains strength upon seasoning,

the creosote oil remains in the wood, and, it appears from analysis

of a pile 35 years old, that the oil remains in a liquid condition.

Consequently, comparison between seasoned timber and creosoted

timber will always result to the disadvantage of the latter as far

as its strength is concerned. In the case of creosoted wood, it also

remains to be determined what changes in the wood fiber take

place through lapse of time in the presence of creosote oil.

It is expected that a bulletin will be issued upon the results of

these investigations when the tests are completed. This bulletin

will also contain the results of the investigations to determine the

best methods of preserving wood so that the maximum impregna-

tion may be obtained with the least expenditure of oil per cubic

foot of timber.
« »

A current newspaper paragraph tells of a "motor-car savings bank"

.vhich makes journeys in the north of France, stopping in villages

on stated days to receive such sums as thrifty country people, hav-

ing saved, may be desirous of depositing in a savings bank. The

motor car, which is electrically driven, carries a small safe, a desk

with folding shelves for the depositors, with accommodations for

two clerks and a cashier and a seat for the driver.
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(ias Engines for Railway and Power Service.

A (Icslriictivc (Icvclopnieiit of recent riiKiticfriiiK pracliiu is llie

liigh power internal combustion engine snitnbic for direct connec-

linn to electric generators for liKlilinK, power, railway, pumping and

indnstrial purposes. Two types of gas engines have been developed

I)y tlic Wcstinghouse company, both of which types were exhibited

at the St. Louis Exposition—one a vertical single acting engine

with three cylinders, and the other a horizontal double acting engine

with two cylinders arranged in tandem—direct connected to engine

type generators. Roth of these machines were shown in compara-

tively small sizes, as being somewhat belter adapted for the varied

work desired for the purposes of demonstration.

The horizontal engine consists essentially of two water jacketeil

double-acting cylinders arranged in tandem with distance pieces

providing space for access to the packing boxes between cylinders.

Distance pieces are also used between the forward cylinder and

crossliead guide for a similar purpose. The frame comprises the

housing for the crossliead guide, two main bearings and a bed

plate; the two cylinders and all the vnlve meclianism are supportcci

the internal pressure. As the piston recedes, due to the pressure

exerted by the expanding gases, the pressure decreases progressively,

owing partly to the increase in cylinder volume and partly to the

conversion of heat into work.

4. Exhaust: At the end of the expansion stroke the exhaust

valve opens, allowing the liurned gases to expel themselves. This

occurs almost instantly, and the piston upon its return stroke expels

further the remaining gases at atmospheric pressure, which action

is known as scavenging, and in this case is positive. This completes

the working cycle, and the operations are repeated in sequence in

each end of each cylinder. I5y proper timing of the valve motions

one power impulse is secured at each forward and backward stroke

of the engine, thus resembling the operation of a single cylinder

double acting steam engine.

An important source of economy lies in the method of controlling

the combustible mixture. As the quality of gas does not ordinarily

vary widely, a most efficient proportion, once obtained, enables the

engine to operate thereafter with maximum economy, since the gov-

erning is then very eflfeclively accomplished by varying the quantity

of mixture admitted to the engine am^r-Unt! u< ihi- Ir.^d <<• Ije car-

I,000-H. 1". HtRIZONTAL ENGINES—ALTERN.\TING CURRENT POWER LO.AD.

by a bed plate e.xtcusiou bolted to the bed of the engine frame, both

of which are grouted with concrete to the foundation.

A noticeable feature of the general design of the engine is its

resemblance to a modern high speed tandem compound steam en-

gine. This resemblance is particularly noticeable in the case of the

main engine frame, shaft and cranks, fly wheels, bearings, connect-

ing rods and arrangement of generator. A more generous propor-

tioning of parts has of course been necessary to accommodate the

increased pressures resulting from the rapid combustion of highly

compressed gases.

The Beau de Rochas or four-stroke cycle is exclusively em-

ployed in both the double and the single acting type of engine.

This four-stroke cycle involves the following sequence of opera-

tion :

1. Induction : The piston in moving forward draws into the

cylinder at approximately atmospheric pressure the mixture of gas

and air previously proportioned for the best efficiency of combustion

with the particular gas used.

2. Compression : At the end of the first stroke the inlet valve

closes, and the piston upon its return compresses the mixture to

as high a pressure as may be safely carried without danger of

spontaneous ignition.

3. Expansion : At approximately the end of the previous stroke

the mixture under compression is ignited by an electric spark, and

the heat due to combustion rapidly expands the gases and increases

ried. As the mixture is of constant quality, and as positive

scavenging prevents it from becoming vitiated upon its admission

to the cylinder, the maximum duty per unit of gas used is secured.

The shaft is constructed of open-hearth forged steel built up.

with two cylindrical crank disks with smooth exterior face, but

cored out in the rear with suitable pockets for counterbalancing

with lead. The proper speed of rotation is communicated to the

cam shaft by a spiral gear split in two halves and secured to the

shaft close to the engine frame by key and bolts. The lay or cam
shaft, which extends along the entire length of the engine and at

90° to the main shaft, is thus positively driven at one-half the

speed of the engine, this relation being necessary to obtain the

proper valve movement in a four-cycle engine.

In the main bearings, a four-part or quarter-box arrangement is

used, the bearings being adjustable horizontally by wedges set up

by bolts extending through the caps. The upper quarter of the

bearing and the cap are cast integral, the latter being provided with

lips which overhang the vertical sides of the bearing, thus con-

tributing greatly to its rigidity.

The crosshead and connecting rod are typical of modem steam

engine construction. The former has removable babbited shoes

overlapping the ends of the crosshead and adjustable by wedges.

Both ends of the connecting rod have split bronze boxes and are

adjustable by means of wedges, the crosshead end being of the solid,

and the crank end of the strap type.
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The cylinder, combustion chamber, ignition and exhaust ports,

together with the water jackets for the respective parts, are made
in one casting. In order to reduce the strains in the metal of the

jackets while cooling, the jacket wall is split around the periphery,

the opening being closed by a steel tension band and a strip of rub-

ber packing. Suitable hand holes are provided at various points in

the water jackets for examining the interior and to remove sedi-

ment which might be precipitated in case very dirty water were

used in the jackets. The cylinder heads are made long to accom-

modate the packing gland and to provide for adequate water cooling

passages. The heads are slightly tapered where they enter the

cylinder bore, and starting screws are provided around the flanges,

so as to facilitate the removal of the heads.

The combustion chamber is approximately circular in horizontal

section and is closed by the admission valve above and the exhaust

valve below. Both valves arc of the single-beat poppet or mush-
room type, and seat vertically along the same axis, but in opposite

directions, the admission valve opening downward and the exhaust

vey the cooling water to the end of the piston rod bore, whence it

proceeds in succession through the two pistons, emerging through a

bronze tail rod extending through the rear cylinder head. Each

piston is a one-piece casting, cored hollow to accommodate the cir-

culating water, and packed by numerous cast iron packing rings

set out with flat steel springs. In order to convey the water in and

out of the piston, deflecting plugs are inserted at the proper point in

the rod bore. A cast iron jacket surrounds the tail rod and receives

the water emerging from it, whence it is drained away. The glands

for the cylinder heads have a simple metallic packing similar in

some respects to that used on high pressure steam engines. It is

compact, may be easily removed without dismantling the engine,

and is capable of being made as tight as desirable without intro-

ducing friction to a noticeable degree.

The one lay shaft paralleling the cylinders operates, through

cams, all of the valve movements of the engine. Independent cams

are provided for inlet valves, exhaust valves and igniters, so that

the action of each valve may he timed in order to secure the maxi-

3OO-H. p. VERTICAL G.-\S ENGINES DRIVING PUMPS.

upward. In the case of the admission valve, a separate bonnet is

employed, which, together with the valve, may be readily removed
without dismantling any parts of the engine other than the tappet

lever, through which cam motion is imparted to the valve. Both
admission and exhaust valves are of steel, and are held to their

seats by spiral springs. The exhaust valve alone is water cooled.

It is bored hollow throughout its length, this bore conveying cooling

water to the head of the valve, the water returning in the opposite

direction through an inner concentric tube, finally emerging at the

lower end. Flexible rubber tubes convey the water to and from
the opening provided, and it is finally turned into the jackets. By
spraying a small part of the jacket water into the exhaust pipes the

temperature of the pipe may be kept at a comfortable point through
the absorption of the latent heat of evaporation of the water used.

Both pistons and the piston rod are water cooled, as well as other

parts subjected to internal heat. An effective means of introducing

the cooling water is secured by a telescopic pipe connection bolted

to the inside of the crosshead guide. The inner tube of this tel-

escoping joint is attached to the crosshead at such a point as to con-

mum efficiency of the cycle. The main cams are all of cast iron

with working surfaces chilled and ground. Each has a throw of

one inch, which is communicated to the valve spindle by levers,

fitted at one end with hardened steel rollers engaging the cams,

and at the other adjustable steel tappet pins engaging the ends of

the valve stems. The igniters are of the standard Westinghouse

make-and-break type, and are operated by a quick drop cam, which

is mounted in such a manner as to enable tlie ignition point to be

varied any number of degrees in advance or following dead center,

as may be most suited to the gas used.

Close and sensitive regulation is secured through a spring-

weighted fly ball governor mounted upon a vertical shaft geared to

the lay shaft. This governor is in many respects similar to that

employed in the Westinghouse-Parsons steam turbine, and consists

of bell crank ball levers swung on knife edges and encased in neat

and substantial iron housings. By means of a special spring ex-

ternal to the governor the speed of the engine may be changed

within small limits, this expedient being found quite necessary in

synchronizing alternating current generators and in distributing the
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Io;hI IkIwi-cii lluiii aflrr liaviiig lii'cii thruwii ill parallel. The gov-

ernor iiK-cliaiiisiii is e:isly kept luliriiatcd Ijy .•111 oil cup at llie lop o(

the spindle.

The governor controls the speed of the engine hy varying the

((naiUity of mixture admitted at each induction stroke. The proper

proportioning of air and gas, as well as the controlling of cjuantity

to suit the load, is accomplished by means of a two-part valve,

liach part is rolatahle hy means of an external lever moving over

a graduated arc, and the proper proportioning of air and gas may
he readily ascertained while the engine is in operation. Independ-

ently of this operation, however, the vertical movement of the gov-

ernor valve as it receives its motion directly from the governor de-

termines the quantity of mixture passing into the gas boxes, which

extend in either direction from the mixing chamber to the four

cylinder admission ports. Gas and air are admitted to the mixing

valve at atmospheric pressure, secured in the case of the gas inlet

liy an .lulnmalic diaphragm pressure regulator located in the base-

ment. With proper adjustment, whatever the pressure of the gas

on the supply main, gas is always <lelivercd to the engine at atmos-

pheric pressure.

One of the difficulties formerly encountered in gas engine work

was the provision of a convenient and reliable means of starting

the engine. This is done in the Westinghouse engines by the use

of cotnpressed air. In this case the rear cylinder is used for this

purpose, and is provided at each end with small spring-backed

poppet valves opening only with the air pressure. This cylinder is

for the time being converted into a simple compressed air motor

hy throwing out of service the main admission cams and throwing

in two auxiliary cams, which engage the exhaust valves in a double-

throw instead of a single-throw movement. Two additional double-

throw cams, permanently mounted at right angles upon the lay

shaft, serve to admit compressed air at the proper moment to the

starting cylinder. These operations are simple in practice and in-

volve only the temporary alteration of the cam movement by means

of convenient levers and the admission of the compressed air, which

is controlled by a single plug valve. One attendant standing at the

rear cylinder can readily start the engine without changing his

position. Aher one or two strokes by compressed air the regular

combustion cycle in the forward cylinder commences, and the supply

of compressed air may then be cut oflf, the cam mechanism returned

to its normal position, and the rear cylinder then comes into regular

service. The entire operation of starting may be readily accom-

plished within one minute, and the fact is on record that with the

vertical single-acting type of engine a number of 300-h. p. units have

been started cold, run to full speed within a period of 25 seconds,

and full load applied within 40 seconds. Compressed air for start-

ing is stored at about 150 lb. pressure in steel tanks.

Lubrication of the cylinders is automatically accomplished by two

reciprocatin.g sight feed oil pumps operated from two of the cam
levers. The principal diflFerence in construction of the vertical en-

gine, outside of the different arrangement of cylinders, results from

the employment of the single-acting principle, in which only the

upper side of the piston receives the pressure of the expanding gases.

A long trunk piston is therefore made use of, thus dispensing with

the crossbcad.

The distinguishing characteristic of the vertical engine is its self-

contained construction, all the main moving parts being enclosed

in a cast iron casing which is filled with oil up to the shaft. The
cranks during, their revolution dip into this oil and furnish splash

lubrication to all the internal parts, including connecting rods and
pins and cam shaft, which is also mounted inside the crank case

The coiistruction of the engine in other particulars and its operation

resembles closely that of the horizontal engine, and needs no further

description.

The performance of the vertical type is, furthermore, appro.xi-

mately the same when the difference in their size and construction

is taken into consideration, this fact resulting from the employment
of the same working cycle in the two types of engines.

The accompanying illustrations show two gas engine installations

made by the Westinghouse company. One is of two i.ooo-h. p. twin
tandem units at Point Rreeze. Philadelphia, with alternators on a

power load. The second engraving shows the interior of a high
pressure service pmuping station at Philadelphia in which are West-
ing house 300-b. p. vertical gas engine units. This plant is liable to

be called upon at any time lor the full duty.

The Westinghouse company is now building two horizontal single

crank double acting soo-h. p. gas engines for the Warren (Pa.) &
Jamestown Street Kailway Co., for installation at Sloncham, Pa.,

where they will be connected to 20o-kw. alternators. In this plant

will also he a ss-h. p gas engine for driving exciter and air com-

pres.Hor.

(Graphical Mathematics. VI.

IIV A. C. HOI.MAN, M. E.

In the rectangular charts thus far considered the values upon

the vertical and horizontal scales have represented similar values,

as pounds of coal and pounds of product. But the process is hy no

means restricted to these conditions.

Time Charts.

An example of a chart combining widely difTering elements in

shown in Fig. 34. Although not bearing directly upfjn engineering

problems it well illustrates a general principle which may suggest

other applications. This sketch indicates roughly a method of

making up railway time-tables. The vertical line AE represents

distances and the graduations divide this line into spaces of ten

miles each. The entire railway line shown is therefore 80 miles
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either up or down according to the direction of the train. The train

lines will always be straight lines to represent an average uniform

velocity and they will always be inclined in the same direction.

Trains can run either way but no method has yet been devised for

reversing the march of time.

Hyperbolic Charts.

In Fig. 35 is shown a chart laid out upon a rectangular space, in

which the combining of values upon the horizontal and vertical

sides results in the production of curves instead of straight lines

upon the chart.

On the side O L a series of equal spaces is laid off, and on the

side OS another series of equal spaces. These points of division

are numbered regularly from one upward, as shown, beginning on

each line at the point ne.xt to O. If it is required to find points on

the chart so located that the product of the numbers opposite these

points, horizontally and vertically shall always equal the same num-

ber, it can be readily done. For instance, if the required product

is s, one point would be at intersection of 5 L and i S. i\nother

would be 10 L and 54 S and another at i L and 5 S. Intermediate

points can be found if necessary and through these points a curve

is drawn, marked 5 on the column of figures above P. In the

same manner curves can be plotted for 10, 15 and 20 as shown and

for any other values greater or less. A curve having the properties

here described is called a Hyperbola and the diagram containing

a scries of these curves may be called Hyperbolic Chart.

Applications of Hyperbolic Chart.

The conditions mentioned, that a series of products shall be equal,

are found in connection with many frequently recurring problems

in engineering. It can be applied in all cases where the required

quantity is the result of the multiplication of two other quantities.

For example, the horse power of a steam engine may be found by

multiplying the total pressure upon the piston by the number of

feet piston travel per minute. Therefore if the spaces on O S, Fig.

35, are taken to represent speed in hundreds, i S will be lOO, 2 S

will be 200, and so on. Also if the graduations on O L are taken

to represent total pressure and each space is called 330 lbs., then

10 L will be 3,300 lbs., and this multiplied by i L, or 100 ft., will be

330,000 ft. lbs. or 10 h. p.

Hence the curve passing through 10 P represents 10 h. p., and

the other curves are s. '5 'ii'd 20 h. p. respectively. If speed and
total pressure are known the horse power can be at once determined
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700,000, and at the iiroposed rates of fare of $3.57 for an ordinary

seat, and $1.19 extra for a section de luxe, a passenger trafTic of

850,000 fares per year would be necessary to cam a profit over in-

terest and operation cost. This proposition contemplates multiple

unit trains of from 2 to 4 cars.

Popular opinion is very strong toward the promotion and con-

struction of such a high speed line, but a question of doubt enters

when it is seen that such a road would parallel the present first-class

double track trunk line now owned by the Kingdom of Prussia and

would undoubtedly take away the express passenger business, thus

reducing the road to the basis of a through freight line. There arc

many who gravely doubt that the Prussian Government will con-

sent to the sacrificing of the bulk of its passenger business on an im-

portant trunk line, and encourage the expenditure of from $16,-

(XX),ooo to $30,000,000 in order that the public may save from i'/:,

ti) 2 hours in making the trip between Berlin and Hamburg.

Tramway (-ar Wheels."

Convenient Crane Car.

The accompanying illustration shows a crane car designed by

Mr. T. B. McMath, civil engineer for the Indianapolis Traction &
Terminal Co., and for the Indiana Co., which carries out the con-

struction work for the former. The car is a double-track flat car

24 ft. long with the crane mounted at one end of the car over one

of the trucks. The crane structure is mounted on a turntable

A. W. BANISTEX.

In his paper regarding the relative merits of the steel tired wheel

and the chilled cast iron wheel, .Mr. Banister states that until

recently the only possible wheel was the cast iron, but during the past

few years, however, they have licen rim very close, and in many cases

surpassed by the steel tired wheel, either with cast steel or forged

iron centers. This result is due lo the fact that the price at which

they can now be produced is about 25 per cent less than it was five

or six years ago and the wearing qualities have been greatly im-

proved. Steel wheels a few years ago cost from £20 to £22 per

set, whereas they can now be purchased at from £14 'o £16 per

set, and while at the same time the price of the cast iron wheel has

been reduced it is not to a proportionate extent. The latter can now

be bought at 28s. The chipping of flanges seems to be the most

frequent cause of trouble with the cast iron wheel, due to the narrow

groove rail required by the Board of Trade, the flange of the wheel

being of necessity so thin that the metal is chilled completely through

in casting and consequently becoming too brittle to long withstand

the continued shocks received in passing over points and crossings.

Flattening of wheels is another trouble which is frequently experi-

enced with cast wheels ; however, this can be practically eliminated

by the careful training and discipline of the motormen. Flanges

do not chip, flats are almost unknown and cars run smoother and

CRANE CAR, INDIANAPOLIS TRACTION & TERMINAL CO.

wliich has twelve 6-in. wheels spaced at equal intervals apart

around the circumference of a circle 7 ft. 6 in. in diameter, the

crane frame being secured to the car proper by a king bolt. The

horizontal side members of the frame are 8-in. I-beams 16 ft. long,

spaced 8 ft. apart. The posts are 6-in. I-beams 7 ft. high ; the

braces of the frame are 6-in. I-beams. The boom is made of two

6-in. beams braced with diagonal stiffeners and is 18 ft. long. At

the rear of the crane frame is mounted an electric hoist driven by

a 6-h. p. motor. The capacity of the crane is a load of 2 tons

supported at a distance of 18 ft. from the pivot.

This crane car has been found especially convenient in recon-

structing old track and in building new work, as a switch or cross-

ing or other piece of special work can be lifted bodily and de-

posited in place in the track, thus onahling special work to be laid

at the .same time as the track rails without requiring a large force

of men to be kept in order to handle the heavy pieces.

Another use for which this car has been found both convenient

and economical is in loading car wheels and other scrap. When
used for such purposes a spring balance of 600 or Soo lb. capacity

is inserted above the lifting hook and scrap can thus be weighed
and checked off as it is loaded, avoiding the delay and trouble of

running the car on the scales or placing the pieces 011 the scales

separately.

quieter with the steel tired wheels, and, it is claimed by the manufac-

turers, with less wear on the wheel, although this latter point is

by no means established. The life of the steel tired wheel is very

often shortened owing to the amount turned off in re-turning of

wheels due to the flanges wearing completely off and the cost of re-

turning adds considerable to the original cost. Another disadvantage

of the steel wheels is the varying size through their life-time and

consequent variation in the height of the car body from the rails,

which interferes with the arrangement of the slipper brakes and life

guards, this variation amounting from If^ in. to 2 in. The follow-

ing table shows the results of two experimental sets of steel tired

wheels, having cast iron centers, and bought on a basis of is. 8d.

per 1.000 miles run, to which figure must be added the cost of:

Per set of 4.

Boring out and pressing on
Cutting off tires when worn out.

Taking out of car and replacing.

.

Less scrap value, 3s per set of 4. .

Total per set of four.

s.

II

I

1

1

<A

£1

o

£1

'.Abstract from :i paper on Tramway Car Wlieels and Rails," reud
before the Association of Tramwav and- Light Railwav Officials
(England) by A. X. Banister, of Xorwlcb.
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The mileage obtained was 47,000, making the cost per i.ooo miles

per wheel for the above work i.4d., making the total cost per wheel

per 1,000 miles 2i.4d.

Cast iron wheels at this time cost 30s. and ran 14.000 miles. Al-

lowing for the value of scrap, this works out at

:

Cost per 1,000 miles per wheel 24d.

Cost of boring out, etc 4d.

Total cost per i.ooo miles aSd.

Total cost per 1,000 miles steel tired wheel 2l.4d.

Saving by the steel wheels per 1,000 miles 6.6d.

The accompanying tables show conditions of these wheels at fre-

quent intervals during the time they were in use

:

Steel Wheels

Car 12, July 14, 1902. Car n. July 9, 1902.

New wheel Diameter 31M i"- New Wheel Diameter 3154 in

:o,227 Miles " 31 12,844 Miles " 31

16,478 " " 30^4 19,142 " '" 30)^

21,544 " " 30 1-16 23,780 " 30!^

27,119 " " 29Ji 26,079 2915-16

30,:47 " " 2gii 28,464 2913-16

32,680 " " 2911-16 31,036 2911-16

37,173 " " 29'/4 33,816 29/j

38,218 " " 29'4 37,7/2 29 5-16

40,484 " " 29 1-16 40,965 • • 29 1-16

42,981 " " 2811-16 43,287 " " 285i

45,413 " " 285^ 46,220 • " 28 5-16

45,989 " " 283,^ 48,661 •• " 28

Ground five times; worn out Ground seven times; worn out

Feb. 20,1904. March 19, 1904.

Cast Iron Wheels.

Car No. 3, May 26, 1904.

New Wheel Diameter 30M in-

4,148 " " 30'/

«

5,816 ' " 30

7,965 " " 30

10,357 " " 2915-16

Still running Nov. 2, 1904,

With regard to the maintenance of wheels, Mr. Banister stated that

great care should be taken to have all wheels pressed on to their

axles to the same gage, the practice in Norwich being '/s in. narrower

than the track gage at a pressure up to from 30 to 35 tons, giving

1-16 in. clearing to each wheel. This pressure should increase stead-

ily from zero to the total amount; if the pressure is unequal, it m-

dicates a bad fit, and there is danger of the wheel coming loose on

the axle in service. It is also the company's practice to caliper the

wheels once a fortnight, and if the variation in diameter in one

pair amounts to 1-16 in. the vfheels are ground to size; at the same

time the depth of the flanges is noted, and if necessary tjiey are

ground to the original depths. Flats are ground out immediately

after they are reported, and any motorman who makes two flats

in six months for which he can give no satisfactory explanation is

punished, as well as being punished for neglect to report a flat as

soon as it is made. The result of this discipline has been very satis-

factory and the number of flats reduced from two to three a week

to about one a month. The time required for grinding all four

wheels of one car averages 2; < hours, which includes the time taken

in moving the car from the running shed to the grinding machine

and back again to the shed, the wheels not being removed for

grinding. It has been the experience of this company that for grind-

ing carborundum wheels are the best and cheapest in the end,

although the first cost is more than twice as much as ordinary emery

wheels. In Norwich, the system is such that the cars are turned

automatically, insuring an equal wear on the wheels, otherwise this

should be done. If there are no diagonal braces the trucks are liable

to get out of square and should therefore be tested occasionally.

Considerable trouble is often the result of the brake grinding away
the wheel flanges; to remedy this the company has altered the pattern

of brake blocks to do away with the lip on the flange side, which

also reduced the weight and consequent cost of the blocks, the sav-

ing in weight being about 5 lb. per block.

In conclusion, with regard to the maintenance of wheels, Mr. Ban-

ister said : "The average mileage of chilled wheels obtained on

the Norwich tramways from date of opening, July 30, 1900, to June

30, 1903, was 14,000; from July 30, igoo, to June 30, 1904, 15,000;

and last year, June 30, 1903, to June 30, 1904, 19,000. This improved

result he attributed entirely to extra care and attention to the wheels

and rails. Nearly all wheels having come from the same makers,

it can hardly be attributed to improvement in quality; further, with

this improvement comes also a reduction in price from 30s. to 28s."

Discussion.

In the discussion which followed the reading of this paper, Mr.

Coutts, Ayr, stated his company had been troubled with the wheel

on the pinioned end wearing more than the other, which was thought

to be due from sanding only one track, the flanges wearing on the

inside of one wheel and the outside of the other. In regard to pun-

ishing drivers for flat wheels, his company had considerable difficulty

in finding the right man, in some instances the fiats being so small

at first that they were not noticed until some few days later. His

experience with steel tired wheels was that they had a very short

life, and he considered it a very good idea to purchase them at so

much per 1,000 miles, as it gave the manufacturer an interest in

producing a good article. Chilled wheels were of no use to his

company, as they were continually knocking pieces off them and they

were as likely to t.ike the wrong as the right road when coming
down hill.

Mr. Spencer, Halifax, stated that his company had tried cast iron

wheels with very unsatisfactory results ; while they had very little

trouble with chipped flanges, they experienced no amount of diffi-

culty with flats, regardless of the punishment meted out to the men.

In his opinion tired wheels were the best.

Mr. Hamilton, Leeds, stated he did not agree with Mr. Banister in

his opinion that chilled wheels were preferable for his purpose, and

that while it might be that different qualities of rail demanded differ-

ent wheels, if such were the case it seemed to him that the advan-

tages were all in favor of the steel tired wheel. He further stated

that they got an average of 21,715 miles on chilled wheels, on 20 cars,

and on steel tired wheels 56,297 miles, with the cost of the former

for 21,000 miles at £6 and the latter for 56,297 at £6 17s. 4d.

Mr. Hartly, Darlaston, observed that he had met with similar

experience to that of Mr. Hamilton in regard to the steel tired wheel,

the steel tired wheel in many cases reaching 76,000 miles, and 68,000

miles were common. He found that they got, approximately, aboui

5,000 miles at a reduction of % in. in the tire and could generally

wear the tires down to 5^ in. Regarding the brake gear coming

down to the ground as the tires wore down, that was so on certain

kinds of trucks, but the adjustment of the truck was such that it

could be easily raised bodily, except the wheels.

Mr. White, Grimsby, said that his company had used steel tired

wheels for a little over three years, securing them at the present

time fitted on wrought iron wheels, carriage paid both ways, for £2,

whereas the cost of chilled wheels delivered at Grimsby was formerly

£2. The results obtained from the steel tired wheel were certainly

far better than the chilled wheel, the mileage of the former being

from 55,000 to 60,000 as against 16,000 to 29,000.

Major Green, Wallasey, stated they had been experimenting with

steel tired wheels satisfactorily. However, they had not been

troubled with flats on the chilled wheels and corrugation had

occurred on curves only. The practice mentioned by Mr. Banister

of pressing the wheels on to a gage of % in. under the gage of the

rail had been tried by them with satisfactory results.

Mr. Banister, in replying, stated that his company had reduced

the grinding of wheels to a minimum, it taking 2^4 hours to grind

them, with a man at sd. per hour ; that through the punishment

of the men they had practically stopped flats and there was no difli-

culty experienced in detecting the flats and finding the guilty employe.

As to which was the better, his mind was quite open as to chilled

wheels and steel tired wheels. He had 25 per cent of the cars

fitted with steel wheels, but whether it would be a saving or not it

was yet too soon to say, and that each place must be taken on its

merits, as local conditions differ so much.

It is stated the Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co. has

decided to go into the electric lighting business, and representatives

of the company are visiting various towns along the line relative to

this matter.
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Reports for Track Department.
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Strengthening Traction Bridges.

BY H. G. TYRRELL, C. E., ONCINNATI.

One of the most serious problems confronting the e.igineer on

street railway and traction work is the strengthening of his bridges

These bridges were built for ordinary town or city travel, and have

now to sustain the weight of electric cars or be removed. In some

cases the bridges are so light that the matter of strengthening them

need not be considered. But in other cases the bridges in the main

are heavy enough and only need reinforcing. Where the location

will permit it wi'! sometimes be cheaper to divert the line to one

side '-f ;ne road or highway, and build a new and separate bridge

for the exclusive use of the railway. This cannot always be done.

In cities and towns where the position of the tracks is necessarily

in or near the middle of the street, the matter of diverting the line

cannot be considered. But in rural districts it can frequently be done

to advantage.

The amount of reinforcement will depend principally on the weight

of the cars to be carried. In reference to the loads there is little

or no uniformity. While the ordinary single truck electric street

car filled with passengers will not weigh over 15 tons, and the large

double trucks cars for city service only iS to 20 tons, many roads are

building their bridges to carry freight cars weighing when loaded

65 tons. These cars have a nominal capacity of 50 tons and to this

it would then be necessary to make new bottom chord eye-bars, for

the size of heads would not permit of boring them out to a larger

size. Such a procedure would seriously weaken the heads.

But where the trusses are strong enough, it then becomes nec-

essary to reinforce the floor system only. This is the case where

reinforcement becomes economical and practicable. In deciding on

the matter of what parts must be strengthened, it is the practice of

the writer to reinforce such parts as show a greater stress per square

inch in the metal than 15,000 lb. for iron in tension and 20,000 lb.

for steel. These figures arc for the direct stresses only without

impact. Where impact is considered these figures may be increased

to 18,000 lb. for iron and 22,000 lb. for steel. If the tension stresses

per square inch exceed these units the parts are then too light and

must be renewed.

In reinforcing floor systems the points to be especially considered

are the following : Size and capacity of stringer and floor beams.

Strength of radical members such as floor beam hangers or long

hip verticals. Number and size of rivets on the stringer and floor

beam connections, and in the post plates that transmit the floor beam
shear into the trusses.

The most desirable form of floor is a system of wood ties resting

on double pairs of beam girders. Single girders are somewhat
cheaper, but the structure is then lacking in lateral stiffness.. The
double beams, bolted together with separators are a much stiffer

arrangement. It will generally be necessary to frame these beams in

METHOD OF REINFORCIN'G BRUIGE FLOOR.

must be added the weight of the car itself. This is frequently done

with a view to hauling coal in large hopper cars for the use of the

road itself or in co-operation with some of the steam lines. Where

the bridges arc proportioned for these heavy cars, they must like

wise be heavy enough to carry a light steam locomotive or an elec-

tric motor car. There will be no need for a heavier steam loco-

motive than 60 to 80 tons, while the electric motor cars weigh from

40 to 50 tons. There is no question but modern practice is tending

rapidly towards making the bridges on electric lines heavy enough

to carry cars of from 40 to 50 tons capacity. And rightly too, for

the increase in loadings has gradually but surely increased and will

doubtless continue to do so. But this consideration applies more
particularly to new bridges than to those that must be reinforced.

Generally speaking it will be impracticable to reinforce an ordinary

town or city bridge sufficiently to carry heavy coal cars. If this is

absolutely required it will be economical to remove the old bridge^

and replace it with a heavier one. But where it becomes necessary

to carry ordinary street cars only, weighing from 15 to 18 tons, then

the bridge can frequently be strengthened. As a general rule, if

the trusses are too light to carry the car load, it will then again

be economical to replace it with a heavier one. Strengthening old

trusses is a very expensive and unsatisfactory undertaking. It is

difiicult to add new material in such a way that it as a part of the

member will take its portion of the load, and even where this can

be accomplished the labor is very expensive. It must be done mostly

if not entirely by hand labor on the ground and without the assist-

ance of shop tools, and the probability is that many of the pins will

be found too small. If they should be renewed w-ith larger ones

between the cross floor beams, drilling the necessary holes for mak-

ing the connections in the field. It will be somewhat cheaper to rest

the rails directly on the stringer beams, rather than placing Jhem on

ties, but this is not desirable for the reason that the deck is not

" secure in case of a derailment. With the cross ties, even though a

car should leave the track, the ties would provide a sufficient support

to prevent it going through the bridge.

If the bridge should have a single sidewalk, it is then best to place

the track, if a single one, on the opposite side from the sidewalk

and thereby more evenly distribute the load on the two trusses. In

place of using a pair of double beams for a track stringer it is

common practice to use a pair of steel channels under each rail,

separating them either with a continuous channel or with numerous

short pieces of say 10 or 12-in. channels. In the space between the

two channel bars is placed a continuous piece of timber on which

the rail is placed and spiked. This arrangement is preferable to bolt-

ing the rails directly to the steel stringer, for the cars run much
smoother on a timber base than when placed on steel, even though

there be a layer of some material such as rubber between the rail

and the stringer. This arrangement however must always be used

where ties or other timber is not provided.

In reinforcing the floor system a n;atter that is liable to cause

trouble is the interference of the new stringers with the old lower

lateral system. The stringers are liable to be in the way of these

rods. The cheapest way of removing this difficulty is to lower the

laterals, drilling new holes in the floor beam web for them if neces-

sary.

If the bridge is a through one the overhead wires may be sus-
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pcnded from tlic Iiridge frame. If it is a pony truss bridge or a half

tlirough girder bridge, it will then be necessary to erect poles for the

iupport of the trolley wires.

Where the bridge floor is made of plank, it is iisnal to renew that

portion at least that is cut by the rails.

It is not economical to expend valuable labor on relaying plank

that is already half used or worn out.

The accompanying sketch shows the most approved method of

reinforcing the door system. In this case double beam stringers

are placed unilcr each track or rail, and cross tics fastened to them

On these ties the rails are laid and spiked, and the flooring fitted in

between and outside of the rails.

Tlic IJoslon & VVoiccstcr New Siih. Station at

Marlboro.

.\ new sub-stalion has recently been placed in operation by the

Boston & Worcester Street Railway Co. at Marlboro. Mass. The
efiuipment supplants an old belt-driven outfit consisting of a 200-kw

lulison bipolar and a General Electric 200-kw. multipolar generator,

the present rated capacity of the sub-station being 500 kw., with

room for the addition of 250 kw. in the future.

The sub-station building is virtually an addition to the old plant

anfl car house structure on Maple St., Marlboro, although a (ire

wall separates the two. The apparatus is all installed in a one-story

brick buil'ling SS f'- 'o '" '''^"8 '">"'' 22 ft. wide. The height from

the floor line to the top of the cornice is approximately 19 ft., and

below the machinery room is a basement varying in depth from 7 ft.

6 in. to 7 ft. The foundations arc of concrete, this material also

being used in the main and basement floors. On the basis of ulti-

mate capacity the sub-station main floor area figures approximately

l.S sq. ft. per kw. The trimmings arc of granite and the roof is of

6-ply tar and gravel construction. Inside, the roof is of slow burn-

ing or "mill" construction. The walls arc 12 in. thick. An ample

supply of daylight is made available by the provision of six large

south windows, three cast windows and three windows set in the

Maple St. doors, in the east wall. A self-closing fire door (operated

by gravity) faced with sheet iron, protects the door between the

sub-station and the old plant, which is to be sold and the room used

for storage and as a lobby for employes. A large skylight located

directly over Ihc machinery room furnishes additional illumina-

tion, and at night the sub-station is to hi-, lighted, when fully com-

pleted, by fifteen 16-c. p. incandescent lamps arranged in three

.series groups of five each. Additional lights will be available in the

basement when they are needed. The building was designed by

Mr E. H. Kitfield, of Boston, consulting engineer of the Boston &
Worcester Street Railway Co. 1 he arrangement of the cquipmeni

is shown in the accompanying drawings.

The Marlboro sub-station supplies power to all cars operating in

Marlboro- or its vicinity, and to cars running between Marlboro and

Hudson and between Marlboro and White's Corner, the latter point

PLAN .\NI' M.\KLX^ikO =_
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being the junction of the Boston and Worcester air line electric road
with the Marlboro and Hudson branch. It also helps the Westboro
sub-station and the Franiingham power station of the air line in sup-

plying power to cars in the vicinity of White's Corner, on account of

its proximity to the junction point. The distance from the Marl-
boro sub-station to the main line at White's Corner is about 3.4

miles.

Current is supplied to the sub-station at 13,200 volts, three-

phase, over a transmission line which taps the main transmission

circuit of the Boston ft Worcester at White's Corner. In the near

future the line will be connected clear through to the Franiingham
power station separately from the present arrangement. Between
WTiite's Corner and the sub-station the line is divided into two
sections. One of these consists of about 2j4 miles of three-phase

uUnninum circuit equivalent in carrying capacity to No. 2 B. & S. cop-

per; the other section consists of about 3-5 mile of a three-phase lead

covered, paper insulated cable running in Marlboro from tTie South-

boro line to the sub-station. Two soo,ooo-cm. low-tension feeders

for supplying the trolley with 6oo-volt current leave the Marlboro

sub-station, one going to ihe Southboro line and the other north-

ward towards Hudson. There are no lightning arresters in the sub-

station, this apparatus being located at the Southboro line, where

TR.SNSFORMER CONNECTlnXS, M.VRI.EORO SUB-STATION.

the cable section begins. The cable was installed between the South-

boro line and the sub-station because local political conditions ren-

dered it inexpedient to run a three-phase circuit of the usual type

tt'ithin the municipal limits of Marlboro.

Upon the completion of the sub-station, knife switches will be in-

stalled to cut the high tension current off the wiring in case it is

desired to make inspection or repairs. From the knife switches the

current passes to the automatic oil switches mounted in the 2-in.

soapstone barriers at the west end of the building. From the oil

switches the circuits run in lead covered cables 2% in. in diameter

through the basement on racks shown in the vertical section, to the

transformers. These are installed in two groups of three loo-kw.

transformers each, one group feeding each rotary, there being two
2S0-kw. rotaries in the sub-station. The transformers are all of

the air-blast type, the primary and secondary voltages being 13,200

and 380 respectively. The air pressure is ^ ounces. The portion

of the basement beneath the transformers is laid out as an air duct.

There are two Buffalo Forge Co's. fans, each direct driven by a

4-poIe, 2-h. p., 380-voIt induction motor at 750 r. p. m. These are

located together at the west end of the rotary room, and beside each

induction motor is a switch panel carrying a triple-pole double-

throw switch which enables the motor lo be thrown upon either

group of transformer secondaries.

The rotaries are started by connecting them with the alternating

current transformer supply through reactive coils ; 190 volts is the

potential used in bringing tlie rotaries well up to speed from a
standstill, after which full potential is thrown on. Each rotary is

provided with a double-throw switch for this purpose. There are
two reactive coils, each being rated at 32.5 volts at 420 amperes.
The rotaries are 6-pole 2S-cycle machines, making therefore 500
r. p. m. At so per cent overload capacity for two hours each gives
an output of 375 kw. Momentary overloads of about 90 per cent

have been handled without the slightest trouble. The full load volt-

age is 600.

The switch board is of black enamelled slate and consists of nine

panels, three of which are blank. Each unit has an a. c. and a d. c.

control panel, and there are two feeder panels. The a. c. panels

carry the usual standard equipment of power factor indicators,

ammeters, voltmeters, oil switch release coils and manual lever

switches for opening the oil switches. Each d. c. rotary panel is

equipped with a recording wattmeter having a cyclometer dial, an

ammeter with a range of 800 amperes, and the usual positive switch,

etc. The station lighting switches are installed single-pole double-

throw, so that the lights may be thrown upon cither the rotary or

the direct current bus-bars. The feeder panels are each equipped

with a 1,500-ampere ammeter, circuit breaker and switch. The d. c.

voltmeter is mounted on a bracket so that it can be easily seen from

the rotaries.

Practically all the wiring is run in the basement, which has con-

crete walls and ample room in which to work. The negative cir-

cuit comes directly from the track in a straight line through the base-

ment in the form of six No. 0000 B. & S. trolley wires bunched to-

gether. Four of these wires are continued to the second rotary.

The oil switch trips are also mounted on the basement ceiling. The
most striking feature of the new sub-station is its compactness and

the care which has been given to the design of the basement and its

layout of wiring. Good light and liberal elbow room, with plenty

of fresh air abound. The improvement in street railway service

which has resulted froin the opening of the sub-station for business

is most evident throughout the territory which it supplies with

power. The installation has been made ufTder the general over-

sight of Mr. M. V. Ayres, electrical engineer of the Boston & Wor-
cester Street Railway Co.

Street Sprinkling by Street Railways.

In the Review for June, 1904, we called attention to the arrange-

ments that had been made by several street railway companies

whereby they were able to derive substantial profits from the sprin-

kling of streets in the respective cities where they operated, and more

than offset the cost of .sprinkling their tracks, a burden imposed by

the franchise. For this work the roads mentioned use the McGuire-

Cummings compressed air sprinkling car. The compensation re-

ceived for sprinkling varies in different places. One company re-

ceives 60 cents per mile for each trip of the sprinkling car ; another

gets $200 per year per mile of track sprinkled; others receive from

75 cents to one dollar per mile of street per day. In one case the

street railway company is sprinkling the street from curb to curb

for IS cents per linear foot of street, a service for which the prop-

erty owners formerly paid 26 cents per foot.

It seems to be generally considered that there is no better way of

making friends for the railway than by sprinkling Ihe streets at the

proper time. In some places it is the practice to begin sprinkling in

the early morning, getting the streets wet down before the sun is

up, thus enabling the men to cover a greater surface in a given tiine,

as they are not delayed by team traffic during those early hours.

As sprinkling will wash the rails clean and reduce the amount of

power required to operate cars, a considerable saving may be counted

upon in this respect. Pleasure riding is increased to a marked degree

when patrons can rely upon the road being free from the dust

nuisance.

To do street sprinkling in a satisfactory manner it is necessary to

have sprinkling cars of large capacity, and equipped with apparatus

that will enable the water to be thrown from curb to curb of the

widest streets. The McGuire-Cunimings Manufacturing Co's. pneu-

matic sprinkler is provided with an independent electric motor
driven air compressor, controlled by an automatic governor, stopping

the motor as soon as the maximum pressure is reached, and starting

automatically when air is used. It embodies the well-known and
well tried plan of the air brake system. Either or both sides of the

street may be sprinkled as desired, and the stream is readily con-

trolled from maximum to quick shut-off.

It is stated that the Old Colony Street Railway Co. contemplates

the introduction of a freight business over its direct line from Mid-
dleboro, Mass., to Boston, in response to the demands of shoe manu-
facturers along the line.



Modern Machine Tools.

Radial Drill With Motor Drive.

'I'lie arcdnipaiiyinn illiislralioii was taken from a 2^-ft, radial

drill niaiiufactiirctd by the ilaiiiilloii Machine Tool Co., of Ilaniillfjii,

O., driven liy a direct connected variable speed motor.

The motor is of 1Y2 li. p. capacity for 220-volt direrl-cnrreiil, and

has a speed variation of from 800 to i.fioo r. p. ni., the connecting

shafts, studs and screws being turned from steel aiid all gears

accurately cut from the solid. Wherever severe stress occurs the

gears arc made eillier of cast steel or hard phosphor-bronze, and

all expo.sed gear", are prnlcricd by metal (jnards

"HAMILTON" 2}/2-FT. RADI.M. DRILL.

gearing being arranged to double the number of speeds afforded

by the motor itself. As will be noted, the motor and two-speed con-

necting gearing are located on the base of the machine, the starting

box and gear controlling lever being placed adjacent to each other

so that it is an easy matter to obtain any required speed.

In other respects the machine is a standard "Hamilton" radial

drill with 2j-j-ft. arm, one of three sizes manufactured by the com-

pany, the others having yA and s-ft. arms respectively. The 2;/2-ft.

radial will drill to the center of a circle 62 in. in diameter, takes 41

in. between spindle and base, and ,?i in, between spindle and top of

table.

These radials are prominent on account of their stiflf and powerful

design and by virtue of combining so many labor-saving features

with a simple and mechanical construction. The tapping device, for

example, instead of being an extra attachment to be tacked on when

wanted at any point most convenient for the builder, is incorporated

into the original design and made a part of the machine itself. It

has a powerful friction drive, insuring easy operation, backs out the

tap at increased speed, and works equally well with either right or

left hand taps.

The geared power feed is another improvement that is greatly

appreciated. Six feeds are provided for each spindle speed, those

on the larger sizes being entirely gear driven, with an automatic

safety release to prevent breakage under excessive strain, and the

smaller size having a combined belt and gear feed.

The machines are complete with back gears, power feed, auto-

matic trip and tapping device; the arm is raised and lowered by

power; ball bearings are used on the column, the spindle and the

arm elevating screw. The tables provided are of various styles, the

machine shown in the illustration being equipped with worm swivel-

mg and round tables.

The worl-manship and materials throughout are of the best, all

"(iisholt" Borin)- Mill.

The distinguishing features of the "Gisholt" boring mill, manu-

factured by the Gisholt Machine Co., Madison, Wis., and which is

shown in the accompanying illustration, arc Ihc powerful friction

back geared headstock, the convenient position of all operating levers,

the positive automatic trips for all feeds, feed dials which may be

set to trip any feed at any predetermined point, the micrometer

index dials on all feed screws reading to .0010 in., making the ma-

chine practically self-calculating, the single pulley drive, giving a

constant belt feed, the ease of adaption to motor drive and the en-

casement of all gears.

To sjjcak more in detail, the application of the friction headstock

in the boring mill is a decidedly unique idea and the installation

and successful operation of this feature in the large machines is due
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feeds may be operated either by power or by hand, and a range of

ten feeds is given. A turret head may be substituted for the riglit

hand head and either the turret head or the ordinary head may be

fitted for screw cutting. The cross rail is provided with large

bearing surfaces, is of very rigid construction and is raised or low-

ered by power. The table may be a universal combination chuck,

fitted with three movable top jaws, or a face plate with independent

jaws may be substituted if desired.

The machine is of massive design, with the metal distributed so

as to minimize the strains attending work at high speed and with

heavy cuts. The machine requires no foundation, being practically

self contained. These mills are manufactured in six sizes, viz.

:

34-in., 42-in., 54-in., 60-in., 64-in., and 74-in., respectively.

work. It is accurately placed and amply provided with large T-slots

for clamping down work. The column is of large diameter and has

Newton Cold Saw Cutting Off Machines.

To meet the increasing demand for a machine to rapidly cut off

metal of different shapes, the tools manufactured by the Newton

Machine Tool Works, Philadelphia, Pa., have recently been re-

designed. We illustrate herewith the No. i combination cold saw

cutting off machine manufactured by this company, which type of

machine is best adapted for street railway repair shops on ac-

count of the wide range of work that can be cut on it.

The saw, which is 20 in. in diameter, is driven through the gear-

ing by a phosphor bronze worm wheel and hardened steel worm of

steep lead. The carriage has a wide range of variable automatic

feeds and power quick return to carriage, both movements being

controlled with automatic stops.

The engraving shows the machine belt driven ; it is however,

adapted to direct motor drive. The work table is fitted with a V-

block and auxiliary or top table, both of which are' removable.

The V-block is used in cutting off round or square stock up to

5 in. in diameter, and the top table can be used for clamping any

sections s in. high by 16 in. long, which is the capacity of the

machine. The V-block can be removed and the top table moved
to one side to facilitate the mitering of beams, channels, T and

girder rails, etc. The machine also has a capacity for I-beams

up to 10 in. The machines are furnished with one saw, independent

saw-sharpening machine, five-gallon keg of lubricant, countersl-.aft

and wrenches for the machine. The machines are very heavy and

XEWTON COLD S.\W CUTTING OFF MACHIKB NO. T.

rigid, are powerfully driven, and are adapted to the heaviest work
within the capacity of the tool.

"Hamilton" I'pright Drill Presses.

Herewith is illustrated the "Hamilton" 32-in. upright drill press,

one of- an improved pattern made by the Hamilton Machine Tool

Co., of Hamilton, O. These drills have been entirely redesigned

and in addition to being heavier and more powerful than formerly

made, contain such improvements as the company's long experience

has proved to be desirable. The 32-in. drill shown illustrates the

appearance and general design of the five sizes of which a specialty

Is made.

The base is deep, heavy and strongly braced by transverse and

fan-shaped ribbing, so as to prevent springing when under heavy

1



McKinley Syndicate Properties of Northern Illinois. II.

I'oWLT IMaiit of the Illinois \allcy Kailway Co.

'I'lic ]iciwcr liiinse is lofatc-d tin llic lianli of ihc llliiiulh & Mulligan

(anal liasin in l.aSalli", anil is a brick linildiiiK ahonl 100x75 (I.,

(lividi-d near llu' ccnti'r liy a lirii-k parlillun wall inln an engine

rouni and a boiler room. Alung llie norlli side of the building, on

wliicli side llie boiler room lies, is a spin' Iraek npon wliieli coal

for Ibc liiiilers is delivered in carload lots, and discharged tlirongh

ddni-, culn llu- boiler room floor, 'llu- boiler room contains fonr

.foo-li. |). Heine boilers, of wliicli Ihree are set in one lialtcry and

one alone, uitli suflicient space alongside the latter for evcntnally

adding two niore units of the same capacity. Two of these boilers

are supplied with Green chain grate stokers wliich are driven by

means of a variable speed motor with a rheostat control. This

device, which was designed by Mr. 11. !•". Cludibnck, general manager

nf ilic Illinois Valley Railway Co., who also designed all of llu-

A very comemenl arrangemenl has been inslalled I'lr rhspii'<ing

of the ashes, which reipiircs very little lalwr. A tunnel is buill

nndcrncalh the lioiler room floor parallel with the fronts of the

boilers; in the tunnel is lai<l a track over which hand cars can lie

operaleil. I'nder each l)oiler is a p^jckct into which Ihc ashes fall

.\ car on the tunnel track is brought directly tuulcr one of the chutes

leading from each ash pocket and the ash from each boiler is thus

discharged directly into the car. \l one end of the building is a

small elevator on which the ash cars are raised from the tunnel to

the street level, and the ashes are then carried away and distributed.

This power plant was designed to furnish current for \x>t\\ the

Illinois Valley Railway Co. and the Citizens' Lighting Co., which

are two distinct but closely allied corporations controlled by the

same interests and operated under the same management. The en-

jOO-KW. l-NIT— iS .\Nli 34 BY .tO-IN. (JflNlV ENGINE.

engineering features of this plant, operates entirely automatically

and maintains the boiler pressure constant with great efficiency. A
Locke damper regulator is installed in the engine room, the movable

lever of which has a chain attached to it which operates the handle

of the rheostat controlling the chain grate motor. When the steam

pressure in the boiler rises a pound or two above the pressure for

which the apparatus is set, the regulator acts to close the dampers

and at the same time the rheostat is moved so as to slow down the

motor and reduce the speed of the stoker travel. Should the steam

pressure fall this action is reversed, and the regulation is so close

that the variation in pressure is confined to one or two pounds.

For boiler feeding there are two Knowles pumps, one 12x8 x 12 in

and the other 10x6x9 in. in size. A hot well is located between

the two batteries of boilers, collecting all the drips, and from the hot

well water is pumped to a Worthington closed heater. Draft for

the boilers is provided by a s-ft. 6-in. steel stack, 150 ft. high.

A 14-in. steam header is located above and at the rear of the

boilers near the partition wall. The boilers are connected to the

header by means of long bends in each of which is an automatic

check valve.

ginc room contains one 500-kw. General Electric double current

machine which is direct connected to a "Quincy" compound vertical

engine built by the Quincy Engine Works. Quincy 111. There is also

a Western Electric Co. 120-kw., 220-volt generator direct connected

to a smaller '"Quincy" engine, and a 300-kw. double current Stanley

generator belt driven from a 20 x 48 in. Hamilton-Corliss simple

eitgine. The "Quincy" engines, as will be seen from the plan and

elevation drawings of the station, are of the vertical type with the

generators ntounted between the high and low pressure cylinders

The larger engine has cylinders 18 and 34 by 30 in. and operates

at 150 r. p. m. ; its nominal rating is 670 h. p. with a maximum
capacity of 1,100 h. p. The smaller "Quincy" engine has cylinders

12 and 22 by 20 in. and runs at a speed of 180 r. p. m. The initial

steam pressure is 145 lb. The regulation on these engines is guar-

anteed within 2 per cent on the normal load and 2^i per cent on the

maximum load.

Space has been left in the engine room for the addition of another

similar railway unit, and provision has been made for (when the

new tmit shall be installed) a system of electrical control which

will be governed from the switchboard to vary the speed of the
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fugincs at will, 2'A per cent i-itluT way froTii iiufinal, for llie |iiir|)tisc

of syiichroiiizing.

All llic bearings on the engines and generators are automatically

hiliricatcd by means of a gravity oiling systcin with lirass oil pipes

and siglit feed valves at each hearing. The sleani valves and cylin

dors are hihricaled I)y three anloniatie nil pmnps. An oil separator

is used on the eNliaiist lino.

The direet iMirrcnl fnjni the radway geiieralor is delivered al

standard voltage .nul feeds directly into the trolley line. Tlic 370-voll

insnlators, to a har running across Ihc inside of one of tfic windows,

anfl from this har they pass through the plate glass to a second simi-

lar har on the outside of the window. This outside l>ar is well pro-

tected hy a hood in front of the window which is shown in the illus-

tration of Ihc power house. The wires then drop down to a third

har to clear the hood, and thence out to the poles. This arrange-

ment, while very simple, is of advantage for the reason that every

part of the wiring is in plain sight Just after leaving the power

house the high-tension circuit has a 22S-ft span over the basin of the

tlTIZENS UGHTIKO CO. l-L.\NTS AT L.\ S.VLI.E, ILIl,

altcriiating cnheiil from the other side of this generator is led it'

thrt'e i.so-kvV. Geiici-ill felectflc oil-eooltid transformers, which step

the current up to 15,600 veils, at which pressure it is transmitted

to tht suh-statioii.

Tim high-tension transmission line is 13 miles long. About one-

third of the capacity of the generator is utilized for alternating cur-

fenl and two-thirds for direct current.

In addition to the strictly railway equipiiKiil. this station contains

a National Electric Co. air compressor, of the same type as used

for the air-brake equipment on cars. This is used for puiuping oil.

H. li. CHUBBVCK,

(ieiieral Manatrer.

F. W. BEDARD,

SupiTinteadenl.

and for supplying compressed air for cleaning, and is operated as
needed, by hand.

There are also two balancing sets for the three-wire lighting
system, one of which balances 5 kw., and the other 15 kw. The
day lighting is supplied by a 6o-kw. unit of the Western Electric:
Co. uiake. which generates at 220 volts, and is driven hy a Skinner
engine. A lo-ton hand crane spans the engine room.
The high-tension lines within the station are carried on Locke gla^s.

Illinois & Michigan canal, and for this span the wires arc carried on

8S-fl. poles, which may be seeit in the illustration. This leaves a

clearance of 65 ft. at high water.

*** "^^
Third-Kail Insulators.

The recent dcVtto(.Hienfs in heavy electric traction work and more

particularly the e„«ippi.ig of the New York terminals of the great

steam railway svstems with clectr.c locomotives are bemg watched

with keen interest by many person., both from an engmeermg and

from a traffic manager's point of view. The heavy electric traction

work in and about New York City will be used as an example m

much similar work which is sure to follow both in the East and other

parts of the country. The several systems which have been equipped

for excessively heavv traffic, all have been fitted with the third-ra.l

as their working conductor. It therefore seems appropriate to enter

into a close study of this part of the distribution system and its

essential details.
. . . , • k^^,

\fter having chosen the form of conductor rail which is best

.uited to meet the conditions under consideration and after having

detailed the plans for the cable work which will conn^t the dif-

ferent sections of this rail, there remains the choosmg of a smtable

support for the conductor rail.

..\ third-rail insulator in order to serve its purpose well must

have certain essential characteristics: It must be a mechanically

strong column that it may safely hold a heavy rail to proper gage

and elevation; it must have a sufficiently large crecpage surface ot

well sheltered insulation to furnish an insulation resistance so high

that there will be practically no leakage between the third-rail and

the tie; it must furnish a strong seat which will retain the rail from

anv lateral movement yet allow it to move freely along its longi-

tudinal axis, and it must be provided with an ample base by which

it can be so securelv fastened to the tie that any loca movement o

the tie or rail will not disturb the rehtive position of «he third-ra.

and track rails. These general requirements are approached by all

.the successful third-rail insulators on the market.
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KecoiistiuctecJ granite is a material which has toiiiid imuh lavor

as an insulating medium for third-rail insulators and which in its

several different forms is now used by a large percentage of the

third-rail roads, both in this country and abroad. For making in-

sulators a class of granite is selected which has crystals of a very

nnilortn shape and size. This granite is pulverized and molded

low cost has been installed on many miles of the more important

third-rail systems. .Ml parts of this insulator are easily separated

and can easily be removed from the track without disturbing the

third-rail. The same body can be used to support contact rails of

varying widths of base by merely changing the size of rail clips.

The General Electric Go's, standard type third-rail insulator with

reconstructed granite insulation consists of three parts. A cap pro-

tects the insulating block and has cast upon it lugs for holding the

rail in place and bosses which lessen any friction due to the sliding

of the third-rail from the cause of expansion or contraction. The

COURTEN.W TYPE OF INSULATOR. SI'ELl.M. llEMt.N 1NS1_1..^T0K FOR T-BAK SEITK.NS.

into the desired form under heavy pressure and then fused iiUo a

solid mass at a temperature appro.Nimating 3,000° F. When used

for insulating purposes reconstructed granite is highly glazed to

prevent any accumulation of dirt. This glazing process insures a

long life for the high resistance qualities of the block. The recon-

structed granite differs from natural stone in many important re-

spects, namely

:

1. Being vitreous it does not contain or absorb moisture, hence,

it can be heated red hot and dropped into water without cracking.

2. It is of unlimited durability, not being affected by heat or any

commercial acids.

3. It is exceedingly strong, its crushing strength ranging from

reconstructed granite block and its prolccling cap of this insulator

arc mounted upon a three-footed malleable iron pedestal by means

of which the insulator is bolted to the tie.

The type of insulator used throughout the Brooklyn elevated sys-

tem is known as the Martin patent type, the general design of

which is similar to the General Electric type, except that no bosses

are provided to lessen the friction. I'he retaining lugs on the malle-

able iron cap are designed for being bent over the base of the rail.

This cap is loose from the rest of the insulator which permits vertical

play to acconmiodalc the motion of the track under wheel loads.

The reconstructed granite third-rail insulators which were fur-

nished the Interborough Rapid Transit Go. in connection with the

New York subway consist of a broad four-footed malleable base,

upon which is mounted a rectangular block of reconstructetj granite,

but differing from the other insulators which have just been dc-

INTERBOROUGH RAPID TRANSIT CO. THIRD-RAIL INSULATOR. GENERAL ELECTRIC TYPE.

12,000 to 15,000 lb. per sq. in. and its tensile strength from 800 to

1,000 lb. per sq. in. of cross section.

4. It possesses high ohmic resistance.

These essential properties of an insulating medium have after

many years of severe tests in all sorts of climatic conditions placed

it in high regard as an ideal material for tliird-rail insulators and

similarly constructed articles. The accompanying illustrations show
several types of the product of the Reconstructed Granite Co., of

No. 14 Dey St., New York City.

The Courtenay type of insulator is one which because of its sim-

ple, substantial design and high insulating qualities combined with

scribed ; these subway insulators have no protecting cap, because the

entire track is underground and is not subject to the effects of

weather. The insulating block of this insulator is surmounted by a

pair of malleable iron clamps, which bolt together and tightly clamp

the base of the rail to the top of the reconstructed granite block.

For "pony" feed rails, which are used for signal systems, travel-

ing cranes, scenic railways, etc., a reconstructed granite block is

made in the form shown in the accompanying illustration. This

block is so arranged that it provides a secure seat for T-bars of

small sections, and is of such proportion and so designed that it

may be placed either vertically or horizontally.
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RUNNING DOWN VKIIICIJ'; l''K().\l liF.llINI)

RicliiiKiiul PassciiRcr & Power Co. vs. .Mk-ii. (V:i,). 41) .S. !•;, ki|i .

656. Feb. 2, 1905.

A .street ear company operating its railway upon a public street,

llic supreme court of appeals of Virginia holds, cannot run down

a vehicle from lichiml, under any ordinary circumstances, without

negligence or willful wrong. It further holds that it is not negli-

gence to <lrive a vehicle, with curtains down on sides and rear,

upon the tracks of a street railway in a public street. It says thai

the duty the parly injured in this case owed the car coming up

behind her was to get nfT the track when she knew of its approach.

She did not know of il. If Ihe gong was sounded, or any other

warning given, neither she nor her companion heard it. They were

not bound to keep an impossible watch to the rear lo avoid an

injury which, under any ordinary circumstances, could only result

from culpable negligence or willful wrong on the part of the com-

pany.

\->V[\ Ob' ri'RSON r.XSSING BEHIND C.'\R .\N1) S'Ib'.r

PING ONTO OTHER I R.XCK.

Reoil vs. Metropolitan .Street Railway Co. (N. V.). 73 N. E. Rep, 41.

Jan. 24, I90,S.

A person passing behind the rear of a car, and stepping onto the

track wdicre a car may be approacbin.s; from the opposite direction,

the court of appeals of New York holds, is bound to satisfy himself

that (he way is clear.

IN.llMO' ro PliR-SON .ATTEMPTING
C.\R.

TO 110,\Kn MOX'ING

Piiuilfrois vs. United Traction Co. (Pa.), 50 .'\tl. Rep. 1007. Dec. 31.

1904.

As to one who gets on or otT a moving car, and is injured by so

doing, the supreme court of Pennsylvania says, the standard does

not shift; he is negligent per se. But if he escaped injury by that

act of his own. yet subsequently, no matter how short the time.

from bis own first act, by the di.stiuct act of negligence on the

part of the conductor, be was injured, be can recover damages.

QUESTION OF NEGLIGENCE IN STEPPING FROM MO\'-

ING C.\R DI'PKNDENT UPON ITS SPEED.

Cody vs. Iluluth Street Railway Co. (Minn.). 102 N. W. Rep. 397.

Dec. 30, 1904.

In an action against a street railway company for injuries to a

passenger, the supreme court of Minnesota holds that a request to

charge that, if the plaintiff jumped or stepped oflf the car while in

motion, she could not recover, was properly refused, because it was

indefinite as to the speed of the car on which the question of negli-

gence in stepping therefrom would depend.

NOnCE DUE PASSENGER WHERE TRANSFERS
GIVEN ONLY ON CERTAIN ROUTE.

ARE

llohncs vs. Interurban Street Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.). 92 N. Y.

Supp. 57. Feb. 16, 1905.

The appellate term of the supreme court of New York maintains

that, even if it assumes—but without deciding—that the defendant

may lawfully select one of two or more alternative routes upon

which it will give transfers, it certainly is bound to take some steps

lo notify a passenger before he begins his jotirncy and perhaps has

reached a point where the alternative route will be no longer avail-

able

SIEI'PIN(; ON FAKIHER I RACK WIIIIOUT LOOKING
FOR CAR CONTRlBUrOKV NEGLIGENCE.

Giardina vs. .St. Louis & Mcramcc River Railway Co. (.Mo ). X4

S. VV. Rep., 928. Dec. 22, 1904.

The plaintiff ran across the company's north track to where an

castbound car had slopped on the south track, and handed his

brother, who had jnst got on the car, a key. Then he turned lo go

back on the way he came, stepped on 'or near the north track, and

was struck by a west-bound car on that track, which dragged him
100 feet, and then ran too feet farther before it slopped. There

was no gong sounded or other signal of this car's approach. The
supreme court of Missouri, division No. 1, holds that the trial court

did right to direct a verdict frir the defendant on the plaintiff's evi-

dence, as his act in stepping on or near the north track withr>iit

looking for the west-bonnd car was negligence which contributed

to cause the accident.

TIMELY NOTICE REQUIRED OF DISCONTINUANCE OF
TRANSFERS OVER ONE OF TWO .\LTERN.\T1VE
ROUTES.

Freeman vs. New York City Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 92 N V
Supp. 47. Feb. 16, 1905.

The proof showed that the plaintiff could have traveled to hi-

poiut of destination by pursuing another route, over which, as he

knew, the defendant issued transfers. It also showed that he had

frequently traveled over the route he selected, and had always

theretofore been given a transfer. There was no evidence that any

notice of the discontinuance of the issue of such transfers was given

to him when he boarded the car, or until it had traveled some blocks

.•\t that time no alternative continuous route was available. In

affirming a judgment in favor of the plaintiff the appellate teim of

the supreme court of New York holds that, even if it be conceded

that where there are tw-o alternative routes between the same points

the defendant has the right to grant transfers over only one and
refuse it over the other, timely notice should in some manner be

given lo the passenger while it is still open to him to use cither

route.

REFUSAL TO ACCEPT TRANSFER EQUIVALENT TO RE-
FUSAL TO GIVE ONE—TRANSFERS AS EVIDENCE OF
COMPANY OPERATING LINE

Harris vs. Tntcrnrban Street Railway Co. (N. Y. Snp.>. 92 N. V
Supp. 42. Jan. 30, 1905.

There being no testimony showing that the plaintiff failed to take

the proper car whert required to make a transfer, nor any reason

advanced for the refusal of the second conductor to honor the

transfers given by the first conductor, the appellate term of the

supreme court of New York holds that under such circumstance?

it might well be held that a refusal to accept a transfer was equiva-

lent to a refusal to grive one, and thereby rendered the company
liable to the statutory penalty provided for failure to give transfers.

But it was shown that there were at least two lines of cars running

over the same tracks at the place of transfer in this case, and the

court holds that while the transfers given to the plaintiff, and ad-

mitted in evidence, might be taken as showing that the defendant

controlled and operated one of the lines, in the absence of other

evidence the court could not determine whether or not the car
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1ioartVc-<t by the plaintiff ran over a line controlled and operated by

ubc «leiiendant. and that such was the fact it could not assume.

NOT ExNIl ri.F-L) TO QUESTION USE AND OCCUPATION
OF RIGHT OF WAY.

Robertson Mortgage Co. vs. Seattle, Renton & Southern Raihva>

Co. (Wash.). 79 Pac. Rep. 610. Feb. 21, 1905.

This was an action in equity instituted for the purpose of requir-

ing the railwav company to condemn and pay for a strip of land

occupied and used by it as a right of way, or to vacate the same in

the event of its failure to condemn. It appeared that in 1896 a

party who then owned all the capital stock of the plaintiff and con-

trolled the plaintiff corporation delivered to the manager of the

railway company the following written instrument: "Dear Sir:

In consideration of the benefits to accrue to me by the building of

an electric railway from Seattle to Renton, I agree to give you the

use of a right of way for said railway over all the lands owned or

controlled by me in what is known as Bryn Mawr Park, * * *

the location of the same through said Bryn Mawr Park to be sub-

ject to my approval and acceptance," etc. After the execution and

delivery of this instrument the railway company accepted the same,

and relying upon its terms, proceeded to procure additional right

of way for its line, incurred a large amount of additional expense

:uid outlay, entered upon lands of the plaintiff, and constructed and

operated its line thereon with the plaintiff's consent. The supreme

court of Washington thinks that the railway company's contention

that the plaintiff was and should be estopped from' interfering with

its possession and use of said right of way should be sustained.

It says that there was some conflict of evidence as to whether the

plaintiff actually agreed or assented to the exact line of the right

of way as now occupied by the railway company, but that it is satis-

tied with the finding of the trial court that such agreement or assent

had been made. It being true, therefore, that plaintiff had con-

sented to the right of way now occupied by the railway company.

and the latter having accepted the plaintiff's written agreement

above set forth, and having entered into the possession of said

right of way after the execution of said agreement with the consent

and ac(iuiescence of the plaintiff, and the plaintiff having failed to

question such use or occupation for a period of more than seven

years, the plaintiff surely should be, and was, estopped from ques-

tioning such use or occupation of said right of way. or from dis-

turbing the railway company's possession thereof.

NOT SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE OF INJURY.

Heltzen vs. Union Railroad Co. (R. I.). 59 Atl. Rep. 918. Jan. 24.

1905-

It has been held, the supreme court of Rhode Island says, that a

verdict for a plaintiff will be sustained, if supported as to the main

issue only by the plaintiff's own testimony, providing that is definite,

consistent and intrinsically reasonable. In this case the plaintiff

testified that she was riding as a passenger on the defendant's elec-

tric car in the forenoon of August 9th ; that she signaled the con-

ductor to stop the car at the entrance to a certain store; that the

car stopped there, and she started to get out; that when she was

about half out, with her left foot on the running board of the car

and her right foot nearly to the ground, the car suddenly started up

in response to a signal from the conductor; that she grasped with

her right hand a support on the seat in front of her seat, in order

to prevent being thrown to the ground; that she was jerked vio-

lently back and forth, and struck her side against the support in

front ; that the strain on her hand was so great, and the pain so

severe, that she had to let go, and somehow got to the ground upon

her feet; that her thumb was badly hurt, and her whole right arm

very painful; and that she sustained severe and permanent injuries

in consequence of the accident. Although there were a number of

passengers on the car, including a lady acquaintance of the plaintiff,

who sat on the seat beside her, and alighted just before her, the

plaintiff was the only witness to testify concerning the accident.

She obtained a judgment for damages.

In granting the defendant's petition for a new trial, the supreme

court of Rhode Island says that it seems remarkable, if not in-

credible, that the plaintiff could have been the victim of an accident

at the time, place and in the manner she described, which inflicted

such severe and lasting injury upon her, without in some way,

directly or indirectly, consciously or unconsciously, voluntarily or

involuntarily, by act or outcry, word or deed, attracting the atten-

tion of one other person to the fact that she was injured. From

the testimony it appeared that nobody upon or in the vicinity of the

car knew that anything of the sort was transpiring, but, on the con-

trary, the conductor, motorman and such passengers as were called

at witnesses positively denied it. In such circumstances the court

was unable to say that the verdict was sustained by the evidence.

REL.\1I\1-: K1(,HTS AND DUTIES OF STREET CARS .\ND

OTHER VEHICLES.

Greene vs. Louisville Railway Co. (Ky."). 84 S. W. Rt'l>. 1154

Feb. 16. 1905.

It is incumbent on all travelers on tht highway, the court of ap-

peals of Kentucky says, to exercise ordinary care for the safety (5f

others using the highway. The operators of street caiis are bound

by this rule no less than other persons on the highway. The bnl.y

di'fTercnce between a street car and otlret vehicle is tliat it cannot

turn aside as other vehicles, but must stay on the track, and it is

entitled to the use of the tfaCk without dbstructidn front 6lher

vehicles; but it can no more fun down Another v^hiele by negligence

than any other traveler on tire highway may do so, although the

vehicle may he upon its track. In opefStiUg in public streets rapidly

moving cars proiK-IVed by electrieilV it is incumbent on those having

charge of them in the crowded highway to exercise care commen-

surate with the circumsfances for the protection of others, and to

this end they must keep a lookout ahead of the car.

If the plaintiff was obstructing with his wagon the railway track,

he might Ix: pimished for this under the city ordinance; but he was

lawfully upon the highway, and had the right to use one part of it

no less than another, although occupied by the track of the street

railway. If, while on the street car tracks, he was struck by the car

without negligence on the part of those in charge of the car, when

his presence on the track could not be discovered by them in the

exercise of ordinary care in time to avert the injury, he could not

recover. But he was not a trespasser on the track, and he had the

right to anticipate that a proper lookout would be kept by those

in charge of the cars, and that ordinary care would be exercised by

Ihem as in the case of other vehicles to avoid running into him.

.\gain, the court says, that in lieu of certain other instructions the

jury should have been told that the plaintiiif was lawfully upon the

street, and had the right to use any part of it; that the defendant

was entitled to the use of its tracks for the free passage of its cars;

that it was the duty of those in charge "of the defendant's car to keep

a lookout for persons and vehicles upon the track and to exercise

ordinary care to discover and avoid injuring them; and that it was

the duty of the plaintiff in using the street to e.xercise ordinary

care for his own safety and the safety of others. .'\s the words

"reasonable diligence" and "reasonable care" were used in an in-

struction with regard to the care required of the defendant, the

jury should have been told thai reasonable diligence or reasonable

care was ordinary care.

CITY WITHOUT AUTHORITY TO ASSESS STREET RAIL-
WAY FOR BENEFIT FROM ELIMINATING GRADE
CROSSING.

Fair Haven & Westville Railroad Co. vs. City of New Haven
(Conn.), 59 Atl. Rep. 737. Jan. 31, 1905.

-\ city charter made the city a highway district, over the streets

and highways of which the court of common council was given

"sole and exclusive authority and control." It also empowered the

common council to order, lay out, construct, repair and alter streets,

highways, bridges, etc., except as otherwise provided, whenever and

wherever, in its opinion, the public good should so require. And it

provided that the court of common council might, upon the execu-

tion of any order for the paving, macadamizing or other improve-

ment of any street or highway within the city, or upon the con-

struction or alteration of any public work, assess upon the persons

whose property was, in the judgment of said court, especially bene-

fited thereby, a proportional and reasonable part thereof.

The principal question in this case was whether the city had the

power to assess benefits against a street railway company where
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llic work ill qiieslion was the elimination of a grade crossing, which

liatl become a dangerous one. I'he supreme court of errors of

Connecticut says tliat it was a work which llie city, under the pro-

visions of its cliarter, was not obliged to do. Indeed, it was one

which, upon its own initiation, it had nn power to do. It was a

work of nirirc than local concern, and for that reason the power

In niilir il 1.1 In- doiu' dill not rest with the city, but almost exclu-

sively with die railrd.id cnniniissioners. It was a work ordcreil lo

lie done by the stale, in llie exercise of its police power, through its

.iHciil. llu' |p(iard nf railroad coniniissioners, to whom it gave almost

pbii.iiy pinvir lo order what should he done, and how, and by

will Mil, and at whose expense it should he done, and within what

liiiic il should be coinpleled. It was ordered lo be done by llir

state, through its agent, the railroad coniniissioners, and the work

was done by the stale through its agents, the city and the railroad

ciiinp.-iny. The city was compelled to do its pari of the work whether

ils iillieers and agents voted lo do so or not. :nil wilhoul r<'gard to

llu- (|iiesli(iii uliillici llie work would be an iinprovenienl to the

street or nf llu- ^li^;liU-.l benefit to the city; and if it had finally

refused to dip llu- work, llu- stale might have ilniu- il through some

other agent, .iml ini|invi-(l ihe cost of so doing il upon the city.

It was Inn- lh:il llu- eily iillimately performed its part of this work

through the ordinary agencies prnvided for in its charier; lull this

did not change the essential nature of the work, or make it any the

less a special, limited burden imposed upon the city for a limited

time, outside of its charter duties and obligations. The court is of

the opinion that no such work as the one here in question was

contemplated or provided for in the charter, and consequently that

the city had no power under its said charter to assess benefits

against the street railway company.

With regard to state statutes, there were in force when the city

began to perform the order only three which had any direct bearing

upon the question under consideration. One provided, in substance,

that where a town, city or borough changed the grade of a highway,

damages and benefits might be assessed by the municipality to and

against owners of land adjoining the highway. Clearly, this pro-

vision, limiting as it did the power to assess benefits to cases where

the property benefited adjoined the highway, the court says, gave

the city no power to make the assessment here in question.

A second statutory provision was : "The proper authorities of

any city or borough, unless otherwise provided in its charter, may
.is.sess * * the benefits accruing to any person by the layout,

grading or alteration of any highway," etc. But this, the court says,

must be read in connection with the third statutory provision above

referred to, which provided, in effect, that the railroad commis-

sioners might, in a case like the present, order the street railway

company to pay such rea.sonable part of the expense of eliminating

a grade crossing as they might deem proper. This act. the court

thinks, put the whole matter of lienetits to be paid by a street rail-

way company in a case like tlic present one into the hands of the

railroad commissioners ; and its provisions were inconsistent with

the existence of a power in the city to assess benefits against the

street railway company in a case of this kind. In brief, the court

thinks that the statutory and charter provisions upon which the city

relied.when read in the light of the legislation in reference to grade

crossings and street railways, failed to show that the city had the

power to make the assessment here in question.

LIABILITY FOR SHOOTING OF PASSENGER BY CON
DUCTOR AFTER ALIGHTING FROM CAR.

O'Brien vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo.), 84 S. W. Rep. 939.

Dec. 22, 1904.

The plaintiflf's evidence tended to prove that her husband (Michael

O'Brien) was a passenger on one of the defendant's street cars,

and was carried a block beyond his destination, for which he had

signaled the conductor to stop. Provoked at it, he spoke angrily

to the conductor about it, and a quarrel of words between them en

sued. During the quarrel he was getting off the platform backwards,

facing the conductor, who was striking him, or striking at him, with

ihc butt end of a pistol. When he stepped down from the platform

the conductor followed him to the sidewalk, holding to him, and

beating him with the pistol. Arriving on the sidewalk, the two men
clinched. O'Brien got behind the conductor, threw his arms around

him, holding his (Ihe conductor's) arms down by his side, and in

Ihc struggle the conduclor pointed his pistol around and fired, in-

flicting a fatal wound.

h is the duty of Ihc carrier, the court says, not only to exercise

care lo carry Ihc passenger safely lo his destination, hut also to •

aflford him opportunity to alight in safely. While the passenger is

in the carrier's vehicle he is entitled lo proleclion from assault,

even from strangers, if, by the exercise of the degree of care de-

volving on the carrier, it can be afforded; and, a fortiori (by a

stronger reason), the carrier owCs it to its passenger not to mal-

treat him by Ihe hands of its own servants. If it lie conceded,

therefore, that under the law of master and servant the conductor

was outside of Ihc field of his employment when he followed

(if he did so) this man lo Ihe sidewalk and assaulted him, still,

under the law of carrier and passenger, Ihe man was under the

care and entitled to the protection of Ihe carrier, not only while he

was in Ihe car, but while he was alighting, and until the act of

alighting had been entirely accomplished. Whilst it is true a con-

duclor is not employed to follow passengers out to the sidewalk

and beat or shoot them, yet they arc employed to protect them from

assault while they are leaving Ihc car and to see thai they alight

in safety. If a stranger on the car had done lo this man what Ihe

evidence for Ihe plaintiff tends to show the conductor did, and if

the conduclor could have prevented the wrong by the exercise of a

very high degree of care, and failed to do so, Ihe defendant would

have been liable. With what stronger reason, therefore, is the de-

fendant liable when Ihe conduclor himself is the offender?

But whilst care on the part of the carrier for the safety and kind

treatment of the passenger are required, yet so, also, are required

care on the part of Ihe passenger for his own safety and decent

behavior. If the passenger assaults Ihe conduclor, the latter has a

right to defend himself, and if in a personal combat between the

passenger and the conductor, brought on by the passenger's wrong-

ful assault, the latter is injured, the carrier is not liable. If, as the

defendant's evidence tended to prove, O'Brien struck the conductor,

and then seized him and dragged him off the car to the sidewalk, it

was then an affair between man and man, and the defendant was

not liable for what happened on the sidewalk. It was a fair case,

under the evidence, for the jury, if the instructions had been right

From the principles ' above laid down the court concludes that

there was no error in the following instruction : "The court in-

structs the jury that if they believe from the evidence that plain-

tiff's husband, just before alighting from said car at Thirteenth and

Hebert, called the conductor thereof vile names, and struck said

conduclor, and that said conductor, in resenting said insult and

repelling said assault, then struck plaintiff's husband, and that he

dragged said conduclor from said car, and that a fight then ensued

iin the ground, off of said car, between him and said conductor, in

which said plaintiflf's husband was shot, and that as a result of said

shooting he died, then said plaintiff is not entitled to recover, and

your verdict must be for the defendant." This instruction, the court

says, supposed a case in which the plaintiff's husband was the as-

sailant, and instead of being interfered with in leaving the car, he

dragged the conductor to the sidewalk, and the combat there was

the natural result of his own conduct.

But the following instruction, the court holds, was erroneous:

"The court instructs the jury that if they believe from the evidence

that plaintiflF's husband cursed the conductor on said car, and called

him vile names, while in the act of alighting from said car. and

ihat at that time said conductor had neither struck plaintiff's said

husband nor cursed him, such conduct on the part of said plaintiff's

husband was disorderly, and constituted a breach of the peace; and
if they further believe from said evidence that said conductor, in

resenting said insult, engaged in a fight with said plaintiff's husband

on the street off of said car, but not upon said car. in the course of

which said plaintiff's husband was shot and that he died from said

injuries, then said plaintiff is not entitled to recover, and your ver-

dict must be for the defendant." The court says that this instruc-

tion supposed the case of the passenger's disorderly conduct while

in Ihe .act of alighting in cursing and calling the conductor a vile

name, thereby causing a breacli of the peace, and the conductor, re-

senting the insult, engaged in a fight with him on the street, off the

car, in which fight the passenger was shot. The writer of that in-

struction had in mind the authority of the conductor to preserve the

peace. A conductor is charged, for the protection of his passengers.
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with the duty of preserving the peace on the car of which he is in

control. But in this instruction the duty of the conductor to pre-

serve the peace in the interest of his passengers is merged in his

own right to resent an insult. The instruction drops out of view, as

if it were immaterial, the question of whether the conductor was

dragged off the car, as defendant's evidence tended to prove, or

voluntarily followed the plaintiff's husband to the sidewalk, and

there undertook to preserve the peace. It would be an e.<itraordinary

case (of which no example now occurs to the court) that would

justify a conductor, in his capacity as a preserver of the peace, to

follow the offender to the sidewalk. And even in suppressing violciil

conduct to preserve the peace the question of whether unuccssary

force was used should be considered, and that question was omittcil

in the instruction.

.\nother instruction wa.s to the elTect that it D'Bricn struck the

conductor before the latter had made any assault on him, and a

light ensued on the street, off the car, during which the conductor

shot and killed O'Brien, the defendant was not liable. Snppose it

had all happened on the car; suppose O'Brien struck the conductor,

and a fight ensued, and in the course of the fight the conductor

drew his pistol and shot him—could the court say with those facts,

and nothing more, that the company was not liable? The law does

not degrade the manhood of a conductor. He is entitled to resent

an insult or an assault ; but an insult or a blow does not, under all

circumstances, justify the killing of the assailant. Even if the

slayer was answering to an indictment in such case, he would have

to show something more than that he had been insulted or struck,

in order to be entirely acquitted. But here we are supposing a man
who, although, it may be, was misbehaving, yet still was in a

measure under the care and protection of this conductor, who w.is

then and there pro hac vice (for this turn) the carrier itself. Can

it be said that because the man was abusive in his language, and

struck the conductor, the latter had the right to shoot him down?
If the company would be liable under those facts if the killing oc-

curred on the car, then it might or might not, according to circum-

stances, be liable if the killing occurred off the car. If, after strik-

ing the conductor, the man seized him and pulled him off the car to

the sidewalk, and the fight there ensued, the defendant would not

be liable. But if, after striking the conductor, the man was trying

to get off the car, and the conductor was holding him and beatin.a;

him, and thus followed him to the sidewalk, and killed him, the

comj)any would lie liable. This instruction was therefore erroneous.

WllE.X COLRl .\1.\V DECLARE AS TO CONTRIBUTORY
NEGLIGENCE AS MATTER OF LAW IN CROS.SING
ACCIDENTS—RIGHTS IN USE OF PUBLIC HIGH-
WAY—APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES TO ACCIDENT
CASES—CONSIDERATION TO BE <}IVEN POSITION
AND SPEED OF CAR—DUTY OF DRIVER OF VEHICLE
AS TO WATCHING FOR CARS—SPEED AS AFFECTED
BY LOCALITY—MEASURE OF CARE REQUIRED AT
.ALL TIMES.

Indianapolis Street Railway Co. vs. O'Donnell (Ind. .App.), 73

N. E. Rep. 163. Jan. 27, 1905.

When the established facts of a given case show, without room
for diverse inference, that the plaintiff did not have reasonable

ground for believing that he could cross without danger, then his

contributory negligence, the appellate court of Indiana says, may he

declared by the court. If one deliberately or indifferently cast him-

self under the wheels of a street car, or those of any other vehicle.

the lack of room for the inference of ordinary care upon his part

enables the court to adjudge contributory negligence as a matter of

law. The facts may also be of such a character that the court may
adjudge absence of contributory negligence as matter of law. They
are rarely called upon to do so. But if, when the plaintiff started

to cross the track, he had seen a street car half a mile away, which.

contrary to any reasonable expectation, was brought in collision with

him before he could clear the track, in the absence of further notice

of the impending danger than the mere presence of the car at the

distance named could give, it might be decleared as a matter of

law that he was not contributorily negligent.

In the actual use of a public highway every person has an equal

right to use it for his own best advantage, to suit his own con-

venience or pleasure, but at all times with a just regard to the like

rights of every other person. If the facts exhibited come short of

what is required to enable the court to declare contributory negli-

gence, it is the misfortune of the defendant, the defense being an

affirmative one by statute. If the existence of certain facts is incon-

sistent with such declaration, their absence must appear from the

evidence ih order that it may be made.

There is constant difficulty in the application of the foregoing

well-established doctrine, due to the variety of facts connected with

the different occurrences which dome before the courts for examina-

tion. The main features of many accidents have a general likeness

to each other in that injuries are suffered through collision, but the

details which give character to the conduct of the parties are not

twice alike. Unanimity of decision is therefore attained when the

same principles arc applied in every case. Unanimity of result in

upholding or overthrowing judgments rendered against street car

companies for damages on account of such collisions is neither pos-

sible nor desirable. Each case must be determined upon its own
facts. The language of different opinions cannot be disassociated

from the facts before and considered by the court.

When the plaintiff in this case started to drive across the tracks,

the car which subsequently collided with his wagon was some dis-

tance away. What that distance was was one relevant fact. It might

be of predominating importance, and it might be of very minor con-

sequence. If the car had been stationary, its mere presence on the

track would not be a menace. If its movement was such as to indi-

cate an intention to stop or so moderate as to suggest no likelihood

of a collision, he could not, in proceeding upon his way, be held

blamable because of its mere presence. So that the rate of speed

at which a car moves, the measure of control apparently exercised

over it, as well as that actually maintained, must always be taken into

account in connection with the fact of its presence, and it is neces-

sarily true that no court can set up a standard of distance and say

that one who attempts to cross a street car track when a car is

within that distance is guilty of negligence. Much less can it be

said that one who attempts to cross in front of an approaching street

car irrespective of distance is guilty of negligence.

Where there is nothing to prevent a traveler from seeing an ap-

proaching car, it must be presumed that he did see it, or that he did

not look. Whether his action in view of what he saw was negligent,

and whether he was negligent in not looking, must depend upon all

the attendant relevant circumstances, part of which are found in the

necessity of his position. The driver of a vehicle has other duties

than watching for street cars. He must keep a lookout to avoid

being struck by other vehicles of other qualities and kind, and nmst.

before all, be vigilant to himself avoid colliding with and inflicting

injuries upon others. When the evidence shows that he was in no

wise constrained, knowledge of what he might have seen will be

attributed to him. and knowledge or lack of knowledge as to the

distance of the car, its condition as to being in motion or stationary,

and it in motion, its rate of speed, the apparent purpose of the

molorman to check or increase speed, and many other facts, arc

necessarily relevant and of differing importance. In determining

the quality of the action taken by an individual in a certain junc-

ture, his environment must be considered, and it is to be observed

that the traveler is not required to anticipate negligence on the part

of those in charge of an approaching car, but, on the contrary, has

the right to presume that reasonable care will be exercised by them.

Ordinarily, contributory negligence, when its existence depends

upon so many elements and circumstances the weight of which de-

pends upon their relation to each other, will be for the jury, whose

judgment as to what a reasonable man should do in view of tin-

circumstances, which cannot be classified, it is the constant effort

of the law to obtain. When the conditions existing are such as

cannot consist with injury .while the injured part is exercising ordi-

nary care, the courts will not indulge the idle formality of sub-

mitting such issues to a jury, but will dispose of the issue in accord-

ance with the rule heretofore stated.

The statement in an instruction that "a car may be run at a

higher rate of speed in the suburbs, or in sparsely settled parts of

the city, than it may be in the thickly settled, populous or crow'ded

portion thereof," is the statement of a fact which it is the province

of the jury to determine, and which may not properly be stated by

the court as a matter of law. The measure of care required is at

all times the same— i. e., ordinary and reasonable care.
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Rail H<>iuiin(> on the lirooklyn Heights Kail-

road.

n-i now MID C. 1'(JUI1ES, s. n.

In the operation uf electric cars the .subject uf rail bonding, always

one of great importance, has become within the past few years more

complicated than ever. In heavy traction work on elevated lines the

rcqnirentents have incre.iscd to sncli .in cstciit that greater capacity

is now demanded in the return circuit than can be furnished by the

rails ihemselvi's. It has become necessary, therefore, to use the

tiictal of the elevated sirnctnre to supplement the rails for the pur-

pose of conducting the current back to the power station. As a

practical solution of thh problem of heavy bonding the work now

in progress on the elevated structure of the Brooklyn Heights R. R.

is very interesting. The purpose here was not only to use the track

rails for the return circuit but to increase this circuit by utilizing

the longitudinal girders nf the elevated structure, bonding these

girders at every joint and coimecting between them and the track

rail by means of equalizer bonds at freciuent intervals.

This modern practice necessitates the use of copper rail bonds of

enormous capacity, and it becomes difficult and expensive to secure

overcome. 'I'hc soldered rail bond, carefully made and properly

installed, will give the most perfect form of electrical contact, and

on account of the principle of its construction should outlast any

of the types of bomls known as riveted or plug terminals, which I

have yet seen upon the market.

The work of bonding the lirofiklyn ilciglits railroad is being

done by the Lord lilectric Co., of Boston, and I am indebted to it

for exact informatioi). .Some 15 miles of four-girder, double-track,

elevated structure, equivalent to 30 miles of single track, is to be

bonded. The capacity of the bonds is to be one million to four mil-

lion circular mills per joint. The type of bond used is known as

the Thomas soldered rail bond, manufactured by the Lord company.

The elevated structure in question is located on Broadway, Lexing-

ton Ave., Grand Ave., Myrtle Ave., Adams St., High St., Sands St.

and a large part of Fulton St. in I'rooklyn.

Fig. I shows the type of structure and bond used on Broadway,

part of Fulton St., Lexington Ave., .Adams St. and Myrtle Ave.

The longitudinal girders are to be bonded throughout in capacities

ranging from 1,000,000 to 4,000,000 cm. per joint, depending upon

the car service and the proximity to the sub-station. These bonds

are all in units of 500,000 cm. In addition to this there is being

installed on every third running rail of both tracks a No. 0000 equal-

izer bond connecting from the running rail to the longitudinal

r-i h
tit^

000c
c

000c
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The bonds are all made as short as possible but with ample pro-

vision for expansion and contraction. To any one acquainted with

the Brooklyn Heights elevated structure it would be obvious that

the problem of applying bonds to the members indicated is not an

easy one. The use of a portable grinding machine or other equip-

ment on the tracks is prohibited, and to scrape by hand the surface

of the girders and remove the paint and rust would be a very slow

and expensive process. The surfaces of the rail and structure are

cleaned by means of a sand blast, the equipment being located in

in general u.sc with the Wcstinghouse air brakes where they are in-

stalled on electric cars. It consists of a duplex, horizontal, single-

acting pump and a direct current series railway type motor mounted
on a common bed plate. The compressor develops appro.ximately

10 h. p when pumping .against lOO-lb. air pressure, and lias a capacity

of SO cu. ft. of free air per minute with 550 volts line current.

The positive lead to the motor is connected to the trolley wire

of the surface road. Current is also taken from the trolley wire

for light where occasion requires. The negative lead from the

FIG. 4.

WG. 3-

the street below, .\fter these suriaces are cleaned and all traces

of paint, rust and scale removed, they are heated by means of a

gasoline torch, thoroughly tinned and the bond clamped in position

and soldered. After the bonds have cooled and the clamp has been

removed they are subjected to several tests, one of which is a strain

test of several hundred pounds per bond. This test is made by

means of a special lever and sprin.g scale and is always under the

supervision of the engineer of the railroad company.

Fig. 5 shows the type B bond which is used on the expansion

joints.

Fig. 6 is a view of one of the two piirlable sand blast outfits used

by the Lord Electric Co. in connection with this work. This outfit

consists of one Wcstinghouse B-4 motor driven air compressor,

mounted on a substantial platform truck between tlie two air reser-

Miirs which are 24'/. x 4S in. Ibis omnprc^-nr is ,,iu" iif the types

motor is connected directly to the base of one of the structure

columns. On the front of the wagon is placed one of the Westing-

house form E electric pump governors and connected in the posi-

tive lead to the motor so that at the given maximum and minimum
pressure in the reservoirs the motor compressor will be automatically

started and stopped. The connection from the reservoirs to the

governor is a small pipe and flexible hose running from the front

FIG. 7. FIG. 6.
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reservoir Id the governor uiider llie fool Ijoanl. The supply of air

and sand can he regulated imlcpcndeiitly of each other. The sand

used is common heaoh sand.

The hose from tin- iKjttoni of Ihe sanding device is carried up

onto the elevatcil structure and the blast applied through a suit-

able nozzle to the surface to be cleaned. The nozzles are plain

cast iron, having circular orifices about % in. in diameter. The life

of these nozzles is comparatively short but they are very inexpen-

sive, having no machine work of any kind expended upon them.

The governor is set to cut the compressor out of action at too lb,

and to cut it into action at S5 lb. The total weight r.f the com

plcte outfit is 4,200 lb.

The second sand blast used in connection with this work is very

similar to the one just describeil except that it has three reservoirs

instead of two, and that the compressor is one size smaller.

The clamps used in clamping these bonds in position arc specially

designed to adapt them to the varying conditions to be met and are

of sufficient capacity to draw the bonds into firm contact with the

rail or structure.

The heat which is supplied from a gasoline torch is applied prefer-

ably to a part of the rail or structure opposite the cleaned surface

to avoid the deposit of soot or carbon. When the rail has reached

the required temperature the soldering flux is applied by means of

a small brush and then the solder put in until the surface is thor-

oughly tinned, after which bonds are placed and secured by means

of the clamp and heat again applied until the solder flows freely over

the entire surface, ,'\fter this the bonds arc drawn tight and allowed

to cool. 'I'lie men placing and soldering fhe bonds follow closely

those operating the sand blast and cleaning the surfaces.

After the bonds have been tested and approved they arc painted

with two coats of paint like that used on the structure.

Fig, 7 illustrates the gasoline torch with extension hose, couplings

and burners.

The same objection that applied to h.iving a grinding machine

on the track also applies to the torch so that special torches had to

be provided with a rubber hose, and the mixture of gasoline and air

carried through this hose, as shown in Fig, 7, At the end of the

hose is a piece of pipe about 2 ft. long placed between the hose and

burner so as to prevent heating of the former. With this special

equipment, which has been so carefully prepared, the work progresses

as systematically and satisfactorily, if not as cheaply, as it would on

a surface line.

Liiu Construction for Hinli

roadH.*

Pressure Kail-

BV GtOHr.t. A, DAMON.

"Come Along."
I'I'lir l>.lr"it I'nitc'il H.v. Prize Sunn, 1

Now we think witli a smile
Of the olrt-fasliionecl st.vie:
Of cars of a few jear.': ago,
"When tlic patient old horse
Was the sole moti\*e force,
.Vnd we heard Ihe kiud "Oil up" .ind "Whoa,"
Xow what ph'asurrs Wf find
Both for body and mind
On a trolley ear of today,
•Vnd wc pay oiir fare
With a satisfied air
As we're speedily carried away.

Chorus.
Come along, ding: dong. hear tlio clanking gong
All aboard for a ride on the trolley,
Lot us sing aloud with the merry crowd.
Come-along, come a-long and bo jolly.
The rich and poor are on a par
When riding on a trolley oar.
Come a-long. ding dong, hear the clanking gong.
Come a-long. come a-long, come a-long.

For a day's sport or fun
Take your camera or sun.
Or your rod and be free from all care.
Board the fast trolley line;
There's enjoyment divine.
Get your fill of the pure ooinilr.v air.

Maybe you're called away
On business one day.
But arrived for your train too late.
Well, you need not despair
Your "Suburban" is there
With its comfort and speed up to date.

Leaving factory or store
^'hen the day's work is o'er.

Then Ihe thousands of toilers rejoice.
And with visions of ease
'Mong the flowers and trees.
Tho>' escape from the heal, smoke and noise.
There's no sigti of regret
For that pinehed little llal,

\\'here for simsbine we longed, and air.

Now we ean live alone
Tn a place of our own
And the trolley ear will bring us lliere.

I he >inKle-pha»c high-prcnsurc trolley has arrived and evidently

has come to stay, I he advantages gained by delivering energy

directly lo a car without the necessity of an investment in synchron-

ous converters and heavy feeders has long been recognized. That

il is entirely practicable lo take current from a high-pressnre con-

<luctor by means of a moving contact has been fully demonstrated.

It has required some time to show that there is a field for a !»inglc-

phasc traction motor sufficiently |iromising to justify its commer-

cial development, but a number of motors of this type arc now upon

the market and within the last few weeks have l)een put in actual

cvcry-day operation.

To gel the full benefit of the new system, it is desirable to carry

as high a pressure as practicable on the trolley wire. It is appar-

ent at once that the methods of insullation which have become

standard with the 500-volt system arc inadequate for the new con-

ditions. Several methods of supporting the high-pressure trolley

wire have already been developed, and now the time has come to

standardize the pressure and the location of the current conductor,

as well as the method of current collection in order lo provide for

.-in interchange of ecpiipmcnt.

It is the object of this paper to present a brief record of what

has already been accomplished in line construction, and to examine

the requirements and difficulties of installation in order to obtain

permanent insulation at reasonable cost, safely to the public, and

reliability in service.

The successful use of a single high-pressure trolley wire will have

a marked stimulus upon three distinct branches of the electric rail-

road art

:

1. For moderate speed lines in the country districts, fhe full

benefit of the high-pressure system will be obtained only when the

first cost of such a road has been reduced to a minimum, consistent

with good work. A study of the accompanying map. which shows

the electric railway situation in the middle western states, will

emphasize this point. It will be seen that nearly all the territory

whicb promises even a fair return on the investment has been pre-

empted and that some roads are even now being built where there

may be some doubt as to their being able to stand the fixed charges

resulting from the cost of the illogical synchronous converter sub-

station system. There are still left whole sections of rich productive

agricultural districts which will remain unserved by a trolley road

until a system has been developed which is so simple in its require-

ments that it can be built and equipped complete for less than $15.-

000 per mile and operated on a basis equally economical. This class

of installation means a trolley pressure as high as possible, as well

as transformer sub-stations operating without attendance and work-

ing in parallel from one transmission line.

2. For high-speed interurban roads the high-pressure trolley

opens up new possibilities. Roads of this character, with their bet-

ter earning capacit>'. can afford such refinements in line construction

as a sectionalized trolley, individual transmission lines to each sub-

station, and separate pole lines for the trolley and the transmission

systems.

3. The electrification of steam roads will present a different set

of conditions. Here the steam locomotive will share the tracks

with its electric successor for some time, and will do all it can with

its acid charged gases to destroy the handiwork of the electrical

engineer. This will make the installation of a contact wire any-

where except at the side of the track a doubtful matter, and thus

calls attention more strongly to the statement that line-construc-

tion problems must be divided into classes.

Mr. Damon illustrated and described the details of construction

of several existing high-pressure trolley lines in Europe and

.America

;

The Valtellina system near Milan, Italy, which was described in

the "Review" June, 1902. page 339, is 66 miles long and operates

with a trolley pressure of 3.000 volts at 15 cycles. The trolley wires

are supported by the usual type of span wire construction attached

lo Ihe poles by means of special porcelain insulators. The current

•Abstract of a paper read before the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers.
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collector is a roller of electrolytic copper, fitted with rubbing con

tacts.

The Spindersfeld experimental electric line ("Street Railway

Review," .A.pril, 1904, p. 247) operates with a trolley pressure of

6,000 volts at 25 cycles. The single-phase trolley wire is hung

from two steel catenarj' wires with suspensions every 10 ft. The

contact device is a sliding bow.

The Huber system, an experimental line which was described and

illustrated in the "Review," June, 1904, page 356, was built by the

Oerlikon Machine Works. The trolley pressure is 14,000 volts.

The distinguishing characteristic of this system is its current col-

lector. This collector is a curved metallic rod with its convex sur-

f.ice bearing lightly against the trolley wire. Normally the wire

is located at the side of the car and on top of a saddle insulator

placed about 15 ft. above the track. The coUecfor rod has a rotary

motion in a plane perpendicular to the track and its position is

automatically regulated by the conductor wire.

The Lansing. St. Johns & St. Louis Electric Ry. ("Street Railway

Review," Feb., 1902, p. no) is a line in Michigan which has been

operated as a single-phase road with 6,000 volts on the trolley wire.

The line was the scene of the pioqeer single-phase work done by

Mr. B. J. .^rnoId in 1900-1904. The trolley on this road is hung

from a special annealed glass hanger held in place on a flexible

cross wire suspended between malleable iron brackets att.iched to

a wooden cross-arm. The ordinary form of trolley wheel is used.

The Bloomington. Pontiac & Joliet Electric Ry. and the Indian-

apolis & Cincinnati Traction Co. ("Street Railway Review," Feb..

1005, p. 87) are two recently completed single-phase trolley lines

which operate with a trolley pressure of 3..100 volts. On these roads

the catenary form of suspension is used. This catenary is supported

by grooved insulators mounted on iron pins in the ends of wooden

bracket arms. Hangers with clips for the conductor wire support

are spaced about 10 ft. apart.

Bearing in mind the distinct requirements of the three classes of

roads already referred to, the problem of line construction may be

discussed under the following heads

:

1. Pressure and Insulation.—From present appearances 3,300

volts is to be the standard for interurban lines. It would be well,

however, to consider just at this time whether with the catenary

suspension and its high insulation possibilities a working pressure of

6.000 volts is not just as practicable as a lower one. For steam rail-

road conditions there seems to be no reason at this time why pres-

sures of over 10,000 volts should not be considered.

The catenary form of suspension affords so convenient a method

of insulation that it should become a standard practice for inter-

urban electric lines, and as far as insulation is concerned, there is

no reason why the catenary construction could not be operated at

more than 30,000 volts if desired.

2. Location of the Conductor.—For roads with speeds not ex-

ceeding 40 to 50 miles an hour at trolley pressures up to 3,300 volts

the natural tendency would be to have the trolley wire remain in

its present location and use the present trolley harp and wheel.

For higher speeds there will he little objection to the same over-

head construction but the danger of the ordinary trolley wheel leav-

ing the wire at hi.gh speeds will no doubt suggest the use of some

form of collector other than the wheel.

For steam railroad work several objections are made to the plac-

ing of the wire over the center of the track and to avoid these it

would seem to be imperative that the contact wire be placed at one

side and as low as possible consistent with general safety.

The Huber system of conductor and collector con.struction ap-

pears at present to be the best suggestion for a solution of the line

problems in connection with the electrically equipping of steam roads,

but the contact wire, as carried from pole to pole, is liable to break,

and some form of support should be devised to prevent the broken

ends falling to the ground.

3. Requirements for Safety and Stability.—The catenary method

of suspension and what is known as the "tower" method of construc-

tion using long spans and a double-catenary, spreading at the points

of insulated support and converging at the center of the span, will

be found desirable. The added factor of safety in using supporting

clips every few feet is said to overweigh the disadvantages ari.sing

from the trolley wheel sparking at these points.

Mr. Damon states that there is no occasion to be alarmed at the

possible danger arising from the arcs due to a coating of ice be-

tween the wire and the collector, because one 3,300-volt line has

already passed through a hard siege of sleet with but very little dam-
age.

For an economically constructed road a single set of transmission

wires, serving all of the static transformer stations in parallel, would

be sufficient. The next refinement would be to have a separate set

of transmission lines from the power house to each sub-station and
where the electric road is of the high-speed class two independent

pole lines should be installed on the same right-of-way, and as an

assurance of business safety, tlie high-pressure lines should be car-

ried around the small towns and cities instead of through them.

Wherever the high tension lines pass over other wires, there should

be a cradle of grounded wires to prevent a broken transmission line

from coming in contact with a foreign wire.

The first investment in the transmission line, the cost of main-

tenance, and the loss by leakage—all these can be cut in half by

thoroughly grounding one side of the single-phase transmission line

so as to use the earth as one leg of the circuit. An actual trial of

this suggestion to further simplify the distribution system is under

contemplation, and no doubt will furnish valuable information as to

its effect on telephone and telegraph lines as well as data in con-

nection with the resistance of the earth with alternating currents.

In order to encourage the discussion of the unsettled features of

line construction for high-pressure electric railroads, Mr. Damon
offered the following general conclusions

:

r. There are no reasons why the standard pressures of the con-

ductor wire for interurban electric lines should not be at least 6,000

volts ; this is suggested as a standard in order to provide for inter-

change of equipment.

2. For the electrification of steam roads a pressure of about 15,000

volts on the conductor wire is desirable.

3. For electric interurban lines, the present tendency is toward

the catenary form of suspension, with the trolley over the center

of the track. A connection should be made about every 10 feet,

between the steel catenary wire and the trolley wire.

4. For steam-railroad conditions a contact wire at the side of the

track appears to offer the greatest advantages. Some form of con-

struction should be adopted, however, to prevent the falling of the

conductor in case it should break.

5. A successful how collector for interurban work and a con-

tact arm for steam-road installations similar to that in use by the

Huber system would allow the location of the contact wire to be

standardized.

6. A trolley wire 20 ft. above the center of the track is sug-

gested for interurban roads. For steam-road electrification the

height of the contact wire at the side of the track could be made
standard at 16 ft.

Iowa Valley Interurban Railway Co.

Articles of incorporation have been filed by the Iowa Valley Inter-

urban Railway Co.. with principal offices at Belle Plaine, la. The

company proposes to build an interurban railway from Belle Plaine

to Vinton, la., the necessary franchises having been secured and

ratified and two surveys having been made. The surveys have been

made by Mr. F. C. French, of the Iowa State College; one line

surveyed will pass through Keystone and Garrison and the other

route will pass about two miles east of Keystone and Garrison, the

former line having a larger population but is two or three miles

longer and has several grades. Connection will be made at Belle

Plaine with the proposed Grinnell Interurban Railway Go's, line

between Grinnell and Belle Plaine, the Grinnell road connecting with

the line of the Interurban Railway Co., of Des Moines, la. This

would give an electric line from Belle Plaine to Des Moines, about

85 miles long, or about 25 miles shorter than the present steam road.

The incorporators of the Iowa Valley Interurban Railway Co. are

:

A. J. Hartman, W. A. Mall, F. H. Henry, Mac J. Randall, H. R.

Mosnat, George W. Voss, T. H. Milner, W. A. Montgomery, C. J.

Snitkay, Fred McCulloch, J. C. Milner, T. F. Murray and F. C.

French. The following officers have been elected : President,

George W. Voss; vice-president, Thomas F. Murray; treasurer,

W. A. Mall ; secretary and general manager, H. R. Mosnat.
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Ballasting.

Definitions for Ballasting.

Ballast.—Selected material placed on the roadbed for the purpose

of holding the track in line and surface.

Broken or Crushed Stone.—Stone broken by artificial means into

small fragments of specified sizes.

Chats.—Tailings from mills in which zinc and lead ores are

separated from the rocks in which they occur.

Gravel.—Small worn fragments of rock, coarser than sand, occur-

ring in natural deposits.

Sand.—.^ny hard, granular, comminuted rock material, finer than

gravel, and coarser than dust.

Chert.—An impure flint or hornstone. occurring in beds.

Cinders.—The residue from the fuel used in locomotives and

other furnaces.

Slag.—The waste product, in a more or less vitrified form, of fur-

naces for the reduction of ore. Usually the product of a blast

furnace.

Burnt Clay.

—

A clay or gumbo which has been burned into ma-

terial for ballast.

Gumbo.—A term conniionly used for a peculiarly tenacious clay.

containing no sand.

The above are in accordance with amendments made by 1004

convention.

Conclusions Relative to Ballasting.

While there is great variation in the qualities of the diflFerent

natural materials for ballast, the choice of these qualities is not

usually left to the engineer, but has been made already by nature,

and all that is left to decide is what is most available or most expe-

dient. This each one must decide for himself in the light of bis

own circumstances. The question of finance may be a ruling con-

sideration or there may bo but one thing to be had, and he must

take that or nothing.

In the case of crushed rock, however, the process of manufacture

being under control, it is practicable to make the product conform

to specifications. The following were adopted by the convention

of 1904:

Specifications for Stone Ballast.

1. Quality.—a. Stone shall be durable enough to resist the dis-

integrating influences of the climate where it is used.

b. It shall be hard enough to prevent pulverizing under the

treatment to which it is subjected.

c. It shall break in angular pieces when crushed.

2. Size.—a. The maximum size of ballast shall not exceed pieces

which will pass through a screen having 2-in. holes.

b. The minimum size shall not pass through a screen having

54-in. holes.

Your committee wishes to say at this point that following the

instructions of the board to prepare concise general requirements or

specifications with marginal index for various kinds of ballast, it

sent out a circular asking for specifications of various roads cover-

ing crushed rock. The replies indicated that very few roads used

specifications covering any more points than those given above. It

seemed best to the committee to leave any other matters than those

covered by the specifications to be considered in connection with

recommended practice. .\s before mentioned, we hope to offer some-

thing further in this line later. It wdl be noted that the wording
of the conclusion and the crushed rock specification has been

changed slightly from that used by the convention of 1904 in its

amendments. The committee thinks this wording somewhat more
logical, and therefore submits it to the convention for approval.

In line with the conclusions, no specifications are attempted for other

ballast than crushed rock, but principles of recommended practice

are submitted for gravel, cinders and' burnt clay, as follows

:

Gravel.

Gravel should be screened or washed where prevention of dust is

an object, but this need not be done where the character of traffic

is such that dust is not particularly objectionable. It is recom-

mended that gravel be screened or wa.shed where the proportion of

•Abstract of report presented at the annual meetinB of tlie Ameri-
can Railwa.v Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association, Chi-
cago, Mar. 31-23. 1905.

sand or clay exceeds one-half. The minimum size should be such

as is retained on screens of 12 meshes per in. By this is meant

the size pebble that would be retained in a thorough, careful test.

The committee does not feel warranted in recommending any par-

ticular size or design of screen or arrangement of plant for screen-

ing gravel for the reason that it has not sufficient information on

those points. It is hoped that some member of the association can

throw some light on this phase of the gravel question.

Cinders.

The use of cinders as ballast is recommended for tlie following

situations: On branch lines with a light traffic; on sidings and yard

tracks near point of production ; as sub-ballast in wet, spongy places

;

in cuts and on fills ; as sub-ballast on new work where dumps are

settling, and at places where the track heaves from frost. It is

recommended that provision be made for wetting down cinders

immediately after being drawn.

Burnt Clay.

The material should be black gumbo or other suitable clay free

from sand or silt. The suitability of the material should be deter-

FIBST CLASS

Single Track, Cut or Fill

SiCOltD CLASS

Single Track, Cut or Fill

FIRST CLASS

Double Track, Cut or Fill

]1.-\LLAST SELTIONS KECOMMENDED IIV COMMITTEE.

mined by tltorougli testing in small test kilns before estalilishing a

ballast kiln.

The material should be burned hard and thoroughly.

Ihe fuel used niu.st be fresh and clean enough to burn with a

clean fire.

It is important that a sufficient supply be kept on hand to prevent

interruption of the process of burning.

Burning should be done under the supervision of an experienced

and competent burner.

Ballast should be allowed to cool before it is loaded out of the pit.

Absorption of water should not exceed 15 per cent.

The use of other kinds of ballast being governed so largely by

local conditions, the committee feels that is is best to make no

recommendations.

Ballast Cross-Sections.

.\t tlie joint meeting with the Track Committee, Noveniljer 29th,

ballast cross-sections for two classes of track were agreed upon, and

plates showing the same are inserted herein.

It was considered that a double track road would hardly he other

than first-class and consequently a double track section is shown

for first class only.

Oyster Shells,

.\s a matter which the committee thinks may be of interest, the
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follDwiiiK notes on oyster shell ballast, kindly furnished by Mr. F.

\„ Nicholson, cngiiiccr maintenance of way, Norfolk & Soiilbcrn

U, H,, arc herewith subniillcd

:

"We find ihal oy>ler shells are the best for our purpose; they arc

purchased from fiysler packers in this section at prices ranging from

,i'A to 3'/j cents (jer bushel. As wc have no special cars for han-

dling ballast, they are loaded into gondolas and by opening the

doors partially they are distributed on the track while the traiti is

in motion.

"'rhe drainage iirnpcrlies are almost perfect, therefore the life

of the tic is cxteniled—how much we are unable to say at this time.

"There is an entire absence of dust. They somewhat reduce

vegetation, but do not entirely prevent it. There is always more

or less dirt mixed with ihe shells, and this with the lime will sup-

port life in certain kinds of weeds, and these have to be pulled out

by hand. We now have about 40 miles of track ballasted with oyster

shells, and cluriiig llie time we were ballasting there was on an aver-

age one high-speed train per hour on this track. The following is

a table of particulars

:

.\verages.

Bushels oyster shells per mile 4^.266

Cubic yards oyster shells per mile 2,113.3

Cost of shells per bushel $ .0274

Cost of shells per cubic yard -54^

Cost of labor per cubic yard, shells 744
Cost per cubic yard in track 7224

Cost per mile, labor 368.64

Cost per mile, oyster shells.. 1,158.62

Total cost per mile $1,527.26

"Wc paid our foremen at the rate of S42 per month and laborers

$1 per day of ten hours."

Granulated Slag.

The committee also submits, as a matter of interest and informa-

tion, the folfowing r.otes on granulated slag prepared by Mr. Samuel

Rockwell, assistant chief engineer. Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Ry.:

"Slag naturally falls under two heads: First, that which is hard

and vitreous and that will not slake, and, second, that which will

slake, the latter being due principally to an excess of calcium and

deficiency of magnesium oxides.

"Vitreous slag broken in sizes similar to broken stone makes fair

ballast, but the lime slag is not good, as after slaking it sets

into a solid mass almost resembling concrete.

"In order to facilitate and cheapen the handling of .slag many fur-

naces are now making it into 'granulated slag.'

"The molten slag is run into a large cistern, and as it pours into

it from the end of a trough it is met by a stream of water forced

under pressure through a flat nozzle, and the action causes the slag

10 fly into fine particles somewhat resembling coarse sand. It is

then dug out of the water with a clam-shell dredge.

"Ihe product varies from sharp, hard and heavy, resulting from

vitreous slag operated on with an excess of water, to soft, light and

pumice-like, resulting both from too little water in the treatment,

and from lime slag.

"The former kind makes an excellent ballast for yard work and

on any tracks with moderate travel. It is easily worked and stays

where it is put and has little dust. The soft kinds, however, should

be avoided as ihey are liable to set. although, to be sure, it will

even then drain and do its full duty as ballast so long as it is not

necessary to disturb it."

Committee.

John V. Hanna. St. Louis & San Francisco: C. .\- Paqueite. Big

Four ; C. H. Byers. Kansas City Southern : .\. Q. Campbell : L. F.

Goodale, C. B. & Q. ; G. D. Hicks. X.. C. & St. L. : B. C. Milner.

Southern Ry. : J. O. Osgood. Central of X. J. : F. \V. Ranno. South-

ern Indiana Ry. ; Samuel Rockwell. Lake Shore: J. G. Sullivan,

Canadian Pacific.

Messrs. John V. Hanna. C. H. Byers and L. F. Goodale filed a

minority report stating they did not believe the ballast cross-sections

approved by the committee were the best for general adoption and

submitted the sections indicated.
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Thermit Welding of Rail Joints.

BV WILUAM HOWAKD COLE.

There are few unprovemeiits in the process of electric street rail-

way construction that have attracted more attention in the past year,

and that have been more thorouglily and carefully nivestigated by

the railway men themselves, than that of the "Thermit" welding of

rail joints.

It was rather a startling announcement made by Dv. Hans Gold-

schmidt when he informed the world that he was able to weld and

virtually melt the ends of two large pieces of iron or steel together

by means of a powder placed in a small crucible and lighted with a

match, and that the whole process only required a few seconds,

during which time any quantity of steel, of any degree of hardness,

might be produced, and more startling than all that this steel was

at the command of the user, heated to the temperature of 5,400"

F., more than double the temperature necessary to melt steel.

It required much demonstration and explanation to convince ihc

average person that there was not anything in the character of

"fake" in the announcement, and that the application of thermit

steel to the welding of rails was not a process, so complicated and

uncertain as to make it practically of no use.

After this period of explanation was over, and the system was

demonstrated to be entirely applicable in the hands of the everyday

track man, and that the joint ceased to be a joint, and that the

process made an actual continuous rail, with electrical and mechan-

ical strength equal to a like section of rail itself, there came a period

of technical discussion amongst those who had had experience with

cast-welding and other methods of rail joining, and many state-

ments were made as to the theory of a molecular change in the

component parts of the steel in the rail.

Some said the steel was decarbonized by the application of the

great heat. Some advanced the theory that the heat must anneal

the head of the rail, and others remarked that the steel would be

tempered.

It took a long time to demonstrate that none of these theories

was correct, and that practically the steel remained the same where

the joint had been welded by the thermit process, after, as before.

To the practical metallurgist this was quickly understood, for he

saw the reason as soon as it was explained, but the average track

superintendent was convinced of this only by a practical and per-

sonal demonstration. He thought much more of a micrometer

measurement of the relative depths of two holes made on the top

of the rail, by the same tool and by the exactly similar blows, one

hole on the rail away from the joint, and the other at the joint at

a point where it had the maximum of heat during the weld. The
track men were very much more interested in the result of what

occurred when the ram of a hydraulic press forced the rail at the

joint down to a point of fracture, and to see if the two ends of the

rails were actually and permanently alloyed and melted together,

and they thought a great deal more of the comparative readings of

a millivoltmeter over the joint in a test for the electrical conduc-

tivity than the theoretical explanation that the steel could not

decarbonize without the presence of oxygen, and that this was

virtually what occurred when the rail joint was welded with thermit

under normal conditions.

After the demonstrations such as described many of the large

companies permitted small sections of track to be welded up by the

new process, in locations where they had heavy traffic conditions,

and where the sections of lines might be under observation during

the changes of temperature in the winter.

Now it appears that those interested are satisfied that the sys-

tem is all right, and that it gives the results announced by Dr.

Goldschmidt from the beginning.

As a matter of fact, the system and its application has been so

simplified that it would seem to be "fool proof." One rarely hears

of trouble of any kind from the many railway companies who are

using thermit to not only join the new lines, but to repair and make
good old and worn out joints, where it has been made possible to

prolong the life of the old rails very much and to improve materially

the running of cars.

The method of application is as follows: The rail is lined and
surfaced at the joint, to the position required. The ends are brused

with a hand steel wire brush, to remove any dirt. The heat of a

hand gasoline torch is applied to the ends of the rails enough to

drive away any moisture. Sand clay molds are clamped on around

the rail ends, and their joints luted with clay. The crucible is

placed, with its supporting \ripod over the molds in the proper posi-

tion, and the bottom plugged up. The thermit welding portion is

poured in tlie crucible. A pinch of ignition powder is placed on top

of the thermit and ignited with a match. In eight or ten seconds

the crucible is tapped by pushing a pin at the bottom of the crucible,

and the highly heated molten steel flows down into the mold, and up

around the rail ends.

This is the operation in detail, and if properly done the rail ends

are melted together, so that if the joint is cut, the thermit steel can-

not be distinguished from the steel of the rail, and the joint may be

handled with a jim crow with the same facility as any other part of

the line.

The use of thermit is not confined to the welding of rail ends, but

it has entered everywhere, in shops and places where steel or iron

is to be joined, or repaired, and every well equipped shop now car-

ries a supply of tliermit for emergency use where the parting of a

shaft or a.xle might mean the loss of a lot of money in the shutting

down of a plant, and which by means of thermit might be repaired

in a few minutes.

A New Anti-Friction Metal.

The fact that a metal will stand the greatest compressive stress

when its fibers present their ends toward the point of application of

the stress is considered to be important in determining what is best

in the composition and arrangement of the crystals in any piece of

anti-friction metal which must carry a load. Experiments with a

view to securing these characteristics in a bearing metal have been

made during a period of 20 years and the Buda Foundry & Manu-

facturing Co. announces that these eflforts have been rewarded by

the satisfactory anti-friction metal which is illustrated herewith.

The distinguishing characteristics of this material are clearly shown

by the broken section ; the crystals, it will be noted, extend per-

pendicular to the chilling surfaces. The alloy is of tin and alum-

inum base and its crystals always radiate from the chilling surfaces

regardless of the number of times reheated, thereby presenting the

ends and not the sides of its elements to the sliding friction surface.

A close examination of the fractured metal shows it to be of so fine

and smooth a texture with no granular matter interfering that it

may be said to be a truly chemical compound.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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phici- lliis nielal on llif iii;irl<i-l luxellK-r vvilli some new lironzcs ami

a i-i>i)|)cr-steel conipusiliuii wliicli it states is a rc-discovery of the art

nl' i-ii|i|)cr harclcniiiR.

I lie aiili-fricliou iiiclal ili|i;irliniiit ni lliis coiii|iaii.v wril in llic

fiilurc 111' in.atlc ;iii inipnrtaiU liraiicli of its increasing linsiiiess

iIiciiikIi it will in nil nay interfere with the railroad specially deparC-

nienl. I lir loinpany lias on hand satiiplcs of this new metal for

dislriliiuioii ainon).( interested persons, and will gladly send them

if .ipplieatinn is ni.ide In the eoniiiany's secretary, Mr II K. (ill-

hcrl.

A New Waste Press.

The aeeonipanyinK illuslralion shows a new form of waste press

ilesiniied for reclaiming nsed waste and the oil with which it is

soaUed. This new press is heavily huill so that it will stand the

most severe usage. Its essential parts are a heavy cylinder per

foratcd al its lower part, and a plunger which is forced up and down
within the cylinder hy a screw. The framework and the cylinder

consist of two castings Hanged and bolted together. The lower cast-

ing is provided with suitable lugs for attaching the press to the

power house wall by means of expansion bolts. A door for inserting

and removing the waste is filled in llie front lower part of the

cylinder.

When a quantity of oily waste has been inserted in the cylinder

and the door replaced, the plunger is moved downward in its stroke

by ineans of the screw wheel until the greater part of the oil lias

been squeezed through the holes in the lower part of the cylinder.

NEW BEDFORD WASTE PRESS.

.\ few final turns of the long lever arm attached to the screw wheel

completely remove the oil from the waste and force this dirty oil

through the openings at the bottom of the cylinder, where it is

caught in a pan and later filtered. The waste when removed from

the press can be re-used and the process continued.

This waste press is a product of the New Bedford Boiler &
Machine Co., New Bedford. Mass. The simplicity and strength of

its design make the press an elficient agent for reclaiming oil from

dirty waste and rendering both these materials fit for renewed use.

The fitness of the machine for economically doing this work is so

pronounced that the manufacturer guarantees it to save 75 per cent

of the oil and waste that may now be used in a power plant where
such a class of device is not installed.

C.yk^lopc'dia of Applied lllcctiicity-

I he correspondence methods ot insiruiiion an- loo well known to

re(|uire describing in detail. The advantages offered by these schools

have been appret'ialed by many thousands of persons who in their

earlier life hail not the privilege of receiving an advanced education

in their accepted fields. The entire worhl is the field covered by the

correspondence schools, which now have many thousand students

pursuing their courses. f)f these students a large numticr are en-

gaged in trades and professions which require both a practical and

technical knowledge of applied electricity.

Willi a view to furnishing an up-to-date ready reference work

on electricity, the American School of Correspondence at the Ar-

mour Institute of Technology, Chicago, has compile<l and published

a practical reference work on this subject which will be found a

vast source of knowledge to all who are in any way allied with the

promoting of electricity in the service of man. The "Cyclopedia of

.Applied F.lectricity" is published in five volumes, comprising al)OUt

J.500 pages, size 8 x 10 in., printed on high grade paper. The in-

ilividual books are bound in three-fourths morocco leather, and sup-

jilied with a well chosen subject index, other than the usual form of

chapter index, rhcrc arc incorporated in the descriptions and ex-

planations 2,000 illustrations, consisting of specially prepared dia-

grams, sections, full page plates, tables, formulae, etc. The list

price of this work is $30.00, but a special introductory price of

$iX.oo is now oflfered, subject to increase.

This work is the most comprehensive treatment of its subject that

has yet been published, and in its volumes the reader will find a

treatment of the latest developments of electricity written by ac-

knowledged authorities, fully indexed and explanations given in a

simple, direct way, free from difficult mathematics and therefore

especially adapted to the needs of a busy man. .Ml the descriptions

and explanations have been simplified and condensed to the utmost

degree consistent with a thorough presentation of the subjects

treated. Simple language has been used throughout in the explana-

tions, and a knowledge of higher mathematics is not required in

connection with the calculations given. A large percentage of the

illustrations are half-tones which show the latest types of electric

machines and apparatus made by the more prominent manufacturers

in the United States. The closely related subjects are assembled

under general headings, and the subject matter divided into chap-

ters or seations, so that the work may be used as a text book.

The assistance of many eminent specialists has been obtained in

the preparing of the work for presentation, among whom may be

mentioned Prof. F. B. Crocker, of Columbia University : Prof. Wil-

liam Esty, of Lehigh University; Prof. D. C. Jackson and Prof,

(jcorge C. Shaad, of the University of Wisconsin ; Prof. Louis Dcrr,

of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and many others, all

of whom have prepared special articles and aided in the collabora-

tion of this work. Standard reference books have also been used as

a source of information in preparing these volumes.

The usefulness of this cyclopedia as a reference book is increased

by the addition of the subject index contained in the fifth volume.
The value of this cyclopedia as a practical reference work can

hardly be questioned, as it embodies the various subjects which

have been so successfully used by the .American School of Corre-

spondence in its instruction courses.

.As stated, the work is divided into ?ve separately bound books.

The first of these, called Part I, treats o. the fundamental laws of

electricity and the controlling factors of simple electric circuits.

Examples and illustrations are given defining, first, the elementary

units as determined by Ohm's law, later li.e ccntimeter-gram-ser.ond

.ind other practical units, along with descriptions of the necessary

commercial types of instruments for ireasjring electric power. A
section of this book is devoted to the installation of elect! ic ma-
chinery, with rules for wiring and directions for the proper I'jcation

of the dilTcrent pieces of apparatus. The first volume ccncl-. f.es with

an elaborate treatment of the subject of telegraphy.

The second volume of the series includes the subjec •
I dj-namo

electric machinery and storage batteries, beginning v.::', the funda-

mental principles and gradually leading up, by ii^r.'.ns of careful

descriptions and explanations, to the more intrici;"; problems and
formulae used in determining the characteris!i-:s of such machines.
In this section a concrete example of each general t>-pe of generator
is taken and each step in the calculation and design of the machine
worked out. All the latest commercial types of apparatus are care-
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fully described, and electric motors being almost identical with

generators, are included in these descriptions, as are the subjects

of motors, generators and the use of boosters.

The use of electric motors (or driving shop tools is treated. The

volume concludes with a section on storage batteries, giving the

reader a good idea of ihe entire subject by means of a large number

of well chosen ilhistrations and instructions regarding their gen-

eral use.

The early part of the third volume is devoted to a comprehensive

treatment of electric lighting and the apparatus used in this field.

This is followed with a section devoted to electric railways, which

is profusely illustrated and which very carefully describes several

types of car equipment and numerous styles of car motors. Under

this subject is a description of the different methods of current con-

trol and a general treatment of the designs of track and overhead

materials, supplies for conduit lines, rails and rail joints, including

cast, electrically and thermit-welded joints. The next division of

this volume is given over to the description of the power supply

and distribution circuits, and is brought down to date by the inclu-

sion of alternating current railway systems. In this chapter are in-

structions for the operation of cars and methods of testing faulty

equipment. The following section is of special value to the station

operator becau.se of its thorough treatment of the building to the

operation period. This volume concludes with a number of valuable

suggestions in regard to the placing of cleclrical niac-liinrrv for gen-

eral central station work.

The fourth volume of the Cyclopedia of .Applied ICleclricity is de-

voted entirely to alternating current and automatic machinery. The
volume begins with descriptions of the simplest types of alternating

current machinery, treating the advantages and disadavamages of

the use of alternating current for tl-.e transmission of power, and

after a description of the instrununts and auxiliary apparatus used

in its handling, concludes with a treatise on rotary converters and

an explanation of the general calcidations needed for designing alter-

nating current machinery and power transmission systems.

The fifth volume was written by William C. Boyrer, a telephone

engineer of W'ide experience, who in this treatment of telephone en-

gineering has carried mil llie idea of making this a first class text

book for the student as well as a reference book for practical tele-

phone exchange men. The entire subject of telephony is treated in

a very thorough manner, describing telephone work in all its details

This series of books, which is intended to serve the double pur-

pose of text book and reference library, contains a great deal of

material which has never been published in book form, and while

the work in primarily intended for those who have little electric

foundation, nevertheless there is present much valuable information

which will quickly win for the series its merited high place as n

reference source for electrical engineers.

New York Central Lines to Lnter Canada.

It is ruiKori'd in .Montreal that the Xew York Central & Hudson
River Railroad t~-i is making an attempt to gain control of the

Canadian companies which are supplied with power from the

Niagara Falls generating stations. It is stated that the general plan

comprises the building of a network of electric railways throughout

the province of Ontario, and that these lines will be feeders for a

four-track road which will be Imill on tlie roadbed of the Toronto

& Hamilton Ry.

Apparently reliable information states that the syndicate headed

by Frederick Nicholls, which controls the Electrical Development

Co., of Ontario, the Toronto & Niagara Power Co. and the electric

railway systems in Niagara. St. Catharines and Toronto is acting

for the New York Central in combining the Canadian interests for

an international merger.

Such a merger, it is stated, would include not only the electric

lines about Toronto and Hamilton and the numerous properties in

the International Railway system, but it would also include the

upper steel arch bridge at Niagara Falls and the suspension bridge

at Quecnstown Heights. It is also believed that the Niagara Fron-

tier Bridge Co., which has been incorporated at Albany, is u part

of the same .scheme, and that its bridge will be used to carry the

New York Central's four-track route to Toronto across the

Niagara gorge.

The White City. Cliicago, Nearing Completion.

Typical of the promotion and organization of the W bite City

Construction Co. is the rapid progress of its construction and with

the pleasant weather which has prevailed during the past few- weeks

work at the White City has advanced until now over 75 per cent

of the construction work has been done. 'The principal buildings

have been completed with the exception of the finishing work and

the smaller buildings are well under way. .\ noticeable feature in

connection with the building of this summer resort is the quality

of the material and the number of brick fire walls, which insure the

safety and pernianeiicc of ilie structures. At llie present time over

COLLEGE r.N'N REST.M'RANT.

1,000 men are employed al the grounds and it is stated that every-

thing will be in readiness for the opening. May 27th.

Three features of especial interest in connection with this larg'

pleasure park are the sanitary arrangements, the fire department

and the transportation facilities, all of which will no doubt be appre-

ciated by it.^ patrons. On either side of the park, connected with

the colonade which acts as the base for tlie electric tower, will be

located commodious and perfectly appointed toilet rooms.

'The fire fighting equipment comprises two complete fire com-

panies with 35 well drilled firemen, carefully selected for their expe-

rience and skill, and who will be on duty day and night. There are

two fire engines, one hook-and-ladder with a 6o-ft. extension ladder,

two chemical engines and a coal wagon. In front of the buildings

is a 40-ft. board walk, raised 4 ft. from the ground and under this

are placed two 6-in. water mains. From these mains run adequate

connections to the various buildings and in each of the main struc-

tures is a standpipe with hose attached all ready for any emergency.

Connected with those mains outside of the board walk are fire plugs

with double hydrants, ten in all. The reservoir, which forms the

lake at the base of the Shoot-the-Chutes, holds 1,365,000 gallons of

water and two electrically operated pumps will be working at all

limes to keep the water at a high pressure in the mains and stand-

pipes. In the various buildings will be placed some 50 Babcock

fire extinguishers. 200 dry powder extinguishers, buckets, etc.. and

the employes are subject to a regular fire drill. No fires of any

kind will be permitted in the buildings with the exception of the

fireproof College Inn restaurant, and during construction smoking

has been prohibited in all parts of the grounds.

Besides the attractions mentioned in the "Review" for Dt.-embcr

in connection with the article regarding this new resort, the land-

scape gardening, the Banda Rosa and the College Inn are of con-

siderable note. In addition to the many large flower beds the

White City will have 150 large urns filled with plants, which will

be placed on every alternate pedestal about the board walk. The
urns were designed especially by the Decorator's Supply Co. Mr
John Bergstrom. a well-known Chicago gardener and formerly

royal gardener of Sweden, has charge of the gardening, and half

an acre of ground and a large hot house will be used in propagating

the flowers and plants.
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I 111' VVliilf Cily t'nllcKc lull rcslaiiraiit, oiur of llir largest anri

most iiiipo'-iiijj; ^l|luUll^^ 111 llic grounds, will lie opcratfd liy liu-

proprielors of llii' .Slicriiiaii lloiisr llolei Co., Cliicago, ll will

have accomiiiodalioiis for 2,400 people. Ilie entire upper porlioii of

the slrncUirt sliowii in the aceoinpaiiyiiig illiislralion Iieiiig oecnpied

by the College Inn. elevaled aliove llie hoard walk lo permit of

sufficient accomniodalions lielow for .1 ilairy lunch room and a

(Jernian RathsUcller. I lie iii:oi.igenienl is making special arrange-

ments for (he acconininil.iiMiii^ for .(oo anlomohiles in the garage Pi

he located on South I'.irk \vi- lulweeii Ojiid antl O.vl Sis. The

Inn w;is designed espeei.-iliy fcir llic While Cily and "hen eiinipli'li'il

will hi- (iiie iif llie licl appniiilrd places of its kiii'l.

i;KNKli.\l. VlliU or UHITK llTV.

A transforming station will he crcctt<l hy the Chicago Edison

Co. for the While City company at 04th St. and South Park Ave.,

which will sii|)ply the current for both lighting purposes and operat-

ing the many motors needed for various mechanisms about the

grounds. The feed wires will run direct to the various huildin.us

from the station, each htfilding being on a separate cable.

Mr. Paul D. Howse, general nianager of the White City Con-

struction Co., has been in direct charge of the construction work.

Mr. Kranc R. ]\. Woodward has been appointed advertising manager

and in addition to his many duties, is publishing a very attractive

magazine called the "White City Magazine," the demand for wdiich

is increasing rapidly. Resides the interesting information it con-

tains regarding the White Cit>- and its attractions, are short stories

March Meeting of Ohio Interiirhan Railway
Association.

Ihe March meeting of the Ohio lmerurli:u\ Railway .-\ssociation

was held at the ("lihson House, Cincinnati. March JJird. the meei-

ing being called to order at io:.30 by President Spring.

At the morning session the principal subject of discussion was the

"Transportation of United States Mails by Electric Railways." this

maiter having been brought up by Mr. V. J. Green, who urged

lliat the Ohio association join in an effort to have the postoffice

department increase the pouch rate which is now 3 cents per mile

to at least 5 cents per mile, and increase the mileage allowance 011

comparttiient cars from the present rate of *:i cent per ft. to at least

1 cent.

Mr. I'". W Coen stated that the principal difhculty in securing such

action lies in the fact that Congress has not made a suflicicnt appro-

priation for the electrical mail service. In IQO,? $500,000 was appro-

priated for trolley mail service, and in 1004 $5,w.ooo. The officials

of the department in charge of this work could spend this appro-

lirinlion lo arlvantagv in six weeks, but arc rcfiuircU 10 make it

cover Ihe entire year to the great disadvantage of ihc service.

Discussion developed several features in connection with the mail

service. Companies are re(|uircd to deliver mail to Ihe postoffice

or connecting transportation companies, provided the point of de-

livery is not over 60 rodi from the railway This distance over

which the mail has to be carriefl outside of the car is included in

llie mileage for which the company is paid, but Ihe rale is not aile-

ipiale lo pay for Ihe delivery service. In one case cited the contract

1- for $f)75 per year, and the cost of delivering is $48 per year.

In many instances where work is dime by crmtract there is no

priifier relation between Ihe work done and Ihc compensation, f'or

instance, one company has pouch service

over two sections of its line. In one case

it hauls mail 15 miles (or $478 per year,

and in the other receives $250 per year for

a 5-niile haul.

The postal regulations provide for fines

to be imposed upon the transportation

company in case the mails are dclay<-d

In practice some companies pay fines and

some do not. In the case of those who

have pairl fines it appear-, that the reason

is more negligence in making explanations

to Ihe postal department than negligence

in transporting the mail.

Postoffice inspectors are provided with

passes good on all trains over roads with

which the government has contract for

carrying mails. Several companies re-

ported a tendency on the pan of local in-

spectors to refuse to comply with the com-

liar.ies' rules requiring that a slip be filled

out for the conductor for all persons using

passes. Some companies obviate this diffi-

culty by refusing lo honor the government

passes, but furnishing in lieu thereof the

company's ordinary card passes for the use

of inspectors.

On motion of Mr. Bicknell, the legisla-

tive committee was directed to confer with

ibe eoinmtttee of the .American Street Railway .Association having

this subject under consideration

.\t the afternoon session the subject of discussion was track work,

'ieplying to a question as to use of cinders for ballast. Mr. Sloat

deprecated their use because cinder ballast hastens Ihe decay of the

ties, but added that in one or two places on his road cinders had

been the most satisfactory ballast, and by their use the sloughing

of clay fills had been stopped.

Mr. li. K. .Mderman expressed the opinion that to properly main-

tain interurban electric railway track would cost about $,150 per mile

per year, including tie renewals, and that of this 60 per cent would

he represented by the cost of labor.

Mr. .-V. S. Richey. Indiana Union Traction Co.. stated that on that

system the cost of track maintenance was $250 to $300 per mile per

year. The sections are 7 to 8 miles in length with one or two men

and a foreman to each section during the winter and four 10 five

men and a foreman on each section in summer.

Mr. Sloat stated that on the Cincinnati. Dayton & Toledo they had

three sections of 18. 22 and 24 miles respectively. In summer there

are seven men and a foreman on the shortest section and 10 men and

a foreman on each of the others. In winter the track force is corre-

spondingly reduced.

Mr. J. H. Merril stated that on the Western Ohio the rock bal-

lasted portion of the road was divided into five sections of from

to to 16 miles in length. On each section there was a foreman at

$45 per month and from two to four men at 15 cents per hour. On
other portions of the road with gravel ballast there were on a 12-

mile section a foreman and six men.

The meeting adjourned at 3 o'clock and a great majority of those

present took adv,intagc of an invitation of the Bullock Electric

Manufacturing Co. lo inspect its new plant. The trip to the Bullock

works was a most enjoyable one and interesting as well.

< >—
.\s an experiment, the government is fitting up a new type of

letter liox for n*e on ibe street cars in Des Moines. la.
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Personal.

MR. HENRY W. PllIPPS, of Pittsburg, has bec-n elected a (b-

rector of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.

MR. GEORGE A. MURCH has been appointed general manager

of the .-Vtlantic Shore Line Railway Co., succeeding Mr. 1. L.

Meloon.

N[R. W. F. BIEN, for 10 years cashier of the receiving dcparl-

nient of the Detroit United Ry.. has resigned and will return to

Cleveland. O., his home.

MR. FREDERICK S.'^RGENT, who has been m London testify-

ing before the Parliamentary Commission on London rapid transit.

sailed for .\merica .-Xpril ist.

MR. II. M. .MONTGOMERY has been appointed Chicago .sales

manager for the .Alberger Condenser Co.. and will have his head-

(|uarters at ,116 Home Insurance BIdg.. 205 LaSalle ?t.

MR. H. A. NICHOLL, general manager of the Cleveland &

Southwestern Traction Co., has resigned to become general man-

ager of the Indiana Union Traction Co.. succeeding Mr. A. L.

Drum Mr. NichoU is a man nf extensive experience in both steam

and electric railway management

and operation and is admirably

fitted to take charge of lines of

the Indiana Union Traction Co.,

the largest interurban system in

the country. Mr. Nicholl has

been general manager of the

Ithaca Street Railway Co. and the

Brush-Shaw Electric Light Co..

of Ithaca, N. Y. ; general man-

ager of the Taunton (Mass.)

Street Railway Co. ; superintend-

ent of power and purchasing

agent of the Rochester Railway

Co., Rochester, N. Y. ; superin-

tendent of construction, Roches-

H. -\. .\[iiii.u. icr & Sodus Bay Railw.iy Co.;

superintendent and afterwards

general manager of the North Chattanooga Street Car Co. and ihe

Chattanooga & North Side Street Railway Co., of Chattanooga,

Tenn. The steam railroad experience of Mr. Nicholl extended

over a period of years, during which he was connected with the

Illinois Central, the Chicago & Northwestern, the Y'azoo & Missis-

sippi Valley and the Natchez, Jackson & Columbus railroads.

MR. W. H. SMITH, of Pasadena. Cal., has been appointed gen-

eral manager of the V'allejo & Napa Valley Electric Railway Co.,

which is nearing completion and is expected to soon be in operation.

MR. H. E. D.\LTON, who for the past 14 years has been super-

intendent of the Louisville & Southern Indiana Traction Co., New

.-Mbany, Ind., has resigned and will be succeeded by Mr. F. E. Cole,

of Chicago.

MR. I. L. MELOON, general manager of the Atlantic Shore

Line Railway Co., of Kennebunkport, Me., has resigned to accept

a position with the National Light. Heat & Power Co., ,?o Pine St..

New York City.

MR. FREDERICK A. HUNTRESS, genera! manager of the

Worcester (Mass.) Consolidated Street Railway Co., has resigned

to become general manager of the Rio de Janeiro Light & Power

Co., Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

MR. A. C. R.-\LPH, formerly with the Boston & Worcester Street

Railway Co., has been appointed general manager of the Taunton &
Buzzards Bay Street Ry. and the Taunton & Pawtucket Street Ry..

with offices at Taunton, Mass.

MR. T. C. LINDSEY' has been elected president of the Dayton.

Germantown & Middletown Traction Co., Dayton, O., to succeed

Mr. J. O. Arnold, deceased. Other officers elected are : F. M.

.Arnold, vice-president and treasurer, and T. C. Lindsey, jr.. secre-

tary.

MR. WILLIS W. STREET, superintendent of the Tri-City Rail-

way Co., Davenport, la., has resigned to become superintendent of

the Lansing & Suburban Traction Co., Tensing, Mich. He has

been succeeded at Davenport by Mr. W. E. Smith, assistant super-

intendent, and Mr. Lee Hammond has been appointed assistant

superintendent.

-MR. E. C. H.\WKINS, who was chief engmeer in the construc-

tion of the White Pass & Y'ukon Ry., has been appointed chief engi-

neer of the Pacific Traction Co., Tacoma, Wash., the company pro-

moting the interurban electric railway between Tacoma and

Olympia, Wash.

MR. WILLIA.M li. .McKlXLEV, president ..f the various prop-

erties controlled by the McKiidey Syndicate, is to accompany Sec-

retary Taft and his party to the Philippines. The party will take

passage on the Pacific luail steamship Manchuria, July ist, touching

at Honolulu. Yokohama, Kobe and Nagasaki, thence to Manila,

MR. FREDERICK A. C. PERRINE, consulting engineer, late

professor of electrical engineering, Leland Stanford Junior Uni-

versity, and past president of the Stanley Manufacturing Co., de-

livered an address before the faculty and students of Purdue L'ni-

versity, March 2gth, the subject of which was "Long Distance

Transmission of Power,'

LORD KELVIN has been awarded the first John Fritz Medal

which was established by the professional associates and friends of

John Fritz, of Bethlehem, Pa., on .Aug. 21, 1902, his 80th birthday,

to perpetuate the memory of his achievements in industrial progress.

The award was made to Lord Kelvin for "cable telegraphy and other

general scientific attainments."

MR. EDW.ARD P. BURCH, consulting engineer, Minneapolis,

will deliver a lecture before the electrical engineering department

of the L'niversity of Minnesota, on "Speed-torque Characteristics

of Steam and Electric Locomotives." Mr. Lee M. Coleman, elec-

trical contractor, Minneapolis, will also deliver an address, entitled

"Experiences of An Installing Engineer."

MR. E. E. WINTERS, general manager and receiver for the

Montgomery Traction Co., has resigned, the receivership of the

company having been discharged by the LTnited States Court. He

is succeeded as general manager by Mr. W. H. Ragland. Mr. C. C.

Hogshead, formerly superintendent of the gas division of the Lynch-

burg (Va.) Traction & Light Co., has been appointed superintendent

of the Montgomery Traction Co.

THE CROCKER-WHEELER CO. announces that Mr. A. C.

Bunker and Mr. W. C. .\ppleton, who have made a specialty of

alternating current electrical engineering, have become associated

with the company in the engineering and contract departments, re-

spectively. Mr. Bunker was formerly on the Pacific Coast for the

Stanley Electric Manufacturing Co. and Mr. .Appleton has been en-

gineering salesman for the General Electric Co. in the Atlanta

territory.

MR. J. F. SLOCUM, recently elected secretary and treasurer of

the International Traction Co., of Jersey City, N. J., and the Inter-

national Railway Co., of Buflfalo, N. Y.. was born at Geneva, N. Y.,

Mar. Jj. iHjd. .About nine years ago he began his business career

with the Pow-er City Bank at

Niagara Falls, N. Y. Four years

later he was appointed to a po-

sition with the International sys-

tem as cashier, and a short time

later was elected assistant secre-

tary and treasurer under the

former secretary and treasurer,

-Mr. R. F. Rankine, who resigned

Mar. 2, 19OS, to engage in other

business. The appointment of

.Mr. A. C. Emerick as auditor of

the International Traction Co., to

succeed Mr. H. M. Pease, has

been announced, as has also that

of Mr. C. J. Shave, as chief clerk

J. F. SLOCUM.
j„ (i^g auditor's department. Mr.

Emerick was auditor of the Buf-

falo Traction Co. before it was absorbed by the International Trac-

tion Co. and since that time has been assistant auditor.

Mayor-elect Dunne of Chicago has arranged for the manager of

the Glasgow Tramways to advise on the Chicago situation.

Recent insulation tests on S'A miles of snow-covered, double-

catenary, iron pole, single trolley construction showed a leakage of

but one ampere at 6,000 volts.
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Ohituary.

Mk. Wll.l.lAM OI'I'l'T'l- MUNDY, of llic conMncTcial engi-

neering staff of llic WesliiiKhiiiisc company, died al the ICast Knd
llospilal, I'illshnrn, I'a,, on Wednesday, M.arcli 21JII1. iJealli was

due 1(1 liloorl iinisonint;, developed ficini an /ifflietioii of tlie ear

uliieh ^^•^l caused liiiii ainioy-

ance alionl two nionllis ago. Mr.

Mnndy was a «radnalc of the

Rose i'lilyteclniie Institute of

liii'i' llante. Ind., and was still

a ><)nM^; man. not yet having

readied lliirly, Mr. Mnndy was

a native of Louisville, Ky., and

lirsl entereil street railway work

liiere, afterwards gr>ing to St.

l.ciniv to lieeonie master mechanic

of llie .St. l.rinis Transit Co..

which position he resigned in

.Xjiril. 1<X)4, to join the Westing-

house staff as commercial engi-

neer. Tile new shops of the St,

l.oniv Transit Co., emhodying

many of the best lahor-saving dc-

w, n. MTNin,

vices, were budl nndt r h

his keen ohservationj','es.BecialIy in the lines of his profession which,

coupled with his in"vemive genins, enabled him to improve shop

^lif^Vion. Mr. Mnndy was marked for

ationj',<^Beci;

lis in"vemive

conditions by the snhslitntion of many labor-saving appliances. I lie

inventions of Mr. Mnndy were not confined, however, to the e(|nip

nient of railvv'ay shops, for he did much toward the improvement of

systems of electric traiji control. He was also the inventor of an

air brake appliance of much merit. Quite recently he patented a

street car window which was a marked improvement in construe

lion, lie was a leader in his profession, and his ideas have con-

tributed nuich of value to electric railway practice, and particularly

to the equipmert of shops and to the construction of railway motors

and controllers. Mr. Muiidy was keenly alive to all that promised

improvement in electric railway operation and was prominent in the

organization of the .\merican Railway Mechanical and Electrical

."Kssociation, anil was a member of its executive committee until

October, 1904. Mr. Mmidy was married to Miss Kathleen Eddy,

of Detroit, Mich. Jan 4, 1905.

I'aiccl Carrying on Street Railways.

( I'roni L'nited States Consul Ilamin. Hull. England.)

The Manchester tramways committee has for some time had under

consideration the details of a scheme for carrying parcels on the

street cars in that city, and has adopted a scale of charges for

parcels, inclusive of the charge for delivery, for two areas, the

"inside" and the "outside." The "inside" area will include the whole

of the city of Manchester, the borough of Salford, and the township

of Stretford as far as Warwick road. The "outside" area will in-

clude the suburbs which arc around the district thus outlined and

within the tramway's circuit. Parcels will be delivered to all parts

covered by the scheme at intervals of not more than a quarter of

an hour. The following are the charges for the two areas

:

Inside. Outside.

Weight. service, service.

Not exceeding

—

Cents. Cents.

14 lb 4 6

28 lb 6 8

56 lb S 12

112 lb 12 16

Manchester, with Salford and Stretford, all included in the ""in-

side" area, has a population of about 8oo,oco people. The "outside"

area includes a number of suburban towns and villages. Persons

who have been discussing parcel-carrying schemes by trolley cars in

.\merican cities will watch this experiment with considerable

interest.

i;icctii<. aiul Cahlc Car Mail Service.

The report of the second assistant |iostma»tcr general for the

fiscal year enrling June ,10, 1904, gives the following summary of

electric and cable car mail service for that and the preceding year:

June y>. \<m- June 30, 1004.

.170 421

4,28.1.1.1 4'M.=;82

'^..SSS.O.S" 92 0.5'S.'»2O..l-

$4^.1,210,40 $501,542.57

Number of routes

Length of routes (milcM

.Miles traveled per annnn

ICxpenflitnre, rate per annum

Kate of cost per mile traveled leeni-i 5.17 5 27

Kate of cost per mile of route $107.67 $101.42

•Average trips per week '9 27 '^.ijO

Deductions from payments for electric an<l cable car service for

the year ending June .10, 1904, amoimtcd to $5,065.96; remissions of

deductions were $4.15..5,1; fines assessed were $4.?7<»". fine* rcinitteil.

$2.83.

The rates for the most part arc .1 cents per mile for pouch service

and Yi cent [ler foot per mile for compartment cars.

•-
Sinnle-Pliase Locomotive for Sweden.

The locomotixe illustrated herewith was recently .<|nipped I'lr the

Swedish government by the Westinghoiisc Electric & Manufactur-

ing Co. It is designed for using a trolley pressure of 18,000 volts

in the open country and other pressures ranging as low as .ixxx)

volts in more thickly populated districts. Such high pressures

necessitate the use of an oil cooled main auto-transformer and

an oil-break circuit breaker. The control system is electro-pneu-

matic and consists of an air compressor driv'^ '.v n '^inglc-phasc

SINCI.E-I'H.\SE I.eCOMl^TIVE CAR, SWEDEN

alternating current motor, an air motor on the induction regulateir.

air cylinders on the circuit breaker and reverscr. and the neces-

sary magnet valves. The same compressor will also furnish air for

the brakes and Sanders. Arrangements for multiple unit operation

are provided and the master switch is so located that its operator

has an unobstructed view.

The complete locomotive weighs 25 tons, all of which weight 1-

carried by four 41-in. drive wheels. A single-phase 150-h. p. 3.000-

alternation motor is geared to each of the two axles through gears

having a reduction ratio of 18 to 70. These motors have shown

their ability to handle a 70-ton train ai 40 miles per hour without

exceeding the rise of temperature for which they were designed.

.\ through express and freight schedule, with two trips each way

a day, is now being run between Kalamazoo and Detroit. About

45-^ hrs. are required for the run.

Subject to the approval of the Massachusetts Railroad Commis-

sioners, the Western Massachusetts Street Railway Co. has been

granted autliority to carry small parcels, baggage and freight in the

towns of Westfield, Russell and Huntington. Mass.. by the select-

men of those towns.
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Steel Boat for Street Railway Parks.

Among the many attractions that appeal to the lovers of outdoor

sports, boating is one of the most enjoyable and beneficial. An ath-

letic instructor will advise that there is perhaps no better exercise

than rowing, an athlete will tell you that there is perhaps no exer-

cise more pleasant, while the pleasure-seeker will agree there is

nothing more refreshing than a cool ride on the lake on a warm

summer day. The wooden warship of a hundred years ago is obso-

lete today, and likewise the hirch bark canoe has given way to the

age of steel. ."Kmong those manufacturers who have kept abreast

with the times is the W. H. Mullins Co., of Salem, O., whose

stamped steel boats are shown in the accompanying engraving.

of sufficient capacity to safely float the boat, together with its occu-

pans, in case of accident. The motors used in these boats are of

the two-cycle type, simple in construction and of light weight, llu

3-h. p. motors weighing y? lb. :inil llu- 5-h. p. nmtors weighing i.?c

lb. each.

Besides the two types of boats described, the W. H. Mullins Co

manufactures auto-speed boats, hunting and fishing boats and canoes,

as well as a handy cart for the transportation of boats, .\mong the

street railway companies which are using Mullins steel boats are

.the Omaha & Council Bluffs Street Railway Co.; Joliet, Plainfield

& Aurora R. R. ; Ottawa Electric Railway Co. ; Meadville Traction

Co. ; Hartford. Manchester & Rockville Tramway Co. : Butler Pas-

senger Railway Co.. and the Pensylvani.T & Mabnning \'aIloy Ry

MULLINS STEEL B0.'\TS IN SERVICE.

In the stamped steel boats manufactared by this company the con-

struction is of plates of steel covering an interior frame of wood,

which, although not bulky, is extensive and rigid. The frame con-

sists primarily of bent wooden ribs which pass through the keel,

the keel itself not being fastened to the outside of the metal cover-

ing, but is inside the boat. The top rail and seat-rests of the boat

are also of wood, and the covering of the boat is of double-coated

galvanized steel, made by a new process which prevents the scaling

or cracking of the galvanized surface. The covering consists of a

few large plates of this metal which fit snugly over the wooden
frame, there being six plates in the smaller boats and eight plates

in the i6-ft, model. In the construction of these boats it has been

the purpose to reduce the number of joints, and these are tightened

and tested until, it is claimed by the manufacturer, a leak at the

joints is rendered an impossibility. An important feature of this

boat is the air chambers, which render it absolutely safe in case of

accident. Each boat is given a double coat of aluminum paint

which adds to the finish of the craft and protects the galvanized

surface.

The Mullins steel motor boat is constructed along the same line?

as the row boat, the ribs and entire frame work being of selected

oak, steam-bent to exactly fit the metal shell or hull. This frame

work is made entirely independent of the shell, the shell being

fastened only along the gunwales, keel, stem post and stern post.

The advantage of this construction is that the vibration of the

engine is absorbed by the frame work, and is not communicated tc

the hull of the boat, thereby eliminating the chances of opening

seams. The joints between the plates are countersunk riveted and

.soldered, which makes a strong and secure construction. These

boats are also fitted with large air-tight compartments in each end

New Interurban Lines Between Boston,
and Manchester, N. H.

Mass.

Charters have been granted for the Boston & lla\erhill and the

Manchester & Haverhill street railways. The distance between

Boston and Haverhill is 32.5 miles; the track for 30 miles of this

distance will be built on a private right of way. It is proposed that

a maximum speed of 60 miles an hour will be maintained, and if

terminal facilities can be arranged with the Boston Elevated Rail-

way Co., the .iS-ft. cars of the proposed line will use the Sullivan

Sq, tenninal,

Mr. Wallace U. Lovell, of Boston, to whom the charters for these

lines were granted, is planning to build the Boston and Haverhill

section first, and has retained Mr. G. M. Thoinpson as construction

engineer. llic new road will enter parts of Massachusetts an 1

New Hampshire which at the present time are not occupied by elec-

tric lines. The construction of the roadbed will require the erection

of a large bridge over the Merrimac River between Bradford and

Haverhill.

Mr. A. E. McReel, formerly superintendent of the Exeter, Hamp-
ton & .\niesbury Street Railway Co., has been retained as manager

of the proposed properties.

The Detroit. Monroe & Toledo Short Line Ry. interests have

obtained control of Monroe Piers and the Hotel Lotus, which are

located adjacent to their line and will erect the necessary buildings

for an up-to-date pleasure resort.

During the year 1904 the electric roads of Michigan
at an avprntTf far** r»f a3A cents pnch

,.,,^ ^.„^i..t .„,...., u. „i.w...e.... carried i.^i.-

011,029 passengers at an average fare of 4^ cents each.



Plans of Electric Railways for lOOn.

Authentic Reports of New CoiistriiL'tioii and Track Rchuildinn, I'ropo^cd Additions to I'oucr I'lant.

Shop and (kir House- linildinKs, and New .Machinery and Kollin); Stock for Street and Inter.
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Railway Companies Incorporated Within the Last Six Months.

Kcp<>i't'< I'l'oiii Kai!\va> Otiicials.

AI.AI'.AMA.

Thf Slu'rtii'M ("ii,. Slu-llii-lil. Ala., has iJiirchaM-d llic iiiatt-rial for

tlu' (.•oiislnR-tioii of ciiir mile <if track, alsii one 200-kw. rotary. J 11

McClary, general iiiananer.

The Hinningh.aiii Railway. I.ii;lil X I'nwir Co. I!iriiimnliaiii. .\la .

is planning a larye anionnl of relinildinH and new work for the

enming .season. The improvements will include coal handling ap-

paratus, eoal storage hins and mechanical stokers at the power

house; extension of gas mains in all directions, a viaduct over the

railroad tracks in liessenicr. a tcrmin.d in Bessemer with a freight

house, waiting station and electric light ollices ; the relaying of the

.Soinh licssemer line lielvvcen !'o\Mlcrl\ and Bessemer with 70-lh.

rails, and the addition of 10 ncu motor cars, several new trail cars.

a new freight motor car. new' freight hox cars and a general over-

hauling of the electric light distribution circuits and the replacing

of many of tluni with heavier co|)per, 1. .\. ICmery. of Birming-

ham, general manager, and Kord. Bacon & Davis, engineers.

Selnia Street & Sid)url>an Railway Co.. Selma. Ala., will Imild

three miles of new track. Col. F. M .Miliotl. presideiu. treasurer

and purchasing agent.

Montgomery Traction Co.. Montgomery. .\la. Will liniki the

miles of new douhle track and a new- car ham. and has recently

placed orders ior four new cars and i() new motor ei|mpinent> k

D. .'Npper.son, president.

ARKA.WSA.S
Ft. Smith Liglit & Traction Co.. Ft. Snnth. .\rk.. will build three

miles of new^ track and reconstruct one-half mile old track; is now

building a car barn and has bought 15 cars. .? new engines and 3

generators. R. G. Hunt, treasurer and purchasing agent.

ARIZONA.
Tucson Street Railway Co., Tucson. .Vriz. Will buiUl 2!-., miles

of new track and reconstruct 4' .. miles of old track, will remodel its

old car barn, purchase three new cars and one generator Charles

F. HofF, general manager and purchasing agent.

CALIFORNIA.
San Diego Electric Railway Co., San Diego. Cal. Will build 7

miles of new track and reconstruct 3 tiiiles of old track, and will

purchase 6 new cars and 6 sets of new motor equipments and new

generator of "50-kw. capacity B. M. Warner, general superin-

tendent.

Union Traction Co., Santa Cruz. Cal. Will InuUI abonl two miles

of new track and reconstruct about four miles of old track; will

build a new sub-station and a earn barn for 30 cars, and will pur-

chase some new cars and motor ei|nipnients John M. Gardiner,

general manager.

San Jose & SaiUa Clara Railway Co.. San Jose, Cal. There is an

option on the road at present and new owners have not ns yet taken

control They expect to make extensive improvements and extend

the road 40 miles. H. P. B. O'Dogherty, superintendent.

The United Railroads of San Francisco. San Francisco. Cal. The
company will build new general repair shops covering an area of

ten acres and will purchase new luachinery for equipping it. George

F. Chapman, general manager ; C, D. Baldwin, purchasing agent.

Bakerstield & Ventura Railroad Co.. Los Angeles. Cal. The com-

pany has under constri\ction 125 miles of railway and will build all

of the new track it can during the year. The company will also

build a new power station and purchase the necessary equipment

for it, as well as 75 new cars and the necessary motor equipment

for them. John W. Bnrson, treasurer, Ventura. Cal. Gervaise ['wr

cell, chief engineer. Wilcox Bldg.. Los .Angeles.

CfJNNIXI fcur.

The Connecticnl Railway & Lighting Co.. New Hrilani. Conn
Will construct aliont one mile of new track and rebuild alHiut one

mile of old track. L. S. Risley. superintendent

COLORADO
The Denver City Tramway Co, Denver, Col. Having recently

completed a large central power plant, and during the past year

having extended several of its car barns, also having purchased a

large number of new cars and motors, the company docs not con-

template making any further "extensions or additions to its property

during the present year John .\. Beclcr. vice-pre«iiicnt and gen-

eral manager.

DISTRICT OF COLU.MBIA
The Capital Traction Co.. Washington. D. C. VVdl purchase

^even new car bodies during the coming season. D. S. Carll. elec-

trical engineer and superintendent.

Washington, .Nrlingion & Falls Church Railway Co.. Washington,
D. C. This company has recntly purchased material for the recon-

struction of about one mile of old track and the construction of one-

half mile of new track; also five miles of telephone lines. It will

purchase from 2 to 4 new cars and the necessary motor equipments.

4 to 8. The company has also purchased a new booster. F. B.

Ilubbell. vice-president an<l general manager.

Baltimore & Washington Transit Co.. Washington. D. C. Will
rebuild two miles of old track and the entire line will be changed
from trolley to American monorail system, work now being under
way William .A. Mellen. president.

FLORIDA.
.\ortb Jacksonville Street Railway. Town & Improvement Co..

Jacksonville. Fla. Will build 2.2 miles of new track and will pur-
chase two new cars and two new double motor equipments of 40
h. p each. Frank C. Elwes. general manager

GEORGIA.
.Augusta-Aiken Railway & Electric Co.. .\ugTista. Ga. Improve-

ments on this line recommended by its president include the pur-

chase of a new express car and building an express station for the

storage of such express matter as is offered the company and build-

ing a station and office building : and the purchase of an entire new
car equipment for the .\iken line, which plan also includes the

building of a power house in the city of Augusta of sufficient power
to provide power for the full .Aiken line. John Blair MacAfec.
president. Philadelphia: R. E. Hunt, general manager, Augusta. Ga.

.Atlanta & Carolina Railway Co.. Atlanta. Ga. Will build 25 miles

of new track, a new car barn and will purchase new cars. The
company will buy current. M. T. Edgerton. secretary.

Macon Railway & Light Co.. Macon. Ga Will reconstruct two
luiles of track and build two miles of new track, and will purchase
six new cars with the necessary new motor equipments. J. T.

Nyhan, general man.ager.

\'aldosta Street Railway Co.. N'aldosta. Ga. Will do very little

l>uiUlin,g just now. hut expects to put old tr,i.-k in eood i-..iiHiri.-.ii

W J. Lane, general manager and treasurer

IDAHO.
Cieur d' .Mene & Spokane Railway Co.. Coeur d" Alene. Idaho.
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Will construct 2^< , miles of new track. R. F. Blackwell, vice-

president and general manager.

ILLINOIS.

Springfield & Northeastern Railroad Co., Bloomington, 111. Will

build 60 miles of new track, new power house and car barn, and will

purchase 20 new cars and their equipnienl. 4.000 h. p. of new engine

and 3,000 kw. new generators. The L. E. Meyers Construction Co..

Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, manager.

Illinois Traction Co.. Champaign, 111. Will build 130 miles of

new track and rebuild 2 miles of old track ; will build a new car

barn, purchase 17 new cars and will increase the capacity of its old

power station, having purchased 2,000-kw. turbine and Soo-d. c.

generator. William H. McKinley, president.

Chicago & Southern Traction Co., 1213 Hartford Bldg., Chicago,

111. Will build 56 miles of new track and will purchase 24 cars,

4,500 h. p. of engines and 3,000 kw. generators. J. B. Reed, secre-

tary.

. .Alton, Granite City & St. Louis Traction Co.. .-Mton, 111. Will

build six miles of new track between Granite City and East St

Louis and a new car barn at Granite City, 111. J. F. Porter, presi-

dent.

East St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co., East St. Louis, 111. Con-

templates the reconstruction of si.x miles of track and the construc-

tion of four miles additional track. J. M. Brainlettc. general super-

intendent.

Illinois Valley Railway Co., LaSalle, 111. Will build five miles

of new track between Marseilles and Seneca and possibly extend the

present line from Ladd to Princeton, JU. H. E. Chubbuck, general

manager.

INDIANA.

Richmond Street & Interurban Railway Co., Richmond, Ind. Will

reconstruct 6 miles of old track. .Albert Gorden, superintendnt.

The Indianapolis & Ohio Valley Traction Co., Indianapolis, Iiul.

Will build 27 miles of new track between Rockport and Cannelton,

a new power station and car barn at Nevvtonville or Troy, and will

purchase cars and other necessary equipment, including an electric

locomotive. J. H. Larimer, president.

The Ft. Wayne & Springfield Railway Co., Decatur, Ind. Will

construct 20 miles of new track and has just completed power sta-

tion and car barns at Decatur. Ind. W. H. Fledderjohann. presi-

dent and general manager.

Columbus Street Railway & Light Co., Columbus, Ind. This com-

pany has secured control of the John S. Crump street railway and

will build about three miles of new track, a new power station, and

will purchase six new cars, 12 new motor equipments, two 300-h. p.

engines and two 2ao-kw. generators. R. F. Gottschalk, president.

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Traction Co., Columbus. Ind.

Will buy new sub-station equipment. William G. Irwin, general

manager and purchasing agent.

Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co., Rushville. Ind. Thi-

company expects to extend its line from the present terminus to

Connersville, Ind., a distance of 17 miles. A. A. Anderson, general

superintendent.

Indianapolis, Newcastle & Toledo Electric Railway Co., Indian-

apolis, Ind. Will build new track from Indianapolis to Newcastle,

a new power station and car barn at Newcastle. Eli Marvin, treas-

urer.

Kokomo, Marion & Western Traction Co., Kokomo, Ind. Will

build IS miles of new track and a new car barn, and has just com-
pleted a new power station. T. C. McReynolds, general manager.

Indianapolis & Martinsville Rapid Transit Co., Indianapolis. Ind.

Will build 25 miles of new track. Paul H. White, general manager.

IOWA.
Fort Dodge Light & Power Co., Fort Dodge, la. This company

has just completed the construction of a new power plant. W. M,
Healy, general manager.

Citizens Railway & Light Co., Muscatine, la. The material is on

hand for one-half mile of new track to be built by this company.

A. L. Lindner, manager.

The State Electric Co., Clinton, la. Has recently purchased eight

new cars and eight new motor equipments. C. C. Ewing. assistant

general manager.

Iowa Valley Interurban Railway Co., Belle Plaine, la. Will con-

struct about 30 miles of new track during the coming season. H. R.

Mosnat, secretary and general manager.

Inlcrurban Railway Co., Des Moines, la. Will build 40 miles of

new track during 1905. H. H. Polk, president and general manager.

Burlington Railway & Light Co., Burlington. la. Will reconstruct

tivc miles of old track during the summer of uxi.i. C, 11. Walsh,

manager.

K.WS.AS.

The Topeka Railway Co., Topeka, Kas. Will reconstruct about

2'/3 miles of old track. A. M. Potter, general superintendent.

The Electric Railway. Light & Ice Co., Junction City. Kas. Has
just finished new car barns and has purchased one 250-I1. p. engine.

F. G. Kennedy, secretary.

KENTUCKY.
The Hencler.son City Ry.. Henderson, Ky. Will build 4J lniIc^

of new interurban track and extend the city lines 2 miles, also a new
power station and car barns. The company will also purchase 14

new cars and their motor equipment and two new engines and

generators for the power plant. K. R. Battin, superintendent.

Kentucky & Ohio River Inlerurban Railroad Co., Paducab, Ky.

Will build new power station and car barns at Paducah ; will buy

six passenger .-nd two express cars, eight new motor equipments,

two cross-compour I 8oo-h. p. .engines and two 8oo-kw. generators.

W. H. Paul. sccreMry and electrical engineer.

LOUISIANA.
Lake Charles ;:;-eet Railway Co., Lake Charles, La. Now has

under construction 7^ miles of new track and a new car barn, and

has purchased 6 ivw cars with motor equipments and the necessary

equipment for it^ power station, the building for which is com-
pleted. J. A. Landry, treasurer and manager.

MAINE.
Rockland, South Thouiaston & Owls Head Ry., Rockland, Me.

Will build 4 miles of new track, a new car barn, and will purchase

3 new cars.

.Atlantic Shore Line Railway Co., Kennebuiikport, Me. Now has

under consideration the extension of its line from Kennebunkport

to Wells Beach, a di.stance of 18 miles, the reconstruction of several

miles of old track and the building of an au.xiliary steam plant.

George .A. Murch, superintendent.

Lewiston, Brunswick & Bath Street Railway Co., Lewiston, Me.

Has just purchased new generators of 500 kw. capacity and con-

templates no further improvements at present. F. C. Farr. general

iii.'uiager.

MARYLAND.
United Railways & Electric Co., Baltimore. Md, Will build a ncu

power station at Pratt St. and O'Donnell's wharf to replace that

destroyed by fire Feb. 7, 1904. and will purchase new engine of

7,280 h. p. capacity and new generators of 5,000 kw. capacity. Will-

iam A. House, second vice-president and general manager.

The Baltimore & Bel .Air Electric Railway Co.. Bel .Air. Md.
Will construct 16 miles of new track during the year 1905. J. Alexis

Shriver, general manager.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Ilolyoke Street Railway Co., Holyoke, Mass. Will reconstruct

one or two miles of old track. William .S. Loomi~, general man-

ager.

Cottage City & Edgartown Traction Co. Cottage City, Mass.

Will reconstruct about two miles of old track. .A. A. Highlands,

president.

Worcester & Holden Street Railway Co., Hoiden, Mass. Will

l)uild II miles of new track, a new power house at JefTerson and a

large addition to its car barns; and will purchase several new open

and box cars and new engines and generators for the new power

station. E. S. Douglass, treasurer.

Lowell, Alton & Maynard Street Railway Co., Mayiiard, Mass.

Will build about 14 to 16 miles of new track during the coming sea-

son. John W. Ogden, treasurer, superintendent and purchasing

agent.

Boston & Haverhill Street Railw.ay Co., Boston, Mass. Will

construct a double track electric railway between Boston and Haver-

hill, a distance of 30 miles, a new power station and car barns at

Haverhill. The company will also purchase 16 new cars and 16

four-motor equipments, also new engine of 3,000 h. p. capacity and

generators of 2,500 kw. capacity.

Templeton Street Railway Co., East Templeton, Mass. Ibis com-
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paiiy will purchase two second-hand open cars. Davis S. Boyden,

purchasing agent, 311 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

MICHIGAN.
The Houghton County Street Railway Co., Hancock, Mich. Will

rebuild about Y^ mile of track and that portion o( the street to be

paved in Red Jacket, Mirh. Stone & Webster, Boston, managers;

A. W. Leonard, local manager.

The Marquette County Gas, Light & Traction Co., Ishpcming,

Mich. Will rebuild its old power station, having purchased the

necessary additional equipment. H. T. Pearcc, superintendent;

George A. Rockwell, general manager and purchasing agent, Osh-

kosh, Wis.

Michigan Traction Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. Will build four miles

of new track and purchase eight new cars and eight new motor

equipments. D. A. Hegarty, general manager.

Lansing & Suburban Traction Co., Lansing, Mich. Will build

37 miles of new track between Lansing and Jackson, Mich. James

R. Elliott, secretary.

Bay City Traction Co., Bay City, Mich. Will build one mile of

new track and reconstruct one mile of old track. J. C. Young, gen-

eral superintendent, Saginaw, Mich.

MINNESOTA.
Duluth Street Railway Co., Duluth. Minn. This company con-

templates building very little new track, but if the city decides to do

much paving the company will reconstruct considerable old track.

H. Warren, general manager.

Twin City Rapid Transit Co., Minneapolis, Minn. This company

expects to build approximately 50 miles of new lines, besides a con-

siderable amount of construction work and paving. It also has in

contemplation the construction of new shops midway between the

two cities, and will add approximately 100 cars to its equipment

during the year. The company builds its own cars. These improve-

ments will necessitate some additional power and sub-station ap-

paratus, which will be installed as required. Willard J. Hield, gen-

eral manager.

MISSISSIPPL

Gulfport & Mississippi Coast Traction Co., Gulfport, Miss. Will

construct about 25 miles of new track, a new power house and car

barn, and will purchase eight cars and their necessary motor equip-

ment and the necessary engines and generators to equip the power

house.

MISSOURI.
Hannibal Railway & Electric Co., Hannibal. Mo. Will recon-

struct one mile of old track and will purchase one new motor gen-

erator set of 200-kw. capacity. J. S. Mainland, general manager and

purchasing agent.

Kansas City Railway & Light Co., Kansas City, Mo. Will con-

struct 2^ miles of new single track and reconstruct from zVi to 7

miles of old single track. The company will also build a new car

barn and will install 5,000-kw. turbine. Charles N. Black, general

manager.

MONTANA.
Helena Light & Traction Co., Helena, Mont. Will build one mile

new track, 6-in. T rails, renew special work and pavement and will

purchase 2 new cars and 18 new motor equipments. R. A. Wilson,

superintendent.

NEBRASKA.
Citizens R.iilway Co., Lincoln, Neb. Will build 7 miles of new

track and reconstruct 2Y2 miles of old track, and will also purchase

three new cars. Alex. Berger, president.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Manchester Street Railway Co., Manchester, N. H. On accoimt

of recent losses by fire this company will build a new car barn and
will buy 23 new cars and the necessary equipment for them. P. L.

Saltonstall, treasurer.

NEW YORK.
Ithaca Street Railway Co., Ithaca, N. Y. Will lease 2^^ miles of

new track which is to be built by the Ithaca & Cayuga Heights Rail-

way Co. This company will also purchase six new cars and s new
motor equipments. R. L. Post, general manager.

Ithaca & Cayuga Heights Railway Co.. Ithaca, N. Y. Will build

about 2J^ miles of new track and has recently purchased five new

cars and the necessary motor equipment for them. J. T. Newman,

president.

Chemung Valley Traction Co., Elmira, N. Y. Will build li'/,

miles of new track. This is a new line and its president reports

that construction work will begin as soon as the necessary con-

sents arc obtained. E. E. Buchanan, president.

Jamestown Street Railway Co., Jamestown, N. Y. Will make

considerable improvements in its Washington St. car barns during

the coming season. George E. Maltby, general manager and pur-

chasing agent.

Buffalo & Rochester Railway Co., Depew, N. Y. Will build 61

miles of new track, one new power station and three sub-stations

and their necessary equipment, two new car barns, and will pur-

chase 25 cars and their equipment. John T. Mooney, general man-

ager.

Bennington & Hoosick Valley Railway Co., Hoosick Falls, N. Y.

Will make such improvements about its power plant as will put it in

first class shape and will build a pavilion at its Battlefield Park.

George E. Greene, president.

Syracuse, Skaneateles & Moravia Railway Co., Moravia, N. Y.

Will build 43 miles of new track, a power station at Moravia, and

will purchase eight new cars, six new motor equipments, 3,000 h. p.

of engines and 2,000 kw. of generators. W. T. Parker, president.

Elmira Water, Light & Railroad Co., Elmira, N. Y. Will recon-

struct two miles of old track. H. M. Beardslcy, treasurer.

Binghamton Railway Co., Binghamton, N. Y. Contemplates the

erection of three new power stations, has recently built a new car

barn and purchased four new cars and their necessary motor equip-

ment. Also has under consideration the extension of its line but no

definite action has been taken as yet. J. P. E. Clark, general man-

ager.

Ogdensburg Street Railway Co., Ogdensburg, N. Y. Will build

I mile of new track and reconstruct 6 miles of old track, and will

either rebuild its old power station or build a new one. The com-
pany will purchase one 300-kw. generator. E. E. Hawkins, president.

Catskill Electric Railway Co., Catskill, N. Y. Will build 6}^

miles of new track and a new car bam of 20 cars capacity, and will

also purchase 4 new cars and 4 sets of new motor equipments. Will-

iam E. Stewart, president.

NORTH CAROLINA.

Consolidated Railways, Light & Power Co., Wilmington, N. C.

Will build 2;/2 miles of new track and reconstruct 6 miles of track.

The company has recently purchased 3 new cars, one 400-kw. gener-

ator and one 25-kw. exciter set. A. B. Skelding, general manager
and purchasing agent.

NORTH DAKOTA.
Fargo & Moorhead Street Ry., Fargo, N. D. Will build three

miles of new track and new car barn, and buy four motor cars and
four trailers. R. E. Heath, general manager.

OHIO.

The Marion-Bucyrus Railway & Light Co., Toledo, O. Will

build 20 miles of new track, a new power house and car bam and
will purchase 4 new cars, two 350-h. p. engines and two 300-kw.

generators. Ellis Bartholomew, president.

The Toledo & Indiana Railway Co.. Delta, O. Has just completed

4ts new power house, car barns and shops at Stryker, O., and has

purchased two new engines of i,ooo-b. p. capacity each. The com-
pany will purchase three new passenger coaches and one new ex-

press and baggage car. D. H. Lavenberg. general manager.

Lima, Findlay & Toledo Railway Co., Lima, O. Will construct

32 miles of new track. F. D. Carpenter, general manager.

Ft. Wayne. Van W^ert & Lima Traction Co., Lima, O. Will build

34 miles of new track and will purchase seven new cars and seven

quadruple motor equipments. H. F. Dicke. superintendent.

The Newell Street Railway Co., East Liverpool, O. Will build

254 miles of new track and a new car bam. F. B. Lawrence, gen-
eral manager.

Columbus, New Albany & Johnstown Traction Co., Columbus, O.
Will build 175^ miles of new track and will purchase four new cars

and motor equipments for them. L. P. Stephens, general manager.
Springfield, Troy & Piqua Railway Co., Springfield. O. This

company has just placed orders for two new closed and two new
open cars and the necessary motor equipment for them. F. J. Green,
general manager; H. C. Dimond, secretary and purchasing agent.
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The Lake Erie, Bowling Green & Napoleon Railway Co., Bowling

Green, O. Will e.xtend its lines west of Bowling Green and east of

Woodville, and will purchase one new car. J. R. McKnight, super-

intendent.

The Ashtabula Rapid Transit Co., Ashtabula. O. This company

will purchase one new car and its necessary motor equipment. E.

R. McDowell, manager.

The Toledo, Fostoria & Findlay Railway Co., Fostoria, O. Will

build 18 miles of new track. F. W. .'idams, general manager.

Toledo. Bowling Green & Southern Traction Co.. Findlay, O.

This company will reconstruct 25 miles of old track during 1905.

now has under construction a new power house, the equipment for

which is contracted for, and will purchase five new cars with the

necessary motor equipment. C. F. Smith, general manager.

Southeastern Ohio Railway. Light & Power Co., ZanesviUe, O.

Will build 15 miles of new track during 1905 and will purchase eight

new cars and new generators of 800 kw. capacity. Edward R.

Meyer, secretary.

Columbus, Delaware & Marion Railway Co., Delaware, O. Will

build si.x miles of new track, is now rebuilding its power station,

will purchase four new cars and motor equipments and has recently

purchased 3,000 h. p. new engines and 2.000 kw. new generators.

George Whysall. general manager.

The Cincinnati, Millford & Loveland Traction Co.. Cincinnati. O.

Will build 30 miles of new track and a new power station, and will

puchase five new cars and their necessary motor sets, two 750-h. p.

engines and two 500-kw. generators. J. P. Penning, general

manager.

Cleveland. Painsville & Ashtabula Railroad Co., Geneva. O. Will

construct six miles of new track and will purchase 24 new motor

equipments, 2,400 h. p. boilers and 1,000 h. p. turbine, and new gen-

erators of the 3-phase, 25-cycle. 13.000-volt type. J. R. Curtis, gen-

eral superintendent.

Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern Railroad Co., Willougliby, O.

Will construct one mile of new track and rebuild one mile of old

track. J. Jordan, superintendent.

The Scioto Valley Traction Co., Columbus, O. Will build 21

miles of new track and will purchase six new cars and their neces-

sary motor equipments. L. C. Bradley, general superintendent.

United Electric Co., Dennison, O. Will reconstruct about one

mile of old track. O. B. Welch, general manager.

Eastern Construction Co., Cleveland, O. Will build 42 miles of

new track, a new power station at Kinsman, O., and a new car barn

at Mesopotamia, O., and will purchase four new cars. Francis B.

Morgan, president.

ZanesviUe Railway, Light & Power Co., Zancsville, O. Will build

two miles of new track during 1905. W. A. Gibbs, general manager

and purchasing agent.

Lake Shore Electric Railway Co., Cleveland, O. Will build six

miles of new track during 1905. F. W. Coen, purchasing agent.

Marion-Bucyrus Railway & Light Co., Bucyrus, O, Will build

20 miles of new track, a new power station and a new car barn, and

will purchase four new cars and their motor equipments, two

3S0-h. p. engines and two new generators. Ellis Bartholomew,

president.

OKLAHOMA.
Guthrie Railway Co.. Guthrie, Okla. This company is now build-

ing six miles of new track and will soon begin the construction of a

new car barn. John W. Shartel, manager.

OREGON.
.'Mbany Street Car Co., Albany, Ore. This is at present a horse

car road, but expects to change its line for electrical operation,

which will include the reconstruction of its track, improvements in

its power house, and the purchase of new cars and their equipment

and one new generator. C. Sullivan, general manager, purchasing

agent and chief engineer.

The Oregon Water Power & Railway Co., Portland, Ore. Will

build 4!/> miles of new track and a new power station during the

coming season. It has not been decided as to the units to be in-

stalled. W. II. Ilurlburt, president.

PENNSYLVANIA.
The York Street Railway Co., York, Pa. Will build 14 mile of

new track and will purchase two new motor equipments. A. H.

Hayward, general manager.

Central Pennsylvania Traction Co., Harrisburg, Pa. Has pur-

chased new material for the construction of s'A miles of new track

and the reconstruction of two miles of old track. This company is

now building its car barn, which is nearing completion. Frank B.

Musser, president.

York County Traction Co.. York Pa. Surveys liavc been com-

pleted and the necessary franchises assured for the extension of

this company's lines to Littlestown, touching Pennsburg and Mt.

Pleasant, a distance of 7 miles, and the improvements will be pushed

rapidly. The company also contemplates several improvements and

extensions to its lines at Hanover.

Shenango Street Railway Co., Grecnvilli-, Pa. Will buiUl 65 miles

of new track, a new power station, a new car barn of 36 cars ca-

pacity, and will buy 30 new cars. 20 new motor equipments, new

engines of 2,500 h. p. capacity and new generators of 2,000-kw.

capacity. W. H. Waugh, chief engineer.

Ringing Rocks Electric Railway Co., Pottstown. Pa. Will build

2'<i miles of new track and reconstruct i mile of track, and will

])urchase 4 new cars and 4 new sets of motor equipments. Ralph

E. Shaner, superintendent and purchasing agent.

Pittsburg, McKcesport & Greensburg Railway Co., Greensburg,

Pa. Will build 5 miles of new track and will purchase 10 new cars

and 10 sets of new motor equipments. M. A. Coffey, superin-

tendent.

New Holland. Blue Ball & ferrc Hill Street Railway Co., New
Holland, Pa. Will build 3'/i miles of new track and will purchase

2 new cars. J. F. Seldomridge, secretary.

Conneaut & Erie Traction Co., Girard, Pa. Will purchase four

new 50-ft. cars and four new quadruple motor equipments. C. E.

Flynn, vice-president and general manager.

Pottstown & West Chester Electric Railway Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

General offices looi Chestnut St. Will build 22 miles of new track,

a new power station and a new car barn, 40 x 100 ft., at Byers,

Chester Co., Pa., and will purchase 15 new cars, 10 motor equip-

ments and new engines of 8oo-h. p. capacity. W. T. Forsythe. chief

engineer.

Shamokin & Edgewood Electric Railway Co., Shamokin, Pa.

Will build a new car barn during the summer of 1905 and will pur-

chase two new cars and their necessary motor equipments. M. H.

Barr, secretary.

Northumberland County Traction Co., Northumberland, Pa.

Will construct ten miles of new track and reconstruct five miles of

old track, an addition to its present car barn and an addition to its

present power station, including one soo-h. p. engine and one 400-

kw. generator. The company will also purchase eight new cars and

their necessary motor equipments. D. A. Hegarty. general superin-

tendent.

Warren & Jamestown Street Railway Co., Warren, Pa. Will

liuild 22 miles of new track between Warren, Pa., and Jamestown,

N. Y., a new power station at Stoneham, Pa., and additions to its

car barns at Warren. The company will purchase seven new cars

and their motor equipments, two new gas engines of 500 h. p. each

and two new generators of 260 kw. each. D. H. Siggins, president.

York & Susquehanna Street Railway Co.. York, Pa. ; capital,

$84,000, has been granted a charter by the state department for the

building of a suburban railway from York to Long Level, on the

Susquehanna River, a distance of 14 miles, passing through Green

Hill, Longstown, Yorkana and East Prospect. William Hall has

been elected president, and the directors are Joseph T. Walmsley,

John F. B. Attson, William L. Gleason and Joseph B. Lanning, of

Philadelphia.

West Chester Street Railway Co., West Chester, Pa. Will con-

struct 3^ miles of new track and reconstruct 4'.4 miles of old track,

and build a new car barn with capacity for 25 cars. The company

will also purchase four new cars and their motor equipments.

Henry H. Archer, general manager.

Washington & Canonsburg Ry., Washington, Pa. Will build one

mile of new track. R. R. Reed, general manager.

Philadelphia, Lancaster & Harrisburg Passenger Railway Co.,

Parkersburg, Pa. Will build 16 miles of new track. E. M. Ray-

mond, general manager.

The Nashville Railway & Light Co., Nashville, Tenn. Con-

templates the expenditure during 1905 of about $600,000, in addition

to $150,000 already expended this year. Of this amount something

like $200,000 will be for enlarging the power plant by the addition

of a 3,000-kw. turbo-generator, boilers, rotary converters, etc. An-

other $200,000 will be required for the site (already purchased) and
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ji new car hani, plans for which arc now inulcr rniisiflLTatimi, The

ham will lie alintist in Ihc center nf ihe city, near the company's

Ir.insfer .station. The Nolensville I'ikc extension of Ihe Cherry and

College St. line will rerinire $75,000, tlic reniaitwler heinK expcndcrl

in the recunslrnclion of its varions lines, anioiiK which arc the Mcl-

niont and the Jefferson St. lines and extensions now nearing com-

liUlion, and for new car e(|nipinent. Orders have been given J. G.

Hrill Co. for 10 single truck cars, 5 double truck motor cars and

8 donhle truck trail cars. Work is heiiig pushed on the extension

out Nolensville Pike to the village of I'"lat Kcx'k, a distance of

nearly two miles; the fences along the enlire distance have been

set hack from the pike to make room for the roadbed, and grading

has Iieen completed a considerable part of the way. Track laying

has been ilclayed on accomit of diflictdty in getting rails, hut the 700

tons ordered some time sinn- have Ix in received and are now being

rapidly put down. Il is expected to have the line completed and in

operation by June I5tli. The county and city have recently granted

franchises for the extension of the Broad St. line out the Richa-

land or Harding turnpike for a distance of :'/j miles.

Memphis Street Railway Co., Memphis, Tenn. Plans are al-

ready under way for the reconstruction and rebuilding of the com-

pany's entire system to bring it up to Ihe standard of the lines

already owned by the Newman interests, Nashville and Knoxvillc,

Tenn., and l!irniiiii;hani. .\l.i.. and Little Rock, .\rk.

TEXAS.

lionhani ICIectric I.i.uhl S Power Co., Bonhain, Texas, This com-

pany will purchase two second-hand motor cars. Charles Halsell,

manager and purchasing agent.

Galveston City Railway Co., Galveston, Tex. Will build two

miles of new track and reconstruct six miles of old track during the

coming summer. H. S. Cooper, general manager.

Austin Electric Railway Co., Austin, Tex. Will reconstruct about

two miles of new track and has under consideration the purchase of

new cars and additional equipment for its present power station.

W. H. Young, president.

VERMONT.
Hrattleboro Street Railway Co., Brattleboro, Vt. Will purchase

one new boiler of 150-h. p. capacity. C. K. Jones, superintendent.

Burlington & Southeastern Railway Co., Burlington, Vt. Will

build ten miles of new track and reconstruct five miles of old track,

and will purchase six new cars and their necessary motor equip-

ments. F. O. Sinclair, general manager and purchasing agent.

VIRGINIA.-

Newport News & (JId Point Railway & Electric Co., Hampton,

Va. Will purchase nine new cars and their necessary new motor

equipments H. H ('arr, general manager,

WEST VIRGINIA.

Stcuhenville & Wheeling Traction Co., Wheeling, W. Va, Will

build eight miles of new track and will purchase seven new cars

and the necessary motor equipments for ihem. G. O. Nagic, gen-

eral manager.

Wheeling Trad ion Co., Wheeling, W. Va. Will build two miles

of new track and will purchase ten new cars and their necessary

motor equipments. (',. (). Nagle, manager.

Fairmont & Clarkslnirg Traction Co., Fairmont, W. Va. Will

build and equip 20 miles of track between Fairmont and Clarks-

burg, a new central power station and two sub-stations and a new

car barn and shops, and will purchase 12 new cars and 14 new motor

equipments and new generators of i,500-k». capacity. A. L. Linn,

jr., general manager.

WISCONSIN.
Sheboygan-Elkhart Lake Railway & Electric Co., ShclH.ygan

Falls, Wis. Will build 25 miles of new interurban track and a ne-.v

power station at Sheboygan. Charles II. Thomas, secretary.

Fox River Electric Railway & Power Co., Green Bay, Wis, Will

build two miles of new track and reconstruct two miles of old tracV,

and will purchase seven new cars and their necessary motor equip

inents and a 200-kw, generator, George W, Knox, general managir,

CANADA.

Sarnia Street Railway Co,, Ltd,, Sarnia, Ont. This company will

build a loop and several new sidings and a new car barn during ihc

coming season and will purchase two new cars and motor eqi'i;>-

ments. H. W. Wills, general manager.

Sandwich, Windsor & Amherstburg Ry., Windsor, Ont. Will

build % mile of new track and purchase three sets of new motor

equipments, James Anderson, manager and purchasing agent.

The Windsor & Tecumseh Electric Railway Co.. Walkerville. Ont.

Will build 18 miles of new track, a new power station and a new
car barn, and will purchase six new cars and their motor equipments.

uvo 400-h. p. engines and two 300-kw. generators. Willis F. Brown,

general manager.

London Street Railway Co., London, Ont. Will build one mile >l

new track during this spring. C. E. A. Carr, general manager.

Orders and Contracts Recently Placed.

The John Davis Co,, manufacturer of power plant materials, Chi-

cago, 111,, reports that orders on hand and those recently completed

include material for the power plants of the Galcsburg Electric

Motor & Power Co., Galesburg, 111. ; Springfield Consolidated Rail-

way Co.. .Springfield, 111. ; Lincoln Traction Co., Lincoln. Neb.

;

Madison Traction Co.. Madison, Wis.; Metropolitan Street Railway

Co., Kansas City, Mo.; Danville Street Railway & Light Co., Dan-
ville, 111,; Dccat\ir Railway & Light Co,, Decatur, 111,

The Sterling-Moakcr Co,, Newark, N. J,, has recently closed a

contract with the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Co, for 300 of its latest

type No, 5 Stcrling-Meaker round fare registers with combination

backs (to be used with either rod or cord ringing device) and locks

complete.

The United States Electric Signal Co., of West Newton. Mass.,

is about completing its contract with the Boston Elevated Railway

Co. for the equipment of the Boston surface lines with automatic

block signals, 'The company has recently completed a contract with

the Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co, and is also supplying

the roads at Knoxville and Nashville, Tenn. During the coming
spring and summer the company will supply crossing signals to a

large number of railroads in \'ermont. it being required by a rule

of the Railroad Commissioners. The United States signal box em-
bodies some recent changes which make it more convenient.

The Green Engineering Co.. Western Union BIdg.. Chicago, dur-

ing the past nine months has received orders for traveling link

grates for the boiler equipment of the power plants of the follow-

ing companies: Birmingham C\la.) Railway. Light & Power Co.,

12,000 h. p. ; City of Chicago, 1.500 h. p. ; Urbana & Champaign (111.)

Railway. Gas & Electric Co., 800 h. p, : Merchants Heat & Light Co..

Indianapolis. Ind,. 2,600 h, p.; Galesburg (111,) Gas & Electric Co,.

800 h, p, ;
Quincy (111.) Gas & Electric Co., 500 h. p.; Ottumwa

(la.) Traction & Light Co.. 1.800 h. p.; Springfield (111.) Electric

Light, Heat & Power Co.. three orders, 1,000 h. p.; St. Joseph (Mo.)

Railway, Light. Heat & Power Co., 2.000 h. p. ; Toledo Railways &
Light Co.. 2.600 h. p. : Stark Electric Railroad Co.. Alliance. O..

two orders, 400 h. p. ; Metropolitan Street Railway Co., Kansas

City, Mo., seven orders, i.ooo h. p.; Omaha & Council Bluffs Street

Railway Co., Omaha. Neb.. 3.000 h. p. The company now has a

total of very close to 200.000 h. p. in street railway plants.

The New Bedford Boiler & Machine Co.. New Bedford. Mass..

reports that it has equipped and is now furnishing valves for the

power plants of the Manila Electric Railroad & Light Co.. Manila.

P. I.; the Pennsylvania R. R. at Long Island City; the Massachu-

setts Electric Co., Boston ; and the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford R. R., at Warren, R. I. The company has also furnished dur-

ing the past few months 80 throttle valves for steam turbines that

are using superheated steam.

The Power Specialty Co., 126 Liberty St., New York, repons a

large number of traction and lighting plants equipped with its

superheaters and among the contracts which it now has on hand
are: Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co.. 2.500 h. p.; Laclede

Power Co.. St. Louis, Mo.. 1,000 h. p. ; Terre Haute Traction &
Light Co.. 2.000 h. p.; Hartford (Conn.) Electric Light Co.. 3.700

h. p. ; Omaha Electric Light & Power Co.. 1,760 h. p. ; Interborough

Rapid Transit Co.. New York City. 3.000 h. p. : Nassau Light 4
Power Co., Glen Head, L. I., i.ooo h. p. ; Philadelphia. Coatesville

& Lancaster Railway Co., 750 h. p. ; Cortland County Traction Co.,

528 h. p. ; Utica Gas & Electric Co . 1.300 h. p. ; International Light
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& Power Co., El Paso, Tex, 350 h. p.; Portland (Ore.) General

Electric Co., 3,120 h. p. ; Union Electric Light & Power Co., St.

Louis, 20,000 h. p.; Chicago & Western Indiana Railwaj' Co., 1,800

h. p. ; Fullerton Ave. Electric Light Station, Chicago, 2,000 h. p.

;

Little Rock Electric & Railway Co., 1,730 h. p. ; Philadelphia Electric

Co., 2,140 h. p.

The General Electric Co. reports sales since Jan. i, 1905, as fol-

lows: Albany & Hudson Railroad Co., one 300-kw., 500-r. p. m.,

25-cycle, 600-volt rotary converter with transformers, switchboards,

etc.; Scioto Valley Traction Co., three sub-station equipments, each

consisting of one 400-kw., 25-cycIe, 500-r. p. in. rotary converter

;

Metropolitan Street Railway Co., of Kansas City, Mo., one i,ooo-kvv.,

250-r. p. ni., 25-cycle rotary converter; Washington, Alexandria &
Mt. Vernon Railway Co., four 4-niotor equipments with controllers

;

Cincinnati & Columbus Traction Co., eight 4-motor equipments

with type M control, two 8oo-k\v. generators and five .loo-kw. con-

verters ; Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railway Co., one 300-kvv.

rotary converter with transformers; Zanesville Railway, Light &
Power Co., one 300-kvv. rotary converter with transformers and

switchboard ; California Gas & Electric Corporation, five i,ooo-kw.

rotary converters ; United Gas & Electric Co., motor generator set

consisting of a 2SO-kw. generator direct connected to a 300-h. p.

induction motor; New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Co.,

the complete switchboard equipment for two main power stations

which supply power for the electric service between New York and

Croton and White Plains; Toledo & Chicago Interurban Railway

Co., the complete electrical equipment for 50 miles of road, now
building, comprising apparatus for the operation of the road on

the General Electric single-phase alternating current system, con-

sisting of two 800-kw., 3,300-volt, 25-cycle three-phase Curtis tur-

bine generators, two 25-kw. exciters, three 270-kw. air blast trans-

formers, and four sub-station equipments.

The Climax Stock Guard Co., Chicago, reports the sale of 25 car-

loads of "Climax" stock guards to the Long Island Railroad Co.

;

one carload to the Wisconsin & Michigan Railroad Co. ; one-half

carload to the Washington & Canonsburg Railway Co. ; one-half

carload to the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Co.,

and small orders for the Portsmouth, Dover & York Street Railway

Co., and the Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern Railway Co., Water-

loo, la.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. reports the

recent sale of three steam turbine and generator outfits to the Public

Service Corporation of New Jersey, one having an output of 500

kw. and two with ratings of 1,000 kw. each; i,ooo-kw. turbo-gen-

erator set for the Indian Orchard Co., and a 400-h. p. induction

motor with starting device and two 300-kw. transformers ; 2,000-kw.

alternating curren generator, four 7SO-kw. and four 625-kw. trans-

formers for the Truckee River General Electric Co., of California.

The South Side Elevated Railway Co., Cliicago, has contracted for

complete equipment for 70 cars; the Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Co. and the United Electric Light Co., Springfield, Mass., turbine-

driven generators, and the Phillipsburg Gas, Light, Heat & Power
Co. new generator sets.

The Miller Anchor Co., Norwalk, O., reports througli its agent.

Porter & Berg, Inc., Chicago, orders for Miller anchors from the

following electric railways and construction companies : Columbia

Construction Co., Milwaukee; Knox Construction Co., Chicago;

Rockford Construction Co., Rockford, 111. ; Electrical Installation

Co., Chicago ; Springfield Construction Co., Springfield, 111. ; Cedar

Rapids & Iowa City Construction Co., Cedar Rapids, la. ; North

Shore Electric Co., Evanston, III. ; Iowa City Electric Light Co.,

Iowa City, la. ; McKinley Syndicate Properties, Champaign, 111.

;

Elgin, Aurora & Southern Traction Co., Aurora, III. ; Galesburg &
Kewanee Electric Railway Co., Kewanee, III. ; Chicago & Milwaukee

Electric Railroad Co., Chicago
; Joliet, Plainfield & .Aurora Railroad

Co., Joliet, III. ; Muskegon Traction & Lighting Co., Muskegon
Mich.; Chicago, Harvard & Geneva Lake Railway Co., Walworth,

Wis. ; Louisville Traction Co., Louisville, Ky. ; Trinidad Electric

Railway Co. ; Trinidad, Col. ; Nashville Railway & Light Co., Nash-
ville, Tenn.

Companies Organized Within the Last Six Months.

ARKANSAS.
Van Buren Electric Railway & Bridge Co.. Van Buren, Ark. Capi-

taj, $500,000. To build a railroad, electric railway, highway and toll
bridge over the Arkansas River and to operate an interurban elec-
tric railway between the towns of Van Buren Alma, Dver and Mul-
berry in Crawford Co. The officers of the companv are: President.
Phil D. Scott; vice-president, L. H. Southmayd; secretary, Charles
H. Dreanan; treasurer. J. S. Lunham.
Mount Mena Traction Co.. Fort Smith, Ark. Capital. $50,000. To

build an electric line from Mount Mena to Rich Hill. The officers
of the company are; President. Alfred Bissell; vice-president. E. J.
Mills; secretary and treasurer, James L. Hale. The officers, together
with G. H. Little. G. B. Noble and W. W. Lowrey. are the incorpo-
rators.
Siloam Springs Electric Railroad. Power & Improvement Co., Sil-

oam Springs, Ark. Capital, $500,000. To construct, equip and operate
an electric railroad and to furnish power for commercial purposes.
The officers are: President, D. Zimmerman; 1st vice-president. C.
Harrington: 2nd vice-president, J. A. Riggen; secretary, R. J. Alfrey;
treasurer, E. C. McCulIoch.
The Northwest Arkansas Electric Railway Co., Siloam Springs.

Ark. To construct and operate an electric railway in Siloam Springs
and an interurban railway from Siloam Springs to several towns in
Benton Co. President, L. D. Moore, of St. Louis, Mo.; vice-president.
A. W". Perrine. of Siloam Springs; secretary and treasurer. John P.
Logan, of Siloam Springs.
Little Rock (Ark.) & Hot Springs Electric Railway Co., connect-

ing the cities named, and to be 57 miles in length. The capital is
$2,000,000, and it is proposed to build the line from stock subscrip-
tions and have no bond Issue. The promoters are largely officials of
the Frisco System. Chas. J. Kramer, president; L. Garrett, vice-
president and general manager; Geo. W. Rogers, treasurer, and J. C.
Marshall, secretary. Little Rock.

CALIFORNIA.
Oakland & Marysyllle Railway Co.. Oakland, Cal. Capital, $4,000,000,

of which $140,000 is subscribed. To project an electric line parallel to
the Southern Pacific Co. between the cities named. Directors, Fred-
erick W. Zelle, John D. McKce, John Zelle, W. B. Cope and R. T.
Hooper.

GEORGIA.
The Atlanta & Carolina Railway Co., Atlanta. Ga. Capital, $2,000,-

000. To build and operate an electric line from Atlanta, Ga., to
Greenville, S. C. The right of way of the proposed line passes
through Lithonia, Lawrenceville, Hoschton, Jefferson. Commerce,
Carnesville and Anderson, S. C. President, John R. Hosch, Hosch-
ton; first vice-president, J. B. Thomp.son, Gainesville; second vice-
president, W. P. Delapierre. Hoschton; secretary, M. T. Edgerton.
Hoschton; treasurer, Joseph A. McCord, Atlanta; "chief counsel, C. J.
Haden, Atlanta.

INDIANA.
Indianapolis & Chicago Air Line Traction Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.

Capital. $100,000. To construct an electric line between Indianapolis
and Chicago, passing through Jolietville, Kirklin. Michigantown,
Flora, Rockfleld, Francesville, Crown Point and Indiana Harbor. The
incorporators of the company are G. B. King, W. S. Taylor, H. S.
Leonard. J. A. Shaffer and John Feiger, of Indianapolis; Charles J.
Raub, Chalmers, Ind.; C. F. Knowlton, Pennville, Ind.; J. J. Gibson,

W. H. Thornburg and George F. Rauft. Alexandria; A. J. Behmer and
H. E. Harvey, Tipton; J. W. Alderman, Chicago.
Marion & Eastern Traction Co., Marion, Ind. Capital, $30,000. In-

corporators, Richard E. Breed and Wm. B. Dodds.
Tlie Pocket Interurban Railroad Co., Princeton. Ind. To build

electric suburban lines throughout this part of tlie state known as
"the pocket." Jasper N. Davidson is at the head of the company.
The Kensington & Eastern Railway Co., Hammond, Ind. Capital,

$50,000. To construct an electric line seven miles long from a point
on the boundary line between Cook County, Illinois, and Lake County,
Indiana, which will connect with tlie Chicago, Lake Shore and South
Bend electric line. The directors are J. C. Welling, S. F. Andrews.
Bluett Lee, A. P. Humberg and W. G. Bruen, ail of Chicago. All
of these gentlemen are connected with the Illinois Central R. R.
The Indianapolis, Logansport & South Bend Traction Co., South

Bend, Ind. Capital, $10,000. To construct a line between Logansport
and South Bend and to give direct connection between Indianapolis
and South Bend. The directors are John M. Caulfleld, George H.
Leslie, S. S. Perley, Edmund Taylor and Virginius Nicar, of South
Bend; J. J. Green, of Notre Dame, and F. Swigart, H. J. Crimond
and J. G. Powell, of Logansport.
The Interstate Traction Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Capital, $160,000.

To construct an electric line from Marion. Grant County, In a direct
line to Lima. O., a distance of about 90 miles. The directors of the
company are John C. Curtis, of Portland; John H. Painter, B. L.
Murray. Fred M. Caldwell, Frank M. Caldwell, John S. Postal,
A. C. King. A. L. Sharpe and Cuno Kibele. all of Buffton, Ind.
The Central Electric Traction Railway Co., of Indiana. Capital.

$25,000. To construct an electric line from Peru north through Roch-
ester, Argo and Plymouth to South Bend. The board of directors
is composed of the following: Jerome HerfC, Ben E. Wallace, James
O. Cole, Abner C. Bearss, Harry Masters and William H. Zimmer-
man, all of Peru, Ind. Work on the line is expected to be com-
menced early in spring. The line will parallel the Lake Erie rail-
road from Peru to Plymouth and the Vandalia from Plymouth to
South Bend, connecting at Peru with the Indiana Union Traction
lines for Indianapolis.
The Ft. Wayne & Northern Traction Co., Ft. Wayne. Ind. Capital,

$100,000. Incorporators, Frank H. Gutshall, Harry E. Vordermark
and John W. Wessel. jr.

The Indianapolis & Ohio Valley Traction Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Capital, $50,000. Directors: A. E. Fauve, M. E. Julliard Fauve, But-
ler Smith and Joseph H. Larimer, of Indianapolis, and Peter Backer,
of Troy. The line is to be constructed from Indianapolis to Rock-
port, Spencer Co.. and will connect Troy. Tell City, Cannellton, St.
Meinrods, Ferdinand, French Lick, "V^est Baden, Bedford, Blooming-
ton and Nashville. Butler Smith is chief engineer of the company.
The Huntington, Columbia City &• Northwestern Ftallway Co.,

Columbia City, Ind. Capital, $35,000. To construct an electric rail-
way between the above-mentioned points. The directors are: Ben-
jamin Raupfer. W. H. Magley, W. F. McLallen, Willis O. Jones. J. P.
Dolan, A. E. WIest, Jr.. and Melvin Blain.
The Lebanon-Thorntown Traction Co.. Lebanon. Ind. Capital, $150,-

000. To construct an electric line between the above-mentioned points
in Boone County. The directors are: Howard M. Atkinson, Araer-
icus C. Daily, Ruhard E. Moren, Robert P. Wood and Frank M.
Reed.

ILLINOIS.
Kankakee & Western Electric Railway Co., Kankakee, 111. Capital,

$15,000. To construct an electric railway between the Foley-Wllllams
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Bowing machine factory In Woat Kankakee, umJ llic city of Kan-
kakee, as well tiH an Intorurban line uonnectltiK Kunkakec .'in<i Che-
banuo, and runnliiK wchI rr(iin (JheljuiiHu Intii (li<- rlcli and fertile
Milk Qruvo cuuiiLry, wlilcli ul j>rt;H(;nl 1h wlitiuiii udL>c|uutL- IrunH-
portatlun l'acllltl<'H. Tin- liicurpurators are; C. K, KoblfiHon, of Chc-
banse, and JudKt-' Jotin Small, C. K. Kuley, CharlcH B. Campbell and
William l''razl»T, ttt KaiikakiX',
Elgin & Uelvldeii; lilii.tric Hallway Ci). OpItuI, J2,M0. To con-

struct an cluclrlc rjillway fr'oni li^lgln to li'-lvldcrf. The Incurpora-
lora are ilamlltun Urown, ol* Uenijva; l^iiKone Clifford, iit Elgin;
J. JoHoph Wrlglil, Jacob 11. llopklnH and Edward J. yueeny, of
Chh^aKo. The oIIIcoh of the company are at CMcago, Suite 1117, 79
Dearborn St.

Lltchlleld Traction Co., Lltclilleld, 111. Capital, l^i.uuv. Incorporatora,
C. U. Munday, Jr., M. J. UuHcbir, and (J. 1,. HutUomlre.
The Lincoln &. Mt. I'ulaHkl littcrurbun Hallway Co., Lincoln, III.

Capital, $2,'>,W(>. To build an elt-ctrlc railway biHwet-n Lincoln and
Mt. I'ulaHkl. The InciirporalorH are il. S. liekemeyer and John C.
England, of Ml. l'ula»ki, and X. F. Ijeldler, of Lincoln.
The Ozark Mountain Ekclric Hallway Co., Kant St. Louis, 111.

Capital, $5,IW0. The Incorporators are John Nlrme», V. W. Hack-
man, Jr., and E. W. llartman.
The Paria Traction Co., Paris, 111. Capital, $5,0(H). To construct an

electric line from I'arl.s, Edgar Co., In a wcsicrly dlr<;ctlon to Charles-
town, Coles Co., from Paris In u northwcslt'rly direction to Cham-
paign, Champaign Co.; from Paris to Hidge Farm. Vermillion Co.,
and from Paris In a southerly direction to the Indiana state line
at or near Sanfortl. The incorporators and Ilrst board of directors
are: Andrew J. Hunter and F. L. Kidder, of Paris; John J. Cum-
mlngs, of Chicago; Charles 1'. Hitch and llugnr L. Hodge, of Paris.
The Rock Island, Mollne & Davenport Suburban Hallway Co., Rock

Island. 111. c'apUal, J5,(KW. To construct a r.illway between Hock
Island and Mollne. The Incorporators arc August E. Steffen and
C. G. HIpwell, of Davenport, la.; John \V. Green, Stewart Spaulding
and William A. Hawson, of Chicago, 111.

The Sprlnglleld. Sweetwater & Peoria Electric Railway Co., Sweet-
water, 111. Capital. ?2,6UO. To construct an electric railway from
Sprlnglleld to Peoria. The Incorporators are George W. Hatch, Green-
view, and Thomas L. Alklre, John W. Terhune, James E. Culver and
Augustus K. Jones, of Sweetwater.
The Central Illinois Interurban Railway Co., Mason City, 111.

Capital, $B,000. To construct an electric railway from Peoria to
Pekln, Mason City. Sprlnglleld, Havana and Lincoln. The Incorpo-
rators and Ilrst board of directors are John B. Abbott, Paul A. En-
lows, Fritz HIndahl, Claude L. Stone and Otto S. King, all of Mason
City. 111.

The Watseka & Kankakee Traction Co., Watscka, III. Capital,
$26,000. To construct an electric line from Wat.seka to Kankakee.
The Incorporators are David McGlll, George W. Iloyt, Walter H.
Hogle, O. F. Morgan and Robert L. Harrell, all of Watseka, 111.

The Chicago & Southwestern Traction Co., Chicago, 111. Capital,
$400,000. To construct an electric line from Morris to YorkvUle. The
directors are W. P. Kopf, C. A. Newton, A. J. Claussen, F. W. Hill,
H. W. Nichols, Jr.. of Chicago.
Springfleld, Beardstown & Quincy Interurban Railway Co., Spring-

field, HI. To construct an electric railway from Sprlnglleld to
Beardstown via Petersburg. H. H. Coloy, president; C. W. Houghton,
vice-president; R. E. Bone, secretary and treasurer, all of Peters-
burg.
Alton, Jacksonville & Peoria Railway Co., JerseyvlUe, III. Capi-

tal, $10,000. To construct an electric Interurban line from Alton to
Jacksonville and Peoria, passing through JerseyvlUe, Carrollton,
White Hall and Roodhouse. President. Aaron O. Auten; first vice-
president, Robert Curdis; second vice-president, Joseph M. Page;
secretary, June M. Rhoads; treasurer, Andrew W. Cross. The board
of director.s consists of Robert Curdis, June M. Rhoads of Alton,
Aaron O. Autcn. Joseph M. Page. Joseph W. Becker, John C. Mc-
Grath and Andrew W. Cross, of JerseyvlUe.
Evanston Interurban Railway Co.. Evanston. 111. To construct

a dpuble-track electric line between Evanston and Glen View, sin-
gle-track loop In Evanston. and possible extension to Nlles Center.
The Incorporators are E. P. Clapp, J. W. Work, Andrew Simpson,
C. H. Poppenhcusen and J. F. Kennie.
Chicago & Central Illinois Railway Co., Kankakee, HI. Caiptal,

$100,000. To build an Interurban line between Chicago and Kankakee.
The incorporators are Wm. S. Reed. John B. Reed, Charles F.
Davles, Wm. H. Vorls and I-lorton W. llanford, all of Chicago.
The route for this line will strike llar\-ey. Ilomewood. Peotone and
Manteno, running nearly parallel with the Illinois Central. Wm.
S. Reed Is a director of the Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction
Co.
Bloomington, Clinton & Decatur Electric Railway Co., Decatur, III.

Capital, $50,000. Incorporators, Harry Wapella; Edwin Weld. Clin-
ton; L. M. Murphy, Clinton; T. N. Leavitt, Maroa; H. W. Knight,
Kansas City.
Illinois & Wisconsin Railroad Co.. Chicago. 111. Capital. $25,000.

To construct an electric line from Chicago to Barrlngton. Incor-
porators: R. E. Burke. C. E. Crafts. Henry Lutzenkirchen, Harry
K. Crafts and A. L. Schlffman.

St. Louis. Freeburg & Fayette Railroad Co.. Belleville. 111. Capi-
tal. $10,000. To construct a railroad running from Freeburg. where
It will connect with the Illinois Central, to the mines of the St.
Louis Fuel Co. Incorporators: E. Ambs, of O'Fallon; George Gelss-
Icr and A. Vogel. of St. I.oul.s; Adolph Wolf and Peter Teager, of
Freeburg.

Troy & Suburban Railway Co. Capital, $50,000. To construct an
electric line from Troy to Marysville. both In Madison Co., III. The
directors are L. C. Haynes, J. M. Bramlette and T. W. Gregory,
of East St. Louis; M. W. Schiefer and James A. Farmer, of Belle-
ville, III.

The Springfield & Chester Suburban Railroad Co.. Belleville, 111.

To construct an electric railroad from East St. Louis to Waterloo
and Chester, through St. Clair. Monroe and Randolph counties. The
directors are Thomas M. Chase and Tyron J. Woodward, of St.
Louis; J. P. Slade and A. P. Garrett, of East St. Louis. Edward F.
Schoenlng. of Columbia. 111.

Springfleld & Western Railway Co.. Springfield. III. Capital. $100,000.
To construct an electric line from Springfield to Quincy. touching
Camp Point. Mt. Sterling. Rushvllle and Beardstown and passing
through the counties of Sangamon. Schuyler. Morgan. Cass. Brown.
Pike and .\(lams. The Incorporators are F. M. Mills. D. A. Watson.
George A. Wood and R. .H. McAnuIty, of Springfleld, and H. K.
Seihel. of Chicago.

St. Louis & Northwestern Railway Co.. Edwardsville. III. Capital.
$400,000. To construct an electric railroad from Edwardsville. Madi-
son Co.. to East St. Louis. St. Clair Co. The directors are William
B. McKlnley. B. R. Stephens. Charles Zllly. H. J. Pepper and S. A.
Power, all of Champaign. This corporation is composed of the
directors of the Illinois Traction System, and is for the purpose of
buildln.g the connection between Edwardsville and East St. Louis
for the interurban line now In operation between Decatur and Car-
linvllle. and which Is now building an extension to Edwardsville from
CarllnvlUe.

IOWA.

The Cedar HupIdH, Waterloo 6c .Northern Hallway Co., Cedar Rapid*,
la. Will make Hurveyii for a line to Waterloo, lor both electric and
Hteum traction. L. M. Rupert und E. A. Crocker are both Intert-sled.

The Belle I'lulnc ti. VInlon interurban Hallway Co., Belle Plalne, la.

Has been projected and the preliminary xurveyK run fr..rn Belle
I'lulne north to Kcyxtonc. from there to UarrlHon .niiJ tin nco to
Vinton. The project Ih being promoted by local mt*i.

Iowa & .N'ehraHka Interurban Klictric 'Irunalt Co., Ulenwood. la.

To iffect the rapid handling of paMK.ng' r :in<1 freight buHlnea* be-
tween Hockport, Mo., .ind Omaha. .Seb.. the primary terminals.
The line will touch Sidney, Hamburg. Tabor, Gleiiwood and Malvern,
la.. croHKlng the MlHoourl Klver at a point opposite Bellevuc. Neb.
The directors of the company arc James A. Swopc. L. B. Hanson
and A. J. Howe.
Iowa <'lty & Davenport Interurban Railroad ' o. low.i City. la.

Capital, tlnU.OK). To construct an eleclrle ' Ity

and Davenport, pasHlng through Johnson, t^ les.

The Incorporators are Milton Hemley. C. HI; .
Hey.

George \V. Koontz and George E. Hemley.
St. Joseph, Albany & Des Moines Hallway Co., Des Moines, la.

Capital, $25,000. To construct a line from Des Moines to St. Joseph
by way of Albany, and to alHo underi;tke the control of other
interurban lines. President, F. S. .Vordaunt; vice-president, Wallace
Hubbard; treasurer. Joshua B, Thomas; cir. iMri, E. II. .McVcy.
Grinnel interurban Co.. Orlnnell, la. Capi' To construct

an electric line from Grinnell to Tama and liellc I'laine,

the ultimate scheme being to build a line fr'i^ i-nce to Grin-
nell, passing through Vinton. The lncorpoi.iijr-i are o. K. Cole,

J. F. Lyman, E. P. Brande, R. M. Haines, B. J. Carney, C. W. H.
Beyer, G. H. Hamlin and F. W. Spaulding. The proposed line la

being promoted by O. K. Cole, who Is the principal owner of the

Grinnell Electric Light & Heating Co.

INDIA.V TERRITORY.
The Choctaw Electric Co., South McAlester, I. T. Capital, $i;i«,000.

A. T. Pierce, president; C. G. Wehrley. vice-president; M. M. Llnd-
ley, secretary; A. W. Thomas, treasurer.

KANSAS.
The Wellington & Cowley County Traction Co.. Wellington, Kan.

Capital, $500.1X10. To build an electric road In Wellington and to

other towns In Sumner County and to maintain telephone and tele-

graph lines throughout the county. The directors are George H.
Hunter and C. A. Gambrlll, of Wellington; H. F. Haraugh and John
Blattner, of Rome, and L. H. P. Northrup, C. A. Scruton and S. P.

Gould, of Arkansas City, Ark.
The Bonner Springs & Kansas City Electric Railway Co., Bonner

Springs, Kan. To build an electric line from Bonner Springs to

Kansas City, a distance of 18 miles. President. John McDanlels. of

Bonner Springs; vice-president, H. S. Burgin, Kansas City; secretary,

W. H. Smith, Kansas City.

KENTUCKY.
Kentucky Midland Railroad Co., Frankfort, Ky. Capital, $1,000,000.

To construct a line from MadlsonviUe to Central City, a distance of
26 miles.
Faducah & Cairo Electric Railway Co.. Paducah, Ky. Capital.

$250,000. To construct an electric line between Paducah, Ky.. and
Cairo, III. L. B. Whltesldes, president; J. J. Freundllch, vice-presi-
dent and general manager; W. H. Taul, secretary; C. E. Whltesldes,
treasurer.
The Central Kentucky Traction Co., Lexington. Ky. Capital, |200.-

000. D. F. Frazee, president; John McClintock. vice-president; Waller
Rhodes, treasure; E. G. Powell, secretary, and H. T. Brown, engi-
neer. It Is the purpose of the company to begin work on the erec-
tion of a line between Lexington and Vers.iilles Immediately. The
Central Kentucky Traction Co. now holds the franchises and prop-
erties of all the other companies that had been Incorporated for the
purpose of building Interurban electric lines connecting Lexington
with surrounding towns.

LOUISIANA.
The Lake Providence & Gouldsboro Railroad Co., Ltd., Lake Provi-

dence, La. To construct two miles of electric railway through the
town of Lake Providence, thence through Gouldsboro. a new addition
to the town of Lake Providence, with terminus at the depot of
the M. H. & W. Ry. A contract has been let to A. B. Sanders, of
Shreveport, La., for the construction of this line, and he has placed
orders for the material.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston & Providence Street Railway Co.. Boston, Moss. Capital,

$1,000,000. To construct an electric line 35 miles long, starting In
Newton, Mass.. and to extend through Needham. Dover, Westwood,
Walpole, Norfolk and Wrentham. with Attlelwro as Its terminus.
The incorporators are George K. Webster and Charles Mason, of
Providence; F. Orr. James Orr. William Coupe and Thomas G. Sadler,
of South Attleboro; Charles L. Barnes, Peter Nerney, E. S. Horton
and D. H. Smith of .\ttleboro. and Thomas Dwyer and William L.
Engreen. of Wrentham.
Charters have been granted Wallace D. Lovell. of Boston. Mass.,

for the construction of electric railways between Boston and Haver-
hill and M.anchester and H.averhill. It Is proposed to build the sec-
tion. 32.5 miles long, between Boston and Haverhill first. This con-
struction will require the erection of a large bridge over the Merrl-
mac River. G. M. Thompson is construction engineer and A. E.
McReel, formerly superintendent of the Exeter. Hampton & Ames-
bury Street Railway Co.. Is manager.

MICHIGAN.
The Michigan Interurban Railway Co.. Kalamazoo, Mich. To con-

struct an electric line from Kalamazoo to South Haven, Allegan
and Grand Rapids. President. M. Meek; secretary. W'. L. Barnum:
treasurer. Luke Coney. Jr.. all of Chicago.
The Lansing & Battle Creek Traction Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.

Capital, $50,000. To construct and operate an interurban railway be-
tween the points named. The incorporators are Charles J. Austin.
William N. Dibble, George A. Hoeltzel. William M. Hoftmaster and
Earl C. Corey of Battle Creek and Earl B. Hughes of MarshalL
Messrs. Austin and Dibble are also officers of the Michigan & Indiana
Traction Co.
The Ontonagon & Southwestern Railway Co.. ' -. Mich.

Capital. $200,000. To build an electric road sbuthw. -onagon
for 35 miles to tap the timber in that locality. Timothy
Nester, Saginaw, vice-president and manager, John Hp.w:.iv Ontona-
gon; secretary and treasurer. D. J. Norton. Ontonagon.

MINXESOT.A.
Mills Lacs & Minneapolis Electric Co.. Minneapolis. Minn. Capital,

$150,000. To construct a railway between points named. The incor-
porators are C. S. Kathan. of Mora; J. N. True, of Little Falls-
F. P. Quillen, of Aitkin, and C. H. Warner, of St. PauL
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MISSISSIPPI.
The Durant Electric Railway Co.. Durant. Miss. Capital, $K0,000.

To build an electric railway between Durant and Lexington, Miss.,
for both passenger and freight service. H is slated a St. Louis
company has been awarded the contract to construct the line.
Woodville-Ft. Adams Electric Railway Co., Woodville. Aliss. To

construct an electric line 23 miles long in Mississippi. The officers
are: L. T. Ventres, president; Charles Cohen, vice-president; \V. H.
Woods, secretary; James M. Sessions, treasurer.

MISSOURI.
Sedalia & Warrt-nshurgh Interurban Electric Railway Co.. Sedalia,

Mo. Franchise has been granted through Sedalia. The road will
be 30 miles in length and is to be operated between Sedalia and War-
rensburgh. \V. E. Winner, of Kansas City, is among the incorpo-
rators.
The Sedalia Transit Co.. Sedalia. Mo. To construct and operate

an electric railway in Sedalia. H. S. Rumsey, St. Louis, president;
Joseph Clarke, St. Louis, vice-president; W. H. Powell. Sedalia,
secretary and treasurer.
The Missouri & Illinois Electric Co.. Hannibal. Mo. Capital. $20,000.

To build an ek-ctric line between Hannibal and Quincy, III. The
incorporators are J. Edward Carter, Chicago; W. Osgood Orton,
South Bend; F. W. Neeper, Henry Leamon and W. A. Munger, of
Hannibal.

MONTANA.
Whitman Electric & Power Co., Butte, Mont. Organized to con-

struct an electric railway from Colfax to Palouse, in the state of
Washington. I. B. Harris, president; Charles F. Stewart, secretary;
W. W. Tracy, of Butte, general manager.
Amador Railway Co., Missoula, Mont. Capital. $1,000,000. To build

and operate by steam, electricity or other motive power, a railw^ay
in Montana on Cedar Creek, running to the Amador mines. The
road is to be built for the purpose of hauling ore, material and work-
ingmen between the town of Amador, on the Northern Pacific, and
the mine of the Amador Co. Robert M. Maher, Chicago; Joseph
Sherlaw. Chicago; William Surman. Carlinville. III.; M. A. Burns,
Chicago; Erasmus B. Waples, Wilmington, Del., are interested. W.
A. Peek has been appointed to act as agent for the company in Mon-
tana.
The county commissioners of Dawson Co., Montana, have granted

a franchise to H. J. Haskell, E. S. Baer. B. S. Adams. J. J. O'Brien
and J. R. Widmyer. petitioners for the Glendive & Yellowstone Val-
ley Rapid Transit C<i., Glendive. Mont. To build an electric railway
and telephone line from Glendive to a point on the Missouri River
opposite Budford, N. D., a distance of SO miles. The road will traverse
the entire length of the Yellowstone valley, in which the government
will begin the construction of irrigation ditches in the spring, which
will cost approximately $2,000,000 and reclaim GO.OOO acres of land.

NEBRASKA.
Citizens' Railway Co.. Lincoln, Neb. Capital stock, $1,000,000. F.

W. Levering, L. E. Weetling. J. E. Miller, W. E. Sharpe, J. H. Smith,
F. W. Brown, and W. T. F'itzgerald are interested.

NEW YORK.
Buffalo. Batavia & Rochester Electric Railway Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Capital. $3,500.oa>. To construct and operate an electric line 65 miles
long from Williamsville. Erie County, to Rochester, with a branch
to Akron. The directors are Loran L. Lewis. Stuart R. Mann, Spen-
cer Kellogg. George L. Lewis. George E. Pierce, William N. Evarts,
Charles N. Almy, Robert Leslie. Loran L. Lewis. Jr.. and William
C. Carroll, of Buffalo, and Lafayette L. Grove of Williamsville.
Auburn & Northern Electric Railroad Co., Auburn. N. Y. Capital,

$250,000. To operate an electric line from Auburn to Port Byron, a
distance of S miles. The directors include Edwin D. Metcalf, Charles
H. Mosher, Orlando Lewis. Charles A. McCarthy, of Auburn, and
Clifford D. Beebe, of Syracuse.
The Buffalo & Rochester Railway Co.. Depew. N. Y. Capital.

$3.*XH).(.t00. To build and operate an electric railroad from Depew,
Erie Co., to Rochester, through Erie, Genesee. Livingston and Monroe
counties, a distance of about 60 miles. The directors are. H. H.
Kingston. J. A. Hardis. Jr.. John J. Collins, H. A. Foster, P. Henry
Dixon and Samuel Welch of Philadelphia, William B. Cutler. George
A. Ricker and Herbert P. Bissell of Buffalo.
The Chemung Valley Traction Co.. Elmira. N. Y. Capital, $700,000.

Incorporated to build a street surface railroad between Waverly and
Elmira. over a route whicli will be ISH miles in length. The directors
are E. E. Buchanan, Boyd McDowell. Judge George McCann. George
H. Davidson. J. E. Rawlins. J. Henry Clark and Fred D. Herrick
of Elmira, and J. E. Lyford and P. L. Lang of Waverlv.
The Hornellsville. Bath & Lake Keuka R. R.. Kanona. N. Y. Capi-

tal. $50.0<.I0. Inonrpr)rated to operate a street railway from Kanona
to Bath. The directors include L. D. Masson and J. S. Hubbs of
Hammondsport. and Thomas Shannon of Bath.
Eastern New York Railroad Co.. Ballston Spa. N. T. Capital, $100.-

000. To construct an electric railway ]o miles long between Ballston
Spa and Middle Grove. Saratoga Co. Thomas F. Barrett, Saratoga
Springs; Fred A. Beach and B. S. Cole, Ballston Spa; T. R. Heller.
Somerton, are directors.
The Bronx, Yonkers & White Plains Railway Co., White Plains,

N. Y. Capital, $110,000. To operate an electric railway 11 miles long
from Yonkers to White Plains, there to connect with the Harlem
division of the New York Central & Hudson River R. R. The direct-
ors are W. H. Whittaker. J. H. Matthews. G. A. Matthews and W. C.
Shires, of New York City; F. S. Fisher. E. M. Booth. Patrick Mc-
Cann. Nathan Fernbacker and T. M. Hunt, of White Plains.

NORTH CAROLINA.
The Raleigh-Durham Passenger & Power Co.. Raleigh, N. C. To

construct an electric line between Raleigh and Durham, two belt
lines in Raleigh, a pleasure park and possibly a resort hotel; also a
ear line through Durham and light and ice plants in that city.
President, B. S. Jerman; vice-president. W. J. Nelms; secretary and
treasurer, Thomas S. Fuller.

OHIO.
Muskingum, Coshocton & Tuscarawas Electric Railway Co.. Zanes-

ville, O. Capital. $10,000. To construct an electric railway extending
from Zanesville to New Philadelphia and passing through Muskingum,
Coshocton and Tuscarawas counties. President. John J. Adams; sec-
retary and treasurer, J. R. Alexander; chief engineer. Henry S. Buell.
Bucyrus. Sulphur Springs & New Washington Traction Co.. Toledo,

O. Capital. $10,000. To build an electric line from Bucyrus to Sulphur
Springs, New Washington and Plymouth, where connection will be
made with the Sandusky. Norwalk & Mansfield. The incorporators
are Ellis Bartholomew, president of the Toledo, Columbus, Springfield
& Cincinnati Railway Co.. and W. E. Mosier and S. S. Chorn of
Toledo, and F. W. Armbruster and Elmer Taike.
The Barberton. Wadsworth & Western Traction Co.. Barberton, O.

Capital, $10,000. Incorporators. Byron M. Clendening. Charles S. John-
son. Samuel Cimningham and H. S. Davidson.
The Miami Transit. Light & Power Co.. Lebanon. O. Capital.

$GOf>.(XfO. To build an electric railwav from Lebanon to Xenia. The

incorporators are: F. C. Richards, M. D. Burke, J. S. Storrs, C. A.
Hough and C. A. Culbertson.
The Zanesville. Cambridge ^t Northern Traction Co.. Coshocton, O.

Capital. $10,000. S. A. Weller. K. C. Rinner, F. McCormick, and S. H.
Nichols are among the incorporators.
The Ottawa Park Street Railway Co., Washington township, Lucas

Co., O. Capital. $10.tHM). The inc^irporators are J. F. Kumler, L. W.
Kumler. J. F. Kumler. Jr.. B. F. Brough and F. A. Kumler.
The Stillwater & Wheeling Valley Traction Co., Flushing, O. Capi-

tal. $5.(.KK). J. A. Hobson. V. N. Marsh. B. D. Judkins. Ed. L. Hobson
and A. B. Hobson are the incorporators.
The Lima. Findlay & Toledo Railway Co.. Lima, O. Capital. $700,000.

To construct and operate an electric line from Lima to Findlay. The
incorporators arc Frank Butler. E. Sanborn, J. H. Griswold, C. L.
Stocker and N. S. Harris. The incorporation of this company is the
first definite step in the direction of the building of the new Western
Ohio line that will complete the Western Ohio system as originally
projected. The distance from Lima to Findlay is 30 miles and the
territory much more populous than thai served by the Western Ohio.
It has two large terminals and many feeders, so that its success
seems assured.
The Toledo. Ann Arbor & Detroit Railroad Co., Toledo. O. Capital,

$1,500,000. A consolidation of the Toledo & Northwestern Railroad Co.
and the Ohio & Michigan Traction Co. President, J. H. Clauss; vice-
president. M. C. Briggs, Fostoria; secretary, C. 11. Masters, Toledo;
treasurer. J. W. Pero. Fremont.
Buckeye Street Railway Co.. Cleveland. O. Capita!. $50,000. To

construct an electric rnilway connecting Canton and Akron. The in-
corporators are J. H. Vandeweer. E. H. Tracy. Davis Howley, Jr., J.
E. Chadwick and G. D. Reed.
West Side Street Railway Co., Lorain, O. Capital. $10,000. To con-

struct and operate an electric railway into the steel-mills district.
The incorporators are W. B. Thompson, Orville Root, F. W. Pierce,
R. Thew. B. G. Nichols. W. N. Little and AVilliam Sehrs.
The Cleveland, Wooster. Mt. Vernon Sz Columbus Railway Co..

Columbus. O. To construct an electric railway connecting Cleveland
and Columbus through Cuyahoga. Medina. Summitt, Wayne. Stark,
Holmes. Ashland. Crawford. Highland, Knox, Licking and Franklin
Counties. John J. Vail. James B. Graham. James A. Tilton. Fred
W. Jones and E. F. Shelley are the incorporators.
Toledo Interurban Railway Co.. Toledo. O. Capital. $100,000. Clem

V. Wagner, Edgar Daykin, W. M. Long. George W. Acker and P. S.
Willis are the incorporators.
Wilmington-Hillsboro Co., Dayton, O. Capital. $10,000. To build

an electric line between the two towns named. The incorporators
are E. G. Orr. E. A. Fay. W\ D. Biddle. F. E. James. A. J. Miller.
The company's offices will be established at New Vienna.
The Marion-Bucvrus Railwav & Light Co.. Marion, O. Capital,

$250,000. Ellis Bartholomew, G. K. Canfleld. Charles B, Selby, G. A.
Bartholomew and P. M. Ditto are the incorporators.
Springfield, \\''ashington Court House & Chillicothe Traction Co.,

Springfield, O. President. H. L. Rockfield; vice-president, Frank Pat-
terson. New York; second vice-pi'csident. I.,ee M. Good ; treasurer,
A. M. Winger.
Gallon Southern Railway Co., Gallon. O. Capital. $10,000. To

construct an electric line from Galion to Fredericktown. through
Morrow. Richland, Crawford and Knox counties. The incorporators
are AV. L. Ball, O. Wise. M. H. Arnold, J. C. Brown and A. A.
Crawford.
The Zanesville. Coshocton & New Philadelphia Traction Co., Zanes-

ville. O, Capital. $10,000. To build an electric railway from Zanesville
through New Concord. Otsego and Coshocton to New Philadelphia.
where it will connect with the line to Cleveland. President, Frank
McCormick; secretary. Samuel Nicholson; ca.shier. H. A. Sharpe.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Corry. Findley Lake & Northeast Railway Co., Corry. Pa. Capital,

$130,000. To operate an electric line 13 miles long in Chautauqua Co.,
on the border line between New York and Pennsylvania. The direct-
ors are Charles P. Northrup, of Warren. Pa.; H. M. Raymond and
A. L. Bush, of Corry: Ross Knight, of Westfield. N. Y.
Monongahela, Ellsworth & Washington Electric Railway Co.. Wash-

ington. Pa. Capital. $150,000. Directors: James P. Mulvihill, C. A.
Bentley. G. H. Murphy. Gerald O'Leary and George H. Stephens.
James P. Mulvihill. president.
The Mahanoy City & Tamauqua Street Railway Co., Tamauqua,

Pa. Capital. $60,000. To build and operate ten miles of electric rail-
way in a zigzag course from Mahanoy City to Tamauqua. E. M. B.
Shepp, of Tamauqua. president.
The Rohrerstown, Landisville & Mt. Joy Street Railway Co. Capi-

tal. $60,000. Charles B. Keller, of Lancaster. Pa., president.
The Lancaster & Safe Harbor Electric Railway Co.. Lancaster, Pa.

Capital stock of $54,000. The line will be nine miles long, extending
from South Queen St. to Safe Harbor, by way of Canastoga Center.
The Dravosburg & Jefferson Street Railway Co.. Dravosburg. Pa.

To construct an electric railway between Dravosburg and Clairton,
where it will connect with the tracks of the Pittsburg Railways Co.
President. J, E. AVhite; secretarv. W. C. Weimer.
Huntingdon Street Railway Co. Capital. $180.0(¥). To construct 30

miles of electric railway, from Huntingdon to Smithfield, Petersburg.
Alexandria, Alfarata and Mt. Union. Pa. Elmer E. Davis. Johnstown,
Pa., president.
Marshall Avenue Street Railway Co.. Allegheny. Pa. Capital. $36,-

000. To construct six miles of eleetric railway from Perryville and
Marshall Ave.. Allegheny, to Brighton Road and along Craig St. to a
proposed bridge across the Allegheny River, to Pittsburg. William
Kaufman. Alleghenv. president.
The New York-Philadelphia Co. Canital, $4,000,000. To construct

a shorter through trolley line between Camden, N. J., and New York
City. The incorporators are A. N. Chandler, of A. N. Chandler &
Co.'. bankers; H. D. Tvong. of Philadelphia, and Norman Grey, counsel
for the Corporation Co. of Camden. It is stated the new company
will start at once the construction of cut-offs to reduce the distance
between the termini, and the running time from Camden to Jersey
City will be lowered to three hours. The line will be double tracked
and heavier cars will be ordered and placed in service as soon as
delivery is made. It is also planned to construct several subsidiary
lines, connecting a large number of smaller towns throughout central
New Jersey. Right of way for these roads is now being obtained.
The charter unde> which the company is formed is broad, permitting
it to do a general real estate and hanking business, own and operate
railroads and trolley lines, electric and gas works, lend money and
engage in manufacturing work.
Bridgeville Street Railway Co. Capital. $60,000. To construct ten

miles of electric railway in Scott township, Allegheny county. Pa.
President. A. .T. Barron. Pittsburg.
Bradenville & Derry Street Railway Co. Capital. $.%.000. To build

a six-mile electric line from Latrobe to Bradenville. Snydertown and
Derry.
Danville & Northumberland Street Railway Co.. Danville. Pa. Cap-

ital. $60,000. Pre'sidenl. Frank C. Angle. Danville.
Greenville Street Railwav Co.. Allegheny, Pa. Capital. $26,000.

To construct 4V2 mi. of street rnilway over streets of Greenville.
Curtis G. Hussey, Alleglieny. president.
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WatMon Hticet Hallway Co., AlliKln-ny, I'n. (.'apllul. 13,000. To
(•(uiBtriicl I'^ ml. of i-lcclrlc niUway from EvorKi'-cn nunl and KnHt
•SI. to IcrmltiuH of I'crryvllli! Ave. I'n-Hldciil, William Kaiirmnn,
AIL^Klicny.

'I'hi- HIii'iiaiiKo Traction Co., HlKriiaiiKO, I'a. To coiiHlriir'l an fli'o-
Irlc line fr-oni Mc^ailvllli' to Ni>w CaHtli^ by way of (Jonnvuiil I.ttlo-
anil Urc'irivllli', A|]|illt:iilonH havi' lu'cn maili- for franchlni-H In Hha-
ron, I'a., jind \\'ln-;itliiri(l, I'a.

lia?iH(liiwTic Cciilnil Hlri'<l Hallway Co., I.anHiIownc, Pa. ('apltui,
$IO,l»Hl. VValliT 1,. UoKi'iK. HhiTli.-i-n. MaMB.. iiri'ulili'nl.

(liHifK'i' VV. Dniiy. (Jny VVilmli'i' and I,. (1. Ilrown rif York, I'a.,
W. II. l.yoriM Id' llari'lHliiM'K. and (1. K. I.idini-l-, I'lllHliiirK, havi', aH
Ihi' Hunlmry llrldni* I'li,. Hi-i-iii-rd 11 i-harli-i- to roiiHlrtii-t ;i hrJilKi*
ovi'r till' HiiHiinilniana rivii. rnini n iiolnl iirai- Hntiliiirv to Khamokin
Dam In SnydiT ronnly. 'I'lii' ni'W IiiIiIki-, wididi will i'obI ahoni tiUi.-
IKK), IH Intindi'd to ]« pall of Ihi- Silrdinry * .SillOBKrovr KliTlrlr Hall-
way I'll. Ilni'. fur wldrli 11 i-harli'i- wiim K>'anli>il lo Ihi- liH-orpiiratorM of
llii' HtIiIki' loinpiiny. 1., 11, llniwn In iiri'Hidi'nl of liolh the railway
:iiiil lirlilKi- roni|ian.v.
HluciiiHhinK Xi Mlllvlll.- Slrci.t Hallway Co.. HloimiHlilirg. Pn. Cap-

lliil. .tlJi.lKHl. To I'linxtiail an idi-i'Irli- llni' tiflwi'i'n llio aliovo mi'n-
llnnnl i.lMci'H. I'ri'Bldi'nl. c. \V. MllliT.
I'lilladilphla, I.ania.Hlir ,<• I lairlBlmiK Slri'i-I Hallway Co.. Phlla-

ili-l|ililii. I'a. Capital, Jllli.niii. To ladlil an i-li'riiir Mm- t)i-lwi'i;-n Ml.
.Joy aial Mlildli'lown and liitwri'n StraHlinrif and I'liati'iivlllc. The
IncoriioialiiiH all' .laiiili I,. Hanik. SliaMlinrK: William Trlmbli'. Bam-
nol I-. Illliliird. Jr.. I'hlliidiliilil.i; .loMi'iili 1''. Kaymond, A. I,. KitPr,
Mlddlilowri. and .laioli (!. Hlanffir, I'lll/.abrthlown.

l,alriilii-MI. I'li'a.sanI Hlii'it Hallway Cii,. l.alrolin. I'a. To CQnHtrili'l
an I'li'itrli- railway lntwi'iii tlii'Hr iiolnls via I'li'aHant IJnIly. Lyclp-
(HI.H, lloslrlji'f, Kliindlki- and si'\-iTal othiT ntltdiiK townH. Ml. Pli>aH-
ant and I'Kt.sluux pr'omoli-r.M an- tin* Hloi-kholili'r.s.

Tal-l'nlnm .H- nri'idliiirlilKi' Hlliil Hallway Cii.. Taivntum, Pu. Capi-
tal, $r,ii.i«Hi. fo i-onMiniil an il.-itrli- llnr In Alli-Bhcny County. Wil-
liam \Vhlti\ .11-.. of I'lllsliurt!. ini'sldi-nt.
York & Maryland l.liii- Strict Hallway Co., York, Pa. Capllnl,

$2l,(HHi. To ladlil a lino In York Cocnily from ParadlHr lo I.OKansvllli!,
and lo 111- iini' of llii> many dlvlslon.i of tlir York Cininlv Trarllon Co.
William II. l.anloH, of York, iiro.sldi'iit.

HIIODK ISLAND.
Ma.ssai-lin.si-ll."! >St Hliodi' l.sland Sln-i-t Hallwav Co.. J'rovldence.

H. 1. Capital. ^..''ilNl.ilOO. To laillil an (drrtrlc railway, partly on pri-
vate right of way. bi'twivn Milton. Ma.Ms.. .iial I'rovldi'iu-o, R. I..

via Canton. .StooKliton. Sharon. Foxboro. Mansllild. Attli-bnro and
Si'ekonk. Mas.s. Thi' haoriior.ilur.s arv: .-Mblon B. Turner. William
F. Gnividon. llvrm.-m Holt. .Ir.. lloraci- G. Pradi-r. J. Harold Mi-1-
Icdge. Oron C. Hootby and Kli-liard B. Stanli-v.
Bo.ston & Khodf I.slaial Kli'i-trlr Hallwav Co.. I'rovldini'i-. H. I.

Capital. Jl.oan.mKX To bidld an idi'idrlr railway bi-twiM-n Boslon and
Provldonci', via Hydo Park. Milton. Canton. Sharon, I-'oxboro. Mans-
Held, North .\ttloboro and Soekonk. Thi* Inrorporatnrs are: Vllllam
O. Ch.tpman. Kroplaiul D. Leslie. Kdwin F. Thayer. Frederick S.
T^ane. l-^hvard J. Fuller, deorpe F. Chajanan and Charles II. Blood.
Boston, P,iwtneket & Providence Street Hallwav Co.. Providence.

R. I. Capital, $2,OOI).IK1a. To Indld an electric railway between Forest
Hills, In Boston and Providence. R. I,, via .Vttlehoro. It also desires
authority to build on prl\-;ite laiuls. The Incoriiorators are Michael A.
Cavan.auj^h. Tliomas K. (.^ivanatigrh and H. Klirter Townsend.
The \Vi)rcestir it Providence Streel Railway Co.. Providence. R. I.

Capital. JI.iliiii.mK1. To construct atal operate an electric railway be-
tween Newton. Mass.. aiul Provideiu'e. R. I., via Dcilham, Neeiibam.
Dover. Medlicld. Wal|jide. Norfolk. Wrentham. North Attleboro. and
.\ttleboro. Mass.. ;ind Pawtucket. R. I.. The i>etitlon asks for
authority to binld on private l;iad for the purpose of oiier.-itlne Its

cars at hiKh speed. The lneort>oralors are Horace A. Klmb.-ill. Fred
L. Saylcs, William H. I'endlerKast. Fayette K. Bartlelt. John Me-
Laughlin. .Tohn P, Me:idc. Belmont Smith and .lames Mcl.auehlln.
mostly residents of I^rovldcnce. North Providence. Smithlleld and
Burrillvill. through which towns it Is proposed to Viulld the road.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
The Charleston »<• Summerville Railway Co.. Charlestown. S. C.

Capital. $|l«i.ii()ll. with the privllcKe of Increasing It to $1.000. IW>. Presi-
dent. O^dcn l-'dwards. Troy. O. ; vice-president and general maiutger.
Robert .T. Smith. Summerville, S. C. ; secretary and treasurer. E. P.
Ciuerard. Charleston. S. C.
Sumter Electric Light * Railway Co., Sumter. S. C. Capital. J200.-

000. To conduct a general light, power and street railway business.
The Incorporators are c. W. Brister and Albert DeHaven. of Phila-
delphia: E. M, Bealc. of Lewlsburg; J. I.. Almett and H. F. Wilson,
of Sumter.

TENNESSEE.
Nashville IntercMb.in Co.. Na.shvllle. Tenn. Capital. $100,000. A

consolidation of the Nashville & Columbia Electric Railway Co. and
the Nashville .<l Gallatin Electric Railway Co. President. E. B. Stahl-
man: viee-iu"esldcnt. Nat Baxter: secretary. Joseph Frank.

TEXAS.
The Rio Grande Valley Electric Railway Co. Capital, $1,000,000.

Offices at Las Cruces. Tex. The intention of the company is to
build an electric railw.a>* Ko miles long from VA Paso, Tex., to the
mining camp of Organ, in Don.a Ana Co.. via Las Cruces. Dona Ana
and Anthony.
The Houston-Galveston Electric Railway Co.. Houston. Tex. Capi-

tal. JI.S-SO.OilO. To build and operate an electric railway between
Houston and Galveston, a distance of .^4 miles. The principal office
of the company Is at Houston. The hoard of directors comprises
Frank Pread. William .Tohnston. R. M. Johnston. George L. Horton
and A, D. Trotter, all of Houston.

VERMONT.
The Bennington vt North .-Vdatns Street Railway Co.. Bennington.

Vt. Caiiital. $150,1100. To construct an electric railway betweeii Ben-
nington. A'l.. and North .Adams. Mass. A. H. Rice, of PIttsfleld.
Mass.. who Is a director of the Hoosac Valley Street Railway Co.. Is

president, and O. M. Barber, of Bennington, is treasurer.

VIRGINIA.
The Pocahontas. Graham & Tazewell Electric Belt Line, Pocahon-

tas. Tazewell Co.. Va. Capital, $50,000. To construct an electric
railway between these points. J. S. Browning, president: Wllllnm
Leckle, vice-president: V. L. Sexton, secretary. "The general offices
are at Pocahontas. Tazewell Co., Va.
The .-Vlamance Street Railway Co.. Graham. Va. To construct and

ojieratc electric lines in that section. J. L. Williamson Is one of the
principal incorpor.ttors.

WASHINGTON.
Walla Walla Railway Co.. Wall.i Walla. Wash. Capital. $.')OO.OflO.

To build.' equip and operate a street railwa.N- In Wall Walla and
suburbs, and an interurban railway in Oregon and AVashington. with
the right to acuuire latids and franchises, to build and maintain
electric light and power plants, to aeonlre -water rights and to do

liuHliieHH properly IxdonKliiK tu a kohtbI electrir* liffht and power
company. The in«'<»rpor»itorH are K, H, Ihhuch, K. E. Hmlth, Grant
Copi'land and William ')'Donne|l.
The Portland, Handy A .Mount Hood Hallway Co.. Krmkune. WuMh.

''aplial, IIii,oi». To biillil an epitrlc llni^ from Puriland to the bodo
of Mount Hood, via Kalrvlew and Troutvlll'-. The IncorporalorH lire
Heneca Hmlth, Napoleon DivIh. (juy <i. WIIIIm. A. I.. Htone, GeorKe L.
Hlorey and A. W. Lambert, The efforl will Ix- made to have Ihe
line in operation for umi- dorloK the Li-wIn and '"lark expoBlllon.
The Hpokane Interurban HyHii-m. Hpoknne. WaMli.. liaH been orKan-

Ized by Jjiy I', GraveM. F. A. Hlai:kwi-ll. Alfred CooIoiIkc. F. Lewis
(-'lark and J. c. Twohy, of KiHik.'ine. fur the ptjriioH'f of conHiruettnK
an electric line from Hijokaii'- Moutliward ihrouKli thn PaloiiMe coun-
try to MoKcow. Idaho, with a hi-aoeli line riinnirifc Houthw.'ird tu
thi- Hnaki* Hlyer. Mr. GraveH wttK one of the promoterH of Ihe
Coiiir d'Alene & Hfiokune electric line, und In prenldenl of the Hpokane
Trjiction f-'o.

WEST VIHfJI.VIA.
Tho Keym-r. BurlliiKlon .Ife I'eterMbiirK I';iii-irle Hjillroad Co.. Keyitcr.

\V. Va. Capital, Ifym.oiiip. To build an •lecirlc railway from KevHer
lo Petersburg via HurllnKton. The Incorporalorfi are Archibald C.
WilliamH. Abraham P. GroBx, T. I{. Palmer. John 8. fleilM-ri. B. \V.
Wright. CruM <J. Carl. Cumberland, Md.
Thi- Trl-8tate Trucllon Co., WellHburg. W. Va. Capllttl, flO.OM.

To build an electric railway from W'ellHbiirK to Steubcnvllic, <).

WISCO.NSIN.
The MadlHon & Interurban Traellon Co., MadlNon, WIh. Capltul.

$760,000. IncorporalorH, B. K. Miller. W. 1>. Mlckman and J. A. McCor-
maek. To construct and ojierati- a Btreet railway in the city and
count>' of Milwaukee, and adjoining towns and vlIluKeB and else-
where in the slate, and lo furtdHh and Hell electricity, koh .and water
for lieut. light and power puriioscH.
The Park City Electric Hallway Co.. Kenosha. Wis. Capital,

$^5,ouo. To conBlruei an electric line from this city to Ijike Geneva.
aH well aH a local line. The iricorporatorn are John M. Keblor,
ChcHler U. Barnes and Levi C. Graven.
(jHhkoHh & WcHiern Ele<'trlc Hallway Co.. f>HbkoBb. WIh. Capital.

$10,000. To build an electric line from fimro to Berlin, a distance of
22 mllea, and to operate earn from OMhkosh to Berlin. The Incor-
poralorH arc J. H. porter. OHhkosh: clement c. Kmith. of the Colum-
bian (TonHlruction Co.. Milwaukee; George Hilton, (JHhkosh. and C. S.
.MorrlH. Berlin.
The Kenosha & Lake G'-neva Hallway Co.. Kenosha. Wis. Capital,

$2.'i,(io». To build an electric railway from Kenonha to the lake regions.
At the time of incorjforatlon It waM stated that the company Is
allied with the Park <'lty Railway Co.. of Ki-nosha.

CANADA.
(Juebic & Saguenay Railway Co., Montreal. QuelK-c. To construct

a railway 10 be operated by steam or electrlclly from Ihe terminus
of the Quebec Railway. Light & Power Co's. line at St. Joachim,
following the shore of the SI. Lawrence River lo the mouth of the
Saguenay River, with i>ower to construct branch lines. R. Forget.
W. McL. Walbank and W. G. Ross, managing director of Ihe Mont-
real Street Railway Co.. of Montreal; A. GIrard. Marlevllle; James
McCarthy, W. Price, P. A. Cronuette, C. Langeller. E. B. Garneau.
G. Tanquay, N. RIoux, J. Cameron and L. A. Taschereau. of Quet>ec,
are Interested.
Hamilton. Ancaster & Brantford Railway Co.. Ancasler. Ont. To

construct a line 23 miles long lo connect the alxne elites. President.
C. D. Haines. New York; vice-president. A. Kennedy. Pittsburg. Pa.;
secretary. E. Kenrick. Ancaster. Ont.; treasurer, S. Slralhy. Brant-
ford. Ont. The board of directors consists of the officers of the com-
l>any and L. Harris, of Brantford. The contract for the construction
of the line has been let lo E. T. Haines, of New York, and I. K.
Pierson. of Cleveland. O.. has been appointed chief engineer. A private
right of way has been secured between Hamilton and Ancaster. and
franchises have been .secured for the right of w.iy through the town-
ships to Brantford.

CUBA.
The Clenfuegos. Palmira & Cruces Railway & Power Co.. Cien-

fuegos. Cuba. To construct an electric line from Clenfuegos to
Cruces, a distance of 23 miles. Bruno Diaz Is president of the com-
pany and C. C. Vermuele. of 29« Broadway. New Y'ork City, Is the
consulting engineer.

MEXICO.
The Ferroearril Jalisco & MIchoacan Co.. Gu.adalajara. Mex. Capi-

tal. $1,500,000. To construct and operate an electric rallwav from the
city of Guadalajara to the town of Patzcuaro, state of MIchoacan.
The proposed road will be 2t«» miles long and concessions for Its con-
structions have been obtained from the Mexican Government. The
line will run from Guadalajara to Lake Chapala. a great pleasure
resort, along the shores of the lake, cro.ssing lo the important town
of Zamora and then running to the city of Patzcuaro. The building
of several branch lines Is contemplated and the company will handle
both freight and passenger traffic. President. Carlos Llagune del
Hoyo, of Zamora: vice-president, William V. Backus, of the Cltv of
Mexico: treasurer. Jose R. Carral. of Guadalajara: .secretary. Ignacio
Carranza. of Guadalajara; auditor. Jose Lopoz Portlllo v Rojs. of
Guadalajara.

BRAZIL.
The animal traction tramway system of Para. Brazil, has been

.-old to an English syndicate, which will install electric traction
within a few months. Mr. Moller. of Moller & Co.. bond brokers.
New Broad Street House. London E. C. the agent of the syndicate.
has the necessary documents perfecting the deal. Vice-Consul Tlede-
man. Para, states he has every reason to believe that a irre;it oart
of the materials will come from the United States.

• »

A freight service lias been established on the Detroit, Vpsilanti.

.\nii .\rbor & Jackson. A freight car leaves Detroit everj' day al

6:30 p. m.. arriving at Jackson at 9:45 p. m.. Battle Creek the next
morning at 7:30. and Kalamazoo at 9:30 a. m.

It is again reported, and on good authority, that a consolida-

tion is about to take place of the Chattanooga Electric Co.. the

Chattanooga Electric Railway Co. and the Rapid Transit Co.. in-

cluding the Lookout Mountain Incline and the line to Chickamauga
National Park. Several times heretofore the owners of the two
street railway properties in Chattanooga have attempted a consoli-

dation, but without success. Each of the street railway companies
owns and operates about 35 miles of track.
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The Amesbury Trolley Wheel.

The Amesbury trolley wheel is made of new copper, junk being

never used, and by special alloy is rendered very hard and tough,

not brittle, and has great durability. The wheel is hollow, and when

assembled 'is filled with grease of a special composition, which

melts slightly in the heat of operation and without refilling lubricates

the bearing continuously. The bushing lasts as long as the material

itself.

The manufacturer claims the unique achievement of constructing

a trolley wheel in which the wheel itself, the bearing and the lubri-

cant last equally long. In some cases a change of pin is required,

but ordinarily the wheel needs no attention whatever from the day

it is put on the car until it is worn out. Beyond these points the

particular claims made for the wheel are the following:

The lubricant cannot work out, so that there is no dripping onto

the pole and car roof, but the wheel remains always clean.

An ordinary bushing wears rapidly on the outer edges and quickly

causes the wheel to wabble and leave the wire easily. The Ames-
bury bushing wears so little that it never wabbles and the wheel

keeps the wire (according to the testimony of all motormen who
have used it) very much better than any wheel they have ever seen.

Owing to the construction the current flows through the wheel

freely and without the arcing which is so common, thus saving the

trolley wire.

The Amesbury wheel is especially designed for extra hard service

and while new to the market has been tested for months in severe

service. The first road to complete tests, one of the most impor-

tant and well equipped in New England, has adopted this wheel,

as it saved this road one-third in cost, not reckoning the cost of oil

and labor necessary in the use of ordinary wheels.

dium Economic" some improvements have been made in the ar-

rangement of the heaters in the cars which are believed to be of

substantial advantage.

FIG. 1. nc. 2.

The wheel is made to fit the ordinary harp and no change or

special equipment of any kind is required in connection with its use.

Three sizes are manufactured—the regular 4-in. size, a s-in. wheel •

with either the standard ^-in. pin or a fg-in. pin and a 6-in. wheel
with 3-in. bearing for either size pin. The 6-in. wheel is specially

designed for extra high speed cars.

The Amesbury wheel is manufactured by the Climax Igniter Co.,

all parts being constructed by it in its factory at Amesbury, Mass.
Fig. I shows a wheel and pin after 33 days' service under condi-

tions so severe that the wheels formerly used were changed every
day, and during the 33 days the wheel illustrated was in use 32 of

the other type were worn out in similar service. The wear of the

bushing was .002 in. Fig. 2 is a section of the 4-in. wheel.

A New Electric Car Heater.

What is known to the trade as the "Radium Economic" car

heater has been developed after extended experiments, and is now
being placed on the market by Alfred K. Prince, 401 Security Bldg.
St. Louis, who is sole selling agent. The energy consumption of

these heaters is reported a,t 200 watts per hour for the minimum
when current is on, and 550 watts per hour for the maximum
degree of heat. The electric heater is the only electrical apparatus
for which 100 per cent efficiency can be shown, and with the "Ra-

Industrial Beneficial Association.

An employes' beneficial association has lately been organized by

the workmen in the shops of the Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere,

N. J. Each member on payment of weekly dues of 10 cents is en-

titled to a benefit of $10 per week for 20 weeks if incapacitated for

work through illness. In case of death the family of the insured

employe will receive $100. The payment of 20, 30 or 40 cents a

week increases the indemnity to $15, $20 or $25, respectively, with

death benefits of $150, $200 or $250.

The Crocker-Wheeler Co. has offered to contribute an amount

equal to the assessments collected by the association, thus doubling

the income. This beneficial association will be managed entirely by

the employes in the company's shops.

Combination Automatic Stop Valve.

Modem power stations and large manufacturing plants with their

large boiler installations generating steam at high pressure, for dis-

tribution through extensive systems of piping, require the use of a

ANDERSON TRIPLE-ACTION VALVE.

type of valve that will act as a safeguard in emergencies such as

the bursting of pipes or fittings that would fill the engine room with

steam and prevent access to the valves. To meet these conditions

the Best Manufacturing Co., of Pittsburg, has placed upon the

market the Anderson cushioned triple-acting non-return valve shown

in section herewith. The pilot valve can be located at any desirable

place, thus permitting control from distant points. The valve illus-

trated is a non-return valve, an automatic emergency stop-valve and

a hand stop-valve.
— •-•-•

Syracuse Rapid Transit Co. Express Service.

Express service was begun on the lines of the Syracuse Rapid

Transit Co., Syracuse, N. Y., April ist, and will include four trips

daily, covering practically all sections of the city. An express car

is scheduled to leave the city at 8:25 a. m. for East Syracuse, at 11

a. m. for Onondaga Valley, at i p. ni. for Liverpool, and at 4 p. m.

for Solvay, serving all intermediate territory. A tariff of 20 cents

and upward has been fixed on trunks and on packages and express

matter the charges will be as follows

:

Five pounds and under 15 cents

Over 5 and under 10 lb 18 cents

Over 10 lb. and under 20 lb 20 cents

Over 20 lb. and under 30 lb 25 cents

Over 30 lb. and under 50 lb 30 cents
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Plans foi- Kc<)ruiin>z'»K t'"^ '^- '*^- '*• ^^•

I
I

111- IiiIImvviiik n-|iiiil was prepared liy I'l'if lli-iiry II. Morris,

1,1 ( uriiull I'liiviTsily. who lias heeii ri-laiiicd liy llu- Joint Cum

iiiilli-c appiiiiili'd at the New Y(jrU meeting of the .A. .S. U. A

|':xeciilive Conitniltce m lu'^niary last, to investigate similar

organizations, 'llu- report as here printe<l is siihject to revision, om

date of puhliealion not pennilliiiK ns to wait for the aniendnients.

that may have heiii nuniporaled liy the Joint Committee.— ICd.
|

III aiialy/nin llir iiirthoiN of working of various .a'soeiations llieir

\M.rl< w.is divided into the lollowing sections:

(al Ohjeet.

(h) Means of attaining s;inie.

(c; Memhers.

(d) Privileges of same.

(e) Officers.

( f) MeeliiiKs.

(g) l,ines of work nndertaken.

Ih) Dues.

'Ihv -liid\ has resulted in the fcpllowing suggestions as to impor-

l:inl niilUTv which shonid have consideration and these are incor-

|ini:iled in the proposed constilnlion.

(il'NICRAl. FKAIUKHS.

The t'eiilral Organization.

The central hody would he known as the .Xiiierican ICIectric Rail-

way Association, which wonld concern itself with (he general man-

agement of electric railway properties hy :

a. Considering those general tpiestions wliich are connected with

the relation of electric railways to the public.

I). Receiving reports from the branch or affiliated (jrganizations

which would contain digests of progress made during each year in

their particular fields and which would reconiniend for the consid-

eration of the central organization those features in which each

special department requires the co-operation of the others in order

to more perfectly accomplish its w(irk.

c. ICxercising such control over the branch aftiliated organizations

as would produce most efficient and economical progress as a whole,

wdiilc interfering to the minimum extent with the autonomous gov-

ernment of the separate associations.

In order to accomiilish the desired compactness of the entire or-

ganization the following "binding" features are recomniended :

1. A "blanket" fee from company members paid to the central

organization, from the treasury of which annual grants would be

made to the several affiliated organizations.

The fee would be graduated upon a gross income basis so that

the large roads bear a proportionate share of the expense.

The grants would be made by the E.xecntive Committee and so

proportioned as to meet the specific needs of each branch or

affiliated organization which would have the option of assessing its

individual numbers in case its grants did not cover their needs for

the year.

2. The printing and substantial binding of one or more volumes
of proceedings including the work of all branch or affiliated asso-

ciations, at the expense of the central organization. The proceed-

ings would he edited by .1 coniniittee representing all of the organ-

izations.

3. The granting of charters to and the approval of the constitu-

tions of all branch or affiliated associations, all of which would be

in harmony with those of the group of organizations.

4. The recommendation to the branch or affiliated associations of

such topics for 'iivestigation and report as are within their particular

fields. The committee on subjects, which makes these recommenda-
tions, contains representatives fr<mi all of the associations.

Ilie Executive Committee of the central organization wduUI
consist of

;

1. 'I'he president of the .\mericaii Electric Railway .\ssociation.

2. Three vice-presidents of the .\nierican Electric Railway .Asso-

ciation.

3. .\ member, preferably the presiilent. of each of the affiliated

associations.

I he Secretary of the .\nierican Electric Railway .\ssociation

would devote his lime to the work of the .As.sociation and would
have duties and salary as arranged by the Executive Committee.
Membership in the .-\mericaii Electric Railway .Association shonid

comprise the following:

.'\clive members, cuiisistiii); of railway comp:<. lividuaU

operating electric ears. Kacli cimipany or iiulivi<lM:ii i.Mii.r would

be entitled lo one vole regardless of the dues paid and wjtdd lie

encouraged to -end as many delegates to the eonvcMitioiis as pos

sible.

.Associate member^, comprising persons who have been actively

i<lentified with electric railway affairs or whose work Is of such a

nature as to make their connection with the assixiialion desirable.

These members woulil pay, say, five d'lllars per annum and Ihcy

wonld have all the privileges of active nienibership in the a.ssocia-

tion except those of voting and holding of)ice. It is suggested that

this class of memlicrship be ma<le attractive a.s it spreads interest in

the work of the association and at the same time does not weaken

the central active membership. These nicmliers would receive copies

of the proceedings, the cost of which would he more than covered hy

the fee mentioned.

(.ENHKAL I-EATURES.

Urancli or .Affiliated Organizations,

It is proposed that such branch or affiliated associations as arc

deemed necessary for the proper covering of the field of electric

r.iihvay work, he encouraged to organize with the approval of the

.American Electric Railway .Association.

These associations would prepare their own constitutions and

would submit the same for the approval of the parent association.

The field of activity of each would be designated hy the Executive

Committee of the parent association.

The names of the branch or affiliated associations would Ik- se-

lected in harmony with a general system for which the following

.are suggested :

.American ICIectric Railway Association.

.American Electric Railway Accountants' .Association.

.American ICIectric Railway Claim .Agents' .Association.

.Anterican Electric Railway Engineering and Maintenance of

Way .Association, etc., or

.American .Association of Electric Railway .Accountants.

.American .Association t)f Electric Railway Engineers.

.American .Association of Electric Railway Claim .Agents, etc.

The branch or affiliated organizations would be free to work out

lluir own plans except for the limitations already prescribed.

It is suggested that there be no company memhers in the branch

or affiliated associaticms and that the terms of individual member-
ship be prescribed by each affiliated organization. They would

make their rules as to the matter of due? if such arc found neces-

sary to supplement the grants made hy the central organization.

In regard to the proceedings of the separate organizations, arrange-

ment could easily be made by which these could be printed in sepa-

rate pamphlets at a nominal price per copy, as it is evident that the

technical features of each association's work would be most useful

to its own members in this form. .At the same time, the feature of

a complete set of proceedings, edited and published through the

general secretary's office and distributed to members to the parent

association, is a most valuable one.

Conventions.

There are two possible plans for holding conventions both of

which have many points in their favor. One of these as suggested

by Mr. Richard McCulloch, consists in arranging all of the con-

ventions at one time and place in such a way that one member can

attend more than one convention. This plan gives concentration

and efficiency of convention work although it does disturb to some

extent the routine work of the member companies. It also restricts

the time allotted to each association to a small number of hours

unless the conventions he extended over a week or more. It w^ould

be possible also to hold these conventions in rapid succession, one

following the other immediately or two or more at the same time

where the lines of work were absolutely diverse.

The other general plan dictates a separate convention for each

group of associations held at different times and places. These

would result in the following advantages: minimum disturbance of

routine work of the member companies; relief of congestion of con-

vention work : efficiency of convention work through c"Tv.-er:tmtion

upon particular topics and absence of distraction : 111 01

continuity of work throughout the year instead of : on

w ithin a few days at the general convention. The weakness of this

plan consists in the lack of social feature? w
'

I'^v,- be-en nromi-
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nent at previous conventions. However, it appears to be the con-

viction tliat these social features should now be allowed to take

second place and that they should be turned over largely to the

Manufacturers" Committee which appears desirous of assuming the

responsibility.

In order that the Manufacturers' Conunittee which has taken

such an interest in the material welfare of the members of the

association at the time of holding conventions shall have official

recognition, it is suggested that a standing Committee on Conven-

tions and E.xhibits. containing a representative of the Manufactur-

ers' Committee, should control the question of exhibits to be held

in connection with conventions and to determine what should be

the nature and extent of the entertainment features. The Manu-

facturers' Committee would be consulted as to these matters as at

present, but in addition, the official representation on the standing

conunittee would give the Manufacturers' Counnittee ofiicial recog-

nition by the .Association.

With the foregoing tliere was submitted a draft of constitution

and by-laws for the .Xmerican Electric Railway .Association, designed

to carry out the general features of the plan described.

The committee on reorganization is desirous that the plans pro-

posed shall receive the fullest discussion and all interested parties

are invited to submit criticisms, addressing communications to Prof.

H. H. Norris, Cornell University, Tthaca, N. Y., by whom they will

be laid before the full committee at a meeting to be held in Phila-

delphia some time in June, after the return of Mr. F.ly, who is now

in Europe.

The "Review " desires to congratulate Professor Norris upon his

report, which is most admirable in being clear, comprehensive and

concise. The general scheme is well-considered but we believe there

are some respects in which the interests of the existing depart-

mental associations should be further protected from what must be

more or less of an experiment, because the conservation of the

.Accountants' and the Mechanical and Electrical associations is quite

as important as the reform of the A. S. R. A.

Specifically we think the central association should stipulate not

"minimum interference" but "no interference'' with the autonomous

government of existing departmental associations ; at least for a

time, .say one, two or three years, after which period the succe.ss of

the reorganization to accomplish its objects could be judged better

than in advance.

Secondly, the existing departmental associations should in recog-

nition of their past work be assured of an income at least equal to

that now enjoyed, with perhaps the expense of publishing proceed-

ings deducted, this work being for the futuri- undertaken by the

central association.

The recommendation to make the dues of active members (rail-

way owners) proportional to the gross earnings of the respective

railways is a most excellent one. On the contrary, the proposal

that each member have but one vote regardless of the amount of

dues paid by it is a violation of the principle of "no taxation without

representation" which the .American people is supposed to regard

as fundamental. The impropriety of placing a 500-car road and a

S-car road on an equality when voting on a question of standards

in car construction should be apparent ; and the impropriety is per-

haps greater when it comes to expending the $.SOi. of which Ihe

larger road contributes $500.

In the proposed constitution and by-laws it is provided that the

secretary shall maintain an office in New York City. This is a need-

less particularity and one that will not increase the popularity of

the association with companies operating outside of the immediate
sphere of influence of the metropolis. The older and more conunon
provision that the "office of the association shall be where the secre-

tary resides" would cover all the requirements, and not tie up the

association so that an amendment to the by-laws is required to make
a change.

The foregoing comments are based upon the preliminary report.

which is subject to revision, and when revised it is possible that

some of the features mentioned may be found to have l)een elimin-

ated.

Engine Accidents and Their Preventions.

In spite of marked improvements in engine and power appliances

generally, and apparently without regard to the usual safety stops

applied to engines by their builders, serious fly-wheel accidents are

of very common occurrence, and statistics show that such accidents

are steadily increasing in number and seriousness. The further

fact that they frequently occur in big well-regulated plants where

thorough periodical inspections are made and every possible pre-

caution is taken, seems to show very clearly the need of some me-

chanical device for closing the throttle automatically and positively

in case of "racing," thus preventing the serious damage to property

which almost inevitably follows the bursting of a flywheel and the

not infrequent loss of life. No human prevision can anticipate and

guard against all the emergencies by which an engine may be sud-

denly relieved of its load and allowed to race ; and with the higher

speeds of modern practice, such accidents are bound to become more

and more common in the absence of some device wliicli will act with

equal certainty and promptness under all conditions.

.According to a booklet recently issued by the Consolidated En-

gine Stop Co., New York, under the title "As Others See us," it

appears that this need is fully met by the "Monarch" engine-stop

and speed limit system, which not only closes the throttle auto-

matically in case of over-speeding but also enables it to be closed

with e<iual promptness from any part of the plant by means of push

switches. The booklet referred to contains testimonials from more

than 80 representative concerns in various lines of business, all of

whom have had practical demonstrations of the "Monarch" system's

preventive value in emergencies where no human agency could have

averted disaster. The company states that this system has been in

use for years and offers as evidence of its reliability the fact that it

is widely used by engine builders, from whom many repeat orders

are received.

Annual Report of Metropolitan Elevated.

The earnings of the Metropolitan "West Side Elevated Riiihvay Co.,

Chicago, for the year ended Feb. 28, 1905, were $2,160,941, of which

$2,089,937 w'ere passenger earnings. The operating expenses for

the year were $1,064,660, leaving net earnings from operation $i,og6,-

281, with which is added other income of $5,553, making the net in-

come $1,101,834. Deducting from this the fixed charges of inter-

est, rentals and taxes there is a surplus of $241,425, which added to

the surplus from the previous year makes the total surplus $468,382.

In his annual report President McAllister stated that the demands
on the service during the rush hours necessitated the purchase of

68 additional cars and it was also found necessary to change the

method of operation from single motor cars hauling trains to the

multiple unit system of control, the addition in equipment making a

total of 157 motor cars and 262 coaches. The air brake system was
also changed and storage batteries were provided at various stations.

The terminal station at Fifth .Ave. was also put in operation October

3rd. The old officers were re-elected with the exception of the

president, w-ho was succeeded by Mr. H. G. Hetzler, superintendent

of terminals of llu- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Ry., Chicago.

Mr. McAllister, whu announced his intended retirement some time

ago, will take a vacation of several months.

The large brick two-story car barn of the Public Service Ciu-

poration in Camden. N. J., was destroyed by fire March 22nd, to-

gether with six trolley cars and other material -.iDn-d within the

structure.

Peacock Brakes for Chicago.

The National Brake Co., of Buffalo. N. V., has received an order

from the Chicago City Railway Co. for 400 of its "Peacock" brakes,

which will be part of the equipment of the cars recently ordered

by the Chicago City Ry. This order, coming so close upon that

for brakes for the 250 cars building for the Brooklyn Rapid Transit

Co., announced in our last issue, is striking testimony as to the

merits of this brake. .Among the roads that have adopted the

"Peacock" are several of the largest city systems in the country,

of which Brooklyn, Baltimore and Chicago are examples, and there

are over 150 roads now having these brakes in service.

The especial feature of the Peacock brake is the eccentric spiral

drum about which the l)rake chain is wound, by means of which the

leverage is automatically niidtiplicd as the stress, upon the chain

increases, reducing the time required for an application, and reliev-

ing the motorman of unnecessary cfifort.
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New (iasoliiiclilcctric Motor (>ar.

OiH- of tlic l:ilo-l iU-Mli>iiiiicMit> ill fk-dric lr;ii-linii lias rtcciilly

lii'cii coiiipli-li^^il ill 111'' '"111' "' " Kiisoliiie-c-lcclric iiiolDi- car, al ihc

l.KTiiiKitivi' and car sliop^ "f 1' M. Hicks & Co.. Chicago lleiKlils.

Ill Ihis car was ilcsiKiicd .ind ImuK for the .St. Joseph Valley

li.iiiioii Co, 'I'he framiiiK of ilir '.n body was carefully designed

1,1 pnnide snfficienl strength for the concentr.aled loads upon lh<-

lliiiir, and .il the same time to reduce the nnmher of redund.int

menilii'rs to a mMunmrn I
«m in 1

|i
|

11j, I lie.nu^ --erve .1^ llic

The car and trucks were built by the St. Luuii> Car Co. ; the Iruckh

arc of heavy desiKii witii 3.vi" wheels.

The motive power is from a four-cylinjler gasoline cngin

marine type, built by the .Marinette Gas Fiii^- ' ''iider

test'., this particular engine developed 70 b. \> \). m.. with a

consumption of one pint of gasoline per hor-i iiM\i>r-lior

cylinder jacket water is kept in cotistant circulatiun liy n

a rotary iiiniip, belted to a pulley on the engine ^baft. Tbe coohiig

of the jacket water is elTecteil by circulation Ihrotigb >too ft. of

J<i-iii. automobile radiator pipe, and thence through a supply tank

(^\SllLiNE-I-;LE(TKIl I Al< FOR ST. JOSlil'H V-M-LEY.

center sills; the two side sills arc S.x8-iu. yellow pine; there are

al.so four intermediate sills of 4 x 6j'2-in. yellow pine. The trans-

verse uuder-franiing consists of two oak end sills, 8x12 in,; two

transoms, each Iniilt up of two wrought iron plates, ill- in. tliick

and 10 ill, wide; ,-m<l joists 2^x6^ in. The muler frannnj; i>

of 190 gallons capacity. The radiation of heat from the cooling

coils is rendered more effective by a 1 blast irom two 42-in. fans

revolving in a horizontal plane, .at the rate of yx> r. p, in., directly

under the radiator and cxhaustinjt'the air through ventilators in

tile upper deck, ,

3E !fm:"r:r:rj^
Stoi^e Ceils

Cylinder

G&s Engine

Generator *

Direct
Connected

j:
I

"""A^ -•
1

°tei:3K3lBr^^aE ai^^^n
FLOOR I'I..\N OF CAR.

well tied with transverse, wrought iron tie rods S/g in. in diameter,

I he Hour is of two thicknesses of -J^-in pine separated by a layer of

"Neponset" paper. The side framing is made extra heavy and rein-

forced by coutiuuons blocking. .Mtliough the under framing is

designed to carry its load with a large factor of safety, additional

provisions have been made to transmit stresses, due to excessive

bending moments upon the uiidcrframing. to heavy wrought iron

carlines which serve as trusses across the deck of the car. The
body is trussed by two ijX-in. rods with ij<i-in. ends.

The car is 34 ft, long over end sills and is divided into two com-
partnicuts, an engine room and a baggage i-oom. The width over

side sills is g ft, 8 in. The exterior is painted Pullman standard
color with gold striping and lettering.

The engine is direct connected to a Sprague Electric Co, 50-k\v,

J50-volt direct current generator which supplies current to four

,?5-h. p. motors, mounted upon the trucks. To provide for the

heavy load which is thrown upon the generator, for an instant, due

to accelerating the car in starting, a battery of 120 "Chloride" ac-

cumulator cells is installed. The normal rating of each cell is 2.08

volts and the 120 cells connected in .series give a difference of po-

tential of 249.6 volts at the terminals of the battery. The cells are

placed in well ventilated lockers painted internally with asphaltum

paint. The gases arising from the battery are drawn fr - ''

lockers and exhausted through tbe ventilators by the fans.

The leads from the battery are carried to the switchboard, wiiicii

is of special design, and there connected in multiple with the gen-
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cralor leads to the main controller leads. Current demands in ex-

cess of the generator capacity are met by the battery and when the

output of the generator is in excess of the demand, the excess

charges the battery. Circuit breakers are connected in the battery

and generator leads to the svvitchboard, to obviate the necessity of

replacing blown-out fuses.

In addition to the traction load, the generator supplies current

for a 4-h. p. motor compressor connected with the air brake sys-

tem, current for lighting purposes, and for a small storage battery

used in the gas engine ignition. The car is equipped with the

National Electric Co's. automatic air brake system, and also has

hand brake rigging. In the upper deck, directly above the engine

cylinders, are two heavy hinged trap doors through which the

cylinder heads and pistons may be readily removed. 'I'hc trap

doors may also be used in fair weather as a means of ventilating

the car. The gasoline supply is carried underneath the car in a

heavy galvanized iron tank of 125 gallons capacity. Ihe gasoline

is fed to the engine by a small reciprocating pump ; the supply is

always greater than that required by the engine, and the excess

flows back to the reservoir.

In this car, two methods for starting have been provided, either

of which may be used independent of the other. The first method.

third of the floor space of the car and in the aggregate weighs al)out

a5 tons. The weights are : Gas engine, 18.000 lb.
;
generator. 3,000

11). : storage batteries. 9.250 lb. ; motors, 10.000 lb. : body and trucks

33.fxx) lb.
;

gasoline tank full. 2,000 lb. ; jacket water and tank,

J.ooo 11).; miscellaneous, 4,000 lb.; total, 86,850 lb.

^

INTERIOR OF CAR.

and the one which will no doubt be more generally used, is that of

driving the generator as a motor for the storage battery until the

gasoline is working normally through the engine. The field leads

from the generator, instead of being run directly to the field rheo-

stat, are led through an intermediate switch upon the board, by

throwing which the field of the generator may be connected with

the storage battery and fully excited. Then by means of a single

pole. four-poijU switch, connected with a series of resistances, cur-

rent may be gradually introduced to the armature when the gener-

ator will start as a motor. As soon as the engine takes hold of the

load, it is only necessary to throw the field current back under the

control of the rheostat.

The second method is that of driving the engine liy cciuipressed

air until gasoline works normally through the engine. An air

compressor is belted to a pulley on the engine shaft. This com-
pressor has a capacity of 5.9 cu. ft. of free air per minute, when
running at 165 r. p. m., and maintains a pressure of 200 lb. per sq.

in. in two cylindrical steel reservoirs. These reservoirs are also

connected with the reservoirs of the air brake system (where a

pressure of 90 lb. per sq. in. is maintained) through a reducing
valve so that in case the motor compressor should become disabled

the air brake system could be operated.

The mech.anica! and electrical equipment of this car. all ot which
is representative of the best and most modern design, occupies one

Tramway Prosress in the United Kingdom.

Glasgow.

Cars have nnw coninienccd running l)etwccn Glasgow ,'ind Pais-

ley. The servi,:e is arranged to suit tl)o Iratilic. there being long

intervals between cars up till 8:30 a. ni,. 1)ul from this time of the

day there is a six-minutes' service, and on Saturday afternoons a

fi iir-minutes' service.

Dartford.

riie I'rban Council proposes to extend its electric tramways from

ilexley lleath to Horn's Cross, about 8' 4 miles of single track.

J. G. White & Co. have the work in. hand, and when constructed

this tirn) is to wotti the new lines for five years, or at the coiuicil's

option, for 15 years. The company would pay all capital and

interest charges, and \m>u1i1 recoup itself out of the profits made.

Current for running the line4*wili be supplied from the Council's

generating station.

Xewcastlc-on-Tync.

In a case where a passenger sued the Newcastle Corporation for

damages for injuries received by being jerked from a car, the

judge found for the defendant corporation. The passenger at the

ti]ne of the accident was standing on the footboard preparatory to

alighting, and it was held that passengers had no right to ride on

the footboard.

Falkirk.

A start has been made with the laying uf tran)ways in the Falkirk

district, and it is expected l^hat the cars will be ruimiug within six

months. The length of the route will l)c about seven miles, and two

or three small liridges will require to be widened in connection with

the scheme. Current is to be supplied by the Falkirk Corporation.

South Shields.

.\ special meeting of the Town Council has been held to discuss

the respective merits of the electric tramway and the motor bus.

A deputation sent to a number of the principal towns to sec the

motor bus in actual operation, came to the conclusion that it was

quite unsuited to a place like South Shields, and was not to be com-

pared with the electric tram for comfort and convenience. The

Council adopted the committee's report, 24 voting in favor of it. and

6 against. Therefore, tenders are to be considered shortly for put-

ling down electric tramways.

•-'-*

Scioto- Valley Traction Co.

.\t the recent meeting of the pool trustees of the Scioto Valley

Traction Co. held at Columbus, O., the construction pool was for-

mally dissolved, the road was turned over to the stockholders, the

common and preferred stock distributed and arrangements for an

issue of $2,000,000 in bonds made. .\t the meeting of the stock-

holders the following were elected as a board of directors : A. B.

Voorheis, vice-president of the German National Bank of Cincin-

nati
; J. C. Hooven, of Cincinnati

; J. G. Schmidlapp, president of

the Union Savings & Trust Co., of Cincinnati ; W. S. Courtright.

president of the Union National Bank of Columbus; E. R. Sharp,

president of the State Savings Bank & Trust Co., of Columbus

;

E. K. Stewart, vice-president and general manager of the Colum-

bus Railway & J-ight Co.; Frank A. Davis, Theodore Rhoads and

Henry B. Peters, of Columbus.

The directors organized by electing Frank A. Davis, president

:

W. S. Courtright, vice-president, and E. R. Sharp, secretary and

treasurer of the co)iipany.

«»
The first connection between the system of subways under the

streets of Chicago and a railway freight terminal will be made dur-

ing the coming month, and connections with five other roads arc to

be completed in June.
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Mutual Hciiefit Associations.

IIV W. (.. KdSS, MANAdINC IIIKFXTOH MONTKKAI. STHKKT UAflAVAV.

I lie fcjriiKitiDii "I innlii.il l)cncfil associalioiis aimiiiK tlic ciiiiilrpyc'.

iif larKC railway and iiuliislri.il i-ornpanii-s, started within the last

fi'W year.";, Ii;is prnvcd very Muccssfiil from ll)c ixiiiit nf view of lli<-

cnipiovi'S .as ui-ll as the rmploycr, for llu' reason ilial llu- oliject of

sncli associations is to heller the Ki'i'eral eoiidition of the ciiiphiyes

and in so doing improve llieir siand.ird and ercale a heller feeling

hetwecn tlieni and the nianaseinent. This, I consider, is cssenlial to

the proper niana(j;eincnt of a company, particuhirly street railways,

which, heing pnhlic service corporations, are conlimially in touch with

Ihe pnhlic; and when the pnhlic know that the nianaRement of ;i

company is looking after the needs nf its employes, their general

attitude is materially ditTereiil in limes of Ironhle. You will agree

that this in itself is worlli .itlention. als.i ihai the success of a street

railway <le|)ends to some extent upon its popularity with its em

ployes .'md the general popul.ice which it caters to.

The inlrodnction of the employes' nmtual hcnet'u association in

Canad.a was hronght ahoiit in ICS.S4. when the (irand Trnnk Railway

Co, estahlished, under the |)rovisions of several acts of Parliament,

the Grand Trnnk Railway Insurance and Provident Society. The

ohjccts of this society are to provide henefits or allowances to mem-

hcrs unahlc. through sickness or hodily injury, to follow their usual

occupation in the company's service; and to assist the legal repre-

sentatives of deceased niemhers. .Ml except salaried employes,

who ci>ntrihule to a special superannuation fund of the company,

are compelled to join, paying monlhly contrihutions, the company

paying an amount etpial to 50 per cent of the amount paid in hy

the iitenihers. The management of the society is controlled hy a

hoard of directors, composed of an ccpial uumher of officials and

employes, the hitler of whom are elected hy niemhers of the society.

The (Irand Trunk Railway Co. experienced some tronhle in the first

few years of its organization in getting the employes to join, prin-

cipally owing to the fact that they were not thoroughly conversant

with the many .idvantages to he obtained, but now that they have

familiarized themselves with the many henefils from memhersliip in

the society, it has turned out a complete success.

The Canadian Pacific Ry. organized within the last few years a

pension fund for its employes. It has no society to provide allow-

.luces for its employes in case of disiihlement. eilher through sick-

ness or hodily injury.

In the spring of lyo.? the writer suggested the formation of a mn-

Inal benefit association among the ?!niployes of the Montreal Street

Ry , and in .Vugnst. i<)03, the company requested the employes to

elect two of their number from each of the various departments to

meet the ofiicials of the comiiany. to discuss the advisability of form

ing such an association. This meeting took place at the head office

of the company on .\ngnst 17th. Rules and by-laws were drawn

up and proofs distributed to the representatives of the men for

careful consideration and discussion among their fellow-employes,

the meeting then adjourning until .August 20th. to give the men
time to consider the matter. On the latter date all the representa-

tives were present, as well as the officials of the company, and after

reading the clauses, the rules and by-laws were passed, as amended,
and a temporary board of directors was elected, composed of four

members elected hy the directors of the company, and four elected

hy the representatives present, with the general manager of the

company as chairman. The newly-elected board then elected a sec-

retary-treasurer and medical officer, and in order to expedite matters

ten of the representatives were instructed to devote their whole
time to explain to their fellow-employes the objects of the associa-

tion and enroll applicants for membership, h'orms of application,

rules and by-laws, in the F.nglish and French languages, were at

once printed, and in the short period of two months the member-
ship of the association had reached 600. Since then the membership
has increased, until today it has reached the 1.500 mark, or about
.So per cent of the total number of employes.

The objects of the Montreal Street Railway Mutual Benefit .Asso-

ciation are to afTord relief to such employes of the Montreal Street

Ry. and the Montreal Park & Island Ry. as may become members

•Read before tlie Canadian Street R.iilway .-Vs soriMtion. Mnreli. lOilS.

of Ihe said association ; by providing allowances, medical attendance

and medicine to nienilicrs when incapable of following their usual

vocation in the service of the companies, by reason of illness or

hodily injury; by providing a pension for old and disabled members,

and by providing allowances in case of death to Ihe represenlalivcs

of the deceased members. Members upon admission pay $1 as ini-

tiation fee, and thereafter 50 cents a month, for which they receive,

ill cases of disableniei.t for sickness and hodily injury, 60 cents a

day, inclnding Sundays, for Ihe first 90 days, and 30 cents a day,

inclndiiig .Sundays, for Ihe next 90 days, inclnding medical attend-

ance and medicine. In cases of sickness the payment starts from

the seventh day of illness, no payment being allowed ff»r the first

six days, and monthly dues arc not exacted during disablement.

Members over 65 years of age, and having served in the company's

employ for 25 years, are also entitled to a pension for life at iho

rate of 50 cents a day, or may commute the daily payment for an

Immediate payment of a total sum, provided that if the employe

temporarily, at any time thereafter, shall return to work or engage

in any other work, at a rale of daily wages exceeding 50 cents, the

payment of the pension shall be suspended during the continuance o{

such re-employmeni or period of actual work. Upon the death of

a member, frfim whatever cause, $500 is paid, providing Ihe deceased

member was under 40 years of age when admitted to membership

;

?.?3333 when between the age of 40 and 50, and $166.66 when 50

years and over, fn addition to Ihe above sum $50 is allowed to

cover funeral expenses. Leaving the service of the companies severs

membership, and no member leaving during Ihe first five years of

his membership in the association has any claim to insurance benefits

or refunds, or a refund of any fees paid during such membership.

.\fter live years and up to ten, members severing membership arc

allowed a refund of one-third of the fees paid during membership

.\fter ten years members are allowed a refund of two-thirds, with-

out interest in every case. .Any amount paid to such members for

benefits during membership is, however, deducted from the refunds.

The Montreal Street Ry. and the Montreal Park & Island Ry,

jointly .contribiUe to Ihe funds of the association a sum annually

equal to 100 -per cent of the annual amount collected from members
a* admission fee, and 50 per cent of the annual amount collected for

nionthly dues, and in addition furnish necessary office accommoda-
tion and defray all other expenses of management.

From the above you will admit that the benefits to be derived by

being a member are numerous and inviting to the employes, yet

when one considers that the as.sociation was formed immediately

after a general strike and that the employes were more or less sus-

picious, one can realize to some extent the labor experienced in

bringing the same to a successful issue. This, however, was accom-
plished by conscientious work on the part of the company and the

men. Under the powers of incorporation, granted in May, 1904. the

board of directors was increased from 9 members to 15. of which
S are elected by the directors of the Montreal Street Ry. and 7 by

the members. The increase in the directorate allows Ihe various

departments to have a representative upon the board, which prevents

jealousy existing among Ihe employes of the various departments.

Nfeetings of the board are held monlhly, at which a statement of the

revenue and expenses for the previous month, the benefit claims and
other bills paid, as well as all applications for admission are sub-

mitted for approval, and all other matters of interest to the associa-

tion are taken up and discussed. The annual meeting is held in

June in each year, and after the usual business is transacted, a

smoking concert is held, the talent being selected from the members
present. During the course of last year a picnic under the auspices

of the association was held at one of our leading parks, lasting for

four days, and netted a profit, in spite of the un.satisfactory weather
conditions, of $i,.^6i.88. During the month of Januarj-. through the

courtesy of the Montreal Street Ry.. the members and their families

were given a theater day, each member receiving two tickets and the

necessary transportation tickets, in order to attend the entertainment

without expense. This proved a great success and was very much
appreciated by the members. These acts of kindness and attention

on the part of the company have greatly assisted in the good results

obtained. The members who. as I said before, repre--,:.: over So

per cent of the total number of employes, feel that tlcy ire being

considered, and are in consequence interested in the welfare of the

association.
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During the period of 16 months the association has paid out ihe Peckhaill Short Wheel Base TrUCk.
following amounts, which go to show the great necessity for such

an association; Sickness and injury claims. $6,866.85; death and Hh' inick illustrated herewitli is a new design of the PecUhan,

l.urial. $.^517.67; medicine, $^^4-78; medical examination, $071.50; .ManiUactnrins. Co., known as the short-wheel base No. 25 M. C. B.

medical attendance. $1,385.24; total, $1^.116.04. '"'^-I^- '""•• lunulred of these are now under construction for the

The revenue from all sources for the same period has 1-een as new surface cars being ackjpted by the Brooklyn Heights Railroa.l

, .. .
. Co., in place of shorter cars mounted on maximum traction trucks.

_
J, , The Peckham company states that the No. 25 truck is meeting with

''"'" '"<^"ibers-Fecs $1,657.00
^^^^^^^^^ ^^_^^^^^,.^_. ^.^^.^^ _^^^^, .^^ ,^^^^.^.^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^,^,. ,^^^,,.,^ f^on,

From members-Dues 8,74900
Brooklyn Heights company there are several other large orders

$10,406.00 , , . , . .. , 1

for this type entered in its books.
Krom Company-Fees 1,657.00

.,-,^^ construction of the No. 2=, truck is practically an M. C. B.
l-rom Company-Dues • • • 4,374 50

construction without equalizing bars, and is designed for cars rc-

tpiiriug a short-wheel base truck with outside hung motors. Very
6,031.50

^^^^ castings enter into the construction. The side frames are of

Special Donations 6.000.00
patent conibinalii)ii, with a center truss rigidly secured to the pedes-

12.031.50
j^i^ ^j^j jj^p f,.3,„g^ -iijis combination is to give a double factor of

'^'"-""'C 1.361.88
safety, and as designed without equalizing bars to give the same

Interest 9701 spring base on the short-wheel base truck that can be obtained in

1,458.89 ., wheel base running from 6 ft. 6 in. to 7 ft., where the M. C. B.

construction is used. The weight of the car body is carried directly

$23,896.39 „„ two double elliptic springs, which arc seated in the spring plank,

leaving a surplus for 16 months of operation of $11,780.35. In addi- consisting of a channel iron and malleable iron seat suspended from

tion to the company's contriliution of $12,031, the expenses of man- swinging links, which are so designed as to provide against rocking

I"ECKH.\M NO. 25 M. C. R SHOUT WHEF.l. l'..\SK TRUCK.

agenicnt and organization for the same period aiiumiUed to $10,-

292.79, making a total cost to the company of $22,232.79. During the

last nine months of operation the following work has been done by

the medical department: Number of consultations, 2,902; number

of visits, 388; number of prescriptions, 1,147.

In view of the large increase in membership, arrangements were

completed on February ist last to open medical offices at the

different depots of the company, where physicians would be in at-

tendance daily, excepting Sundays and holidays, between 11 a. m.

and 12 noon, this being in addition to the office of the chief medical

officer and examiner, whose office is at the head offices of the asso-

ciation. This additional accommodation has been much appreciated

by the members. Sick committees of four to visit the sick have

been formed in the various depots and departments of the company,

of which the director representing the depot or department acts as

chairman, and the duties of such committee consist in visiting dis-

abled members and reporting thereon.

Our requirements for the pension and death funds have been

carefully passed on by a life insurance expert, and every precaution

has been taken tn venire the cnmplete success of the association.

of the car hudy cm uiie\ en track and when taking curves. The en-

tire weight (if both truck-frame and car body is supported by springs

directly over the- jiniru;d boxes.

These trucks are provided with an exceptionally strong and de-

sirable brake mechanism. The brake beams are made of angle iron

designed with a safety factor of 6. The brake beams are suspended

from the transoms with the Taylor patent non-chattering brake

hanger. The brake beams are provided with shoe heads, to which

the brake beam is keyed, which facilitates the changing or renewing

of shoes when they are worn out. The adjustment of brakes is

made either with a turnbuckle or with pins, similar to steam railway

practice. The bolsters are provided with wearing pieces which wear

against similar pieces on the transom channel, and thus allows for

adjustment and insures an even braking car at all times.

In designing this form of truck it has been the aim of the Peck-

liam company to eliminate cast steel or forged side frames, and to

provide a construction with hardly a part to break that cannot lie

repaired in any ordinary car shop.

The Des Moines City Railway. Co.

in its shops.

is building an observation car

The Toledo. Fostoria & Findlay Electric Railway Co. has con-

tracted with Creswell & Kleinman, of Findlay, O., for the grading

of its extension to Peniberville, a distance of 17 miles.
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United Railway (loinpany of St. I.ouis.

I III' liftli .iiiiuimI ri-|iMii ol ilir I'liuccl K.-iilways Co. of St. Limi^.

iiivcTiiik' 111'' ^'"' "''M. 'i''^ I""'" '"I'lni'li'il '" lli>' slocklioldcrs 1)>

Mr. MiiiT^iy CarliliMi. |iri--iiUiil. I lie ri-purl is i>f special iiitcrcsi

hecaiisc of llic W'nildV I'air irallic liandlcil h.v llic coinpaiiy during

llic pasl year.

Nov. I, igo.s, i1k- coiiipaiiy l)i-Kaii llir ij|icMalirMi i>l ii- own properly

ihe lease lo llie Si. I.oiiis Traiisil Co., wliicli was the opcraliiiK eoiii

paiiy operaliiif! since Seplember. ]K<j(j, having !)een canceled, ,\dtli

lional track to the e.xtetU of .(15 miles was constrnctcd during I<J04

•ind ^.(>S miles no longer being ii.sed was taken up. .'\t the close ol

Ihr year reported the munher of miles of (rack owned was 353.f)7
;

Ml operation, .94.44 ; leased, J..s4 ; not used, 6.6y. The former etpiip

ment was made coiii|)lele hy Ihe piircha.se of 450 new cars.

The report states that the company's power plants, of which llier(

are eight, are in excclleiil ondilimi. and are producing power witli

economy, sntViciency and certainty. Ihe wood-working sho]) is nol

well located, heing several miles removed from the machine and

paint shops, and as the company now owns a piece of vacant ground

near the machine sho|) it is recommended that a wood-working shop

should he erected upon tliis land at a cost not exceeding $40,000.

With a sho|) in this location the work can be done conveniently and

more economically The construction of a car house at Kossuth

.^v^'.. just west of (irand .\ve,, is recommended. The report stales

thai llie physical conditimi nf the property i.s good, and it is the e.\

peclation of the manafjenunt that its present condition and degree

of cfticiency c.iw be ni.inUaiiKMl .iiid iiiiprnved nut ni the earnings.

Willi lliis end in \ leu it is proposed to renew some 10 miles of

track this ye.ir. and it is e.s]iected that the cost of this renewal will

be paid from the earnings.

The accompanying data co\er the operation of the property foi

Ihe year 1004; ten months by the St. Louis Transit Co. and Um>

months by the United R,ii!u;iys Co.

The gross incoiiie for the period reported was $9,977,564.17;

operating expenses .nul taxes, $5,75l,o6(i.65, .After deducting $2,446,

.'qj.36 for interest nii fimded debt, miscellaneous, interest and organ

izalion expenses, the net income for the year is $"1,780,205.16. From
this net income dividends were declared to the amount of $598,022.50,

leaving a surplus of $i.iS2. 182.66. This surplus and considerable

additional cash were required for the payment of certain debts ni

the St. Louis Transit Co. which were a.ssumed by the L'uited Kail

ways Co. The surplus for the year 1904 is in contrast with tin

ileficits (if $62,786.66, $268,083.49, $5-'5.6,!0 for the \ ears 1903. 19OJ

and igoi, respectively.

During the year repurteil ihe cars carried 201,316.532 re\enue

passengers and 83,974,502 passengers having transfers or passes

thus making the total number of passengers carried throughout the

year, 285.291.0.9. The car-mileage for the year was 37,910.484.

The report states that 39.64 per cent of the revenue passengers
used transfers, and the average passenger earnings were 4.89 cents

per revenue passenger and 3.46 cents per total passenger.

* » »

Removal Announcenient.s.

267

'The Elmer \\ Morris Co., 15 Cortlandt St.. New York, will re-

move lo the ground Hoor at 51 Dcy Street. May 1st

Iv J. Lawless, general sales agent for the John Stephenson Co..
will remove liis office to the Park Row Huilding, New York,
M.-iy 1st.

\V. S. Silver & Co.. will remove to the Park Row Building. New
York, May ist.

The Vose Spring Co., Gus Suckow. general manager, will re-
move its office to the Park R,iw l^uilding. New York. May 1st.

The National Electric Co., Milwaukee, will May ist remove its
New York offices to the new Trinity Building, No. 11 1 Broadway.
Ihe National company will have oflices on the 12th Hoor

The Muucie. Hartford & Ft, Wayne Railway Co. is fitting up a
car for the handling of freight and it is expected to begin freight
service on this line about .\pril 15th.
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Two Hundred Cars for Chicago City Ry.

The Chicago City Railwaj' Co. last month placed orders lor 200

new cars. The J. G. Brill Co. will build the bodies, which are to

be 46 ft. long over bumpers and 9 ft, wide over water tables. The

McGuire-Cunmiings Manufacturing Co. received the order for 424

of its standard M. C. B. trucks. Orders for Hale & Kilburn seats.

International fare registers, "Consolidated" electric heaters and

General Electric No. 80 motors (four per car) were also placed

1). ii W . Fuse Co. in New <^^uarters.

The 1). & W. i-'use Co., Providence. R. 1.. has moved into its

new factory, the great demand for the line manufactured by this

company having forced it to seek larger quarters. The new build-

ing is three stories high, 285 .\ 50 ft., giving a floor capacity of about

5.^.000 sq. ft. The offices are in a separate building from the factory

buildin.u. The "Deltabeston" magnet wire placed upon the market

by this company is the cause of the trouble, if a need for large

works is trouble. The .sale of the wire has been exceedingly large,

some of the largest manufacturers in the country making it their

standard. The D. & W. Co. intends to protect its patents.

Lightning Protection.

The problem of protectirg high tension lines from serious lightning

trouble has been much .studied, and expermients have been made

with many types of protecting devices. The results have been

varied. Some interesting methods and results with lightning pro-

tection <levices arc reported in the March number of the Sibley

Journal of Engineering by Mr. Julian C. Smith, of the Shawinigan

Water & Power Co. This company operates an 86-mile, 44,000-volt,

transmission line between Shawinigan Falls and Montreal, Quebec.

Some of the results of two seasons' experimenting may be outlined

as- follows

:

Lightning disturbances do not confine themselves to single storms,

but the electric disturbance lasts two or three days. The storms

are much more severe in certain localities along the line.

The most severe storms may generally be expected between 2

p. m. and 5 p. m.

When a line pole is struck its neigliliors usually have splinters

knocked off.

Perhaps the most imporiant fact noted was this : The reactance

of the line is so great that 20 miles of line is protection from the

most severe storm. In other words, a storm center 20 miles from

the station may damage the line, but no very excessive potentials

will be felt in the station.

In nearly every case when arcs were noted in the stations it was

found by the line patrolmen that from 5 to 10 poles had had large

splinters taken out.

In order to care for excessive discharges a set of born arresters

was after careful experiments installed in each station of this line.

These horns were set to discharge at a voltage 25 per cent higher

than the standard arresters, by which means the system was made
selective ; the ordinary storms are taken care of by the standard

.irresters. which cause practically no disturbance, wdiile heavy dis-

charges are taken care of by the horns, which provide a low resist-

ance path to the ground.

A unique feature of these horn arresters is the insertion of a 6-ft.

fuse between one horn and the ground as a protection from a short

circuit in case the arc does not blow at the tips of the horns. During
the last year this arrangement of arresters has worked in a very

satisfactory manner, discharging many times, sometimes blowing
the fuse, but without seriously disturbing the operation of the line

The Memphis Street Railway Co. has appropriated $1,000 towards

employing a Young Men's Christian Association secretary to take in

charge the street railway department at Memphis. Rooms will be

equipped in the central car barn by the management of the railway

company. Educational, religious and social works will be under-

taken under the direction of the committee of management, which

consists of street railway employes. Save for the Y. M. C. A.

street railway department at Richmond, Va., the one at Memphis
will be the first of the kind in the South.

Open Cars for Ft. Smith. Ark.

Fifteen lo-iicncli open cars like the one illustrated have lately been

delivered to the Fort Smith Light & Traction Co. by the American

Car Co. The new cars are intended for use in and about the city

of Fort Smith, and will readi McLoud Park, the company's popular

amusement resort, and also Leniert Park. Fort Smith is the second

city in importance in the state, and is rapidly growing. It is situ-

ated on the Arkansas River about 165 miles above Little Rock, and

is contiguous to the rich coal fields of middle western .\rkansas and

the northwestern portion of Indian Territory; hence the city is a

most important mining center, being the outlet for the extensive

mines surrounding it. A fruit growing industry of large propor-

tions in districts near Fort Smith also adds greatly to the commer-
cial life of the city.

The new cars are 21 ft. over the end panels and 7 ft. '/i in. over

the seat ends. Wide wire guards are placed on one side of the

car fitted in sections of two I" a side. The guards arc detachable

and may be used on either side of car and can be readily removed

.\MERII AN lAR FOR FT. SMITH. ARK.

by one man. 1 be seats are reversililc with tlie exception of the

two corner seats at one end of car. It will be noticed that the fold-

ing gates are set unusually high. The sashes in the bulkheads are

arranged to drop into pockets between the seats. The interiors are

finished in ash with ceilings of decorated birch, and the seats are

also of ash. .Among the patented specialties included in the fur-

nishings are sand boxes, angle iron bumpers, and "Dedenda" gongs

of Brill manufacture, and folding gates and signs made by the

.•\merican Car Co.

The general dimensions of the cars arc as follows : Length over

crown pieces. 28 ft. 8% in. ; from panel over crown piece, 3 ft. 10

3-16 in.; width over sills, including plate, 6 ft. 3 in.; the sweep of

posts is 5 in. ; between centers of posts, 2 ft. 8 in. ; side sills, 3^ x

7 in. ; sill plates. % x 8 in. : lhickne<;s <if corner posts, T,i4 in., and of

side posts, 2^ in.

•*"*-^

Easter Outing in Nashville.

The Nashville Railway & Light Co. is making active preparations

tor its Third .Annual Easter Egg Hunt at Glendale Park on Satur-

day, .April 22nd. For the past two years this has been made a big

feature and has proved very successful in bringing out large crowds,

old as well as young. Several barrels of Easter eggs are hidden on

the grounds during the forenoon, among which are prize eggs bear-

ing numbers corresponding to numbered prizes for the finders of

such eggs. .Among the prize eggs will be one of a golden color,

entitling the finder to five dollars in gold, and one of a silver color

calling for a prize of a silver dollar. A great many merchants con-

tribute to the prizes, making it, altogether, very popular in every

way.' The searchers for the eggs are not turned loose to bunt for

them until about three o'clock in the afternoon. In their search

for the e.ggs, the children startle and catch many rabbits, entirely

surrounding them, so great is the crowd, giving the animals no

chance to escape, which greatly adds to the fun.

Mr. George E. Pratt has been appointed special agent in charge

of the power department of F. M. Hicks & Co., car and locomotive

builders, Chicago.
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New Power Plant of the (]amden Interstate Railway (>),

IIV r,. F. CANDAfiE.

The Caiiiilcn lnl^r^l:ll( KMiluMv Co. has lately coniplctc'd and put

into opiTalinti a now pnwii- slalinn at Kenova, W. Va, The con-

stnu-tidii of this stalion liccaiin' necessary on acconiil of the inability

of the- (ilil plant at Ashland, Ky.. to meet the ileniamls of the in-

crcasiiiK trallic. 'I'lie new plant vvliich has twice the capacity of

the old one, reipiires lull half the nnniher of men to operale il.

and Imrns an average of .^5 tons of coal a day, which is hnt one

half the eoiisnmption of the old plant at Ashland. 'Hii^ station first

supplied power for the entire railway and lighting systems Nov. Q,

\1y04. .after a eonstrnction period of 13 nionlhs.

This new pnwi-r plant is silnaled iu;ir llie center of the company's

Co., of Cincinnati, O. One of Ihc illiislralions is a view of the

exterior of the building, showing the general design of Ihc struc-

ture, and Ihc haronielric condenser at the rear.

The interior of the huilrling is divided into two general divisions

by a fire-wall ; one of these divisions is occupied by the present

e(|uipment of engines, generators and auxiliary apparatus, the other

by the boilers, their an.xiliary apparatus anri the coal handling sys-

tem.

The coal is brought to the building on a steam railroad track at

the side nearest the boilers. It is unloaded into a hopper luider the

cars, then carried by means of an elevator, driven by a 20-h. p

ENGINE ROOM, SHOWIM", l..\KGE INITS .\N'D E.\CITER. lAMUKN INTERST.VTE R.\ILW AV to.

line of business along the Ohio River valley. On one side of the

building is the Big Sandy River, on the other the Ohio River is

close at hand. From the grounds of the power station can be seen

three states, the name Kenova standing for the three—Ken, for

Kentucky: 0. for Ohio, and Va, for Virginia.

The building is constructed in a thoroughly fireproof manner.

The materials used were dark red brick with gray sandstone founda-

tion and trimmings. Its size is 150x120 ft., which allows ample

room for the present eciuipment and added space for the accommo-
dation of all the apparatus which will be needed for some time to

come. This structure, which was built by Caldwell. Drake & Co.,

of Columbus, Tnd., has a slate roof 45 ft. above the engine room
floor, supported by steel trusses furnished by the Cracket Bridge

engine, to an overhead bunker. This elevator has capacity of 3c

tons per hour, and is also arranged to convey the ashes from the

fire room to an overhead hopper from which they may be dropped

through a chute into a car on the coal siding and thus carried away

to be used for grading .and other purpo.ses.

From the four steel coal bunkers, each having a capacity of 37' 2

tons, the coal is led through chutes controlled by levers to the

chain-grate stokers of the four 400-h. p. horizontal, water-tube

boilers comprising the boiler equipment.

An accompanying view of the boiler room shows the relative posi-

tions of the coal hoppers, boilers, feed water heater and connecting

piping.

The chimney for the station is built of fireproof brick. It if
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150 ft. high with an external diameter of 18 ft. at the base and a

clear flue diameter of S ft. at the top. From the ground up for a

distance of 30 ft. the shape is octagonal, above this point the sec-

tion is circular. The boiler feed is taken through a feed-water

heater and purifier.

At the rear of the building are two 8-in. air lift wells 180 ft.

deep which supply a storage pond 200 x 100 ft. in size with an

average depth of 4 ft. The compressed air for lifting the water

from these wells is supplied by a 45-h. p. air compressor. This stor-

age pond supplies all the condensing and boiler feed-water used in

built with Corliss valve gear controlled by an automatic shaft gov-

ernor, and have their main journal crank-pin and cross-head bear-

ing surfaces automatically oiled. A traveling crane of 25 tons

capacity operates over the entire length of the engine room.

The three 3-phasc alternating current machines generate cur-

B.\t;(;.\GE .^NI) express c.\r. POWER HOUSE. STOR.^GE POND IN FOREGROUND.

the station. The condenser equipment consists of a Worthington

central condenser and two circulating pumps 12x18x18 in.

The accompanying illustration of the engine room shows the

arrangement of the generator units and one exciter unit. There are

three 4-valve horizontal cross-compound condensing engines, direct

connected to three 600-kw. fly wheel type, General Electric, alter-

nating current generators. The engines are rated at 900 h. p. each

and have a speed of 120 r. p. ni.. with 140 lb. of steam. They are

rent at 11,000 volts. Two of these machines have capacity for the

entire load on the station, thus leaving the third unit for use in time

of emergency. Exciting current for the fields of the generating units

is furnished by two exciter units, each consisting of a 7S-kw., 125-

volt, G. E. direct current generator, direct connected to a i20-h. p.

single-valve condensing engine running at 225 r. p. m. One of these

exciter units has sufficient capacity to furnish exciting current for

all three of tlie main units.

BIG SANDY BRIDGE, CAMDEN INTERSTATE RAILWAY CO.
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The swilcliboaid f'jr liriiulllng tin- otilpiit nf llic main iiiiils and

ihc auxiliary current is sliown, tOKcllier with part of its wiring, in

one of the ilhislrations. This switchlioard is made of hlack enameled

slate, 2' . ill. ill ihickness, and has three generator and two exciter

CENEKATOR AND EXTITKU ItOAIif) ANP clll. SWITCHES WITH WIRINC

panels. Each generator panel is equipped with the necessary am-

meter, voltmeter and a recording polyphase wattmeter, all of the

Thompson type. The ii.ooo-volt oil switches are placed at the rear

of the board in fireproof brick cells, and are operated by levers con-

nected with the usual handles on the front of the

hoard. The switchboard wiring is so arranged that

the generators may be operated together or sepa-

rately on either railway or lighting circuits. This

switchboard and its auxiliary apparatus arc of the

("icneral ICleclric Go's. make.

The feed wires for distributing the ii,ooo-volt

current are led out of the power station through

lerra-cotta tubes. The outgoing wires are protected

by fuse-breaks and VVestingbouse lightning arresters.

This power station and its three dependent sub-sta-

lions with their storage batteries furnish current for

the ruiuiing of the interurban cars between Guyan-

dotte, \V. Va., and Hanging Rock, O.. a distance of

,^0 miles, and also local cars in I linilington, W. \ a,,

.•\shland, Ky., and Ironlon, O. llie same station

also generates arc and eonuiiercial lighting cnrrcul

for the following towns and cities along its line:

("lUyandotte. lluntington. Kcnova and Ceredo, \V.

V'a.; .\shland. Ky., and Ironton. (")

The rolling stock operated liy the Camden Inter-

state Railway Co. consists of 4,^ motor cars operat-

ing over ,10 miles of single track, standard ga.ge

road located along the south side of the Ohio River

for the greater part nf this distance. At Ashland.

Ky.. the lino crosses llu' Oliin River and extends

on to Hanging Rock, O. \n accompanying illus-

tration shows the company's bridge across the l')ig

Sandy River, and also illustrates the standard type

of trolley, high tension and direct current feeder

construction.

The cars operated on the Ironton Division are
of the semi-convertible type, built by the J. G.

Brill Co. I hey have a seating capacity for 40 persons and are

equipped with two Westiughouse No. 56, so-h. p. motors, K-lo
eoiUroIlers and Westiughouse electro-magnetic brakes. The inter-

urban ears used were built by the Brill company and are 47 ft. 6 in.

long with a seating capacity for 52. These cars arc erjiiippcd with

four VVeslinghouse No. 49, 3S-h. p. motors, K-6, ii-point controllers

and the National Electric Go's, air brakes. The type of freight and

express car used is showri herewith. This car was built by the

American Car & Foundry Co., Huntington, W. Va.,

and is equipped with four No. 12-A Westinghouse

motors, K-12 controllers and the National Electric

Go's, air l>rakcs.

'Ihcre are three well developed amusement re-

sorts owned by the railway company. These are

r{eechwoo<l Park, Ironlon, O. ; ClylTeside Park, Ky.

;

Camden I'ark, \V. Va. A Chautauqua assembly is

held at ClyfTeside Park annually. This park is two

miles east of .Ashland, Ky., on the south side of the

fJhio River. To the natural features of this park,

the railway company has added many liuildings and

improvements such as pavilions, band stands, walks,

drives and a great casino, which all add to its jt-

tractivencss.

At the completion of the power station which has

been described, the employes of the Camden Inter-

state Railway Co., as a token of regard, presented

to the company a 21 x lo-in. three-chime whistle

to be used on the new station.

The erection of the generators and the wiring of

the entire plant were done by the company's em-

ployes under the direction of Mr. James Pagan, the

electrical and mechanical engineer of the company.

The architectural plans of the power house were

drawn by Mr. Fagan and all the construction work

on the building was carried on under his personal

direction. Great credit is due Mr. Fagan for his

careful study of the needs of the company and the

successful way in which the new plant has fulfilled

the requirements.

The street railway companies of Tennessee are making prepara-

tions to observe the "Jim Crow" law passed at the recent session

of the Legislature, effective July 3rd, and do not anticipate a gflea:

amount of trouble in complying with its provisions.

BOILERS AND AUXILIARV APPARATUS, C. I. RV. CO.

The contract for the power plant of the Toledo, Port Clinton &
Lakeside Electric Railway Co., which will be erected at Port Clin-

ton. O., has been awarded to local parties, and it is expected that

the contractors will make rapid progress.



The Personal Element in the Adjustment of Damage Claims.

liv l)u. 11. 1!. Km K WELL, Manager Railway Adjusting Bureau, Cleveland, O.

The vagaries of human nature assert theinselves with more

persistence and become more stril<ingly conspicuous, when observed

from the viewpoint of the claim adjuster than in almost any other

relation of life, in which people come into close and intimate con-

tact with each other upon matters of business or policy ; and of all

the idiosyncracics of the mind none is more connnon or dithcult

of explanation than the readiness and ease with which people

lapse into lying when they have been injured through the instru-

mentality of a corporation or its servants, one is almost prone tn

believe that the accident itself results in a psychological condition

wherein the moral sense becomes so warped and distorted that it

seems almost impossible for the party so injured to be absolutely

truthful regarding either the cause of the accident or the extent of

the injuries.

While they may not in all instances be guilty of direct falsehood

there is a tendency to juggle with the truth to such an extent that

whether viewed as an ethical question or by practical results the

consecpiences are the same. I have in mind a clergyman whom 1

knew personally for years, and in whom I had learned to have

the greatest confidence; who bore a most excellent name in the

community, not only for piety but for honesty ; whose name was a

synonym for probity and uprightness, and yet when this man was

injured in an accident on the Pennsylvania railroad, he feigned

a serious injury to the hip. purchased a cane, and affected an ex-

aggerated limp for nearly a year. He succeeded in extorting

$2,ooo from the company, and having received the money, he innne-

diately discarded the cane and walked as straight as any man. In

talking of the matter afterwards he said in a somewhat apolo

getic manner that he was not hurt much but that the Pennsylvania

railroad was rich and would not miss a little thing like $2,000.

And this man is still preaching the gospel .unl apparently to the

satisfaction of his hearers.

Another condition of the mind that is almost invariably present

in cases such as wc are describing, is an unwarranted and unreason-

able prejudice against the corporation that has caused the injury,

amounting in some cases to a violent antipathy that obtrudes itself

to the great disadvantage and embarrassment of the adjuster. The
injured party is unwilling or unable to view his injury in the light

of an accident, which the company was even more anxious to

avoid than himself. He loses sight of the fact, or else is ignorant

of it, that the company employs every known method and device

to avoid accident ; that it expends large sums of money to that

end, and that it employs the most efficient and careful men obtain-

able. The applicant for damages ignores all these facts, ami

assumes the attitude, that the cimipany is his enemy, seeking to do

him harm, and that the employes are a lot of fiends bent on his

destruction. Of course this feeling if often feigned, perhaps al-

ways, and is assumed for ulterior purposes, but nevertheless it

constitutes one of the potent factors that contributes to the adjust-

er's discomfort and embarrassment.

There is one other property of the mind toward which the at-

tention of the adjuster is frequently called, the innate desire to

obtain .something for nothing. This comprises that large and grow-
ing class known as "fakes." If they could be brought into court

as defendants instead of plaintiffs, they would figure as "crooks"

and criminals and would receive the punishment usually meted
out to such people. There is many a man languishing in jail to-

day who is no more guilty than most of these schemers. Their

immunity from arrest and imprisonment arises from the iniquitous

application of the doctrine of master and servant applied with un-

sparing relentlessness by the judiciary. These laws, since their

inception, have been tardily amended, but are still altogether inade-

quate to the dcinands of justice, and will remain so until questions

of fact are not left wholly to a jury biased in the plaintiff's favor.

Hundreds of cases illustrative of this phase of human nature will

at once suggest themselves to the readers of this article, but one

case comes to my mind that is such a glaring example of audacity

that I cannot refrain from describing it. A man li\inH in one of

the most fashionable suburbs of Philadelphia was in a wreck

caused by the collision of two cars, in which many were severely

injured and several killed. lie was taken to a hospital, with

others, complaining of a pain in his eyes. The oculist examined

the man but could discover nothing abnormal about his condition.

The trouble with the eyes continued and increased until at the expi-

ration of three weeks the man became totally blind. He was dis-

missed from the hospital, led to a carriage and taken to his home.

For two years he was under the care of physicians, one of whom
was an eye specialist of eminence, and at the same time he was
kept under close survcilliance of the company's detective, but he

played his part well ; he walked about the streets feeling his way,

running into people, and exciting the commiseration of his fellow

townsmen. He brought a suit for $50,000 and actually succeeded

in obtaining as a compromise settlement $10,000 from the com-

p.my. To my personal knowledge the man was able to count the

money and is today in perfect health and conducting a notorious

gambling resort in Atlantic City; and the company has no redress,

because the wonderful achievements of science were credited with

a marvelous cure.

In marked contrast with this iniquitous swindle it is refreshing

in this connection to recall the case of a man and his wife, who
were injured in a head-on collision, which occurreil about two

years ago; and a recital of which may help to dispel the pessimisuL

that the last case may have engendered. The injtu'ies sustained

were of the must serious character; the man bad a fracture at

the anatomical neck of the humerus, and the woman a compinnul

fracture of both legs above the knee. They were seen at the hospi-

tal the secor;d day after the accident and the man offered, volun-

tarily, to .settle his claim for $100 and the hospital expenses, and

the woman accepted, with a little urging. $i,200 and expenses and
these people were not hypnotized either. They were refined and

intelligent ; the man was in the auditing department of a large

transportation company. They simply accepted what they consid-

ered Id be compensatory dania.ges, ami were, and are today satis-

fied with the settlement.

To meet all these varying conditions and the demands that arise

in consequence, it is necessary for the adjuster to employ the

highest degree of skill. He should, moreover, be a man fitted for

the work. He should have natural qualifications, chief of which is

tact, and in addition, be should be trained and educated in this

particular and i)eculiar line of business. The old adage "Poeta

nascetur non fit" is particularly applicable to the adjuster of damage
claims. His is a diflicult role to play and few men attain emi-

nence in it. The art of adjusting claims is fast becoming a pm-
fession and deservedly so, and requires a knowledge of law, of med-
icine and most valuable of all that learning which is acquired only

in the school of human nature.

In order to successfully cope with the first difficulty mentioned

in this article, the proneness to mendacity, the adjuster must exer-

cise the highest degree of diplomacy. It will not do to call a man
a liar unless the fact can be proved absolutely, a difficult thing to

do. under all circumstances, and even if it can be proved, it would

be an impolitic statement to make. And yet it is absolutely neces-

sary to convince the party that he is wrong in his premises. It is

wiser and safer to create the impression that you believe his state-

ments, and then present some hypothetical case that is similar to

his own and by thus making the matter altogether an impersonal

one. you can abuse this fictitious creature with propriety and im-

punity and the party will soon recognize that you are aiming at

him, and yet he will hardly become offended, for his mind will

be occupied and his admiration excited by the adroitness with

uhich you have handled a delicate subject.

I am much impressed by the indirect method of dealing with
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(licsi- casts, ami 1 fiii'l llial llalliTy is an (.xccciliiigly iisufiil adjunct.

Nearly everyone is snsceptilile to its soothing cliarnis and if judici-

iiiisly .ippli''! '' ''' I'ossllilc 1(1 divert tlie attention of the claimant

fviiiii lii> "T l»r rial or faiieieil grievance and hy concentratinK

the attention npon some point not germane to the subject, the

claim is settled as an incident and not as the principal subject of

discussion.

In order to cnnlrnMrl llu' piijmlin' diat e.xisls in the minds of

appliiaiils for damages, and thus pave the way to an e<|uitalile a<l-

juslmeiit of lliiir claims, the adjuster sliouJd emieavor to cite sonic

of the benefits street r;iilw;iys eonlrihuU- In the eoimnou good, and

allow lliem to weiKli in Ihe li.alance afiainsl the alleged evils and

cruellies complained of.

If Ihe injured p.arly h.ippens to he a f.irmer living along the

niiilr nf iln- radw.iy, ecuUrast his fnrmir emirlitiou, wdien through

nmd and snow he liauled his gooiK In ui.irUet, with the Miri- and

comporlahle means nf Ir.uisil imw at lli^ dispnsal. Remind him that

llu- \.ihic nf his prni)erly h.is been materially enhanced by rea.son

nf ilu' rjihoad hiseeling his farm. It may be just as well to re-

main reliceul regarding the price the company paid him for that

privilege, for wlulher it was much or little, it is likely to prove a

stumbling block; if nuich, he will naturally infer that this ratio

is Ihe basis upon which Ihe company transacts all its business, and

if little, he feels that be has been swindled .ind will improve this

opportunity to get even.

Or if the damage hunter happens to be a traveling salesman,

the excellent service that Ibe traction comp.aiiy affords should forcibly

appeal li> hirii and enimleracl .any pri'juilice be may harbor against it.

Speaking nf tr.iveluig men. I have iisually fcjund that they are a

mosl reasonable body of men. In the first place, they are a happy-gn-

lucky lot nf fillnws; Iheir nomadic existence makes ihem philoso-

phers; Ihey are used to taking the bitter with the sweet, and it is of

no great importance to them which conunodity predominates, pro-

vided there is a surfeit of neither. Moreover, their lime is their

most valuable as>el. and rather than waste it in prolonged litigation

or argument, they will usually accept a settlement wdiich, as

business men, they know is disproportionate, in order to save time.

Hy far the largest class in which this feeling of prejudice pre-

dominates is made up I'f unmen ; and in speaking, of wnuien in gen-

eral, I would like to niter a note of warning to the man who pro-

poses to enter the business of adjusting claims, to hesitate before

engaging in that sort of work unless he has acquired an intimate

knowledge of woman's fVailties and virlues, for he must take

advantage of the one and cultivate the other. It would almost seem

as lliough the faculty of reasoning had been omitted in the make-

up of woman. It certainly is the height of folly to undertake to

reason with a woman wdio has been injured in an accident, and try

to convince her that the company is not at fault, or that she

has been guilty of contributory negligence. If she says she knows
llial the company deliberately misplaced a switch for the express

purpose of injuring her, do not contest the point, but agree with

her contentions, and avoid in every possible way, any controversy

or any allusion or suggestion that appeals to her combative nature,

with wdiich un<lesirable attriliute she is most liberally endowed.

There is one inherent trait in woman (and it is wdiat makes her

a woman), to which a man, if be be a decent man, can always

appeal with success, her affections. I do not mean that in order to

settle a woman's claims, an adjuster should make love to her, for

this is likely to he a dangerous procedure and is apt to involve him

in no end of difficulties, especially if for any reason the release

slinidd br contested, for he runs the chance of being confronted on

the witness stand with an apparition compared with which Banquo's

ghost was a pleasing vision. Moreover, she is an expert in the art

of love-making and poor, weak man would find himself outplayed in

that game and would be checkmated in less than half a dozen

moves. But there is nothing a womanly woman so highly ap-

preciates or so eagerly seeks and demands, as sympathy, and if she

is apiiroached in a gentle, tender, sympathetic manner, and if an

appeal is made to the true, the beautiful and the good, she becomes
amenable to almost any influence that is brought to bear. There
is no point in an adjuster's career at which he is apt to make
more costly mistakes or, on the contrary, obtain more brilliant vic-

tories, than in dealing with women injured in accidents.

But what are we to do with that despicable class of vultures

that is lying in wait to prey upon a corporation's misfortunes and

which goes to make up tin- army oi mi lalii-d luki r- Our lirsl

impul.4c is to pursue ihem relenllessly with a "whip of scorpions,"

to fight Ihem to the court of last resort, and to make examples of

them, and thus establish pn-cedents (hat will (Icier others; but

prudence advocates a difTcreiil course. If there is evidence of fraud

there is, of course, but one thing to do and that is to fight, no mat-

ter what the cost, but where there is a question as to merit or

liability, it is usually best to purchase immunity liy paying a nominal

sum in settlement.

I know of no situation more ainioying to an adjuster, and thai is

more likely to disturb his cquaMimily, than Ihc interference and
suggestions of meddlesome neighbors and friends, who probably

know nothing of the merits of Ihe case and as a rule have no
financial interest in the question of settlement. The motive which

usually prompts this interference Is the desire to curry favor with

Ihe injured parly. The intruder is usually a woman and is always

exactly informed as to just how nuicb Mrs. So-and-so received in

payment for her injuries, which, of course, were slight as compared
with the injuries in the case you are trying to settle. It is harrl

to advise just what course rif action il is IktsI to pursue umler such

circumstances. If (me followed the bent of his inclinations he
would advise the intruder that this matter was none of her affairs;

but that would be both unwise and ini|>ulilic. There arc just two
lines of action open to him, cither to conciliate the unwelcome
intruder by reciting again the argument originally employed, or

else to gracefully withdraw from the contest, returning at a more
auspicious season. I have in mind a frail little woman with whom
I had been laboring several hours to persuade her to accept an

amount in settlement of her claim, that seemed to me proper and
adeipiate. and I had just reached that most interesting climax, where
she look her pen in hand to sign the release, when in walked one

of those prim, precise, but thoroughly respectable females, with lips

drawn tightly over a firmly closed mouth (if she had only kept il

closed!) I shall never forget the feeling of desolation that came
over me as I gazed into her hard, unsympathetic, belligerent coun
tcnance. Aggressiveness was written all over her, even in the swish

of her well starched skirts, and her very first words proved a Iromb-

shell in my camp. "Sarah, are you going to settle with this man.'

You better not be in a hurry
;
you may never get lictter, and you

may die from these injuries; and then what will your po'jr children

do?" Well, what was I to do? What could any man do under
the circumstances? I immediately changed the subject of conver-

sation and gradually diverted it into the channel of woman's dress,

a subject on which I was fairly well conversant, and the result was
that I succeeded in transforming the woman from an enemy into an
ally, and left with the release signed and the signature of the in-

truder as a witness to it.

The dominant and all-powerful weapons that the adjuster of dam-
age claims should make a part of his panoply of warfare, if he

would win in his fight against the vagaries of human nature, arc

patience, perseverance and tact.

By the exercise of patience he can always accomplish his pur-

pose. If he is denied an interview, let him wait. If the party is

not ready to settle, let him wait. The favorable opportunity is sure

to come, sooner or later. It may not be for a day. or a month, or a

year; but it will surely come if he will but patiently wait. When
the opportunity does arrive, let him bring into action the other

weapon, perseverance. Having once started to adjust a claim, he

should never give up. I know of no calling, in which such brilliant

results are achieved hy persistence, as in the settlement of claims.

But tact is the weapon to be relied upon. It is the magazine gun,

the repeating rifle with an endless number of charges. It will bring

down the most wily foe and subjugate the most stubborn enemy.

K school of instruction for motormen lias been opened in the

Forty-eighth St. car barn of the Broklyn Rapid Transit Co.. the

Sylvester method of instruction being used.

.\ sink hole on the line of the Urbana, Bellefontaine & Northern

electric railway, south of Bellefontaine, O., in which the company

has placed hundreds of carloads of earth, threatens to again become

unrnly. The track at this place has often gone down from 5 to lo

feet, and it has been found very difficult to find a firm foundation

for the roadbed.



Wheel Grinding on The Boston Elevated Railway.

On June lo, 1905, the Elevated Division of the Boston Elevated

Railway Co. will have been in operation four years, and it is

probably safe to say that upon no other rapid transit line thus

far placed in service have the physical conditions of operation been

as severe or the problems of maintenance as full of interest. The

principal physical features of the Elevated Division are familiar to

every engineer who has kept in touch with the technical press during

the past four years, and of late the company has permitted to be

made public much interesting data upon maintenance, in addition

to the exhaustive descriptions of its rapid transit system published

during the early months of operation. Conspicuous among these

later publications was the New England Street Railway Club paper

of H. M. Steward, roadmaster, upon Track Maintenance, printed

in the "Street Railway Review" Nov. 20. 1904.

Closely allied with the problems of track niantenance stands the

question of wheel wear. As might be expected, the excessive bur-

dens imposed by the traffic upon the rails react upon the car

wheels also. The tortuous alignment and grade of the Subway
are likewise effective in promoting wheel wear. In a round trip

from Sullivan Sq. to Dudley St. via the Subway, slightly over 10

miles, a train describes 9.43 complete circles, or an average of

one complete circumference every 5.600 ft. There are 18 curves of

trailer truck, weighing about 3.5 tons. The essential measurements

of the cars are as follows:

Length over drawbars 46 ft.io->^ in.

Width over drip boards 8 " g'/i
"

Width across platforms 8 " 7M
"

Running rail to top of platform 3 " 8 "

Between truck centers ,u' " 3'A
"

Length inside car 37 " 6 "

Height of car above rail 12 " 5 "

Wheel base of trailer trucks 5 " and 6 ft.

Wheel base of motor trucks 6 ft.

Distance between platforms at center 3/4 in.

Percentage of weight on drivers 63.45

Seating capacity 48

Motor truck axle 654 in., 7'^ in. wheel

and gear fit.

Motor truck journal 4!4 in. by 8 in.

Trailer truck axle 5 in. M. C. B.

Trailer truck journal 3^ in. by 7 in.

Wheel diameter when new Motor 34 in., trailer 31

in.

One hundred and fifty cars are equipped with the Sprague mul-

FIG. 3.—SPRINGFIELD WHEEL GRINDING MACHINES. BOSTON ELEV.\TED RV.

less than 100 ft. radius and 34 curves less than 150 ft. The shortest

radius is 82 ft. Over this curve passes a daily traffic of 44,000 tons.

The running rails and the third rail are each 85-lb. A. S. C. E.

standard T sections. The steepest grade is 8 per cent, over whicli

trains are run downward only, and there are two up and two down

grades of 5 per cent at the entrances to the Subway.

The rolling stock at present in use upon the division covers 174

passenger cars, weighing about 29.5 tons each, light, and 36 tons

loaded, 3 flat cars, i wrecking car, i wrecking too! car and i road

department construction car, making a total of 1,440 wheels.

The passenger cars are mounted upon two trucks each, one truck

tarrying th« niglprs and weighing about 5 tuns, the other being a

tiple-unit automatic control, and 24 cars with the Sprague-General

Electric multiple-unit automatic relay control. The approximate

maximum speed is 40 m. p. h., the schedule speed being about 14

m. p. h. The average consumption of the cars is 4 kw. h. per car-

mile, the current input per car averaging 160 amperes at 550 volts

while in motion. The annual car-mileage is approximately 7,000,000.

Fig. I shows the standard wheel section on the division.

The principal repair shops of the Elevated Division are located

at Sullivan Sq., Charlestown. The shops are divided into an upper

and a lower floor. On the upper floor are storage and repair tracks

on a level with the elevated structure, tlie lower floor being devoted

to the repair shop proper. The shops are equipped with the best
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iiiii(lerii liinis ;iimI hilim -nmviiih .•ippliiiriics fur llii; ni.iMilciKiiu'c rif the

rnlling siDck,

So great is tlic wheel wt:ir upon llic passenger lars that each lire

has to be ground aliont every two weeks, the daily average niniihcr

of lires groinul hcing 48 pairs in 10 hours. In adrlilinn lo this work-

it is occasionally necessary lo Inrn flown wheels to maintain the

circularity and bring the wheels to an equal length of circumference.

II is also necessary lo reduce the flange lo the proper section by

liniiinK once in two months. The wheels are all built up with cast

siccl. cast iron or wrought iron centers, the tires being of Midvale,

.Slandanl, Krupp, L.alrobc and Cannnell steel. .'\n early analysis of a

lire is

;

I'ensilc strength MJ.'M" 'h.

laongalion 9-9 PC cent

Reduction of area 15.0

Carbon 805 "

riiosphorus 040

Manganese 7-.i

Silica T 279 "

Sulphur 040 "

Both motor and trailer tires are 3 in. thick when new, the life

averaging from 2'4 to 3 years. The circumference of a new motor

tire is 106.814 in., and it is permitted to wear down, be ground or

turned, to 95.814 in. The new trailer tire is 97.389 in. in the cir-

cumference of its tread, and it may be worn down to 84.823 in. The

wear is measured by a steel tape when the wheel is removed

elevator reaches the lower lloor, Ihe Iruik i?> run iill at one side if it

is a motor truck; at the other if it is a trailer. A turntable is set

In the floor for convenience In moving the trailer trucks. Motor

trucks are moved along the shop tracks by their own power, con-

nection being made lo wall rheostat with (lexiblc leads which are

attached to the No. 2 motor terminals. In ibis way, economy of

lime and ^reat coiivciiicncc arc served, with variable speed lo fit

FIC;. 6. OLD .\NU NEW TIKES.

from service and again when it is ready to be put m service.

l'"ig. J shows the limit of wear on the tires first in service and the

limit permitted with the thicker tires adopted in 1903. The present

allowable wear is therefore 2 in. in the case of trailer tire thickness

and i-Ki in. witli motor tires, which means a reduction in diameter

of 4 and s'/y in. respectively. The wheels are sent to the shops to

be ground in routine order unless flat spots are reported from the

operating department. The life of tires in miles varies from 106,-

000 to 198,000. For the convenience of the mechanical department
tires are numbered on the flange side, motor tires being given even
numbers and trailer tires odd numbers. A.xles are numbered on the

end, even or odd according to the trucks.

The removal of trucks and wheels from the car body in the shops
is effected with great promptness. The car is run upon an elevator

in the upper floor of the repair shop, the elevator being provided
with a track. As soon as the truck is in place the elevator is raised

a little, which lifts the car sufficiently to enable posts to be

slipped under the truss plates at the sides of the car to support it.

Ihe truck is then lowered to the floor below, a distance of about

19 ft- The elevator is operated by hydraulic power and has a

capacity of about 25 tons. A dummy truck is run upon the elevator
as soon as it is freed from the old one; the elevator is raised, and
in less than five minutes the car is out of the way. When the

the occasion. An electric crane of 15 tons capacity is in use near

the elevator, to transfer motor trucks or parts at pleasure.

After the wheels are dismounted from the trucks they are raised

from the floor by a pneumatic hoist and run along a track \o the
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grinders, Figs. 3 and 4. .\ pair of motor wheels, a.xle and gear

weigh 4,8oS Ih.. the trailer axle and pair of wheels weighing 3,610 lb.

There are four grinding machines which occupy a floor space 60

ft. long and 15 ft. wide. These machines were manufactured and

furnished by the Springfield Manufacturing Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.

The grinders are each provided with a set of inclined guides up

which the axle and its pair of wheels are run to he placed between

the center.s. The grinder wheels are of corundum, outside diameter

16?^ in. ; face, 6 in. ; thickness, 2 in. The corundum wheels last

from two to three months. The grinders are driven by belting from

each side. About i'4 hours arc required fcir luniing unless the

wheels have already been ground, when the flanges are turned in

about 45 minutes. If the wheel circumferences differ by 'A in.

when measured upon being taken from a car, they are turned in this

lathe to the same size. The maximum difference in circumference

permitted for wheels on the same axle is % in., but wheels on two

different axles may be K' '" difference in circumference. The Pond

lathe is driven by a is-h. p. Westinghouse motor at 550 volts direct

current, and the speed range is from 675 to y25 r. p. m. The power

consumption of the lathe is 3.9 kw. b. per pair of wheels.

FK,. 4. I'KINCFIEl.D WHEEL GRINDING M.\CHINE.

a countershaft run by a 40-h. p. motor. About 1-16 in. of circum-

ference is taken off in each grinding, the operation taking from 15

minutes to half an hour. The flat spots are first taken out, and when

these arc removed—determined by the appearance of the tire—

a

finishing touch is put on by running the grinder along the tread of

The dust ground from the wheels in the tire grinding process is

drawn into a 12-in. by 8-in. duct set in the floor at the bottom

of the grinders. Thence it is drawn out of the building by a 36-in

fan driven by a 3-h. p. motor. Two men are required to oversee the

grinding, look after the belts, etc.

Form 934
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new lire is llicii lunlirl anil ^lipiuil upnii lln old rriilcr. the new lire

having lieeii linri-il In uilliiii nin- ciiicllinnsanillh of an inch, and being

licfore liealiiiK .031 in sniMllcr in diameter than llie center.

'I'lie axles are of cjprn licirlli steel with solid gears pressed

fill and keyed to tlie shaft All axles are tested before being

used and once every two nionths in the following manner: A

pneiiiiiatic pressure of 25 tons is a|)plied at the center of each motor

avic and Ilic (klleilinn recorded on a gage. The spring should be

, ill,', 111
I

I
Ml. If tlure is a pennaiient dellection. shown hy the

pointer's not coming hack to zero, the ;ixle is rejected.

Recent records sliow that the average circnmferenlial wear of a

lire per 1,000 iiiiU-- nii iln mail i^ .07S1 in., the maxinuiin wear for

l,0(Ki iiiiKs JHMig .lo.i.j in., ,uiil the minimum, .0554 in. The aver-

age life on this liasis fignres 147,762 miles. The average total first

cost per lire pnl on comes to $,?o.(;4, llie scnip value having been dc-

diKleil, makes a co.st of 22 cents per i.iKio miles. The aver-

age cost of cliangiiig, grinding and turning .1 tire per i.(xx) miles of

service is 27 cents. I Iciuh-. .pj cents represents the lotal average

first and operating cost of a tire |ier i,(xw miles of service. The car

mileage per car per il.iy is i.^n, ;ind the cost of changing, grinding

and turning per tire per change is 5(1 cents. Tires are renewed at a

labor cost of from '$J.J^ lo $2.75 each. I'"arlicr tests on motor tires

showed a daily circumferential wear of from .014 in. lo .oitj in.,

wdiile trailer tires were worn in the same period abont ij8 per cent

as nuich.

In coimcclioii uilli llie u heel wear ;i few tignres on brake shoes

.ire of inleresl. ()f 24 motor shoes, the average weight when new

was W) lb. and llu- -.crap weight 27.2 lb. The cost when new was

1.7s cents per Hi, and the scr.ip value ..s.i cent per lb. The loss in

weight per i.oco miles was 5.,i4 lb., ,and tlie net cost per 1,000 miles

1,^56 cents. Trailer shoes lost from .81 lb. to 2.7 lb. per 1,000 miles,

with a net cost for this service of from 2.55 cents to 6.8 cents. In 'a

lest lasting over .1 period of 92 days of motor and trailer shoes the

average cost per shoe was $1.76, the cost per car per day being 11,8

cents.

.'Xcknowledgments are dnc to Mr. C. S. Sergeant, vice-president of

the Boston ITevated Railway Co.. for the courtesy of supplying the

foregoing data.

»-•-*

Counter- Weight Tramway at Sydney.

DY E. CUARINI.

The extension of one of the Sydney, New South Wales, suburban

lines to the shore of the harbor presented some difficulty because of

a very steep grade near the terminal point. To meet these condi-

tions a car with an underground counter-weight was proposed and
oventnally put into successful operation.

The track on this extension is built on one side of tlie road and

has 83-lb. grooveil rails laid in concrete The rails are tied lo a

center slot similar to that used in cable tramways and the surface

of the roadway has been completed with tarred macadam. Twin
circular trolley wires supported on wooden poles arc used for dis-

Iribuling the current. On the same track with the tram cars runs a

bulTer trolley, provided with a griji which travels in a conduit be-

low the surface of a roadway as in ordinary cable praclicc. At the

upper end of this coiuluit is a 6-fl. horizontal sheave with is-in.

trailing sheaves. Carrier sheaves 12 in. in diameter arc placed 30

in. apart in the grip conduit and ihe subway. Over these sheaves

is led a steel wire cable, one en<l of which is attached lo a counter-

v\'eighl trolley loader! lo about 10 Ions and traveling in a subway

on a track with a gage of 2 ft. 6 in. aiul an unbroken graije of I

in 8.48 Ihrouglioiil. 'Ihe other end of the cable after l>eing led

around the sheaves is fastened lo Ihe grip of the bufTer trolley. .\l

the lower enri of Ihe subway a hydraulic buflfer with a lo-in. cylinder

and a stroke of 3 ft. 6 in. is placed in line with Ihe bufTer beam on

the connler-weighl trolley. This buffer cylinder ii- provide/I with

suitable traveling weights lo assist in drawing out the buffer rod

after impact from the weighted trolley.

The system works as follows: When a Irani car is al)Oul lo

descend the grade the bufTer trolley is placed immediately in front

of it, and as the two descend together the counter-weight trolley

attached to the other end of the wire rope must travel in the sub-

way up the grade of its track and therefore acts as a brake for the

descending tram car. A suiLiblc bufTer constructed of similar slecl

rails is placed at the foot of Ihe tram car grade to limit the permis-

sible travel of the tram car and thus prevent pulling the counter-

weight trolley too far up its track.

When the tram car is lo ascend the grade, the electric motors arc

started in the ordinary way and the tram car moves towards the

top of the hill propelled by its motors and the bufTer car which is

now behind the tram car. This bulTer car pushes against the rear

of the tram car with a force equal lo the pull of the counter-weight

trolley which is descending the I in 8.48 grade of its subway track.

I he length of the wire cable is such that when the tram car pushed
by the bufTer car reaches the top of the grade the counter-weight

trolley is just coming in contact and brought to rest by the hydraulic

bufTer cylinder. The momentum of the counter- weight traveling

at the rate of about 7 miles an hour is absorbed by the piston forcing

the water into diminishing waterways.

Movable covers are provided at both ends of the subway for

admission and repairs to the sheaves, hydraulic bufTer and counter-

weight trolley and manhole covers are provided at suitable inter-

vals along the subway to admit of inspection of the running parts.

16-c. p. electric lights being fitted throughout. The current for

these lights is led from the trolley wire through a switch and fuse

and down a trolley pole near the top of the hill.

The bufTer trolley is built with an underframe of hardwood
timber with a light wrought iron box cover, on top of which is

fitted an ornamental latnp. This counter-weight sy.stem has proved
itself entirely satisfactory during operation, not a single mishap
having been reported.

>'c\v Terminal Station at Schenectady.

rOlXTER-W EIGHT CAR ATPKOACHING THE HYDRAULIC BUFFER.

I he grade crossing question has been agitated for some years
ni Schenectady and has terminated in the acceptance by the city

authorities, the railroad commission and the New York Central
it Hudson River R. R. management of plans for the construction

of a new union station .md the elevation of the steam railroad

tracks where they intersect State St. On the acquisition by the

New York Central & Hudson River R. R. interests of the inter-

urban and street railway properties in and about Schenectady, an
additional scheme presented itself, namely, the making of this new
station a terminal for the interurban routes centering in the city, as

well as a union station for steam traffic. With this plan in view
negotiations are now under way for the construction of a double
track Y at a suitable grade point below the present street level, so

that the incoming and outgoing cars can rufi through a subway on
tracks parallel with those of the steam roads but directly under
them. The construction of an interurban and steam railroad union
station according to these plans will ofTer. not alone many con-
veniences to the traveling public, but will be an added factor to-

ward increasing the value of the interurban lines as feeders to the

steam railroad traffic.
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Tickets.*

BV F. D. NORVIEL, GENERAL AGENT, INWANAPOLIS & NORTHWESTERN

TRACTION CO.

Thai tile use oi tickets on steam roads lias been a suceess and

the proper way to handle the traveling public is proved by the

great amount of money spent annually improving a plan already

nearly perfect.

That this same rule should be applied to the electric line after

it passes the point of a suburban and becomes the interurban ;
in

other words, when the electric line becomes a railroad reaching from

one city to another city, say from 25 to an indefinite number of

miles away, then it does seems that the same conditions that make

it necessary to have a system of tickets on a steam road would

apply to the electric line of the same length.

Interurban railways are today in their infancy. The consolida-

tion of properties, interchange of business and closer relations in

business are bound to come, we all feel assured.

When the electric suburban lines were first thought of they were

considered as simply elongated street car systems; the conductor

was the whole thing, even to the auditor of his own accounts. 1

believe there is no general officer of an electric interurban railroad

today but would take umbrage if someone should call his particular

system a "street car line." The 40-miIe road of today may to-

morrow be the 8o-inile road by the absorption of a line of equal

length; the one set of general officers of today will tomorrow handle

the 80 miles, and the ne.\t day the system becomes one of 120 miles,

and so on.

The electric roads as first built did not contemplate a represent-

ative in each town of any size; they simply took such business

as was olTered them, and the steam lines paid little attention to

them. Today we see the difference; they, the steam roads, are

fighting for the business that they see has been slipping from

them. This competition will become fiercer as more lines are built

and the loss of business is felt over more territory. What the end

will be we can none of us tell, but we all know the advantage of

concerted action.

Whenever a line puts in a ticket system then the necessity of hav-

ing agents comes up 1 his means expense, and the question is,

does it pay? My answer to this is, Yes, because your prospective

passenger then has someone he can go to and expect to get sucli

information as he may want to complete his journey, not only over

electric lines will eventually coine to this, 1 do not believe that

any railway officer will deny. We know there will be continually

further consolidation of interests, which makes all llu- greater need

for permanent organization of the passenger department.

As to the kind of tickets and their use, it would seem that inas-

much as the steam roads have paid for the best brains to be had

during the last fifty years to devise a system, that we could at least

adopt that system as far as it will fit our case.

We all know the use of a local card ticket, both imc way and

round trip ; the rate of the steam road for a round trip fare is

double the one way fare less 10 per cent. Why this reduction?

First, because the road has the use of a certain amount of money

before it is earned ; second, by the purchase of a round trip ticket

it is almost certain that the passenger will return over the same

line. These card tickets should be used to every point to which

there is any considerable travel, because of the ease in accounting

and rapidity in which the tickets can be handled ; to those odd points

to which the sales are few, a blank stub ticket should be used. If

there be excess-fare trains, then a special ticket should be provided

for this class of trains.

The coupon tickets good over other lines should be provided

with a sufficient number of coupons to meet the conditions.

A mileage book is a good thing and it is a pity we have not one

that is interchangeable, for the reason that a man holdi'ng a book

of this kind will hardly consider the rival steam road in his calcu-

lations.

We have several other ticket forms on the Northwestern to meet

local conditions, all of which, when delivered to an agent, means

so much money for which he must account.

Another reason for the use of tickets is the comparative ease in

which a conductor can handle a train when tickets are used, as com-

pared with a train where a complicated system of cash fare regis-

ters is in use. As an illustration, the writer personally rode on cars

on several of the lines using the Traction Terminal Building, and

found that the time required to collect the fares from a given nuni-

Ikt of passengers was appro.ximately as 4, when tickets were used, to

7 when registers were used.

It would seem to the writer that the same reason for making a

way hill for freight or express, is an equally good one for the

use of a ticket with a passenger, and a well regulated ticket system

should reduce the cash fares to about 20 per cent of the business.

There is probably no system of fare or ticket collection but can lie

manipulated for a time, but it certainly is a hard matter to either

r*if
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Indianapolis &. Nortliwestern Traction Co.

KIIMT CLASH TICKKT

Sold t'JO

/tGENT'S STUB- Not Good (or Piiaage

To be preaerved as a record of safe.

12345 Amount, i/f

Form R.

Indianapolis & Norlhwcst'n Traction Co.

GOOD ON IIMITED TnilNS

ioU /rjo./

tCEMT'S STUB- NOT GOOD FOR PASSAGE.

INDIANAPOLIS

TO BE PRESERVED AS A RECORD OF SALE.

10659
Arnaunt $

Form R I.

Indianapolis & Norltiwestern Traction Co.

nuNT «LANS ti<;ki';t.

From

To
When Stamped by Selling Agent

Void ONE (I) DAY alter dale alampcd

on back.

N<IT GOOD II' KKTACMKI).
Form n. ^

12345- %-^-,
OonnrBl Manaitnr.

INDIANAPOLIS S NORTHWESTERN TRACTION GO.

From

To

WHEN STAMPED BY SELLING AGENT

VOID THIRTY (30j DAYS AFTER DATE STAMPED ON BACK.

12345 Form R. —-^ 22^̂
OeDnral M«n««'-r.

KCIUND run' I.IXAI. CAR TICKET. (BLUE.)

Indianapolis & Norltiw'rn Traction Co.

GOODON LI M ITED TR Al NS

From
'NOIANAPOLIS

To

WHEN STAMPED BY SEllINC AGENT

Void ONE ( I) OAT Alter Dale Slamoed on Back.

NOT GOOD IF DETACHED.
Korm R L.

10659

INDIANAPOLIS & NORTHWESTERN TRACTION CO.

GOODON LirvllTED TRAINS

From

To INDIANAPOilS
WHEN STAMPED Br SELLIHC AGENT,

Void THIRTr (30) Oajs Aller Dale Stampea on Back.

FormRL. ^^^
OcECral ManaecrL0659

ROl'ND TKir LIMITED CAR TICKET. (piNK.)

Indianapolis & Norlhwestern Traction Co.

<I*o4 only Ur Th I

LD-S TICKEr.
M under tw^.a (18) ^vfr* if f^.

To be Rresened as a record ol sale.

'1234^1 n-o-L^iTFr

Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Co.

CBULD'S TICKET.
<J9«a onl; ro^CI lid nnder lw<4rp JS) jmra of a|^.

ling Agent.

'e itanpel OB tack.

4l<'<l Trains.
LLOWED.
CHED.

12345 General Maoager.

INDIANAPOLIS S NORTHWESTERN TRACTION GO.

Good only forChfl^i id«r Cwdvc ^S^ yesrtvra^c.

From.

To
WHEN Srup>io BY Setl^ING AGENT.

VOID THIRTY (30)<>«YS AFTER^^B STAMPED ON BACK.
Not Good on Lttnll^ Trains.

NO STOP-OVER ALLOWED.

12345 Form H. F. ^ ^—

^

0«nerml Mmoacrr.

1I.\1.K-KAKE KUl-Nll TRIP LOCAL CAR TICKET. (uRANGE.)

Indianapolis S Northwest'n Traction Co.

GOOD ON LIMITED TRAINS.

INDIANAPOLIS

TO BE PRESERVED AS A RECORD OF SALE.

517 Amount S.

Form R L.

Indianapolis & Northw'rn Traction Co.

GOOD ON UIMITED TRAINS
INDIANAPOLIS
" A L F

To
WHEN STAMPED BT SELLING AGENT.

<NE 1 1 lAAT 'tterpSf; Slainmn Back.

irm'r^
i|J^et1^,hed.

517
Oeceral Manager

INDIANAPOLIS & NORTHWESTERN TRACTION CO.

good on limited trains

f™ M A -fc -F
To INDIANAPOLIS

HEN ^MPEDW^ELUirjEirr.

Void lilRTT (JD1uUrs.n^Dat(il^peil on BicIl

517 Form R L.

Oeaeral Manager

llAU-FARE ROUND TRIP UMITEO CAR TICKET. (plNK.)
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Indianapolis & Northwest'n Traction Co.
j

SPECISL EXCUflSION TICKET.

25674 Amouut S ..

Form E.

Sold.. .igo.f. I

tGENT'S STUB HOT GOOD FOR PASSAGE. (

INDJANAPOUS
[

TO
(

I

n K niESERVED IS A RECORD OF SALE. ,

Indianapolis &Northw'rn Traction Co.

SPECIAL EXCURSION TICKET.

from
INDIANAPOLIS^

I.
°

WHEN STAMPED BY SELLING AGe9U ^
To'Kl ONE (1 ) OAT After Djie Sta-npcd <SBil|£

NOT GOOD IF DETAC^E'B"'
Form E. ''J

25674|'

<d

General Manager-

INDIANAPOLIS & NORTHWESTERN TRACTION CO.

SPECIAL EXCURSION TICKER

From o "*

INDIANAPOLIS i|
T" |s

WHEN STAMPED BY SELLING AGENT. ^ --^

»0IO AFTER 'S

General Mauajitr25674!
Form E.

SPECIAL EMUK.-^ION TICKKT, (VKM-dW.)

1. One way tickets goofl only nn local cars.

2. RounrI trip ticket good only on local car.s.

,V One way ticket ;4oo<l on limited trains. (Tin- excess fare

ticket referred to by Mr. Norviel.)

4. Round trip ticket good on limited trains.

The round trip local ticket has the going and return coupons in

different colors, white and purple respectively. The card tickets

lor limited trains are distinguished by a stripe extending lengthwise

of the card, the one way tickets having green center and white

edges and the round trip tickets white center and green edges.

These tickets are of uniform size, about i!4 x 2)4 in., and fit the

standard railroad ticket case.

The one way and round trip local card tickets are printed for use

between any two of the following stations : Indianapolis, .Mliancc,

.\ugusta. County Line, Zionsville, Whitestown, Lebanon, Mechanics-

burg, Frankfort, Mulberry, Dayton, Lafayette and Crawfordsville.

The excess fare tickets are printed for use between eight stations

only, these being: Indian.-ipolis, Zionsville, Whitestown, Lebanon,

Frankfort, Mulberry, I^afayette and Crawfordsville.

Next come the blanket stub tickets, which are of nine classes:

1. A single trip local car ticket.

2. A round trip local car ticket.

y. \ single trip ex-cess fare or limited car ticket.

4. .\ round trip excess fare or limited car ticket.

5. A single trip half-fare local car ticket.

6. A round trip half-fare local car ticket.

7. A single trip half-fare limited car ticket.

8. A round trip half-fare limited car ticket.

9. .-V special excursion ticket.

The color scheme for these tickets is blue for Nos. i and 2; pink

fnr ,3, 4, 7 and 8; orange for 5 and 6. Half fare local tickets have

ihe fraction "\/," printed on the face in red, while the half-fare lim-

ited car tickets have the words "Half Fare" in red. The one way
tickets are identical with the round trip blanket stub tickets illus-

trated, except that the middle coupon (here shown) is omitted and

the words "Return Coupon" are omitted from the long coupon.

Including the agent's stub, the form illustrated measures 2^ x 8 in.

The yellow form, No. 9, is used for excursion and special car

business, such as the Sunday excursions run between all points at

the uniform fare of $1 for the round trip. By liberal use of rubber

stamps this form of ticket may be used for almost any special service

and is found to be a great convenience.

One of the interesting tickets is the 20-ridc comnnitation ticket,

good in either direction between stations specified. It may be used

by 20 persons going in one direction or by one person making 10

round trips. .•X large number of this form is sold for use between

Indianapolis and the Country Club. The rate at which this com-

nnitation ticket is sold is 10 times the round trip fare.

r.esides these tickets for use on its own road only, the company

has mileage books containing respectively 500 and 1,000-mile strips.

The rate for the soo-mile book is $6.50, and for the i,oao-inile book

$12.50.

For through business over foreign roads the company uses:

I. Thv Ohio hitiTurban Railway \ssociation interline ticket

form.

CJ
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316
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INDIANAPOLIS & NORTHWESTERN TRACTION CO.

THIS CHECK
NOT GOOD FOR

PASSAGE

. oii'liicUjrii will dct-H ll 1«)

loro i.und.lnnHralFM", »ii'l

jtiini wlthcolloctlijim.

Local C.

COMMUTATION TICKET.

[20 RIDES
fOH PA«e*cc acTwccM

_fS^.

316

Subject to the Rules .ind ReculationB of the Company and

ConditionB Printed on Bock Hereof.

COHOUCTOftS WILL CANCCLONt HUMBtn rOB

EACH .>ABaACC.

Form Local C

316 |20119|18|17|16|15|14|13|12|11

2(M(I11K 1 IIM Ml 1 M li'N lIlKKT. (v.HITl.J

. riu' staml.-ird iMilniad coiipnii ticket covering all points on llie

Clnver Leaf (lule.lo. St, Loins it Western K. K.). This class of

ticket is for cither one way or ronnd trip.

^. I'he exchange order ticket which comprises a cmipun frnni llu-

selling point to Frankfort and an exchange order on the Clover

Leaf for a ticket over its line and any and all connecting lines to

piiint of destination. Hy nsing this form the Indianapolis & North-

western can sell through tickets to New York or California, pro-

vided they can rontc the hnsiness over the Clover Leaf. Kxchange

orders for both round trip and one way tickets are nsed.

These forms, for use over foreign lines, .are all printed nn s.ifely

paper to prevent fraud.

Poole Bros., Chicago, furnished the greaUr portion of the tickets

illiislr.itc'd lu-reuith.

The Illinois Valley Railway Co. contemplates the conslriiclion of

two extensions to its .system now operating Iwtwccn Ladd and

M.irseilles, 111. ITiis inlerurban line was descrilicd in the "Review'

for March and April, 1905. I'lans arc under way for Imilding an

extension to Princeton, a town of 4,000 inhabitants, 14 miles distant

from the nearest existing point of the present system. The second

extension planned is from the present eastern terminus of the bne

at Marseilles to Seneca, a distance of 5'A miles. The building of this

extension will leave a gap of but 17 miles between the tracks of the

Illinois Valley Railway Co. and those of the Chicago & Joliet Electric

Railway Co. It is hoped that the lime is not far distant when

passengers may travel in electric cars from Princeton to Chicago

over this eond.ined route, which has a total length of alwut 120

miles.
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Kilmarnock Electric Tramways System.

The electric tramways at Kilniarnock. Ayrshire, Scotland, were

huilt as a municipal enterprise under the management of an "Elec-

tricity Committee" appointed by the city council and have been in

operation since Dec. 10, 1904. The construction work was completed

in one year's time, under the direction of Mr. A. H. Burbidge who
has been retained as tramways manager and electrical engineer.

boilers, 28 ft. by 18 ft., working at i6o-lb. pressure, with space for

the addition of two similar boilers at such time as they may be

needed. The boilers are hand fired. At present the coal is brought

to the bunkers opposite the boilers in carts, but negotiations are

under way for the providing of a steam railroad siding which will

enable hopper-bottom cars to unload directly over the bunkers. The
boilers are fed by two Weir direct acting pumps which draw water

either from the town mains or from the condenser discharge, and

SWITCHBOARD FUR TR.\CTION .\N'D LIGHTING UNll,;. y,-\TES & THOM BdlI.ERS

This enterprise required the construction of a power station which

would supply current both for lighting the town of Kilmarnock and
operating the tramway system. This power station occupies an ex-

tensive piece of ground on the north bank of the River Irvine, at

Riccarton. The car sheds are located near the power station and
ample space has been provided for the extension of both buildings.

can pump either direct to boilers or through a Green economizer

composed of 192 tubes, .\ small motor-driven sump pump is placed

alongside of the boilers. This pump will be used for taking care

of the drains in times of flood as the foundation of the entire build-

ing is below flood level. The condensing plant is of the vertical

jet type and was supplied by Mirrlees, Watson & Co,, Glasgow. The

DIRECT CONNECTED. TRACTION AND LIGHTING UNITS.

The front elevation of the buildings is of red sandstone and white

pressed brick, which, as may be seen from an accompanying illus-

tration, presents a pleasing appearance. On the ground floor of the

power station are the executive offices of the light and tramway
departments, together with an office for the chief engineer.

The boiler house contains three Yates & Thorn make of Lancashire

sshole piping system was supplied by .Aiton & Co. and has been cov-

ered with Ilaacke's fossil meal composition packed up level with

the flanges which are covered with planished steel plates. This cov-

ering presents a neat appearance.

The engine room is 71 ft. 6 in, long by 37 ft. 6 in. wide ami con-

tains 4 Belliss & Morconi 200-h. p, engines direct connected to Dick,
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Kerr & Co. gcnuralors, provision hnving liccn m.idc for .-iii addi-

lional similar set.

The combined lij^lilinK and traction switchboard is placcil on a

gallery about three feet al)(ivr the engine room floor, the rheostats

lieitiR inonntod innncdialely niidi-r ihe gallery and regulated by haml

wheels in front of the switch-

board. An interesting fcatnre

about Ihe hoard and its connec-

lions is that practically no cable

has been nscd. All of the conncc-

lioiis inclnding slnmt leads, being

made with sulid drawn copper

ro(U ^uppnilffl (in porcelain in-

snlalor.s. A storage battery of 254

Tndor cells having a capacity of

.560 ampere-hours is localeil al

one side uf ilu- engine room. .\

liciii^ler is kepi in circuit pradic-

.illy all the time, so that :i very

few regulating cells arc nscd. On
one side of tlie engine room a

work sho]) has been j)rovidetl

and in this shop will he installe.l

lallu's ,01(1 niher necessary tools. In order to facilitate the nnlo.id-

iiig of ni,K-hnur\ the tramway Ir.ack has been built into the work-

shop.

Siliiali'd near the work-shop is ihe ear barn which has a capacity

of 12 ears and !- sn arranged lli.it it may easily he extended in both

length and width. .'\t present one repair pit capable of accommo-

dating fonr cars is provided. The 12 cars which have been sup-

plied by llurst, Nelson & Co., Ltd., are of the double-deck type

with seats for 52 passengers and the usual type of stair case and ex-

tended canopy top. The bodies are painted olive green and cream

wilh the bnrgh coat-of-arms on either side. Steel tired wheels are

tised. The motors and equipment were supplied by Witting, Eborall

& Co., of London. In constructing the power station and car barn

the different kinds of work were sub-let to nine dififerent firms, the

majority of these sub-contractors being local men.

The route of the Kihnarnock Tramways system consists of 354

miles of single track and 'A luilo of double track, furnishing two

main routes through the town.

One from He.msburn to Riccarlon, and the other froiu the railway

station through Ihe town to Hurlford. The rails are of the go-lb

11. lUlllllDCE.



April Meeting of the Indiana Electric Railway Association.

The Indiana Electric Railway Association liclfl its regular April

meeting at the Traction & Terminal Building, Indianapolis,

April ijth. After the adoption of the minutes of the March meet-

ing the secretary announced the approval hy the executive com-

mittee of 36 applications for membership, all of whom were elected.

Mr. W. R. McKown then read the report of the committee on

interchangeable tickets, which was as follows:

Report of the Comniittec on Interchangeable
Coupon Ticket Books.

I'he connnittce to which was referred the matter of an inter

changeable mileage, or coupon ticket, reports as follows

:

After your committee was appointed, we immediately entered

upon our duties, and have made a thorough investigation, as to

rates, hooks and mileage books that arc now in use on the roads

operating in this state.

As made known to this association at its last meeting, wc decided

that an interchangeable mileage rate could not be adopted that

would be equitable to all roads. We did think, however, at that

time, and so stated, that we would recommend an interchangeable

coupon ticket book, containing 200 coupons, to be sold for $g.oo,

which is a 10 per cent discount. This kind of a book would answer

the purpose reasonably well, but, as you rememlur, the Transporla-

tinn Committee of the Ohio association asked to be heard before

this association adopted a hook, as they were an.xious to have any

Ixiok that might be adopted by us, such that it could be used in

exchange on Ohio lines, as well as on our lines.

This committee was given more time and ordered to meet witli

the connnittee from Ohio. We met the Transportation Com
mittee of the Ohio Interurbau Railway Association, at Cincinnati.

Mar. 23, 1905, and went into the question with a view to reach-

ing a compromi.se between iheir rate and ours. They arc giving a

discount of 16 2/3 per cent, and we had thought of recommending
10 per cent. After considerable discussion, the Ohio committee

agreed to write us after we returned home, saying what they would
do, so wc give their leller, which ex|ilains tin- siluiilion, and is a^

follows:

"After thoroughly canv;issing tlie meniliers nf the Interchangeable

Coupon Ticket agreement of the Ohio Interurban Railway Associa

tion, I find it necessary to advise you that the consensus of opinion

necessitates my reporting not favorable to a change from our

present 16 2/3 per cent discount.

"While all of the Ohio members are exceedingly anxious that

one hook be good in both states, they feel, however, that it will b;-

practically impossible to sell any uf the books in Ohio if any change
is made in the discount on account of the general practice to sell

round trip tickets at ;i 10 per cent reduction, from the regular one

way fare, which fare is based on from I'A cents ]wr mile on roads

out of Columbus, and 1% cents out of Daylon. .mil tn 2 rents per

mile out of Cleveland and Toledo.

"Trusting you will reconnneud to your associalion llie .uKiptinn

of the Ohio book on a basis of 16 2/3 per cent discount from your

regubir one-way fare. I am,

"Yours truly,

"J. II. Merrill. Chairman."

We desire to say that we have given this matter a great deal of

thought, have secured all the information on the subject we could,

have advised with a great many people well up in transportation

companies, have worked hard and earnestly to provide a hook that

would be useful and remunerative, but have failed to accomplish

our purpose. Since having been fully advised in the matter, we
are of the opinion that if we were to adopt a hook such as we
had thought of recommending, the 10 per cent discount book, it

would have a number of bad features.

I. A TO per cent discount is not a sufficient reduction to induce

the passenger to invest $9 at one time. He, of course, would
not consider the low rate per mile, but would expect as great a

reduction as though our lines were charging 2 cents per mile; and

while we would not sell many books, we would all have to go to

the expense of having the books printed and put on sale, and the

settlements between all companies woidd have to be made just as

though a great many were sold.

2. If we were to put this book on sale, it would make two sep-

arate and distinct book.s, as it would not be the same as the one

used in Ohio, and commercial traveling men would be com-

pelled to have two books, as they nearly all travel in both states,

and owing to our close relation with Ohio lines, two books would

sooner or later have to be consolidated into one. We think that

this can be done easier before the book is put on sale, than after-

wards. A book that could be used on Ohio lines with the present

rate of discount would give Indiana companies only i]4 cents per

mile. Your committee is of the opinion that if we were to recom

mend a 16 2/3 per cent discount, that it would not be adopted

hy more than a few lines, if any, in this state. Besides, owing to our

present rate of fare being one iHS cents per mile, we decline to

reconuncnd such a reduction.

3, It is impossible to agree upon a book which would be satisfac-

tory to the Indiana companies and also to the Ohio companies, be-

cause the latter companies do not believe that it would be good

policy to offer books for sale at a less discount than 16 2/3 per cent,

which is more than the Indiana companies could bear.

l-'iir these reasons, the cciunnillee reconuiunds that no inter-

changealile mileage book be adopted b) the Indiana companies at

the present time, but that each company be left to sell mileage books

good on its own system, nr iiiterch.angeable with cither companies, as

it may see fit.

We wish to say, in conclusion, that we have given this question

our best attention, have learned considcr.ible about rates that wc
did not know, and which will be cif value to this associ;ilinn in the

future, have applied the different rate of reductions to nearly all

roads, have tried to arrange a ticket that would apply equally well

to all lines, and have come to the conclusion that so long as one

line is charging i '/t cents jier utile, another I '/- cents, another i";(,

cents, another 2 cents, and yet another 2]4 cents per mile. th:i:

no connnittce could :irrive at any rate of reductinn that would

apply to such a variation of rates without being unjust to .some

particular line or lines, and so, while we were not appointed to

investigate and report upon the advisability of readjusting rates, so

as to have all conform, we have met this f|uestion so many tittles

and in so many ways in our work, that we feel to withdraw from

this work without a suggestion on this subject, would be out of

order. If our rates had some imiform basis, the work of this com-

mittee would be easy, but luitil such is the case, nothing can be

dune- riierefnre. we :isk to he discharged fmm furllKr duties

Respectfully sid)nutter|.

C. A. Baldwin. F. D. Kok-viel.

W. R. McKowN. E. C, Foi.soM.

In discussing the report of the committee a number of gentlemen

urged the necessity of an attempt to revise the rate of fare through-

out the state, bringing them to a more uniform basis. Mr. C. A.

Baldwin made the point that a 10 per cent reduction on mileage

books is not sufficient ; first, because most companies give a reduc-

tion of 10 per cent on round trip tickets ; and second, because the

discount is so low in comparison with mileage discounts in eflfect

on steam railroads. It was suggested that a number of the Indi.ana

companies, which now have a basing rate of i"^ cents per mile, and

sell their own coupon books at a discount of 16 2-3 per cent, could

use the Ohio books if they so desired.

Mr. Norviel suggested that while a 5-cent coupon book did har-

monize the varying rates, th.at a mileage book proper issued at I'/J

cents per mile would better meet the conditions, because by pulling

an arbitrary number of miles between given stations the company
would secure the advantage which is now lost by reason of local

rates being computed to the nearest s cents. He also suggested that

while a i54-cents mileage rate would be more convenient if the

roads concerned could agree upon a uniform basis, that it would be
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possiljlc lo iiK'i-t cxisliiig conditions liy the adoption of l^-ccnt

mileage rale (lu'l ll"'" '''l ^''"'1' company have its arbitrary scale as

lo iIh- immlier of miles to lie pnlled between stations.

On inotioii the as.stjciation approved the recommendations of the

committee that the association adopt no interchangeable mileage

l)iiol< at this lime, and the committee was discharged.

On motion of Mr. J, W. Chipman, a committee to consist of one

representative of each company in the state desiring to join in the

nsc of in'terchangeablc tickets and conpon books was appointed to

consider the adoption of a nniform basing rate and to further con-

sider the subject nf iMlcrchangeable tickets and interline tickets.

The members of this committee include: \V. G. Irwin, Indian-

apolis, Cincimiali & Southern, temporary chairman; C. C. Reynolds.

Indianapolis & Northwestern; J. W. Chipman, Indianapolis & East-

ern; C. C. Wood, .Angola Railway & Power Co.; J. A. Barry, In-

diana Northern; C. \1. Kmmons, Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley; G. F.

Wells, Tcrrc Haute Traction & Light Co.; H. A. Nicholl (C. A.

Hahlwiu, alternate), Indiana Union Traction Co.; L. J. Shiesinger,

Muncie, Hartford & Ft. Wayne; W. Parry, Richmond Street &
Intenu-li.in Ky. ; II. I". Dicke, Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima; T. C.

McKeynolds, Kokoino, Marion & Western; R, P. Wood, Lebanon

& Thornton; .\. .\. ;\ndersoii, Tudian,i|)cilis & Cincinnati Trac-

tion Co.

Mr. F. D. Norviel, general agent Indianapolis & Northwestern

rr.-iction Co., then read his paper on "Tickets," which will be found

on page .78.

Commenting upon Mr. Norviel's paper, Mr. Irwin expressed the

opinion that the greatest objection to the ticket system is that it

would impose a hardship on a considerable number of regular

patrons who live in the vincinity of a flag station and more or less

remote from ticket stations where agents are maintained. For this

reason he f.ivored collecting fares on the car. In his opinion a

5-cent penally for paying cash would be a similar hardshiii on rural

patrons.

Replying to this criticism, Mr. Norviel urged that the 20-ride

ticket such as used on his road would meet the objection of Mr.

Irwin and confer a benefit upon the regular patron by giving him

the round trip instead of the one-way rate.

Mr. II. A. Nicholl, general manager of the Indiana Union Trac-

tion Co., was elected to succeed Mr. A. L. Drum on the executive

committee of the association. The meeting then adjourned.

In the afternoon the members of the association were the guests

of the Indianapolis & Eastern Railway Co., which provided a special

car to take the party over the line from Indianapolis to Dublin,

stopping to inspect the power house. The car was one known as

the company's "Spring Lake Special," and left Indianapolis at i :20

p. m., arriving at the power house at 2:06 and at Dublin at 3:40.

On the return trip the car left Dublin at 3 142 and reached Indian-

apolis at 5:30. The schedule showed the time of passing 38 points,

and at none of these was the car as much as one minute off time.

the whole scheme, and entered itilo a new and flim^y .iki '-iiin-ni

with the British Electric 'I'raction Co. whereby the latter would

run a service of motor buses. Bcckcnliam has thus lost its long-

expected tramway system, and will derive practically no material

benefit from the motor bus service, which may or may not he

satisfactory and adequate, but could never hope to serve the district

anything like so well as the system of electric tramways which had

been agreed upon. ^ , ,

Testimonial to Mr. Hrockvvay.

Municipal Administrative Ability.

A glaring instance of municipal incornpetence is furnished by the

Urban District Council of Beckenham, a high class residential dis-

trict in the south of Loudon. The council having taken a poll of

the ratepayers, which showed an overwhelming majority in favor
of electric trams, obtained the necessary parliamentary powers, and
entered into an agreement with the British Electric Traction Co.

Ltd., whereby the latter would construct the lines, supply the cars,

and carry out the necessary street widenings and improvements, at

the same time giving the council the option of supplying current.

1 he agreement was regarded by everyone as being particularly

favorable to the council, the company agreeing to such terms as

would result in a substantial reduction in the rates, besides paying
the greater part of the expenses incurred in purchasing property
along the route to widen the roads. By selling current to the com-
pany the council would also have secured a very substantial return

to go in the reduction of rates, and altogether things looked very
hopeful for the residents in this district.

M about this time, just when everyone was expecting work to

be commenced, the sensational articles on motor buses, declaring

that tramways were already obsolete and would stand no chance

with automobile traction, appeared in certain papers, and the local

couitcil took fright at these, and in spite of very vigorous protests

in the local press on the part of indignant ratepayers, abandoned

At the first meeting of the executive committee of the Street

Railway Accountants' Association, which was held after Mr. Brock-

way's retirement as acting secretary, in which position he had

kindly consenteil to serve until Jan. i, 1905, resolutions in recogni-

tion of Mr. Brockway's services to the association were adopted,

and the earliest opportunity taken of presenting a handsomely en-

grossed copy to him. The text of the resolution and preamble is

as follows

:

Whereas, Mr. W. B. Brockway has held the office of secretary

and treasurer of the Street Railway Accountants' Association of

.America since its organization in 1897, and

Whereas, The formation of this Association was due in large

[lart to the suggestion and initiative efforts of Mr. Brockway, and

Whereas, The present highly satisfactory condition of this asso-

ciation is due in a very large degree to his zeal, undivided interest

and discriiuinating judgment, uniformly exhibited in the discharge

of his duties as secretary and treasurer of this Association, to his

activity and success in securing and retaining the interest and sup-

port of the street railway fr.iternity of this country in the work of

this Association, and to his valuable aid and energetic and capable

handling of the work, and

Whereas, lie has found it necessary, owing to the pressure of his

business, to resign from the office of secretary and treasurer of

this Association, therefore be it

Resolved : That the Executive Committee of the Street Railway

Accountants' Association of America, on behalf of the Association,

express to Mr. W. B. Brockway its appreciation of his skill anil

knowledge .so freely placed at the disposal of the Association, and

its thanks for his time and energy so unbegrudgingly offered during

the years he has acted as'its secretary and treasurer.

W. G. Ross, Elmer M. White,

President. Secretary.

« »

National Electric Co. Reorganized.

President Beggs, of the National Electric Co., Milwaukee, April

27th, issued a stateinent announcing the reorganization of the com-

pany as follows

:

".At a special meeting of the board of directors of the National

Electric Co., held this forenoon, the resignations of S. W. Watkins

as director and president, F. G. Bigelow as director and chairman

of the board, F. C. Randall as director, vice-president and general

manager, and Gordon Bigelow as director, were presented and ac-

cepted.

"The vacancies were filled by the election of John I, Beggs.

Charles F. Pfister. Frederick Vogel. jr.. and J. H. Van Dyke, jr..

as directors. John I. Beggs was then elected president of the com-

pany and J. H. \'an Dyke. jr.. vice-president.

"The resignations of A. N. McGeoch and B. T. Becker were like-

wise presented, but were not acted upon by the board.

"The business of the National Electric Co. will be actively con-

tinued and all contracts now on the books of the company promptly

completed. The indebtedness of the company is now being ascer-

tained by the new management and as soon as it is fully known

a meeeting of the creditors will be called to consider the best course

to be pursued for the protection of all creditors and for the future

welfare and progress of the company.

"The National Electric Co. is one of the important and promismg

manufacturing industries of Milwaukee, employing a large force

of skilled mechanics, and the new management wfll make eveo'

effort to preserve and increase the business of the companj', believ-

ing as they do that it can be made one of the most profitable manu-

facturing enterprises in the city of Milwaukee."

«-•

Mail service was instituted on the line* nf the Conneaut & Erie

Traction Co. beginning May ist.



Some Operative Features of the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago
Railway Co.

Nearly three years of exceptionally successful operation, with a

steadily increasing passenger and freight traffic, has brought about

some few necessary changes in the engineering details and opera-

tion methods on the system of the Aurora. Elgin & Chicago Railway

Co. At the time this road was put in operation a comprehensive

description of its construction details was printed in the "Review"

(.•\ug. 20, igo2. p. 441). It may be of interest, however, to review

briefly the general description of the installation, and in connection

with the description enumerate changes and additions which have

heen made since the former article was written.

The territory served by the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago system, ex-

tending westward from the Loop district in Chicago to the several

terminal cities in the Fox River valley, 40 miles distant, was at the

time this road was built very well served by five nearly parallel

RrK.\L ST.\TION.

Steam railway trunk lines, but being constructed with a view to ex-

ceptionally high average speeds, this electric road has been able to

oflfer a schedule between its terminal cities equaling the time of the

limited trains on the paralleling trunk lines and furnishing more

frequent service.

The general plan of the road conforms to the outline of the letter

Y, with the Fifth Aye. terminus in Chicago as the base of the Y

;

the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railway Co.'s two and four

track lines to city limits and the double track route of the third-rail

line to Wheaton as the vertical portion of the Y, and the two single

track branches, one from Wheaton northwest to Elgin, 16^ miles,

and one from Wheaton southwest to Aurora, 141/2 miles, as the

upper portion of the Y. A seven-mile branch connects the city of

Batavia on the Fox River with the main, fine of the .'\urora branch

at Eola Junction.

These western termini are all served by the Elgin, Aurora &
Southern Traction Co., whose north and south line parallels the

Fox River from Yorkville north through Aurora, Batavia, Geneva,

St. Charles, Clintonville, Elgin and Dundee to Carpentersville

This Fox River line is 40 miles long, and is controlled by the same
interests as the .Aurora. Elgin & Chicago, as are also the city lines

in Aurora and .Elgin.

The distance from Chicago to Aurora is 39.5 miles, to Elgin 41.5

miles, to Wheaton 25.4 miles, from all of which points competing

steam lines offer transportation on limited express trains. There

are in all about 20 towns which are served by this system, half of

which may be said to be purely suburban resident towns, whose in-

habitants make the journey to and from the Loop district of Chi-

cago each day. The system al.so serves four large cemeteries 10 miles

west of the Chicago terminus, two other cemeteries 15 miles west of

Chicago, and several country clubs and recreation parks, among
which are to be mentioned the Harlem Race Tracks, Glen Ellyn

Lake and Park, Chicago Golf Club, Wheaton Golf Club, Riverview

Park ai.d Mill Creek Park near .\urora. Lords Park near Elgin,

and Glenwood Park near the power house at Batavia. The four

latter named parks arc operated by the electric railway manage-
ment, and have been found to be successful ventures. The natural

beauties of these parks, located on the banks of the Fox River,

renders them suitable locations for the annual picnics of the large

fraternal societies of Chicago, and the company thus profits by the

long haul of 40 miles from the city.

The final location of the right of way for this system was not

decided upon until exhaustive surveys and reconnais.sancc work had

been completed. During the period of preliminary engineering and

estimating all plars were made with a view for high speed operating

conditions, with all proper safety. From the western limits of Chi-

cago to the Fox River valley exceptionally few breaks occur in the

alignment, and the roadbed was built with a limiting gradient of I

per cent, this being exceeded in but one short climb out of the Fox
River valley. .All intcrscctirg tan.gents have been joined by curves

having the longest possible radii, so that there are but few portions

of the line which cannot be taken at high speeds. At all railway

crossings, where possible, the grades of the intersecting lines are

separated. Those crossings at which the grades are not separated are

protected by derails and interlocking signal apparatus, maintained

jointly with the intersecting steam lines.

Track and Roadbed.

The construction of the roadbed followed the most thornugh and

up-to-date standards of single and double track steam railway prac-

tice. Wherever there was sufficient head room, bridges were built

with ballasted floors. .All piers, abutments and retaining walls are

of concrete with steel reinforcement where necessary. The line is

C.M'.I.E .\ND TRENCH.

laid throughout with 80-lb. T-rails of the .A. S. C. E. standard sec-

tion, in 60-ft. lengths. The joints are made with 4-bolt angle bars

and bonded up to the equivalent cross section w'ith concealed, ex-

panded terminal fjonds. The entire line is gravel ballasted except

on the sections near the Fox River, where crushed limestone, taken

from the cuts, is used.

A special o.io per cent carbon steel weighing 100 lb. per yard

and supported at a distance of 19]4 in. from the gage line of the

surface rail, and 11 3-16 in. above the ties, serves for the working

conductor. There are several types of third-rail insulators used on

different parts of the system. Each type has its advantages and dis-

advantages. Those having wood as an insulating medium have occa-
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sioiKilly caiiKlit liri' .'iiul Ijiirncd, wliilc lliosc using special iiisiilaling

conipoiUKls have di-vcloped a mechanical weakness.

Al the wing fences of all highway cnissings and at cross-over^

and similar places it was necessary to discontinue the third rail and

allow the car lo cross the break under its momentuni. At the farm

crossings these breaks are 33 ft. long, one rail length having been

left out of the third rail. Wherever these breaks occur the ends

of the third rail arc electrically joined by insulated underground

cables varying in cross section from r.500,000 to 50,000 c. m., de-

pending iipiiii i1k- prcib;d)le c.irryiiig capacity needed at tile indi-

Sl'DWAV NE.\K ELGIN.

vicinal pciiiUs. Part of these cables are insulated with rubber and

part with paper, cmereil with sheathing of lead and protected by

woven iiile. .Some trouble has been experienced with leakage

and burning out of the cables as originally installed. This is thought

to be due to electrolysis of the lead sheath and a possible admission

of moisture to the special terminal which protects the end of the

cable and furnishes a connection point for the bond between the

ends of the cable and the third rail. Several difTerent methods of

in.stalling these cables and different terminals have been tried with

varying success.

The following described method of inslalling crossing cables has

now been used for a year and has proven itself to be a safe one

:

The lead and jute covered insulated cable is drawn through a con-

duit of bitnminized fiber and placed in the trench about three feet

deep. This conduit is in 7-ft. lengths with special joints and

elbows for turning the angles at the terminals of the cable. When
the conduit and cable are made np and finally placed in the trench,

all the joints of the conduit are grouted and anchored in a bed of

concrete. In place of the old scheme for running the vertical por-

tions at the uids of a cable in cast iron pipes strapped to ties buried

in the ballast, the present arrangement has substituted for this a

plank bo.\, rectangular in section, which furnishes drainage for the

cable terminal and a firm base for theTowcr collar of the cable-bead

to rest upon. A special design of cable terminal manufactured by

the Ohio Brass Co. is now used.

The third rail is bonded at each joint with two 500,000 c. ni. solid

terminal foot bonds expanded hydraulically into holes hydraulically

punched through the base of the rails. These were furnished by

the Mayer & England Co, .Vt the sub-stations the third rail is

broken and fed in each direction. On the double track portion of

the line no electrical coiniection is made between the two third rails,

which are both in the "devil's strip." In event of third-rail short

circuits, this allows the troublcMinie portion to be more easily cut

out.

.-\t all important highway crossings, and other points where cars

stop, platforms nt" plank with a protecting railing have been built,

and at nearly all of these platforms small w'ayside shelter houses

have been erected. An acconiiianying illustration is a typical view of

such a stopping point. Warning signs are placed at all crossings,

and those stations at which limited trains do not stop are indicated

by a neat sign about two feet square. The crossing signs are of a

perniaueut design, being made of steel throughout and securely set

in the ground. Pedestrians are cautioned against trespassing on

the tracks by suitable boards bearing a warning sign in white letters

on a black background. All highway crossings which are not pro-

tected by gates have automatic warning signals using a large gong

and a scries of five lights enclosed in a suitable box. These arc auto-

matically thrown on and off the thirrl-rail circuit by a relay which

is connected to a pony third rail at the proper distance from the

crossnig, set on the opposite side of the track from the conductor

r,iil and energized with current from the shoes of a passing car.

Terminals.

There are terminal buildings at the ends of all branches of the

system. The Chicago entrance for the line is over the Metroixditan

West Side Elevated structure from the incline at 52d Ave. to the

new joint terminal station at Fifth Ave. near Jackson Boulevard.

This terminal was described and illustrated in the "Review" for

March, igo5, page 182.

In the center of the cities of Aurora and Elgin, al the terminus

of each of these two routes, terminal stations are operated jointly

with the Elgin, Aurora & Southern Traction Co. At Aurora a

store front is used and in it are located a restaurant, a notion store,

waiting room and ticket office. .Ml the city cars pass this build-

ing. It serves as a terminus of the .Aurora, Elgin & Chicago

line, the Eo.x River lines and the Joliet, Plainfield & .Aurora Rail-

road Co.

The terminal building in Elgin extends through the lilock from

the main street, where the city cars and those of the Fox River

lines pass^ lo the right of way of the Aurora, Elgin & Oiicago line,

which is between the rear of the building and the Fox River.

In order to gain an entrance to the center of the city of Elgin

,iiid remain on a private right of way, it was necessary for the

company to purchase a mile of river front, from the terminal sta-

tion south, and build a roadbed high enough to avoid troul)le from

floods. An accompanying illustration shows the roadbed al nearly

the southern end of this piece of construction work. There were in

all about 200,000 cu. yd. of embankment required at this point.

I his filling material was obtained from the deep cuts which it was

necessary to make in order to obtain a gradual rise out of the Fox

River valley. Within a few miles .south of Elgin the line intersects

the Chicago Great Western Ry. and the Chicago. Milwaukee &
St. Paul Ry. .At each of these crossings the electric track passes

under the steam track and substantial subways have been built, one

of which is illustrated.

The terminal of the Hatavia branch is on the main street of the

city and at the east end of the highway bridge over the Fox River.

RO.XDHED XE.\R ELGIN

This building, which is illustrated, is of native stone, three stories

in height. The lower floor is on a level with the tracks which

extend under the shelter of the building. On this floor is a restau-

rant. The second floor is on a level with the street and is utilized

as a waiting room, ticket office and news stand. The third floor is

leased to a telephone company for its Batavia central office. The

Fox River line is about three blocks west from the Aurora. Elgin

& Chicago terminal and across the river. This line also has a wait-

ing room and station on the same street as the one which has just

been described.
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Train Service.

Since Mar. 11, 1905, when a new schedule was made effective,

both limited and local service has been offered between the Fox

River terminal,^ and the Fifth Ave. terminal, in Chicago. Trains

are also nm for handling milk, freight, express and newspapers.

The first train in the morning arrives at Chicago at 6 o'clock and

INTERIOR OF BUFFET CAR.

trains leave Chicago at niglit up to I o'clock in tlic innrning. Ihc

week day schedule furni.-hc;; hourly trains from Elgin and .Vnrora,

to Wheaton and Chicago. The trains leave Elgin at the even hour

and Aurora at 30 minutes past the hour. There arc two limited

trains from each of the Fox River terminal cities, towards Chi-

cago at the morning and from Chicago at the evening rush hours.

These are sandwiched between the regular hourly trains from

each of these termini. This combination furnishes regular half

hour service between Wheaton and Chicago throughout the day,

except during the morning and evening rush hours, when the

addition of limited trains makes the headway 15 minutes. The

local cars arc scheduled to make their run between Elgin or

Aurora, and the Fifth Ave. Terminal, in Chicago, distances of

41.5 and 39.5 miles respectively, in i hr. 25 min. The limited

trains make but three stops between the Fox River valley points

and Chicago; these are WheSton, Glen Ellyn and Lombard.

The limited running time is I hr. lo min. A shuttle car on the

Batavia branch furnishes hourly service during the middle of the

day and half hourly service at rush hours, connecting at Eola

Junction with the trains running between ."Aurora and Chicago.

The General Electric Co. Type-M multiple unit control with

which all cars are equipped, allows great flexibility in making up

the trains for the different classes of service. During the morning

and evening rush hours two and three car trains are needed in and

out of Chicago. Part of these trains are broken up so that it is

not necessary to dead-head any cars to the terminals for the limited

service. This arrangement of schedule is such that during the

entire day there are only 14 passing points on the single track por-

tions of the road and these passings all occur on one of two sidings.

The Sunday schedule furnishes half hourly service between Elgin.

Aurora, Batavia and Wheaton, and 15 minutes service between

Wheaton and Fifth .Ave., and all passings are made at the same

two sidings, one of which, at Eola Junction, is a mile long. There

are no limited trains on Sunday.

This week day schedule operating 24 regular trains each way and

having only one passing point on each branch, which is used as a

passing point but seven times during the day, and then only by

limited trains, greatly reduces the element of danger from collision,

and except in case of disarrangement of schedule, always assures a

clear headway with but one car on each single track branch and

a half hour headway on the double track branch. This allows for

extra high speeds when necessary to make up time, the value of

which condition is illustrated when it is stated that during the

first month of operation no train was late into the Fifth .Ave.

terminal at Chicago. Extra cars are, however, kept at this terminal

so that in event of incoming trains being delayed the regular train

may still be sent out from the terminal at its schedule time. A car

starter and an inspector arc kept at the Chicago lonninal to care

for this end of the service and otherwise assist the dispatcher and

repair department.

All excursion, theater, milk, paper, express and freight trains

arc run as specials. There are 34 standard passenger cars, 24 of

which are equipped with four 125-h. p. motors and all arc equipped

with multiple unit control. Five of the trail cars which were

last received arc 53 ft. 3 in. long. 5 ft. longer than the earlier type,

and are fitted wi,th toilet rooms. The equipment for handling

freight consists of a motor car and standard freight cars. This

motor car weighs 40 tons and has four !25-h. p. motors geared to

40 miles per hour with Type-M control and M. C. B. couplers.

.>\ passenger traffic soliciting department with an oftice in the

Fifth .'\\e. terminal has charge of all arrangements for special

BAT.WIA TERMINAL.

business and advertising. Illustrated pamphlets and standard fold-

ers are used. Time cards, showing the arrival and departure of all

trains, are issued for each town served and the interesting points

on the system are being illustrated on a set of souvenir postal cards.

Several combination trips are specially advertised : The "pan

handle" route from Chicago to Elgin, Elgin to Aurora on the Fox

River line, and back to Chicago from .Aurora via the third-rail line;

the "Loop-the-loop" trip from Chicago to Joliet on the Chicago &
Joliet electric railway, Joliet to .A.nrora on the Joliet, Plainfield &

FARM INSTALLATION.

Aurora line, then return to Chicago from .Aurora via the third rail

line; joint excursions by the third rail line and boats to the Lake

Michigan points served by the excursion steamers. These special

trips are advertiied in the Chicago newspapers and by large posters

on the bill-boards in the several terminal cities.

Both special and general freight are handled. The special freight

consists of a milk business of about 225 cans each day, the trans-

portation of express for the West Suburban Express Co. from Chi-
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iM^ri icj Ihc onllyiiig towns wlitre it is unloaded to delivery wagons,

and tlie carrying of the early morning newspapers from Chicago lo

all towns on the line. This newspaper train carries hetween 4 and

10 tons of papers each day. These are loaded by means of a special

elevator, which raises them from the street to the level of the car

(Idcir on llic elevated strnctnrc at Canal St. The company is paid

liir liaiulling the newspaper and express matter at a set rate of so

nuicli per pound carried an unlimited distance.

The general freight handled consists of slandanl railway ear

loads which are transferred from the connection with the Chicagcj

Juiiclion Ky. and Chicago Great Western Uy., at Hellewood, to the

Ko.\ River valley. The Aurora, ICIgin & Chicago has corniection'.

with six steam railways; Chicago (ireat Western Ky., Chicago Junc-

licin Ky., Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Ky., Illinois Central K. K.,

and two with the lilgin, Joliet & hjistern Ky. Some of the steam

roads are now quoting freight rates into the electric railway com-

pany's cities and over its tracks; this traffic is initiated hy the steam

road solicitors .uul the proper mileage credited to the electric road.

All the train service is handled hy a dispatcher in the office at

Wheaton who records the time of each train as it passes the difTer-

cnt points on the road and is reported to him by the sub-station

and tirniinal attendants. A standard train .sheet is used with addi-

tional riding for recording the time during which the power may he

olT and the limits between which work trains are allowed to oper-

ate. One of these sheets suffices for 24 hours' operation. A com-

bination train number and run nnnd)cr is used to designate the

trains. Each motor car retaining the same numbers throughout

the day, even for the east bound and odd for the west boimd. Ibis

does away with the using of numbers running above 100 which

would be needed ordinarily in designating in the usual way the

large number of trains which are operated daily.

Train orders arc issued by telephone and are copied on a special

manifold l)lauk. ICach section of this blank consists of three sheets

similarly printed, with proper spaces for the train numbers, meet-

ing point, order number and signatures. The upper two of these

sheets are made with carbon backs, so that when the order is written

on the top sheet a like impression is made on the other two sheets.

After having been repeated and checked, one of these sheets is

given to the motorman, one to the conductor and the third is de-

posited in a locked box, to which no one but the superintendent of

transportation has access. A train clearance order printed on yellow

paper with space for the train number, date, signatures and time

of leaving of the last train ahead is used.

Street and Residence Lighting.

Steps are being taken to build up a lighting business in the many
small towns along the route of the railway system. The company is

now supplying alternating current for lighting the houses and streets

of Wheaton, which city has heretofore been lighted by a municipal

plant. This current is supplied by two motor generator sets with

220-h. p. induction motors and iso-kw., 4,000-volt self-exciting

alternating current generators, which have been installed in one end

of the Lomliard station. This end of the station is entirely given

over to the lighting apparatus. Current for operating the motor

generator sets is taken from the 26,400-volt railway feeder circuit

and reduced to 370-volts pressure by two three-phase air-cooled

transformers. A neat switchboard of blue marble fitted with the

controlling apparatus and feed wire switches stands between the

transformers and the motor generator sets.

The distance from the Lombard sub-station to Wheaton is about

eight miles, and the current is carried on a 3-phase 4-wire line

between the two towns. Three aluminum wires carried on porce-

lain insulators are placed on a single cross-arm just below the rail-

way high potential feeders, and the track rail is used as the grounded
neutral for this 3-phase 4-wire feeding circuit. For adjusting the

voltage at the point of distribution and for regulating it for light-

ing service, a General Electric Type-TA regulator is used, com-
pensated for the line drop in the eight miles. This regulator so

adjusts the resistance in the field circuit of the exciters of the fields

of the alternating current generators in the motor-generator sets

that very slight variations in voltage occur at the distribution point

of the lighting service wires.

Farm Installations.

At many points along the line current is being taken from the

third-rail for use in driving motors for operating farm machinery.

There are now about 20 such farm installations scattered through-

out the direct current distribution system. The current consump-

tion of the motors in these installations averages about 25,000 kw. Ii.

per month. An accompanying illustration is a view in a farm yard

near Elgin, showing the motor house near llic barn and the pole

line, carrying the feed wires from the third-rail, a distance of about

one-half mile. In connecting these installations with the third-rail,

it has been found necessary lo run a second wire back to the track

rail because of the difficulty in obtaining a ground of sufficient con-

ductivity to at all times of the year handle the return current, some

of the installations being I'/i miles distant from Ihc railway track.

The motor house' shown is about 6 ft. sfj. and 8 ft. high, placed

about 30 ft. from the barn. A corrugated iron belt box connects

the motor house with the barn, and inside the barn mounted on

brackets is a line shaft with a number of different pidlcys for driv-

ing the several kinds of farm machinery, such as feed cullers, fan-

ning mills, corn shellers, circular saws or force pumps. A belt con-

nects the ptdley on the line shaft with the pulley on the motor.

I'ifleen and 20-h. p. motors are used for Ibis class of service. These
.in- the siantlaril <', E. 500-volt, 4-poIc, direct current machines'

INTEKKjR f.\kM TDK HorSK,

mounted on a substantial wooden base, secured to the flooring by

lag bolts. An interior view of the motor house shows one of these

motors and the arrangement of wiring for connecting it with the

line. A standard "fool proof" starting box is used and the current

consumed is measured by the usual type of service meter. The main

switch has a rope attached to its handles and reaching through

the wall of the motor house to the barn, so that in case of trouble

the current can quickly be cut off from the motor. Each installa-

tion is supplied with an extra set of motor brushes and a neatly

framed card of instructions for operating the motor. A standard

railway lighting railway arrester mounted on the pole nearest the

motor house protects the apparatus.

This method of operating farm machinery is not an expensive

one where such work must be done as on the large diary farms

in this district, the expense of course varying with the amount of

work done. It is stated that the average cost to each farmer is about

$3 per month, and even though the cost of installation be charged

to the first year operating expenses, there will still be shown a

saving of about I400 for the year, over and above that ordinarily

spent for manual labor and traction engine power. In each case the

expense of installing the motors and other apparatus and the cost

of construction of the feed line, outside of the right of way. is paid

by the customer. Current is sold at flat metered rate with a

specified minimum amount. It is thus seen that very iittle e.\tra

office work and outlay are required to bring in a steady income from

the sale of this class of power.



Standard Type of Cars for City Service for United Railroads
of San Francisco.

Among the various improvements which the United Railroads of

San Francisco has made within the past two years, is the adoption

of a standard type of car for city service. The style which was

adopted after careful consideration is that shown in the accom-

panying engravings.

This car is a combination car with a closed section in tlie center.

and an open section on each end. with the steps ne.\t to the closed

section. This type has been adopted tn accommodate the many

both ends, on tlic riglit hand side, the gates on the left hand side

being closed except when the car at the terminals. The screens and

gates on open sections prevent passengers from falling off on curves,

as was often the case with the old style of car.

The cars illustrated were built by the St. Louis Car Co. The

bottom frajiiing of these cars consists of four 6-in, I-beams with

.23-in. web and 3.33-in. base, running the entire length of the car.

The two center I-beams are 11 in. from the center, and the two

ST.\ND.\RD C.\R FOR TNITEl) U.Ml.ROADS OF S.\N FR.\N(,ISal.

open air riders and smokers. The climatic corditions are such tli.it

a person can ride in the open section during the most severe

weather, without extraordinary discomfort. In case of heavy rain

the duck ciirtains in the open sections may be drawn down. '1 he

steps arc placed next to the closed section so as to allow the greatest

rapidity for loading and unloading. Passengers get on and off at

outside ones are 3y in. from the center. Each I-beam is filled with

Oregon pine in one piece, for framing in the cross sills. In addition

there is an outside sill on each side of Oregon pine 4 x 6-in., in three

pieces, one extending the entire length of the closed section, and the

other two extending from steps to corner vestibule posts. Outside

of this there is a steel plate 5^x6 in., extending the entire length,

ri..\N .\ND SECTION OF STANDARD CAR.
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aiul bciit ill wIrtc llic steps cul iiilo llic sill. Ilie cross sills arc of

while oak 2ji x 6 in., framed inio the wood fillers of tile I-bcanis.

about every 2^ in. I ln' wlioli- fi.niiiiiK is lied toKetlicr with ?'K-iii

countersunk head l.olls.

The posts are concave both in open and closed section. The cor-

ner posts are 3M '"• '"'' ''" ^''''' P'Jsls are 3 in. thick. Straight

grained white ash is used for posts.

The moldings, panels, sa.sh, etc., are of cherry. The ceilings are

three-ply birdscye maple veneer. The closed section has longitudinal

rattan seals, and open sections contain cross wootlen scats. The

seats are of the Halo & Killnirn make.

(Correspondence.

MUMCII'AL OWNERSHIP NOT OPERATION.

Editor "Review"

:

I note your mayor is at work on (he municipal ownership idea.

I have always had my doubts about il being a success in America

but possibly it may be, at least after a while, and under really good

civil service regulations which are hard to maintain in a country

where the public is without discipline or habit of obedience. To me
a plan preferable to municipal operation would be for the munici-

'^.^.'-v.'X'.'^ C^e ^o //^y9^^/e»rs -

c'.M< wiKiNci roH [.KiHirNt; ciRirrTs.

Sterling-Meaker t'i>. doidile registers arc used; the "Never Slip"

detachable register handles were also furnished by the Stcrling-

Meakcr Co.

The trucks were Iniilt liy the Pockli.ini Manufacturing Co., and

are known as the 14-B-3 "San Francisco Special" type. The wheel

base is 4 ft. i in., 30-in. wheels being used. The trucks are equipped

with the Douglas track brakes and fenders. K few of the special

features of the trucks are the special heavy ribbed side iframes, with

ends bent in to give clearance for the car steps on sharp curves

;

coil springs under and over journal boxes, and the arrangement of

brake rigging; heavy springs. The fenders may be dropped by an

object striking the guard attached to lunnper of car. or by the

motorman's trip.

Four G. v.. 1000 motors. K-u contrnllcrs, M. Q. circuit breakers.

palities to own the track and generating plant, feed wires, etc. They

could then ab.solutely control the traffic, including its locality and

direction, and in ca.se of traffic being stopped or interrupted by an

nnprovenient or alteration of any kind the people would be satis-

fied to hold themselves or their representatives responsible. Owning

the tracks, the city could lease their use under proper arrangement'

for a reasonable number of years to the party operating, who should

own the rolling stock. Such a plan gives the municipality a certaui

revenue without unjust burden on the operating company, which

is enabled thereby, being relieved of paving, cleaning, street watering

charges, etc., or taxes on what it does not own or control (the

streets) to give the people lower fares and better service.

Ihis is the plan pursued in Manchester, England, and it works

well and in my opinion is much better than placing the operating

I'Ki KH.\M 14 r.-o Van fk.wcisco speci.\l tri'ck.

grid resistances, etc.. comprise the electrical equipment. The gear

ratio is 16:67. National Electric Co's. air brakes arc used in addi-

tion to hand lever track and wheel brakes.

The total weight of car is 40,000 lb. and it has a seating capacity

for 42 persons ; the full load capacity is about ico, although as many
as 140 have crowded on the car. The average speed is 10 miles per

hour including stops, for regular city service. Grades up to 12

per cent are successfully operated over.

« »

Owing to the strike of Chicago teamsters and the difficulty in

getting freight hauled to the freight depots, an electric car was
loaded with fruit and other perishable goot's and shipped to Joliet.

men in the hands of American politicians, although, as Mayor

Dunne intimates, they are generally and often very much controlled

by the same people at present. I have had a great deal of this

kind of humbug to contend with to the detriment of the senice.

Municipal control may work all right with water, gas and light

but my opinion is it will be a failure with .street surface railways,

or railways in general. Belgian railways are controlled by the gov-

ernment and they are terrible as compared with privately operated

railways of France, though the people are similar in their leading

characteristics.

Yours tru'.y,

T. J. Nicholl.
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INSURANCE FUND AND DEPRECIATION RESERVES.

Editor "Review"

:

In answer to inquiry for further information as to the plans of

tlic .Augusta-.Viken Railway & Electric Co. for taking care of depre-

ciation and providing an insurance reserve fund, I would reply as

follows

:

As stated in our annual report, beginning with Jan. I. 1905, a

depreciation fund has been provided, the plan being set out more

in detail in the following extract from the report

:

"Your company has been carrying $435,104 of insurance upon

Hampton Terrace Hotel and contents. The premiums thereon

amounted annually to $13,053.12. On your railway comprmies you

have carried insurance in value to $243,750, and paid premium an-

nually amounting to $2,334.76. Upon investigation your board

deemed it wise to reduce some of the insurance, and in lieu thereof

to organize some of the employes of your hotel into a fire brigade.

The organization of this brigade will result in very little excess cost

in point of wage, and will reduce the amount of premiums paid by

a very considerable amount. A certain sum per annum in the past

has been set aside by your company to meet depreciations, and an

arbitrary monthly charge has been set aside to meet accident liabili-

ties. Beginning with January, 1905, a committee of Insurance Fund

Trustees has, by resolution, been created. Into their hands it has

been decided to pay a fixed sum as a guarantee against accident loss,

and a percentage of gross receipts as a renewal or depreciation in-

surance. There will also be paid to these trustees the difference in

premiums for fire insurance heretofore paid and what will be paid

under the new plan. It is intended to found an insurance fund

which it is hoped may in course of time be able to protect the com-

pany to a considerable extent against possible fire and other loss.'

The plan as proposed in our annual report has been with me the

outgrowth of a study of years in connection with the question of

fire insurance, accident liability and depreciation or renewals
'1 hese are all. conditions that cannot be avoided ; they have to be met

daily. It has been the custom with most roads to meet this form

of fixed charge by an annual appropriation at the end of the fiscal

}'ear, which appropriation has depended almost entirely upon the

surplus earnings of the year. To the writer's mind, these charges

are so necessarily "fixed" as to make it most advisable that they be

charged monthly in the nature of an operating expense.

First, as to the accident feature; This company has found, after

an experience of years, that the sum of $12,000 per annum has been

more than sufficient to meet its accident liabilities. We have there

fore adopted the policy of paying arbitrarily to the Insurance Fund
Trustees the sum of $1,000 monthly on account of accident liability

and from these deposits it is expected settlement of damage claims

will be made.

Second, as to the question of fire insurance : These companies

own considerable real estate, particularly Hampton Terrace Hotel.

On this latter property we have had to pay very large insurance

premiums annually. Much of the insurance was surplus line, and

had to be carried in foreign companies, and companies not recog-

nized by the Tariff Association. In the event of fire it might have

been possible to have collected all of such insurance, but, upon in.

vestigation, I doubted it. We have improved the fire service—if I

may so call it—by organization of our watchmen into a fire company,

and have installed all fire-fighting appliances that could be made
available in case of fire. We have reduced the sum total of insur-

ance carried so as to bring the insurance within the limit taken by

old line companies, leaving out a greater part of the surplus lines.

We charge ourselves with the full premium; the dif?erence, how-
ever, between the premiums actually paid and the premiums charged

is paid into the hands of the Insurance Fund Trustees.

Third, as to the item of depreciation : On the railway property

we are charging -zY^ per cent of the gross income as an annual

operating expense, this 2^4 per cent being paid into the hands of

Insurance Fund Trustees. Extraordinary renewals will be paid for

out of this fund. Ordinary maintenance, however, will not be re-

lieved by calling upon such a fund. The Insurance Fund Trustees

deposit the money in their hands as a saving fund account, which

draws interest, and any surplus that they have they will invest

preferably in the securities of the company.

Fourth, as to the items charged for depreciation : That has been

fixed for this year, as stated, at 2Y2. per cent of the gross receipts

on the railway department ; another percentage on the lighting de-

partment, and still another percentage on the realty holdings of the

company. Time may demonstrate that this percentage is too small

or too large ; it can be fixed by the Board of Directors, however, at

any time to suit the reiiuircnicnts and needs of the company.

We anticipate that at the end of the fiscal year 1905 we will show

quite a surplus in the hands of the trustees.

Yours truly,

John Blair MacAfee,

Augusta, Ga, Pres., Augusta-.-Mken Ry. & Elec. Co.

PURCHASING AND STOREKEEPING.

Editor "Review"

:

Among the various departments of a traction system there is one,

the purchasing department, that deserves more recognition than it

receives. The important part it plays can be only too readily real-

ized by glancing over the store room records, power house logs, and

track and line reports. One need only to catch a glimpse of the

folios in the bill book or voucher record to satisfy himself what

accounts for a good portion of "expense."

The vital question is not necessarily how much is bought or how

much is paid for what is purchased, but how long and well that

lasts which costs the price, because the best things are the cheapest

in the long run. It is for the purchasing department to answer this

question. In charge of this department should be a man who has

had practical experience along both clerical and mechanical lines,

who is generally enlightened on the traction business in all its

branches. It is often the case that the purchasing agent is an office

man, possessing, little or no knowledge of the mechanical and elec-

trical features of rolling stock, track, line or power equipment.

A purchasing agent should follow up the material as closely as pos-

sible in order to ascertain whether or not the goods bought are

giving satisfactory service and lasting their time. Without that

knowledge he cannot do these things. With it, and by keeping in

touch -with current market prices, he is enabled to buy the best

quality of material for the least money, thereby making the pur-

chasing department as tiearly self-supporting as possible, and simul-

taneously earning money for his company, for money saved is money

made. Aside from these advantages, he is able to buy intelligently,

as he knows whether or not he is getting his money's worth. The

purchasing department is of benefit not alone to the company, but

to the commercial world at large. It is the go-between of buyer

and seller, affording the latter a better opportunity to make his

quotations and demonstrate the merits of his goods. All this, of

course, could probably be accomplished through other departments

and capacities, but not with that .clearly defined resultant "system."

There are too many other duties and details presenting them-

selves, and the correspondence becomes more or less divided.

Then, too, it may be added, that without this system there is a

tendency to hold over orders, which is often detrimental to the

successful operation of the road, as certain repairs must be left

undone and rolling stock probably tied up until the material is on

the ground. This, however, is not always due to negligence on the

part of the one who may be supposed to perform such work, as he

may have good reasons for holding certain orders, and may not

be aware of the fact that the material is urgently needed. For

that reason it is good policy to keep well stocked by ordering sup-

plies ample time in advance. This gives the buyer a better oppor-

tunity to secure quotations, with the results that he will know

where to buy the most and best goods for the least money, and

make the purchasing department or its equivalent an expense

reducer instead of producer.

Yours truly,

Wheaton, III - D. C. HinstorfT.

* « »

Under the direction of their professors, 78 students from the

engineering department of the Ohio State University made a com-

plete efficiency test of the system of the Scioto Valley Traction Co.,

.Xpril 2ist. Men were placed at the power station and upon each of

the cars on the Lancaster and Circleville divisions. The number of

passengers, the amount of fuel used, the distance traveled and the

load carried were carefully recorded.
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United Railways Co. of St. I.oiiis.

April i';lli. llic Norlli Anicricaii Co. .issiiim-d control of tlic

[IiiiU-il l<:iilw:iys Co. of St, l.oiiis, clrcliiifj a new hoard of directors.

The officers ,in<l iliniliMs n! ili.- cnni|iaiiy .is re-organized arc as

follows:

I'residcnl, John 1. HegKs. sncceedin^ Mnrray Carleton ; vice-

president and Keiicral nianaKer, Rohert McCnlloch, re-elected. Di-

rectors: John I. HcK^s, siiccee<ling A. D. Urown
;
James Carnphcll,

Itohert McCnlloch and Mnrray Carleton, re-clcctcd ; 11. S. Priest,

sncceeding C. II. Spencer; W. V. .\. Powclson, succeeding G. I-.

Kdwards; George K. Sheldon, succeeding E, II. Conradcs; W. II.

Thninpson, sncceeding O. D, Sniilhers ; 1-cstns J. Wade, succeed-

ing I''.
]''. Marshall ; C. W. Wctmore, succeeding James Brown.

« »

IMicttoKraphic Contest.

The Boston & Northern and the Old Colony street railways have

a plan for making the people of Massachusetts acquainted with the

beauty spots along their lines liy means of a photographic contest,

open to amateurs only. These two roads run through scenes of

natural beauty which cannot be surpassed in Massachusetts, and it

is to find out what spots appeal most to lovers of beauty that this

contest has been started. There are everywhere, along the routes

of the trolley, scenes that only need the appreciation of the

photographer to bring theiu into prominence, and it will be inter-

esting to observe what particular sections of these two lines are

most favored. On every hand there is plenty of artistic material

waiting for the appreciative to bring it into notice. The com-

panies offer liberal prizes in cash and goods to those who take pic-

tures that have real artistic merit and which show the most beauti-

ful spots along their lines, no other restrictions being placed upon

the field of the amateur photographer's operations. We are ad-

vised by R. H. Derrah, the passenger agent, wdio has the contest in

charge, that the following conditions will be observed. Photo-

graphs must not be less than 4 by 5 in., nor larger than 8 by 10 in.

in size. They inust be printed on matte surface paper and mounted,

and on the back of each must be plainly marked the location of the

photograph and the name and address of the sender. Thomas Har-

rison Cummings, editor of the "Photo-Era;" George R. King and

F. E. Bowman, all three well-known in the photographic world, will

act as judges. The contest will close Sept. i, 1905, and all photo-

graphs are to he addressed to the Boston office of the Passenger

.\gent, 300 Washinsinn St.. Boston, Mass.

Mayor Johnson's Plan.

Mayor Johnson, of Clcxcland, has proposed a scheme to secure

what he calls practically municipal ownership of the street rail-

ways in that city, which is substantially as follows: The street

railway company is to surrender all its franchises and receive a

new grant for a 25-year franchise covering all lines, on a 5-cent

fare basis. Tho company is then to lease this property to a trust

company with a nominal capital to have for its members from six to

ten men, each of whom must be acceptable to both city and com-
pany. The present owners to receive .t guaranteed dividend on a

capitalization to be agreed upon, 1 ho city to have the right to buy
the property, in case it be given authority so to do by the state, at a

price to be named in the lease. The operating trust to keep the

property in first-class condition and make needed improvements
and extensions. In event of default in rental or failure to properly

maintain the property, it will revert to the present owners until the

expiration of the franchise term.

Park Improvements at Baltimore.

Mr. W . .\. House, general manager of the United Railways S:

Electric Co., of Baltimore, advises us that the company plans to

expend about $10,000 in inijiroving its pleasure resort called River-

view Park. To the present dining hall in the park which now has
over-all dimensions of 106 x 105 ft., will lie added a large shelter

pavdion of a pleasing design. The front of this addition will ex-
tend for 13s ft. along the river bank, and the depth of the new por-
tion will be 95 ft. This shelter pavilion will he built in the form
of a rectangle, closely joined to the dining room building so that

in event of shriwers a large covered space for picirckers will be

available. I he main floor of Ihc building will be about 10 ft. above

the level of the groimd and wide steps at suitable p'iints will lead

from the ground to the porch lloor on a level with thai of the main

part of the building and extending entirely around its three sides.

This i)orch will he 15 ft, wide and sheltered by a sloping roof which

will aflford protection from the weather. The pirrh roof will have

for its outer support a row of posts extending around the building

and spaced about 11 ft. between centers. The roof over the main

part of the building will be supported on six combination wood and

steel trusses spanning the room from side to side. The roof will

be covered with a sheathing % in. thick by 3 in. wide. The columns

which support the roof trusses will be of wood 8x 10 in. in section

anil will stand upon concrete piers 5 ft. sq. and 1 fl. 6 in. deep.

* »

European Notes.

At Potsdam, (jermany, there has recently been an agitation for

the substitution of electric traction to replace the present animal

traction. In the preliminary plans it was found that it would be

necessary to cut down an old historical lime tree, but the Emperor
has opposed this plan and will not allow the lines in the ncightior-

hood of his palace to be operated by mechanical traction. The
cheapest alternative plan will call for an expenditure of {fjo.ono,

of which the Emperor declines to contribute more than half. As the

other half could only be obtained by tax on the residents of Pots-

dam, at the rate of £1 each, they feel that this method of preserving

historical objects is too expensive.

.\t Monheim, Germany, there has been put in service a trackless

trolley system, Ihc details of which are interesting. The new line

connects Monheim on the right bank of the Rhine with the Langcn-
feld station, about 2;/2 miles distant. Current is supplied for this

line and for lighting and industrial power purposes from a central

station at Solingcn. The present rolling stock of the road consists

of one motor car for passengers and one freight locomotive with
freight cars. The passenger car is provided with one 45-h. p. motor
and has a seating capacity for 25 persons. This motor car is ar-

ranged to pull a trailer having a like seating capacity, at a speed of

I J kilometers per hour. Tho locomotive is equipped with two
40-h. p. motors and pulls a fully loaded train at a speed of y'/j miles

per hour. During the four months of working this line has carried

13.000 people paying at the rate of 6 cents for adults and 4 cents
for children.

It is rumored that the electrically equipping of some portions of
the Siberian railway is now being considered, but no definite plans
fol- proceeding with the work and supplying the power have been
made.

In a recent report on Electric Traction for Tramways, written by

Mr. F. Paul Du Bois, engineer of the Orleans Railway Co., France.

some interesting operation figures are included. On the Quai
d'Orsay-Austerlitz line, in 1903. the cost per train-kilometer was
.8268 franc, and by adding to this the interest and sinking charges
at 5 per cent, the total expenditure per train-kilometer was 1.32

francs. It is stated that for steam operation this cost would have
been at least 1.35 francs. The Orleans company is considering the

electrically equipping of its Paris-Juvisy line to be supplied with
power from the present generating station.

On the Paris Metropolitan railway, in 1903, the cost per train-

kilometer was 1.04 francs, not including the interest and sinking

charges, which are fairly large.

The operating of the Monza-Milan line in Italy by the use of

storage batteries has been abandoned because the undertaking did

not prove financially successful.

It is stated that many applications for concessions for operating

electric railw-ays in Italy are being presented. .Among the most re-

cent ones may be mentioned schemes for operating between Milan-
Lecco, Varese-Lurno. Modcna-Leghorn, and the trams from Pal-

lanza and Chieti.

It is reported from Vienna that plans are being arranged for

hydro-electric generating stations to supply current for operating
the new railways in the .Alps. The managements of these railways
have petitioned the Government for an engineering report on the
diflferent available water powers throughout the empire, and it is

stated that when this report has been made the Government will

set aside a certain number of these water powers for its own use
and release the others for industrial use
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ACCOUNTANTS' TRIBUTE TO MR. BROCKWAY.
I he re^olulion parsed liy tlu' e\eculi\e ecinunillee of ihe Street

Railway .Accountants' Associalion, .it its tir^t nieetinn ,iftcT Mr. W.
I'l, Brockway surrendered the active duties of the office of secre-

tary and treasurer of the association, and which will he found upon

another page of this issue, is a well-deserved tribute to a faithful

worker and one which serves to close in a proper manner the record

of his services in an official capacity. We doubt whether there are

many persons, excepting Mr. Brockway's intimate personal friends,

and those members of Ihe Accountants' association most active in

its work, who realize the time and labor he devoted to up-building

the association during his nearly eight years as peniiancnt executive

oflficer. The successful administration of a society of this kind re-

quires that a man's whole heart be in the work, and that he stand

ready to make many personal sacrifices—the results achieved by the

.Accountants' speak for themselves and show what Mr. Brockway
did.

COMPETITION IN ILLINOIS.

Withni a few weeks two steam railroads operating in Illinois

h.i\e made announcements indicating that they purpose entering

the "interurban" field and competing with electric lines in the mat-

ter of service as well as rates. April 9th the Chicago & Alton put

in effect a new time table showing eight trains each way daily be-

tween Springfield and Girard, a distance of 25.7 miles, and si.x

trains south and five north between Pontiac and Blooniington, a

distance of 34.6 miles. Of these si.x trains each way between

Springfield and Girard, and four each way between Pontiac and

lllooniington are designated "Interurban Trains" and it is stated

that they "will stop on signal to engineer and on application to

conductor at all public road crossings at which it is safe to take

and discharge passengers. They will also stop on signal or on ap-

plication at street intersections in transit through towns or cities

through which they pass. Single-trip and round-trip tickets will

lie sold at greatly reduced rates for transportation on interurban

trains."

.Announcement is also made as follows: "Interurban single-trip

and round-trill tickets sold at greatly reduced rates will be hon-

ored on all interurban and local trains running locally between

above stations. Special 2S0-mile tickets, good for bearer, limitc<l to

.^o days, will be honored only on strictly interurban trains Nos.

92, 93, 94, 95, 96, and 97, between Pontiac and Blooniington, and 71.

7^. 73. 74. 75. 76. 77. a'ld 7S, between Girard and Springfield. It is

the intention of the management to extend this service tii all thickly

populated portions of the railway line."

The Illinois Central also purposes putting on similar service be-

tween b'reeiiort and Anilioy, a distance of 47.5 miles, and between '

liloomington and Decatur, a distance of 43.6 miles.

This looks like war. The reason for the steam lines taking such

action doubtless is that the modern electric railway, because of more

careful location and better corstruction, is too serious a factor,

both actual and potential, in the freight situation to be ignored,

and the new-comer is to be attacked in its passenger traffic.

.A rate war even of the most relentless kind, over a section of 50

miles, is merely an unimportant incident for the big road, but may
be very serious for the shorter electric line. The latter can scarcely

hope to win in a rate war and should rely upon the other advan-

tages which it offers to patrons : .A train every 30 or 60 minutes,

instead of only every 3 or 4 hours. More convenient location in

the cities and towns served. Freedom from cinders and smoke.

.As we .sec it the electric lines should keep up their rates and win

the fight by continuing to give superior service. The steam train

that stops at all crossroads, large trees and important fence corners

is not a popular one and a trunk line soon reaches its limit as to

Irerpiency of local trains.

THE VALUE OF A NAME.
In connection with the development of electric traction there has

been quite a marked evolution in the character of the names chosen

to designate the operating companies. Few only of the older city

roads retain their original titles—the "Quincy Horse Railway &
Carrying Co. (operated by electricity)" is one of the striking ex-

amples of a concern that has retained its old name. Newer companies

have displayed considerable ingenuity in devising what have been

called "new names for a street railway." The word "Electric" was
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most iiatiiniUy one chosen liy liotli new corporations ;ni<l old onc-s

cliaiiis'iiiK 111'' "i"li\e I)ovvcr used liecause it was accurately descriptive

and liecaiise llio-e interested were proud to idiMitify tlieiiiselves with

a progressive step, ••Traction" made its appearance in company names

only a few years ago and at first was not welcomed over-cordially.

'I'liis term lias steadily increased in ijopularity, and notwitlislandmx

thai a Icannun i-oiiipany or a steaiii railroad is ipiitc as mncli a trac-

tion company, llu- lerni is recoKiiized as implyiiiK the use of elec-

tricity as a motive power—alllionKli there are a few eases where

other power is used hy "'rraction" companies, '•|nternrban" is an-

other widely-nscd term which m praclnc diMinguishes electric

railways from steam railways, ahlion;;h hoth classes of companies

operate helween cities.

Donhtless the names taken hy electric railway comi>anies were

chosen for one of four reasons, they were descriptive of the busi-

ness to he condncteil, they were pleasing to the eye or ear, they

wa'i-e new and olTered attractive |iossihilities in the way of effective

advertising, or they were the only names availahle to identify a

reorganized company with its predecessor where it was desired to

retain the "good will" incident to the old name. And perhaps in

every case the name chosen is considered a matter of no scrions

moiiH'iil not ;i ihini; that u ill c-irii ov lose ili\idends.

It w.is dewlopcd 111 llu- iliMiis-,ion of Mr. II. II. I'ollv's Jiaper he-

lore the Iowa Street ami Inliriirh.in Railway Association, however,

thai the name of an electric railway company has a very important

hearing upon its relations with its neighbors and competitors in

the transportation lield, .Spccificially, several managers found an

electric "railway" can ciiu-r into contracts with a steam railroad

which the latter will not make with a "traction" or an "interurhan"

or an "electric" railway company. 'I'liere are, of course, no legal

objections, lint the steam railroad passenger and freight traffic as-

sociations are at present opposed to recognizing electric railways.

Individual companies, members of these associations, may he con-

vinced of the advantages of making interchange agreements in cer-

tain cases, luit are unwilling to make such contracts when the ]nib-

lication of a tariff shows to the world that it, the steam road, is in

alliance with a "traction" or "street car" line. If this condition

obtains in Iowa where the field for electric lines carrying freight

in car-load lots is especially good because of the advantages steam

roads can derive from joint taritTs. it would appear to be well worth

while to consider the material advantages of a nenlral color in

choosing a name.

••JIM CROW LAW IN TENNESSEE.

Within a few years sc\erul sonthern states iiavc enacted laws pro-

viding for the separation of the white and the colored races in pub-

lic vehicles, particularly street cars. These law-s and city ordinances

designed to secure the same result have been attacked in the courts

on various grounds, and opposed sometimes by the railway com-

panies, sometimes by patrons and in one case by the railway em-

ployes. The methods of separating the two races in street cars that

have been tried are the use of separate cars, the use of cars with

separate compartments, the use of a readily movable screen by means
of which the space assigned to one class of passengers can be easily

changed to meet changing conditions, and the reservation on the

ordinary cars of certain seats for each class.

The re(|uirement that ^trecl railway companies operate separate

cars is a hardship, and on the small systems would bankrupt the

company: and even in large cities to meet this requirement in a

manner at all satisfactory to patrons would involve such an increase

in the luimher of cars operated, without corresponding increase in

receipts, as to make the plan impracticable. Street cars must be run

at such short intervals and are of such limited capacity compared

with railroad trains that the separate car law acceptable for steam

railroads cannot be applied without injustice. In the case of the

Virginia "Jim Crow" law. calling for separate cars, passed in 1902,

the street railway employes objected that no desirable motormen or

conductors would accept work on the ••Jim Crow^" cars.

The use of separate compartments to separate the two races is

also open to serious objections. The proportion of white passen-

gers is constantly varying and widely varying according to the time

of day. and to have the compartment for one class crowded whiW
the other is practically empty is to invite altercations between pass-

engers and the car crew, or else abandon enforcement of the law.

In Louisiana the law passed in igoi providing for movable .screens

to he adjusted by the conductor to meet varying requirements for

space was billerly atl.'icked by the coioiro jc i.pi' -i

• trial ill practice it was found to work acccplal : -y

of enforcement.

Tile most recent "Jim Crow" enactment is that of Tennessee,

wiiicli becomes eflective July .^d next, ami provides that conductors

shall seal while passengers in the forward scats of the car, filling

up seats from front lo rear, and seat colored passengers in the rear

seals, tilling seals from rear lo froi.t as they may be vacant. A law

passed in I'jo.l, applying only in the city of Memphis, was declared

unconstitutional on technical grounds. The igo,^ law was opiHJscd

by the Memphis street railway, but the new enactment is believed

to have the approval of street railway interests, 'i'he companies

lind that since each passenger on entering a car with cross seals

seeks a place by a window, and on an open car takes the end scat,

the efifecl where the majority of early comers are colored isi to

seriously reduce the capacity of the car because white passengers

will not share seats with negroes. The loss of Irafiic from this cause

is most marked in summer when pleasure riding is heaviest.

The Tennessee law prescribes what is believed to be the most

simple means of securing separation of the races in street cars, and

the same plan has been followed with success in several sfjuthcrn

cities where the street railway companies have made rules without

the special sanction of law. Legislation of this character has Iwen

found in nearly every case to subject to annoyance and inconveni-

ence the race it was designed to favor, and has been difficult to en-

force for that reason, and if a satisfactory solution has lieen found

the railways confronted with the race question arc to be congratu-

lated.

AUXILIARY BUSINESS.

We note with pleasure the steps' that progressive interurhan man-

agers are taking toward increasing the receipts by what may be

called '•auxiliary business." In this issue of the •'Review" arc de-

scribed some of the novel and interesting operating features on the

third-rail system of the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railway Co. This

company which since its trains first began running has been giving a

most excellent high-speed passenger service, is making strong elTorts

not only to increase the regular passenger traffic by offering many
attractive excursion trips over rail and water, but is also building

11]) a healthy freight and express business and is developing a regu-

lar income by the sale of 600-volt current for use in farm work

along the line and by converting the 25-cyclc railway feeding cur-

rent to 60-cycle current for lighting the streets of towns and resi-

dences along its route.

With its generously designed power station and its well built

double track roadbed it is possible for the company to handle a

large amount of special traffic and in no way interfere with the regu-

lar pa.ssenger .schedule. .\s a means for systematically increising

the special business the company employs a solicitor or advertising

manager with an office at the Chicago terminal whose sole duty is

to initiate special traffic, such as the annual excursions of societies,

combination trips by electric cars and lake steamers, funeral trips

to the cemeteries along the route and similar business. This class

of business is advertised by the usual form of folders, time cards

and souvenir postal cards, and by providing unusual conveniences.

such as special bufTet theater cars, checking parcels from the de-

partment stores and delivering them lo passengers at the terminal

station, and arranging for cab service to meet incoming parties.

.Mlhough having been in working order but two months, the returns

from this department have clearly shown its value.

.\s earlier mentioned, current is furnished for lighting and power.

There are some twenty small towns along the route varying from

mere groups of farm houses to thrifty suburban villages. By in-

stalling motor-generator sets in the existing sub-stations, using

synchronous motors and 60-cycle. 4.000-volt generators, no added

sub-station attendance is required for operating the lighting apparatus

and severaf of the.sc towns may be supplied with lighting current

from each sub-station with but comparatively small outlay for

equipment, while there is created a steady demand for current dur-

ing the evening when the railway load is light.

The sale of current direct from the working conductor for oper-

ating farm machinery is believed to be as yet unique with this road.

The original outlay by the railroad company is practically n'^V-rc.

as the customers install their own apparatus, and sinci

ample generator, sub-station and feeder capacity, it is e .

that with no operating cost except for coal at the generating sta-
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tion the income from this source is largely profit. This is a serv-

ice which can be offered to the farmers by nearly all interurban

roads and one which will assure substantial returns for practically

no capital outlay and Init small operation cost.

STREET RAILWAY EVOLUTION IN MASSACHUSETTS.

That the modern street railway is still undergoing a process of

evolution cannot be doubted by anyone observing the trend of prac-

tice at the present time in more than one section of the country.

It requires but a short memory to recall the lighter cars, smaller

equipments, slower speeds and moderate power facilities of a few

years ago in comparison with the rolling stock and substantial

physical plant of today. Although urban street railway practice is

pretty well standardized, there remain many unsettled problems

bearing upon the broader aspects of electric transportation outside

city limits. Conspicuous among these is the development in New
England of the high speed interurban line from the simple begin-

nings of a cross country trolley route connecting a series of cities

or towns and occupying llu' highways wholly or in part between

termini.

The problem of electric railway transportation betwoen populous

centers is radically different in eastern Massachusetts, in particular,

from the situation obtaining in the middle west. The high popula-

tion density of the region within 50 tniles of Boston is reflected by

a large number of suburban cities and towns, most of which are

joined by a network of trolley lines that make a brilliant showing

on a colored map, but which are inherently incapable of giving very

high speed service. In comparison with the steam railroad service

of the territory the trolley lines supply cheap, frequent, comfortable

and reliable facilities for the transport of passengers from town to

town, but when long distance travel is attempted the schedule speed

falls far below that of the best examples of interurban practice in

the West. In fact, Massachusetts has as yet but one line which

properly falls under the interurban designation—the Boston &
Worcester. This curious condition in a state which ranks as one

of the pioneers of street railw'ay development arises largely from the

extension of early city systems into the suburbs along the lines of

least resistance—the highways—and from the relatively great density

of population in the territory served. The private right of way has

therefore received but limited encouragement in eastern Massa-

chusetts, the nearest approach to it, as a rule, being a location on

a boulevard or reserved right of way in or adjoining the main high-

way traversed. Such locations are not fenced in, but under favorable

conditions speeds of from 25 to 45 miles per hour are attained, tlie

latter figure being frequently reached on the boulevard section of

the Boston & Worcester.

While this extension of facilities from one town to another is a

natural growth, as is the adoption of the boulevard location, it is

evident that the time has arrived in Massachusetts when higher

standards of practice are needed in special cases like the building of

an interurban line between Boston and Providence. There is a

growing opinion among practical electric railway men that the pri-

vate right of way should be adopted as nearly as possible, to the

utter exclusion of highway running, the sole limitations being those

of land damage. With this goes the abolition of nearly all grade

crossings except those with connecting electric lines, where stops

are invariably made. Further than this, one of the Boston and

Providence projects pending in tlie Massachusetts legislature plans

for a maximum grade of 3 per cent and a minimum curvature of 1°

between Hyde Park and the Rhode Island line. With an estimated

running time of an hour and three-quarters from the heart of one
city to the center of the other, a probable interval of 15 minutes dur-

ing times of heavy traffic and half an hour at other times, and a fare

approximately half the steam railroad tariff, allowing for frequent

stops also, it is evident that such a line would easily take its place

among the interurbans of advanced type.

The question as to legislation regarding the right of eminent do-

main for electric railways is a broad one. In the case of interurban

lines projected between important population centers there is little

doubt that provision should be made whereby the companies will not

be required to pay unreasonable prices for the land which they need.
It is readily conceivable that a few obstinate property holders may
cause great annoyance and expense to new projects of this character

under the existing conditions in Massachusetts— in fact, the experi-
ence of the Boston & Worcester road amply hears this out. The

steam railroad interests ^at the recent legislative hearings on the

Boston and Providence projects maintained that the right of eminent

domain should be granted only to electric roads incorporated under

the general railroad law of the state, claiming that the proposed high

speed interurban lines ought not to be given steam railroad privi-

leges without assuming steam railroad responsibilities. Whether the

right of eminent domain should be granted by special legislation or

by the framing of a general law is a question for the legal specialist

under the present condhions of electric transportation in Massa-

chusetts; the fact remains that it is a vital necessity in advanced

high speed work. The claim that the interests of the property

owners are not safeguarded by the statutes relating to eminent do-

main is preposterous. .Mthough in certain particulars the interurban

railway of the type proposed between Boston and Providence re-

sembles a steam road, it differs radically from it in other respects,

occupying in reality a sort of middle vantage ground between the

steam road and the street railway. For this reason, the details of

which are familiar to every railroad man, it is manifestly unjust

to lay all the burdens of either class of road upon the interurban

line. Electric railway history is still being made in the Bay State,

and the future will be well worth watching.

Clonvention Preparations.

The Executive Committee of the .American Street Railway .Asso-

ciation held a meeting at the Bellcvue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia,

Pa., April 7th.

.\t this meeting, Mr. Newcomb Carlton, fourth vice-president of

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., was elected to

succeed Mr. Calvert Townley as tlie representative of that company,

and Mr. C. C. Pierce was chosen to succeed Mr. John H. Lovejoy

as the representative of the General Electric Co.

Article III of the by-laws was amended to read as follows : "Each

member, upon payment of the annual dues for that year, shall be

entitled to receive at the annual convention four badges, each of

which shall entitle the person to whom it is issued to all the privi-

leges of the convention and to such entertainments as may be pro-

vided. Other similar badges may be obtained by a member upon

the payment of five dollars extra for each badge. Each holder of

a badge may olitaiu without charge a badge for a lady to accompany
him."

The following proposition from Dr. Wilson, director .of the Phila-

delphia Museums, was accepted

:

"That he wotdd recommend to his board that, for a sum not to

exceed $1,000, the .American Street Railway Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation viould be given the exclusive rights to the entire ground

floor of the south pavilion, to be used as an exhibition hall at the

twenty-fourth annual convention, to be held the fourth week in

September, 1905 ; also such space in the west end of the second

floor as may be required for assembly and committee rooms ; also

such space in the vacant lot south of the pavilion as may be needed

for outdoor exhibits, the Museums to furnish all necessary light

(except for special exhibits), heat, guard protection, elevator service,

etc., and to grant the use of all the above space to the association

for the five days preceding and the five days following the week of

the convention, for the purpose of receiving and re-shipping the

exhibits, and that the association be granted an option for, the above

proposition to extend until July I, 1905."

It was proposed that exhibitors using more than 100 sq. ft. of floor

space for their exhibits should be required to pay extra for such

additional space, the amount to be determined by the committee.

This proposition was laid upon the table, however.

Designing relatives of a 14-ycar-old girl, Ijrought suit against

the Louisvillle Railway Co. for $15,000 damages, claiming that a

street car accident had caused a permanent injury to the girl. The
court awarded judgment of $6,500 against the railway company.

After the matter had apparently been satisfactorily settled, the

father of the girl, being preyed upon by his conscience, made an

affidavit to the effect that the girl had never been injured, but was
suffering with sciatic rheumatism, with which both he and his wife,

who are third cousins, have been afflicted for years. From the first

the Louisville Railway Co. maintained that the girl had never been

injured on its line.



I):iping and Power Station Systems.—VI.*
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Live Stciiiii Drips.

Tlie system fur sii|i|ilj'iiiK live steam will next lie coiisidercil .mkI

along willi lliis lnpie will Jilso be tleseribed the live steam drips. A
general arrangenient wliiett will serve these piirimses is illustrated

in a preliminary way by Fig. lo; tbe dilTercnt lilies being snbjeet

to revision \ipon more earefnl eonsideratioii. 'Mie general detail

of tlie location of tlie drips will now be considered, even before

determining tbe main sleani connections.

In Fig. 3<' is illiislrati'd a gravity ilrij) relnrn system. Tbe

brandies of llie piping system wbieb carry live steam from the

/i'£'C^/1^^/?

FIG. 36.
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boilers drain into tlie beader and this in turn drains into the

separators wbieb .ire iihieeil in tbe eii.nine branches. 'I'he steam used

in tbe low pressure relieater receiver is led ofT a short distance above

the bottom of the separators and, as shown in Fig. 36, the separator

drips are run to an accumulator, each pipe having a regulating

valve in it. If by accident the drain leading oflf from the bottom

of the separator be closed too niucli to take away tbe drip, then a

In operating this system wliere (here arc, say, 10 connections into

the accnniiilalor, two for each of the four generating units and

one for each of the exciter units, it is necessary that each drain

be sufiicicntly open to permit draining the line to which it is at-

tached, but snlTicienlly closed to ofTer a nfiliceabie resistance to the

(low, tlnis allowing the aii.xiiiaries lo be under a slightly less pres-

sure than the main steam line. The <liseharge from the drip sepa-

rator is carried to a drip main having branches to each of the boil-

ers and stop and check valves in each branch. In such a system the

(lifTerence in the pressures in separator and steam heater is greatest

just before a "slug" of water is carried up the standpipc into the

drip separator, then as soon as the water is out of the way the dif-

ference in the two pressures is only that due to friction. The

chief advantage of such a system is, that neither floats nor auto-

matic devices are required for its operation, in fact there is no

mechanism employed. To start the system the leader to the heater

is opened in order to clear the lines to the point of receiving steam,

then the auxiliary is started and as long as there arc auxiliaricf

running this system will remain open.

Another method of returning drips to the boilers, illustrated in

Fig. 37, is by using a drip receiver in which is placed a float so

connected that it regulates the speed of the pump This system

has the' advantage that it is easily understood and therefore will

be more likely to he operated properly than the system shown in

Fig. 36, which requires someone to instruct the attendants what to

tlo and sec that these instructions are properly obeyed. Careful

watch must be kept over the system shown in Fig. 36 if the drip

is to he returned to the boilers and not he wasted into the sewer.

The difference in the costs of these two systems is not sufficient to

be considered. The initial cost of the system shown in Fig. 37

is less than that of Fig. 36, but the maintenance for Fig. 37 is

greater. The maintenance for Fig. 36 is very slight.

There is still another system which combines as low first cost,

low maintenance cost, simplicity and high efficiency as can be ar-

ranged for a condensing plant not using economizers. This .system

is illustrated in Fig. 38 and discharges the drip into an open heater

when so arranged that exhaust steam and drips do not raise the

temperature to 210° thereby allowing a waste of steam. Traps are

not very desirable pieces of station apparatus, but by using two as

shown and the by-pas.scs, a very reliable system is obtained.

It will be noticed that Figs. 36 and 37 show steam drips dis-

r'tV'V^.* r£-j^s -
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Fir;, n. FIG. 38. FIG. 39

passage will stiU lie open by the way of the pipe to the reheater

receiver and thence to tlie accumulator. The elevated drip separator

is placed at a sufiicieiit height to insure that the drip will flow into

the boilers.

For part or all of the auxiliaries steam is taken from the upper

portion of the receiver and the small amount of condensation wdiicb

may be in the auxiliary main is led to tbe heater Iiy means of a

bleeder.

•Cnpyrigiii. 130S. l.y llu- K.iilielil I'lililisliiiii; Co.

charging direct to the boilers anil not by way of the feed main.

This is an essential feature because the feed main pressure may be

lowered at any time until it becomes less than the steam pressure.

Such a condition may be caused by the stopping of the feed pump.

thus allowing the water pressure to escape through the pump valves,

or it may be due to the tilling of an empty boiler, or the blowing off

of an economizer. In any case, whenever the pressure in the feed

main is lower than the steam pressure, the steam if not checked

will force the feed water back and cause very serious damage. An
automatic pimip between the steam and feed lines is no barrier
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wli.itcvcr, because llic >.l<;;im al lioilcr pressure will open and pass

through the pump valves, even when the pump is not nnniing. For

the same reason an automatic drip pnmp cannot be used to dis-

charge into an open heater or another receptacle which is under

less than boiler pressure. The discharge pressure must always be

be obtained in case the discharge pipe is closed. Unless the lines

and pumps be built for such pressures breakdowns must occur, be-

cause when shuttiuK down the boiler il is quite a simple oversight

for an operator to close the automatic pump discharge and not

notice that there is no other way of discharge.

riG. 40.

greater than the suction, even though it be caused by only a short

column of water additional. The discharge line from the automatic

pump should have a relief valve placed between the pump and any

valve that may be placed in this line and the discbarge should then

be piped to a catch basin where the end of the pipe is open so that

any discharge which is taking place may be seen. This relief valve

Another method of returning drips to the boilers is illustrated

in Fig. 39. This arrangement can only be used in connection with

single acting pumps and in systems where there is but one pump

on the line and the header is not less than 5 ft. above the water

line of the boilers. The operation of this system is made possible

by the pulsating pressure which is present during the operation of

r/^yrwSrf^/v /^f/fOS/?
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FJG. 41.

is very essential in order that the pump and .pipe line may be pro-

tected in case all discharge valves should be closed. It is possible

for the automatic pump, which receives its suction under

boiler pressure, to more than double the steam pressure on a dis-

charge; the steam end of the pump ordinarily has twice the area

of the water end and therefore when the steam pressure is but 1.75

lb. per sq. in. a pressure of from 350 to 400 lb. per sq. in. can easily

single acting puni|)s. If such pumps carried a unifnrni pn-sure this

system would not be feasible. A single acting pump discharges a

cylinder full of water, then stops at the end of the stroke and the

inertia of the water is only overcome by meeting the boiler water

which has a higher pressure; while the discharge from the pump

is being brought to a state of rest and the pressure in the part of

the system next to the pump is lower than the boiler pressure, the
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,,,.i„ line wliich is .1 Loilcr pressure flows inU, tliis pari of the system

,

, , ,,,f,H-e tin. reU„-ni„K slroUc of .he ,H,n,p, ihe pressure >n the

i,is.-h.u«c is aK.in returned to boiler pressure. For a small nt-

.(•,ll-.tion this metho<l of draining the steam niaui would appeal

to" tu engineer on account of its extreme simplicity, hut for a lar^e

„l,nt it might he found difficuh to maintain the entire art-ange-

n'ent as shown. This pounding action in the feed ma.ns would no,

1,. considered very favorably i.i large station work, and w.th.,ut the

,„„„„li,.R this system wouhl necessarily he inoperative. I his sys-

tem also has a had feature because it discharges mlo the feed mam

and not into the boiler.

For the station heiug studied, Fig. 36 may he userl as the .lr,p

system, and who this ligure is arranged \n a llexiblo form it appears

as showu it. Fig. 40. It will be noted that any or all of the

auxiliaries can be supplied with .steam through th,s dr,p sys.eUK

Ordinarily ste.un rerptired for one or two of these machnies sh..uld

l,c taken from the drip .system, to avoid reducing the pressure m

,l,e drip separator to si,ch a point that the drips will .tot How hack

to the boiler In .-vent that no auxiliary is taking steam from the

eireulation pipe .\ u uould then be necessary to blow steam mto

(he heater or to the atmosphere, and unless this operation is prop-

erly carried out the steam thus blown through the system would he

more than that ret|uired to run a portion of the auxiliaries. In

riser B pressure is required to elevate the drips, as is a pressure

•dso nJcessary in the drip separator to return the drips to the

Loiler The pressure in the separator, however, is but very few

pounds less than boiler pressure, and so within the maximum and

minimum limits of the allowable flow of line B the return of drips

is possible.

In case the steam for one fan engine is found sufficient to handle

the drips, then valve C may be closed; in case the fan engine re-

<iuires more steam than can pass through lines B and A, and at the

same time m.iinlain sufficient pressure in the drip separator to dis-

/200.
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full service the two relief valves would open and supply the auxil-

iary main By placing the reducing valves at D there is no danger

of their being opened and the pressure run up on the drip system.

The characteristic features of this system arc, a Uvc steam main

well drained to a low down drip main, an auxiliary steam mam in-

depen.lenlly drained to the heater, an overhead receiver mto which

drips .lischarge, a connection from the .Irip receiver to the auxiliary

steam mains, an.l a connection from the main header through a

resistance to the auxiliary steam main, this resistance preventing

steam from flowing except when the auxiliary main pressure an<*

,l,e receiver pressure are enough lower than the l^iler pressure to

overcome the resistance and allow water to be returned to the lx)ll-

ers In Fig 41 are shown the receiver drip pumps and the low

,lown auxiliary steam main, which main is large and serves for toth

the drip and steam mains. This system is well drained and has the

ehar.-.cteristic that before any damage could he <lone to the ugh

speed or large units, trouble will make itself known by a cracking

noise of water in the steam pumps and piping, hul without any lia-

bility of injuring them.

FIG. 42.

ch-ir"e waler to the boilers, then it would he possible to make C a

reducing valve allowing, say. i lb. difference on the two sides of the

valve thus furnishing a portion of the steam for the fan engine

direct from the auxiliary steam header. This reducing valve may

he placed at D in the branches from the main header, thereby

keepinsv the entire auxiliary steam main at about 7, lb. lower pres-

sure than the main steam header. Such a reducing valve may be a

heavy cushion check valve and if the port has a diameter of 4 m..

the valve would weigh about 40 lb. or the valve could be spring

loaded, the same as a safety valve. With reducing valves at the

points marked D, the system would at all times be ready for opcr.a-

tion. Even after shutting down, in case there should be one pump

running very slowly, this pump would be able to take steam through

the drip system, and if the fur pump shouUl at any tune be put into

FIG. 43-

TlK- main pomt to consider in the disposal of steam drips is to

keep them away from the large units and any system that will do

this under all circumstances, even though it causes stoker engines.

pumps and other auxiliaries to stop during the flooding, is far more

preferable than a system which would flood the main units in case

the removal of the drips be obstructed.

The system as shown in Fig. 4> would consist primarily of the

main steam header and the auxiliary header, the auxiliary header

l,ein» supplied with steam through the drip openings m the mam

engine receivers. Ihe steam branches to the auxiliaries are taken off

the top of the auxiliary steam main and drains are led from the

bottom of the steam main to the receiver of the drip pumps.

Emergency connections should be made from the auxiliary main to

the heater and to the blow-ofT main so that they can be used in

case the lines become flooded. This style of .Irainage has the great

advantage that by means of the cracking noise the auxiliaries are

positive in.lieators of the operation of the drip system. Ihe au.x.1-

ary main shown in Fig. 4' would necessarily be placed below the

rehcater drain.
, , j 1

The reheater as ordinarily placed between the high and lo«

pressure cylinders brings int.. the station layout a very troublesome

detVil \u ordinary form of reheater construction is a copper pipe

coil with the inlet and outlet of the same size as the opening in

the pipe and by using a small size tube for this cod of a very long

length a marked drop in the pressure as measured at the two ends

of the coil is obtained. To properly drain such a reheater it .s

necessary to place the drip main far enough l>elow the heater to

provide a gravity column which will make up for the pressure lost

in the receiver. If the reheater used were of a pattern similar to

the bent tube Berryman closed heater, there would be an ample

area for steam flow and therefore no appreciable drop in the pres-

sure The receiver should be pl.iced horizontally, and as high as

possible so that the drips can be properly taken care of. If an auto-

matic receiver pump as illustrated in Fig. 4J is to be used, the inter-

mediate engine receiver must be kept close to the underside of the

floor as shown in Fig. 42. I'his is necessary for tw-o reasons-to

give ample head room between the basement floor and the reheater

drip outlet, and to provide a sufficient gravity leg, A, to overcome

the pressure loss in the reheater. In case the boiler room floor line

is btit a foot or so above the basement fl.or it would then be neces-
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sary to place the automatic pumps in a pit. instead of on tlie liasc-

nient floor as shown in Fig. 42.

Unfortunately engine builders are not skilled pipe titters or they

would use better designed connections between their high an<l low

pressure cylinders, and also place their rehcaters at a relatively

higher level. The reheater connection shown in Fig. 43 is a very sim-

ple arrangement which has the advantage that it can be varied about

!4 in. either way between the centers of the cylinder connections.

This variation is obtained in the bolt holes at joints a, b, c, and d

;

if a is even 34 'n. higher or lower than d, the receiver can be kept

level by sliding the joints on their faces at b, c, e, f, g, and h. The

bolt holes should be 'A in. larger than the bolts. It is advisable

for the engineer to arrange this detail when the engine is ordered

because it is very difficult to make a satisfactory drainage system

erly the drips will give warning in the pump cylinders or stoker

engines. This is a very valualilo characteristic and the system

should be so laid out that the station will not be dependent upon

steam traps, bleeders or automatic devices for this service. With

these things in view let it be assumed that Fig. 44 illustrates the

drip system for the proposed station.

(To be continued.)

Hicnnial Report of the Railroad Commissioner
of the State of Wisconsin.

The present struggle between the legislative bodies of the state

of Wisconsin and the railroads within the borders of that state

makes the biennial report of the stale railroad commissioner for the
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FIG. 44.

if a vertical receiver in the basement nuist be used, or if for any

other reason the receivers should have their drain openings close

to the floor.

The low down auxiliary steam and drip main can be used with

the gravity return as well as with the receiver pump. Fig. .(4

shows such a main with a reducing valve at .'\. Ihe pi|)e lines

for the drain system as .shown only need be of sufficient size to

handle the drains, because when the plant is running, one fan en-

gine must also run and this will take care of the drips. When the

fan engine is .shut down the condensatitm -in the riser pipe will drop

back into the au.viliary main. In starting up the plant, water can

be run out of this main into the heater througli the by-pass and

any section of the au-Kiliary main or drain system may be shut down,

and the drips be run through the bleeders either to the heater or

the blow-off main. The steam connections leading from the au.xil-

iary main should be long radius fittings and the main should be

large enough to avoid the lifting of the condensation, lying at the

bottom of the line. The characteri.stic features of this system are,

main steam header, au.xiliary steain headers supplied through drip

openings of the main header, auxiliary branches taken oflf the top

of the au.xiliary main, connection run from drip pocket on Ihe un-

derside of auxiliary main to overhead separator, steam taken from

this separator to a constantly u.sed auxiliary and another line run

to this auxiliary which will supply it when the pressure drops below

the set amount necessary to return drips to the boilers.

The system shown in Fig. 44 is quite simple, in fact, more so than

that shown in either Fig. 40 or 41. The only appliance which must

constantly be watched and kept in good order is the reducing valve

and the operation of this valve can easily be checked by having

gages on both sides of the valve so that the difference in pressures

can be observed. In case the return system fails to operate prop-

years igC2-it)0.; one which will be carefully studied and its data

much copied.

At Ihe close of the year 1903, there was a total of 2<jy.78 miles of

single track and 99.53 miles of double track electric railway in Wis-

consin. Of this amount, 241.97 miles were operated within the

limits of the cities. .M the close of the year reported there were

20 cily and interurban electric railway systems in ojieralion, upon

which roads had been issued $5,231,700 preferred stock and $13,803,-

800 common stock. These roads li.id .1 total bonded indebtedness

of $17,119,550 and a total other indelitedness of $3,054,949, making

the total electric railway capital, including bonded debt, etc., $39,-

209,999, or $1,289,355 per mile of line. The items of operating ex-

penses, as reported by the different conip.anies, have totals as fol-

lows: General expenses, $191,137.59; legal expenses, $37,824.98;

injuries and damages, $i3O,846..^0; rentals- and insurance paid, $7,-

613.47; conducting transportation, $1,232,816.44; maintenance of way

and structures, $176,582.76; maintenance of rolling stock, $161,-

263.75; for producing power, $332,906.49; amount set aside for

depreciation and reserve, $44,213.04; amount exiiended for niiscel-

lancous purposes, $14,497.57.

The commissioner states that llie interurban electric railways

are becoming a force in the question of transportation in the state

and that lines are projected which, if built, will change conditions

in many sections of the~state very materially. It is suggested by

the commissioner that the attention of the legislature be called to

these transportation companies for such action as may be deemed

advantageous to the public and just to the companies. The railroad

commissioner during the period reported was Mr. John W. Thomas.

The first of a series of monthly smoker t.-dks for Ihe employes of

the Terre H.-iule Traction & Light Co. was held .April 18th.
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CAKI- VVIIICII MUS'I- BE EXERCISED TOWARDS A PAS-
SI'NC.l'.K riinTING ON OR OFF A CAR.

LclincT vs, Mctrijpolilan Sired Railway Co. (Mo. App.), S5 S. W.
Rep. no. Fcl). 6, igoj.

It i.s a vvell-csla1ilislii-(l rule, llic Kansas City court of appeals says,

that a carrier nuisl allcnv a reasonable time for its passengers to get

off and on its cars before tliey are started. Street railways, as other

carriers, arc required to exercise towards passengers the utmost

care and diligence of very cautious persons. And this duly applies

where a passenger is getting off or on a car.

.\ DANGEROUS RATE OF SPEED.

Chicago City Railway Co. vs. Bennett (111.), 73 N. E. Rep. 34.V

Feb. 21, 1905.

Whether Ihe rate of speed at wdiich a street car is traveling is so

high as to lie dangerous, the supreme court of Illinois says, de-

pends very largely upon circumstances. A street car may be pro-

pelled at a high rate of speed in the daytime, or along a street that

is brilliantly lighleil at night, with perfect safety, while the same

rale of spee<l maintained after dark in an unlighled street would be

extremely dangerous. It aijjicared here that the rate of speed, on

a misly, dark night, was such that Ihe motornian could not slop

the car in time to avoid striking an obstacle on the track, after he

was near enough to see it, if the obstacle remained stationary.

From that proof it may be inferred, the court says, that the com-
pany was negligently propelling the car at a rate of speed high

(Miough to he dangerous, and tli.it proof warranted the court m
denying a peremptory instruction to lind for the company.

TRESUMPTION OF CON'llNUED VIGILANCE ON PART
OF PI'Dl'SI'RTAN CROSSING STREET—QUESTIONS
FOR Till': .Tl'K^^

llaughey vs. Pillslu^.^ Railways Co. (Pa.), Jo .\It. Rep. i no. Dec.

.11. I<)04.

It was in evidence in this case that the man fal.-iUy injured visa

standing on llie sidewalk at a street crossing talking with some
one, and that, after looking "up and down" Ihe track, he started to

pass over the crossing. He was next seen lying against the curb

of the street towards which he was going, thrown there by collis-

ion with the car. The supreme court of Pennsylvania holds that it

was his duty, not only to look out for an approaching car before he

attempted to cross the street, luit also to continue this vigilance after

leaving the sidewalk until he passed over the electric car tracks.

In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it w'ould be presumed he

did his duty in this respect. How far the facts stated, if so found,

and the inferences to be drawn from them, might show the exercise

i>f care by the deceased, and llial he reasonably believed he couli!

safely cross the car track before .-iltemiJling to do so, were clearly

cpiestions for the jury.

POWER OF CONSOLIDATED COMPANY TO PROSECUTE
AN APPEAL IN CONDEMNATION PROCEEDINGS.

Union Traction Co. of Indiana vs. Kascy (Ind.). 7.5 N. E. Rep. 26^.

Feb. 16, 1905.

No special denial of the right of a company formed by the con-

solidation of two other companies to prosecute an appeal in con-

demnation proceedings begun by one of such other companies liav-

ing been tiled, the supreme court of Indiana holds that the aver-

ments of the assignment of errors showing the consolidation of the

two corporatitms under the laws of that state would be taken as

true, and in consc(|iicncc thereof the consolidated company, as a

niatter of law, by such consolidation succeeded to the rights of the

constituent corporations, and was the proper parly to prosecute the

appeal.

I-"urtliermore, when a street railroad company appeals from an
award within the 10 days allowed, and pays the award to the clerk

of the court for the purpose of entering at once upon Ihe property

described in the instrument of appropriation, the court holds that

such payment is not voluntary in a legal sense, and will not estop

llu- company from prosecuting its appeal.

NOT ASSESSABLE FOR WATER SUPPLY PIPE.

McChesney vs. City of Chicago (III.), 73 N. E. Rep. 368. Feb. zi,

1905.

An objection to the confirmation of a special assessment for lay-

ing a water supply pipe was that the right of way of a street rail-

way company should have Iwen assessed. The ordinance granting

the right of way to the company provided that it should pave and

keep in good condition and re|)air all streets in which its tracks

should be laid 8 feet in width where there was a single track and 16

feet where there were <louble tracks, and when any new improve-

ments to said streets or parts of streets should be ordered by the

city ccnmcil the company should, in the manner rcf|uired of prop-

erly owners, make such improvements for the width of 8 feet where
a single track should be laid and 16 feet where double tracks should

lie laid. A proceeding for the purpose oi improving a street, the

supreme court of Illinois says, may include other than surface im-

provements ; but in this case the contract clearly related only to

surface improvements for the width of 8 feet where there was a

single track and 16 feet where there were double tracks. The obli-

gation assumed did not include a water supply pipe laid under the

surface; and in this case it was to be laid on ime side, and ap-

parently not within the width limited by the ordinance granting the

right of way.

LIABILITY FOR KILLING STOCK GOING FROM IN-
CLOSED FIELD UPON UNFENCED TRACK—DUTY TO
FENCE IN ROAD AND BUILD CATTLE GUARDS.

lola Electric Railroad Co. vs. Jackson (Kan.), 79 Pac. Rep. 662.

Feb. II, 1905.

In an inclosed field through wdiich there was located and operated

an unfenced (electric) railroad, a cow rightfully in the field passed

directly upon the railroad, and was struck and killed by a car with-

out any fault of the employes of the railroad company in charge

of the car. .\t the time, the general herd law was in force in the

county wlierein the cow was killed. The supreme court of Kansas

holds that the cow was not trespassing or running at large when
she went upon the right of way of the railroad company, and, as

she was killed because of the omission of the railroad company to

fence its railroad as the law required, it was liable for the loss.

Where a railroad passes through an inclosure. it is the duty of the

railroad company, the court holds, not only to build fences on each

side of the track, but also to complete the inclosure by building end

fences and cattle guards across the right of way where tlie railroad

enters and leaves the inclosure. A portion of the inclosure on one

side of the railroad in question was platted, and lots, blocks, streets,

and alleys were staked out ; but as no lots or blocks were sold, nor

streets and alleys used as such, and as the platted portion was still

used for agricultural purposes only, the platting did not relieve the

company from the duty of fencing its road, nor absolve it frnm

liability for the loss.
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FAILURE TO TENDER RIGHT OF WAY
SIGNMENT OF VOID FRANCHISE.

IN TIME—AS-

Monarch vs. Owensboro City Railroad Co. (Ky.), 85 S. W. Rep.

193. Feb. 24, 1905.

Bj' a contract between the plaintiff and the defendant the latter

was to extend its line to the former's property as .soon as prac-

ticable after the necessary right of way could be procured from his

property to the terminus of its line. By a subsequent agreement

the time in which each of the parties was to perform his part of the

contract was definitely fixed. The court of appeals of Kentucky

says that the obtcntion of the right of way was a condition prece-

dent to the extension of the line. The plaintifT's petition showed

that this right of way was obtained by him and tendered to the

defendant two years after the date fixed in the amended contract.

This tender, the court holds, was too late. It .says. that, having

determined upon a definite time in which the contract was to be

performed, it was necessary, before the plaintiff could maintain an

action against the defendant for a breach of its covenant, to allege

and prove, if it was denied, the performance by him on or before

the date fixed for the performance of the contract of those cove-

nants necessary to be performed to enable it to carry out its con-

tract. Upon his failure to tender the necessary right of way by the

stipulated time, the company had a right to consider the contract

rescinded.

The granting to the plaintiff of a franchise to operate a street

car line over certain streets of the municipality being in direct vio-

lation of a provision of the state constitution forbidding the grant-

ing of such franchises except to the highest and best bidder after due

advertisement, the court holds that the grant of the franchise to the

plaintifT was void, and his assignment carried no rights to the de-

fendant.

MILEAGE TO I!E USED IN COMPUTING ANNUAL GROSS
RECEIPTS PER MILE FOR TAXATION.

Greenfield & Turner Falls Street Railway Co. vs. Town of Green-

field (Mass.), 73 N. E. Rep. 477. Feb. 27, 1905.

The question for decision in this case was whether the company's

"annual gross receipts for each mile of track, * * * computed
upon the aggregate of said annual gross receipts," within tlie mean-
ing of the second paragraph of section 44 of chapter 14 of the revised

laws of Massachusetts, were more or less than $4,000. If more than

that sum, the percentage of 2 per cent used by the assessors in laying

the tax for the year ending .September 30, 1902, was right. If less

than $4,000 per mile, the rate should have been i per cent instead of

2, and the company was entitled to relief.

The contention of the town was that, in order to obtain the per-

centages under the second paragraph of section 44, "tlie annual gross

receipts for each mile of track" were to be computed by dividing

the annual gross receipts for the year ending on the preceding ,;olh

of September by the number of miles of track operated by the com-
pany in public streets only. It was agreed that that nuinlier of miles

was II 213/1000, and that the gross receipts were $49,341) 11, '>r ninrr

than $4,000 per mile, so computed. The contention of the com-
pany was that the percentage was to be obtained by dividing the

annual gross receipts of $49,349.11 by the whole number of miles

of track operated, which, it was agreed, was 15 75/1000 miles, in

which case the annual gross receipts for each mile of track were less

than $4,000, and the true percentage was I instead of 2 per cent.

The question involved, the supreme judicial court of Massachu-

setts says, was of considerable importance, for the reason that in

the year 1902 there were more than 60 street railway corporalicms

in the state, having some part of their tracks outside of the public

ways, and liable to assessment under the section in at least 281 cities

or towns, and that the percentage of gross receipts to be used by the

assessors of these places in laying taxes under section 44 might in

any instance be made greater or less in accordance with the con-

struction to be given to the section. It was conceded, the court

goes on to say, that, if the decision depended upon the words of

the second paragraph of the section alone, it must be held that the

total length of all track would be the divisor and the entire earnings

the dividend. There could be no question that such was the ordinary

meaning of the words "gross receipts for each mile of track."

The argument in support of the contention of the town was that

in return to the assessors requireil of the company the total length

of track operated by it was not required to be stated, while the

length of track operated by it in public ways in the particular city or

town, and also the total length of track operated by it in all public

ways, were to be stated. But the court says that other means of

information were accessible to the assessors. They were not re-

quired to lay the tax upon the return made to them by the com-

pany. That return is like the list of taxable property required by

statute to be made by every property holder for the information of

the assessors, and no more limits or binds the assessors than does

the taxpayers' list. The rule of assessment is given in section 44,

and, in applying it, the assessors are to use any information within

reach. Because there is within their reach material for making every

computation necessary in assessing the tax as directed by the lan-

guage of the statute, it is not a sound construction to impute to

that language a sense other tlian the ordinary and usual meaning

of the words.

Wherefore the court is of tlie opinion that the company was en-

titled to an abatement upon its petition of onc-lialf of the amount of

tax assessed against it.

LIABILITY FOR INJURY TO FRIGHTENED PASSENGER
WHO ATTEMPTS TO FLEE FROM .APPARENT DAN-
GER.

Denison & Sherman Railway Co. vs. Freeman (Tex. Civ. App.), 85

S. W. Rep. 55. Jan. 28, 1905. Rehearing denied Feb. 18, 1905.

This action was brought by the latter-named party to recover for

personal injuries sustained by his becoming frightened while a pas-

senger on the company's car, and striking his head against the

facing of the door of the car. There was evidence showing that

while he was a passenger on the car, and the car was running at a

rapid rate of speed around a curve, the trolley pole became en-

tangled in the wires strung across from post to post, and which

wires supported the trolley wires, and broke "and dragged down
some of the posts, which fell upon and broke in the roof of the car,

and caused the plaintiff to fear serious danger to his life and limbs,

and, in endeavoring to escape from the threatened danger, he ran

and was thrown against the facing of the door of the car, and was

injured; and there was evidence showing that it was only the trol-

ley pole that struck the car and caused the trouble.

The jury, were charged in relation to the degree of care which

devolved upon the company as follows : "Negligence, when applied

herein to the defendant's servants, means the failure to exercise

that high degree of care that a very cautious and pn.ident person

would have exercised under the same or similar circumstances."

This was objected to on the ground that it placed upon the com-

pany too high a degree, of care, and that in this character of case

the company should only be held to use ordinary care to avoid

frightening the |il.iintilT, .ukI w.is tml required to exercise the high-

est degree of care. Hut the enurl of civil appeals of Te.xas holds

that the instruction as to llie degree of care imposed upon the com-

pany was correct, and that the rule sought by the company was not

the rule of the stale. It says that the instruction announced tlie rule

laid down by the decisions of that state as to the degree of care to

be exercised by carriers for the protection of their passengers. In

this case the plaintiff was trusting his safety to the carrier's means of

transportation, and to the skill, diligence, and care of its servants.

There was no active, voluntary movement on his part, unless his

fleeing from apparent danger caused by the negligence of the de-

fendant could be so called. If there was apparent danger, the court

thinks his so neeing could not be considered as voluntary, in his

frightened condition, .um! the limitation of the general rule where
the occasicm of tlie hurt of the passenger was an active, vohmtary

movement on his part, combined with some alleged deficiency in

the carrier's means of transportation or accommodations, had nn

application, and should not have been applied.

In charging affirmatively on the plaintiff's case, the trial court told

the jury that if the circumstairees caused the "plaintiff to believe he

was in danger of being killed or seriously injured, and if you further

believe from the evidence that plaintiff, while exercising ordinary

care for bis own .safety, in endeavoring to escape from said danger,

if you believe there was any, was thrown or ran against the facing

of the door," and was injured, to find for the plaintiff. The charge

was complained of in that it authorized a recovery if the plaintiff was

in danger of being killed or seriously injured, without regard to
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wniild li.ivc caused llie fri^lil of an orilinarily prndcnl person ;nid

llic iiijiuy I'liil. iiiiiln III!' evidence, Ihc court's cliarKC when taken

as a whole, the coml of civil appeals holds, was as favorable as the

defend.-iiit was eiililled lo, and there was no error in refusing the re

qiiesled charges, as coniplaincd of.
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In re Transfer reiially Cases (N. Y. Snp.), 92 N. Y. Siipp. .^22.

M.ir. 2, 1905.

In dividing into classes the cases pending in the appellate term

of the supreme court of New York wherein recoveries had been had

for penalties incurred by str*;ct railroad companies owing lo their

refusal to deliver transfers, that court says that the first class was

comprised of those cases in wdiicb the plaintiffs had recovered only

a single judgment, but that was for more than a single penalty. .'Xs

to each of these judgments, they must be reduced to the sum of $62,

representing a single penally of $50 with $12 costs in the municiiial

court, and, as reduced, would be affirmed without costs in this court.

The second class was comprised of the cases in which the same

plaintiff had brought two (and in one case three) actions for penal-

lies, and in each case had recovered for more than a single penally,

bnl the second (and in one case the third) action had been begun for

penalties which accrued after the institution of the prior action.

Each judgment comprised within this class should be reduced to

$62—one penalty and municipal court costs—and, as reduced, should

be affirmed, without costs, in this court.

The third class of cases presented different considerations. It con-

sisted of appeals Irom judgments, all but one being for more than a

single pennlly. recovered in two or more actions by the same

plaintiff, of which the latter were based on refusals to issue trans-

fers which occurred prior to the commencement of the first action.

Ill some instances the same plaintiff had judgments for refusals

which took place subsequent to the institution of the plaintiff's first

action, but prior to the institution of some other actions embraced

in the second class. The rule respecting the attempt to re-

cover cumulative penalties in these cases has been thus stated: "A
sound public policy requires that only one penalty should be recov-

ered in a single action, and that the institution of an action for a

penalty is to be regarded as a waiver of all previous penalties

incurred." The application of this rule would forbid not only the

recovery of more than one penalty in a single action, but the main-

tenance of a second or subsequent action for penalties incurred

before the institution of a prior action. So far as concerned the

first action, in point of time, brought by the several plaintiffs whose
appeals were compromised within the third class, they must be re-

duced to $62, and as so reduced affirmed, without costs in this

courf.

It was. however, only as lo the snl)se(iiienl actions that any real

ililTuiilly had been suggested. The fact that they were by the same

plainlilT for penalties incurred prior to the institution of another

and earlier action did not (at least, in most cases) appear in the

particular record of the individual judgment, and it was strongly

argued by the several plaintiffs that this court might not look out-

side the record in any case for the purpose of reversing a judg-

ment. But the court says that in eacli one of the second or subse-

quent judgments there had been a recovery for more than one

penalty, and that it therefore appeared upon the face of the record

that the judgment was erroneous, and could not stand as it was.

It nui.st be either reversed or modified, and whether it should be

reversed or modified was a matter resting in the discretion of this

court. While therefore this court should not feel at libertv to

examine oilier recorrls llian lltnl in llie parlicujar case under coii-

siijeralioii, and from information thus arcpiired reverse a judgmenl

which, upon its own record, was iininipeaehable, yet when called

up<jn lo exercise a cliscrcllon as lo the dis|K)sitJon to be made of a

judgnienl which was clearly crroncuus upon its own record Ihe

I'oin-t is aware of no principle which wonlil forbid it to lake judicial

notice of all the records actually before it in order lo fjuide it in

the exercise of its discretion. .So, looking at the records, it found

Ihe facts to In; apparently as hercintjcfore stated respecting the ap-

peals embraced in llie third class. In the court's opinion, a reason-

able exercise of discretion required that in each of the appeals

inibraced in this class, except that from the judgments in Ihe aclioii

first commenced, the judgment should be reversed, and a new (rial

grantcil, without costs to cilhcr parly in this court.

.MAY I'.i: Ki:ouiui:ij to lowf.r tunnj-;l under
NAVIGAHLE WATER WITHOUT COMTENSATION.

West Chicago Street Railroad Co. vs. People, ex rel. City of Chi-

cago (111.), 73 N. E. Rep. 393. Feb, 21, 1905.

Tn this case the city of Chicago filed its petition praying for a

writ of mandamus commanding the street railroad company to pro-

ceed to lower its tunnel under the south branch of the ChicagA

river, so as to provide for a clear depth above said tunnel of at least

21 feet of water, or to wholly remove the tunnel, so that it should

cease to be an obstruction to the free navigation of the river. It

was contended that in no event could the defendant be required to

lower or remove the tunnel at its own expense. It was said that

il was incorporated under the general act concerning corporations,

and was thereby authorized to own, possess and enjoy so much real

estate as should be necessary for the transaction of its business.

The supreme court of Illinois says that the act was passed in 1872,

and a horse and dummy act was passed in 1874, by which any com-

pany which had been or should be incorporated under the general

laws of the state for the purpose of constructing, maintaining, or

operating any horse or dummy railway or tramway was authorized

to construct its road across or over any waters in this state in

such manner as not to interrupt the navigation of such waters.

This act was an addition to the charter of any company organized

under the^ general incorporation act, and its provisions have existed

under some form ever since, conferring powers upon street railroad

companies organized as the defendant was. It gave the defendant

the right to construct its railroad either over or across the Chicago

river, which included the tunnel, subject to the condition contained

in it. The defendant could only hold real estate for the transaction

of its business of maintaining and operating a street railroad, and

the statute fixed the conditions under which it might use its real

estate for building the tunnel. But it would make no diflfercncc

if the defendant rested its right to build the tunnel on the fact

that it owned the land on each side of the river, and therefore

owned the soil beneath it, for the reason that the provision of the

horse and dummy act was merely declaratory of the common
law.

The title to land under a navigable river is not the same as the

title to the shore land. The title to the upland is absolute and

paramount, while the title to the lands over which the navigable

water flows is subordinate to the public right of navigation. In a

navigable stream the public right is paramount, and the owner of

the soil under the bed of such a stream can only use and enjoy

it in so far as is consistent with the public right, which must be

free and unobstructed. It made no difference, therefore, whether

the defendant, in building the tunnel, was attempting to exercise the

right of a iirivate owner or rights conferred by the horse and dummy
act.

Under these established rules an owner who erects a structure,

whether it be a tunnel or whatever it be, in the soil tmdcr the

navigable water, docs it at his peril, and if it becomes an obstruc-

tion to the paramount right of navigation he may be compelled to

remove it. It necessarily followed that in requiring this tunnel

to be removed no property of the defendant was taken or damaged.

There was no interference with anvthing which the owner had a

right to maintain, and the fact that it would require an expenditure

of money by the defendant did not establish its right to compensa-

tion. There w-as no attempt to appropriate any property of the

defendant lo the public use or to deprive it of any right, but
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the only purpose of tile proceeding was to protect the paramouiU

right of the public to the navigation of the river. .As there was

nothing to be taken there was nothing to be compensated for.

Again, it was urged that the city could not insist upon the reninval

of the tunnel, for the reason that in granting the license no right

was reserved for requiring a removal of the tunnel, and there

was no contract by which the defendant bound itself to remove

it when the navigation of the river might require such removal.

The court says that the city could not, if it would, grant the right

to obstruct the navigation of the river, or bind itself to permit

anything which had become an obstruction to be continued. The
state of Illinois bad never attempted to grant such a right to the

city or to the defendant. The power given to the city was to

deepen the channel and improve navigation, not to destroy it. By
section i of the horse and dummy act it was expressly provided

that street railroad corporations, in crossing rivers, should not in-

terrupt navigation.

It w^as also argued that the tunnel slumld not he lowered or re-

moved because there were two other tunnels between the place

where it was located and the mouth of the river which were equally

obstructions to navigation, and therefore there would he no bene-

ficial result from the execution of the writ. Rul the court thinks it

clear that the fact of other obstructions in the river was no answer
or justification for the defendant.

PARTIES It) CONDEMNATION PROCEEDINGS—RIGHTS
ACQUIRED HV LOCATION OF ROAD BEFORE INCOR-
PORATION OF CITY—TIME OF FILING PETITION-
MEASURE OF DAMXGES.

Dowie vs. Chicago, Waukcgan & Nortli Shore Railway Co. (111.),

73 N. E. Rep. 354. Feb. 21, 1905.

Between the 20th and 26th days of March, 1902, the company

located and staked out its line in question, and in the latter part

of March or first of April filed its petition and plat of its right

of way in the circuit court, and began this proceeding for condemna-

tion. It was contended that Zion City, a municipal corporation,

should have been made a party, and that, without having all the

parties in interest before it, the court did not have jurisdiction to

proceed and find the appellant's (Dowie's) damages. But the su-

preme court of Illinois holds that there was no reason for the rule

contended for by the appellant. It says that one who had an in-

terest in the property and who was not made a party was not

affected by the proceeding, and lost no rights thereby, and it was

of no concern to the appellant that other persons who might have

interests were not made parties, as the appellant was in no man-

ner affected or controlled by the rights of other persons as to his

damages, and as to Iiis rights under the petition. The proceeding

would be as though no other party was defendant. In the case

at bar. if the appellant's contention that the city of Zinn was a

municipal corporation, and was the owner of the streets and alleys

over a portion of the lands through which the company condemned
its right of way, was sound, he was not only not injured, but

greatly benefited, by the fact that the city was not made a party,

as he had been allowed compensation for the value of all the lands

taken by the company that he claimed belonged to the streets and

alleys of the city, and the only effect would be that if he received

pay therefor, and the land did not belong to him, the city would
still be at liberty to assert its claim.

The contention that the company could not condemn il^ riyht of

way over the lands of the appellant lying within the present cor-

porate limits of Zion City because it (the company) did not have

a license to cross or traverse the streets and alleys of Zion City,

the supreme court says, could not be admitted. If such license was

necessary, the question only affected the rights of the company
and the city, and the company might, if it became necessary, obtain

the license of the city, at any time before it constructed its road.

Besides, the evidence showed, beyond question, that the company
had located, surveyed and staked out its route for its road over the

land in question before the incorporation of Zion City, and the

subsequent incorporation could not affect the company's right to

the extent of depriving it of its priority of location. When Zion

City became incorporated, it was. bound to take notice of the

company's rights and prior location by showing upon its plat the

exact location and width of the company's right of way.

On Marcli aSiIi or jylh (which of said dates bein;; uncertain), the

company, by siiecial messenger, delivered into the hands of the cir-

cuit clerk the petition for condenuiation, and the plat or profile of

its right of way as located, with a written request, in the form of

a letter to the clerk, to file both the petition and the plat, and issue

summons against the appellant, and deliver the same to the sheriff,

and stating that the attorney would remit. The clerk received the

papers from the messenger, and retained the same till March 31,

1902, when he wrote the company's attorney that he doubted his

right to file the survey or plat, and stated the docket fee was $16,

but did not state whether he bacf filed the petition or not. The at-

torney for the company visited the clerk April 1st, and requested the

clerk to file the papers as of the date delivered ; but the clerk would

not do so, but filed them as of April ist. The clerk, at the time

the papers were presented to him, did not demand the fee, but

held the papers until Zion City had voted to be incorporated, and

the appellant had filed a i)lat sulidividing a portion of the territory

through which the company's right of way was located. The testi-

mony tended to show, or strongly raised the suspicion, that the clerk

was fully aware of the nature of the papers and the importance at-

tached to their filing, and of the proceedings that were being taken

by the appellant to prevent the company from having the benefit

of the proceedings, liy llie incorporation of p.irl of the territory

through which the line was to run.

The supreme court .says that it is not prepared to hold that the

failure of the company to advance or tender the fee, when not

demanded, deprived it of the benefit of the prior presentation of

the petition and plat to the clerk. It has been well said that one

having an instrument to file in an office can only present it to

the proper officer, and when he has done that he has all the

benefit and advantage of the act, as though it had been formally

filed, as he has no control over the person of the officer ; and the

court feels entirely warranted, on a well-established line of author-

ities, and under the facts established by the record, in holding that

the company was entitled to the benefit of the filing as of March

28th or 29th, either of which dates was anterior to the incorpora-

tion of Zion City.

The question of the filing of the petition in this case became im-

portant in another aspect of the case. The appellant contended that

Zion City was incorporated before the filing of the petition, and

that tlic property sought to be condemned should have been recog-

nized as blocks, streets and alleys, as shown by the plat, and

that the company was entitled to hav^ the court take into con-

sideration the fact that at the time the petition was filed a large

portion of the property belonging to the appellant that was pro-

posed to be taken in the right of way, was" within the limits

of an incorporated and platted city. But the rule, the supreme

court says, seems to be clear that the rights and interests of the

parties date from the time of the filing of the condemnation peti-

tion.

The appellant, on March 29th. filed the plat of a portion of the

territory that was afterwards included in the corporate limits of

Zion City, and it was argued that, as that plat was filed prior to

the company's plat or petition, the appellant had gained the priority

thereby; and it was also contended that by the filing of the plat,

and that being followed by the incorporation on the 31st of March,

and later by the election of officers, by the principle of relation the

whole incorporation would date as of the time of the filing of the

plat. But the supreme court holds that these contentions were not

supported by reason or authority.

The right to entertain any religious belief one or any number of

people may see fit to adopt, so long as it does not lead to violation

of law, the supreme court says, is one that is guaranteed by the

very spirit of our institutions; but that right does not bring to it.

or carry with it. increased or additional property rights to those

held by other people adopting other religious views or no religious

views. The rule of law as applied to the right of condemnation is

alike applicable to the property of Dr. Dowie as it is to that of any

other citizen, and the fact that he may have in his mind and may

have formulated a great plan for the upbuilding and salvation of

people cannot, of itself, impress his property with an increased

value that must be recognized by the law when its use is demanded

in the name of the state, but that property must be measured as

other property owned by other people in the same vicinity, and

similarly situated.
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Iowa State Association.

The second annual convention of llic I(jw;i Strcil (t Inlonirbaii

Railway Association was held at Dnlniquc, April 20tli and 21st,

April 20th being the last day of the convention of the Iowa Elec-

trical Association. This arranRcnicnt of dates was chosen so that

the railway association niiRht participate in the work of the electrical

association that was of particnlar interest to the former. The Motel

Jnlian was the headquarters.

The first session of the railway association was called In order at

10:15 a. ni. Thursd.-iy by (lie presidefil, Mr. George I!, llippee, of

Dcs Moines.

Mr. J. R. Lindsay, secretary and treasurer of the Union Itlectric

Co., of nnbiiquc, in a few well chosen remarks, welcomed the asso-

ciation to Dubuque. The ininutes of the Dcs Moines meeting, held

Apr. 20, iy04, were then read and approved. Next followed a

report of the executive committee.

Mr. llippee then delivered his annual address, which was as fol-

lows:

Address of President (ieorj^e IJ. llippee.

hi behalf of the nienibers n[ llie linva Slreel & liili'rurbaii Kail-

way Association, we extend to you our hearty thanks for your kind

words of welcome. It is a curious coincidence that Dubuque, the

oldest city in this state, was settled in 1833, the sainc year that

John Stephenson, the veteran car builder, was granted the first

patent for a street car. He built the cars for the New York &
Harlem Railway Co., now known as the "Fourth Avenue Line," of

New York City, the charter having been granted this line in April

of 1831, this being the first charter granted for a street car line in

this country. The first car built was named "John Mason," this

gentleman being president of the Chemical Bank and also of this

street railway company. From this time began, and is still going

on, a complete revolution in the street transportation of this coun-

try. I am not one that believes the end is yet, or in sight. While

our eastern friends were first in the field as horse car roads, it re-

mained for the bustling west to develop and make the electric rail-

way a success. Dubuque, Davenport and Des Moines took up this

electric problem in its early experimental stage. An exhibit of some

of our early equipment would be interesting. How crude were the

old lo-h. p. reduction, T. H. motors, the old Sprague double reduc-

tion, or the old "pet" that our Dubuque friends used—the Detroit

motor, almost as large as a small size generator. These would be

a curiosity to some of us now.

Senator Dolliver says civilization and mud go together. That may
be true, but civilization keeps pushing the car of progress through

the mud of today on to the firm steel highway of tomorrow. Civil-

ization and mud means civilization and speed. Every good town in

our state of any size has its street railway lines. We have many
paper suburban lines and some real good, live, active, up-to-date

interurban lines. In time, as the country grows and business ex-

pands, this state will be a perfect network of interurban railways,

.^s more and more of these lines are built and connected with your

city systems, we will find that our business will change and expand.

Freight will be added to our passengers. I know that at the present

time it is not considered by street railway men advisable to handle

heavy freight on our city lines, but the time is coming when you are

going to do this business, because you can do it better and cheaper

than the long-haul teams. It will be better for the business man,
better for the city at large. If for no other reason, it will take the

heavy teaming oflf your pavements and thereby prolong their life.

It will be good for yon because it gives you other sources of

revenue.

We cannot sit still and stop in this growing western state of ours.

Street and interurban business is one of progress. Today we have
the best and latest devices and appliances. Tomorrow these will be

obsolete. To keep our place we must not only keep abreast of the

times; we must lead. We must discard the old and adopt the new.

or else be ground under the wheels of progress.

This association of ours was formed for the purpose of getting

together and learning more about this revolution that we always
have with us. We want to exchange ideas, we want to utilize the

good things that each of ns has and turn them to the best advan-
tage possible for the benefit of our respective properties. .\ll our
interests are getting too large to go it alone. The more interurbans

that are built, the more our interests are mutual and on common
ground. I am sorry to say that we have some companies in this

state that seem to think there is no common ground that we can

get on; or il liicre 1-, Ihey ari- so sclhsb as 10 want tin o[iiir Icllow

to do all the meeting, all the work, and to pay all the bills, but lliey

are perfectly willing to take the benefits of our work and steal all

the good they can from our I.ibors.

This is not right. There is not a company in Ibis stale ''

well aflford to send a representative to the meetings of 1

tion. It only conies once a year. It docs not look good lo send

word that you arc busy, that you cannot attend. Any road that is

properly organized and managed can well afTord to send llic presi-

dent, the general manager, the superintendent or some <lelcgate in

authority to attend these meetings. Do not think your road i>

going to stop running because you arc not in the office, for if that i".

so you have a mighty poor organization and one that you had better

correct at once. You will die some day, but your cars will run just

the satnc. There arc other men, and good ones, and some of them
arc probably working for you.

We have men managing companies in this state that have not

even common courtesy lo answer our secretary's correspondence.

It got so your officers were surprised when they received an answer

to their letters; not surprised if they did not receive it. It is not

right that the labor and burdens should fall on only a few companies.

Our interests are mutual, and what is for our benefit is also for

your good. Representatives from every company should be here to

join in the discussion of the papers that will be read. I verily be-

lieve that this association can be made to be of more good to com-

panies of this state than the larger American Street Railway Asso-

ciation which takes in all the states of the country. Our questions

and our issues are local. 'This pertains to all branches of our busi-

ness, and the greatest good can come from this state organization

of the local companies, if the local companies will only give it loyal

support.

Before closing I want to extend my thanks to the members of the

executive committee, and especially to our very efficient secretary.

He has had a hard job and one at times very discouraging, owing to

the lack of interest shown. As you know, he has been very busy

arranging for the electric light as well as this meeting, and has had

his hand; full. If we only had more of his kind scattered through-

out the state, it would be better for all of our interests. To you

gentlemen who have aided and assisted him by your presence and

contributions to this meeting, we extend our most sincere thanks,

and only wish there were more like you.

Mr. L. D. Mathes, general manager of the Union Electric Co.,

of Dubuque, read his report as secretary and treasurer of the asso-

ciation, which showed receipts of the year for $250. expenses ol

$11.50 and a balance of $238.50 on hand.

The first paper before the convention was that of Mr. H. II.

Polk, of Des Moines, on "Handling Freight by Interurbans and

Interchange of Business with Steam Railroads." Mr. Polk's paper,

which will be found on page 309. was discussed by a large number
of those present, the subject being one of special interest.

Thursday afternoon delegates of the railway association attended

the meeting of the Iowa Electrical .Association at which were read

a paper by Mr. W. E. Boilcau on "Steam Turbines." treating the

subject from the standpoint of the central station operator, and a

paper by Mr. J. G. Boyd, of Sioux City, on "Gold Brick Finance."

in which were discussed the fallacies underlying the movement for

municipal ownership of public utilities.

.A.fter the conclusion of this session the railway men visited the

plant of the Union Railway Co., which is a Curtis turbine station

similar in its general design to that of the Chattanooga Electric Co..

illustrated in the "Review" for March.

Friday, .April 21st.

The meeting convened at 10:30 a. m.. .ind the following papers

were read : ".Accounting as an .Aid to the Operating Department."

by R. .A. Leussler, Council Bluffs ; "Car Shop Methods." by John D.

Fish, Davenport ; "Rural Railways", by F. McDonald. Waterloo.

In the discussion of Mr. McDonald's paper especial stress was

laid on the matter of providing a right of way of sufficient width.

100 ft. being considered the most satisfactory width.

Mr. H. H. Clarke, of Fairbanks. Morse & Co.. was called upon

to discuss the application of gasoline motor cars to street railway

and interurban work. He briefly summarized experiments in this

direction with which he was familiar, mentioning the gasoline

car equipped w'ith bevel transmission gears used in Germany, the

Prouty-Pierce gasoline car used at Sioux City. Tabor cars with
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friction gear transmission, tht Union Pacific motor car and the

Hicks car recently built for the St. Joseph Valley Traction Co.

Mr. Clarke described .some of the .section cars and inspection

cars built by his firm. The firm's 6-h. p. inspection car has two

speeds in forward and one in reverse motion and has in service

drawn seven hand cars with a load of 86 men at a speed in excess

of five miles per hour. Its inspection car which has seats for nine

persons is capable of a speed of 30 miles per hour. The firm is

now building a new car to seat 20 persons; this is to be equipped

with a 4-cylinder 2S-h. p. engine.

Mr. Hippee expressed the belief tliat the gasoline motors must

receive the serious attention of the railway companies but that these

cars must be used as locomotives only, thus keeping the gasoline out

of the passenger cars. The most serious problem in developing

this class of motors he considers to be the transmission gear.

At I .30 p. m. the convention adjourned to the Dubuque Club

where the delegates were the guests of the Union Electric Co. at

luncheon, at the conclusion of which the final business of the asso-

ciation was transacted.

The officers of the association were all re-elected for the ensuing

year; President, George B. Hippee, Des Moines; vice-president,

James F. Lardner, Davenport ; secretary and treasurer. L. D.

Mathes, Dubuque.

It was decided to hold the next meeting in Des Moines during

the week of the meeting of the Iowa Electrical .Association.

After a vote of thanks to the secretary and to the United Elec-

tric Co. the convention adjourned sine die.

Rural Railways.*

I!Y F. m'dONALI). AS.S1ST.\NT to I'KESlnKNT .\NU GENER.M. MAN.MiKK.

WATERLOO. CEDAR FALLS K NORTHERN RY.. WATERLOO, lA.

The delegates of members in attendance were: J. W. Garner,

Otlumwa; F. L. Diserens, Cedar Rapids; F. W. Laas, Cedar Rap-

ids; J. F. Lardner, Davenport; J. G. Huntoon, Davenport; G. B.

Hippee, Des Moines; H. H. Polk, Des Moines; J. D. Walters,

Toledo; A. J. Lever, Toledo; C. H. Walsh, Burlington; J. W.
Walsh, Davenport ; W. L. Bowers, Davenport ; R. A. Leussler,

Council Bhiflfs; H. B. Noyes, Coimcil Bluflfs ; F. J. Hanlon, Mason
City; R. M. Howard, Clinton; C. C. Ewing, Clinton; L. D. Mathes,

Dubuque; J. R. Lindsay, Dubuque; G. E. Miller, Dubuque; J. C.

Donovan, D\ihu(iue ; E. L. Kirk. .Sioux City; Frank McDonald,

Waterloo; W. W. llovey, Marshalltown ; W. J. Greene, Cedar

Rapids.

There was a large attendance of supply men at the convention,

a number of houses making extensive exhibits. -Xmong the street

railway manufacturers and supply houses were:

H. W. Johns-Manville Co., represented by Frank E. Johnson

;

"Noark" fuses and railway line material.

National Carbon Co., represented by C. W. Wilkins.

Simplex Electrical Co., represented .by W. F. lliuliy.

Electric Storage Battery Co., represented by John A. White.

American District Steam Co., Lockport, N. Y., represented by

its western manager, H. C. Eddy.

Porter & Berg, Inc., Chicago, represented by E. R. Ma.son, with

an especially complete line of goods on exhibit, including Ohio
Brass Co. overhead material and rail bonds; Crouse-Hinds Co.

headlights; Falk Co. gears and pinions; "Miller" anchors; Specr

Carbon Co. carbon bru.shes ; Locke Insulator & Manufacturing Co.

porcelain insulators; International Register Co. fare registers;

Hunter illuminated car signs. National Brake Co. "Peacock" brakes,

and a general line of supplies and tools.

National Electric Co.. represented by .\. P. Peck, H. M. Klingen-

feld and J. Frank Perry, exhibiting samples of electrical apparatus

and photograph and also a good assortment of descriptive literature.

Thursday evening the company entertained, providing an orchestra

concert at the hotel; the program announced "National .Xirs; go per

cent Christensen."

Westingbouse Traction Brake Co., represented by C. J. Olmstead.

Sterling-Meaker Co., represented by F. D. Willis.

Gould Storage Battery Co., represented by P. B. Yates.

Duncan Electric Mar.ufacturing Co., represented by W. H. Sinks,

had an interesting exhibit showing its meters.

W. R. Garton Co., represented by W. R. Garton and E. D. Hill,

exhibiting a large number of the specialties and supplies handled by

it in one of the reception rooms on the main floor.

General Electric Co., represented by R. H, Hayward, W. J. Ferris,

G. A. Seabury, F. W. Taylor and W. H. Coleman.

Westingbouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., represented by H. A.

Coughlin, A. M. Miller, W. R. Pinckard and C. A. Ross, exhibited

an extensive line of central station and railway apparatus.

In writing on the subject, "Rural Railways," 1 wish fust of all to

explain that when I say "rural railw.tys" 1 do not mean interurban

railways between two or more cities, whose population is sufficient

to support a railway for the passenger business alone, or where the

population outside the city proper is made up of wage earners whose

employment depends to a great extent on the city. The railways to

which 1 refer are the ones that have a fairly large city for a terminal

and for the rest must depend on towns of from 200 to 1,500 popula-

tion and the farmers living adjacent to the line for passenger and

freight business enough to keep at least one jump ahead of the

sheriff. It is to such railways that I have applied, for want of a

better name, that of "rural railways," and it is to this cla_ss that

the majority of so-called interurban railways in Iowa must belong

for some time to come, at least until we have greatly increased our

population in both the cities and the rural districts.

In looking over the proposed interurban lines for Iowa 1 find that

nearly all the promoters are depending on the freight business from

the country districts to furnish a large part of the revenue. We
have at Waterloo about 45 miles of this class of railway, the rest

of our line (about 35 miles) being in the cities of Waterloo and

Cedar Falls, and between the two cities.

We handle freight in carloads on all parts of our line, and have

portions which are operated exclusively by electricity, other parts

operated entirely by steam locomotives, and some on which both

steam and electric motive power are used.

I have been connected with this road (The Waterloo, Cedar Falls

& Northern) for the past nine years, in which time we converted

the Waterloo street railway from 5 horse car line into an electric

street railway, and built the interurban line between Waterloo and

Cedar Falls. The contents of this paper will necessarily be largely

a history of that line. The statements made herein will probably

conflict with opinions of many of those present today, and are sim-

ply opinions which have been formed from actual experience during

the five years in which we have been engaged in the construction

and operation of the rural end of our line. In the first place, I wish

to say that so far as I know we were the first to attempt to build

such a line, at least we were unable to find another road operating

under the same conditions. Our president, Mr. Cass, and myself

made several trips to different points where- electric railways were

said to be doing a freight and passenger business, only to find that

their freight business consisted of "a package or express business.

In only one instance did we find a road handling freight in carloads

in standard steam railways cars on joirt through tariffs with trunk

line railways. This was the Mason City & Clear Lake Ry., operated

by Mr. Hanlon and his associates, and they had "Clear Lake," a

summer resort, which drew large crowds of people during a greater

part of the year to help them out on the passenger end of the busi-

ness. We had nothing of this sort in the territory which we ex-

pected to enter, but only the market towns populated by business

men, retired farmers and a few laborers and mechanics, and the

farmers living along the line, each of whom had a stable full of

horses. We did, however, have a fairly large territory not tapped

by any other railway, in one of the richest and best parts of Iowa

;

also one or two inland towns which only lacked railway facilities to

make them flourishing market points for the adjacent farmnig com-

munity. In addition to these we had a number of creameries whose

coal and butter had to be hauled by team from five to twelve miles.

For a start we built 15 miles from Waterloo to Denver, a small

inland town of perhaps 150 people.

Location.

In locating a line of this kind it is necessary that a territory be

selected in which the competition will not be direct with steam

railways already established, the idea being to work as far as pos-

sible with the steam roads a^ a feeder and not against them ; for

the farming community alone will never support a railway unless

there is a reasonable chance to secure the freight and passenger busi-

ness in and out of its market towns.

Financing.

In financing a road of this class one of the great difficulties is to

•Rend before the Iowa Street and Interurb.an Railway Association,

Dubuque. Apr. 21, 1905.
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convince tlic investor nf tlic anunnil nl Ijiisincss yoti can safely coniil

rin, and llic nnivcrsal (iiieslion is "What is tlie popnlation per mile?"

Now, yon jjentlenien. wlio arc acipiainted witli (owa, know that the

popnialion per mile of an Iowa fanning district, where every farmer

owns a (|n:irlir sciiion and sniiic of iliein two or three times thai

anioimt of land, docs nol show iiii very well in a broker's ofTice.

The only way to convince them is to net them on the ground, show

them the territory and the need of railway facilities, I wish to say

here that yon can do more to convince your man in one day's drive

through Iowa during June or Jnly than yon can in a week in his

office with a pencil and paper.

Yon nmst also he able to show th.il .after yon gel your freight

vou Ii.ive .1 way to get rid of it hy connection with one or more

Inink lines, the more the better, on a traffic arrangement whereby

yonr shippers can secnre llie same rates for an ef|nal distance that

the shippers and merchants in neighboring towns, located on trunk

lines get. This, in some cases, is very difficult, from the fact thai

since the time that electric roads entered the field of modern trans

fiortation they have been opposed by trnnk line officials. Fortunately

some of them ;ire broad minded enough to lake Ihe position that

they do not care hou llu- business comes to ibeni. by elecricity, by

team, or nu fool, so they get it.

Constrnclion.

In constructing sucli a line there is a tendency to lessen the cost

of construction by not gelling the maximum grades low enough, the

idea being th.il with light I rains one can mount a 3 or 4 per cent

grade wilhonl much difficulty, .and the cost of construction is less-

ened materially. Do not do it; for if you do, every time you pull

a train over that grade you will regret it. .ind in time you will

he compelleil to cut it down, which will cost two or three times a.s

nnicli after the road is in operation. On the Waterloo line our

nia.\inumi grade is one per cent, to obtain which, we had to make

some deep cuts and some very he.-ivy fdls. In locating a line of this

kind we have found it a great advantage to follow the half section

lines wherever it is possible, in prefcrmce to runnin.g on or near the

section lines or public highway, for scvc'al reasons. Among these

are, that it is much easier to secure rights of way where in the ma-

jority of cases there is only taken a strip of land off one side of a

man's farm, and easier also to avoid the farm yards and buildings,

which, as a rule, are located near the section lines. There is also

a decided advantage in securing passenger business through the

country from the fact that there are two main roads to draw from,

each only half mile from the line; in case the section line is fol-

lowed there would be but that one road, the others being a mile

distant in either direction.

Right of way should not be less than 100 ft. in width, in order

to get room for barrow pits for obtaining material for heavy fills

and avoid long over-hauls ; also to get width for cuts and a chance

to build snow fences far enough from the track to give the proper

protection. We made the mistake of building our first 15 miles on

a 50-ft. right of way, and have never ceased to regret it, for we soon

found that it was much easier to get land for right of way before a

line is built than to secure additiimal ground after a line is in opera-

tion, and during the past winter this 15 miles on narrow right of

way has .given us more trouble with snow than the other .^o miles

on the same division.

In track and brid,ge construction we followed, as nearly as pos-

sible, standard steam railway construction, and in cases of wash-

outs, wrecks, etc., on the large lines, we have often been called on to

detour their trains over our line, and notwithstanding the fact that

these trains arc hauled by the heaviest of locomotives we have never

had any trouble or any damage. The bridges I consider the im-

portant point, for a comparatively light rail (ours are for the most

part 6c-lb.) will carry a very heavy train if run at a reasonably slow-

speed. We limit the heavy engines of the steam roads to 30 miles

per hour when running over our line, and always send a pilot who
is perfectly familiar with all parts of the road.

Motive Power.

This is one of the hardest questions to decide for a road of this

class, and while I realize that this is a convention of electric rail-

ways, I wish to say to any gentleman here who is contemplating the

building of a railway through a farming district, consider well the

locition. prospective volume of business, and the frequency of the

train service which you wish to give before installing expensive

electrical machinery and overhead equipment to operate a line of

this kind. I think in discussing this (|Uesti»ii wc may leave out

entirely (he question of draw liar pull and speed, as wc will all con-

cede that the niamifaclnrers of electrical apparatus have demonstrated

their ability to supply all the speed or draw bar pull re<|uirod by '.he

most modern trunk lines of today. The question then couies down
to one of economy and practicability of operation. On the line out

of Waterloo we have 18 miles from Waterloo to IJonvcr Junction,

at which point wc connect with the Omaha division of the Chicago

(ireat Western Ky., equipped with electricity. We use for this line

jo.ooo-volt alternating current stepped ilowu through transformers

.and Ihe rotary converters to 550 vo.ts direct current. And I wish to

mention that in order to avoid running two generators at our power
house, Mr. Dryer, who was then with the Westinghcmse Kleclric &
Manufacturing Co., suggested that we install a rotary converter,

running it as a generator, taking direct current o(T 01 e end to supply

our city lines, and alternating current ofT the other end for the

longer lines. This was done by removing the starting motor from

the end of the armature .shaft and substituting a pulley, so that it

might be driven by an engine. The plan has worked successfully

for the four years we have had'it in operation, I do not know of

any other place where this scheme is in use, and I mention it think-

ing it might be of service to some of you. I do nol know much
about lighting plants, but it seems to me that where the street rail-

way and lighting plants arc consolidated it might successfully lie

.adopted, using the alternating current enil of the generator for light-

ing and the direct current end for street railway. It is a great sav-

ing in power house tloor space over putting in two generators and

a line shaft, or separate engine for each generator.

For the first si.\ months we (jperated our line to Denver by steam,

both freight and passenger trains ; then having completed the in-

stalling of electric machinery and overhead work, we operated it

entirely by electricity. This wc continued to do for al>out eight

months, using in the freight service an. electric locomotive of 120

h. p. This locoinotive would handle five loads over our heaviest

grades, hut wc found, in operating a freight line, as many of you have

found in the passenger business, that we coidd not take part and let

the rest wait until we went back after it; it all must go about the

same time. Our business is mainly a through business, and depends

on connections with the trunk lines at junction points. For example,

stock, butter and other time freight must connect with the time

freight trains on the connecting lines, and at the same time shippers

object to loading any earlier in the day than gives just time to make

the run, and as a rule there are one or two days in the week when

all stock men wish to ship in order to reach the market on a certain

day. We soon found that in order to take care of the business it

would be I ecessary to put into service a much larger locomotive,

which meant increasing the capacity of our power station and over-

head lines. This added investment would be used only one or at

most two days in the week. We studied the matter carefully, mak-

ing the comparfson of operating electric and steam locomotives, both

for labor and fuel, and returned to the use of the steam locomotive

for the freight business, except for switching at points where the

use of a steam locomotive was not pmcticable.

The amount of coal burned on our steam locomotives averages

about 1.4 tons per io,cco ton-miles, while for electrical service it is

between S and f) tons per 10,000 ton-miles. It is true that this is

hardly a fair comparison, as the coal used in locomotives is Illinois

lump, while that used at the power house is the cheapest Iowa

steam, and also for the reason that the steam locomotives have

longer runs without stopping, thereby giving them the advantage of

the momentum, while the electric cars are operated largely on city

lines, where they have to start and stop every few hundred feet.

.\bout two years ago we acquired control of 28 miles of steam

railway track between Denver Junction and Snmner. This we have

never equipped for electricity, but have operated entirely by steam.

rumiing two passenger and one freight train each way per day.

The passenger trains are operated the same as the electrical service,

stopping to receive and discharge passengers at all highway cross-

ings. Wc do not find this any more diflicult to do with a light

train, consisting of one combination baggage and smoker and one

straight day coach, equipped with air brakes, than with an electrical

train of the same size. This number of trains takes care of all

regular passenger business without difficulty, and for special occa-

sions we run excursion trains of whatever size is necessary to care

for the business. The freight trains make the round trip from

Sumner to Waterloo ea-h day. a distance of 45 miles, or 90 miles

for the round trip, with one engine and crew.
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For passenger business on tlu' rural railway 1 have fomul the ad-

vantage of electric motive power over .steam is largely a matter of

convenience to the pulilic. there being no question but that it is

pleasanter to ride in an electric train with no .smoke and no smell.

On the other hand, the steam train has the advantage that each train

has its own motive power. On the electric line, if anything

happens to the power house or overhead lines, every train on that

section of the road is at a standstill until the damage is repaired,

and if it is line trouble and far out, considerable time is lost in

reaching the location of the trouble, especially if you have no steam

locomotive or other means of reaching the scene of trouble. In

snow. 1 think with locomotives of the same weight and the power

behind them the electric will do as good work as the steam, but

when it comes to lightning and sleet, the .steam locomotives have a

decided advantage, and on one of these cross-country lines, over

Iowa prairies, the bad sleet storms are as much to be dreaded on

an electric line as the snow storm. If any one here has discovered

a successful way to fight sleet on an interurban trolley wire, I should

like to know it.

Our morning train out of Waterloo must make connection at

Denver Junction with the Chicago Great Western train for Ft.

Dodge, Omaha and all points west to the coast. In winter, when

we were troubled with the snow, wc could count on the other road

being delayed by the storm to about the same extent we were

;

but during the early part of March we had a few sleet storms that

(while not as bad as I have seen) were sufficient to delay our elec-

tric train for an hour or more, while the steam roads never knew

there was a storm so far as their running time was concerned.

No sooner does the weather become warm enough to do away with

the trouble of snow and sleet than the trouble of lightning begins.

We are protected by tank arresters, pole arresters and car arresters,

but still we lose more or less armatures, to say nothing of the loss

of controllers, light circuits, etc. We have fortunately never lost

any generators at our power station.

For switching purposes it is often possible to use an electric loco-

motive in places where it would be impossible to use steam. For

example, on our line at Cedar Falls we switch all the coal for the

Iowa State Normal School from the steam railways, a distance of

about a mile. We do this over our regular city line on the streets

of Cedar Falls. During the fall and winter months they use about

300 tons per week, and it would be impossible to perform this

service with a steam locomotive on account of the objecting of the

city to running it on the streets. As it is. some property owners

claim that the value of their property is decreased because a car or

two of coal is hauled past their residence each day in a coal car,

instead of in wagons, which would have to be done if we did not

switch it.

In making rates, both freight and passenger, we have adopted the

regular steam railway practice along our rural lines—viz., Iowa

Distance Tariff and Classification for freight and 3 cents per mile

for passengers.

I speak now of local business. On interstate and all through

business we have through tariffc with our connecting lines and their

connections, of which we draw' our proportion, according to our

traffic agreement with them.

Some people seem to think the electric or small steam railway

should he able to handle passengers or freight for about 50 per cent

of what the trunk lines charge. I canrot see it in that way. nor do

I see any reason for any one supposing that it can be done; and

I wish to s.ay that you will find it much harder to raise the rate if

you start too low than to drop it if you find it too high. We have

had some experience along that line.

The patrons of a rural railway are not of a class that turn out

en masse every day or do a great amount of pleasure riding, and

for all special occasions, where there is a chance to draw large

crowds by reduction of rate, you can put in an excursion rate that

will in no way interfere with the regular business. We are members
of the American Railway Association and the Western Passenger

Association, and conform to their rules, selling interchangeable mile-

age, etc. We have a general passenger department and a general

freight department, each of which looks after the business of its

own department. In establishing freight terminals in Waterloo, we
found we could lease terminal rights from the railways already

established near the business center of the city much cheaper than

we could secure and maintain our own in anywhere near as good a

location. We do. however, maintain a city ticket office in connection

with our city line waiting room, where we sell tickets to all parts

of the world, and often only haul the passenger from his home to

the depot on our city cars. Did space permit. I would like to touch

on many points in connection with the operation of the rural rail-

way, such as the system of dispatching trains, handling of business

at the smaller towns, making of schedules, etc., all of which are

very necessary to economic and successful operation of the rural

railway, but I have already overstepped the time limit and am run-

ning on the time of other members on this morning's program.

I thank you for your attention, and would be pleased to have you

come to Waterloo at any time, where we will be pleased to give you

any information in our power, not perhaps so much by showing you

what we have done as by pointing out the things we would not do

if we could begin over again.

Semi.Convertible Cars for Newport News &
Old Point.

The Newport New^s CVa.) & Old Point Railway & Electric Co.

lias lately received from the J. G. Brill Co. nine semi-convcrtiblc

cars which will be operated in Newport News and on the suburban

line connecting Newport News and Old Point. Newport News is a

flourishing seaport, with a population of about 20,000, and Old

Point is one of the most popular resorts on the eastern coast. The
railway company now operates 75 cars and about 30 miles of track

traversing a most pleasing section of country.

The cars measure 33 ft. 4 in. over the end panels and are 8 ft. 54

in. wide over the sills. They have seats for 44 passengers, with

a smoking compartment 8 ft. 9 in. long at one end. The cane-

covered seats are 24 in. high of the double-roll back type and have

grab handles attached. The interiors are liandsdmely finished in

a:jki^i£iSiii!is;Si'

BRIU. CAR FOR NEWPORT NEWS.

cherry, with ceilings of decorated birch. The semi-convertible

window system adapts the cars to mild climates quite as well as the

more severe climates of northern latitudes, as the sashes may be

changed at will and held at any height, or raised entirely into pock-

ets in the side roofs, thus admitting any amount of air desired. The

advantages claimed for the roof pockets are that there is a gain

of several inches in the interior width of the car, and that there is

no danger of fingers being pinched, nor glass broken, as is so

often the case where wall pockets are used.

The builders' specialties used include angle-iron bumpers, radial

drawbars, "Dedenda" gongs, "Retriever" bells, vestibule door con-

trolling devices and sand boxes. The general dimensions of the

cars are : Length over crown pieces and vestibules, 43 ft. 4 in.

;

width over posts at belt. 8 ft. 4 in. ; sweep of the posts, i J4 in-

;

center to center of posts, 2 ft. 8 in ; side sills, 4 in. x yY^ in., plated

with Yi in. X 12 in. steel; end sills 514 in. xej-^ in.; thickness of cor-

ner posts, 3^ in., and of the side posts, 354 i"- The No. 27-G trucks

on which the cars are mounted have a wheel base of 4 ft., and 33-in.

wheels.
» « »

Technical Publicity Association.

1 he advertising representatives of a large number of concerns

engaged in the manufacturing of machinery and allied industries

have formed an organization to be known as the Technical Pub-

licity .\ssociation. The first annual meeting, dinner and election

of officers was held in the rooms of the Hardware Club in the Postal

Telegraph Building, New York City, on the evening of April 27th,

when an address was delivered by Mr. E. P. Harris, well known

as a broker of trade and technical journals.

Wages of gatemen and guards on the subway and elevated line of

the Interborougb Rapid Transit Co. have been increased.
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The i;iectric Railway Freight Service.*

I,y II H, I'lil.K, n<K>ll)lLM ANIl (;KNEUAL MANAGKK, INTliJd.KllAN KAll.-

WAY CO., DBS MOINES, lA.

It is only wllliiii llic last llircc or four ycarb that cKctric railway

men have avvakciied to the fact that there might he some money

made at the freight Inisincss. ICven today the majority of them will

not consider the idea at all. They arc content with the passenger

hnsiness alone. 'Ihe one great reason for this is the fact that electric

railways when first hnilt were nothing more nor less than street

railways extended into the country, the track being laid upon the

puhlic highway and constructed of light rails and ties and operated

hy street railway men who had had no e-tperiencc in steam railway

service and who did not realize the possibility of freight as a source

of earnings for the electric railway. Within the last few years,

however, the modern electric railway is being built on steam railway

standards. This means low grades, minimum curvature, heavy rails

and bridges, and Ihe private right of way. The private right of

way enables the electric railway to run its cars at any rale of speed

it desires, to haul any kind of freight, and eliminates the great ma-

jority of accidents caused by collisions with teams aTuI vehicles.

In every territory occupied by an electric railway there will he

found freight to be shipped in and out. These roads will either

have steam railway competition or they will not. Even if they have,

they certainly should get practically all of the local or less than car-

load shipments, owing to the frequent and rapid service which they

can give. This service can be made equal or superior to the express

service of steam railways, and if the electric railway is fortunate

enough to have traffic arrangements with connecting steam railways

it should secure a greater portion of the through carload and foreign

shipments to competitive points. It seems to me that stcain rail-

ways, with few exceptions, are very short sighted in refusing to

recognize electric railways in the interchange of freight. They can-

not by this policy stop the building of electric railways. The latter

are here to stay, and each year sees more of them in operation.

They make good feeders for the steam railways, bringing to them

much freight. The steam railways that publish joint rates with

electric railways, and are willing to grant a division of the rate,

will get all of the foreign shipments which originate on the line of

the electric road, and there arc many instances where the electric

railway taps a new territory, one to which the steam railroad has

heretofore never had access. The electric railway should have a

traffic arrangement with some connecting .steam railway in order

to do a successful carload business, for if it does not have this the

rate from a point on its line to a point on the steam railway would

be the sum of the two locals, and therefore prohibitive.

Mr. .'\. B. Stickney, president of the Chicago Great Western Rail-

way Co., says that he does not care how freight is brought to his

road, whether in a wheelbarrow, stage-coach, horse car or by an

electric car; he will take it and be willing to pay a little something

to get it. This is the broad-minded view to be taken *of this ques-

tion. It is generally conceded that the electric road is more popular

with the farmer. It is more profitable to him to ship over the elec-

tric railway than over steam railway, as the electric railway gives

him more rapid, frequent and fully as reliable service, enabling him

to receive and ship freight, mail and express at almost any hour of

the day. The farm takes on a new aspect and becomes capable of

being used in many ways otherwise impossible, part of the benefit

of which will, of course, accrue to the railroad. On the farm not

adjacent to an electric road it is not profitable to raise garden truck

for the market. The farmer cannot afford to take his team away
from the field in order to haul this garden produce to the market,

so he feeds to the hogs or allows to go to waste enough to pay his

taxes each year. With an electric road doing a general railroad

business, such as the hauling of passengers and freight, mail and

express, running through the farms or near them, it becomes a

simple matter to market the products of the farm every morning.

This is also true of the poultry, fruit and dairy business. The
products of the farm can be marketed regardless of the condition

of the roads, at any time of the year. If there is coal under the

land, it at once becomes available. If a farm machine is broken,

repair parts can be got easily and c]uickly, and work can be resumed

without losing a day or .so.

•Read before the lovv.i Sti-eet aiul Inti-rurban Railway Associn-
tion, Dubuque, la.. Apr. 20, 1905,

It should be the policy of electric roads to put in side track-,

stock yards and loading chutes wherever it is shown that they will

he used. Stock can then be loaded on the farm without driving it

seven, eight or ten miles to some steam railroad station. The ship-

per saves the rcsuhing shrinkage and has his choice of Ihc steam

railways in the large terminal cities, enabling him to obtain the

lowest rate and the shortest route. After deciding upon what road

he desires to ship he has merely to notify Ihe electric railway and

he will be supplied with a car from that road. He can also ship in

tile, coal, machinery, feed, etc, and have these cars set upon his

siding, eliminating the long haul from the railroad station. Is it not

true that these advantages to the farmer will give to the electric

railway the majority of Ihe business it can handle. Much the same
thing is true of the small cities and towns through which these

interurban lines run. The merchant can easily order by telephone

from the wholesale houses and within an hour or two Ihc goods so

ordered are in his store, lie is not rc(|uircd to have so great an

investment in his stock, and is able to cut down his insurance, so

that he, too, is glad to make use of the electric freight service.

Some comparison of statistics of the freight traffic on steam and

electric railways may be interesting here. On steam railways the

income from passenger service is about 30 per cent of the total earn-

ing.s while the receipts from the freight service amount to abmil

70 per cent.

During the year ending June ,10, 1901, the steam railways in the

L'nited States reported a freight traffic of 1,089,226440 tons. Of
course this is a greater tonnage than shippers actually turned over

to the railways, because of the handling of the same freight by more
than one road, duplications resulting from taking the total of all

traffic on all roads. However, after making the deductions neces-

sary to eliminate the duplications, it is found that traffic received

from the shippers amounted to 583,692427 tons. To handle that

vast tonnage required 29,400 freight and switching locomotives and
1,600,000 freight cars. The mines from which coal, iron ore and
other minerals are taken furnish more than one-half Ihc tonnage

handled by the railroads, but as this traffic is carried at a low rate

per ton the receipts from this amounts to much less than one-half

of the total freight revenue. Manufacturing industries supply nearly

one-seventh of the tonnage ; the products of the forest nearly one-

eighth ; the products of agriculture one-ninth ; the remainder, which

is less than one-seventh of the total, consists of live stock, general

merchandise and unclassified commodities. The articles referred to

include many thousand kinds of commodities.

The reports on street and electric railways compiled by the De-
partment of Commerce and Labor, Bureau of the Census for the

year ending June 30, 1902. of all street and electric railways in

operation during that time, give in Tables 42 and 43 the items of

income with per cent that each item is of the total, which is as

follows:

Per cent.

Xumber of companies 799
Operating earnings $547,553,999 loo.o

From passengers 233.821.549 94.4

From chartered cars 303,608 o.i

From freight 1.038,097 0.4

From mail 432.080 0.2

From express 401.672 0.2

From sale of electric current for light and

power 7.703.574 3-1

From miscellaneous 3.853420 1.6

While Tables 46 and 47. classified according to population and
separating the interurban from urban railways, show the items of

income with per cent that each is of the total, as follows

:

Fast. long. Other.

Xumber of companies 40 200

Operating earnings $7,640,642 $26,215,532

From passengers 6.968.044 24.932.033

From chartered cars 34,044 780I1

From freight, mail and express 426,987 479.6/5

From sale of electric current for light

and power 17.1/3 3^4-9QO

From miscellaneous sources. 194.J92 410.523

Fast. long. Other.

Operating earnings, per centage 1000 lOO.o

From passengers 01 2 95.1

From chartered cars . . .-4 o...|
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From frciglil, mail and express 5.6 1.8

From sale of electric current for light and power 0.2 1.2

From miscellaneous sources 2.6 i
/>

From these figures we see that there is much room for the devel-

opment of this department of electric railways.

Concerning Kp.lcs.

Until 1C87 nearly every large railroad had a classilication of its

own, but now most business is handled by one of three classifications.

These are the Official, which is used in the cast ; the Southern, and

the Western. In .several states— Illinois, Iowa, Georgia and some

others—there are classifications prescribed by the state board of

railroad commissioners applying to freight carried entirely within

the state. The electric railways should use the classification which

is used by the steam roads in their territory. In this slate the roads

.should govern business within the state according to the Iowa

Classification. On interstate business the Western Classification

should apply. It is my opinion that the electric railways in this

state should adopt a rate which is possibly 5 per <:ent lower than

the Iowa Classification. The rapidity and frequency of the service

does a great deal towards getting business for the electric road,

but if we can say to a shipper that our rates are less than the Iowa

Classification it is just that much more attractive to him.

A well organized freight department is, of course, of primary im-

portance, and I will attempt to outline the methods used by our

company in this department.

We have a general freight agent and two clerks in the general

office. We also have a local agent at our freight house in Des

Moines, and an agent at each of our stations on the line. The great

volume of freight business done by steam railways is conducted by

the use of a few business papers, and the records kept are complete

and very simple. In the electric railway freight business still fewer

papers are required. We use the regular shipping ticket that is used

by all steam railroads. This is filled out by the shipper in duplicate,

the agent receipting the original and retaining the duplicate, from

which he makes up his way bills. The way bills show the station

from the destination, the date, car number, car initials, consignor

and consignee, number and description of articles, weight, rate and

charges. They are sent to the freight auditor each day by the agent,

and he enters them in his "Freight Forwarded Book." The agent

also makes out an expense bill in duplicate for each consignment on

the way bills for all freight billed from his station. The expense

bill gives the names of the consignor and consignee, station frotn

destination, car number, car initials, number and description of

articles, weight, rate and charges. The conductor takes the expense

bill instead of the way bill, as is customary on steam railways, and

delivers it to the agent at destination, who in turn checks the

freight delivered from them. The expense bills are then entered in

a book called the "Freight Delivery Book," in which the consignee

receipts for the shipment delivered to him. When the charges are

paid, the agent signs the orginal and gives it to the consignee for

his receipt, and the consignee signs the duplicate which is retained

by the agent. The agent is required to remit to the treasurer daily

all money, together with all duplicate expense bills, whether dead-

head, prepaid or with charges, for freight which has been delivered

A duplicate of these remittance sheets is retained by the agent.

The original remittance sheet with all original expense bills and

money are placed in a heavy manila envelope, which is sealed with

wax and sent by "Railway Mail" to the treasurer, so as to reach

the general office before s p. m. In this m.anner we can tell at the

end of each day how each agent stands in his accounts. This sys-

tem was adopted for two reasons: first, we wanted all accounts kept

in the general office ; and second, we could handle the freight and

accounts at each station much cheaper than we could by any other

system, and we have found this to be very satisfactory.

The greatest difficulty we experienced in developing our freight

department was in convincing the public that we could handle any

kind of freight, from a small package to a carload of live stock,

grain, lumber or any other connnodity. However," this did not take

very long, and today they know that we can handle anything a steam

railway can.

In order to do a successful freight business it is tiecessary to get

out after the business or some one else will get it. Solicit your

business, not only from the farms through which your road runs,

but also from as far away as it is possible to draw it. The amount
of business obtained by a good solicitor five or si.x miles away will

astonish you. Do not be content to work up business in the country

alone. Do so in your cities and towns. .See that your freight

solicitor makes regular calls upon the merchants of the smaller

towns, the dairy concerns and wholesale houses in the cities. Find

a market for the products of the farm, such as dairy products, poul-

try, fruit and vegetables. Encourage all of these lines and the

freight business will rapidly grow.

A report of the Department of Commerce and Labor for the year

1902, in a general discussion of the characteristics and significance

of interurban service, says: "It is difficult to avoid entrance into

the domain of prophecy. Some of the electric railways have already

made such progress in methods that certain prophets look forward

to the complete superseding of steam traction by electric traction.

However this may he, it is evident that even if the electric railways

confine themselves to the methods already widely prevalent, they are

bound to become a social and economic factor of enormous impor-

tance. Remarkable benefits have already been realized from the

existing interurban lines, and the extension of such railways to a

large proportion of our more prosperous conununities seems but a

matter of a short time."

Tennessee Jim Crow Law.

.\n act to promote the comfort of public travel by providing for

and securing the separation of white and colored passengers on

street cars. Approved .^pr. 4, 1905. In effect. June 30, 1905.

Section l. That all persons, companies or corporations operating

any street car line or lines in the state of Tennessee be and the

same are hereby required, where white and colored passengers are

carried or transported in the same car or cars, to set apart and

designate in each car or coach so operated, for both, a portion

thereof, or certain seats therein, to be occupied by white passengers,

and a portion thereof, or certain seats therein to be occupied by

colored passengers : Provided, that nothing in this act shall be con-

strued to apply to nurses attending children or other helpless per-

sons of the other race : Provided, that large printed or painted

signs shall be kept in a conspicuous place in the car or cars, or the

parts thereof set apart or designated for the different races, on

which shall be printed or painted, if set apart or designated for the

white people, and it being a car so designated or set apart: "This

car for white people." If a part of a car is so designated, then this

sign, "This part of the car for white people." If set apart or

designated for the colored race, this sign to be displayed in a con-

spicuous place, as follows : "This car for the colored race." If any

part of a car is set apart or designated for said race, then this sign,

as follows : "This part of the car for the colored race."

Sec. 2. That the conductor or other person in charge of any car

or coach so operated upon any street car line shall have the right

at any time when in his judgment it may be necessary or proper

for the comfort or convenience of passengers so to do, to change

the said designation so as to increase or decrease the amount of

space or seats set apart for either race; or he may require any

passenger to change his seat when or so often as the change in the

passengers may make such change necessary.

Sec. 3. That all passengers on any street car line shall be Re-

quired to take the seats assigned to them, and any person refusing

so to do shall leave the car, or, remaining upon the car, shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined any

sum not to exceed $25 : Provided, no conductor shall assign any

person or passenger to a seat except those designated or set apart

for the race to which said passenger belongs.

Sec. 4. That any person, company or corporation failing to set

apart or designate separate portions of the cars operated for the

separate accommodation of the white and colored passengers, as

provided by this act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon

conviction shall be fined in any sum not to exceed I25.

Sec. s. That nothing in this act shall be construed to prevent the

running of extra or special cars for the exclusive accommodation of

either white or colored passengers if the regular cars are operated

as required by this act.

Sec. 6. That this act shall take effect ninety days from and after

its passage, the public welfare requiring it.

The .Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railway Co. has reduced the price

of commuters' tickets from $!0 to $9 between Chicago and Aurora,

which appears to be the beginning of a rate war between this line

and the Burlington.
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rittsbiirj; Luna I'ark.

(inaur riltnlnii'g'.s Lima Park, which is being cructcil liy Mr.

l''rc(luricl< iiigersoll, is of such niaKiiiliiilf Ihat all who have Ijccii oil

ihc gnniiiiis were astonished not only with its extent bill with the

niarvcliHis raiiidily with which hnililiiig a fur Imililing lias been com-

pleted. Coinmeiiliiig editorially on the work being done mi the

park, the I'iltsbnrg linlletin said in a recent issue:

"As if liy the nibbing of a lamp, or the scraping of ,i ring on tin:

sands of a seashore anil a coimiiaiid to a summoned

(ieiiii, not one but a score of palaces' have sprung

into existence in the very heart of fittsburg and

many that pass them daily are wondering if after all

there might not be some magic about it. riiere is

much magic almiil il ; the magic that br;iin ,ind

energy backed by li:ilf a million dcdlars c:iii work.

The palaces are at Luna Park, Pittsburg's new resort

that is being built at Grant Boulevard and Craig

St., by Mr. Frederick Ingersoll and his associates.

On the morning of February istli, while the alcohol

in the ihrniioiiKter w:is hovering near the zero

point, llie ground covered with eight inches of snow

and frozen to a depth of nearly two feet, a carload

of lumber was placed on the siding of the Pennsyl-

vania R. R., at Sliadyside. Teams appeared and

carted it to the Aspinwall grounds, where it was

stacked in huge piles. That was the beginning of

Luna Park.

"It was not until Un d.iys :ifler llie arriv;il of the

tirsi car lo:id of limber on the ground thai actu.il

work was coninienced. lii f;ict. niillioiis of feet of

lumber, ranging from a common scantling to great

timbers cut from the hearts of forest giants, each

of which would cut up into enough dressed lumber to liiiisli an

ordinary dwelling, were hauled from railroad cars and piled in the

park and in the streets surrounding the place before a carpenter or

any other mechanic appeared on the scene. Then, to put the story

in the words of a commuter on the Pennsylvania who passes the

park twice every day: 'One day a fence appeared that excited com-

ment, for it encompassed enough ground on which to build a town.

Nobody on the train knew what was going on and everyone was
curious to know because among us there were many supply men
who are constantly on the lookout for building operations. It seemed
that in a day the park began to grow, building after building reared

another building. That sort of thing is not stoppvil as yet. It was
not long before the talk that lliis magic-like operation caiiiiccl, thai

the newspapers began to sit up and take notice. Then wc learned

in the news of the day that the historic oI<l Aspinwall llnincitead

was being converted into the most beautiful, if not the grcalest, pic-

nic- and pleasure park in the country."

It is entirely true lhat Mr. Ingersoll did asloiiisli the natives.

I'>en in the city of Pittsburg, the freight tonnage of which i» equal

to that of any two other American cities, and where the people are

VIEW OF lASINO BUILDING.

accustomed to the rush and hurry and the noise of big productions,

such results as were produced in a few weeks were never approached

before. Though unheard of speed was attained it was not at the

sacrifice of stability. The buildings arc there to stay. They are

on concrete foundations and arc as thoroughly fircproofed as is

possible. It is a fact lhat this feature is so complete as to elicit

from the building inspectors and fire insurance underwriters letters

of congratulation and a consequent lowering of the rates of insur-

ance.

Pittsburg Luna Park has an admirable location for a summer
amusement ])ark. It is in the geographical center of the city. Ten

VIEW OF LL'.\.\ P.\RK FKO.M PENXSVLV.\XI.\ R. R.

its bleak form high in the air, in another day it would be inclosed, in

another day the painters would be at work and we could see from
the train, through the scaffolding that surrounded the buildings

that they were highly ornamental and realized that the park would
be beautiful. So full of surprises has been the growth of the park
that when trains near the site all eyes are glued to the car windows.
Sometimes, when the train would turn the curve and reveal the

park, someone in the car would call out, "There is another one"
and, looking to where he indicated, we would see the starting of

lines of cars pass the entrance and at the rate of eight cars a minute

in each direction. .Ml other car lines between the residence and

the business districts of the city pass within three short city blocks.

The running time from either end of the car lines to the entrance

of the park is 17 minutes. It, like Israel's capital, is a city built

upon a hill and caraiot be hid. Its golden and rainbow colored

towers are seen flashing in the sunlight from residence districts hav-

ing a population of three hundred thousand, and at night the re-

llection of its magnificent illumination is visible over a territory in-
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habited by a million pleasure seekers, who are already impatient for

the opening on May 2Stli.

The attractions include cver>thing that can be found in other

parks that are clean and wholesome, and many others that are con-

trolled by Mr. Ingersoll exclusively. One feature that should be

specially mentioned is the coaster, it being of an entirely new type.

Instead of being in tiers it is elongated and contains locks but So ft.

less than a mile in length. It makes a wide circuit through hills

p.nd vales and at one place the cars will attain a speed of 90 miles

an hour. Another novelty is an

aquarium exhibiting both fresh

and salt water fishes. For this at-

traction salt water was transport-

ed from the seashore in tank cars

and is kept fresh by circulating

pumps and filters. There is in

connection with the aquarium a

complete fish hatchery where

trout and other fishes will be

hatched from spawn. The casino

is the largest and handsomest

building of the kind in the coun-

try. There w-ill be scenic rail-

ways, old mill, every one of the

scenic theater attractions, cafes,

Japanese village, cave of the

winds, the old shoe, novel slides

for children, nur-series, concert bands, orchestras, in fact everything

in color, life and motion, and that which pleases the ear, eye and the

heart has been provided for by Mr, Tngersoll.

Mr. Ingersoll has built and equipped 44 other parks and has attrac-

tions in more than a hundred cities in all parts of the world.

FREDERICK INGERSOLL.

VVestinghouse New York Changes.

Westinghouse interests after May ist will occupy all but a small

part of the 19th and 20th floors of the new Trinity Building, at in

Broadway, New York. The executive offices of the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Co., which have for nearly twenty years

been in the Equitable Life Building, at 120 Broadway, will be on

the igth floor of the new building, and the eastern sales offices of the

Westinghouse .Mr Brake Co. and the Westinghouse Traction Brake

Co. will occupy a large part of the 20th floor. The law offices of

Hunt, Hill & Betts. which have been for several years in the Equit-

able Life Building, will be on the 20th floor of the new build-

ing, and the remaining part of the flcor has been sublet to an en-

gineering company. The United States Electric Light Co., which

was absorbed by the Westinghouse Electric Co. shortly after the

organization of the latter company, opened offices in the Equitable

Life Building in 1878, and the old building has been more or less a

Westinghouse headquarters in New- York for the last generation,

and the New York office of Mr. George Westinghouse. The new

offices in the Trinity Building will be more commodious, to provide

for the growth of the working staff in the treasury and other de-

partments.

The New York sales offices of ihe Westinghouse Electric com-

pany will remain in the Hanover Hank Building, at Pine and Nassau

Sts., without changes, and the New York office of the Westinghouse

Companies' Publishing Department, formerly at 10 Bridge St., will

be connected with them. The export offices of the Electric company

will continue at the same address, under the management of Mr.

Maurice Coster, recently appointed to succeed Mr. F. B. H. Paine,

and the office of Mr. Charles S. Powell, the new general agent of

the Electric company, will be connected with the sales and export

offices. Mr. Coster and Mr. Powell have arrived from Paris and

from London to take up their new duties, after long terms of suc-

cessful Westinghouse service abroad.

Mr. Coster, who has acted as sales manager of the Societc

Anonymc Westinghouse since the spring of 1899, has had a broad

experience in domestic and foreign markets. His Westinghouse

connection began in 1888, in Pittsbiirg, and later he acted as man-
ager of the Chicago office of the Electric company. His work for

the French Westinghouse company, which manufactures nearly all

forms of Westinghouse products—railway appliances, prime movers,

and electrical apparatus—involved several branches of engineering,

and he will act as export manager in New York for the Westing-

house Machine Co. as well as for the Electric company. Mr. Coster

has for many years been a full member of both the Electrical En-

gineers' and the Mechanical Engineers' societies.

Mr. Powell has returned from Europe after two years and a half

as assistant manager of the British Westinghouse Electric & Manu-

facturing Co., Limited, in which his duties brought him into dose

touch with all the plans for the electrification of England's traction

systems and railroad terminals. His Westinghouse connection began

in 1893, and prior to his departure for London in December, 1902,

he had acted as manager of the Cleveland office of the Electric com-

pany.

Mr. Coster included among his duties, while in Paris, the general

management, or "exploitation", as the French say, of the central

station at Moulineaux, which has for its largest clients the Paris

Metropolitan Underground System and the Western Railway of

France; also the management of a 5S-car storage battery street

railway service in Paris, with a charging statimi in the suburb of

Puteaux.

Opening of Manila Street Railway.

The first important railway work in the Philippine Archipelago

to be completed since the beginning of American occupation is the

Manila Street IClectric Ry., which was formally opened Monday,

April loth. J. G. White & Co. have, for the last two years, been

engaged in the work of reconstructing the tramways of Manila.

Peculiar difficulties have been met and overcome and, where former-

ly was a horse car line, with eight miles of track, laid with 40-!b.

rails, there is now an electric system as complete as that of any

city of similar size in the United States.

The entire street railway system of Manila is controlled by the

same syndicate, it having purchased, in addition to the horse car

line, ? steam line running to the suburbs. Forty miles of track have

been laid, the rails of which are 70-lb. in the city and 94-lb. in the

suburbs. Municipal lighting privileges are also controlled by the

company. The power will be supplied from a new power house

j List completed.

The track is all laid in concrete and owing to climatic conditions

all rails were painted with asphaltum paint.

The destructive "white ant" exists in such large numbers that it

was necessary to use teak for lies and sleepers, except where Cali-

fornia redwood, or Australian, or Philippine native soft wood were

obtainable. The latter served for the purpose only when treated

with preservative.

The rolling stock at the present consists of 100 cars, especially

designed to meet the prevailing conditions. They are of the stand-

ard, single truck, cross bench, open type, for city service, the

streets being too narrow to permit of the use of double-truck cars.

In the suburbs, double truck open and combination cars are in

use. During the rainy season, there are sudden driving showers,

and the company has provided convertible and semi-convertible cars,

which were built by the Electric Railway & Tramway Carriage

Works, of Preston, England, and by the J. G. Brill Co., of Phila-

delphia.

Portable screen partitions are used to separate first and second

class passengers. The Canadian system of fare collection, by means

of fare boxes, has been edopted.

Protection against the ravages of the white aiU is afforded by the

use of teak for all woodwork in cars.

The power plant is located on an island in the center of the

Pasig River, and has a generating capacity sufficient to supply

508 arc lights, 30,000 incandescents, and current necessary for oper-

ating 100 cars over 40 miles of track. It is interesting to note that,

Manila being so far from the base of supplies, J. G. White & Co.

experienced considerable delay at various times. In making ship-

ments of material for construction, it was necessary to put in the

requisite number of everything, as when the work began it was not

only impossible to buy bolts, etc., in Manila, but there was not even

a machine shop in which repair w'Drk could be conducted.

The company operates its own printing plant, which is located

in the car barn, and is used in printing time-tables, circulars and

tickets.

Electric railways entering Muncie. Ind., have under consideration

the erection of an interurban terminal station.
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Car Shop Methods/

MY |(illN II. IISII, MASTKK MKCHANIC THI-tlTy KAIIAVAY (U, DAVEN-

I'ORT, lA.

'I'lic roasniis for goiiiK into the l)tiil(liiiK nf cars have liccii, first,

to cheapen the cost of cars; second, to hnild a car suited to the

difTcrent needs of lines operaled ; and last, to standardize all of the

parts so that the cost of repairs may lie reduced as low as possible.

Where a variety of cars are used, nuich liaTid work must he done

in llu" repairiTig, if all the cars are huilt on the same lines much if

Mill .ill this is done away with. These lines have been followed

.IS niiuli as possible, at the same time the mechanics employed are

m.-idc f.iniiliar with all of these parts and do better and quicker

rip.-iirinK, and this is worth some consideration.

A number of all parts going into the cars arc kept in stock at

all times, ready to repair with at once. Sash and doors are oded

and varnished, and the small amount of fitting can be done very

quickly, siding is painted all but the last coats to go into broke?!

sides or ends of the cars.

The type of car being liuilt is a semi-couvertible 31-ft. body seat-

ing 44 persons, with a ma.ximum standing load of about 150. This

CLO.SEIl cm;.—THI-LITY kV. (.0.

type was chosen to do away with the expense of changing in the

spring and fall. The windows come out entirely and are not used

in the summer.

In building these cars only the best of lunilier was used, but we

find that lumber cut locally will work in and save about one-third

the cost of the lumber. It will be used in greater amount in the

cars we build in the future.

The bottom framing of these cars is of long leaf yellow pine,

except the end sills and bolsters, which are of hard white oak, to

give better support to the bolts used in them. If yellow pine is

used the heads draw down and leave the platform loose ; and it is

hard to find any remedy for this trouble.

The intermediate sills are mortised into the cross sills, to give

a continuous sill for tying the side sills. No tie rods are used,

but angle plates are bolted to the ends of the cross sills a little

back from the end, to draw shoulder of the tenon tight to the side

sill. These bolts may be tightened from time to time and keep the

tenon from starting. The corners of side and end sills are treated

in the same way, with the addition of a tie plate bent edgewise at

right angles, and bolted to the under side of sills.

Body bolsters are built up of two steel tees with wdiite oak

fillers. This is not as strong as the standard bolster, but the car

has to be kept as low as possible on account of low headroom of

bridges and viaducts.

The floor is double; low'cr, yellow pine; upper, red gum, with

a fiUiug of building paper to keep the dust and noise out. The
floors are laid diagonally, which gives great strength to the lower

frame, and prevents distortion in collisions. It is not as easy to

repair, but this is not very important, as the wear is taken up by
maple strips in the aisle space.

The upper frame work is of the best heavy white ash only, all

light and brash wood is used for other work. All rails and plates

are strap bolted to corner post to prevent tenons from loosening.

To keep the posts from loosening at the bottom, by the pitching of

•Read beTorc tlie Inwa Street and Intorurban Kailway Association.
Dubuque. Apr. 21. 1905.

ilie car body, a brace is K^'ind "nd bolU-d to the posts just below

the arm rail, and lo the sill.

'I'lie upper rail or lop plate is double, the inner one being iIm

thickness of the wood carlinc smaller than the outer part, gives a

bearing for the carlinc and keeps it up to place. Each half has its

own mortise, niaking a double tenon on the post. The belt piece

is gained for the post, and rebated lo set under top plate.

All tenons in the cars arc pinned with while oak pins, after

clamping up. Draw pinning is not used as it breaks the tenons

out.

In getting oiU the rails long ash was used, but we found it too

expensive and used short ash making a long scarf, gluing and screw-

ing them together. No trouble has l)ccn found with these joints

as yet.

Steel carlincs arc let in between the wooden ones at each post.

A stiff springy steel is used for this purpose.

A single thickness of beaded siding is used and scrim well ghicd

stands as well as two, with much saving of weight.

The upper and lower trusses have each two turnbuckles lo lake

up the slack. In this way about the same strain can be put on

each end of the truss.

The vestibules open only on one side. The doors were made
narrow to keep passengers from falling, in getting oflf; it is in-

convenient in the rush hours, but seems to prevent accidents. The
platform knees arc of white oak, trussed by two rods running each

side of both outside knees, from lower corner to center of support,

and down to lower corner at the other end of the knee. This gives

a strong truss and the whole platform can be lifted back to place,

when sprung down. A truss is also used on the side which is

closed, running from the platform end sill up to corner post to

car body, and down on inside to sill. This is to help support the

heater which is on this side in the winter. Hard maple flooring is

used in the vestibules, as yellow' pine cuts out too quickly.

In the interior of the car we have used cherry and mahogany.

with maple head linings, but now are using quartered white oak

and it is giving belter restdts as to wear and looks than the ma-
hogany, and only costs about one-half as much.

The sash are held in place by metal strips edged with rubber to

keep the weather out.

In painting we are using the lead system, the several coats applied

being as follows

:

1. Lead and oil.

2. Lead and oil with tint.

3. Clear lead with tint.

4. Ground color of car.

5. Color varnish.

6 and 7. Finishing varnish.

No rubbing varnish is used except in the color varnish.

Inside, the oak is finished dark with one coat of rubbing and

two coats of inside finishing varnish. The mahogany and cherry

are not stained, and are finished the same. The window sash and

all exposed parts where no paint is used are soaked in hot oil before

varnishing, and this is wearing as well as the painted work.

Several diflFerent makes of primers and -fillers have been used

to hasten the painting of the cars, but have all failed to wear but

one, and that one takes as long as the lead and therefore no time is

saved, but as the makers claim a longer life than lead, it may pay

to use it.

In connection with painting. I wmII mention that all matched work
and tenons are filled with white lead before jointing. All the un-

der frame work is painted with red lead and oil before any of the

framing is put on.

No figures have been used in this paper, as it is intended to be a

description of the work only, as done at the shop of the Tri-City

Railway Co.
«

At its last session the Tennessee Legislature passed a law known
as the "Raine Bill." whereby the city of Memphis was author-

ized to issue $1,000,000 in bonds for the purpose of erecting a

municipal electric lighting plant. The bill provided, however, that

the bonds in question should not be sold for less than par. Since

these bonds are a special and not a general liability, it is thought

that it will be an utter impossibility for the bonds to be sold at the

price stated, and the measure is practically inoperative. Mayor

Williams, of Memphis, who is in favor of building the plant,

has, it is said, acknowledged that it will be a difficult matter to sur-

mount this difficulty.
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Accounting as an Aid to the Operating
Department.*

IIV K. A. LEI SSLEK. SECRETAHY OMAHA & COUNCIL BLUFFS STKEET RAIL-

WAY CO.. OMAHA, NEB.

The science of accounting has many applications; but as this

paper is addressed not to a body of accountants, interested in all the

various phases of the subject, but rather to a body of operating men,

interested in accounting only in so far as it can be of assistance to

them in operating their properties, I shall endeavor to confine myself

to such parts of it as are indeed an aid to the operating department.

First of all, then, what does the operating man want to know

from the accounting department?

As the success of every railroad enterprise depends necessarily

upon the relation between the earnings on the one hand and the

expenses and fi.\etl charges on the other, every operating man is

naturally interested in increasing the former and keeping at their

minimum the latter, and therefore what he principally desires from

the accounting department is detail information concerning earnings

and expenses. Just how much of this detail information he wants

or needs depends upon the size and individual characteristics of

the property, and also upon the personal views and methods of the

operating man—principally, however, upon the size of the properly.

If the system is so small that the operating man can easily keep in

close personal touch with every part of it, he can dispense with a

great deal of the detail accounting, without which the operating man

of a larger property would be absolutely lust. In fact, a very small

system would not be justified, from the standpoint of economy, in

going too much into detail in its accounting.

Beginning now with tlic passenger earnings, it is important that

the accounting should determine accurately, first, the actual or true

earnings of each separate line each day; and second, the number

of car-miles and the number of car-hours made on each line. In

order to arrive at the actual or true earnings, only the fares (or

tickets) actually earned or collected by conductors (as distingnished

from ticket sales) should be treated as earnings. When ticket sales

are treated as earnings, the showing is incorrect to begin with, and

of no value whatever for purposes of comparison, especially if ticket

sales are large and fluctuate greatly.

A record should also be kept showing the weather conditions, un-

usual attractions, and any other causes or conditions which affect

passenger earnings, either beneficially or detrimentally. With this

information at hand, a daily comparative statement of passenger

earnings should be prepared showing the earnings, car-miles, car-

days and earnings per car-mile and per car-day of each line, to-

gether with a comparison of the same data for the corresponding

day of the previous year, and this statement should also show the

increase or decrease in the earnings of each line, the percentage of

such increase or decrease in the earnings of each line, and the

weather conditions, unusual attractions, etc., for both days com-

pared. By "corresponding day of the previous year" is meant not

the same day of the month, but the same day of the week which

corresponds most nearly with the day of the month. .\ like state-

ment of passenger earnings should be prepared weekly, monthly and

annually.

From a careful study of these statements the operating man
should be enabled to draw certain deductions of great value to him

in running his road. For instance, the "Increase" and "Per Cent of

Increase" columns gage accurately for him the growth of traffic on

the diflferent lines, and the "Earnings per Car-Mile" and "Earnings

per Car-Day" indicate the relation between the traffic and the

service. This information puts him in a position to judge intelli-

gently the needs of the different lines in the matter of service, par-

ticularly if these statements are supplemented by a further state-

ment showing graphically the number of passengers carried on indi-

vidual cars of each line during the rush hours. By observing the m-
crease above the normal on days of special attractions, such as con-

ventions, excursions, parades, etc., he can get a tolerably correct

idea of the value of such attractions and can know how much effort

or financial encouragement he is warranted in giving towards secur-

ing such attractions.

Of assistance to him also in checking the returns of conductors is

a "Conductor's Percentage Sheet," showing the ratio of each con-

ductor's collections to the earnings of the line on which the con-

ductor is employed, and the ratio between liis transfers and cash

collections. If this is faithfully followed up it points out all irregu-

larities in collections and leads to investigation of the causes thereof.

Passing now to the "Operating Expense Accounts," we enter a

very broad field, in which there is no limit to the amount of detail

accounting that can be indulged in. The standard classification of

operating expense accounts, as formulated by the Street Railway

Accountant's Association of America, embodies 39 accounts ; but

these can be subdivided to one's heart's content. One company

with which the writer was connected for some years has in use a

classification embodying something like 150 accounts, and another

road of which he has knowledge uses a classification containing

something over 200 accounts. The number of subdivisions of

operating accounts must be decided with reference to the size and

needs of the road ; but as the greatest benefits to be derived come

from comparing notes with other roads, the advantage of conform-

ing to the standard system should not be overlooked. However,

whatever classification be used, a monthly statement should be pre-

pared showing a comparison with the same month of the previous

year, the increase or decrease in the different accounts, the per cent

of such increase or decrease, the amount of each account per car-

mile and per car-day and the ratio each classified expense bears to

the receipts.

In addition to this the montlily statement should also contain

some data concerning the power station, as the cost of power is a

very important item of expense and one which is very susceptible

to economies under proper handling. Assuming, of course, that the

power station is equipped with a wattmeter, the monthly statement

should show the number of kilowatt-hours produced, the cost per

kvv. h., the number of pounds of coal consumed per kw. h., and

also the number of kw. h. consumed per car mile traveled. With

such a statement before him, the operating man is enabled to make
an analytical study of the various items of operating expense and

to measure the efficiency of his various departments, with a view

to strengthening the weak places and attaining a higher degree of

economy in operating.

There are many other things which come under the head of

accounting, although they are not usually performed by the account-

ing department, which may be made helpful to the operating depart-

ment ; but as I promised the secretary of the association in accept-

ing his invitation to read a paper before this convention that I

would make it a short one, I will have to leave them for- some

future discussion.

In conclusion I wish to say that while occasionally detail account-

ing is overdone, my observation has been that, as a rule, operating

departments do not avail themselves, as fully as they might, of the

benefits and aids to be derived from a careful and intelligent system

of accounting.

•Read before the Iowa Street and Interurban Railway A.ssoclation.

Dubuque, Apr. 21, 1905.

Chicago & Southern Traction Co.

The Chicago & Southern Traction Co. has been organized for

the purpose of constructing a high speed electric railway to run

from Kankakee to Chicago. The distance between Kankakee and

the business district of Chicago is 56 miles. Plans are now under

way for the construction of 40 miles of this road between Kankakee

and West Pullman, III. From West Pullman, II!., to the terminus

of the South Side Elevated Railroad Co. the cars of the ne.w line

will operate over the tracks of the Calumet Electric Street Railway

Co., with which company a traffic arrangement has been made. It

is hoped that at a later date, when the South Side Elevated Railroad

Co. has completed the express track now in process of construction,

that arrangements may be made for operating limited cars from

Kankakee to the Union Loop in the business district of Chicago.

The right of way affairs are now well in hand. -A route has been

laid out over a private right of way from the center of the busi-

ness district of Kankakee, parallel with and adjacent to the west

side of the Illinois Central Railroad Co'.s. right of way from Kanka-

kee to Riverdalc. .Xt Riverdale the right of way leaves the Illi-

nois Central and parallels the west side of the Pennsylvania R. R.

line to West Pullman.

This route as laid out is an excellent location for the construction

of a high standard roadbed over which limited service cars can be

run in competition with the neighboring steam lines. Standard trol-

ley construction will be used.
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It is slaU-il dial llu- clUtaiicc butvvctii Kajikakcu and Chicagu will

l)i; covered liy the liniilrd service in I hour and 40 niiiuilcs, and hy

tlic local service in 2 hours, with hourly cars in each direcfion.

A power house, the arcliitccls' plans for which are al)riut com-

pleted, will he built on a site now under consideration where the

right of way crosses one of the branches of the Calumet River.

The exterior dimensions of the buildiuR will be 115x185 ft. Its

construction will be fireproof ibronghout, using l)ricl< and stone

with terra colta trnnmings for the walls and a tile roof supported

on steel trusses. The floor system and all foundations svill be of

concrete. .'\ partition wall, extending throunhoiit the lengtli of the

building, will divide it into a boiler room and an engine room.

The pl.in^ iiulude the installation of machinery suitable for gen-

erating current fur the railway, and also to sell to the manufactur-

ing plants and Ihr niiinicipalitics through which the road will run.

The first installation will be three units of 1,000 kw. capacity each,

wUli tile necessary boilers and auxiliary apparatus. A complete

coal and ash handling convcyin- .system will be used. All the elec-

trical apparatus, such as switchboards, transformers, etc., will be

placed on the engine room floor, and tlie entire equipment will be of

the latest design and all auxiliary apparatus will, as far as possible,

be automatic in its operation. This 3,000-kw. installation will occupy

but one-half the space of the present building, thus making pro-

vision for future additions to the generating capacity.

Near the power house a car barn 76 x 220 ft., and a repair shop

70x80 ft., will be builf. These buildings will be of a fireproof type

of construction, using brick and steel with slate roofs.

When this line has been built there will remain but about 65

miles to be built between Kankakee, 111., and La Fayette, Ind., to

complete a standard roadbed over which electric cars can then be

run between Cliicago and Indianapolis. The designs of the power

house are now nearly complete and it is expected that roadway

construction will start in June. The ofiicers of the Chicago &
Southern Traction Co., which has headquarters in the Hartford

Building. Chicago, are : William S. Reed, president ; Charles F.

Davis, vice-president; John B. Reed, secretary; Robert P. Wood,
treasurer.

Freight Tariffs in Birniinghaiii, Ala.

In the "Review" for April were given some facts concerning the

freight traffic of the Hirniingham Railway, Light & Power Co.

Herewith are the freight tariffs made effective Jan. 15, 1905:

Tariff No. 1. applying between Birmingham, Bessemer, Enslcy,

Pratt City and Intermediate Stations (14 miles):

Cents per

.\rticlc. IOC lb.

Bar Fixtures 15

Billiard Tables 15

Bananas, loose bunches (5 cents per bimcb )

Beer

—

% kegs (7V2 cents each)

Beer

—

yi kegs ( 15 cents each)

Beer—bottled—in casks 10

Buggies, crated 15

Bellow'S IS

Boots and Shoes 10

Canned Goods 10

Coffins (25 cents each)

Cotton Seed Meal and Hulls
.;

Crockery 10

Corpses (50 cents each)-

Carpets 10

Cider and \'inegar, in kegs or barrels 10

Clothing 10

1 )ry Goods, Notions, etc 10

Empties returned (exc. beer kegs), no niininnim (5 cents each)

Eggs, in cases ( 10 cents per case)

Fish, Fresh Meat, etc 10

Flour, in sacks or barrels 5
Fruits, in cases 10

Furniture 15

Glassware lo

Grain and Feed Stuff 1

Hats 10

10

6

Hardware

Hay, in bales (5 cents per bale).

Household Goods, released

Harness

Iron and Iron Pipe

1 ron Safes

J-ugs, Jars, etc., crated or boxed

Jugs, etc., loose (I'A cents each)

Loaded Shells

Lumber, Lath, Doors and Sash, etc

Lime, Cement and Plaster

Mattresses

Meat, in bulk or Ijoxes . .

Meal, in sacks or barrels

Marble, crated or boxed

Nails, in kegs (5 cents per keg)

Organs, crated or boxed . 10

Organs, not crated or boxed (50 cents each)

Oils, in barrels or cans 10

Poultry, all kinds—single coop 25

Poultry, all kinds—double coop 35

Produce, Fruit, etc 10

Pianos, boxed 10

Sewing Machines, crated ( 15 cents each)

Sewing Machines, not crated ( 25 cents each )

Stoves and Stovcware 10

Split Baskets 25

Tinware 10

I'runks (25 cents each)

Terra Cotta Pipe 10

Wagons 10

Whiskey, Wines, etc., in barrels or kegs 10

Whiskey, Wines, etc., in glass, Iwxed 10

Tariff No. 2, applying between Birmingham, East Lake, Gate City,

Woodlawn, North Birmingham and Intermediate Stations (9

miles) :

Cents per

Article. 100 lb.

Bananas, in bunches (5 cents per bunch )

Buggies, crated 15

Boots and Shoes 8

Canned Goods, packed 8

Crockery and Quecnsw are, packed 8

Cotton Seed Meal 3

Carpets 8

Clothing 8

Dry Goods and Notions 8

Eggs, in cases ( 10 cents per case)

Fish, Fresh Meat, etc 8

Fruits and Vegetables, packed 8

Furniture 15

Grain and Feed and Meal 3

Groceries, in packages 8

Hats and Caps 8

Hardware 8

Hay, in bales 4

Household Goods 15

Iron and Iron Pipe 5

Lumber. Sash. Doors. Blinds, etc 8

Lime. Cement and Plaster 5
Mattresses 15

Meat, fresh, in bulk or boxes 8

Meal, in sacks or barrels . 3

Marble, crated or boxed 8

Nails, in kegs (5 cents per keg)

Produce, Fruit, etc.. packed 8

Stoves and Tinware 8

Trunks (25 cents each)

Wine? and Liquors 8

On each Tariff the following minimum charges apply: Shipments

under 50 lb., 10 cents: shipments over 50 lb., 15 cents.

Freight for prepaid stations (where there is no aefnt), will be

unloaded at owner's risk.
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E. Keeler Co. Water-Tiibc Hoiler.s.

Simplicity and durability of construction, Ingcllii-r wuh alisciliitc

safety and the highest attainable economy, are features which the

designer of a boiler must strive to secure. These requisites have

been successfully incorporated in the design of the Keeler water

tube boilers. The accompanying illustrations are sectional views

of the standard water-tube Keeler boiler, showing the two general

arrangements of baffle plates. When anthracite or similar fuels arc

used, vertical baffle walls made of a high grade fire brick backed

KEELER W.\TER TIBE IIOII.ER WITH VERTICAL B.\FFI.E.

with cast iron, are provided to govern the flow of the gases of com-

bustion. The path of these gases is such that they must pass between

the staggered boiler tubes three times, and then pass the steam drum
before reaching the stack. By thus being forced to pass first up, then

down, then up again between the tubes, the gases are given much
time in which to lose their heat to the water tubes before passing

out through the stack to the air. It will be noticed that the hottest

gases come in contact with the tubes at the highest portion near

the steam drum, and the ne.xt hottest passage is through the middle

of the tubes anil the last passage throiigli tlic section nearest the

KEELER BOILER WITH HORIZONTAL BAFFLE.

back header. 'Ibis is essential for a perfect current of water
through the boiler and to insure a minimum amount of contraction

and expansion when cold water is fed to the boiler. With this

arrangement cold water enters a sheet steel mud drum in the upper
shell. From here it passes down the back header and into the lower
end of the tubes between which the gases are making their last

pass before going to the stack. On becoming heated the water
rises in the tubes and as it rises it passes to a portion of the tubes

which is heated by hotter gases, until just before reaching the front

header the water passes directly over the grates and up through the

header to the steam drum. Thus all the water in the boiler is

continually kept in motion, flowing upward through the tubes heated

by the gases, then through the front header to the steam drum,

then toward the back of the boiler and down through the hack

header to the tubes again, and so on. This .steady circulation fur-

nishes an even temperature practically fixed at any one point in

the boiler and so docs away with expansion and contraction troubles,

as well as furnishing a rapid steaming capacity.

For bituminous and similar fuels, horizontal baffles are used as

shown in one of the illustrations. With this arrangement a some-

what .stronger draft is allowed but the general scheme of circula-

tion as described is not interfered with.

The headers, front and rear, of this type of boiler, are built en-

tirely of flange steel plates and so designed that the strains are well

equalized at the connection with the steam drum. The drums are

made of flange steel with straight seams, butt-strapped and triple

riveted. No bent tubes are used in any part of the boiler and the

hand holes are so arranged that all parts of the boiler can be reached

for inspection, cleaning or repairs. The hand hole plates are all

pressed steel

The feed water is introduced through the top or front of the

shell into a submerged steel mud drum. It is raised to a high tem-

perature in its passage through the surrounding water, discharged

from the feed pipe at the rear end of the mud drum, and before it

leaves this drum at the front end is of practically the same tem-

perature as the rest of the water in the boiler. This high tempera-

ture causes the precipitation of most of the impurities in the lower

end of the drum to be blown out through the outlet in the rear

header provided for that purpose. The internal mud drum also

serves to prevent the feed from coming in contact with the hot

places, with consequent contraction and leakage at the seams. Any
impurities carried into the general circulation are deposited in the

bottom of the rear header and discharged through the main blow-off

openings.

These boilers are built in units from 50 to 600 h. p., and also in

special sizes to suit space conditions. The standard boilers are

built for a working pressure of 150 lb., but if desired can be built

for any pressure up to 250 lb. The grate surface is carefully pro-

portioned and air space regulated by the class of fuel to be burned.

The factory and main oflice of the E. Keeler Co. are at Williams-

port, Pa., and the company has branch offices at Boston. New York,

Philadelphia, Pittsburg and Chicago.

New South Wales Tramways.

The railway commissioners of New South Wales have submitted

a report for the quarter ending Dec. 31, 1904, which gives some

interesting details of the traffic on the railways and tramways under

their jurisdiction. The report states that the present condition of

lines is good and that during the period, satisfactory progress was

made in reconstruction of permanent way and the improving of

grades. An interesting part of the report is a complete list show-

ing the appointments and the removals of employes during the

quarter reported. This list includes the name, position, rate of pay

and reasons for the hiring or removal of each employe in the

government railway and tramway service.

There were in New South Wales at the close of the quarter re-

ported 125.75 miles of tramway track open for traffic. The revenue

derived from the operation of this mileage was i209,926, with an

expenditure of £190,113. During the quarter, the total number of

the car miles run was 4,186,044, with earnings of is. od per car

mile. The expenditure per car mile was iid., which is a ratio

of expenditure to earnings of .9166. During this quarter there were

carried over the entire mileage of these tramways 36,119,113 pas-

sengers, which was an increase of 509,908 passengers over the simi-

lar quarter for the previous year. The earnings show an increase of

£2,259, 3rid the expenditure, owing largely to the more extensive

relaying of the lines, etc., shows an increase of £10,471. The
commissioners for the period repf)rted were Charles Oliver, David

Kirkcaldie and W. M. Febon,
. --

Arrangements are being made to open a union ticket office in the

Traction & Terminal Building. Indianapolis, where tickets on all of

the electric railways entering Indianapolis may be purchased.
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Some Kurupean Notes.

IIY T. J. NICOI.I..

It is qiiilc- iniporlanl to iiolc tlio tlifTcrcncc between the care taken

in Kuro[)C ami the sceniinR carelessness of those liaving charge

ill America of the relnrn electric cnrrcnt. Not only does the law

rcKiilale how it shall he taken care of in the first case, but employes

are ever watchful to prevent even the ordinary "sparking." In

.\merica it is not nnnsua! for the bf>nding of joints in return cur-

rent to be deficient or wanting entirely, and "sparking" is looked

upon of no importance. The consequence is, when a trolley pole

or wheel conies ofT the wire, we sec a series of the grandest pyro-

technics and the same is the case when the dirt is allowed to ac-

cunudate on the rail or in the grooves, causing the wheels to jnm|i

and break circuits, often brilliantly lighting the streets through which

they pas.s. Every street railway manager knows or ought to know

what an expensive luxury this all is, and that it can be avoided.

Certainly the current can be returned to the point of generation

with but a trfle of loss and "sparking" can be reduced to a minimum

with very little care and watchfulness. Trolley poles and whecK

can be so constructed and are so made in Europe that they rarely

leave the wire, the wheels being changed before they become too

much worn, and the springs, pivots and fastenings of the trolley

base kept in order. The poles arc generally well wound and covered

with insulating tape, so that when the pole docs leave the wire one

seldom or never sees anything but the "spark" of the first circuit

break.

The rails and their slots (the latter arc never so wide as in

.America) arc kept clean and free from dirt eitlnr by hand or by

brooms attached to the car truck.

But it is the return current that receives the most attention. The

law provides generally for this, and the laws with regard to it, as

well as on all other subjects, are strictly enforced, and until we in

America learn how to keep and enforce our laws better, there is

not much hope of saving expense by loss of current.

The rules enforced in England by the Board of Trade are per-

haps a very good example of the general requirements all over

Europe, and will serve to show what may be expected in America.

The Board of Trade is a bureau created for the purpose, amongst

other things, of regulating traffic and rates with the care of the

public and property always in view, it is an institution with even

greater powers than our Inter-State Commerce Commission and the

various railroad commissions of the states combined, and its power

is so well applied that it results in the general good. In the par-

ticular case under consideration it provides

:

1. That dynamos used as generators must conform to its re-

quirements and be capable of producing a continuous current with-

out pulsation.

2. That one of the two conductors transmitting energy to the

motors must be insulated from the earth and from the other in

such part or parts as may be required.

3. That where any rails on which cars run or any conductors

laid between or within 3 ft. of such rails form any part of a re-

turn circuit, such part may be uninsulated, but all other parts of

returns must be insulated unless of such sectional area as will reduce

the difference of potential between the ends of the uninsulated

portion of the return to less than 7 volts.

4. That when any uninsulated conductor laid between or within

3 ft. of the rails forms any part of a return current, it must be

electrically connected to the rails at distances not exceeding 100 ft.

apart by means of copper having a sectional area of at least 1-16

of a sq. in.

5. That any part of an uninsulated return must be connected

with the negative pole of the generator and in such case the said

pole shall also be directly connected through the current indicator

to two separate earth connections, which shall not be placed less

than 60 ft. apart.

6. Earth connections must be constructed, laid and maintained

so as to secure electrical contact with the general mass of earth,

and so that an electric motive force, not exceeding 4 volts, shall

suffice to produce a current of at least 2 amperes from one earth

connection to the other through the earth, and a test must be made
of this at least once in each month— but in place of two such

earth connections, one may be made to a water main of not less

than 3 in. diameter, with the consent of the owner of said main, and
when it can be demonstrated beyond a doubt that both earth con-

nections cannot be constructed and maintained without undue ex-

pense. No portion, however, of cither earth connection shall b-

placed within 6 ft. of any pipe except a water main of not less tlian

3 in. diameter internally, which is metallically connected to the earth.

7. When the generator is at a considerable distance from the rail-

way the uninsulated return must be connected to the negative pole

of the generator by means of one or more insulated return conduc-

tors and the generator shall have no other connection with the

earth ; and in such case the end of each insulated return connected

with the uninsulated return must also be connected through a cur-

rent indicator to two separate earth connections. If the current

indicator cannot conveniently be placed at the connection of the

uninsulated return with the insulated return, this instrument may
consist of an indicator at the generating station, connected by in-

sulated wires to the terminals of a resistance interposed between

the return and the earth connections, said resistance must be such

that the maximum current of S per cent of the total output of the

station, shall produce a diffcTrencc of potential not exceeding I volt

between the terminals. The indicator must be so constructed as

to indicate correctly the current passing through the resistance,

when connected to the terminals by the insulated wire.

8. When the return is partly or entirely uninsulated, arrange-

ments must be made in construction and maintenance of the rail-

way to separate the uninsulated return from the general mass of

earth and from any pipe in the vicinity, to connect the several

lengths of rails, to adopt such means for reducing the difference

produced by the current between the potential of the uninsulated

return at any one point and the potential of the uninsulated return

at any other point, and to maintain the efficiency of the earth con-

nections so that

:

A. The current passing from the earth connections through the

indicator to the generator, or through the resistance to the insu-

lated return shall not at any tiine exceed two amperes per mile of

single track or 5 per cent of the total current output of the station

;

B. If at any time or place a test be made by connecting a gal-

vanometer or other current indicator to the uninsulated return and

to any pipe in the vicinity, it shall be possible to reverse the direc-

tion of any current indicated by interposing a battery of three

Leclanche cells connected in series if the direction of the current is

from the return to the pipe, or by interposing one Leclanche celi,

if the direction is from the pipe to the return. For the purpose of

providing a continual indication of (A) an indicator properly con-

nected, and correctly marked, must be kept connected always in a

conspicuous place during the whole time the line is charged. In

(B) the owner of any pipe such as is named, must be permitted.

at reasonable times and intervals, to ascertain by test that the con-

ditions are complied with as regards his pipe.

9. When the return is partly or entirely uninsulated, the oper-

ating company is required to keep a continuous record of the

difference of working potential between points on the uninsulated

return and if at any lime such difference exceeds 7 volts, the said

company must reduce it below that limit immediately.

10. The current density in the rails shall never exceed 9 amperes

per sq. in.

11. Every electrical connection with any pipe must be so ar-

ranged as to admit of easy examination and must be tested at least

every three months.

12. Every line and every insulated return or part thereof, except

feeders, shall be constructed in sections not exceeding one-half

mile in length, and means provided for isolating each such section

for testing.

13. All insulation of wires must be so maintained that the

leakage current shall never exceed i-ioo of an ampere per mile of

railway. The leakage current must be ascertained daily when the

line is not in operation, and if found to exceed one-half of an

ampere per mile of railway, it must be localized and removed as

soon as practicable and cars stopped if the leakage is not localized

and removed within 24 hours.

14. The insulation resistance of all continuously insulated cables

used and laid below the surface of the earth, shall not be permitted

to fall below the equivalent of 10 megohms for a length of 1 mile,

a test is required once per month.

15. When any part of the line is erected overhead and the re-

turn is laid on or under the ground, and when any wires have been

erected or laid before the construction of the railway in the same
or nearly the same direction the construction company may be re-

quired by the owners of such wires to permit such owners to insert
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and niiiintain one or more induction coils or other apparatus for the

purpose of preventing di.^turhance h> electric induction.

16. Any insulated return shall be placed parallel to and at a

distance not exceeding 3 ft. from the line when the line and return

are both erected overhead or iS in. when both are laid under-

ground.

17. All reasonable precautions must he taken to avoid injurious

interference with any existing wires.

18. System must be con.structcd and maintained so as to secure

good contact between motors and feeders and the return respect-

ively.

19. The best means available must be adopted to prevent umlne

sparking at the rubbing or rolling contacts in any place and in

the construction and use of motors and generators.

20. Companies are required to keep records, which must be sent

to the Board of Trade as follows

:

Number of cars running. Daily.

Number of miles of single track line. Daily

Ma.ximum working current. Daily.

Ma.simum working pressure. Daily.

Ma.ximum current from earth plate or water pipe connections.

Daily.

Leakage current. Daily.

Fall of potential in return. Daily.

Condition of earth connections. Monthly.

Minimum insulation resistance of cables in niegobnis, per mile.

Monthly.

Conductance of joints to pipes. Quarterly.

Specimens of tests at any time.

The W. H. Blake Condenser.

The advent of the imlepcndent air pump and condenser has had

much to do with the practical development of the compound engine

in medium and small sizes, for with this combination there are now
obtainable economic results which not long since were expected

only from the large compound engine with direct connected air

pump. It is seldom that a non-condensing plant can be found where

W. H. Iil,.\KE SURF.-\tE CONDENSER.

an increase of 20 to 30 per cent in the output cannot he obtained co-

incidently with a reduction of is to 25 per cent in the steam con-

sumed per horse power. The convenience of application and opera-

tion of the separate condenser are appreciated by every engineer.

That the jet and the surface type have their respective fields is

clearly recognized. Both designs in a full line of sizes are now being

manufactured by the W . 11. Hlake Steam Pump Co., of Hyde Park.

Mass. They range in capacity from 600 to 40,000 lb. of steam con-

densed per hour with injection water at 70° F. One typo is illus-

trated herewith.

This is of the surface condenser type, designed along the lines of

marine practice and capable of withstanding the hardest usage.

The tubes are of Muntz metal, so held in the tube sheets as to

allow for free expansion. The steam passes in at the top and

thence across the water tubes, and finally escapes below as water

of condensation. Rapid condensation is secured by the introduction

of baffle plates, which force the steam into close contact with the

exterior of all the pipes through which the water flows. The con-

denser shell, rectangular in cross section, is supported by the com-
bined air and circulating pump, which is of exceptionally substantial

construction. Certainty of action is insured by having the valve

mechanism actuated solely by direct boiler pressure, and not de-

pendent upon an adjustable arrangement of levers and rods con-

nected to the piston. With the latter arrangement, which is not

employed upon the pumps, there are certain points in the stroke

where the valves are not directly controlled, but momentum is re-

lied upon to reverse the valve gear. These pumps are composition

fitted throughout, both the water and air cylinders are lined, and a

Tobin bronze piston rod is used.

Glendule Park, Nashville.

Every year the Nashville Railway & Light Co. is giving more
attention to beautifying Glendalc Park and adding to its attrac-

tions. The company has established a small, but very attractive

Zoo, and has in operation the following amusements and attractions:

Casino summer theater, the roller coaster or figure eight, laughing

gallery, Ferris wheel, merry-go-round, cave of the winds, house of

trouble, shooting gallery, cane racks, baby racks, glass blowers,

dancing pavilion, circle swing and miniature railway. During the

spring the company has greatly improved the theater, the size of the

stage being almost doubled, the proscenium arch widened from 24

to 30 ft. and the front of the stage extended 4':. ft. and 10 ft. room
made in the wings.

Elaborate arrangements have been made for cooling the audi-

torium. The old ceiling fans were removed and in their stead

numerous buzzers are placed around the walls. The company does

not attempt to operate any of the amusements or attractions, but

leases all of them to responsible parties. The park season opens

May 1st and closes September 30th. During the month of May
the manager of the Casino Theater will put on high class vaudeville

and opera, and in June minstrels will be offered. Each week will

be entirely different. The manager having charge of a circuit of

summer play-houses is thereby enabled to provide good wholesome
attractions each week at popular prices. The company has not so

far made money from the operation of the park, and really closes

each season with a small loss, hut considers that the increase in car

fares abundantly makes up for a great deal more than the loss.

With increased attractions and attendance, it is hoped this season

will show no loss on the park proper.

The third annual "Easter Egg Hunt" given on .April 2Jnd, was
a decided success, one of the largest crowds ever seen at the park
being present. The statements showed that about 2.500 more people

were participants in the lunit this year than last year.

The Indiana Electric Railway (juidc.

The first edition of Richey's Indiana Electric Railway Guide was
issued for the month of April. This is the only publication contain-

ing the official time tables of Indiana electric railways and also

includes a directory of the hotels of Indiana. In addition to the

time tables are included several short stories and poems and jokes

of lighter vein, it being the object of the publishers only to furnish

information regarding the electric railways of Indiana, a little read-

ing matter to enable its readers to pass a few moments pleasantly,

and as an advertising medium, to acquaint them with the industries

of Indiana, the patronage of which will support the pidilication. In

addition to these a few short interurban items and a map of the

electric railways of Indiana and Ohio complete the guide, which
includes 32 pages and is 614 x 8.>4 in. in size. Mr. Paul Richey, of

Muncie, Ind., is the editor and manager of the publication, and it is

to his efforts that the publication of this guide is due.
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New I'liblicatioiis.

I.K.III AM) I'l )VVI''.I<. A monllily journal (Icvuted lo fleclrical

progress in tlie world in general anil New Jersey in parlienlar, 16

pages with ilUistrations ; llu: I'nhlic Service Corporation of New
Jersey, pulilisliers. This pnhlicalinn is duvoteil to the interests of

this company and is descriptive of the latest electrical devices and

their installation for commercial purposes, such as , the new tnbe

light, electric coal conveyors, electric- signs and electric honsehold

niensils.

THE AKT OF (JFNICRA TING GEAR-TEETII, by Howard A.

Coonihs; I2y pages; ,to diagrams; price, 50 cents. Published by IJ.

Van Nostrand Co., New York. It is interesting to read the history

of gears and gear cutting machines as reviewed by the author of this

hook, and to follow him in his description of the improvements which

have takcti place in the methods for forming gear-teeth since the

direct applicHtion of geometry 'o the problem of the action of

gear-teeth was shown in the I7tli century. The first chapters of

this hook treat of the theory of tooth curves and slate briefly what

the problems in gear cutting arc. The machines described are

those which arc based upon the principle of generating or form-

ing teeth by virtue of the operation of the machine, rather than to

form a co])y of a previously made templet or cutter. Three chap-

ters of the book are devoted to the description of the principles of

operation of American and foreign tooth generating machines. The

last chapter of the book includes the description of several classes

of machines for generating other forms of teeth, such as spiral

gears, bevel gears to mesh with pin-wheels, etc. This publica-

tion is reproduced by permission from the .American Machinist, It

is written in a clear style without the use of extended mathematical

formulae, and will be found to be of interest to those who desn'e

to obtain a comprehensive view of the iirt of generating gear-

teeth.

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES ON THE FLOW OF
STEAM THROUGH NOZZLES AND ORIFICES, to which has

been added a note of IME FLOW OF HOT WATER, by A. Ra-

teii ; authorized translation by H. Boyd Brydon
;
published by 1).

Van Nostrand Co., New York; price $1.50 net. Book of 76

pages with 4 double page plates and 16 full page tables. This book

is a record of the results of researches made by the author in his

study of the phenomena of the flow of steam. The first few pages

are devoted to the derivation of the formulae needed, and a state-

ment of the fundamental theory. Tlun follows a description of the

methods used and an estimate of the precision of the measurements.

Next is a description of the results of the tests which were made
with three convergent nozzles and with an orifice in a thin plate.

Following this comparison is the log of these 152 tests performed

by the author. The closin.g section of the book is devoted to an

analysis of the phenomenon of the flow of hot water through a

convergent nozzle and an explanation of the results obtained by

Saiivage and Pulin in experiments made by them in i8()2.

The rapid advance in steam turbine construction has necessi-

tated a more careful study and a reconsideration of steam from a

kinetic rather than a potential standpoint, and the taking into

account of the friction of rapidly moving bodies in vapor, rather

than on lubricated surfaces. This publication furnishes to the tur-

bine student a reliable fund of useful information along these

lines. The translator, Mr. Brydon, is engaged in active consulting

engineering practice in Chicago.

GAS ENGINE DESIGN, by Charles Edward Lucke. Ph. I)

Published by D. Van Nostrand Co.. New York; price $3.00 net.

Book 254 pages, subject index, 322 formulae, 145 illustrative figures

and numerous full page tables. The book is divided into three

parts, the first part treating the subjects. Power, Efficiency and

Economy. Under "Power" are described the standard measurement
of capacity of gas engines and the measurement of losses. The
method of treatment in this first part is by establishing a standard

reference indicator card, and, by comparison with tests, finding

a diagram factor by which the probable mean effective pressure

for any fuel and compression can be predicted. It is shown that this

same diagram factor applied to the efficiency of the standard card

will give the probable efficiency of the engine, as well as the

economy when applied to the standard economy. The second part

of the book treats of the forces due to gas pressure and inertia.

Methods are given for plotting the forces and type cards for differ-

ent classes of service. The balancing of the parts is treated mathe-

matically, as is (he turning cfTort. 'i he third section of ihc book

comprises the methods of calculation and the kinematics, for ob-

taining (he proper dimensions of engine parts. The regulation

suitable for lighting and traction service forms a part of tin

lion of the work. This book treats solely of the interior 1

and energy transforming power of the exploding gas engine taken

as a standard commercial mechanism, and .should be found an ex-

ceptionally valuable reference book for those who arc required to

design the parts and calculate (he performance for gas engines.

GENERAL .STATUJES RELATIVE TO FRANCHISES FOR
PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATIONS; compiled by J. S. Cum-
mins; published by W. M. Byllcsby & Co., engineers, New York

Life Building, Chicago, for gratuitous distribution; 268 pages;

6x9 in. This manual of general statutes relative to the use of

streets and highways by street railways, gas, water and electric light

companies was coinpilcd by Mr. Cummins, general counsel for M. .M.

Byllesby & Co., to meet a want which had risen in his own practice,

he having found that there was no ready reference iKxjk covering

this subject that had been brought to recent date. Very frequently

it is found that the preliminary expenditures in connection with the

development of a property are almost entirely wasted because of

ignorance as to the fundamental laws regarding franchises in the

stale or territory in question, while in nearly every instance a pre-

liminary reference to these laws would have shown the futility of

proceeding further. The book is divided alphabetically by stales,

and under each slate are given extracts, under proper subheads, of

those sections of the constitution and general laws which affect

public service corporations. In most states these subheads are com-

paratively few in number, usually only the constitution and the city

and town acts. In states which contain the larger cities, however,

a greater number of laws have to be consulted ; thus, in Illinois, the

subheads are constitution ; city, village and town ; elevated ways

and conveyors
;
gas and electric light companies ; street railroads.

This work will be found extremely convenient and valuable for

reference by the legal departments of all concerns having interests

in more than one of the states.

IHE STEAM ENGINE AND OTHER STEAM MOTORS.
two volumes, by Robert C. H. Heck, M. E., Volume I. The Ther-

modynamics and the Mechanism of the Engine. Volume II. Form.

Con.struction and Working of the Engine: the Steam Turbine. D.

Van Nostrand Co., New York, publisher. 'Ihe second volume of

this work is yet in press. Tlie first volume contains 391 pages, 190

figures, 10 tables, 292 formulae, complete subject index and appen-

dix. Price $3.50 net. With the aim of making this publication

suitable for use as a text book for engineering colleges and a

treatise and reference book for engineers, the author has clearly

set forth the fundamental principles of the steam engine, meanwhile

giving a broad description of constructive practice, explaining fully

the working of the machine in its several departments and showing

how to find its efificiency in performance. The first part of the book

is n general view of the subject of steam power plants and their

essential parts. Next is a discussion of the behavior of gases un-

der pressure, and the definition of the ideal heat-engine. This is

followed by an application of the properties of steam for doing

work and the behavior of diflferent kinds of steam under various

conditions. The mathematics of condensation is exhaustively

treated as are also the determinations of the flow of steam through

orifices and the kinematics and working forces in the engine. Fiy-

wheel effects and the principles of counterbalancing are treated in

the final chapter of this volume. The appendix comprises numer-

ous tables of constants, tables of the properties of saturated steam

and records and notes of experiments with superheated steam. The
subject of this work is such a large one that the treating of every

detail of it would make a volume too cumbersome for handy use.

but this work so lays down the foundations and makes plain the

general laws that any problem which may occur in the study of the

subject treated will have a basis for its solution in this hook.

THE STEAM TURBINE, by Dr. .\. Stodola; translated from

the German by Dr. Louis C. Lowenstein. Published by D. Van
Nostrand Co., New York. Second edition ; book of 423 pages with

241 cuts and 3 lithograph tables ; 7 full page tables. Price $4.50 net

The second edition of this work on steam turbines with an ap-

pcndi.x on gas turbines and the future of heat-engines contains the

subject matter of the first edition and new matter which brings

the book up to date and renders it of more use to those in practical

life by exhibiting the results of many elaborate experiments. The
book is divided into five parts and an appendix. The first part
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includes the fiindaniciital laws of the adiabatic change of condition

of steam and a discussion of the principles of axial turbines, in-

cluding the discussion of the different number of pressure stages.

The second part treats of the theory of the steam turbine, ther-

modynamically considered, including a discussion of laws and ex-

periments relative to the flow of steam and the laws of energy in

steam turbines, both axial and radial. The third part is a treat-

ment of the machine design of the most important turbine parts

giving the principles and formulae for use in the calculation of the

details and also including some graphical methods. Twenty-three

pages of this part of the book are devoted to the study of the

critical angular velocity of multiple loaded shafts and a discussion

of the regulation of steam turbines. The fourth part consists of

descriptions of the standard steam turbine types, a historical re-

view and a discussion of the latest suggestions for turbine improve-

ments. The fifth part consists of 13 special problems of steam

turbine theory and construction, such as pressure distributions,

stress study, equilibrium and limiting velocities. In the appendix

are discussed the first and second types of perpetual motion, the

Carnot cycle, entropy and its application to the work done by

steam, the economy of the heat-engine, some late suggestions and

a description of the idea! gas turbine. Three large scale entropy

diagrams for steam, two in French units and one in English units,

are included in a cover pocket.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS, by Sidney W. Ashe, B. S., and J. D.

Kciley; published by D. Van Nostrand Co., New York. Book of

285 pages with subject index, 172 illustrations. Price $2.50 net. This

book, which is a theoretical and practical treatment of electric

railway equipment, is divided into 11 chapters, each describing

iome particular part of the main subject. First are defined the

fundamental units, instruments and methods used for plotting per-

formance curves. Next follows an exhaustive analysis illustrating

and carefully describing the curves for graphically representing

the many different quantities measured and included in a study of

motor and car operation. A short chapter is devoted to the descrip-

tion of recording instruments used in testing. Then follow two

chapters, one on the theory and design of the direct current motor

and one on the same functions of alternating current single-phase

motors, which subjects are treated in a practical manner with a

pleasing absence of complex formulae. The next subject treated

is the motor control apparatus and its operation ; here are described

the function of a controller, the standard method of hand control

for small cars and the many details of the General Electric and

Westinghouse companies' standard types of automatic—accelera-

tion, multiple-unit control. Double page plates showing the wiring

of these systems are included in this chapter, also a wiring diagram

for a single-phase alternating current equipment and a description

of its connections. Car bodies and their general design and fittings

comprise the next chapter. Chapter VIII is devoted to trucks of

the several different classes and Chapter IX to an analysis of the

mechanical laws of braking, methods for brake testing and a gen-

eral description of the standard types of brakes and their acces-

sories. A following chapter briefly describes several standard types

of electric locomotives and the closing chapter of the book con-

sists of a selected number of tests which are especially applicable

to traction purposes.

The magnitude of the traction field of the present day and the

lack of special courses in electric railway study in the representative

universities, make a demand for just such a book as this, one which

treats its part of the general subject in a clear concise manner,

omitting higher mathematics wherever possible and being written

in a practical way. This work should be appreciated as a text

book which will familiarize technical students with the practical

part of the electric traction field.

Comhination Gear Cases.

Connecticut Valley Railway Co.

The Northampton & .\mherst Street Railway Co., Greenfield.

Mass., with which were consolidated the Greenfield & Turners

Falls Street Railway Co. and the Greenfield, Deerfield & North-

ampton Street Railway Co. on May ist, changed its name to the

Connecticut Valley Street Railway Co,

The accompanying illustration shows a new conibiiiation steel and

wood gear case which has been designed by the E. W. Bliss Co., of

Brooklyn, N. Y., and is recommended as a very satisfactory sub-

stitute for malleable iron cases, its use avoiding the exasperating

delays many roads have experienced in getting malleable cases, as

well as the troubles due to iron cases breaking in service.

For this style of gear case there are claimed many advantages

over those heretofore placed on the market. The supporting lugs

on till- malleable iron case are very easily broken, thereby making

The subway loop under Battery Park, New York City, around

which Manhattan and Bronx trains are to swing for their return

trip northward, is nearly completed, the work of laying the steel

rails being well under way.

BLISS COMDIN.^TI0N C;E.\R CASE.

the case useless; in the combination case this difficulty is overcome,

as the lugs are of wrought steel. Experience has. shown that when

the combination gear case comes in contact with a serious obstacle

the sides, being made of wood, give way on the lower half without

delaying the car, instead of becoming wedged under the car, as fre-

quently happens with malleable iron cases, often necessitating the

jacking up of the car before the case can be removed and the car

allowed to proceed. The nature of this case is such that it is least

liable to damage or break the gear or pinion. Its weight is only

about one-third as nuich as a malleable iron case and it is consider-

ably cheaper.

-•-

Westinghouse Electrical Apparatus.

The introduction of steam-turbine generating units operating at

speeds of about 750 r. p. m. allows a great saving in the weight

of the electrical apparatus, compared with machines built for operat-

ing at speeds suitable for large reciprocating engines. Turbine

type generators with a rated output of 50,000 kw., such as are

used to furnish current for the New York subway cars, weigh 234,000

lb. and run at a speed of 750 r. p. m. Generators of the same ouput

driven by reciprocating engines at a speed of 75 r. p. m.. weigh

980,00^ lb. This is a saving of 746.000 lb. in the weight of the gen-

erator alone.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. advises that

recent orders are for eight turbine generators ; one 2,000 kw., one

2,500 kw., the others of 400 and 500 kw. capacity. It has received

orders for a motor generator set, consisting of a 1.400-h. p. induc-

tion motor and a i,ooo-kw. revolving field alternating current gen-

erator, also 104 induction motors, aggregating 2,200-h. p. capacity,

204 Westinghouse No. lOi-B railway motors, for the Transit De-

velopment Co., of Brooklyn, "and several scattering orders for

smaller numbers of No. loi-B and No. 93-A railway motors. The

Pittsburg Reduction Co. will install two Westinghouse direct current

generators, each rated at 2.200 kw. at 500 volts, with a speed of

140 r. p. m.

The Knoxville (Tenn.) Traction Co. has let contract for the

construction of a car barn and repair shops.
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Closed (>ars for Sprint>licld Consolidated Ky.

The SpriiiHlii-lil (111.) ConsolidaU-d Kiiilway Co. has lately placeil

in service vestiljiilcd cars of the types illustrated licrevvitli built liy

till- American Car Co. 'I'lic railway company now operates alioiit

65 cars on its 24 miles of track. Tlie new cars measure 2Z ft. over

the cut] panels and 7 ft. 5'/ in. over the posts at belt. As the car body

is somewhat louRcr than is usual when mounted on single-trucks,

the hotlonr framing is made extra strong and outside sills are in-

cliuled. The platforms are 5 ft. instead of 4 ft., the usual size, and

the liiubers are re-enforced with angle irons. At the entrances to

the platforms are high folding gales of Brill manufacture and the

folding doors have the I'rill patented controlling device. This de-

vice consists of a roller moinited vertically ini the upper corner of

CLOSED l'.\K FOH Sl'KINCFIF.I.U roNSOLID.ATKI) KY.

the ouler leaf of llic foliling door, and which moves between a

guide-rail, attached to the lintel of the door, and a guide-rail parallel

to it. A spring catch at the top of tlie door near the center locks

it in its closed position, and when released, the spring hinges ojjen

the door part way, so that a light push with one hand is only neces-

sary to fold it back, where it is held by a clasp. The lower clasp

has a spring buffer, and the upper one utilizes the same spring

lock which fastens the door when closed. To close the door, the

spring lock at the top is released and the lower catch pressed down
at the same time by a small toe-piece.

The car seats are of spring rattan and are placed longitudinally.

The interior of the car is hand.somely finished in cherry with the

trimmings of bronze and the ceilings are of decorated birch. The
windows arc arranged to he dropped into i)ockets in the side walls.

Among the furnishings are Brill angle inni bumpers, "Dedenda"
gongs, and radial drawbars, and American Car Co. sand boxes.

The general dimensions are: Length over crown pieces, 32 ft.;

width over sills, including panels. 6 ft. J in.; sweep of posts, 7-}^ in.;

center to center of posts, ^2 g-32 in. ; side sill size, 3^ x 7 in. ; end

sill size, 3^ x6 in.; sill plates, VS x7 in.; thickne^ss of corner posts,

3-H ill-; and of side posts, I-VJ in.; height of steps, \$]/^ in.; height

of risers, 12 in.

The cars arc mounted on Brill No. ji-H trucks with an iS-ft.

wheel base and 3,?-iu. wheels. This type of truck is remarkable

for its steadiness and its smoothness which enable it to carry long

and heavy car bodies at speeds of from 15 to jo miles an hour

without bouncing motion.

Electricity for Heavy Freight Service

Tuesday evcnini;. April i8th, Mr. J. 11. llallberg delivered an

illustrated lecture nn the '^Application of Electricity to Heavy
Freight and Trunk Line Railways," before the Electrical Engineer-
ing Society of Columbia, at the Columbia University.

The lecturer described in detail all electric systems which have
been proposed and tried for trunk line service, and a number of

lantern slides, illustrating the 15.000-volt single-phase railway devel-

opments carried on by the Oerlikon Electric Co., of Zurich, Switzer-
land, under the direction of Mr. Emil Huber. were the subject of

an interesting description and discussion.

1 he electrical equipment for the New York Central Railroad was
also illustrated by lantern slides, and an enthusiastic discussion fol-

lowed the description of tliis system.

Mr. Ilallljcrg also had prepared for the occasion a number of

s|)ccial slides, illustrating the Siemens & IlaKkc locomotive, used

for the high speed electric railway tests between Marienfclfl and

Zosscn, and others showing in diagrammaiical form the power and

distribution cr|uipnicnls required for the various systems.

One of the most interesting subjects (liscus.«cd during the evening

was the single |)hase to polyphase electric railway system which

has recently been invented by Mr. Hallbcrg. The important advan-

tage claimed for this system is that it is possible to build very

Ijowerful locomotives, which can be operated with only one contact

wire, delivering high voltage single phase current to the locomotive,

on which the current is then converted by means of a motor-

generator set into polyphase currents suitable for the polyphase in-

duction motors, which are mounted on the driving axles. As all

generating anri transforming apparatus arc of the

alternating current type, no commutators will be

rerpiired, and the use dI induction motors on the

loconuitive eliminates altogether the u^c of commu-
tators for any of the main generating or driving ma-

chines for this system, and which was considered an

important feature.

Considerable attention was also given to the va-

rious forms of construction for overhead contact

wires for high speed trimk line railway service, a:i I

the inverted catenary construction developed by Mr.

lluber, of the Oerlikon company, was favorably

commented upon, and the general opinion was that

it would i)c preferable to make contact on the top

of the contact wire, as suggested by Mr. Huber. in-

stead of using the ordinary catenary suspension,

which makes it necessary to collect current from the

under side of the contact wire.

The speakers also agreed with Mr. C. O. Mailloux

and Mr. Uamon in that nothing Ics- than 13,000 volts

should he used for heavy trunk line traction, and it was also thought

that the use of more than one wire for each track would be pro-

hibitive. In other words, the straight three phase system, requir-

ing cither two or three trolley wires for each track, would not be

considered as a general proposition.

Mr. Hallberg also commented favorably upon Mr. Mailloux's

suggestion to generate current at about 15.CCO volts, which could

be distributed directly to the contact wire wherever necessary, in-

stead of generating current at a low voltage and then stepping up to

a very high voltage for the transmission lines, and again reducing

the pres.sure at sub-stations for the contact wire. Where large

amonuts of power are generated, as for a large trunk line railway

system, it would perhaps be more economical to generate and dis-

tribute directly to the contact wire without the use of high potential

transmission lines and sub-stations.

Prof. Fitzhugh Townsend took active part in the discussion, and

several interesting references were made by him to the bipolar

motors designed by the General Electric Co. for the New York
Central locomotive, and he explained very clearly why these motors

operate under greatly varying loads and other unfavorable condi-

tions without sparking. He also pointed out several advantages of

Mr. Hallberg's single phase to polyphase railway systein.

Mr. Karl Wersall. an electrical engineer until recently in the em-

ploy of the Oerlikon company at Zurich, also participated in the dis-

cussion, and he pointed out several of the advantages of the Huber
inverted catenary contact wire support, and he also referred to the

successful operation of the Oerlikon 15.000-volt single phase locomo-

tive, which is equipped with the Ward Leonard system of control,

and which has been in daily successful operation during the past

few months on a section of the State Railway in Switzerland.

« « »

The trustees of the Everett-Moore property have been discharged

and the business is now in the hands of the syndicate to be

handled by it. It is understood that Col. F. S. Dickson, one of the

trustees, will be made president of the various Everett & Moore
telephone companies.

.'\t a voting contest of the most popular conductors and motormen
of the Tacoma Railway & Power Co.. the first prize was $75 in

gold, the second prize a sewing machine, the third prize a suit of

clothes, the fourth prize $10 in gold and the fifth, sixth and seventh

prizes checks for $5, The total vote for all candidates «-.- _>_>- 1
;-.

and the winner of the first prize received 72.380 votc>
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Personal.

SEN.-\TOR F, D..SHERWOOD has been chosen president of the

Hornellsville (N. Y.) Electric Ry. and the Hornellsville & Canisteo

Ry., succeeding the late De Merville Page.

MR. W. S. McGOWAN, JR., has been appointed eastern sales

manager for the .American Brake Shoe & Foundry Co., with head-

quarters at I/O Broadway, New York City.

MR. JOHN T. D.<\RLING, for 14 years connected with the Mont-

gomery Street Railway Co., has resigned his position as secretary

and will be succeeded by Mr. J. B. Giovanni.

MR. JOHN L. MATSON, superintendent of motive power of

the Indiana Union Traction Co., has resigned to accept a similar

position with the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railroad Co.

MR. E. A. CROSBY, assistant treasurer of the Twin City Rapid

Co., has been promoted to the position of treasurer, and Mr. Ed-

ward S. Pattee, auditor of the company, has been made secretary.

MR. LEONARD EISENMENGER, formerly with the Spring-

field, Troy & Piqua Railway Co., has been appointed general pas-

.senger agent of the jXppleyard lines, with hcadiiuartcrs at Spring-

field, O.

MR. JOHN I. BEGGS, president of the Milwaukee Electric Rail-

way & Light Co. and of the L'nited Railways Co. of St. Louis, was
on April 27th elected president of the National Electric Co., of Mil-

waukee, to succeed Mr. S. W. Watkins.

MR. E. A. RICHARDS has been appointed superintendent of

the Providence & Taunton line of the Massachusetts Electric Cos.,

having resigned as assistant superintendent of the Boston & Worces-
ter Street Railway Co. to accept this position.

MR. A. H. METZEL.AAR, representing the National Electric

Co.. of Milwaukee, has been transferred from the Chicago office lo

the San Francisco office of the company, and he will be in char.i'c

of the Christensen air brake sales on the Pacific coast.

MR. J. M. BR.-\MLETTE, general superintendent of the East
St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co., has resigned to become general

manager of the Philadelphia & -Western Interurban Ry., which is

now under construction between Philadelphia and Lancaster, Pa.

MR. H.ARRY S. NEW has been elected president of the Indian-
apolis & Martinsville Rapid Transit Co., to succeed Mr. Charles F.

Smith, whose business interests in the Southwest demand consid-
erable attention and necessitate his being in that territory most of

the time.

MR. S. P. B.MRD, who was for several years general manager
of the Portsmouth Street Railroad & Light Co., of Portsmouth, O.,

is now engaged in practice as consulting engineer; his headquarters
are in Portsmouth. Mr. Baird is an associate member of the .Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineers.

MR. JOSEPH W. TAYLOR, secretary of the Master Car
Builders' .Association, the .American Railway Master Mechanics'
Association and the Western Railway Club, has removed his office

to No. 390 Old Colony Building, Chicago, which will hereafter be
the headquarters of these organizations.

MR. H. F. PEARCE, general superintendent and purchasing
agent of the Marquette County Gas, Light & Traction Co., has re-

signed to become superintendent of the board of public works of
Negaukee, Mich., and will be succeeded by Mr. F. W. Judson, for-

merly superintendent of the Madison Light & Railway Co., Madi-
son, Ind.

MR. T. T. LYM.AN, who has been connected with the H. W.
John-Manville Co., 100 William St., New York City, for many
years, has been appointed general sales manager of the company.
The position will call for the installation of various comprehensive
systems in connection with the work of the branch offices of the
company in the larger cities throughout the United States.

MR. R. F. KELKER, JR., has assumed his duties as engineer for

the Goldschmidt Thermit Co., and will superintend the street rail-

way department. Mr. Kelker was lately with the Brooklyn Heights
Railroad Co. as assistant engineer. He succeeds Mr. William How-
ard Cole, who has resigned and leaves for Europe in order to

pursue professional w^ork in connection with the electrical tram-
ways.

,

MR. .A. C. EMMERICK, whose appointment as auditor of the

International Railway Co., Buffalo, was noted in the "Review" for

April, was born in Syracuse, N. Y., in 1869, graduating from the

grammar and high schools of that city. Mr. Emmerick went to

Buffalo in 1892, entering the service of the Buffalo Traction Co.

four years later in charge of its consent corps, being appointed

auditor of the company in 1897. -At the time of the absorption of

this company by the International Traction Co., he was retained

as chief clerk in the auditing department of the new company, being

appointed assistant auditor in 1901, which position he held until his

recent appointment as auditor.

THE ENG.AGEMENT of Mr. Charles Foster Bancroft, of Bos-

ton, to Miss Cornelia Herriman Dow, second daughter of Mr. Ab-

bot Low Dow, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has been announced. Mr. Ban-

croft is prominently identified with electrical railway and lighting

interests in Massachusetts, being electrical engineer of the Massa-

chusetts Electrical Companies, and the Hyde Park Electric Light

Co. He is also superintendent of motive power and machinery of

the Boston & Northern Street Railway Co., and the Old Colony

Street Railway Co., which are controlled by .the Massachusetts

Electric Companies. The wedding is to take place at 92 Remsen
.St., Brooklyn, on June 7th.

MR. ARCHER RICHARDS, recently chief draftsman for the

Wason Car Co.. of Springfield, Mass., has resigned that position to

accept a similar one with the Roberts & Abbott Co., of Cleveland

O. Mr. Richards has had an extended experience in the design of

cars for steam and electric operation and has made a study of the

artistic as well as the technical features of car designing. He has

been connected with the Wason Manufacturing Co. for 6 years,

with the Jackson & Sharp plant of the .American Car & Foundry Co.

14 years, and also with the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry..

Enterprise Hydraulic Works of Philadelphia, and Edgemoor Iron

Works. Wilmington, Del., and has perfected himself in the practice

of decorative art by two years of study in Europe.

MR. C. D. EMMONS has been appointed general manager of the

Ft. Wayne & Watjash Valley Traction Co., of Ft. Wayne, Ind., in

charge of all the company's property in northern Indiana. The
system embraces the following properties : Ft. Wayne city railway

lines. Fort Wayne electric lighting plant, Fort Wayne & South-

western Traction property from Fort Wayne to Wabash, Wabash
River Traction Co. and Wabash-Logansport Traction Co., operatmg

from Wabash to Logansport ; the Logansport Street Railway Co.

and the Logansport, Rochester & Northern Traction Co. in Logans-

port, and the Lafayette Street Railway Co. in Lafayette. The other

interurban lines to be built out of Fort Wayne north and south will

also be under his management. Mr. Emmons was born in Lafayette,

Ind., in 1871, but his family soon afterwards removed to Pittsburg,

where he lived for 18 years. Mr. Emmons was educated at the

Western University of Pennsylvania, graduating in civil engineer-

ing. He then entered the service of the Pennsylvania R. R., ad-

vancing to the position of supervisor of signal^; for the territory

around Philadelphia. In igoo he was appointed superintendent of

the Lafayette city railway system. In July, igo.^, he went to Ft.

Wayne as general superintendent of the lines emuuerated, also act-

ing as superintendent of construction of the Ohio & Indiana Con-

struction Co., which is building the Ft. Wayne, Van Wert &
Lima Rv.

Interstate Electric Railway Association.

During the past month an association has been formed con-

sisting of those roads now operating in the south part of Wiscon-

sin and the northern part of Illinois. The object of this association

is to formulate plans for an interchange of traffic. Mr. Edwin C.

Faber, general manager of the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railway

Co., was elected president, and several business committees were

appointed, and a constitution and by-laws were adopted. The asso-

ciation is the result of agitation on the part of the officers of sev-

eral companies for an interchange of traffic between the intersect-

ing roads now operating and in process of construction. The plan

is that each line be divided into 5-cent fare sections and that mile-

age books be sold and honored on the cars of those lines belonging

to the association. The cancelled coupons will be audited by the

secretary-treasurer of the association, who will make the settlements

witli the proper companies.

The mileage book used will consist of 600 5-cent coupons and

these books will be sold at $25 each. A similar book but with a

less number of coupons, will also be sold, but at a slightly increased

rate. The lines which were represented at the first meeting of the

association are as follows : Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railway Co.

;

Rockford, Beloit & Janesville Railroad Co. ; Rockford & Inter-
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urban Railway Co.; J"liel, Plaiiificid & Aurora Railroad Co.; EIki

Aurora & .Soutlicru Traclion Co.; Chicago & Milwaukee Electric-

Railroad Co.; Chicago & Jolicl Electric Railway Co.; Milwaukee

Electric Railway & LiRlit Co.; WaukcKan, Fox Lake & Wcste

Railway Co.. ami I )eK,illi Sycaninre ]\leclric Co.

rn

New Coii.st ruction Work in lfM)o.

Montgomery Traction Co., Montgoniery, .Ma. This property lia-

recenlly been taken over by the same interests controlling the Lynch-

burg (Va.) Traction Co., and the new owners have ordered four

38-ft. convert ililc ilouhle truck c.irs from the J. G. Rrill Co., each

npiippcil with f.iin- (i. Is. -(17 motor and Cliristeiisen air brakes. The

comp.iny in W'w building five miles of double (rack extension, 70-lb.

American .st.andarcl rail ami i< clrawmg i)lans for the construction

of a new car barn and .^Imps. R. U. .^pperson, president.

Delaware lntcrurl]an Railway Co., Wilmington. Del. Will buibl

about 15 miles of new track during the coming se.ison and desires

catalogs of high tension line material, cars and trucks and power

house ecpiipment. All specifications for Ibis new road will be ready

by May i.itb. 11. R. Fathergill, chief engineer.

The Detroit. Monroe & Toledo .Short Line Railway Co. Will

double track its line between WyandntI .and Monroe, a distance

of 22 miles, ami <So-lb. rail will be used in this work. When this is

completed the company will have a total of ,32 miles of double track,

it being the intention to double track the entire line. The company

will also make several improvements at its resort on Lake Erie

near Monroe, known as Monroe Pier; a new casino will be built,

the grounds and hotel enlarged, and several amusement devices in-

stalled. W. K. rarkington, m.anager and purcliasing agent. Monroe.

Mich.

Springfield Traction Co., Springfield, Mo. Will reconstruct eight

miles of old track during the present year and will purchase three

new cars, four new motor equipments, a new Soo-h. p. engine and a

new 350-kw. generator. J. Fenton, superintendent.

The New Jersey & Hudson River Railway & Ferry Co., Edge-

water, N. J. Will build 9 miles of new track during 1905 and will

purchase 8 new motor equipments. F. W. Bacon, general manager.

Syracuse & .South Hay Railway Co., Syracuse. N. Y. Will build

24 miles of new tr;ick. a sub-station 35x64 ft., a new car barn 71 x

360 ft., and will purchase 22 new cars and 12 new motor equipments

W. R. Kimball, general manager.

Rloomsburg & Millville Street, Railway Co.. Bloomsburg, Pa.

Will build 10 miles of m w track, a new car barn and a new power
house and will purchase 4 cars and two 250-h. ji. engines and two

150-kw. generators. C. W. Miller, president.

Knoxville Traction Co. and Kiioxville Electric Light & Power Co.,

Knoxville. Teun. Will build about 6 miles of new track and recon-

struct 20 miles of old track during the coming season, is reconstruct-

ing and making additions to its present power house and is building

a new car house and repair shops at a cost of about $90,000. The
company will also purchase 24 new cars and motors equipments from

the St. Louis Car Co. and a 2.000-h. p. engine and 2,800-kw. gen-

erator. H. T. Bnnn. treasurer and auditor.

Fred. E. Sander. Incorporated, Seattle. Wash. Will build 25

miles of new track, a new car barn, and will purchase 15 Tiew cars.

George W. .Mbin. secretary.

Anderson Traction Co., Anderson, S. C. Will build two miles

of new track and purchase a new engine and generator. George E.

Coughlin, general manager.

Tacoma Railway & Power Co., Tacoma, Wash. The company will

build one mile of new track and purchase eight new cars and three

new motor eciuipmeuts. all of which have been contracted for. W.
S. Dimmock. manager.

St. John Railway Co.. St. John, N. B. Will build two miles of new
track and a new car barn and has recently purchased six new cars

and their motor equipments and will purchase engines of goo-h.p.

capacity and generators of (Joo-kw. capacity. W. Z. Earle, general

manager and purchasing agent.

Steel Tired Wlieel.s in Liverpool.

In his report for the year ir/M. Mr. C. R. Bellamy, general niin

agcr of the Liverpool Corporation Tramways, says:

In the joint report to the Tramways Committee, July IS, 1904,

the engineers and general manager stated

:

"The wheels of the fJerman cars, which were the first to be used

in Liverpool in 1K98, were steel tirerl, and Ihc wheels of the Ameri-

can cars, which followed, were chilled cast iron.

"The steel tires 'spread' in riuining, became loose and out of

gage, and were ultimately abandonid in favor of the chilled wireel,

which was giving much better results on the American cars.

"'I'he British manufacturers commenced the production of special

slcel tires for tram cars about 19CO, when their experimental use in

competition with chilled wheels began.

'• Tliese experiments were carefully watched, and in May, 1902,

a number of selected tires were placed in service in Liverpool, and

Liter it was considered desirable to try tires of all the representative

makers. Fifty-two of the cars arc now fitted with steel tired

wheels, none of which have yet worn mil, and therefore final figures

cannot be quoted. Very divergent results have, however, been ob-

tained, the mileage per unit of wear varying to the extent of 50

per cent, indicating the importance of selecting tires of suitable

composition.

",As a result of the experiments carried out for the last two

years, a steel tired wheel is now being assembled and finished at

Lambeth Road Works, which will cost 50 per cent less than the

price at which such wheels can at present be bought, and which, it

IS believed, will afford a life considerably in advance of the average

of these wheels, which may be estimated at 60.000 miles, the average

mileage of chilled wheels in Liverpool being 35,000.

"It is hoped that on trial this new wheel will be found suitable

for general adoption."

Since the date of this report over 100 cars have been fitted with

new wheels, which are giving satisfactory results, and the work tif

general equipment is proceeding.

Schuykill Railway Co.

A reorganization of the Schuykill Traction Co., and the lines

controlled by it. being the Mahanoy City. Shenandoah, Girardville

& .Xshland Street Railroad Co.. the .\shland. Locust Dale & Ccn-

tralia Street Railroad Co., the Lakeside Street Railroad Co. and the

Shenandoah & Pottsvillc Street Railroad Co.. has been effected,

the new company taking the rame of the Schuykill Railway Co. .-\

mortgage for $1,450,000 to the Fidelity Trust Co., of Philadelphia.

has been filed by the new company, and officers have been elected

as follows: President. George H. Gerber. Pottsville ; secretary. Mac-

Henry Wilheim, .Ashland ; treasurer, D. J. Langton, Shenandoah.

The board of directors includes: J. C. Biddle, Fountain Springs:

J. W. Smith, Girardville; MacHenry Wilheim and William S. Leib.

.\shland ; Alexander Scott and C. O. Blciler, Frankville ; J. S.

Housenick, John Mildazas and D. J. Langton, Shenandoah. Mr.

J. W. Smith has been retained as general manager of the company.

Arrangements have been made by the Columbia (S. C.) Electric

Street Railway, Light & Power Co. for the attractions at its parks

during the summer season. Mr. Morris Boom, of New York, has

the contract for furnishing these amusements, and will open the

season May 2gth, closing .Xugust 19th.

The Wet Transfer Again.

.\ conductor writes that he has profited by the physician's warn-

ing against wetting the thumb with saliva in dealing out transfers.

He has this to say, however:

"Many fares during the day are taken from the mouths of pas-

: engcrs and many Chinamen carry their nickels in their ears."

He adds:

"The practice of holding the fare in the mouth is common among

ladies."

"Just imagine," says he, "the conductor collecting one fare from

the mouth of one passenger and the next from the ear of a China-

man."

We don't want to imagine any such condition of affairs. Thoughts

of it are not agreeable, but as our worthy conductor says

:

"Scarcely a day goes by but that the foregoing happens. Maybe

if this is seen by the public it will do some good."

The lady who holds her carfare in her mouth is not only taking

desperate chances, but is guilty of a careless indifference to dirt

that is not pleasant to contemplate.—From "Transit Tidings," pub-

lished by the LTnited Railroads of San Francisco.
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Amusement Machines for Street Railway
Parks.

That amusement macliines placed in public places are a successful

venture is plainly illustrated by the great increase in the number

of such machines to be seen in all localities. The success of these

devices depends upon the observance of four factors :
proper loca-

tion, the use of novel and up-to-date machines, attractive display

cards and proper maintenance so that the devices are always in

good working order. These machines pay well in all locations where

crowds congregate, and they enjoy good patronage at street railway

and other recreation parks.

The popularity of the coin in the slot machine may be realized

when it is stated that the Mills Xovclty Co., No. ll South Jeffersnn

ILLUSTRATED SONG MACHINE. CUPID S POSTOFFICE.

St., Chicago, manufactures and sells over 200 different types of these

devices. This company occupies a large five-story building as its

manufacturing plant, and has been making coin-operated machinery

for 15 years. In this factory all the individual parts of these many

types of machines are manufactured from the raw materials and in

each process the work is carefully executed and inspected.

In general, coin-operated machines may be divided into three

classes : those that pay prizes, amusement machines, and so-called

trade stimulators. The prize machines are built to' represent

roulette wheels and other gaming devices, in which the operator

deposits his coin and takes a chance of losing it or gaining many

times its amount. These devices are built in heavy substantial cabi-

nets of well chosen woods, decorated with heavy bronze or nickel-

plated trimmings.

The strictly amusement machines are made in a great number of

styles, among which are the automatic piano, which can be operated

either by a nickel in the slot or may be played in the ordinary way

and thus serve a double purpose in a park pavilion or similar loca-

tion; the stereoscope, which shows a series of illuminated views; the

inutoscope, which is a moving picture machine ; a fortune-telling

machine, which sells printed horoscopes; Cupid's postoflfice, which

automatically delivers a love letter, and many styles of vending,

weighing and muscle-testing machines. The two latest designs of

amusement machines, the first of which is illustrated herewith, arc

tlie illustrated song machine, which plays songs on a phonograph

r.nd illustrates them during the playing by moving pictures ; and the

automatic violin, which will soon be placed on the market. This is

a violin of the usual type mounted in a tasty cabinet and arranged

to play all classes of music from standard records. The bowing

and manipulating of the strings are accurately done by an in-

genious arrangement of electro-magnets and a small motor.

The trade stimulators are those machines in which the player may
win prizes of a greater or less amount payable in cigars or other

articles of trade. The most coiumon design of these machines is

that using playing cards, different combinations of which win for

the player certain amounts of credit in trade.

In many cities and successful parks there have been established so

called "penny arcades" fitted up with a number of types of these

machines and all operated by one management. It is said that

wherever this arcade plan has been used the venture has been suc-

cessful. There are several now in use at street railway parks.

The Mills Novelty Co. makes many types of machines for sale

outright and also endeavors to furnish plans for equipping arcades

with these machines. A large stuck fnr quickly filling orders- is

carried at the Chicago factory.

Annual Report of the General Electric Co.

The i,?th annual report of the General Electric Co. for the fiscal

year ending Jan. 31, 1905, contains some figures which are interest-

ing because they are indicative of the growth of the electric trade

in general.

The profits of the company for the past year, after deducting all

general and miscellaneous expenses and allowances for depreciation

. nd losses, etc., were $s,Q59,Sq2, from which were paid during the

year dividends amounting to $3,684,384, leaving a surplus for the

year of $2,275,508, which added to the existing surplus makes the

l-ital surplus, Jan. 31, 1905, $9,569,196. The total sales during the

year amounted to $39,231,328, which is about $2,500,000 less than

t'le business done in 1904. During the year there were received

;.bout 187.350 separate orders, not including contracts, an average

of 624 per day; this is an increase of 54 orders a day over the

previous year.

Some of the important contracts which arc now being filled are

for the electrical equipment and 40,000 kw. of turbine generating

apparatus for the New York Central & Hudson River R. R., steam

turbine generators, rotary converters and auxiliary apparatus for

the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, contracts for 154

^team turbines, contracts for 10 different water power develop-

ments and contracts for additional motors and control equipments

for many large railway systems throughout the country. During

the past year 402 cars have been equipped with Sprague-General

ICIectric control. In the past 5 years the floor space used for manu-

facturing has increased from 2,300,000 to 4,100,000 sq. ft., and the

number of employes from 12,000 to 18,000. The lands of the plants

It Schenectady, Lynn and Harrison now comprise a total of 425 acres

and this land with the buildings on it is *-alued at $4,593,812 or

about $1.12 per sq. ft. of manufacturing flpor space.

.\t the clo.se of the year reported the balance sheet showed that

the total assets of the coiupany were $61,634,345, which was made

up of: cash $6,529,116, stocks and bonds, real estate, notes and ac-

counts receivable, work in progress and merchandise inventories

$45,605,229, and factory plants, patents, franchises and good-will

$9,500,000. The liabilities were as follows : 3J< per cent and 5 per

cent gold coupon debentures, accrued interest, accounts payable and

unclaimed dividends $3,475,206, deferred liabilities on account of

purchase of Curtis turbine patents, payable on or before Feb. i,

1906, $342,000. capital stock $48,247,943 and the surplus $9,569,196.

The report states that while the total business for 1904 was less

in money value than that of 1903. the number of contracts and or-

ders was greater and thus more work was required of the same or-

ganization.
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MDiiarch lui^inc Stop.

A serious flyvvliccl accick-iil is rtportud frnin Belleville, X. J.

AcconliiiB lo the press reports, the plant of the IJarilinan Kuh1)er

Co. which eiiii)lnys some 200 men, was oliligcd to close for several

weeks. Accidents o( this nature arc so frecinent as to demonstrate

the impossiliilily of jjreventing them hy any care in the design of

the plant and machinery, and reliance must he placed upon mechan-

ical safety devices actuated positively and automatically by the

engine in case its speed should exceed the normal from any cause.

The Consolidated ICugine .Stop Co., of too Broadway, New York, in

this coimection directs attention to its "Monarch" engine stop and

speed limit system. This ccjmiiany has installed the "Monarch" sys-

Uin in the power plants of many important railway and lighting

ciMii|i:Mnes and reports among its orders for the last month ly in-

stallatinns for the l.cir.iin, O., plant of the N;ilinn,-il 'rnhe Co.

-•-•

Annual Report of the Philadelphia (^o.

The -Msl .unni.d vport nf the directors of the Philadelphia Co.,

which covers the year ended Mar. 31, 1905, has just been published.

This company operates the Pittsburgh Railways Co. The following

statement made hy the president, James D. Callcry, concerning the

Railways comjiany will be of interest

:

During the year the following lines have been adcd to the system:

The Mt. Washington Street railway and Mt. Washington Tunnel

were. completed and put in operation on Dec. i, 1904. The wisdom

of the acquisition of this property and the construction of the line

has been fully dcnmn-.trated hy the increased receipts from the Mt.

Washington district. The completion of the tuimel has atTorded

the Charleroi line a terminal in the city of Pittsburg. Through

cars arc now operated from Pittsburg to Allenport without change.

Owing to the difficulty in securing a private right of way for the

connection of the llill Top lines, the full benefit has not as yet

been derived from ihc tunnel. .All of the rights of way have been

secured and construction is now under way, and it is hoped that

this connection will be in operation by May i, 1905. The -Shady

.*\ve. line was constructed from Forbes St. to Fifth Ave., affording

a cross town connection between Homestead and the Forbes St.

district to East Liberty, thereby accommodating a large population.

The reconstruction and completion of the lOth St. bridge crossing

the Monongahela River has afforded another and shorter line to

the South .Side district, and has to an extent relieved the congestion

on Smithfield St. and the Smithfield St. bridge. On Jan. i. 1905.

the property of the Seventeenth Street Incline Plane Co. was ac-

quired, which incline connects the Penn Ave. district with Bedford

.•Vve. The three months' operation of this incline plane shows a

small profit after deducting interest charges, without making any

charge for this company's heavy feeder lines and the gas lines of

the Philadelphia Co.

The company during the year has constructed 18.73 miles of new
track, and the total track now operated by the company is 464.29

miles.

The company has practically completed the P.runot Island power

plant. This plant w'as put in service on Oct. 18, 1904. The opera-

tion of this plant has enabled the management to close down the

West End and Birmingham power stations, and the Coraopolis and

Carnegie sub-stations, and the Suburban power station during the

light hours of travel, also the closing down of all power houses

between the hours of i and 5 a. m., the night cars being operated

from one of the smaller plants. The Rrunot Island power plant is

also furnishing a large supply of alternating current for the .Alle-

gheny County Light Co.

The company has maintained its power plants, tracks, cars, build-

ings and equipment in thorough repair. The account of Mainte-

nance of Way and Structures shows a marked increase, owing to

the extraordinary outlay for repaving streets to meet the require-

ments of city ordinances, also to the repairs to bridges, buildings

and structures on various parts of the system. .A considerable por-

tion of these expenditures were in the nature of permanent better-

ments. The gross receipts from the operations of the company
show a decrease caused by the general depression in business dur-

ing the year 1904. Since Jan. i, 1905. the receipts show an increase,

and it is anticipated that with a better feeling in the business com-
munity and the general employment of labor, the receipts for the

year 1905 will bo more satisfactory.

The company has purchased no cars during lin- p.i-i year, but

recommends the purchase of at least lOO large double truck closed

cars to meet the requirements of the increased business, and lo more

economically anrl satisfaelorlly handle its business on certain lines.

The company has been severely handieapped by limited storage

and operating car barns, and to provide for this want has now under

construction a large storage car barn and yards at Homcwood, and

will construct during the year barns al .\valon, Mt. Washington

.md Wilmerding.

I'or the year covered by the report llie financial data arc

:

Gross earnings $8,509476.96

Operating expenses 4,684,252.98

Bridge tolls and taxes.... 466,391.71

Net earnings 3418,832.27

Total income .1.5'4.55'S5

Net income after deductions 1,301,281,87

Fixed charges i,s82A^3-30

Deficit for year 281,551.43

The number of passengers carried was 172,562,625; the number

of car-miles. 32,655,426; earnings per car-mile, $0.2624.

Liverpool (corporation Tramways Report.

The tramways of Liverpool are owned and operated by the city,

being in direct charge of a general manager who is responsible

to a tramway committee consisting of the mayor and 18 aldermen

and councillors. The annual report for the year 1904 has just been

issued in the form of a bound book of 80 pages and an appendix.

The report sets forth the additions and alterations in routes, stages

and fares, which have taken place during the year. An official hand

book and guide is published by the Corporation and during the

past year 71,948 copies were sold at i d. each. Experiments have

been carried on with various kinds of wheels and tires and steel

tired wdieels have now been fitted to more than 150 cars. The ratio

of fatalities to passengers carried on the railways was 1 in 19440,-

444 and although during the year 123 people fell in front of the

cars all were thrown clear of the wheels by the Liverpool plow

guard, only three cases of fractures occurring.

A section of the report is devoted to a description and remarks

about the condition of the different depots, shops and offices used

by the company. During the year the total number of emergency

calls for repair to the overhead equipment was 558, exclusive of 65

calls for the breakdown wagon dealing with vehicles of various

descriptions having broken down while crossing the tramway tracks.

The cost of maintenance for overhead equipment during the year

was £4,809.

The total amount of power used during the year 1904 for hauling

and lighting cars was 20.045.629 kw. h., for which the Tramways
Committee paid to the Electric Power and Lighting Committee of

the city i94.937. The rolling stock owned consists of 494 single and

double deck .'\merican. German and English motor and trail cars,

and during the year reported the average weekly maximum number
of cars in service was 398. During this period there were carried

116,642,663 passengers paying fares to the amount of £540.850. The
number of car-miles was 12,166.419.

The report includes an analysis of the total traffic showing the

receipts and milages of the different portions of the system for

the different weeks in the year, also statements of the rain fall and

barometer readings for each day in the year, a list of the property

tound on the cars during the year and compared with the three

preceding years. The total number of employes including all de-

partments was 2.409. The social, athletic and beneficial societies

are reported as being in good condition. .A detailed analysis of

the cost of operation for the year 1904 compared with the three

preceding years showing the total costs and the cost per mile for

each distribution item and a summary of the principal figures ap-

plicable to the Liverpool tramways for the last three years forms

an interesting part of the report.

There were in all 103 miles of track divided into penny stages

approximately 2' 2 miles long. The earnings were 10.67 <1- P^f '^f'

mile and the average fare per passenger 1.112 d. The total cost of

the property is placed at £1.916.258 and during the year the total

revenue was £557,889, and the operating cost was £367.845 or 65.9

per cent of the total revenue. The gross profits were £190.044 or

9.9 per cent on the capital expenditure. From the gross profits

£108.717 were set aside as interest and sinking fund and the balance
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ot the gross profits was divided as reserve, renewal and depreciation

i54,2l-, transferred to general rate account £27,109.

The total operating costs per car mile were 7.256 d., and the in-

terest and sinking fund per car mile 2.144 d., making the total

charges per car mile 9.4 d.

The appendix to this report consist of tables showing the routes,

stages, fares and services; the tramway accounts and balance sheet

for the year reported ; typical cards of the number of passengers

carried over a typical route to and from the city, showing the li-

censed capacity and the passengers actually carried; diagrams show-

ing the interval between cars and the loads on a typical route with

the loading during the rush hours both to and from the city; a dia-

gram showing the passengers carried per month during the years

1897 to 1904 inclusive; and a colored map of the routes of the Liver-

pool Corporation Tramways at the beginning of the year 1905.

The general manager of the tramways is Mr. C. R. Hollamy.

Dundee Broughty Ferry & District Tramways
Co., Ltd.

Steel-Tired Wlicels.

I he Railway Steel Spring Co., 71 Broadway. New York, has de-

joted a great deal of attention to the requirements of interurban

railways in the matter of wheels, and has determined upon a nuni-

FIG. I. PL.\TE CENTER WHEEL.

ber of types of steel-tired wheels which it recommends for this

service. The success which the company has achieved it at-

tributes to using the highest grade of tires especially manufactured

of a composition best adapted to meet the requirements.

The drawings herewith show a double-plate wheel and a spoke

wheel for electric service. Fig. I shows the wheel with double-

KIG. 2. SPOKE CENTER WHEEL.

plate center cast from Salisbury charcoal iron and having the tires

shrunk on and secured by bolts through the center and an internal

web on the tire. Fig. 2 shows the wheel with spoke center. Par-

ticular attention is called to the fact that, with this construction, the

wheel may have a new tire fitted without removing the center from

the axle, as the tires are bored and the centers are turned to stand-

ard gages and all for a nominal size are made interchangeable.

The Dundee Broughty Ferry & District Tramways Co., of Scot-

land, which was authorized under private legislature procedure, act

of 1899, and received royal assent in .\ugust, 1904, has let the con-

tract for the complete construction and equipment of its line to

J. G. White & Co., College Hill, Cannon St., E. C. This includes

the construction of permanent way, overhead lines, power house,

car shed, cables and cars, the contract price being £88.250. The
route is 5'/^ miles long, part of which will be double tracked, making

it equivalent to 9 2-3 miles of single track. The gage will be

standard and the rails British standard No. i, in 45-ft. lengths,

fitted W'ith "Continuous" rail joints and intermediate anchors. One
mile of the road will run through private estate, which portion of

the track will be laid with the usual 6-in. bed of concrete and paved

with tar macadam and granite edging. The overhead construction

will consist mostly of bracket arms with No. 00 double trolley wire.

The power house will be a brick building, in which will be in-

stalled two 200-kw. railw.ny generators with high speed engine,

three Lancashire boilers, superheaters and the usual condensing

plant. The car .shed will be a brick building, 176x45 ft., with tracks

of T-rails laid on ties. The rolling stock will consist of 12 single

truck double decked cars, fitted with two 37-h. p. motors each.

An Aluminum Excursion.

The Chicago office of the Pittsburg Reduction Co., of which Mr.

F.. H. Noyes is manager, entertained a number of prominent engi-

neers and railway managers, Tuesday, .'\pril 2Sth, with a trip over

the lines of the .Vurora, Elgin & Chicago Railway Co., the Joliet,

Plainfield & Aurora Railroad Co. and the Chicago & Joliet Electric

Railway Co. The handsome new buffet car of the Aurora, Elgin

& Chicago company was provided for the occasion, by courtesy of

the management of that company, and the party left the Fifth Ave.

terminal of the Metropolitan elevated at 12 o'clock, running to

Batavia, where it was met by General Manager Faber and inspected

the plant of the company. The party then proceeded to Aurora,

where it took the new private car "Louisiana," which was recently

purchased by the Joliet, Plainfield & Aurora, and made the run

over this company's line to Joliet and returned to Chicago via the

Joliet & Chicago Electric railway to Archer Road and 52nd Ave.,

where it was met by a special car of the Chicago City Railway Co.

.'\n elaborate luncheon was served enroute from Chicago to Batavia.

While the object of this trip was purely for pleasure and enter-

tainment, it gave those present an opportunity of inspecting the

aluminum railway feeders and high tension transmission lines which

have been installed on these lines, and which were furnished by the

Pittsburg Reduction Co. To three of the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago

sub-stations there are two high tension feeder lines of aluminum

cables equivalent to No. 00 copper wire ; and to three, single high

tension feeder lines of aluminum equivalent to No. 2 copper. The

feed wires of the Joliet, Plainfield & .Aurora railway are aluminum

cables, with weather-proof covering, equivalent to 400,000 cm. of

copper. One of these feeders runs the full length of the line, and a

second feeder supplements it for four miles at each end. Aluminum
high tension transmission lines and aluminum cables are installed

on the Chicago & Joliet line.

The party included R. N. Baylies, president Rockford & Inter-

urban Railway Co. ; W. A. Blanck, electrical engineer Chicago &
Milwaukee Electric Railway Co. ; E. B. Ellicott, city electrician

;

E. C. Faber, general manager, Charles Jones, chief engineer, Joseph

O'Hara, superintendent transportation, Aurora, Elgin & Chicago

;

John T. Huntington, general manager, F. E. Fisher, president, and

F. E. Stoddard, secretary, Joliet, Plainfield & .Aurora Electric Ry.

;

J. R. Blackball, general manager Chicago & Joliet
; J. C. McMynn,

chief engineer Robert W. Hunt & Co. ; George W. Knox, president

Knox Construction Co. ; P. J. Mitten, superintendent construction

Milwaukee Electric Railway & 'Light Co.; W. G. Carlton and Peter

Junkersfeld, engineers, Chicago Edison Co. ; C. H. Wilnierding,

consulting engineer; H. M. Sloan, general manager Calumet Electric

Street Railway Co.; W. D. Ball, consulting engineer; J. W. Brett,

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. ; F. A. Poor, Weber

Rail Joint Co. The representatives of the Pittsburg Reduction Co

were E. H. Noyes, F. N. Baylies, J. H. Finney, William Hoopes and

.\lvan K. LawTie.
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l':qiiipiiiciit for the Alton, (iranitc & St. Louis

Traction (^o.

Two Products of the \V. K. (iarton Co.

'I'lic Allon, (ir;iiiilc Hi St, l.imis Trarlinn Co. has just received 10

new cars similar to the one illiistraled. I'liese cars were built by

the St, Louis Car Co., and have a scatinR capacity for 56 persons,

40 in the passcuRcr conipartmeut and 16 in the smoking room. The

scats arc placed IniiKitiidinally. 'I'he length of these cars is 52 fl.

S in. over .dl ami n fl. over corner posts, with a width over all of

The W. K. Carton Co. has taken the exclysivc riglu •, ui.iuum:-

Inrc and sell the original American indestructible packing. This is

a journal packing composed of wool or cotton waste and steel wool,

and manufactured by special machinery. It is made for all kinds

of journals or Ijoxes with oil wells and is claimed to show con-

siderable saving in oil and packing and consequently a saving of

labor and trouble. The company is prepared to make shipments

INTEKri;l'..\N CAK FOK ALTON, CRANITK & ST. UR'IS.

9 fl. and a height ficmi rail to Irnllcy hoard of u ft. uS/8 iu. Tlu-

distance between truck centers is 2H fl. The iidc sills are made I'p

of two yellow piuc pieces, one 5x8 iu. and oi!e J x 6 iu. with a

6-iu., loj/i-lb. channel iron between extending the full length of the

car and turned up at tlic ends. The intermediate sills are 4J/2 x 6

in, and the center sills arc 6 in., laJ/^-Ib. I-beains with wooden

tillers. The cross tiinliers are 3^ x 6 in. yellow pine, and the entire

frame is tied together with Ji-in rods. The four platform knees

are faced with 1 x 6-in. irons exteudiug 2() in. back of the bolster

centers. A layer of heavy building felt is placed between the two

INTERIOR OF CAR.

sections of the double floor. A single sliding door separates the

two compartments of the car, and the interior is furnished through-

out with mahogany, trimmed with straight lines of marquetry.

Opalescent glass is used in the ventilators, and the. ceilings are in

semi-empire style with a monitor deck pattern roof and steam coach

hood. Each end of the cars is fitted with a radial drawbar and

pilot, and the vestibules arc of the closed type with a cab for the

motorman and having a center door to permit entrance from car

to car when trains are operated. These cars are also equipped with

St. Louis Car Co.'s arc headlights and illuminated destination

signs.

Owl cars arc being considered in Loudon. Out.

for export as well as for domestic purposes for steam and electric

railway journals or bearings.

This company has also produced and is beginning to manufacture

and sell the new "Hivol" pin for high tension work. These pins

are made in five or six diflferent forms, but of one general principal.

It is provided with a metal top for cementing it in the insulator,

or with wooden top so that it can be screwed into the insulator. It

is made so that it will fit over the arm, or rest on top of the arm

either with the bolt passing through side of the arm or through

the arm perpendicularly. It is practically a universal pin adaptable

to all conditions and made to fit all kinds of high tension insulators.

Patents have been applied for and the company is receiving very

strong claims covering the salient features. It is also prepared to

furnish the EifTel pin. These will be manufactured in Chicago and

it is proposed, in so far as possible, to carry a reasonable stock of

standard sizes. The company is as well prepared to supply all

kinds of high tension locust pins and the Hivol and Eiflfel. when

requested, with special insulated bases.

« »

The MuUins Special Livery Boat.

One of the many types of steel boats manufactured by the W. H.

.Mullins Co., Salem, O., the general design and construction of which

were described in the "Review" for April, is the company's "Special

Livery" boat. This boat was designed to supply the demand for

a small two-passenger boat, such as is most used by boat liveries,

a boat of this size being found a source of greater revenue for this

service than larger boats. The dimensions are as follows : Length,

12 ft.; beam, 44 in.; height at bow, 22 in.: at stern. 21 !4 in.; amid-

ship, 13H in. ; weight, 150 lb. This boat is painted aluminum out-

side, light blue inside and has natural wood trimmings.

The fact that these boats are light, roomy, easy running and per-

fectly safe, not only appeals to the patron but to the boat liveryman.

The careful handling and housing of boats is in the hands of the

liveryman and there is no doubt but that better results are going

to be obtained from the man who has a light and graceful craft to

handle than the man who has placed in his care boats that are

awkward, clumsy or heavy. The great buoyancy which is added

to the boat with the air chambers is an essentially superior feature

of these steel boats, making them easier running as well as render-

ing them perfectly safe. In short, the many qualities oi the MuUins

steel boats appeal to the liverymen as well as the ratron and the

many parks using these boats have found them satisfactory to ma;::-

tain and operate and very popular with their patrons.
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Foster Superheaters in Washinstou Navy Yard.

It is notewortliy thai the number of manufacturers of steam

superheaters has notably increased. Several large boiler manu-
facturers have recently issued new catalogs in which they have

made superheaters a prominent feature. There are also several con-

cerns who manufacture superheaters but do not make boilers.

These are independent of the boiler manufacturers who are prepared

to adapt their superheater to any type of boiler. It is held by many
that the superheater bears about the same relation to the boiler as

does the stoker or the economizer. One of the most recent exam-
ples of modern superheater construction combined with water tube

boilers may be seen at the United States Navy Yard in Washington,
in Building No. Ii6, which constitutes the power plant. The in-

stallation consists of ten 300-h. p. Babcock & Wilcox boilers, de-

signed to carry a working pressure of 200 lb. per sq. in. Each
boiler is equipped with a Foster superheater, made by the Power
Specialty Co., of New York, which raises the temperature of the

steam at a pressure of 200 lb. per sq. in. to a point corresponding to

a superheat of 120°. .All the steam which is generated from the

boiler passes through the superheaters: there are no valves between
the boiler and superheater or by-pass connections. The super-

through which the steam passes is '/i in. in width. Ihe steam,

which is liberated in the druins, is conducted by means of bent pipes

att:iched to the upper side of the drums and leading down to short

sections of headers near the wall of the settings. The steam is

then passed forward tlirough two sets of elements, where it is par-

tially superheated and lunud back by a long header, whicli spans

the whole of the boiler furnace, into a set of elements, where the

process of superheating is completed. These latter groups of ele-

ments are connected at the rear to the outlet headers, which are

in line with the inlet headers. These outlet headers are each

joined to a pair of 4-in. lubes, which conduct the superheated steam

.XkUANCK.MENT OF Sl'I'ERHE.\TER.

superhejVting element. STEEL FORGED HE.\DER.

beater headers are constructed of h.-immcred steel, being rectangular

in cross-section and made hollow by boring out the center from the

solid mass. A series of holes is also bored crosswise to form
apertures for expanding in the superheater elements and for hand-
holes. The handholes are placed opposite the ends of the elements

to facilitate the expanding of the joints and the removal of inner

tubes. The elements themselves consist of seamless cold drawn
Shelby tubes horizontally suspended under the boiler drums and
above the tubes, forming a row of parallels extending all the way
across the setting. The important feature of the superheater con-

sists in the external cast iron covering of the elements serving as

a means of protection against the hot gases and adding strength,

heating surface and volume of metal for equalizing temperatures.

Inside of the elements of the superheater are placed centrally sup-

ported inner tubes for the purpose of forming a thin annular space

for the passage of the steam, the inner tubes being closed at the

ends. The external diameter of the inner tubes is .3,14 in. and the

internal diameter of the elements being 3J4 in., the annular space

out between the drums and deliver it to the steam main. .All the

joints between the elements or tubes and the headers are expanded
and are thoroughly protected from the action of the heated gases.

The superheater is always in use when the boilers are under steam

and no flooding devices are needed ; in fact, water is never admitted

to the interior of the superheater tubes, and consequently there is

no danger of scale forming in them. Any accumulation of soot on

the elements can be readily blown off by a steam jet from the side

walls, but it has been found in practice at this station that there

seems to be practically no tendency for soot to accumulate on the

surface of the superheater.

The Rochester, Syracuse & Eastern Railroad Co., has awarded the

contract for the construction of the overhead work between Roch-
ester and Lyons to J. G. White & Co., which already has the con-

tract for the track work between the two points mentioned, and are

at present engaged in grading the roadbed between Palmyra and
Lyons.
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Parks, (iroves and Seashore Resorts,

"l':iii<s, Groves and Sca.sliurr Kcsorls" is tin- lille of an inUTcsl-

iiiK paniphlel issiu-r1 l)y the pa^st-ngcr dcparlniciit of the Boston &

Northern :in<l ()lil Colony Street Railway companies, and is de-

scriptive of llu- jiiirUs, (jroves, seashore resorts and other places

along the lines of these elcelrie railways, especially adapted for

picnic parties and outings. The pnrpose is to place before every

organization full information pertaining to the resorts and places

of interest reached hy llu-se systems and the completeness of this

pamphlet will no dnnlil fnrnish the pnhlic with such information

as it may demand on this subject. It also includes information

regarding special cars and gives a list of the offices of the division

superintendents where arrangcmetits may be made for such. The

company has also offered prizes for the best photograiihs of views

iif iiielures(|ue pl.iees .ilniin llieir lines.

(]hica$;() LitiKatiun.

On .'\pril .>4tli. Judge Cirosscup decided that the ordin.-cnee nf the

cily of Chicago, passed Teh. 6, 1905. requiring tlie Chicago City

Railway Co. to accept transfers from other street railway companies,

was void insofar as it related to the transportation of passengers on

Clark St. between Washington St. and 22d St. and on State St.

between Lake St. and 22d St., and the city was enjoined from at-

tempting to enforce this ordinance until the expiration of the rights

enjoyed by the Chicago Cily Railway Co. under the so-called y<;-

year act.

May 6th, Judge Grosscup entered the decree defining the 99-ycar

right of the Chicago Union Traction Co. for the north division of

the cily. The gg-ycar act is held to cover the streets now occu-

pied hy cable lines from the down-town loops for a dislanee of about

three miles north.

It is reijortcd that stockliolders of the companies underlying the

Chicago Union Traction Co. will file a bill asking for an account-

ing by the receivers, the stockholders of the North and West Chi-

cago companies not being satisfied with the disposition made of

the earnings of tlie lessee company.

May 5th, Mr. John C. Fetzer tendered his resignation as manag-
ing receiver of the Chicago Union Traction Co., which was accepted.

The court has made no statement as to who will be appointed to

succeed him, 1ml it is generally believed that a representative of the

Chicago City Ry. interests will be named.

May 8th Judge Grosscup decided the Chicago Passenger Ry. case

in favor of the city, holding that the franchises for the Adams.
Desplaines, Harrison an<l 12th .St. line of the Union Traction Co.

expired in 1904.

Recent Accidents.

Within the last mouth there have been two unfortunate accidents

on suburban lines near Chicago. Early in the evening of April

2lst, a car on the line of the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Rail-

road Co., carrying about lOO passengers, struck the curve at Fourth

and Greenleaf Sts.. Wilmette, at such a high rate of speed that it

was overturned and several people injured. This car was late and

as there is a long tangent before reaching the curve the motorman

tried to make up some of his lost time on this straight track, but

it is stated that after having attained the high speed and when

attempting to slow down before reaching the curve, the brakes

failed to work. As the fast moving car began to take the curve

the car body left the trucks, falling on its side in the ditch. The

trucks, which carried motors, did not leave the track.

Sunday evening. May 7th, a collision occurred on the Elgin branch

of the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Ry., at the Wayne siding, where the

electric road connects with the Omaha branch of tlie Illinois Central

R. R. The electric freight locomotive left Elgin a little before S

o'clock pulling a train of loaded stock cars which were to be trans-

ferred to the Illinois Central tracks at Wayne, .^t 8 o'clock a well

loaded two-car train, consisting of a motor car pu,shing a trailer,

left Elgin bound for Chicago. The freight train in the meantime

bad taken the siding and was awaiting the passage of the passenger

train before completing its sw'itching duties. The switch leading

into the siding is a standard spring sw'itch facing Elgin, having 15-ft.

points and a 6o-ft. lead. It is stated that the passenger train was

running at a speed of 40 miles an hour when this switch was

reached. The cause has not been ascertained, but for some rea-

son the passenger train took ihe side track, crashing into the

freight train standing there. I he heavy passenger car wrecked the

locomotive and telescoped one of the stock cars ; the entire front end

of the passenger car was broken in. The crews of both trains

jinuped in time to avoid injury. 'I'he passengers were badly

shaken up but nfi one was seriously iiijurefl

Illuminated Si^ns.

Railway companies operating summer gardens or ollur amuse

ment resorts will be interested in the accompanying ilhistralion.

P.\RK SICK.

which is reproduced from a photograph taken at 9 o'clock at night

with an exposure of four minutes. The sign shown was furnished

l>y W. N. Matthews & Bro., of St. Louis, Mo.

Golden.Anderson Valve Specialty Co.

Mr. W. E. Golden, formerly general sales manager for the Best

Manufacturing Co., and Mr. E. V. .\nderson, inventor and mechan-

ical superintendent, have formed a new company for the manufac-

ture of Anderson cushioned non-return valves, Anderson pressure

reducing valves. Golden high and low pressure tilting steam traps,

Anderson roller lock cocks and Anderson automatic float valves.

The headquarters of the Golden-Anderson Valve Specialty Co. will

be at 105 Pike St., Pittsburg. Pa., where all inquiries and orders

for these products should be addressed.

The J. G. Urill Co. has recently received an order from the

Punedin Corporation Tramways, Xew Zealand, for a lot of seven

lo-bench open cars. This type of car, and other Brill types, are

already in use at Dunedin. The cars will be mounted on the Brill

No. 21-E single trucks. Among the foreign companies that have

lately ordered this type of truck are the Kobe Railway Co.. Japan:

Compagnie Generale Electrique de Nancy. France; Manitoba 4
Northern Ry., Canada, and the tramways at .Alexandria, Egypt,

and at Naples, Italy.
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Tariff and Mileage Tables.

The Indiana Union 'I'raction Co. has prepared a number of charts

on which are shown tariff and mileage data in a very convenient

form for reference. For the system five tables are needed. The
largest of these is that for the Indianapolis-Logansport Division,

which is reproduced herewith. Smaller diagrams show the Muncie-

/
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Westinj»lic»iisc Coiiipaiiics at the liitcniational

Railway Exhibition, Washinj'ton.

'11k- Wi'sliiiRlioiisc l)inl(linK ;il Wasliiiinl"ii is tlic largc-sl strut-

lint' 1)11 the Ki'iiiuiils, apiiil fmiu ilie lu-a(l(|iiartcrs huilding dcvolccl

In the grouped displays of llu- smalk-r exliibilors, and presents in

an attractive and orderly arrangement the most remarkable com

bination of WestiiiKbouse i)rodnels ever broiiKl't together nniler a

single roof. 'I'be brake and conpler appliances of the Weslingboiise

Air Brake Co. and its associated interests are sbown midcr condi

tions approximating those of actual practice; the Union Swilcli

& Signal Co. has installed full-size safely apparatus of all standard

types, the Wcstinghouse Electric & Manufactming Co. exhibits for

the first time complete operative equipments of its latest forms of

nuiltiplc control systems for alternating current and direct current

traction, willi important auxiliary sub-station apparatus, and dis-

plays also ail intercsliug collection of heavy railroad-shop tools

driven with Westinghousc motors; the Wcstinghouse Machine Co.

has set up, open for inspection, a 600-h. p. steam turbine identical

in size and fype with the Westinghousc turbine that ran continu-

ously for 3,o()2 hours at the St. Louis b'air ; and Nernst lamps and

Cooper Mewilt lamps arc used liberally tlirougbout. The dome of

the building is lighted with four big electric signs, flashing the

name of Wcstinghouse, and large banners at the entrance carry

the names of the twenty-six Westingliousc companies of the United

States and luiropc represented in the joint display. Mr. Frank S.

Smith, one of the resident Wcstinghouse commissioners at the

Louisiana Purchase h'xposition, is the managing director, and Mr.

C. W. Towilsend is in imiiuclialc charge of the installations of the

Air-Brake company.

The most important feature of the electric traction exhibit is a

50-ft. dummy car platform completely equipped with Wcstinghouse

single-phase motor and "straight-air" brakes, and with the West-

inghousc unit system- of multiple control as designed for alternating

current practice, \yith induction regulators by means of which a

variable operating voltage is secured to provide a wide range of

speed without resistance losses. The motors are of type No. 106,

lOO-h. p. capacity, two on each truck, and die master controller and

brake operating valve are mounted at each end of the platform as

in the motorman's cab, the entire car frame being so raised above

the elevated tracks as to permit the revolution of the wheels under

slight frictional pressure on greased rails to keep the motors under

load. The tracks are raised several feet above the floor to permit

thorough inspection of the underhanging parts, and a side platform

reached by a stairway affords a close view of the motor mounts.

The entire equipment is similar to that of the Westinghousc single-

phase cars built for the 'Vallejo, Benicia & Napa Valley road in

California, the Blairsville and Derry line near Pittsburg, and other

'alternating current suburban systems not requiring combination

rheostatic control for direct current service over tracks within city

limits previously equipped. The straight alternating current system

is exhibited as more desir.ible than the combination equipment, as

its advantages of a simpler and more efficient method of control

are particularly important in the frequent starts and stop's of city

service. .Alternating current for tlie operation of the motors is ob-

tained from a 4(X)-kw, rotary converter, running inverted, which

receives direct cifrrenl at 500 volts from outside the exhibition

grounds.

The latest form of Wcstinghouse multiple control for direct

current practice is demonstrated in the complete car equipment for

the operation of a truck driven by two No. 113 motors, each of

200-h. p. capacity, a type embodying slight modifications of motor
No. 86 for heavy train service on the Long Island railroad. The
unit switch group is enclosed in a rectangular casing, more substan-

tial than the turret box, every switch is a circuit breaker, and pro-

vision is made for changing from series to multiple operation of

the motors without opening circuits, by a bridging system.

The Illinois Traction Co. has sent checks for five per cent of the

amount of salaries drawn during the past year by employes as a

compliment from the company.

At the annual meeting of the Rockford & Interurhan Railway Co.
the board of directors and officers of the company were re-elected
for the ensuing year.
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Electrically Operated Drawbridges.

Tlio Pyniionl and Glebe Island drawbridges, both of Sidney, N.

S. \V. and both connecting important centers of population, have

been completely electrically equipped by the .Australian General

Electric Co., and are to-day among the finest examples of elec-

trically operated drawbridges. Both are almost identical in con-

struction and electrical equipment.

From an electrical point of view the most interesting part of the

bridge is the equipment to operate the swing span, the end lifts and

the gates. The length of the swing span is 223 ft. and its weight i,s

about PCX) tons, and although there may be larger electrically oper-

ated swing spans, this is believed to he the first instance where all

.\n ingenious latch is used to stop the swing span in its proper

position upon the abutment piers. The latch is provided with heavy

coiled springs so that should the moving mass be traveling at too

high a rate of speed it will jump the latch without jar and may

then be returned to its true position. The design of this latch to

stop a mass of 900 tons, sometimes moving at a considerable speed,

required much care, and the operation of the device has been thor-

oughly satisfactory in practice.

The ends of the swing span when free of supports have a deflec-

tion of s'A in., but when closed, and to prevent chattering under

heavy loads, the ends are raised iH >"• ''V means of a GE-IOOO mo-

tor, which is geared to a longitudinal shaft running the entire length

of the span and working two horizontal shafts carrying cams under

KLELTRICAU-V ()IT.K.\TED dk.wveridoe .\nu det.mleu vitu.-

of the operations in connection with a draw bridge are performed

by electric motors, controlled by one man from one point.

The power to operate the bridge is supplied from the large power

stations of the Sidney Tramways at 500 volts direct current.

For slewing the bridge, two GE-57 motors are provided and the

bridge can be opened in 30 seconds if desired. Such quick work-

has been found unnecessary, however, and the average time taken

is so seconds. It is interesting to note, that to open the bridge in

60 seconds requires a maximum of 15 h. p. and to open it in 30

seconds requires a maximum of 89 h. p. It has been found possible

to open and close the bridge with one motor, but for the sake of

economy two arc used, which are never taken beyond the series

position of the controller. These motors are carried on a platform

inside the drum and operate two vertical shafts through a train of

cut gears; on the lower ends of the vertical shafts are cast steel

pinions meshing with a cast steel rack secured to the top of the

pivot pier.

each main girder. This operation takes 15 seconds. An automatic

device is provided for opening the circuit, and for stopping the end

lifts when they have reached the correct position by means of a

solenoid brake on the motor armature shaft.

Each of the four gates on the abutment piers is operated by a

General Electric type CE 5-h. p. motor completely enclosed and con-

nected by beveled gears to a screw shaft. A nut threaded upon the

screw shaft communicates the motion through a slotted crank to

the gate axis. Contacts are also supplied fpr automatically stopping

the gates in their proper position, and automatic latches for locking

them.

All of the operations connected with the moving of the swing

span, the raising and lowering of the end lifts and the opening and

closing of the gates as well as the control of the 25 G. E. arc lamps

on the bridge and protecting platforms are performed from the

controller house, situated above the footpath at the center of the

swing span. This house is completely equipped with apparatus
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fiirnislifd liy tlic Aiislialiaii flciK-ral Klcctric Cn. The controller-

house contains a type K controller (or every operation with tlie

necessary resistances located in the roof. Switches, circuit hreakcrs,

and ammeters for showing the amount of current taken for each

operation, are also provided, together with a Thomson recording

wattmeter for recording the total consumption of current, and dial

indicators showing the o|)erator the position of the swing span and

the end lifts. All of the operations are handled by one rn:Mi.

The six arc lamps on llie protecting plalfoj-ms are provided with

ruhy glohes as a guard to vessels passing lhrr)ugh the draw at night.

In the two years ending June 28, 1904, the swing span has been

opened I2,.V7 times for the pas.sage of 21,758 vessels involving

'*8,530 individual gale movements. The cost of the current for

operating the swing pan, the end lifts, and the gates for the two

years has been hut $2.^5, at 2 cents per unit. This is a little less

than 2 cents for each complete operation of opening and closing the

bridge with the attendant operations of moving the end lifts and

opening and closing the gates. Notwithstanding the mechanical

and semi-automatic operation of the gates no accident has occurred,

although the average daily Iraflic over the bridge totals 11,825 P^""

dcstrians, 5,288 vehicles, and 7,645 head of live stock.

The design of the swing span, bridge and approaches and the work
of construetion were under the immediate supervision of Mr. Percy

Allen, to whom is due all credit for the eminently successful results

which have followed its opening over two years ago. The installa-

tion of all of the electrical machinery was carried out by the Aus-

tralian General Electric Co.

.Some of the most interesting features of the I)ridge are shown
in the accompanying group of views. No. i shows one of the un-

completed approaches. No. 4 is the first section of the caison. No.

11 is the caison bottom in position C)0 ft. below low-water level. No.

7 is the caison empty. Nos. 2, 6 and 10 illustrate the refilling opera-

tion. No. 3 shows the rollers on the center pier. No. g illustrates

the end lifts. No. 16 the motors operating them, and No. 12 the

latch for stopping the bridge in the proper position. No. 14 shows
the turning motors and No. 15 the gearing. No. 8 is the gate operat-

ing mechanism and No. 13 the interior of the controller house.

Slimmer School for Artisans.

The fifth annual session of the Summer School for Artisans held

under the direction of the College of Engineering of the University

of Wisconsin begins June 26th, and continues (or a period of six

weeks.

Courses of study arc offered in the following subjects

:

1. Engines and Boilers—I.^ctures and laboratory courses covering

the theory, construction, management and testing, of steam engines,

boilers, gas engines, refrigerating machines, etc.

2. Applied Electricity—Lectures and laViratory courses covering

the theory of direct and alternating current dynamos and motors,

the operation and method of testing electrical machinery, batteries,

transformers and other apjiaratus, photometry and calibration of in-

struments.

3. Mechanical Drawing and Machine Design-Elements of ap-

plied mathematics, courses in mechanical drawing and machine de-

sign adapted to the preparation of the students.

4. Materials of Construction, Fuels and Lubricants—Lectures on

the properties of materials accompanied by lal)oratory tests; lectures

on fuels and lubricants with laboratory tests on the heating value

of coals and eflficiency of lubricants.

5. Shop Work—Practice with hand tools, wood and metal work-

ing machinery, and in blacksmithing and pattern making.

The requirements for admission do not extend Ijcyond a working

knowledge of English and arithmetic, but the policy is to allow a

large amount of individual work, so that the, student may take ad-

vantage of all the preparation he has obt.iined.

This school offers to those unable to take a regular four years'

course, an opportunity of obtaining a working knowledge of the

methods of testing and the use of instruments, together with such

theoretical principles in each case as the nature of the subject and

the preparation of the student may permit.

A bulletin describing the work of the School for Artisans in de-

tail will be sent on application to Frederick E. Turneaure, Dean,

College of Engineering, Madison, Wis.
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\ This is the Peacock Brake \

n
3

BEAD ONE OF THE MANY FAVORABLE REPORTS
FROM STREET RAILWAY MANAGERS

THE DRUM
ROCBEflTER <t EASTERN RAPID RAILWAT COMrAKV.

.»..•<. isterorbak line -••—

I

This eccentrically H^eared spiral drum not
only lakes up all ilic slack chain on the
largest cars, but d<ios it quickly and yi^^^
great force at the finish. Drum works on
roller bearinps—easy to operate.
ReUasfs fredy and quickly. Costs nothing

to maintain.

April 14th, I905.

T, D. Brc»ater, r«c .

,

Xatlc.isl Brake Co.. Inc.,

Buffalo. H. V.

Daar Slr:-

?he a«nplc Peaecck Brako ifticto yau installed m,w

••eka aoo o:> one of our large 3d-*.cn cars,, has prcven rallablo

and satlsfactcry , vA «c take pleasure In oncloslr.g an order

for a aufflclent nuaber \a pu* on all e* cur cars.

Very truly youro
,

RDCRZSTBR ft CASTDV RAPID {tT. CO.

Peacock Brakes are now in use on 150 Roads
Ask us for References

National Brake Co
INCORPORATED

682 Ellicott Square. BUFFALO. N. Y.

\

Palented McU. 15, 1904.

\
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EDWARD P. BURCH,
Member A. I. K. K.

Consulting Englne^er
Estimates. Plans and Specifications for Heavy Electnc Railways.

En£ineerin£ and Financial Examinations of Properties

1280 Guaranty Building, Minneapolis, Minn.

A New Timber Dresser.

JOHN J. LIGHTER
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Saginaw & Bay City Railway & Light Co.

A syndicate i-iMilrcjlU'd liy I Inrlunpylr. WalbridKc & Co., oi New
YdiU, and F.. \V. Clark & Cn , uf I'liiladidpliia. lias recently olitaincd

coiitnil nf the fdllnvviiiK priiperties in Michigan: Saginaw Valley

Traclidn Co.. Harllell IllinninatiiiK Co., Saginaw City Gas Co., Bay

City Tractinii & Klectric Co., Hay City Gas Co. These separately

incorpor.ited companies are now merged into the Saginaw & Bay

City Kailway & I-ight Co., and arc operated hy one management,

with general ollices in Saginaw and a hranch office in Bay City.

I'he operating officers are: II. I). Walhridgc, president; B. C. Colil),

vicc-i)rcsideiit and general manager ; C. E. Mcrslion, secretary-

treasurer; M. S. Hopkins, Columbus, O., consulting engineer; J. C.

Young, general superintendent: H. C. Morris. Bay City, superin-

tendent.

;\l the lime of fonsolidalion each of the pmiierties was operated

trol a large portion of the lines in both cities have been rebuilt.

Sixty-pound T-rails of the A. S. C. E. section are laid on oak tics

bedded in concrete. The joints arc bonded with No. oo American

Steel & Wire Co.'s concealed, expanded terminal bonils. This con-

struction is the standard for unpavcd streets in both Saginaw and

Bay City. In paved street a Shanghai rail 6 in. high, having a

T section and weighing Oo lb. to the yard, is used. This rail is spiked

to oak ties laid in a concrete bed. Specially notched gage brick arc

used. Throughout the cities new special work with hard steel cen-

ters has been laid. The overhead work is of the latest type, using

wooden and steel poles for span wire construction.

The operating schedules on the different lines in the two cities

furnish 5, 10 and 15-minute headway. For this service there are

re(|iiired for winter operation in Saginaw 23 cars and in Bay City

INTERIOR VIEW B.\Y CITY TOWER HOVSE

iiidepeiuloiilly, having its cnvn tiKiiiagenieiU and generating station,

i hese electric lines comprise the city systems in Saginaw and Bay
City and an interurban line, 13.54 miles long, connecting these cities.

These properties have been united and their four power stations

superseded by two new ones, which now supply current for operating
all the cars and for lighting the city of Saginaw and a portion of

Bay City and its suburbs.

City Systems.

'1 he city system of Saginaw comprises 22.7 miles of single and
double track lines, including a suburban branch to the company's
Riverside Park. The lines in Bay City comprise 17.5 miles of single
and double track, which include a 5-mile suburban branch to the
coni|)any's Wenona Reach Park. Since the syndicate obtained con-

18 cars. The summer schedules have an increased number of cars

to suit the patronage. The Saginaw equipment includes 36 con-

vertible cars of 8. 10. 13 and 15 bench types, also 32 closed cars

having varied lengths of 16, 22 and 28 ft. The Bay City equipment
includes 29 convertible cars and 25 closed cars.

Interurban Line.

The interurban line operates between the centers of the two dties

over 13.54 miles of track. This line has been in operation for

several years, but on account of the damage done by the excessive

floods in 1904. a large portion of the rrack has been practically re-

built. The interurban line connects the following cities, having the

stated populations: Saginaw, 45.000; Mershon, a manufacturing
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center with but few homes; Carrohon, 300; Zilwaiikee, 600; Bay

City and South Bay City, conihined, 45,000.

For a distance of 1.61 miles the interurban cars operate over city

tracks in Saginaw ; for a distance of 2,57 miles the track is on one

side of the highway ; for a distance of 5.90 miles the roadbed is

built on a loo-ft. private right of way and in Bay City the inter-

urban cars traverse 3.26 miles of city tracks to reach the center of

the citv. Between the limits of the two cities the track and roadbed

Il.W CITY POWER IIOl'SF..

are built according to steam railroad standards, the private right

of way portion of the line having a level tangent four miles long

built as a 7-ft. fill across the river marsh. This right of way is en-

closed by woven wire fencing. About half way between the two

cities the line crosses the Saginaw River on a single track, four-

span, through truss bridge, 2,000 ft. long, with one panel built as a

draw span. This interurban line parallels the Michigan Central and

the Grand Trunk tracks on the w-esf side of the river and the Pere

Marquette tracks on the east side of the river.

The track is laid with 6o-lb. T-rails of A. S. C. E. section, spiked

to oak ties, and each joint is bonded with tw'O No. 0000 American

Steel & Wire Co's. concealed, expanded terminal bonds. Between

the limits of the two cities this line has 22 crossings with steam

railway main and side tracks. Four of these crossings are protected

by interlocking apparatus, while the others and the approaches to

the Saginaw River bridge are protected by split-point derails.

The working conductor is a No. 000, Fig. 8 single trolley wire,

suspended en flexible brackets. Thirty-five-foot cedar poles are

used. Other than the overhead construction, the poles carry the

company's telephone line and the direct current trolley feeders.

These feeders consist of a 250,000 c. m. weather-proof cable, which

extends 4^-^ miles north from Saginaw and is only tapped to the

trolley line at its extreme end, and another feeder of 500,000 c. m.

cross-section, which connects the Saginaw and Bay City power

houses and is tapped to the trolley wire at frequent intervals. This

places in parallel the two generating stations at the ends of the line

and assures an equalization of the loads. The present reconstruction

plans include a 10,000-volt high-tension transmission line, which will

be carried on the interurban poles and will connect suitable apparatus

in the two stations at the ends of the line, so that in event of engine

or generator trouble all the load may be carried by cither one of

the stations.

The winter schedule on the interurban line, operating under 40-

minute headway, requires three interurban cars, and the summer

schedule has a 30-minute headway with added cars as traffic de-

mands. A freight train making three trips each way every day

handles all classes of freight an<l express. There are freight receiv-

ing depots at both ends of the line and the steam railroad freight

rates are met with the same classification.

The freight and express motor cars are built with closed bodies

and have a length of 40 ft. over all. They are equipped with four

G E-66 motors and series-parallel platform control.

The standard interurban passenger car is 51 ft. over all with a

length of 40 ft. inside the car body. These cars were manufactured

by the John Stephenson Car Co., Elizabeth, N. J. The smoking

compartment has rattan covered seats for 16 passengers, and the

general compartment has red plush covered seats for 40 passengers.

All the scats are of the "walkover" type. The interior finish of the

cars is mahogany with a semi-empire ceiling and compound Gothic

windows. The cars have single-door vestibules with oval windows

in the side of the vestibules opposite the doors, and are built to run

in cither direction, but are usually operated with the smoking com-

partment ahead. They are fitted with hot water heating pipes and

a Peter Smith heater is mounted in the vestibule at the smoking

compartment end of the car. The equipment of the cars consists

of four G E-67 motors, which have a normal rating of 40 h. p. and

are controlled by G. E. Type-M series-parallel control apparatus.

The cars are mounted on Peckham trucks. Cast iron wheels and

both hand operated and National Electric Co.'s straight air brakes

are used. Nichols-Lintern track Sanders are provided.

Until the completion of the new power station at Saginaw the

interurban feeders were supplied with current from a power station

at Carrolton, on the Saginaw River, just north of Saginaw. This

station had a generating capacity of 950 kw. of railway units and

1.150 kw. of lighting units. At Carrolton, adjacent to this power

station, are the repair and storage barns for the interurban cars and

the office of the interurban dispatcher.

Saginaw Barns and Shops.

A new barn and shop building is now nearly completed and will

soon be able to care for all the Saginaw- city cars. This building

is made up of the old barn and a new addition, the combined build-

ings having dimensions of 240 x 260 ft., and being bounded on three

sides by streets, the tracks extending through the building from

street to street. The walls of the building are of sand-lime brick.

The roof, supported by wooden trusses resting on the brick parti-

tions and walls, is fitted with numerous skylights for lighting the

separate sections of the building. The floors are concrete, except in

the machine shop, where they are made of heavy planking, and in

the storage portion, where cinders are used. The entire front of

the building is enclosed by Kinnear rolling steel doors with the

vertical posts hinged at the top, so that when the doors are open

the intervening posts may be drawn up against the ceiling and added

clearance given for handling long interurban cars around the special

work at the entrance to the barn.

The old portion of the barn will be used for storage. Here there

are eight tracks and a transfer table, all in one bay, which will

VIEW OF FOUR-MILE LEVEL TANGENT.

furnish accommodations for 32 city cars. The front part of the old

building has two stories, which are used for the offices of the super-

intendent of transportation and his assistants, and as locker and

reading rooms for motormen and conductors. The fireproof wall

that extends throughout the length of the building between the old

and new portions is pierced by but one opening, and this is protected

by fireproof doors.
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I'lu- main Iimv "f llic- lu'w |)oilio)i has i-i^lit Hacks uxttiKliiiR

lliroUKli tin- liiiililiiiK. I W) iif llifsi: tracks at one end of the liiiild-

iiig will lie ariaiiKi-il uilli llio proper drainage and appliances for car

washing, and under two tithi-r tracks for a leiiKlh of 150 fl. are m-

spection pits. This l)ay will acconiniodale 40 cars.

Adjaceiil lo llu- main hay and separated from it liy a fireproof

wall is tlie machine shop. This shop has three tracks tlic length of

the hnilding, with a pit which extends lhrt)nRli tlie central portion

of the room and is eight feet wide, the rails being supported on oak

stringers and posts. At the rear of the machine shop is the paiiu

shop, through which two of the mnchine shop tracks extend. This

shop is separated from the rest ..f the Imilding hy a brick partition,

ami the o|)cnings iner the tracks are closed by steel doors. The

li.iiiil ^linp is lighted liy two rows of skylights, one over each of the

tracks, and the Moor !• >f concrele, slf)ped for the proper drainage,

so that cars received lure for j)aiuting may first be washed.

The south bay of the building comprises the several small sho]"-

and that portion of the repair shop using machine tools, The

front end of this bay is divided by brick partitions into several oflice

rooms. .Xdjacent to this portion is the armature room, 24 x 3f) ft.

in size, which opens by a double door into that part of the machii <

shop fitted with working tools, which part is 75 x .?o ft. in size

In this room are two l.-ithes and one drill press, emery wheel, power

hack saw, shapcr, bed plane, wheel press and wheel boring mill.

These are arranged in two rows with a center aisle, and arc driven

hy a is-h. p. 500-volt motor. Adjacent to the machine shop is the

blacksmith shop, 20 x 28 ft. Next to this is the stock room, 26 x 40

ft. in size, and the remaining portion of the .south bay, 25 x 75 ft.

in size, is the carpenter shop.

The two portions of the machine shop are equipped for handlmg

repair work with an overhead pnemnatic hoist system. Over each of

the two south tracks is hung an I-beani, the lower flanges of which

support the carriages of pneumatic hoists. Another I-beam extends

over the aisle hctwecu the two rows of machine tools, and over the

machine shop pits is an I-beam trackway built in the shape of a

circle, so that parts may be readily transferred from any of the

three repair tracks to the machine tools. There are eight pneu-

matic hoists, four of which will suffice for lifting a car from the

trucks, and the other four will be used in the repair work on the

trucks, motors, etc. These hoists are a product of the Northern

Engineering Works, of Detroit, Mich., and will be supplied with

coinpressed air by a horizontal compressor, maiuifactured by the

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., driven by a G. E. 20-h. p. 500-volt

motor. At this shop will he centralized the repair work of the

entire Saginaw city lines.

Hay City Power .Station'.

The Hay City power station, wliich furnishes current for the Ray

City local railway and ligluing service, arc lighting in Essexville

above tlw llorjr-. All the floor is of concrcte-stccl construction, cov-

erefl with rubber mats near the generators and in front of the

switchboards.

Local coal and sawmill refuse are burned under tlic boilers. The

coal is unloaded from the steam railroad cars into the hopper of a

steel cable coal conveyor operated by a is-h. p. direct current motor.

This conveyor distributes the coal into an elevated storage bunker

built along the river side of the boiler room, from where the coal

falls to the boiler room floor in front of the boilers. This bunker

has a capacity of 200 tons. The boiler equipment consists of three

BAY CITV RAILWAY IIATTERV.

Sterling boilers, one soo-h. p. and two 230-h. p., generating steam

.11 150 lb. pressure. There are two stacks, the natural draft stack

is 70 ft. high with a diameter of 70 in., and the induced draft stack

is 50 ft. high with a diameter of 90 in. Green economizers are used,

there being 40 standard sections built at the rear of the boilers.

The induced draft is maintained by two Sturdevant fans, 10 ft. in

diameter and driven each by a 10 x lo-in. Sturdevant engine. Each

boiler is equipped with an Eamcs differential draft gage, manufac-

tured by the Appliance Manufacturing Co., Chicago.

The water for boiler feed is metered by Keystone hot water

meters, and is pumped by one Worthington outside packed pump and

one Hughes duplex plimger pump. Cochrane feed water heaters are

used to raise the temperature of the boiler feed to the bfjiling point

before it is fed into the drums. A neatly arranged board for watch-

ing the temperatures of the economizers is equipped with pyrometers

on the water intake and outlet of the economizers and on the intake

and outlet of the economizer gases. A Bristol recording draft gage

is also mounted on this board.

There arc tw^o inaiu generating units, each consisting of a 500-kw.

600-volt Siemens &• Halske direct current generator, direct connected

,^ WWiliitemB>

BRinr.E OVER SAGIN.WV RIVER.

and the north half of the interurhan line, is located near the center

of the city and on the cast bank of the Saginaw River. The build-

ing is of brick, tastily designed, as may be seen in the accompanying
illustration. It is served by a side track of the Michigan Central

radroad. The horizontal dimensions are 95 x 70 ft., with a clear

height of 25 ft. between the engine room floor and the lower chord
of the steel roof trusses which support the slate roof. The boiler

room is nearest the river. It has horizontal dimensions of 50 x 70
ft. The remaining portion of the building is occupied by the engines
and electrical apparatus. The interior walls are of red brick with

a wainscot of white enameled brick reaching -to a height of 6 ft.

to a Russell tandem-compound horizontal engine with cylinders 22

in. and 40 in. in diameter and a 30-in. stroke. These units operate

at 120 r. p. m. The exhaust steam is condensed and a vacuum main-

tained by two sets of Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordan jet condensers with

14 \ 18 x 24-in. pumps. Each engine receiver is protected by two
safety valves, one 3 in. and one i\i in. in diameter, set to open at

35 and 34 lb., respectively. A gravitv- oiling system is used for lubri-

cating all bearings, and the cylinders are oiled by lubricators fitted

with hand pumps for filling.

One of the accompanying illustrations shows the general interior

arrangement of the oncrlne room. The main generating units are
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located near the side walls of the room, with their low pressure

cylinders over the condenser pits and near the partition wall.

Between the main direct current generators is a G. E. 350-kw.

motor-generator set with a heltcd exciter. The motor of this set

takes direct current from one of the main units and drives a 2,300-

volt, 3-pha.sc alternating current generator, the output of which is

used for commercial lighting in Bay City and for street lighting in

the suburb, Essexville. It is by means of this unit and a similar

one in Saginaw, with their sets of transformers, that in event of

disorder to the direct current units in either station, continued opera-

tion of the car lines will vlill lii.- imssiMe by n.vor.-.ing the usual
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Distribution of l"i\;i;;lit Ivxpcnscs at HirmiiiK.

ham.

In the "Kfvicw" f'lr April, pagf 20K, was published a short articU-

(li'scriptivc of the freiKlit business done by llie liirniiiiKhani Kail-

way, LiRht & I'owcr Co., and in connection with this, reference

was made to a plan for secnring accurate data as to the cost of the

freiglit and express departments, desixned by Mr. W. H. Mrock-

way, for the Newman interests. Hy courtesy of Mr. Mrockway, we

liave receive<l the directions for apportioniuR various items of fx-

|)ense amoiiK 'lie several freiKhl accounts. This classification is as

fidlows

:

201. M.nnlcnaiice of Track and Rn.idw.iy.— Cliar«e li> this ac-

ciiuMl propciiliiiii of inainlcnaiicc of lr.uk of ihe railw.iy dep.irlinenl.

on a car nnlcane b.isis.

202. Maintenance of IClectric Line.—Charne to this accounl pro-

portion of expenditures for maintenance of electric line, on a car

mileage basis.

JO,v Maintenance of Hniiilings .ind l-'ixtures.—Charge to this ac-

count all expendilures for reiiairs ;inil renewals of buildings and

fixtures used in the operation of the freight pro])erty only. In-

cludes labor, material, water, tools, hauling of material, and all

other expenses incident to the work.

206. Maintenance of Cars.—Charge to this .iccount all expendi-

tures for repairs and renewals of baggage, express, freight, and

slag cars, from the operation of which revenue is derived in the

freight department. Repairs and renewals of the electrical iipiip-

ment should be charged to account No. 207.

207. Maintenance of Hlectric Equipment of Cars.—Charge to this

account all expenditures for repairs and renewals of the electric

equipment and wiring of baggage, express, freight and slag cars,

from the operation of which revenue is derived in the freight de-

partment, including labor, material and other expenses incidental

to the work.

209. Miscellaneous Shop Expense.—Charge to this account, on

a car mileage basis, proportion of cxp'^idiliu'es of accounl .\'o. 9 of

the railway department.

210. Power.—Charge to this account, on a car mileage basis, pro-

portion of expenditures of the operation of the power plant as cov-

ered by accounts No. in. II. i_>. i.^ anil 14 of the Railway Depart-

ment.

2i6. Superintendence.—Charge to this account, on a car mileage

basis, proportion of account No. 16, superintendence of transporta-

tion.

217. Wages of Motonnen.—Charge to this account wages of

motormen engaged in the operation of cars for the freight depart-

ment.

218. Wages of Trainmen.—Charge to this account wages of mes-

sengers, brakemen, car couplers, and other car service employes in

connection with the operation of freight trains, except motormen,

which should be charged to account No. 217.

219. Agency Service.—Charge to this account wages of agents,

checkers, cashiers, janitors and porters at the different stations.

220. Wages of Car House Employes.—Charge to this account,

on a car mileage basis, proportion of account No. 20 of the railway

department.

221. Car Service Supplies.—Charge to this account, on a car

mileage basis, proportion of account No. 21 of the railway depart-

ment.

^22. .\gency Expense.—Charge to this account all miscellaneous

expenses at the diflferent stations such as rent, fuel, light, water, ice,

oflice furniture, except printing and stationery, which should be

charged to account No. 227.

226. Officers and Clerks.—Charge to this account the wages of

the freight traffic manager, and clerks at the general office whose
duties are in connection with the freight department.

227. Printing and Stationery.—Charge to this account the actual

expenditures for printing, stationery and stationery supplies for the
freight department.

231. .Vdvertising and Soliciting.—Charge to this account the

actual expenditures for advertising the freight business and salary

and expenses of the .solicitor.

232. Miscellaneous General Expense.—Charge to this account the
actual expenditures for telephone service, proportion of maintain-
ing and operating a private telephone system, telegrams, subscrip-
tion? and donations on account of the freight department and con-

tingent expenses connected with the management of the department,

not otherwise provided for.

2X^ IJamagcs.—Charge to this account all expenditures on ac-

count of damages to persr)ns and property an<l loss of freight in

transit.

238. Insurance.—Charge to this account the actual cost of fire

insurance on buildings and cars used in the operation of the freight

department.

Arnold Report on .Municipal Street Ky. of

Chicago.

Mr. liion J. Arnold has completed and submitted to Mayor iJunne

the plans and specifications for the construction of a municipal

street railway system. The report is divided into six parts, as fol-

lows: Part I, Notice to bidders for the construction and opera-

tion of a municipal street railway for the city of Chicago, which

system will first be installed on Adams St., from Clark St. to Dcs

plaines St.; Desplaines St., from Adams St. to Harrison St.; Harri-

son St., from Desplaines St. to Western Ave. ; Western Ave., from

Harrison St. to Twelfth St.; Twelfth St., from Western Ave. to

4ath (Crawford) Ave. It will be extended over the following

streets, upon which the rights of the present occupants have already

expired: llalsted St., from Harrison St. south to the center of the

Chicago River; Ogilen Ave. from Harrison to 40th (Craw-

ford) Ave.; and will, at the pleasure of the city council, be extended

into any and every other part of the city of Chicago, upon streets

in which the rights of the present occupants have expired or will

expire during the years 1905 and 1906.

Parts II, HI and IV contain the instructions to the bidders, a

digest of general requirements and a list of specifications and draw-

ings, while Part V is a digest of specifications. Part VI, Bid

Sheets, concludes the report and is sulxlivided as follows : Aggre-

gate bid No. I, for the complete double track railway known as

the "Adams St. Line," the total length of double track being 5.72

miles. This includes track work, paving, conduit, cables, overhead

work, sub-station equipment, rolling stock, and telephone system.

Aggregate bid No. 2 covers the "Halsted St. Line," 1.597 miles of

double track underground conduit construction and 0.041 mile c.

special work. Aggregate bid No. 3, for equipping the "Ogden Avs.

Line," which will include 1.810 miles of double track, surface cou

duit beam construction, and 0.028 miles of special work. Aggregate-

bid No. 4, covering the power plant equipment and buildings, tran.-.-

mission circuits to sub-stations, car repair shops and equipmeii-

.^nd a unit price bid sheet for such additional construction as the

city may require.

.Vccompanying the report and the condensed specifications and

forms of proposals are 28 maps and 27 diagrams. The terms of the

notice to bidders are those provided for in an ordinance passed

by the city council in March, payment to be made for construction

in Mueller certificates. The working basis of the report lies upon

th; expired franchises of the Chicago Passenger Railway lines of the

Union Traction system. The specification and forms, however, are

arranged so that they can be made to cover the lines of the Union

Traction Co. and the Chicago City Railway Co.. if desired. In this

way they may give a basis for a comprehensive estimate of the cost

of municipalization of all the street railways in Qiicago.

Trolley Topics.

Trolley Topics is the title of a recent publication of the Rochester

Railway Co.. and contains time tables for the many lines operated

by that company, as well as those of the Rochester & Suburban

Railway Co.. the Rochester & Eastern Rapid Railway Co.. the

Buffalo & Detroit Steamship Co. and several other steamers

operating on Lake Ontario. This folder will be published weekly

and distributed on the cars each week from now until September.

It is the object of the publication to keep its patrons informed in a

general way of what is going on at the various resorts, towns and

parks reached by the company's system, and to furnish time tables.

Besides the above it contains a few short stories and jokes, a map
of the railway lines entering Rochester, as well as the city system,

and advertising. Trolley Topics is published by the passenger de-

partment of the Rochester Railway Co.. of which Mr. B. E. Wilson

is general passenger agent.
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Indianapulis Express Terminal.

We know of no instance of more careful planning for meeting fu-

ture requirenicnt.s than has been shown in the organization and de-

velopment of the properties of the Indianapolis Traction & Terminal

Co. When the Indianapolis street railway system was acquired in

SECTIONS STORAGE HOX.-SE W.ALLS.

1899 by its present owners the probable growth of electric railways

in the territory tributary to Indianapolis was considered in all its

phases, and the contracts made between the city, the city company,

and the then existing interurban lines entering Indianapolis were

very comprehensive and show a most unusual gift of accurate

prophecy in the makers.

In the "Review" for January, 1905, we illustrated the interurban

terminal station which has been erected to carry out early plans to

care for the passenger traffic of the interurban lines entering Indian-

apolis. In connection with that article it was noted tliat the Trac-

tion & Terminal company had acquired considerably more land than

was needed for the passenger terminal and office building, but no

announcement was made as to the intended use. While the need for

a freight and e-xpress terminal was not acute, the parties to the

Traction & Terminal company's contracts had the matter in mind,

and a provision was made in all contracts with interurban com-

panies for a union freight and express station.

The new express station will occupy tlie northwest corner of the

block on which the passenger station is located, and will front north

on Ohio St. and west on Capitol Ave. There are to be three sep-

arate buildings, known respectively as Nos. i, 2 and 3,. No. I occu-

pying the west side of the lot with its west wall flush with the side-

walk line. All three buildings are 195 ft. long and 24 ft. wide,

except at the north ends, where off-sets in the wall of a few feet

were made necessary to give clearance for cars on the curves with

the track layout adopted. Shed No. i at its north end, and shed

No. 3 at its south end, are two stories in height, the second story

portion on each building being 60 ft. long. The space thus pro-

vided on the second floor will be utilized for offices by the express

departments of the interurban companies. The second story section

of shed No. 3, which is adjacent to the passenger train shed, will

also make convenient headquarters for such inspectors as are needed

in the passenger car service. All of the freight buildings are con-

structed of brick walls, pressed brick being used for the exposed

walls, carried on concrete foundations, and are covered with slate

rnofs. The terminal being directly opposite the State Capitol, it

was designed to be as attractive in appearance as was compatible

with its use.

In each building there are five side doors and end doors, 8 ft. in

width and 10 ft. in height. These large openings are provided with

Kinnear steel rolling doors. A transom, with wire glass set in iron

frames, is placed over each door. The floors are laid with 3-in.

oak planks carried on 3 x 12-in. joints 11 ft. long, spaced 14 in. be-

tween centers.

Besides the oflice room for the accommodation of the interurban

companies mentioned, there is at the south end of shed No. 3 a

Iiasement room 100 ft. in length for the storage of supplies needed
for the interurban cars.

The three freight buildings are served by nine tracks as indicated

in the plan view. These are all laid with 70-lb. T-rails of A. S.

C. E. section. Lorain special work is used. The whole of the space
between the buildings is to be paved with brick with surface flush

with the top of the rails. The foundation of this pavement is 4 in.

of concrete.

As provided in the contracts, all interurban lines entering the city

will make use of this terminal. The charges for the service ren-

dered by the Traction & Terminal company are 75 cents for each

car entering the station and 15 cents per car-mile.

The work of construction has been carried out by the Indiana Co.

under the direction of Mr. E. B. Peck, general manager, and Mr.
'I'homas McMath, chief engineer.

4 «»

Electric Cars for Lima.

FROM U. S. CONSUL GOTTSCHAI.K. CALLAO, PERI'.

The Empresa del Tranvia Urbano de Lima (Lima Horse Car

Co.) will receive proposals from the United States for the material

wliich it intends to purchase in order to transform its present line

into an electric trolley road. The company will need some 45 cars,

with a seating capacity of 40 persons each. These are to be run by

overhead trolleys. It will also purchase wires, rails, transformers,

rotaries, etc. American exporters of these classes of goods should

address Scnor D. Joaquin Godoy, Gerente, Empresa del Tranvia

Urbano, Lima, Peru, sending plans and proposals, and not English

catalogues merely.

The Metropolitan Elevated Railway Co., Chicago, has asked the

city council for the privilege until April i, 1942, of doing a general

mail and express business over all its lines. Presumably the ordi-

nance was introduced in the interest of the Aurora, Chicago &
Elgin Railway Co., which enters the city over the Metropolitan

tracks and has its terminal at sth Ave. The petition has been re-

ferred to the Transportation Committee.
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Lij-ht Electric Railways*.

IIY J. R. CKAVATH.

It has for some time liceii apparent to engineers that have had

to advise regarding numerous proposed interurban electric roads in

certain states (oi which lUinois and Iowa are the most notable

examples) that there is a need for a class of electric railway that

does not require the heavy investment needed to build the typical

interurban of to-day. In other words, there are scores of places

that would not yield an interurban road a gross revenue of $3,000

per track mile per year, and there is little prospect that they ever

will, yet half or two-thirds that income would be certain and

continuous. On account of the numerous opportunities for roads

of a cheaper class in our rich, agricultural states, which have com-

paratively few large manufacturing towns, many engineers have

looked forward with mucli hope to the single phase, alternating

current railway motor as making possible a considerable saving

in the cost of construction and operation.

It is the purpose of this paper to consider whether it is not

feasible to work out a new type of light electric railway construc-

tion which will involve only about one-third the cost of the typical

high-speed interurban road with which we are familiar, which can

prosper on a much smaller revenue, and yet fulfil all the trans-

portation requirements of many rural communities. The advent of

the single phase railway motor at least makes such a thing more

worth considering than it has been in the past.

On a road of the character proposed, maximum speeds of 15

to 20 miles per hour will answer the purpose. This speed should

he feasible on a roadway of 28 in. gage, with light, double truck

cars of 8 to 10 tons weight. As 28 in. is about one-half standard

gage, we can no doubt safely use cars of one-half the width of

standard gage cars. This would permit a passenger car of 5 ft.

in width.

There is evidently considerable latitude in the length of such a

car, but for very light traffic, a car having the full height of the

body, 18 ft. long, is suggested. This will seat comfortably 12 pas-

sengers. Equipped with a motor truck at one end only, it will

probably weight not to exceed 10 tons, and with a motor truck on

both ends, 12 tons. Freight cars would probably best be all trail

cars for a road of this kind, and some of them should be designed

to easily dump their loads into steam road freight cars or grain

elevators.

A 28-in. gage road laid with 30-II). rails offers a considerable

reduction cost over any road of standard gage. The ties used can

be half the standard 8 ft. length and less than the usual 6x8 in. in

cross section. The cost of grading would be reduced from stand-

ard gage construction. The overhead trolley construction should

be of the simplest possible character, since it will have but light

traffic passing under it. By using single phase, alternating current

motors with a trolley voltage of 3.000 to 4,000 volts, no feeders

will be needed to supplement the trolley on a rural road 20 miles

long with power supply from one end. The trolley wire itself

can be No. o. The poles will therefore need to be heavy enough

to support only the trolley wire bracket. It is assumed that the

catenary construction would be used. In most cases power could

be purchased from a light and power company at the principal

terminus of a line, thus keeping the cost of power within practicable

limits, as the amount of power required would not justify a sepa-

rate power house.

The following estimates on the cost per mile of railway built

according to the foregoing ideas are of course somewhat con-

jectural, as no such road has ever been built. The figures are

based on cost of present railway construction, with the assumption

that all supplies and rolling stock should he standard articles of

manufacture

:

Cost of Road and Equipment per Mile.

Right of way donated

Roadway and t rack $4,635

Overhead line, including telephone 889

Rolling stock, buildings, etc 2.313

Total cost per mile of track $7,837

The next question to determine is whether a road of this kind is

capable of earning enough to p.ay interest on the investment. Sup-

•Abstract of paper read before Cllkago Branrh .\. I. E. B., May
23. 1905.

pose we assume a road 15 miles long. A good passenger and

freight service for a rural community could be given by a schedule

calling for the equivalent of 15 round trips of trains consisting of

motor cars hauling freight cars whenever necessary. On a 15-

mile road this would mean 300 train miles per day, or say 135,000

train miles per year, allowing for some reduction from ft)regoing

schedule during the winter.

The following is believed to be a fair estimate of the ordinary

operating expenses of such a road :

135,000 train miles per year at $.085 $1 1,475

Cost of operation per track mile ($11,475, '5 miles) 765

Interest at 6 per cent on $7,900 per mile cost of construction. 474

Interest and operating expenses per track mile $1,239

Obviously, there arc plenty of locations where a road could easily

earn this, and in addition enough to cover depreciation. In these

locations standard-gage high-speed roads would be prohiliited by

financial considerations.

As supplementing the engineering and construction matters taken

up in the foregoing part of the paper, some figures have been com-

piled liy the author on the traffic possibilities of a purely rural

territory. Let us assume that a road is to be built from a good-

sized county seat, 15 miles into a country which has no railroad

stations nearer than .said county seat. I estimate the tributary ter-

ritory to such a road to be 106 square miles. Taking the figure of

$70 as the possible gross revenue per square mile, the revenue from

106 square miles would be $7,420. or $494 per track mile.

It seems reasonable to assume that a prosperous rural community

would yield $10 per year per capita in passenger revenue. We will

assume a rural population of 10 per square mile. A territory of 106

square miles, with 10 persons per square mile, makes a total of 1,060

population, and $io per capita per year for this population is $10,600,

or $706 per inile of track for the rural population. We will suppose

that the road has, at about 10 miles from its terminus, a town of

1,000 inhabitants. These should give a revenue of $5 per capita

per annum, or a total of $5,000. This is equivalent to $333 per mile

of track.

Earnings and operating expenses per tr.ick mile sununarized

Passenger earnings (rural) $706

Village passenger earnings 333

Freight earnings, lowest estimate 494

Mail and light express 100

Total gross earnings $1,633

Operating expenses $765

Net $868

Interest on investment $474

Surplus $394

Considering the need for better railway transportation as one

solution of the good roads problem in the middle west, and the

number of places calling for roads of this class, it is a matter of

importance both to the country at large and to electric railway

engineers and manufacturers to give serious consideration to the

light railway problem. From the manufacturer's standpoint it

opens an immense field for this class of railway equipment, while

from the farmer's standpoint the increase in value of farms served

by such a road would ultimately pay well for the construction.

-•-

The Ohio Brass Go's. Fire.

The plant of the Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O., was partially

destroyed by fire. Wednesday. May 24th. Fortunately, its office and

records, finishing and machine shops and insulating building, cooper

.shop and pattern vault were not burned, so that the majority of its.

force is working. The bond department is now operating in a

neighboring factory, and will continue to do so pending the com-

pletion of new permanent buildings which will be erected at once

to replace those burned. Much raw material is on hand and in

transit, and extraordinary efforts are being made by the company

to avoid inconveniencing its customers. The company has resumed

the manufacture of nearly all its products and intends to break the

record for quick recovery from the eflfects of the fire, and there

will therefore be practically no delay in filling orders for any of its

materials. The portion of the plant which was destroyed will be

rebuilt on a larger and better scale than the old one.
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Sonic Interesting Features of Klectric Kailvvays

in Switzerland.

'I'lic Waldli.nis-lliilfl Holder Irrjllcy system is a single-track

iiarrow-gagu tramway in llie province of /Zurich. One car witli a

scaling capacity of .12 passengers is sufficient to handle the traffic

of this line. This car is heavily hnill and is mounted on a single

truck. Power for operating the car is furnished f'rom a gas station.

The construction work of this line presents a substantial and

pleasing appearance, as may he seen in the accompanying illustra-

tions. The narrow-gage track is placed near the curb on the streets,

and is ballasted with broken stone. The trolley wire is supported

by bracket construction with iron poles set in line with the shade

trees inside the curb. These poles arc fitted with special castings.

lem has 16 passenger cars, seating from 20 to 06 passengers each,

and 67 freight cars of 12 to 15 tons capacity each. The type of

motor car operated by this company is shown in ine of the illustra-

tions. Current is collected from the overhead wires by two pairs

of sliding bow trolleys mounted one pair at cither end of the car.

This arrangement furnishes two rubbing contacts on each overhead

wire, thus insuring freedom from interruption in any part of the

circuit. These trolley bows arc made as light as possible, so that

Ihey will readily follow any irregularities in the overhead work.

The power station of this system is at Candcr, where 16,000-volt.

three-phase current is generated and distributed along the right of

way to transformer sub-stations. There arc 14 of these sub-stations,

the general type of which is shown in one of the illustrations. The

transformers in these sub-stations reduce the line pressure from

l^).ooo to 750 volts, and their secondaries feed the two overhead con-

MOTOR r.\R, DIHKDORF-THIN F-I.ECTRIC R.MLW.W.

in which tie horizontal piping of the trolley brackets is held. The
other part of the bracket, an arc of the same kind of pipe, is secured

to the pole and the horizontal pipe by double sets of castings with

set screws. The single round trolley wire is supported from the

bracket arms by rigid hangers.

Two different styles of guards for the trolley wire are shown,

one in each illustration. Each is a simple metal frame, secured to

the bracket arm and carrying a number of protecting wires grounded
on the frame work. In the illustration, which shows the intersection

of the electric track with steam track, the trolley pole construction

is of particular interest because of the high class of the workman-
ship when compared with the methods used by American troUe;

roads for supporting their wires at such critical points. It will be

noticed that the wire is doubled and two sets of ears used on each

of the two brackets supporting the span over the intersecting track.

And to prevent interruption of service in case this span should

break from any cause, feeder taps are taken off at these points,

carried down the center of the poles and connected underground.

An interesting and more extensive Swiss road, the Burgdorf-
Thun electric railway, is operated by alternating current. This sys-

ductors and the track rail, these making the three legs of the three-

phase system.

These sub-stations are of thoroughly fireproof construction. The
foundation on which the transformer rests is a massive monolith of

concrete, placed about 12 ft. from the track center. The upper sur-

face of this block is made in a series of ridges to provide proper

drainage for the floor under the transformer house and air ducts

lor ventilation. The transformer house is made of sheet metal

titted inside a riveted-steel angle-iron frame. This house is fitted

with weather tight doors and space is provided above the trans-

formers for the protective and disconnecting devices. Open space

is left under the eaves of the roof. Air may thus enter the house

under the transformer by way of the ducts in the concrete block

foundation, then becoming heated, rise and pass out under the eaves.

The frame work of the house extends above the level of the over-

head lines.

The three primarj- 16,000-volt leads are carried on standard porce-

lain line insulators from the nearby strain-structure to the frame-

work of the transformer house, where they enter the peak of the

roof through long porcelain floor tubes sealed at the top. The 750-
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volt secondaries leave the transformer house through similar tubes,

and feed the overhead conductors through span-wire feeding ears

Span wire construction « used on the double track for supporting

the four trolley vifircs ; the usual span wire with its insulated hangers

and globe strains is supplemented by a catenary span with supports

at each trolley hanger.

X.^RRUW-i;.\(.E MOTOR C.\R, STANSTAD-ENCELBERG TRAMWAY. FIREPROOF TRANSFORMER HOUSE—BURGDORF-THUN UNE.
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'I'lic .Sl,iii^l.iil-I'"iiKt'll«TK lr;it7iw;iy is an iiiIercstiMy iiarrow-gagc

line. 'I lie c;irs of lliis liii<- arc drawn by motors of the type shown

ill thu acconipanyiiiK ilhislralioii. This road operates il passenger

i-ars with a seating capacity of 30 to 36 passengers each, and ig

freight cars of 5 tons capacity each. The iiarrow-gage track is built

in a substantial manner with rock ballast. The overhead wires arc

supported by span wires from wooden poles. The motors are operated

by three-phase current, using the two trolley wires and the rails for

the three sides of tlie circuit. Current is collected from the overhead

wires by two bow devices on each motor. The framework of each

collector is built as a unit, for mechanical reasons, but it is divided

electrically in order that the two phases of the current from the two

ciiiiductnrs may be kept separate. The use of two bows on each

ninlnr car insures the coulinuity of the feeding current.

riie motor cars used for hauling the trains on this line were

built by the Swiss Locomotive Construction Co., of Winterlhur.

They are single truck cars, having the two axles rigidly connected

by outside connecting rods, filled to crank pins on the outer faces

of Ihc wheels. The power from the three-phase motor mounled on

a steel framework inside the car body is transmitted through a set

of reducing gears which finally engage with the pinions on the

driving axle. The space below the floor of the car is so fully occu-

pied wilh llie ilriving gear, etc., that it is necessary to mount the

coiilriilliiiK :i:i|i:n'atus in the cab and above the motor.

Some Data from Censii.s Report on Street and
Klectric Railways.

There lias recently been issued by the United Slates Census

Hureau a special report for the year ig02 on street and electric

railways. This report was issued as a regular publication of the

Department of Commerce and Labor, and was prepared under the

supervision of Mr. W. M. Steuart. Its contents are comprehensive,

including as they do statistics covering all electric railways in the

United States irrespective of their length or location and all street

railways irrespective of their .motive power. The book is divided

into two parts, the first part prepared by Edward Dana Durand

and the second part by Thomas Commerford Martin.

In the first part of the book are considered at length those sub-

jects which have to do with the financing and operating of electric

railroads. This portion of the book is divided into chapters on

traffic, capitalization, financial operations, employes and their salaries

and wages, the economical, financial and social features of inter-

urban railways, consolidation of street railways, franchises, public

regulations and public ownership and a chapter on street railways

in European countries. Throughout these chapters are many tables

of all manner of data conceruiiig the operation, costs and income

for street railways in general and for them classified in different

ways. Several full page maps illustrate the network of interurban

lines existing throughout different states. The data here published

are of exceptional value as having been issued by the Government
and have and will be widely quoted.

The second part of the book treats of the history and construction

of railways and the general equipment and output of power sta-

tions. Several full page cuts illustrate typical examples of electrical

railway rolling stock and generating apparatus.

The third decade of the last century saw the first street railway

car. called the ''John Mason.'' which was drawn by horses

over strap rails laid on stone ties through Fourth Ave., New-

York City. Some 20 years later the Sixth Ave. Railroad of

New York City was built, and its moderate success gave encourage-

ment to further development. Between 1850 and 1855 half a dozen

roads were constructed
; 30 in the next five years ; over 80 between

i86o and 1870; and at the time of the census of 1890 there were 769

street railways in operation in the leading cities of the country.

The cable system was introduced in 1873, and for a time promised

10 be an important factor in the field wherever there was a dense

traffic, but it enjoyed barely a quarter of a century of useful

operation.

In this historical portion of the book are described in an interest-

ing w.ay the earlier efforts of the inventors whose struggles have
brought electric railway operation to its present stage of perfection.

The roadbed, track and electric construction are next described.

The mileage operated by electricity increased from 1,262 miles

in 1890 to 21,902 miles in 1902, with a corresponding decrease in the

trackage operated wilh other power. The total trackage reported

in 1902 was 22,589 miles, consisting of 16,652 miles of first main

track, 5,o.-?o miles of second track and 907 miles of sidings and

turnouts. Tlie report includes a table covering 26 pages of the

book which segregates this total mileage into the amounts of track

of different characters and length, and also gives the mileage of

bridges and tunnels owned, the mileage having different types of

line construction and the number of steam railroad crossings and

the sizes of feeder wire. These quantities arc given for each

individual road throughout the United States.

It is interesting to note that at the time of the report, 97 per cent

of the total mileage was operated by electric power and 1.9 per cent

by other mechanical traction, while only i.l per cent was operated

by animal power as compared with 69.7 per cent in 1890. The por-

tion of track now operated by electric power has, of course, in-

creased since these figures for 1902. For the United States, ex-

clusive of Massachusetts, where densely populated communities are

often legally a part of the town government, which often includes

rural districts, 13,208 miles of trackage, or 65.8 per cent of the

total, were reported as within urban limits, and 6,856 miles, or 34.2

per cent, as outside of such limits. The compressed air motor*

were used on but 6.06 miles of track. There were 259.10 miles

o|)erated with animals, 240.69 miles by cable and 169.61 miles by

steam.

The average length of line per operating company for all com-

panies was 20.38 miles in 1902, as compared wilh 7.41 miles in 1890.

Thus the average operating company in 1902 controlled almost

three times the length of line that was controlled by the average

company in i8go. In 1890, of the companies reporting, only 8

operated more than 50 miles of line, while in 1902 the number of

such companies had increased to 69. Of the total number of com-

panies reported for 1890, 94.9 per cent operated less than 20 miles of

line each, and their combined length of line amounted to 71 5 per

cent of the total in the United States; in 1902 corresponding per-

centages were 75 and 30.7, respectively. Thus, while there were

still in 1902 a large number of companies that operated less than

20 miles of line, the proportion of the total length of line operated

by them was not half so great as in 1890.

The report considers in detail the different types of track con-

struction used by the street railways in the more irhportant cities,

and it is a noticeable fact that concrete takes an important part in

nearly all these types of construction work, either in the form of

a bed laid entirely across the track or as stringers in which girder

rails are bedded. It is stated that the T-rail has found extensive

use among the street and interurban railways, although it is ob-

vious that the conditions on street railways differ materially from

those on steam railways. The main considerations which have led

to its adoption for use, as compared with the girder rails, are that

it is without the tram and groove of girder rails; it does not invite

street traffic ; it is generally easier to lay ; it is cheaper, the price

per ton being less than for the girder rails; and. finally, owing to

its symmetrical section, a lighter rail can be used under given con-

ditions than would be the case if the girder type was resorted to.

The weights of rail sections vary widely in the different cities.

In Buffalo a 94-lb. girder rail using a narrow groove is laid in

paved streets, in outlying streets a tie rail section is used. The Chi-

cago City Railway Co. reported that it was using a 9-in. girder rail

weighing 95 lb. per yd. The Denver City Tramway Co. was the

first to use Shanghai rails for heavy traffic, the section employed

being 6-in. high and weighing 72 lb. to the yard. The Detroit

L'nited Railway Co. lays narrow grooved rails in paved streets, the

last laid at the time of the report being 90-Ib. rails. The Milwaukee

Electric Railway & Light Co. has the approval by the city authorities

of T-rail construction for paved street, using a section which is

7 in. high and has a head 3 in. wide, so that interurban cars may
have treads and flanges more nearly approaching steam railroad

St ndards. In Minneapolis and St. Paul T-rail is also used, the

section being 8 in. high and weighing 79 lb. per yard. ITie Phila-

delphia Rapid Transit Co. uses for its standard track construction

in streets having a heavy traffic a grooved rail which weighs no

less than 137 lb. to the yard, but where the traffic is light a section

weighing 93 lb. was found sufficient In San Francisco are used

ra'ls of the girder section weighing 109 lb., 100 lb. or 70 lb. to the

yard, according to the nature of the traffic and pavements.

\ portion of the report is devoted to bonding and a description

of the importance of this part of track construction, and it is stated
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that ill spite of the many bonding devices a good many engineers

give their preference to a track which is practically jointlcss. There

are two principal methods used in securing this result ; one of them

consists in electrically welding the joints and plates together, and

the other consists in casting a sleeve of iron around the ends of

the rail joints at the side and bottom. A third method which has

recently come into vogue consists in using a welding mixture known

as "Thermit," which is made of powdered aluminum and iron oxide.

The combination of aluminum with oxygen evolves an immense

amount of heat, and this reaction has recently been brought under

control. A welding portion of the mixture is poured into a small

crucible at the joint with a thimbleful of ignition mixture added,

and the whole is ignited. The reaction is immediate, and the

molten thermit flowing into the mold around the rail makes the

joint.

Throughout the entire country there arc 1,643 miles of track that

have been constructed with cast welded joints. This mileage is

scattered over all parts of the country, but is limited more particiv

larly to a few of the larger city and urban roads.

At the time of gathering the data for this report there were 11

third-rail systems in operation in five dififerent states, with a total of

342.11 miles of track, this mileage being limited to elevated railroad

systems and high-speed interurban lines. Since this report this

third-rail mileage has been greatly increased by the equipping of

the New York elevated tracks and the construction of many high-

speed lines throughout the country. Tht portion of the report on

roadbed and track concludes with the discussion of conduit systems,

showing how these have developed from the first cable railways and

describing some of the ingenious surface contact systems which

have licen tried in attempting to do away with the open slot.

Graphical Mathematics.

liV .\. G. HOLMAN, M. E.

Early in this series it was shown that additions could be con-

veniently performed graphically by laying ofT spaces representing

the numbers to be added upon a scale graduated with a series of

equal spaces. Also that multiplication is in principle only the suc-

cessive addition of a number to itself the necessary number of

times. This process of repeated additions as a process of niidtipli-

cation is actually made use of in certain forms of calculating ma-
chines, where a key representing one number is rapidly touched the

number of times that there are units in the multiplier, and the

product read from a dial moved by suitable mechanism. But it is

evident that as a process for use upon a chart, while addition and
subtraction can be conveniently stepped of? on a scale, it is not

practical for the more extended operations of multiplication and
division.

Although multiplication upon a regular scale appears imprac-

ticable, there is a method by means of special graduations which
reduces the process to an extremely simple form and ofifers a much
wider range than the method of triangles previously explained.

Multiplication by Direct Addition.

An examination of the scale shown in Fig. 36 will sliow the

method. The reasons for this rather surprising result will then be

explained.

It will be noticed in Fig. 36 that the spaces are not equal, but

rapidly diminish in size as we ascend the scale. The space between
I and 2 represents 2, the space between i and 3 is the graphic

representation of 3, and so on. Now the peculiar property of this

scale is that if two spaces are added, the result, as read upon the

scale, will not be the sum, but the product.

For example, take the space for 2, by spacing dividers or on a

strip of paper, and add it to 3, by laying ofif distance i - 2 above 3.

The sum of the two spaces will fall upon graduation 6. In the same
way the sum of spaces 2 and 4 falls upon 8, the sum of 3 and 3

upon 9, and sum of 2 and 5 upon 10.

Or reversing the process, subtract space 2 from 10 by setting one
point of dividers upon 2 and the other upon 10 and then raising the

dividers and resting the lower point upon i. This graphically sub-

tracts space 1-2 from space i-io, and it will be noted that when
this is done the upper point of the dividers falls upon 5. That is,

subtracting one space from the other divides one number by the

other, and in the reverse process if spaces are added the proluct

may be read from the scale.

The principle of this scale is usually explained by the comparison

of two series of numbers. If one series starts with zero and goes

to 10 by successive additions of i, and the other begins with i and

is successively dinibled, the result will be as follows:

—

1 2 3 4 5 G 7 X y 10

1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024

Now if any two numbers in the upper series are added, the num-

ber under their sum is found to be the product of the two numbers

under the figures added. For example, add 2 and 3 of the upper

series. The sum is 5, and under 5 is 32, which is the product of 4
and 8, the numbers respectively under 2 and 3.

Hence a scale properly spaced and graduated after these propor-

tions will bear the required relation between sums and products to

bring the results shown in Fig. 36.

Construction of Scale.

The most convenient method of laying out a diagram for applica-

tion to any particular class of problems is to take the original gradu-

ations from a slide rule or "Calculating Scale," which is spaced

svith extreme accuracy in the proper proportions. The spacing upon

the diagram need nut necessarily be of the same size as upon the

rule.

It will be seen from Fig. 37 that the inclined line, graduated the

same as in Fig. 36, can be placed so that the unit mark falls upon

the vertical line and the other graduations carried across as indicated

by the dotted lines. The vertical line is thus graduated on a smaller

scale, but in the correct proportions. A satisfactory scale may also

be laid out independently of other graduations by the use of a table

of logarithms, which may be found in any hand book.

It ivill be understood that logarithms, stripped of the air of mys-

tery that sometimes seems to surround them, are simply a series of

artificial numbers bearing such a relation with the figures which

they represent that the sum of the "logs" is the log of the product,

which is just the relation which we have found in the scales here

illustrated.

Hence if a line of any desired length is to be spaced for a "multi-

plying scale," first divide the line into 1,000 equal spaces. Then note

in the table (neglecting some of the figures to the right and taking

only three places of figures) that log i is o. Therefore mark one

end of the scale i. Next, that log 2 is 301, so at this division on

-lo

- 9

8

- 7

6

S

— 2

FIG. 36. Fin. ^7.

the scale mark 2. Following along the table 3 is at 477, 4 at 602,

5 at 6g8, 6 at 778, 7 at 845, 8 at 903, 9 at 954 and 10 is at 1,000, or

the other end of the line. From the foregoing figures, without the

use of any other table, the scale may be laid out.

Any of the -spaces may he subdivided, either by the use of the
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oriKiiial spacing plaoi-d iliannnally, as in l-ix- .17. '" I'V "'<: "'''^ ';'

the same scries of logaritlinis just Riven. I'or if any small space is

to lie divided into 10 parts, the graduations may he estimated hy first

dividing into 10 tiiiial spaces. Then, for example, the fifth space,

according lo log 5, will he (>.() of these spaces, the sixth will lie

7.7, etc.

( rimliiiiation Scales.

In hig. ,iH the scale .il I In- left, marked .'\, has two series r,f gradu-

ations holh heginning al ihc line X as I, and running in opposite

directions. The advantage of tliis arrangement, for certain opera-

tions, is that the sum of two spaces, or the product of the niunhers,

can he taken hy one tnnlion instead of stepping it ofT at two motions

on a single scale.

Thus to multiply 3 hy 4. pnl one priiiit of dividers on 5 helow the

liiir \ .mil the other upon 4 ahove .\. The space so taken will evi-

dently give the product of 5 and 4, which may he read by placing

the dividers on scale H with one point at the bottom line (l), when

the other point will fall upon 20.

.'\n inspection of scale R shows thai llu- portion ,ihove 10 is simply

a repetition of that from I to 10, oidy that hy the nature of the pro-

portion e.ich of the upper spaces represents a number ten times as

' U
7a

'<•

— 9

— 8

— 7

— 6

— S

9 £\-,

FIG. 38. FIC. 39-

large as an equal space on the lower scale. In this way the scile

can be continued to any desired extent, each succeeeding space cor-

responding to I- to increasing 10 fold. This fact illustrates the com-

pactness of a logarithmic scale. While a series of equal graduations

runs off to an inconvenient distance in representing large quantities,

this scale soon reaches large numbers, and the only limit is that

there is not sufficient space for showing fine divisions upon the upper

portions of the line.

Combination Operations.

It will be noticed that in the use of scales A and B of Fig. 38

several operations may be combined. The product taken from .\

can he again multiplied upon B by setting the lower point of the

dividers upon this factor instead of the unit line. For example,

6 X 5 X 3.

On scale .\ place points of dividers below X on 5 and above X on

6. Then carry this space to scale B with lower point on 3, ami

upper point will be at 90, the answer.

The illustrations given are simple examples which could be done
mentally, but the same principle applies with a larger chart and fine

graduations to deal with larger quantities. If the last operation

required were division instead of multiplication, a continuation of

scale B lielow i in a reverse direction would allow a subtraction of

the required space to be made with one motion. If the special class

of problems always includes a certain factor, a special graduation to

provide for this can he made.

In Fig. .TO, on the right hand side of the vertical line, is a scries of

graduations of the description already explained. On the other side

is a line marked with the Greek letl(.r Pi. This graduation rep-

resents the ratio of the circumference to the diameter of a circle

(.1.I4'59)- Hence if a space is taken liy dividers to represent a

diameter and lower point is then set on this special graduation, the

upper ptiint will fall upon the scale at a place indicating the cir-

cumference.

If the scale was designed to perform this operation regularly, the

special space could be inserted somewhere so that it would be taken

in as part of some other operation. For instance, a diagram similar

to I'ig. .38 could he arranged for areas of circles.

In this case the proper sp.-ice for Pi, upon the satnc scale as the

balance of the graduations, could be inserted below X. The gradua-

tions from X to 2, etc., would fall that much lower upon the scale.

Then, as the area is equal to the square of the radius multiplied hy

this constant, the opening of dividers so that a point would rest

upon the radius figure ahove and below X would square the radius

and multiiily it by the constant, and the result could be immediately

read upon scale B.

This is taken as a simple illustration, but various engineering

factors can he readily incorporated in the same manner.

Advantages of Charts.

As "Calculating Scales" in various forms arc available and can be

used in many of the operations described, it is a fair question why

charts or special diagrams are worth considering.

The argument is much the same as for special machinery in place

of standard tools. Nearly every machine shop operation can be

done in due time upon an ordinary lathe, but repeated operations of

a certain sort can be done much more rapidly and by cheaper labor

on a special machine. So a special chart, laid out for a certain class

of problems, places the process within the reach of all, without the

necessity of learning or recalling all the principles involved.

It is also a rule for an occasional operation placed in convenient

form for ready reference.

This series of illustrations of graphic methods lays no claim to

being an exhaustive treatise on the subject, but is merely suggestive

of some of its possibilities, which may be pursued to almost any

extent with interest and profit.

Tramways at Malta.

Mr. Jnl-,11 II. Grout, U. S. Consul at Malta, writes the State De-

parlment that a system of electric tramways has just been put in

operation at Malta. There are now 10 miles and this will soon be

doubled. Mr. M. D. Jeffs, of New York, is general traffic man-

ager. .\bout 200 persons are thus far employed. The road was

constructed and is operated by Messrs. Macartney. McElroy & Co..

and is regarded as an .\nierican company, although the headquarters

of the company is in London, England. From the opening day the

road has enjoyed good patronage.

May Meeting Indiana Electric Railway Asso-

ciation.

The May meeting of the Indiana Electric Railway Association

was held at the Traction & Terminal Building. Indianapolis,

May nth.

The committee on interchangeable coupon books reported that

the question had been put to various roads as to whether they would

favor the use of the Ohio book. The Ft. Wayne & Wabash \'alley

and the Indiana Union Traction Co. replied that they would join

in the use of the Ohio book. The Indianapolis & Northwestern and

the Terrc Haute Traction & Light Co. replied that they would not

use the Ohio book. The Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co.

did not favor using the Ohio book, but would join other companies

in its use. The Indianapolis & Eastern replied that the question

was still under advisement and not yet decided.

The paper read at this meeting was on the subject of "Repairs to

Equipment." by Mr. M. M. Nash, superintendent Terre Haute

Traction and Light Co.. and will be found on page 354.

.\fter a discussion of the rate question and the probable effect of

a rate war with competing steam lines, the association adjourned.
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New Comhination Car for Ft. Wavnc i\: Wabash
Vallcv.

The Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co. has recently or-

dered a new combination car from the Cincinnati Car Co., which is

to be one of the largest and finest internrban cars that has yet been

bnilt.

The general dimensions of the cars are as follows : Length over

bninpers, 6i ft. 6 in. ; length over vestibnlcs, 59 ft, 4 in, ; center to

center of trucks, 35 ft. : height from underside of sill to top of roof,

dies, sash lifts, etc., will be of Persian brass beaded pattern through-

out. The deck and upper sash will be glazed with light green opal-

elscent glass, all other glass being 3-16-in. polished plate glass.

The smoking compartment will be equipped with eight mahogany

chairs and one couch, upholstered in genuine dark green Sterling

leather. The ladies compartment will have 15 Hale & Kilburn high

back, head roll seats, with oval pedestal base, spring edge seats and

upholstered with figured mohair plush. The observation end of

the car will have two cozy corner seats, upholstered in leather, and

eight camp chairs with back rest. Storage space for the camp

PLAN OF SIDE AND FLOOR FRAMING.

9 ft. g in.; height from rail to underside of sill with 37-in. wheels,

3 ft. 5 in.; width over grab handles, 8 ft. 10 in.; width over sheath-

ing, 8 ft. yM in. ; width over sills, 8 ft. 6 in. The cars will be di-

vided so as to provide for a baggage compartment, smoking com-

partment, buffet, ladies' or non-smoking compartment, and an en-

closed observation platform. The buffet will be equipped with

cooking utensils, range, ice chest, water coolers, lockers for china

and silver ware and will be in charge of a special attendant.

The floor of the baggage compartment will be of plain oak, while

chairs will be provided under the couches in the ladies and smoking

compartments.

For lighting inverted dome fi.\turcs with 12-in. holophane globes

mounted on swinging brass frames will be used. These frames will

contain five no- volt, i6-c. p lamps each. Three of these will be

placed on the center line of the ceiling in the ladies compartment

and two in the smoking compartment, while one will be placed in

the dome of the observation end. The smoking compartment will

also have six bracket lamps with sJ^-in. holophane globes.

J LJJ L_J L_ll L_1J L_i

FU«1K PLAN OF FT. WAYNE & WABASH VALLEY CAR.

white quarter sawed oak, planed, scraped and sanded smooth and

varnished, will be used in the other compartments. The floor in

the smoking compartment will be covered with a royal Wilton

carpet, the center aisle of the ladies compartment will be 'furnished

with figured rubber matting and the floor of the observation car

will be covered with interlocking rubber matting. The ceilings in

both passenger compartments will be full empire painted and dec-

orated with gold, while that of the observation end will be of

horizontal veneered mahogany, with a dome 3 ft. 6 in. in diameter,

placed in the center of the ceiling. The panels, including wains-

coating, will be of Mexican veneered mahogany and all sash and

door frames, molding, etc., will be of Honduras mahogany. All

trimmings, such as basket racks, lighting fixtures, door locks, han-

Tlie equipment of the cars will include double end quadruple

equipments of Westinghouse No. 85 motors with unit switch control,

geared for a speed of 60 miles per hour at 525 volts ; Westing-

house straight air brake equipments, D-2 compressors, automatic

slack adjusters, illuminated gages, etc. Baldwin M. C. B. trucks, of

the Indiana Union Traction Co. type, will be used, the dimensions

of which are as follows: Diameter of wheels with tires, 37J4 i"-;

diameter of cast steel wheel centers, 31 in.; wheel tread, 3 in.;

depth of flange, % in. ; thickness of flange, I in. ; thickness through

tire at tread, 3!-s in.; wheel base, 6 ft.
;

'diameter of axles at motor

bearings, 6^. in. ; at gear seat and wheel seat, yYz in. ;
journals,

4!4x8 in. ; extreme length of axles,' 8S/4 in-

The underframe of this car has for its principal elements two
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ci-nliT sills wliidi cxtiMiil In. in ind In i-nd ol llit car, hfiiig Or fl.

(i ill. loiiK, iiiid two side sills wliich exifiul the length of the body

only. 1 lie center sills are fj-in. I-bcaiiis willi a piece nl timber nii

each side, niaUiiiK the coniposilc sills 6x6 in. The side sills arc

6-in. I-bcanis with timber filliiiR, Rive a width of 4 in. and. in addi-

tion, on the ontsidc of the sill is placed a 6x4x9-16-111. angle, the

flange facing outward, and on this flange rests a 4%x7j4 '" timber

to receive the parts. There are also two intermediates of 4x6-in.

timber reinforced at the platform end and over the forward truck

by a }ixCi-U\. steel plate. The cross members are two body bolsters

built lip of i'/|Xio-in. plates, two needle beams, which arc 6-in. I-

bcams, placed 8 ft. apart at the center of the car and a 6-in. channel

at the rear of the car body. Rctween the longitudinal sills are placed

I^x6-in. blocks about 27 in. between centers and the sills are held

together by tie rods. 'I hesc are 5^ in. in diameter and are set up by

turnbuckles acting on right and left threads, the turnhuckles coming

between the center sills. There are 23 tie rods, one being placed

each side of each body bolster and the others spaced about 27 in.

ap.nl. Im-oui bolster to bolster arc truss rods running under the

iiccillc beams. Other truss rods are concealed in the side of the

car, these rods arc I'/jxz'/i in. in section except the ends which are

i-1-Si in. round.

Oubiique Ball Park.

The Union Electric Co., of Dubuque, la., has for several years

actively supported the Baseball Club of that city, contributing to

llu' expense of maintaining the ball park. The Dubuque club is ^

member of the 3 T League, which includes Springfield, Peoria,

lilooiiiiiiKli'ii. Decatur, Dubuque. Cedar Rapids, Davenport and

particularly in the case of those countries—like Italy and Switzer-

land—where coal is dear and where, on the other hand, there are

abundant natural sources of supply of energy.

11

—

THK Kf.EfTKIC SII'IMV SYSTEM TO BE AIXJlTEll.

In the present stale of science it appears probable that electric

traction on railways proper will only be possible practically by the

use of current generated by stationary plant at central stations,

transmitted to the locomotives by insulated conductors laid along

the permanent way anil utilized in the motors on the train. This is

now rendered more easy by the advance which has been made in

high tension generation, distribution and conversion, currents at

60,000 volts being now generated in several stations, enabling any

amount of electric energy to be conveyed with certainty, ease and

economy to sub-station up to a distance of 400 kilometers (249

miles), so that it would now be possible to supply a line of railway

400 kilometers in length from a single generating station.

The continuous current system has been thoroughly tried, and

its use in traction on railways has demonstrated its excellent quali-

ties of large range of load (great acceleration) and elasticity; it is

to be preferred where it is a question of a railway with heavy

passenger and goods traffic and where a frequent and quick service

is required.

The 3-phase current system is complicated and has the disad-

vantage of loss of a considerable amount of energy in the resist-

ances when starting.

.'\ great movement in favor of the single phase system has taken

place during the last few years in Italy and in Germany, and is

spreading little by little also in .^merica. This last system is theo-

retically belter than the preceding and. although the applications

Dl'BrolE ll.\SK B.M.I- I'AKK,

Rock Island, and has scheduled (iS games for the coming season.

The numbers attending at the Dubuque Park are from 750 to 4,000

per game. The accompanying illustration shows the park on the

occasion of the first practice game of the season, Apr. 9. 1905, when
Dubuque defeated Minneapolis in a 12-inning game. The grand

stand shown has just been completed at a cost of $1,500. This

stand .scats 2,500 people, an(J besides the stand there are bleachers

which will accommodate 1,5(30 men.

Electric Traction."

In a report on the subject of "Electrical Traction," presented

before the International Railway Congress in Washington, May.
i()05. Mr. \'ictor 'Ircmontani, manager of the electrical department
of the Italian Mediterranean Ry., discus.ses the various phases of

electric traction on steam railways and summarizes his conclusions

as follows:

III—FROM THE SERVICE POINT OF VIEW.

Electric traction offers a number of advantages of a technical

nature, in working and in economy, over the existing methods of

steam traction, and although—to judge by the limited number of

practical trials made up to the present—the problem does not ap-

pear to have been solved completely and finally (except in certain

special cases—metropolitan, suburban and mountain railways), the

question of this new and seductive method of traction to large rail-

ways is worthy of serious investigation, not only in the case of com-
panies working metropolitan lines and those working the suburban
traffic of some of the large provincial towns, but also of others and
more particularly those which have to meet the fierce competition
of electric tramw,\vs.

The application of electricity to the traction of railway trains is

now a necessity and requires to be seriously investigated and applied.

of the single phase motor to railway traction are but in their in-

fancy, it may be definitely stated that in them will be found the so-

lution of the problem for light railways and for those lines which

run into towns where this motor can also utilize the continuous

current supply.

Ill—FRO.M THE SERVICE POINT OF VmW.

In tile first place it must be borne in mind that the ideal traffic

for passengers is that obtained by a service similar to that on tram-

ways, but at high speed—that is to say. that the existing trains

which start at intervals of several hours should be replaced by light

trains running at short intervals. Now, in order to obtain greater

speed for the existing trains, the steam locomotive cannot be used.

as it has nearly reached its limits of economy and power, and we
must turn to the electric motor, which can easily give the extreme

speeds at present in demand for express trains. To obtain the fre-

quent service desired by the public, steam trains cannot be multi-

plied without largely increasing the working expenses, whereas with

electric traction the increa.s^ ip number of the trains entails but

small additional expenditure.

With the adoption of electric traction on railways a new service

should be commenced with frequent fast trains of smaller size. The
ideal with electric traction is the automotor vehicle itself forming
the whole train.

The reporter is of opinion that the following conclusion may be

drawn
: That in the future trains of great length will no longer be

run (except for long distances), and that numerous short trains

will be run instead. This result will in a great measure depend
on the advances made in electric technology, but even now the

possibilities of electricity and of its mode of transmission are realized

as affording several good solutions, none of which can be regarded
as final, but all of which have their advantages according to the
mode of application and to local conditions.



Some Operative Features of the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago
Railway Co.— II.

Power House.

The goiierating station is at Batavia on the Fox River, which

location is practically the electrical center of the 200 miles of track

for whose operation is furnishes current.

The principal features of this plant were fully described in the

"Review" for August, 1902, hut further data on some special points

will be of interest.

The operation of tin- auxiliary apparatus is for the most part

by electric motors. The auxiliary units comprise : Two horizontal

flywheel type vacuum pumps direct connected to 2S-h. p. direct

current motors, two vertical triplex feed pumps with 8-in. bore

direct connected to ,15-h. p. direct current motors, four triplex

circulating pumps with 19-in. bore direct connected to 35-h. p.

direct current motors an<l two 10 x 6 x lO-in. duplex steam pumps.

of the oil feeding system and is also i)iit In ntlur various uses, such

as cleaning switchboards, etc.

There are three main generating units each consisting of a 1,500-

kw., revolving-field generator and a 32 x 64 x 60-in. Cooper-Corliss

compound engine operating at 7$ r. p. m. with l7,S-lb. admission

pressure and generating 2„';oo-voll. ,vphase. 25-cycle alternating cur-

rent.

Between the two sides of each main engine and facing away from

the generator are instrument boards for each generating unit.

These boards are made of a single sheet of wrought iron with an

angle iron riveted on the edge to furnish the proper stiffness. On
each of these boards are mounted compound gages, speed counter,

recording vacuum gage, steam pressure gage, pilot lights and an

indicating wattmeter showing the rate of output of the generator.

WnE.\TON V.\RDS .\ND SHOPS.

The electrical control of the motors driving the auxiliaries is

well arranged. A single panel board mounted on the wall nearby

controls each motor. These boards are fitted with a circuit breaker.

starting resistance and a main single-pole double-throw knife switch.

Current for all these motors is controlled from the auxiliary board.

This current supply is taken from the i2S-volt exciter bus-bars

and led through circuit breakers and line switches to the respective

control boards near the motors. Single-pole double-throw line

switches are so connected that any individual motor, pump or

group of pumps can have its current metered by a recording watt-

meter on this board. A set of double-pole single-throw switches

is also mounted on the board and used for controlling the current

fed to the crane, stokers, elevator, compressors and lighting cir-

cuits throughout the power station. The cables from this board to

the auxiliary apparatus are rubber covered and sheathed with lead

protected by woven jute, so that the flooding of the auxiliary pit

up to the level of the motors themselves would in no way impair

continued operation.

Close by the auxiliary board is a 4-h. p. air compressor set with

two storage tanks of lo-cu. ft. capacity. The automatic governor

which controls this motor compressor set keeps the pressure on the

storage tanks at 40 lb. per square inch. This air is used for forc-

ing the cylinder and journal oil from the stock room to the pumps

On tlie lower p;irt of these boards at a convenient licighl is a

steel shelf of ample proportions for holding oil cup.s^ small

wrenches and similar tools.

Space and foundations have been provided in the north end of

the building for the addition of a fourth unit. This space, at the

present time, is being utilized for repairing the high potential trans-

formers, which work the company carries on with its own employes.

This space is readily adapted for such use because it is served by

the engine room traveling crane which can unload damaged elec-

trical apparatus from the cars running directly into the engine room

and easily load and unload all heavy material for transportation

between the power station and sub-stations.

In the center of the engine room floor and between two of the

generating units are the exciter units and a, 500-kw., 6oo-volt rotary

converter which was installed last fall and is used for feeding the

railway circuits near the power house. In ordinary operation ex-

citing current for the main units and auxiliary uses is furnished by

a motor generator set, consisting of a 450-h. p., 2,300-voIt induction

motor, connected to a .300-kw., 125-voIt direct current .generator.

The west side of the building throughout its entire length and for

a width of about 20 ft. is occupied in the basement by the bus-bar

compartments, oil room and a workmen's room with bath, toilet

and lockers ; on the engine room floor by the chief engineer's office.
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111,' slfp M|i IruisfnniHirs, Nlnwrr Ml^l<lr^, work sliup ami store

ru.Hii Imi the clecliician; two galleries at the ends of this side of

the liiiiliIiiiK and aliove the latter named parts are utilized, one for

visitors the oiluT for the main '.witc-ldpo.ird wliicli controls the

onlpnl of llie station,

I
111- method nsed in inlerc-omiectinR a generatinK "nit and its

>tep-iip iraiisforiners ami motor operated oil switeh with the high

potential hiis-hars is siiniiU- All the current from the main gen-

erators is switchei! on the liiRli iiotential side of the raising trans-

formers. The liiis-liar compartinenl is l<c|)l under -^-oz. air pres

snrc. Its leiigtii is 150 ft. along the west side of the hasemcnt and

no inllammahlc materials of any sort are to he found in it.

Tlie path of the current from generator to line is as follows:

I Tom llie generator the 2,300-volt current is carried to the hns-har

compartment hy three ashestos covered cables. Immediately helow

the three step-up transformers, which stand on the engine room

llonr and over openiuK's in the ceiling of the hus-liar compartment,

Iniilding. Tlic tops of these chimneys arc covered with a s-in. slab

<jf concrete and the wires pass vertically through three 6-iii. holes

in this slab and vertically through standard glass line insulators

set over the openings in the concrete. It was necessary to drill

holes through the tops of these insulators and thus string them

on these wires .so that they would cover the 6-in. holes in the

concrete and not permit the passage of air under pressure from the

bus wire chimneys to (he exterior. The weight of these vertically

hanging wires is sustained by standard insulators so that at all

times the wires hang clear in their respective chimneys.

I'"rom the lightning arrester banks at the tops of the chimneys

the line wires are led through openings in the wall of the building

and out to line insulators mounted on a steel rack on the outside

wall of the building. At this point the copper conductor used in the

interior wiring connects with the standard aluminum feeder used

throughout the distribution system. Opposite this exit of the wires

atid across the track parallel with the wr-ct •
:'i-

-
•' 'he building is

WHE.XTON M.MlilNE SHOI'.

are the primary connections for the transfi.irmers. On the 2().40O-

volt secondary side of the transformers, the wires are all bare

copper mounted on standard line insulators supported by a grounded

steel rack. These leads, after passing through current trans-

formers and choke coils, again pass up through the ceiling and

through the double sets of contacts of the Type H, motor-operated

oil switch. From the opposite side of the .switch the high potential

bare wires drop directly to the three main bus wires. These three

bus wires are of hard drawn copper and extend horizontally in

brick and concrete three tier cells throughout the length of the

hus-bar compartment. This same scheme is used for connecting

all three generating units to the bus wires and these wires are

sectionalized by single-pole line switches mounted on glass bases

inside the firfproof compartments. The bus wires are carried on

standard line insulators held up by steel pins bedded in the con-

crete which forms the bus wire cells and each wire is kept under
tension by heavy springs at its ends "deadended" to porcelain strain

insulators mounted on rods also bedded in concrete. These bus
wire compartments stand about 4 ft. from the west foundation wall

of the building and suitable openings are provided in this side of

the compartments for making taps from the buses to line switches

standing on the floor above and operated by electrical motors and
a system of remote control with operating buttons in tlie switch-

board gallery the same as the switches in the generator circuits

between the step-up transformers and the bus wires. From the

lower side of these line switches the high potential w^ires enter

stone and brick chimneys built as a part of the west wall of the

power station and rise vertically to a point near the eaves of the

a strain structure which cares for all tension in the dead ending of

the distribution circuits as they enter the building.

The average monthly output of this station is 1,600,000 kw. hours.

Sub-Stations.

Power from the generating station is distributed on three-phase

high potential lines to six sub-stations having a rotary converter

capacity of 5,500 kw. General Electric 500-kw. rotary converters

are used and the machines are distributed as follows: 1,500-kw.

capacity at Maywood, II miles from Chicago; i,ooo-kw. capacity

at Lombard. 20.5 miles from Chicago, these two installations are on

the Wheaton-Chicago double-track branch; i,ooo-kw. capacity at

Clintonville. 2.7 miles from Elgin, and 500-kw. capacity at Ingalton,

I I.I miles from Elgin, on the Wheaton-Elgin single-track branch;

i.ooo-kw. capacity at .\urora sub-station. 1.5 miles from .Xurora and

500-kw. capacity at Warrenville 9.1 miles from .Aurora on the

\\heaton-.\urora single-track branch ; 500-k\v. capacity at the power
house.

The six sub-stations in this distribution system supply 600-voIt

direct current for 200 miles of electric railway track, made up of

the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago third-rail line, the Elgin city line, the

Elgin, .\urora & Southern Traction Co's. line which extends along

the Fox River for a distance of 40 miles and connects Elgin with

Aurora, the Aurora city lines and one half of the track between
.\urora and Joliet on the line of the Joliet, Plainfield & Aurora
Railroad Co.

No changes have been needed in any of the sub-station build-

ings and the operation of the apparatus, even though at times un-

der severe overload has occasioned but the ordinary amount of
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trouble. The changes in the genera! plan and the extra demand

for direct current at certain portions of the distribution system have

made it necessary to move some of the rotaries from their original

sub-stations, but as all sub-stations were built with foundations for

e.\tra machinery little trouble was occasioned by these changes.

The output of the il rotaries for the first three months of the

present year was as follows: January, 1,398,900 kw. hrs. ; Febru-

ary, 1,328,000 kw. hrs.; March, 1,170,000 kw. hrs.

As originally placed, the storage battery used for operating the

oil switches in each sub-station was located on the main floor, in

a wooden case with glass doors, near the rotary and switchboard.

This arrangement proved unsatisfactory on account of the spilling

of acids and the escape of fumes. A portion of the basement un-

der the ticket office is now used as a battery room. All the walls

are of concrete and brick and outside ventilation is provided so

that no trouble is anticipated from acids.

.Ml sub-station rotaries have been equipped with a speed limiting

device which is placed on one end of the shaft and so constructed

J^

house ihrougli Ingaltoii. Lombard. Warrenville and back to the

power house, assuring the continued feeding of sub-stations even

though one branch of the high potential line be down. The high

potential lines are carried on 40-ft. cedar poles with 7-in. tops.

These poles are spaced 80 ft. apart on straight tracks and extra

poles are set at all sliarp angles in the line. The style of con-

struction as originally built had two cross-arms 4H x 5^ in. in sec-

tion spaced 24 in. apart, the top arm being 30 in. below the top of

the pole. This gave room for two three-phase lines with three in-

sulators on either side of the pole and holding the wires at the

corners of an equilateral triangle 30 in. on a side. Glass insulators

7 in. in diameter and 4J4 in. high were use(l in the original construc-

tion. These were mounted on a combination wrought iron and

wooden pin which held the wire 9 in. above the cross-arms.

During the first months of operation many breakdowns occurred

throughout the entire high tension system, due principally to the

puncturing and breaking of the glasses. The display on these

occurrences especially at night was at times startling and many

TS.\CK L.VYOUT, WHEATUN YARDS.

that when the armature, in event of failure in the alternating cur-

rent supply, exceeds a set speed, the direct current supply is cut

off from the rotary and running away prevented.

A blank is used for recording the daily performance of the sub-

station machinery. The original size of these sheets, which are

perforated for loose leaf binding, is SYz x 14 in. Each sheet is a

complete record for the operation of a single sub-station during a

period of 24 hours, and as a similar record is used for the generat-

ing machinery, any error in the recording instruments or their read-

ing can be readily noticed and adjusted while yet fresh in the mem-

ory. The daily consultation of these records also furnishes assur-

ance against continued hea\T undiscovered feeder or third-rail

leakage.

Distribution System.

The three-phase 26,400-volt wires which distribute current to

these six sub-stations were furnished by the Pittsburg Reduction

Co. They leave the power house as three separate lines, one ex-

tending cross-country to the Ingalton sub-station and on along the

track to the CHntonville sub-station, one along the track to the

Warrenville sub-station and then on to the Lomliard sub-station,

and still farther on to the Maywood sub-station, one cross country

to the Aurora sub-station. A standard line also connects the Ingal-

ton and Lombard sub-stations, thus forming a loop from the power

freaks of burning took place. In some cases a small hole was

pierced through the seat in the top of the insulator, the current

passing through the wrought iron insulator bolt and into Ihe cross-

arm. No effect could be noticed at the top of the pole except a

small glow, perhaps a half inch in diameter at the point where the

aluminum wire rested on the top of the insulator, but a serious

effect often took place near the base of the pole or wherever there

was a crack or deep knot hole in the wood. At such places the

poles would first begin to burn, the flame coming forth from the

knot holes very much the same as the blaze of a gasoline blow torch

and accompanied by the same roaring sound. In some cases the

poles burned in this manner until they toppled over when the short

circuiting or breaking of the high potential wires first gave notice

of any disorder on the line. It was also noticed that many poles

first began to burn at those points where bolts or lag screws broke

the dry outside surface of the wood, the leakage in some places

being heavy enough to melt the galvanizing from the bolls. When
these breakdowns began, the disorders appeared so often that no

opportunity was given for re-setting the burned poles, so a pole

which had had its top burned beyond usefulness would be chopped

down and the wires allowed to hang free for a double length span.

These interruptions necessitated a change in the pole top arrange-

ment which was soon made.
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I lit- li>p wire wliicli foniicrly was siippnrli-d on one siilc of llic

pole on the upper cross-arm was moved to a new position at Ilic

top of the pole, using a wrought iron pole pin fastened with one

through holt and one lag holt. The pole wire on the lower cross-

ann was moved to the extreme end of this cross-arm hut on the

opposite side of the pole. This makes an isosceles triangle with a

hasc of 90 in. hetwecn the two wires on the lower cross-arm, and

sides 70 in. between the upper wire and the lower ones. The lines

were thus rearranged throughout the entire system except hetwecn

Whcalon and Lombard where it is necessary to carry a double line

of three-phase feeders in order to preserve the loop system of feed-

ing. The glass insulators have been replaced by Locke porcelain

insulators, No. 307. This type is a three-piece cemented and glazed

porcelain insulator with a diameter of 7)^ in. and a height of 6}i

in. Since thus reconstructing the line but little trouble has oc-

cured and this has been caused by lightning. There are in all 67

miles of high potential three-phase pole lines.

Vowcr for the third-rail line is fed to the rail at seven points

on the system; [lowcr for llic Ivlgin city lines is taken from the

11
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Repairs to Equipment.

BY M. M. NASH, SUPERINTENDENT TERRE HAUTE TRACTION & LIGHT CO.

The subject, "Repairs to Equipment," is one of great interest and

importance to the welfare of a street railway, inasmuch as the suc-

cessful operation of a city or interurban road depends, to a very

large extent, upon the repair department.

The writer believes that at the head of this department should be

put a man who thoroughly understands his business, and who will

look after the interests of his company as though they were his

own, practicing economy in every possible way, but not neglecting

or slighting any part of the work, as it is not economy to slight the

repairs to electrical equipments. To successfully handle his shop,

the master mechanic should be allowed to employ thoroughly com-

petent men, and to so lay out the work that individuals can be held

responsible for the special classes of work which they are set to do.

He should be allowed to pay good wages, in order to obtain the

best results, and should not, under any circumstances, be forced to

take men into his department simply because they are friends of

some official, for such men, as a rule, do not give proper attention

to their work or to handling it economically.

Many managers arc prone to criticise the expense of the repair

department, and though the writer does not wish to question the

good judgment of these men, he believes they should look at the

results obtained rather than the first cost of obtaining them. It has

been his experience as a repair man that the very best labor and

material obtainable proved cheapest in the long run, and though this

may seem costly from the .standpoint of payroll and supply account

analysis, the expense is surely justified by the knowledge that on

heavy days, when a company is obliged to put all of its cars into

service, the schedule will be uninterrupted by breakdowns. On
such occasions as this the manager, who is prone to criticise the ex-

pense account and tell his maste: mechanic that he is spending more

money in his department than he should, is the first to congratulate

himself and boast to others on the good condition of his equipment.

The writer has had varied experience during the past 15 years

in street railway repair shops, and well remembers the first shop of

which he was master mechanic. The company with which he was

connected had for equipment of its cars the old type G. E. F-30 and

WP-30 motors, which the management was on the point of throw-

ing out and replacing with a later design when he took hold of the

repairs. .'\t that time the shop force consisted of 39 men, all of

whom were necessary to look after the repairs on 34 regular cars,

and though these men worked hard day and night to keep the cars

running, there were always from s to 10 cars lying idle in the shop,

and there was never a time when the men could go home at night

knowing that all the cars were in shape to operate. The writer

found, after being there a short time, that the material was the

cheapest that could be bought, and it was evident that the repair

men had never been instructed how to systematize the work, nor,

in fact, how it should be done. The cars would come in with hot

armature and journal bearings, with armatures and fields burnt out,

with controllers short-circuited, with broken gears, and, in fact,

everything that could possibly happen would and did happen. To
clean up the equipment was something which never seemed to enter

the heads of any of the men, and when the writer suggested that

this might be done the men laughed and told him that he would
quickly get over that idea, as they did not have time to change

and repair the damaged parts, much less keep the equipment clean.

After sizing np the situation, the writer determined to secure

better material and better assistance, and straightway proceeded to

do so. All of this cost more money and the repair account conse-

quently increased, but in three months' time, with the repair work
systematized and with good material, the cars were always ready
for service when wanted, and instead of 39 men, only 14 were re-

quired. To accomplish this end it was necessary, of course, to

spend a good deal of money, but after the cars were in good condi-

tion, the repair force organized and good material in the supply
room the expenses of the shop were reduced fully 50 per cent.

This illustration serves to emphasize the point that "what is

worth doing at all is worth doing well," and goes to show that the

use of good material and a well organized repair force, with system-

•Read before the Indiana Electric Railway Association. Indian-
apolis. May II. 1905.

atic methods of doing the work, is productive of the most good

with the least outlay.

The equipment of a repair shop is even more essential in prop-

erly handling repairs, and the writer believes that every facility

should be provided in the way of machinery and tools, as the econ-

omy resulting from their use more than justifies the first cost. In

addition to the usual apparatus of a repair shop, such as bolt ma-

chines, planer, drill press, speed lathe, etc., a wheel-boring mill, a

wheel press and a lathe that will swing a set of 33-in. wheels on

the axle, are great money savers for any street railway company,

even though that company operates only from 25 to 75 cars.

Another very important piece of apparatus is a stationary motor

driven air compressor, so piped that the controllers and motors may
be blown out every night, as it is well known that carbon and copper

dust are direct causes of many troubles. Furthermore, the piping

could be so arranged that the cars themselves could be cleaned by

air, especially open cars and such box cars as have upholstered seats.

With such a piece of equipment air hoists could be used, thus saving

a great deal of time and labor in handling wheels, axles, motors

and other heavy pieces.

With such apparatus, economy in labor and in time is introduced

at every possible point, and the resulting saving in cost and in the

ability to repair cars in a short time with a comparatively small

working force is largely increased, so that although the first cost

may seem high, the machines can be made to pay for themselves

in a reasonable time.

Periodical inspection of cars is a great factor in economical main-'

tenance, and this should be made at least once a month, the cars

being taken into the shop and carefully looked over for loose bolts,

worn armature and journal bearings, and, in fact, everything which

if not caught in time might seriously disable the car. Such an in-

spection, of course, should include the controller, circuit breakers

and other electrical equipment, as well as the mechanical.

If, in addition to these inspections, a complete record is kept of

all work done upon a car and its equipment, and the cause of the

trouble making such work necessary, the operating oflScials can know
at all times the condition of the equipment as a whole, the reasons

for the repairs and the manner in which they are made, thus en-

abling them to easily follow the details, and keep in close touch

with the operation of the repair shop. Furthermore, should it at

any time be necessary to detail a car for some service which would

prevent its getting into the shop again for a considerable period, a

glance over the record would tell what cars could with safety be put

out on this service.

It is true that with the best of care a car will once in a while be-

come disabled, but as a rule, careful inspection will discover many
defects which, though slight at the time, if attended to then will

avoid serious trouble later on.

The writer believes that in making these periodical inspections

motors should be taken oflf the trucks, the armatures taken out and
the fields carefully looked over, the commutators trued, if neces-

sary, and if in the opinion of the inspectors the bearings would not

last until the car is brought in the next time or for a reasonable

period, the bearings should be changed. Where split gears are used

on the axle their bolts should be very carefully examined, and if

necessary, changed. The controllers, resistances, circuit breakers,

etc., should be thoi-oughly overhauled, as should also all parts of

the air and other brakes, and, in fact, every part of the equipment,

from the wheels to the trolley, should be carefully examined.

In order that these in.'ipections may result beneficially, the writer

believes it essential that special men be detailed to examine special

parts, and that these men should be held responsible for the condi-

tion of these special parts. In other words, the man who looks

after the trucks should not be the man to examine the air brakes,

and the one who looks after the air brakes should not be the one

to examine the controllers and resistances.

These periodic inspections should be done during the day, but it

is essential, for economic maintenance, that careful inspection be

luade every night by a competent night foreman or inspectors, de-

pending upon the size of the road. It is not expected that the night

car house force should do heavy repairs, as the cars are only in

storage a very short time, but it is necessary that the bearings be

properly oiled, the motor brushes looked after and the wheels

closely examined, particularly cast iron wheels, and to obviate any
possible expensive repairs the controllers and resistances should

also be thoroughly gone over.
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In ii'laliiin I" tin- vvlu'i-ls, tliir wrIUT lu-lu-vcs dial if llii-ru i-. any

(Icnilil ill the iiiiiid of the persim examining them as tn their kdikI

Cdiuhtinn (ir tlie Kood contlitioii of any part of the lirake equipment,

the ear mi wliieh this defective or thoiight-lo-lie defective equip-

ment is carried should lie side tracked and reported to tile master

mechanic in the morning.

Hy making ins|)eclions in this way the possihility of expensive re-

pairs and serious trouhle is largely eliminated, and the danger of

accidents, due to defective wheels, brakes, etc., greatly decreased.

In previous paragraphs the use of good material has been advo-

cated, and the statement has been made that this would prove

cheaper in the long run than to use poor material. In this connec-

tion, hearing metal can he well used as an illustration. This mate-

rial can he obtained anywhere at from 12 to .10 cents and more per

pound, an<l though it may seem more econnniical to use the cheaper

(piality, the writer believes from his experience that if this be done

the cost would prove greater, taking into consideration the labor of

rewinding armatures that have dropped down, due to melting of

bearings, the material necessary therefor, the labor in changing

armatures and the conse(|uent loss of car and equipment from

service, than the cost of using a higher price iiH'l.il.

rile life of bearings depends largely upon the method of lubrica-

tion anil the kinds of lubricant used. )t has been and still is the

custom to use for this purpose a so-called motor compound, which

is a thick, greasy substance, but lately the writer has had some ex-

perience with a lubricant more in the nature of an oil, which is

fed into the bearings through a piece of felt from an oil cup. This

has given satisfaction in increased life of bearings and consequent

reduction in cost, and the company with which the writer is now
connected is installing this system as rapidly as possible on all of

its motors. This matter, while not coming exactly under the head-

ing of the subject, is still one which has a direct bearing on the cost

of repairs to equipment, and is one which the writer hopes to hear

fully discussed at thi.s or a later meeting.

Another factor of repair co^t is the rewinding of armatures, and

in regard to this all are doubtless agreed that it is much cheaper to

do this work in your own shops than to have it done outside. There

i.s, however, a dilTerence of opinion as to the advisability of form-

ing your own coils, some master mechanics contending that it is

cheaper to build coils in the shop than to have them furnished by

the manufacturer of the motor, while others take the opposite view.

It has been the writer's experience that the results obtained from

using coils purchased from the manufacturer are much more satis-

factory and economical for the reason that such coils arc better

formed, more carefully made and tested, easier to put in place, and

it is not necessary to bake the complete armature when ready for

installation. Furthermore, they seem to last longer in service than

does the home-made coil, which increased life, together with the

saving of labor, compensates for the increased cost.

The writer has endeavored to outline the ideal method of con-

ducting a repair shop and to give some idea of what is necessary in

the way of shop eipiipment, organization, etc., to obtain the best

results. It is impossible, of course, for all companies, especially the

smaller ones, to afford the best, as circumstances must govern them
to a greater or less extent. The property with which the writer is

now connected unfortunately falls at present under the head of this

exception, and wdiat follows is a brief description of the car shop

methods adopted by this company.

Its car equipment consists of single and double truck, two and

four-motor, open and box cars, numbering in all about one hundred.

The car equipment in the way of trucks, motors and controllers is

varied, there being many different kinds and makes, thereby making
it necessary to have a large and varied assortment of repair parts

constantly on hand. Both air and hand brakes are used, and these,

too, are of different types and makes, as are also the electric heaters.

Co look after such an assortment and maintain it properly requires

a great deal of attention, nuich more than would he the case with

equipment less varied in nature. To do this we have arranged our
shops so as to expedite the work as much as possible, and are fol-

lowing as closely as we can the methods previously outlined.

Our car shop equipment does not include wheel presses, air com-
pressor, boring mill and that class of machinery, and we therefore

cannot handle any of our wheel repairs, which are all done outside,

and which consequently costs us considerably more than would be

the case were we able to take care of it ourselves.

To remove wheels, the car is placed over a wheel pit and the

trucks and body supported by jacks, so as to permit the lowering of

the wheels and axles into the pit. I hcsc arc then run to one side

and raised to another track paralleling the one on which the car

stands, and are then pushed out of the way and loaded onto flat cars

for removal to the wheel works. The new set of wheels is then

rolled into the pit and raised into position. To make this change

requires about two hours' time for two men.

Not having an air compressor, we cannot economize in lalKjr or

time hy the use of air hoists, and therefore we remove motors by

means of hydraulic jacks in the pit, directly in front of the winding

room, so as to avoid any nnnccssary handling of armatures back and

forth in the shop.

The arrangement of the shop is such as to enable us to do our

carpenter work in one portion, blacksmith and machine shop work

in another portion, and painting in still another portion, the paint

shop being separated from the rest of the building by fireproof walls,

with heavy, double, sliding fireproof doors.

Not having an air compressor, we must consequently clean all

cars by hand, and this is done in the car house proper under the

supervision of the night foreman.

Inspections arc made regularly, and a record is kept of all work

done on each car and its equipment. Further than this, our train-

men are instructed and expected to report each night, in a book pro-

vided for the purpose, all defects in connection with their car which

they have noticed during the day. It is the duty of the night fore-

man to carefully look over these reports and to make such repairs

as he can with the force at his command. If the repairs to any car

are of such nature as to require attention which the night foreman

and his helpers are unable to give, he is instructed to hold that ear

out of service the next day, so that it can be overhauled by the day

force.

We have, in so far as possible, detailed a man to each class of

work, and are therefore able to hold some one person responsible

for the condition of each part of the car and its equipment. Of

course, with only 100 cars, the men are not constantly employed on

their special work, and are therefore available to the car house

foreman for other work, which they do under his direction or un-

der the direction of the man responsible for that work.

Our car house being pretty well crowded, it is impossible to wash

the cars at night, and consequently this must be done during tiic

day. We have built a wash pit of cement, so arranged that the

water runs to the center and drains through iron grating to the

drain pipe. A car is placed over this pit and thoroughly washed

with a brush, to which water is furnished by a hose passing through

the handle of the brush and attached to a standpipe, after which it

is rubbed down with chamois and run off to one side to dry. Soap

and other dirt removers are used only in extreme cases.

The brief description vvill show that though we are unable to

follow to the fullest extent the method outlined for best operation

of a repair shop, we have adopted its most salient features, modify-

ing thciTi to suit local conditions.

In conclusion, the writer would say that to secure the best results

constant attention is required, but if a company properly equips its

shop, .secures a good master mechanic, furnishes him with com-

petent help, organizes that help, systematizes their work and gives

them good material to work with, care and worry will be reduced

to a minimum and the resulting economy and satisfactory condition

of the equipment will fully justify the means.

A Sad State of Affairs.

The New York Sun of February 26th published the following re-

markable report from Sonierville, X. J.

:

"The trolley line of the Public Service corporation passes under

the Central Railroad in a subway. An overhead wire in the sub-

wa> came in contact with the iron truss of the bridge about mid-

night. The bridge became so heavily charged with electricity that

one of the iron trusses was melted, and the rails of the main track

became red hot. The current spread through the rails for a dis-

tance of five miles on either side of the bridge, and knocked out

the signal lights between this place and Bound Brook. This madf
it necessary to discontinue the running of trains."
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Observation Cars on the Pacific Electric Ry.

The city of Los Angeles, Cal., and the territory adjaccni thereto,

through which the Pacific Electric Railway Co. operates, is a Mecca

for sight-seers and tourists a greater part of the year and it is to the

electric railways that they turn for the quickest and most com-

fortable means of transportation. To meet this demand a special

tourist service is being operated on the lines of the Pacific Electric

Ry. and special cars have been built for this service, two types of

which are shown in the accompanying illustrations.

The new observation-parlor ears, of which there are two that

are of the revolving base ty])e and were inanufactured by lley-

wood Bros. & Wakefield Co. In each end of the closed section are

placed two couches, 4V2 ft. long, upholstered in leather and generous-

ly supplied with handsome leather pillows with the monogram ot

the company worked thereon. A neat toilet is installed at one

end of the car. Pearl push buttons are placed at eacli window and

25 incandescent lamps of 16 c. p. each and three large arc lamps

supply the light. The interior of the car is finished in rod cedar,

with trimmings of gold, and the floor is carpeted. The exterior

of the car is painted in maroon and trimmed with broad gold stripes,

giving the car a very neat appearance. The car is heated by elec-

tricity.

The observation car "Poppy" was built by the Pullman Co., at

a cost of several thousand dollars and has been in operation some

NEW 0BSERV.\TION PARLOR r.\R No. 318. OBSERVATION CAR POPl'Y.

have been in service a very few months, were part of an order fur-

nished by the St. Louis Car Co. and were re-arranged in the shops

of the Pacific Electric company as observation cars. These cars

measure 48 feet, i in. over all. are 8 ft. 10 in. in width and weight

approximately 69,000 lb. They are equipped with quadruple motor

equipments of Westinghouse type 76, 75 h. p. each, with a maximum
speed of 65 miles per hour, Westinghouse multiple unit control and

air brakes manufactured by the Westinghouse Traction Brake Co.

INTERIOR OBSHRVATION-rAKI.OR < AR.

.•\n automatic air device, designed and built in the shops of the rail-

way company, is installed in connection with the trolley poles so that

when the pole leaves the wire the air is released from the cylinder

and the trolley pole drops to the roof of the car, thereby avoid-

ing damage to trolley and overhead equipment. As may be seen in

the accompanying engraving, everything has been arranged for the

comfort and convenience of the passenger. In the open section are

22 rattan chairs in pairs on either side of the aisle and in the closed

section of the car are 20 chairs upholstered in leather. All chairs

four years. This car is 35 ft. 9 in. in lenglh, 8 ft. wide, and the

equipment consists of four Westinghouse type 38-B motors of

50 h. p. capacity each. It has a seating capacity for 32 persons,

20 in the closed compartment and 12 in the open, rattan chairs being

supplied for both. The interior of the car is lighted by five in-

candescent and two arc lamps, while the exterior ends and sides of

the car are bordered with 240 incandescent lamps of 16 c. p. each.

The exterior of the car is in olive green, trimmed with gold stripes.

This car makes two trips daily of 20 miles each, while the new

observation-parlor cars make round trips averaging about 65 miles,

giving the tourist an excellent opportunity for viewing the many

beautiful orange groves, canyons, missions, etc., as well as a large

part of the city of Los Angeles. A special conductor accompanies

each car and points out the place_s of interest along the route. The

tourist has the choice of several trips of from tv.-o to three hours

duration at the nominal fare of $1.

We are indebted to Mr. A. D. Schindler, general manager of the

Pacific Electric Railway Co., for data and illustrations.

A Friend of the Wild Flo^^ers.

With the aim of stimulating interest in the flowers of the coun-

tryside, the Detroit United Ry. olifers a prize of $25.00 to the boy

or girl, regularly attending school in any county traversed by the

lines of the Detroit United Ry., that is Wayne, Oakland, Macomb,

St. Clair and Genessee, for the best catalogue-list of wild flowers

to be found in these five counties. It is not necessary to designate

them by their more or less unpronouncable scientific names. These

lists will be submitted to some well-known botanist and he will

select the one which in his judgment is the most complete and

accurate. The contest will close at six o'clock p. m., Thursday,

June I, 1905. After that hour no lists w^ll be received. All lists

must be mailed or delivered to Mr. John H. Fry, 12 Woodward
avenue, Detroit. Each list must bear, legibly written, the name
and address of the compiler and the school which he or she attends.

« »

The Lynn & Nahant Street Railway Co. had its official beginning

May 17th, when Mr. J. T. W'ilson, chairman Nahant Selectmen,

drove the first spike in the sleeper under the first rail at the end

of the line at Nahant.
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Municipal TradiiiK.

BY SAMUEL MORSE, J. P.

I he Inipnrtnncc of the Subject.

AIiIicimkIi the Mihjeii nf Irndiiig hy nuinicipalities may not excite

the same interest as scinie nf the political (|iicstions of the time, it is

one nf the deepest iinporlaiice to the cniinlry. It affects all classes.

Capital ami labor are eipially intercsteil in llic sohtlioii of the prob-

lems which it raises, ami there is not an iiulividiial in the country

to whom it is not a matter of vital interest. Municipal trading

threatens the foundalifins of our commercial .system under which

the nation has Krown great and powerful in the past, and upon

which the contimiance of our prosperity depends. The industrial

and social changes which the system will effect, if unchecked, will

be of the most serious character; and therefore the enormous jiro-

portions which it has assumed in recent years make it necessary that

the pnlilK' shiinld fully undiTsl.iiid ihr real scope of its aims ami

objects.

What Municipal Trading Means.

For what is Municipal Trading? It is the expenditure of capital

I'pon. and the management of, a trading undertaking by a local gov-

ernmcnl body. This body is composed to a great extent of men

who liave ncp experience in the conduct of large business enter-

prises, aiul who have no ade<|uate understanding of the means by

which connnercial undertakings are built up and conducted. Even

if the necessary experience an<l ability existed, the ordinary work

of local government is more than enough to occupy the time at the

disposal of the members, and their private duties make it impos-

sible for them to give the requisite attention to the successful con-

duct of a commercial undertaking. It must also be remembered

that councils are not elected ad hoc. The members arc continually

changed by the electors, and no business can be successfully con-

ducted without the continuous attention of the same directing mind.

Nor are the members who conduct the business undertakings of

local bodies elected directly with that view. The question of mu-
nicipal trading never comes before the voters as a separate and dis-

tinct issue. It is mixed up at election times with diverse subjects,

and probably a member is elected because of his views on educa-

tion, or taritT reform, or Chinese l.nbor, or any exciting political

([ucstion of the hour.

It is nevertheless contended by municipal traders that such a

body will somehow be able to initiate and maintain large under-

takings with striking success. Men who are not elected for the

purpose, and who have neither the experience, nor the capacity, nor

the time, will be equally fitted to conduct vast business schemes

as men of the widest experience, of commanding commercial ability,

and who give their whole tiine to the work. The idea is as

ludicrous as anything in the pages of "Alice in Wonderland," and
it will be interesting to see a little later on in this address how the

theory looks in the clear light of practical results.

Another assumption of the municipal traders is that their trad-

ing will be done in the interests of the whole country, and that only

those businesses will be undertaken which supply goods required by
every member of the connnunity. It is undoubtedly true that many
of the duties performed by local authorities do affect the whole
population. Public health, for example, is a matter which affects

the interests of every citizen. It is of the utmost importance for

our welfare that our houses should be in a sanitary condition, that

our food should be pure, our streets clean, our roads in repair, our
sewers in good condition. These are all matters which vitally con-

cern every one of us, and if local authorities confined them.selves to

these, the true objects of local government, they would meet with
nothing but approval.

But one of the first things entered upon by the supporters of

municipal trading was the generation and supply of electric light.

Now, electric light is not a necessity for every member of the com-
munity. It is not the business of any one to see that I use elec-

tricity, or gas. or oil. in my house, or even that I use any form of
artificial light at all. .\nd yet this continues to be one of the
favorite trades of local aiithnrities, and has now grown to such an

'Extract from an address before the Batterse.i Municipal Al-
liance. Batterspa. England, Jan. 24. 1905.

extent that, in the United Kingdom, up to March, 1004, nearly

£27,000,000 had been invested by public bodies in the generation of

electricit.v.

I he Results.

I now conic to consider the results of this new departure. Va-

rious trades have been carried on by municipalities and other public

bodies for some considerable lime, and it is therefore now possible

to subject the predictions of municipal traders to the test of un-

doubted facts. I have just staled that a sum of nearly £27.000,000

had been invested by local aulborilies in the United Kingdom, in

one department of trade alone— that of the generation of electricity.

It would be reasonable to expect that this amount, if employed in

any business undertaking by private capitalists, would yield an an-

nual profit of at least ii,.soo,0fx). A no less favorable result would

certainly ensue in the case of the municipalities if the dreams of

municipal traders were realized ; but we find thai in place of a huge

profit for the rate-payers, there was actually a loss of £Ho,ooo last

year in regard to over onc-lhird of the undertakings. Even this

amount, serious as it is, does not reveal the real deficiency, riie

actual loss is minimized by setting aside on the average only one

per cent for depreciation: In only a few cases was the amount for

depreciation adequate. In the majority of instances no provision

whatever was made for the wear and tear of machinery, which will

probably be used up before the loans to the local authorities have

expired. If we take a more extensive survey, the same disastrous

consequences appear. An official return was issued to show the

figures relating to the reproductive undertakings of Municipal Cor-

porations in England and Wales, for the four years up to 1902.

On referring to this return, you will find that for these four years

there was a total capital expenditure of ii2i,ooo,ooo. This gigantic

amount was inanaged with so little judgment that it yielded a profit

of only 6s. 3d. per £100. A dividend of less than one-third of one

per cent (0.3125 of one per cent) would be regarded by sharehold-

ers with anything but satisfaction, and with still less satisfaction

if it was discovered that even that result was brought about by re-

serving only 0.16 of one per cent for depreciation. Business men
who conducted their affairs with judgment and prudence would

not be content with the 0.16 of one per cent which satisfied the

municipal corporations, and would not set aside less than 2% per

cent for the purpose of depreciation. And if this course, which

ordinary caution requires, had been followed, the profit, small as it

is, would disappear, and a loss be shown of no less than £2 55. per

£too of capital expenditure, or in all, £2,722,500.

It will be useful to turn from the consideration of the figure*

applying to the whole country, and look at the results in a single

borough. Battersea has been called the "Mecca of Socialism," and

as socialism is at the root of municipal trading, it is here, if any-

where, that we should e.xpect to find a brilliant vindication of the

new system of trading. It is, therefore, with some curiosity that

one turns to see how much has been spent by Battersea upon it-

electric lighting undertaking, and the amount o{ the profits which
has gone to reduce the rates and benefit the public. We find that

the undertaking has cost £195,345. and when we come to look for

profits we discover none, but, on the contrary, a loss of over ii2,-

000. Out of a population of 175,000, or, taking five persons to the

family, 35,000 families, there .are only 230 families, or, say. 1,150

persons, who take the electric light. It is evident, therefore, that

a large number of the ratepayers in Battersea. as in other districts,

must pay a large proportion of the cost of the light which they

themselves have not had, but which 1,150 persons have enjoyed at

their expense. The theory that you are to pay for what other peo-

ple get may recommend itself to municipal trading doctrinaries. but

it would be curious to know how it is regarded by the level-headed

ratepayers of Battersea. .A few figures will show at a glance the

price which these unfortunate ratepayers have had to pay for the

adoption of this wonderful method of conducting business. In

1S89 the rateable value of the borough was £689.000. the rate was
5s. 8' jd. ill the pound, and the debt was a modest £37,000. In the

space of 15 years—that is in 1904—although the rateable value had
increased to £1,021,115, the rate had increased to 8s. 2d. in the

pound, while the debt of £37.000 had grown to £660.696. and is still

becoming larger.

Battersea in this respect is only an example of the general posi-

tion throughout London during the past forty years, as the follow-

ing figures will show

:
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Year. Rateable value. Rate in the i. .Amount raised.

i s. d. i

i860 12,057,455 4
- 2,763,292

18-0 18,719,237 5 4 4.991.796

1880 24,501,410 5 o'.; 5,333.i69

i8go 31,387.848 5 2 7.567,290

1900 37.008,733 6 2 11.154,799

1903 40.086.580 7 I'i 13.835.07.1

It will thus be seen that, while the rate in the pound has increased

onlj' 54 per cent during the period in question, the amount actually

raised has, ii\ consequence of the growth of rateable value, increased

over 400 per cent.

Sir Robert Gififen. in a recent article in "The Contemporary Re-

liew," has drawn public attention to the dangers of this growth of

local expenditure, which is to be attributed mainly to the require-

ments of local authorities in connection with their new commercial

undertakings. Sir Robert points out a very important fact which is

apt to be overlooked—that Imperial expenditure and the expendi-

ture of local authorities are supported by the same taxable re-

sources, and that the more one takes from the common fund the

less there is for the other to draw upon. A question of Imperial

concern is thus raised by one of the necessary results of municipal

trading. For, as Sir Robert Giflfen points out, the above principle

applies to the resource of credit, as well as to any other ; and if

local authorities borrow a great deal, the credit of the State must

be so much restricted. The real danger of the position will be ap-

parent when I state that the local expenditure of the United King-

dom grew from £36,000,000 in i860 to £144,000.000 in 1901-2—an

increase of iio8,ooo,ooo. In little more than 40 years, therefore,

the expenditure of local authorities has been quadrupled. The total

local indebtedness at this period was £412,000,000, and nothing re-

quires to be added to impress upon you the importance of that sig-

nificant figure.

The whole financial condition of the country is being affected by

the position which is disclosed by these statistics. The increase in

the rates and enormous growth of local indebtedness have neces-

sarily resulted in a general dearness of money, and the easy flow

of capital upon which the prosperity of trade depends has been

arrested. Public securities have declined in value. Confidence in

local authorities has been shaken, and loans to local authorities can

consequently only be obtained at an increased rate of interest. In-

creased interest necessarily means increased rates, and as local

authorities ' must of necessity borrow for the proper purposes of

local government, it is of the greatest importance that these loans

should not be complicated by additional loans for the purpose of

trading undertakings. When new loans are issued, however, by

local authorities, no distinction is drawn between loans for ordi-

nary purposes of local government and those for trading concerns.

The same rate of interest has to be paid in each case, and therefore

the indebtedness on trading concerns is now reacting to the detri-

ment of the ratepayers, even when ' the loan is raised for objects

legitimately within the scope of local government.

This growing confusion in local finance, with all its ramifications

in the direction of Imperial affairs and throughout our whole in-

dustrial .structure, amounting to a "real disease of local govern-

ment," is no doubt caused to a great extent by the composition of

modern public bodies. Men who are accustomed to deal with large

affairs, and who understand the complexities of great financial ar-

rangements, are not found to any great extent on our councils.

They are for the most part engaged in undertakings similar to

those carried on by the corporations, and cannot be expected to

spend their time in competing against themselves. The services of

these men, which would prove so valuable in the important legiti-

mate duties of local government, are therefore lost to the country.

The places which such men ought to fill are tiiken by others, who
are quite unfitted to control the large interests entrusted to their

care. The inevitable consequences follow. We have, as Sir Robert

Giffen says, "an expenditure that is partly extravagant and unneces-

sary because local authorities are frequently bad managers, even

where they are not corrupt. They spend money on what is not

really wanted ; they spend more than they ought on what happens

to be necessary; they incur liabilities and burden the future with a

light heart. Expenditure is pleasant to those who have a little brief

authority, and the increase of the number of urban authorities in-

creases the number of those who may enjoy the pleasure." Noth-

ing can be more true than the language of a report issued last year

by the Manchester Citizens' .^ssociation, which stated that "There

are good men on our town councils, but many members arc merely

the nominees of political parties, and depend for their election not

on their fitness for municipal work but on the strength of a political

party in the ward. So long as such a system exists so long will it

be impossible to get the best men on our councils."

The Remedy.

It will be necessary to find a remedy for these and other for-

midable evils of municipal trading if a great disaster is to be averted.

Trading is a quite unnecessary enlargement of the duties of a local

authority, and great as its disadvantages and dangers are at pres-

ent, these must continue to increase, and seriously affect the sta-

bility of the country and the Empire if a solution of the question is

not speedily discovered.

I am of the opinion that the only effective remedy is to prevent

local authorities from trading at all. The legislators whp brought

municipalities into being clearly understood the objects of local

government, and, if confined to these limits, men of ability and

experience will no doubt be willing to again take up the work, and

restore to local government that w^ise, economical and efficient ad-

ministration which conferred so many advantages on the country

in the past. Rates will be lowered, financial stability will be se-

cured, the credit of the country will be improved, trade will be

favorably affected, the community will be saved from risks insep-

arable from the conduct of large undertakings, and the whole posi-

tion of local authorities will in every respect be rendered stronger.

Private enterprise has hitherto shown the way, and must, I be-

lieve, continue to do so in the future. It is perhaps not always

perfect when brought into close relations with the public, but there

are means by which local authorities can protect the interests of the

public. When their consent is sought to the establishment of a

monopoly in their districts, they should have power to insist that

the best system shall be employed, that reasonable charges should

be made for the commodity, that proper wages should be paid to

the employees, that the interest paid to shareholders should be

limited to a certain rate, and that the surplus should be utilized for

specific purposes. Provisions of this character will be an ample

guarantee that the public interests will not suffer, while the risks

now being run will be avoided, and the increase of debt, which if

continued is bound to end in disaster, will be checked.

The only difficulty in the way of bringing about such a result is

the strange apathy of the public. The evils of the present system of

municipal trading are plain and unmistakable if the facts are exam-

ined. Once the public are awakened to these facts, and to their

bearing on national and individual welfare, the necessity for action

will be realized, and the movement for the cxtinctinn of this bane-

ful system become irresistible.

*-—

Westinshouse Offices.

The Westinghouse Machine Co. has recently announced substan-

tial extensions in its sales organization. These are the result of the

rapidly increasing business, making necessary the more thorough

covering of southern and western territories. In addition to the

original New York, Boston, Pittsburg and Chicago offices, new
branches have been established at Cincinnati, Denver, San Fran-

cisco, Charlotte, N. C, and .Atlanta, Ga. With lh,fte added facili-

ties the extensive mining territory of the West and cotton industries

of the South may receive more active attentions. The steam turbine

and gas engine business of the company has increased rapidly dur-

ing the last few years, and the prevailing activity in this branch of

power development augurs well for the future.

The representatives of the company are now as follows:

New York, 10 Bridge St., L. L. Brinsm'ade.

Boston, 131 State St., E. L. Clarke.

Pittsburg, Westinghouse Building, William Hradfurd.

Chicago, 171 La Salle St., John B. Allan.

Cincinnati, nil Traction Building, .\. A. Brown.

Denver, 512 McPhee Building, C. C. Ch^ppello.

Charlotte, N. C, So. Tryon St., Stuart W. Cramer.

Atlanta, Ga.. Equitable Building, Stuart W. Cramer.

Philadelphia. Stephen Girard Building, M. R. Muckle, Jr., & Co.

San Francisco, 614 Mission St., Hunt, Mirk & Co.

The new cars of the Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co.,

which will be placed in service on the Ft. Wayne-Indianapolis

limited runs, are to be christened with the names of Scott's novels,

such as the Talisman. Ivanhoe and Woodstock.
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A New Type of Car for Montreal.

| lie Moiilrc;il Siri'il K:iilvv'ay Co. Ii;is rcci-iilly pl;ii-cil in service

nil mil' cif its ini|Mirl.inl lines ;i new type of car, wliirli is iht invcn-

li'iii iif Mr. W. Ci. Koss, inanaKiiiK direclcir, and Mr. I )nncan Mc-

Diiiialil, iiinn.iKer. 'I'liis new car, which is ilhistralcil herewith,

(lilTers from the Kt"'''-''! 'yi"^ "f '"^'''s i" service on this Hne in its

system of entrance and exits. The car is of tlic scmi-convertihle

type, and lias in place of a 5-fl. platform one of 7 ft., and instead

of llic iiiiliii.-iry door placivl in the center of the end there .are two

driiii>. (Ill- lirass railinn leading np frinn the steps dividini; llic plat-

form into two aisles.

fares; a large percentage of fares have been lost on account of the

inability of conductors to rcmeinhcr who has paid and who has not,

especially during rush hours, and this will he avoided ; the over-

crowding of cars will be lessened and the dispatch with which pas-

sengers may be received and discharged will be facilitated, the pas-

senger entering one door and leaving through the others. This new

design of car has been patented by the inventors in Canada, the

United Stales and Kuropean countries.

I ramway Fares in Italy.

I^rof. (ieorge W. Hissell, chief of the engineering dvparlineut,

Iowa State College, of Ames, la., who is now in

luiropc, writes us as follows

:

Street car and lius fares arc apparently cheap, 2

' ents, but the transfer system is almost unusucd

and the routes of each car are so short that the

cost is not far from ij^ cents per mile. Suburban

lines charge a\xmt 2 to 2'/i cents per mile in Flor-

ence, and a little less in Rome. In exchange for the

fare the conductor gives the passenger a ticket as

voucher, to be shown in case of necessity.

Cab fares are very cheap, especially for three or

four in a party. In Florence, with the fare one

franc per course, it is frec|ucntly cheaper for a party

of three or four persons to take a cab instead of

the tram. In Rome the cab fare is one franc for

one or two per.sons and '4 franc for each additional

person. In Naples the cab fare is 14 cents.

nlVIDFl) rl.ATFllUM .\NI) lloUIII.E-IKldR C.\R FOR .MONTKEAI..

One of these doors is to lie ntilizcd by persons entering the car,

while the other door will be used liy those leaving the car, and is

arranged and made arbitrary by one door opening inward only and

the other door opening outward only. When a passenger boards

the car, the conductor demands a fare before allowing him to enter

;

the passenger then passes on through the entrance door into the car,

from which he may make his exit at any time, either by the front

or rear doors designed for the purpose. Not having to enter the

car to collect fares from the passengers, the conductor is enabled

to remain at his post on the platform, giving such attention as is

necessarv In the passenger hoarding or leaving the car. The cars
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DIRECTORY OF ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Tlie publisher of the "Street Railway Review" has recently com-

pleted the compilation of a directory of street and electric railways

of North America. This was first published in connection with

the "Review" for April, 1905, and in this number it is printed for

the second time. To be of greatest value such a compilation must

be as nearly up-to-date as possible and we are extremely anxious

to have the directory correct in every particular. Wc ask the co-

operation of every railway official and beg that each reader of the

"Review" will check up the data given on his company and advise

us at once as to any corrections that should be made. The direc-

tory will .soon be issued in pocket form and before publishing this

we desire to secure the latest changes and additions.

STYLE FOR TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS.

One of the reports pre^cnu-d al llic June meeting nf the .\mer-

ican Society of Mechanical Engineers was from a committee repre-

senting the four national engineering societies, appointed to secure

co-operation in standardizing abbreviations, symbols, punctuation,

etc., for technical papers. This preliminary report discusses briefly

the general subject of abbreviations, to which the committee limits

the work at the outset, and comprises 14 general rules, to which is

appended a list of some fifty examples, including the principal units

of measurements, together with the abbreviations recommended.

It is the intention that the recommendations of the committee,

if acceptable, be adopted as the style for the official publications of

the national engineering societies. These societies should, however,

have the warm support of the technical press so that there may be

greater uniformity in the abbreviations used.

The committee protests against the use of abbreviations for ab-

stract or descriptive words, citing as an example of what should

not be used, "h. r. t. boiler" for "horizontal return tubular boiler."

.An abbreviation of this nature which has acquired wide cur-

rency in the electrical field is the use of a.c. and d.c. for alter-

nating current and direct current, respectively, and there are quite

a few writers and electric railway men who even speak of "a.c.

current." In deciding upon abbreviations it might be well to con-

sider the British usage, as there are a few instances where there

are abbreviations that would be clear here would cause confusion

in Great Britain. B. T. V. indicates British thermal unit or Board
of Trade unit, which is the British equivalent of kilowatt hour,

and the use of that abbreviation might cause some confusion, al-

though they could be distinguished as B. t. u. and B. T. u.

MR. DALRYMPLE ON MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP.
The campaign preceding the last city election in Chicago was be-

tween candidates who announced themselves in favor of municipal

ownership of street railways of the city. It was alleged that

various benefits would result from such a change, among these being

higher wages for employes, and lower fares or free transfers be-

tween the lines of the existing systems, or possibly both. After the

election the new mayor invited Mr. James Dalrymple, general man-
ager of the municipal tramways of Glasgow, to visit Chicago and

advise how these very desirable changes could be brought about.

Mr. Dalrymple, on May 31st, was the guest at a dinner in Chi-

cago and spoke concerning conditions existing in Glasgow. Sev-

eral of his statements must have been distinctly disappointing to

the advocates of municipal ownership here 1; we are to Ijelieve

them sincere in their public utterances. For ir,.stance, Mr. Dalrymple

said

:

"A municipality cannot operate its street car lines unless that

municipality is pure and free from corruption."

"It has been said that w'hen a municipality takes over its street

car lines it means an increase in the wages of its employes. Our
men wanted an increase, but they did n6t get it. It was no' long

before we had an entirely new set of men."

"We give no transfers, we could not with our graded fares. V.'e

could abolish all fares but the 3-cent fare and not hurt our profits,

but I do not believe transfers could be given with less than 5-cent

fares."

It thus appears that Mr. Dalrymple has been able to tell the city

of Chicago only that which it has heard from other sources times

innumerable.
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THE PHILADELPHIA GAS SITUATION.

Tlie (l:iily press has devoted a great deal of attention to the

Philadelphia gas siliialinn, and in view of the facts it is ludicrous

to note the allcnipls to constrnc the recent experience of Phila-

delphia as an argvunent in favor of mnniciiial ownership of puhlic

utilities, with which llie coinmenls on the silnation almost invariably

conclude. Whal has li.i|ipencd in I'liil.idrliihia is hrii-lly, as fol-

lows :

The city installed a gas works which it operated for several

years with a deficit of approximately $500,000 per year. The serv-

ice was poor, no attention heing given to complaints of patrons,

and the gas was of an inferior quality. .After several years of this

iinprofitahlc and unsatisfactory administration, the plant was leased

to a private company for the term of 30 years, and it was pro-

vided lli.il Ihi iiricc of gas to the consumer should be $1 per 1,000

en. ft., and that the company should pay to the city 10 per cent

of the gross receipts during the first 10 years, 20 per cent during

the second 10 years, and 25 per cent during the third 10 years.

And it was further provided that the city might at any time it

saw fit surrender the whole or part of its income from the gas

company upon condition that an equivalent reduction in the price

of gas to the consumer be made.

This lease, which is now controlled hy the United Gas Improve-

ment Co., has been in force about seven and one-half years. Re-

cently the city authorities, otherwise known in Philadelphia as the

"gang," found need of large sums of money to carry out public

works now in process of construction and proposed, and the gas

coinpany was asked what it would give as a commutation of the

annual payments to become due under its lease. The gas com-

pany offered a lump sum of $25,000,000 in lieu of future payments

to the city under its present lease and an amendment extending the

present lease for 75 years from the present date. This offer was

accepted by the select and conunon councils, but by reason of the

popular indignation aroused, the oflfer of the gas company has been

withdrawn.

From these facts it is certainly absurd to deduce an argument in

favor of municipal ownership of the gas plant. The city has been

so extravagant in other departments that it could not grant to the

consumer the lo-pcr-cent reduction, which it was empowered to give

under its lease with the gas company. Moreover, the city legisla-

ture was practically unanimous in approving the offer of the gas

company, which would have been far more unfavorable to the city,

from a financial point of view, than to permit the present lease to

run the full term without alteration. The lesson that should be

drawn from Philadelphia is that, as stated by Mr. Dalrymple, of

Glasgow. "Politics and nuuiicipal ownership will not mix."

REPAIR SHOP ECONOMY.
In Kood times and bad tlic reduction of operating expenses per

unit of output is desirable in all commercial work. Especially is

this true in the repair shop of the modern electric railway, where a

great variety of work is daily performed. It is a simple matter to

secure operating economy in an undertaking where the process of

manufacture is limited to a few definite steps, regularly repeated.

As the complexity of the work increases, however, the importance

of saving labor grows greater, and the high proportion of labor cost

in the repair shop as compared with the cost of material and power
warrants careful consideration of the economy of production on the

part of nianascrs who are trying to make the most of their equip-

ment.

Turning to specific problems, it is gratifying to record the wide-

spread appreciation of the motor drive which has characterized

repair shop practice for more than a decade. Although the con-

venience of trolley current and availability of motors more or less

obsolete for car service duty naturally led to the early adoption of

electric driving in street railway work, it is still significant of the

progressiveness of master mechanics that such advanced methods
of machine propulsion were taken up at a time when the manu-
facturing world at large had not grasped the advantages of the

electric motor in general shop practice. At the same time it is a

question today if many railway shops are driven according to the

best practice in regard to motor efficiency, speed regulation, and
grouping of machines.

Although it may be urged that the cost of power in the repair

shop seldom exceeds 3 or 4 per cent of the total cost of repairs,

it by no means follows that a saving of 5 or 10 per cent in this

cost will be insignificant in the total for the year. It is certain

that many of the old series railway motors now used for driving

miscellaneous machinery in the shop show a serious lack of ef-

ficiency in comparison with the performance of the latest designs

of shunt or induction motors built with the special requirements of

machine tool operation in mind. The rheoslatic regulation of

speed necessary with the single series motor and its original design

svith reference to the street railway cycle of acceleration, coasting,

braking and standstill do not insure very efficient performance un-

der the conditions of moderate speed variation and comparatively

even loads common in the group driving of machine tools. Im-

proved designs of motors for both railway and shop practice fur-

ther widen the gap between the efficiency of the ohl and the new.

Doubtless an old railway motor of even the early '90's is better for

shop driving than the average non-condensing steam engine with

its attendant line shafting and belts, but it is a question if it will

not pay soine of the roads which have turned their shops into

asylums for aged car motors to replace these outfits with modern

equipment. As the size of the shop increases the question of in-

dividual or group driving becomes more important, and the merits

of each method should be carefully weighed before reaching a de-

cision for the particular cars in point. In general, group driving

has worked out satisfactorily in the street railway shop, but as the

size of car equipments has increased and harder tool steels have

been introduced, the desirability of individually driving each opera-

tive unit has come more to the front, whether that unit be a group

of lathes or a single planer.

The use of power driven hoists in the repair shop has found so

nuich favor in the past few years that it is rare to find an installa-

tion v\'hich has not adopted several machines operated either by

compressed air or electricity. Unfortunately in some cases the good

work has been only half done, the continuity of the repair process

being quite overlooked. It must not be forgotten that even the

diversified work of the repair shop is subject to the same economics

of intensified production as any manufacturing process, so that any

unnecessary impedance of the repair cycle is exceedingly poor

practice. There is little economy in equipping a shop with high

speed tools and retarding the progress of broken ilown apparatus

through it by insufficient hoisting and transporting facilities.

Among the labor saving conveniences which have been used with

success in the street railway shop few have proved more satisfac-

tory than the wooden horse equipped with ball bearing rollers for

handling armatures. This method of quickly transporting an arma-

ture weighing from 700 to 1,000 lb. from place to place is singularly

free from objections and is an effective economizer of time and

strength. Similarly, the use of a small iron tripod for holding the

distant end of pipes fed to a cutting machine saves considerable

labor in the long run. The attachment of a small crane to the door

casing of a supply car with facilities for swinging its arm in or out

after the manner of the mail bag catcher used on postal cars is cer-

tain to expedite the handling of material. Car heaters used in the

armature and field coil drying oven require practically no attendance

in comparison with coal burning ovens, and a tank and frame large

enough to permit the dipping of a dozen or more coils in the insulat-

ing liquid at once is an arrangement far superior to the old plan of

painting the coils by hand. Probably from 30 to 50 per cent more

work may be done in stitching duck or canvas curtains by a sewmg
machine driven by a '.^-h. p. motor, instead of using foot power.

The installation of a derrick for handling rails and poles in the

shop yard will often pay for itself on a large system in a compara-

tively short time, and the use of the pneumatic hammer for chip-

ping out oil channels in journal boxes is a similar labor saver. One
company recently reduced the cost of unloading new cars from $5

to so cents each and cut the time from an hour and a half to 10

minutes by building a simple framework in its shop yard over the

track, consisting of two 12-in. steel I-beams tied together at the ends

and supported by four Georgia pine 12 by 12-in. vertical timbers

18 ft. long above the ground set upon concrete foundations 4 fL

deep. Four block and tackle hoists free to move upon the I-beams

constitute the means of raising the new cars from the flats and low-

ering them upon the yard track.

Plenty of hght and air are important as labor saving arrange-

ments in the repair shop, and the broadest economy requires sys-

tematic protection against fires along already well discussed lines.

It is well to remember that the cost of shop operation is paid for
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by nickels tanied by the cars, and thai a saving of even $500 a year

in the expenses of repair shop activity releases the revenue of 10,-

000 passenger fares for application to other purposes. The funda-

mental point is the reduction of expense per unit of work done, or

the accomplishment of more repairs for the same money output.

WHAT TYPE OF ROAD SHALL BE BUILT?

Early in the life of an intcrurban railway its promoters are con-

fronted with a serious question, on the answer to which very largely

depends the success of the proposed railway as a useful and financial

enterprise. This question is. What type of road shall be built?

To answer this requires much careful study on the part of the

engineer who has the planning of the road in hand. He must be

able to submit figures as to possible operation receipts, on which

figures the amount of money that can profitably be invested in the

enterprise will depend. In compiling an estimate of the probable

receipts of a line to be built through a given locality, comparison

with the receipts of roads now. in operation through similar territory

is a helpful check, but this method cannot be taken as a final one,

because of the many details, a change in any one of which may call

for widely differing classes of service and types of roadbed and

equipment. As the number of interurban roads grows it becomes

more and more difficult to decide upon the feasibility of a location,

and more responsibilitj' is placed upon the engineer because the

most desirable territory has already been covered. As the fund of

knowledge gained by experience increases, we sec new fields in

which, if proper care be taken in answering the earlier mentioned

question, opportunity presents itself for the satisfactory investment

of capital in the construction of lines into rural districts, which

heretofore have been thought unprofitable as locations for railways.

Mr. Cravath, in bis paper. "Light Electric Railways," which is

.ibstracted elsewhere in this issue, submits a new possible answer

to the question by giving interesting details of a type of construction

proposed as suitable for rural electric railways in sparsely settled

farming districts such as are to be found in some parts of Illinois

and in Iowa. Briefly, a narrow gage road is proposed, built and

equipped at a cost of $8,000 per mile. To obtain this low construc-

tion cost a gage of 28 in. is recommended, with rails, ties and other

substructure standards reduced in proportion to the gage. Single-

phase equipment would be used upon passenger cars 32 ft. long and

5 ft. wide, having 30 or 33-in. wheels and 26-ft. truck centers, with

the car body hung low between the trucks to gain stability for safe

operation at a speed of 20 miles an hour on the narrow gage track.

It is recommended that the construction of the roadbed and rolling

stock be as economically planned as possible, building the track to

conform approximately to the natural profile of the land and avoid-

ing heavy cuts and fills by following a contour around a hill, thus

increasing the curvature and grades rather than spending money

for earthwork.

This question of relative alignment and grade is one whose an-

swer depends upon the peculiarities of any particular locality, but

we believe that money properly invested in perfecting a roadbed is

well spent, and especially so when it is proposed to haul freight

trains of several cars over the track. It is not alone a question of

the different amounts of power required to haul the cars over the

road, but there are other costs with which the management will

always be burdened until a substantial roadbed has been built.

Some of these are: The danger of derailment in attempting to

operate narrow-gage cars around many curves, which in the type

of construction proposed must often be located on comparatively

steep grades ; the proportionately excessive cost for maintaining

lightly constructed track and overhead, and the relatively higli roll-

ing stock repair cost which will be occasioned by hauling the equip-

ment over light track that cannot be kept in good surface and

alignment.

Another fact which makes it difi'icult to agree that a narrow gage

road would be a satisfactory solution of the problem in question,

is that several of the existing roads in Iowa depend very largely

for their sustaining revenue upon their service as feeders of the

present freight handling steam lines and in order to gain the busi-

ness they must offer to the shipper low through rates, including

the transfer of his products to some destination on the steam rail-

road lines. It is a question if advantageous rates could be offered

by a narrow gage road that would be obliged to transfer the loads

between its cars and those uf the steam lines, because this transfer

cost would necessarily be included in the shipping rate paid by a

farmer.

There are undoubtedly many desirable localities as yet unoccu-

pied by rural lines which would return suitable dividends on a

type of construction and equipment costing about $8,000 per mile.

In some of these localities there may be such natural conditions

that a narrow-gage road would not be at a disadvantage, as for

instance, if the road had for a terminal a city whose industries

demanded the products of the farms along the line, but such con-

ditions arc not often found. It would therefore seem that if now

or at any future time the transfer of freight between a rural line

and a steam line were a factor of substantial gain to the electric

railway, and if it were desired to have a property that at all times

would be salable and convertible, a light standard gage and not a

narrow gage road would best answer the question.

Correspondence.

STEAM RAILROAD COMPETITION.

Editor "Review"

:

When, as often happens, a steam railway cuts its interurban

passenger rates to less amounts than are charged by a competing

parallel electric railway it should be the policy of the electric line

to preserve its previously established rates of fare, provided these

rates are not in excess of VA cents per mile. If an electric railway

camiot, in spite of competitive rates elsewhere, retain the greater

portion of its business on the i'/2-cent per mile basis it is without

a reason for being; and if rates are cut to one cent per mile or less

the volume of business will be greatly increased but the results will

be unsatisfactory.

The rates upon the Southwest Missouri Electric Ry. were orig-

inally established upon a basis of iH 'o iH cents per mile. The

same rates are in effect here now, but there was a period of rate

wars in the history of this road during which 10 cents was the

maximum fare charged and a ride from Carthage to Galena, 28

miles, could be taken for one dime. .^Eter this, during a term of

several years, one cent per mile was the regulation fare between

any two points.

So after a varied experience with rates and cut rates, I would

say that electric railways will not show satisfactory results from

operation at fare rates less than iH cents per mile (which may be

reduced to not less than i;4 cents per mile on certain classes of

tickets), and that these rates .should be maintained in the face of

adverse rate cutting by competitors. The rates now obtaining here

are satisfactory and we have no inclination to increase them.

I quite agree with the argument contained in your editorial in

the "Review" for May.

Yours truly,

A. H. Rogers, Pres.,

Webb City, Mo. Southwest Missouri Electric Ry.

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED DRAWBRIDGES.
Editor "Review"

:

I have read in the "Review" for May, page 332, the very interest-

ing description of the electrical equipment of drawbridges in

.\ustralia. I believe it would be of interest to you to know that a

bridge equipped with 3-phase induction motors has been in opera-

tion since 1903 in St. Petersburg, Russia. The operation of the

bridge is controlled from one point by one man and all movements

are automatically stopped. The writer installed the electrical equip-

ment and published a description of its construction and mode of

operation in the Russian journal Elektrictertva and in the Revue

Electriquc for May, 1904.

Yours truly,

Pittsburg, Pa. P. Dieny.

* ' *

New York State Meeting.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the Street Railway

Association of the State of New York, held May i6th, at Elmira,

it was decided to hold the convention on June 27th and 28th, at

Lake George, with headquarters at the Fort William Henry Hotel.

Messrs. Colvin and Peck were appointed as the Entertainment Com-

mittee.



McKinley Syndicate Properties of Northern Illinois. III.

rt)\vcr IMaiit of the (JalushurK Kailway & Linlit Co.

'I'liis iiisl.illimiU (if llif arlicif on iIil' Norllicrii Illinois properties

iif llif McKinloy syiulicalc is a description of a power house recently

pill in operation at Galesburj;, 111., for supplying liolli the alternating

anil direct current used liy llie street railways in and alioiit (iales.

liiirg, and sinnle-iiliase and three-phase alternating current used in

coniinercial liKliling and for power work.

The syndicate |iroperlies in (Jaleslinrg are incorporated now as

three scp.arate companies; Galc-linrg ICleclric Motor & Power Co.,

is about three miles long. This hranch also serves the railway com-

pany's Highland Park, a pleasure resort of much natural lieauty, as

may be seen from the illustration. A ao-minutc headway is given

East Cjaleshurg, with extra ca's for the park service.

An intcrurban line is operated from the Public S<i. in Galcsbur);

to the town of Knoxville, which has a population of alxjiil 4,ckx)

people and is situated five miles southeast of Galesburg. This is

a standard sinRle track line built on one side of the p(d)lir highway

MAIN c:ENER.\TING VNITS. r..\I-ESBlRG RAILWAY S; LIGHT CO.

Galesburg Gas & Electric Light Co., and Galesburg Railway & Light

Co. These are managed as one company from the new general

office on the Public Sq., but later will all be known as the Galesburg
Railway & Light Co.

The local street car system in Galesburg is divided into eight

separate lines, operating upon i6 miles of standard suburban and
city track. Standard single truck closed cars with two-motor equip-

ments are used on these lines under a headway of about 15 minutes.

.\ line is also operated between the Public Sq. in Galesburg and East

Galesburg. where are tbc immense clajTvorking and brickmaking

plants of the Pnrington Paving Brick Co., which extend along the

trolley tracks for the distance of one mile. The East Galesburg line

for the entire distance between the two towns. An hourly service

is maintained.

The cars running to East Galesburg and to Knoxville are of a

standard double truck type with two-motor equipments and max-
imum-traction trucks.

The Galesburg Gas & Electric Light Co. owns and operates an

extensive commercial electric lighting power distribution system, a

central-station heating .system and a gas generating plant This

gas plant, located near the center of the city, has a capacity for

making and distributing joo.ooo cu. ft. of illuminating gas per day.

With the union of these properties as one organization it became

imperative that the small, old. separate power stations of the e-jrlier
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companies should be discarded and a new plant built which could

supply current to the railway, electric light and power circuits and

steam to the gas worlds and the steam heating system. It was also

necessary to make provision for supplying three-phase high tension

current to a sub-station on the line of the Western Illinois Traction

Co., which is now building between Monmouth and Galesburg.

In designing this plant it was desired to make the station simple

throughout, to have the apparatus interchangeable in order to assure

continuity of service, and to use as few units as possible and still

be able to supply the several classes of current desired.

K.\n.W.-\V 1I0TUR-GENEU.\T0R SETS.

Tlic new power staljou of llic Galesburg Railway & Liglit Co.

is adjacent to tlie gas plant earlier mentioned so tliat an efficiency by
united operation is thus obtained. The walls of the building are con-

structed of brick, trimmed with cut stone with but little outlay for

ornamentation. The e.xterior dimensions are 126 ft. ,x lot ft. A
fire wall throughout the entire length of the building divides it into

a boiler room 45 x 122 ft. and an engine room 50 x 122 ft. This fire

wall is of brick 18 in. thick above the engine room floor. Its founda-

tion is of concrete, as are all the wall and machinery foundations

throughout the plant. The engine room has a clear height of 25 ft.

6 in. between the floor and the lattice girders which support the

compositions tar and gravel roof covering this part of the building.

The appearance of the engine room has been very mucli lirightened

by a wainscot of fancy pressed brick which extends around the room
and to a height of about 7 ft. above the floor. The basement under

the engine room has a clear height of 8 ft. 6 in., it is floored with

concrete and that portion of it not occupied by the engine founda-

Mons and condensing apparatus has been fitted up as a machine shop

and pipe fitting room.

Throughout the building tlie floors are of concrete placed upon

brick arches supported by a floor system of I-beams, .^s may be

seen from the exterior view of the building, provision has been made
for very tlioroughly ligluing all parts of this power plant. The
windows and doors are large and unoriiamented. but well located

and supplied with heavy wrought iron fittings. Ventilation is fur-

nished through 14 "Star" ventilators j6 in. in diameter placed in

the roof of tlic building. The Iniilding is artificially lighted by 12

enclosed arc lamps and many incandescent lamps hung at convenient

points.

The height of the boiler room between the floor and the lower

members of the roof trusses is 34 ft. These trusses have an extreme

depth of 16 ft. and support a fireproof roof built of tile and covered

with tar and gravel. The north wall of the boiler room is parallel

to the right of way of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. over

whose tracks are hauled the coal used in this station and the neigh-

boring gas plant. At present the coal is unloaded by hand, being

shoveled directly from the cars through suitable openings in the

boiler room wall onto the floor in front of the boilers. These open-

ings in the wall are fitted with hinged sheet-steel troughs, which

when not in use as coal chutes, fold back into their openings, anf)

serve as fireproof shutters.

As shown in the accompanying vertical section of the plant, a

coal conveying system is now in process of construction which, when
completed, will carry the fuel to steel bunkers above the boiler fronts

from where it will flow to the stokers through gravity chutes. This

conveying system feature will also remove the ashes from the pits

under the grates. A useful feature which has been incorporated

in the design of this conveying system is the small coal hopper placed

directly tmder the front of the traveling grates so that any excess

amount of coal falling from the grates as they travel towards the

fire box or falling from the hopper which feeds the grates, will be

caught below and again carried by the belt conveyor to the coal

bunkers above.

The boilers arc now supplied with fuel by hand from the coal pile

on the boiler room floor. The ash is removed from the hoppers

beneath the boilers in a steel push car which runs on a track under

the boiler fronts for the entire length of the basement. This car on

reaching the end of the track strikes a bumper and automatically

trips and dumps the ash through a chute into a hopper outside the

building. From this hopper a system of chain buckets elevates and

distributes the ash to a storage pile.

The present equipment of boilers comprises four 400-h. p. Stirling

boilers, two of which are fitted with Green chain grates driven by

a temporary steam engine ; the other two are hand fired. Space and

foundations have been provided for a future installation of two

more similar boilers, and when these are in place an electric motor

will be used to drive the shaft which operates the chain grates.

Steam is generated at 150 lb. pressure.

The stack has been built to furnish the draft for the ultimate

boiler capacity of the station. It is of riveted steel 175 ft. high,

with a clear diameter of 9 ft. The interior is lined with fire brick,

the first third with a g-in. wall, the second third with a C-in. wall and

the remaining third with a 4-in. wall. This stack is mounted upon a

concrete foundation 24 ft. sq. and 18 ft. deep. Below this concrete

foundation, piles were driven to a depth of 22 ft. The fire chambers

of the boilers are connected with the slack through a single tapering

sheet-steel breeching. Each boiler may have its draft regulated by

an individual valve between it and the breeching or the draft for the

entire battcrv may be controlled bv a main valve in the breeching

NEW Power house, g.^lesburg railway & light go.

near the stack. The valve is arranged to form a part of a Locke

system of fire regulation, by means of which the rate of travel of

the chain grates and the smoke flue opening are properly governed

by any change of boiler pressure.

Boiler feed water is now obtained from two deep wells and three

more such wells together with a purifying plant will eventually be

put in use. This will give a total capacity of 4,000 gallons per hour.

The feed water is heated in a Hoppes closed heater and fed to the

boilers by two Knowles feed pumps, I2x7x 12 in. and I2x6x 12 in.
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ill size, 'liu' fi'id vvairr | iiiiiiK syslcni is .so iirrriiiKf'l lliat in event

of accident feed ualev iii.iy lie fed llimiiKli the 4-iii. lilow-rjfT main

liack of the boilers.

The stack, feed iniiiips, iheir pipiiiR and the apparatus for con-

trolMiiK the steam supply lo tlie liealinR mains are all located in

one end of the hoiler room. A 14-in. live steam header extends the

leiinth of the hoiler room and is divided in ils center hy a gale valve.

I'lacli hoiler is connected to the live steam header hy loiiK radins

piping lilted with Davis automatic slop v.ilves and Chapman Kale

leaves the huildinK. All the slcani for heating purposes before

leaving the station must first pass through a 22-in. Cochrane oil

separator. The pressure at which steam is supplied to the mains is

govcriierl hy an automatic reducing and regulating valve placed in

the main line hetween the different steam supplies and the oil sep-

arator just mentioned. This valve is of the diaphram type. The

steam siqiply fed to the main through this governing valve may he

drawn from several sources so that at all times economy of operation

can he maintained.

EXCITER SETS AND SWITCHBOARD.

valves next to the header. The live steam header has si.x drip taps

led oflf from its lower side to a parallel 2-in. drip main which dis-

charges through a Bundy steam trap into a hot well. This steam

header is mounted on steel I-beams spanning the space between the

backs of the boilers and the partition wall. From one end of the

live steam header a 6-in. auxiliary main is led around the front of

the boilers and to the other end of the header. This is the basis

of a loop system of live steam feeders for the auxiliary machinery so

When no engine is running the regulating valve supplies live steam

to the heating system direct from the live steam header. During

cold weather the generating unit driven by the simple engine is

used and its exhaust steam fed through the pressure regulating de-

vices to the heating mains. When the weather is more moderate

and therefore a smaller amount of steam required, the heating mains

are fed from a tap on the low pressure side of the receiver of the

compound engine. This permits of the handling of the load in an

HIGHLAND PARK.

that in time of trouble the damaged equipment may be isolated and

ihc operation of the remainder of the plant not interfered with.

The design of the piping connections for handling the steam sup-

plied to the city heating mains is a simple one. Steam is distributed

about the business and central residence portion of Galesburg in

insulated underground pipes built according to the specifications ot

the Schott system.

The main .supply pipe is jj in in diameter at the point where it

economical manner, because the steam not required for the heating

system is allowed to do work in the low pressure cylinder and then

condensed.

The condensing apparatus is located in the basement nearly under

the engine cylinders. .Xn exhaust main extends throughout the

length of the building connecting the engines and condensing ap-

paratus with the regulating devices of the central station steam

heating systrin The encines exhaust tbroush 22-in. Cochrane oil
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separators to a Wheeler surface condenser of 1.200 h. p. capacity.

The tail pumps of this condenser deliver the hot water either to the

hot well or to the feedwater heater in the boiler rooin. Cooling

water is circulated by a centrifugal pump of 7,200 gallons per hour

capacity. After absorbing the heat in the condenser the water is

cooled in a Barnard cooling tower of 1,200 h. p. capacity. The two

air fans in this cooling tower are 6 ft. 8 in. in diameter and arc

driven by a 20-h. p. Bullock direct current motor. This cooling

tower is of sheet steel mounted on a concrete foundation at a dis-

tance of about 50 ft. from the power plant.

All the high pressure steam piping in this station is extra heavy

and covered with magnesia insulating material retained by brass

bands. The low pressure piping is covered with asbestos. There

is no piping in the engine room except the long radius live steam

pipes which pass thmugh the wall direct to the steam separators on

the engine.

The two main generating units are revolving-tield type alternating

rated at 750 h. p. at ]/i cut-off, 150 lb. admission pressure and 100

r. p. m. Oil is supplied to the cylinders by a force feed system. A
complete gravity oiling system for the entire station with an elevated

tank and filters will soon be in operation.

Kach unit has for its foundation a concrete block of generous

proportion extending from the level of the engine room door to a

point where a solid base could be found below the level of the base-

ment floor. Recesses were made in the sides of the foundation at

the bottom of the anchor bolt holes so that the lower nuts on the

engine and generator anchor bolts are at all times accessible for in-

spection and adjustment.

There are three exciters for supplying the field current of the

main units. One of these exciters is a 200-aTnpere. i2S-volt. 2-polc

generator of the General Electric Co.'s make. This machine is

mounted on the same base with and direct connected to a single-

stage Curtis steam turbine operating non-condensing with 90 lb.

steam pressure, at a speed of 3.600 r. p. m. The other two exciters

mnv'is'ji'Tvviir „fcl
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VERTICAL SECTION, GALESEURG I-OWER HOUSE.

current Bullock generators, each direct connected to a Hamilton-

Corliss horizontal engine. Each generator is of 500 kw. capacity

furnishing 3-phase, 6o-cycle current at 2,300 volts. There is suf-

ficient unoccupied space for the addition of a i,ooo-kw. direct con-

nected unit.

The engines for running these generators are not alike, but both

are of the Hamilton-Corliss type with valves in the cylinder heads

to lessen the clearance. One generator is driven by a simple engine,

the other by a cross-compound engine. Steam at 150 lb. boiler press-

ure is fed to these engine? through separators. The simple engine

has a 28-in. bore and a stroke of 48 in. The coinpound engine high

pressure cylinder has 20-in. bore and the low pressure cylinder has a

40-in bore. Its stroke is 42 in. Each engine is fitted with an auto-

matic cut-off valve connected to independent ball governors which

are set to shut off steam when the speed exceeds a set number of

revolutions per minute. The main shafts of both engines have a

diameter of 20 in. in the hubs, turned down to 18 in. in the bear-

ings. Each shaft carries a =;o-ton (ly wheel. The engines are each

are each 200-amperc, 125-volt machines direct cfjnnccted to 4S-h. p.,

6o-cycle induction motors. The turbine driven exciter is placed in

one corner of the engine room near the large simple engine. The
motor-generator exciter sets are placed at one end of the switch-

board.

To furnish direct current for the use of the local street railway

sy.stem and the interurban lines which are within a direct current

feeding radius, two motor generating sets were installed as a part

of the power house equipment. These sets are placed side by side

and between one end of the station and the simple engine generating

unit. Each set is made tip of a Bullock 2,300-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle

synchronous motor, coupled to a Bullock 575-volt, .SJO-anipcre direct

current generator mounted on the same bed plate. The armatures

of these machines revolve at a speed of 600 r. p. m.

Tile entire electric operation of this station is handled from a

switchboard located along the south side of the engine room and on

the engine room floor. This hoard, 40 ft. 8 in. long and 7 ft. 6 in.

liigh, stands with its back to a row of windows so that the wiring
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Mini Imis liar 1 iiiiiuiliiiiis n|]ijii il .-irc well liglilcd. The Iward is made

up ni _'(i liliic Veirnoiil iii;irl)lc panels, nioiiiitcd in llie usual type

of .'inHli: iriiii fr;ciiir, l'',.u'li uf Iwo Kencralor panels lias an ani-

iiiclci- nil r.H-li cif llu' tlircc phases, an indicalinx waltnieler, voll

iiicliT. aiiiiiiilc r c.ii ihe field, sockets for synehroniziiiK phi(;s and a

liaiiil llniiH iiiaiii oil switch. 'I'here are three exciter panels each

willi 11^ aiiiiinlir. donhle-pole main switch and field rheostat wheel.

These three panels are filled willi sockets and pings so that one

vohnieter will serve for the three exciter sets, The panel for the

iiidiKliiiii iiiiiinr-i of llu- e.vciler sets have ainnielers on the 2,.300-volt

stiki.ini; lum.tus in rciwER iiorsi;.

side of the two oil-cnoled transformers, which redncc the current for

the motors from the hiis-har voltage of 2,300 volts to 220 volts.

These transformers are monnted in the haseinent directly below the

motor-generator exciter sets. Each of these exciter motor panels

also has a hand operated oil-break main switch and a General Elec-

tric Type-T A votage regulator. Ry the use of these regulators is

made possible the operation of the incandescent lighting system

drawing current from the same generators which supply power for

the operation of the street railway.

This device auliMiiaiically accomplishes this result independently

(.\RD FROM VOLTMliTEK l.iN BUS B.\RS.

of speed changes and variations in load and without the use of a

floating storage battery. The regulator operates by opening and

closing a shunt circuit across the exciter field rheostat or rheostats,

thus keeping the exciter voltage at a point necessary for the main-

tenance of constant voltage at the bus-bars. The moving parts are

very light and vibrate through short distances; thus they can operate

at a higli rate of speed without any pumping or hunting effect.

The rhcnstnl shunt circuit is opened and closed by a difTercntial

wound relay taking current from the exciter bus-bars and being con-

trolled by the floating main contacts. This relay and the direct

current control magnet which also lakes current for its operation

from the same source constitute the direct current portion of the

regulator and maintain not a constant but a steady exciter voltage.

Tbc alternating current portion of the regulator consists of a mag-

net having a potential winding connected by means of a potential

transformer to the bus-bars. This magnet also has an adjustable

compensating winding which is connected in series with the second-

ary of a current transformer inserted in one of the lighting circuits,

file core of this magnet is attached to a pivoted lever carrying a

H. E. CHUBBUtK. R. A. M I.AUCHLIS.

counterweight which is balanced by the attraction of the magnet. If

an excessive load is thrown on the generator the voltage will tend

to drop, the alternating current magnet will weaken and destroy the

balance of the core and lever and cause the main contacts to close;

this in turn will close the relay contacts and entirely short circuit

the exciter field rheostat, thus increasing the exciter voltage until

the original balance of the alternating current magnet core and lever

is restored and the alternating current voltage maintained at the

set point.

I'hese two voltage regulators are interconnected by a set of throw-

over switches so that in event of an accident to the apparatus of one

panel the regulators may be transposed and continued operation not

be impaired. These regulators vary not only the field voltage of the

main exciter units but also that of the synchronous motors of the

railway motor generator sets. The accompanying voltmeter card

shows how successfully this device operates, handling the machine

so evenly that no excessive voltages occur even though the same

generator carries a load of car motors, commercial lighting and

commercial power motors.

The other panels which help to make up the switchboard are

hrierty described : Three panels are used for controlling the com-

mercial lighting and mixed service. Each of these panels handles

one phase as taken from the generator bus-bars and sent out for

singlcphase use. These three panels are each fitted with a volt-

meter, ammeter and handthrow main oil switch. One panel is

provided for controlling a three-phase commercial power circuit and

011c panel for controlling the three-phase circuit of three iio-kw.

oil-cooled Bullock transformers which raise the bus-bar potential of

2,300 to 13.500 volts for feeding the transmission line to the sub-

station of the Western Illinois Traction Co. The two panels for the

synchronous motors of the railway motor-generator sets are each

supplied with an ammeter, power factor indicator, rheostat hand

wheel, synchronizing plug sockets and hand-throw main oil switch.

The two direct current generator panels for the motor-generator sets

are fitted with automatic carbon-break circuit breakers provided

with an excess voltage trip. These panels also have astatic ammeters

and recording wattmeters. There are six railway feeder panels with

800-ampere circuit breakers similar to those on the generator panels

and i.oco-ampere ammeters.

An illuminated dial direct-current voltmeter supported on a swing

ing bracket at the end of the feeder section serves all the direct

current panels. All the alternating current feeder circuit panels and

the panels for the synchronous motors of the railway motor gen-

erator sets have combined with their hand-throw main oiled switches

an automatic trip for protecting the generating apparatus against
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overloads. Reversal relays are also provided for the .synchronous

motor and step-up transformer feeder panels. A General Electric

synchronism indicator with lamps and pointer is mounted on an

ornamental bracket above the center panel of the board. There are

three blank panels provided for future additions. This switch-

board and its instruments and wiring are all of the General Elec-

tric Go's. make.

The 2,300-volt bus-bars back of the board are wrapped with cord,

painted and supported on porcelain insulators mounted on pipe

racks. The exciter bus-bars are bare and are also mounted on in-

sulators supported by piping. The outgoing lines from the station

are all insulated wire and supported by vertical racks fastened to

the brick walls of the building. These lines are protected by stand-

ard lightning arresters and each lighting feeder and generator has

a recording wattmeter mounted on the back of its respective panel.

This power station was completed and first began carrying its

total varied load at the beginning of the present year.

This power plant and its many unique details were designed by

and constructed under the direction of Mr. H. E. Chublnick, general

manager of the McKinley Syndicate properties in northern Illinois.

The officers of the several Galeshurg properties mentioned in this

article are: George F. Duncan, president; William R. McKinley,

vice-president; Edward Woodman, secretary and treasurer; H. E.

Chubbuck, general manager; R. A. McLaughlin, general super-

ir.lendent ; F. C. Duncan, assistant secretary and treasurer; D. G.

W.'.ll.are, chief engineer of power house.

Smoke and Its Abatement.

BY CI1.\S. H. liENJAMIN, CLEVELAND, O.

The fact might as well be recognized at once that the supply of

so-called smokeless fuels, anthracite coal, petroleum, natural gas,

etc., is limited and will not begin to satisfy the demand. The supply

of bituminous coal, on the other hand, is practically unlimited, and

it is doubtless the fuel of the future. The abundance of it, its cheap-

ness and the readiness with which it burns, even with a poor draft,

combine to make it a most desirable fuel.

It will be well at the outset to state three propositions : a. The

smoke from bituminous coal is a nuisance, especially in large cities.

b. Such smoke can in the majority of cases be easily abated.

c. Such abatement can be made a source of profit to the owner of

the plant as well as to the community.

Objectionable black smoke is due to the presence of hydrocarbons

in the fuel and is produced as follows : The hydrogen and carbon

compounds in the coal are driven off as gas by the heat at a com-

paratively low temperature, and may escape unburned. In this con-

dition they would not constitute smoke in the common sense of the

term. If heated to a sufficiently high temperature in the presence

of air they burn with a yellow flame. If the air supply is insuffi-

cient, is poorly mixed with gas, or if the temperature is lowered in

any way, combustion is checked and carbon is deposited in the

form of soot or carried oS with the gas as smoke.

I cannot illustrate this better than by quoting from a paper read

last year before the American Association for the Advancement of

Science

:

"The combustion of hydrocarbons seems to be always complete

at first. If one watches the slow burning of a lump of cannel in

the open grate he will see a whitish or yellowish vapor expelled

from the coal by the gradual heat of the fire. This is the carbon

and hydrogen combined which is distilled by the heat and leaves

behind the free carbon as coke. While the escape of this vapor

unburned represents a distinct loss of heat, the vapor is not smoke

as we understand it. It does not deposit soot and will not stain

or disfigure surfaces in its path.

"As the heat increases, and air is supplied, the vapor ignites and

burns with a yellow flame showing the presence of solid particles.

If the temperature remains high and the air supply continues, the

combustion is complete and the colorless carbon dioxide and water

vapor pass up the chimney. If, however, the burning gas becomes

chilled by contact with the relatively cool bricks of the chimney

back or if insufficient air is supplied, the yellow flame becomes red

Abstract of paper read before the Americ;]ii .Snricly of Moch.in-
ic.il Rnglnters, Scranton. Pa., June, 1906.

and dingy, while particles of finely divided carbon are deposited on

the adjacent surfaces or whirled away up the chimney.

"The ordinary coal-oil lamp is one of the best illustrations of

perfect combustion and consequent smoke prevention. The heated

gases rising in the chimney produce a draft and fresh air is con-

tinually drawn in at the bottom through the hot gauze which

warms and divides it so as to insure thorough mi.xing with the gases

from the burning oil. Turn up the wick and the flame becomes

smoky—too much hydrocarbon for the air supply. Raise the chim-

ney slightly from the bottom and again there is smoke—too much
air at too low a temperature which chills the flame. Insert a cool

metal rod into the chimney and soot is deposited on it—chilling of

the flame again and disengagement of the carbon, while the hydro-

gen continues to burn.

"And thus we may learn of the three requisites for good com-
bustion ; enough air, a sustained high temperature and a thorough

mi.xing of the gases. 'Ihe last two are so important that it is en-

tirely possible to have an excessive supply of air and dense black

smoke at the same time."

It is difficult to form any estimate of the amount of damage in-

flicted by soft coal smoke in a city like Pittsburg or Cleveland, but

it probably amounts to hundreds of thousands of dollars annually.

In law a nuisance is "such a use of property or such a course of

conduct as, irrespective of actual trespass against others or of

malicious or actual criminal intent, transgresses the just restric-

tions upon use or conduct which the proximity of other persons or

property in civilized communities imposes upon what would other-

wise be rightful freedom." (Century Dictionary.)

Smoke is then a nuisance and can be prohibited by State or

municipal enactment as the case may be.

I have no more right to deluge my neighbor's premises with soot

than I have to empty my garbage can over the fence line.

The abatement of smoke is in principle extremely simple, but

presents some difficulties in the practical application.

Only three conditions are necessary for complete combustion, the

proper temperature, the proper air supply, a thorough mixing of the

air and the hydrocarbons.

The last condition is as important as any and is one too often

neglected. It is this condition which gives the gas or liquid hydro-

carbon an advantage over the solid, since the atomizing of the

former by the steam or air jet insures the most intimate contact

between the air and the fuel.

The use of pulverized coal in combination with air or steam is a

close approximation to the above, and, when properly managed,

gives good combustion, no smoke and a high efficiency. The cost

of pulverizing and the impracticability of storing pulverized fuel

have so far hindered the more general adoption of this process, ex-

cept for metallurgical work.

When coal in the ordinary form is used as a fuel, smoke abate-

ment involves some means of varying the coal supply and the air

supply according to the demands made upon the boiler. When
ordinary hand firing is resorted to, the great irregularity of the coal

supply will cause poor combustion and smoke unless the air supply

is varied to correspond. Steam jets are frequently employed under

these circumstances, and, if properly put in, will improve the com-

bustion by drawing in additional air over the grate and mixing

it with the products of combustion in front of the bridge wall.

The steam jet should b^ semi-automatic, the steam and air being

turned on by the opening of the fire door and gradually closed off

by a dash-pot attachment.

The best solution of the smoke problem, so far, has come from

the introduction of mechanical means of handling the coal, which

give a uniform feed to the fuel and a corresponding delivery of air

for combustion. The use of mechanical stokers has been brought

about by the natural demand for machine handling in large power

plants as more economical than human labor, rather than by a

philanthropic desire to benefit the community.

It has been estimated that one able-bodied man with a shovel

and slice-bar can take care of 200 h. p. of boilers. With good me-

chanical stokers he can handle double, and with complete coal and

ash-handling equipment three times this amount.

Stokers may be divided into three principal classes : Inclined,

shaking grates—traveling or chain gates—and underfeed stokers.

The inclined grate, as exemplified in the Wilkinson, Brightman

and Roncy stokers, has a hopper in front and slopes down and
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liack, liaviiiy a ilinker gralc jiisl 111 from ul iljc liridyc wall, wliilu

llif iloulilr incline, as in tlic Murphy and Detroit stokers, has a

magazine on either side and slopes in two planes parallel to the

axis of the boiler, meeting in a clinker grate at the bottom. Ihe

principle of action is practically the same and involves the slow

coking of the coal on a dead-plate, the pushing forward on to

llie lop of the incline and the gradual descent, impelled by oscillati(;n

of the grate bars, until the combustion has left nothing but ash and

clinker at the bottom. Air is usually admitted botli below and

above the grate, and llic hydrocarbons which arc distilled at the

Inp of the grates pass through the intense heat of tiie burning coke

OH llieir way to the bridge wall and are completely burned. The
ilciubic incline usually has a revolving clinker bar which disposes of

Mime of the ash automatically, but as a rule both forms need con-

siderable cleaning.

VVIien \ised with a fuel which does not cake or clinker too much
anil wlun mil cniwded too hard these stokers arc economical and

rciliuc- the smnkc considerably.

If. Imucvcr, il liecomcs necessary to slice and poke the lire on

u-inMiil ii( caking coal or overcrowded boilers, unburncil masses

of coal arc rolled to the bottom and holes arc made in the fire

tlirough whicli cold air rushes, lioth of these circumstances make

for poor coinbuslion and a smoky fire. As a rule firemen poke Ihe

lire on stokers too much, doing more harm than good.

1 have seen inclined grate stokers, carrying a heavy fire and

developing much more than the rated capacity of the boiler with

very little slicing and hardly a trace of smoke. Cleaning is usually

a source of black smoke for a few minutes, but this is mostly un-

necessary if the fireman understands his business and get his fire

ready for cleaning beforehand. I think the middle door in the

Murphy furnace is sometimes a disadvantage, as it tempts the

fireman to meddle with the fire when he had much better leave

it alone.

The traveling or chain grate is raiiidly coming into favor as a

means of sloking autoinalically. It consist.s, as in the Babcock &
Wilcox and Green stokers, of an endless horizontal chain running

on sprocket wheels and carrying the coal back under the boiler,

finally dumping the refuse over the back and into the ash-pit. The
distilling process and the gradual burning of the coke arc much the

same as in the stokers just described. In order to prevent waste

through the grates the latter are usually quite close, and it becomes

necessary to use more draft than with ordinary grates.

.'\ damper is used underneath the grate to prevent an excess of

air from passing up behind the grate. Some tests recently made
by a large corporation which uses a considerable number of the

chain grates showed an evaporation of only 5.7 lb. of water per

pound of coal. An examination disclosed the fact that a large

excess of air was passing through the comparatively bare grate at

the rear end. The introduction of a damper to regulate this brought

about a great improvement.

With the same fuel and same conditions as before an evaporation

of 8 lbs. of water per pound of coal was obtained.

Intending users of chain grates would do well to bear this in

mind.

From observations covering a period of several years I have come
to the conclusion that this type of grate is the best one yet devised

for abating smoke.

The fact that it is horizontal, so that unbiirned coal cannot run

to the rear end, and the further fact that it is self-cleaning and

need not be disturbed by the sliccbar, make it an almost ideal furnace

in this respect. If run by an intelligent fireman who understands

adapting the depth and travel of the fire to the work to be done, it

will also be a very economical furnace.

The underfeed stokers operate on an entirely diflferent principle,

the coal being fed in underneath the grate and forced up through

a rectangular opening in the center. A forced blast is used and
the air for combustion is blown up through the coal, the tuyeres

being on either side of the rectangular opening just mentioned.

By this arrangement the fresh coal is always underneath and the

distilled gases arc obliged to pass through an incandescent mass
of fuel in company with the air. With a proper pressure of blast

perfect combustion is thus almost unavoidable. The ash and clinker

are now at the top of the fuel, which forms a gradually rising

mound in the center and pushes Ihe clinker over to either side,

whence it is removed by hooks through doors at the front. The

heat generated is such that the ash generally melts and forms a

sheet uf clinker which can be easily removed without disturbing the

fire.

In the American stoker the coal is forced under the grate and up

by a revolving screw, somewhat similar in shape to the ordinary

gimlet poinle<l lag screw.

In the Jones underfeed stoker a plunger driven by steam operates

to feed the coal. This plunger can be arranged to start and stop

by hand or to run automatically.

My experience has shown the underfeed stoker to lie economical

in operation and practically smokeless.

/\ criticism fro(|uently made in regard to mechanical stokers is

that they will not respond rpiickly to sudden changes in the load,

that it is difficult to keep a uniform steam-pressure under such

circumstances, and that for this reason they are not economical.

There is some truth in this. It is easy to conceive of circum-

stances, especially in electric plants, under which it would be difficult

lo maintain a uniform steam pressure with cither the oscillating or

the traveling grate. I-"or regular fluctuation of load, as in electric

lighting or railway power-houses, the obvious remedy is the intro-

duction of storage batteries and the provision for ample Ifoiler

reserve.

Minor fluctuations can be taken care of by the fireman unless

they become too numerous or too 'violent. In the latter ca.se the

underfeed stoker with the plunger feed comes the nearest to

satisfying the demand. With the power of instantly regulating Ihe

motion of the plunger and the pressure of the blast, it is thus possible

to meet emergencies of this kind more promptly than by hand

firing.

With the complaint sometimes made that stokers cannot lie

forced I have no sympathy. With an ordinary inclined grate stoker

under a horizontal tubular boiler, I have forced a Ixiiler to 75 per

cent above its rating with practically no smoke and with an evap-

oration of over 8 lb. of water per pound of bituminous slack. It

all depends upon the draft and upon the intelligence of the fireman.

Probably, however, none of us believe in forcing a boiler to this

extent ; it is bad for the boiler, bad for the stoker and bad for the

coal pile.

The economy resulting from the abatement of smoke is naturally

a potent argument in its favor. This phase of the subject has. how-
ever, but little to do with the ethics of the question. Once prove

that it is practicable to abate smoke and the community has a right

(o insist on its abatement regardless of economical considerations.

Fortunately this diflnculty does not exist in most cases, for it may
be stated as a general proposition that smoke abatement means
economy in fuel consumption. The proof of this statement is ex-

tremely simple; fuel economy results from good combustion; good
combustion is accompanied by little visible smoke.

It must be remembered that the converse is not necessarily true,

for a smokeless chimney does not always mean good economy.
An excess of air may insure entire oxidation of the combustible mat-

ter and at the same time so dilute the chimney gases as to cause

serious waste of heat.

The problem to be studied by the manufacturer should be how-

to obtain the most perfect combustion of the particular fuel which

he uses and then the smoke question will take care of itself. Let

him make frequent analyses of chimney gases, compare diflferent

pressures of draft and different dispositions of dampers and he will

be repaid for his trouble in more ways than one. Personally I be-

lieve in the automatic stoker as the most economical solution of the

problem.

In forming this opinion I do not rely upon expert tests for

efficiency ; there are so many variables entering into the question that

it is difficult to make accurate comparisons in this way. .As it is

entirely possible to improve the efficiency of a furnace 10 or 15

per cent by intelligent hand firing, there is much difficult}- in deter-

mining the actual saving effected by a stoker. During a competitive

test between the hand-fired furnace and the stoker the conditions

are often entirely diflferent from those obtaining in cvery-day use,

and these changed conditions are usually more to the advantage of

the hand firing. By this I mean that good hand firing is the ex-

ception rather than the rule, on account of the dirty, disagreeable

nature of the work and the low grade of help employed.

With the introduction of mechanical handling there is a reduc-

tion in the quantity of manual labor and there should be an im-
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provciiiciit in its quality. Manufacturers should unilerslaiiJ that

if they expect to get the benefit of improved machinery they must

have men competent to run it to the best advantage.

The surest method of determining the relative economy of the

two nielhods is by comparing the coal bills before and after the

change, making due allowance for any variation in the work done.

This has been done in a number of instances to my knowledge and

the result has always been favorable to the stoker. About a year

ago I addressed letters to a number of business men and manufac-

turers who have installed mechanical stokers of various sorts in

factories and office buildings, asking for information as to the

value as smoke-abating devices of the particular stokers used, and

as to the fuel economy and the cost of repairs.

The replies in every case were favorable to the stoker, both as

regards smoke abatement and as regards general efficiency. There

are in the city of Cleveland 15 large office Iniildings. ranging from

8 to 18 stories in height, which have mechanical stokers in connec-

tion with their power and heating plants. It is doubtful if any

such building will be erected in Cleveland in the future without an

equipment of this sort.

One manager of a lo-story office building writes that he has

three 200-h. p. stokers which have been in use for four years burn-

ing slack coal, and that the only repairi have been the replacing

of brick linings as a total expense for the four years of only $50.

.\n extract from another letter is as follows : "The stokers cost

approximately $1,500. The annual saving of fuel is $550."

Personal letters from wcll-knoun business men in Cleveland

testify to a saving in fuel varying from 15 to 25 per cent.

For the benefit of those who rely largely upon expert tests for

their opinions, I introduce a suminary of several such tests which

ba\e come under my personal observation.



Piping and Power Station Systems. -VI 1/

IIV WILLIAM L. MORRIS, M. E.

Hl(.w-Off I'ipiiiK.

A hkivv-ofl' sysU'iii is llic luxt lii he stiiilioil, and .•iltliniiKli tlli^

may seem hut a minor niallcr; if it is not properly laid onl it will

he a major lormoiit. A hlow-ofF system is primarily arranged for

the purpose of reniovinK the water and precipitation from llic lower

parts of the hollers, economizers and similar parts of the general

system. 'The dillicnllies to he overcome in a hlow-ofif system are

the sndden ehaiiKes i)i temperature with their attendant expansion

and contraction stresses, the providing of a means for liherating the

vapors and reducing the temperature of the hlow-ofT water hefore

it reaches the sewer, and finally the providing for the repairing of

nn<Iergroun<l worU which must he left free to expand and contract.

Fig. 45 shows a hlow-olT system for tlic proposed station. The

hlow-oflf cisterns should he located ahout fifty feet from the Iniild-

ing and the system should be operative with the use of one basin

only, because the other may he used for an intake as shown in

Fig. 22.
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I'he underside of the partition and tlic bottom of the cistern

should be about six inches, and four feet, respectively, below the

bottom of the water way, with the blow-off pipe pointed towards

hut not carried into the water way. The dififerent blow-off lines

should be free to move longitudinally or transversely, and the ends

at the cistern should be passed through a metal sleeve which will

permit free expansion. It is safe to say that a blow-oflf line keeps

moving continually. If trouble is to be averted the branches to

the boilers must be long. There is less trouble from water-haunner

in pipes if the discharge cud is above the water line, otherwise,

the water at boiler temperature expands to steam which drives the

water out of the line, then, as soon as the valve is shut, this steam

condenses and draw-s the water back into the pipe in "slugs." When
these slugs strike the hends in the pipe line the sides of the fittings

are often broken. The strains produced by water-hammer arc

wholly distinct and foreign to the pressure carried in the pipe, in

fact, a line open to atmosphere can be damaged greatly by water-

hammer. The writer has knowledge of a 14-in. exhaust elbow,

about ^ in. thickness of metal, which had its entire side broken
out by water-hammer, the strain being much the same as though
a iTian had struck the fitting with a sledge of the same weight and
moving at the same velocity as the water.

If it is necessary to place the end of the blow-oflf discharge be-

low the water, then check valves, marked .-\ in Fig. 45, should be
placed in the line to break the vacuum formed. These checks
should be placed above the main. .\ir cushions could be used to

I)rcvetil the hannneriiig but unless they were placed at every point

where the direction of flow is changed they woiiUl be useless. This

mctliod would be quite impractical with such a system as is shown

in Fig. 34, because the direction of flow would be greatly changed

wdicn shifting the discharge outlet from one cistern to the other.

Check valves are inexpensive and reduce the back water flow very

materially by filling the main with air, thus causing an air cushion,

and it is a good plan to place check valves on the line, even

though the main discharges arc al)ove the water, but such valves

may be of somewhat smaller size.

While washing a boiler through the blow-o(T valve, this valve

must necessarily be left open. For this reason, two blow-off valves

for each boiler arc shown in Fig. 45, and with this arrangement

the valve farthest from the boiler can be used to shnt off the main

when the boiler is being cleaned. The center piece of the valve

close to the boiler meanwhile can be removed, thus allowing the
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FIG. 46.

wash-w-atcr to flow to the sewer instead of to the blow-off main.

This arrangement avoids the possibility of a fireman blowing off his

boiler and thus scalding a boiler cleaner who at the same time

may be working on the other boiler, and it has the added advan-

tage that by keeping the wash-water out of the blow-off there is

less liability of this valve becoming blocked with scale. In case the

outer operating valve leaks, the inner valve may be closed and the

outer valve repaired while the pressure is on. Details of valves

arranged for washout and also details of the blow-off cistern will

be given later.

The branches from the blow-off main to the boiler must have

ample length of pipe in them to allow for expansion and contrac-

tion. The blow-off for the problem station would be about 175 ft

long and at extreme temperatures would differ in length about 4 in.,

but by anchoring this main at the center, either end would travel

only about 2 in. It is a very common practice to run short, stiff

boiler connections to the blow-off main. This is often a source of

trouble because 2 in. of movement at the end of the main require at

least 12 ft. of 2!i-in. pipe for the boiler branch in order to provide

a safe swing.

It may be desired to run the water column drains into a large

funnel and pipe the funnel to the boiler blow-off branch, tapping in

betw-een the blow-off valves and blow-off main. In order to pre-

vent the blow-off backing through the funnel there should be a check
valve in the pipe leading away from the funnel. If the funnels are
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placed at each boiler, it will not be necessary to provide vacuum-

breaking checks in the main because the eight fuiniel drain checks

will serve the same purpose.

In blowing off the economizer care should be taken that the

valves are operated to suit the control 'of the feed pump because

if the pump is controlled by feed pressure, time should be given it

to increase in speed and so, by the valve being opened slowly, main-

tain the pressure on the economizer. Located within sight of the

operator of the economizer blow-off, there should be a gage with a

three-way cock; one pressure pipe running to the header and the

^r^os^M£ff/c ^x/^^e^sr./^^/^

give very good or bad results, being dependent entirely upon its

design, system of installation and operation.

The blow-off cisterns should have a large open grating at the

top to allow the escape of steam, and if this cistern be close to or in

the building, it should be supplied with a very large pipe to carry

off the steam. The sewer connection should have a deep water seal

to prevent steam from blowing into the sewer. Water, leaving the

boilers at i6o-lb. pressure, will vaporize i lb. out of every 7'/2 lb.

blown off. This makes >,V2 cu. ft. of steam for each pound of blow-

off water, or 210 times as much vnlunie nf steam passing out of
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FIG. 49.

Other to the top of the economizer. The operator can note the steam

pressure, then throw the cock to the economizer pressure and, while

blowing, not allow the pressure to drop below a point which will

cause the economizer to generate steam, which pressure can be de-

termined by observing the temperature of the water. This is one of

the most delicate features of economizer operation. The feed pump
cannot ordinarily supply water as fast as it can be blown off, so

when closing the blow-off, the operator should note the pressure and

by closing the valve slowly, give the pump time to slow down
under its own control. Closing the blow-off quickly while the pump
is working at high speed will throw excessive pressures and strains

on the economizer.

The method of blowing off an economizer should be well under-

stood and carefully followed to avoid serious losses due to broaking

FIG. 48.

economizer tubes or headers. For instance, let it be assumed that

the plant has been worked hard and the feed to the economizer is

taken from the hot well or small heater, the gas teinperature being

high and the economizer very warm. Now, if the economizer is

blown oft' under these conditions, there will be a very sudden change

of pressure and a great possibility of cracking the economizer tubes.

The correct method of operation is to go down the line of boilers

and blow them off one by one, allowing the pump to run at a high

speed, and by the time the boilers are filled again the economizer

will be cooled to such an extent that the incoming water will not

subject it to very severe strains and, as the temperature is down, the

blow-off can now be opened, allowing the economizer pressure to

drop to a low point without making steam. If steam is generated,

the condensation of this steam causes water-hammer, which is al-

ways productive of trouble wherever it occurs. .'\n economizer can

the top of the blow-off cistern as there is water passing through the

sewer. During a blow-off period there will not ordinarily be blown

off more than 75 lb. of water per second and 10 lb. of this will be

in the form of steam. The atmospheric exhausts for engines are

generally arranged with a capacity of about 4 lb. per second per

square foot of sectional area. This requires a vent pipe having not

less than 2V$ sq. ft. cross sectional area for an engine, but since this

flow is steady, we can make the pipe of about i^ sq. ft. cross sec-

tional area or the diameter of the vent pipe would be approximately

16 in. In case the blow-off cistern is very large, the water in it

may then have time to cool and so there will not be as much vapor

as just stated. This, however, would help matters only a portion of

the time, because, when a second boiler is being blown off, immedi-

ately following the first, the blow off will meet water which is of

such a temperature that it will not take up any heat without vapor-
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FIG. 50.

izing and then the full amount of vapor will be formed. The chief

object in retaining the water in the cistern is to break up the force

of the discharge and thus avoid cutting a hole in the cistern by the

disintegrating action of the water of high temperature, being directed

at one point.

It may be found desirable to provide for taking care of still other

drains in preference to discharging them ipto the sewer, such as the

high temperature low-pressure drips from exhaust lines, intermediate

service, healer overflow, washout for oil tanks, etc. Since these

drains are located at low level, it would hardly be possible to keep

them above the floor without their becoming an obstruction in the

engine room. These lines should be made of heavy cast iron soil

pipe with the joints well calked and laid in and filled around with

sand so that expansion and contraction may take place freely with-

out damaging the calked joints.

A mixed system for taking care of these other drips is shown in
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Fie 46- line A laUcs receiver drips, also exhausts drips and oil

waslioiil No catch basins are connected to this line because the

nncstion of expansion and contraction would be difficult to ar-

rauL'c for where the lines enter the basins. The line and branches

•m- of iron pipe, calked, and since there would be considerable

vMior if any connections were left open, the entire line is made

lurht and the discharge is dropped into a sump at the bottom of

the waste water way. The elbows of this line should be arranged

/y/f/7T£-/^

1
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FIC. 51.

as ^hown in Fig. 46. so that they may expand without trouble at the

joints or at the floor. Line B is a regular floor drain and may be

of sewer tile and arranged to discharge into the waste water way.

Line C is of cast iron pipe but, as it is not subjected to very high

temperatures, about 170 degrees at the most, the catch basm and

drain connections are made into this line. Very little oil passes

through this line and- a loose joint is not a serious matter.
1
here

is no essential reason for duplicating or cross connecting this class

of mains, not because they are unimportant, but because they are

not under pressure and so can be discharged directly on the engine

room floor until any necessary repair is made. Wherever possible,

an open gutter should be run alongside of the wall, because such

drains can easily be cleaned without interfering m the least with

operation. The details of such a gutter will be shown later.

Exhaust Piping.

The next division of the subject which will be taken up is that

describing the main engine exhaust lines. In Fig. 10 is shown the

general arrangement of the proposed station. The arrangement of

the condensers is illustrated by Fig. 22. The problem now in hand

is the carrying away of the exhaust steam for 6 engines and 2

condensers, realizing that there must always be in operation 3 large

engines, i condenser and i exciter engine.

.\n arrangement of the exhaust piping which meets the condi-

tions of the problem is illustrated in Fig. 47- These connections

permit the repairing of any portion of the vacuum main or branches

without necessitating the shutting down of more than one large

unit, and always allowing one exciter engine to be run. The

atmospheric exhaust main is shown on the drawing by dotted lines

and would not ordinarily be used. The use of one large exhaust

main for regular operation of several engines is not as economical

in first cost, nor as safe to operate with, as individual atmospheric

exhaust lines. .\ method of laying out a large atmospheric mam.

which would be accessible for repairs at all times, and which

would neither furnish a chance for the engine to lose its vacuum

nor injure a man by exhausing onto him, is illustrated in Fig. 4*^-

If the connections were all led into the large main without pro-

vision being made for dividing this main into sections, the prob-

abilities are that in case of repairs being necessary on the mam
branches or atmospheric valves, a shut down would be necessary.

,,.„ if the main is designed with the proper allowance or «=M.a. -o"

. , ,1 well built of amply heavy materials, there would undoubtedly

;: .rouble arise which could not be remedied before Uie vacuum

was affected. However, as the idea from the fi"« h='\'';=en that a

stati..n should be designed so that any portion of 1
might be shut

,,own for several days, if necessary, and the rest of the machinery

c-ire for the regular operation, let this idea still remain foremost

Then Fig. 48 is the best piping system for the exhaust mams, and

if desired tre condensers may be located in the center o the s.a ion

as shown in this figure. The general piping system illustrated m

Figs 47 and 48 is the same, these figures dilTermg only in t'le loca-

,i„not the lines. The curved piping as shown in Fig. 48 should

never be used if there is the least possibility of additions ever be-

ing made to the station. A better method would be to finish the

ends of all lines running lengthwise of the plant with F s having

blind flanges ready for future additions. Such a modification is

shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 48 •

• • , .,

The next subject to be considered is the exhaust piping for the

auxiliary machinery. It is not unusual to find the auxiliaries piped

with double connections, so that they may be run cither condensmg

or non-condensing, aii.l exciter engines arc also arranged so that

they may be connected to the heater. Such systems are never

ncxible or economical. Consider, for instance, the proposed station:

The auxiliaries in this station are the steam pumps, two of which

arc required to do quite light work, an air pump which uses steam

economically and the compound fan engines, which arc also ccononri-

ical machines. The heaters taking steam from these auxiliaries will,

by taking water from the hot well at about 95°, raise its tempera-

ture to 170° or 180°. In this station, in addition to exciting the

main generators, the exciter unit would be called upon to furnish

current for all the electrical requirements of the station, such as

lighting svstem, circulating pump, motors, air compressor, blast fan

for transformers, crane, coal handling machinery and for motor

driven tools in the adjacent shop. Thus it is seen that the exciter

engine would carry more load and so deliver more exhaust steam

than the heater could condense, which would allow much of the

steam to waste to atmosphere. This plant will use economizers,

and so there will not be much advantage in delivering high tem-

perature water from the heaters to the economizers, because the

economizers will raise water more degrees in temperature when

FIG. 52.

receiving low temperature water than when receiving water of high

temperature. In other words, the capacity and utility of an econ-

omizer diminishes as the temperature of its feed water is increased,

and the greater amount of work asked for Jrom the economizer

the better paying investment it will be. An active circulation is not

provided for in the general design of economizers on account of

practical difficulties, and as actual experiment has demonstrated

that twice as much heat is delivered to water circulating at the rate

of 3 ft. per second as is delivered to it without circulation, it may

be seen that the commercial value of an economizer would be in-

creased greatly if the advantages of free circulation were pro-

vided for.

If the plant were supplied with economizers it would be an

economical plan to deliver all the steam to the heater that it would

condense, exhausting such machines as are economical in the use

of steam into the condensers and such machines as are wasteful

into the heater. A system for connecting certain machines and

allowing them to be run in either of the ways just mentioned is
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shown in Fig. 49. This system is flcNiblt only in regard to opera-

tion and should not be used for any lines which are at all times

essential for the continued operation of the station. A portion of

the line marked A is indispensable, and late at night, when the

pnmps may be shut down, the exciter engines would be running non-

condensing, and this part of the line would then be used by the

e.xciter engines.

Another point to consider, which may be stated as one of the

more important details in laying out station systems, is the ability

to be able to take apart any valve in the station, not only for repairs

needing immediate attention, but for general repairs when the load

is iight and not over one-half the station capacity is called for.

~^e-j.i£r W/^ii'S

n. //ass Co^^/rcr/o^^

FIG. 53-

To be able to shut off one section of the piping is only a partial

solution of- the problem of designing a correct .system ; it must be

possible to shut oflf the shut-off itself. Figure 48 shows numerous

valves, any one of which can be taken out of the line or have repairs

made on it and the continued operation of the otiicr half of the

station be possible.

Referring to Fig. 47 it is seen that there are two atmospheric

valves opening into one pipe, and if one valve is being repaired there

is a constant danger of losing the vacuum and exhaust from the

other engine reaching the valve. This is not a good system, be-

cause each atmospheric branch should run independently to the

atmosphere, or have a valve in it.

There is nothing unusual in the appearance of the connection

shown in Fig. 49, such an arrangement being very ordinary. The

designer of a piping system must not be contented with laying out

a system which looks all right, but he should analyze every require-

ment and see that his design conforms with an established plan.

On reference to Fig. 49 it may be seen that in order to do any

work at all upon the valve shutting off the main from the branches,

it will be necessary to shut down the entire auxiliary exhaust main.

Such a design is not a system, but is the very limit of crudeness.

The auxiliary exhaust main should therefore be next laid out

with a view to making repairs to the pipe line possible and still

allow the operation of three-fourths of the entire plant, or permit

any valve to be removed and allow the operation of one-half the

plant.

It should be understood that if a valve blows a gasket or springs

a bad leak between the bonnet and the body, it is yet possible

to close the valve and operate three-fourths of the capacity of the

plant imtil such time as the load can be carried by half the ma-

chines and the repairs be made.

A list of the machinery which nnist be piped to the heater and

atmosphere comprises 2 dry vacuum pumps, 2 feed pumps, i fire

pump and 2 fan engines. These machinese are shown in Fig. 50,

together with the properly located back pressure valves and atmo-

spheric stand pipes at the ends of the exhaust main. In case of

accidents to valves a and b, repairs would be found difficult, be-

cause it would be necessary to operate with but one pump. This,

however, is possible, and as there is low duty on the shut-off

valves, further protection is not justified. It is necessary that the

exhaust main should be pitched toward the heater so that all con-

densation will flow in that direction and it will then be possible to

run the steam drip bleeders into the exhaust main, thus saving

lioih the distilled water and the heat units.

The lines may be located in various positions and yet preserve

the system shown in Fig. 50. For instance. Fig. 51 shows a dif-

ferent arrangement of the machines, valves, etc., but the general

system is .unchanged. In Fig. 51, the atmospheric valves are lo-

cated near the heater so that the air vent of the heater may easily

be run into these pipes. The general arrangement of the pipe lines

must necessarily adapt itself to local conditions, but the lines should

be so run that the original .system will be preserved.

The general rearrangement of the auxiliary steam and exhaust

mains when laid out on the loop plan is shown in Fig. 52. This

plan permits the shutting down of the heater, atmospheric pipe,

or any portion of the lines, and yet three-fourths of the plant re-

mains in operation.

Compressed Air System.

Compressed air is now considered essential in the operation of

modern power stations and is chiefly used in the cleaning of elec-

trical machinery and apparatus; it is also used for other purposes

in the plant because it is available. Compressed air service for

cleaning purposes is not vital in the operation of the station,

and therefore can be laid out on a sing'e main, systemless plan,

but of course when the air system is so designed, there should be

no vital system dependent upon air pressure for its operation un-

less such system has another means of supply.

Ordinarily it is not necessary to use a large air compressor nor

large lines, but in order to insure an even pressure, the system

should have a storage air tank of fairly large capacity from which,

when needed, a relatively large volume of air can be drawn for a

short time. The general arrangement of such a system is shown

in Fig. 53.

The piping should be arranged so that the compressor, air main

and branches will drain rapidly into the air tank. This tank

should be provided with a blow-off through which condensation can

be disposed of. The compressor, controller, gage, relief and stop

valve should be located on the engine room floor, and the tank on

the basement floor with the air supply main led off from the top.

Hose valves should be placed at the different generators, motors,

transformers, switchboards, oil switches, etc., .so that 25 ft. of hose

will reach any piece of electrical apparatus. If there is an oil room

where inflammable stock is kept it is desirable to connect the air

main to a can of dry fire extinguishing powder in such a manner

that by opening an air valve the pressure from the main will blow

this powder forcibly into the room.

(To t>e continued.)

Trade Name Wanted.

.\lr. H. .\. Nicholl, general manager of the Indiana Union Trac-

tion Co., Anderson, Ind., requests us to announce that this com-

pany will pay $25 for the best suggestion for a trade name or apt

descriptive phrase for that .system that is acceptable. At the present

time the company is using the initials of its name, I. U. T., dis-

playing them in the way of a trade mark on its literature, and

what is desired is a substitute for the company name, which will be

distinctive, convenient, appropriate and easily remembered.

Suggesting the class of names that might be appropriate we can

give the examples of names chosen by electric lines as follows

:

Eastern Ohio Traction Co., the Maple Leaf Route ; Muncie, Hart-

ford & Ft. Wayne Ry., Hartford Route; the old Ft. Wayne &
Southwestern Traction Co. was known as the Canal Route, a name
which would be quite appropriate for its successor, the Ft. Wayne
& Wabash Valley, as this road follows the Wabash & Erie canal

from Ft. Wayne to Logansport, with a prospect of being continued

to Lafayette ; the Lackawanna & Wyoming Valley Ry. is named the

Laurel Route. The steam railway field offers as good examples of

such words and phrases, "Monon," "The Only Way," "Frisco Sys-

tem'' and "Overland Route."

This competition is open until Aug. i, 1905. Suggestions should

be forwarded to H. K. Nicholl, general manager, Anderson, Ind.

The Central Pennsylvania Traction Co. opened its amusement
park at Paxtang. Pa., May 25th. \ new roller coaster erected in

the shape of a figure "8" has been installed and new walks and

bridges have been built in the park, which has greatly improved

since last season.
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Criilly vs. Union Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup,), ij2 N. V. Snpp. .v.r

Fd). 23. 1905.

Tlic judge charged llif jury; "So far as the duty of the Union

Railway Company to the plaintiff was concerned. I charge yon that

it was oliliged under the law, as a general proposition, to exercise

that degree of care which would safely land a passenger at his

destination, after it had taken that passenger upon its car." The

appellate term of the supreme court of New York holds that this

was clearly an overstatement of the carrier's ohligation to its pas-

sengers constituting revcrsihle error. No such obligation is im-

posed upon common carriers, viz., to safely land a passenger at his

destination. This was virtually an instruction that the defendant

railway company was an insurer of its passengers, during transit,

irrespective of the circumstances.

\Vll/\r .A PF.RSON CROSSING TR.\CKS MAY PRESUME
AS TO SPEKD—SPEED IN EXCESS OF THAT AL-,

LOWED BY ORDINANCE NEGLIGENCE—CARE RE-
QUIRED—LOOKING AND LISTENING SUFEICTENT
WITHOUT STOPPING.

Dcilring vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo, .App,), 8.s S, W. Rep, 140.

Fell. 7, iQOj.

The plaintiff, who was injured in attempting to cross the de-

fendant's tracks, had the right, the St. Louis court of appeals holds,

to presume, unless he knew- to the contrary, or by the exercise of

ordinary care might have known, that the defendant would not

operate its street car at a rate of speed exceeding 15 miles an hour,

the speed allowed by the city ordinance. The operation of the car

at a rate of speed exceeding 15 miles, per hour was negligence per

sc (by itself).

Rut while the plaintiff had the right to use the thoroughfare, he

was charged with the obligation of exercising due care and caution

on his part, and with the duty of looking and listening for ap-

proaching cars before crossing said tracks, in order to avoid prob-

able collision ; and if, upon looking and listening, he discovered an

approaching car in such immediate proximity as to threaten his

.<afety, while running at a rate of 15 miles per hour, he would be

negligent and inexcusable in going upon the defendant's tracks

under those circumstances ; or if he discovered an approaching car

which he knew, or by the exercise of ordinary care could have

known, was running at a high and negligent rate of speed (in ex-

cess of 15 miles per hourL so that it would appear dangerous to

an ordinarily prudent person in the exercise of due care to attempt

to cross the tracks, he would have been negligent and inexcusable

in going upon said tracks under those circumstances.

On the other hand, if the plaintiff's position (three feet from the

rail), wdien he looked and listened, was such that when looking at

the end of the approaching car he was unable to discern that the

car w-as approaching at a rate of speed exceeding 15 miles per hour,

and if it was apparent that the car was then so far distant from him
that an ordinarily prudent person of his age and condition, exercis-

ing due care, could cross the tracks in safety in front of a car run-

ning at a speed of 15 miles per hour without imminent danger of

• injury, then the plaintiff would be justified in relying upon the de-

fendant's a.gent5 to operate the car within the ordinance limit of 15

miles per hour, and in presumin.g that it wa.s being so operated with

due care and caution on their part, and cross the tracks.

.Again the court holds that there was no rule of law^ requiring the

plaintiff "to stop and look and listen." He was required to "look

and listen," but not to "stop."

AN INIERSECIIN(; LINE COVKKED HV ORIJINANCK AS
TO SALE (JF riCKEIS AND GIVING OF TRANS-
FERS.

Virginia Passenger & Power Co. vs. Commonwealth (Va. ), 49

S. E. Rep., 995 Mar. 9, 1905.

A company having a line of street railway had conveyed to it a

portion of another line extending from a point where the latter

intersected with the former to a point in' the city limits. A second

company owned the balance of this latter line from such point in

the city limits to a point in the county, and operated the whole line

from the point of intersection to the point in the county, running

its cars with the same conductors and motormen continuously

through to said point of intersection. The company first mentioned

was required by ordinance to sell, between the hours of 6 a. m. and

7 a. m., "labor tickets." at the rate of two for five cents, to l)e used

only between such hours from Monday to .Saturday, inclusive, and

to give transfer tickets to intersecting lines. The supreme court of

appeals of Virginia holds that the second-mentioned line, operated

as stated by the company owning the portion thereof beyond the city

limits, was such an intersecting line.

.\1010R.\I.\N MAY PRESUME DRIVER OF VEHICLE WILL
USE HIS SENSES.

.Markowitz vs. Metropolitan Street Railway Co. (Mo.), 85 S. W
R<"P- 351- Dec. 22, 1904.

Where a motorman saw a wagon when it first came out of an

alley, the supreme court of Missouri, division No. i. says that,

whether he noticed how the faces of the occupants, the plaintiff and

her driver, were in fact turned, and drew inferences therefrom or

not, he saw the wagon and the driver, and the course they were tak-

ing, and he had the right to presume that the driver would use his

senses. Even though he saw the horse approach close to the track.

yet if he still presumed that the driver would exercise the care that

a man of ordinary prudence and common sense in his situation

would exercise, and stop until the car would pass, this court cannot

say with certainty that he was guilty of negligence in acting on that

presumption. And even if it could be said that under those circum-

stances a question at least of negligence arose, which, as a question

of fact, ought to have been submitted to the jury, still this court can-

not say that it was a question of such gross negligence or reckless

or wanton conduct as justified the court in submitting to the jury

to say whether or not the plaintiff ought to recover in spite of her

own negligence.

CARE REQUIRED AS TO STATION PLATFORMS.

Hart vs. Sc-ittle. Renton & Southern Railway Co. (Wash.). 79
Pac. Rep. 954. Mar. 10. 1905.

"You are instructed." the jury were told in this case, "that the

degree of care to be exercised by a common carrier 01 passengers

for hire is the highest degree of care that is consistent with the

reasonable and practical operation of its business, in view of the

method and means of conveyance employed." "You are instructed."

they were further told, "that it is the duty of a carrier of passengers

to provide and keep the landing places and platforms used by it for

discharging passengers from its vehicles, and all passageway? leading

to and from such places, in a reasonably safe condition for the pur-

poses intended, .ind for any violation of its duty in this respect

which entails injury upon a passenger, without fault on his part,

the carrier will be answerable in damages." The necessity for rea-

sonable care was also repeated in other instructions. The supreme
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court of Washington thinks that the instructions, as a whole, made

it clear to the jury that it was the trial court's view that not the

highest possible degree, but a reasonable degree, of care was re-

quired, and the court thinks that the instructions were at least with-

in, and that they certainly did not go beyond, well-recognized rules.

CONSTRUCTION OF ORDINANCE .VG.'MNST CON-
DUCTORS ALLOWING WOMEN OR CHILDREN TO
ENTER OR LEAVE CARS WHILE IN MOTION.

Behen vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo.), 85 S. W. Rep. 346. Dec. 22,

1904.

With reference to a city ordinance to the effect that conductors

of street cars should not allow women or children to enter or leave

a car while the same was in motion, the supreme court of Missouri,

division No. 1, says that men get on and off the cars while they are

going, and the ordinance does not make it the duty of the conductor

to attempt to control them in that respect; but it seems to contem-

plate that women and children are more liable to accidents in at-

tempting such a feat, and that conductors should not allow them to

attempt it. The ordinance contemplates interference by the con-

ductor when a woman or a child is indicating an intention to do the

dangerous act of boarding or leaving a car while it is in motion.

.Action indicative of such an intention is essential before the con-

ductor can be expected to know that such intention exists. Just

how much restraint a conductor, under this ordinance, would be

authorized to exert in case a grown woman should insist on using

her own judgment in such emergency, it was unnecessary in this

case to say. It did not appear that the conductor was close enough

to lay hands on the woman in question to restrain her by force, even

if he had had a right to do so; but, when he warned her to wait until

the car should come to a stop, her act in disregard of the warning

could not be said to have been with his acquiescence or permission.

.MEANING OF WORD "INVITATION" AND SUFFICIENCY
OF PLEADING.

Kennedy vs. North Jersey Street Railway Co. (N. J. Sup.), 60

.'\tl. Rep. 40. Feb. 27, 1905.

The averment in a declaration that a car came nearly to a stand-

still at the instance and request of the plaintiff, who then and there,

at the instance and request of the defendant, was then and there

invited to become a passenger, the supreme court of New Jersey

holds, is a statement of a conclusion drawn by the pleader from in-

adequate or undisclosed facts, and is bad on demurrer. In a plead-

ing imputing legal liabality, the word "invitation" must be given its

legal, and not its colloquial, meaning. In other words, the fair

meaning to be given such a declaration as above described is that

from the slowing down of the car the plaintiff assumed that he had

been accepted as a prospective passenger, and that thenceforth the

movements of the car would be regulated with due reference to the

existence of such relationship. An essential factor—indeed, the

essential factor—in such an invitation is the existence of some state

of facts from which the servants of the defendant knew, or ought

to have known, that their act of slowing the speed of the car might

give rise to the belief that it was for the purpose of permitting the

plaintiff to become a passenger. If this be not so, then every dimi-

nution of the speed of a moving car from any cause whatsoever in-

augurates possible liabilities as to all persons who may make the

attempt to board such car while in motion, although the servants of

the defendant may be entirely unaware of the necessity of regu-

lating the running of the car with respect to such attempts. If cir-

cumstances from which the invitation to the plaintiff is fairly in-

lerable are stated in the pleading, the basis for the legal liability

of the defendant is properly laid.

CAUSE OF DERAILMENT FOR JURY AND NOT EXPERT.

Schutz vs. Union Railway Co. of New York City (N. Y.), 73 N. E.

Rep. 491. Feb. 15, 1905.

A railroad man of some twenty years' experience with steam and
electric railroads was asked, assuming that a car was running at the

rate of seven or eight miles an hour on a curve of the degree or

radius of a particular curve in question, and assuming that the track

at that point was an inch and three-quarters out of gauge, and as-

suming that the outer forward wheel was worn, and the flange

chipped, and that the car left the track at that point, whether he

could slate with reasonable certainty, from bis experience as a rail-

road man, both in railroad construction and in repairing and in

operation, what was the cause of that car leaving the track. The

court of appeals of New York holds that it was error to allow this

question over objection. It says that a situation was presented which

clearly did not fall within the rule rendering expert testimony ad-

missible. A very simple state of facts was laid before the jury, and

the question for them to determine was whether the spreading of

the track, and the imperfect condition of the front wheel of this

car, under conditions already stated, might have resulted in a de-

railment. There were no facts here peculiarly within the knowledge

of men whose experience and study enabled them to speak with

authority upon the subject, nor was this witness or a motorman who
had been for four years in the employ of different companies to be

considered as an expert. In regard to a witness who had 20 years'

experience as a shop foreman and railroad man on steam and elec-

tric roads, it would have been competent to have asked him, on

the state of facts disclosed, as to the tendency of a car leaving the

track under those conditions. The question propounded was very

different, as it required the witness to state the cause of derailment,

which, very clearly, was for the jury to determine.

NOT WITHIN APPARENT DUTY OF MOTORMAN TO
EJECT PASSENGER OR TRESPASSER FROM CAR—
MOTORMAN NOT "DRIVER."

Drolshagen vs. Union Depot Railroad Co. (Mo.), 85 S. W. Rep.

344. Dec. 22, 1904.

So far as the receiving, carrying and discharging of passengers is

controlled by the running, stopping and starting of the car, the busi-

ness, the supreme court of Missouri, division No. i, says, is in the

care of the motorman. But, in the absence of evidence on the sub-

ject, the court is unable to say that a motorman, whose only ap-

parent duty is to operate the machinery that furnishes the motive

power for the car, has any authority from his master to eject a

person from the car. The court cannot see any connection between

the apparent duty of the motorman to operate the machine and

the alleged authority to eject passengers or trespassers from the car.

If there is such authority in the motorman, its source is independent

of his mere duty to operate the machine ; it does not flow from that

duty. If the motorman should be called on by the conductor to as-

sist in preserving order or ejecting a person from the car, then a

different case would be presented, in which the duties of the con-

ductor and his right to call for assistance would be involved. And,

even if the motorman acted on his own motion to eject a person

whose conduct seemed to render it necessary for the protection of

the passengers or the preservation of the peace, a question of au-

thority implied from such an emergency might arise. Nor does

the court consider that a motorman is included in the meaning of

the term "driver" in the statute enacted in 1855 relative to giving

a right of action whenever any person shall die from any injury re-

sulting from or occasioned by the negligence, etc., of "any driver

of any stage coach or other public conveyance whilst in charge of

the same as driver." It says that the motorman does not come
under that clause, because he is not in charge of the car, and he does

not occupy towards the corporation and the public the position of

the driver of a stage coach or other vehicle of that kind.

POWER OF COURT TO ORDER CERTIFICATE OF PUBLIC
CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY.

In re Wood (N. Y.), 73 N. E. Rep. 561. Mar. 7, 1905.

The New York statute expressly provides that the general term

(now the appellate division) of the supreme court of New York
has the power, in its discretion, to order the railroad commissioners

to grant a certificate of public convenience and necessity. The court

of appeals of New York says that it must be conceded that the

statute is exceedingly meager in its provisions as to the practice to

be followed, and, doulitless for that reason, most of the proceedings

for the review of the actions of the board of railroad commissioners

have been by certiorari.

But the court thinks the legislative intent is sufficiently apparent.

It was intended, it says, to vest in the general term (now the ap-

pellate division) power to review the determination of the railroad

commissioners in case they should refuse the certificate of public
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conveiiifiH-i- and necessity. l''or lliis inii'iiose llie railroail coiniiiis-

sioMcrs were required, on tlie rernicst of llic directors of a railroad

company, to certify a copy "of all maps and papers on file" in their

office and of the findinRS of the board. It is true that the statute

docs not in express terms state that tin: commissioners shall certify

a copy of the testimony taken before thorn, but the court thinks that

the certification of the testimony was implied and intended. The

testimony, with the maps and papers on file, toRcther with the find-

ings of the hoard, furnish a complete record of all the proceedings

before llie cdnimissioncrs, and enable the appellate division to re-

view the dctiTiuination made thereon.

It is also true that the statute has not pointed out the precise

practice that shotdd be adopted in bringing the case to a hearing

before the aiipcllale division, but tli.'it court may, by rule or other-

wise, specify the time and notice that shall be given to the parties

interested upon which it will entertain the applicaticjii. In this case

the ^vidcncc was certified by the railroad commissioners, together

with all of the maps and papers before them and a copy of the

findings. The record was therefore complete, and one upon which

the appellate division had the jurisdiction to order the board of

railroad commissioners to issue a certificate of public convenience

and necessity. Furthermore, the court says that the order herein

was a final order in a special proceeding, and that, in the absence of

any provisions in the railroad law giving a right to appeal to this

court, it was reviewable as a matter of right, under section igo of

the code of civil procedure, so far as the questions of law were

concerned.

The question of whether the to per cent of the capital stock

subscribed for had been paid in in good faith as required bj the

statute, the court says, was purely one of fact, and, under the pro-

visions of the constitution, its jurisdiction was confined lo the re-

view of questions of law ; therefore, its examination of the evi-

dence was limited to the determination as to whether there was any

evidence that supported the finding.

RIGHTS .'\FTER DEPOSIT OF CHECK AND FAILURE TO
CONSTRUCT LINE IN TIME REQUIRED.

Furlh vs. Town of West Seattle (Wash.). 70 Pac. Rep. 936. Mar. 8,

1905-

A franchise ordinance required a certain amount of construction

within a year and the deposit of a certified check for $2,000 to in-

sure same, unless such construction should be prevented by any

accident, inability to obtain material, etc. The construction re-

quired necessitated the crossing of public navigable tide waters con-

trolled by the government, for which it was alleged it was contem-

plated that the United States authorities would permit the construc-

tion or use of a trestle with drawbridges of light construction and

low cost, whereas after the passage of the ordinance it was deter-

mined and made known by the United States authorities that they

required the construction of two very large and extremely costly

drawbridges. Wherefore it was contended that the failure to con-

struct and put into operation the line of railway within the year

was caused by accident and inability to obtain material within the

meaning of the ordinance.

The supreme court of Washington says that it would seem to it

that the averments did not relieve the grantee of the franchise from

performing his contract under the express provisions of the ordi-

nance. It was for the contractor to put on foot inquiries concerning

the cost of the construction of this road and the bridges necessarily

connected with it. The information which he here complained of,

with reference to the action of the government, cotild no doubt have

been obtained before as well as after the contract had been entered

into.

Furthermore, the court says that it is unable to discover any trust

character in the check which was deposited for the benefit of the

city, or any reason alleged in the complaint for the equitable inter-

ference of the court. There must be some force given to the pro-

vision in relation to the deposit and the forfeiture of the check.

It was a provision for the protection of the city, agreed to by the

plaintiff. The property in the check remained in him until the

year had expired. Then, if the conditions of the contract had been

performed, it was to be returned to him. If not, and no continuance

were granted, it was to be forfeited to the city, and, if so, tlie prop-
erty in it would certainly belong to the city. It seems to the court

that the contract was a simple one, easily understood and easily

complied with, .md at the expiration of the year, in the absence of

the continuance, either the plaintifT had a right lo the return of the

check, or the city had a right lo appropriate it ; otherwise the con-

tract in relation to the check amounted to nothing.

Again, the court says that the check, under the terms of the con-

tract, had been cashed, and the money had already Ijccn apijropri-

ated by the city, and had liccomc indiscriminately conimingletl with

other money belonging lo the city, so that the particular money

itself could not, in any event, be traced or followed, and therefore

there was nothing for an injunction to rightfully operate upon; and.

if Ihe city had wrongfully appropriated the money of ihc plaintifT,

it was available to him to sue Ihc city for moneys had and received.

It was acting on what it deemed were its rights under the contract,

and if it misinterpreted that contract and misconceived its rights

it was responsible lo the plaintiff in an action at law.

VALIDIIY AND CONSI RUCTION OF ACT AUTIIOKIZINfJ

CONSTRUCTION OF lEMPORARY TRESTLE AT
RAILROAD CROSSING.

Lenlell vs. Boston & Worcester Street Railway Co. (Mass.), 73

N. E. Rep. 542. Mar. 3, 1905.

The coii.stitutionalitv of chapter 163, page 124, of the Massa-

chusetts statutes of 1903, authorizing the defendant to construct a

trestle for crossing the Boston & Albany Railroad was atucked

on the ground that, although the trestle was in fact and in law an

interference with the plaintiff's right of property, an assessment of

the damage to the plaintiff's rights in the street, or light, air and

access was forbidden by Ihe clau.se declaring that the construction,

maintenance and use of the trestle should be deemed not to be an

additional easement or servitude. The supreme judicial court of

Massachusetts says that if the trestle did interfere with a right of

property which the plaintiff had before the statute was enacted,

this clause of the statute was void. But it did not follow that the

whole act was thereby rendered invalid. The court thinks that it

was the intention of the legislature to declare that the trestle did

not interfere with the rights of property of any person, if such a

declaration could be made by it ; but that, if such a declaration could

not be constitutionally made, any person whose property rights

were interfered with should have compensation.

Another ground on which the plaintiff contended that the act was

unconstitutional was that the person was not ascertained who was

to make payment of the compensation found to be due. To construe

the act, the court says, it was necessary to have in mind the law then

existing as to a street railway constructing its tracks across the

location of a steam railroad. It could not build across the railroad

location at grade without the consent of the railroad commissioners

or of a special commission. It could take land to enable it to cross

above or below the tracks of the railroad if it procured the approval

of the aldermen if in a city, or of the selectmen if in a town; and

it could construct such a crossing on land so taken. Finally, the

aldermen of a city or the selectmen of a town were permitted to

authorize structures partly or wholly within a public way necessarj'

for carrying the street railway over or under the railroad. From
the fact that the defendant railway procured the passage of the act

in question, and from the terms of that act, it must be assumed that

this railway company found it impracticable to get its tracks across

the Boston & Albany location in any of the ways authorized by the

revised laws. It was manifest that a separation of grades of the

railroad and highway at that point was expected to be made under

the policy lately pursued by the commonwealth with respect to grade

crossings.

It was under these circumstances that the legislature authorized

the defendant railway to complete the construction of its tracks by

the erection of the temporary trestle in question, carrying its rail-

way over the Bosfon & Albany Railroad, on condition that it should

be "remove'd upon the completion of the work of the abolition of

the grade crossing of the tracks of said railroad." This permission

was granted to the defendant railway for its benefit, and for the

benefit of no one else ; and, by necessary implication, if anything

was to be paid it was to be paid by it. The provision that the com-
pensation should be recovered "in proceedings conducted as provided

with respect to laying out of ways in the city" was manifestly in-

serted to give to the plaintiff and persons similarly situated all the

rights which he or they had in the street, which was a public way
in the city, and for no other purpose.
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ARRESTING MOTORMEN AS A MEANS OF PREVENTING
RUNNING OF CARS—E\ 1DE^•CE.

Mumford vs. StarmoiU and another (Mich.), 102 N. W. Rep. 662.

Feb. 28, 1905.

This action was for false imprisonment, based npon an arrest and

detention of the plaintiff, a motorman, by the police, under directions

of the defendants, who were respectively mayor and chief of police

of the city of Lansing, 'nie defendants sought to justify their

action upon the ground that the condition of the overhead con-

struction of the street railway line was a public nuisance, in that it

was a menace to persons using the highway, and that it was the

defendants' duty, both by virtue of their office and by reason of

the action of the common council, which had declared it a nuisance,

to abate the danger by preventing the operation of cars until the

wire should be replaced by new.

But if the circumstances shown were sucli as to justify the abate-

ment of a nuisance, the supreme court of Michigan says that it could

have been done by removing the dangerous wires, or by cutting the

same off from the power house from whence the current was fur-

nished. The stopping of the cars was not essential to this. If the

danger e.xisted only by reason of the running of the cars, cutting

the wire would have been an effective method of stopping the cars,

or they might have been stopped by taking possession of or dis-

abling, them without cutting the feed wire. Either of these methods

would have been preferable to the wholesale arrest of the motor-

men. Counsel cited no case recognizing the method taken of abat-

ing a nuisance, or preventing injury to citizens, where the person

arrested was not chargeable with a public offense or threatened

breach of the peace. The conduct of the defendants was clearly in

excess of necessity, and, under the adinitted facts, the court could

have done no less than to direct a verdict for the plaintiff. The
verdict rendered was for $150.

Furthermore, the supreme court thinks it was not error to allow

the plaintiff to state that he felt humiliated by the arrest. It was

not error to exclude evidence that subsequently he was compli-

mented by his employer for his effort to run the car. Neither was

it error to exclude evidence that it was the custom to search pris-

oners, which custom was not followed in this case. The court was
justified in saying that there was no evidence tending to show that

the plaintiff resisted an officer, although he took hold of the rope

10 reverse the trolley after the controller cranks had been taken

away from him, and he not only refused to promise not to run cars

again, but said that he would run a car every fifteen minutes if

given the opportunity, for such were his instructions.

CONSrnUTIONALITY OF LAW REQUIRING SCHOOL
CHILDREN TO BE CARRIED FOR HALF FARE.

Commonwealth vs. Interstate Consolidated Street Railway Co.

(Mass.), yi N. E. Rep. 530. Mar. i, 1905.

The supreme judicial court of Massachusetts here holds constitu-

tional sections 72 of chapter H2 of the revised laws of Massa-
chusetts, which requires street railway companies to carry pupils of

the public schools, in their regular course going from their homes
to the schools and returning therefrom, at rates not exceeding half

the regular fare charged by the company for the transportation of

other passengers between the same points. The court says that

while the right of the legislature reasonably to regulate rates of

fare is well established, it can be exercised only in such a way as

will not deprive the company of its property without compensation
or without due process of law. Action of a legislature in this par-

ticular is subject to the revisory powers of the courts. If the effect

of this statute were to compel the defendant to conduct its business

at a loss, the court would say unhesitatingly that the law was un-
constitutional. But the section places no limitation iipon the rates

that may be charged generally.

Section i, chapter 112, of the revised laws, leaves unchanged the

provisions of law in force at the time of its enactment which were
applicable to the Boston Elevated Railway Company. This com-
pany was thereby exempted from these provisions as to pupils of
the public schools. It was contended that this made a discrimina-
tion, which deprived the defendant of the equal protection of the
laws. But the court says that the constitutional principle invoked in

rtiis contention does not require that the same laws shall be enacted
for all street railway companies in different parts of a state. The

situation of the lines of the Boston Elevated Railway Company in

the midst of a dense population was so different from that of other

lines in the state, and their fitness for use by children in going to

and from the public schools might be found by the legislature to be

so unlike that of street railways generally in the slate, as properly

to call for an exemption from the law established for others. The

court cannot say that the legislature had no power to make this dis-

tinction, founded on differences in conditions.

The most important and difficult question in the case, the conn

says, was whether there was a constitutional justification for a dis-

crimination between pupils of the public schools and other persons.

If this were an absolute and arbitrary selection of a class, inde-

pendently of good reasons for making a distinction, the provision

would be unconstitutional and void. But if the difference is founded

on a reasonable distinction in principle, such discrimination does

not deny the equal protection of the laws. The education of chil-

dren throughout the commonwealth is a subject for legislation,

which has occupied the thoughts of the lawmakers from early times.

The duty of legislatures and magistrates to be diligent in the promo-

tion of education among all the people is specially declared in chap-

ter 5, section 2, of the constitution of the commonwealth. Com-

pulsory attendance of children in the schools is provided for by the

laws. Money may be appropriated by cities and towns for con-

veying pupils to and from the public schools. It cannot be said that

the legislature may not concern itself with the transportation of

children to the public schools in the interest of popular education,

just as it provides such children with books and other necessary

articles. So far as this statute merely gives help to these pupils in

connection with their acquisition of knowledge in the schools, it is

justified. As a police regulation in the interest of education, the

law may well require street railway companies to permit these chil-

dren to ride to school upon their cars, without profit to the com-

panies, provided it can be done without causing them loss. But if

such a requirement involves expense, the cost can only be put upon

the general taxpayers. It cannot be imposed upon the street railway

companies, or upon that part of the public which pays fares to the

street railway companies. If, therefore, it plainly appeared that the

enforcement of this section would cause expense to street railway

corporations, which they must bear themselves, or put upon other

classes of passengers in the form of increased fares to make good

the loss from carrying school children at half rates, the court would

be obliged to hold that there was a taking of property without due

process of law, through unconstitutional discrimination.

Therefore the court was brought to the inquiry whether it was

possible for the legislature to conclude that this provision would en-

tail no loss upon the street railway companies. Was it not possible

for legislators to decide that pupils, in most cases, go to and from

the public schools at hours when the cars are not in use by persons

going to and from their work, or by many persons ; that the pupils

generally are of such age and size as not individually to occupy

nearly so much space as other passengers ; that the difference be-

tween full fare and half fare is of such importance to the parents

of many of these pupils that the number who would ride at the half

rate would be nearly, if not quite, twice as many as at the regular

rate; and that for these and other reasons railway companies would

suffer no loss from carrying the children at half the regular fare?

Unless the court could say as matter of law that such a view would

be untenable, it could not hold that the statute was unconstitutional.

Nothing less than a certainty that the provision would cause loss to

the railway companies, or to some of them, would enable the court

to hold that the legislature was powerless to make the requirement.

The question was difficult and doubtful. It involved the considera-

tion of facts which primarily were for the lawmaking power. All

presumptions are in favor of the validity of legislation. The evi-

dence offered by the defendant had no tendency to show that it

would suffer loss by carrying these pupils at half the regular rates.

For all that appeared, it W'ould be in better financial condition at

the end of a year, if it carried the children in compliance with the

statute, than if it did not carry any of them. The court hesitates

to say that the lawmakers could not pass the act as one which would

put no financial burden upon anybody.

Lastly, the court says that it has come to its notice in former

cases that before this statute was passed similar conditions were

sometimes imposed by towns in connection with grants of locations,

and were accepted with seeming willingness by the railway corpora-

tions.
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May Meeting of the Ohio Interurhun Railway
Association.

The May meeting of tlio (linn hUerurbaii Railway Association

was held at Ihe Hollcndcn Hotel, (;ievelan(l, May 2Stli, the meeting

being called to order at 10:30 by President Spring. The minutes

of the preceding meeting were adopted, as was the report of the

treasnrer Eight new members were elected to the association, and

a list was distributed giving the names and companies represented

by the iis members of the association who arc connected with the

management of interurban properties. The transportation com-

mittee reported that it was receiving ready response to its efforts

and that good progress is being made in the ticket and fare ques-

tions. Mr. IT. A. Nicholl, Indiana Union Traction Co., was ap-

pointed to this committee. The president anno\mccd that the Apple-

yard syndicate has agreed to honor and issue the association's mile-

age book upon its lines.

Mr. S. F. Cosgrove next described the system offered by the

Railways Protective Association of New York for the prevention

of a large percentage of fake accident railway damage claims. The

scheme of this association, which is under the immediate super-

vision of Mr. L. E. Drummond, of the Drummond Detective

Agency, is to form ,i nmtual association of all electric railways, for

which the protective .association will act as a claim clearing house.

When an accident of any nature occurs on a railway property its

history and an accurate description of the claimant will be tabulated

and filed with similar records from all the members of the associa-

tion, so that when the file made up of these descriptions has been

kept up for some time it will serve as a reference of much value,

because there will be ready for use many descriptions of all classes

of accidents and a record and identification charactertistics of those

who have made the claims for damages. In this way a railway

company can protect itself from bogus claims made by professional

fakirs operating in different parts of the country, and perhaps on

its own line. The charge for membership in this association is $s

per year.

The first subject for discussion, "The Advantage or Disadvantage

of Stub Switches on Single Track Roads at All Points Other than

Regular Meeting Points," was opened by Mr. C. N. Wilcoxon. of

the Cleveland & Southwestern Traction Co. He felt that the stub

switches were advantageous from a maintenance point of view on

account of the reduction in the number of switch points which would

make for greater safety, and also on account of lessening the first

cost and maintenance cost by one-half the number of switch stands.

Mr. W. B. Tarkington stated that on the Detroit, Monroe &
Toledo Short Line Ry. they use passing sidings one mile long, with

a switch at each end carrying a target light at night. He favored

the use of switches that can be run over at full speed and thus

always remain set for through operation. On that road the switches

with No. 12 frogs are left open, but those having No. 9 frogs are

closed and must be operated by hand for the side tracking of the car.

Mr. D. H. Lavenburg stated that the Toledo & Indiana Railway

Co. and the Northern Te.xas Traction Co. use one open and one

closed switch for through operation, and when questioned said that

he did not recall any accidents which had lieen caused by a car

splitting the switch and taking the siding when it should have con-

tinued on the straight track.

Mr. E. P. Roberts stated that the majority of his clients favored

the use of spring switches, one of which would remain set for the

siding, so that when both cars were on time the passing could be

made without stopping, and to aid in this scheme sidings are made
long, so that not only is the saving in time effected, but should an

on-coming car split the switch the waiting car would be far enough

away so that the moving car would have ample space in which to

stop before colliding.

Mr. F. W. Coen stated that the Lake Shore Electric Railway Co.

has about 50 sidings in its tracks between Toledo and Cleveland,

and that with the exception of one or two all are equipped with

two spring switches, over which the trains operate at full speed.

He could recall but one or two accidents within the last 6 or 8

years that were caused by this arrangement of switches, and further

stated that of the other accidents which have happened on this line

the use of stub end switches would have prevented but one or two.

Mr. J. VV. Brown stated that the West Penn Railways system

favors the use of two switches because its line has many heavy

grades on which sidings must be placed, and there is continued

danger of a waiting car backing off a stub end switch. Also that

when the waiting car starts to return to the main track it is neces-

sary to turn the trolley or trouble may be brought about by the

trolley wheel leaving the wire and damaging the overhead work as

the car backs out onto the main track.

The second subject was "Should Interurban Koa>ls Use Switch

Lights on All Switch Stands? If so, Which Would Be the More

Economical and Satisfactory— Electric or Oil Lights?" Mr. Tark-

inglon opened the discussion of this topic by stating that the Detroit,

Monroe & Toledo Short Line Ry. uses six i6-c. p. lights in series

at each siding, two in the telephone booth and two in each target

lantern. The experience on this line has been that the oil lights

cost more to operate on account of the labor for keeping them sup-

plied with oil, cleaning and picking up and distributing them each

day. On this line the lamp circuits are controlled by switches

mounted on poles close to the track. These switches arc constructed

with long iron handles, strongly built so that they may be thrown

by the conductor of a passing car without necessitating the car

coming to a dead stop and without the loss of time occasioned as

when the light control switches are placed in telephone booths.

Mr. H. C. Lang suggested that with the use of electric target

lights, when the switch was located on or near a curve it would

add to the safety if one of the lights in the switch circuit was

mounted on a pole around the curve on the straight track, where

it would serve as the pilot light.

Mr. Theodore Stebbins stated that the .\ppleyard syndicate has

tried several different schemes, using five l6-c. p. lights in series,

but found that when the lamp current, lamp renewals and loss of

time and current by stopping the cars to turn on and oflf the lights

at night and morning are summed the cost is excessive. In order

to lessen this cost he uses a special 120-watt. 300-volt lamp de-

signed to burn two in series on the railway circuit. These lamps

are left burning continuously, and it is expected that they will effect

a saving in the neighborhood of $600 a year over the use of five

lights in series, consuming current at the rate of 300 watts. He also

stated that one disadvantage in using electric target lights is the

trouble occasioned by lightning, but that he is experimenting with

reactive coils and lightning arresters, which it is hoped will greatly

lessen these burn-outs. Such protective devices are placed at the

sidings, where they will also protect waiting cars and the telephone

apparatus and where they can be easily cared for.

Mr. Abbott said that a scheme for lighting targets occurred to

him, but that to his knowledge it had not been tried in actual

service. This scheme would be to use convex mirrors mounted on

high switch stands with an ordinary i6-c. p. light placed in front

of them, so that its rays would be projected along the line of the

track in a nmch more powerful manner than when the light is en-

closed in the lantern behind thick glass lenses. This scheme would

also have the added advantage that the unenclosed i6-c. p. lamp

would at all times illuminate the flags on the switch stand, so that

even though there should be trouble with the mirror and the track

be covered with snow the position of the switch could be told at

night by the brightly lighted flag or target.

At the opening of the afternoon session resolutions were read

and passed by the association expressing its regret at learning of

the death of Dr. J. E. Lowes, of Dayton, who was a member of the

association and chairman of its legislative committee.

President Spring then spoke of the general agitation throughout

the interurban field tending towards an increase in interurban elec-

tric railway fares. He stated that many roads have been obliged to

increase their rates of fare in order to gain receipts commensurate

with the high class of service they offer as compared with the

service of parallel steam lines. .\ resolution formulated by the

executive board was read stating that it be the sense of the Ohio

Interurban Railway Association that the lowest electric railway

passenger fares be at the rate of two cents per mile, with a mini-

mum fare of ten cents. This resolution was unanimously passed

after the following discussion had taken place

;

Mr. Lavenburg spoke of the Ft. Worth-Dallas line of the North-

ern Texas Traction Co., which is 90 miles long and parallels a steam

railroad. This electric line charges two cents a mile and offers no

reduction for a round-trip ticket. \ parallel steam railroad, in

order to meet the competition, met the two cent rate and also sold

mileage books at one cent a mile, but the electric traffic remains

satisfactory.

Mr. L;ing told of the competition which is being satisfactorily met
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by Ihe Western Ohio Railway Co.. which parallels a steam line from
Lima to Piqua, a distance of 48 miles, stating that althongh the

steam line offered good local and limited service, yet it does not

sell to exceed five tickets a day from Lima to Piqua or the inter-

vening towns. He also stated that the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago
line is competing with five steam roads operating both local and
limited trains on parallel lines. These combined steam roads offer

three trains to one of the electric company, the Chicago & North-

western Ry. alone operating 52 trains a day from Wheaton to Chi-

cago in competition with the electric line for the 25-milc ride. The
steam railroad fares are three cents per mile, with commutation
and monthly tickets, which are sold at a rate as low as '/^ cent a

mile. He stated that this electric line raised its rates on March nth,
at which time it hcgan operating to its terminal in the center of the

Chicago business district, and although there were many complaints

at first, the commuter traffic has increased 300 per cent since then.

The third topic, "Is It Advisable to Charge a Greater Fare from
Passengers Paying Cash on the Train than Is Charged for

Tickets?" was next discussed. Mr. Brown stated that if a road is

equipped with ticket offices at suitable points and the passenger does
not have to inconvenience himself to obtain a ticket, it seems just

and reasonable that he purchase a ticket before boarding the tram
The maintenance of the offices and the printing of tickets form a

no small item in the operating expense, and their usefulness as

revenue producers lies principally in getting the cash right in over
the coimter nnd from the trade which may be attracted by a round-
trip rate. Then, where there is competition every time you sell a

round-trip ticket you have obtained a guarantee from the passenger
to come back over your line; but if the passenger can get on the
train and pay the conductor exactly the same fare as he would have
had to yield up to the agent for a ticket, it looks like a needless-

expense to maintain ticket offices. The trouble is in too many cases
instead of the passengers paying an excess on the trains as a penalty
for not purchasing a ticket, he has to be coaxed to patronize the
ticket office by giving him a lower rate than the regular tariff,

Mr. Brown further said that of 23 roads in Ohio giving data on
rates of fare, 14 make no difference between a cash fare paid on the
train and a single way ticket purchased from agent, 6 roads sell no
single trip tickets, and 3 make a reduction to the ticket purchaser
of about 12 per cent. Of 8 roads in Indiana, 6 make no reduction
to purchasers of single trip tickets, and the 2 do not sell single

trip tickets. In the sale of round-trip -tickets, 20 of the Ohio roads
make a reduction to the ticket purchaser averaging 11.5 per cent.

I road makes no reduction, and 2 roads do not sell round-trip
tickets. Of the 8 Indiana roads, 5 of them make a reduction to the

ticket purchaser of about 8 per cent, i makes no reduction, 2 do not
sell round-trip tickets. On the West Penn Railways tickets are not
.sold except for use on the city line. The fare averages about 1.7

cents per mile throughout the remainder of the system, the sale of
tickets having been abolished after a thorough trial.

Mr. Coen stated that the Lake Shore Electric Railway Co. is en-

deavoring to bring about as great a reduction in the number of cash
fares as is possible, saying that at the present time only 33 per cent
of the fares on this line arc cash and that it is hoped to Inwer tliis

percentage.

Mr. Stebbins stated that if tickets were generally used it might
be possible for di.shonest conductors to collect them and not punch
them, then operating jointly with some friendly ticket agent, re-sell

the tickets and divide the profits.

Mr. Nicholl stated that the Indiana Union Traction Co. sells no
tickets except on the cars, but that it is planning to start a complete
ticket service. For return trip tickets this line now charges double
the one-way fare less 10 per cent.

Mr. C. O. Scranton, Stark Electric Co., stated that he felt that

the ticket service gave a better revenue, and that his company
charges two cents a mile for cash fares with a reduction of five

cents for tickets. For the convenience of the farmer traffic he is

planning the use of a 20-ride ticket made up of five-cent coupons.
The session closed with the announcement of the next regular

meeting, which will be held at Cedar Point, near Sandusky, on
June 22d, it being the last meeting until Octolier. The ladies are
invited to attend the June meeting.

After the adjournment of the meeting at 4 o'clock many of those
present took advantage of the invitation of the Roberts & .'\bbott

Co. to witness a practical illustration of imoke consumption at its

office, and the invitation of the National Carbon Co. to visit its

manufac'iiring plant.

American Car for Danville.

The type of car illustrated herewith, built hy the American Car
Co., has lately been placed in operation on the lines of the Dan-
ville & Northern Railway Co., which is controlled by the Illinois

Traction System. The length over the end panels is 20 ft. 8 in.,

and the width, S ft. 3'/ in. The No. 21-E type of truck which is

used is claimed by the builders to carry the car body 2 in. lower than

any other single-truck. The engraving of the interior shows the

transverse seating arrangement and the type of doors used in the

ends known as the Browneel Patents Co's. semi-accelerator. The

.'VMERIC.^N CAR FOR DANVILLE, ILL.

advantages claimed for this style of door in connection with en-

trance from one side of platform are the greater facility with

which passengers may enter, and leave the car, the position being

close to the platform step, and the fact that the arrangement pre-

vents in a large measure passengers from standing upon the plat-

forms in such a way as to obstruct the passageway. The seats are

of the Brill tilting style with grab handles attached, and the seating

arrangement provides for 32 passengers. The sashes are arranged

to drop into pockets in the side walls, the openings of the pockets

being closed with hinged covers. The interior finish is cherry with

birch ceilings tinted a light green, and decorated in gold.

^S
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Monarcli Kn^incStop and Speed Limit System.

The ("oiisdiidalcd EiiRine-Stop Co, lias luiuii making a luitiibcr of

notcwoilliy advances in llic field of automalii: engine stops, and has

placed rm I lie niaiUel lliree new devices which iiavc proved valuable

additions to the Monarch engine-stop and speed limit system.

To replace the snap switch and push buttons formerly used as a

circuit closer, a new automatic push switch has been designed.

This is enclosed in a small iron box, 2x3 x 1% in., having an

attractive cast bronze name plate and the words, "Hush to Stop

Kngine," on the fronl. 'I'he switch is of the p\!sh type, has a (juick

make and break and opens the circuit as soon as the pressure upon

the push is relieved. This eliminates all danger of leaving the circuit

closed any length of time, and thus prevents deterioration of the

batteries.

An entirely new wiring and testing system has been developed,

by which the strength of the batteries and the condition of the wires

can be determined from a test board located in the engine-room,

the chief engineqr's office or any place desired. This test board

consists of a piece of slate or marble 10 in. square, upon which are

moimted two test switches, a buzzer and one of tlie automatic push

switches described above. The eircnils okiv be tested separately, the

of the switch fall by gravity to their lower |>osition. which throws

in the battery circuit, and the stop is then operated by batteries until

the generator current is able to raise the crmtacts. This latest

innovation for ojieratiiig an engine-slop gives a double source of

current and makes llie Monarch system reliable and in commission

continuously imiler all conditions. I he batteries and the wiring are

tested on this board in the same manner as the 'I ype "C."

All the parts of these new devices are well finished, and the ma-

terial and workmaiisliip is of the same high standard that enters

into the construction of the Monarch engine-stop and speed limit

system.

Tennessee Assessment liill.

TKST KO.\KD "E inR HIGH TENSION CIRCflT.

double test switch throwing the current through part of the line

and the buzzer, the single test switch throwing the current through

the engine-stop and the buzzer. The failure of the buzzer shows

either that the batteries are getting weak or that the wiring is

broken. The buzzer is of high resistance and will fail at least 24

hours before there is insufficient current to trip the engine-stop,

giving ample time to renew the batteries. If the test shows a

broken wire, the engine-stop system is not crippled, but should an

emergency occur, requiring the use of the stop, it can be operated

either by the automatic speed limit or any of the push switches,

pending repairs to the wires. The advantage of this system will

readily be observed, as the condition of the batteries and the wiring

can be determined instantly and the engine-stop will always be in

commission ready for emergencies.

The test board just described is styled Type "C," and is used

in all installations of the Monarch system when battery current only

is available; but as the Consolidated Engine-Stop Co. is installing

its engine-stops extensively in central stations, railway power plants

and isolated power plants, it realized the many advantages of utiliz-

ing direct current from a generator, and not be dependent entirely

on batteries; and for some time has been experimenting with this

end in view, with the result that it now has a new test board

Type "E," 10 x 14 in. in size, which contains the entire testing outfit

the same as Type "C," and in addition a resistance tube designed to

take the direct current from the generator or exciter of no, 220 or

550 volts ; also a solenoid switch.

The switch contacts are drawn up when the solenoid is energized

and remain there as long as there is sufficient current to trip the

stop. Should the generator current fail for any reason, the contacts

I he Teniiessce Legislature at its last .session |Ms-cd an act for

the more equitable assessment of the inlcrurban railroad and street

railroad properties (or state, county and municipal taxation, the bill

being signed by the governor April 17th. This act gives the state

tax -assessors authority to assess all internrban and street railroad

properties within the state biennially and at the same time that rail-

roa<l, telegraph and telephone properties arc assessed.

Among the more important provisions of the act arc; That every

person or corporation owning, leasing or operating such

properties shall file with the comptroller of the state,

biennially, on or before the first day of .April, com-

mencing with the year 1905, a schclule or schedules

giving a list of all properly, showing nnmher of miles

in the state, in each county and in each municipality,

the value of the whole, the capital stock, bonded debt,

gross receipts, equipment, power houses and all other

real estate. Tn event of the owner refusing or failing

to file such a schedule, the value shall be fixed by the

stale tax assessors, he shall not be permitted to be

leard in opposition, and shall be liable to a penalty of

$1,000. In arriving at the valuation of the property,

the state tax assessors shall take into consideration the

cipital stock of the company, the corporate property

and franchises, the gross receipts, the expenditures for

betterments, improvements and repairs, the market

value of the shares and Imnds, and all other facts that

may throw light upon and show the value of the prop-

erty, and to ascertain these facts they arc invested with

power to summon before them any persons and to call

for any papers. The road bed, rolling stock, franchises,

choses in action and personal property of a railroad

having no actual situs shall be known as distributable

property and shall be valued separately from the

other property ; and after ascertaining the total value of such dis-

tributable property and deducting from this value the sum of $1,000,

the assessors shall divide the remainder by the number of miles

of the entire length of the road, and the result will be the

value per mile of such distributable property. The assessment

for state purposes is then ascertained by multiplying the value

per mile of distributable property by the number of miles in the

state; and the assessment for county and municipal purposes is ob-

tained by multiplying the value per mile by the number of miles in

each county or incorporated city. Transfer stations, car sheds,

power houses and real estate are valued separately, as localized

property. Provision is then made for a board of equalization, con-

sisting of the governor, treasurer and secretary of state, of which

the governor is chairman, to which the assessments and records are

delivered ; this board is authorized to increase or diminish the valua-

tion placed upon the property by the assessors and to require such

additional evidence as will enable it to fix the correct value of the

property. The board is required to certify to the valuation fixed

by it on or before the third Monday in October, the action taken by

it being conclusive and final. If at any time it appears to the satis-

faction of the governor that any street railroad is inadequately as-

sessed, or that its property has been omitted from taxation, or any

new line has been constructed, he is empowered to convene the

board of assessors to make the proper assessment. Provision is also

made for the collection of assessments.

» « »

Concerted action against the interurban lines entering Columbus,

O., is being taken by the steam roads, the Baltimore & Ohio, the

Hocking Valley and the Pennsylvania Lines being interested.
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Can a Steam Turhinc he Started in an Kiner-

gency Quicker Tiiaii a Reciprocating
Engine on the Same Power?"

BY A. S. MANN, SCHENECTADV, N. Y.

H a large steam turbine is cold and at rest how quickly can it be

started? Can it be brought up to speed as readily as can a good

cross compound engine that is cold all over?

Most station men would have doubts as to the adaptability of the

large turbine, say 1,500 kw. or 2.250 h. p., for emergency work.

So much has been written about the sensitiveness of a rotating disk

to the changes of temperature and the effects of unequal expansion

that it is easy to imagine difficulties in the rapid start. The possi-

bilities of an engine with a 62-in. low-pressure cylinder in starting

practically cold and coming up to synchronous speed are well under-

stood. A station manager would criticise an engineer who would

open his throttle as fast as he dared without wrecking his piping

system and let his machine jump into her work. One turn at a time

on the trottle is about all that is considered safe, and even then a

close watch is kept for groaning valves and cold back bonnets.

Every time the starting valve is moved to increase the steam flow

the engine is allowed to take its full increment of speed, due to that

particular throttle position before the supply valve is moved a second

time. There are ten large oil cups, and frequently more, that must

be opened and adjusted before the machine moves at all, besides

whatever oiling is to be done about the air p\niips and other

auxiliary apparatus.

Most engineers would consider 10 minutes as rather a fast start,

and 15 minutes as a more usual starting period, inchiding time

taken for warming up; in fact, it may not be overstating the case

to say that if it were known that an engine-driven plant were to be

called upon in emergency for power and it were essential that the

briefest possible time were to elapse between the call and the taking

of the load, one or more engines would be kept in motion all the

lime turning slowly and hot all over.

This question makes itself very prominent when the steam station

is operated as an auxiliary to a large source of high tension power,
which is itself in the construction stage and has a large overload

capacity of its own to carry, supplying all sorts of apparatus that use

electric power, railway, lighting and power circuits simultaneously.

At such a time all sorts of accidents will happen to the high-

tension water-driven plant, most of them due to the necessarily

temporary character of many of the electrical connections. It takes

months before an intricate system of wiring can be thoroughly re-

lied upon, for it takes months before the temporary work of con-

struction can be replaced.

The station at present under consideration is equipped with three

Curtis turbine-driven alternators, 40 cycle, 10,000 volts, each of

1,500 kw. normal capacity. During the summer months the station

is operated as an auxiliary to a water-power plant, taking all sudden
overloads.

A signal has been arranged, a ^4-in. whistle, so that it can be

blown instantly should the power fail. A blast of that whistle

means—cut in two turbines and bring the third up to speed. The
load will be heavy, and all auxiliary apparatus must be in regular

operation.

Each turbine has a surface condenser and there are three or four

pumps to be started for each pair of turbines; one circulating

pump, one combined hot-well and feed pump, one pressure pump
for the step bearings and one dry air pump, all of which are motor
driven. The exciter is driven by a steam engine and must be started

also, for it supplies current to a portion of the auxiliary apparatus.

The boiler-room has steam up at all times, supplying a system
for manufacturing purposes other than power, and slow fires are

kept in enough boilers to make steam needed for the normal load.

Forced load means forced fires. The boilers have underfeed stokers,

equipped with pressure blast, and will respond quickly to a 50-per

cent excess call for steam. The operating force for this is about
equivalent to a force for an engine-driven plant. Engineers and
oilers, however, are busy about the building on construction work,
installing new apparatus and taking such work as their regular occu-
pation when the turbines are not running.

.At the sound of the whistle the water-tender starts a blower on

the extra row of boilers; all blast dampers are opened up and all

stokers are allowed to feed at the maximum rate. Each fireman

dumps his free ash and bars over his red fire.

The man in charge of the coal and ash conveyor starts the pres-

sure pump for step bearings. One of the turbine men starts the

exciter which supplies current to the auxiliaries beside its field cur-

rent ; a second turbine man starts the circulating pump and then his

turbine. The hot-well pump and the air pump are started by the

oiler, these movements take place simultaneously. The force is

organized upon the lines that obtain in a fire station; each man has

his specific duty, and after performing it looks to see that there is

nothing more for him to do. Only a few seconds eUipse between

starting the first pump and starting the first turbine.

The turbine throttle is opened as fast as an 8-in. steam valve can

be opened without endangering the steam piping system. It is not

considered advisable to open the throttle valve as fast as a man's

strength will permit ; but if nothing unusual occurs in the pipe line,

sentiment docs not spare the turbine.

One electrician attends to the switchboard and telephone. As

soon as the machine approaches speed, the synchronizing system is

cut in and the main switches are got ready. One and one-half

minutes will do all the work here outlined, including the time taken

in mustering the crew from various parts of the building, itself not

a trivial matter.

Manipulating an engine regulator -.0 that it shall be at a precise

speed and at an exact phase relationship from some other machine,

not more than 1-1500 part of a second removed from it, is no

matter that can be hurried, and one minute is fast time on such

work. But the whole thing, phasing-in and all, has been done in

2^ minutes, including full load on the turbine, which started from

a standstill.

This performance has been gone through a great many times, and

our record book shows that out of 43 such calls 10 starts were made

in 2]A minutes, 18 in 3 minutes and 15 in 3V2 minutes.

We have taken the time in a number of instances when all the

auxiliaries have been in motion and it only remained to start the

turbine and phase it in on the line ; the only valves to open in such

cases are the throttle and one small oil valve. The two quickest

starts have been made in 45 seconds and 70 seconds, respectively,

including phasing in. Others range between 70 and 90 seconds.

These two quickest starts were made on a turbine which had stood

for 24 hours with the throttle valve shut tight though there was a

slight leakage past the seat. After the throttle valve is gflf its seat

it is not more than 30 seconds before the turbine is up to speed.

A cross compound reciprocating engine of the four valve type, 2,250

h. p. capacity, can be brought up to speed froin a standstill in five

minutes if it is hot all over. This five minutes is to be compared

with the 70 seconds required for the similar turbine operation.

A reciprocating engine, which is turning over slowly with the

throttle valve just ofT its seat or with by-pass open and having all

its oil cups open and regulated, can be brought up to speed, say

seventy-five turns, in 2Y2 minutes. This can be compared with the

30 seconds necessary for bringing the turbine up under the same

conditions; that is, about one-fifth the time necessary for bringing

up the engine.

If the engine is cold all over and has all its oil cups shut tight,

all its auxiliaries quiet, 15 minutes is called a rapid start. Starts

have been made under such conditions in 12 minutes. When we
start a cold turbine, we open up the valve and let her turn, and in

two minutes we are ready to bring her up to speed and she will be

at speed in 2^ minutes, dividing the engine's time by more than

four.

< «»

London Office of the Peckham Co.

•Read before the Ameriean Society of Meph.nnlcal Engineers,
Scranton. Pa., ,Iunc. 1905.

The Peckliam Manufacturing Co. has removed its London office

fi-oin 34 Albemarle St., London, W., to 4 Victoria St., London, S. W.
The company's telegraph address is Peckham Hostclcry, London,

and its telephone number is 70 Westminister.

* « »

At the sixth annual commencement of the Thomas S. Clarkson

memorial school of technology, Potsdam, N. Y., June 9th, Mr. C J.

H. Woodward, assistant engineer of the American Telegraph &
Telephone Co., Boston, delivered an address to the graduating class

on "The Engineer as an Economist."
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A Vacuum (^ar (cleaning System.

'llic jiiaiuigciucjil III' ilic Central Railroad of New Jersey lias re-

cently cfimplcted the iiistallalion nf a syhleni of car clcaninK known
as tin; vacuum sweeping system, whereby the dirt and dust is drawn
frniii the car by suction throuRli a pipe. The company has erected

a plant in its Jersey City yards, and for a distance of 3,600 ft. has

laid pipe varying from 2 to 5 in. in diameter, covering in all about
three miles. At short intervals this pipe is tapped and from the

cocks is run the llexibic hose, which may he taken in the car cither

tl.K.\N[N(; CAKPETS.

by door or wnidow. M ihc foot of the hose is a metal pipe with a

flat triangular end, along the base of which is an opening, and

through which the dust and dirt is drawn by the vacuum mach.ine.

The operator runs the slot opening over the cushions, carpets, cur-

tains, wood-work, etc., and without any commotion or dust raising,

every loose particle or germ is carried away, everything being left

DKSi
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Bi.jiir Storage Battery.

The art of internal welding as discovered and perfected into a

commercial process by Mr. Joseph Bijur has made possible the con-

struction of storage battery plates on a scientific basis, unhampered
by the limitations of the former crude methods of fabricating the

metal

In the construction of this new Bijur type of battery plate im-

proved methods for the chemical treatment of the plates and new
machinery for their construction have been developed, which not

only give a more advantageous form to the active material, but also

permit the automatic production of active parts in a form which

heretofore could not be made at a commercial cost.

This new type of "high duty" battery for regulation, reserve

capacity and operation economy is a product of the General Storage

Battery Co., whose sales office is at 42 Broadway, New York City,

and its manufacturing plant at Boonton, N. J.

such as to yield the highest results in capacity per gram of oxide.

It is also of such chamctcr that its adherence to the lead from

which it was grown is natural, and very great. Chemical union be-

tween active portions and frame is assured, avoiding contact losses

and possible insulation of active parts by sulphation. There arc no

loose parts to become detached and fall out. Free escape of gases,

large contact surface and locking in of active material favnr high

efficiency and enable the battery to work normally well at high

rates of charge and discharge. The space occupied by the plate is

utilized to the greatest a<lvantage, hence while the reserve lead
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The detailed design of the battery plates is shown in the accom-

panying illustrations. The basis of the Bijur battery is a minute

cell of metallic lead, in which the active material grows, locking

itself in as it expands, but being so disposed that openings for the

circulation of electrolyte and escape of gases are provided, while

the plate readily accommodates itself to the changes of volume
occurring with charge and discharge. These cells are a part of the

grating or "grill" made of pure lead squirted under pressure, which
is enclosed in a frame of strong inoxidizable lead alloy containing

a small percentage of refined antimony. This grill consists of

vertical and horizontal strips and vertical ribs which form the oxide

cells. As no central web is used, the plate is open through and
through for a free circulation of the electrolyte. By the use of

internal welding the grill is firmly held on both sides by the

heavier alloy frame and a perfect chemical union made between
grill and active lead. The small strips are perfectly free to expand
in every direction throughout the life of the plate. No solder, flux

or foreign material of any kind is used in the welding process.

This scheme of construction, with a comparatively thin layer of

oxide of the proper structure and thickness as determined by ex-

perience, and with the oxide in close contact with the grill and
entirely open to circulation of the electrolyte, frees the Bijur "high-

duty" plates from the ordinary causes of storage battery deteriora-

tion.

This new type of plate construction is credited with the follow-

ing desirable features : The oxide is so supported that it cannot

fall down, yet does not owe its retention to a filling up of the orig-

inal interval left for it—a method which leaves no room for further

expansion, as active lead is converted into the more bulky peroxide.

At the same time the oxide is freely bathed by the electrolyte, in-

suring good acid diffusion with consequent absence of undesirable

local concentration. The active lead parts are of uniform cross sec-

tion and wear evenly. Expansion of the grill is provided for, and
can occur without any tendency to distort the plates. Equal action

of all parts of each grill and all parts of each plate is assured in an
electrolyte of uniform acid density. The character of the oxide is

thickness is uniform and about 10 per cent heavier than in batteries

of the old types, the capacity, unit for unit, is increased 20 per cent.

The Bijur plates interchange almost exactly with all present stand-

ard sizes.

The General Storage Battery Co. owns basic patents covering the

methods and machinery used in the manufacture of Bijur batteries,

tl)e plates and batteries themselves and the boosters, automatic

switches, .special appliances, regulating and distribution systems

used in connection with these products.

New Features on a Cabinet Planer.

Every operator of a planer knows how much valuable time and

labor is lost by having to remove the cutter head from the planer,

chisel out the old metal from the boxes, put in the babbitting man-

drel, fitting the caps over it, re-babbitting, taking the caps off again,

replacing the cylinder, and then scraping the bearings again and

again to insure a perfect fit. And then when the caps are screwed

down how often is it necessary to hammer the bearings until the

cylinder will turn round without sticking.

It was to get rid of all this trouble that the J. A. Fay & Egan Co.,

Cincinnati, O., recently invented its patent sectional clamp bearings

for the journals. This device is composed of two sets of thin babbitt

metal plates, five to each set, whose edges rest diagonally upon the

journals and exert no pressure downward except that produced by

their own v\'eight. These plates are clamped into position by clamp

bolts, which may be loosened at any moment there is occasion to

take up any wear on the edges of the plates in contact with the

journal. The cylinder never has to be removed from the planer,

and there is no occasion for re-babbitting.

The above company's No. 156 new cabinet smoothing planer con-

tains this excellent feature, and a new patent solid or sectional feed

roll, a table moving on inclines operated by two parallel screws

mounted on ball bearings, all run on shafts insteads of studs, and

chip breakers w-hich rise with the circle of the knives.
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A Device for Measuring the Deflection of
Track Rails.

IIV 1)11. ALFRED GRADENWITZ.

I'lic nuiiiy close invi-stigatioiis which arc nnw beiiiK made. dI ihc

rapidity of wear and llic relative stability of track work call for

special measuring devices of which the accompanyinR illustration

depicts a useful form.

The essential parts of this device, other than the main frame

work nr fool-pl.-ile f, are the inlcrfninurleil llr^t and second class

DKVICE FOR MEASURINi; TRACK K.MI, DEFLECTION.

levers A and F, respectively, and the scale G with its telltale

marker II. One end of the lever A is fitted with a small roller

which is designed to rest snugly against the underside of the head

of the rail whose deflection it is wished to measure. The end of

this lever on the opposite side of the fulcrum from the roller is

in contact with a vertical strut which conveys any movement in

lever A to the underside of lever F at a point close to its ful-

crum. It is seen that by this arrangement any slight vertical

movement of the contact roller at the end of lever A is con-

veyed to lever F, and by reason of the varied lengths of the lever

arms, such movement is greatly magnified and proportionate de-

flections of the rail arc thus read on the enlarged scale G which is

built as a portion of the arc of a circle whose radius is the lever

arm F.

When such deflections are made and the pointer moved upward
on the scale the telltale marker 11 is also raised but withheld at its

adjacent (o the rail. For information regarding this device the

writer is indebted to Kegierungsbatimcistcr Geiss, of Dusscldorf,

the inventor of this device.

Government (Control of IJectrical Development
in Ontario.

!'I«)M I'NITEU STATES CONSUL WORMAN, TilKEE KIVEkS, IjVtJltl-.

The provincial government of Ontario has taken steps to retain

the right to transmit electricity from sources of water ()ower to the

municipalities. This action, recommended by the railway committee

on legislation, foreshadows an advanced policy for the dcvelojiment

of water rcsonrccs in the interest of municipalities. Public owner-

ship of public utilities seems to be the object.

The occasion for the move came when the deferred liill granting

an extension of time to the Ontario electric line was brought up for

consideration. The road is to run from Trjronto to Cornwall. On
behalf of the company it was said that it had to buy a private high-

way, and that the wfirk would certainly be pushed forward if an

extension was granted. After discussion, the time was extended,

but an amendment was carried curtailing the powers of branch

lines, which cannot hereafter be built without the consent of the

government, and must not go out of the county in which they arc

begun, and must not extend beyond 30 miles in length. Heretofore

there was very little limit to powers in this regard.

Another amendment which is under consideration provides that

the government shall at all times have the right to enter upon the

right of way of the said company and dig up land, erect thereon

all the necessary poles or lay all necessary conduits, and erect, put

down, or construct all cables, wires and poles for the transmission

of electrical power from any point in the province to the works and

plant of any municipality, for distribution of such power within

the limits thereto.

In s or 10 years all steam roads, it is believed, will use electricity,

and therefore a similar clause will be in all new charters and in all

renewals.

Convenient Armature Buggy.

rile accomparying sketch illustrates a convenient armature buggy

designed by Mr. G. F.. Miller, master mechanic of the Union Electric

Co.. Dubuque, la. This consists of an arched bar terminating in

journals on which are mounted the wheels, the radius of the arch

being great enough to let the bliggy run over any of the armatures

used. To the top of the arch is fastened rigidly a long bar which

is the longitudinal member of the buggy. For supporting the

^

UNION ELECTRIC CO. ARM.VTl'RE BUGGY.

highest point by a simple mechanical device. As may be seen in

the illustration an adjustment is provided for insuring the proper

contact of the roller bearing with the head of the rail. And one
end of the main frame of the device is supported on simple lifting

screws so that when the contact roller has been adjusted the frame

may be raised or lowered until the index points to zero on the

scale and thus interpolation of results be made unnecessary.

The scale and proportions of the levers are so arranged that they

indicate the deflection of the rail to i-io mm., hence it is seen that

a deflection of 1-20 mm. may be read with a high degree of accuracy.

The apparatus is free from any springs, its operation being effected

wholly by the weight of its various parts. This device is adapted
lor general use and requires but little disturbance of the pavement

armature, there are two rods depending from the straight bar. each

having a hook at the lower end. One of these rods is rigidly

fastened to the long bar, while the other is attached to an eye boll

and is free to swing. The long bar has at one end cross handles

for convenience in manipulating.

* »»—

.

The Toledo. Port Clinton & Lakeside Railway Co. has recently

purchased a fast steam yacht to be run between Port Clinton and

Put-in-Bay in connection with its electric cars, giving a schedule

of 2!/j hours between Toledo and the islands. The boat is 92 ft.

long. 16V2 ft. beam, steel hull, and is registered for 125 passengers.

Three trips a day will be made between Port Clinton and the

islands, a distance of 12 miles
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Auto-Starter for a 1,400-11. P. Induction Motor.

Owing to the heavy current drawn from the hne at the time of

starting induction motors and the attendant drop in the voltage

leads of the supply circuit, it is necessary to provide some means of

furnishing a low voltage to the motor until a fair speed has been

attained. The type of auto-starter used for this purpose consists of

an oil-immersed switch or switches of the drum type used in con-

junction with two auto transformers so connected as to apply

gradually increasing voltages to the terminals of the motor. The
advantages of a gradual development of torque manifest them-

selves both in the motor and in the line regulation

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. build oil-

immersed auto-starters for use with all sizes of constant speed in-

duction motors from s to 2.000 h. p., suitable for various voltages,

frequencies, and two and three phase. The accompanying illustra-

tion shows an auto-starter designed for the control of a 1,400-h. p.,

AUTO-STARTER WITH OIL TANK LOWERED AND COVER REMOVED.

2,200-volt motor. In this picture the regulating wheel and the en-

closing panels are removed so that a better view may be had of the

interior. For the same purpose the oil tank is also shown in its

lowered position. This controller, known as Type 197, has eight

starting and one running points, and when increasing the voltage

from a low starting pressure to the full line potential the motor cir-

cuit is not opened as the successive points are passed, because tran-

sition resistances are inserted between the different notches. This

feature does away with destructive arcing and prevents fluctuations

in the line voltage due to starting the motor. The necessary reduc-

tions in voltage for starting are obtained by two auto-transformers

mounted outside the case in connection with the preventative resist-

ances. This type of controller is equipped with two automatic line

circuit breakers.

By the first turn of the hand-wheel, the two non-automatic

breakers which relieve the drum switches from breaking the heavy
arcs are closed, and the motor is connected to the first point of

each auto-transformer, both direct and through the preventative re-

sistances. The next step connects the motor through another set of

resistances to the next higher voltage, disconnects the motor from
the lower voltage and finally short-circuits the resistances on the

higher step. This is continued with eacli of the eight steps until

the motor is connected to the full line voltage. The successive steps

are indicated on a numbered dial below the hand-wheel on the front

of the frame. .\n overload on the motor or a slight backward turn

of the hand-wheel will cause the main line circuit breakers to open

and the word "off" to replace the word "on" upon the shutter just

above the hand-wheel. In either case it is necessary to return the

wheel to the starting position before the circuit breakers can be

closed. The tripping coils are so connected that only a part of the

turns are in circuit when starting. Thus the capacity for heavy

starting currents is increased and a greater protection when running

is assured. This apparatus is intended only for starling, and there-

fore cannot be used for varying the running speeds of the motor.

Process for Cleaning Machine Oil.

In large manufacturing establishments the machine oil used in

running engines, dynamos, motors, and machinery nf every descrip-

APPARATU

tion forms a very considerable part of the annual expense account.

In order to reduce this item to a minimum, a Berlin firm has placed

an apparatus on the market which promises to find a ready intro-

duction.

Fig. 2 shows its internal workings. The oil which has already

been used is introduced into a settling chamber at the top, from

FIG. 2.—SECTIONAL VIEW.

which the liquid passes, as the arrows indicate, through two other

settling chambers, at the bottom of each of which is a faucet for

the removal of the sediments, and thence through a series of filter-

ing chambers situated on an inclined plane, from the last of which

it may be removed in a condition for use.

The Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Railway Co. has

established a general freight service on its lines, handling freight in

carlots. Special equipment has been placed in the service, the first

train hauled consisting of four cars of brick of 40 tons each.

•From United States Commercial Agent Harris. Eibenstock, Ger-
many.



June Meeting of the Indiana Electric Railway Association.

I lu' Jiiiii nulling III llic Indiana Electric Railway Association

vva?> liclil al lliL liKlianapolis I'raction & 'I'cvniinal building, the

meeting being called to order at 10:30 o'clock, June 8th, with Mr.

J. W. f'hipnian, \'ice-])resiclent, in the chair. The subject for dis-

cus^iiin was Ir.iiii dispatching and papers were read by Mr. (). P.

Spilnian, chief di^p.ilchcr. Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction

Co., and Mr. \V. I.. IVarMPii. Indianapolis & liastern Railway Co.

At tile conclusion cif the papers there was a brief discussion of a

number of points of practice in handling trains.

A circular fmm Dr. J. M. I lin'ty. chairman of the Indiana State

Hoard of Health, was read. Ibis circular gave a statement of the

rci|uiiiiui ul^ fi If llu' cleaning ard disinfection of steam .and elec-

tric cars wliich llic hoard had under consideration and all coni-

p.anics (ipcr.iliii;; m ihe state were invited to send representatives to

a nieetini; i<i the Hoard of Health June ulh. On motion, the

association appniulcd II. .\, .N'icholl, W (1. Irwin and A, .'\. .Ander-

son a connnittee to attend this uirelin^; mi behalf of the ludi.ini

Klectric Railway .Association.

The nieelinn llicn adjonniei! The iievi nieeling will be held

Oct. I J, 11JO5.

in the afternoon delegates were the guests of the Indianapolis &
Martinsville R.Tpid Transit Co. for a trip over the "Scenic Route,"

a special c.ir U:n inn ibe union ^l.nion at one o'clock, under the

person.al ilireclion of Mr. I'aul H. While.

Train Dispatching.

IIV (I. 1'. SI'II.M AN. iniKI' IllSi'ATClIER INUI.\ N.M'Ol.IS & NORTHWESTERN

TKACTION CO.

1 shall try to give you, with the aid of a few blanks and forms,

and in as few words and as plain a manner as possible, my views as

tu Ihe dispatching of trains upon electric roads.

1 have been in communication with a number of roads with a

view of ascertaining what, if any, system was in use, and the most

practicable, and tiiid lliat as yet it is a kind of go-as-you-please

afifair. No two roads conimunicited with follow the same sys-

tem, and some have none at all. 1 ihiuU it will be conceded by all

that the safety of persons and property, as well as a return to those

who have invested in these enterprises, makes this branch of the

service one of vast importance. For, it is upon its reputation for

safety, carefulness and the regularity with wdiich its trains are

run, that a road must stand before and be judged by the public.

I feel that it is wholly unnecessary for nie to occupy your time

in callin.i; attention to the growth of intenuban service, the increase

ill traffic, the expensive equipment and the speed at vvhicli. local, as

well as limited, trains are run in order to successfully compete with

the steam roads, this being a matter you are all fully conversant

with, and shall contine myself as closely as; possible to dispatching.

In the dispatching of trains upon electric, as well as upon steam

roads, there are three fundamental principles to be taken into con-

sideration. First, and above all others, is Safety—not only to

persons, but to property. No other consideration should be brought

to bear with the element of safety in question. Safety—first, last,

and all the time. Next comes Dispatch, the prompt handling of

trains, giving them all possible dispatch commensurate with safety.

This, the patrons of the road have a right to e.tpect and demand.

Next, Economy. While I place this last, it is of great impor-

tance. There should be econoiny in the number of trains run, but

not to the detriment of the service nor to dispatch and safety.

Intcrurban roads, being yet practically in their infancy, have not

the advantage of old experienced men that steam roads have. On
a steam road a man must serve an apprenticeship, sometimes for

years, as brakeman or lireman before he is thought competent to

fill the position of conductor or be given charge of an engine.

On an electric line a man without any previous knowledge may in

a short time qualify for service upon either the front or rear end

of a train. Great care should therefore be exercised in the selec-

tion of men, and, as a thorough knowledge of trainmen is a great

help to the dispatcher. I think it should devolve upon the chief

disiiatcher to conduct examiuations of all applicants so far as such

examination pertains to the hook of rules, time card, anil the run-

ning of trains. You may go to any round house or place where
railroad men congregate and you will find discussions of time card

rules and rights going on and men who have grown old and gray in

the service taking opposite sides. When such questions conic up
with us, or when, on account of trouble on the line, wires down and
trains late, a train crew is undecided just what their rights arc, or

what they should do under certain circimislances, I make a mcmo-
ran<lum of each question or case and bring it before the men now
in the service and embody it in the examination of all new men
in order that all may have the same understanding.

Trainmen's especial attention should be called to Ihe words,

"Time Card," "Regular." and "Extra," as a thorough understand-

ing of their meaning furnishes a greater degree of safely than any-

thing in a book of rules. A "Time Card" is a general law govern-

ing the movement of all regular trains. Every train shown on the

time card is a "Regular" train. An "Extra" train is one not shown
on nor having any time card rights, and is inferior to any train of

whatsoever class that appears on the liiue card. You will readily

see how the three words or terms are interwoven and their impr)r-

tance as a factor in the safe handling of trains. .Xnother point we
lay particular stress on is that a train is not due to meet any par-

ticular car or crew, but a train of a certain number. When the line

gets in trouble and there is no communication with the dispatcher,

and a train is met at a siding, the crew must slop and ask what
the train ninnber is. They must not take it for granted that 1k--

cause it is the regular crew they have been meeting for weeks, that

it is the train they are due to meet there.

Steam road dispatchers have an advantage over those on electric

roads in that they do not have to depend upon the equipment of a

train going into a terminal to make another train out in a few
minutes, and are thus enabled to adhere more closely to the rule

that "when a train is late, run it late, and keep all others on time."

Unless a late train has enough lay-over time at the terminal to

enable it to get out on time, you will have it late on its return trip,

and it may be necessary to fill in the run from some point where
you have an available car and crew, and you must either run the

late train through or unload the passengers to be picked up by a

following train. In either case additional expense is incurred. If in

the first place the train is not too late, and you can give it a little

advantage at meeting points over opposing trains, and divide the

delay between three or four trains, each of which may be able to

make up a little time, you will soon have them all on time. If you
run tlie train late or annul it, you will hear loud complaints from
your country patrons, especially if the weather be inclement.

Until some better means of communication for the transmition of

train orders than the present telephone system is found, I strongly

favor making all trains on the time card of the same class. If you
have superior and inferior trains, when an inferior train gets late

and there is trouble on the telephone line, nothing but superior

trains will move and it will take but a short time to demoralize

your schedule. If all trains are of one class, they can all go to

their scheduled meeting point, and you can thus take care of your
local business. This plan works equally well or better when there

is no telephone trouble, for if it is desired to give an important train

the advantage over one of minor importance it can be done with

little trouble by special order.

I do not know of a better way "to further express my views upon
the subject than to acquaint you with the system in use upon the

Northwestern for your consideration, discussion and criticism, with

the end in view that we may benefit thereby, for the best is none
too good. With a train sheet showing S2 regular and a large num-
ber of extra trains daily we use the standard system of dispatching

as adopted by the American Railway .Association, and with such

slight modifications as make it applicable to interurban service, find

that it fills all requirements. The main principles of this system

are. "That all orders must be in as few words and as plain meaning

as possible." "In giving one train a right over another, the train

from which the right is taken must first be given the order." "The
words meet and pass are to be construed in their literal sense, an

order to meet a train meaning just what it says, and an order to
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pass a train meaning to pass a train going in the same direction."

\Vc do not run cars, but trains, defining a train as "a motor car,

properly equipped, with or without additional cars," and use the

word "car" and the number as an identification, the same as an

engine on a steam road.

In connection with this system of dispatching we use a block

signal system, not to rim trains by nor to give them any authority

to proceed, even if the block shows clear, unless the train has a

lime card right to do so, but as an additional safety precaution

against a dispatcher giving a lap order, or a train crew reading an

order wrong or running by a meeting point. A train finding a red

block against it at other than a meeting point is required to stop

and call up the dispatcher. Should the telephone line be in trouble,

so it is impossible to get the dispatcher, the train waits seven min-

utes, and then if no opposing train appears in view proceeds upon
its time card rights. "Safely and oft with mickle care to the crystal

spring the pitcher they bear, but it is broken at last on its way or

there." It is not the ninety and nine cases where a train can run

by a red block in safety, but the one lone instance where the

"pitcher" might be broken that we wish to guard against. We try

to impress upon our men the importance of the rule that "a fi.xed

signal imperfectly displayed, or the absence of a signal where one

is usually shown, must be regarded as a danger signal."

Train orders are received by the conductor and copied in mani-

fold. After he repeats the order to the dispatcher, and receives

"complete" and the time, he hands one copy to the motorman. who
reads it to him to make sure they both understand it alike. Should

the telephone fail before the "complete" is received, the order is of

no effect and must not be acted upon. An order is in effect until

fulfilled, superseded or annulled. \n e.xact copy of each order is-

sued is kept by the dispatcher in a book provided for that purpose.

Our trains being all of the same class, scheduled meeting points are

definite; a train, however late, has a perfect right to go to such

meeting point against an opposing train unless the meeting point is

changed by a special order. \Vc, however, provide for this by re-

quiring a train to report to the dispatcher when it becomes five

minutes late, and at once when it is found scheduled time cannot be

made. A train arriving at a meeting point and not finding the ex-

pected train there or in sight, must report to the dispatcher at once.

(The forms used for train orders have at the top the name of the

company and a blank for the number of the order; then follows the

address "To Conductor and Motorman, Train No. — , Car No. —

,

At ." Leaving space for the body of the order, the

lower portion of the form is ruled for four columns, headed "Con-
ductor," "Motorman," "Complete" and "Time." in which the dis-

patcher enters these notations as the orders are delivered. In giv-

ing the orders cited by the author, we reproduce only the address

and body. All are, of course, signed.—Ed.)

When is becomes necessary to change a scheduled meeting, we
use this form

:

TR.MN ORDER I4.

Train 23, Car 46, City Limits

:

Train 23, car 46, and train 24. car 27, will meet at Lawrence.

This is a definite meeting point, and unless the order is super-

seded or annulled each train has a right to go there indefinitely

late.

If it is decided to change this meeting point, we use this form:

TR.MN ORDER I5.

Train 23, Car 46, Ingalls:

Train 23, car 46, and train 24. car 27, will meet at Wheelers in-

stead of Lawrence.

Or if it is found that the late train is making up time an{l it is

desired to let them go to their scheduled meeting point, we simply

annul the order in this manner

:

TR.MN ORDER 16.

I'rain 23, Car 46, and Train 24. Car 27. Ingalls:

Train order 14 is annulled.

In cither of these cases the principle of fir.st giving the order to

the train from which the right is taken luust be observed.

In the majority of cases of collision, whether upon steam or elec-

tric roads, you will find an "extra" train one of the factors.

Therefore, too nuich care cannot be exercised in their movement,

and the crew must ever bear in mind that it has no rights except

such as are conferred by the dispatcher and that they must keep

entirely out of the way of regular trains. If the extra train to be

run is of little importance and no especial time is required, an order

as follows will suffice

:

TR.MN ORDER I7.

Rxtra East, Car 107, Smiths:

Car 107 will run extra Smiths to Browns.

If the train is an important one and if specified time is expected

to be luade, give the follow ing order

:

TR.M.S ORDER iS.

Extra East, Car 58, at LaFayelte :

Car 58 will run extra LaFayette to Indianapolis, and will meet

train 17, car 54, at East Mulberry; train 105, car 46, at Martz;

train 19, car 40, at Whites; train 21, car 30, at Eldridge; meet

train 177, car 48, and pass train 18, car 34, at Townsend. O. P. S.

This practically makes of your extra a regular tr.iin with definite

meeting points. This order is an exact copy of the one used for

the special train of this association, March Qtli, LaFayette to Indian-

apolis, and did not disarrange our regular schedule a minute.

If the extra is of still greater importance and it is desired to give

it the right of track over all otlu-r lr:iii.s, it can be done in this

manner

:

TR.MN ORDER I<).

Extra East, Car 58, LaFayette:

Car 58 will run extra LaF'ayette to Indianapolis on the following

schedule, with right of track over all trains: LaFayette, 3:20 p. m.

;

East Mulberry, 4:07; Martz, 4:14; Whites, 4:35; Eldridge, 4:59;

Townsend, 5:13; Indianapolis, 5:35 p. m.

Every train on the road in any way concerned by this movement

must have a copy of this order.

We give a work train the following order:

TR.MN ORDER 20.

W'ork Extra, Car lOo, Power House

:

Car 100 will work extra June 8tli between Power House and

Greenwood.

I be working limits should be confined as much as practicable, to

be changed as desired ; or you can add "until ," if it

is desired to confine the train to a certain hour.

Where trains arc run in sections you can use the form shown in

No. 21 or No. 22:

TR.MN ORDER 21.

Train 23, Car 46, and Car 103. Irwin:

Train 23, car 46, will carry signals Irwin to Chipmans for car 103.

TRAIN ORDER 22.

Cars 26, 40, 109 and 57, Chipmans:

Car 26 will run as first, car 40 as second, car lOg as third, and

car 57 as fourth sections of train 23, Chipmans to Irwin.

A great deal more might be said on other forms, such as time

orders, giving an extra train until a certain time to make a siding

for another train or a work train time against a passenger train that

is late, but they are very seldom used, and for all ordinary occasions

those alrcadv shown will suffice.

.-Ml departments of the Public Service Corporation, with the ex-

ception of that of Col. Edwin W. Hine, assistant to the president,

and that of John P. Feeney, superintendent of the claims depart-

ment, were removed from Jersey City to Newark on June 15th.

The idea of consolidating the various departments under one roof is

in the interest of econoiny and efficiency. L'nder the old arrange-

ment the departments were scattered.
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Train Dispatching as Handled on thc

Indianapolis & luisturn Ry.

IIY W. I.. PEAUSON.

Tlic (lisp.ili-luT's iiftkc is fiiniislicd with ;i liniii >1k-c| and traiii-

iiicliT liiidk. wliicli is adapU-d In .ill rcf|iiircnicnls. All train crirws

art- furiiislu'd with train-order hlanks, also time tahle showing all

regidar trains operated. Passing points arc marked with heavy

hiack face type, .'dso train nmnlier of .'ill trains passed at each

passing point.

,'\ll train cnws re|)ort at terminals for orders, and compare their

time Willi the Western Union clock at the disi)atcher's office.

Train cnw's reporting on schedule time are given their lime card

rights anil will meet trains as per time talile. Train crews report-

ing late are given orders, which are written down by the con-

ductor cm a form provided for llu- purpose, and the rn-der is then

repeated to llic dispatcher, lull is imi in lone until his "correct"

has lieeii iicei\ed. Conductors then read and deliver the order to

motornicii, wlm turn them in at the dispatcher's office at the eml

of the run. The dispatcher then compares the orders with his

copies in the order book, and, if correct, the orders are destroyed;

otherwise they will be held for investigation.

Copies of orders in the order book are retained and .ill order

books are tiled al the superintendent's office.

Train crews are allowed but one minute grace at passing points,

and must meet trains within one minute of schedule passing time,

or report before train from opposite direction is due at regular

passing point. Under ihc^c conditions, the dispatcher never lias

to say. "Can you see them coining ?" or "Call again in a minute

or two," but knows exactly what order to give when he hears

from a train crew. And in the writer's opinion this is tlie best and

safest way to operate.

Train crews who have become late and are running on train

orders must maintain running time or report in time to advance

trains from opposite direction.

All cars are provided with a portable telephone, and vvc have a

"drop" provided for connection every half mile. Each train is

listed on the train sheet and has a column by itself, and in case

trains are late, a record is kept on the train sheet as well as in the

order book. For instance, a train has an order to pass a certain

train at a certain switch. It is marked in that train's column

opposite that switch, "Pass No. 101," or whatever train it may be.

,\nd if a crew has an order to report at a certain point,- it is

marked on the train sheet in the same manner as that just men-

tioned. The object of this is that dispatcher may always have a

record of his orders before his eye.s, and also, that he can leave the

desk at any time, and another man take his place witho\it any

complications whatever.

In case a regular train liecomes late and is being followed by

a limited train, and the limited train passes around the regula"-

train at other than a regular passing point, the regular train noti-

fies dispatcher at once, so that he may know that the limited train

is ahead, and is making schedide time ; and trains may be oper-

ated in opposite directions accordingly.

.•Ml trainmen are under the immediate instruction of chief di--

patcher in the absence of the superintendent.

.\\\ second class trains, including freight, construction, work and

line cars, are run as extras and display signals accordingly. Such
trains have no rights except those given by the dispatcher, and mu-t

be in the "clear" four minutes before arriving time of all first

class trains. In case telephone line is out of service, east bound
trains have right of way over west bound trains five minutes after

schedule passing time.

.MI conductors are supplied with a tin box containing all neces-

sary signals. Each conductor must have this box on his train at

all times when on duty.

Green Hags by day and green lights by night are known as can--

tion signals and all trains must be under full control while passing

over a section of track where said signals are displayed. Green
signals are also used on front of trains running in two or more
sections, and denote that second section of such train is entitled to

same rights as first.

A motornian, running first section of train in two or more sec-

tions, passing a train in a siding, nutsi sahite the train in siding

with one long and two short blasts of whistle, which signifies that

there is another section to his train, ami he must not pass the iraiii

in the siding until he has been answered by two short blasts of the

whistle, which signifies that the train in the siding is aware that the

train on the ntain lint is running in two sections.

Red Hags by day and reil lights by night arc knf>wn as danger

signals and when displayed on the track such a point must not lie

passed until the cause of danger has been ascertained and the

signal removed.

A book of instructions, covering all the points mentioned, is fur-

nished each of the employes of the company.

Washburn Automatic Couplers.

A coupler designed to meet M. C. I^. standards is shown in tin-

accompanying illnstratifin. For the past 10 years this coupler has

been in use in steam railroad service, and therefore has received a

thorough test. In adapting it for electric railway service, all of

the high grade steam railroad features have been retained as nmch

as possible, changing the details wherever necessary to suit the

needs of electric railway service, and, it is slated, adding some fea-

tures which make it an iiuprovement on the M. C. Fi. type. A de-

scription of the more prominent features of this coupler, which is

manufacture! I y Edwin C. Washburn, Minneapolis, Minn., may Ik-

interesting.

WASHIiURN AUTOMATIC COIPLER.

There arc only four parts to the complete device. These parts

have large wearing surfaces, and the design is such that the largest

anmunt of wear falls upon those parts that are cheapest to replace.

The coupler has a knuckle opener and a positive lock set so that

one movement of the operating lever or chain unlocks the coupler,

throws open a knuckle and sets the lock ready for recoupling. The
design is such that it is entirely unnecessary for a person operating

the coupler to touch it with the hands. When it is desired to un-

lock the coupler, as in the case of two cars standing together, it is

only necessary to raise the lock until it catches on the tail knuckle

and then release it, when it will fall into the lock set position. This

is accomplished by but one movement of the operating lever or

chain. The lugs on the knuckles and the walls at the top and bot-

tom of the coupler come into close contact when the coupling is

made, and thus insure a rigid joint. The parts operate automatically

al the first impact, thus the jar of bumping cars together more than

once is done away with, as is also the necessity of an employe going

between the cars to make couplings.

The shank is made to take only one connecting bar and that be-

tween tail pieces, but it can be furnished with rear arrangement to

suit the user's requirement, and so designed that the lock may be

operated from the top. as in the illustration, or from the bottom so

that it will not interfere with the platform.

riie building now occupied by the department of Physics of

Purdue University. LaFayctte, Tnd.. which has recently Iweu buih

and equipped, is described and illustrated in an attractive pamphlet
issued bv the universitv.
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High-Speed Cars for the Coeur d'Alenc &
Spokane Ry.

Four handsome interurban cars, built by tlie J. G. Brill Co., have

recently been delivered to the Coeur d'Alene & Spokane Ry. Two
of the new cars are combination passenger, smoking and baggage

motor cars, and the other two are trailers. They are mounted on

the Brill No. 27-E-2 trucks designed for high ?pecd.

ilar to those used un PulluKui cars. The hnlloni framing is ini-

usually substantial, and consists of double side sills, the outer

4x85^ in. and the inner 2x6 in., with a i5x->^-in. steel plate

sandwiched between. The four center sills are composed of 6-in.

I-beams with yellow pine fillers. The truss rods under the side

sills are t'A in. in diameter and the needle beams are double trussed.

The floors are double and have % in. of felt between. The interiors

arc pleasingly finished in golden oak.

-lErR 1) ALIC.XK ,V t ix AM i'\ .

The combination cars are 51 ft. over the crown pieces, and 8 ft.

8 in. wide. While the semi-convertible window system is applicable

to the arched top twin window arrangement, only part of it is

used in this case; that is, the lower sash when raised is partly con-

tained in the side roof, the bottom of the lower sash being equally

as high as the bottom of the small stationary upper

sash. The seats in the smoking and passenger com-

partments are of spring cane, while the baggage

compartment has a seat of cherry slats on each side.

The sliding doors of the baggage compartment on

each side of the car are 40 in. wide, and the door

in the partition between the baggage compartment

and the motorman's compartment is 24 in. wide. In

the center of the car is a small toilet compartment.

The trailers are 48 ft. 9 in. over the crown pieces

and 8 ft. 8 in. wide. The window system is tlie

same as in the cars above described. Entrances arc

provided at both ends. The seats are upholstered

in plush, and are arranged to accommodate 52 pas-

sengers. Motors inay be placed on the trucks at

any time, in which case these cars may serve as

motor cars.

The bronze rail that drops to guard and hold open the vestibule

doors closing the step openings also acts as a hand rail and is sim-

The cars will be operated on the company's interurban line of

about 35 miles connecting Coeur d'Alene and Spokane, Wash. The

road traverses the valley of the Spokane River, which has its source

in the Coeur d'Alene Lake, in which vicinity is the richest mining

district in the state. Spokane is the nearest largo c-Dinnicrcial cen-
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llu- lily .iiicl ilir lailway companies affected, Jii'Igc Grosscup's

ilcciee 111 llie Ini nui- case was rendered Marcli Rlli last, and in the

latter May Slli. An a|i|ieal has lieeii l.ik.ii tu the Unitcfl States

Snprenic Cunrl by tlie receivers in huth of tliesc cases, and cross

appeals Iiavc also licen taken liy the city in holh cases, and liy the

North Chicago City Railway Co. in the North Side case, and hy

the Chicago West Division Railway Co. in the West Side case.

After entering the decree in these two cases, tlie injunction

against the city was dis.solved as regards the streets held not to be

inclnilcd in the gg-year act.

There are now pending in the state conrts three suits, which by

nnnual agreement will he heard together Sept. 18, igoj, hy Judge

DePny, of the Cook Superior Court. The first of these tliree cases

is thai known as the Harrison "Coup No. i," in which it is the

contenlion of the city that under the original franchise granted in

iSji) the city had the right to purchase the Chicago City Ry. at the

end of the franchise term, 25 years, and that tlie gg-year act of 1865

was unconslitutinii.il because impairing a contract then existing be-

tween the city and the Chicago City Ry. The other two casc>i are

ipio warranto proceedings brought by the attorney general on tlie

relations of the city against the Union Traction Co. and the Chi

cago City Ry.. respectively.

There li.ive been many rimiors and newspaper reports as to offers

lo liny or to sell Chicago street railway properties, but nothing

definite has been done.

Ball Bearings for Center and Side Bearings.

Some of the reasons that Iiave been advanced for advising the

use of anti-friction center and side bearings are that by thus re-

ducing the turning moment necessary for revolving a truck about

its center bearing, the wear of the flanges in passing curves and

special work is reduced and a saving effected in the repaid cost

of the track work, wheels, trucl^s, car body and equipment. A
lessening of the grinding effect of flanges on special work is of

course accompanied hy a decrease in the train resistance and a re-

duction in the amount of power used.

The Baltimore bearings, made by the Baltimore Railway Spe-

cialty Co., Baltimore. Md., are designed so that the fraction resist-

KOI.LEK CENTER 111C.\RINC.

ance attendant to the revolving of the truck about the center bear-

ing is small. The use of steel balls in these bearings in place of

steel rollers is said to increase the life of the bearing, because of the

tendency for the rollers to be worn Ifat by the continued slight

lateral motion of the car body, relative to the truck. The accom-

panying illustrations show the construction of the types of bear-

ings designed particularly for electric car use. This type of bear-

ing is made for all classes of railway equipments, the general de-

sign being the same with the details changed to suit the particular

type of rolling stock.

The center bearing as shown consists of two general parts ma-

chined lo fit together snugly. In each part at an equal distance

from the center arc circular ball races in which arc securely keyed

grooved ball race plates, made of a superior quality of steel that

has been subjected to a special treatment lo obtain the requisite

degree of hardness for successfully carrying the 18 steel halls In-

terposed between the race plates to snp|«irt the weight of the car.

A retaining ring for the balls is keyed into the body center plate by

type metal, which after having been poured into the key ripening,

expands in cooling, thus securely fastening the ring.

The truck side bearing designed for electric rolling ftock is also

illn^tr,lle<l. It will be seen that the principles of construction as

ROLLER SIDE BEARIKC.

described for the center bearing have been incorporated in the

design of this side bearing.

Both of these types of bearings have the balls suspended in the

body member so that dirt cannot clog or interfere in any way with

their rolling actioiL There arc 18 balls always in service in a

center bearing and never less than 3 balls in service in a side bear-

ing. Each ball before being assembled must successfully pass a

rigid compression test. From the results of experiments with this

type of center bearing it is stated that with a load of 70.000 lb.

on the center plates the application of 70 to 90 lb. force at the end
of a 35-in. lever arm is sufficient to turn the plates.

The T. H. Symington Co. is the selling agent for the "Baltimore"

Iiearings. The Chicago oftice of this company is Suite 315, Railway

Exchange Building.

A. S. R. A. Committee Meetings.

Meetings of the Executive Committee of the .American Street

Railway .As.sociation and of the Reorganization Committee were

held at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia. June 12th and

13th. Those in attendance were: W. Caryl Ely. president; John

I. Beggs, second vice-president ; T. C. Penington. secretary and

treasurer; John J. Stanley. C. G. Goodrich and \V. E. Harrington.

of the .\merican Street Railway Association: \V. G. Ross, president

Street Railway Accountants' Association: H. H. .Adams, first vice-

president .\nierican Railway Mechanical and Electrical Assjcia-

tion ; \V. H. Renaud. jr.. .Association of Street Railway Claim

.\gents : and members of the executive committee of the American

Street Railway Manufacturers' .Association.

It was voted that the name of the A. S. R. .A. he changed to

the .American Street and Interurban Railway .Association, and that

the Accountants', the Mechanical and Electrical, and the Claim

.Agents' associations be affiliated with it. The Manufacturers' asso-

ciation is to work in harmony with the Street and Interurban .Asso-

ciation and to have charge of the exhibits and entertainments at the

conventions.

The convention will be held the week of September 25th : Me-

chanical and Electrical association and Claim Agents. Monday and

Tuesday: .A. S. R. A.. Wednesday and Thursday; Accountants'.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday. The meeting and exhibit halls

will be at the Philadelphia Commercial Museums, which can be

reached by 15-minute car ride from the Bellevue-Stratford, the

headqviarters hotel. Some 35.000 sq. ft. exhibit space is available.
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Personal.

MR. FREDKRICK H. WALTZ has been appoinud railroad

editor for the New Orleans Daily Picayune.

MR. \V. J. TERWILLIGER has lieen appointed superintendent

of the Columbia & Montour Electric Railway Co.. BUioiusluirg. Pa-

vice Mr. David G. Hackett, deceased.

MR. PETER SMITH, president of the Peter Smith Heater Co.,

who is making an extended business trip through the middle west,

was a caller at the office of the "Review," May 23rd.

MR. M. J. LOFTUS, superintendent of the Cohnul)us. Grove

City & Southwestern Railway Co., has resigned to become super-

intendent of the Dayton, Springfield & Urbana Traction Co.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & M.-kNUF.^CTURING
CO. entertained the delegates to the International Railway Congress

at luncheon on Tuesday, May i6th, at the works, East Pittsburg.

CORY, MEREDITH & ALLEN, consulting engineers, announce

the removal of their offices, June ist, to suite gio-ii-12-13 Union

Trust H\iil(ling. corner of Market and Montgomery Sts., San Fran-

cisco.

MR. W. P. CULVER, formerly with the Cleveland Motor Car

Co., is now the eastern representative of the Diamond Chain &
Manufacturing Co.. of Indianapolis, Ind., and will have liendquar-

ters in New York.

.MR. E. H. R1CH.\RDS has lieen appointed superintendent of

the Taunton & Pawtucket Street Railway Co., .\ttlel)nro, Mass.,

having resigned as assistant superintendent of tlie Boston & Wor-
cester Street Railway Co.

MR. ROBERT P. LEAXTI T has been appointed general me-

chanical superintendent of the Albany & Hudson Railroad Co., in

addition to his former duties as electrical superintendent of both

railway and lighting departments.

MR. L. E. SMITH, of Worcester, Mass., formerly with the Bos-

ton & Worcester Street Railway Co., has been appointed assistant

to Mr. Fred S. Smith, superintendent of the Taunton & Buzzard's

Bay Street Ry., and assumed his duties May loth.

MR. GEORGE W. ROIINDS has been appointed sujierintendent

of the Houghton County Street Railway Co., vice Mr. J. S. Blcekcr,

promoted to the management of the Blue Hill Street Railway Co.,

Boston, Mass., another Stone & Webster property.

MR. FRED J. J. SLO.'XT has been appointed general manager
of the Cincinnati Northern Traction Co., which controls the Cin-

cimiati, Dayton & Toledo Traction Co. Announcement has also

been made of the appointment of Mr. W. H. McAllister, of the Cin-

cinnati Traction Co., as comptroller.

MR. J. S. M. GOODLOE, certified public accoimtant, who has for

several years represented in Columbus, O., the firm of Patterson,

Teele & Dennis, on May ist withdrew from that firm and has or-

ganized the firm of Goodloe & Kennedy, with headquarters at 900-

905 New Hayden Building, Columbus, O.

MR. S. R. DUNBAR, who until recently was purchasing agent
for the Indiana Union Traction Co., has been appointed passenger
agent of the company with headquarters at Anderson, Ind. This
is a new department created' by the present management and all

passenger traffic matters will be handled by Mr. Dunbar.

MR. HENRY PERCY BRADFORD, of the Underground Elec-
tric Railways Co. of London and the Metropolitan District Ry.,

and director of Societe des Tramways et Voies Ferries du Nord,
Lille, France, was a recent caller at the office of the "Review,"
while on an extended trip throughout the United States.

MR. WILLIAM K. VANDERBILT. JR.. is to represent the
New York Central R. R. in the management of its electric railway
properties and it is stated will become a director and vice-presi-
dent of the Utica & Mohawk Valley Railway Co. and the Syracuse
Rapid Transit Co., and has taken up the matter of converting the
West Shore between Utica and Syracuse for electrical operation.

MR. GEORGE GIBBS has been appointed chief engineer of
electric traction of the Pennsylvania, New York & Long Island
and the Pennsylvania, New Jersey & New York, the subsidiary cor-
porations of the Pennsylvania R. R. under which the tnmiels under
New York and the North and East rivers are being built. He was
formerly vice-president of Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Co.

AT A MEETING OF IllIC BOARD OF DIRECTORS of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., held in New York

May ,Wh, Mr. E. M. Ilcrr was elected first vice-president and chief

executive under the president. 'The advent of heavy electric trac-

tion and the adoption of electricity by main line railways render the

services of a man skilled not only in manufacture, but al.so convers-

ant with railroad operations, especially desirable at this time.

There are few men who are more widely known among railroad

managers and in whom more confidence is reposed than in Mr.

Herr. He was locomotive superintendent of the Northern Pacific

railway for a number of years, and previous to that had many
years' experience in various positions on important railways in the

west. For the last seven years he has been vice-president and

general manager of the Westinghouse .A.ir Brake Co.

MR. H. J. SI.IFER has recently become associated with J. G.

White & Co., New York City, as steam railway expert. Mr. Slifer

was born in 1859 and graduated from the Polytechnic College of

Pennsylvania in 1880 with the degree of mining engineer, since

which time he has constantly been engaged in railway work. Mr.

Slifer's experience has included engineering work on the Mexican

National Ry., the Pennsylvania R. R., the Milwaukee, Lake Shore

& Western R. R. and the Chicago & Northwestern R. R., being ap-

pointed superintendent of the Iowa Division of, the latter road in

1899. In 1902 he resigned to accept the position of general super-

intendent of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific R. R.. in charge

of operation. His experience in engineering, operating and main-

tenance matters qualifies him well for the position he now holds,

in which capacity he will bq in responsible charge of matters relat-

ing to the company's steam railway undertakings.

MR. C. N. WILCOXON, who recently succeeded Mr. II. A.

Nicholl as general superintendent of the Cleveland & Southwestern

Traction Co., resigned his posi-

tion of superintendent of the

Western Ohio Railway Co., with

which .system he had been con-

nected for some four years. Pre-

vious to taking up railroad work

Mr. Wilcoxon was for a number
of years engaged in water and

gas works construction and man-
agement. For six years he was
general manager of the Muncie

Natural Gas Co.. one of the larg-

est natural gas corporations in

Indiana; together with bis father,

be built the third Bell telephone

exchange in Indiana, the number
of the old Blake transmitter and

a set of instruments in.stalled in

his residence at that time being No. 2228. Mr. Wilcoxon then

entered the service of steam railroads and later resigned to enter

the service of the Citizens 'Traction Co., of Muncie, Ind., after

which he became associated with the Decatur 'Traction & Light

Co., Decatur, 111., resigning a position of general manager of this

company to go with the Western Ohio Railway Co. Under Mr.
Wilcoxon's management the Western Ohio developed into one
of the best high speed interurban lines in the country and his ex-

perience in both steam and electric railway practice well fits him
for the heavier duties as general manager of 140 miles of electric

railways comprising the Cleveland & Southwestern system.

MR. ALBER'T S. CRANE has recently become associated with

J. (1. White & Co. as chief hydraulic engineer. Mr. Crane was
born in 1867 and graduated from Cornell L'niversity in 1891, since

which he has been actively engaged in hydraulic work. From 1891

to 1895 he was employed on sewer and water works construction

in Newton, Mass. ; for a period of four months he was engaged in

designing the details of the Fortress Monroe sewerage system,

after which he became assistant engineer, of the department of city

works of Brooklyn. From i8g8 to 1901 Mr. Crane was engaged on
the developments of the Michigan & Lake Superior Power Co. at

Sault Ste. Marie in the capacity of assistant chief engineer, when
he was appointed chief engineer of the Lake Superior Power Co.

Since 1902 he had been engaged as principal assistant engineer of

the Sanitary District of Chicago, in charge of the design and con-

struction of the .^o.ooo-h. p. w^ater power plaiU of the Chicago
Drainage Canal.

C. N. WII.COXON.
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Steel Car for Kast Boston Tunnel Service.

riu' I'.iisloii Elevated Railway Cu. lias rccciiily conslriieled al

its ll.irtlrti St. shops a car of soiiicwliat ncivel design and constnic-

liiiM iiitiiiili-d for nse in llie ICast lioslon Tunnel service and tin-

streets connecling Iherewitli. The ear is of a scmi-convertiljic-

type so that it may he U'-ed advantageoiisly in either sunniier rir

winter, alid is intended to provide a niaxinnini carrying capacity,

with ipiicU and easy ingress and egress of passengers and having

its entrances closed while in motion with a view to the prevention

of accidents. Strictly speaking, the car has no platforms, ilie llnor

which they are secured; the outside supports are sicel angle»

'j X i'/j i"-. riveted to the side sills and securely bolted to the end

sills. The ends are further supported by a ^-in. rod passing over

the end sill, rniniing back to the bolster, and may Ix- taken up at

the anchor casting on the outer end.

The door is of hardwood painted with fire-proof paint, the

inidcr side lined with asbestos and further protected with heavy

sheet tin thoroughly painted on both sides.

The body framing consists of iz '1 -iron posts on each side, run-

ning straight up from sill to roof plate and interlocked at the

window stool. I he letter board is a 7 x '4-\n. slecl plate running

I AR FOR E.\ST BOSTON Tl'NNEL SERVICE.

of the c.ir lioing continiiou.'; ami at the same level to its extreme

ends, anil the car is closed by sliding doors in the side, with no

full bidkhead separation lietwccn the platform portion and the

body of the car.

.Attention lias been paid to securing the greatest possible width

of aisle .and, in construction, lo attain the lightest possible weight

consistent with necessary strength.

The general diniensions of the car arc as follows : Length of

body, ,?,^ ft. 3 in.; length over all, 45 ft. I0J4 in.; width over all.

S ft. () in.; height from bottom of sill to top of roof, g ft. 8 in.;

height from rail to top of roof, 12 ft. 31/2 in.

As the car was to be used in the tunnel, it was desired to make
it fireproof, or as nearly so as practically necessary. To this end

the bottom framing is conipose<l largely of steel angles and I-

beanis. The side sills arc made of three angles hot riveted to-

tlie entire length of car and riveted to the posts.

There is a soft steel truss, 3I/2 x i^ in., supported at the posts

directly over the bolsters by a block gained into the posts, the

lower ends passing through the side sill and provided with anchor

castings and take-up nuts.

The sides of the car, from sill to windows, are built in with

longitudinal sheathing J^-in. thick, and covered with J/^-in. steel

plates riveted to the window stool and bolted to the side posts.

The roof is of the steam car type, the t,op covered with 8-oz.

duck, painted and sanded.

The conspicuous features of die design are the side end doors

and folding step operated by compressed air. The doors are 3 ft.

6 ill. wide and will admit two persons side by side directly into

the car, there being practically no platforms. The motorman's cab

is so arranged with folding doors as to make a separate compart-

77Pt/CA-^^sj^^3-a 3J ty^^jO.

FLOOR ri..\K OF C.\R.

getber in such form as to allow the window sashes to drop intii

the pocket to the bottom of and outside of the sill.

The cross sills consist of I-beams riveted to side sills with steel

knees, and having oak fillers on either side.

The end sills are made up of two steel plates 6 x i in. and

f) X frj ill., formed to practically the same lines as the bolster, in

an inverted position.

The extension of car beyond the main end sills, there being no

drop platforms, is supported by two pairs of 3-in. I-beams, with

oak tillers, running under top and resting on casting on bottom

member of end sills, and extending back to the bolster and to

nient while in use, or may be folded out of the way, leaving the

space open.

A pocket, lined with sheet iron and asbestos, is provided in the

cab over the motorman's head, and contains all switches, fuses,

etc., mounted on slate panels.

The maximum inside width of car is obtained, the wall being

only 2V1 in. thick, thus with 8 ft. 6 in. over all there is an inside

width of 8 ft. I in., which admits of cross seats 34'/^ in. long and

a 28-in. aisle.

The sashes are of channel bronze and are divided into two parts.

the top sash being 9x28 in. and may be raised its full height; the
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lower sash is 33 x 28 in. and may be lowered Hush with the top of

window stool, which is but J"' i in. from the tloor. This is accom-

plished by the novel side sill construction which, with the car sid-

ing, forms a pocket into which the sash may drop.

The window runs are provided with an automatic cover which

comes into place and prevents the dropping of articles into sash

pocket when sashes are raised.

There arc 14 reversible transverse, 4 fixed transverse, and 4
longitudinal scats, giving a seating capacity for 52 persons with

ample knee room, and a floor space of 12 ft. from end of car to

cross seat.

The interior of the car is lined with sheet aluminum, the head-

lining being finished its natural color and the standing finish

painted a rich olive shade, decorated in gold. The car is illum-

inated with six 5-light circuits and provided with illuminated signs.

I.NTERIOR E.VST BOSTON TUNNEL C.\R.

The electrical equipment consists of lour G. E.-74 motors havmg
a rated capacity of 65 h. p., and Sprague-General Electric control

similar to that installed on the later elevated car equip-

ment of the company. The 15 contractors, with inter-

locks and auxiliary rheostat, are arranged in one inm

box beneath the car, the cover of which is arranged

very conveniently for inspection and adjustment of con-

tractors and interlocks. The reverser, which is also

beneath the car, is well protected by an iron box which

also contains switches for cutting out the several um-

tors; all wiring is run in iron pipe conduit and great

care taken to eliminate all possibility of fire. One im-

portant feature of the control equipment is the auto-

matic relay throttle which governs the acceleration of

car; another is the train line cutout switch by means of

which the motorman can open the train line circuits on

each car. It is intended to use this car as a motor car

of a train of two cars of like size, the train to be driven

either end forward, the second car being without

motors. The tunnel contains long grades of 5 per cent

and less and at present affords no opportunity for looping cars at

the terminal. The motors are mounted on Brill 27-F-i trucks hav-

ing ,13-in- steel tired wheels and 4,'/5-in. axles.

New Type of Trucks for Gasoline. Electric
Motor Car.

The American Locomotive Co. has recently completed for the

Delaware & Hudson Co., the trucks shown in the accompanying

illustrations. This type of truck is designed to carry the body

and equipment of a gasoline-electric motor car. The truck weighs

15,000 lb. and is made to carry a load of 50,000 lb. at the center-

ing pin. There will be two G. E.-69 motors mounted in the truck.

The specifications for the construction of this type of truck call

for a frame of wrought iron 2 x 3^2 in. in section, forged in one

piece and dropped down 4 in. at one end to clear the draw gear.

The boxes are cast iron, similar to M. C. B. standard boxes and
are fitted with malleable iron lids and dust guards of wood. Lead
lined plastic bronze bearings made by the Ajax Metal Co. are used.

These arc designed tn fit interchangeably with M. C. B., 5^ x lo-in.

wedges. Taylor steel-tired plate wheels, 36 in. iu diameter, are

used, mounted upon axles of open hearth steel. The gears are

mounted on the hubs of two of the wheels. The diameter of the

axles at the points where they carry the motors is G'A in. and the

motor bearings are 12 in. long. A forged pedestal is used, made

of Sxl'/<-in. bar iron and secured to the frame by l-in. taper

turned bolts.

The equalizers built offi-in. iron and placed on top of the boxes

are designed with thimbles between them and bolts through the

equalizers to prevent spreading. 'Ihere are four double coiled

springs between the frames and the equalizers. These springs

were made by the National Steel Spring Co., and the two triple

elliptic springs were made by the .\merican Locomotive Co. The

END VIEW UE.TKltK.

bolster is of the "built up" type with roller bearings on the top

of the bolster spaced 58 in. between centers. The swing links arc

of cast steel with pins of cold rolled steel 2]4 in. in diameter,

fastened to the castings by tapered pins. Bolted to the swing link

transoms and riveted to the truck frame transom supports are the

cross-channels, I2xi>^xj^ in., with chafing plates to protect the

channels from nmlnr wear and with safety straps to prevent the

AMEKKAN LOCOMOTIVE CO. TRICK FOR U. & H. CO.

motors from raising. The brakes are inside hung with vertical

brake levers and T head hangers. These hangers have bearings

and caps at their upper ends to prevent the brakes from chattering.

The brake heads are of malleable iron of the M. C. B. Christie

type, and the brake shoes are of cast iron, flanged to interchange

with the Lappin shoes now used by the Delaware & Hudson Co.

Advantages of Clay Cattle Guards.

An interesting fact in connection with the use of vitrified clay

cattle guards, such as the "Climax" stock guard, on third-rail sur-

face construction is the fact, that these -guards always present an

insulating platform on which a workman may stand and feel free

to work with his bare hands on the third-rail cable terminal or the

connecting bond between the third-rail and the cable. They are

also found useful in case of disorder to the third-rail or its in-

sulators, because the individual pieces of the cattle guard may
quickly be taken from their place on the track and used for block-

ing up or bracing the rail at times who no other suitable material

is at the command of a track inspector.
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Philadelphia Air lirukc.

The [jrcsciil general use of air brake equipments on electric cars

proves that it is hardly necessary for any fnrllier arj»umeiit as lo

the advisability of using them. The fact that air brakes have re-

duced the accident cost is admitted and it is also known that the

use of air brakes reduces the cost of operation, particularly through

tlic use of less imwcr, notwithstanding the fact that some power

is used l)y the independent motor compressor. With baud brakes,

when running, it is cuslomary for llie niolonnan lo take up the

^
^T.#

and that the three bearing design of the armature shaft greatly

lessens the danger from bending. All three bearings arc provided

with oil rings. The motor driven compressor is arranged to be

placed either inside the car or suspended under the floor of the car.

In the latter case, a dust proof box is provided and is so arranged

that the entire motor may be removed through the bottom of the

box by the removal of four bolts or any part of the motor can be

inspected through doors in the sides. The assembly of this com-

pressor is such that it may readily be taken apart for the inspection

or repair of any of its details.

MOTOR (OMTRESSOR. ENGINEER S VALVE.

slack of llu- brake cliain, which leaves the shoes in partial contact

with the wdicils. This adds to the wear and tear on the mechan-

ism of the c.ir and increases the amount of current drawn from the

line by the car motors. The Philadelphia Air Brake Co. states in

offering its type of brake that it does not advertise any radical

changes from the style of brakes now upon the market, but has en-

deavored to improve upon present design in different ways which

have been suggested by long experience and numerous tests.

One of the accompanying illustrations shows the independent

motor-driven air compressor used in the brake equipment. This

unit consists of a series-wound multi-polar motor connected to a

riie automatic cut-oflf for controlling the motor compressor is

simple in design and has but two moving parts, the diaphragm

operating the magnet contact and the magnet armature operating the

motor switch, which supplies current to the compressor. This cut-

off works by gravity in such a manner that the closing of the

motor switch is positive under any conditions and not dependent

upon a magnet or spring. In event of an accident to the cut-off

the compressor is left running and can be regulated by the use of

the band switch on the platform, thus insuring full air pressure at

all times.

The engineer's valve for controlling the air is built in a compact

TO Hfi^N D SRAKC
DUPLE.X J.AM CYLINDER.

Steel crank shaft by an improved high speed worm and gear. This

gear is placed in the center of the crank shaft which operates two

single acting plunger pistons through connecting rods. The ar-

rangement of the pumps and motor is such that all moving parts

are working in the same compartment which is kept partly filled

with oil and is completely enclosed. All the air valves are exactly

alike and are located with a view to ease of inspection. It is

stated that the worm gear greatly reduces the noise of transmission

manner. When the handle is removed the valve presents a smooth

flat top, making it impossible to operate same with any device other

than the proper handle. The exhaust muffler is contained in the

valve, thus requiring but two lines of pipe through the platform.

-^n accompanying illustration shows the duplex jam cylinder. By
this arrangement of the double end cylinder with one end connected

to each end of the car, all the equalizing between the two trucks

is accomplished bv the use of compressed air instead of a compli-
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cated system of levers. The cylinder is placed exactly in the cen-

ter of the car, allowing a straight pull to each truck and the hand

lirake lever is attached to (he top of the jam cylinder casting entirely

independent of the air brake rods. It is thus seen that this arrange-

ment makes practically three independent brakes—two air brakes

and one hand brake.

The Philadelphia Air Brake Co. has had its brakes successfully

installed for two years and now has its equipments on nine electric

railways, among which are the Public Service Corporation of New
Jersey ; West Chester Street Ry. ; Hartford, Manchester & Rock-

well Tramway Co. ; Danville & Snnbury Railway Co., and Camden
& Trenton Street Ry. An active ca^ipaign in the west is proposed

and arrangements have been made for opening an office in Chicago,

a more detailed announcement concerning which will be made later.

The Bumps.

This amusement device, which is patented by E. C. Boycc, 302

Broadway. New York, originally consisted of a smooth slide about

50 ft. in length with polished maple bumps of different sizes, placed

at regular intervals on its surface. These bumps serve to change

the direction of the slider and to give him a series of quick bumps

which would land bim at the bottom nn a soft pad or cushion in

a more or less reckless and excited condition. This year in con-

structing the bumps, in addition to the main slide, three others

have been added, as may be seen in tlie illustration. One a straight

THE.BUMI'S.

and narrow chute, constructed of slippery basket work material,

and gives the slider an excellent speed ; the second, producing a

sensation of alternate falling and rising until the bottom is reached,

by a succession of ger.eral inclines ; and the third, which perhaps is

the most exciting of all, consists of a narrow chute with sharp and

sudden turns occurring at the most unexpected places. In has

proved to be an exceptionally attractive amusement device for sum-

mer parks and its low cost of construction, maintenance and opera-

tion appeals to the prospective purchaser.

Improved Overhead Crossing.

Crossings and frogs are a necessary evil on overhead tramway

work, and the erratic behavior of the trolley at these points is

often the principal cause of trouble. The smaller the angle of the

crossing the greater is the liability of the trolley to take the wnmg
wire.

If combined with a narrow angle crossing the trolley wire is a

side running one and there is a certain amount of overhang on the

trolley wire, this trouble is still further intensified. When a trolley

is advancing through a crossing on to a trailing frog, there is con-

siderably more liability of damage to the overhead gear than when
it is traveling in the reverse direction. Should the trolley take the

wrong wire under these conditions, the mechanical frog that it

would meet on this wire presents a most effective trap and serious

damage to the trolley head and overhead gear frequently ensues.

On the Burton-on-Trent (England) Corporation Tramways nar-

row angle crossings, about id degrees, are used with a certain

amount of overhang on the trolley due to the cars not running

centrally with the trolley wire round the junctions. Damage to

trolleys and overhead gear bad been of frequent occurrence, and

after numerous experiments to better matters, an improved design

of crossing was brought out by the general manager, Mr. P. J.

Pringle, and this has been the means of reducing the troubles to

a negligible amount.

The crossing is shown in the illustration herewith, and in design-

ing this, an attempt has been made to get in practice .1 continuous

through rail without any complicated gear or mechanism to effect

it. If we presume a trolley wheel pa.ssing from .-V to B there is

always a possibility of it fouling the point C of the center dia-

mond and being thrown otf the crossing. That part of the cross-

ing marked D acts as a guard rail and prevents this occurrence

and practically gives the equivalent of a continuous rail to the

passage of the trolley wheel at Ihh point. On the trolley wheel
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still further advancing, the bard phosphor bronze spring piece E
is quite lightly sprung to one side, and then the flange of the trolley

wheel meets the phosphor bronze spring piece F, guarding it from

any possibility of taking the wrong wire. On the trolley advancing

from C to H the same cycle of actions takes place.

If a trolley head is taken in the hand and applied to this cross-

ing, no amount of side pressure or speed in passing across will

permit of the trolley taking the wrong rail or being thrown off.

All the crossings on the Burton-on-Trent Corporation 'Tramways

have been equipped with this pattern for the last eight months and

have proved most effective. 'The spring pieces are made a good

length, about 7 in., and arc quite flexible, so that the amount of

wear on these due to the trolley wheel springing them open is ex-

ceedingly small and they will have a considerable life. The re-

placement of them when necessary is arranged to be quite a simple

matter.

The British Insulated & Hclsby Cables Co. has l.iken up the

manufacture of this crossing.

>

Derrah Trolley Trips.

Mr. a. II. Derrah, general passenger agent, Boston & Northern

and Old Colony Street Railway companies, has devoted a great deal

of attention to giving the newspapers of the territory served by

these lities every opportunity to learn about the attractive features

of these trolley roads. Three excursions were given over the Bos-

ton & Northern lines, the last one being on May 28th, when some

30 newspaper men, representing nearly all the newspapers between

Boston and Salem, Mass.. were Mr. Derrah's guests. A commo-
dious observation car was provided for the occasion, and left Bos-

ton at g o'clock in the morning. Mr. Derrah and the division super-

intendents accompanied the party, and the points of interest which

abound in this territory were pointed out by the host, who also told

many interesting stories of historic interest and the days of witch-

craft. Dinner was served at the Franklin House, Lawrence, a few
impromptu speeches following. 'These trips, of which there were

three over the Boston & Northern and two over the Old Colony

system, have proved most interesting, and have become known as

the "Derrah 'Trolley Trips," as their success is due to Mr. Derrah's

charm as a host.

It is announced that the recently opened station of the Indian-

apolis & Northwestern 'Traction Co., at Crawfordsville, Ind., is to

be followed with like new stations at LaFayette, Lebanon and
Frankfort. 'This is both a freight and passenger station.
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Kcccnt Tests of Automatic Sprinkler Protection
for Electric Railway Properties.

At :i jiiirit inci'tlug of tlic car barn and auloinalK: sprinkler com-

iiiillCL'S of I lie National l'"irc Protection Association, lielfl in Bos-

Ion, March 28-29, ujos, the developments and resnlts of tests for

car ham fire protection were discussed. It is slated that in the

opinion of the comniillecs, there was not at tliat lime enough data

on the subject so tliat the onnimittccs fell justified in making regu-

lations and specifications for the installation of automatic sprinkler

systems in car barns. It was thought advisable to ascertain the

cfFeclivencss of ceiling protection alone; of aisle protection alone;

of aisle protection in connection with ceiling protection, and to ob-

tain these facts by a series of actual burning tests in a modern

typical car house. With this point in view, the commiltec pro-

ceeded 111 oliiain additional conclusions, and five burning tests were

held in the Miles A\e. car hou.se of the Cleveland Electric Rail-

way Co., April 24111, ill the presence of four members of the car

barn committee and many others directly iiUerested in the results

of Ihe tests.

The Miles .Ave, c;ir hmisu is a single story building with a Hoor

.Ilea (j6 X 45(1 ft. It has ij-in. brick walls between pilasters spaced

10 fl. from center In eeiiler. « itii large windows between the pilas-

ters and one large ilnor al Ihe iiorlh eiiil. uliile the soutll end is

enlirely open. The roof is of gravel and eomposition on wood
sheathing, about one-half supported by wooden trusses and the

other half supported by wooden posts, .spaced 16 ft. center to

eeiiler in Ihree rows. Ihe lloors are of earlli and cinders. In tin-

north section wdiich has the wood trusses, the average -height be-

tween Hoor and roof is 29 ft. 6 in. and in the rest of the barn the

height averages 22 ft. 6 in, Tn this barn the tracks have a slight

grade toward the south enil and two of the tracks pass directly

through the building: two tracks have switch and cros.sovcrs in-

side of the building, but all have tangent tracks at the south end

for a distance of 50 ft. from the building. The bain has a loial

storage capacity for 80 cars.

TEST FIRE IN I'KOGRKSS.

There are two water supplies, city mains and gravity tanks, IkuIi

automatic, and an auxiliary supply by means of steamer connec-

tions. The city supply pipe, 6 in. in diameter, is connected to a

!6in. street main which connection feeds to the S-in. feeder of

the underground sprinkler piping. The measured city pressure at

the base of the sprinkler riser at the time of the test was 18 lb.

Two 35,000-ganon tanks for the au.xiliary supply are mounted on

steel towers with the bottom of the tanks 78 ft. above the ground.

For the use of the steamers, there is a Siamese connection near

the northeast corner of the barn. An 8-in. cast iron pipe which
is parallel with and about 40 ft. from the cast side of the building

has 8-in. connections from each gravity tank and 8-in. branches to

the sprinkler system. Each two 6-in. sprinkler systems are pro-

vided with one post indicator valve, located 40 ft. east of the build-

ing.

Ill addition to the regular ceiling equipment of automatic sprink-

lers there is at least one line of sprinklers over each aisle between

tracks .ind between tracks and side walls. The height of these

aisle line sprinklers averages 8 ft. 10 in. or about 4 in. below the car

windows except the litie on either side of the car used in the fourth

test when sprinklers at the transom level alone were operative.

Aisle sprinklers are spared 6 ft. apart, and not counling the repair

shop, offices and club rooms, (here arc 484 ceiling and 704 aisle

sprinklers exposed to one (ire. These are fed by eight 6-in, dry

pipe systems with Grinnell air and alarm valves. The greatest

number of sprinklers on any one system is 201. This automatic

sprinkler erjuipmcnt was snp|)licd and erected by the General Fire

ICxlinguishcr Co., of Providence, R. I., which is now equipping

with similar systems other buildings of the Cleveland Electric

Railway Co.

There were five tests made on the cars shown in the accom-
panying illustrations. The results and details of the tests were

niRNED C.XRS.

recorded by eight men. The first car burned had ceiling sprinkler

protection only and was located about 55 ft. from the south end of

the building with four others exposing it ; one adjoining on the

same track, one east 6 ft. from the car side and two west 12 and

19 in. from the car side. There were two rows of aisle sprinklers

between the second named exposure and one row of aisle sprinklers

between the last named exposure. With the car openings except

ill front and rear closed, a fire of light combustibles and kerosene

was started in the car. This fire gained great headway, opening

the ceiling sprinklers, but before any quenching effect was deter-

mined the aisle lines were turned on and the effect of the latter

was almost instantaneous in controlling the fire. The ceiling

siirinklers were not given a severe test in this fire although 14

heads opened just prior to the turning into service of the aisle

sprinklers. The fire did not communicate to the other cars or to

the building and it was seen that the aisle sprinklers when turned

on performed excellent and effective service and reached the heart

of the fire. About 25 per cent of the combustible material of the

car body was consumed.

The arrangement of the cars for the second test was similar to

that of the first and the interior of the car was set on fire in the

same manner with the end windows and doors open. The fire

was allowed to burn itself out under the protection of the ceiling

sprinklers alone, which apparatus extinguished the fire after about

85 per cent of the combustible material of the car body had been

consumed. Four ceiling sprinklers opened and held the fire in

check to the one car with some serious damage to one adjacent

car, which had had its exposed windows purposely knocked out

during the early progress of the fire. A wood post 14 in. east of

the car was slightly blistered and the roof boards and rafters were
slightly scorched.

The third car burned was located about 112 ft. from the south

entrance of the building and exposed to three other cars as in the

previous test, and being protected by the ceiling sprinklers only.

The fire in this car was very severe and flames poured out on all

sides, opening 29 ceiling sprinklers which checked the fire and con-

fined it to the burning car with a slight damage to an exposed
post and the two neighboring cars. The ceiling sprinklers which
opened were confined to a more compact area than in any other

test. About 80 per cent of the combustible material of the car was
consumed.

The fourth car burned was placed about 55 ft. from the south

entrance of the building and with three cars exposed and arranged

about the same as in the earlier fires. This car burned under aisle

sprinkler protection only—at the car transom level and 32 in. from
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the transoms. The fire was about the same extent as in the pre-

ceding test and five aisle sprinklers opened, controlling the fire

without communication or damage to the adjoining cars, roof or

building parts. Prompt and effective interior service from aisle

sprinklers was illustrated in this fire, although aisle sprinklers

were at a disadvantageous location from a point of quantity dis-

tribution into the car. This experiment was successful, in that the

fire did not connnunicate to other property, and was controlled with

about 20 per cent or less of combustible material of car body be-

ing consumed.

The fifth car burned was located about 8o ft. from the south

entrance of the building with the adjacent cars arranged in about

the same manner as in the previous tests. This car was under

aisle sprinkler protection only, with the sprinklers opposite the car

windows. Several transom lights were broken and the end doors

and windows were open. A metal-clad board 9 in. wide was placed

over the aisle sprinkler line on the west side of the cars at a height

of 10 in. above the sprinkler line. The regular sprinklers in the

aisle lines on the east side of the car were replaced by sprinklers

having a metal hood 4 in. in diameter, placed 2 in. above the de-

flector. The function of these hoods and board was to bank the

heat, and thus acting as heat accumulators make the aisle sprink-

lers respond more quickly. The fire was started under the same

conditions used in other tests. One sprinkler opened near the

southwest corner of the car which so effectually quenched the fire

that it was decided to replace the sprinkler and rekindle the fire

;

after doing this the water was again turned on, and the sprinkler

just put in was opened and again held the fire in check. Tw-o heads

on the line on east side of car were opened by hand, in order to

determine to what extent, if any. the hood might interfere or

assist in water distribution, also to what extent they might act as

individual shield to fuses, from other sprinkler sprays. The fire

experiment was successful in that the fire did not communicate

to the ceiling or adjoining cars, and illustrated the excellent and

effective interior distribution from aisle sprinklers when placed

opposite the windows. About 25 per cent of combustible material

of car was consumed, but had not the fire been rekindled the com-

bustible material burned would have been less than 10 per cent.

The committee on car barns summing up the observations of

these tests, stated that in this class of property it is essential to

arrange such protection as may hold and control a fire within any

one car in which that fire might originate. Basing its arguments

on 14 reported experiments, the committee recommended that not

a greater number of sprinkler heads be provided for the horizontal

flat surface in a car house than would be required under the same

surface in any other building to be protected, stating that good

engineering would ask for a line of five or six sprinklers as the

necessary protection under a solid surface, say &y2X42 ft., the size

of an average city car. The experiments indicated to the members

of the committee that while ordinary car house operation practice

does not warrant the placing of sprinkler lines opposite the car

windows, nevertheless, as satisfactory results can always be ob-

tained by placing sprinkler lines on either side of the cars with

sprinkler deflectors opposite the transom lights and having heads

not over 8 ft. apart on the line with the sprinkler lines not over

16 in. from the car, preferably not over 6 in., exception to this

being made at division or side bearing brick walls, if these are

within 3 ft. of the car. These final burning tests were of an ex-

treme nature, barring the absence of draught which was not obtain-

able. The car to car exposure, while serious in each case, would

have been more so in modern and recently finished cars.

that the bushings outwear llic wheels and upon the terms at which

we are able to buy them, the maker taking back the old wheels, our

cost for trollev wheels has been reduced."

The Anieshury Trolley Wheel.

The Climax Ignitor Co., Amesbury, Mass., which is the manufac-

turer of the .Amesbury trolley wheel, reports that this product is

meeting with hearty approval of railway companies which have

it in service. .\s an instance of how this wheel is regarded, Mr.

E. P. Shaw, jr., general superintendent of the Boston & Worces-

ter Street Railway Co., under date of May 15, 1905, wrote to promi-

nent street railway officials as follows: "The Climax Ignitor Co.,

of Amesbury, Mass., is manufacturing what we believe is one of

the best trolley wheels on the market. We have had them in use

on our road for several weeks on the main line, and we get more

mileage out of them than any other makes we have used. Wc find

Miller Anchor for Fence Posts.

There is scarcely an electric railway extending beyond city lim-

its that is not obliged to construct and maintain some fencing. A
properly built fence requires but little maintenance during the life

of the posts, but unless the type of construction is such that the

wire is kept taut throughout its length, there will be many repairs

needed. It is necessary that corner posts be rigidly anchored and

that at all breaks in the line of the fence, such as gates, cattle

passes, highway crossings, etc., the end posts be braced against

the dead-end pull of the wire. There are many methods of ac-

complishing these results in a more or less permanent way. The

ANCHOR APPLIED TO SECOND POST.

accompanying illustration shows a satisfactory method of using a

Miller guy anchor for taking up the strain at a gate or similar

break in the line of fencing. As is shown, a 4 x 4-in. strut is set

between the end and second posts. To hold the second post in

place when carrying the push of the first post through the strut,

a guy anchor is planted in the way shown, and by m'eans of twisted

wire between the eye of the anchor and the top of the second

post, the dead end pull of the wire fencing is transferred to the

securely buried anchor.

The type of anchor recommended for this and the many similar

arrangements for guying is known as the Miller No. 2 anchor.

It is said that when placed, this anchor, size 6x 13 in., will remain

firm under a load that will break the rod at a strain of about

9,800 lb. The Miller Anchor Co., Norwalk, O., which manufac-

tures these anchors, states that the time saved in installing this

type of construction will offset the cost of the anchors and as the

anchors remain permanently placed the dead ending of the fence

is accomplished in such a way that the wire does not sag nor the

posts pull up. The cost of these anchors is 80 cents each, and an

auger with adjustable blades for rapidly boring the holes in which

the anchors are to be installed, is sold for $3.

Exhibits at the Lewis & Clark Exposition.

Among the exhibits in the Electricity Building at the Lewis &
Clark Exposition, which was opened at Portland, Ore., June ist.,

are those of John A. Roeblings' Sons Co., which has a display of

wire for all purposes, showing round and special shapes, insulated

wire and stranded cables ; the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Co., with a large exhibit of general electrical apparatus ; the

General Electric Co., having an extensive exhibit of apparatus for all

purposes ; the D. & W. Fuse Co., whose western sales agency has a

display of fuses, Deltabeston wire and other well known products

of this company; the Duflf Manufacturing Co., Pittsburg, Pa., with

an exhibit of jacks for all purposes.

The Portland Consolidated Railway Co. made every preparation

for handling from 40,000 to 50,000 people per day without incon-

venience and in preparing for the exposition spent some $200,000

for new equipment and alterations. The fair grounds are reached

by four of the company's lines and '/2-minute service is maintained

between the business district and the fair grounds, 125 cars being

used in this service.
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Uhmer Kej^istcr Contracts.

Ill the April "Review" was pulilislied an cxlc-iisive list of railvv:i>

cnnipaiiies lli:il li.nl just closed contracts willi the (Jlimer l''ar«

Register Co., of Oaytoii, O. 'I he contracts ennnu-raled iiirhi(h'd an

order from tlie Portland Consolidated Railway Co, nf I'.nil.md

Ore. for nearly .100 additional machines, and other orders and n-

ncwals from aliont fifty dilTereiit companies. Since that pnhlica

lion, the Ohiuer comiiany has received a larKe imniher of olhei

renewals, and has closed contracts for e(|iiip|>inK all the cars of

the Oakland iransit Consolidated, of Oakland, Cal. This company

has heeii using Olniier registers for two years, and now proposes

to put in service on its various hraiiches over 250 of the Oliiiier

machines moniited for registering three fares. It will also nse .'i

number of the Ohmer machines mounted for recording four dif-

ferent classifications of fares. Other companies which have just

closed contracts with the Ohmer company include the Sacramento

Klectric, (las & Railway Co., Sacramento, Cal.; I'nehio & Suhurban

'rraction & Lighting Co., Pueblo, Col.; Indian Territory Traction

Co., South Mc.Mestcr, I. T. ; Kokomo, Marion & Western Traction

Co, Kokomo, Ind. ; Indiana Northern Traction Co., La Fontaine,

Ind. ; Atlantic Shore Line Ry., Keiinebunk|)nrt, Me.; Grand Rapids,

Grand Haven & Muskegon Railway Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.; Nor-

folk & Southern Railroad Co., Norfolk, Va. ; Puget Sound Electric

Railway Co., Tacoma, Wash.; Winnebago Traction Co., Oshkosh,

Wis.; Syracuse & Smith Bay Railway Co., Syracuse, N. Y. Be-

sides these companies additional orders have been received from

the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.;

Illinois Valley Railway Co., La Salle, 111.; Lorain Street Railway

Co., Lorain, O. ; Louisville Railway Co., Louisville, Ky. ; Virginis

Passenger & Power Co., Richmond, Va. ; Los Angeles-Pacific Rail

way Co., Los Angeles, Cal. ; Asheville Electric Co., Asheville, N. C.

;

Evansville & Princeton Traction Co., Princeton, Ind. ; Seattle,

Renton & Southern Railway Co., Seattle, Wash. The Ohmer com-

pany has been running a night force in its factory for several weeks

and will be compelled to do so for a portion of the summer at least.

Lewiston & Southeastern Electric Railway Co.
Ltd.

While Idaho is one of the largest states of the Union, and has

greater diversity of natural products than any other state, it prob-

ably has the least mileage of railroads. About the time this state

was opened to railroad transportation the two transcontinental lines

which pass through it apportioned out the territory between them-

.selves, and seemed to have a mutual understanding that neither

should invade the other's territory, and that they would all combine

to keep out any new developments which they did not fully control.

This has greatly retarded the wonderful resources of this great

commonwealth. One of the richest sections in the United States is

embraced in the Camas and Nez Perce Prairies, which prairies are

situated in Idaho and Nez Perce counties and which lie from 60 to

80 miles southeast of Lewiston. This rich section has for the past

15 or 20 years been disputed territory between the Northern Pacific

on one side and the Oregon Railway & Navigation Co. on the other.

It was decided that the business would not pay for both to build

a line through this section, and neither would permit the other to

build alone. Therefore, this section has remained as disputed terri-

tory, and without any means of transportation whatever, except the

old freight wagon and stage coach.

About two years ago Colonel Jndson Spofford and associates or-

ganized the Lewiston & Southeastern Electric Railway Co. with the

purpose of building a railroad from Lewiston, by Lake Waha an<l

Westlake, to Grangeville, a distance of 85 miles, with a branch line

from Westlake, via Ilo and Dublin, to Nez Perce City, a distance of

25 miles. This proposition was and still is strongly opposed by the

great transcontinental lines. About six weeks ago both the trans-

continental lines threatened to invade this territory by putting in

numerous corps of engineers, and lines were run in all directions

from these prairies. All at once, and without any warning what-

ever, these various engineer corps were withdrawn, and the general

impression given out that neither of the transcontinental lines would

build. The people all through this section were so much enraged

from this action that they held a mass meeting at Lewiston. and

others were held at Westlake. Cottonwood, Grangeville. Nez Perce

and many other places, and they resolved that they would by pnlilic
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subscription raise $500,000 as a subsidy to the Lewiston & South-

eastern Electric Ry. enterprise. About two weeks ago Colonel

Spoflford brought capitalists from New York and London to Lewis-

ton, and made arrangements with them to furnish the $3,000,000

necessary to build the road.

Then the Northern Pacific Co. evidently became alarmed, and

one afternoon a large force of engineers appeared and went into

camp on the right of way of the Lewiston & Southeastern Electric

Ry., near a canyon at the moiuh of Tammany Creek. Colonel Spof-

ford foresaw their intentions to occupy with ties and rails this im-

portant canyon at the mouth of Tannnany Creek, and when the

engineers got up in the morning they were surprised to find thai

the Lewiston & Southeastern company had a force of men at work
in this canyon. After looking on foi a day or two, the Northern

Pacific engineers withdrew to other sections. While Colonel Spof-

ford was not quite ready to let a regular contract on this section of

the work, the force is still at work in and holding this canyon.

The population of the entire section is giving its hearty support

to the electric line, and the people are becoming highly incensed at

the movements of the Northern Pacific to try to block their hopes

of an efficient transportation line, for which they have waited so

long. It is now well assured that the Lewiston & Southeastern

company will connnence construction all along the line as soon as

terminal facilities and rights of way are secured in the city of

Lewiston, whicK will probably he in the next 10 days. This is but

another instance of the determination of the powerful trans-

continental lines to crush all opposition within their self-constituted

inherited territory, but so far they seem to have been outwitted in

this tcrritorv.

Basic Patent for Micanite Sustained.

'i'he Mica Insulator Co., through Messrs. Kenyon & Kenyon, its

solicitors, brought suit in equity in the United States Court for the

District of New Jersey against the Union Mica Co., a N"cw Jersey

corporation, and John M. Lay. After submission of full proofs

and arguments on both sides, Hon. George Gray, of Delaware, U.

S. Circuit Judge, has just filed an opinion holding that the Union
Mica Co. and John M. Lay have infringed upon the rights of the

Mica Insulator Co., under the Dyer United States Patent No. 483,-

646, and that this patent introduced a new and valuable raw ma-
terial to the art. The complete opinion of Judge Gray follows,

and will prove interesting to the electrical trade. The following

extracts are quoted from Judge Gr,-iy's opinion

:

"The expert testimony on both sides show that a substantially

new material has, by the process of the patent in suit, been sup-

plied to the electrical art." * * * "'I'he trade name 'Micanite.'

given to this material by the patentee, has established for itself a

refcognized place in the electrical art."

"The (Dyer) process has so completely solved the difficulties in

the way of economically and efficiently utilizing mica."

"The process is thus characterized by a product unique and ad-

mittedly of the greatest utility."

"I have no difficulty in finding that the process of the Dyer patent

in suit is unanticipated, and that it involves patentable invention."

"I am satisfied that the defendant company has been guilty of the

infringement of claims i and 2 of the Dvcr patent, as chnrged in the

bill."

The Mica Insulator Co. advises dealers and users of mica insulat-

ing material to avoid purchasing mica products made in substan-

tially the way "Micanite" is made. The patent has been sustained

after long and expensive litigation and the Mica Insulator Co. pro-

poses to enforce its rights under the Dyer patent against all in-

fringers, and against all who aid and abet unauthorized manufac-
turers to infringe, by purchasing the product of the infringement.

The Dyer patent covers broadly the only process by which a mate-

rial having the valuable characteristics of "Micanite" or a mica
product capable of being molded can be made.

The passenger department of the Old Colony and Boston &
Northern Street Railway companies has recently issued five at-

tractive folders, descriptive of trolley trips over the lines of these

companies. Besides time tables, general information for passengers

regarding special cars, etc., and a map of the systems, these folders

contain short descriptive articles of the trips and place of interest

along the route.

Bayonet Detachable Harp.

The accompanying illustration shows a new and unique design

of trolley harp that should meet with much favor on account of its

simplicity and case of changing. The essential parts of the device,

as shown in the sectional view, ai^ the head H, and the stem D.

This head fits snugly over the pole, the lap in the running position

is about I inch. The stem is designed with a diameter which will

fit into the trolley pole and allow the two to be firmly riveted to-

gether, the shoulder at A being flush with the end of the pole. The
protruding portion of the stem D is of a smaller diameter, and

I'liout it is coiled a strong lock -pring !>. one end of which rests

r.\RTIAL SfXTION OF DETAC HAIil.E TKOLI.KV IIAKI'.

ag.iinst the shoulder at the end of the pole and the other end rests

against the .^lotted bosses at the upper end of the sleeve. These

bosses have a central aperture of the same diameter as the reduced

extension of the stem D and also have a locking recess C. At right

angles to the slot G, a locking pin with its axis perpendicular to

the stem completes the details of the harp.

To remove the harp it is simply necessary to compress the retain-

ing spring, meanwhile turning the head through an angle of 90°, by

which operations the retaining pin will be raised frpm its seat and

placed in position so that it will pass through the slots and allow

the head with its wheel to be removed. To replace the head these

operations are reversed. It is stated by the manufacturer, the

THE B.WONKT 1)ET.\L H .\1!I.K TROI.I.^.^ H.\RI'.

Bayonet Trolley Harp Co.. Springfield, O.. that only 10 seconds of

lime is required to remove a harp that m.ay contain a damaged
trolley wheel and replace the harp by another.

.\mong the other advantageous details of this device are the

protected centering spring E, seated in a groove around the axle,

and the contact washer F. with its extended lip making close con-

tact with the end of the head and so arranged that when the wheel

and washer are in position the spring is coniplelely protected from

all injury.

This design of harp is fitted with a new scheme for attaching the

trolley rope, which together with the detachable harp assure a very

cpiick change of trolley wheels in case of accident.

Talaquega P.irk. an amusement property located on the electric

road betw-een Taunton and Pawtucket, Mass., which was conducted

for the past few years by an atnusement company, was sold at

public auction May 20th to Edwin R. McDnlT, of Pawtucket. who
liought for John McLaughlin, of Cumberland, R. I. The property

was purchased for $7,000, which is but a small portion of its value,

having cost about $50,000 to build a few years ago. The future of

the property is undetermined.
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Brunots Island Power Station of the Pittsburg Railways (^o.

hiiim-iliatfly aflcr llic coMSDlidatimi '! llic clcCfric railways nf

I'iUsliuri; Iiy Uu- Philadelphia Co. in iijiij il Ijccanif apparent that

more piiwcr capacity would he needed in the near future, and

aiiiiiug tlie first work of the engineering department was that of

designing a new station. The site chosen was Brunots Island,

alinnt ifii acres in area, which lies in the Ohio River two miles

-until of llic jnnclion of the Allegheny and Monongahela. The
whole island, which is 5,000 ft. long with a maximnm width of 1,800

ft., was pin-clia.>^cd by the Pliiladclphia Co. Access to ihe island is

liy means of a ferry nnd also the bridge nf ibo Ohio Cnnneoting

R. K

the linilding foundations massive and thoroughly water proof.

The general layout of the station is shown in one of the line

drawings, which gives the relative location of the linilding, coal

storage yards, wire viaducts, water intakes, railroad sidings and

the steam railroad bridge, which for the present serves to carry the

electric feed wires across the river. The width of the island at Ihe

point where the railroad crosses is about 1,250 ft., and parallel lo

the railroad structure there has been built a side track on trestle

work which is 1,050 ft. long, and a second one parallel lo the south

side of the power station, which, with the connecting curve, is al)out

750 ft. long. The tracks on thesi" sidings are 60 ft. above the

IlKUNin> 1SL.\»ND I'OWER ST.VTIO.N OF THE PITTSBURG R.Ml.W.WS CO.— PROVIDENCE ENGINES AND I5,000-KW. WESTINGHOfSE l.ENEK.MORs.

Work on the new station was begun Oct. 13, 1902, and Oct. 12,

11)04, the generators were first turned over. The station began sup-

plying current regularly in November, 1904.

In the "Review" for .\pril, 1903, we published the foundation

drawings for this station and gave data as to the equipment that

had been decided upon. Placing the foundations was a work re-

(luiring a great deal of time. The river level varies greatly, and
to ensure always having a supply o£ water for condensing purposes

the level of the basement of the power station had to be placed low,

and was fixed at only 5 ft. above pool level of the river, which is

about 8 ft. above low water mark, giving a lift of only 13 ft. to the

condensers under the most unfavorable conditions. The station

walls are relied upon to protect the plant against damage from
lloods, and therefore especial attention had to be given to making

ground and 80 ft. above the river; the trestles are of I2xi2-in.

posts, four to a bent, with the bents 14 ft. 8 in. between centers.

Provision had to be made for taking coal from barges in the

river as well as from cars delivered by rail. The design for the

coal handling installation has not been definitely determined, but a

crane with clamshell bucket will probably be used for unloading

from barges, and cars drawn by electric locomotives for trans-

ferring to the storage piles.

The building is of brick with stone trimmings, with the roof of

expanded metal and concrete, laid on steel purlines and covered

with Warren-Ehret patent gravel roofing. The foundations for

building and machinery are of cement coi^rete and are carried down
to a gravel bottom ; the concrete used is of the proportion of i part

cement, ^Yz parts sand and 5 parts broken stone. The bailding is
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GENERAL I'l.AN OF STATION.

486 ft. 4 in. long between the centers of end columns and 141 ft

wide between centers of cohmins. the boiler and engine room.s eacli

being 70 ft. 6 in. wide.

The station is designed on I lie nnit system, and is nltiniately to

contain nine 1,500 kw. nnils, with a batterv of two boilers for each

The main generating units now installed 'nil in opi-ration com-

prise:

Three i,soo-kw. direct current Wcstinglion,!; ','>i .oii gi iHiator.s,

each direct connected to a horizontal cross-compound Rice & Sar-

gent or Providence engine with cylinders 32 and 62 by 54 in.

Two i,soo-kw. VVestinghouse 2,200-volt two-phase alternators,

each direct connected to an engine similar to those for the direct-

current units.

I'"or exciters there arc two 7S-kw. 250- volt machines driven by

tandem compound engines with 10 and 17 by 12-in. cylinders.

The builder of all five of the main engines was the Providence

Knginecring Works, successor to the Providence Steam Engine Co.,

of Providence, R. I. All the engipes have the Rice & Sargent

valve gear. The valves are operated by direct motion from the

eccentrics without the medium of wrist plates, there being separate

eccentrics for the admission valves and for the exhaust valve.i of

each cylinder. The point of cut-oflf is determined by a rod from

the governor which actuates a yoke, operating by means of rollers

on a curved lever attached to the cut-ofT toe. The range of cut-off

is from zero to J4 stroke.

For each main unit there is a Blake vertical twin jet condenser

with pumps 16 and 44 by 24 in. The vacuum obtained in service is

28 in.

In the boiler room there are 20 Babcock & Wilcox boilers of 500

b. p. each, arranged in batteries of two and equipped with Murphy
stokers. The working pressure is 150 lb. per sq. in. For each bat-

tery of boilers a separate steel stack 7 ft. in diameter and 130 ft.

high above the grates is provided.

The feed pumps are four in number, and were built by Epping &
Carpenter. The feed is heated by two 5.000-h. p. National Pipe

Bending Co.'s vertical heaters.

A steel coal bunker extending the entire length of the boiler

room has a capacity of 1,800 tons. The section of this is indicated

in the cross-section of the station; it will be noted that the slope of

the bottom is such that chutes placed at the same angle will clear

the boiler fronts and deliver to. the stokers. The bunker is sup-

ported on a single row of steel columns. Ashes are dumped into

hoppers under the grates and are removed by cars operated over a

track in the boiler room basement.

GENERAL VIEW ABuVE HolLERS—BRUNOTS 1SL.\ND STATION.

engine
; each battery of boilers is served by a separate stack 130 ft.

high. Beginning at the bridge end of the building, there will even-
tually be four direct current units, then the au.viliary steam ap-

paratus occupying the same space as an engine and its generator,

and then five l,500-h. p. alternating current units. For each unit

a tunnel is provided for communication between the boiler and en-

gine basement.

At the west end of both the boiler and engine rooms space has
been partitioned off for a superintendent's office, a storeroom, a
toilet room and a locker room for the men.

Water for house service, and also available for emergency, is

taken from two lo-in. artesian wells 60 ft. deep. The two pumps for

this service are electric driven, and were furnished by the Knowles

Steam Pump Works ; the motors are Westinghouse. Each pump
has cylinders gi's and'6->-4 by 24 in., and at 2S!4 r. p. m. has a

capacity of 200 gallons per minute; the motor speed is 1,200 r. p. m.

A storage tank of steel, 12 ft. in diameter and 63 ft. 3 in. high, is

located 250 ft. from the station on the line of the east wall, and is

set on a solid block of concrete 15 ft. deep. 16 ft. in diameter at the

top and 20 ft. in diameter at the bottom.
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Water is delivered to tlie tank through a 6-in. standpipe, which
serves to regulate the pressure on the service system, the overflow

from the standpipe going into the tank. A lo-in overflow pipe from

the tank is also provided.

Within the station the service water main is 8 in. in diameter

with 2'<-in. hranches to the bearings of each engine, 2j4-in. branches

to each condenser and a^S-in branches to the feed pumps. Water

for the engine bearings is taken regularly, the other connections be-

ing for emergency use only.

The general layout of the steam piping is shown in one of the

line drawings. The main header is l8 in. in diameter, of extra heavy

DETAILS OF BK.\CKETS AND CROSS-ARMS TOR CABLE GALLERY.
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FlriNli TU HEATERS AND Pl'MPS.

wrought iron and is in the boiler room. This header is in four

sections, c:icli about 95 ft. long, which are connected by expansion

bends of i4-in. pipe. Five boilers are connected to each section of

the header, the leads being 10 in. in diameter. The engine leads are

12 in. in diameter, and from the middle sections of the main header

are two lo-in. pipes to supply the exciter engines and condenser

pump, steam main.

The exhaust connections from the main engines are a 26-in. pipe

to the condenser and a 24-in. connection to an atmospheric exhaust

pipe. Two atmospheric exhaust pipes are provided, one 40 in. in

diameter for four main units and the heaters, and one 48 in. in

diameter for five large units.

Two boiler feed mains arc provided, one at the front and one at

the rear of the boilers. The pumps and heaters are placed in the

engine room opposite the fifth battery of boilers, giving four 1,500-

h. p. units on one side and five 1,500-h. p. units on the other, when
the generators provided for are installed. The front feed main at

the pumps is 8 in., reducing to 4 in. at the ends of the lines ; the rear

teed main is 8 in. at the pumps, reducing to 5 in. for the end

boilers.

The condenser piping is shown in the drawings. .\11 the steam
piping is drained to an automatically, operating pump which delivers

to the feed main.

The valves in the plant were manufactured by the Pittsburg Valve

& Construction Co.. of Pittsburg.

There are separate switchboards for the two kinds of current gen-

erated. The direct current board has 36 panels and

the alternating current board 17 pancU.

The cables from the (jtncrators to the switchboards

;ire carried in a gallery suspended from the engine

room floor beams between the engine foundations and

the building wall. The floor of the cable gallery is

10 ft. below the engine room floor and 17 ft. above

Ibc basement floor; it is suspended by 3'/j x y/j angles

bolted to the floor beams and spaced 3 ft. between cen-

ters. Cast iron brackets bolted to the vertical angles

at suitable heights carry 4X4-in. yellow pine cross

arms, on which the cables are laid. The brackets and

cross arms are shown in detail in one of the drawings.

The cable gallery is reached from the engine room by

steps located at each generating unit and from the

basement by two flights of stairs.

Cables from the two switchboards leave the building

through terra cotta ducts, 4^ x 4^ in. in size, built

into the walls. The ducts for alternating current cables

arc in the bays 8, 9 and 10, and those for direct cur-

rent cables in bays 17, 18 and 19, near the west enrl of

the building. From the points of exit from the station

to the siding trestle all cables are carried on the

wooden frame indicated in the general plan. As pre-

viously mentioned, the trestles of the railroad sidings

serve to carry the cables while on the company's prop-

erty; the cables arc taken across the river on the rail-

road bridge.

The principal contractors on this plant were the

Pittsburg Valve, Foundry & Construction Co., which

furnished all the valves and piping and erected the

piping ; the Expanded Metal Fireproofing Co., which

put in the floors and roof; the .American Bridge Co.,

which bad the contract for structural work ; the Dravo

Constructing Co., which built foundations for building

and machinery; the A. & S. Wilson Co., which con-

structed the building, and Keding & Ridge, who were

contractors for the waterworks.
» *

Chicago Traction Litigation.

July 5th Judge Mack, of the Cook Circuit Court,

rendered his decision in the so-called Townsend cases

brought to attack the validity of the amended leases of

the North and West Side roads to the Chicago Union

Traction Co. These were two cases brought by minor-

ity stock holders of the North Chicago Street Rail-

road Co., and another case by minority stock-

holders of the West Chicago City Railway Co.

against the Chicago Union Traction Co. to declare

void the leases between the various underlying companies of the

Union Traction Co.

Judge Mack's decision was on every point in favor of the Chicago

Union Traction Co., holding that the leases were valid and that the

directors that were elected in July. 1903, were properly elected and

that the Chicago Union Traction Co. had a right to be beneficially

interested in the 32,000 shares of stock held in trust by the Illinois

Trust and Savings Bank under the lease, and had a right to control

a vote of that stock. In every way it was a sweeping decision in

favor of the Union Traction Co. and a complete defeat of the claims

of the underlying stockholders who brought the suit.

*«

»

.\n official trial of new motor cars for handling freight trains has

recently taken place on the Gruyere lines. Trains of 120 tons were

satisfactorily hauled at a speed of 40 km. per hour. The prelimi-

naries are being completed for the construction of several city and

interurban lines throughout the country.

Recent statistics show that in Austria there is now an electric

trackage of 170.5 km., of which 155.8 km. are operated by the over-

head trolley and 15 km. by the underground conduit system. The

rolling stock comprises 945 motor cars and 725 trailers. During the

second half of the year 190.^ there were 80,519,879 passengers car-

ried; there were 16 mortal accidents. 84 serious accidents and 818

slight accidents, caused chiefly by the carelessness of passengers

getting on or off moving cars.



Twenty-third Annual Convention of the Street Railway
Association of the State of New York, Lake

George, June 27-28, 19()B.

The 1905 meeting of the Street Railway Association of the State

of New York was held at the New Fort William Henry Hotel,

Lake George, N. Y., June 27th and 28th. This convention was a

successful one, and much credit is due to the retiring officers of

the association for their successful arrangement and management
of an instructive program and pleasant entertainment. This meet-

ing will be remembered as one of the best, from all points of view,

that the New York State Association has held.

There were approximately 200 members, supply men and guests

present, and splendid facilities for the accommodation of all were

furnished by the management of the beautifully located New Fort

William Henry Hotel. The large number of lady guests made
the meeting exceptionally enjoyable from a social standpoint.

Through the courtesy of the Hudson Valley Railway Co. several

pleasing trips for the entertainment of the guests were offered and

much appreciated.

During the afternoon of the first day of the convention, special

cars were provided for a trolley party, which trip was made over

the Hudson Valley lines extending north and south from Lake

George and terminating on the north at Warrensburgh. A large

number of guests enjoyed this trolley ride over the scenic route

through the foot hills of the Adirondack Mountains and over

ground made memorable by early history. A magnificent display

of fire-works was given from the dock directly in front of the

broad piazza of the hotel. The evening of the first day of the

convention was enjoyably spent by many of the guests in dancing

in the hotel parlors. The entertainments of the second day in-

cluded a steamer ride to the Sagamore Hotel, where a lunclieon

was served and a return ride, affording opportunity for viewing

the beauties of Lake George. At the conclusion of the association

meeting a banquet was served to nearly 300 guests in the large

dining hall of the hotel. Hon. W. Caryl Ely presided as toast-

master, introducing in a pleasing way the several distinguished

speakers who made entertaining and instructive remarks. At the

conclusion of the banquet many of the members and guests de-

parted for their homes on a special train provided by the Dela-

ware & Hudson Co.

Much credit is due to the committee on exhibits, consisting of

B. B. Nostrand, jr., chairman; Fred V. Green, Maj. H. C. Evans
and Henry R. Ransom, for its businesslike and satisfactory method
of handling the arrangements for the exhibits offered by the man-
ufacturers.

The sessions of the association were held in the assembly room
of the hotel. President C. Loomis Allen, of Utica, called the first

session to order at 10:45 Tuesday morning. Upon motion the roll

call was omitted. The report of the 22nd annual convention was
read by Secretary W. W. Cole, of Elmira, and approved. The re-

port of the executive committee was next read by Secretary Cole

and approved by the Association. The minutes of the executive

committee meetings held during the past year were read and

adopted, as was the secretary-treasurer's report. Next followed

Address of the President

BY C. LOOMIS ALLEN.

At the last annual meeting of this association the executive com-

mittee was, by unanimous vote, empowered to change the time of

the next annual meeting and was also authorized to select a suit-

able place. In accordance with this authority the executive com-

mittee selected Fort William Henry Hotel, Lake George, and Tues-

day and Wednesday, June 27th and 28th, were the dates chosen as

the time for the holding 'of the 23rd annual meeting of this asso-

ciation. The change in the dates seemed to be necessary to meet

all existing conditions. The American Street Railway Association

has desired, for many years, to hold its annual meeting in Sep-

tember, and it was believed by your executive committee unwise

to hold the New York State convention the same month. Further-

more, to obtain a suitable location where the delegates, guests and
supplymen would find suitable and roomy quarters underneath the

same roof, it was necessary to hold the convention at a time when
some of the large summer resorts were open. There is much that

might be said in favor of changing the date of the meeting from
fall to spring, the most forceful argument beiilg that there would
be more time for the preparation of papers to be read at the

annual meeting and better preparation for the discussion of them
prior to July ist, than after that date.

Our fiscal year, which is about to close, has been one of com-
mercial prosperity, as well as one of advancement in the science

of transportation. The best energy and brains of our country are

engaged in solving difficult transportation problems, and this is

evidenced by tke inauguration of quick and convenient rapid transit

service in New York City, on Oct. 27, 1904, upon which date the

subway system of the Interborough company was opened to pas-

senger traffic. The rapid transit facilities offered by the subway,

in the territory which it serves, are unparalleled in the transporta-

tion world.

Our brethren of the steam railway field, who for many years

thought electricity impractical and not feasible as a motive power,

are not only considering it favorably, with a view to recovering the

local traffic, which was decreasing where the public was better

served by electric traction, but are adopting electricity at the large

terminals for the purpose of handling not only local traffic but

the heavy limited trains as well, at these points. At the last an-

nual dinner of the Transportation Club in New York City, so emi-

nent an authority as Hon. Chauncey M. Depew stated that within

ten years the usefulness of the steam locomotive would be over.

Experiments that are being conducted on the New York Central's

experimental track, immediately west of Schenectady, have demon-

strated that the electric locomotive is not only capable of perform-

ing the service now being handled by the steam locomotive, but

that the same service can be performed at considerably less cost.

It is hardly necessary for me to state that it is impossible for one

to foretell the advancement and improvements which will be made
in transportation facilities in the ne.xt decade, due to the adoption

of electricity as a motive power, but the street railways who have

experimented and fostered the development of electric traction can

justly claim a portion of the credit from the success achieved in

electric traction due to the development which is sure to follow.

The New York Legislature, after a session lasting 125 days,

adjourned without passing any measures adverse to street railway

interests. The only measure becoming a law that might be con-

sidered burdensome to street railways is the act which increases the

Board of Railroad Commissioners from three to five members.

The only criticisms that might be made to this measure are the

increased cost to the railroads of maintaining this commission, to-

gether with the fact that this tribunal might be, by reason of in-

creased numbers, unwieldy and difficult to obtain determination of

questions submitted.

There are two things that I desire to bring to the attention of this

association and to urge careful consideration, and I hope affirma-

tive action upon the part of the association. The first is the re-

vision of Article 4 of Chapter 39 of the General Laws, known as the

Railroad Law. The railroad law as enacted did not contemplate

conditions as existing now. The demands of the public for in-

creased transportation facilities, and the construction made neces-

.sary to give better facilities in transportation, have created condi-

tions not contemplated by the railroad law as it stands today.

There are many legal provisions that are required by railroads in

order that better facilities can be afforded the public. There are
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many provisions tli.it the piil>lic roquirc to satisfy public demands

that arc not today incorporated in tlic railroad law, ami I believe

I hat this association should he foresightcd enough and in favor of

advancement to nrgc upon our legislature the advisability of re-

vising this act.

The other matter which I wish to bring to the attention of Ihc

Association is the question of municipal ownership. For many

years municipal ownership of public utilities has been agitated by

certain classes. Discussion and agitation has steadily increased

until today it is a subject of much discussion by writers in the

daily press, the editors of our conservative magazines and by the

professors in our universities and institutions of learning. It is

heconiing so important to many minds that it is believed that it will

he one of the important issues in our next national election. In the

early part of the winter it was my pleasure to attend a banquet

where a fair-minded lawyer, of considerable repute, in responding

to the toast of municipal ownership, without in any way making an

expression of his opinion, occupied the time allotted for his toast

in reading cxtr.icts from the published reports of Glasgow, Leeds,

Plymouth and Huddersficld. This agitation and discussion are

rapidly educating the public to the idea that municipal ownership

is the only way of getting cheaper fares and better transportation

facilities, and also to the idea that the municipality owning and

operating its public utilities, will, from the moneys derived from the

net revenues of operating its public utilities, reduce the burden of

taxation to a very considerable extent.

It seems to me that the public utilities, and street railway interests

in particular, are derelict in their duty in failing to keep pace with

the trend of public sentiment in this matter. We all know that then

can be no successful street railway manager unless that manager

first considers the demand and needs of the public, and we know
that the successful policy of a transportation corporation is one

that, first of all, is ever particular to consider and care for the needs

of the public. It is a fact, with possibly few exceptions, that the

men engaged in street railway operation in the United States know
less of real facts concerning the question of municipal ownership

than many of the citizens that patronize street railways believe they

know. We, of all others, should be the first to know, in minutest

detail, the facts, figures, conditions and results of municipally oper-

ated street railways. I have read with great interest all the articles

upon municipal ownership that it has been possible to obtain, but

have been forced to the conclusion that these articles were preju-

diced either in favor of or against municipal ownership. It is not

a prejudiced statement of facts that street railway men desire. It

is a true statement of conditions and facts that is needed before

forming our opinions as to whether municipal ownership is the

best thing under our conditions and under our institutions. There

are in this state some ninety street surface railways in operation

under a common legislative act. We are reporting to and are

amenable to the same authorities and our interests and conditions

to a certain extent are similar. It seems to me that no better ex-

penditure of money could be made by this association than to, at

this convention, authorize the executive committee of this associa-

tion to employ experts who will make a study of municipal owner-

ship of street railways and furnish reports to the members of the

association, in such detail as we would expect to obtain from ex-

perts when examining a property with a view to purchasing its

securities. Your executive committee has considered this ques-

tion at two meetings and has embodied in its report a recommenda-
tion which I hope will be discussed and favorably considered before

the adjournment of this meeting.

By referring to the program it will be seen that the sessions of

this convention will be devoted to the reading of papers upon inter-

esting subjects followed by discussion upon the same. The ques-

tion box for a second time will be a feature of this convention.

Copies of this question box have been liberally distributed and we
must all appreciate the excellence of the production. It reflects

great credit upon Mr, C, B, Fairchild, jr,. who prepared the ques-

tions and edited the data comprising the answers.

The manufacturers' committee has rendered good service to the

association and has obtained an exhibit in street railway supplies

that is well worth the attention of every delegate. Sufficient time

has been allotted for the examination of the exhibits, and I believe

the organization known as the Manufacturers' Committee will be
a feature hereafter of our conventions.

The entertainment provided, as outlined in the program, is for the

ladies. It was deemed best that enlcrlainmcnl for delegates and

snpplymeii should be confined to the annua! dinner which will be

held on Wednesday evening.

I wish to urge upon all delegates and supplynien the necessity of

attending the sessions as outlined in their program, 'ihc Ik'sI re-

sults will be accomplisbid. I am sure, if we take up the business of

the convention and proieed with it. leaving the entertainment fea-

nirc nf the convention to the ladies.

In closing I desire to thank my associate officers and members
of the executive committee for the support accorded me during my
incumbency as president. Their loyalty to the administration and

to the association has been unquestioned.

After the routine preliminary business of the association had

been completed, came the reading and discussion of the papers.

The first paper was presented by Mr, W, II. Blake, entitled

"Contracts Between Company and Municipal Ownership and Man-

agement of Public Utilities,"

The president called upon Mr, L, E. Gould of the "Street Rail-

way Review" to open the discussion, Mr, Gould said that he be-

lieved there would be little in common between municipally owned

or operated plants in this country and those abroad which arc so

widely exhibited as models. The reason is the wide diflferencc in

the methods of city government and general political conditions.

It is important that Americans look to the character of the men

who would be in control of municipally operated street railways in

ibis country, the power they would exercise, and also the political

machine that would be ready to hand with say 10,000 city railway

employes, each of whom has a brother or two, and perhaps a

brother-in-law or two. Also there is to be considered the difference

in efficiency—the city's policy is for the prcserrt only—the com-

pany must plan for years ahead—and the effect of eliminating the

element of self-interest in the management. He considered it to be

equally important, however, that the facts as to the results achieved

by municipalities abroad be shown in America, because advocates

of municipal ownership here were prone to cite only alleged suc-

cessful enterprises, omitting all reference to the failures.

Mr. G. T, Rogers, of the Bingbamton Railway Co,, held the opin-

ion that there is little need for the present street railway owner to

worry, l>ecausc he believes that it would be a difficult matter for

municipalities to obtain control of the railway systems now operat-

ing.

Mr. C. S. Powell discussed municipal ownership, comparing the

situations in this country and abroad and outlining the system of

promotion which ?xists in England by means of which the suc-

cessful manager of a small property is promoted to the management

of the municipal railway of a larger city. This offers a continual

inspiration for the best management of a municipal property,

Mr, Allen then reviewed the zone system of fares as experi-

mented with in Cleveland. Ohio, stating how unsatisfactory were

the results.

The next paper was "Publicity" by Mr, J, Harvey White, of the

Boston Elevated Railway Co.

Mr. Oren Root, jr., of the New York Railway Co., discussed the

attitude of the public service corporations toward the Press, stating

that the results would be influenced first by the policy of the paper

and the corporation, and secondly by the treatment which the cor-

poration accorded to the representatives of the press. The speaker

stated that he did not believe that one can over-estimate the value

of polite treatment of press representatives. He cited as an illus-

tration that his company was being criticised at one time because

no open cars were being operated. A reporter approached him for

an interview and was told in a brief and courteous way the reason

for the non-operation of the open cars. Then the reporter was

asked to write the article for his paper so that it would be fair,

Mr, Root left this entirely in the hands of the reporter. The

account which appeared the following day was satisfactory and

ample proof that it is a good policy to use press representatives

in a polite and generous way. During the discussion. Mr, Root

gave other examples, showing the value of the same policy.

Mr. W, E, Harrington, of the Camden & Trenton Railway Co..

related some of the press experiences of his company which has

tried both policies. .\s a result of the early endeavors of the

company to withhold all news from the press, many articles mis-

representing the company appeared. These in several instances
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greatly added to the ditticulties of the company in renewing or

obtaining franchises for its operation and construction. Later the

company changed its policy and assumed the attitude that the

press was welcome to all the details of its operation which had

value as news. This resulted very satisfactorily. The ai^ticles

that now appear are correct and the company considers that the

newspaper stories are good advertisements, gaining the confidence

of the people and increasing receipts.

Mr. W. W. Cole, of the Elmira Water, Light & Railroad Co.,

stated that no general rule could be laid down as to the policy

which all companies sliould assume toward the press. All com-

panies should have one so-called publicity man to whom reporters

would soon learn to apply for news items. This arrangement

would make for simplicity, accuracy and the best interests of both

the press and the company. Unless a reporter is given the facts,

it was Mr. Cole's belief that the reporter would supplement any

meagre information that he might have, with inaccurate state-

ments drawn from his own fancy. This breeds trouble for the

company and should be avoided.

The Question Box, edited by Mr. C. B. Fairchild, jr., was in-

troduced by him and the topic of advertising discussed by the dele-

gates.

Mr. J. E. Stephenson spoke of the methods used liy the Inter-

national Railway Co., Buffalo, in advertising. This company has

found newspaper advertising to be profitable, taking space in dif-

ferent papers on different days so that its advertisement appears

in some one of the papers each day but not in any particular paper

for many consecutive days. The company also uses folders which

cost about one cent each. Announcements of changes in sched-

ules, excursions, etc., are made by means of posters carried in

the car window, and so placed that the reading matter may be

seen from the side walk.

After the adjournment for noon luncheon, at which time a

picture of the delegates and guests was taken, the afternoon ses-

sion was opened with a continuation of the discussions of adver-

tising.

Mr. E. J. Wilcoxen outlined the advertising methods of the

Rochester Railway Co. This company uses advertising cards tacked

on fixed boards, carried on the sides of the cars. During the dis-

cussion Mr. Wilcoxen described the several interesting advertis-

ing schemes this company uses.

Mr. Harrington spoke regarding periodicals, remarking that to

be of value a periodical should be newsy, bright and spicy so that

each issue would be looked for and an interest maintained. The

use of such periodicals is undoubtedly of much value, but the

speaker believed that the most good is to be derived from the

issuing of good folders including time-tables and a simple but

complete map of the line and its connections,

Mr. John H. Pardee stated that the Rochester & Eastern Rapid

Railway Co. issues time-tables of a size that fits the vest pocket

and he notes that such time-tables are more often made use of and

carried by passengers than the larger unwieldy ones. This com-

pany also issues a large descriptive folder distributed in the towns.

These seem to be preserved for reference. There is no summer

resort on this railway but the company handles several classes

of traffic. In order to get the people out to increase the summer

travel, display notes are inserted in the newspapers and folders

are kept in the hotel folder cases in Rochester, Geneva and other

cities nearby. To encourage interest in the territory served, this

company employs a newspaper writer who furnishes descriptions

and pleasing illustrations of interesting objects and localities along

the line. These are carefully written and cuts made so that the

article can be "syndicated" among the neighboring country news-

papers.

Mr. G. T. Rogers told of the "Binghamton Souvenir," which is

richly printed, and is 10 x i8 in. in size. These are mailed to all

societies within a large radius of Binghamton. This advertises

Binghamton and the facilities of the street and interurban rail-

way lines for accommodating society excursions. The Binghamton

Railway Co. also runs an advertising car carrying large signs.

Mr. G. G. Blakeslee told of the methods used in advertising

Electric Park, midway between the termini of the Albany & Hud-

son Railway Co. Newspaper articles are used and transporta-

tion is offered to reporters to and from the park, h large frame

in which are mounted views of the park and scenes along the

(Continued on page 437.)



Saginaw & Bay City Railway & Light Co. II.

Describing the New Power House at Saginaw.

hi plaiiiiiiiK fur tliu united operation of the several Saginaw-

llav City proiicrlii's, tlic tlcsij^ncrs nf the new power house at

S:iKiii:iw were confronted with the prolilcm of arranging the de-

tails of a station that could furnish current for the city railway line

in Saginaw, and for a portion of thr iincnnlj.in line hetween Sag-

inaw and May City, and also lighting current for commercial and

street circuits in Saginaw. It was also desirable that the apparatus

he of such natiue that it could he operated in parallel with the

company's power house in Bay City, tying the two together cither

hy nicans of high potential alternating current feeders or through

llie direct current feeders of the interurhan line. These require-

ments have heen met in llie design of the new power plant which

trusses and the engine room door is .^J fl. .\ monitor over the

partition wall admits light and aids ventilation.

Coal is delivered on a siding, which also serves the nearhy gas

plant. This siding is adjacent to the river front of the boiler

room and is bnilt upon an embankment between the foundation

wall of the building and a retaining wall which forms a part of the

waterway system of the intake and discharge conslrnclion. From
the cars, coal is shoveled through openings in the wall to the

boiler room floor where there is space for a storage of 200 Ions.

A coal storage hunker ')'• now being built between the retaining wall

and the track near the building.

The complete boiler equipment will consist of six .loo-li. p.

500-K\V. CURTIS TURBINE UNITS.

lia> lieen carryini; its varied loads tor three months. This power
house is located on the cast side of the Saginaw River, near the

company's gas plant, about midway between East Saginaw and

West .Saginaw. This location is close to the electrical center of the

distribution systems.

The building, as may he seen from the accompanying illustra-

tion, is of a simple, substantial design having 12 and i--in. walls

of sand-lime brick and cut stone window sills. The wall founda-

tions and those of all the apparatus within the building are of

concrete. A 17-in. partition wall of brick divides the building into

an engine room 85x66 ft. and a boiler room 85x55 ft. On this

and the end walls rest the .steel trusses which support the roof.

The sheathing for the roof is of 2-in. Norway pine protected by

"mastic" roofing compound. The head room between the roof

vertical boilers, manufactured by Wickes Bros., Saginaw. Mich.

Four of these arc now installed as illustrated. They arc equipped

with McLane dumping grates arranged for hand firing. The ash

is raked to the front of the ash box. where it falls through the

floor into cars running on a track under the fronts of the boilers.

The contents of these cars is dumped into an elevator and carried

either to a storage pile or loaded onto work cars to be drawn away

for ballasting. Steam is generated at 150 lb. pressure. "Reliance"

water columns with automatic high and low level signaling attach-

ments are used. A water-tenders runway, built of steel and hung

from the roof trusses, will be erected at a suitable level in front

of the water columns. The boiler equipment (this station is lo-

cated in a residence portion of the city") is operated under the

Sturtevant system of induced draft, with a steel stack 8 ft. in
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diameter, 60 ft. high. There arc two fans, each 16 ft. in diameter,

exhausting into the breeching at the bottom of the stack, and

drawing the gases from the boilers through either of the two paths

as operation demands; one of the paths is directly through a cham-

ber at the lower side of the back of the boilers into the fans and

up the stack ; by the other path the gases are led from the chamber

back of the boilers through an installation of 52, sections 10 tubes

wide of Green's economizers, then on to the fans and up the stack.

TURBINE .\L'.\ILI.\RIES.

Each of the fans is direct connected tn ;i 14 x 14-iii. Sturtcvant

horizontal engine, located in the engine ruom. the con-iecting shaft

extending through the partition between the boiler and engine room.

The fans are placed back of the middle of the row of boilers with a

system of dampers controlling each half of the boilers independently

and operated from the engine room side of the partition wall. The

economizer scrapers are automatically operated by a 500-volt direct

current motor mounted above the economizer chamber.

There are two boiler feed pumps placed with their steam ends

together and located in the basement back of the boiler foundations.

One is a Blake 12 x 7f/. x lo-in., duplex, outside packed, plunger

pump of the pot-valve type. The otlicr is a Piatt Iron Works Co.

I2x8xl2-in., duplex, center packed plunger pump.

Live steam is taken from the top of each boiler drum through

8-in. pipes with long radius bends. These extend through the

partition wall and deliver to the side of the 12-in. main steam

header which extends along the partition wall in the engine room

18 ft. above the floor line. For flexibility of operation this header

is divided into three sections by two Fairbinks gate valves.

The construction of the support for the main steam header is

interesting. The steam pipe and a runway are carried on brackets.

whose details of construction are shown in an accompanying illus-

tration. These brackets consist of diagonal struts made up of

two 4-in. channel irons held together by stay bolts with separators.

The bottoms of these struts rest against the partition wall and the

tops are tied by means of i54-in. rods to the web of the crane track

rail which rests on pilasters. Along the tops of these supporting

struts extend two 4-in. channels from which by means of i^-in.

rods are hung the header supports, and a runway for workmen.

The live steam main is mounted on this support so that expansion

and contraction are cared for by suitable rollers placed between

the piping and its sni)ports. The runway is floored with checkered

iron plates and workmen are protected from falling by a gas pipe

railing. At one end of the runway a fixed steel ladder connects it

with the floor.

There arc four generating units. At the south side of the engine

room steam is led from the top of the header by a lon^-radius

engine connection 10 in. in diameter through a lloppes -eparator

to the high pressure cylinder of a 28 x 56X 48-in., horizontal, Hamil-

ton-Corliss engine, operating at too r. p. m. The shaft of this

engine is 24 in. in diameter turned down to 22 in. in the bearings

which are 40 in. long. Mounted on this shaft arc a cast iron fly-

wheel 18 ft, in diameter weighing 50 tons, and the armature of a

i,ooo-kw., G. E., direct current railway generator, furninshing cur-

rent at 525 to 575 volts potential. At the north side of the engine

room with its cylinder towards the partition wall and connected to

the steam main in a similar manner is a 22 x 36-in. Hamilton-Cor-

liss, simple engine. This engine is intended for reserve duty only

and is belted to a 500-kw., G. E., direct current railway generator.

Between these two direct current machines are the two Curtis

turbine units shown in one of the illustrations. Long radius piping,

6 in. in diameter, leads live steam from the top of the headers to

the admission ports of the turbines. These units are of the two-

stage type, rated at 500 kw. each, generating 3-phase, 2,300-volt,

60-cycle alternating current. Indicating tachometers mounted on

brackets on the machine frame are connected to the shafts of these

turbines and each turbine is fitted with an automatic force-feed

oiling system.

Ihc oil for the step bearings of the turbines is kept under a con-

stant pressure by two 4^2 x I'A x 4-in. duplex, poppet-valve, plunger

pumps located in the basement near the turbine foundations. Be-

fore entering the step bearings the oil pressure is reduced from the

pump pressure of 2C0 lb. to 180 lb. pressure, by means of two

similar sets of reducing valves. The oil pumps are automatically

governed by two Fisher governors, manufactured by the Fisher

Governor Co.. Marshalltown, la. These governors are so cross-

OIL IT.MI'S IIIK TlKIilNE STEP BEAKING.S.

connected that in event of an accident which lowers the oil pressure

at one pump, the other pump will automatically be started. After

serving its purpose in the step bearings the oil returns to a supply

tank of 2;/,' barrels capacity mounted on a concrete pedestal be-

tween the two pump units. Within this tank is a set of cooling coils

by means of which the temperature of the oil is kept low. The

oil for lubricating the cylinders of the reciprocating engines is sup-

plied by a force-feed oiling system and hand pumps. The bear-
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iii){s ipf llu-^p ciijjincs Mrc nilcil liy a Rr.Lvily-fced system liaving a

.10-g:ill(in prcssMiv tank, jjlaccd iK fl. aliovi' llic Hour liiu- mi ilir

smith wall of the I'ligiiie rnoin.

ICxciting ciirroMt for the fields of the tiirhiiie generators is fur-

nished hy either of two exeiter sets. One set consists of a G. K.,

125-v'jlt, 28o-anii)ere, direct cnrrent generator, <lriven at a speed

of 720 r. p. ni., hy a G. E., 2,.300-volt, 50-h. p. indnclion motor. 'I'lie

other exciter is of the (i, K. marine type, consisting of .-ni [I x K-in,

vertical engine driving a iJ5-volt, 240-anipere, direct cinrcnt gen-

erator at a speed of 305 r. p. ni.

'I'he cross-componnd engine .and the tnrhine^ are piperl for free

exhanst. This exhaust pipe is of 24-iu. spiral riveted coiisirnclinn,

pl,iced in the boiler room close to the partition wall. It lias a 24-in.

exhanst head ahovc the roof of the hoiler roonr I he free exhaust

main is comiected to the tnrl)ine and to the condenser main from

the cross-componnd engine l)y a Davis h.ick-pressnre valve.

Ihe hoi well i.s of concrete hiiilt in the bascmcnl floor back of the

jjoilirs. It has dimensions of 6x6x6 ft. The dry vacuum pump

for this condenser is of the vertical steam driven type with cylinders

6x14x10 in, in size, A 22-iM. Iloppes oil separator !> placed in

the exhaust connection and located between the engine foundations

beside the inlermediate receiver. There is also a gate valve in the

exhaust line for shutting ofT the condenser. When this valve is

.shut the exhaust steam passes through a IJavis back-pressure valve

and on to the free exhaust pipe. The stem of this valve extends

through the engine room floor so that the wheel for operating the

valve is accessible at the level of the engine and condenser. The

water for condensing purposes is circulated by a lo-in. centrifugal

pump driven by an Albergcr 8 x 8-in. veiiical engine with its st'ic-

lion and with the discharge pipe from the condenser hanging

vertically in the intake and discharge wells respectively.

Water for all purposes is taken from the Saginaw River through

^000
HORIZONT.M, SECTION OF IMWF.R HOUSE.

.\f[ accompanying ilhistration shows the condenser installation

for one of the turbine units. There are two similar installations,

one right hand and one left hand, placed on concrete foundations

directly under the exhaust ports of the turbines. Two Wheeler

surface condensers, each with 1,800 sc|. ft. of cooling surface, arc

used. Water for condensing purposes in each condenser is cir-

culated hy a lo-in., high-lift centrifugal pump driven by an 8.\ 8-in.,

vertical engine and the air is drawn from the condenser hy an

Edwards air pump driven by a 10 x 6-in. vertical engine.

The simple engine driving the belted 500-kw. generator is ar-

ranged to run non-condensing with its free exhaust pipe extending

directly out of the side of the engine room.

Near the partition wall on the engine room floor and directly

hack of the low pressure cylinder of the cross-compound engine,

is an Alberger horizontal surface condenser of 1,500-h. p. capacity.

The condensed steam from the condenser discharges through a

T-valve either directly to the hot well or to one or the other of

tW'O weighing tanks which in turn discharge to the same hot well.

a concrete intake of interesting design. Extending from the river

hank opposite the building is a pier 150 ft. long con.structed of piles

and sheathed with heavy planking. This pier ser\es to deflect the

current of the river to the forebay of the intake and also to protect

the retaining wall earlier mentioned, the intake screen house and

the discharge opening. The opening in front of the intake is

fitted with four sets of screens operated vertically in grooves in

the concrete walls so that at any time any of the screens may be

removed for cleaning and the others remain in place. Four feet

back of the screens is a siinilarly designed gate screen for which

can be substituted a steel plate. There is a like gate at the mouth

of discharge. If at any time it is desired to empty the intake and

discharge tunnels these gates can be closed and the water pumped

out by the condenser pumps. Each of the tunnels is built of con-

crete and is 3x3 ft. in section. The intake slope? toward the

river, and the elevation is such that there will be 2 ft of water

in the intake at the extreme low-water level yet recorded. This

elevation places the bottom of the intake at a .IrrMl- ,^f to ft below
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the floor of the basement. As shown in the horizontal section of

the building, the intake and discharge wells are built as two long

narrow tanks parallel with the partition wall. The intake well is

next to the auxiliary apparatus and the discharge well close to the

partition wall. The walls of these wells have been brought up to

such a height above the baseinent lloor as will preclude any

danger from flooding the building in case of extreme high water

in the river.

The auxiliary engines exhaust to an 8-in. auxiliary exhaust

header wliioli oxlciuls through the basement and is supported by

WKKES VERTICVL BOILEKS.

hangers from the engine room floor so that it passes close to all the

pumps. A back-pressure valve, set for the receiver pressure of the

cross-compound engine, is placed in this exhaust main so that

ordinarily the exhaust from the auxiliaries feeds the receiver all

the steam that it will take. The surplus steam is turned by the

back-pressure valve to a Hoppes form K feed-water heater placed

in the boiler house near the south end of the boilers. From the

auxiliary main 2}4-in. pipes are connected with the second stages

unite with the drips from the auxiliary steam header and other

live steam drips and are forced hy drip pumps to a header extending

along the rear of the boilers.

Side by side with the auxiliary exhaust main is a live steam

header for the auxiliary engines. Steam is fed to this header

through gate valves on the top of the main steam header located

above, on the partition wall as earlier described.

For flexibility in operation there are installed in the middle of the

engine room two motor generator sets. One set consists of a 780-

ampcrc, S75-volt generator driven at a speed of 400 r. p. m. by a

2,300-volt, 60-cycle, synchronous motor. The other set consists of

a i6o-kw., 5S0-volt generator driven at a speed of 400 r. p. m. by

a 2,300-volt, 215-h. p., 60-cycle, synchronous motor with a starting

compensator. It is by means of these motor generator sets that

great flexibility of operation is obtainable, since this and the Bay

City station may be thus operated in parallel. The motor generator

sets may take direct current from the railway generators, convert-

ing it into 2,300-volt alternating current for the lighting system

and thus admit shutting down the turbines or they may take alter-

nating current from the turbines converting it to railway current

and thus admit shutting down the railway generators. It will be

seen that there are also several combinations possible by which if

the lighting load or the railway load is excessive, the motor gen-

erator sets will assist in dividing the load between the alternating

and direct current generating apparatus.

The switchboard for controlling the output of the station is lo-

cated parallel with and 8 ft. distant from the east wall of the

engine room. The board is of the General Electric Go's, inake and

consists of three double railway feeder panels with a bracket volt-

meter; two 500-volt power feeder panels; a railway feeder panel,

3,000-ampere generator panel, 500-kw. railway generator panel, di-

rect and alternating current motor generator panels for the i6o-kw.

set, direct and alternating current motor generator panels for the

450-kw, set, induction motor exciter panel, exciter panel for the

direct current output for both exciters, soo-kw., 2,300-volt panels

for the turbine generators, 3-phase power feeder panel ; 8 single-

phase commercial lighting circuit panels and a panel for distributing

the current from three loo-light tub transformers with two circuits

to each tub and a potential regulator on each circuit.

There are duplicate sets of copper bus-bars, 2\]4 in- '" section.

POWER HOUSE, SACIiN.\W & B.\V CITY RAU-W.W & LIGHTING CO. DET.ML OF M.MN STEAM IIE.MIER SUPPORT.

of the turbines so that steam from the auxiliaries is supplied to the

lower stages of the turbines in the same manner as to the low pres-

sure cylinder of the cross-compound engine.

There are four drip taps from the under side of the main steam

header leading into a ij/j-in. drip main parallel with the header.

The drips pass to the basement through a vertical pipe where they

for the 3-phase circuits on the back of the board. These buses are

supported on porcelain insulators mounted on a rigid pipe rack. On
each of the eight commercial lighting circuits is a line drop coin-

pensator and there are meters on each generator and each feeder

circuit. The 3-phase feeder circuits are supplied with overload

trips on the hand operated oil switches. The alternating current
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panels of llic motor generator sets are provided with rjvcrload and

reversal switch trips.

The ontgoitig feeders pass to wooden racks on the east wall of

the engine room and rise to a point about 20 ft. above the floor,

then pass through porcelain tubes in the building wall to the strain

structin'es outside, the arrangement of which may be seen in the

illustration of the power house. The interior of the engine room is

served liy a is-lon Case ciane which has .'i sp.iu of ^i.] ft. <i in. and

is electrically operated.

Question Hox.

Mr. S. W. Mower, secretary of the American Railway Mechan-

ical and Electrical Association, has sent to members copies of the

questions to be considered in this year's (pieslion box before that

association. The list is found below ;

1. What is the best composition to use in setting an engine bed

on its foundation?

2. What are the ;irgunients for .and ag.iiust a solid spider in

large generators?

3. What is the best kind ami gra<lc of carbon brush for a 550-

volt direct connected generator, anil what lias been the experience

.around the circuit breakers?

4. Which is the belter form of brush holder for a generator;

one in which the carbon is free to move up and down, necessitating

the current passing the entire length of the brush and being taken

from the tip, or a holder which tirudy grips the brush and is de-

signed with elasticity enough to allow of the brush following the

commutator ?

5. Docs a storage battery working in conjunction with a power

house with moderately fluctuating loads show an ultimate economy?

6. What is a good cleaner for slate switch boards, where burned

around the circuit breakers?

7. What economies are shown by buying coal on specification of

high B. t. u. contracts?

8. Does the advantage obtained from the use of phono-electric

trolley wire outweigh the disadvantage experienced on account of

its reduced conductivity?

9. What styles of trolley ear do you recommend? What are the

points or advantage of the "Clinch," "Semi-clitich," soldered ear,

etc. ?

10. What is the most common cause of flash-overs on small

4-pole motors?

11. What is the best method of inspecting motor for low bear-

ings?

12. How often should motors be overhauled? If on a mileage

basis, how many miles?

13. What should be the composition of babbit metal for motor

bearings ?

14. Do you use felt wieking or waste packing with oil in your

car journal boxes?

15. What should be the chemical composition of a good car oil?

16. What is an economical figure for lubrication (per mile) of

a 20-ton car equipped with four 40-h. p. motors?

17. Is there a satisfactory oil cup for use on old-style motors

with gravity grease cups ?

18. How shall we do away with the breaking of motor leads

where they leave the iron conduit recommended by the board of

underwriters ?

19. Do you consider it good practice to depend entirely upon car

circuit breakers, or do you use a fuse box also?

20. What is the best composition for trolley wheels?

21. What can be done to increase the life and prevent the wear-

ing out of trolley wheel bearings ?

22. How large a trolley wheel can be used to advantage on high

speed interurban lines?

23. What mileage should a trolley wheel run ? How often can

it be economically turned down?

24. What methods of trolley wheel lubrication can be employed

which will prevent oil from dropping on the car roofs?

25. What tension (in pounds) should a trolley wheel have

against the wire?

26. How shall the interurban car of the future be designed.

with or without platform? And where shall the entrance be, in

the center or at the ends?

How shall they be operated, in trains or singly?

If in trains, shall all be equipped with motors, or will one he a

motor car and the balance trailers?

27. On a city, suburban and interurban service, can cars weigh-

ing 26 tons complete, equipped with four 50-h. p. motors, maintain-

ing an average speed of 20 miles per hour, make a daily mileage

of 300 miles without seriously itnpairing the electrical equipment?

28. Providing cars are fairly standardized and in fairly good

shape, how many men per car should there be employed in shops

and car houses on an electric street railway system operating, say,

400 to 1,000 cars, in order to keep cars in first-class condition?

29. How can cars be given a thorough weekly washing without

injuring the varnish or causing the wof»dwork to rot?

Is it injurious to the varnish to wash a car with warm water in

,iu unhealed building?

30. In building new paint shops, what is the best form of painters'

scaffold to provide for use at the sides of cars?

31. What is the best type of construction for car Ixjdy hoists?

Shall they be operated below or above the car house floor?

32. Which is the more economical for the general lighting of

shops and car houses, arc or incandescent lamps?

33. What is the best method of pit lighting?

34. What is the best system for heating car shops and pits?

35. Do automatic sprinkler equipments in car houses afford suf-

ficient protection from 'pread or fire to pay for installation?

36. What difference between wheel and track gage do you use,

and where measured on your wheels?

37. Which is the more economical arrangement for getting cars

to and froin car houses, transfer tables or turn outs?

38. Do high carbon rails for street railway work give Ijctter

results than rails with less than SS per cent of carbon?

39. What is the best method for the eradication of weeds along

the road bed?

40. What has been the experience of the members of the asso-

ciation as to the permanency of soldered copper rail bond?

41. What character of sand is best to use for sanding tracks?

By what methods can it be dried? Which is most economical?

42. What is the best form of concrete beam construction as evi-

denced by actual experience?

43. Has experience shown that portland cement concrete under

the tracks in city streets has given results such as to warrant its

use in pcrference to domestic concrete, when the cost of the latter

was less than one-half?

44. What character of pavement next to street railway rails gives

the best results?

45. Why, in a city where the streets are of ordinary width, can-

not a pavement be layed abutting a T-rail with equal facilitity and

with ultimately as good results as where some type of grooved or

tram girder rail is used?

46. Does the treatment of ties, poles, fence posts, etc., with a

preservative fluid sufficiently increase their life to warrant the ex-

pense ?

What methods are pursued? What do they cost?

47. Has anyone seen an indicator for steam turbines?
. < »

Ft. Wayne-Bluffton Contract.

The L. E. Myers Co., steam and electric railway contractor, Chi-

cago, June 2ist was awarded the contract for the building of the

electric line running from Fort Wayne to BIufTton, Ind., a distance

of 23 miles. This contract includes the grading, track laying and

overhead construction, and one of the conditions is that work shall

be begun within 12 days from date of contract and completed within

120 working days, special conditions requiring rapid completion of

the road. This is one of the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley enter-

prises, and is under the direction of Mr. C. D. Emmons.

The Myers company will use steam driven grading machines,

mechanical track laying machines, locomotives and other modem

mechanical appliances in the prosecution of the work in this case,

and Mr. C. E. Collins, general superintendent of the L. E. Myers

Co., will have personal direction of the work, is confident that

he will have it completed well within the time of his company's

guarantee.



Piping and Power Station Systems.—VI 11/

BY WILLIAM L. MORRIS, M. E.

Cylinder Lubrication.

In designing an oiling system, facilities must first be provided

for receiving the oil in barrels, emptying the barrels and disposing

of them. If compound engines are used in the station, the cylinder

lubrication will require two kinds of oil. There will also be needed

a different cylinder oil for the dry vacuum pump and the air com-

pressor. Engine or journal oil is usually the same for the entire

plant, the plan being to filter this oil and use it repeatedly. Grease

will also be required for some of the bearings, pins, etc. There are

some specific requirements in the handling of these materials that

to a considerable extent determine the location of the different

parts of an oiling system

:

1. The oil barrels must be stored in a cool and preferably damp

place to avoid leakage.

2. The oil and grease stocks must be separated from other

portions of the building in a fire-proof manner and arrangements

made so that a fire in the oil room can be subdued and not endan-

ger the station.

3. The oil room must be accessible from the outside, in order

that the barrels may be received and discharged.

Two tanks are used, so arranged that one may be shut off from

the system while being filled from the supply barrel and the other

continue to furnish oil for the lubricating system. This equipment

and piping .system is the equal of the majority of installations.

The most serious objection to it is that the piping is arranged with-

out regard to any definite system.

When this system (Fig. S4) is arranged so that repairs may lie

made without shutting down the entire oiling system, it assumes

the form shown in Fig. 55. For such small inexpensive lines as go

to make up an oiling system it is good policy to make even greater

provision for repairs than in the larger and more expensive lines.

If line valves are placed at the points marked a in Fig. 55, con-

tinued operation is more readily insured. The cost of such valves

would be slight.

When the style of lubrication shown in Fig. 55 is to be used with

high pressure cylinders, it would be a good plan to use it on the

low pressure cylinders also, but the pressure, however, should not

he as high on the low pressure cylinder oil supply. Tf city water at

about 40-lb. pressure is available, this can be used instead of the

condensation columns shown in Fig. 55 .\ir pressure could also

O/i. Af'C/P'Si.

riG. 54.

4. All the drip lines and the drip receiving tank nuist be located

in a warm place so that the drips will flow freely.

5. Gravity tanks should be located in a place which will be cool

in the summer but warm in the winter; and warmer in winter than

in the summer, so that at all times the oil will be of a temperature

that will insure free flowing and render it easily handled.

6. Cylinder oil and grease should be kept so that the amounts

used can be charged to the respective shifts using them.

There are numerous methods of handling oil and various systems

that can be used in supplying it to the machines. Cylinder and

journal oils should be considered from different standpoints, when

planning an oiling system
;
journal oil is fed onto the bearings in a

much greater quantity than actually required, the loss being not

appreciable because the drips are collected and returned to the

receiving tank. The object of piping oil to bearings is to insure

complete lubrication ; the lubrication of the cylinders is an entirely

different proposition. Instead of providing facilities for feeding an

excess of oil into the cylinder, the contrary should be done, that is,

plan the system so that it will require the least possible amount of

cylinder oil.

One of the methods for placing cylinder oil under pressure and

delivering it to the steam machinery which is to be lubricated is

illustrated in Fig. 54. The necessary pressure is maintained here

by adding to the steam pressure the weight of the water in a con-

densation pipe connecting the steam main with the supply tanks.

The principle employed is the same as that of the standard sight

feed lubricator so commonly used.

•Copyright. 1905, by the Kcnfitld Publishing Co.

FIG. 55.

be used, but since the compressed air system has not been designed

with a view for continuous operation its use with the oiling system

would be unsafe unless two air compressors are in use and arranged

to independently maintain the required pressure. A low pressure

cylinder oiling system which can easily be repaired is illustrated

in Fig. 56. In this figure the air compressors are shown connected

in a safe manner.

There are various pipe systems for feeding cylinder oil, but the

general proposition is subject to many objections regardless of the

equipment used.

There are two styles of feeders used to deliver oil to an engine.

I'he older method is to use a sight fed glass filled with water and

allow the drops of oil to feed up thmugh the water. \ drop of

oil may seem small in itself, but it is an extremely large quantity

when considered from a lubrication standpoint. An engine that is

receiving one drop a minute would make, in the case of stoker or

similar engines, possibly 250 or 300 revolutions without oil, to one

with oil. The size of the drop is not controllable by the operator.

But if such a drop could be divided into 10 or more small drops

then it would be possible to obtain more economical results in

lubricating with sight feed lubricators. This, then, is the weak point

of all drop sight feed lubricators, that they seem to be feeding too

little or not at all when in reality they are feeding too much.

The best system for handling cylinder oil is unquestionably one

which will give the greatest amount of lubrication for the least
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cost, ami ill tiiiisiiU'iiiiH insl Ijoth lalirjr .mil nil iiuist lie iiu-liuli-il.

Systems fur fcodiiiii; cylinder oil have so reduced the lalior cost of

hamlliiiK the oil that they have ,made it possihlc and to a considcr-

ahlc extent cxciisalile to waste oil. Each operator in his shift is

relieved of ahont ten cents' worth of lahor and enahled to waste

one dollar's worth of oil. Such heing the case, instead of spendiuK

money to make such installations, it uoiiltl be hetter to spend money

to avoid llu'ir ii^c ; Imuevcr, some iji-oplc ihinU a pl.nit mnst he

automatic to he modern.

Another method of supplying cylimler nil Id sIhIu fccil hihricators

i.s illustrated in I'"ig. 57. This system uses a pump In fnrce nil into
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FIG. 56.

the pressure line and controls this pressure with the pump governor,

the storage lank being placed higher than the pump so that the oil

will flow by gravity from the tanks to the pump suction. Much

difficulty is experienced in lifting cylinder oil in a pump suction, and

in fact no suction for any service should be arranged except by the

gravity method if the machinery is slow running. The system

shown in Fig. 57 to he complete must be laid out on the loop plan

with duplicate sets of pumps, distribution lines and storage tanks.

Ordinarily this loop could he easily arranged by nnniing one line

through the engine room to supply all the steam machines there,

and the other line through the boiler room to supply all its ma-

chinery.

The fact must lie rcmeiuliered th.it the piping system alone will

not insure satisfactory operation. , It is the entire system or method

that determines the degree of success. For instance. Figs. 55 and

57 are both good pipe systems, but each has objectional features

coinmon to all cyh'nder oil piping systems that are not commercially

successful. Figure 55 is mechanically a success since it maintains

a steady pressure on the oil a fixed amount in excess of the steam

pressure, this being accomplished by the condensation column.

This steady pressure is absolutely essential for securing the best

economy in drop feeding, which feeding at its best is not the most

economical.

In the system .hown in Fig. 57 the speed of the pressure i)umps

is regulated by governors actuated by the pressure on the oil end

of the pumps. If this type of regulator is to be at all sensitive it

must be constructed with a metallic diaphram. Continued service

will eventually dish any metallic diaphram and when this has oc-

curred considerable force is required to pass the dish from one

side of the diaphram to the other. If such is the case in an oiling

system having recording pressure charts on both steam and oil

lines, sudden changes of pressure will be noticed and at times the

oil pressure will show even lower than the steam pressure unless

the governor is loaded down, in which event the steam pressure may
he 160 lb. and the oil pressure i6i lb., then due to the snapping over

of the dish in the diaphram a pressure 4 lb. higher than that for

which governor valve was set will be needed to close it. Thus if

the oil pressure is set at 5 lb. above that of the steam the defect

in the diaphram will allow the oil pressure to run 9 lb. higher than

the steam pressure before the governor valve closes. In other

words, the head on the oil may be increased or decreased nine times

and thus cause such a change in the volume of the feed that three

times as much oil will be fed at one time as another. With such a

governor it is probable that twice as much oil will be used as would

be with the system shown in Fig. 55.

If it is wished to secure greater economy in the use of oil the

sight feed method nuist be discarded fnr some other.

'I'he most common nutliod for reducing this waste is l)y tlic use

of a force-feed lubricator directly connected to the moving mechan-

ism of the engine or pimii> which Is to \>c lubricated. With this

type of oiling system the discharge flow can be set for 5 or 10

feeds each minute and the total of the 10 discharges can l>c KaKC<l

for less than one drop. Such a system enables the lubrication of

each piece of apparatus to he carried on independently and any

draft of cool air can have no efTect upon the volume of the feed

as is the case with sight-feed lubrication.

The force-feed lubricators arc ordinarily supplied with oil by

hand ; in fact, this method has been demonstrated to be the more

economical and the labor of filling pumps is too slight to l>e con-

sidered seriously. An Important consideration Is the saving In the

quantity of oil used ; a skilled operator can more than save the

diflfcrence between his wages and that of an inferior man by the

dilTerencc in the amount of oil used alone.

It is due to this fact that the power station shrjuld Ik: provirlcd

with .1 means for carefully recording the amounts of oil used by

the different shifts. The systems .shown In Fig. 55 and Fig. 57 arc

not designed for this purpose.

If a record is to be kept it may be found necessary to give out

oil to each of tv\'o men in a shift, one part to \>c used In the boiler

room, the other part in the engine room. The pump supply on

each part of the force-feed oiling system should be marked with a

line designating the point on the reservoir to which each shift must

fill and the oil used in this filling should be taken from a supply

can charged to the proper shift. A great deal of oil is wasted In

the lubrication of the auxiliary machinery which should require

but very little cylinder oil.

If it is found desirable to pump oil from a storage reservoir to

the force-feed pumps on the units which arc to be lubricated, this

could be done with the piping system shown in Fig. 58. With this

arrangement it is not necessary that duplicate receiving tanks be

used. The air line may have its pressure maintained by a single

compressor because the use of this supply arrangement would not be

essential for the operation of the engine, since the pumps could lie

filled at opportune times and each shift would have recorded against

it the meter readings showing the amount of oil drawn at the start

and finish of its run. If a separate record is to be kept of the

amount of oil used in the boiler room, this can be drawn from a

supply can whose contents have been charged to that part of the

station when withdrawn from the receiving tank in the stock

room.

In Fig. 58 the tap A is a<lded for filling hand oilers, etc. With

this system there would be two complete piping arrangements, one

(^£ASiP/9rO' 'S Gi V^^/7 -2 ^'S
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for supplying oil to the high pressure and one to the low pressure

cylinders. The advantages to be gained by using two kinds of

cylinder oils with compound engines are too well-kiiown both by

the oil manufacturers and the operators to require giving any

special reasons for their use.

The installation of a meter in the oil supply line as shown in

Fig. 58 allows a possibility of this method being manipulated by

the operators. The oil pumps on the engine are not ordinarily ar-

ranged to be put under pressure and with the system in Fig. 58

the proper method of operation would be to open the supply valve
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and fill the pump supply to the limiting point which was earlier

described, and then close the shut-off valve tightly. But in all

probability a dishonest operator would soon learn that by leaving

the filler valves slightly open the pumps would still be kept filled

by a slight leakage which would be so small in amount that the

meter would not record it. This would result in the showing of

"good performance" purely by trickery, because the dishonest opera-

tors could reduce the apparent reading of the meter as much as they

felt sure would not arouse suspicion.

If oil is to be measured and piped a better iiiclhod is afforded

bv the use of gage glasses and graduation on the tank, thus dis-

pensing with the meter. A tank 30 in. in diameter holds 3 gallons

FIG. 58.

fur each added inch in height and as the error of reading should be

within the limits of Mi of :' gallon, which with a 3a-in. tank means

a ditTerence of 1-24 in. on the scale, this would seem too close

rc.iding to be gaged accurately. The reading should not be finer

tlian about 1-12 in. to the pint. This fixes the diameter of the

l:uik at 22 in. and with such a diameter and a length of 40 in. its

capacity would be equal to one barrel. This tank would hold l^
gallons per inch of its height.

In the problem plant which is being laid out it will be found best

to use the piping system shown in Fig. 58 with the 22-in. stock

tank, gage glasses, graduated scale, etc., omitting the meter as

shown. Two kinds of cylinder oil may be used. Care will be

taken that the pipe lines be located in warm places so that the flow

of oil will not be sluggish in cold weather. It will be noticed that

a connection is led off from the bottom of the tank so that in case

the pressure for any reason is lacking in the supply lines, oil for

liand filling may then be withdrawn and the entire piping arrange-

ment as shown in Fig. 58 be shut down for repairs. This feature

is the most valuable one of this system; this supply system is

merely a convenience and labor-saving device and not necessary for

operation. The piping system just described can be used in con-

nection with the regular sight feed lubricators ; the pipe line would

furnish oil to the lubricators by shutting off the steam pressure,

opening the bottom drain, filling the lubricator, closing the oil

valve and opening the lubricator into the steam line again. Such

a method of operation would be more reliable than that shown in

I^'g. 55 because each lubricator would be complete in itself and in

time of disorder to the general system could be band filled.

(To be continued.)

The Cambridge Subway.

The passage of the Cambridge Subway Bill by the Massachusetts

Legislature d\iring the closing hours of the session recently con-

cluded works the climax of an unusual piece of rapid transit his-

tory. It is only a few years since the people of Cambridge were

very strongly in favor of elevated railway connection with Boston,

former legislation requiring the Bo.'iton Elevated Railway Co. to

build an elevated road between the West Boston bridge and the

vicinity of Brattle Sq. for the purpose of furnishing quicker trans-

portation between the New England metropolis and its adjoining

suburb across the Charles River. All this is altered today, the peo-

ple of Cambridge having changed their minds in favor of a subway

and after many months of discussion a bill acceptable to both the

city and the railway company has been enacted.

As the law stands it furnishes a good example of the willingness

of the road to meet the demands of the public, even when those

demands involve serious alteration of plans, and in this case, also,

the yielding of the company's perpetual right of ownership in the

elevated structure. It is only reasonable therefore that the terms

to be met by the city before it can come into possession of the

subway should be somewhat exacting. One cannot change a con-

tract without paying the price.

The law now provides that the company may construct in Cam-
bridge, under supervision of the State Railroad Commission, a sub-

way or subways of sufficient size for four tracks between the new

West Boston bridge and the vicinity of Harvard and Brattle Sq.

suitable terminals for surface car connection to be constructed at

or near these points. The road is authorized to issue stock or bonds

to meet the cost of construction and the city may purchase the sub-

way at any time after 20 years from its opening, paying back not

only the original cost but 8 per cent per annum, less dividends

paid, on the increased capitalization. The city is also required to

pay an additional 3 '4 per cent per annum on the cost of the con-

struction from the time of expenditure until the subway is opened

for use.

It is a matter for congratulation that the city and the company

have been thus able to come to satisfactory terms, and the attitude

of the latter particularly bespeaks a public spirited temper and

breadth of view none too common in these days. And on the part

of the Cambridge officials concerned, it is refreshing to find a body

of public representatives willing to acknowledge their mistake and

pay the cost of such a pronounced "turn-over" in the opinions of

their constituents. The completion of the subway is certain to

revolutionize transportation between the two cities, cutting the run-

ning tin;e from 20 or 25 minutes to probably 7 or 8. There would

seem to be little need of four tracks at this stage of affairs, and

fortunately the bill only requires two at the outset, if its wording

is correctly interpreted.

-•-^

1,200 Miles by Trolley.

One of the most complete and interesting railway guides or

folders published, either by steam or electric railways, is a recent

publication entitled "1,200 Miles by Trolley," compiled by Mr. R.

H. Derrah, general passenger agent Old Colony and Boston &
Northern Street Railway systems, Boston, Mass. .^ map and

time tables for the Boston & Northern system is first included in

the publication, and is followed by descriptions of the various routes

and places of interest along the lines. The same information is

then given for the Old Colony system, the street railway lines in

Central Massachusetts and in the Connecticut Valley. In the time

tables are included the distances, rates of fares and running time,

together with information regarding through cars, branch lines,

etc. The different routes and trips are described in a most in-

teresting manner, as may be seen from the following paragraph

taken from a description of the trip from Boston to Newport

tlirough the Blue Hill Reservation:

"Leaving the Dudley St. Station of the Elevated, on a Mattapan

car or a car marked Milton via Roslindale, a change is made at

Mattapan Square for the through Brockton car, which crosses the

beautiful Neponset River. If more convenient one may take an

.Ashmont and Milton car and change at Milton Lower Mills for car

that connects with the through car. The car runs on into Milton,

where a branch line runs off to East Milton, and to Quincy through

the great granite section. The Reservation, with all its great nat-

ural beauty, is now reached. Here one may wander all day in the

open or roam at will through the woods. The car runs on through

the Chickatawbut and Hancock hills. The Great Blue Hill, sur-

mounted by its weather observatory, looms up on the right."

The Detroit, Ypsilanti, .\nn .'\rbor & Jackson Railway Co. has

concluded negotiations with the Detroit & Cleveland Steam Navi-

gation Co. for a joint freight rate to any point in the east or south

covered by this company, which means the whole of the east and

south, even the New England states as the Detroit & Cleveland Co.

has a joint rate with all the lines covering this territory. In addi-

tion, through the Anchor Line, the trolley road is able to reach

northwestern points, while other negotiations are pending which will

assure through-freight service in all directions.
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Program Mechanical and lllcctrical

Association.

'I he pidnram of llic Aiiiericaii Railway Mechanical ami ICIeclri-

cal Associatiun is ahmit coiiiplclod and the work of the standing

CDniinittecs, which were appointed at the jiieeliuK of the executive

coininittec held in New York, ['"ehniary 3rd, is so far under way

that wc are enabled to give tlie program ahniit as it will he carried

out at llic Philadelphia convention, September 25lh and 2(ith. The

sid)Jects to be considered by these connnittees are as follows:

"Controlling Apparatus." J, S. Doyle, master mechanic Inler-

liorough Rapid Transit ('o., chairman. Report to consist of two

liapers, one by Hugh llazriloii, electrical engineer of the Hudson

Companies, New York, eniulcil "Multiple Unit Systems of Train

Control," and the other by VV. A. Pearson, electrical engineer of

the New York City Railway Co., covering the street car controllers.

"Way Matters." The report of this committee will include the

following papers: "Thermit Rail Welding," by George K. Pellis-

sicr, civil engineer llolyoke Street Railway Co., llolyokc, Mass.;

"Zinc Welding," by II. B. Nichols, engineer of way, and C. B.

Voynow, assistant engineer, of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.

;

"Klectrical Welding," by T. W. Wilson, formerly chief engineer

and now general manager of the International Railway Co.,

liufTalo, being an article published in the "Review" for March and

April, 19OJ, and used by special permission ; "Electrical Welding,"

an article published in the Iron Age, describing the machinery used

and the method of operation. These will be followed with a paper

on "Cast Welding," by V. G. Simmons, superintendent of construc-

tion and maintenance of way, Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light

Co., and chairman of the committee, who will also give a summary
(}f the entire report of the conniiittec, which is accompanied by a

lunnber of interesting illustrations.

"Brakes," D. F. Carver, chief engineer Public Service Corpora-

lion of New Jersey, chairman. Report will include a paper by F.

F. Bodlcr, master niechanic United Railroads of San Francisco, on

the "Track Brake," which together with other papers will forin

the report of this committee.

"Maintenance and Inspection of Electrical Equipment." The pre-

liminary work for the report of this committee has been completed

and interesting data have been prepared by William Pcstell, of New
York, chairman of the committee, with the assistance of H. E.

Farrington, of the Boston & Northern Street Railway Co.

"Power Stations." The report on this subject has been assigned

to Fred Bushnell, chief engineer of the Rhode Island Co., Provi-

<lence, R. I., and will include a paper by Mr. Bushnell on this sub-

ject. Mr. C. II. Hile, superintendent of wires, Boston Elevated

Railway Co., has prepared a paper on "Power Distribution," treat-

ing principally of the distributing system of the Boston Elevated Ry.

A paper has also been prepared by L. P. Crecclius, chief engineer

of the United Railways Co., St. Louis, Mo., on "The Pow-er Sta-

tion Load Factor as a I'actor in the Cost of Operation."

Street Railway Accountants' Association.

The Street Railway Accountants' Association, through its secre-

tary, Mr. Elmer M. White, Hartford, Conn., has issued a circu-

lar bearing date, July ist, regarding the coming annual conven-
tion. The ninth annual convention of the association will be held

in Philadelphia, the first meeting being on the afternoon of Thurs-
day, September 28th, and continuing all day Friday and if neces-

sary, Saturday. The headquarters of the association will be at

Hotel Walton. Announcements of the meetings of the other street

railway associations is also contained in the circular.

The new collection of blanks and forms at the St. Louis conven-

tion was so helpful that it has seemed best to bring the collection

up to date for the Philadelphia meeting and the secretary has re-

iiuested all members of the association to send to his address a du-

plicate set of all blanks that their respective companies have adopt-
ed since the last meeting. Those members who did not contribute

to the 1904 collection are requested to send a complete set of all

blanks. Several requests have recently been received for charts

of officials or organization charts and the request is made for any
members having printed copies to send them. Annual reports of
a few companies have been filed heretofore and as the practice has

seemed a good one, members that have printed reports have l>ecn

asked lo mail them as soon as issued. An appeal is made to the

members to make an effort to secure new members at once and

thereby increase the membership and attendance at the next an-

nual meeting. Were the advantages of the association known to

all companies, its membership would undoubtedly increase and tlic

most cflTcclive means of making these advantages known is through

individual work on the part of the members.

-«>«-

A Novel Arrangement for the Target I.i(;ht.

In our report of the proceedings of the May meeting of the Ohio
Interurban Railway Association, was included a description of a

target light described by Mr. W. H. Abbott of the Roberts &
Abbott Co. The report staled that an electric light or lights would
be used to illuminate special reflectors placed at the lop of the

switch stand. In this we were in error since the device proposed

would use no light other than that furnished by the head light of

the approaching car.

The scheme proposed by Mr. .Abbott is novel and interesting. In

a discussion regarding the arrangement of switch light for inter-

urban operation, he suggested that the usual target light on a

switch stand be replaced by a convex mirror made in the form of a

section of a cylinder with its axis identical with that of the switch

stand. Ihis mirror would replace the usual target light, being se-

cured lo the staff directly above the flags. Its position would be

such that when a car is approaching an open switch the mirror

would be turned away from the rays of the headlight and no light

be reflected. If the switch was closed the convex mirror would
reflect a beam of light from a headlight back to the car, thus assur-

ing the motorman of a clear track. The rule should be adopted.

that if the motorman of the car does not see the mirror light up as

he approaches, he should consider that the switch is against him.

The convex mirror should be used in order to obtain a continuous

reflecting surface that would turn back a beam of light to the car.

even when the position of the car varied between a great distance

off and a point close to the switch-stand.

Southwest Mis.souri Trade Mark.

Editor "Review":

The diagram on our letter heads (see illustration) will answer
your request for a copy of our trade mark.

Several years ago, before the time when the trolley roads of

Ohio and Indiana were running their much vaunted "Lim:teds,"

the Southwest Missouri had in operation every two hours, in addi-

tion to the regular 30-minute service of cars stopping at all places,

a through car between Carthage and Jop-
lin which made only three stops between

these cities and which covered the distance

in 20 minutes less time than the other cars.

To this through car we gave the title "The
Empire County Express," having in mind
at the christening the New Y'ork Central's

famous "Empire State Express."

Now while New \"ork is without a doubt

the Empire State of the American Repub-
lic, Jasper County is indisputably the Empire County of the "Grand
Old State" of Missouri, hence the name.

-After about a year the e.xpress service was discontinued. It was
popular but was creating dissatisfaction with the slower-going

coaches, .so the time of all cars between Jopiin and Carthage was
reduced 10 minutes and the Empire County Express was an-

nulled. The trade mark, however, was preserved under the title

"Empire County Line."

Jasper is truly an empire county in virtue of its great annual

output of lead and zinc ores, building stone, live stock, wheat, corn,

fruits and vegetables, and manufactured articles. The count}- con-

tains a profusion of beautiful landscapes, numerous prosperous

cities, villages, and mining camps and 350 miles of graveled road-

ways. Yours truly.

.\. H. Rogers, Pres..

Webb Citv. Mo. Southwest Missouri Electric Rv.
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CHICAGO TRACTION MATTERS.

The Chicago traction situation has many sides. One phase, as

indicated by the more recent utterances of the mayor, is admirably

shown in the cartoon which appeared in the Chicago Tribune for

July 7tb. It is not too much to say that the public, or that

portion of it which in April last voted for immediate municipal

ownership, displays about the same reasoning powers as the child

that Mr. McCutcheon depicts as crying for the moon. The lantern

which the mayor would substitute is a 20-year franchise to be

granted to a company formed for the purpose, the company to be

managed by five men favorable to municipal ownership, the divi-

dends on stock to be limited to 6 per cent per annum, and the

stock-certificates to be put in escrow so that Ihoy will be non-

transferable.

The mayor was singularly unfortunate in calling bis expert wit-

ness from abroad. Mr. Dalrymple is a street railway man and a

thorough accountant, and has the courage of his convictions. Know-

ing the truth, he declined to be made a tool in attaining political

ends for the anti-traction party in Chicago. Mr. Dalrymple's re-

port, it is understood, has been submitted to the mayor, but al

this writing had not yet been made public.

1 1 will be remembered that the city strenuously objected to hav-

ing the Chicago Union Traction Co. leases passed upon by the

federal instead of the state courts. The so-called Townsend cases

which raised this point were finally taken into the state court and

here again the outcome was disappointing
; Judge Mack on July

5th rendered his decision sustaining the contentions of the Chicago

Union Traction Co. on every point except that of jurisdiction, and

the amended leases executed last year were upheld.

The mayor and the transportation committee of the council arc

not in accord as to the methods to be pursued in carrying out the

construction of the Adams St. municipal system, and negt>tiations

for the sale of the Union Traction Co. and the Chicago City Rail-

way Co. properties to the municipality are not progressing.

POSSIBILITY OF INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING
STANDARDS.

The Street Railway Accountants' Association in .\merica ; the

Municipal Tramways .Association and the Tramways and Light

Railways Association in Great Britain; the International Tram-

ways and Light Railways Association on the continent of Europe.

have all been active in attempts to secure uniformity in methods of

accounting and forms of reports. The "Classification of Expenses"

is an important feature of the report and the .-Xmerican Standard

Classification was adopted in 1897, five years before the form of the

American Standard Report was decided upon. In 1903 the British

associations recommended forms of reports and last year in Vienna

the International association also passed upon a form.

Each of the recommended standard forms of report comprises

several elements, though not identical ones, which we may desig-

nate as the balance sheet, revenue account, expense account and

tables of statistics. As to the first, second and last of these ele-

ments, it is natural that there should be differences of opinion

among American, British and Continental accountants, regarding

what items should be included in each, but a compromise on a gen-

eral form applicable under all conditions should not be difficult.

On the third element, the expense account, there is apt to be more

argument, because in this are included a greater number of items,

and there exist differences in practice regarding the fundamental

classification.

In America we have the division of expense into "Maintenance,"

"Transportation" and "General." In Great Britain there are five

divisions (reduced from six), which are: "Traffic," "General,"

"General Repairs and Maintenance," "Power" (including repairs

to steam and electrical plant), "Permanent Way Renewal Fund."

The sub-divisions in the American and the British reports are so

nearly the same, both in substance and in name, that one's regret

that they are not identical is all the greater.

In the Continental report, however, we find operating expenses

divided into nine general divisions: "Management," "Operation,"

"Power Station," "Electric Line," "Rolling Stock," "Track and

Roadway," "Buildings," "General Expenses" and "Miscellaneous."

This shows an entirely different basis of sub-division and one that

might be difficult to reconcile with the other forms.
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'I'lif a(lv:nUMK<'s of m rc]mr( fnnn siiilalili' fur llic use i.f .iiiv I'li-i-

nil- railway. ulurcMJcvi 1 Incalid. ami vvliiili cciiild In- cniiiiiari'il

willi llie report of any oiIkt road, aro .iiiparciit, aiicl now, rather

I hail liii years hence, is the time to secure nnifonnity with the least

lahiir. The American report, as drafted by the Street Railway Ac-

cnniilaiils' Association in I'yoJ, has lieen adopted hy tlie United

Stales Governiiient for Census Reports ;ni(l approved liy tin- Na-

tional Association of Railroad Commissioners.

At the convention of the Association of .'\mcricaii Railway Ac-

cnimting Officers early in July it was a|)parent that the steam rail-

roads arc actively interested in electric railway accounting and "the

accounting ollicers of electric railways having joint traiHic relations

with steam railways" were expressly made cligihlc for menihership

ill tli.it association. Here is a further indication of the widening

iiilliuiice of the Accountants' Association.

International accounting standards are desirable and we have not

aliaiidoned hope that they are possible; and existing hope was

vtrengthened by the fact that the visit of Mr. Dalrymplc to America

was concluded by a conference on the subject between him, as the

representative of the Municipal Tramways .Association of (Jreat

llritain, and Messrs. Koss, DutTy and Brockway, of the Street Rail-

way .'\ccountaiits' Association. Of course nothing could be de-

cided, but the work of adjusting differences will be undertaken

soon, with promise of at least reaching an acceptable standard for

baiglish-speaking accountants.

THE MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.

rile secretary of the .\inerican Railway Mechanical and l'".lec-

trical .Association reports that excellent progress has been made as

regards preparations for the .September convention. All the re-

ports and papers arc in the li.uuls of the secretary and will be

issued to the niembcrship in good season to assure intelligent and

adequate discussion at the convention. The membership of the

association has been considerably increased since the St. I-ouis meet-

ing and now includes 124 active, 31 associate ( coiiiiiany ) and J5

junior members.

Reference to the program, as announced on page 417, will show
that the association has broadened the scope of its work to corre-

'.poiul with its name, and this year the power house and civil engi-

neering departments, as well as the mechanical department, will

have good representation. That the association has heretofore de-

voted its attention chiefly to shop matters is not a reflection upon it,

but merely an indication that it found so much to do in a limited

Held that the power house subjects were postponed. We consider

it extremely gratifying that the three engineering departments are

so well covered this year. What has already been done is an

earnest for the future of an electric railway engineering associa-

tion and emphasizes the need for not hampering the M. and E.

when reorganizing the as.sociations. The association has taken the

lK•^l means of securing the support of the members of the .'\. S.

K. .\.—showing that it deserves that support.

Unfortunately, the Mechanical and Electrical association has suf-

Icred by rea.son of the uncertainty as to what is to be done in the

matter of reorganization. Railway companies have evinced a dis-

position' not to join as associate members until the A. S. R. A.

lakes action, and the scant support accorded by the companies has

made the financial problem of the association a serious one. It is

almost certain that, if the railway companies do not provide an ade-

iiualc revenue, either by joining as associate members or by voting

ail appropriation through the A. S. R. A., the Mechanical and Elec-

trical association will itself have to reorganize along somewhat
different lines, making the body one relying wholly upon its active

members. Such a change might increase the good of the associa-

tion to the individual, but would probably decrease its value to the

companies.

SUBURBAN TROLLEY SERVICE.

Considering the improvements of the past few years in urban
and intcrurban rapid transit, it is singular that in so many cities

so little real progress has been made in the intermediate field of

handling suburban trolley traffic. On some of the older suburban
hues the schedules in force today show little improvement in

speed in comparison with those of five years ago, and although
transfer privileges have been extended and cars run more fre-

quently to accommodate tlie increased travel duo to the develop-

ment of llie territory, tlle service given laniiot siruily In classed

as rapid transit. Stops are nunuTous and long; i^pccdK seldom ex-

ceed 20 or 25 miles |)er hour, and the lime rcjjuired to cover the

nmles is out of all proportion to the easy possibilities of modern
efpiipmenl. When lliere is little or no competition in facilities for

transit lielwcen the sulinrlis and the city proper, the operatinK

company may argue with reason that as it enjoys practically all

the traffic of the territory anyway, llicre is no nccil of a faster

service, and so the old schedules remain fixed. Short sighted as

such a view is, considering the influence of belter service upon the

development of real estate and increase of population in the rlis-

Irict affected, it is doubly so when rival means of faster trans-

|)ortation are ofTercd, even at a higher rate of fare.

A typical case of this kind may be cited in a double-tracked

suburban line seven miles in length which connects the center of

a large city with a scries of thickly popidated communities of the

purely residential type. At the end of the line the community
chances to be under separate municipal government, but to all

intents and purposes the entire region traversed is a continuation

of homes, the great majority of which depend upon the central

numicipalily for occupation and interests. The running time to the

end of the line varies from about ,38 minutes during the hours of
light trallic to 45 or 50 minutes in the morning and evening rush
perioil; the cars are run throughout the day at intervals of alxjiit

.i minutes, and the transfer privileges available on the 5-cent fare

in force are almost unsurpassed in extent.

Paralleling this electric line is a steam road, two of whose four
tracks arc given up to suburban service, with stations aijout

a mile and a quarter apart. The commutation rate from the com-
munity seven miles out to the city proper is roughly Sf^ cents;

tlierc arc 45 inbound and 44 outbound trains per day, 5 of the
former and 7 of the latter being express. The running time of

express trains is from 13 to 15 minutes, locals going through in

18. The steam railroad terminal is within 7 minutes' walk of the
mercantile center of the city.

The result of these conditions is that the steam road gels a

great deal of traffic which might be had by the electric line if the
schedules of the latter were not so slow. Commuters especially

prefer paying the additional 3^ cents to losing half an hour on
the trolley route, even under the disadvantages of smoke, cinders
and dirt common in steam railroad service. As far as running
time is concerned, even the water boy of a pick and shovel gang
at ten cents per hour cannot afford to travel by the trolley line

unless he enters or leaves it by a transfer in the urban section of
the route. By cutting the running time into a third of that re-

(piired on the electric line, the steam road offers an almost irre-

sistible advantage to the passenger whose time is valuable. The
point is, not that the street railway company does not handle a large
traffic upon this line, but that it does not begin to do the business
which a faster schedule would undoubtedly attract, especially in

the months when open cars are in operation. Although the first

mile and a half of the trolley route covers a congested section of
the city, the rest of the line is located either in a boulevard right

of way, or the center of wide thoroughfares where speeds or 30
or 35 miles per hour could easily be maintained. By putting all

double trucked cars with four motor equipments upon the line

and spacing the stopping points a little farther apart there would
seem to be no reason why the running time could not be reduced
to 30 minutes at the outside and probably 25 as a minimum. It is

difticult to make fast time with the two motor equipments now in

service
; the acceleration drops off in the rush hours as it never

could with four motors and plenty of current available: and the
stops often number 35 or 40 in the 7-niile trip.

THE HIRING, TRAINING AND DISCIPLINE OF
EMPLOYES.
There is no class of employes upon whom greater responsibili-

ties rest than these in the train service of railways, steam and elec-

tric, and that this fact is recognized is readily apparent in the at-

tention and consideration that has been given and is being given to

the hiring, training and discipline of these employes. The rigid ex-
aminations to which they are subjected and the severe service in

whicii they are engaged, make them worthy of no mean considera-
tion. That those charged with the management of electric railways
have profited by the experience in steam railway practice in this

deparimont may be seen in a comparison between the paper read by
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Dr. IVck before the New York State convention and the >y.siem

of examinations and personal rccord.s on the Southern Pacific Sys-

tem, which is described on another page.

The successful manager is usually a good judge ul luimaii na-

ture, but while the personality of the applicant for a position often

conmiends him for employment, the rigid pliysical examination to

whicii he is subjected results in the rejection of a majority of ap-

plicants. Hxpcricnce of the steam roads has taught that the master

mechanic is the best judge of enginenicn, tlie chief dispatcher of

telegraphers and the superintendent of train and station service

employes. It would therefore follow that these departmental heads

should have the hiring of their respective employes, letting the ap-

plicant apply to them for employment, be directed to the company's
surgeon for a physical examination such as is set forth in the papers

referred to, and returned to them for further examination in the

rules and regulations of the company and training in llieir respect-

ive lines of work.

At the February meeting of the Ohio Interurban association one
of the speakers in discussing Mr. Kelsay's paper on "Use and Abuse
of Car Equipment," strongly urged that motormcn be placed under
the immediate jurisdiction of the master mechanic, giving to him
authority to hire and discharge the men and to administer discip-

line. One of the principal reasons for this position was that the in-

struction of the motormen in the operation and care of the car

eiiuipment would be more efficient were the head of the mechanical

department charged with maintaining discipline.

While excellent in theory this plan of dividing the employment
agency into as many parts as there arc departments of the organ-
ization seems to be considered objectionable by most electric rail-

way companies. On small systems the manager can perhaps afford

the time to administer the employment department himself and pre-

fers not to delegate any more authority than is absolutely neces-

sary in so important a matter. With large systems, which are of

necessity in large cities, the labor conditions require more care-

ful investigation into the record of an applicant and the large

numlxr of men to be employed as motormen and conductors wouM
over-burden the master mechanic and the superintendent; hence,
the employment bureau for large roads is the only practical solu-

tion.

In training the men after they have been employed the mechanical

department should have its share of the work and in this connec-
tion the practice of the Lake Shore Electric in sending motormen
who have trouble with the equipment, to work in the shops, on
their own time, as a penalty, is worthy of attention.

The extent to which regular schools for instruction are utilized

in tr.iining employes varies greatly, but it is evident that the best

managed and most progressive companies favor this systematic in-

struction under the direction of men especially trained to impart
information, rather than to rely entirely upon the "breaking in" the

man gets on the car platform.

The matter of discipline involves first a record of the men's
work, and the difficulty here lies in keeping the record in such a way
that the men are given proper rank. The Brown system of dis-

cipline has been widely adopted and it has been found that paper
debits and credits are far better than suspensions, and work no
hardships on the men as suspensions generally do. The credits are.

fully as important as the debits, because they make the record show
the relative standing of good men as well as which are the poor

MAYOR OUNNE FINDS IT HARD TO DELIVER THE GOODS.

"Boo-ftoo. you»^rom/tgrf it lo me. and now you tijant to give me something else.'

THE ASSOCIATION'S NAME.
At the meeting in Philadelphia last month of the A. S. R. A.

committee on reorganization, it was voted to recommend that the
name be changed to the American Street and Interurban Railway
-Association. The change is a good one as far as it goes, being a
recognition that the industry which the association represents has
expanded since l88r. The proposed name follows the precedents
of the British and International European associations exactly, if

"Interurban" be considered the equivalent of "Light Railway" or
"Railway of Local Interest," but we think the modern interurban
with 90,000-lb. cars running on 70-lb. or 80-lb. rails can scarcely be
described as "light," and within the year probably we shall see some
200 and 300-mile electric lines, so that they will be "local" only
insofar as 300 miles is short as compared with possible American
distances.

[From the Chicago Iribunc, July 7, 1905.]

The change in name is not sufficiently radical, as it merely de-

scribes the field of the association as it is today and without regard

to the near future when the electrical equipment of portions of steam

railroads will make them desirable members. Neither the New
York Central nor the Pennsylvania would care to be classed as a

street or an interurban railway (just as in 1899 and also as late

as 1904, some of our electrically operated elevated roads objected

to joining a "street railway" association), but it would be greatly

to the advantage of the association to have these companies as

active members, represented by their electrical engineers and heads

of the electrically operated divisions.

The change of name of the American Street Railway Association

will not be decided upon until the Philadelphia convention in Sep-

tember next and in the meantime we believe the general member-
ship should consider the name question with especial attention to

the merits of the title "American Electric Railway Association."

It may be objected to this name that the word "electric" is too

much of a limitation, that the rapid progress now making in gaso-

line motors for railway work demands that provision be made for

this motive power. This point may be well taken, but the fact

is that today the common bond for the members is that they operate

electric railways, rather than street and interurban railways.

An Offer to Electric Railway Men.

Dr. Earl M. Pratt, of the Accuracy Press Bureau, is preparing a

25-cent book on "Memory" and other subjects, for railway men.

He offers to send to any person who is in any way connected with

street cars a copy of the book prepaid, provided a question on any

subject, personal or technical, and 17 cents are sent him, before

October, 1905, addressed in care of The Editor of The Street Rail-

way Review, Chicago. He does not promise to answer in his book

every question asked, but he wants the question if you want the

book. ,

• *—*
The line of the La Crosse & Southeastern Railway Co. from La

Crosse to Viroqua, Wis., was opened June 27th.

A group of local capitalists has been granted a concession for the

electrically equipping and operating of the Warsaw tramways. It is

stated that this concession has been sought for during the past 15

years and that the construction work must be completed within two

years' time.
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New Type of Agent's Ticket for Rapid Itallway
System.

Til (In ,i\v,i> \s)lli li ! |iriiiliii)i of ;i iinilli|iliiily nl liclai- siii-li as

is iiciiss.iry III ll'r ii-iial mif way ami riMUiil lri|) lii-lwci-ii-^lalinii

liikcl -ysliiii, ihc Ka|iiil Uailway Syslciii lietwci-ii Defniit and I'ml

lliinni, Miili,, is II, ,w iisiiiK only ihc lypi. of iJi-kt-i slmwii in llic

acconiiianyiiiK ilhistiaiion. Tjiis ticket for roiinil ti-i|i msc is niailc

ii|i of three sections of cental size separated liy |)erforalions. On
each of these sections is a similarly arranged list of all the stops

on the system and also a table of fares, the piinchiiiK of any one
III which siRiiilies that that amount of fare as ])iniclied has heen

ccillrctcd. As licfmc mentioned, this ticket serves for all round

trill liuMncss on the divisiim whose slatiuiis are listed on each of the

three sections. When sending a supply of this f,,rin of ticket to a

station, each section of each ticket has stamped on its face the

n.anu' of the sclliny st.itioii. The three-part ticket is then foliied

Tile ticket for iiiic uay use coiisi«ls of an agent's coupon ami a

Hitiun coupon printed liie same as the KoiiiR couijoii of the rouinl

trip ticket. l''or tlie ore way tickets nrvnn paper is used ami the

ilirections to the piircliaser and the name of the selliriK station are

printed on a hr<iwu rectangular hackKroiiiid. One of the advan-

tages of this type of ticket is that it is only necessary for the gen-

eral pasi-enger agent to keep on hand a supply of the two types of

tickets for use at all stations. In this way if an agent's stork runs

lovv his respective station name can he fpiickly stainpol on a nnm-

her of these tickets and his office supply soon repleni'hed.

-•-

Personal Kecurds uf liiiipioyes.

More attention is heing given each year hy Ik.iIi steam ami elec-

tric railways to the hiring, training and disciplining of employes and

greater care is heing exerted in the selection of new men and in

the instruction of recruits to increase their efficiency, kailway
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l;Ol'Kll TKIl' TU KKT. ONE WAV TICKET.

into the size of one pai't. This process superinipo-es the lists of

stations and fares so that when any one station inde.v or fare

amount is punched in the top section, the same index or fare

amount is also punched on the other two sectior.s.

On dcliveiii:g the ticket to the piircliaser the agent after having

punched the deftinatioii to which th.c ticket is sold and the corre-

sponding amount of fare collecle.l. tears ofT an:l retains the left

hand one of the three sections. .'\s stated on the face of this

section, this agent's stnb is of no value e.xccpt to the issuing agent,

who must send it to the auditor with his daily report of ticket sales,

rile middle and right hand .sections are then delivere;l to the pur-

chaser. On the middle section is printed that this is the first or

going coupon. Tliis caution is printed upon the face of the coupon
in large green letters. The directions to the purchaser, and the

names of the selling station, are printed in black on a rectangular

background of the same green color.

"Second or return coupon" is printed upon the face of the right

hand coupon in large orange colored letters. The directions for

the purchaser and the name of the selling station are printed in

black on a rectangular background of the same orange color. All

three portions of this ticket are printed on pink paper, thus making
the guiding colors quite con.spicuous.

companies are much more exacting in their requirements and the

examinations, both physical and mental, to which an applicant is

subjected have resulted in the rejection of prohably a majority of

applicants. ,\ personal record system, in which is included the

application and physical examination of the employe, has been

adopted by the Southern Pacific system and has met with a great

deal of success, from which intciesting and valuable data inay l.e

obtained for the institution of such a system on electric railways.

In this system, application is made in person either to the master

mechanic for engine service, and to the superintendent for train

or station service, and those applicants whose neatnc^s and apparent

intelligence commend them are furnished with the following appli-

cation blank, which is made in triplicate

:

PERSONAL RECORD.
Application for situation as to the

Company.

1. Natne in full

2. Date of birth !... Place ot birth

3. Description—Height Weight lbs. Color of

eyes Color of hair Complexion Visible

marks

4. Name of wife, if living (if unmarried, so state'
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and aililris

KcsidtiKC (.city, street and number)

5. Name of father and mother, if Hving

Residence (city, street and number)

6. If unmarried and parents arc not living, name

of nearest relative

7. Names and addresses of any persons dependent on you for

support or to whose support you arc contributing

8. By whom employed at present ? Where ?

Xo Street Town or City., State

of

In what capacity arc you employed?

1/ Why did you leave your last place?

10. No. letters of recommendation enclosed

11. State what railroad experience you have had, giving names

of roads, in what capacity employed, length of service on each

road. If you have not previously been employed by a railroad com-

pany, state by whom, and when and where you were employed. (Ap-

plicant must here give his history for last five-years, beginning with

his position of five years ago and giving each year in regular order

down to date.)

Name of railroad or previous enii)loycr.

Town or city at which employed.

Name of state.

Name and present address of previous employer.

What was your occupation?

Date you entered their service.

Date you left their service.

12. Have yiiu ever been discharged or suspended from .my situ-

ation ? If so, ftatc particulars, when and where :

1.5. Have you ever been injured? If so, when

tthere how and extent of injuries

i.|. Have ^ou row, or did you ever, have any litigation with any

railroad compary? H so, what company? •

15. Have you ever been in the employ of this company before?

H so, state when, in what capacity, on what division, and cause of

leaving

Did you then hand in personal record?.

16. Do you use intoxicating liquors?

17. Have you ever before made application for cinplnyniciil and

been subjected to a physical examination ? If so, when

„.here and by what physician was examination made?

and were you accepted or rejected ?

I hereby authorize this company and its officers, and the officer.^

of any other company, person or finn by which I have been here-

tofore employed, to answer any or all inquiries to as my conduct

and qualifications while in such service, and. ho far as they nny

know, the cause of my leaving the same.

iS. My hearing is and eyesight..

able to distinguish color.

In consideration of my employmcrt by said company. I further

agree that whenever I shall sustain any personal injury, while in

tlie service of said compary, I will allow its surgeons, and any

medical examiners it may select, to examine my person and body

as often as the company may -deem necessary in respect to the-

alleged injury, and I hereby waive all objections to such surgeons

or medical examiners testifying whenever called upon by the com-

pany, and I further agree that my refusal to allow any such exam-

ination to be made or testimony to be given shall be a bar to the

institution or prosecution of any action on account of such injuries;

and any action pending at the time of such refusal shall at once

abate in consequence thereof.

It is understood that my employment is temporary; permanent

employment conditioned on my furnishing satisfactory reference

from last employer.

I hereby acknowdedge receipt of a copy of the rules and regula-

tions for the government of employes of the operating department

of this company, and all amendments thereto, and also a copy of

the current time table, and agree to familiarize myself with and

observe all the same, and to keep advised of such amendments to

said rules as may be hereafter made, and have had explained to me

the dangerous nature of the service in which I am about to engage.

Sign here (No initials)

Witness

My present address is

Dated .-It tlii- flay of i'/>

11(1 1

The applic.m; then lepniis to the company's surgeon to have his

sight and hearing tested and for a physical examination. This

physical examination is most severe and is intended to disclose

any constitutional or organic defects that might in any way inter-

fere with the proper discharge of his duties. The physician's cer-

tificate of examination is reproduced herewith, from which the

scope and nature of the examination may be ascertained. '1 he sur-

geon making the tests and examinations reports the result on this

blank, sending two copies of the reports to the superintendent or

master mechanic and the other to the chief surgeon. If the appli-

cant is accepted and given employment a 'fee of $1 is deducted from

his wages for this examination, otherwise the company pays for it.

CERTIFICATE OF EXAMINATION.

EiJtninalioii of .

EMPLOYEES AND APPLICANTS.

ISI TtST.-OIST»MCt VIStON. 30 FT.

RigluEyc-» Left Eye-* Ri([hlEye LcUEyr

3 TtST-niFHACTION, 30 FT.

30 TC5T.-RCAOINC VISION. I« IN-

RikIh Eye __ Lrfi Lye

* TtST -FItLO OF VISION.

RiKJil liar—With Watch S

STM TCST.-HCaFIINC.

Left Eat—With Wakh

orn reST-COLOR-SCNSE

To match Orctn skein.

—

Pink '

With Signal FlaRS and Lanterns

To match Red skcin

'-
. Blue skein

FTK TEST.-CCNERAL CONOITION.

This .i|.phcant ha«

ind is ihettt'Jie

APPLICANTS ONLY.

u|i lo st.indjril rtquiicd by the Company i

Signature ot A|i|ihcaiit
"*

THIS IS TO CERTIFY, That the above named party has this day picsemed himself (ot eaammanon,

oiiJer proiicrly signed permit , that I ha.e in..de such enaminaiion in a cardiil and thorough manner, and in accord.

ance »ith Company's instructions ; .and that the inhrmailon herein contained, so lar as I have been able to discover

from my examination and his replic; to ntc, is correct.

M. D.

E.\.\MINATION CEKTIFHATE ( ( KIUINAL 8^^ X 14 IN.).

.After passing the pliy.<ical exaiiiiiiatioii the aiiiilicaiit is given a

copy of the rules and regulations of the operating department and

is given a mental examination. Engiremen are examined by the

master mechanic or traveling engineer, trainmen by the superin-

tendent or train master, and oper.itors and station men by the

superintendent or chief dispatcher. If suitable proficiency is made

in this last examination, he is given employment conditioned on

furnishing satisfactory reference from 'his last employer. When

the applicant enters the service one copy of this blank (personal

record and certificate of examination) is transmitted to the man-

ager, together with all letters of recommendation, clearance cards

and a portrait of the applicant, and the other filed with his photo-

graph in the office of the superintendent or master mechanic. Thus

a complete record is kept of all employes on each division by the

division officers and of all employes on the entire system in the

office? of the manager and the chief surgeon.
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Uniform Standards of i:xaMiination of Kail-

way Employes.*

IIV lli(, I-. II, 1MC( K, I IIIKI- SUHCEIIN, I'TUA & MDIIAUK V.M.I.KV

KAri.WAV en.

I am placrd ill a pu^ilioii nf Minir niiliiirrassnu-iil in ciiiniiiK lu'fnrc

a foiivcntidii of iiu-ii i-iii^iiucil in iIh> cxcculivt' (li-iiarlnicnK of rail-

way inaiiaKi'HH-nl. uilii a |ri|irr vvliuli ha- Id deal wilfly with med-
ical c|iicsli(ins, III llicir nlaliMii t<i llic |iiilic'y of llif railway siir-

Kical diparlmcnl. In order to make myself perfoelly elcar lo the lay

mind, I shall endeavor to divesi n'y siilijeol of all leeluiical terms

as much as possihie.

To increase the factor of safely to the nlniosl. conipatilile with

tin- rapid transportation demanded liy tlie streiuioiis times in which
we live, must lie the endeavor of ,ill railway managers. A recent

newspaper article inform- me that in icjn,? Ilie iminlier of person-

killed and iiiinreil on the raiKva\s in the I'nilefl State- reached a

UK. K. II. I'El K.

total of more than S'd.roo. Of tlii- Kreat nnmher I lielicve that a

largi' proportion were injured throiijili their own carelessness, or

eontrihntory negligence. But it is possihie to reduce the nuniher of

casualties hy improving the personnel of railway employes. The
only way to accomplish this result is hy the estahlishment of uni-

form standards of examination, in the hands of competent sur-

geons, of all applicants for positiors in the operative service of the

railways, with rules reqnirinfj the re-examination of these employes,

as often as once in li\e years, rr after recovery from serious diness

or injury.

At the first ylance it would -eeni that the re-ponsihilitics of the

electric motonnan arc not nearly s.o great as those of the engine-

driver on the steam roads, as the lighter load renders the mo-

mentum of the electric car hut a small fraction of that of the heavy

steam train, and emergency stops can he made in much shorter

space. This difference in momentum, and the difTerencc in center

of gravity in favor of the electric car staying on the track, should

make the trolley much less hazardous both to the passengers and to

those on crossings and in streets used hy the respective roads.

On the other hand, the fad th.it the trolley traverses the thickly

peopled ^treets of unr citie- teiuls to act a.s an ofTset to the extra

factor of safety inherent in the car and its mode of propulsion.

The factor of safety to the public is best conserved by the rigid

examination of all candidates for employment as motornien ami

conductors. Both should he men of sobriety, with sound minds in

healthy bodies, of good nerve,—quick and decisive in an emergency,

and in the perfect possession of visual and auditory faculties.

In the examination I w^ould recommend two classifications or

standards of rciiuireiTicnts, one for new applicants for employment

and for old employes seeking promotion, which should most rigidly

insi.st on the possession of full normal vision and hearing ; the other

for re-examination of experienced employes not seeking promotion

should recpiire at least two-thirds normal vision and hearing. This

•Reaii bet'ore the .sitrt

of New York, I^nl<o (Jei

R.iilwi

•. J line

Association
Iflil.i.

:if til.'

for the reason that the man who has for years tjccn a motortnan or

con<hictor has by experience K''<>"^'l '' kiiowltdne of his work, which

renders him (|nile as capable a- the novice posscssin)( uniinpaireil

faculties, Ihoiigli the former may have liul two-lhirds the normal

f.iciilly of vision and hearing.

Tests for Vision

The Snellen lesl cards arc recugni/ed as slatulanls of tests for ac-

curacy of vision the world over. They con»isl of sheets of while

paper on which are printed block letters in types of various sizes,

each line of type bearing a number which shows the distance in

feet at which the line should be read by the normal eye. I hns

on the card which T exhibit the top line is numbered "70" and

should be read at the distance of 70 ft. ; the bottom line nnrked
"20" shoidd be read at the distance of 20 ft. In te'ting vision the

card is placed in good illiiinination at a distaixe of 20 ft. from the

candidate. Kach eye is tested separately, by directing the patient

to cover the other. He is then required to re-jd the lines as far

down the card as possible, and his acuity of vision is recorded as a

fraction ; the numerator being the distance in feet at which he

reads the types, and the denominator being the numeral correspond-

ing to the smallest line correctly read. Thus normal vision is indi-

cated by the fraction 20/20, which means that he can read the line

marked "jo" at 20 ft. If he cannot read this line but can the one
next above, his defect in vision is in>licated by the fraction 2o/,v>.

which meatus that he reads at 20 ft. the line which he should read

at .^o ft. If he rea<!s all but three of the letter- in the line marked
"20" correctly, and mistakes those three for letters of somewhat
similar appearance he should be passed as possessing nornni vision

New applicants for the position of motormen should be p issessed

of normal vision and their examination papers should bear the

fraction 20/20 as recording the vision of each eye without the aid

of glasses. This rule should also apply to motormen in the service

seeking promotion. Candidates for the position of conductor whose
vision equals 20/.^o with each eye without glasses, and i- susceptible

cf correction by the use of glasses so that they can read 20/30, are

marked as ".Average" for employment.

Color Tests.

In testing for defects in color perception I use l.oth the Holen-
gren te-t worsteds and the Williams color test lantern—both of

which 1 exhibit. .By the worsted skeins color vision is tested by

selecting one of the large untagged skeins and requiring the candi-

date to pick out and lay beside it all the skeins of the same color

in its various shades. The small .skeins have each a metal tag

stamped with a number. Those corresponding to the lest skeins

have odd numbers, while those liable to be confused with the test

color- hy the color-blind subject, and called "confusion skeins"

bear even numbers. The colors which are liable to lie mistaken

for each other liy the person who is color blind are green for red

and vice versa, grey for green, and brown for red.

Color blindness varies in degree in diflTerent individuals : those

who pick out red or rose-colored skeins and place them with the

green as being all of one color, or those who select light greens

when picking out the reds, are radically color blind; while those

who choose light brown or grey in selecting reds and greens re-

spectively have a seriously defective color perception, and are none
of them titled for positions requiring prompt recognition of red

and green signals. Those who handle all the colors over and over

with marked hesitation before coming to a decision though they

may finally be correct in grouping the colors, have a slow, and
therefore defective color perception, and it is my practice to fur-

ther test them with the lantern.

The lantern is so arranged that by turning a circular disk in front

of the lights different primary colored glas.ses are successively

illuminated, as well as their corresponding numbers: though the

latter are concealed behind a smaller disk, and can only he seen by
the operator. There is in addition a sliding diaphragm perforated

with apertures of different sizes to give the effect of various dis-

tances to the test colored lights. If the applicant can correctly

and readily call the names of the colors illuminated he is accepted

If he mistakes reds for greens or vice versa he is rejected. One
thing in which the examiner should exercise great care is to differ-

entiate between color ignorance and color blindness. Many men of

the class who apply for positions as trolley employes have a defec-
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tive color education and cannot readily name tlu' colors, thongh

their color perception may be normally acntc. The grouping of the

worsted skeins is manifestly the fai'er lest in these cases.

Tests for Hearing.

For testing the hearing 1 use the voice test and the tuning fork.

In the former after testing the vision of each eye separately by the

SURGEON'S CERTIFICATE OF EXAMINATION.

UCCUp.i'
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.ij^ain-.! pnssililc .n-ciiliiil. Iiciici- tin- .led llmir fr.-imc. 'I lu- ntcM

wriRlit of tlic car has, Ikiwcvct, aided in l^riiiniiiK about anollier

must desirahlc residt, natiiely, an ca'-y and eonifortalilc riding car.

'I'lie writer does not wish to he iniderslood as stating tliat this re-

sult is aceoniph'slicd hecause of the weight of the car hody alone,

lint Ihiil It is the coniliin:!! urn of Irncks with the heavy body which

has hroii{;ht it ahoiil. In a run oecn|iyinn an hour and a half llie

following points must lie couMiUied in loolviiiK lo the eoinforl of

the passenger;

r. ICasy ridiiiK finalities in the car and lrncl<s.

J. Coniforlahlc scats.

,1. Toilet conveniences.

4. A smoking room which sliall he coinfin'lalilc for the ocenpruils,

liiU miolijection.'ihle lo the other passenpers.

5. Ice water, lugnaKC racks, etc.

The first has .-ilready hecn considered .-Mid nenl not he refi'rr<il to,

further than to st.iti- lli.il the lrnck^ were in:innf;ictnre<l liy ihi-

Taylor ICIeclric Truck Co. The second point lieinn the seats, need

not I)e particularly discussed heyond slatini; that Ihey arc of the

"Walkover"' type, with head-roll hack made hy the Hale & Kilhnrn

Mamif.iclnrini; C,,.. .-ind upholstered in plush. 'I he scats are 37!/S in.

long, ig'6 in. deep, with a hack 24K. in. high, and an arm rest.

These scats were designed especially for this car. .lud h.ive proved

most comfortahic in every way.

.\ftcr cotlsiderahle iliscnssion it was decided to pl.-ice in ihe cars

a toilet room siniil;ir In those in a first-class steam cotich.

The proper location I'cu the smoking room was carefully stmlied,

and it was finally decided to pattern after that in use in the l'\ill

man cars, except that the -cats should he longitudinal rather tlian

lateral. I hat the occnpanis of the smoking room are entirely iso-

lated, and ladies not ohlijied to pass through the compartment in

entering or lea\ing the car, has proved a most satisfactory arrange'

metn'.

I''..ich car is ((luipprd willi an ice water tank, which is given at-

tention at the end of each roimd trip. The luggage racks run the

entire length nf the main compartment on eacli side of the car

Another feature especially designed for the convenience of the pas-

senger is the window. When closed the view is not ohstrnctcd by

any wire guard or grating, but when the window is dropped in

warm weather a brass grill, placed above the top of the sash anil

attached to it, provides the necessary protection. When Ihe window

is raised the grill passes entirely out of sight.

Care was taken that the car should be so well lighted that pas

sengcrs would have no difficulty in reading in any part. The residl

is that the car is brilliantly lighted, there being forty l6-c. p. incan-

descent lamps in the main compartment alone.

The vestibules are arranged in a manner -iimilar to those of a

Pullman car. The steps do not project beyond the side of the car

and are covered hy a trap door wdicn not in use. Each vestibule i>

provided with a motorniaii's cab.

The heating of the cars is accomplished by a Peter Smith hot

water heater. The f\niher precaution has been taken of applying

storm sash to these cars, and wc experience no difficulty in keeping

them properly warmed at all times.

The cars are c(|uipped with the Westingbonse straight air brakes,

and also with the .'Sterling safety hand brake.

The interior of the car is linishcd in tabasco mahogany, with

marfpietric design in border and panel.

The electrical equipment consists of four G. E. 7,^ motors (75

h. p. each) with I'ype At train control. The motors appear to he

admirably adapted lo the service, as no diflicnlty has been ex-

perienced in making the run of 33 miles, of which eight miles is in

.streets or highways, regularly in i hour and 24 minutes.

The particular advantages claimed for the car are

:

The ability to make the run at high speed, thus successfully com-

peting with the steam railroads.

The possession hy the passenger of all the comforts foinid in a

modern steam railroad coach.

The minimum liability of injuries to passengers, wdiich was ad-

mirably demonstrated a few months ago in an accident in wdiicli

one of these cars, running at a speed of 45 miles per hour, crashed

into a 15-ton steam road roller. The roller was almost completely

demolished, while the damage to the car was confined almost en-

tirely to the front vestibule, and was repaired for the sum of $625.

Though the car carried ,14 passengers, none was seriously injured

l''or Ihe comlitions under which this car operates it is admirably

designed, and Ihe writer is at a los, lo point tml any particular dis-

advantage, it might perhaps l>c urged that blowncss in loading and

tndoading is one, liut that it is not possible to correct without a gen-

eral rearraiigetneut of the entire car. The placing of the smoking

compartment in one end and toilet room in the other end lA the

car makes a narrow entrance compulsory. This is not with us a

'erious objection, for Ihe lime lost in unloading and loading can lie

provided (or in stan<ling lime at terminals or made up by slightly

faster miming en route.

The car was designed in the office of Mr. C. II. I.edlic, consult-

ing engineer for the railroad company, and under his immediate

supervision, and was built by Ihe St. Louis Car Co. The cost of

car complete was about $15,000. The wisdom of purchasing so ex-

pensive a car may be (jueslioned, but it was Ihe belief of this coni-

p.iny that sufficient additional traffic would be allracted by such a

car to justify its purcha-e, and Ihe results of eighteen months'

o|)eration completely demonstrates Ihe correctness of this belief.

No reference has been made to the value of such a car as an

advertisement for ihe railway, but there is no doubt that Ihe com-

pany has received much favorable notice for operating so fine a

type of car.

To provide for the short haul business the company arrangeil

what is known as the accommodation service, which provides for

slower speed than the limited cars make and for a large number

of additional slops. To cover the accommodation runs wc pur-

chased eight cars manufactured by the St. Louis Car Co. as one of

Its stand.ird types of interurhau car. The dimensions uf the car

.ne : Length over all, 45 fl. 4 in.; width over all, 9 fl. The truck'

arc spaced 22 ft. center to center. The weight of the car body is

,^6,000 lb., and of car complete with trucks and motors, 58,700 lb.

The car has side or main sills of 5 x 8 in. yellow pine, reinforced

by a J4 " 8 in. steel plate, and intermediate sills of 4 x s in. yellow-

pine, reinforced by 5-in. channels.

The car is ecpupped with the St. Louis Car Co. seals, uphoistercd

with rattan. The seats arc not provided with an arm rest. The car

is mounted on the St. Louis Car Co.'s No. 23 trucks, and equipped

with the Christensen straight air brakes, and four G. E. 57 motors

The interior is finished in quartered oak. The healing is accom-

plished by a Peter Smith hot water heater.

These cars make the run of 33 miles in two hours.

The advantages of the heavier car for the limited and fast service

have been spoken of, and I believe are quite apparent. As to

whether the lighter car's advantages for the accommodation service

are as real inay be questioned. That its passengers can l)c unloaded

and loaded in less time is unquestionable, and that it can make the

acconnnodation runs with the frequent stops with a much less con-

sumption of power is e(|ually true. But whether the amount saved

in these ways will etpial the increase in the damage account due to

the lighter construction of the wooden car is a question which is

not casilv answered.

Publicity.

I'.V J. Il.VRVEV WHITE, nOSTON EI.F.V.\TEI) RV.

How to obtain fair treatment from the local press is a problem

that puzzles a great many railway managers. A persistently hostile

press not only exasperates and embarrasses, but tends to create an

unfriendly public sentiment that might in an extreme case jeopard-

ize the success and even threaten the existence of a company.

Many street railway men seem to think that it is the deliberate

policy of most, if not all, newspapers to attack and misrepresent all

public service corporations. They treat any talk about a spirit of

fairness on the part of the public press as the silly imaginings of

an impractical and inexperienced theorist.

It is not in the nature of things that all newspaper stories and

editorials writlen in the rush of newspaper life and necessity can

ever be made as judicially fair as court decisions or as accurate as

mathematical calculations, but it does not follow that because there

are some grounds for criticism that either the inaccuracy or injus-

tice necessarily spring from a desire on the part of publishers to

•Read before the Street Railway Association of the State

of Xew York. Lake &eorge. June, 1905.
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either niisrcprcsenl or iiijiirc. On llie contrary, newspaper men. a~

a class, arc liotli fair minded and lioru)rable. and whoever holds a

contrary opinion has either been peculiarly unfortunate in his ex-

perience or has been blinded in his observation.

Every street railway manager desires the good will of the news-

papers toward his corporation, and ordinarily it is not a difficult

thing to obtain. The most effective means of securing it arc per-

sistent courtesy, good temper and frankness. The battle is more
than half won if the newspapers understand that a compmy i^

ready at all times to supply them with information that miy he

desired unless thire are serious rea.sons for not doing so. .\n oc

casional refusal of news, particularly if an explanation is made a~

to why the information is withheld, does not create ill will, but

when reporters and city editors find themselves thwarted in every

effort to obtain news the result is quite certain to be that the

colunnis of the papers will not furnish much reading matter that

will delight the corporation management.

When the Boston Elevated Railway Co. began operation in iHy;

it was decided to assign to some person the special duty of looking

after the needs of ten daily and forty odd weekly newspapers pub-

lished ill the territory in which the company operates. The writer

of this article was .selected for that purpose, and for the pnst seven

years has devoted much of bis time tn dealing with newspapers and

newspaper men. The experiment has proved sufticicntly successful

to warrant its continuance, and it is hoped and expected that as

time goes on a larger measure of success will be brought about.

It would lie plea.sant to be able to state that nothing ever appears

in the papers lo which the company can find valid grounds for ob-

jecting, but the lamentable truth is that no such Utopian state has

been brought about. 1 his much, however, has been accomplished.

The newspapers generally recognize that the management nf ibf

company is endeavoring conscientiously to please the public and [u

provide a good service, and, what is of more importance, they are

willing to say so. Furthermore, the reporters and new? editors, as

a rule, make an honest effort to he perfectly just to the company in

the presentation of news. The occasional misrepresentations usually

spring not from malice, but either from inaccurate information from

.outside sources or too great zeal to make a story interesting. In

brief, it may he said that the policy of the company has contributed

materially toward the creation of an atmosphere of good will be-

tween the press and the corporation, although it has not resulted

in the entire elimination of newspaper conniKiit to which cibjection

can fairly be made.

The president of your association has seen fit to ask for a de-

scription of how the press department, if it can be dignified by the

name of department, of the Boston Elevated Railway Co. is con-

ducted. It IS all so simple and the details follow so much as a

matter of course that it is a discouraging undertaking lo attempt

to find items of sufficient importance to justify an encroachment

upon the time and attention of such a body as will assemble at

your convention. But as the request has been made, and made
under circumstances that precluded a refusal, the task will be as-

sayed without apology or further justification

The work of the press agent of this company differs from that

of most men occupying corresponding positions, in that there is

practically no advertising to be handled. The only regular adver-

tising, if it can be so termed, is the publication of time-tables in the

suburban papers. These are paid for in cash and not in transporta-

tion, as is customary with many companies. The company issues

no passes or other free transportation to anybody, except that dur-

ing the summer months it places in the bands of certain charitable

institutions and associations upwards of fifty thousand free tickets

to be distributed among the sick and children of the poor, who
cannot afford even a nickel for a fresh air nuting away from the

tenement districts.

Practically the only other advertising is the occasional publication

of statements of facts that the company wishes to place before the

public. When it is desired to insure the publication in full in every

edition of a p.-ipcr, or when the company wishes lo secure the pub-

lication of a certain matter at greater length than its strict news

value calls for, then the company pays for the space that is re-

quired. Such occasions are, however, very rare, and practically all

of the work of the department is confined strictly to supplying news

wdiich the papers use in their own way.

Success in dealing with newspapers along the lines indicated re-

(|nires some general understanding of the purposes, practices and

ethics of the newspaper business. The aim of all publishers is to

attract readers, for upon the number and character of the readers

depends the value of the paper as an advertising medium, and upon

the advertising receipts depends the prosperity of the paper. Most

newspapers are ambitious for a larger circulation. This they aim

to secure l.y meeting the demands of the public for news. There-

fore all newspapers try to print the news their readers desire, try

to present it in an interesting way, and try to make their news

columns reliable .sources of information.

I he recital of these elmentary principles of newspaper practice

and policy may appear unnecessary and not germane to the subject

matter under discussion, but the writer considers an understanding

of them of much consequence. When dealing with another person

it is often useful to know in advance uh.it the other fellow wants.

Many persons who have seen little of the inside of newspaper man-

agement imagine that newspapers strive more for sensation than

they do for accuracy. This idea is fallacious. To be sure news-

papers delight in sensational facts, but no paper can afford to gain

a reputation for being unreliable. Nothing piques the pride of a

reporter or editor more than to have an "esteemed contemporary"

show that a write-up is a fake.

The aim of newspapers to secure accuracy has been thus empba-

sized in order to give point to the assertion that if a street railway

management finds itself constantly misrepresented as to facts, the

chai'.ces are that the company itself is at fault. If public service

corporations generally would adopt the policy of giving as much,

instead of as little, news to the papers as possible, it is quite certain

that the papers would not only print the facts with reasonable ac-

curacy, but would welcome such action.

Some men are timid or over-cautious in dealing with newspiper

men for fear that they are not to be trusted. In an experience of

seven years the writer has had a confidence abused but once, and

that w-as in a matter of no vital importance. As a class, reporters

and editors have a sense of profe'^sional hmior that may be relied

upon implicitly. In fact it reaches a point that the outside public

would scarcely credit. The greenest cub reporter learns among his

first lessons that the violation of a confidence is sufficient grounds

for discharge. If a person desired to keep something out of a

paper, his best course in many cases would be to tell the wdiole story

in confidence to a reporter or the city editor ami trust to the honor

ot the newspaper not to abuse the confidence. It may appear that

ihe writer entertains a too exalted opinion of the men who are

engaged in the profession of journalism, as the business is usually

termed by those who are not engaged in it, but it is founded on an

experience that makes it impossible to hold any other opinion.

When a reporter enters the office he is given immediate attention,

lie is offered a chair, usually given a cigar and made to feel that

he is welcome. He states his business and is .given the information

he desires as fully and explicitly as possible. If the subject appears

difficult for him to fidly grasp, as technical ^ubjecls are apt to prove,

he is supplied with a memorandum of the principal points. Often-

times it happens that a reporter does not really know what is

wanted, as assignments are frequently given to reporters in very

vague terms. In such cases every possible assistance is given to

help him out of his dilemnia.

It sometimes happens that it is unwise, improper or impossible to

supply the information. In such cases, especially if the reporter is

a new man who is trying to establish himself with his paper, the city

or managing editor is called up and the situation explained to him.

Ordinarily a city editor will promptly relieve a reporter from his

assignment under such circumstances. The reporter then goes away

contented, for he feels that although he has not obtained his story,

he will not be held accountable for a failure. This is an illustra-

tion of the in.any little things that persons not familiar with news-

paper methods seldom think of. When a reporter is assigned to

secure a particular story he is expectc^d to get it. If he is unsuc>

cessful, it injures his standing with his paper. Under such circum-

stances there is always a temptation to exercise the imagination a

little and fake up some kind of a story, which would not he written

in a spirit of especial friendliness toward the person or corporation

that refused the material. It is therefore a good rule, if one desires

to win the heart of a news gatherer, to either give a reporter what

he asks or ask his superior -to relieve him of the obligation of get-

ting it.
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One Vfi-y iMi|inrt.-iiil |Mili(_\ lli.il niii'-l lie -.liiilly ,i(llurfi| id if niic

wislK'^ In linvi' .iiiy iiilliieiicc willi iicvvspainMs is In lie slriclly trillll-

fiil ami siiicre. 11' llu- c-oiiiidencc of news Kiitli'^''t'''s i^ i^ver sliiikeii

ill llie K""<1 ''i"'i "I I pre'-s aKenl, lie will furever sUiiiil iliscrediCerl.

Ik- niiisl lia\c an iinnupeachnlile reputation for Iriilli telling or Ills

staleiiieiit will lie neither songht nor valned.

A iiress departinent such as is heiiiK deserilied is in a sense a

liiueaii nf inliirni.ilioii of niuisnal scope. The head of the depart

nient is called npnii In answer a raii^e of i|iieMioiis that is almost

lieyond iinaKinalirm. for it niiisl he iimlerslood that one of ihe

lirincip.-il aims of city editors ill Keneral, and Sunday editors in par-

liculir. is to discover snhjects for stories that no one else has ever

Ihoiight of. In order to iiicit these demands, that are often i^trange

jiid whimsical, llu- press a.;ii:l nnisi have access at all times to

iiiform.ition in every department.

The ipieslions that are asked deal not only uiili ihe routine of

the service, oiieratinn of the system and allied leclniical siilijects,

Mich as enKineeriiiB, electricity and inechaiiics, hut they also include

le^al (jiieslions. relations helweeii the public and pnhlic service cor-

porations, lalior ni.ilters, finance, jmlitical economy, sociology and a

iiniltiplicily of oilier topics of p..piil:ir or ac;tdeiiiic discussion. '1 he

ranjie is wide and does not l.icU v.ariety.

If a press agent has any doubts as to ilie propriety of answerin)^

the {|iiestioiis asked, he should seek instruction from the miiiaae'-

iiKi.l. hut he ought to l.e able to decide upon the expediency of giv-

ing out news matter in most cases without bothering liis superior

ofHcer, whose time i- so fully occupied that it should be Jrcspassed

upon only in cases of real necessity. The rule is, consult the nian-

agemenl in case of donlit, but do not be in doubt too often.

Another fairly imporlar.t work of the department is the prepara-

tion of complete articles for use in newspapers and magazines.

There is con-ider.ible demand fuv authoritative and popular articles

of this kind not only in this country, but in Canada. England and

Germany. Some of iliese articles ,ire often "syndicated"—that is to

.say, they are sent to a considerable number of papers for simul-

taneous publication— if ilicy are believed to be of general interest.

Sometimes fifty or more pa]n rs use a single story of this kind.

This service can be supplied to the newspapers at small cost, flu-

greatest care must be exercised to keep these articles strictly within

the field of legitimate news and not permit them to encroach upon

the advertising field. Such stories deal with subjects of considerable

magnitude and general interest, such as the construction of a tunnel

or the installation of important and novel eqnipinent.

A corporation that takes the position that what it is doing is its

own business, and not the public's, is apt to find itself in hot water

a great portion of llu- time. 'Ihe public insists not only on being

well treated, but upon having the means of judging for itself as t-i

whether or not it is being well used. .-\ company that is giving good

service cannot today alTord to hide its light under a bushel, but

should do all in its power to demor.strate to Ihe public that the

service is good. A company that is unable to supply a really satis-

factory service will usually find that it has much to gain and little

to lose l:y perfect frankness witli the press and the public. If the

public is convinced that the mauageniciU is really doing its best,

the anionnt of fault-finding will be reduced to a minimum, and some
sympathy will he given to a management that is battling with ad-

verse conditions and difficulties. It is quite as important to explain

the faults as it is to extol the virtues of a company, for it is a trait

of human nature to regard with reasonable complaisance many
things that have to be endured if a sufficiently good reason is given

for their e.vistence.

'Ihe pre-s affords the best and most available ine.lium for a street

railway to keep itself before the public in its true guise. Most com-

panies would be happy if they could make the public see them a-

they really are. The thing that managers complain of is not that

they and their companies are exposed to public criticism, but that

llic.N are inisrepresented. The most effective remedy is co-operatior,

with the nwspapers upon the basis of frankness on the part of the

company and fairness on the part of the paper. Such an arrange-

ment is usually feasible and agreeable to both parties.

(^oal llanJIinu Locomotive Oancs for l^ilcctric

Kail way Power I'lants.

Locomotive cranes with grab Imckets are becoiiiing inorc and

more used for handling coal and ashes in eoimection with electric

railway power plants. The liandlinK of fuel and ashes is always an

important item, and in many cases Ihe locomotive crane i> Ihe

cheapest and most satisfactory machine for (loing this work

flu- cost for handling coal by this way does not f;encrally exceed

Nl). > liRI WNINC; l.( < o.\I( TIVK CK.VXF,.

.^ cents per ton. and it may run as low as one cent per ton. These

costs are of course entirely dependent on the different local condi-

tions for each place, but they can be accepted as an average.-

fhe capacity of a No, 2 Browning crane is generally 400 to 600

tons per 10 hours. \ machine of this kind i> thus capable of

handling the necessary fuel for a plant of several thousand horse

power.

In order to reach such favorable figures in regard to cost and

HA.SULlNl. ',VL TO I'OW EK HoL>t

Tor the conveniecce of patrons the East St. Louis & Suburban
Railway Co, has put on sale in convenient form, books containing

JO tickets each, good on either East St. Louis or internrlnn lines.

No reduction is made in the rate of fare.

capacity the detail arrangements of the locomotive crane are very

carefully worked out as to insure the necessary speed and endur-

ance both from the operator and the machine. The modern coal

handling locomotive crane of today has therefore very little in

common with those locomotive cranes mostly seen around the yards

of .steel mills and manufacturing plants. We illustrate some coal
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handling cranes as built by tlic Browning Engineering Co.. of

Cleveland, and also a standard yard crane with hook block which

shows the general arrangement of the machinery.

The Browning company has made the manufactnre of loconiotixc

cranes a specialty for a nnmber of years and has succeeded in in-

creasing the capacity of the cranes and at the same time reducing

the hard labor of the operator. The latest machines of this kind

just now niidcr construction for one of the largest railroad systems

hook block in c:ise llie handling of material of aii.ilher natuTi-

should become imperative.

Other features that speak favorably tor the locomotive crane are

the small initial cost in connection with the low expense for opera-

lion and repairs. The initial cost is small because it does not in-

clude more than the price for the machine, fcr the reason that the

tracks must generally be put in under any condition,

.Ml that has to be dnue. llierefore. is to erect the crane on tile

ST.\NL1.\KD V.\Kn CR.VNE WITH HOOK lil-Ol K.

include every possible improvement, and pronii.-e to make the work

of the operator more like play.

The crane is also used for handling and disposing of the .ishes.

In such cases the ashes are filled into a small buggy and run to the

end of the power house and dumped into a pit. From there the

ashes arc later on picked up by the grab bucket and transferred to

cars or wagons as required.

The arriving of the coal and shipping of the ashes by rail is, of

course, connected with a considerable amount of switching and

ll.N.MILl.NO .\SHES OK CU.\L IN LAKS.

shifting of cars around the yard, and this work is entirely taken

care of by the locomotive crane. Only the saving in switching

charges will many times reach a considerable amount, and in addi-

tion to this there always are a great many odd jobs for lifting and

loading machinery and material around the yard of a plant, which

has to be done, and for which the crane is always available and

convenient. In connection with this it also ought to be mentioned

that it only taken ten minutes to exchage the grab bucket for a

iv -^ -jvj-sjt^fr

HKOWNI.NC. lO.\L STOH,\(iE .\N'I1 ,\SI1 II ,\ N llj.l Nlj SVSTEM.

track, get the steam up and start the crane. Shoulil it later on for

some reason or another he found advisable to use any other mems
for handling the fuel, the locomotive crauf can always be nride

useful on other work, and such a machine always finds a n-ady

market, -»-

Cincinnati Northern Traction Co.

riie \\ estinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co, has ju^t closed

a ciinlract for the equipment of the main generating station and four

rotary converter sub-stations of the Cincinnati Northern Traction

Co. The power house will be located at Hamilton, O,, and the

iiriginal installation will be of 5.oco-kw, capacity, with provisioi;s

fcr ultimately increasin.g it to lO.oco kw.

In the generating station will be located three 1,500-kw, and one

500-kw., three-phase, rotating field, enclosed turbo-type generators,

and three 300-kw. rotary converters. Current will be generated at

,i75 volts, thus avoiding the necessity of lowering transformers for

the main station rotaries. 'J'he outgoing lines will then be equipped

with raising transformers having a ratio of 375 to 33,000 volts.

Each generator will be driven by a 'VVestinghouse-Parsons steam

turbine and excited by a direct-current generator attached to the

end of the turbine shaft from which its power will be derived.

Each sub-station will contain a 300-kw. rotary converter supplied

by three loo-kw,, .?3,ooo to 375 volt step-down transformers. All

transformers are of the oil-insulated self-cooling type. Besides the

apparatus mentioned, the contract includes all necessary switch-

boards and protective devices for the control and protection of

apparatus in the povser bouse and rotary stations.
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Some High Putuntial Trolley Operation DctaiU.

Ill (liscussiiiK line CDiihtriictiiiii for ulilizinn liiuli polciili.ils in the

iilK-ralioii of electric railroads, as descrilied in the recent papers

read before the American Institute of Electrical l-'ngineers by Mr.

Variiey and Mr. painoii, Mr. V. N. Waterman adds some observa-

tions ill the way of further details that have been f(jiind advan-

tageous on sonic European lines.

The loiiKcst experience with the problem of conveying energy at

high pressure to a moving vehicle has been that of the Gaiiz Co.,

which has now extended over about five years. This has all been

with three-phase currents at ,1,000 volts and low frequency, and

therefore two trolley wires were eiuployed. The preliminary trials

on the e.xpcrinienlal line .il ISndapest lasted for sonietbing over a

year, and the syslini li;is bieii operated in Italy altogether nearly

four years, of which two and one-half years represent actual prac-

tical service. The original line erected at Budapest was practically

reproduced at Valtelliiia, except for a few minor details.

During the experimental work at liudapest both single and double-

catenary suspension were tried, the construction being essentially

similar to that used on the Spindersfekl line. The cross-suspension

type, liowever, was adopted, the system of double insulators and

double supports being used. .\ considerable sag was allowed in

span-wires, and every effort was made to give an elastic and uni-

form suspension. The insulators, as instaljed, are extremely heavy,

and certainly do not aid in securing this result. Dry wood, impreg-

nated, as suggested by Mr. Damon, forms an important feature both

of the old and new construction.

I'or long spans and at switches a very interesting S|)ecial type of

span-wire construction is used, particularly where the trolley wires

arc lowered to pass under bridges, and for this reason undue rise

and fall with the passage of tbc trolley would be objectionable.

This consists of a catenary type of cross-suspension connected at

intervals by suspension wires witli an upwardly arched span-wire,

which carries the insulators, thus making a construction that does

not sacrifice the snb.'tantial elasticity of the line, but holds it accu-

rately in place, permitting a limited rise and fall with the passage of

the trolley.

Owing the very small clearance of the tunnels, difficulty was ex-

perienced in keeping the wire from grounding between supports.

This was overcome by shortening the distance between supports, and

weighting the conductors by clamping small iron rails upon them,

which were put on in sections several feet in length in the same

manner as a mechanical clip.

Although the construction is not by any means heavy, and the

workmanship shows tbc effect of inexperience on the part of the

linemen, it has successfully withstood the wear and tear of use, and

so far as I have been able to learn is still in place. In one or two

instances at the beginning of the experimental operation the trolley

caught in the supension-wire, owing to the improper location of

curves and turnouts. The result was to break some portion of the

trolley mechanism, but to leave the rest of the line unharmed.

For the latest construction the double-catenary type is used; no

span-wire supports whatever being employed, and two messenger

wires serve to carry both contact conductors. The spacing of the

conductors is maintained by wooden insulator-bars upon which the

insulators proper are carried, and to which supports from the mes-

senger wires are attached. The insulators have been very much
lightened by the substitution of pressed steel for malleable iron cast-

ings. The messenger wires are carried on iron girders spanning

the track and placed 130 ft. apart ; the distance between points of

attachment to the wire is 65 ft., there being two supports between

girders and none immediately under them.

The block-signal system is interconnected directly with the con-

tact conductors, and the entrance of a train into a section in face

of a danger signal disconnects the section. In addition, the con-

ductors within the limits of the stations, and for a definite distance

on each side, are dead at all times, save when a train is actually

approaching or starting from a station. These sections can only be

thrown in by the signal operator. It is customary for express trains

to coast over the dead parts of the conductors with trolleys down.

and it is the usual practice for trains moving at full speed to lower

the trolleys at all switches, excepting such trains as are off schedule

and are making up time.

The feature of double insulation, which is used throughout, has

proved particularly useful in rendering possible the breakage ol a

single insulator without causing interference with traffic until re-

pairs can be effected. This feature, while, of course, not a novelty,

seems particularly worthy of perpetuation in higli-tcnsion lines

where special liability to mechanical breakdown exists. Tlic idea

of cutting out sections at stations, and the extension of the same

idea carried out on tbc Spinderfebl line, of cutting out sections

under bridges where the right of way passes under highways, seems

also worthy of consideration, at least for special cases.

The Valtcllina system seems to have been free from trouble witli

the overhead construction to a remarkable extent, notwithstanding

the fact that two overhead wires arc required, and this fact empha-

sizes the importance of using a trolley contact device that cannot

get off from the wire anri thus either break insulators or pull down

the construction.

The trolley itself is a single apparatus and not two independent

devices. It requires, however, two separate bases and poles, the

same as if there were two single trolleys. The outer ends of the

two poles are connected by a continuous bar of impregnated wood,

the centre portion of which for a distance of abrmt eight iiiclies is

the full diameter of the rolling contacts. On either side the diam-

eter is reduced to receive two contact cylinders, which are slipped

over and supported on insulated ball bearings, the current being

taken off by carbon contact rings at the ends and carried by flexible

jumpers to the trolley poles.

The cross-bar, with its contact rollers, is flexibly connected to the

ends of the arms by horizontal spiral springs, permitting simul-

taneous contact with the two wires even where they are at widely

different heights. The rollers originally used were of copper, which

gave trouble by elongation under the hammering incident to service,

and a resulting binding of the bearings. Ganz & Co. now send out

copper-plated steel rollers, and claim for them a service of 10,000

km. per roller, or 20,oco km. per vehicle, before replating becomes

necessary. The copper rollers gave a life of 30,000 to 40,000 km. per

vehicle, but then had to be entirely renewed. The operating com-

pany prefers bronze, and finds no trouble from elongation.

The trolley poles are supported by spiral springs in tension, the

tension being put on from within the vehicle by compressed air.

With this device the slow-moving trains take 300 amperes without

sparking or burning the wire. The normal speed of passenger trains

is 40 miles per hour, and the maximum current that has been taken

off at that speed is about 240 amperes, under which conditions the

collectors worked satisfactorily. The highest speed at which the de-

vice has been tested is 62 miles an hour, taking off a current of

about 100 amperes. This test was made without alteration of

springs or line construction and gave entirely satisfactory results.

The plan of construction employed has therefore demonstrated its

effectiveness at moderate speeds in spite of the handicap of the ex-

treme weight of the insulators.

After two years of use the trolley wires show practically neither

wear nor evidence of burning. Very little sparking is perceptible

at night when running at full speed; but as would naturally be ex-

pected, such flashing as does occur takes place at the points of sus-

pension. The type of trolley used seems therefore to combine the

advantages of the wheel and bow forms. It cannot leave the wire,

and, as at present constructed, cannot catch. The rolling contact

practically eliminates the wear on the wire and contact conductors.

The only serious objection to the overhead construction raised by

the local engineer was to the location of the wires over the track,

necessitating much of the work being done at night, or else con-

ducted under serious disadvantages. During the entire period of

operation no one has been injured or killed by contact with the

overhead construction, but an engineer of the Ganz Co. was killed

in one of the sub-stations.

The organization for the maintenance of overhead construction is

very interesting. The line is 66 miles long, and for the purpose of

controlling is divided into five sections, for each of which five men
are required. Their duties include patrolling the line and visiting

the sub-stations at regular intervals. When not otherwise engaged

one man is always on duty at the sub-stations. In general charge

of all sections is a superintendent who reports to the electrical en-

gineer.

The total cost of maintenance of primary and secondary lines,

care, attendance and maintenance of svib-stations, and patrolling of

the line on this plant is about $102 per mile per annum. This force

is not kept fully occupied, but it is held that no smaller force would

be allowable. The engineers of the operating company, and of the
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Retc Adriatica, seem to agree that tlic exigencies of trunk-line rail-

way service demand that a sufficient force should be maintained to

insure the prompt resumption of service in case of accident, and that

the cost of maintenance and repairs, and of the supervision of sub-

stations is not determined by the actual labor involved, but by the

necessity for prompt action in emergencies. The difference in cost

of maintenance between a three-phase and a single-phase line on

trunk-line railways is, therefore, according to this view, simply the

difference in the cost of material, and hence a negligibly small

quantity. This point of view is interesting, and, so far as I know,
has not been mentioned in just the same form in this countrj' ; but

in view of the higher cost of labor here it is questionable how far

the plant could be adopted.

Regarding the Huber system, the practical difficulties are not

fully brought out in the papers of the evening. The contact device

itself is carried on a rectangular framework hinged to the car roof,

and leaning outwardly for contact with the conductors when at the

side of the line, but reciuiring to be moved inward when the line

passes the center of the track in entering tunnels and bridges. This

movement is not automatic, and does not follow from mere change
of position, but must be caused by special actuating devices, which
must be operated from within the train, or by means of a contact-

rail laid along the side of the track and operated by a contact-shoe.

.\ny failure of this auxiliary contact would mean the tearing of the

structure from the roof of the locomotive. The actual contact-

maker is a light brass tube, which, as seen on the e.xperimental line,

showed deep cuts, indicating rapid wear from use; and wherever
it showed the effects of wear the damage was considerable. .'\s

used on the experimental line last spring, the device gave the im-

pression of being still in the early experimental stages.

^ew Electric Locomotive for the Bex Gryon
Villar.s Railway.

BY E. GUARINI.

Municipal Ownership Too Costly for

Kingston, Ont.

The Toronto Globe for June 18. igoj, publishes the following dis-

patch from Kingston. Ont.. under date of June 17th

:

"The long looked for report of J. M. Campbell, the city's expert

on the advisability of the city taking over the plant, has been sub-

mitted. It is on the basis of cutting off the Williamsville line, a

reduced winter service, and no taxes. The estimated yearly receipts

are $23,068, and expenditures $20,078. This leaves a net revenue
of $2,990 a year, but the interest is not included in this, which
would mean about $6,000, or a net loss of $3,000 a year.

"The civic committee has decided to give up the idea of municipal

ownership for the present, and recommended as concessions to any
company who should purchase the road the right to a double track,

exemption from taxes, reduced service and cutting off the Williams-

ville line. They will also supply power at cost of labor and ma-
terial up to September.

"This afternoon Dr. Ball, who is here representing an .Xmerican

syndicate, made an offer of $70,000 for the plant to the bondholders.

The bondholders' former otTer to the city was $125,000."

•-•-•

Objections to Steel Ties.

Mr. Joseph T. Richards, chief engineer maintenance of way,
Pennsylvania R. R.. recently made a summary of the objections to

the use of steel ties, as follows

:

1. They increase expansion and contraction in all parts of the

track.

2. They weigh about one-half as much as wooden ties and do
not make heavy enough track.

3. The connection of metal and metal between the rail and the

tic is very detrimental.

4. They are noisy.

5. They have not the elasticity or cushion that a wooden tie has.

6. They cost more.

7. They could not he used where our automatic signals are used.

because they would connect the current between the rails.

."Knd lastly, there is no difficulty in getting all the wooden ties we
require, and the greatest standard road in England (the London &
Northwestern) is now getting 21 years of life out of cross ties by
creosoting them at a cost of 15 cents per tie.

The accompanying illustration shows the new electric locomotive

that the Compagnie de I'lndustrie Eltctrique et Mechanique of

Geneva, which promotes the patents of its chief engineer, Mr. Thury,

has recently furnished the Bex Gryon Villars Ry. of Switzerland.

This is the third locomotive of this design which has been furnished

this railway by the same manufacturer.

There are two motors placed on each locomotive. These motors

have cast steel frames and six radial poles. The armature winding

SWISS .MIJUNT.MN LUIU.MOTIVE.

is placed in grooves, and the diameter of the bore is 580 mm. The
motors are mounted on a cast iron frame which rests on the sills

of the car. The motor pinion drives a second shaft mounted on the

motor frame. On this shaft is a 2S0-mni. pinion, which engages

with a gear of 1,062 mm. diameter. On the shaft of this gear are

two pinions which mesh with the toothed racks between the runnmg
rails, and thus drive the car. The combined ratio of these gears is

I to 8, and the diameter of the pinions engaging with the rack is

573 inm. Each motor is of 100 h. p. capacity. The maximum speed

reached by these locomotives sometimes exceeds 12 km. per hour,

and often on 29 per cent grades.

Some similar locomotives furnished by the same company have

been operating in a satisfactory way on a line from .A.rgle to Leysni,

not far from Bex.

A New Shop Device.

A patent controlled by B, F. Sturtevant Co., of Boston, Mass.,

has just been issued for a special type of exhaust hood for grinding

and polishing wheels. Its special feature consists of a receptacle to

catch the particles of solid matter passing from the wheel. The
suction being controlled so that it is not quite sufficient to draw

them away, these particles fall to the bottom and are there collected,

while the practically free air passes through a collector, where the

last vestige of dust is removed. The receptacle can be readily

emptied when it becomes filled, and its use avoids excessive wear on

the exhaust fan, piping and collector. The hood is so designed with

hinges and clips that the wheel may be readily removed or adjusted

to fit the wheel as it wears to a smaller diameter. The outlet is con-

nected to the exhaust fan, and a shield, a swivel plate and an ex-

tension slide may be adjusted so as to more fully enclose the wheel

and prevent the discharge of particles into the room.
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Car Sanitation in Indiana.

h',ilili>i- "Review"

:

VVi- M-Mid luTcwilli rules governing sanitation rif ears wliich were

agreed npnn June ulli, and also present llie following aeeoiiiit of

llu- inieling
:

riie Indiana Stale Ijoard (jf Jicaltli, aecording to pre-arrange-

nients made some weeks liefore, lield a conference June I2tli will)

representatives from the rnilroa<l, snliin'han eleclrie, and city street

ear companies nf Indiana eniK-erning car sanitation. Ilie slearn

railroads represented were the l?ig Four, the Pennsylvania System,

tile LaUc Shore, the Lake l'>ie & Western and the Monon. All the

Irnllcy lines were represented liy a special attorney. Several street

r.iilway companies were also represer.tcd. The meeting was called

to order l)y i'li^idenl Davis, cpf the State lio.ard of Health, wlin

annonneed llie ulijeet of the meeting to be to adopt practical and

sensible rules governing the sanitation of cars, saying that it was

to be hoped thai all members of this conference wonld have in view

the idea of fornudating rules which wonld attain the object aimed

al, which wndd be in every way practicable, which wonld be agree-

.ible In all .mil which can and will be enforced."

l''iilln\\ing are llie rules which the conference reeomnieiided :

TKOT'OSICD RULES.

Rnle 1.

Ste.iiii K.iilw.iN Coaches: Day coaches shall be llioronghly

cleaned at the end of each trip, and in no instance shall a day coach

go nncleaned longer than two days. The thorough cleaning of day

coaches shall consist as follows: (a) Windows and doors shall

first be opened and the aisle strip, if there be any, removed from

the car; (b) .-ill upholstering dnsted and brnshed; (c) floor mopped

or swept after it has been sprinkled, to which may be added an ap-

proved disinfectant; (d) after cleaning as in (c), the floor may be

scrnbbed with soap and water to which soda ash or like cleansing

agent may be added, and after scrnbbing the floor shotild be mopped

with a solntion of formaldehyde of 1 or 2 per cent strength, or with

a solution of nlher apprrxed disinfectant; (e) all arms of seals,

panels between windows, window ledges and windows shall be

washed with snap .iiid water, to which a cleansing agent may be

.idded, and after vv:i-liiiis, should be w'ipcd oflf with an efficient dis-

infecting sohitinii ; (11 closet floors and walls shall be cleaned by

sweeping and washing and wiping with a disinfecting solution, and

urinals and hoppers thoroughly cleaned and disinfected; (g) water

coolers shall be freipiently emptied, rinsed and scalded, and shall

lie filled with potable drinking water when in service; (h) and

lastly, day coaches shall be disinfected with formaldehyde gas in

quantities of not less than 40 fluid ounces of 40 per cent formalde-

hyde to each coach at the period of general cleaning and renova-

tion, said period not to exceed 90 days, and also whenever a case

of any listed disease is known to have been carried.

Plush seats and backs shall be removed when possible, and dusted

by air blast.

Rule 2.

Placards shall be displayed in .all railway waiting rooms in In-

diana, having plaiifly displayed therenu the following notice: (See

Rule 4 for notice.')

Rule 3.

Parlor, bufl^et and dining cars shall be cleaned at the end of each

trip, as set forth in Rnle I, carpets and draperies to be removed,

dnsted and sunned and aired, provided meteorological conditions

permit. Food lio.xes, refrigerators, closets, drawers and cupboards

to be cleaned, scalded and treated with a I or 2 per cent solution

of formaldehyde at least once each week in spring, summer and

autumn months, and once every two weeks in winter months.

Rnle 4.

Suburban electric and street cars shall he cleaned as follows;

(a) Windows and doors shall be opened and the aisle strip, if

there be any, removed from the car; (b) all upholstering dusted

and brushed; (c) floor mopped or swept after it has been sprinkled

with water to which should he added an approved disinfectant; (d)

after cleaning as in (c), the floor should be scrubbed with soap

and water to which soda ash or like cleansing agent may he added.

and after scrubbing, the floor should be mopped with a solution of

form.ildeliyde of r or 2 per cent strength or with a solution of

other approved disinfectant; (c; once each week the arms of seats,

panels between window', window ledges and windows shall be

washed with soap and water, to which cleasing agents may be added,

and after such washing should be wiped ofT with an cfTicicnt disin-

fectant solntion; (I) closet floors and walls shall be cleansed by

sweeping, washing and wipitig with disinfectant solution every week,

and floors of clo.sels, urinals and hoppers shall be thoroughly

cleansed and disinfected every day; (g) water coolers shall be frc-

<piently emptied, rinsed anri scalded, or they may be disinfected with

a 2 per cent solution of formaldehyde, and shall be filled with

potable drinking water when in service; (h) electric suburban

coaches shall be disinfected with formaldehyde gas in quantities of

not less than 20 fliiiil ounces of 40 per cent formaldehyde to each

coach at the period of general cleaning and renovation, not to ex-

ceed yo days, and also whenever a ca«e of any listed disease i*

known to have been carried.

PInsh scats and backs shall Ik- removed when possible, and diisleil

by air blast. Carpets and mattings arc condemned and forbidilen

in smoking compartments, but rnbber aisle strips or lineolenm may

be used.

Placards shall be displayed in all waiting rooms and stations lo-

cated in towns, villages and cities in Indiana, having plainly dis-

lil.iyed thereon, the following notice:

"SPITTING ON THE FLOOR
"IS

"FORfilDDEN.

"Consumption, la grippe, coughs, colds and all diseases of the air

"passages arc spread by spitting, and these maladies kill lljooo

"people annually in Indiana." It is therefore forbidden to spit on

"the floor. Pen.ilty, five dollars fine.

"It is the duty of trainmen to warn against violating this health

"rule.

"I'y order of the

"Indiana State Pioard of Health."

Rule 5-

Conductors and brakemen in charge of steam trains and con-

ductors and molormen in charge of suburban electric and street cars

shall pay proper attention to ventilation, and shall promptly reprove

and warn all persons who spit on the floor or otherwise befoul the

car in which they are riding. They shall also inquire concerning

any case of sickness which they may notice, and determine as best

they can wdiether or not it is a listed disease, and if found or sus-

pected to be listed, the health officer at the next stop may be ap-

liealed to for the purpose of caring for the case as seems best.

Rule 6.

Sleeping cars.—Upon arrival at cleaning terminals, sleeping cars

shall be cleaned as follows: (a) Windows, doors and ventilators

opened; (b) upper berths let down, seal bottoms lifted off and

mattresses, blankets, pillows and curtains, etc., loosely displaye,1

for airing, and provided the weather will permit, all the articles

named shall be aired outside the cars; (c) carpets, rugs and por-

tieres shall be removed from cars, weather permitting, and dusted

and aired in the open, otherwise the work shall be done as best can

be in the wide opened car; (d) after cleaning, the floor should be

scrubbed with soap and water to which soda ash or like cleansing

agent may be added, and after scrubbing the floor should be mopped

with a solution of formaldehyde of 1 per cent or 2 per cent strength

5r with a solution of other approved disinfectant ; (e) all windows

and woodwork shall be thoroughly cleaned with approved detergents

and carefully wiped; (f) closets, spittoons and toilet arrangements

shall be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected with an approved dis-

infectant every day ; (g) sleeping cars shall be disinfected at least

once a month in an approved manner with formaldehyde gas, as set

forth in (h) of Rule i, and they shall also be disinfected if at any

time it is known that a person with a listed infectious disease has

been carried. Pullman conductors and porters shall see to it that

as good ventilation as is possible is always maintained.

Rule 7.

The listed diseases are declared to be smallpox, diphtheria, scarlet

fever, erysipelas, measles, and common carriers and their employes
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are forbidden to knowingly carry

above named diseases.

any person afllicted witb the

Recommendations.

It is recommended that conductors and brakemen be supplied with

pocket paper pads, upon each slip the following to be printed

:

"Spitting on the floor is forbidden. It is nasty and contrary to

"law. All disease of the lungs and air passages, also certain other

"diseases, are spread by dried spit. Over 12,000 people die annually

"in Indiana from spit disease caught from spitters. Not less than

'."200,000 cases of sickness are caused thereby in Indiana annually.

"Spitting on the floors and sidewalks must stop. Ladies do not

"spit. Gcnllenun will not spit.

"Indiana Slate Hoard ii( llcahh."

Conductors and lirakemen should hand these slips to spitters.

riiey may alsn be handed to passengers who are not spitters. Per-

sistence in this matter will surely lessen the spitting evil. This will

make traveling more pleasant and so encourage travel. Car clean-

ing will also be made less difficnll and less e.\pensive.

Disinfection.

The best .-uul cheapest disinfection of cars and rooms may lie

accomplished in the follow'ing way: Close all openings, and for

each i,ooo cu. ft. use si.x and one-half ounces of permanganate

potassium and one pint of 40 per cent solution of formaldehyde.

Place the pernianaganate in a large tin dish-pan or any like vessel,

then pour the formaldehyde solution upon it. The formaldehyde

gas will be quickly set free and will penetrate plush, curtains, car-

pets and all parts of the car or room, causing complete disinfection.

The rapid disengagement of the gas is an important point, and this

method further eonniiends ilself because no fire or apparatus is

required.

New Equipment for Los Angeles.

The .\merican Car Co. has recently delivered to the N'allcjo.

Benecia & Napa Valley Railroad Co., Vallejo. Cal., baggage and

express cars of the type illustrated. The car is divided into two

compartments and is 44 ft. long and 8 ft. 10 in, over the sills, in-

It is niiw necessary for the Slate Board of Hcaltli to fonnalK

INTERIOR OF EXPRESS CAR.

eluding facing. One comparlincnt is 14 ft. i.'-i in. long and the

other is 29 ft. 10' , in. long, and has longitudinal seats arranged

to fold against the sides. This arrangement is a very practical

one and the space and seats can be utilized in such a way as to meet

a variety of conditions. On each side of the car are two sliding doors

with openings 4 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 8 in. The car is lighted by incan-

EXPRESS ^ Mt. F(..R V,\l,IKJn, IIKN'[rI.\ ,'i; H.\P.\ V.\LLEV K.

pass and promulgate them. This being done, they will have all

the force of law in Indiana.

The Indiana Supreme Court has decided that "the rules of the

State Board of Health, passed for the purpose of protecting the

health of the people, when reasonable and within the purview of

the statutes, have all the force of law,"

It is almost certain that the State Board of Health will formally

pass the rules as herewith given^

Very truly yours,

J, N, MURTY, Secretary,

hidiaii.ipiilis. Ind, State Board of Health.

Annual Meeting of the Galena Signal Oil Co.

.•\t the annual meeting of the Galena Signal Oil Co.. held at the

company's home office in Franklin, Pa., June jtb to cjth, the sales-

men and experts of the company were present, representing every

state in the Union as well as many foreign countries. Franklin is

a very beautiful little city surrounded by beautiful mountain scenery

and the excellent accommodations and service received at the head-

quarters, the Alsace Hotel, made the meeting a success socially as

well as otherwise.

descent lamps at intervals along the strip extending from end to

end of car at the center under the roof. The construction through-

out is unusually substantial. The car is mounted on the American

Car Co's. No. 23-B. M. C. E. trucks, with a wheel base of 6 ft.

4 in. and 33-in. wheels. Brill angle iron bumpers, "Dedenda"

gongs, and channel iron drawbars arc included in the equipment.

The car will lie (iperatcd with the single-phase system.

Seeing San Francisco.

The management of the United Railroads of San Francisco has

recently published an interesting folder concerning the instructive

and enjoyable trips made by its observation ears. The pamphlet is

replete w'ith illustrations of the more important buildings and

points of interest about the city and also includes pertinent in-

formation regarding this "city of hills," its street railways, munic-

ipal government, and other interesting items, such as the first dis-

covery of gold, the first ship that sailed into San Francisco Bay, its

public schools, newspapers, etc. Three trips each are made daily

over the outer route and inner route, of about two hours' duration,

and the fare is 50 cents for the round trip. The service is enjoying

a very liberal patronage, especially from tourists.
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Niinuili' vs. Wln'i'liun I'racliiin Co. ( W, V:i.). .|') S. F.. Ui-p- lo.i'i

l'"i'li. 14, KJ05.

WluTi' n sti'i-ft i-:ir ci)inp:iiiy sto]i'^ its cars fur llu- ptirpnsf (if rc-

(•fi\'iiiK passiMiKcrs. the snpt'cmo cntirl iif .ippi-als nf West Virginia

liolds lliat it is cliarpcd uilli tin- liinlicst iIckvcc (if care Id sec that

all passengers lawfully cmiTiiig its cars get tn a place of safety

lln'fcnii liefdfc starting its cars.

CURVh: INCIDI'NI AL TO CONS'l'Rl'C'I'ION OF UAILVVAY-
I'I'.KMLSSION TO CIIANdl': CUKVIv MAY BR GRANITTi
BY RF.SOLUTION OR MOTION. AND DUTY IN RK
.SIM'Cr TO I.OCAITON AN13 CONSTRUCTION MAY BF
Dl'-LKGATFl).

Manuel vs. Detroit, Mt. Clemens & Marine City Railway (Mich.).

lOJ N. W, Rep. UT,T,. Feb. 27, 1905.

The complainant in lliis case was the owner of certain cnrner

property, where a curve was changed lo his alleged detriment. He
contended that permission to change the curve, which was granted

hy motion, could only be given by an ordinance regularly enacted

and accepted in writing by the defendant, for the reason that the

statute under which the defendant was authorized to act, being sec-

tion 6.146 of the compiled laws of Micliigan of 1897, provided this

method for street railway companies to obtain the right to con-

struct and maintain car lines in cities and villages. This, the su-

preme court of Michigan says, was true as to the original or .subse-

iiuent grant of a right tn construct or maintain a street railway, or

any material portion nf it. ibnni.uh and upon the streets of a city.

There were, however, certain thin.ns to be done in the operation and

maintenance of such a road, wliicb were incidental. The ordinance

granting the defendant certain rights in tlic streets of the city pro-

vided tliat the location of all poles, the location and construction of

all sidetracks, spurs, switches, etc., should be under the control and

subject to the approval of the coininon council^ This ordinance

made no provision for curves, It would be unreasonable to suppose

the legislature intended that a railroad must turn from one street

into another at right angles. It was reasonable, therefore, to hold

that this was one of the incidents to the construction of this rail-

way, which was to be under the control of the common council.

The common council, under the authority of the statute referred to,

had entered into a contract with the defendant company to con-

struct and maintain its railway upon and along the streets of the

city. By the terms of this contract certain matters incidental to

this construction and maintenance were left under the direction and

control of tlie council. This court holds that the construction of

curves to connect one street with another was one of those matters

entirely under the control of the council, such control to be exer-

cised in a reasonable and consistent manner, and by proper action

of the council through its proper officers.

The care and control of the streets, under the charter of the "city,

was placed by the legislature in the council. The council, by ordi-

nance, having granted to the defendant the right under the statute

to construct and maintain its railway upon certain streets in a cer-

tain manner, a further grant was necessary, but it was contemplated

in the ordinance that those things usual and necessary to be done

were to be left under the control of the council. It was not neces-

sary to enact an ordinance. The council, by resolution or motion,

could grant permission to change this curve. The duty of the coun-

cil in respect to the location and construction of this curve was

ministerial, and could be delegated to the committee on streets, or to

a proper ofTicial,

CKOS.SINC; STRI-FT BF.TWKF.N IWtJ .MOTIOM.KSS CARS.

!"it/gerald vs. New York Cily Railway Co. ( N. Y. Sup.). 92 N. V
Siipp. 732. Mar, 21, 1905.

ll cannot he said In be conlribiilory negligfiicc, as a mailer of

law. the appellate Icrm of the supreme coiirl of New York holds,

for ,1 iicrson lo cross a Ircel railway track Ik-Iwcch (wo motionless

cars.

I'l.l-.CTRIC SIRKFT CARS INTFNDFI) Tf) Rl'N RAI'IDLY
AND ALL I'SING Till' S'IRKICT .MCSI TAKK NOIICK
OF lllb: I.\CRFASI':U DANGER.

Ml Kee vs. llarrislnirg Traction Co, (Pa.), 60 .\tl Rep, 498. Mar.

6, iijcf,.

ll is interde 1, the supreme court nf Pennsylvania says, that

electric street cars should run rapidly. The nse of electricity as a

motive power by street railway companies has increased the danger

to all person^ using city streets, and of this danger they must

take notice.

WHEN FAII-CRF; TO STOP CAR PROMPTLY AFTER COL-
LISION NOT CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE OF NEGLI-
GENCE.

Riley vs. Sbreveport Traction Co. (La.). 38 So. Rep S.v Jan.

,30, 15C5. Rehearing denied Feb. 27, 1905.

The f,act that a car runs quite a distance after an accident, the

supreme court of Louisiran holds, is not conclusive that there was

negligence on the part of the motorman, if the weight of the testi-

mony shows that ibe car was disabled in the collision, and thereby

became uncontrollable, and for that reason sjippcd many feet on

the wet rails.

CONDUCTOR MAY REFRESH MEMORY FROM REPORT.

Clark vs. I'nion Traclinn Co. (Pa.). 60 r\tl. Rep. 302. Feb. 20.

1905.

Where a conductor, at the time of an accident to an alighting

passenger, made a report in writing, containing the names, ad-

dresses, and occupations of the passengers who were standing on

the back platform of the car and saw the plaintiflf get oflF, which

report also' contained the name and address of the plaiillifT, the

supreme court of Pennsylvania holds that, while testifying, the

conductor should have been allowed to refresh his memory from

the report so made, and that the trial court erred in refusing to

permit him so lo do.

STREET RAILWAY NOT EMBRACED IN STATUTE NLAK-
ING CERTAIN JUDGMENTS AGAINST ANY RAILWAY.
SUPERIOR TO ANY MORTGAGE.

Daly Hank S: Trust Co. of Butte vs. Great Falls Street Railway

Co. (Mont.), 80 Pac. Rep. 252. .^pr. 4. 1905.

Section 707, division 5. compiled statutes of Montana of 1887,

which provides that ".\ judgment against any railway corporation

for any injury to persons or properly, or for material furnished,

or work or labor done upon any of the property of such corpora-

lion, shall be a lien within the county where recovered on the

property of such corporation, and such lien shall be prior and su-

perior to the lien of any mortgage or trust deed provided for in

this act," the supreme court of Montana holds, cannot be Jield to

embrace street railwavs.
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RUNNING THROUGH SWITCH—COURTS WILL TAKE
COGNIZANCE TH.\T CARS DO NOT RUN WITH EN-
TIRE SMOOTHNESS—NO PRESUMPTION OF NEGLI-
GENCE FROM INJURY ALONE.

State, to Use of Charles, vs. United Railways & Electric Co. (Md.),

60 All. Rep. 249. Mar. 22, igos-

There is nothing in itself unlawful or negligent, the court of

appeals of Maryland holds, in running a car through a switch in-

stead of continuing on the main track of a single-track railway.

It is a matter of common knowledge, of which the courts will

take cognizance, that street cars do not run with entire smoothness,

hnt are subject to occasional jars and undulations as Ihcy enter or

leave switches, or cross intersecting tracks, or encounter obstacles

or slight inequalities in the track.

The mere fact that a person is iTijurccl while a passenger on a

car does not of itself raise a presumption of negligence, in the ab-

sence of surrounding circumstances from which a legilimate in-

ference of negligence can be drawn.

RIDING ON PL.XTFORM OR GOING ON STEP BEFORE
STOriMXG OF CAR CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE.

Gaffney vs. I'nion Traction Co. (Pa.), 60 .\i\. Rep 488. Mar. 6.

1905.

.\ passenger was riding on the back platform of a street car,

though his own testimony showed that there was available room

inside. This in itself, the supreme court of Penn.sylvania says, was

negligence as a matter of law. But, further, as the car was ap-

proaching his destination, and he had told the conductor to stop, he

voluntarily put himself in a place of much greater danger by get-

ting down on the step while the car was still in motion, and he

was thrown off, as he said, by a sudden jerk. There was really

no sufficient evidence that the jerk of the car was due to negli-

gence of the company; but, even if it had been, the passenger's

own negligence, the court holds, would have barred his recovering

damages. How far a passenger on a street car may carry bis prep-

aration to alight when the car is approaching his destination, the

court says, depends so entirely on the exact circumstances that a

discussion would be useless in a case like this, where the facts put

him outside of any possible rule of justification.

AI'TEMPTING TO CROSS TRACKS ON UNUSED STREET
AT XIGHT CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE.

Kalberg vs. Seattle Electric Co. (Wash.), 79 Pac. Rep. itoi. Mar.

24, 1905.

The plaintiff, who bad just alighted from a car, tripped on a rail

and was injured in attempting to cross the tracks diagonally on a

dark night. The tracks were so constructed that the ends of the

ties on each side thereof were exposed, and above the surface of

the ground. The point where the plaintiff attempted to cross the

tracks was not a public crossing. No part of the street on the side

of the platform on which she alighted toward her house had ever

been used as a street or public thoroughfare, except by the street

car company for its own cars. The street was in its natural state.

ungraded, unimproved, and unused. The plaintiff was familiar with

all of the surroundings, and the condition of the tracks, and the

danger of attempting to cross them at that place in the dark. She

also knew that there was another way, but a trifle further, by which

she could have avoided the obstruction. In endeavoring to cross

these tracks at that place in the dark under these circumstances,

the supreme court of Washington holds that she must be held to

have been guilty of contributory negligence.

CONDUCTOR ON SINGLE TRACK RAILWAY TO LOOK
FOR PASSENGERS ON BOTH SIDES.

Redington vs. Harrisburg Traction Co. (Pa.), 69 .'\tl. Rep. 305.

Feb. 20, 1905.

.\ car open to receive passengers from both sides, on a single

track railway, having been stopped at a street crossing to allow

a passenger, who had signaled, to get on, the supreme court of

Pennsylvania holds that the conductor was bound to look for the

entry of passengers from both sides before signaling to the motor-

man to go ahead. It .says that it was bis duty to have seen a

pas.scnger who attempted to board the car on the other side from

that of the passenger first mentioned. The company had invited

her to enter from the other side of the car, so that it could not be

said that she was entering from the wrong side, or from a place

where the conductor had no reason to expect a passenger to be.

If this had been a double-track road, where passengers were uni-

versally expected to get on and off at the right-hand side of the

platform, the conductor might have been excused for presuming

that passengers would enter from one side only. But under the cir-

cumstances he was bound to look for the entry of pa.ssengers from

l-.oth sides." The car having been stopped at a street crossing,

where passengers were to be expected to get on, it was the duty

of the conductor to give sufficient time to all persons who might

wish to enter the car to do so in safety. He had no more right

to imperil the safety of an intending passenger upon one side of the

car than n|Min tlie nllur.

\ m.idh ^• OF purchase by company of shares of
ITS capital stock, and of note GIVEN THERE-
FOR.

Leonard vs. Draper (Mass.). 73 N. E. Rep. 644. Mar. 3. 1905.

.\ note, executed in the name of a street railway corporation,

was given for capital stock of the corporation, which its officers

thought it desirable to have the corporation buy. It was suggested

that the purchase of shares of its capital stock by a street railway

company was illegal, and that therefore a note given in payment

for such stock was void. But the supreme judicial court of Mas-

sachusetts says that it was referred to no authority in support of

this proposition. Such a purchase was not a reduction of the

capital stock, within the meaning of the Revised Laws, chapter 112,

sec. 22, for the stock was kept in existence, ready to be sold and

transferred to another party. The prohibition of ownership by a

street railway company contained in Rev. Laws, c. 112, sec. 26, re-

lates to stock in another company, and not to the purchase of its

own stock. The right of corporations to purchase their own stock,

unless forbidden by statute, has been recognized. The court dis-

covers no element of illegality in the note. Nor does it see any

reason to doubt that it was given for a valuable consideration.

It was given for stock which was delivered in exchange for the

note. The stock was property, and it was then supposed to be of

value. The mere fact that subsequently it proved to be worthless

did not affect the validity of the note.

RIGHT OF PASSENGER ORDERED OUT OF CAR TO AS-

SUME TH.AT RUNNING BOARD HAS BEEN LOW-
ERED.

La Clair vs. New York City Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.). 92 N. Y.

Snpp. 837. Mar. 21. 1905.

A passenger on a car had with her two small children—one a

baby in arms, and the other a boy whom she led. The car was an

open car, and before it reached its stopping place the conductor

lowered the rail on the right side, and raised the rail on the left.

When the car reached its destination it stopped, and the conductor

cried, '".AH out!" This passenger, who was occupying a seat in

about the middle of the car, arose, and. placing the baby on her

left arm, and leading the boy with her right hand, proceeded to

the edge of the car. She placed the boy on the seat, and, while

holding the baby on her left arm, stepped fom the car. The run-

ning board was up, and she fell to the street, and was injured. On
cross-examination she admitted that she did not look to see if the

running board was in place before she stepped and the trial court

dismissed the complaint on the ground that, as a matter of law,

she was guilty of contributory negligence. But the appellate term

of the supreme court of New York thinks that this was error. It

says that the woman had the right to assume that the conductor

would not order her out of the car until the step or running board

bad been properly adjusted for her to leave the car in safety, and

her failure to observe was not negligence, as a matter of law. The

circumstantes were significant and important. She was in the pres-

ence of the conductor, who was in duty bound to care for her, and

she had a right to assume that he would do his duty. The baby

was on her left arm, and the sight of the running board or step
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may liavf been ciil nlT, liad ^ln• Impki-il I" sit it, ami licr atloiitioii

may have lieeii divcrlcc] by care for (be safely of (be ebibb-en.

Wbetlier or ni)t she was herself iiegligeiil was a c|iieslioii r,f fact

which slicnilil have been siiliniitted to tlie jury for (leterimiialioii,

uiulcr all the facts and circumstances of the case.

LIMIT TO l.lAi;il.irY I'OR I'AVING-ASSb-.SSMI'.MS MOT
CONCLUSIVb: VVITIKJUT I'ROl'l'K XOTICi:.

City of Mobile vs. Mobile Light & Railway Co. (Ala.), .?« So. Rep.

127. Dec. 20, Kjo.).

Section 85, page 23<;-, of the .'\cts of .Alabama of r</)(ioi, pr..

vidcs for an estimation of the cost of paving, and an apportionment

thereof between those who may be liable. Hut the supreme court

of Alabama s,-iys Ib.it it cannot see how this section coiUemplates

the lixing id' the defendant's liability on an estimate wbicli in-

cludes tlir co^t (if iinpr. i\ enienls on parts of streets over which its

line does not rnii. 1 1 m.iy have cost more to improve one part than

.inollier. .And under 10 contention could the share of the defcnd-

;uU exceed what llu- cost of its area bears to the cost of improve-

ments on ihal part of the street over wdiich its line is laid.

Moreover, the court finds that the statute in question, both in

section 85 and section 91, imposes upon railways only the cost of

paving between the rails and 18 inches on each side thereof. The

writer of the opinion is unable to see how underground drainage

or sewerage can conn- within the bead of "Paving." The conrl,

however, does not prelent to bold in this case that paving does not

include curbing and certain kinds of drainage, or that the defendant

would not be liable for the preparation of the foundation for llu'

reception of the p.ivenunt. or for such curbing as might be deemed

necessary for drainage, ami which has been placed within that

territory between its rails id' wUhin 18 inches on either side there-

of, r.ut the court canrot conceive of any liability on the part of

this company, under the terms of the statute, for any cost that may

have been incurred by the city for curbing or drainage beyond llu-

confines of the defendant's territory.

.Section 87 requires notice to be given by publication in a ncws-

p.iper. and by mailing a notice to each abutting owner whose name

and address arc known. Section 91 provides that the assessment

and collection from the owner of railways shall be made and col-

lecteil "as herein provided for as to other property owners." The

court holds that an assessment cannot be conclusive in the absence

of the giving of the proper notice.

CONSTRUCTION OF STATUTE RICQCIRING SUBMIS-
SION OF ORDINANCE TO VOTE.

State vs. Connnon Council of City of Wauwautosa (Wis."). 102

N. 'W. Rep. S04. Mar. 14, 1905.

Section r of chapter 387, page 612, laws of Wisconsin fof igo.3,

provides that "no ordinance for granting cither a street railroad

* * * franchise, or for the extension of the life of any such ex-

isting franchise, shall be operative in any city" until "submitted to

a direct vote," as prescribed therein, if demanded. The supreme

court of 'Wisconsin says that this was manifestly intended to cover

two classes of cases—one where there is an original grant of such

franchise, and the other where there is the extension of the life

of an existing franchise and hence applies both to the original grant

of such franchise and to the extension of the life of an exist-

ing franchise. Obviously, an ordinance authorizing the extension

of an existing line and system of street railway in a city upon

streets or highways therein, with the term of such extension ex-

piring by the express terms thereof at the same time as the fran-

chise of which it is a part, is not the original grant of such fran-

chise. Nor is it the extension of the life of an existing franchise.

The last part of said section I, the supreme court says, expressly

declares that "if." as in the case at bar, "the term of such extension

expires at the same time as the franchise of which it is a part."

then "the provisions of the section" requiring "that the ordinance

be submitted to a direct vote," as therein prescribed, "shall not ap-

ply to the extension of any existing line or system upon any street

or highway." The life of a franchise only continues during the

period of its existence. The section contemplates the extension of

any existing line of street railway upon other streets and hi.gh-

ways without any extension of the life of an existing franchise.

In other words, the act contcmplalcs an cxlcnition of such sy^itcm

in space as well as time. Since the ordinance in question was not

the original grant of a franchise, nor the extension of the life of

an existing franchise, it is obvious that it did not come within Ihc

provision of the section requiring the submission of the same "to

a direct vote" as therein prescribe<l. On the contrary, thai or-

dinance merely extended the lines and system of street railroads

iheii existing in the city upon the other streets and highways of

that city, and hence came within the last clause of the section. In

other words, the lines and system of street railways existing in

the city wHien the ordinance was adopted were thereby extended to

other streets and highways as therein mentioned. Such is the

pl.iin me.ining of the statute in question.

I'OVVKK OF STATE WITH ASSENT OF COMPANY TO
CHANGE CONTRACT BETWEEN CITY AND COM-
I'ANV AS TO I'AVING.

City of Worcester vs. Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Co.

(U. S.), 25 S. C. Rep. .^27. Feb. 20, 1905.

The supreme court of the United States says that it has no doubt

that the legislature of the commonwealth, in the exercise of it?

general legislative power, could abrogate the provisions of the con-

tract between the city and the railroad company with the assent of

the latter, and provide another and a different method for the pav-

ing and repairing of the streets through which the tracks of the

railroad company were laid under the permit of their extended

location. It says that it seems plain to it that the asserted right

10 demand the continuance of the obligation to pave and repair the

streets, as contained in the orders or decrees of the board of alder-

men granting to the defendant the right to extend the locations

of its tracks on the conditions named, did not amount to property

held by the corporation, which the legislature was unable to touch,

either by way of limitation or extinguishment. If these restrictions

or conditions were to be regarded as a contract, it thinks the leg-

islature would have the same right to terminate it. with the con-

sent of the railroad company, that the city itself would have.

These restrictions and conditions were of 3 public nature, imposed

.'.s a means of collecting from the railroad company part, or pos-

sibly the whole, of the expenses of paving or repaving the streets

in which the tracks were laid, and that method of collection did

not become an absolute property right in favor of the city, as

against the right of the legislature to alter or abolish it. or sub-

stitute some other method with the consent of the company, even

though as to the company itself there might be a contract not al-

terable except with its consent. If the contrary contention of the

city were held valid, it would very largely diminish the right of

the legislature to deal with its creature in public matters, in a man-

ner which the legislature might regard as for the public welfare.

Nor does the court think there was any force in the contention

that the city had a proprietary right in the property of the rail-

road company, reserved to it under the original statute of incor-

poration which simply gave the city the right, during the con-

tinuance of the charter of the corporation, and after the expiration

of ten years from the opening of any part of the road for use. to

purchase all its franchises, property, rights, etc. That right was

not affected by the legislation in question, even assuming f which

the court does not for a moment intimate) that the act of 1898 in

question affected the right of the city to make the purchase under

the sections referred to.

NOT REQUIRED TO GIVE TRANSFERS AFTER ASSIGN-
MENT OF FRANCHISE.

Reynolds vs. Pacific Electric Railway Co. (Cal.>, 80 Pac. Rep. 77.

Feb. II. 1905.

The city of Los .\ngeles granted to one Kay? and his assigns a

franchise for the construction and operation of an electric street

railway over and along certain streets, and in particular over a

portion of Ninth street. Section 6 of the ordinance read: "Pro-

vided, further, that .said grantee and his assigns will issue to and

receive from the present line of street railway located on Mateo

street and Santa Fe avenue, and all other lines of street railway?

in said city operated by said grantee or his assigns, transfers good

for continuous single trips thereon in said city." Thereafter the
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Los Aiigek-N Railway Company aaiiiircd the Ninth street {raiicliisi-

by assignment, and, in turn, sold an<l transferred it tu the Pacific

Electric Railway Company.

The supreme court of California says that the plain and ob-

vious meaning of section 6 is that the person or corporation owning

and enjoying the franchise to operate cars upon East Ninth street

shall be bound to the performance of certain obligations by reason

of that ownership and enjoyment, and amongst these obligations is

the one that he shall give and receive transfers to the Ninth Street

line, and from the Ninth Street line from and to such other in-

tersecting lines of street cars as he may operate. It is a well-set-

tled rule that a grant, assignment, lease, or transfer of a franchise

such as this carries with it or imposes upon the grantee or assignee

all the duties and obligations which rested upon the original holder

of the franchise. It is the simple proposition that he who enjoys

the privileges shall snflfer the burdens. But, the court says, the

industry of counsel and the court's own independent investigation

failed to bring to light one case where it is held that the liabilities

and burdens remain when the full enjoyment of the franchise and

its privileges have been legally passed on to another.

The language of section 6 is clear and unmistakable that Kays,

the grantee of the franchise, and whoever else may hold it by as-

sigmncnt, shall fulfill the obligations in consideration of the bene-

fits. While the Los Angeles Railway Company was the assignee

of Kays, it admittedly fulfilled all obligations. When it transferred

the franchise by valid legal sale to the Pacific Electric Railway

Company, the Los .^ngeles Railway Company ceased to be the

assignee of the franchise, and tlie Pacific Electric Railway Com-

pany then became the assignee. The two corporations being in-

dependent, no right existed to c<inipcl an interchange of transfers

between them.

INJURY 10 PERSON ATTEMPTINC TO HOARD CAR IN-

SIDE OF BARN.

Kroegcr vs. Seattle Electric Co. (Wash.), 79 Pac. Rep. 11 15. Mar.

22, iyo5.

The first regular car to leave a car barn in the morning for a

certain point left it at 5:15 a. ni. .\ r.nmbcr of persons were in

the habit of going to the barn for the purpose of taking this car.

It would seem that from four to six persons, on an average, took

this car every morning. A majority of these were police officers,

who went off duty at 4 o'clock in the morning. The few civilians

who took the car were usually persons employed on the city streets

or elsewhere during the night. These people would reach the car

barn some time before the car was due to leave, and would enter

the barn and take their seats in the car, there to rest, read the

paper, or sleep, as they saw fit. No person other than employes was

invited into the barn, and none of those above-mentioned was for-

bidden to enter it. The plaintiff reached the barn one morning

when the car was almost ready to start, the front of the car be-

ing about even with the front of the barn, leaving the entrance at

the front of the car not to exceed from two to four feet distant

from the barn door. When all was in readiness, the motorman and

conductor gave the usual signals to start, the car moved forward.

the plaintiff attempted to enter through the front door or entrance

of the car, and was caught and crushed between the car and the

barn door.

The supreme court of Wa.shington says that it cannot think that

the limited use made of this barn by the few persons mentioned

at the times and under the circumstances stated had the effect to

transform this place from a car barn and workshop into a pas-

senger station or depot. There was nothing about the place to

mislead one, or to induce one to believe that the barn was a proper

place for passengers to enter cars for rest or for sleep. When a

majority of those persons entered the barn to take the car, the car

was standing on trestles over a pit, without a crew, and it would

be going entirely too far to hold that the company was a common
carrier of passengers in relation to a car so situated. All persons

who entered this barn to take cars did so between the hours of 5

and 6 o'clock in the morning. They adopted this practice for their

own comfort and convenience. .'\ll their surroundings indicated

to them clearly and fully the purpose for which the barn was con-

structed and used, and the dangers incident to taking the cars at

that place. Considering all these facts, and more especially the

class of persons who thus entered the barn in violation of the

rules of the company, even conceding such rules to have been un-

known to them, the court has no hesitancy in saying that the com-

pany was not a common carrier of passengers in this barn, and was

not responsible for injuries resulting to passengers from faulty

construction of the barn.

The plaintiff was either negligent in not discovering or observ-

ing the danger, or he was reckless in his attempt to avoid it, end

there seeins no room to doubt as a matter of law that he was

guilty of contributory negligence, and that such negligence was

the direct and proximate cause of his unfortunate accident. The

court should have so instructed the jury.

ITTLE 10 CONDITIONALLY FURNISHED R.MI.S,

TRl'CKS, MOTORS, AND MOTOR EQUIPMl-.NTS—
CONSTRUCTION OF REQUIREMENT AS TO MAKING
Ol'- ROLLING STOCK.

Lorain Sleel Co. vs. Norfolk & Bristol Street Railway Co. (Mass.),

7i N. E. 646. Mar. 3, 1905.

It was expressly provided by a contract lo furnish and equip a

street railway with rails, trucks, motors, and motor equipments, that

the materials made or supplied for this purpose should remain the

property of the vendor until payment therefor had been fully made.

This condition was not complied with, and, unless its performance

was waived, or the defendant had acquired a paramount title, the

supreme judicial court of Massachusetts says that the vendor, and

hence the plaintiff, to whose rights it had succeeded, could main-

tain replevin to recover the rails and other articles delivered, or

tort in the nature of trover for their conversion, even if the mort-

gagee, under whom the defendant claimed, was found to be a

purchaser for value, and without notice.

When the contract was entered into, and the rails delivered, it

was understood that they were to be used in the construction of a

track for the railway company, and the court holds, an assent to

such use by the vendor was implied from the very nature of the

undertaking. But by the laying of the rails as a part of the de-

fendant's track they did not lose their character of personality, and

become realty, by the fact of annexation, because the defendant's

predecessor had no land, or interest in land, of which they could

form a part.

.•\s to the trucks, motors, and motor equipments, it was insisted

that under chapter 326. page 355 of the Massachusetts statutes of

1894, they must he classed as "street railway rolling stock," a con-

ditional sale of which is not valid against a purchaser in good

faith, and without notice, unless shown by a written instrument

duly acknowledged and recorded in the office of the secretary of the

commonw-eallh. But the court says that if the language employed

is given its ordinary meaning, the rolling stock of street railways

means cars fully equipped for the transportation of passengers or

of freight, so far as they are permitted to transport merchandise.

The requirement that each car held by such a title shall be plainly

marked on each side with the name of the vendor, followed by the

word "owner," applies to the completed vehicle, and not to the

separate parts of trucks, motors, trolley pole, electric wiring, and

frame of the car of which the whole is composed. It is the car,

and not its component parts, that is meant. The purpose of the

statute is to afford protection to attaching creditors and purchasers

of the character described in the act, and to prevent them from

being misled to their injury by a debtor or vendor who has no title

to property of this description, though in its possession, and which

it apparently owns, but where the ownership at the time is actually

in another. Nor is this meaning changed by the use of the word

"equipment" in the title of the act.

.'\gain. the court says that, even if the amount originally due was

reduced by payments so that the remainder of the unpaid purchase

price was less than the market value Of the property converted, yet

the plaintiff had the general title, with the right to immediate pos-

session by reason of the failure of the defendant to comply with

the conditions of the contract. If such right of possession was

asserted, and the property retaken without suit, the vendee, under

a contract like this, w'ould have no cause of action to recover back

money already paid; and where such a claim cannot be directly

asserted, and is not actionable, it is not admissible in evidence either

by way of mitigation of damages or to avoid circuity of action.
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New York State Meeting.

li'uiillMiM'il from p.iiBi- Ills.)

lino Is Imiin ill liiilcl otliccs .iihI similar places. Tlu- i-ily liill boards

arc extensively used and the company employs an advertising man
whose duties incliulcs the gettiiiK and arranging of excursions.

Mr. Pardee descriljcd a folder issued by the Kocbester & East-

ern Rapid Railway Co. devoted to the description of this road and

its schedules toKcther with those of connecliuK lines. 'I'liis folder

consists of 28 pages including the covers. The cost for 25,000 such

fiiliKrs, designed for one season's use is $350, but by the insertion

of alien advertising the company receives $275 toward the orig-

inal cost of the folders.

The next paper was "Suitable Cars for City and .Suburban .Serv-

ice," by Mr. '1'. W. Wilson, general nian.imr International Rail-

way Co., of iiuffalo, which was read by the author.

In discussion, Mr. Root stated his belief that there is no sub-

stitute for the open car unless it is a convertible type. People do

not patronize the semi-convertible cars as willingly as the open

cars, but when waiting on a street corner will allow a closed car

to pass and board the following open car. lie did not believe that

one type of car was suitable for both summer and winter use on

Manhattan Island and illustrated this fact with statements con-

cerning the use of convertible cars on lines enjoying heavy traf-

lic.

The next paper " Tyiics of Inlernrbaii Cars," by Mr. J. N. Shan-

nahan. general superintendent, eleclric division of the Fonda, Johns-

town & Glovcrsvillc R. R., was read by the author.

As introductory to the discussion of this paiier, Mr. Cole reviewed

some tests made by students of Cornell University for the purpose

of determining the comparative operating costs of single and double-

truck cars.

Mr. J. K. Duffy stated that the Syracuse Rapid Transit Railway

Co. until five years ago had used a single-truck car with a 22-ft.

body, but since that time has been making use of a double-truck

car with a 33-ft. body and a capacity for seating 44 passengers.

This type of car has been found too large for the o\ttlying lines and

when fully loaded it is difficult for the conductor to collect the

large number of fares. The last order for cars to be used in the

city service specified a 28-ft. body, which size it is thought will be

satisfactory for operation on both the city and outlying lines.

Mr. D. F. Carver, of Rochester, favored the use of semi-converti-

ble cars with the windows raising into the roof. Fifty such cars

are now in use in Rochester and are of great advantage in time

of sudden rain storms, because of the short time required to con-

vert them to closed cars. The speaker believed that the manage-

ment should bid strongly for increased business as well as make

the operation costs low and therefore thought that safety and com-

fort to passengers favored a double-truck car.

Mr. W. E. Harrington favored for purely city service a singlc-

truck car, having an 8-ft. wheel base and a 22-ft. body, stating that

the larger double-truck cars required an increase in the power

station and equipment, and that this point is very often neglected

when arguing the relative merits of the two kinds of cars.

Mr. Fred Du Bois, Syracuse, was of the opinion that a double-

truck car is less expensive to maintain on account of its smoother

running and better tractive distribution, hence less spinning of

wheels and less bearing wear.

Mr. J. G. Baukat, Schenectady Railway Co., favored single-

truck cars with an 8-ft. wheel base for city use and cited the fact

that the maintenance of single-truck brake rigging was less than

that for double truck cars.

Mr. II. J. Clark, Auburn & Syracuse Electric R. R., descrilied

the country through which his line operates, stating that there

arc a number of grades and no tangents on the line over three

miles long and only two of such length. This company operates

cars weighing 34 tons of which 14 tons is in body. The length

over all is 50 ft. and 40 ft. over end posts. The width is 8 ft., 3

in., to which the con.struction was limited by the track centers in

Syracuse.

The cars have the monitor roof and the floor is 4 ft. above the

head of the track rail, thus permitting the inspection of the motors

and equipment from the outside car floor. The Westinghouse air

brakes arc used and each car is equipped with four Westinghouse

No. "6 motors. The first cars purchased had cane-covered seats,

but those cars recently built have been equipped with cane covered

seats ill the smoking coiiipartnieiit and plu'lli-covercd scats in the

main coniparlmeiit,

Mr. liankat described the ex|)erieiices and tests of the Schenec-

tady Railway Co., with hot water and electric heaters, slating that

this company formerly used electric heaters, Iml had substituted

the hot water heaters. It was the speaker's liclicf that a strong car

floor is the best investment in car building, lie descrilied a type of

car built for the Schenectady Railway Co., which has a 43-ft.

body and the tloor made rigid by the use of steel plates to which

arc riveted angles for the attaching of the Rcxir an<l for the attach-

ing of the posts.

Mr. Harrington was of the opinion that heavy cars arc not always

necessary for successful results. He described the chili car oper-

ated by his company over an ii-milc siirlnirban line. This car has a

33-ft body and weighs 33,000 lbs. It is equipped with four Westing-

house No. 56 motors.

On the conclusion of the discussion on this subject the conven-

tion adjourned until Wednesday nifirning, when the first paper

"Uniform .Standards of Examination of Railway Employes," by

Ur. F. H. Peck of Ulica, was read by the author.

In discussion, Mr. N. W. Holcn, of the Public Service Corpora-

tion of New Jersey, stated that this company has a superintendent

of employment, who is in entire charge of the examining and hir-

ing of all platform men, briefly describing the methofls followed.

(See St. Ry. Review, Oct. 20, 1904, page 836.) Special attention

is given to examining the eyes and cars.

Mr. D. Ryan, Syracuse Rapid Transit Railway Co., stated

that before forming any standards as to the eye examinations of

motormcn a difTerentation should be made between the require-

ments of high and low speed roads. The color tests should be

more stringent in examining prospective employes for interurlian

lines on which the speed is higlj and the track unprotected from the

sun. He believed that a slight deformity, such as the loss of a

finger or toe, sliould not rule against a candidate, but that the ex-

amination of the candidate's heart and lungs should lie a careful

one. There is always danger of a motorman dropping dead at a

critical time. He also held that an important part of an examin-

ation is the relative intelligence, and this can be gaged by the man-

ner in which a candidate fills in his application blank and answers

questions. Any claim agent would bear out this by stating the value

of intelligently written accident reports and their bearing upon

easy adjustment of damage claims.

Mr. E. S. Fassett, United Traction Co.. .Mbany, X. Y., staled that

the candidates for positions on his cars must show an eye test ot

not less than 10-15 3"d that a motorman must be able to show a

grip test of 75 lbs. in either hand.

On motion it was voted that a committee of five be apf>ointed 10

draw up standard blanks for the examination and re-examination

of employee.

In reply to an inquiry Or Peck stated that no motorman should

be employed whose eye sight needs correction and that a conductor

whose eye sight tests 20-30 should be satisfactory and glasses fitted

to make this correction. He suggested limiting the ages of ap-

plicants as from 20 to 35 years.

The best type of cars for city service was further discussed.

Mr. Fassett stated that the .Mbany city lines could handle th"*

crowds best with single truck cars not over 20 ft. long in the body

;

a conductor does better work on a short car and cannot well care

for more than 65 passengers.

Mr. R. E. Danforth, of the Rochester Railway Co., favored the

use of a short car for roads having short lines with a short haul

and a close headway. He described the cars used in Rochester and

in Buffalo. In Rochester are operated 40 to 50 single truck stand-

ard 28-ft. body cars with long platforms and wide doors. It is the

rule to use the front platform for unloading passengers at junction

points, loading the passengers by the rear platform at the same

time. Local conditions govern the choice of the equipment, but in

the northern cities two motors are not enough tor a double-truck

car on account of the snow, and four motors are advantageous on

account of the increased tractive effect. In Rochester local con-

ditions limited the width of the car liodies to 8 ft. and for this

reason closed cars have a longitudinal seat on one side for half the

car length with cross seats opposite : the other half of the car has

a similar arrangement, but with the order reversed and the longi-

tudinal seat thus on the opposite side of the car from that in th«

other half.
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.\t this lime question Xo. 20, n-garding the fire-proofing of cars

was discussed. The genera! opinion seemed to be that the Un-

derwriters' rules provided a safe wiring and that pipe conduits

should be used for all main leads. Mr. Baukat stated that the

Schenectady Railway Co. uses all flexible cable carried in pipes

underneath the car floor and that the openings at the ends of the

conduits are provided with water proof bushings to prevent chafing.

Mr. Calisch described the wiring for the cars which the Brill

company is building for the Chicago City Railway Co. These are

equipped with four 40-h. p. motors. From the trolley bases the

cables arc laid in conduits down the corner posts and through

fuses and circuit breakers in series. Three systems of conduits

arc provided imdcr the cars; two arc for the control wiring. Each

motor will be served from a special junction box.

Mr. W. J. Harvie stated that in the wiring of large express cars

owned by the Utica & Mohawk Valley Railway Co., the low pres-

sure wires are carried in iron pipes and the 500-volt wires in oak

molding have four slots. He questioned the superior value of iron

over wood for enclosing car wires and stated that in his belief

the wiring of a car need not be elaborate.

The next subject from the question box, which was discussed,

was No. 21, regarding the use of oil instead of grease for axle and

motor bearings. Mr. W. H. Collins stated that bearings in the

Incuiiie and Operating Expenses per Mile for

Klcctric Railways Members of the

New York State Association.

LU.Ml'lLtl) IIV H. M. BEARDSLEV, ELMIRA.

R. E. DANFORTH.
President New York State Association, 1905-6.

equipment of the Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville Railway Co.

have been run approximately 100,000 miles with no noticeable wear.

These cars are equipped with G. E. 73 motors, using oil in cups.

Mr. Baukat stated that the use of oil had lowered the lubrica-

tion cost on his road from $4,800 to $1,800 per year.

Mr. Du Bois described the roller bearing that is being given a

lest in Syracuse and has been run two years with no noticeable

wear. This bearing is oiled by means of a cup which has no pro-

vision for stopping the flow of oil while the car is not operating.

Mr. Danforth believed that the relative costs for the two methods

of lubrication were about the same, but that the use of oil increased

the life of the bearings two or three times ; further, that two grades

of oil should be used, one for summer and one for winter.

Mr. Collins considered that the use of oil efifects a saving of about

25 per cent in lubrication cost, increases the life of the bearings and

eliminates the "striping" of armatures on the pole. Oil cups should

be cleaned once a month.

.\ discussion regarding wheels next followed as outlined in ques-

tions Nos. 23 and 24. The speakers favored the use of steel tired

wheels and the rolled steel wheel for all service except that in the

cities. It was suggested that the diameter of new steel wheels be

increased to compensate for the wear and reduction by turning

so that no trouble would originate from below equipment rubbing

on the pavement after the wheel had been in use some time.

The Standard Rules' Committee reported that inquiry had re-

cently been made of the members of the association as to whether

they had adopted the rules which the state association adopted in

September, 1904, and if so whether they had followed the rules

exactly, or if they had modified them, whether these modifications

were in the nature of general rules or peculiar to the locality. Of

45 letters sent, 18 received replies. Ten companies have adopted

the rules making only such modifications as were necessary for the

special locality. Two roads have adopted the city rules but have

not adopted the rules for interurban service. Four of the roads

,. Income. l*'.xiR-nses,Cent!

COMTANV .,:|p OpcraMaindpeni c;en
tion. tenani'e. lion. cnil.

United Traction Co.. Albany S. 297,632 20.37 1.97 9.00 2.30
Auburn & Syracuse 904.S22 26.39 4.23 9.00 4.43
BInghamton Hy 1,210.622 19.76 2.01 7.28 1.B2
Brooklyn Heights R. R 53,891,975 25.24 3.23 9.24 2.56
Coney Is. & Brooklyn 0.391,140 25.72 2.79 10.60 3.26
Intpni.Uional Rv.. Buffalo 15.153,937 22.90 2.38 8.67 2.81
Rochester & Kastern 270.548 26.97 4.40 13.61 6.12
Cortland County Trai-tlon 218,871 21.65 4.00 8.12 2.3l
Elmira Water, Light & R. R... 1,206,965 16.08 3.64 7.17 1.18
Citizens B. 1>. & P. Co., FishkiU 179.982 24,94 6.01 8.60 2.15
Dunkirk & Fredoniu 122,935 34.38 4.97 17.06 2.50
Buffalo, Gardcnville & Ebenezer 97,614 14.35 3.82 7.49 .72
Hudson Valley Ry 2,265,130 20.54 4.26 S.C2 3.07
Hornellsville Klee. Ry ;.. 181,440 8.74 2.38 5.42 .83

Ithaca Street Ry 375.492 23.34 2.32 11.77 2.84
Kingston Consolidated R. R 493,599 24.93 3.40 8.36 2.96
Elmira & Seneca Lake 201,721 19.46 4.88 9.86 3.41
Orange County Traction 528,392 21.34 4.14 8.30 3.93
New york City Ry 45,383,254 33.35 3.17 10.67 3.70
Ogdensburg Street Ry 314,160 S.87 1.50 4.79 1.06
Oneida Ry 147,340 8.42 1.17 7.16 1.16
Oneonta. Cooperstown & Rich-

fleld Springs 574,360 13.53 3.96 8.61 2.46
Peeksklll L. & R. Co 293,398 17.05 1.38 7.78 2.62
Plattsburg Traction 132,573 16.84 1.46 5.75 2.74
New York & Stamford 764,196 15.92 1.28 G.92 3.01
Poughkeepsie City & Wap-

plngers Falls 464,781 21.17 3.98 9.91 2.30
Rochester Ry 6,138,030 24.23 2.65 9.27 1.94

Schenectady Ry 2,755,036 23.96 3. 03 10.19 4.20
Syracuse. Lakeside & Bald-
winsville 226,967 22.46 3.10 6.93 2.94

Syracuse Rapid Transit 3,869,887 21.66 2.52 7.57 2.68
Syracuse & Suburban 438.492 19.05 2.69 5.69 3.66
Utica & Mohawk Vallev 3,394.271 21.30 2.67 9.37 2.68

Tolnl

13.27
17.66
10.81
16.03
16.71
13.86
24.13
14.44
11.99
16.76
24.63
12.03
16.65
8.63

16.93
14.72
18.16
16.37
17.64
7.35
9.49

16.02
11.68
9.94

11.21

16.19
13.86
18.02

12.97
12.67
11.84
14.62

have not yet adopted the Standard Rules, but two of them wrote

that they intended to within the next year. Three of the interurban

roads have adopted the Standard Steam Railroad Rules.

These replies seem to indicate that the rules adopted for the city

service are being generally accepted. The rules for interurban serv-

ice, however, seem to need further modification, and the committee

suggested that changes should be made in the interurban rules to

bring them nearer to the Standard Rules of the steam railroads.

On motion the report was accepted.

The nominating committee submitted for the approval of the

delegates the following list of officers for the coming year. On mo-

tion this report was accepted, and the secretary instructed to cast

the ballot for these officers: President, R. E. Danforth, Rochester;

First Vice-President, B. B. Nostrand, jr., Peekskill ; Second Vice-

President, J. H. Pardee. Canandaigua ; Secretary, C. B. Fairchild,

jr.. New York; Treasurer, W. W. Cole, Elmira ; Executive Com-

mittee, E. F. Peck, Schenectady : J. H. Shannahan, Gloversville

;

T. W. Wilson. Buffalo; Oren Root, jr.. New York. It was voted

that the president and vice-president be made members of this com-

mittee.

The executive committee was instructed to fix the place of the

next meeting.

Mr. A. L. Judson, accountant for the New York Board of Rail- .

road Commission, made a brief address urging that electric railway

accounts be made to conform to those of steam roads.

The executive committee was on motion charged with the duty

of considering what action should be taken looking to a revision

of the railroad laws of the state.

The convention then adjourned, after passing resolutions thank-

ing President Allen, and the Hudson Valley Railway Co.

The Chicago & Joliet Electric Railway Co. has recently placed

on sale a round-trip ticket, good for the round-trip from Joliet to

Chicago and return via Aurora. The other roads that are party

to this ticket are the Chicago City Railway Co., the Aurora, Elgin

& Chicago Electric Railroad Co. and the Joliet, Plainfield & Aurora

R. R. Co. The ticket consists of four coupons, i;4x2j4 in.; the

first coupon is blue and is detached for the fare Joliet to Chicago;

the other coupons are white with one, two and three blue bars

respectively and are for the fares on the city line, from Chicago to

Aurora, and Aurora to Joliet. The ticket for the reverse trip

starting from Chicago has but three coupons and is pink. The

fare for the round-trip is $1.25.
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Suitable Cars for City and Suburban Service.* r.<ii.ire.l U,r Ihc train. The movement ol cars in trains also min-

BY T. w. WII.SIJN, c;HNERAL MANAGEH INTERNATICINAI, KAII.WAY CO.

No Miljjcct coiiinjclfil with the business of electric railroading

presents siicli iiii interesting topic fur discussion and investigation,

and upon which there is such a diversity of opinion, as that of

"Suitable Cars for City and Suhurl)an Service." Every city and

every system has an equipment to which it points with pride and

calls its slandaril, .iiul very rarely do any two standards agree.

This is, of course, justified, to some extent, by the fact that local

conditions of climate or franchise must govern, but too often docs

the personal equalion of the management have the deciding vote.

It duos seem, however, that, in view of the experience of the last

20 years, we should be able to approximate snuie general standard

to which we could work as nearly as may be.

On inspecting the cars in use in the various localities, one is im-

pressed by the fact that the general tren<l is towards a larger and

more commodious car. In interurban trnflic we seem to be approach-

ing very nearly to steam railroad practice, and very rightly, too,

as the conditions existing on a modern, up-to-date interurban line

are very similar to those on a steam road. By comparing the aver-

age dimensions, it will be seen that while an interurban electric

car averages 40 ft. over corner posts, the steam coach averages

about 60 ft. ; that while the length over buffers of the trolley car

averages about 50 ft., the steam passenger coach goes to 70 ft., and

that while the weight of the interurban car body averages about 30,-

000 lb., the steam passenger coach will average about 40,000 lb.

These increases in the weights and lengths of interurban cars have

all been gradual but sure, and the reasons for them may be sum-

marized as follows

:

First, it must be kept in mind that the chief business of an inter-

urban electric road is to compete with the steam roads. Up to a

few years ago the suburban traffic was. entirely handled by the latter

and the people have become accustomed to the wide seats and com-

modious quarters of those roads. In order to divert the traffic to

the trolley lines it is necessary to furnish as many of these con-

veniences as possible, added to which are the natural advantage of

electricity over steam, such as the freedom from sinoke and dirt,

the transfer privilege and frequency of service.

In order to make a paying proposition out of an interurban line

it is absolutely necessary that everyone shall be provided with a

seat, except in cases of emergency; therefore, the larger the car

the more it will earn per mile and per hour. The limits of size

will be largely at the mercy of local conditions.

In 1895, when the Buffalo & Niagara Falls line was tirst equipped,

a car was adopted having a 28 ft. body, with a length over all of

37 ft. 6 in., a width over all of 8 ft. 3^ in., and a seating capacity

of 40 persons. In 1898, when the Buffalo & Lockport line was built,

the body was increased to 31 ft. 8 in., the length over all to 42 ft.

8 in., the width over all to 8 ft. 41/2 in., and the seating capacity to

44 persons. Last year in the new interurban car for Buffalo the

length of the body was still further increased to 34 ft., the length

over all to 44 ft, 6 in., the width over all to 8 ft. 6 in., and the

seating capacity to 48 persons. This latter type is the maximum
which it is safe to operate over the Buffalo bridges. If we had

been entirely unhampered by local conditions we would have prob-

ably made the car one window longer and 6 in. wider, with an added
seating capacity of eight persons ; in other words, 56 instead of 48.

This would have made the car about 50 ft. long over all, and about

c) ft. wide.

Another reason for the increase in weight and length of the in-

terurban car is the question of safety. In order to compete suc-

cessfully with steam roads (and that is surely the object of all

interurban properties), it is necessary to operate the cars at 45 or

50 miles an hour. In order to do this safely, heavy M. C. B. trucks,

powcrfid motors, and strong bodies are necessary, and all of these

factors tend to increase the dimensions.

When there is heavy traffic from one thickly populated city or

towit to another, and one car will not carry the people, then the

multiple control, or the trailer service, becomes advisable. In Buf-

falo, it was found that a three-car train, composed of two multiple

control motor cars and one trailer, gave the best results. Economy
in wages is evident, only one motorman and three conductors being

•Read before the Street Railway Assoelaiion of the State of New
York. Lake George. June, 1905.

imizcs the danger of collision, in that, instead of having three sepa-

rate units under three separate controls and sets of orders there

is but one unit and one set of orders. This method of operation

is especially valuable on single track road with sidings, where the

liability of accident is directly proportioned to the number of sec-

tions. It may be possible that eventually it will be advisable to

operate a four-car train, though it would seem that this would be

a little too unwieldy for the run in the city. On the Buflfalo &
Niagara Falls line, on the other hand, it is not practicable to oper-

ate three-car trains, primarily because the line is full of curves and

grades, necessitating the constant slowing down of the car and the

subsequent building up of speed, and it would be impossible to

make the schedule run except with a single car. BuflTalo experi-

mented last year with a 44^^ fl. trailer behind the same length

motor car on this division, and found that the service was too much

for the motors.

In summing up the interurban situation, it would seem that 60 ft.

is about the limit of the length over all of cars which are operated

on an interurban line with city terminals. Where the line is en-

tirely on private right of way there is no reasrjn why the cars can-

not more closely approximate steam practice. As the steam roads

have had years of experience, there is no reason why we should not

avail ourselves of that experience.

Turning now to the subject of city service, we are confronted

with different conditions in different cities which require many

varieties of equipment ranging from the small motor and trailer

car of Washington to the commodious 46-ft. cars of .St. Louis and

Chicago. The local conditions must be considered lx.-fore criticis-

ing the equipment of any city. In Washington they have two small

open cars, one a motor and one a trailer, the whole train being

handled by one motorman and one conductor. The climate is so

mild that portions of these open cars are run all the year 'round.

The carrying capacity of these two cars is about 80 people seated,

and when it is considered that the weight of the motor car is

only 17,000 lb., and the weight of the trailer car 7,000 lb., it will

be seen at once that for this service this system is probably as

economical as could be devised, both in the consumption of power

and in the wages of trainmen. An interesting fact in connection

with this service is that they have fewer accidents with one con-

ductor handling the two cars than they formerly had with two.

The trailer service, however, as a general rule (except in very

large cities), is only economical and advisable for travel during

rush hours and handling crowds from amusement parks, baseball

games, etc. As an all-day proposition, in cities with moderate

travel, it is hard to fill two cars unless the schedule is arranged

to fill the cars rather than to give adequate service to the public.

If the motor car is a closed car and the trailer an open car, as is

the case in Buffalo, the people naturally take the open car, and

the closed motors run practically empty in summer. For the han-

dling of crowds Buffalo has found the trailers invaluable, as at least

three trailers, and sometimes four, can be attached to a motor car.

thus giving a total capacity of 250 persons to the five-car train.

The motor and trailer cars, of course, are equipped with air brakes

and controlled entirely by one motorman from the front car, with a

conductor on each car. The economy of this method of handling

crowds in trainmen's wages and power consumed is obvious.

During the past year Buffalo has been operating closed trailers

as "smokers" during the winter, and open smoking trailers during

the summer, but, as stated above, except in rush hours it is hard to

comfortably fill the train.

In answer to the query as to what is a suitable car for the city

service, it seems that first and foremost the car should be designed

for both summer and winter conditions. It is not economical to

carry a long line of open cars which have to be jacked up in the

fall and stored away for six or seven months without earning a

dollar, and the same is true of the closed cars which are stored

during the summer. This fact is becoming generally recognized

among street railway managers, and has caused the development

of the convertible and the semi-convertible t>T)es. During the past

year, hundreds of these cars of both types have 6een built and are

now in successful operation. As to the meaning of the terms "con-

vertible" and "semi-convertible." it may be said that the former is

a car which during the summer time is entirely open, with either

a running board on the sice or an aisle in the center, or both, and

in the winter time is a closed car ; while the latter is simply a closed
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car with cross seals and large windows, the bottom sill of the win-

dow averaging about 25 in. from the flo<ir. and the sash disappearing

into roof pockets. For mild climates a full convertible car is most

appropriate, while for cities such as Buffalo. Detroit and Chicago

the semi-convertible car is preferable. Cleveland experimented

with the full convertible type last year, and during the summer was
delighted with them; but when the cold weather came on it was
found almost impossible to keep the cars warm.
The following is submitted as our idea of the best car for service

in northern cities : First, the car should be a semi-convertible one

with a width the maximum that track centers and clearances will

allow, and the length of body averaging about 30 ft. The opening?

into the body of the car should be as wide as possible with double

sliding doors. Tlie platform should be at least 6 ft. in length, to

allow two persons to enter or leave the car at the same time, and

also to accommodate a large number of standing passengers. The
car may be either a double or single ender, but for Buffalo service

it is necessary to operate the car from either end, and even where

the car is normally operated from one end only, it would seem to

be poor economy not to install an emergency controller at the

other end. A platform similar to the Detroit platform, but without

the railing dividing it into two compartments is suggested ; instead

of this railing an upright rod on both sides of the platform might

be preferable. In arranging the seats, those near the door should

be longitudinal, in order to allow more standing room, while those

in the center of the car can be transverse, in order to encourage the

people to ride and also for the reason that standing room is not so

valuable in this portion of the car. With a 30-ft. body it would

lie possible to get seven cross seats on each side, or a seating capac-

ity of 28 people, and this, together with four on each of the longi-

tudinal seats, would make the total seating capacity of the car 44.

with plenty of standing room at rush hours. This seems to be the

average seating capacity of the latest types of cars in American

cities, as will be seen by examining the following table:

One of the classes of accidents which is most prevalent in electric

railway service today is that of falling on or off the car. In order

to minimize this class, we suggest the adoption of swinging gates

similar to those now in use in Minneapolis. These gates should

be placed on the right-hand side of the rear platform and should

be operated by the niotorman by means of a lever. It does not

seem that the gate would be needed or advisable for the front plat^

form, as the niotorman can watch the entering and exit of pas-

sengers at his platform very readily. Having equipped the car with

this gate and having installed a mirror, by means of which the

motorman can see everything that occurs at the rear step, the

starting of the car can then devolve upon the motorman, who, after

glancing at his front step and seeing in his mirror that the rear

step is clear, can then close his rear gates, give two taps with the

gong as a signal to the conductor that all is clear and then start

his car upon two bells from the conductor. This will leave the

latter free to devote his time to the collection of fares and the

stopping of the car upon signal from the passengers.

The car as above described is a practicable proposition and should

be well liked by the public. The cross seat arrangement will

afford all the delights and conveniences of an open car without any

of the dangers on account of running board. In case of sudden

change in the weather, such as a thunder storm, the conductor can,

within a very few minutes, convert the car into a closed one. With

the gate, as above described, it may be possible to educate the pub-

lic to enter by the front platform and leave by the rear, which will

very greatly facilitate the loading and unloading of the car and

decrease the number of accidents. The wide platforms will ac-

commodate smokers both front and rear, and smoking is something

that will have to be provided for.

The equipment of this car should be four motors of a type suffi-

ciently powerful to pull three or four trailers, if necessary, and

with a truck which will be most suitable for all year service.

In conclusion, it may be said that in recent years the traveling

Latest Standards of Electric Cars in American Cities.

Place
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(Contrasts Hetween (Company aiid iMunicipal

Ownership and iVlana(;cincnt of Public

Utilities/

BY H. W. BI-AKE.

Four Rcncral pliins, with many variatimis in tlu'ir ilctails, liavi-

been a(l(i|)(c(l llu' world over for llir inlroiliuiion ami inaitUcnaiicr

of pnlilic utilities.

1. Govcninicntal or mimicipal owin-rsliip ami operation.

2. Govcnimcntal or municipal owiuTsliip, with |)rivali' operation,

3. Perpetual eonce.ssions of fraueliises to private companies or

individuals.

.4. Concessions to private companies or individuals, linu'ted to a

term of years, at the expiration of which the property is usually

taken over by the government or nnmicipality, sometimes on a

favorable basis to the concessionaire, sometimes on a basis of virtual

confiscation of the tangible property.

While there is a superfluity of literature in existence on the

subject, and while reports of nuniicipally owned public utilities are

available from Great Britain and elsewhere in Europe, this material

is of little value in forming conchisions here, either as to the

actual net results that have been accomplished from municipal

ownership and management in Europe, or on the feasibility of in-

troducing the system here to advantage. To permit of proper com-

parisons being made and correct conclusions reached, two most

important things must be done

:

The account of those European municipalities which have made
the most favorable sliowing for their reproductive undertakings

(so-called) should be rearranged by expert American accountants

in accordance with standard American practice, to the end that

definite comparisons may be made with results obtaincii in this

country by public utility companies.

A definite setting forth of differences in conditions between

Europe and America should be made, showing those of every name
or nature whicli have either a direct or indirect bearing on public

utility service, such as suffrage, tenure of office, municipal methods,

density of population, rates of wages, character of population, its

use of public utilities, service rendered, etc.

With this material available and properly presented, it would

be easy for the American public to form opinions and act in accord-

ance with the best interests.

If our present system of caring for public utilities is wrong, the

sooner such a situation is realized the better ; if it is right, every

good citizen should be placed in a position to conscientiously up-

hold it. In demonstrating the truth, the responsibility for ascertain-

ing and promulgating it may rest upon you and your kindred asso-

ciations.

Returning to the definition given early in this paper, as to the

general methods adopted throughout the world for the creation

and maintenance of public utilities, certain facts should be stated

which have seemingly been demonstrated by experience everywhere.

The best of service for the present cannot be had, unless the

future is anticipated, so far as financial investments are concerned.

These necessary investments cannot and will not be made unless

there is a permanent franchise for the investor, or its equivalent

in the form of an agreement to take his investment olf his hands

at a stipulated time, for its value. Franchises for public utilities

which are limited as to time, without provision for the purchase

of the property involved at its full value, always and naturally mean
poor service in the later years of the existence of the franchise.

These facts should be constantly borne in mind on considering

British tramway conditions of the past and present, and in con-

trasting them with similar conditions here.

British tramway companies have, and have had, very limited

franchises. Britain is a country where the theory of vested rights,

and due compensation therefor, has been carried to the furthest

degree on everything excepting tramways. A few years since Brit-

ish oviners were awakened with a shock to a realization of the fact

that, in addition to the severe restrictions under which they had

labored, at the expiration of the franchises they were at tl>e mercy

of the respective municipalities where their properties were located

•Extracts from a paper before the Street Railway Association
of tl>e State of New York. June, 1905.

in regard to their disposal, and that values which they had created

were to be practically ignored. What but pofir service and neglect

of repairs and mainlcnaiice could result on a prop<Tty whose fran-

chise had nearly expirerl? At the expiration of the franchise the

nnmicipality slippeil in, with the ctjuivalcnt of an exclusive perpetual

franchise, taking the existing properly, or so much as it wished,

at a nominal valuation; with its municipal credit available to raise

capital so far as Parliament approved, with the results of a tax

to make good deficiencies, with very few restrictions, and with the

experience of America in electric traction, which had cost us here

hundreds of millions of dollars to develop, as a guide in the con

struction of an up-to-date street railway system.

Under these conditions, it is not strange that municipal owner-

ship and management of street railways in Great Britain is able to

make a somewhat favorable showing as contrasted with company

ownership and management there in the past. What American

street railway management could nut have accomplished wonders

under like conditions?

While the municipalities of the United Kingdom enjoy exclusive

perpetual franchises, and the other advantages recited for conduct-

ing a successful street railway business, with few exceptions they

arc prohibited from constructing lines beyond their municipal

boundaries. In consequence, the es.sential is lacking for construct-

ing systems radiating out through the surrounding districts, and

thus affording the public the facilities and services which it re-

quires and which would tend to redistribute the population, as has

been done about every American city. With very few exceptions,

the British municipalities have opposed the construction of sub-

urban and interurban lines to connect with their municipal street

railway systems, and in only two or three cases in the entire United

Kingdom have trackage rights for such systems been granted over

municipal lines, or have they been permitted to enter municipalities

where the tramways were under municipal control.

Not only has the great essential to a most important public utility,

i. e., the best possible service, been prevented, but in the method

of adjusting fares the fact has apparently been lost sight of that one

of the greatest advantages which can arise to a community from its

street railway system, is in encouraging its poorer classes to reside

in its suburbs under more healthful conditions than is possible in

crowded tenements within the city; because, while charging lower

fares for shorter distances than the universal American fare, for

greater distances the British rate is higher than in this country, and

no transfers are given in Great Britain.

The accompanying maps, all of which have been reproduced to

the same scale, give a better idea than any figures of the small size

of a number of the principal European systems as compared with

those of American cities of the same population. The maps of

the American cities do not represent, of course, the entire extent

of the interurban lines, because in the case of Boston and Mil-

waukee the interurban connecting lines extend beyond the confines

of the state, and in the case of Buffalo far beyond the limits of

the map. They show, however, that the American policy of a 5-cent

fare encourages the development of the suburbs, while the European

policy of a zone system of fares congests the population into tene-

ment districts. The population figures given under the several maps
are those of the igoo census for the American cities, and for 1901

in the case of the British cities.

So far as the British municipal tramways arc concerned, it is

safe to say that an American syndicate could be organized which

would give each and all British municipalities a better service than

they now have, providing the syndicate were simply permitted to

enjoy the same franchise privileges, and this without calling for a

dollar of public funds to accomplish such results. It would seem.

therefore, as if the one argument in favor of municipal ownership

of street railways would be the profit which the municipalities may
derive from operation. Let us glance at what the results have so

far been in this respect.

In 1904 there was invested in all the tramways, municipal and

company, of the United Kingdom, practically $232,000,000, of which

about $140,000,000 was the direct investment of the municipalities.

Upon the above investment practically $1438.000 was directly paid

as taxes by the municipalties and tramway companies. Of this

presumably, however, about $790,000 was paid as national income

tax, leaving the amount paid for municipal taxation about $538,000.

To this should be added not over $150,000 paid as municipal taxes

by the holders of tramway companies" securitie- n'^i $1,035,000
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contributed to the respective public treasuries by municipal tr.Tiii

ways as earnings.

So the total financial benefits which British municipalities derived

as taxes from the operation of all street railways in Great Britain,

and in which their funds to the amount of $140,000,000 were in-

vested, was $1,723,000.

For the same fiscal year the street railways of the state of New
York paid directly as state and municipal taxes $2,656,233.74. Con-
sidering that the individual holders of street railway securities

issued in this state contributed as personal taxes thereon at the

low rate of three-fourths of i per cent on the face value of their

securities, they turned into our public treasuries $3,516,000. That

is. the total financial benefits which the people of the state of New
York have derived from street railway taxation for this year was

$6,172,233, and this without the investment of a dollar of public

fund in the properties.

KIcclric Railway System of Glas-
gow. (Pop. 735,90«)

The above facts toll their own story as regards facilities and

service afforded the public.

Now for a glimpse of results from operation, wliich may demon-

strate the comparative ability shown by British street railway man-

agers and those of the Empire Stale.

.As is well known, the rates of salaries and wages paid on British

nuniicipal tramways is not over one-half those paid in this state.

In the fiscal year of 1904 the tramways in Great Britain earned

from operation $40,690,000' in round figures : the operating expenses,

excluding taxes, were approximately $25,510,000. leaving net earn-

ings from operation $15,180,000; from which it will be seen that

the percentage of operating expenses to gross earnings was 62.7.

The street railways of New York earned from operation $51,964,-

744, and their operating expenses were $31,397,623, leaving net

earnings from operation $20,567,122, such operating expenses being

60.42 per cent of gross earnings from operation.
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ami in this stale, but it is safe to say that tlie average ride per

passenger in New York state is more than twice as long as in Great

Britain. Here the average fare paid per passenger for his longer

ride is 3.83 cents ; in Great Britain it is an average of 2.3 cents for

the shorter ride.

In view of what has been slated as regards comparative rates of

wages and accident accounts, it will be seen at a glance that the

passenger in New York state is receiving greater vaUic for the fare

which he pays than does the passenger in Great Britain. This

wotdd only be possible under our superior American nian.igcment,

which is best demonstrated by some comparisons un the innre im-

portant features of operating expense.

While fuel is cheap in Great Britain, and although light car.s are

used, the cost of tractive power, as it is officially designated there,

averages over 3.3 cents per car-mile. In New York state, with

much heavier cars and higher speeds, the expense averages about

2.42 cents.

This fact, of course, demonstrates that cither greater engineering

skill and business judgment have been displayed in constructing

power stations here than in Great Britain, or that they are much
more economically operated than in Great Britain, despite the lower

rate of wages prevailing there.

For traffic expense, as it is termed there, or operation of cars,

as it is designated by our railroad commissioners, the average ex-

pense in Great Britain is about 6.28 cents per car-mile. In this

state this average expense is approximately 7.35 cents, or a differ-

ence against us of 1.7 cents; but as approximately 70 per cent of

this particular expense in America is represented by wages, it is

seen at a glance how much more efficiently .American managers

utilize their high-priced transportation labor.

It is obvious that on the recently reconstructed tramway lines of

Great Britain present repairs and maintenance are less than they

will be a few years hence, and it is to be questioned if this has been

duly considered by their management.

The expenditures in 1904 for track, line and car repairs and

maintenance there were approximately $4,150,000. averaging $1,645

per mile of track and 2.26 cents per car-mile. In New York

state the total expenditure for similar repairs and maintenance was

$6,049,054, averaging $1,975 per mile of track and 3.03 cents per

car-mile.

In all probability we have not reached our maxinnmi expense for

repairs and maintenance. Naturally Great Britain must go through

this same experience, and as these expenses increase one of three

things must happen in Great Britain : either fares must be increased,

payments to sinking funds that have been created to pay indebtedness

incurred for tramway development cannot be made, or the deficits

paid out of public funds raised from taxation.

As to how serious the question of local indebtedness and conse-

quent taxation is at present in the United Kingdom, it should be

stated that the total local indebtedness at the present time is prac-

tically $1,800,000,000, an increase of about $1,000,000,000 in 30 years.

In England and Wales alone, from 1884 to 1900. the population

had increased but approximately 18 per cent; taxable valuation had

increased but 21 per cent; local indebtedness, however, had in-

creased about 78 per cent, and the rate of local taxation had in-

creased about 73 per cent. Over half the increase of local indebted-

ness has resulted from the embarkation of municipalities in what

is there known as municipal trading— i. e., purchase and operation

of public utilities and similar enterprises.

The present financial condition of certain British municipalities

on such matters is seemingly not unlike that which existed two or

three decades ago in the United States, where municipalities, coun-

ties and states pledged their credit to aid in the construction of

railroads and other similar enterprises, which eventually resulted

in financial disaster. It would not be strange if. in many instances,

time would show a like final result in Great Britain.

Do we here in America wish to profit by our past experience, or

return to one of the most unfortunate episodes in our local financial

history through a little different channel? At the same time, do

we wish also to add to the strength of local political machines by

transforming independent, self-respecting American workingmen

into an army of municipal einployes, which must follow the dicta-

tion of some local boss? This should not come unless there be

some great compensating advantage not yet apparent from European

experience with municipal ownership and management of public

utilties.

Manufacturei-.s at New York State (Convention.

Ilcywood Bros. & Wakefield Co., New York. Car scat of the

reversible type. Bertram Berry.

Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y. Exhibit of car

heaters, heating switclics, switchboard as manufactured for the

heating equipment of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit cars, models of

train line trailer connectors. This company announced that it sold

,30,676 heaters between Mar. i and June 24, 1905, Cornell S. I law-

ley, general sales agent; S. B. Keys, district manager.

Ham Sand Box Co., Troy, N. Y. Exhibit of sandcr for electric

motor cars. This company announces that it is now equipping the

work cars of the Boston & Worcester Ry. The type of box shown
has a capacity for one barrel of sand, using cither wet or dry, and

is designed to be placed under the platform. W. H. Kilbourn.

Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O. Exhibit of overhead materials and

electric railway fittings, together with samples of "all wire" bonds

and the Nicholls-I.intern track sander. N. M. Garland, manager

New York office; K. M. Campbell.

Wcstinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Represented by F. B. Erwin and Q. W. llershey.

Peerless Rubber Manufacturing Co., 16 Warren St., New York.

Exhibit of rubber matting, step treads, valve and other packings.

W, J. Courtney.

Hale & Kilbourn Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia and New York.

Exhibit of types of "Walkover" seats with grab handles. S. .\.

Walker.

National Brake Co., Inc., Buffalo, N. Y. Exhibit of Peacock

hand brake. In less than a year this brake his been fitted to cars

on 250 roads. Wm. D. Brewster, secretary; F. D. Miller.

Lorain Steel Co. Working exhibit showing the ease and speed

with which the hard steel center can be removed and replaced from

a 9-in. Lorain "Guarantee" frog. E. B. Entwisle, chief engineer;

H. F. A. Kleinschmidt, superintendent track welding department;

Randolph Clitz, New York office.

Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co., New York. Hoists and triplex

chain blocks. Wm. Hazleton.

Power Specialty Co., New York. Model showing the construc-

tion of the Foster patent superheater. E. H. Foster, vice-president.

Pennsylvania Steel Co and Maryland Steel Co. John C. Jay.

jr.

The Atlas Railway Supply Co.. Chicago. 111. Exhibit of sample

joints for standard sections and high girder rails adapted for sus-

pended or supported joints and the "Atlas"' special joint for obtain-

ing a smooth surface after the receiving rail is worn or dished. J.

G. McMichael, president.

Machado & Roller. New York. Sage direct-reading ohmmettr

and the Roller direct-reading bond tester; the latter is manufactured

by the Whitney Electrical Instrument Co. for which this firm is

general selling agent. Thos. F. KcKenna.

Goldschmidt Thermit Co., 43 Exchange Place. N. Y. This com-

pany made a practical demonstration of its method of cast-welding

rail joints and exhibited sample joints and the detailed parts of the

molds and tools. R. F. Kelker, jr., engineer.

Continuous Rail Joint Co. of America, Newark, N. J. Exhibit of

"Continuous" rail joints for standard practice, together with step

and insulated and other special types of joints. B. M. Barr, W. A.

Chapman.

Carnegie Steel Co., Pittsburg. Pa. Exhibit of portion of track

and ties showing this company's steel crosstie which has an I sec-

tion ; also the Duquesne rail joint as applied to A. S. C. E. standard

and other sections. N. M. Hench, Fred Deming. Fred Brunt.

Electric Storage Battery Co.. Philadelphia. The company's ex-

hibit comprised a complete cell type R-71 illustrating the details of

construction, also a complete battery and booster panel for the

control of a regulation batterj-. and several types of small cells in-

cluding a car lighting cell. F. L. Kellogg, R. C. Hull.

Harold P. Brown, New York. Exhibit of the Brown plastic plug

rail bond, the Brown plastic under fish plate rail bond and the latest

type of Brown bond, which is a combination of the amalgamated

and soldered types. Julius Alsberge.

Mayer & Englund Co.. Philadelphia. This company exhibited a

very complete assortment of overhead fittings, cash registers, car

fittings and the several types of its well known protected rail bonds.

H. E. Beach, New York representative.
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Dosscrt & Co., Xcw York, lilxliiljit of solderless electric connec-

tors for use with stranded conductor or solid wire. H. .\. Rristol.

O. M. Edwards Co., Syracuse, N. V. Exhibit of window fixtures,

vestibule platform, trap doors and models of sash fixtures and oper-

ating devices. O. M. Edwards, Geo. G. Norris.

The Schoen Steel Wheel Co., Pittsburg. Exhibits of .solid forged

and rolled steel wheels in the different stages of construction, from

the slab or raw material which is hydraulically forged into a wheel

and finished by rolling into standard M. C. B. or street railway

wheels. W. M. Johnson, vice-president; N. B. Trist.

Crouse-Hinds Co., New York. Working exhibit of "Imperial"

arc head lights and samples of guy anchors. Frank Budiannan, .-\.

F. Hills.

(ieneral Electric Co., Schenectady. Exhibit including G. F. 80, 40-

h. p. motor for railway use, air compressor governor, track bonds,

line material for ordinary trolley and for catenary construction,

armature coils in process of insulation, samples of mica and a

muto.scope, exhibiting moving pictures of an electric-steam train

race on the New York Central test track and other pictures of

moving cars on the Balston line. The company was represented by

r. Beran, manager New York office ; H. G. Grier, New York ; J. C.

Calisch, Buffalo; H. H. Crowell, Syracuse; W. Gibson Carey,

Schenectady; E. M. Kinney, Schenectady, and F. H. Gale.

Traction Equipment Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. Exhibit of rheostats,

illuminated car signs and sander marble. Chas. V. Rapelje.

Lord Electric Co., New York and Boston. Exhibit of Thomas

soldered rail bonds, and the American Ventilating Co., exhibiting

its patent car ventilators. Henry M. Shaw, general manager.

The Sterling- Meaker Co., Newark, N. J. Exhibit of registers,

conductors' punches and car fittings. George F. Willis, sales man-

ager.

The Root Track Scraper Co., which has been merged with the

Kalamazoo Railway Supply Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. Exhibit of the

Root spring track scraper and flanger, together with its hand wheel

connection for manipulating the scrapers from the platform. F. N.

Root, manager scraper department.

The Recording Fare Register Co. Exhibit of four styles of fare

registers and improved types of New Haven trolley wheels and de-

tachable harps. M. DeF. Yates, president; F. B. Kennedy, secre-

tary.

Curtain Supply Co., Chicago. Exhibit of models of Forsythe &

Burrows roller tipped fixtures for closed cars and cable fixtures

for open cars ; also the Keeler "Pinch Handle" and "Eccentric"

fixtures which are now owned and sold by the Curtain Supply Co.

;

also models of Keeler car curtains. A. L. Whipple, general sales

agent.

Tramway Progress in the United Kingdom.

The petition of the London Southern Tramways Co. for extend-

ing its lease 42 years and for power to electrify the existing horse

tramways from Norwood to Vauxhall and from Camberwell to

Brixton, has been rejected by the Parliamentary Committee.

The annual report of the London County Coimcil for its tram-

way system for the year ending March 31st shows receipts from

horse traction, £133,799: expenses, £134,328; deficit. £529. The

receipts from electric traction were £548.296, the expenses £365,497,

showing a surplus of £182,799. No less than 164,818,560 passen-

gers were carried, the number of car miles run were 14.081,397,

and the average fare per passenger, .97d. After meeting the debt

charges for the year, amounting to £136,963, and transferring

£35,000 to renewals reserve fund, a net surplus of £7,054 remained,

and was carried to appropriation account. The cost of electric

traction was 7.4gd per mile run, while that of horse traction amount-

ed to 10.23d.

Plans for constructing 17 miles of new tramways at an expendi-

ture of £403,876 have been adopted on the recommendation of the

Highways Committee. The lines will run from Camberwell Green

to Lordship Lane and the Crystal Palace Road, from Lordship Lane

to Forest Hill, from Grove Vale to Peckham. from New Cross

Road to Rushey Green, and from Greenwich to near the Black-

wall Tunnel.

The select committee of the Wellingborough House of Commons
has rejected the tram-roads and electricity supply bill promoted by

the British Electric Traction Co.

Application is being made lor a provisional order to construct

further lines in the Durham district, embracing Seaham Harbour,

New Seaham, and Murton Colliery, a very populous district.

The extension of the tramways from the termmus at East lioiir-

nemouth to Chnstchurch via Soinhbourne has been commenced by

J. G. White & Co., and it it expected that the first section of the

line will be completed in August.

Two plans are under the consideration of the Folkstone Corpora-

tion for ihe construction of tramways from the harbour through

Cherilon to Shornclitfc Camp and Hythe. The Traction & Power

Securities Co. proposes to construct lines with overhead trolley,

while the National Electric Construction Co. favors the Dolter sur-

face contact system, which, it will be remembered, is about to be in-

troduced at Torciuay. A strong objection to the trolley system is

being made by land owners and it is, therefore, not unlikely that

Folkstone will find it necessary to wait a little longer before it

gets its tramways.

The circular route from the H.-.rrow Road to Hastings via Sil-

ver Hill and Bohemia on the one side, and by way of Ore and

Mount Pleas inl on the other, is now well under way. The pav-

ing of Queen's Road with wood blocks is delaying the work ma-

terially, but it is hoped that the system will be in operation during

the summer.

The work of reconstructing the lines of the Uirminghani tram-

ways for electrical operation is making good progress, and the

electrified lines will shortly lie extended to Moseley and Bal-

sall Heath and Sparkbrook.

The Sunderland District Electric Tramways, I-td., have con-

tracted with the Durham Colliery Electric Power Co. to supply its

current at ^d per unit. This the tramway company considers

will effect a saving of J/^d per unit on the mininnuu cost if it had

to provide its own installation.

Mr. R. Birkett, A. I. E. E., of Burnley, has been appointed

tramways manager and electriciil engineer of the Southend-on-

Sea Corporation.

One of the latest additions to the tramway syslcni in the metro-

politan suburbs has been made at Wallhanistow, where ti miles

of single tracks have been opened between that point and Leyton,

Chingford, Woodford, and Tottenham. It is expected that this will

lead to a great deal of excursion traffic in Epping Forest, especially

during the summer.

Plans are under consideration for constructing a light railway

from Robertsbridge Station to Pevensey, connecting two railway

systems. The line would be about 15 miles in length. AH the par-

ishes through which the railway would pass, except three, have

declared in favor of the scheme.

The first year of electric traction at Leicester has resulted in an

immense increase of traffic. The cars have carried about 21 mil-

lion passengers during the 12 months, which is about double the

number formerly carried by the old horse cars. It may incidentally

be mentioned as a source of gratification to (he tramway manage-

ment that there has not been a single fatal accident on the whole

system.

The annual report of the Leeds Tramw'ays system for last year

shows a gross profit of £131.741. an increase of £5.195 over the pre-

vious year. The earnings per car-mile run were il.osd.

Peacock" Brakes in Canada.

'The National Brake Co.. manufacturer of the well known "Pea-

cock" brakes, has recently closed a contract with the Canada Brake

& Supply Co., of Toronto, which is the owner of the "Peacock"

brake patents for the Dominion of Canada, and which has been

manufacturing and supplying these brakes to the street car com-

panies in this territory, whereby the latter company will manufac-

ture and handle the Canadian business under the name of the Na-

tional Brake Co., with headquarters in Buffalo. Mr. E. C. Ruther-

ford, who has been the representative of the Canada Brake & Sup-

ply Co., has been retained by the National Brake Co. in a similar

capacity.

The Porlsniouth, Dover & York Street Ry. has recently published

a convenient folder, showing its time tables for the summer
schedule, on the inside of which is a map of the system,
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June Meeting, of thu Ohio Interurhan Kailway
Association,

'I'he June iiK-i-liiig of llic Ohio InU-nirli.ui Railway Association

was held ill llic assemhly hall of the Hotel breakers, Cedar I'oiiit,

Saiidiisky, (),, June 22nd, the nieeliiip heiiiK called to order ai io:,'50

a. 111. liy Vicc-l'rcsideiK Hickiiell. The niiiiiiles of the May nuetiiig

were read and adopted. hVnir new inciiihers were elected to the as-

sociation aiul a letter w:\> read expressing the regrets of I'resident

Spring at his inaliility to lie present at the last meeting of the sea-

son. Mr. A. A. llilloii. of llie (irill'ui Car Wiieel Co., Chicago, for-

warded a caleliy pciein vvliuli was read liy Secretary Coeii and thus

expressed his regrets at not being ahle to he present.

'llic subject for discussion was "Freight vs. l^xpress on I'.lectric

Roads." A paper was to have hecn presented by Mr. llarric P.

Clegg, of Dayton, on this subject, but iliic to his inabihty to be

present tlie subject was discussed in an informal way.

Mr. F. 1). Carpenter, of the Western Ohio Railway Co., opened

the discussion, taking the position that electric roads as now built

and operated are not properly ecpiippcd to handle heavy freight at

freight rates. The advantages which they enjoy over llieir steam

competitors are in a measure due to the fact that tliey operate

frequent trains with no layovers, passing through the center of the

cities served. If freight trains are operated passenger traffic must

be hindered not alone on account of the lack of room on the tracks

for the difTcrent classes of trains, but because very few roads have

generating eriuipment of sufficient capacity to furnish current for

the heavy freight locomotives. The question of handling package

express is a different one and does not oflfcr the disadvantages that

freight trains do. therefore the speaker was in favor of continuing

the express traffic.

Mr. I. L. Oppenheinier, general superintendent of the Ohio

River Electric Railway & Power Co., advocated the operation of

liolli freight and express trains, and described the situation on his

line. This road has 12 miles of track from Millport to Racine,

over which are transferred between 11:30 p. m. and 5 a. m. standard

freight cars in exchange with the Hocking Valley -railroad. For

hauling these trains this company uses a 17-ton locomotive equipped

with two G. E.-57 motors. The grades of the line are such that

this locomotive can handle two cars in a train without trouble or

can by "sandwiching" handle a train of four loaded freight cars.

This business may be classed on a switching and not a tonnage

basis. The electric company does not own any of the freight cars

transferred, but acts as a feeder for the Hocking Valley road which

furnishes all cars and initiates the business. There are eight sid-

ings along the electric road at which cars are loaded for foreign

sliiptncnt. For transferring these cars the electric company receives

from $2 to $5 per car, depending upon the distance of the siding

from the steam railroad connection. The longest haul is 8.5 miles,

for which a switching charge of $5 is made. The, time consumed in

making this run is 2 hours for the round trip of the locomotive

and two cars. On account of lighting business it is necessary for

the power house to be in operation 24 hours a day, so the cost of

current for the added night operation is thus partially lessened. It

was stated that the freight business is more profitable than the

passenger business and that during the month of January last the

freight earnings per car mile were 10.86 cents. This company is

planning to operate too coal cars of its own that will be inter-

changed with those of the Hocking Valley steam road. It also does

a package express business which is limited so as not to conflict

with the freight traffic. The ordinary charges for handling pack-

ages are from 10 to 25 cents for packages weighing less than 50 lb.,

depending directly upon the distance they are carried. The con-

ductors are provided with tags for marking this class of business

and receive and register the money accepted and also issue a receipt

to the shipper. For regular shippers, such as town merchants and

supply men, a special rate. of 10 cents per 100 lbs., with no con-

signment taken under 50 lbs., is offered to any point on the line.

The company files all records of the business of each Shipper, turn-

ing in a monthly bill to him.

Mr. Carpenter stated that in studying the question of heavy

freight operation, he has been advised by attorneys that if an elec-

tric road advertises itself as a freight carrier it must accept any

and all the freight oflfcred by intersecting lines. This he thought

would open the way for a steam coiTipetitor to swamp an electric

freight road by offering it too much freight.

.Mr Davis staled that in his observation about one-half of the

Ohio roads arc hanflling freight and a large numl>er of these (ind

it iirofitahle. lie cited the case of the Toledo & Indiana Railway

Co., which was bnill for >nch heavy irafTic, extending as it docs

Into an unoccupied territory and connecting with a belt line rail-

way at Toledo. Side tracks and loading switches have been built

for freight operation and at (he completion of the power house

equipment the company will bid strongly for an extensive freight

traffic. It has already handled orders for building malcrlal in large*

amount.s, one shipment being for Ifloo cars of brick. It was slated

that the average gross receipts received by this company for its

freight traffic varied between 80 and 120 cents per car mile.

Mr. Cocn slated that under ordinary circumstances the carload

traffic should be profitable. In 1889 Ihe old Toledo & Norwalk

line which is now a part of the I-ike Shore system, established a

package business for grocers and storekeepers. This had the ad-

vantage over Ihe "old line" express companies thai all packages

were delivered nifire quickly and directly from a car in front of

places of business. .At this time this traffic was handled by two

cars and during the 12 months the average gross earnings per car

mile were from 12 to 14 cents, from which should be dedncled all

operating expenses. In .September, 19OJ, Ihe freight traffic was dis-

continued and a package express business started. During May.

1905, the earnings had increased from 15 to 27.1 cents per car mile

over those of the previous year. These amounts are net except that

there must be deducted the cost for running the cars at approxi-

mately 10 cents per car mile. It was stated that the change from the

handling of freight to express has shown an advantage in the

receipts of from 10 to 12 cents per car mile operated, and in iQO.i

the electric package business on the I^ke Shore Electric system

earned $5,000, in contrast with the earnings for 1904, which were

$17,000.

Mr. J. R. Harrigan stated that the Columbus. Newark & Zanes-

villc Electric Railway Co. does not handle freight in carload lots,

but runs one express car for package business, this car making two

round trips each day and receiving all the business it can handle.

The rates charged are midway between tho.se of its steamlmat and

express company competitors. To do a heavy freight business and

exchange standard cars with intersecting steam roads it would be

necessary for this company to change all special work and increase

the radii of all curves. The speaker stated that the steam railroad

connection which his road has had was recently removed and that

he did not believe under present operating conditions that the

handling of heavy freight cars would be profitable on his line.

. Mr. Theodore Stebbins spoke of the freight and express condi-

tions on the .\ppleyard properties, saying that with the exception

of passenger returns approximately 10 per cent of the business

could be called express and 90 per cent freight traffic. This com-

pany gives practically no wagon delivery and charges a small

amount more than the competing express companies on the steam

lines. There is practically no wagon or terminal expense except a

slight amount for clerks and the men who load and unload the

goods. The speaker believed if proper judgment were used as to

what class of goods were accepted that the freight business could

be made profitable if all cars were filled before being taken over

the line. His company receives from 32.5 to 35 cents per car mile

for freight business.

Mr. W. H. .Abbott stated that on an average of once a month

he is called upon to examine and submit a report as to the prob-

able amount of freight business that could be obtained by some

proposed electric line. In his opinion this amount depends very

greatly upon the equipment with which the road is fitted to care

for such traffic, and if a road is built to handle freight then the

figures as to the amount of business which can be initiated and the

receipts derived from handling this business favor heavy freight

traffic. He does not, however, believe that it is profitable to under-

take the handling of freight unless the road is so equipped that the

cars can be hauled in trains, and neither should a road attempt the

freight business unless it has 600 k\v. for the disposal of the freight

train alone. He believes that nearly all trolley roads will eventu-

ally handle freight, stating that many of the new roads are being

designed for handling freight and for offering other auxiliary serv-

ice in order to help out the passenger receipts.

Mr. Poineroy stated that he believes there is room on all roads

or parts of those roads for tlie operation of some freight and

express business, stating that the amount of business done and the
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classes of goods handled are peculiar to each line, therefore each

company should solve its own problem. On his line the milk traffic

has been found exceptionally profitable. This traffic amounts to

500 to 600 cans per day.

After a vote of thanks of the association had been tendered to

the management of the Cedar Point resort, the association meet-

ing adjourned. At i .30 a course dinner was enjoyed by the mem-
bers and their guests. The afternoon was enjoyably spent at the

many pleasure resorts scattered throughout the Cedar Point

grounds.

The mauagimenl of the I.akc .Shore Electric Ry. furnished a

special car for the transportation of those makins the trip frmn

Cleveland to Sandusky and return.

-•-•

Logansport Park Train.

To meet the demands of special park traffic at Logansport, Ind.,

the Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co. makes use of two

i.S-beuch open motor cars each drawing four trailers. The motor

cars are 45 ft. long and equipped with four G. E. 67 motors. One

of the trains will carry 500 persons. The economy of operatni"

strcMuotisly opposed, especially by the Corporation of Londim. liiu!

is a great triumph for the advocates of extending the South Lon

don tramways to the city side of the river. It will now be possible

to make physical connection with the County Council's tramway-

running to the north of London as soon as public opinion can be

edncalrd up to the point.

* « »

Trolley Talk.

The first issue of a new luililication called "Trolley Talk," issued

by the Oakland Traction Club, Oakland, Cal., has made its appear-

ance and promises to be one of the most interesting and attractive

of the many monthly publications issued in the interest of street and

intcrurban railways and their employes. Resides a few interest-

ing articles concerning Oakland, a short story and a poem, many

items of interest are considered under the departmental heads of

"Current Events." "The Kicker," "Personals," etc. Time tables, in-

form.ition regarding employes' associations and benevolent societies

and notes of interest regarding the service are also included in the

publication. The purposes of the publication are well set forth in

its cditcirial notes, of which the fulldwing i^ an extract:

5-C.\R TR.MN AT LOGANSPUKT.

these cars in trains is readily aparent in the reduction of wages,

two motormen and ten conductors being required instead of a motor-

man and conductor on each of the ten cars.

We are indebted to Mr. E. C. Folsoni, superintendent of trans-

portation, for the photograph from which the accompanying en-

graving was reproduced.
»

Improved Tramway Terminal Plans for

London.

The committee of the House of Commons, which was appointed

to consider the London County Council's tramway bill, by the pro-

visions of which it was proposed to connect the Westminster and

Rlackfriars termini by electric tramways over the two bridges and

along the Victoria Embankment, last month gave its decision in

favor of the scheme. The lines will form a loop and there will be

no necessity for the confusion which has existed hitherto at the

termini, caused by switching the cars for the return journey. Sanc-

tion of the plan, however, is dependent upon the widening of Black-

friars Bridge, which committee believe to be imperative. The same

committee also authorized the construction of a subway from the

west side of Waterloo Bridge to join that from Holborn to the

Strand, but deferred dealing with the clause providing for a con-

nection between the tramway through the subway and the lines on

the embankment. The position of the line rails and the stopping

places near the bridges would be subject to the approval of the com-

mittee, while the District Railway, which alleged that its tunnel be-

neath the roadway on the embankment would be injured by the

tramw-ays. would be protected by a special clause.

This is a very important decision as the scheme has been very

" 'Trolley Talk' is not an 'organ.' It is only the mouth harp of

a number of citizens having a common interest and engaged in a

live business. It is neither scientific, political, nor religious. It does

not aim to be 'a journal' or 'a magazine.' It has a simple homely

creed for its motto. 'Live white, and play fair.' By this standard

it is willing to be measured and by this standard it will judge others

in public and private life. It aims to represent and reflect the

views of a substantial, sober, industrious body of citizens who are

vitally interested in the growth and prosperity of Oakland. As the

trolley is the symbol of a live modern urban civilization, the inen

who run the trolley cars feel that they are intimately related to

this great agency, which contributes so largely to the health, wealth

and happiness of our city. They are in daily touch with every

element of our population. The grafter, the criminal, the work-

man, the business man, the preacher, the professor, the women and

children daily intrust their safety to 'the boys in blue" of the trol-

lev cars."

"Transit Tidings" for July, published by the I'nited Railroads of

San Francisco, has introduced a rather novel idea in the publicatt'on

of the programs of the Golden Gate Park band concerts for the

month of Inly. '

A tri-county trolley baseball league has liccn formed thruiieli llic

assistance of the Portsmouth, Dover & York Street Ry., and the

Dover, Somersworth & Rochester Street Ry., and a schedule has

been arranged between teams representing the following towns

along these lines: Dover, Somersworth and Portsmouth, N. H., and

Kittery. Me. This is something new in the traffic producing line

and should meet with success.
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Funeral Car Service on the Metropolitan.

1 lie Mfliiipulilaii West Side Elevated Railway Co., 011 Munday,

June ly, 1005. put in effect a funeral service to the Concordia and

Waldlieini Cemeteries. The plans of the company regarding this

service are set forth in a letter reading as follows, which has hceii

addressed to the various undertakers in the city I>y Mr, H. M.

I'liiiu kii hofT, general manager:

"I he growth of cities like Chicago has hruuglit abuul sulU a vast

increase in the area covered by residence districts as to require the

location of cemeteries at considerable distance from the homes of

plot owners. The method of reaching these cemeteries by carriage

has therefore become one of not only great expense, but great

physical exertion on the part of those wishing to go to the cemetery,

and also making the period covered from the house to the ccnielery

and "return for business men often prohibitive.

"Feeling that the comfort and convenience of the public would be

greatly increased under circumstances of this kind by a direct rail-

road communication, the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railway

Co. proposes instituting a private funeral car service to Waldheirn

and Concordia Cemeteries, with the intention later of extending to

other cemeteries situated west of the city, provided the service

proves acceptable to the public.

"In taking this matter up it is the intention of the company to

give special attention to every detail pertaining to the comfort, con-

venience and safety of its patrons. A number of new motor cars

have been assigned for this service, arranged to receive the casket

in the forward end of the car, this portion being screened off from

the remainder of the car by portiers, leaving a seating capacity of 34.

"It is proposed to receive funerals at Laflin St. Station on the

main line, located between Jackson Boulevard and West Congress

St., where an elevator for liandling the casket will be placed. Simi-

lar arrangements will be made at Hoyne Ave. Station on the Doug-

las Park line, near 21st St., and at the Fifth Avenue Terminal.

Other stations will be equipped in the same manner if the service

proves sufficiently popular.

"Sidings have been arranged for at Concordia and Waldhcini

Cemeteries so that the car can be run on the siding and the funeral

party may disembark at their leisure, the car remaining there until

their return. The time from Laflin St. to the cemeteries will be

about 30 minutes, and from Iloyne Ave. on the Douglas Park line,

to the cemeteries, about 40 minutes in each direction.

"We believe that this saving in time and the comfort and elegance

offered by the rapid, smooth running of a high class electric car

over the well lai<l roadbed of the Metropolitan system, delivering

the party directly at the special receiving gate at the cemetery, will

appeal to those now accustomed to the tedious and uncomfortable

method of reaching these cemeteries by carriage.

"I enclose card giving the rates and particulars of this service,

which we will be prepared to put into effect on Monday, June 19,

1905. For any further information please call up Harrison 3775,

or West 879.

"I trust that this method of handling funerals to these cemeteries

will meet with your approval, and assure you that we will be glad

to receive any suggestions as to improvements from time to time

for this service."

The rates are for a funeral car seating 34 persons, limited to 45

persons, $30; additional cars seating 48, limited to 60 persons, $10

each. Payment in advance at the general oflicfe of the company,

looi Royal Insurance Building, or to the agent at the station wdiere

the train leaves is specified.

The funeral car now in service is one of the new motor cars

recently built for this company by the Jewett Car Co. All of the

advertising signs, etc., have been removed from the interior, a car-

pet placed on the floor, standards for supporting the casket placed

at one end and portieres hung across the car to separate that end

from the rest of the car. The portieres and carpet are of very dark

green, almost black, in color. No alterations in the car were re-

quired, excepting the arrangement made in one window on each

side near the front of the car, through which the casket is taken

into the car. These windows are quite large, the lower sash being

35 in. wide by 27 in. high. Slight changes were necessary in the

frames of these two windows. The inside window stops were re-

moved and as it was desired that the window slide up and down as

normally when the car is in regular service, grooves were cut in the

window casing and two pins fixed in each sash stile which, sliding

in the grooves, hold the sash in place when down and guide i(

when raised. One of these pins on each side is fixed at the top o(

the sash and the other about 3 In. from the bottom. A short dis-

tance above the lower position of the Ixittom pins horizontal

grooves are cut in the window casings, so that on slightly raising

the sash the bottom may be drawn inward and the sash, swinging

about the top pins, be raised to a horizontal position where il is

held by a catch.

L.M-I.IN ST. SIWrjiiN. Kl ;A ATI k ASH TKllK.

When the window is thus opened ibeu- i~ pi.iced on the sill a

frame with two steel rollers 2 in. in diameter, over which the

casket is pushed into the car. The ends of the roller frame arc

notched to tit over the window sill and the outer stop and when in

place the frame is thus held securely.

.'\t the two stations mentioned, Lafln St. and Hoyne Ave., eleva-

tors have been erected and a truck, which can be run out on the

sidewalk to the curb to receive the casket, conveys it to the elevator.

When the station platform is reached, the truck is wheeled out to

the car and as the bearing surface of the truck is at the level of the

window sill, it is very easy and convenient to transfer the casket

from the truck to its supports in the car.

The maiiagemcnt is endeavoring to interest the undertakers of

the city in this work, and it is hoped that such opposition as had

been encountered in some other cities on the part of the under-

takers and liverymen will not be found here. The rates fixed are

about one-half the average bill for carriage hire to the cemeteries

served.

* « »

A Pleasant Outing.

Ibe members of the Suburban Press .\ssociation and editors of

the local publications along the South Shore line of the Old Colony

Street Railway system enjoyed a very pleasant outing on Tuesday,

June 13th, at which time they were the guests of Mr. Robert H.

Derrah, general passenger agent of the company. The trip was

made in a special observation car, starting from Hyde Park and

running through Milton, Brockton and intervening towns to Xan-

tasket, where the party were entertained at dinner at the Nantasket

Point hotel. In the evening the party was entertained at Paragon

Park. This trip along the south shore of Massachusetts Bay is one

of the most attractive of the Old Colony and Boston & Northern

systems and differs from anything else in eastern Massachusetts.

Just before reaching Nantasket the line runs for some distance

through the Old Colony woods, unequaled for sylvan scenery, ter-

minating at Nantasket, which has one of the finest beaches in the

country. These numerous trips given to the press representatives

in the territory served by the Old Colony and Boston & Northern

systems are not only proving most delightful, but very interesting

and instructive, in that it gives the newspaper men an opportunity

to become well acquainted with the territory traversed and the

many attractive landmarks and villages of historical interest, the

history of which Mr. Derrah knows and presents in an interesting

and attractive manner.

Mound's Park, near .Anderson, was opened July 4th by the

1. U. T. Co.
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Personal.

MR. GEORGE H. PEGRAM has been appointed chief engineer

of the Interborough Rapid Transit Co. and of the Rapid Transit

Subway Construction Co., succeeding S. L. F. Dcyo.

MR. H. L. WEBER, formerly city engineer of Richmond, Ind.,

has been appointed chief engineer ol the Ft. Wayne & Wabash
X'alley Traction Co., with headquarters in Ft. Wayne. Ind.

i\lK. T. C. CHERRY, of Cleveland, O., formerly with the Lorain

& Elyria traction line, has succeeded Mr. William Akins as general

manager of the Ohio Central Traction Co., with headquarters at

(ialion, O.

MR. WILLIAM K. MILLER, superintendent of the Cunibevlaml

& Westernport Electric Railway Co., Cumberland, Md.. has resigned

to accept the position of general manager of the Danville & Blooms-

Inirg Street Railway Co., Grovania, Pa.

MR. N. B. PORTER, lately associated with the South Baltimore

Steel Car & Foundry Co. and the Ryan-McDonald Manufacturing

Co., has been appointed general sales manager of the Continental Car

& Equipment Co.

MR. CHARLES MURDOCK, of La Fayette, Ind., secretary and

treasurer of the Richmond Street & Interurhan Railway Co., has

been appointed general manager of the Indianapolis & Eastern

Railway Co., to succeed Mr. J. W. Chipman.

MR HENRY E. REYNOLDS, who for the past 21 years has

l)een associated whh the Old Colony Street Railway Co.. has been

promoted from the position of purchasing agent to that of

assistant general man.iger of the Old Colony and the Boston &
Northern Street Railway sys-

tems, a newly created position.

Mr. Reynolds has worked his

way up gradually from a con-

ductor to his present position

starting with the old Brockton

Street Railway Co. as a con-

ductor, then cashier, book-

keeper, assistant treasurer and

treasurer. M the time of the

consolidation of the many
street railways south of Bos-

ton, into what is now known
as the Old Colony Street Ry.,

he was appointed superintend-

ent of the Quincy and Hyde
Park divisions of the company,

where he remained until July,

1903, when he was appointed assistant general superintendent of the

entire system with headquarters at Brockton. In 1904 he was ten-

dered the position of purchasing agent of the Old Colony and Bos-

ton & Northern Street railways, which he held until his present

appointment. The two companies operate over 850 miles of track

north and south of Boston extending from Nashua, N. H., and along

the Merrimac Valley and the North Shore, through the entire State

of Massachusetts to Providence and Newport, R. I., serving 22

cities and 66 towns. Mr. Philip M. Reynolds, who has been in

the employ of the companies for some time, will succeed Mr. Rey-

nolds, as purchasing agent.

MR. GEORGE H. THOMPSON, member of the American So-

ciety of Civil Engineers and the Institute of Civil Engineers (Great

Britain), and associate meinber of the Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers, has opened an office in the Park Row Building, New York
City, for the practice of consulting engineer.

MR. R. H. HAYWARD, sales engineer of the General Electric

Co.. has resigned to become general manager of the Galesburg &
Kewanee Electric Railway Co. Mr. Hayward graduated from the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1897 and has been en-

gaged ever since by the General Electric Co., first in its testing de-

partment and later in the engineering, railway and sales depart-

ments.

MR. E. G. CONNETTE, vice-president and general manager of

the Syracuse Rapid Transit Co., who was reported to have resigned

to accept the position of general manager of the Consolidated Street

Railway Co. of Worcester, Mass.. will remain in his present position

at Syracuse, the directors of the company having refused to release

him from his contract. This is certainly quite a compliment to Mr.

Connette and is a proper appreciation of his services.

HENRY E. REYNOI-DS.

MR. CHARLES II. IIACKETT, superintendent of the Jackson-

ville (111.) Railway Co., has resigned and has been succeeded by

Mr. W. B. Krotz, chief train dispatcher of the Illinois Traction Co.

at Springfield.

MR. S. B. THOMPSON, of New York City, has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the Indiana Union Traction Co.

to succeed Mr. J. L. Matson, who has resigned to accept a similar

position with the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railroad Co.

MR. J. E. SIWRKEY, of Si. Paul. Minn., has been appointed

commercial agent of the Indiana I'nion Traction lines, with head-

quarters in the Traction & Terminal building, Indianapolis, Ind.

In addition to his duties as connnercial agent, he will handle all

picnics and other parties desiring special cars.

MR. HENRY C. P.AGE, general manager of the Berkshire Street

Railway Co., has resigned to accept the position of superintendent

of the Springfield Street Railway Co., Springfield, Mass. Mr. Page

entered street railway service as a conductor on the old Boston &
Lynn R. R. and was promoted from time to time, until he resigned

to become general manager of the Newberryport & Amesbury road,

which position he resigned to become superintendent of the Salem

Division of the Lynn & Boston road. For two years prior to his

association with the Berkshire Street Railway Co., Mr. Page was

general superintendent of the Boston & Northern division of the

Massachusetts Electric Companies. Mr. Page was born in Boone-

villc, Mo., June 19, 1863.

MR. GEORGE R. W.A.DSVVOKril has resigned his position of

resident engineer on the New York Central railroad to join the staff

of J. G. White & Co. as assistant to the construction superiiUendent.

Mr. Wadsworth was graduated in 1898 from the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology in civil engineering. Since graduation he has

been continuously employed on the New York Central railroad, first

being assigned to the office of division engineer at Albany, after

which he worked in various capacities, ultimately being appointed

assistant engineer. After having performed several classes of work,

Mr. Wadsworth was appointed resident engineer of the Hudson

District in charge of the contract work from Motthaven to Croton

and it is this position which he leaves to join the J. G. White & Co.

forces.

MR. PAUL D. SEXTON, who on June irtli succeeded Mr.

George Higginson as secretary and treasurer of the Metropolitan

West Side Elevated Railway Co., came to Chicago from Boston,

Mass., and entered the service of the company at the time of its

organization as Mr. Higginson's assistant. Previous to this he was

employed in the auditing department of the Kansas City, Ft. Scott

& Memphis road at Kansas City, Mo. Mr. Sexton's education was

begun in the East, he having to leave Harvard University before he

graduated on account of ill health. For the next few years he

traveled around the world, taking a trip of nine months through

the Arctic regions, was shipwrecked in the South Sea Islands, was

one of the first white men to cross the Philippines and had con-

siderable other such experiences as are met on such a trip. It is

quite a coincidence that Mr. Sexton was appointed to his present

position on the nth anniversary of his employment with Ihc com-

pany.

MR. FR.\NK C. RAND.ALL has resigned the position of vice-

president and general manager of the National Electric Co. to be-

come district manager for the Allis-Chalmers Co., with headquarters

in New York City. Mr. Randall, who has been closely identified

with street railway supply interests for a number of years, began

his business career in his father's office, who was an importer of

special grades of iron and steel. This position he resigned to take

up railroading, becoming first the "performance of engines" clerk

and later chief clerk of the motive department for all divisions west

of W'illimantic of the New York & New England railroad. He
was afterwards chief clerk of the motive department of the Boston

& Lowell road and held this position until the consolidation of the

road with the Boston & Maine R. R. lie then entered the shops

of the Tripp Manufacturing Co. and rose first to the place of fore-

man and later to that of superintendent of the works. He left this

position to become eastern sales agent for the J. G. Brill Co. and

was later transferred to the West with headquarters in Chicago.

Six years later he accepted the position of eastern sales agent for

the Christenscn Engineering Co. and later became general sales

agent for that company and its successor, the National Electric Co.,

finally becoming vice-president and general manager of that con-

cern.
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MK. C. I'. WRICn I, nciKT.il iiKiiKiKcr of the .Slaiiiliiid liniku

Shoe Co., Aiiiiir.i, 111., and Miss .'\il.i II. Allen wore ni.'irricil Jniic

27tll.

MR. II. N. KAN.SOM, formerly as.sociatcd with the National

I'"leclric Co., has joined the force of the General Electric Co. Mr.

Ran.sont's present head(inarter.s arc at Schenectady.

MR. F. L. FULLER has hecn elected vice-president and general

manager of the New York & Long Island Traction Co., the prop-

erty recently purchased by the New York Interlxjrough and the

Penn.sylvania interests. Mr. Inillcr will conlimie (o serve as vice-

president and general manapfcr of the New York & Queens County

Railway Co., with headquarlers in Long Island City, N. Y. Mr.

I'nller was in St. Paul prior to i8y3, when he became assistant

superintendent of the West Chicago .Street Railroad Co. In iSgg

he resigned his position of general superintendent to become presi-

dent and general manager of the Interstate Railway Co., Philadel-

phia, which position he resigned in igo.f to go to Long Island,

MR. W. If. EV.\NS has been appointed master mecb.anic of the

lines of the Indianapolis 'li-.-iclion & Terminal Co., will) head-

quarters at Indianapolis, Ind.

MR. W. S. WRIGHT, for many years manager of the Wheeling

& Elm Grove Railroad Co., Wheeling. W. Va.. has resigned to enter

upon bis duties as president of the Jewett Car Co., Newark, O..

w. s. wRu.yiT.

which position he has held since the reorganization of the company
some time ago and which now demands his personal attention.

Mr. Wright has been prominent in Wheeling traction affairs for

several years, having become associated with the management of

the Wheeling Traction Co. in 1892 and appointed general manager

shortly afterwards. When the Wlieeling & Elm Grove railroad was

reconstructed for electrical operation he was made manager of the

property, which position be has retained for the past six years. In

addition to his duties as president of the car company, Mr. Wright
will devote considerable attention to the development of the de-

vices which be has invented for electric railway car eiiuipment.

Prior to his leaving for Newark the employes of the Wheeling &
Elm Grove Railroad Co. presented him with a very handsome solid

silver punch bowd, ladle and tray and accompanying service of cut

glass. He is succeeded as manager of the railway company by Mr.

L. S. Kirker, general superintendent City Railway Co.. Wheeling,

W. Va., who will direct the management of both properties.

•-•-

Obituary.

MR. F. M. HAINES, second vice-president and general inan-

ager of the Northern Texas Traction Co., died at his home in Ft.

Worth, Texas, June 1st, having been stricken on May 1st with

typhoid fever. Mr. Haines was one of the best known civil and

electrical engineers in the Southwest, having built several electric

lines in that territory, including the interurban line he managed.

Mr. G. H. Cliflford, secretary and treasurer of the company, has

been appointed acting manager of the company in charge of affairs

until Mr. Haines' successor is appointed.

MR. E. E. NAUGLE, president and general manager of the E. E.

Naugle Tie Co., Chicago, wlio was killed in the recent accident to

the Twentieth Centurv Limited at Mentor. O., was born in south-

ern Indiana, March 26, 1861. Mr. Naugle entered steam railway

service at an early ago, bcHng employed as telegraph operator and

station agent on the Cotton Belt, Chicago & N'orlhwestcrn and the

Great Northern railways. In 1884 .\lr. N'anglc left the railway serv-

ice to engage in the lumber business and at that time organized the

lumber firm of Naiigle & Sopcr. The firm name was later changed

to E. E. Naugle & Co. I he firm of Naugle, Ilolcomb&Co. was after-

wards organized to do a general contracting business ; this firm

built the Tennessee Central R. R., the Forest River branch of the

Wisconsin Central R. R. and the Chicago & Northern Pacific Ry.,

the Southwestern Division of which is now under lease and oper-

ated by the Suburban Railroad Co. of Chicago, in IQOO the firm's

name was again changed to the K. K. Naugle Tic Co. and its at-

tention was again directed exclusively to the tie, post and p<jlc

business. Hnsincss will be continued the same as before and will

be looked after by his brother, Mr. A. T. Naugle, who has been

associated with him for several years as secretary of the firm.

Tlic .Montreal Street Railway Benefit

Associatiun.

The report of the Montreal Street Railway Benefit .Association

for the fiscal year ended April 30, 1905, and submitted at the sec-

ond annual meeting of the members, held on Thursday, June 15,

1905, discloses some interesting facts concerning this most com-

mendable development among street railway employes. iJuring the

period above mentioned 611 members were disabled through sick-

ness or injury; 2,864 prescriptions were used; 692 visits were made

by physicians to disabled members and 4,026 consultations were

given by physicians. to disabled members.

The statement of revenue anrl expenses during this period is as

follows

:

Revenue.

Surplus from 1904 $5,800.48

Fees and dues from members 8,800.00

Fees, dues, donations and expense of management from

company 12,021.66

Picnic 1,361.48

Interest 215.51

Total .$28,199.13

Expenses.

Sickness, medicine, death, burialr etc $14,610.75

Management expenses 4-^i9(^

Surplus 1904 and 1905 9,34'^/2

Total. $28,199.13

During the year the members of the various sick committees did

effective work ; a picnic was given under the auspices of the asso-

ciation, which netted a profit of $1,316.42; and the membership of

the association was increased to 1.700, which necessitated an in-

crease in the medical staff and opening medical offices in the various

divisions of the company's system.

The association was organized Oct. i. 1903, and was incorporated

May, 1904. The initiation fee is $r and the dues are 50 cents per

month, for which the following benefits are received: In cases of

disablement after first six days, 60 cents per day for 90 days and

30 cents per day for the next 90 days ; free medical attendance and

free medicine ; 20 per cent discount on all medicine, etc., required

by members of the family; a life insurance policy of $500 and $50

towards cost of funeral expenses ; and a pension when one is

superannuated and too old to work.

« »

Concessions have been sought for the construction of an electric

raiKvay between Cologne and Dusseldorf. It is proposed to so

connect the traction systems of these two cities that a serWce can

be offered having 10 minutes headway and making the run in 40

minutes. The cost of building the line is estimated at $6,240,000.

The passengers and crew of a car on the line of the Chicago ft

Milwaukee Electric Railroad Co. were held up at Winnetka, June

24th, by two masked men. The car was signaled at the Winnetka

station about 10 o'clock p. m. and when the car came to a stop two

men boarded the car and with leveled revolvers relieved the pas-

sengers of $65 and a gold watch and chain.
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Archer Ave. Terminal of the Chicago & Joliet

Electric Railway Co.

The increased traffic between Chicago and outlying territory and

the demands for modern facilities have led to the construction of a

joint terminal station for the Chicago City Railway Co.'s Archer

Ave. line and the Chicago terminus of the Chicago & Joliet Electric

Railway Co. line, at 48th and Archer Aves. The building is now
under construction and is expected to be completed the latter part

of this month.

As may be seen from an accompanying plan, the station is lo-

cated at about the center of a tract of land 268 ft. wide by 334 ft.

ticket office windows, the object being to induce the passenger to

purchase a ticket before entering the car. On each side of the

fence scats are provided for the accommodation of passengers.

The accompanying floor plan of the building shows the arrange-

ments made for the ticket office and fruit stand in its north end,

the general waiting room in the center and the ladies' waiting room

and toilet rooms in tlie south end.

The details of the roof over the platforms are shown in the accom-

panying sectional drawing. All joists, rafters, studding and sec-

ondary timbers are of Norway pine, while all exposed exterior

lumber, including the platforms and porches, are of dressed white

pine. The interiors of the waiting rooms are of yellow pine and

varnished- all exterior woodwork, iron work, fence, etc., arc

T.i.M K .\.NI) STATION l-.Wiil T. SKLTlllN THROfUH IR'II.DINI.; .\ND DET.MLS (IF Ki:i.F.

lung, iIk- tracks of the Chicago City Railway Co. entering from the

east and making a circuit on that side of the station, while those

of the Chicago & Joliet line enter from the opposite direction and

make a circuit on the west side of the station. These tracks are

laid 2 ft. 2 in. from the concrete platform, and the eaves of the

roof project over the car so as to protect the passenger entering

or leaving the car in inclement weather.

The floor of the station under roof is 124 x 35 ft., of whicli 60 x

20 ft. is enclosed for the station building proper. All floors will

painteil. The posts supporting the roof rest on concrete piers. 6 ft.

4 in. deep, and are properly bolted and set in cast iron shoes. The

roof boards are of 1% x sY^ in. white pine and the shingles are of

cedar. The ceilings and walls of the waiting rooms, fruit stand,

etc., are ceiled with ?-^-in. matched yellow pine for oil finish. The

plumbing and fixtures are of the latest design, the cistern and

motor pump room being under the floor between the two toilet

rooms.

We are indebted to Mr. J. R. Blackball, general manager of the

7 - \Z

—/72 -0 ra ^'vo or C//io/'^ ^i.^r^o^/^

FLOOR PLAN, CIIItAGO S JOLIET ELECTRIC RY. TERMINAL.

be of concrete, 6 in. thick, composed of one part cement, three parts

sand and five parts broken stone, laid on a bed of factory cinders.

Extending beyond the north end of this concrete platform for a dis-

tance of 49 ft. and enclosed by a cement curb is a cinder platform

for the convenience of unusually large crowds. From each end of

the building a fence is built in the center of the platform to each

end, sliding gates being provided so that passengers may pass from

one side to the other. These gates are stationed in front of the

Chicago & Joliet Electric Railway Co.,

concerning this terminal.

for the drawings and data

The Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co. is extending its

Soldiers' Home line at Lafayette from its present terminus to

Battle Ground, which will make this suburban line 16 miles long.

The route is along what is known as the River Road, a very beauti-

ful and popular drive.
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Stuart Automatic lilock Signal.

Tlic fiilliiwiiiK description explains tlio (ipcratinn of llic Stuart

,ininin:iiii- 1ilocl< sifinal, wliicli has been pali-ntcd recently by Mr.

K. C. I'olsom, superintendent transpnrtalion I"t. Wayne & Wa-

basli Valley 'I'raction Cn., and Mr. KDljert Stnart, of Logansporl,

Ind. This signal was installed for trial on the Ft. Wayne & Wa-
bash Valley inlenirbaii line near I.oganspnrI and has been in oper-

.iliiiii for several montli^, llie nittnber of cars passing over this

TR.\CK AT END UK BLOCK.

bIneU being about 40 each way daily. The results arc reported to

be \ery satisfactory. One of the great advantages of this signal

system, which will aiipcal to all railway men, is the fact that the

electrical contacts arc actuated by the wheel of the car and not by

the trolley wheel. By using the car wheel in throwing the switch

a positive mechanical action is insured and there is no danger of

failure to operate by reason of the trolley leaving the wire at a

critical point. The car may operate through the block at full speed

without danger of injuring tlie contact devices.

The principle and details of operation of the signal can be best

A helical spring keeps the levers in position against the rails.

In both connectors aivl disconnectors, this rod carries a copper

terminal connected to the track rail as a ground. CThcsc terminals

are indicated as a, b, c and d in the diagram.; In the connectors

the roti has cut in one side a notch with which dogs, k and I, en-

gage when the rod is moved by the passage of a car and when thus

engaged the connector rod is held over in a position lo make con-

tact between terminals, b and f for c and rl; until released by ac-

tion of the solenoid M for connector \i or solenoid N for con-

nector C. The solenoid M is enclosed in the same Ihjx as the cir-

cuit terminals b and i.

The wiring to connect the terminals c, I, g and h with the signal

lamps, solenoids and trolley wire is clear from the diagram.

big. 2 shows the contact operating device.

Now suppose no signal lamps to be burning, the conditions shown

in Fig. I. Let a car approach from the north. On striking dis-

connector D, the contact is made between d and h, completing a

circuit from the trolley wire through wires 11, 10 and 9; this has

no effect since the dog k is not engaged with the rod of C. Were
this engaged the contact at D would actuate the solenoid and

break the circuit through C. The contact at D is a momentary

one only.

The car continues and on passing connector C contact is made
between c and g (the dog k engages the rod and makes the con-

tact a permanent one) and a circuit through wires 8, 7 and 6

completed so that the white lamp W at the north end of the block

and the red light R' at the south end of the block are lighted,

protecting the car and in<licating that the block is occupied by a

south-bound car. ^
On leaving the block passage over B completes a circuit through

12, II and 10 and actuates the solenoid N, breaking contact c and

77PO/.L£y lA///?^'-,

So<y7-M

FIG. I. DIAGR.VM < K STUART 5IGXAL.

understood by reference to the diagrani. Fig. 1. A and D are the

two "disconnectors" and B and C are the two "connectors."

The disconnectors and connectors are actuated by the wheels of

the car and levers which the wheels strike arc heavy forgings so

that they will withstand rough treatment. For each device two
levers are joined by a pin and the outer ends secured to two ties

by bolts, the holes in the levers being enlongatcd to permit the re-

quired movement about the bolts. Attached to the junction of the

two levers is a heavy rod supported in bearings fastened to adjacent

ties. This rod leads to a covered box on the far side of the track.

g and extinguishing the signal lamps and releasing the solenoid M
so that the b-f contact would be permanent were the dog I not

withdrawn when the car passes over A and completes the circuit

through 5. 6 and 7. Passage of the south-bound car over A ex-

tinguishes all lamps.

.\ north-bound car while within the block causes a white light to

show at W and a red light at R.

It is apparent that when a car approaches the block, there will be

one of these three indications : i. No lights, indicating clear

block. 2. White light, indicating car in block moving in same di-
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CONTACT AND SOLENOID.

rection. 3. Red light, showing car coming through block ir op-

posite direction.

If desired pilot lamps may be placed outside the block so that

the conductor can see that the signal system is working, without

having to look out the cab window.

The Eagle Park Swing.

A very attractive and comfortable substitute for the usual park

bench is the lawn swing and the pleasure and benefit it gives to its

occupants without the excitement of danger strongly appeals to

those who do not enjoy the more strenuous devices of the summer

park. A swing that withstood the use and experience of some

time and has proved its safety, strength and comfort is the Eagle

steel lawn swing, a product of A. Buch's Sons Co., of Elizabeth-

town, Pa. The frame of the swing is made of high carbon steel,

PARK SWING.

hardwood only being used for slats in the seats and platform, and

the frame is well braced and rigid. The seats swing easy and free

and clear of the frame and its level swinging motion eliminates all

tilting; the seats may be arranged for sitting up straight, like a

reclining chair, or thrown perfectly f^at for a couch. A canopy and

side and end curtains arc provided for the further comfort of the

occupants and a convenient table to be placed on the platform be-

tween the seats to be used for various purposes, as cards, huuii.

sewing, etc. These swings are built in four regular sizes for ver-

andas and lawns, including heavy swings built especially for public

places and parks.

The Municipal Council of Bordeaux favors the preliminary

project recently submitted by Messrs. Orbal & Lagueytc for elec-

trically equipping and standardizing the gage of the freight and pas-

senger line between Bordeaux, Beychac and Caillau.

New England Railway Club.

The June outing of the New England Street Railway Club took

place Thursday, June 29th, at Lake Quinsigamond, Worcester, Mass.,

with about two hundred members in attendance. Through the cour-

tesy of the Boston Elevated Railway Co., the Boston & Worcester

Street Railway Co., the Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Co.

and Mr. F. 11. Bigelow, manager of the "White City" at Lake

Quinsigamond. the jjarty was taken from Boston to Lake Quinsi-

gamond and admitted to the "White City."

One of the features of the occasion was the ride from Boston to

Lake Quinsigamond and return, via the Boston & Worcester Street

Ky., the party having the pleasure of riding in a special three-car

train of electric cars, .^n excellent dinner was served at the Tatas-

sit Club, on an island in Lake Quinsigamond, and the outing was

one of the best in the history of the club.

* » »

Course in Electric Transportation at Brook,
lyn Polytechnic.

4

The Brooklyn Polyechnic Institute has announced au evening

course of instruction in electric transportation under Prof. Samuel

Sheldon, head of the department of physics and engineering.

The course will commence October loth and extend to April 24th.

It will include a series of lectures by leading electrical engineers

identified with the electric traction industry, and a series of labora-

tory tests.

Mr. C. O. Mailloux will deliver 15 two-hour lectures on elec-

tric train movement, treating of the subject from the physical,

mathematical and engineering standpoints. Prof. Samuel Sheldon

will deliver 15 two-hour lectures on alternating currents, illus-

trated by occasional experiments, and 15 two-hour lectures on

mechanics and heat. Under Prof. Sydney Ashe there will be 20

two-hour laboratory tests on alternating-current generators and

motors. Lectures will also be delivered by Messrs. H. A. Lard-

ner, A. H. Armstrong, W. S. Barstow, H. G. Scott, W. L. Bliss,

J. S. Doyle, John F. Calderwood, Dr. F. .\. C. Perrine and

R. Burnham Moffat, Esq., of the New York bar, each lecture ex-

tending over two hours. These will include lectures on. power

house location, design and operation ; selection and maintenance of

motor equipment, and legal points as to franchise organization,

eminent domain and liability.

Kalamazoo Railway Supply Co.

Mr. H. J. Haines, who formerly for several years was man-

ager of the Kalamazoo Railway Supply Co., has again become

connected with that concern as manager. The company is extend-

ing its w-orks, putting in new machinery and equipment, nearly all

the machines being driven by independent motors. The company

has taken over the business of the Root Track Scraper Co., and

Mr. Fred Root will have charge of the scraper department. The

company reports that the Root scrapers are in use on over 100

street railways and that it is contemplating bringing out some new

designs. The company also reports that its jack and car business

is growing, the Kalamazoo jack having been adopted as standard on

a large number of roads.

Sterling Varnish Co.

That the efl'orts of the new management of the Sterling Varnish

Co., of Pittsburg, to render prompt and efficient service to its cus-

tomers is appreciated is shown by the continually increasing de-

mand for this company's products. The reorganization of the

Sterling Varnish Co. was completed June 30th. On that date the

offices of secretary and treasurer were combined and Mr. Henry

C. Todd, formerly treasurer, was elected to both positions. The

other officers of the company will remain as before, Mr. James

Todd, president, and Dr. Walther Riddle, vice-president, to be

in immediate charge of the manufacture of the company's products,

and Mr. Arthur Hartwell, formerly sales manager of the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Co., general manager, and in

charge of the direction of all the company's affairs except the

manufacture. Mr. H. Lee Bragg has resigned his position with the

company.
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Advertising Poster.

'I'lic Mi.'ln.|i.j|ilaii Wc-st Side Klcvalfd Railway Co. lias issiicvl a

jH X 42-iii. ixjslcr slicivving how Id ruacli l!u: VVliili' City over the

line i)f the Metriipnlitaii. This is piintfi! in hlack. excepting the

words "Mclropdlilan West Side l''levaled Kailway System" ami

HiGHWAY->»:yi^

\METR0P0LIT4H

WESTSIDE

\ELE¥ATEDRY.

SYSTEM

TAKE THE HIGHWAY
TO WORK OR PLSY

THE WEST SIDE "L"
RUNS NIGHT AND DAY.

**««

METROPOLITAN L
sH"k I iiKli.lX \l N _'S IN, I

"White City" and the transfer |)iinit-> on the loop, which are in red.

We helieve that the general manager of the company. Mr. H. M.

I!riiiol<erhot1'. is responsihle for the poetry.

The Miniature Railway.

Of all tile many attractions that have been installed at parks,

summer resorts and fairs, none are perhaps more popular or so well

patronized as the Cagney miniatnre railways: especially is this true

tive and three cars. 'I lit- tracks are liiiill of 1 -rails weighing 12 lb.

to the yard and laid on niiniaUire wooden tits. Three miles of track

at the fai'r was is-in. ga({e and five mile* was 22-ii}. gage. The
locomotives for the smaller gage were rated at 8'/i li. \i., and those

for the 2J-I11. gage at n'/j h. \>. The many installations of these

minialnre railways at such places as the .St. Louis fair, the I'orl-

land exposition, the White City, Chicago, and other large amuse-

ment parks, is evidence of their popularity and prolitalile opera-

tion. The address of ihe mamifaclnrer, Cagney lin.- Mini.itnn-

Uailroad Co., is 407 firoadway, New York City.*
Ft. Wayne A: VVabaJsh Valley Contract.

An important contract for a 10,000-h. p. power house C(|uipment

has just heen awarded to the Wtstinghousc Companies, Piltshnrg.

Pa., hy the I-ort Wayne & Wahash Valley Traction Co., of f-'ort

Wayne, Ind. The entire electrical equipment, comprising Ixith

three-phase and two-phase .ipparatus, the former for railway and
llu- latter for lighting service, will he hnilt hy the Wcstinghousc
IClectric & Mamifacliiring Co. and the steam tnrhines hy the

Westinghonse .M.ichine Co.

'I he principal apparatus covered hy the contract comprises two
1.500-kw. turho-gencrator units, delivering 375 volts, three-phase,

J5-cycle current to rotary converters; two 1,500 and one 500-kw.

turho units, delivering 2.300 volts, two-phase, 6o-cycle current to

step-up transformers ffir the lighting system. Four rotary con-

verters; .seven .?75-kw., fifteen 75-kw. and three 150-kw. oil-insu-

lated self-cooling transformers; four switch-lxjards for 125, 550,

600 and 2,.loo volts; and low equivalent lightning arresters, choke
coils, disconnecting switches are included in the equipment. The
steam turbine equipment is to be of the standard Westingliousc-

Parsons type, operating under 150 lb. steam pressure, a moderate

vacuum and with dry saturated steam. Many distinctive features

will be embodied in the arrangement of the new power house, now
liiiilding.

Ihe I'url Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co. controls all the

city lines in Fort Wayne and Lafayette. Ind. ; the Logansport Street

Railway Co. and the Logansport, Rochester & Northern Traction

Co. in Logansport : the Fort Wayne & Southwestern Traction prop-

erty from Fort Wayne to Wabash ; the Wabash River Traction Co.

and the Wahash-Logansport Traction Co., operating from Wabash
to Logansport. and «he electric^ lighting plant in Fort Wayne."

riie Muncie, Hartford City & Ft. Wayne electric railway recently

cut express rates to make them as attractive to shippers as freight

rates on steam roads.

-Arrangements were completed whereby the Indianapolis, Colum-
bus & Southern Traction Co. established a United States mail

service each way <laily between Columbus and Indianapolis, effective

July 1st.

The Dayton & Troy Electric Ry. is preparing to issue a complete

list of names and addres.ses of parties adjacent to its line who desire

summer boarders. Information will be given as to the number of

persons that can be taken care of and rates per week.

lilt .\il.\l.Mlkt K.VlLKO.\n KOR I'.VRKS.

of the installation maile hy tlie Cagney Rros. Miniature Railroad

Co. along the Pike and about the grounds at the Louisiana Pur-

chase E.xposition. The locomotives use steam which is kept

at too lb. pressure, and hnrn real coal, which is carried in a minia-

ture tender. At the St. Louis fair eight miles of track were con-

structed and 24 trains operated, each train consisting of a locomo-

.\ Rhode Island court has just decided that the owner of cows

which were made sick by licking paint from electric railway poles

was entitled to damages for the loss of milk which resulted. The

defendant's proof that the owner of the land had. allowed the poles

to be placed, and that the owner of the cows knew of the bovine

fondness for fresh paint, did not avail.
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The Liberty Trolley Harp.

I lio Liberty Bell Co., Bristol, Conn., nianiif.ictiircr of the well

known "Liberty" products, has placed upon the market its "Lib-

erty" trolley harp, the accompanying illustrations of which clearly

indicates its economy and ntility. In this harp ihc wheel is per-

mitted to turn freely in making curves, an improvement that avoids

a grinding contact which unduly wears out both the wire and the

LIBERTY TROLLEY HAR1>.

wheel. The company claims for it the following advantages: .\

greater saving to the overhead system ; the trolley seldom gets off,

therefore preventing to a much greater extent bent poles and slack

or broken stays; it increases the life of the wheel from 50 to 100

per cent ; wheels can he exchanged very quickly without tools am!

loss of time to interfere with the schedule; wheels may be quickly

reversed to insure more even wear and durability, and the durability

of the harp is far in excess of any other.

VVestinghouse Belted Type Rotating Field

Alternators.

A line of belted type, self-contained, rotating tielii. alternating-

current generators has recently been placed on the market by the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. The machines are

built for single, two and three pha.se circuits, in sizes from 30 to

200 kw. The single phase generators are manufactured for 220,

440, 1,100 and 2,200 volt circuits at 7,200 alternations, and besides

these the polyphase machines are wound for 6,600 volts and both

.^,000 and 7,200 alternations. In this type of generator the armature

is stationary, a construction which facilitates the insulation of its

windings, and provides that the field current instead of the arma-

ture current pass through the brushes and collector rings. Alter-

nators of this type are therefore especially adapted to high voltages

or large current output.

The frame of the stationary armature is cast in one piece with

slots machined on the inside for holding the punchiugs which re-

ceive the windings ; these arc composed of wire, strap or bars, de-

pen<ling on the size and voltage of the generator. Open slots are

used in machines up to 75 kw. with coils held in place by hard

fiber wedges. In the larger machines partially closed slots are

used. Horizontally .split brackets which carry the bearings are

bolted to this cast iron frame. The bearings are generous in their

dimensions and are self oiling, with oil rings and an oil gage on

each. All generators have bed plates with large foundation areas

and suitable belt tighteners. These generators may also be arranged

for direct connection to an engine or water wheel.

The fields of the smaller generators are of cast steel with pole

caps of the same material. The poles of larger sizes are laminated

and keyed or dovetailed to a cast iron spider. The field coils arc

composed of square wire so wound as to expose the maximum sur-

face. In the generators having laminated poles heavy brass wedges,

which hold the field coils in place, retard any shifting of the field

between the poles, and thus practically eliminate pumping between

the generator and any rotary converters or synchronous motors

which may be connected in the system and insure satisfactory

parallel operation of two or more generators.

Every means has been utilized for the rapid dissipation of heal

from all parts of the machines. Open spaces in the laminated field

register with those in the armature, and during operation air is

ilrawn in through the field spider and forced out through the sta-

tionary core and windings. Excellent regulation is obtained by

properly proportioning the armature and field windings in prefer-

ence to saturating the magnetic field.

The single pliase generators have compensating field windings

supplied with rectified alternating current. A commut.itor on the

BELTED-TYPE ROT.STING FIELD .M.TERNATOR.

shaft adjacent to the collector rings has its brushes connected to

the secondary of a series transformer in the armature circuit and

its segments to the self-exciting field coils. The compensating wind-

ing is so designed that the generator can be adjusted for a prac-

tically constant voltage from no load to full load or for an increase

in voltage.

World's Largest Turbines for Brooklyn Koad.

The Brooklyn Heights Railroad Co. has recently closed contracts

with the Westinghouse Companies, Pittsburg. Pa., for two 7.500-kw.

turbine type generating units for increasing the present power house

equipment in Brooklyn. These units will be the largest generating

units of the turbine type in the world. With the guaranteed over-

load capacity of 50 per cent above rating, the turbines will be capable

of developing 16,000 brake h. p. and about 10,500 brake h. p. on nor-

mal load. The turbines will operate on dry steam at 17; lb. pres-

sure and a vacuum of about 28 in. Three-phase, 25-cycle current

will be generated directly at 11,000 volts for distribution to the line.

It is of interest in this connection that the second and third

largest turbine generating units in the world are also of the Par-

sons type, the former built abroad and the latter by the Westing-

house Companies at Pittsburg. The Brooklyn Heights contract is

especially significant from the fact that the company had already

contracted about a year ago for a Westinghouse-Parsons turbine

unit of the largest capacity then built. 5.500 kw. The building of

the new machines will mark an important step in the development

of power station apparatus.
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Hilda (^ar Kcplacer.

riic car rcplaccT illiislrattd, wliicli is made by llic Hilda Foiiiiilry

& MamifactiirinK Co., (if CliicaKu, and only recently offered to llie

railroad trade, lias a lunnln'r of points of snpcriority that numerous

tests seem to have tlinronglily demonstrated. One of the important

features to which the manufacturer calls special attention is the

groove tliat protects the flange hy allowing the tread of the wheel to

first engage the replacer prepar.ilory to mounting. This construc-

tion, which makes it possible for tlic tread, and not the flange of the

wheel, to first grip the replacer, is shown in the illustration.

The increase in the friction thus secured, over what would he

possible if the flange only were presented, is readily apparent, and

the great force ordinarily necessary and the slujck to the equip-

ment arc thus ol)viated, and injury to the wheel flange or to the re-

placer avoided. Again, there is overcome the tendency

to shove the replacers out of position, and also the

spiiming of wheels in the attempt to .secure, on the

flange alone, snflicient friction to start the ascent, as is

especially the case of very heavy equipment.

Another desirable point in the Buda replacer which

will doubtless meet with considerable favor, is the re

ihiction of the pronounced and abrupt arch at the ends

Reference to the illustration will show how thin the

approach has been made, at the same tim.e this has

been done without sacrificing the strength required at

the points mentioned.

The inner replacer shows for itself how the wluel is

noteworthy that the large niiniber of orders recently placed (or

this type of scmi-converliljle include those of a nunilK-r of the fore-

most systems in the country including lioslon, Philadelpliia, Halli-

niore. Chicago ami Montreal.
^-*

New Vork (Central I'lan.s.

The rumor has been current in business circles for several weeks

of a deal between the New York Central ami the Clark syndicate,

owning the Rochester Railway Co., and several suburban lines, to

the effect that the Central was negotiating with the Clarks (or all

the railroad interests controlled by the latter in Uochcster and vi-

cinity. It is now learned on what seems to be most reliable au-

thority that the sale of the Clark interests to the New York Central

has been practically completed. This is the most important cor-

UNUER SIDE OF REPLACER. bUDA HEI'LActK I.N lu.^lUu.S.

forced toward the rail. Repeated experiments have shown that it is

not possible for the wheel to travel over the top of the replacer and

drop on the opposite side—the deflection has been proved positive

and absolutely complete in each instance. During the entire re-

railing operation there is no shock whatever and the resultant sav-

ing to the equipment as well as the economy in the time required

leads the manufacturer to feel that it has a replacer which will

meet with great success.

The demand for strength has also been met and tests made by the

Hunt Bureau of Tests demonstrated that the Buda replacer will

sustain a load more than two and one-half times as heavy as any

locomotive now in use. This is accomplished by the proper dis-

tribution of metal and not by using any undue amount. A cut is

shown of the under side of a replacer which illustrates' its con-

struction. Convenient carrying handles are provided which are

shown near the end. .-Xnother style has center handles. The re-

placers are made in two sizes, the No. i, for 6o-lb. rail, weighing

150 lb. a pair; the No. 2, for lOO-lb. rail, weighting joo lb. a pair.

Brill Cars for New York.

The New Vork City & Interborough Railway Co. placed an or-

der on July /th with the J. G. Brill Co. for 10 of its patented semi-

convertible type of cars to be operated in the Burough of the

Bronx and to connect with the cars of the subway system, which

will soon be running through the lately completed tunnel under the

Harlem River. The cars will measure 28 ft. over the bodies, 38 ft.

over vestibules, 7 ft. 11 M> in. wide over sills, and 8 ft. over posts at

belt. The length of the platforms is 5 ft. The improved inethod of

raising the sashes into pockets in the side roof known as the

"grooveless post" method is called for in the specifications. The
vestibule entrance will have Brill folding gates instead of doors.

The cars are to be mounted on the Brill No. 27-G-i short-base

double-trucks. The Brill Co. has furnished much of the rolling

stock for the Boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx but these are

the first cars of this type to lie ordered for this system. It is

poration deal that has ever been put through in Rochester, and ii^

effect on the prosperity of the city and on the public of western

New York is apparent at a glance.

The Clark syndicate has been working for five years to acquire

control of all electric interests centering in Rochester. First the

Rochester Railway Co. was acquired; this now includes four valu-

able leased lines—the Charlotte road, the Sea Breeze road, the

Summerville road and the Sodus road. Later the Rochester Gas

& Electric Co. was acquired by the Clark syndicate and a holding

company organized to control the railroad system and the lighting

system of the city. More recently, on the death of the principal

owner of the Rochester & Eastern road, Mr. Comstock of Michigan.

the transfer of this suburban line, running from Rochester to Gen-

eva by way of Canandaigua, was made to a syndicate in the interest

of the New York Central. The New York Central, as a corpora-

tion, cannot, of course, buy any electric roads, but control is ac-

quired by the organization of a syndicate composed of men who
are affiliated with the New York Central.

Contracts Let for the Construction of the Fair-
niont & Clarksburg Traction line.

The new board of directors of the Fairmont & Qarksburg Trac-

tion Co. have organized by electing the following officers : Presi-

dent, S. L. Watson ; vice-president, C. W. Watson
;
general man-

ager, A. L. Linn, jr.; secretary and treasurer. Smith Hood. The
contracts for building the road have been let to Joseph Fuccy and
the Ferguson Construction Co.. of Fairmont. W. Va. The road

has been financed and nothing will prevent the completion of same
and the connecting of Fairmont and Clarksburg by Dec. i, 1905.

except the inability of the company to procure rights of way between

Gypsy and .'Xdamston. A new power station and the necessary sub-

stations are to be constructed at once. The president and general

manager have been authorized to locate and contract for these. The
New England Engineering Co. is making plans' and specifications

for their construction.
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A Novel Type of Car for Cleveland.

Fifty car.'; of an imiisiially interesting type have lately been com-
pleted for the Cleveland Electric Railway Co. by the G. C. Kuhl-

man Car Co. The railway system of Cleveland is laid out in such

a manner as to enable the cars to run in one direction and thus

permit a design with the entrances on one side only. This ar-

rangement permits the use of a type of car which is convertible on

the entrance side and has fixed panels on the opposite side, a

design of car which has the advantage of not requiring a running

board on one side, thereby increasing the space between passing cars,

a most valuable feature on lines which traverse narrow streets. It

also prevents passengers from entering or leaving on the wrong
side of the car which many are prone to do when there is only a

guard rail. The J. G. Brill Go's, convertible system is used and
on the closed side the ordinary drop sash arrangement has been

adopted. A type similar to this but for trailer service was built

for the railway company by the Brill company a year ago and after

thoroughly demonstrating the value of having one side convertible

the present order was placed. An interesting feature of the new
type is the unique seating plan which consists of transverse seats

back of the steps when the car is opened. Trunnions at the corneis

of these covers move vertically in slots in the sides of the post

brackets and horizontal Hanges on the brackets form a secure rest-

ing place for them when they cover the steps. The covered plates

can he opened or closed from the outside of the car when the panels

arc raised or from the inside when the panels are lowered.

.A very appropriate feature is the use of the semi-accelerator pat-

ented doors. This arrangement brings the door close to the plat-

form steps so that persons standing on the platform are not apt to

obstruct the passenger from step to door. It also enables the con-

ductor to assist passengers to better advantage as he will stand

near the step instead of at the center of the platform. The moioi-

man's cab 'ormed by a longitudinal partition at the center of the

front platform is an excellent feature and made possible by the

use of the semi-accelerator doors. .Another desirable feature is the

backward-turned position of the grab handles of the posts on llu

convertible side of the car. The handles are so placed that a

passenger leaving the car will only see the one at the left and there-

fore by using it is made to face toward the forward end of the car.

The dimensions are as folldws : Length nver end panels. .^5 ft.

f) in,: over vestibules, 45 ft.: end panels mer ve-^tilnile, front end.

l lllW I I II II II II liMUU'wiHW

OPEN SIUE OK C1.EVE1..\NI> e.\l; WITH RINNINC IKl.VKl) IT.

on the convertible side and umvable longitudinal seals on the other.

probably the most practical of all the plans which were ever con-

ceived to make an aisle car convertible to one with continuous

transver.se seats, and still be self-contained. The longitudinal seats

are arranged in sections of a length suitable to be brought around
to a transverse position and connected with those on the opposite

side to form continuous seats for five passengers each. The inov-

able .seats are simply lifted around when it is desirable to change

the car from one type to the other, and are held rigidly in a trans-

verse position by strong catches. The cricket legs and back sup-

ports of the movable seats correspond to those of the seats on the

convertible side of the car.

The Brill No. 27-F truck upon which the, cars are mounted is

the standard type of the Cleveland lines and is a short-base double

truck with equal size wheels. Like all other trucks of its class, it

carries the car body too high to be used under open cars with a

single step or running hoard at the side. Therefore, to adapt the

style of car shown in the illustrations to this type of truck and

make the same division of height from the track to the car floor at

the side entrances as at the platforms, a double step is used which

is a modification of the Brill Narragansett type—an angle iron is

used for the sill with the upper step on the outwardly extending

lower flange. This arrangement prevents the upper step from pro-

jecting beyond the posts and keeps the width over all within the

limits required in city service. The sliding panels and sashes of the

convertible side are the regular style used with the convertible

car and are stored in pockets in the side roofs when the car is

opened by a simple arrangement of trunnions and runways. The
sliding panels are brought down to rest upon the steps of the angle

iron .sill when the car is closed and the step openings in the car

floor are covered by metal plates or covers which fold against the

4 ft.; at rear end, 5 ft.; width over sills, including plates, 7 ft. 11^
in, ; width over posts at belt. 8 ft. 2f.i in. ; height from floor to

ceiling, 8 ft. 6% '"•
'.

from under side of side sills over trolley

board, 9 ft. 6^ in.; from track over trolley board, 12 ft.; sweep of

posts, I J4 hi. ; center to center of posts, 2 ft. g in. ; thickness of cor-

ner posts, 3-)4 in. ; of side posts, 254 in. un closed side and 3^ in.

on convertible side; side sills, 454 x 7-)4 in. on closed side and 2}4

X 7J4 in. on convertible side; end sills, 4^x7)4 i"- ; sill plates,

closed side. 8 x % in. ; sill angle iron, convertible side, 8 x 6 x J^ in.

;

length of seats on convertible side, 36 in. and of movable seats, 53

in.; width of aisle. 33 in.; weight of car body, 21.664 Ih., and of car

and trucks, without motors, 33,564 lb.

Climax Rolled and Corrugated Joints.

.\niong the well known products of the Rest Maiuifacturing Co.,

of Pittsburg, Pa., the Climax rolled and corrugated joint for high

pressure steam lines is one of the latest this company has placed on

the market. In this joint pipe fits against pipe so that there is no

leakage between pipe and flanges and the joint is not affected by

expansion and contraction as is often the case with flange and pipe

made up solid. There is no threading required that might weaken

the pipe, no screwing, shrinking or expanding that might bring un-

due strain on the flanges, and no piening that tends to crystallize

the pipe. 'I'here are no rivets that invite leaks and the flanges are

swivel, which is quite an advantage in erection. The benefit claimed

for corrugation with the use of Climax flanges is that it insures the

flanges coming .square and thereby removing danger of cast iron

flanges breaking when bolting them together. The company also

furnishes Climax flanges made of cast gnu nialleal)le iron and semi-

cast rolled steel.
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Instructions for Installing Stombaunh (iuy
Anchors.

W. N. Matthews & Hn>., 2](j Nortli SfcomI St., St. Louis, M(,.,

Iiavi' ri'c-c'utly issiird an iiilfrestiiiK and iisi'fiil paniplilcl (niuainlnK

inslnuiions for iii^lalhiiL; Stoniha.iiKli guy anilioi--. fur which prod-

\Ki it is well kniiwn. This infnrnialion shduld In- uf Interest and

vahie to iinr readers .ind we iherefnir reprint these inslritclirnis,

v\ hieh ;ire ;is folldws :

I'dr inslallinn 5 and (1 in, anehurs wiUnuit rods, attach a pieei

iif galvanized strand or wire, 7 or S It. long, to the eye of anchor,

then pass the wire through the liollow pi|)e of wrench. Key ilie

anchiH' llrinly to ihe wrench, draw the wire tight aiul clamp it

tirnily, llnsh with cross of wrench (see Fig. 1). If this is not

done the wrench will slip olT the l<ey when in the gronnd. Now
screw the anchor in at the angle tliat the gny wire is to run as far

as grounil ciMnIiiinns will permit. When installed at greatest depth

possible, pull out the wrench and attach the guy wire to the strand

attached to anchor.

For installing ,^ and () in. anchors with rods, key the anchor

(irmly to the wreiu'li. |)ri\e ;i wonden or metal wedge iiUo tin-

I'hc Havana (Cuba) Central Kailvva)',

Ihe Havana Central Railway Co,' of Havana, Cuba, has placed

orders with Ihe foreign depariment of the (jeneral Flectric Co. of

Schenectady, N. Y., for Ihe coniplclc electrical cquipiiivnt of a net-

work of intenirhan electric railway lines radiating from llavHna and

covering an extensive territory inland.

The system will consi-,1 of a central power house in Havana and

eight outside sub-stations together with line material for alKiut 125

miles of track anil rolling slock for passenger ami freight service

over the entire system.

The power house in Havana will furnish 5,000 kw. of ic/cxxi-volt,

j.S-cycle, three-phase alternating current generated by two 2,000-kw.

and one 1,000-kw. Curtis steam turbine generators at 2,200 volts

;m<l slepperl up through air blast transformers to the line voltage.

I he transmission lines will parallel the various lines of the railway

to the sub-stations where step-down transformers supply low volt-

age to rotary converters furnishing 600-volt direct current to trolley

lines and feeders.

From Havana one branch will run south cast through Cuatro

Caniinos, Lonias dc Candela, (juines. Providencia to Rosario a dis-

FIG. 3.

eye to keep the wrench from slipping olT the anchor (see Fig. 2).

and screw the anchor in at tlic same angle as the guy wire is to run

as far as ground conditions will permit. When in as far as poss-

ible, pull out the wiench and attach guy wire to eye of rod.

For installing S. 10 and ij-in. anchors with rods, place the bar

or other lever in the eye of anchor (see Fig. 3), and screw it in

as far as ground conditions will permit, always at the angle that

guy wire is to run. When anchor is set, attach guy strand to

eye.

In installing S. to and ij-in. anchors in very hard ground, clamp

a lever to the rod by means of a chain, a foot or so above the

ground. As the anchor is screwed down the lever can be moved
up. In setting all Stombaugh gny anchors in hard ground the work

will be much easier if a hole is made with a crow or digging bar

or wood auger with a long shank. This makes the path of the

anchor easier. .A little water poured down this hole before start-

ing the anchor will help considerably where the ground is hard and

dry. The anchor will start easier if a few spades of earth are re-

moved at the angle desired to set the guy. If a man stands on the

helix of the anchor when starting until the point bites the ground

it will assist. The greater the depth that Stombaugh guy anchors

are installed, the greater the strain that they will hold. These an-

chors will hold a greater strain if a hole is scooped out so that the

anchor can he bored in deeper.

tance of about 40 miles. Sub-stations will be located at Cuatro

Caminos. Lomas de Candela and Providencia. A second line will

run from Havana 17 miles south to Bejucal with a sub-station on

Ihe line at Santiago dc las Vegas. A third line southwest from Ha-
vana to Mariel will have a length of 37 miles and branch lines

running north and south of El Carmelo, Santiago de las Vegas and

Tuira de Mclena amount to about 30 miles in addition. Sub-

stations on the line to Mariel will be placed at Marianao. Hoyo

Colorado and Guanajay and at San .Antonio Melena.

The rolling stock for passenger service will consist of twenty-

four 30-ton cars to seat 50 passengers and equipped with four

GE-74 motors geared for a maximum speed of 40 miles per hour.

The freight service will be handled by ten 40-ton General Electric

locomotives etpiipped with four GE-55 motors geared for a speed

of 17 miles per hour when hauling a 300-ton train.

The entire system will have double overhead trolley both in Ha-

vana and on the interurban lines. The high potential transmission

lines will be designed for future use of a potential of 30.000 volts

to provide for extensions. The transformers in the Havana power

house and in the sub-stations are also suitable for use on the in-

creased potential.

It is expected that the entire system will be in operation inside of

iS months an<l that portions of it will be giving service before that

time.
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Sturtevant 2S.k\v. Generating Sets.

The B. F. Sturlcvant Co., Boston, Mass., is maniifactiiring various

types and sizes of generating sets, ranging from 3 to 100 k\v. in

output, the accompanying ilUistration showing the company's 2S-k\v.

set. This set consists of a Sliirtcvant g.xS-in. single, vertical, en-

closed automatic engine, direct connected to a Sturtevant 9-100

M. P. 8 compound wound generator; the engine operates at 350

r. p. m. with go lb. steam pressure at the throttle.

The vertical single engines are designed for continuous operation

,it high speed. Relief valves of large diameter, adjustable to open

automatically at any desired pressure, are provided at each end of

the cylinder. The piston is cored out and provided with internal

ribbing. The guides are cast in one piece with the frame; the con-

necting rod is of forged steel, and the crank shaft of open hearth

ftcel, forged in one piece. The cylinder is lagged in Russia iron

and is separated from the frame by a watershed partition, so as to

prevent water from the piston rod stuffing bo.\ reaching the interior

of the frame. The engine shaft is coupled to the generator shaft.

Forced lubrication at from 10 to 20 lb. pressure is employed for the

STUKTEV.\NT 25-K\V. GE.NERATIN

interior bearings, which serves not only to deliver oil to all bearings,

but to also maintain under pressure a filin of oil between the two

bearing surfaces, thereby reducing the friction and increasing the

mechanical efficiency of the engines. The engine is mounted on a

sub-base of neat design, and access to reciprocating parts is obtained

through openings normally closed by oil tight plates on the sides

and ends.

The generators are multipolar; the field frame is of soft gray

cast iron, with pole pieces of wrought iron. The field coils of this

size generator are made in two separate sections, the compound

winding forming one, and the shunt winding forming the other.

They are made of double cotton covered wire, thoroughly shellaced,

taped, reshallaced and baked before being mounted on the pole

pieces. The armature is of the barrel wound, toothed, hollow drum

type, with a core of annealed soft steel and spider of cast iron. The

core is divided into two or more sections, allowing space for air

ducts for ventilation, and all laminations are machine slotted before

being mounted on the spider. The armature winding is of either

the coil or bar wound type; if of the former, the coils are formed

of double cotton covered wire, shaped and thoroughly taped before

being mounted, and if of the latter, they are made of solid copper

Ijars before being moimted, after which they receive several baths

of insulated shellac and are thoroughly baked. The brush holders

are made of composition throughout and are what is known as the

self-adjusting, socket type, shunted brush holders. The commutator

is made of forged copper and is mounted with the armature to form

a single unit. The heat rise of the generator will not exceed 40° C.

above the surrounding air as measured by a thermometer for a

4-hour full rated load run, .ind an overload of 25 per cent can be

carried for a period of two hours without the temperature rise ex-

ceeding 50° C. above the surrounding air. .\ momentary overload

of 100 per cent can be carried without flashing.

The "Albany Grease" Trade Mark.

The value of a trade mark depends largely upon its character and

the quality of the goods back of it. That of Adam Cook's Sons,

313 West St., New York City, who are the only makers of "Albany"

grease, has an individuality pecu-

liarly its own, and which has served

to fasten the lubricant it advertises

upon the memory of all having to

do with the smooth and safe run-

ning of machinery. .'\s some one

has already said, "the trade mark

fortns a link between the manufac-

turer and the consumer, guarantee-

ing to the consumer that tlie goods

bearing such mark are made by the

same manufacturer as the goods

which he previously purchased under the same mark." The trade

mark is therefore a guarantee of quality, and when the quality is

of the highest, the importance of the trade mark is far reaching

and its consideration a matter of some interest.

It is safe to say that there is scarcely an engineer in active service

who does not know "Albany" grease and its familiar trade mark.

The mark was first used in 1868 and was designed by two litho-

graphers in the employ of Weed, Parsons & Co., of Albany, N. Y.,

under the instructions of Mr. .Adam Cook, the original owner of

.\dam Cook's Sons.

The figure of a boy sliding dinvn a plank which is the prominent

feature of this trade mark should be studied in connection with the

letters "0-EZR-IC," and these have been the cause of much specu-

lation among users and buyers of the product. Their meaning is,

however, decidedly simple and to the point, signifying "Nothing

easier I see" than to slide down the plank smoothly and without

friction when Albany lubricating compound is applied. This ap-

plies to machinery of every description. When "Albany" grease

is used the machinery runs smoothly and without friction.

At times the letter "O," which in the trade mark represents the

word "Nothing," has been confused with the numbers or consis-

tencies of "Albany" grease as manufactured by Adam Cook's Sons,

and as published in their circular. This should not be. There are

seven numbers or grades of the product, running from o to No.

3 and X to XXX, number o being the softest consistency in which

the grease is made and XXX the hardest. The use of various

grades depends upon the climate in which the grease is to be used

and the work it is to do.

During the 37 years that this trade mark has been before the

public it has been continuously used by the manufacturers on all

their business stationery and in every advertisement put out by

them. It is also to be found a prominent feature on all packages

which leave their warehouse and stands for what its users claim

is the cheapest, cleanest, and altogether the best lubricant manu-

factured.

Adam Cook's Sons guarantee "Albany" grease to save from one-

half to three-quarters of the cost of lubricating by oils, and have

on file thousands of testimonial letters received in the ordinary

course of business correspondence which prove their assertions to

be correct. Engineers that have used it know that it will assure a

clean engine room and no hot bearings, whether the machinery on

which it is used is slow or fast running, large or small. To prove

all they claim, Adam Cook's Sons will send a suitable grease cup

with a sample of "Albany" grease to test, free of charge.

To Prevent Trouble with Sleet.

One of the interurban roads in Iowa reports that greasing the

trolley wire has been found to prevent sleet from adlierring to it

and that operation in winter is greatly facilitated by taking this

simple precaution during the winter months.
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J. A. Fay & Kuan No. ISi Moldcr.

A iirw inside iiKildci- wliicll has been (lesiMiutil fur ear W'lrk liy

111!' I. A. Fay & Kgan Co., 250 W. Kront St., Cincinnati, O., and

wliieli is illuslralcd hcrcwilli, lias a capacity for lumber 6 in. thick

and 12 nr 15 in. wide. The frame is of a new type—square, open,

rihiicd inside, stroiiR and rigid. The four steel cylinders arc

sloUed ,111 ti.nr ^id(s. and their pulleys taper-fitted. The upper head

is rlouhU- lieltcd, ,ind niciunted on a bousing, raising and lowering

nil liall lii-arinHs. -"id (i|)cr.ili-d Iiy crank. The pressure bar of this

head is also carried on this housing, raising and lowering with it,

and also has vertical adjustment, and to and from the head. I he

Km

eliip breaker of this head is in sections each independently adjust-

able, and all press close to the cut. 'I'he lower bead is at the feed-

out end, and is made single or double-belted, and its frame is vertic-

;dly adjustable. The pressure bar before this bead, also the table

after the head, adjusts vertically and horizontally. Both heads are

easily accessible. The side heads arc of improved construction, and

are fitted with many devices and improvements for facilitating

operation and promising fine work. There are four feed rolls, the

upper sectional, and either smooth or fluted rolls can be easily in-

serted. The feeil is driven by either cone pulleys, tight or loose

pulleys, or by binder. Speed furnished as desired.

-•-•

Electric Railways in Japan.

In reply to an inquiry regarding the electric railways in the

consular district of Kobe, Japan, the American consulate submits the

following information:

The Hansliin Denki Tetsudo Kaljnshiki Kaisha (Osaka & Kolie

hHcctric Railway Co.), with headquarters at Osaka, began operation

.\pril 12, 1905. Tlie Hne is 19 miles long and is operated by electric-

ity with the overhead trolley. The officers of the company are

:

President, S. Toyama ; secretary, treasurer and general manager.

S. Sugimura.

The Kioto Electric Traction Co., Kyoto, began operation Feb. i,

1895, and now has 16!/ miles of track operated with the overhead

trolley system. The officers of this company are : President,

Rumpel Takagi; treasurer, H. Furuya ; secretary. G. Iwahashi; gen-

eral manager, T. Ido.

»« » •

Large Order Cars for Baltimore.

The J. G. Brill Co. has just received an order for 200 of its

patented type of semi-convertible cars from the United Railways

& Electric Co., of Baltimore. Md. The order calls for 160 cars

to be mounted on the builders' No. 27-G-E-l truck, which is a short-

base double truck with solid forged side frames, and 40 cars arc to

he mounted on the builders' high-speed type. No. 2--E-1, which
also has solid forged side frames. The cars are all to be 30 ft.

8 in. over the bodies and will have 5-ft. platforms. The 160 cars

mounted on the short-base trucks are for city service and will have
Brill portable vestibules, and the 40 cars mounted on the high-

speed trucks will have stationary vestibules and will be run on a

division extending for some distance out of the city. The semi-

convertible window system will include the recent improvement
which eliminates the sash trunnions and runways formerly used
and simplifies the method of connecting each pair of sashes. The
general plan of the lower sash carrying the upper into pockets in

the side roofs is preserved. The arrangement has come to he

known as the "grooveless post semi-convertible." The decks are

to be the standard monitor type and the seating plan consists of

transverse scats with reversible backs and longitudinal corner seats

accommodating four passengers each.
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New Publications.

AMERICAN STREET RAILW.W IN\ES IMENTS for uws.
Publislied by the McGraw Publishing Co.. 114 Liberty St., New
York; I2lh annual edition; price $5.00. This is the well-known
"Red Book" and this year contains 415 pages of statistical matter,

•'C'lg 53 pages larger than the edition of 1904. This increase has

been due in part to the addition of reports from new roads, but

more largely to the fact that many roads have furnished a state-

ment of earnings this year, from which such figures have not here-

tofore been obtainable. Among the new features in the manual for

1905 is an increase in the inde.x, which is bound in the back of tin-

book. Heretofore only the names of companies reported have hocn

inchuled in the index. This year the index has been enlarged to

include the names of all underlying companies which have bonds
outstanding, even though the company may not have at this time

any separate corporate existence. This enables investors to refer

readily to the report of the company which now operates tlic road

of any former company. .-\s usual, the introduction to the book
contains a summary of the gross receipts for the last two years of

the principal companies reporting. As there have been many con-

solidations during 1904. this table is not an exact index of the

growth of the business, as the figures in a number of cases repre-

sent receipts for a larger amount of trackage. Nevertheless, tin-

increase is such a steady one as to indicate a substantial giiin in

street railway earnings for the past year.

SIR HENRY BESSEMER. F. R. S. An autobiography; 400

pages, cloth, gilt top; 16 shillings net; 51 plates and numerous il-

lustrations; publishers, "Engineering." .^5 and 36 Bedford St..

Strand, London, W. C On an early page of this volume the

author tells us be makes no claim to literary merit. He. certainly.

was w ithout training in the art of writing, but the happy gift, which

characterized all his mechanical work, of instinctively selecting the

simplest and best means of attaining a given end, did not desert

him here. He wrote just as he talked, and infused into his writ-

ings the charm of his conversation. The 85 years of busy life whicli

had been allotted him, had in no measure dimmed his memory, or

even paled his enthusiasm : and in his autobiography he lived over

again the ambitions of youth, the struggles of manhood, the bitter-

ness of injustice, the pleasure of appreciation, and the satisfaction

of success. The world, as it recollects Bessemer, only knew him
as the triumphant inventor, but in this volume we tread with him
the thorny road to success, and more than that, he shows us the

seamy side of the inventor's career. Unfortunately, this autobiog-

raphy is not complete ; even a chapter of the history of the steel

process is wanting—that recording its lirilliant success in the United

States. Sir Henry laid down his pen only a year before he died.

but his self-told story goes no further than the episode of the

Bessemer Saloon Steamer, in ICS72. After that incident was closed

he retired into private life, but not to a life of idleness. He had

many occupations: the beautifying of bis home; the installation of a

large diamond-cutting and finishing plant ; his telescope and observa-

tory ; his method of cutting and polishing optical lenses; his solar

furnace ; all these and other things kept him very busy, and formed

not the least interesting part of his long life. It is unfortunate that

he has left no consecutive record of this period; but he did leave

many drawings, letters, and other documents referring to it. and

from these has been prepared the supplementary chapter which con-

cludes the present volume.

MOODY'S MANUAL OV RAILROADS .\XU CORPORA-
TION SECURITIES; 2.600 pages, size 7x9 inches; the book is

4 in. thick and weighs over 12 lb. It contains over 3,000,000 words
and covers the entire field of corporation investments. There are

ten sections to the volume and each section has been prepared by

its own special experts, who have made it their entire work to

make the book complete and up-to-date in every possible sense of

the word. The increases in information over the 1904 edition are

about as follows: In steam railroads. 80 per cent increase: in elec-

tric traction companies. 56 per cent; in gas and electric light com-
pany statements. 49 per cent ; in water supply companies, 80 per

cent; in telephone, telegraph and cable companies, 32 per cent; in

industrials, 21 per cent; in mines, 48 per cent; in banks and financial

institutions, 90 per cent. 'The growth in the size of page over the

last edition is 30 per cent ; the growth in the size of the volume is

.?5 per cent, and the growth in actual quantity of contents is more
than 80 per cent. There is no growth in price. Since the publish-

mg of the first edition, which appeared in igoo, the growth in pages
has been over 140 per cent ; the growth in the size of this volume
over the first edition is 100 per cent; the increase in quantity of

contents as compared with the first edition is over See per cent; and
the increase of the current edition in circulation over that of 1900

is over 400 per cent. The book now circulates all over the world
.•;nd will be found in the leading banking institutionss and in the

hands of investors as far away as South .'Africa, .Australia and
Japan. Its European circulation is increasing with remarkable
rapidity, and throughout the United States the book is looked
upon as the standard of its class by all progressive bankers, brok-

ers and men of affairs. Its circulation in the Wall St. district is

claimed to be probably double that of any of the other railroad or

investment manuals. This large circulation is due to several

causes, the chief being that the book is not confined to one or two
particular lines, like steam or electric railroad statistics, but covers

all fields of interest to the dealer or investor in securities, and
does this with even more accuracy, comprehensiveness and enter-

prise than those books which make a specialty of a particular line

and merely skim over or entirely ignore equally important fields of

investment. .Another reason for its great success and rapidly in-

creasing circulation is that a person can secure all the information

obtainable at a cost of $10. this being the price of the book; whereas

under the old plan of buying a railroad manual for railroads, a

street railway manual for street railway securities, and a mining

manual for mining stock, it was necessary to invest anywhere
from $20 to $40 in miscellaneous publications, and even then not

be able to get the information wanted with any kind of accuracy

or uniformity. 'The growth and development of Moody's Manual

(luring the past few years is enabling the financial coinmunity to

do away with these old inconveniences. 'The book is becoming

more and more to be looked upon as being as necessary a feature in

the average banking or brokerage office as is the ticker or the tele-

phone. 'The volume is published in two bindings, one being full

Russia leather at $12 per copy, and the other red cloth at $10. Ex-

press charges are prepaid in the United States. Canada and Mexico.

INVESTORS' MANUAL. Pamphlet of 124 pages. 9^ x I2>4

in. Published by the Economist Publishing Co.. 189 La Salle St..

Chicago. This publication is made up of such descriptions of cor-

porations whose head officer or manufacturing plants are in or near

Chicago as will suit the needs of investors. 'The financial plan of

each corporation is given and the liabilities, capital stock, bonds,

etc., are tabulated. .\ concise history of each corporation is printed,

together with any special features that may be included in the

articles of incorporation. Those parts of the franchises that have

to (deal with the value of the property, are printed and a description

of the properties given. The report on each corporation concludes

with a statement of the location of the main office, the date of the

• innual meeting, a list of the directors of the corporation and the

iifficers in charge of operation. The data describing the electric

lines arc accompanied by a complete set of full page maps, show-

ing the location of the surface and elevated lines in and about Chi-

cago. A statement of the operation receipts and expenditures for

the last fiscal year is included for each road reported. The pub-

licalion includes a list of the officers and directors of the Chicago

banks, a table of Chicago hank statistics, with totals for 12 years,

complete to March 14. 1905.

A general list of industrial and miscellaneous companies through-

nut the United States is given, in which list is printed the name
of the president, capitalization, yearly rate of dividends, earnings,

stock transfer, office registrar and date of annual meeting of each

company. Following this is a list of the railroads of the United

States, in which the more important are grouped as to their general

classes of traffic and the smaller lines arranged alphabetically. For

each of these roads is given the mileage operated, capitalization,

equipment, receipts, expenses, traffic, earnings, etc., per mile, per-

centage of oi)erating cost to taxes and a comparison of gross earn-

ings and net earnings extending over a period of 10 years. For a

large number of the steam railroads a statement is given of the

mileage owned and operated and the funded debt which has a claim

upon this mileage.

The book concludes with a list showing the range of quotations

of different railway and industrial stocks for the last four years

and a list showing the range of prices of Chicago securities on the

Stock Exchange for 11 years. A complete inde.x of the companies

forms a part of the publication.
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|.;a1MII \\'I) rock l''.XCAVA'rif)i\', liy Cliarlcs Prcliiii.

'
, I'..; iS" p'lKi'^i i''7 illii^li';itions and iiiiiiicri)iis tallies; price $.3

iiul. I'lihlished Ijy U. Van Nostraiid Co., New York. 'I'lic author

of this book inlrodiicos the sidijecl with a dcsciiplioii of profiles

and cross-sections, explaining tlieir use in a hricf way. Me next

di.scusscs several methods for calcnlating the <|iiantities and costs

of earthwork of different classes. Following this subject is a de-

M-riplion of the subject of overhaul and an explanation of the use

of Hnickners curve and Lclannc's curve. Kock excavation is thor-

oughly discussed by a description of tin- tools and methods for

handling rock without blasting and a description of blasting and

the several standard methods for drilling the rock preparatory to

the blast. The next portion of the book is devoted to earth exca-

vation, describing the hand and power tools used in the hantlling

of earth, such as steam and animal drawn elevating graders, road

scrapers, continuous digging machines, trench machines and the

different styles of intermittent digging machines, including steam

shovels and excavating buckets. Then follow several chapters de-

scribing the transportation of excavated materials on level roads

and industrial railways. Methods for handling excavated mate-

rials on inclined roads and by elevators are described. Then fol-

lows descriptions of methods for transporting excavated materials

by aerial ways, such as calileways with automatic dumping carriages

and telpherage systems. The detailed parts in various machines

for excavating and hauling, such as chains, ropes, buckets, engines

and power transmission are considered in iletail. Then follow a

number of general rules for organizing and directing excavation

work so that economical results may be obtained. The book con-

cludes with a discussion of shrinkage and the cost of excavation

work illustrating the latter by brief but interesting descriptions

of the large canals of the world. The cost for earthwork is a

generous portion of ihe total construction cost of many large under-

takings, and it w(ju1<1 seem that this book should be welcomed by

those in charge of such work and be found of use to them for

reference as to general earth handling methods.

THE TF.CHNOf.FXICON Ob" THE SOCIETY OF GERMAN
ENGINEERS (short report on the state of work. June, 1905).

In ibe compilation of this iniiversal technical dictionary for trans-

lation purposes (in the languages English, fjernian ami French),

thai was commenced in i'/)i, about 2,000 firms and individual col-

laborators at home and abroad are assisting at present. U|i to

now 2,700,000 word-cards have been collected. To these will lie

added the hundred ihonsanil of cards that will result from the

working out of the original contributions not yet taken in hand.

The contributions have been called in since Easter, I(j04. =""' "'fs'

of them have already come in (up to June, 1905: l4«o;. The editor-

in-chief will be pleased lo give any further informatirjn wanted.

.•\ddress: Technolexicon, Dr. Hubert Jansen, Berlin (NW. 7),

Dorolheenslrasse 49.

HIE MECHANICAL TRANSPORT OF AIR.—The essential

difference between the transportatirm of a solid and that of fluid

lies in the fact that while as a rule the former mnst be carried, the

latter merely Hows, as its very name indicates. Such flow is ob-

viously toward the point of least resistance. In nature areas of

high and low density create such pressure difl'crcnces as to induce

air movement upon a stupendous scale. But in the process of arti-

ficial movement through prepared conduits, as in systems of ven-

tilation the distances are usually small and the pressure slight. In

fan practice such pressure seldom exceeds one ounce per square

inch where large volumes are to be kept in motion and distances are

measured in hundreds nither than in thousands of feet. The science

of air transportation presents many puzzling problems, in the solu-

tion of which experience bears a large part. Much help has been

given by the publications of blower manufacturers, most prominent

and oldest among which is the B. F. Sturtevant Co., of Boston,

which has for years published in its extensive scries of catalogues

many tables and much information relating to the subject. Its

treatise on Mechanical Draft (a volume of 400 pages, for which a

merely nominal charge is made) is particularly noticeable for its

comprehensive treatment.

THE ENGINEERING WORLD. Published monthly by the

Engineering World Publishing Co., Chicago. Size, 8^ x 11^ in.;

24 pages reading matter: price. $1 per year. This publication is

issued in the interest of the Engineering Agency, a reliable bureau

WARNING
We hereby warn all manufacturers that we are the exclusive

owners of the Peacock patents on the Peacock brake for electric

and steam railroad service. A number of patents have been issued

by the United States Patent Office, and we also control the business

m the Dominion of Canada.

We advise those contemplating the installation of the Peacock

brake on old or new cars to buy only from the National Brake

Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

Then not only will they avoid becoming liable for damages by

reason of infringements, but they will be supplied with the genuine

PedCOCk Brdke which is manufactured and sold exclusively by the

National Brake Company
Buffalo, N. Y.
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Spccr Carbon Co.

If you are not using Speer

Brushes you are not getting

the best results from your

machines.

Men who watch the results

of our Carbon Brushes are

more than satisfied.

Speer Carbon Co.

St. Marys, Penna.

for tecliiiical men and employers, and in addition to a list of posi-

tions wanted and vacant, contains articles of interest to engineers,

construction news and a review of general scientific progress.

THE IRON AGE DIRECTORY, 1905; 308 pages; size, 4 1-3 x

6)4 in.; price, 25 cents; pnlilislied by the David Williams Co., 232

William St., New York City. This is a directory of manufacturers

and the larger mercantile houses advertising in the Iron Age. The

contents of this edition are considerably greater than any yet issued

and its now larger scope will be more highly appreciated as an

essential part of the requirements of the purchasing department of

railways.

MELINE'S NEW TIME BOOK FOR MOTORMEN AND
CONDUCTORS. Pocket size, 3"4 x 6)ii in. ; bound in waterproof

cover; price, 50 cents, postpaid; published by H. C. Meline, 92S

Second St., Des Moines, la. This book is published to fit a long-

felt want among street railway employes, and the pages are ruled

so as to give the following information; Date, car number, line,

hours, rate and amount. One month to each page, of which there

are 48, which makes the book cover a period of four years. The

book also contains 24 pages of accident reports in a condensed form,

to be used when accidents occur and thereby provide desirable ma-

terial for taking notes immediately. The remaining 48 pages are

ruled memorandum leaves, in addition to which are time tables

covering all hours that cars on the various systems over the country

are operated,

CLARKSON BULLETIN, Vol. II, No. 2. Issued quarterly by

the Thomas S. Clarkson Memorial School of Technology; book of

So pages; paper cover. This issue includes the usual school calen-

dar, description of the courses of instruction, requirements for ad-

mission and degrees conferred, and a description of the Clarkson

summer school.

THE ENGINEERING REVIEW, 1905. Published annually by

the Engineering Societies of Purdue University. Pamphlet of 94

pages; size, 6 x 9 in.; bound in paper; price, 50 cents. This is the

first issue of what promises to be a valuable publication, the con-

tents being of interest to the engineering world. The editorial staflf

of the publication include the advance students of the engineering

classes, with an advisory committee consisting of the professors of

experimental, civil and electrical engineering. Among the articles

included in this issue of interest to the electrical engineer may be

mentioned the following: A Sub-station and Its Operation, by

H. J. Lawson, "05 ; Progress in Electric Railroading, by W. S. Hall,

'05 ; Preservation of Railroad Ties, by F. C. Hoffman, '05 ; Testing

an Electric Car, by H. T. Plumb, associate professor of Electrical

Engineering;, and the Framing of Passenger and Freight Cars, by

C. A. Seley, M. E., Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry. Besides

reading matter the book contains a list of the faculty of the uni-

versity, the editorial board of the paper, a table of contents, and a

few views of the grounds and buildings at the university,

"STIRLING," A BOOK FOR STEAM ENGINEERS, Book
of 248 pages

; 714 x io;4 in- '< 6° figures ; 63 tables and numerous

full-page illustrations and diagrams. This book is published by

the Stirling Co., manufacturer of water-tube safety boilers for sta-

tionary and marine use, superheaters, bagasse furnaces and con-

veyors, chain grate stokers, steel stacks and breechings. The gen-

eral offices of this company are in the Trinity Building, New York

City, and its works are at Barberton, O., with sales offices in the

largest cities of the United States and other countries. This work

was edited by the engineering staff of the Stirling Co., and will

form a valuable part of any engineering library, containing as it

does the accurate description of water-tube boiler construction and

the results of boiler study along some entirely original lines.

The earlier part of the book describes the history and the details

of construction of the Stirling water-tube safety boiler, explaining

its features of design, which insure strength, safety and freedom

from expansion and contraction. Several pages are used in de-

fining fuel efficiency and the efficiency of capital invested. Follow-

ing this is a discussion of water-tube vs. fire-tube boilers, stating

the advantages and disadvantages of each type and their adaptability

for special classes of work. The subject of heat, its measurement

and characteristics are considered. Air is also treated in a similar

manner as is water. These discussions are of a technical nature

and accompanied by various tables. The next portion of the book

is devoted to a study of the effects of impurities in boiler feed water

and methods for doing away with these.

Following this the next general portion of the book considers the
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subject steam, defining the sevci:il different kiixis of steam and

their characteristic properties. Accompanying these definitions is a

table of factors of evaporation and a table of the properties of

saturated steam. The quality of steam and the method for measur-

ing this by means of calorimeters are given, as are tables and for-

mulx for the flow of steam through pipes and orifices. An interest-

ing section on superheated steam and the .Stirling superheaters is

included, as arc cuts showing the different arrangements of super-

heaters, both in the boiler and independently fired.

Then follows a treatise of the subject of combustion, bcginnifig

with the chemical analyses and combinations necessary for combus-

tion and including a discussion of the dilTerent American coals and

their proximate analysis and calorific value. There arc also similar

iliscussions and analyses of other fuels, such as wood, straw, bagasse,

natural gas and petroleum products. There is also included a dis-

cussion of the comparative values of oils and coal for firing pur-

posts. Methods arc given for determining the heat value of solid,

liquid and gaseous fuels. 'I'he methods of burning fuels to the best

advantage next receive attention, describing in detail the best plans

for firing with the different fuels and illustrating the results by logs

of several tests. A description and illustrations of the Stirling chain

grate Stoker are included in this portion.

The next general section considers the utilization of waste heat

and describes in detail the methods for burning gases from coke

ovens, blast furnaces, etc. This is followed by a treatise on stacks

and draft, presenting the necessary formula; and curves for the de-

sign of stacks and the approximation of their losses.

l'"ollowing this subject are instructions and illustrations of

uK'thods for the analysis of flue gases. Steam boiler efficiency is

defined, and a discussion is given supplemented with curves and

various formulse. Next is considered the horse power rating of

boilers and the instructions for conducting boiler trials as laid down
by the American Society of Mechanical Hngincers. This interesting

book concludes with a discussion of the principles of steam piping,

drainage systems, valves, boiler and steam pipe covering, boiler

cle:ming, specifications for boiler setting and some timely remarks

as to the care and management of the Stirling boiler, together with

a complete subject index of the entire book.

. « < »

The White Mountains.

Beautiful Scenery and Wonderful Works of Nature.

The White Mountains of New Hampshire are famous the coun-

try over as .America's most beautiful summering section. The awe-

inspiring and wonderful scenery ; the magnificent grandeur of these

"Crystal Hills"; the numerous handiworks of nature—interesting

ravines ; high mountain cliffs ; wonderful, gorgeous, towering

peaks ; the marvelous profile in rock of the "Old Man" in Profile

Notch and the figure of the White Horse of North Conway. There

is something new to see every day in the mountains. The hotels

range from the most palatial and sumptuous hostelries in the coun-

try to delightful boarding houses and cosy cottages and camps.

Visit the mountains on your vacation ! You will then realize the

magnificence of New England scenery. A beautiful portfolio con-

taining choice half-tone reproductions of the handsomest mountain

scenes, entitled "Mountains of New England," will be mailed to any

address by the General Passenger Department, Boston & Maine

Railroad, Boston, upon receipt of 6 cents, and a descriptive book,

profusely illustrated and containing a detailed description of the

mountains, will be sent upon receipt of 2 cents in stamps ; also a

colored "Bird's Eye View of the Mountains as seen from the Sum-
mit of Mount Washington," will be sent upon receipt of 6 cents in

stamps ; or the whole for 14 cents.

Advertising Literature.

THE OPERATION OF SIGNALS is the subject of a recent

pamphlet published by the Lintern Car Signal Co., 312 Electric

r.uilding. Cleveland, O., in the interest of its products. The de-

scription is illustrated with numerous diagrams and drawings.

"THE MACHINE TOOL AND THE MOTOR" is the subject

of a recent publication of the F. Bissell Co.. 226 Huron St.. Toledo.

O., and shows some modern practice in machine tool operation with

"Northern" motors, for which this company is district sales man-

ager.

Anchors That Hold

STOMBAUGH

GUY -4
ANCHORS

W. N. MATTHKWS & liHO.
MANl I A<;i IKKK.S

l'2.S N. 2na St. ST. I.OIIS

ESTABLISHED I8S3.

rRED T. LEY <& CO.
CONTRACTORS

Electric Rallwiys Built ind Financed Franckises Purchased.

Phoenix Bldg., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

RALPH D. MERSHON,
Consulting Electrical and Mechanical Engineer

Estimites. .Reports. Plan*. 3pecitlcation» and Supervision of
Electric Litftitintf. Railway and Power Plants.

Lontf Distance Power Transmission.

NEW YORK
11 Pine St.

MONTREAL
Street Railway Chambers

jFort>, Kacon $. ^avit\

£n9inccr6.

JL.AIR (i. CO. BUILDING.
24 BROAD STREET.

NEVr YORK.

S*;6c Roberts O, Abbott Company
E N G I N E E RS

Schofield Building, Cleveland, Ohio
Successors to

E. P. ROBERTS (U CO.
BRANCH OFFICE : Maryland Trust Building. BALTIMORE, .MD.

"They Never Pull Up"

THE MILLER ANCHOR
COMPANY

INORIA/AVLK OHIO
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\V. E. BAKER H. R. BISHOP

W, E. BAKER & CO,
ENGINEERS

ELECTRIC RAILROADS
27 \A/llliam St. NEW/ YORK.

PUTNAM A. BATES JOHN NEILSON

BATES & NEILSON
CONSULTING ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS
42 Broadway NEW YORK

FREDERICK SARGENT.
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Electric Railways in and About Spokane.

Ill the state of Washington there are but few electric h'ncs in

operation. These western hnes have, however, been constructed in

a thorongh niainicr, anrl although the passenger revenues are small

comparcil with those of lines in the more densely populated districts

of the cast, yet the freight traflFic that they enjoy brings sufficient

revenue to warrant llu' expenditure for first-class roadlied and

e<|uipmeul.

When, in 18.S0, the Northern Pacific R. R. reached Spokane, its

population was 300. This has rapidly increased to a population of

^15.000, as given by the school census for 1904. In i88g the city was

Iiractically destroyed by fire, but has been entirely rebuilt with a

l)owcr and railway companies organi;rcd in the early days of Spo-

kane's development. The Spokane Electric Light & I'owcr Co. was

organized in 1886. the name being changed in the fall of 1887 to the

Edison Electric Illuminating Co. At this time the Edison plant

consisted of one No. 12 240-ampere generator and a Brush lo-light

machine, which is stated to be the first installed west of the Mis-

sissippi River. In 1889 the Washington Water Power Co. was

formed and made a contract to furnish current to the Edison com-

pany. This plant was started in operation December, iStyo, with

four pairs of generators in service.

The plant was designed, however, for 16 pairs of Edison direct
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the 4,000-voIt. 3-plia5c current from the alternators to 26,000 or

34,-50 volts when connected in Y. By changing to the delta con-

nection the transmission potential will be either 45.000 or 60.000.

Local business is cared for by 2.300-volt transformers. In the

power service these are connected in Y ,on the high tension side

and in delta on the low tension side.

The penstocks from the dam to the power house arc about 550

ft. in length, the fall from the dam to the wheel being 45 ft and

The street railways operated by the Washington Water Power

Co. comprise 67K' miles of track. The standard construction is

60-lb. T-rails in 6o-ft. lengths, laid on fir or tamarack ties 6 in. x

8 in. .\ 7 ft. In paved streets the concrete beam construction is

used with 70-lb. --in. T-rails, the beam being 15 in. wide at the

top, 10 in. at the bottom and g in. deep, of concrete, consisting of

one part portland cement, three parts sand and si.x parts stone

broken to pass through a '/.-in. ring. The concrete beams are

.SI'11K.\.NK kl\EK h.VI.L>. .\K.Vk llIU tk HlllM£ I 1- W .\.-~ HI .M. 1 I'OWEK CO.

the fall from the wheel to the tail race 23 ft., giving an cITcctive

head of 68 ft.

The Washington Water Power Co. transmits current to the

Coeur d'.Mene mines, the distance being 80 miles to the first sub-

station and loi miles to the last. There are eight sub-stations, five

of which were put in service in iyo.1. At the sub-stations current

is stepped- down to 2,300 volts. The transmission line is No. 2

medium hard copper, with the wires placed at the vertices of an

equilateral triangle, 42 in. on a side. Poles arc 35 ft. long and

placed at such a depth as would bring the rails one inch below

grade. The rails are then put in place, shimmed up to grade and

grouted with concrete, consisting of one part cement, two parts

sand and three parts broken stone. Granite i)aving blocks are

placed each side of the rail, with a flange way of ilj in. .'Ml of

the track was welded by the Falk joint process.

rile rolling stock comprises 70 motor cars, 39 of which are the

I'.rill convertible or semi-convertible type, equipped with GE-67

tnolors and National b'.lectric Co. air brakes. These cars are

COUER 11 .M.F.Xi; TKKMIXAI, c IF I orEK V .\1.ENE S: SPOKANE RV.

spaced 125 ft. apart, except in liurke, where 65-ft. poles have to be

used in order to meet local conditions. Burke is in a gulcb so

narrow that there is only room for two rows of houses and a road-

way. This roadway is occupied by two railroads, two telegraph

companies, one telephone company, one electric light company and

the Spokanc-Coeur d' Alene transmission line. Sixty-five-ft. poles

are necessary to get this last line above the other wires. When
trains pass on either of the railroads the inhabitants have to get

inside their houses.

mounted on Brill No. 27 trucks. The rest of the equipment con-

sists of cars of the California type, mounted on Brill maximum
traction trucks, with GE-800 and GE-52 motors.

The company employs about 150 trainmen and .ilmnt 25 men in

the carpenter, painting and forge shop forces. In the train service,

the day men work 1 1 hours straight in the morning or afternoon

with a dinner relief, or swing runs, which are from 5:30 to II

a. m. with a layoff until 6 or 7 p. m., when they go on to complete

their runs. One day off is given to trainmen each week, and if a
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man is callcM M|ii.n In unrk lli.il il.cy lie is p.iiil al tin- rale- cf time

and onc-lialf,

'J'lic system has some ten lines, iiim- rjf wliieli are frmn llirec to

three anil one-half miles in lenRlh, and the nth.r, kinnvii as the

I lillyarcl line, is six miles U>nu-

The euinpany has a park ahiint two miles Irom the eenler of the

city. Hasehall is one of (he allraetions, 'I'liere is a natatorimn with

a pool 40 X «o fl. anil So iliessinR rooms. Only soft drinks arc

served in the park. Music is provided on Sundays and holidays

and a ilaneinR jiavilion is one of the attractions in this comieclion.

DiiriiiK the park season, which lasts from the first of May nntil the

end of Seplemher, a Rreat niany picnics are held there, there heing

tables, swings for children and other ijiinie fnrnitnre provided. No

charge for admission to the park is made. I lie attendance is great-

est on Sundays, when there are usually in the neighhorhond of

8,000 iiersons. To insure that fares are colliclid nu the return trip

passengers buy liikiN. which are collected as lluy pass Ihiongb

lurusliK-s I., hiiard ilk- cars.

way. (Julside Ihi- rad two courses of brick placed lengthwise are

laid. In unpaved streets 60-II)., 4'A-'m. 'l-rails are laid on tamarack

tics spaced )8 in, center to center. In the paved district and for

about a mile on the Corbin Park line is double track.

Fifteen motor cars, which arc of the Urill seml-convcrtible type

moimteil on 2t-K niaxinnnn traction trucks, comprise the rolling

stock.

The olficers of the Spokane 1 raction Co. arc: President, Jay P.

(iravcs; vice-president, A. I,. White; secretary, Clyde M. Graves;

treasurer, II. H. Ferris; manager. H. J. Weeks; purchasing agent,

C. M. Graves; sui)erinteiidei.l. II I). Wh.-rland; electrician, I-". N

White.
Coeur d' AUne & Spokane Ky.

rhirty-four miles cast of the center of Spokane, at that point

where the Spokane Kiver leaves Lake Coenr d' .-Mene. is the mining

town of Coeur d' Alenc. This town is beautifully situated and has

a population of about 4,000.

There has now been in successful operation for scnii- i«o years

BriLlllNC, IMAN .\ND TR.\CK L.AVUVT. Sl'OK.'VNE TERMINAL CO.

The officers of the Washington Water Power Co. are: President.

II. M. Richards; secretary and purchasing agent. H. L. Bleecker

;

treasurer, II. E. Perks; manager. O. I.. Huntington; railway super-

intendent, C. P. I.innsdcr ; master nu-chanic, I'. P. Kelly; electrician,

J. H. Fisken.

Spok:me Traction Co.

The Spokane Traction Co. controls the Spokane & Montrose

Motor Railroad Co. and also has city franchises. 'The company

has 17 miles of track, comprisiitg a loop of si.\ blocks in the center

of the city, a line running north to Corbin Park, i^ miles; a litie

south to ,-1 p.-uli.dly developed district on the blufTs known as

Manito l':ivk .iddition, and four miles e.xtendicg east to the city

limits, and the Montrose narrow gage line, originally operated by

dummy. Current for operating the line is furnished from the plant

of the Washington Water Power Co.

In paved streets the track construction consists of 70-Ib. T-rails,

7 in, high, in 60-ft. lengths, cast welded by the Falk process and

laid on concrete stringers 14 in. wide by 10 in. deep, .\fter the

r:ul is in position 3 in. more of concrete is put in place around the

base. Inside the rail a ur.-inile block strip is laid with I-V^-in. flange

the Coeur d' .Mene & Spokane Ry.. connecting these two cities.

This line follows the valley of the Spokane River, crossing the

river about midway between the two cities, at which point the

Washington-Idaho state boundary line also intersects the course of

the river. The total length of the line, including two miles of city

track is 34 miles; for 22 miles of this distance the electric line has

a private right of way. varying from 60 to 200 It. in width. The

alignment ar.d profile of the tr.ack and the construction of the road-

bed allow the operation of passenger trains at high speeds and are

conducive to economical handling of freight traffic. Rails of 60-lb.

.•\. S. C. E. section with steam railroad standards for ties and bal-

last construction are u.sed. The joints are bonded with Brown

plastic bonds. Current is supplied to the cars through a single

tigure-8 trolley wire supported 22 ft. above the track by span con-

struction. Current is purchased from the Washington Water

Power Co.. and transmitted at 22.000-voIts, 3-phase from the gen-

erating station at Spokane to two rotary converter sub-stations,

where, after being converted to railway current it is fed to the

trolley through a system of No. 000 and No. 0000 feeders.

This road oflfers both passenger and freight .service, which are
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conducted as on steam lines. The rolling stock includes 9 com-

bination cars, II passenger trailers and two motor cars for handling

express. These are all of Brill manufacture and were illustrated

in the "Review" for June. The passenger schedule provides for

nine trains each way daily ; this passenger schedule is increased to

meet the demands of the traffic, which sometimes requires twice

thi,s number of trains.

Three electric freight trains which carry passengers are also

operated daily. A limited passenger train leaving Spokane in the

early morning and returning from Cocur d' Alene late in the aflcr-

The Spokane & Inland Ry. was granted its charter Dec. 17, 1904,

and is authorized to issue 35,000 shares of capital stock at $100 each.

The accompanying map shows the location of the route of this

line as it has been decided upon and is now being built between

centers of the city of Spokane and Wavcrly. From Waverly south

two general locations, either of which may be built, present them-

selves. The easterly one, if built as outlined, would serve the towns

of Oakesdale, Garfield, Palouse, Colfax, Pullman and Moscow.

The westerly route from the junction point shown would pass

through the following towns: Rosalia, Thornton, Colfax, Pullman

MAP OF SPOKANE & INLAND RY.

noon makes the run in 65 minutes, which is 20 minutes faster than

the schedule of passenger trains.

The shops and barns are located at Coeur d' Alene; near these is

a terminal depot and freight yard, an exterior view of which accom-

panies this article.

The officers of the Coeur d' Alene & Spokane Ry. Co., Ltd., are

F. .'\. Blackwell, president; R. F. Blackwell, first vice-president and

general manager; Jay P. Graves, second vice-president; C. P.

Lindsley, secretary; William Dollar, treasurer; Ira H. Shallis, as-

sistant secretary and auditor; J. C. White, chief engineer; E. H.

Belden, general counsel ; Waldo G. Paine, traffic manager.

Spokane & Inland Ry.

Construction work is now in progress from Spokane south on

.in electric railway which it is intended shall eventually serve all the

and Moscow. The former route is 1 10 miles long and the latter

100 miles long. The territory tributary to these two lines, which

careful study has shown to be the most feasible routes, is now occu-

pied, as may be seen from the map, by trunk and branch lines of

the Northern Pacific Ry. and the Oregon Railroad & Navigation

Co. At the present time these steam lines operate very few trains,

and the schedule of these is inconvenient for those desiring to do

business in Spokane. From Moscow to Spokane the Northern

Pacific runs two 4-car trains each way daily. These are well pa-

tronized. The fare charged by the steam lines in Washington is at

the rate of 3 cents a mile, and it is proposed to establish a rate of

2 cents a mile for the competing electric lines.

The principal product of this territory is wheat, and it is stated

that crop failure is unknown. At Wavcrly is a sugar beet factory,

to which are hauled each year about 40.000 tons of sugar beets.

THRESHING OATS IN I'ALOUSE VALLEY, NEAR SPOKANE

rich territory lying between Spokane and Lewiston, Ida. Mr. Jay
P. Graves, who was instrumental in promoting and bringing into

successful operation the Coeur d' .Mene & Spokane Ry., and who
is president of the Spokane Traction Co. and manager of the

Granby mines and smelter, is promoting this extensive electric rail-

way undertaking, which will make tributary to Spokane a territory

as yet undeveloped along electric lines. Associated with him as

directors of the company are Messrs. F. A. Blackwell, F. Lewis

Clark, John Twohy and Alfred Coolidge. These men have been

closely identified with many of the more successful enterprises

which have helped to build up Spokane and the adjacent country.

There is no coal and very little timber in this vicinity, so that

fuel is high priced and must be hauled long distances. The timber

belt on the north, ends 10 miles south of Spokane. It is anticipated

that the distribution of fuel will prove a profitable source of revenue

for the electric road. .M Pullman is located the Agricultural Col-

lege and School of Science, with over i,oao students enrolled, and

the State University of Idaho, located at Moscow, only 13 miles

away, has about 750 students.

Careful estimates place the probable traffic of this line at 1,300

passengers per day from Spokane to tributary points in the so-called

Palouse country. Ultimately, when the Spokane & Inlan<i Ry.
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readies llie Snake River, wliieli is a trilnilary lo the Columbia

River, flcjwii)g lo the Pacific, the line slioiild enjoy a suhstaiUial

interchange of passengers and freight with tlic boat lines. From

•Spokane throngh to the Snake River the country to be served by

tliis proposed electric line presents attractive iiulucemcnis for such

a roadbed and ctpii|)iiient as will be able to furnish shipping facili-

ties for exporting the great (pianlilies of farnr products and import-

ing niaiuifactiired goods.

'I'lie cniislnielii>n of a satisfaclfjry rcj.-idbed rm either of the rmiles

iiiitlincd dill, nnl incseiil Miiy serious engineering fi'.-ilures. 'riie

IIAHVESTERS niNDING WHEAT IN PALOUSE VALLEY.

total ditTerciicc of elevation between Spokane and Moscow approxi-

mates 450 ft., and it is thought that a ruling gradient of 105.6 ft.

per mile can be established. The roadbed will be built with a view-

to double tracking it at some future time. Steam railroad con-

struction will be standard, with 70-lb. A. S. C. E. rail and 7x7 in. x

8 ft. ties. It is proposed to build the track work so that trains

can be operated safely at a speed of 50 miles per hour. Power will

be furnished to the new line from the generating station of the

Washington Water Power Co., in Spokane. It is planned that the

railway company will later build its own power plant on a satis-

factory location that has been acquired about eight miles below

Spokane on the Spokane River. It has not been decided yet

whether the standard direct current system of distribution or some

ROCK CUT ON SPOKANE & INLAND RY.

type of single-phase alternating current distribution will be used

for the operation of the cars. With the former there would be

about five rotary converter sub-stations located approximately 20

miles apart, with storage batteries at each and other storage bat-

teries half way between these sub-stations.

It is planned to have the rolling stock comprise two steam loco-

motives, four 2-car passenger trains, seven 3-car trains, nine elec-

tric freight locomotives, 29 box cars and 39 Hat cars. The pas-

senger trains will consist of one motor car equipped with four 125-

I1. p. motors and pulling the required number of trailers. It is

proposed to liandle the carload freight by means of steam locomo-

tives and operate these at night.

The car barn, repair shops and freixlit sheds at Spokane will be

built upon land owned by the electric railway company, which

property adjoins that of the Great Northern Ry., thus furnishing

economical shipping and transfer facilities. A terminal in Spokane

for the passenger tralTic of the Spokane & Inland Ry. and the Cocur

d' Alene & .Spokane Ry. is illustrated herewith. This building will

be up to date in every detail and will present a pleasing appear-

ance. Near the passenger terminal and on the same plat of ground

will be built seven car storage tracks and a loop around the terminal

lo aid in the making up of trains.

-•-•-•-

West I'cnii Railways' Trade .Mark.

I he July number of Trolley Talk, the moMlhiy pajier published by

the West Pcnn Railways Co., contains the following, under the title

"Our Insignia":

"Steam railroads for the greater part have a distinctive design

which appears on schedules, advertising matter and frequently on

rolling stock. Almost everyone recognizes the dome of the Capitol

.11 Washington as the emblem of

the B. & O., while the Pennsyl-

vania railroad has chosen the

Keystone as its trade mark, the

Maltese Cross of the Big 4, the

railway track running into the

setting sun of the Southern Pa-

cific and the triangle of the Chi-

cago & Alton are all well known

designs. Quite a number of elec-

tric railways have adopted a

trade mark, and the design here

is the one chosen by the West

Penn Railways.

"The names of the three coun-

ties of Fayette, Allegheny and Westmoreland being inscribed on

the" triangle representing the strength and solidity of that portion of

the state, while the name of the West Penn Railways appears on

the encircling ring, representing the spjendid facilities for travel

throughout the enclosed counties furnished by the West Penn Rail-

ways."

Street Railway Claim Agents' Association.

The American Association of Street Railway Claim Agents, which

was organized at the St. Louis convention last year, is making

preparations for the coming convention at Philadelphia, and its

secretary, Mr. B. B. Davis, Columbus. O.. has sent on the following

circular letter regarding the meeting

:

"In the week of September 24th the .American Street Railway As-

sociation will hold its meeting in Philadelphia, Pa. It is essential

that the American Association of Street Railway Claim Agents

should meet at this time and place. To that end permission has

been secured from the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. for the use

of its office rooms for that purpose, and the association will meet

in room No. 104S Land Title Building. Broad and Chestnut Sts.,

on Tuesday, September 26th, at 11 o'clock a. m. The secretary will

be at this office on Monday, September 25th, between 9 a. m. and 2

p. m., to receive any claim agents or representatives. It is impor-

tant that we have as large an attendance as possible."

The program on this occasion will be a simple one. and besides

the usual reading of the minutes of previous meetings, reports of

the secretary and treasurer and election of officers, will consist of

papers on accident claims and methods of fakirs, concluding with a

general discussion of the subject of claims. It is hoped that the

claim departments of the various members will be represented and

participate in the discussion. The adjustment of accident claims is

a vital one, and the benefits of an exchange of ideas and experiences

along these lines are of value to all railway companies.

The Chicago & Joliet Electric Railway Co. purchased 40 acres of

woodland known as the Dellwood. one mile south of Lockport, III.,

and will expend a large sum of money converting it into a park.
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Recording Special Work and Special Work
Renewals.

Anyone who has anything to do with the track department of an

electric railway property will appreciate the importance of keeping

the fullest account of special work and special work renewals. If

proper records, conveniently arranged for reference, are not kept so

as to show the location and details of all pieces of special work on

the .system, the work of the track department is unnecessarily com-

FIG. I—KEY INDE.X M.M' OF SPErl.XL WORK LOCATIONS.

plicated and annoying delays in the routine operation fif the depart-

ment will often arise.

The records of one well known company are particularly well

organized in this respect, and the following description of this

system of records contains a number of suggestions of interest and

value.

In the first place the company's entire track system is divided into

sections, and a key-map, as shown in Fig. i, is made of each section.

This indicates the locations of every piece of special work in the see-

In connection with the detail sheets, rail section sheets arc also

made up (Fig. 3), showing the various rail sections in use, together

with information as to drilling for joints and bond-holes.

Blue-prints of inde.x and detail sheets are bound in book-form

with fastening clips. Rail section sheets are bound also, but are kept

under separate cover from special work sheets. The detail sheets

for each section are, of course, bound in a book by themselves, with

the key-inde.x map for that section on top, so that for ordinary refer-

ence to any particular piece of special work it is necessary only to

determine the location number from the index map, and then turn

immediately to the detail sheets in the book. If information is re-

qnircil that is not given on the sheets reference is made to the records

in the cabinet.

The column headings, shown in Fig. 4, represent the blank form

used by the track and roadway department in making up requisition

for special work renewals, and Fig. 5 is the form for keeping records

of work asked for and work received.

Penna. Steel Co.

Section No. 230

Wl. Per Yd.—80 1b.

Tons Per Mnel2.?.71

Ft. Tr. Per Ton-4>
Found on Park and
Sniithfield Lines.

's^I^WT'^
e »^ol£ Joi/tr-

/ 5C £ 5T/}
/.O/TAIA/- ao-ZBi

FIG. 3—UET.ML SHEET.

The Cambridse Rapid Transit Developments.

The Boston Hlcvaled Railway Co. has infornied Mayor Daly

of Cambridge, Mass., that it cannot accept the recent legislative sub-

way act unless it is changed to provide a two-track instead of a

four-track subway. At the time the bill passed the legislature a

provision was attached that it should not become law unless ac-

cepted by the company's directtrs within two months thereafter.

and it was also believed that the subway could be built for $5,000,-

000. Since the passage of the act the engineers, officers and directors

of the company have been over the whole question with the utmost

care, and it is their unanimous opinion that the cost of the proposed

four-tracks subway would be at least $7,000,000, exclusive of equip-

ment of the subway, of rolling stock and of power. Mr. George K.

Kimball, engineer for the Boston Elevated Ry. estimates the cost

as $7,(/X).ooo. and has consulted with Messrs. William Barclay Par-

sons and George S, Rice of New York and also Mr. Howard A.

Carson of Boston in regard to the matter, as well as with Mr. Lewis

S. Hastings, city engineer of Cambridge, whose estimate is $6,333.-

800.

In view' of these considerations, which place the estimate of cost

$2,000,000 higher than was at first expected, the road states it can-

not accept the act, bearing in mind proper service for the ])ulilic.

fair treatment of employes and reasonable returns to

stockholders. The present standard of service cannot

well be lowered; the wages of uniformed employes have

been increased by a large amount during the past two
years, and the following increase in fixed charges is

anticipated by the company during the next three years

:

The annual interest upon $7,500,000 of 4 per cent

bonds issued May i, 1905; the rental of the Washington

St. tuiniel, about $27,000; and the increased cost of

operation involved in the extension of the elevated road

to Forest Hills, The company recognizes the necessity

of rapid transit to Cambridge, but cannot see its way
clear to undertake additional burdens which are not

necessary for safely and convenience of the whole

service. It believes that an elevated railway is far

preferable to any underground route, both from the

standpoint of the company and the traveling public,

and that the cost would be much less. Nevertheless the

company will accept the act of 1905, provided it is

amended to provide for a subw?y of sufficient size for

two tracks instead of four.

tion fur which it is drawn. Each location is given a number, and

each special work location is thereafter known by that number in all

departments. All detail sheets are numbered to correspond to the

numbers on the key index map. The maker's blue-print, all subse-

quent renewal prints and other data regarding each location, bear this

location number. The original prints and all subsequent prints are

folded and placed in envelopes bearing the proper inde.x number,

location name, drawing number, etc., and are then filed in a cabinet,

which is indexed for reference by means of a card system.

Detail sheets, as shown in Fig. 2, are made of each separate piece

of special work, and these are intended to show rail sections in the

work, connecting sections, paving, curb-lines, joints, sewer and water-

mains and manholes, radii of switches and curves, and all other

necessary information.

An Attractive Electric Railway Folder.

All elaborate railway folder has been issued liy the Piigct Sound

Electric Railway Co., of which Mr. W. S. Dimmock is general man-

ager, containing 16 pages of time tables, and views taken along their

lines. The cover is in red and green, with a beautiful half-tone of

Mount Tacoma in the center. There are 17 half-tones in the folder,

six of which are views of Tacoma. The wharves, Point Defiance

Park, Spanaway Park. Spanaway Lake, Wright Park, Stellacoom,

and a bird's-eye view of the city are shown. Maps of Tacoma and

Seattle are .shown, as is also a map of the territory over which the

electric railway runs. Points of interest in the two cities are de-

scribed, and time tables of the railways with which the electric cars

connect are given.
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Sonic Methods Used in Car Barn Construction
With a View to Fire Protection.

In the "Review" for March, 1901, an article was pubhshcd on

precautions against losses by fire, in which was included the prac-

tice in several of the larger cities. With the development of street

and interurban railways there has been corresponding progress in

the construction and protection of car houses, and some of tlie

methods used in recently constructed buildings should be of interest.

While good watchmen are almost unanimously considered the best

safeguards against conflagrations, there are many practices which

in event of fire will confine the damage to limited area.

Recently there has been considerable attention given to the adapta-

tion of automatic sprinklers for car barn service. From the stand-

point of the street railway manager there has to be considered

whether an installation of this character will result in such a reduc-

tion of insurance rates as to warrant the initial expense. So far as

we know, the underwriters in general have adopted no fixed rule

on this point.

An extensive installation of sprinklers in some barns would

present a more or less serious problem in that it would be difficult

to dispose the necessary overhead piping in such a fashion that it

would not be struck by trolley poles of the cars when they arc

shifted in the barn. Also in northern latitudes, if a sprinkler sys-

tem is installed that requires the pipes to be filled with water

normally, a serious expense for heating the barn is involved that

might more than compensate for any more saving in insurance

premiums. This question of sprinklers is quite important, and we

purpose going into a more extended discussion in a future issue

and contenting ourselves now with a review of the methods adopted

in connection with a number of buildings recently constructed by

leading street railway companies.

Baltimore.

The shop and car house buildings of the United Railways & Elec-

tric Co., of Baltimore, are virtually fireproof in construction, but

elaborate precautions have been taken to prevent the spread of fire

among the cars and materials. The employes have been drilled in

the use of hose, fire signals, etc., and hose stands connected direct

to city mains are placed a few feet apart all through the buildings.

.MI large supplies of oil and varnish are kept in a separate building;

in the shop a small room has been partitioned ofT for mixing pur-

poses and for keeping small quantities of such supplies as are in

constant use. This room has a terra cotta roofing, and a large

chimney passes up through this and through the main roof, it being

the theory that flames and heat will pass up this chimney in case of

fire in the room. Traps are also provided to the sewer system

under the building, so that in event of fire the burning material can

be flushed down through a trap and extinguished.

Wareham, Mass.

The car house of the New Bedford & Onset Street Railway Co.

at Wareham, Mass., is a brick building adjoining the power house.

A 1,000-gallon underwriters' fire pump is placed in the annex of the

boiler room and supplies the hydrant system in the yard and the

sprinkler system in the car barn. The pump is arranged with suc-

tion from the condenser well, and draws water from a large tank

in the yard, which in turn is supplied with water from the river.

A small tank is also located on the roof of the car barn, so as to

make sure of there being pressure at all times in the sprinkler

pipes, the flow of water to the hydrants and sprinklers being con-

trolled by valves in the yard. In addition to this sprinkler system

in the roof, sprinkler pipes are carried under the floor between the

pits, in accordance with recommendations of the fire underwriters.

Pittsburg.

The Pittsburg Railways Co. has some seventeen car houses, the

largest of which is at Homewood, where the operating building has

a capacity for 50 cars and the storage building for 120 cars, with

yard tracks for 125 cars additional. In 1903 the company built at

McKees Rocks a car house for storage purposes, the construction

of which is fire proof. The side walls and rear end walls are of

brick I35'2 in. thick, and the building is divided longitudinally by an

i8-in. brick fire wall. The roof is of expanded metal and concrete

laid on rafters of 7-in. girder rails 30 ft. long. The window sills

and other trimmings are of sandstone, and the front end of the

barn is closed by two rolling steel doors. Tlic floors arc paved

with fire brick set on edge. The company has its own telephone

exchange, and all fire alarms are reported to the telephone operator,

who at once orders the nearest emergency crews to report at the

proper points.

Hartford, Conn.

The operating and storage car house of the Hartford Street Rail-

way Co. has a frontage of 250 ft. and a depth of practically 500 ft,

;

the building is of brick with concrete foundations for all walls.

A rather novel plan of fire protection was installed at this plant,

and instead of elevated tanks for water storage purposes a concrete

reservoir was built underneath the bottom floor line of the repair

and inspection pits extending across the building under seven

tracks. In the excavation for this was laid a bed of cinders 4 in.

deep, and on this a 6-in. bed of concrete. The top of the reservoir

forms the floor for the repair pits, and consists of 6 in. of stone

concrete supported on concrete piers strengthened by expanded

metal embedded in the concrete. The rails of the car house are

supported on iron colmuns resting on the concrete piers. The
reservoir has a storage capacity of 100,000 gallons of water, and is

fed from the city mains, the supply also being augmented by the

drainage from the entire roof area of the building. The automatic

sprinkling system in the roof of the building, and also standpipes

conveniently located, are supplied by fire pumps which are con-

nected with this storage reservoir. This system met with the ap-

proval of the fire underwriters, and resulted in a reduction in the

fire insurance rate on the building.

Columbia, S. C.

The advantages of slow burning mill construction for street rail-

way car houses, and the details of this construction as applied to

the car house of the Columbia Electric Street Railway, Light &
Power Co., of Columbia, S. C, were shown in an article by Mr.

J. O. DeWolf, in the "Review" for August, 1903. Space will not

permit of a detailed description of this construction here, but its

advantages may be summed up briefly, as follows : Each floor

is made continuous to avoid openings through which fire can travel

from one floor to another. Automatically closing fire doors or

hatchways separate the diflFerent floors or rooms, while the stair-

ways, if not placed in fireproof towers, are encased by incom-

bustible partitions. Timber in large and solid masses is used so as

to expose as few projecting corners as possible to the flames and

thereby better resist fire, and the entire construction interposes no

obstructing timbers to prevent water being effectively applied to the

fire. Besides safety against fires and facility for fighting and ex-

tinguishing them, economy of construction is its advantage.

Birmingham.

A very desirable feature was introduced in the construction of

the car house of the Birmingham Railway Light & Power Co., at

Birmingham, Ala., a set of fire doors being placed in the center of

the building, so that in the event of fire in one end of the house, by

lowering these doors the cars in the other half would be protected.

The walls of the building are of red pressed brick, the roof of com-

position supported by steel roof trusses, the floor of rolled cinders

and the pit floor of concrete. A thoroughly reliable fire system has

been arranged independent of the city fire department, consisting of

a 10,000-gallon tank conveniently located, with coils of hose with

nozzles attached distributed at frequent intervals throughout the

building. A similar system is to be found in the car shops, and

employes of both the barns and shops are carefully drilled, so that

should a fire break out each man knows just what he is expected

to do and the usual confusion attending fires avoided.

Paterson, N. J.

The new car house of the Public Service Corporation at Pater-

son, N. J., is a structure of brick with slate roof supported by steel

trusses. The apparatus for fire protection installed here follows

the standard adopted in the car houses recently constructed by this

company. In addition to the ordinary water connections there is an

independent 6-in. water main, run from a 12-in. main in the street,

tlirough the entire length of the barn, from which are taken connec-

tions for seven fire hydrants. The fire hydrant adopted as standard

is the 4-in. solid stream, frost proof Corey; each is equipped with a

14-in. hand wheel permanently fastened, so that the valve may be

opened at any moment. Attached to every hydrant is 100 ft. of 2^-
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ill. niljbcr-linetl hose, with couphiigs and brass hosepipe 10 x 1%
ill , which is stored on hose racks placed 011 the wall, spanner

wrenches being provided with each rack. Twenty "Underwriters'

"

fire cxtinguisiicrs are distributed tlirongliout tlie building, a so-gallon

chemical engine is provided ready for emergency service, and 16

sets of fire pails containing sand and water are placed in racks on

the walls about the barn. An auxiliary fire alarm system was in-

stalled and is maintained by the New York & New Jersey Fire

Alarm Co. Sevfcn alarm boxes, which arc coimcctcd to a main

alarm box on the front of the building, and which are in turn wired

up to the city's fire alarm circuit, are distributed around the build-

ing. Ked incandescent lamps are installed over all fire extinguishers

and blue lamps over fire alarm boxes, and are kept burning, so that

the fire appliances may be readily located. Two electric bells are

sitiKilcd in the superintendent's oflncc, one ringing in case an alarm

is sent in and the other should any part of the auxiliary system get

out of order. A watchman's clock system is in effect from 7 p. m.
to 7 a. m., and there are 16 stations around the property from
which the watchman reports every hour.

Chicago.

For the protection of the shops and car storage yards of the

Nortluvcstern Elevated R. R., Chicago, the company has recently

installed in its new storage battery and sub-station building adja-

cent to the Wilson Ave. terminal, a fire pump, which supplies a

system of piping covering tlic shops and yards. The pump is of

the triplex type with capacity of 428 gallons per minute and is

driven by a 3S-h. p. direct current motor. In connection with the

pump is installed an automatic control mechanism furnished by

J. G. Schureman, of Chicago. When the pressure in the fire main

drops belnw 60 lb. the automatic device closes the starting switch

and the pump operates until the pressure in the main rises to 120 lb..

S^^ 7-// 45^5S£y^^/^/

MIectric Tramways in Lima.

Under dale of April 27, 1905, Mr. Irving li. Dudley, United

States Minister, Lima, Peru, writes to the Department of Com-
merce and Labor, as follows

:

"In pursuance of the authorization of a supreme resolution of

April I2th, a contract has been entered into between the Ferrocarril

Urbano dc Lima and the provuicial council substituting overhead

trolley for horse traction on all the street railways of Lima f about

\(> miles in extent). 1'he new system is required to be in operation

within two years from the signing of the contract, and 5 kilo-

meters (3.1 miles) of new road between specified points in the city

must be in operation within the five following years. A new com-

pany, representing American and local capital, succeeds the old

one, and the electric and other new material required has been

ordered from the United States, as happened in the case of Lima's

two suburban lines now in successful operation."

Birmingham Track Records.

The Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co. has had prepared,

as a concise record convenient for reference, drawings showing its

tracks in plan and profile, together with pertinent data as to the

class of construction, materials, pavements, character of special

work, location of poles, etc. These drawings are upon sheets 46 >
i7'/2 >"> the record proper being within border lines 42 x \$Vi in.

The character of the pavement is indicated by section lines,

macadam being shown by diagonal lines run from lower left to

upper right, brick pavement by vertical broken lines, granite blocks

by double sectional diagonal lines from lower left to upper right

SECTION OF DRAWING SHOWING TRACKS IN PLAN WITH DATA.

\

when the motor automatically cuts out. The pump supplies five

lines of hose of 140 lb. pressure. At various points about the shops
and yards arc placed 26 lines of 2;'2-in. hose. Where these are out-

side of buildings and would be exposed to the weather a wooden
.shelter house about 3'/< ft. square is placed over the hose racks.

By arrangement with the captain of the nearest engine house of the

Chicago fire department, frequent inspections of the premises are

made at unexpected times. The inspector turns in an alarm and
the efficiency of the apparatus is tested each time, water being put
on all lines of hose that bear on.' the quarters from which the alarm
was sent.

.\ collision in Chicago between an automobile and an electric car

that resulted in favor of the former occurred recently, when an
automobile crashed into the rear of the car and forced it off the

tracks and to the curb. The car was hauled to the barn by the
wrecking crew, while the automobile, one of the big sight-seeing

machines, lumbered away without having been damaged.

and upper left to lower right. A good idea of the character and

extent of the information contained on one of these plans is given

by the accompanying engraving, which represents a section about

3'-2 in. wide- from one of the sheets.

The profile drawings are made on sheets of the same size to a

scale of so ft. to the inch horizontally and 10 ft. to the inch ver-

tically.

"Outings For All Sunmier Long" is the subject of a recent folder

of the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Ry., the third-rail electric road

between the Fox River Valley and Chicago. Besides the usual

information regarding time tables, fares, a description of the line,

etc., an unusually fine panoramic map of the route is shown in

colors in the interior of the folder. This company is making an

active publicity campaign in and about Chicago, which is meeting

with a great deal of success. The pamphlet was published by Rand.

McNally & Co., Chicago.
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Exeter Corporation Tramways.

Tile ancient calhcilral citv ol Exttcr, so well known lo lovers ni

Devonshire, has been long in securing aood transportation facilities,

but it now has a system of electric tramways which brings it well

up to date, and shows that although a town may have many re-

ligious and historical associations, it need not therefore necessarily

have no modern conveniences.

Some J5 years ago an attempt was made by progressive spirits

INTEKIUR VIEW OF POWER HULSE.

to build a horse tramw.iy. but the scheme met with such violent

opposition that by far the most useful sections had to be abandoned.

The sections built were duly opened, but as their value was so

materially crippled through the exclusion of the lines from High
St., the principal thoroughfare, finarcial failure resulted, and

the company suspended operations. The undertaking was taken

over by a syndicate, which very soon was compelled to abandon the

service to St. David's Station (at one extremity of the line), on

account of the excessive cost of working which the severe gradient

of St. David's Hill entailed, and although this was the most usefid

section so far as the public were concerned, the unfavorable condi-

tions under which it was run made it impossible to pay expenses.

same time extending the routes throughout the whole town, but

after much negotiation the scheme fell through. When the period

of 21 years had nearly expired, at the November elections in igoo

the ratepayers were asked to give their views as to the future of

the tramway service in Exeter, and a large majority voted in favor

of an electric tramway system owned and worked by the city.

A committee was formed in 1902 lo visit tramway systems in

England and in Erance, its object being lo inspect and report upon

the best system to be adopted, due regard being had to the possibili-

ties of motor uinnihuses. The committee rcconiuieiuled

tliat the overhead trolley system should le ab pled for

all the proposed routes w'ilh the exception of those

running Ihrough High St. and Eore St. While a large

lumiber of residents and properly owners favored a

conduit system for High St.. it was decided llnally lo

have one uniform svstem llini r^li'ul the district, and

to equip all the lines with the overhead trolley.

In the negotiations which preceded llu' i)rnniolioii

of the bill for the Exeter Corporation .\cl of icjoo. the

Council promised lo erect a new bridge across the river

ICxe in pla.v of the exislirg structure, with as low a

Hradienl a- ])(i-sible, and with a wi<ltli of not less than

io ft. l}ctwccii the parapets. The old brid'jc was opened

for traffic in 177S, and was of stone with three .irchcs,

liul it was narrow and and so highly cr nviicd Ibat a

I'.ew bridge lo suit the increased Irafiic and lo enible

tramways to cross the river was greatly ncedeil. The

liridge has now been built at a total cost of ij5,oco.

It is a handsome steel and iron structure with one

-pan. covering 150 ft., which leaves the bed of the river

free from all obstruction.

The gradierl of the road on the St. Thomas side is

now only I in _>o, as compared uilh 1 iu 10 on the

""^'^old bridge, and the Exeter City side is now

level where a gradient of 1 in 20 formerly pre-

vailed, while a symmetrical appearance has been preserved iu the

elevation, as seen from the river, by the treatment of the orna-

niLiital fascia work.

.\ Iiill was promotod in I'arlianient in iy03 to give the council

powers to buy the horse tramway system and to build and equip

new lines in the city for electric traction. This measure met with

very strong opposition in the House of Commons, many of the

opponents being of the opinion that the streets traversing the cen-

tral portions of the city were far too narrow to allow«of electric

trams, and that the introduction of electric traction would deprive

the town of much of the sentimental interest which naturally is as-

sociated with an ancient cathedral city, .and especially one posscss-

URfCE-I'EEliLES .\1UTOK-GENER.\TOR SET. B.MlCtCK & WILCOX IIOII.EK UNITS.

Operation on two other sections (Heavitree and Sidwell St.) was
continued, and although each of these was only about three-fourths

of a mile long, they earned a fair revenue.

The syndicate owning the tramways had powers extending over

a period of 21 years, and before the expiration of this time attempts

were made by outside companies to enter into an agreement with

the Exeter Council with the object of inducing the latter to take

over the tramways and to convert them for electric ir.action, at the

ing such quaint and historical buildings. The opposilinn failed,

however, in the face of the practical needs of the district, and the

bill passed ihrongh the cunmiittee without further opposition.

It was ultimately determined not to include the whole of the con-

struction scheme in the first contract, but to build only the trunk

lines, extending the existing horse tramways ; arrangements were

subsequently made with the Heavitree District Council for an ex-

tension of the lines from the main street of that suburb.
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I he lirsl priiliciii^ cjf Ilk- Iratnways were opened fornwilly by the

Mayur, V.. <'. I'criy, \:-i\., mi Apr. 4, 1905. Cdiiiprising the routes

from St. David's Station to lleavilree and to Ulaeklioy Koail,

wliile llie .St. Tlionias section received the Hoard of Trade certifi-

cate on Saturday afternoon, .April J'jili, aiirl ir.iDic was loMinieiiceil at

once without any further forin.ility.

Till' conlraii for the perinaiient way .iiid overhead equipment was

given to Dick, Keir & Co., of London and I'reston. The track,

which has now been completed, measures 4'A miles in leiiKth. and

rnniprises _>'-« niili'^ of doiihle line and an ctpial length of single

iini- with turn oni^. Wherever possililc, double track has been laid

Ol'ENINC; CEKEMONY, APRIL 4, I9O5.

in order to give more rapid service and to facihtate the urchnary

traffic, while along a great part of Fore St., which is a straight road

running sharply down to the river, interlacing track has been made

use of. The gage is 3 ft. 6 in., adopted as most suitable for a city

with such narrow streets as those in Exeter.

The rails weigh go lb. per yard and arc of 6-in. girder section,

laid upon a cement concrete foundation 6 In. thick, the under bed

of concrete being packed up to the true alignment by tine cement

concrete, averaging 3-4 in. in thickness. The points and crossings were

supplied by Hadfield's Steel Foundry, Ltd., of Sheffield, and are of

that company's patent "Era" manganese steel, all the special work

being laid out at the works before being fixed in position.

The road surface between the rails and for a distance of iS in. on

each side is paved with Welsh and Devonshire granite sets, except

in certain streets in the center of the town, and in front of several

places of worship, where bard wood paving has been used in prefer-

ence, while throughout the whole of High St, and in parts of other

streets hard wood lilocks have been used across the entire road sur-

face.

The steepest gradient is in Fore St., which runs down to the

river, and varies from i in nl-i to i in 13. .Another heavy gradient

is on St. David's Hill, wlicre there is a sharp curve, the fall here

being i in 16.

The overhead equipment lias no very original features. Center

poles, side brackets and span wires have all been used where they

appeared to be most suitable, the aim being to keep the overhead

wire as near as possible over the center of the track, although the

trolleys are of the swivelling pattern and capable of any reasonable

amount of deviation from the center.

The lines are double insulated throughout. Section pillars are

fixed at the usual Vj-mile intervals, the feeder cables being of the

lead-covered paper insulated pattern supplied by Siemens Bros. &
Co., Ltd. They are laid in Sykes' stoneware ducts throughout. .All

the section bo.xes are connected by telephone both w-ith the gen-

crating station on the river hanks and with a car shed, and the

Board of Trade test wires run to the ends of all routes. The tele-

phone and test wires are carried in the conduits used by the feeders

.so far as they extend, and are then continued overhead and are at-

tached by brackets and insulatorj to the poles. Guard wires arc

hung above the trolley wires uliinver oMrrhcad telephone or tele-

graph wires cross the road.

'Ilie rolling slock comprises 12 double-deck single-truck cars, sup-

plied by Dick, Kerr &• Co, anil built at their Preston works. They

have a total seating capacity for 42 persons, 20 of these Iwing ac-

commodated inside, and the rest on the upper ileck. The stairways

arc of the semi- reversed type, which give increaseil accuinmrKlation

on the roof and afTfird protection from the weather to the con-

ductor, on the platform. The ventilation an<l seating arrangements

arc of the maker's latest design. F'l.'icli car weighs H'/i tons with-

out passengers, and measures 26 ft. over all. The cars arc equipped

with two motors of 25 h. p. each, and in addition to the usual hand

brake are provided with the Newell magnetic track brake. The cars

are further provided with an electric device which automatically

prevents the car from running backwards on a gradient in the event

of the ilriving current being cut ofT.

The I'hilipson patent lifeguard is fitted to all the cars, which arc

also e(|uipperl with a patent folding step which interlocks with the

fohling gale upon the platform in such a way that the gate cannot

be opened until the step is in its correct position. This device is

extremely useful, but experience has shown that it is liable lo de-

rangement in practice. In order that the efficiency of the brakes

should be kept up to the mark, and should be always, as it were,

under inspection, slopping places have been instituted on the «tccp-

est part of some of the gradients, and as a car must alwnys slop

at these points, the brake failing to act would be at once noticed

and the defect remedied.

The cars are painted dark green and gold with the city arms cm-

blazoned on the side panel'. The uniforms rrf Ijolh drivers and

conductors are of blue cloth with red facings. The Bell Punch &
Printing Co., of Tabernacle St., London, E. C, supplies the tickets

used.

The power house is on a site adjoining the Exeter City Basin,

close to the River Exe. It is a very handsome design, and covers

a space of .nbout 150 ft. square. It comprises boiler house, engine

i
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wide, and contains six Babcock & Wilcox water-tube boilers fitted

with superheaters and chain grate stokers. The total boiler ca-

pacity is about 2,-00 h. p. The steam piping is on the ring system.

Coal is delivered direct into chutes from a siding of the Great West-
ern Ry., which runs beside the station, and after weighing is de-

livered to a gravity bucket conveyor, which carries it into the

hunkers over the boilers; these hold 500 tons. Both the stokers

and the conveyor are electrically driven, the motors being of the

Westinghouso fwn-phase induction type.

\V. R. p. HEBERSTEDT. II. U. MUNRO.

The engine room has been designed with a view to future ex-

tensions and the possible use of much larger units than are now

installed, and is exceedingly lofty and well lighted. It measures

102 ft. long by 4S ft. wide, and is lined throughout with glazed

bricks with a floor of "Terrazzo" marble paving. A gallery runs

along one side and end of the engine room and accommodates the

switchboard and gives access to the offices and boiler house.

An overhead traveling crane of 10 tons capacity runs the entire

length of the engine room, and is placed at such a height that il

would be available in the event of much larger units being installed.

The engines are of Belliss & Morcom triple expansion pattern

and are coupled direct to Westinghou.<'e generators. These gen-

erators have a total capacity of 1,500 kw., and with the exception

of the traction set, generate two-phase alternating current at 2.20c

volts. The traction set has a capacity of 200 kw.. and generates

direct current at 500 to 550 volts.

One of the illustrations shows a 200-kw. Lacour rotary converter

supplied by Bruce Peebles & Co., of Edinburgh. This was designed

especially to meet the specifications of Mr. Munro, the electrical

engineer, to convert the two-phase alternating current to direct

current for traction purposes, so that any one of the lighting sets

may be used on the tramway load in addition to the direct current

unit, or in place of it. The efficiency of this machine is from 8g to

90.5 per cent at half to full load. The temperature rise is 70° F.

after six hours running at full load. The machine is arranged to

stand an overload of 25 per cent for two hours, or 50 per cent for

half an hour. It is compound wound, and runs at 600 r. p. m. when

giving its rated output.

Current from the generating sets is led by Siemen's lead covered

cables in stoneware ducts beneath the floor to the switchboards on

the main gallery. The lighting switchboard consists of marble

panels for each alternator, and for each section of the main feeder

cables. Each panel is fitted with the necessary switches, regulating

apparatus, and indicating and recording instruments. A separate

switchboard is used for the traction supply. Special care has been

taken to give ample room both in front of and behind the switch-

boards, while all parts carrying high pressure current are well pro-

tected from access by unauthorized persons.

The offices comprise a room for the chief engineer on the second

floor, a general office on the first flooi, and test, store, and mess

rooms for the staff on duty, a handsome entrance hall, lavatories,

etc., while on the ground floor there is a repair shop, equipped

with electrically-driven tools, and a cable room for testing the

feeders and mains.

For its size the Exeter power house ranks very high among

British stations, and leaves very little to be desired in the way of

space, light and the arrangement of the generating sets and boilers.

The car shed is of brick with Portland stone dressings, and with

glazed and buff brick facuigs inside. The roof is carried on steel

stanchions and lattice girders, and is glazed with Rendle's "In-

vincible" glazing. There are three tracks at present, having accom-

modation for 15 cars, while provision has been made for extensions

which will enable 20 more cars to be housed if necessary.

The shed contains a repair shop, smithy, paint shop, stores and

mess room, while the offices comprise a conmiittee room, general

office, manager's office, conductors' room, etc. Tools are now being

installed to facilitate the handling and repair of cars, pits 4 ft. g in.

deep being constructed beneath the tracks.

Mr. W. R. P. Hederstedt, A. M. I. C. E., whose long experience

in railway and tramway matters of construction and administration

are well known, was retained early in the year by the Exeter Cor-

poration as its consulting officer. Mr. Hederstedt has been re-

sponsible for putting into working form the traffic requirements,

which, from results already arrived at, open up a promising pros-

pect for the future. Although one of the principal routes had not

been passed by the Board of Trade on Easter Monday, the traffic

receipts for that day reached the respectable total of £100, and this

figure would have been increased very materially had a longer

mileage been available. Mr. Hederstedt is now acting as chief

officer of the tramways.

Mr. II. D. Munro, city electrical engineer, has charge of the

whole of the electrical side of the undertaking, and much credit is

due to him for the manner in which the equipment of the power
house and tramway scheme has been carried out. Mr. Munro has

acted jointly witli Mr. Thomas Moulding, the city engineer and

surveyor, who designed the car shed and offices.

Letters of an Old Trolley Conductor
to His Son." '*v i.-;^*

Dear Jim;

You seem to have found the road to glory a trifle rough, some low

joints and the ballast on top of the track instead of under it, but

you are away off in thinking 50 per cent of your passengers are

cranks; the trouble is the half dozen contrary critters you buck up

against every day riled you till you didn't notice the 500 peo-

ple who had their nickel ready and stepped lively when they

got off. Some people are cranks from puie cussedness and some
are born cranks and can't help it—puts me in mind of the feller who
mixed sawdust with the meal. that he fed his hens. He thought

they would never know the difference, but they did, and when the

first setting of eggs were hatched half of the brood were wood-
peckers. They just naturally couldn't help it, so when your born

crank gets on the car don't give him a chance to exhibit his cranki-

ness ; surround yourself with an atmosphere of unfailing good

nature, use tact and judgment and he'll capitulate nine times out

of ten. The chap who is a crank out of pure onriness deserves

different treatment. Try the non-aricular method on him—that is,

don't hear his bellowings and growlings about the service, his re-

marks about the kind of change you gave him, and his oponion of

conductors in general. Sometimes it's pretty hard to tell the two

breeds apart, for as the Village Philosopher said, "In the school of

experience the lessons don't come till after the examinations," and

sometimes you get into a row with a passenger before you know it,

but always turn the argument to good account and resolve to avoid

trouble with the next dyspeptic who gets on the car.

Then there's the smart young fellow who knows it all and tells

you how the road ought to be run and what he would do if he were

running it. The best way to handle him is to treat his volunteered

information with courteous silence, and don't argue with him, for

"you can't rivet a nail in a boiled potato," and your duty is to look

after the welfare of your passengers instead of discussing the policy

of the road.

Be courteous to your passengers and thoughtful of their comfort,

for a road is judged by the kind of conductors it keeps, and I want

my boy to be a credit to the R. & G. road. Be honest, self-reliant

and courteous at all times with your patrons, and remember,

"It's easy enough to be pleasant, when life goes along like a song;

But the man worth while is the one with a smile

When everything goes dead wrong."

Affectionately,

Dad.—Trolley Talk.
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Journal I.iiljricalioiL

Tile siilijiHl of liaiulliiiK engine or journal oil will next be con-

sidered. This is a subject that affords mucli opportunity for study,

I'he yreat variety of oil handling systems now in use seems to illus-

trate a lack of knowledge of this subject because of the widely <lif-

ferent types of apparatus employed for the same service.

A few general characteristics of oils should be borne in mind

when considering this subject:

1. Engine oil never "wears out." Its value as a lubricant im-

proves by wear, if it is kept free from all foreign materials.

2. Oil will incorporate with water under certain operating con-

ditions and the water so incorporated will not precipitate.

3. Oil. containing parafFnic will become frothed by agitation.

This (|ualily can be determined by shaking a half filled bottle.

4. The belter the lubrication qualities of oil, the more readily

will water incorporate with it.

5. Precipitation will remove impurities which cannot be filtered

out of used oil.

6. Filtration to be effective must be carried on slowly, nut to

exceed % gallon per sq. ft. per hour.

7. The process of evaporation will alone liberate water incor-

porated with oil.

8. Paralline serves no useful purpose as a lubricant, but causes

gumming and retards perfect distribution in the journal.

g. Cylinder oil added to a journal lubricating system makes the

oil less fluid and if engine oil is properly compounded any added

fats are detrimental.

An oiling system should be purely a conuncrcial proposition; a

means of saving in the cost of operation. It should reduce the

quantityof oil used and the amount of labor required for handling.

'I'he plan of piping oil to such parts of an engine as journals,, pins,

etc., whose rapid motion tends to. throw off the oil is a useless

one if no provision is made for catching the drips. An oiling sys-

tem has a tendency for accustoming its operators to the use of large

amounts of oil and it thus becomes practically impossible to induce

an operator to regulate the flow of oil so that it will be just suffi-

cient for lubrication and not allow any waste in drips.

Early in the design and plans for a station, the decision should

be made as to whether or not an oiling system will be used so that

when the machinery is ordered there can be incorporated in the

design such details as will help to make an efficient and effective

oiling .system. Main journals, crank pins, cross heads and similar

parts should be provided with oil guards, pockets, drains, etc., and

it sliould be specified that all bearings be guarded so that when a

contii'.uous stream of oil is fed, all the surplus oil will be caught and
directed into drop openings and thus returned to the system. Bear-

ings that cannot safely be flooded with oil do not belong on an oil-

ing system.

l-Inder quite ordinary conditions the engine of a 1.500-kw. unit

would have oil fed to it at the rate of a barrel an hour, which

would be called simply, "liberal lubrication." When men get ac-

customed to seeing oil fed in this manner it is useless to try to in-

duce them to feed through an oiling system at the rate of a drop a

minute.

For such bearings as have no oil guards, the only practical

method is to insist that these bearings be oiled by hand and thus

they will use as little oil as possible and save themselves e.xtra labor

in filling. Many of the unguarded journals, such as small wrist

pins, valve gears, etc., can be well and economically lubricated by

using grease in compression cups. Sponge grease is quite success-

fully used on valve gears of extremely high temperature. Those

bearings not provided with oil guards or grease cups should have

an ample number of oil holes suitable for lubrication from a hand

oiler.

A return oiling system should serve the followins ciialne bear-

•Oopyright. 1905. by the Kenfield I'liblishing Co.

ings: Main bearings, crank and wrist pins, cross head guides,

eccentrics and stationary rocker pins of Corliss engines which have

drip pans under them. It should be specified that the vacuum

pump be provided with oil guards and drains for these same bear-

ings. Much trouble is occasioned by the lack of forethought when

ordering machinery, because it is useless to make provision for

flooding a journal with oil if there is no provision made for caring

for the waste oil and thereby allowing it to discharge onto the floor.

The only method left in a ca'.c of this kind is to use extremely high

grade oil, fill the cups by hand and endeavor to have no drips. In

Ibis case the practical iiK-lhod of learning when to check the oil

supply is to notice whether the oil has run down onto the floor on

account of too great a supply or whether too little oil has caused

a hot bearing. Such a method of feeding oil is extremely expen-

sive, not only on account of the oil wasted, but because of the in-

juries occasionally caused by hot bearings and the extra labor

needed to constantly watch the oil feeds. As stated before, the

machinery must be fitted for an oiling system in order that the

use of such a device will be justified. The running of a lot of pipes

to an equal number of oil cups signifies nothing more than that it

takes the place of a man carrying the oil. The economy of an

oiling system does not make itself appreciable when the journals

have not been provided with a means for carrying away the drips

and reusing them.

It may seem all right to say, "We will take up the matter of

the oiling system when we come to it." The fact of the matter is

that an engineer has "come to it" with every system to be in-

stalled the moment he starts writing the specifications for apparatus.

He should by all means lay out all the diagrams for the entire

plant before ordering anything.

Various systems are in use for delivering oil to engine bearings

and returning drips to drip tanks. One system is the same as that

shown in Fig. 57 for cylinder oil. The tanks, pumps, pump gover-

nors and distribution main, also the method of talfing steam from

two sections of the main header, are the same ; the only difference

is that the pressure used is not as high as that in a high pressure

cylinder oil piping system. The same objections arise in handling

engine oil as have been stated regarding the use of cylinder oil

;

that is, the pressure varies to such an extent that it changes the

quantity of oil fed to the journals.

The system shown in Fig. 56 is also applied in using engine oil,

the ability to maintain a constant pressure is gaged by the sensitive-

ness of the air compressor controller. Such a system necessarily

gives a perceptible variation in the oil discharge whenever the air

lines are used for other service besides supplying the oil tank. It

is quite unnecessary to measure the quantity of engine oil used in

a return system, because it is difficult to effect any perceptible saving

when drips are returned. An operator may run 10 barrels through

the system during his shift arid the shrinkage on this amount dur-

ing its circulation may not exceed two gallons. A very compli-

cated system would be required if it was necessary to have such a

large storage capacity and care for such volumes of oil and then

be called upon to measure the loss of but two gallons. In practice

this has not been considered at all essential. The chief require-

ment for an engine oiling system as before mentioned is that it may

be thrown out of service on a moment's notice and some hand

system substituted without necessitating the stopping of the engine

or in any way endangering the journals. The system should be

merely a convenience, readily dispensed with when necessary.

There are many styles of oil cups or feeders used to control

the amount of oil fed to an engine. The style most commonly

used, due possibly to the fact that it was originally used in hand

oiling and was furnished with the engine, is the regular pattern

sight-feed glass oil cup with the hole drilled in the top for a pipe

nipple to attach the oil piping to the cup. A valve is placed in the

line to the cup for regulating the flow to the cup the same as the

regulated flow from the cup to the bearing. The necessity of
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w.itcliing the Clips in this style of feed is its most ohjcctionable

feature because it requires very frequent regulation of the valve,

and if not closely watched the oil will spill over the top or the

cup will run empty. The latter condition would be shown very

conspicuously. This style of cup requires constant watching of the

feed and much manipulation of the valves.

A second style is that of the closed glass-body pressure-cup with

one hand regulating valve. This cup requires less attention than

the first style and it has only one half as many valves to shut off

when closing down the system. The glass, however, is under

pressure and a slight crack in it will cause a bad leak, and for the

.same reason, the joints at the ends of the glass must be securely

made. These cups can be filled by hand by closing the valve in

the pipe supply and removirg the plug.

The third style is merely a regulating valve, tuere being two
forms, hand closing and self closiu;;. The hand closing valve can

be set for the desired feed, so that when shutting down the ma-
chine and turning over the cam or other device this closes off the

oil flow but retains the set for feeding. This style of valve is

made by one manuf icturer in coni miction with a regular glass sight

^O/Z. /V^Z/y'
Fin 59.

feed cup. making a separate device of each up to the drop, sight

glass, .\utonialic or self closing feeder valves are either of the

diaphram or the piston form. An objection to the diaphram form

is that it requires a very high pressure on the oil lines to operate,

usually about 60 to 80 lb. when the copper diaphram is old and

hardened. The piston form with a leak port to the journal works

on as low as a 15-ft. bead, making this type very satisfactory for

use with gravity systems

Self closing valves are arranged Id discbarge oil In the be:irings

by opening the one oil main valve, thus allowing the pressure to

open the automatic valves to tlie set position. Diaphram automatic

valves are not used e.\cept with oiling systems. This is due to the

pressure required for opei'.ing them, and the success of the opera-

tion of the machinery is contingent upcm the successful operation

of the oiling system. In other words, an oiling system of this

type mui^t always be in effective operation for continued running

a/id therefore is not merely a convenience.

The requirements are very satisfactorily met by the piston type

automatic valve with hand arrangement for feeding and regnlatirg.

when oil is fed by hand. This style allows the use of gravity oil-

ing systems, is self closing, free from glass parts and can be use 1

with a small reservoir at each engine as .shown in Fig. 59 and
allow the shutting off of the main parts of the oiling system, or it

can be used independent of all piping as a separate hand fed cup.

.\n engine oiling system of this type would have as one of iis

details an emergency lank placed just above the highest cup and

arranged so that it could l;e filled by band during those times when
the oil main is out of service. Should the lines on the engine be

damaged during operation the entire engine piping system could In-

shut off and the cups hand filled until the damaged section was
capped up. Then the piping system would be opened and again

be allowed to feed into the cup.s. If one or two of the cups were on

the <lan)aged portion of the pipe they could be Jilled by hand until

such time as the engine could be shut down and the pipe work
repaired. In regular .service when the engine is to be started the

stop valve A is opened, then all cups open from the oil pressure

and start flowing. On shutting down the engine the valve A is

closed and the lack of pressure to the engine oil supply allows all

the cups to close automatically. This is quite a valuable feature

on a large compound engine that has between 24 and 30 cups, and
especially is it advantageous over a system of cups whose set must
be disturbed to close the cups.

The supply to the feed main can be of the low pressure or gravity

system for any of the different styles of feeders except the dia-

phram pattern self-closing cup. This latter type must be used

with a fairly high pressure system if satisfactory operation is to be

insured, and so gravity pressure is quite out of the question, be-

cause the head required for 8o-lb. pressure in a gravity system

would be 185 feet above the cups or somewhere near the lop of the

stack.

There are various methods of supplying the oil ni:iin bul these

requirements must be provided for if it is wislud to have a prac-

tical and satisfactory system:

1. .Any piece of machinery used to supply the oiling system nuisl

be so designed that it will permit of its being shut down for an

hour or two without stopping the supply of oil to the engines.

2. All tanks, filters, and similar apparatus should be of the open

pattern, which will permit complete inspection at any time.

3. Means inusl be provided for discharging any water rrtnrning

with the oil drips.

4 .Ml tanks, fillers and similar apparatus must be so designed

lliat they will permit of thorough cleaning while the system is in

operation.
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Unless tank A lias snAlcicnl capacity to store the drips while tanks

H or C arc being cleaneil, it may lie found necessary to do this

after shiUting down the niacliinery at night. The device I) mnst

l)c a dividing arrangenieni wliieli will allow one half the ilrips to

How each way. And this is rather a difficidt detail to provide if it

is wished that llie division he even fairly accnrate. Althongh nrit

slmuii in the lij;nri', all tanks wnnhl ri-(|nire sewer Cf>inieclions as

ontlets lor w;iUr, rc-fn'-e, etc.

This sy.steni. h'ig. do. fails to provide llu- necessary previously

slated ri-f|iiircnirnl^, j, .| ami 'i. and unless the air tanks are large

it will f.iil In |irii\idr flit ni|iiiicnirnl i.

Instead of ii^nig air as a |)ressnre supply for the oil, the same

system as that shown in Fig. do can have its pressure snp()ly hy

wairr hi lliis i:i-.r ihc nil would he taken from the top of the

lank iiisUacl nf the liniimii and the water would lie admitted at

the hottoin. The use of water in oiling systems should he eliminated

as nnu'li as pnssilile. not only in t:nd<s H and C, lint in the filters,

lucin^e ennni;li liniililc is caused hy water incor|iorating with the

oil. evin though e\ ery precaution is taken to avoid it. In one par-

ticular case the system .shown in I'ig. fio was originally e(|nipped

for w.iter pressm'e and was .iperaled thus until the condition of the

nil rei|innil llir cli.iiii;r In air pre-suie; aliniit ,io per cent of that

wdlich was supposed In lie nil w.as w iter ]ieruianently carried in

suspension.

This dilViculty does not appear in cyliudi'r nil feeding systems

which use a water condensation colninn to carry nil into a steam

pipe, because cylinder oil is much iieavier. and even though it

would take up water the fad would never demonstrate itself, since

the oil does not return to afford the chance to again take np more

water and thus by repeated contact comhine into a soapy mass of

froth ami fcMin lh.it will neither flow in drain pipes nor pass by

the needle valves of oil cups.

Cfo tic Cnntiniicd'
• « »

The Tabor-Bechyne (Austria) Interurhan
Line.

The Tabor-Rcchyne Interurhan Ry., which has been electrically

eipnpped hy the firm of F. R. Krizik, of Prague, is not a very ex-

tensive one, but is interesting because of the use of direct current,

supplied from a single station, and secondly, because the distribu-

two trolley wires is 1.400 volts; the track rails serve as the tliird

or neutral conductor, the difference being 700 v<ills between the

trolley and the rails. The |)o«er plant is about ibree-fpiarters of a

mile from Tabor, and furnishes lighting and power current for the

city. The ei|ni[inient inclnrles four generating iniit?, two for Ihc

railway and two for the lighting and power. Kach unit consists of

a vertical compotinil condensing engine operaling at from 180 to

220 r. p. ni. Steam is superheated to .100° C, and is supplied at Ihc

initial pressure of 160 lb. per sq. in.

Ihc generators for lighting and jiower work operate in (larallcl

with a storage battery, which is located some Xix) meters from the

power plant.

1^ -^ ^^- a

R.MLWAY GENERATOR INITS.

The city service is on a three-wire system with a maximum
difference of potential of 440 volts. The connections between the

storage battery station and the power plant permit the generators

to be regulated from the battery house. For regulating the charg-

ing and discharging batteries there are motor driven iKioster'.

The railway generators are bi-polar machines of 80 kw. each, run-

ning at 500 r. p. m. and each giving 700-volt current : there is a

POWER HOISF T Vf.oK-rFrnvVK INTRRURB.VN LINE.

lion is made on the thne-wire system, permitting a poiemuil ot

i.4(X) volts direct current to be used satisfactorily. The road is

24.24 km. (15.2 miles) in length and is double track throughout.
The niaxinuini grades are .•?,/> pcr cent and the sharpest curves of

125 meters radius.

The power house is situated at one extremity of the line and
there are no sub-stations The ditTcrencc of potentials between the

-torage battery in the station which consists of 700 Tudor cells

with a capacity of 123 to 171 ampere-hours, according to the time

of discharge one to three hours.

The section of the line near the power station is fed direct from

the generators, while the other portion receives current through

two feeders, each of which connects to a booster to compensate lor

tlic transmission losfes. The boosters are double bi-polar machines.
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with the two armatures mounted upon one shaft and the fields upon

a single bed plate. .\t maximum load the potential of the current

is raised about Ii6 volts in each machine, the regulation of the

boosters being effected by the introduction of resistance in parallel

with the fields. The boosters are belt driven from the steam engine.

The track is laid with steel rails of 21.75 kg. per meter. The
rails are not called upon to carry much current and consequently

New Orleans Railway & Light Co.

After considerable litigation the New Orleans Railways Co. has

been reorganized and the control of its stock has passed from the

hands of New York, Louisville and Amsterdam holders to those

of New Orleans capitalists. The final steps in the reorganization

were taken Saturday, July 8lh, and a charter was granted to the

^•r.\^•D,\KU C.M<, I.KBOR-BECHVNE INTERURB.NN LINE.

but little' attention has to be paid to their conductivity. Neverthe-

less, they have been carefully bonded at the points.

In the construction of the cars care has been taken to have all of

the metal portions with which a passenger might come in contact

insulated from both positive and negative trolleys, consequently

the car is at the same potential as the rail, which forms the neutral

conductor of the three-wire system and is zero. The overhead

construction presents no special features beyond the fact that there

are two trolley wires. The cars are provided with double trucks

DOUBLE TRUCK WITH 30-H. I: MOTORS.

and have a 30-h. p. motor mounted on each axle. They are series

wound to give 550 r. p. m. with a current of 40 amperes at 650 volts.

for rtmning and si.x for operating the brakes. For starting, the

Controllers are placed on each platform, each having eight point?

and two in parallel. For braking, groups of two motors are con-

four motors are connected in series, and in running are placed two

nected in parallel. The car bodies are divided into three compart-

ments, one for express matter and two for passengers, seating 10

and 30 persons respectively.

To protect its workmen the Metropolitan West Side Elevated

Railway Co., of Chicago, uses signs reading, "Lookout for Men
Working on Tracks." These are hung on the end railings of the

nearest platform each way from the workmen.

New Orleans Railway & Light Co., July I2lh. The reorganization

was the result of a suit brought against the old company by the

attorney-general of Louisiana to compel the New Orleans Railways

Co. to reduce its capitalization from $80,000,000 to a figure that

would more accurately represent the true earning capacity and

value of the property. A receivership followed this suit, the prop-

erties of the company were sold at public auction to satisfy a floating

indebtedness of $3,500,000 held against it by the trustee of the

bond holders, the New York Security & Trust Co. ; the reorganiza-

tion committee bid in the property for the face of the debt and
the suit was vi-ithdrawn by the attorney-general, with the under-

standing that the proposed new capitalization be reduced to $60.-

000,000. This has been done and the new capitalization is issued

as follows: Bonds, $30,000,000; preferred stock, $10,000,000; com-
mon stock, $20,000,000.

The directors of the reorganized company are: A. B. Wheeler,
Elwyn C. Foster, William .Alder, J. J. Gannon, Hugh McCIoskey.
A. Brittin, W. R. Stauflfer, S. P. Walmsley, T. H. McCarthy, W. E.

Stauffer, .A.. M. Young, George .A.. Hero, Harry Baldwin, jr., and
Joseph H. DeGrange. The members of the board who retired

were : Jules A. Gauche, K. Perrin, B. T. Eshleman, Victor Leovy
and Joseph McCIoskey. At a meeting of the reorganized board of

directors held July 27th, Mr. Elwyn C. Foster was elected president

and Mr. Joseph H. DeGrange, vice-president and secretary.

In connection with the reorganization of this company a state-

ment of the gross receipts for the first six months of igo5 as com-
pared with those of the previous year should be of interest; it is

as follows

:

1905.

January $448,172.88

February 429,041.31

March 478,1 19.29

.April 428,636.17

May 427,700.89

*June 409,300.95

Total $2,620,971.49

*Estimated.

1904.
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Tlic Accountants' Question Hox.

I'licirr il.-iU- nf July 13II1, Mr. l''.lnuT M. VVIiilo, sciTcl.iry nf lln-

Sirci'l UailwMv AciimiiiI.iiiIs' Associalioii. M'lil t<i hk-ihIkts llic list cif

i|in-rics '.iilmiilli'cl I'm llir ujnS (JiicsliDii Hnx, which is as follnw!-:

I. Wlial i^ Hu' ln-sl iiii'llii"! of ivlahli-liiiiK a 'SiiiUiiiK ImuicI Ac-

fuiinl" '

\Vh;il 1^ iIh' IhM iikIIi.'iI of liliiin faiici-U-iI coupons?

( III rasi-. uluif a cimipany operates hoth railway and liniitini;

plants, wlial is an cipiilalilc chvision of expenses not directly cliargc-

.ililc lo citluT pl.int?

4. What is the licst method of coinpiilinH car mileage ami car

honrs, in detail?

5. What is the liest metlioil of h.nidhnu employes' transpmta-

\ii)n~liy operating as well as aceoimtinK cleparlnient i"

fi is it lietter practice lo keej) car, .iniiatiiic and wheel records

at the sho]) or .it the otlice?

7. What system do yon think best in keeping track of scrap

material?

S. What is the best iiuthocl of ilestroying nsed tickets after .in

acconnling h.is hccn made?

ij. What ,ire the methods used by intenirban ro.ids in the account-

ing of cash f.ares paid on the car? If registers are nsed, how many
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16. What is the best incthoil einiiloycd in keeping record of the

expense iiici<lenl to each individual case of personal or property

damage?

17. What is the best manner in which lo treat "Addilioiis and

r.ellerincnts" account for a particnlar fiscal year?

iK What are the advantages of the voucher check over the old

niethoil of separate check and voucher?

19. What is the best form of voucher check? Of meniliors will

take copies of the one ihey think Iwsl to the convention, possibly one

that conld be calle<l standard woidd be found.)

20. What operating expense accoinils should be taken to get the

cost of power per kilowatt hour? Should anything be added for

interest or depreciation?

21. (Jn a small road is it necessary to separate the register

checkers and ticket counters from the cash counters?

22. Should register totals be carried forward from day to day;

thai is, a record made so that the closing number can l>c compared

with the opening ninnber the next day?

< »

New Observation Car for Montreal.

The Montreal Street Railway Co. has introduced somcthmg new

in the line of observation cars. As may be seen in the accompanying

illustration, the car is without the usual top, and the seals, in place

OUSEKV.MION C.\R, MONTKK.VL SXREET R.MLWAV CO.

classes of fares ha\c yon. and di-i you register tickets according to

their value?

10. On roads where single and round trip tickets are sold, is it

the practice to carry indefinitely the value of the return coupon (not

good after thirty days) in the ticket sale account, or arc the values

transferred to profit and loss at set periods?

11. Where a company is obliged to sell round trip and other

tickets through conductors on the cars, what system is employed

lo keep account of tickets supplied to conductors? How often is

their stock of tickets checked up? And is a deposit required from

conductors to protect company against loss?

12. On an interurban line with collections made on zone plan,

what is the method to obtain traflic statistics? For instance, a road

of 21 miles has six separate 5-cent fare collections; liow is the actual

numhcr of passengers carried through from one terminal to the

other, or between certain stations, ascertained?

13. When a weekly pay roll does not end with the calendar

month, what is the best way to separate it for a charge?

14. Is an individual receipt for each person on the pay roll con-

sidered better than the plan of signing on a book?

15. What is the best process of apportioning damages nito

operating accounts 33 and 34.

of being all on one plane, are elevated one above the other, after the

maimer of seats in a theatre. There arc in all six rows of these

seats, with a broad aisle between them. .Ground the front platform

is a handsome railing and gates which may be closed at will. Over

the top, from side to side, are two heavy brass railings, from which

are suspended 15 lights, each of 16 c. p. The car, which was de-

signed by officials of the Montreal Street Railway Co., was built

in the company's shops, and a patent on the car has been applied

for.

The dimensions of the car are as follows: Length over car lines.

46 ft. 6' J in.; length over corner posts. 34 ft. S in.; length of front

platform and rear platform, s ft. each. ; width over all, 8 ft. 2 in.

There are 25 cross-bench seats 36 in. long, and the seating capacity

of the car is for 50 persons, with a standing capacity for 20 persons.

The trucks were manufactured by the Montreal Steel Works. Ltd..

and are known as the manufacturer's Class 50. weighing 11.000 lb

per pair. The distance between truck centers is 23 ft. with wheel

base of 4 ft. 4 in. ; the diameter of the wheels is 33 in., of axles 4 in.,

and the size of journals 3'^ x 8 in. The system of springs includes

two independent sets of elliptic and spiral springs. The car is

equipped with four Westinghouse Xo. 68 motors, with a speed rating

of from 30 to 40 miles per hour. Westinghouse 402 controllers and

Westinghouse air brakes.
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LOTTERIES IN AID OF ACCOUNTING.
Many of our readers doubtless recall the very interesting paper

on "Registration of Transfers" presented before the American

Street Railway Association at the Detroit meeting in 1902 by Mr.

C. D. Meneoly, secretary and treasurer of the Brooklyn Heights

R. R., in which the author outlined a plan to secure a more com-

plete accoimting from conductors, and at the same time eliminate

abuse of the transfer privilege by passengers. This plan was to

provide conductors with numbered transfers and numbered receipts

and for each transfer and each receipt issued retinirc the conductor

to account for a cash fare. The numbered receipts issued to pass-

sengers not needing transfers would be made tickets in a lottery

having say monthly drawings. The effect would be, first passengers

would take transfers only when they were needed to complete the

ride; second, passengers would save the receipts, and thus prevent

possible reissue or other misuse. The scheme was not adopted be-

cause in the opinion of counsel, while it would not violate the

letter of anti-lottery laws, the decisions under the federal law pro-

hibiting the circulation of notices of drawings through the mails

rendered it inadvisable to attempt the plan.

The Conipania Limitada de Tranvias Elcctricos de Mexico, of the

City of Mexico, has adopted a plan similar to that described by Mr.

Menecly, excepting that as the Mexico company has graded fares

and no free transfers, the cash fare receipts are the only papers

issued by conductors. The company has 17 rates of fare, and each

month the cash-fare receipts issued participate in a lottery in which

there are 209 prizes. The value of any prize depends upon the cost

of the ticket winning it ; the capital prize drawn on a 6-cent ticket

is $200, if it were drawn on a 30-cent ticket it would be $1,000.

The minimum value of the 209 prizes is $2,000 and the maximum
$10,000 per month.

This is, so far as we know, the first practical application of the

lottery principle in street railway management, though in Europe
lotteries in aid of all sorts of enterprises are widely used. In the

United States the policy of the government, at least as evidenced

by federal and state statutes, is strongly opposed to gambling in

whatever guise presented, and because of the recognized demoraliz-.

ing effect of lotteries they would probably not be permitted here.

In all seriousness, however, it is to be doubted whether the device

described would or could lower the standard of morals that obtains

when the public deals with a transportation corporation.

VALUE OF VERIFIED PUBLICITY.
In the address (jf President C. Loomis Allen, before the Street

Railway Association of the State of New York, as reported in the

"Review" for July he stated in apt words that the greatest need
of American public service corporations in their defense against

municipal ownership is "to know, in minutest detail, the facts,

figures conditions and results of municipally operated street rail-

ways." Mr. Allen states he has been forced to the conclusion that

all the articles on the subject which he has been able to secure

are prejudiced either in favor of or against municipal ownership.

What is required is information which the public will accept as

accurate ; therefore, it must be authentic, and presented in a man-
ner that will admit of that authenticity being readily verified. All

American street railway men know that accurate information leads

to but one conclusion regarding rates of fare, which is that a

basing rate of less than 5 cents including free transfers is not

practicable in American cities.

But a serious difficulty in convincing the general public of this

fact, and for that matter in all discussions between municipalities

and urban transportation companies, is that the accuracy of the

figures on cost of construction and operation submitted by the

latter is nearly always impugned, and reasonable agrument there-

upon becomes impossible. It is a boon indeed to have a witness

called by the other side, as was Mr. Dalrymple on the Chicago situ-

ation, testify to the reasonableness of the existing rate.

The accounting officers of corporations usually demand that their

books be audited by disinterested persons, quite as much for their

own protection as for th,it of the company's stockholders; if it is

alleged errors have been made the head of the accounting depart-

ment wishes to know that fact at once while the matter is com-

paratively fresh and more easily explained or corrected. Similarly

it strengthens the position of a company if the public is given all

the information which it rightfully should have when asked to
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iii.iUc fiaiicliisc gniiits to Ihc company, 'llie iiiaiiaKcinunt of the

Detroit United Ky. has recently invitcil the mayor of Detroit, by

a committee of the city coimcil with thi- mayor as chairman cx-

oificio, or l)y a commission chosen liy llie mayor and conncil, to

make an invcstinatiun of the affairs of that company. Mr. Ilntchins

expressed his object in tliese words: "It was my thoiiKliI that,

after all the facts bearing npnn llii' snliject shonld become l<n(]wn

111 the people in some such way, llir mailer nf .in arljnslment of the

relations between the company and lln' lily iniilij be effected ac-

ciirdinRly." This is .-in allempi In secure llie proper aiul lielpfnl

kind of publicity.

The books of a company cannot be thrown open to the public

indi.scriminately. Were that done incompetent busybodics would

be the most anxious to serve as the examiners, and much harm,

but no good, would result. Here is the field for the public ac-

countant, whose profession it is to furnish Ib.al v.iluable com-

modity which may be called verified publicity.

THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

In the plan (<ir the reorRauiz.itioii of the Amerkan Street Kail-

way Association it is stated that the secretary of the principal or

parent association would devote his entire time to the work of the

associaion, and duties of the oflice are defined in the proposed by-

laws as follows:

"Art. VI. The duties of the secretary sb.ill be to take minutes

of all proceedinRS of the .'\ssociation and of the lixccutive Com-
mitlec and enter them in liooks proper for the purpose. He shall

conduct the correspondence of the Association, read minutes and

notices at all meetings, and also papers and communications, if the

authors wish it.

"The secretary shall m.iintain an oflice in the city of New York

at which shall be on file for the benefit of the members a collection

of information in regard to all matters afl['ecting the operation of

electric railways.

"The secretary shall attend to the publication of the proceedings

of this .•Vs.sociation' as well as those of the branch or affiliated or-

ganizations. He shall perform, whatever duties may be required

in the constitution and by-laws appertaining to his department ami

such other duties as shall be assigned him by the Hxccutive Com-
mittee. He shall be paid a salary to be fixed by the Executive

Committee."

This is in accordance with the sentiment, expressed at the St.

I.onis Convention last year, that the present importance and the

rapid growth of the electric railway industry warrant making the

scope of the national association representing it such as will re-

quire all the time and energy of a competent man serving as active

executive officer. There are many directions in which a thoroughly

representative national association could afford the greatest assist-

ance to its members by careful and continuous work. To cite a

single subject now strongly before the public we may take munic-

ipal ownership. The many ramifications of this subject and the

wide variation in special conditions which companies threatened

by "municipalism" have to meet renders it difficult for companies

to take full advantage of the work done by one another in this

direction. The collection of pertinent data on this subject is pre-

eminently proper work for the A. S. R. A.

We believe there is no difference in opinion as to the desirability

of making the duties of the secretary such as to require all of his

time to properly perform them. Regarding the proposed location

of the secretary's office, however, as expressed in the second para-

graph of the extract quoted from the by-laws, there is not the

same unanimity.

The recommendation tliat tlio secretary maintain an office in

New York City, where sliall be kept on file data for the benefit

of members, seems to proceed upon the assumption that New York,

as the largest city and the financial center of the country, is the

most appropriate place for the headquarters of a national associa-

tion. And we fear that sentiment rather than consideration for the

convenience of members actuated the choice of the city named.
New York is out greatest city, but it is not our capital, nor is it all

dominating as is Paris to France, or London to Great Britain, and
sentiment should not be the deciding element in choosing head-

quarters.

While it is true that the bulk of the business between the mem-
bers and the secretary would be transacted by correspondence, there

would be a great many electric railway men visiting the secretary

in person, were the location of his office convenient to the ma-

jority of members.

There are, according to the latest reports, i(j$ companies which

arc now mcml)crs of the A. .S. R. A. ; these companies operate

nearly 18,000 miles of track. Where a line should be drawn on the

map to classify (hcsc roads geographically is largely a matter of

taste. I'crhaps most of the bnsincss houses dividing territory be

tween the b^ast and the West select HiilTalo and Pittsburg as the

western limits of the East. For mtr dividing line we have come a

trifle farther west and chosen the meridian of Cleveland. Of the lys

members of the A. S. R. A., 75 arc in cities and towns east of

Cleveland, and lao are in Cleveland and cities and towns west of

that point. The 75 eastern companies represent an aggregate of

8,875 niiles of track, and the 120 western companies represent an

aggregate of 9,057 miles of track.

If the convenience of members who it is assumed wish to visit

the secretary's office be consulted, Cleveland certainly is a far

better point for headquarters of the association. Chicago, the

present headquarters, is more conveniently located than New York

to serve the entire membership, and Chicago is also the greatest

steam railroad center of the entire country. Chicago is the chief

city in the central West, the territory which is now and for years

to come will be the scene of greatest activity in electric railway

b\nlding.

The executive office of the association should be near the "cen-

ter of the load," and we recommend to members consideration of

the relative advantages of a point in the Central West as compared

with a citv on the .Atlantic seaboard.

MOTOR BUSES AND ELECTRIC CARS.

On another page arc illustrated several types of motor bu.'cs used

in Great Britain in competition with or as substitutes for electric

tram cars. The conditions in England are much more favorable

to the operation of such vehicles than would be the case in this

country—two particular instances may be cited ; in London street

cars are excluded from certain large areas which in the past have

been served only by horse drawn buses or cabs, and there are a vast

lunnber of villages and hamlets without connection with railroads.

In .America the larger centers of population as they exist today are

the result of the development of electric railways—we mean that

suburbs have developed along the extensions of urban street rail-

ways, instead of the railways being built to serve existing needs

—

and the same thing is true of the smaller villages, they being lo-

cated on the steam railway lines. In an older country the modern
transportation systems had to be laid down to suit the existing

distribution of population, and in a densely populated country like

England, the most extended of railways could not serve all points.

British tramway officials have given considerable attention to the

motor car question from the standpoint of the trackless mechanically

propelled vehicle being in competition with the tram car. but see

no reason for alarm.

Sir Clifton Robinson in his article on "Motor Buses vs. Electric

Iramways." which was published in the "Review" for March. 1905.

(page 143) made several points against the motor bus: i. Greater
power per unit of weight needed for a trackless vehicle. 2. Rela-

tively smaller carrying capacity. 3. Greater cost of operation per

mile run. 4. Excessive cost of maintenance of rubber tires.

Mr. .Mfred Baker in his address as president of the Municipal

Tramways Association quotes the following figures on the cost of

operating motor buses: General repairs and tires. 7 cents: wages.
drivers and barn men, 5 cents; petrol, oil. grease, etc., 4 cents; all

other expenses, including depreciation at 20 per cent, 7 cents; total

23 cents per car-mile. Mr. Baker finds that for six of the largest

tramways in the United Kingdom, the cost per car-mile is hut 12.24

cents, which figure includes power, traffic and general expenses and
maintenance and renewals. With the interest and repayments of
loans on permanent way and overhead lines included in the tram-
way operating cost, there still remains a difference 8.71 cents in

favor of the tram car.

Even if the cost of tire renewals estimated at 4 to 5 cents per mile
for motor buses, and no additional charge be made for cost of a
railroad over \vhich the motor buses could operate, the diflference

in cost in favor of the electric tram car remains about 4 cents per
mile.
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\s to how the motor-hus operates in I.oiulon in comparison with

tram cars, we may cite the following from a recent consular report

:

"Ihc tram took 30 minutes to the motor-bus's 2J minutes, but il

made 16 stoppages to the bus's 6. Tlic whole delay through stop-

page was 3 minutes 43 seconds against the buss i mniutc 50 seconds.

The tram car's arrests were usually nmch briefer than those of the

bus. twice being only 3 seconds. Although the tram car took 26

minutes 17 seconds for the 3'/i "liles, as compared with the bus's

JO minutes 10 seconds, the maximum speed attained was higher,

probably 15 miles an hour. But the tram car was constantly de-

layed by traffic on the lines. This is the reason why motor-buses

will inevitably prove faster than tram cars. The buses, indeed,

would travel more quickly over the journey if they were not frc-

(lucntly obstructed by stationary tram cars in the middle of the

road."

It will be noted that the tram car's principal liiuulicap is because

of obstructions that should not e.xist.

In America railway men are attracted to the motor car because

of the possibility of its adaptation for operation over rails, and are

much interested in the experiments now being made by several

railroads with gasoline inotor cars. Few data on these have been

published as yet. In one case the cost for fuel alone of a gaso-

line-electric motor car recently built for service on an American

interurban railway is given as about 10 cents per mile. It may be

assumed that the motor car drew passenger cars equivalent ui

carrying capacity to an electric interurban car. There are data

available for electrically operated lines from which comparisons as

tn the relative cost of power per mile might be deduced, but such

comparisons would be of little value since in every individual case

the number of car-miles necessary for the traffic at present, and in

the reasonably near future, would afifect the permissible increase

in cost of operating self-contained motors.

AMALGAMATION OF BRITISH ASSOCIATIONS.
The British electric railway men are also considering the con-

solidation of the national associations representing the industry, but

their problem is rather different from that confronting the mem-

bers of the A. S. R. A. In Great Britain there are now three

organizations, the Municipal Tramways .Association, the Tramways

and Light Railways .Association, and the .Association of Tramway

and Light Railway Officials, and all parties interested arc believed

to favor the amalgamation of these three liodics under a plan that

will be "fair to all." It seems to be felt ilial while there are

manifest advantages in having one larger and more influential so-

ciety in place of three small ones, the interests of municipalities or

of private companies might suflfer were the representative of both

to be a single association.

While in a single body there would be wide (lifTercnccs between

members on the question of municipal versus private ownership, it

would appear that the public would derive great benefit from dis-

cussion of these points of difference by men who have so much in

common. The public, both as patrons of electric railways and as

taxpayer;;, have the greatest interest in learning which is the better

economic policy, and the truth is what all should be seeking. In

everything that pertains to operation both municipal and company

managers stand on common ground.

In the matter of accounting two of the British associalions

adopted differing standards, whereas we can conceive no good rea-

son why the best accounting .system for a privately owned railway

is not likewise the best for a municipally owned road. This is one

instance where a consolidation of the organizations could better

serve the members of all.

ARTIFICIAL PROFILES IN CHICAGO.
.About two weeks ago the Chicago Tribune iniblishcd the state-

ment that the South Side Elevated Railroad Co. had decided to

adopt artificial profiles, making summits at the stations, and thus

save a large amount in cost of power, and this story is now on its

round. The Western Electrician accepted this report as its text

and in its issue for .August 5th comments upon the advantages of

such a plan, quoting Mr. H. H. .Armstrong, who in i8g8 showed

that under certain conditions a saving of 40 to 50 per cent might

be effected in energy consumption by suitably chosen profiles. .A

few minutes with pencil and p;ipcr will show that a profile

equivalent to a scenic railway 111 abruptness would be required in

order to secure an appreciable power saving on the Chicago ele-

vateds.

It is true that the stations on the South Side Imc have been ele-

vated with the effect of forming summits on the profile, but these

summits are merely incidental to the station construction, the ele-

vation being from 3 ft. to 4 ft. only. This slight change in grade

was necessary in order to permit the use of the right of way under

the structure as a roadway and give the necessary clearance be-

tw-een roadway and the lower platform of the station

The question of how much energy might be saved by jilacing the

stations on summits was taken up in the building of the North-

western Elevated Railroad, Chicago. .Assuming that stations be

placed 4 ft. higher than the natural profile would call for, it was

computed that the saving in power cost on the entire system would
be about $3.00 per day, and even this might be overcome were
\ariations in the assumed schedule made.

One might pardon the Tribune young mail, but butler things

are expected of the technical press.

Annual Report Kansas City Railway & Lisht Co.

The annual report of the Kansas City Railway & Light Co. for

the fiscal year ended May 31, 1905. has been published and shows
an increase in gross earnings of 14.70 per cent, in operating expenses

of 7 per cent, and in net earnings an increase of 24 per cent over

the preceding year. The increase in the surplus of last year is about

35 per cent. The report of progress for the year submitted by the

general manager shows that all of the requirements of the franchises

granted the company in the fall of 1902 have been complied with,

the line to Swope Park, a distance of 3^< miles, was opened to the

public in May. the new central power station at Second St. and
Grand .-\ve. has been operating in a most satisfactory manner and

plans have been perfected for the installation of 5,000-kw. steam

turbine, and plans for a car barn and car storage yard, to be located

at Troost .Ave. and 48th St. has been completed.

The report of construction work completed during the p.asl fiscil

year states that the foundations for the new 5,ooo-k\v. turbine unit

at the Missouri River power house have been completed and all

contracts for auxiliary apparatus have been awarded and part has

been received. The sub-station located at the southeast corner of

15th and Walnut Sts. has been completed and now has its full equip-

ment of machinery, consisting of four i,00O-kw. railway rotaries, two

750-kw. lighting rotaries, and four 150-light motor-driven arc ma-

chines. During the year the company has installed approximately

64.404 duct feet of conduit, into which there has been drawn ap-

pro.ximately 51,270 ft. of lead-covered three-conductor cable for

transmitting the alternating current from the Missouri River power

house to the various sub-stations. .At the foot of James St. a most

substantial combined railway and traffic bridge has been constructed.

Forty cars used on the Intramural Railroad in St, Louis were pur-

chased and added to the company's equipment. During the year the

company laid 148,854 ft. of single track, divided as follows : New
girder rail work, 36.367 ft. ; new T-rail work, 54,081 ft. : cable track

replaced by new girder rail, 43,135 ft. ; old T-rail replaced by new

T-rail, 15.271 ft. The Twelfth St. line is now the only remaining

cable line which the company is operating and proceedings have

been commenced whereby an agreement is expected to be made with

the citv for the construction of a tunnel and viaduct from Broad-

way to the West Bottoms, which, when completed, will enable the

substitution of electricity for the present cable power, thus elimi-

nating the last cable road in the city.

The statement of operation of the street railway properties for the

year ended May 31, 1905, is as follows

:

Gross earnings $3'9o6,757lfi

Operating expenses 2,020,378.19

Net earnings from operation 1,886,378.97

Income from other sources 16,588.72

Gross income 1,902,967.69

Taxes and interest 1,409,211.25

Net income 493756.44

Income applied in redemption of 50 bonds 55,000.00

Surplus for the year 438,7S6.44
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Condensers for Turbines.

VVlicii ;i f<'\v years ago (he use of steam turbines commercially

licRan ill llic American mnrUet, tlicrc were no flefinitc slamlards as

lo tlic sizes or cliaraclcr of condensers to go vvilli them. The steam

turbine is a heal oiigine and therefore its theoretical efficiency is

greatest when the (lilTcrcncc between the initial temperature and

the final temcpcratnrc of the sleam. which constitutes its working

fluid, is greatest. The principle of Ihe turbine permits a design

(hat is free from several important limitalinns, which are inherent

in the reciprocating engine; the initial temperature in a reciprocating

engine must not be too high to secure good lubrication of Ihe cylin-

der, while in a turbine no lubricant is used in the interior ; in a

piston engine the ratio of expansion of the steam is limited because

at low pressures the steam has too great a volume to be handled

in cylinders of reasonable size and cost, because the low tempera-

lure unduly cools the cylinder walls and increases cylinder con-

densation losses, and also because of the leakage of air into the en-

gine at low pressures.

The design of the turbine permits Imlh higher and lower limits

of working and therefore to secure the best efficiency high-pressure

steam, superheated wdicn practicable, is used and expanded down to

as low a pressure (or as high a vacuum) as the apparatus available

permits. Within reason the higher the vacuum the better.

When the manufacturers of turbines called upon the manufac-

turers of condensers for apparatus to secure these high vacuums,

the latter were not very well prepared to supply the demand. They

had had no previous experience, it being generally recognized that

must be removed promptly and easily in order lo produce a high

vacuum, wliilc in the case of the surface condenser there is no in-

jection water, so that only the air that was contained in the con-

densed steam or that leaking in through joints needs to be removed.

Again, in the surface condenser the circulating water may be of

any character, foul or otherwise, so long as it is wet and reasonably

cool. For these ami other reasons the surface condensing plant is

to be taken as the most desirable and best form for use with

turbines.

It has become customary for the manufacturers and purchasers

of turbines lo demand of condenser builders a vacuum of 28 in.,

Iia'icd on a .io-in. haromelcr, and the problem which presents itself

to the maker of condensers is this : Steam under a vacuum of 28

in., or a pressure of i lb. per sq, in. absolute, has a temperature in

round numbers of 100° K. and a volume of aliout .350 cu. ft. per lb.

The latent heat per pound is about 1,044 R- ' "•• "' •'<»' assuming

a small drop in the temperature of the air pump discharge below

that of the steam itself, it may be rightly assumed that 1,050 B. t. u.

are taken out of every pound of steam.

The general practice is to assume thai the circulating water has

an initial temperature of 70° R If for good results it be further

assumed that the circulating water will leave Ihe condenser at 85°

F., or 15° below the 100° theoretical temperature of the steam, then

there is a rise in the temperature of the circulating water of 15*.

.Since there are 1,050 B. t. u. in a pound of steam to be condensed

the ratio of circulating water to condensed steam is as 1,050 to 15

or as 70 to I. The capacity usually provided is for an amount little

in excess of this ratio. There are cases in southern waters of the

FIG, I.—WHEELER AIIMIR.M.TY SURFACE CONDEKSER, WITH ED\V.\RDS AIR PUMT FOR I,000-K\V. WESTINGHOUSE-PARSONS TURBI.SE.

a vaciuini of between 25 in. and 26 in. was not only all that was

necessary for reciprocating engines, but all that was advisable.

The manufacturers of condensing apparatus attempted to meet the

demand by using the same class of condensers, and of air and

circulating pumps that they had been supplying for engine practice,

making them just a little larger so as to be liberal, hut did not at

all realize either the size or the character of the machinery that is

really necessary to produce the results desired. There were some

manufacturers of high grade air pumps who had been making them

of the crank and fly wheel type and using them to obtain vacuums

of 27 in. to 28 in. in sugar house work, but there is not recalled a

single instance in the early condenser practice for turbines where

such pumps were used. Pumps of this type are expensive and

having never been used on engine work, they were not thought of

for turbines. The result was that the first condensing apparatus

supplied for turbines did not give the vacuum guaranteed, and that

led to its being rejected or changes proposed.

Three types of condensers are usually recognized: First, the jet

condenser attached directly to a stock air pump of either the vertical

or horizontal pattern ; second, the barometric condenser, with or

without dry air pumps; third, the surface type of condenser with

air and circulating pumps. Steam turbines have been and probably

will be attached to all forms of condensers, but in the vast majority

of cases— it is believed fully 99 per cent—the condensers installed

with turbines are and will be of the surface type. The reasons are:

The condensed steam from a turbine is pure water without any

admixture of oil whatever, so that it can be used without fear in

the boilers. Another important reason is that air is contained in

the injection water; if a jet condenser of any type is used, the air

I'nited States where a ratio as high as 160 to i has been used, but

the conditions were such that no lifting of the circulating water

was necessary.

The size of the air pump is not so easily calculated, because pro-

vision must be made for the leakage of air into the system, which is

much greater than any air liberated from the steam. For this

reason the size of the air pump becomes a matter of judgment or

experience or conforming to good practice on the part of the en-

gineer or manufacturer. One thing is certain, the volume of the

air under 28 in. vacuum, or i lb. per sq. in. absolute, is twice that

of the air under 26 in. vacuum, or 2 lb. per sq. in. absolute, so that

the air pump for 28 in. vacuum should be twice as large as that for

26 in. vacuum. But this is not the only change necessary. The-

clearance in a pump for maintaining a high vacuum must be very

small, and a first-class single or double acting air pump of any well-

known make or design in which the length of stroke may vary and

in which the pump frequently makes short stroke? will not do.

.•\ crank and fly-wheel air pump, in which the stroke is positive and

the clearance a minimum, must be adopted ; with pump of this type

good practice is to provide a capacity 40 times the volume of the

condensed steam.

One method of securing this high vacuum is to use separate wet

and dry air pumps. The accompany illustrations, however, show

two condenser installations which are presented by the Wheeler

Condenser & Engineering Co. a? being simpler in that only one air

pump is used. This pump is of the Edwards type and in Fig. I is

shown triplex motor driven. In Fig. 2 a steam-driven twin

Edwards air pump is illustrated. Both illustrations show a cen-

trifugal circulating pump, which may be either motor or steam
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driven. The centrifugal pump circulates the enormous volume of

water required at moderate cost and very good efficiency.

In the surface condenser the temperature of the exhaust steam is

very nearly that of the circulating water while its volume is

enormous. For these reasons a large amount of brass tube cooling

surface must be used. It has been to a great extent a matter of

experiment among the manufacturers of condensers as to how great

the cooling surface should be. Moreover, what would be ample

surface with clean water will not be enough when the condenser

becomes foul. Some engineers have settled on about 4 sq. ft. of

cooling surface for each kilowatt of capacity of the plant, that is,

4,CX)0 sq. ft. for a i,ooo-kw. turbine. This not only allows for a

certain degree of foulness, such as would result from the mud in

the western streams, but takes care of a moderate overload capacity.

Brass or copper tubes arc invariably used for the cooling surface

;

the tubes are of various diameters, depending on the condition of

llie circulating water.

The manufacturers of turbines ordinarily recognize the enormous

volume of exhaust steam leaving the turbine, and provide openings

Blank foi Time Keeping and Pay Roll.

The accounling dei)artimiit of the Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley

Traction Co. having experienced considerable difiiculty in makuig

a satisfactory distribution of time with the blanks formerly in use,

Mr. II. E. Vordemark, auditor of the company, designed the form

illustrated herewith, which has been in use since May i, 1905. The

blank is 17 x rp^ in. in size, with the upper section ruled to show

the distribution of the time of each man, and the lower section ruled

to show the distribution for each kind of work.

On the back of the blank are printed instructions for its use and

general instructions to foreman as follows

:

"This blank will be used to report the lime of all trainmen, shop-

men, section men, station men and linemen. It will be made as

instructed below, certified as to correclness by the heads of each

department and forwarded to the auditor.

" 'Extraordinary' repair work is tli.it made necessary to restore

roadway, track of structures to former condition when damaged by

floods, etc., cars damaged by wrecks, etc.
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iMotor Omnibuses in Great Britain.

In view of the iiilcrcst which is being taken throughout England
in the question of motor omnibuses and their future, particulars of

some of the leading systems now running in various parts of the

United Kingdom will prove of interest to our readers. Although
we do not share the opinion expressed in certain sections of the

popular press that the motor omnibus will render existing tramway
systems obsolete, and will make it impossible for any proposed sys-

tems of tramways to be constructed and to run successfully in face

of the competition which the newer form of passenger traction will

introduce, wc believe that the motor bus has a very large field of

usefulness, and that its use will extend very greatly as the defects,

which are so apparent, are removed, and improvements effected, and

reductions made in running costs and maintenance charges. In dis-

tricts such as the City and West End portions of London, where

tramw^ays are not permitted, the motor bus will be a welcome suc-

cessor to the present obsolete horse-drawn vehicles, and will afford

plenty of scope to the builders of these vehicles without entering

into competition with the successful tramway systems now operating

throughout the suburban districts of London. Motor omnibuses

may also be used extensively as feeders to existing systems of tram-

ways, and as feeders to steam and electric railways in districts

where it could not pay to establish a tramway. For joining isolated

hamlets and small villages, and for providing a regular passenger

and parcels service from village to village and from village to tram-

way terminus or railway station, the motor bus will prove of the

greatest benefit, but it can never hope to compete with a well-

equipped system of electric tramways in urban districts or within

the limits of cities.

The accompanying illustrations show a number of the better-

known motor vehicles.

FK;. I.— MIl.NES-DAIMLER 18-H.P. 4-CYUNUER MOTOR OMNIBUS.

Fig. I is a single-deck omnibus to seat i8 passengers, which has

been supplied by Milnes-Daimler, Ltd., of 221 Tottenham Court

Road, London, to the Great Western Railway Co., which uses it as

a feeder to its system in Cornwall. The route followed is between

Helston and the Lizard, Helston being a terminus of the railway

some 10 miles from the Lizard. The car is equipped with a 4-cyIin-

der vertical petrol engine rated at 18 h. p., and running at a normal

speed of 800 r. p. m. This is capable of driving the car on the level

at speeds up to 15 miles per hour. It has four forward speeds and

one reverse, the whole of the transmission gear being provided with

ball bearings, a special type of plain bearing being used for the

road, wheels and engine shaft.

The petrol tanks attached to the chassis have a capacity of about

16 gallons ; the fuel consumption is about one gallon per hour,

there being comparatively little difference in the amount of fuel

used whether the engine is running light or fully loaded. The main

frame of the chassis is built up of steel channel girders strengthened

by several cross members. It is supported over the axles by semi-

elliptic side springs in front and at the back, the rear ends of the

latter being connected by an inverted transverse spring. Both the

axles are steel forgings, and all the brackets that are fixed on the

frame are forged out of nickel steel, the frame itself being riveted

together.

The engine and gear box are carried by an under frame consist-

ing of two angle steel members bent upwards and riveted at each

end to the main frame. Two wooden beams, fixed to the back axle

and hinged at the front to special brackets which project downwards

from the center of the frame, form radius rods. They are stiffened

on both sides with steel plates. These relieve the springs of strains

due to the driving mechanism, and give sufficient flexibility to absorb

sudden shocks which inequalities in the road surface may cause.

These wooden radius rods are a distinctive feature of the Milnes-

Daimler vehicles.

The drive from the engine is through a longitudinal shaft which

transmits its motion to the rear wheels, through bevel gear and

differential to a countershaft, the outward ends of which are fur-

nished with pinions which arc engaged with internal gear rings

bolted to the road w-heels. The casing containing the countershaft,

bevel wheels, and differential gear, is fixed to the wooden radius

rods. The shafts inside this casing run on hall hearings, the entire

gear being filled up with solid lubricant.

An unusual feature of the transmission gear is that the differential

is carried on the rear end of the longitudinal driving shaft instead

of upon the countershaft itself, and that each differential member of

that gear has a pair of bevel wheels introduced between it and one-

half of the countershaft. By this arrangement the differential gear

runs at a higher speed than it otherwise would, and need not, there-

fore, be so large. The engine and change-speed gear, with the fric-

tion clutch between, are fixed in front of the chassis in the position

which has now become usual with petrol vehicles. The engine is

incased in a metal boimet, its under side being protected by a sheet

metal casing, while the gear box is also protected from mud and

dirt by a canvas apron.

The radiator is of the Mercedes honeycomb pattern, forming the

front of the bonnet, the fly wdice! of the engine being constructed

with fan blades instead of the usual spokes, so that they draw air

through the radiator and increase its cooling capacity.

The clutch is of the ordinary cone pattern with leather face, a

coupling being introduced between the clutch and tlie first motion

shaft of the change-speed gear.

The gear box is made in three pieces, the central portion having

four feet which are bolted to the under frame. The horizontal joints

between the three portions pass through the main bearings, and

both shafts rotate on ball bearings. The first motion shaft carries

the sliding gear wheels, the second motion shaft lying immediately

beneath it. The four sliding wheels are grouped in pairs, each of

which is controlled by a guide fork, and is operated by a separate

hand lever. The reverse gear is provided by a large intermediate

pillion, mounted on ball bearings on a pin which can be caused to

-lide longitudinally by a third hand lever ; when the wheels on the

first motion shaft are in their neutral position, this intermediate

wheel can be made to gear into the first speed wheels on both shafts.

The three gear-levers are fitted in quadrants alongside one an-

other in the center of the chassis, the quadrants being rigid with a

substantial bridge-piece is fixed to the main frame, and forms

the front support for the driver's seat.

The driving shaft coiniecting the second-motion-shaft with the

differential gear is provided with universal joints at each end, so

constructed that they can take up the necessary telescopic move-

ment. On the front end of the second-motion-shaft a powerful

brake of the drum type is introduced, and is operated by the same

pedal that controls the clutch. When this pedal is partly depressed,

it disengages the clutch but does not begin to apply the brake, so

that the engine is free to run without driving the first motion

shaft. There are two other brakes of similar pattern on the ends

of the countershaft inside the gear wheels which drive the road

wheels. These are simultaneously operated by a second foot pedal.

In addition to these brakes, there is a pair of shoe-brakes which

act upon the tires of the driving wheels, and these are applied by

a hand lever.

The steering gear is of the well-known worm and segment type.

Fig. 2 shows the pattern of motor omnibus which the same com-

pany has supplied to Messrs. Thomas Tilling for regular passenger

service between Peckham and Oxford St. ; these cars have been in

regular use for several months.

The car is equipped with a 20 h. p. 4-cylinder engine, and carries

36 passengers. The engines and chassis are exactly similar in de-

sign to those employed on the 18 h. p. car shown in Fig. i.

Messrs. Milnes-Daimler have also supplied motor omnibuses of

similar pattern to the Atlas Omnibus .Association for service be-

tween Charing Cross and St. Thomas' Hospital ; to the London
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GeiH-i:il Oiiinihiis Co., :iiiil to ili<' llastijigs & St. Leonards Omnibus

Co., Ltd,, and other passenger cars of llie sajiic make arc running

at Birmingliam, Eastbourne, and between Torf4uay and Paignton.

Fig. 3 illustrates the type of double deck petrol motor omnibus

wliifli John I. 'riicjrnycrofl & Co., Cbeswick, London, are construct-

ing for tlic London Motor Omnibus Co. The engine is of the

4-cylindcr Otto cycle type with cylinders 4^1 in. in diameter and 5-in.

stroke, capable of developing 24 b. Ii. p. at goo r. p. ni. The average

working speed on the level is .iboiil 12 miles per lioiu'. ami flu' r.ir

is capable of climbiiig a gradinil of i in H,

FIG. 2. MIl.NES-DAIMl-EK 20-H. P. 4-(JYl.INDER MOTOR OMNIBUS.

The engine and cam gear are enclosed in an oil-tiglit and dust-

proof case, forced lubrication being provided to all moving parts.

The cylinders are cooled by the usual water circulation operated by

a rotary gear pump. The ignition is eflfected on the low tension

magneto system, but the makers are prepared to fit the more usual

high tension ignition with coil and accumulators if required.

There are four forward speeds giving 3, syi, &% and 12 miles

per hour, and a reverse speed giving 3 miles. If the speed of the

engine is increased the car can easily run at 14 miles an hour for

short periods without over-heating. All gear rings are of hardened

mild steel, enclosed in a dust-proof and oil-retaining case, so ar-

r.^nged as to be easily accessible from the footboard.

The petrol tanks hold a sufficient supply for a run of about 75

miles under full load. Very powerful double acting brakes are pro-

vided on the countershaft, sufficiently powerful to hold the vehicle

on the steepest hills, while a screw-down brake, acting on a drum
on the back a.\le, is also furnished. The wheels have solid rubber

tires, the driving wheels having twin tires.

The clutch is of the multiple disk friction Hele-Shaw type com-
pletely enclosed and immersed in oil. and the makers state that it

The particular car shown is one of a number which has been built

for the London Road Car Co., while others of similar design have

been supplied to Messrs. Thomas Tilling and the L^jndon General

Omnibus Co. for service on London streets.

The bus is equipped with a 4-cyIinder vertical engine developing

24 h. p. at normal speed. The principal feature of the engine con-

sists in the placing of the cam shaft which actuates the inlet and

exhaust valves, as well as the ignition tappets, on the lop of the

cylinders. By this means the inlet and exhaust valves are arranged

:it opposite sides of the cylinders, and are actuated by a common
shaft which is driven off the crankshaft by means of skew bevel

gears and a vertical shaft. The cam shaft and cams are of nickel

steel, motion being transmitted to the valves by means of rocking

levers at each side. This arrangement gives certainty of action with

little wear, the moving parts being placed where dust and dirt can

least affect them. The cam and the rollers at the end of the rocking

levers run in an oil bath. The valves are mechanically actuated,

and arc interchangeable.

The cylinders are cast in pairs; the explosion chambers of the

cylinders, and also the valve chambers, arc completely water jack-

eted. The cylinders and pistons arc of hard cast iron. The crank

chamber is formed of two aluminum castings, from the lower por-

tion of which are projecting feet by which the engine is bolted to the

side members of the frame.

The connecting rods are nickel-steel drop forgings, hollowed out

to, reduce the weight of the reciprocating parts. The crankshaft is

a nickel-steel forging.

The carburetter is of the jet pattern, and takes its air supply

FIG. 4. STRAKER & SQUIRE 24-H. P. 4-CYLINDER OMNIBUS.

FIG. 3. T1I0RNVCR(.FT S: CO. 24-H. P. MOTOR OMNIBUS.

increased the working life of tlie transmission gear very materially.

The transmission is by toothed gearing with the exception of the

final drive to the rear axle, which is by a Hans Renold silent chain.

The Thornycroft patent spring drive is embodied in this design,

which relieves the transmission gear from inuch shock.

I'"ig. 4 shows the type of double deck petrol-driven omnibus which
Straker & Squire. 9 Bush Lane, London, have recently introduced.

from a jacket round the exhaust. Sufficient petrol can be carried

to give a run of i6o miles, the consumption of fuel under full load

being given as approximately 8 miles to the gallon.

A governor is fixed to the vertical shaft which acts directly on

the throttle of the engine, and this can also be controlled from the

driver's seat, enabling a variation from 2CO to 900 r. p. m. to be

obtained. Low tension magneto ignition is employed. The cooling

water is circulated by means of a centrifugal pump driven by a

spur wheel on the crankshaft. The radiator is built up of long thin

flat tubes, giving a large cooling surface, and the passage of air

through the radiator is increased by means of a fan mounted direct

on the crankshaft.

The two gear boxes contain respectively the change speed gear

and the countershaft and differential gear. In the first box pro-

vision is made for three changes of speed and one reverse, while

in the gear box containing the counter-shaft and differential gear

there is a gear ratio change on the third-motion shaft, v^hich in

its turn drives on to the back axle through chains. By actuating

the gear change in the rear box the three speeds contained in the

front box can be doubled or halved. By thus making use of the

two ratios six speeds are available, which permits speeds from l}4

to 14 miles per hour.

The gear wheels are made of Siemens-Martin steel machine cut,

and run in oil-proof casings. The steering gear is of the .\cker-

mann type, working with worm and segment and is irreversible.

The wheels are of the artillery pattern, constructed with oak spokes
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and ash felloes, and are arranged for carrying single or double

tires.

The frame is built up of steel channels, T's. gussets and angles,

well braced, and is carried upon long resilient springs. The rear

a.xle is fitted with a spring radius rod attachment, which eliminates

the shock which is sustained when starting under heavy load, and

relieves the jerk which usually occurs when changing speeds.

Two brakes are provided, one close to the first gear box actuated

by a foot pedal and working on the differential, and the other a

compensated brake actuated by a hand lever, and working on steel

drums fixed to the driving wheels.

n I II IT I

FIG. S- M.VUDSLAY CO. I4-H. P. OMNIBUS, CAP.^CITY I4 PASSENGERS.

Fig. 5 is a 14-h. p. single deck passenger bus, which is one of a

number the Maudslay Motor Co., Ltd., of Parkside, Coventry, has

built for the Great Western Railway Co. for use as feeders in

thinly populated districts. This car is constructed to carry from 12

to 14 passengers at speeds up to 12 miles an hour. It is equipped

with a two-cylinder vertical engine developing 14 b. h. p. when run-

ning at its normal speed of 900 r. p. m. The change speed gear

allows for four forward speeds and one reverse, the control being

through a single lever.

Large single rubber tires are fitted to the front wheels, and twin

rubber tires to the back wheels. The brakes are two in number

;

the first is actuated by a foot pedal and works on the counter-shaft,

and is double acting and water cooled, while the second is a double

acting brake applied by a hand lever, and working on drums bolted

to the rear wheels.

The car has a 9-ft. wheel base with a track of 4 ft. syi in., the

total length of the frame being 11 ft. 6 in. This car is particularly

suited for light passenger and parcel service in rural districts, and

the maker has secured a number of orders from railway companies

for similar vehicles.

Fig. 6 illustrates a new type of single deck passenger omnibus

which the Walseley Tool & Motor Car Co., Ltd., of Adderley Park,

Birmingham, has constructed to meet the requirements of railway

and other companies running passenger services in country districts.

It has double seats in front to accommodate passengers who object

to riding inside, or who wish to smoke. A large quantity of luggage

can be carried on the roof, to which access is given by an iron ladder

at the side of the driver's seat. The car has seats for 22 passengers,

of which 16 could be accommodattd inside, the other 6 being in

front. The roof projects well over the driver's seat, and this gives

protection from the weather to those occupying outside seats.

The frame is of pressed steel and is of taper channel section.

There is a 12-ft. wheel base with a track of 6 ft. 2 in., the overall

width coming inside the 7 ft. 2 in. limit.

The car is equipped with a double cylinder horizontal engine de-

veloping 20 b. h. p. at 600 r. p. m. The cylinders are of 6 in. bore

by 7 in. stroke, and the engine is fitted with half compression cams
to make the starting easier. No governor is used, the engine being

controlled by a hand throttle on the steering column, and a foot

throttle in connection with the brake pedal.

The carburetter is of the Wolseley compensated type, and high

tension electric ignition with accumulators and induction coil is

employed. The drive to the gear box is through a Renold silent

chain. The gear box is suspended from three points, and contains

all gearing in one grease-tight box.

The gears are of the sliding type, and give normally four for-

ward speeds of 2|/<. 5. R. and 13 miles per hour respectively, and one

reverse speed of 5 miles per hour. .Ml the changes are made with

one lever. The final drive is from the ends of the differential shafts

in the gear box, by rubber chains, one to each rear road wheel.

The vehicle is provided with three imlependcnt .sets of brakes.

They are all of the metal type, and act equally well in both direc-

tions. The pedal brake acts on a water cooled drum on the gear

box high speed countershaft. The side brake is equalized and acts

on two drums attached to the sprockets on the diflferential shaft.

An emergency brake is operated by a lever in front of the driver,

and acts on the insides of drums on the rear road wheels; this

brake is also equalized. Both hand brakes are provided with toothed

quadrants and grip levers. The rear axle is formed of a weldless

steel tube. The front axle is forged in one piece. The steering is

irreversible, being operated through a worm and sector, the worm
being on the lower end of the inclined pillar.

The radiator is of the gillcd tube pattern, and is fan cooled; it

is placed under the driver's seat.

The petrol tank has a capacity of 12 gallons, the fuel consump-

tion averaging about I'/i gallons per hour under ordinary working

conditions, and this is sufiicient for a run of about 60 miles. The

company recommends the use of 4j4-in. "Giant" solid rubber tires

on the front wheels, and twin 4-in. solid rubber tires on the the back-

wheels.

The engine being horizontal is placed below the level of the

frame, and enables the whole of the upper portion of the chassis to

be utilized for carrying passengers, and a large carrying capacity is

thus secured without an abnormally long wheel base.

The wheels are of the artillery pattern, the front wheels being

34 in. and the back 42 in. in diameter.

Fig. 7 shows a type of single deck steam omnibus which the

Clarkson Steam Car Works, Chelmsford, has constructed for use

by the London General Omnibus Co. on the Hammersmith, Ken-

sington, and Piccadilly Circus route in London.

This car differs from the others illustrated in being driven by a

steam instead of a petrol engine, the advantages accruing from this,

being absence of smell and noise, and less risk of fire as heavy oil

is used to generate the steam. The burner under the boiler is

capable of consumin.g almost any grade of mineral oil from crude

petroleum upwards. 1 he oil is forced from the supply tank under a

pressure of 35 to 40 lb. per sq. in., a feed pump keeping the pressure

constant. The burner is enclosed in a sheet-steel box lined with

nickel and asbestos.

The boiler is of the water-tube type, and the tubes which form

an endless pipe arc arranged in a square gridiron pattern measuring

about 30 in. by 12 in. They are of weldless steel, half an inch in

diameter, and are expanded in top and bottom plates. Each boiler

is tested by hydraulic pressure to 750 lb. per sq. in., and by steam

FIO. 6. WOLSELEV CO. 20-H. V. MOTOR-OMNIBUS.

to 450 lb. Twin safety valves blowing off at 400 lb. and automatic

regulator and water gage are fitted to the boiler. The circulation

of water in the tubes is so rapid that no trouble is experienced with

lime or other deposits.

The engine is double acting, and has two horizontal cylinders 4

in. by 4 in. The valves are actuated by the Joy gear. The engine

is enclosed in a cast aluminum case with removable panels.

The engine shaft drives on to a bronze gear ring encircling the

differential gear box. The six gear wheels are of phosphor bronze

and are machine cut. Power is transmitted from the differential

shaft to the driving wheels through strong roller chains.

The wheels are of the artillery pattern with steel hubs, oak spokes.
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aiul ash felloes, and arc 34 in. in dianieler 'I'hc ear is provided

willi two indepcndcnl band lirakes, operated rospeelivcly by a foot

and hand lever.

Cars similar lo the (;ne illnslrated are in use by the Torquay

Motor Onniilms Co. .ind have been miming with fair siicee^s In

'I he user can delerniiiic for hnn^ell the proportions rc(|iiirc'<l for

all concrete he mixes. If he docs not want to go to that trouble

he can take it for ifrHntei] that ordinary banU gravel containing

plenty of sand so that none needs to be added, contains alwiut 20

per rent of voids, althonub it may contain as high as 30 per cent.

n.ARKSON ifi-rASSENGER STHAM MOTOR OMNllll S,

addition to single-deck omnibnscs, Messrs. Clarkson have built

double-deck buses, to carry 32 passengers, for the London Road

Car Co., equipped with 32-h. p. engines, and has supplied a 32-h. p.

car lo the London & Southwestern Railway Co. for use as a feeder,

to carry 18 passengers with 1,(150 lb. of luggage.
•-'-¥

Cement and Concrete Mixing.

In the interest of its product, the revolving cube concrete mixer,

the Municipal Engineering & Contracting Co., 607 Railway Ex-

change, Chicago, has recently issued a pamphlet of some 30 pages

containing instructions to .igents, a description of its mixer and

other data regarding cement and concrete. The instructions to

agents do not, as one might infer frolii the title, tell a man how to

approach and secure a customer, but comprise useful and valuable

information regarding cement and concrete.

With the object in view of equipping its agents with a knowledge

of the properties and uses of concrete and of the mixer, cement and

other chemicals are first considered, including methods for testing

Portland and puzzolan cement. Under the subject of concrete fol-

lows a discussion of the relative merits of the two methods largely

followed in hand mixing, giving detaijcd descriptions of both proc-

esses. The relative advantages of "wet" and "dry" mixing are then

considered as well as those of "fat" and "lean" concrete, these latter

being the terms employed to designate concrete that is rich in cement

and that that is poor in cement. Following this are a few words

on the question of proportions including a table giving an idea of

how quantities vary with the sizes of broken stone. This brings

the reader to the subject of proper mixing, which is treated in the

publication as follow s :

"When a man is starting into the work of making concrete and

he has no proportion given, but wishes to be as economical as

possible in the use of cement, it would he well for him to ascertain

the amount of space the neat cement-mortar is to occupy. Fill a

box level with stone ; shake it slightly so that the voids in the stones

will be fairly well reduced
;
pour into this box, water, carefully

measured, until the box is full. This amount of water represents

the sand required to fill the voids in the stone. Empty the box

and dry it. Lay the stone on a platform when it is dry, or nearly

dry, and put over it the amount of sand found necessary to fill

the voids: mix the sand and stone together as thoroughly as pos-

sible with shovels, and refill the box with this mixture. If the

stone was dry when the sand was added and the mixing is well

done, this sand and stone together should just fill the box. It

may take considerable shaking and pouring to get it all in. When
the box is full, measure into it as much water as it will hold.

This last amount of water determines the amount of cement it will

take to fill the voids remaining after the sand has been added.

It is usual, however, to figure on 20 per cent, and if by actual trial

it is found not to be enough, then more cement can be added.

"To find the amount of cement required for a cubic yard of bank

gravel mixed—say i to 8: Add 20 per cent of the yard to it; this

makes a bulk of 32.4 cu. ft. ; 1-9 of this represents cement, or j.6

cu. ft. A barrel of cement contains about 3.8 cu. ft. of cement, so

it will be seen that one cubic yard of ordinary bank gravel will

require practically one barrel of cement when mixed i to 8.

"If this mixture had been one part of cement, three parts of

sand and five parts of stone, the procedure would be as follows

:

"Counting the stone as having 50 per cent voids, 13.5 cu. ft. of

sand will fill the voids, but the mixture is 3 to 5, instead of 2^
to S. Therefore, mixing this concrete on a basis of 27 cu. ft. of

stone, 3-5 of that represents the amount of sand, or say 16.2 cu. ft.

The difference between 16.2 cu. ft. and 13.5 cu. ft. equals 2.7 cu. ft.,

which we have in excess of one yard. This excess must be di-

vided proportionately between the sand and stone. Figuring that

there are 8 parts in this excess—5 parts stone and 3 parts sand—di-

vide it in the proportion of -51 to -}^, or say 1.7 cu. ft. of stone

must be subtracted from the 27 cu. ft. of stone, which will leave

say then 25.3 cu. ft. of stone. One cubic foot of sand will be sub-

tracted from the 16.2 cu. ft., leaving 15.2 cu. ft. of sand.

"Now we must obtain the amount of cement required. The

measured cement is to the sand as 1 is to 3. therefore, we take V}

of 15,2 cu. ft. of sand, or practically 5 cu. ft. of cement. As this

does not quite fill the voids left in the mass composed of sand,

having 50 per cent of voids, we will consider then that a cubic

yard of a 1-3-5 mixture will contain practically 1.2 barrels of ce-

ment, 15.5 cu. ft. of sand and 25.3 cu. ft. of stone.

"Another way of figuring this is to take the cubic yard of sand

and cement as above ascertained and take one-half the bulk of sand,

which will amount to 7.6 cu. ft. as being the amount of voids in

the mass. Add this 7.6 to the 27 cu. ft. in a yard ; divide by 9 (as

the cement is 1-9 of the mass), which gives practically 3.8 cu. ft.

of cement, or about one barrel. This means a difference of 20 per

cent in the amount of cement used.

"This is not right (although often used) for the voids in the

yard really amount to 50 per cent, whereas, here we have taken

only the voids in the sand. By counting the voids in the yard at

50 per cent, one-ninth equals 4.5 cu. ft. of cement.

"The first method is the more correct one for the reason that

sand and stone are measured in boxes and the cement is either

measured in the bag or barrel, or may be. on some work, meas-

ured in boxes.

"On a large piece of work it is well to figure in this way so that

when the quantities are measured, an excess of cement will be

better than if it is found necessary to buy more cement to fill ou<

the mortar. The methods above given will apply to any proportion.
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but the user must bear in mind at all times that these proportions

arc based upon an assumption as to the voids in the materials, and

it is much better for him to take the material he is going to use

and ascertain the voids for himself before making his measuring

boxes.

"The principal advantage possessed by a fat concrete is that it

is more dense than a lean concrete, because of the more perfect

filling of the voids with cement-mortar. It is also stronger in

tensile strength, although that is not of great importance as a

tensile stress is hardly ever put upon concrete ; but even a fat con-

crete may be porous if it is not well mixed, and a lean concrete if

thoroughly mixed may be more dense and impervious than a fat

concrete. The dcnseness of concrete governs its compressive

strength.

"Therefore, it should be borne in mind that no matter what mix-

ture is used the best results cannot be obtained without perfect

mixing."

Test of 2,000-K\v. Turbine.

There have just been made public the results of a test of a 2.000-

kw. steam turbine generator unit of the Curtis type, made at

Schenectady, N. Y., by Mr. Frederick Sargent, of Sargent & Lundy,

and Mr. Louis A. Furgeson, second vice-president of the Common-
wealth Electric Co., Chicago. The turbine tested is a four-stage

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. 2,000-KW. TL'RBINE UNIT.

machine designed in 1903, with some changes in a few particulars

as a result of experiments made during the last year.

In their report Messrs. Sargent and Ferguson state that all the

apparatus used was carefully standardized and that every precaution

was taken to make the test reliable and accurate.

'llie results arc given as follows

:

FULL LO.\D TEST.

Duration of test, hours 1.25

Steam pressure (gage), lb 166.3

Back pressure (absolute), in mercury 1.49

Superheat, degrees F 207.

Load in kilowatts 2,023.7

Steam consumption per kw. hour, lb is.«a

HALF LOAD TEST.

Duration of test, hours 0.916

Steam pressure (gage), lb 170.2

Back pressure (absolute), in mercury 1.40

Superheat, degrees F '20.

Load in kilowatts 1,066.7

Steam consumption per kw. hour, lb 16.31

QU.'^RTFR LOAD TES'I".

Duration of test, hours >

Steam pressure (gage), lb >iS-5

Back pressure (absolute), in mercurj 145

Superheat, degrees F 204.

Load in kilowatts 555-

Steajn consumption per kw. hour, lb 18.09

ZERO LO.\D.

Duration of test, hours 1-3,^

Steam pressure (gage), lb 1.S4-5

Back pressure (absolute), in mercury 185

Superheat, degrees F 156.

Steam consumption per hour, lb i.jiO-S

* * *

—

:

The Maintenance of Wav Master Painters'

Convention.

The officers and executive board of the Association of Mainte-

nance of Way Master Painters of the United States and Canada are

now preparing for the convention wliich is to be held in Cincinnati,

November 13th and 14th.

In commenting on this the Painters' Magazine for July says: One

of the most important things to be done in order to make the con-

vention a success from the educational standpoint, which is the real

purpose of the organization, is the selection of suitable subjects for

the programme, and every one interested in the roadway, bridge

or building painting of railroads, whether he be a foreman painter,

an engineer of maintenance of way, a manufacturer, or even though

he have no actual connection with railroad work, is requested to

send as early as possible to the secretary, Mr. H. J. Schnell, 100

William St., New York City, suggestions for suitable practical sub-

jects for discussion, .^s is the case with all railroad societies, the

primary objects are to secure better work, reduced cost and increased

efficiency of the maintenance of way painting department, rather than

the individual profit or benefit of tlie members. This association,

then, should appeal to all engineers of maintenance of way, road

masters or general superintendents, whatever the officer may be who

has charge of bridge, building and roadway painting for his com-

pany—and they should see to it that their foreman painters attend

the coming convention, in order that they may interchange expe-

rience with fellow workers in the same line and thereby increase

their efficiency to the employing companies. No railroad should

object to the small expense incurred in sending the foreman main-

tenance of way painters to the convention, especially when the ex-

perience gained there will undoubtedly increase the efficiency of the

painting department and save money to the companies.

Brill Cars for Memphis.

The J. G. Brill Co. has just booked an order for 35 of its patented

type of semi-convertible cars for the Memphis Street Railway Co.

The cars were ordered through the engineering firm of Ford, Bacon

& Davis, of New York City. The semi-convertible system includes

the late improvement eliminating the sash trunnions and runways

formerly used and simplifies the method of conecting each pair of

sashes. The arrangement is known as the grooveless post semi-con-

vertible, and has been specified in recent orders from Philadelphia,

Boston, Baltimore and elsewhere. The general plan of the lower

sash carrying the upper into pockets in the side roofs is preserved.

The cars are to be mounted on Brill No. 27-G short-base double-

trucks, with solid forged side frames, for fast and heavy city and

suburban service. The cars will measure 30 ft. 6 in. over the end

panels and 42 ft. over all. The decks are to be standard monitor

type and the seating plan consists of transverse seats with reversible

backs and longitudinal corner seats accommodating four passengers

each.
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posed switch would not materially obstruct the public use of the

street, nor operate as a serious interference with the plaintiff's

cnjoymctit of his property. The supreme court of Mississippi thinks

the conclusion manifestly correct.

LIABILITY FOR LOS.S OF PROPERTY
CUTTING OF HOSE.

IN FIRE FROM

Little Rod? Traclinn & I'Jcctric Co. vs. McCaskill (Arl<.), R6 S. W.
Rep.'997. Apr. 22, 1905.

Where a street c.nr negligently runs over a hose lying across the

tracks and cuts it in two, from which there results a loss of prop-

erty by the fire to throw water on which the hose was being used,

the supreme court of Arkansas holds that the street railway com-

pany will be li.ible therefor in damages.

CONTRintiTORY NEGLIGENCE IN Cnil.n.

Murphy vs. Ho.vluii Elevated Railway Co. (Mass.), 73 N. E. Rep

1018. Apr. 4, 1905.

If a child of sulTicient age and capacity to be allowed properly to

travel unattended in a public way used in part by electric cars is

injured by a collision in the street, it is contributory negligence on

his part, the supreme judicial court of Massachusetts holds, if he

unreasonably, intelligently and intentionally ran into the danger,

even if children of his age often are reckless.

RIGHT AND DUTY OF MOTORMAN WHERE THERE IS

A PEDESTRIAN ON THE TRACK.

McLean vs. Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge Co. (Neb.),

103 N. W. Rep. 285. Apr. ig, 1905.

The supreme court commissioners of Nebraska say that they do

not understand that it is the duty of the operators of a street rail-

way car to stop the car as soon as they see a foot passenger occupy-

ing the track in front. They think that ordinarily the motorman

may proceed toward such foot passenger on the presumption that

such passenger will step off the track before the car reaches him,

until it becomes apparent that for some reason such passenger,

cither on account of deficient hearing or other inability to appre-

hend his danger, cannot and probably will not be able to get off the

track, and that then it becomes his duty to use all reasonable means

,it his command to stop the car.

TRAVELERS ON- STREET NOT ALW.AYS REQUIRED TO
STOP BEFORE CROSSING TRACKS.

Los Angeles Traction Co. vs. Conneally (U. S. C. C. A.. Cal.), 136

Fed. Rep. 104. Feb. 6, 1905.

The United States circuit court of appeals, ninth circuit, says

that it knows of no decision, and was cited to none, in which it has

been held that it is always the duty of a person to stop before cross-

ing a street railroad track in an incorporated city. Certainly, in the

populous portion of a city or town such a rule would be unreason-

able and highly inconvenient ; but it may be that in the more
sparsely settled portions a like rule to that applicable to steam

roads should apply to street railroads.

CONSTRUCTION OF SWITCH NOT AN INTERFERENCE
WITH RIGHTS OF ABUTTING PROPERTY OWNER.

Rosenbaum vs. Meridian Light &: Railway Co. (Miss.), 38 So. Rep.

May I, 1905.

It appeared in this case that the company maintained a single

track down the center of a certain street, and that after a diamond

switch was built there would be between the curb line and the

edge of a passing car 10.5 feet on one side and 9.7 feet on the

other, which would be the narrowest space left outside of the

double track at any point along the switch. The testimony de-

veloped that the railway would be constructed according to the

grade of the street, and would be level with the surface of the

highway. The chancellor decided that the construction of the pro-

COURT MAY TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE OF CONSTRUC-
TION OF HORSE CAR.

Kleffman vs. Dry Dock, East Broadway & Battery Railroad Co.

(N. Y. Sup.), 93 N. Y. Supp. 741. May s, 1905.

The first appellate division of the supreme court of New York
says in this case that it may take judicial notice of the construction

of an ordinary horse street car.

OPERATION OF BUT ONE CAR A DAY NOT EVIDENCE
OF ABANDONMENT OF ROUTE.

Flirty-Second street, Manhattanville & St. Nicholas Avenue Rail-

road Co. vs. Cantor (N. Y. Sup.), 93 N. Y. Supp. 943. May 12,

1905.

It appeared in evidence that in 1901 35 cars a day were run by
the plaintiff on its tracks on Amsterdam avenue, but that for a por-

tion of 1902 there was only one car operated a day, and in case of

snow storms there were days when no car was operated, and that

condition continued until the time of the trial, which was in April,

1903. The first appellate division of the supreme court of New
York does not think those facts evidence of a practical abandon-

ment of the use of the tracks on said avenue, but that the running

of one car a day indicated that it was not the company's intention

to abandon the use of the tracks, and that very much stronger evi-

dence should be required before it should be denied relief by injunc-

tion against the removal of its tracks, which would have the effect

of depriving it of its franchise, there being no evidence that public

convenience was in any way affected by its action.

PRESUMPTION FROM CONTROLLER BOX BEING DAN-
GEROUSLY CHARGED WITH ELECTRICITY—DUTY
TO HAVE CARS SAFE.

South Covington & Cincinnati Street Railway Co. vs. Smith (Ky.),

86 S. W. Rep. 970. May 2, 1905. "Not to be officially re-

ported."

If the controller bo.\ was charged with electricity to such an ex-

tent as to endanger the safety of the passengers who might acci-

dentally touch it by any cause, the court of appeals of Kentucky
says, the jury would be warranted in inferring from this fact negli-

gence on the part of the defendant. It is the duty of the carrier

to have his vehicles safe, and if they are unsafe, negligence may be

presumed. A vehicle is unsafe when the passenger may receive a

deadly charge of electricity by coming in contact with a part of the

vehicle wdiich he is liable to touch while being carried. If the jury

believed from the evidence that the plaintiff received a shock of

electricity from touching the controller bo.x, inflicting on him the

injury complained of. they might properly find for the plaintiff.

CONSOLIDATION LAW CONSTITUTIONAL.

Cincinnati Street Railway Co. vs. Horstman (Ohio), 73 X. E. Rep.

1075. Feb. 2S, 1905.

The supreme court of Ohio holds that the act of the General

.\ssembly entitled "An act to amend and supplement sections

2505a and 2505b of the Revised Statutes of Ohio, as enacted May i.

1891, and amended April 18, 1892," passed April 22, 1896 (92 Ohio

Laws, p. 277), which gives power to lease or purchase, to let or

sell, to enter into beneficial arrangements to ptirchasc stock, etc.

and of consolidation, is constitutional ; it being a law of a general

nature, which operates uniformly throughout the state, and upon
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every individual corporation of the classes therein defined. It holds

that a temporary act may be either general or special, and an act

of a general nature which operates uniformly throughout the state,

and upon every individual corporation of the classes therein de-

fined, but which is by its terms limited in operation to a specified

period of time, is a temporary general statute.

EFFECT OX COMPANY'S LI.ABILITY TO OCCUPANT OF
VEHICLE OF NEGLIGENCE OF DRIVER.

Chicago Union Traction Co. vs. Leach (111.). "4 N. E. Rep. 119.

Apr. \y. 1905,

The defendant, the supreme court of Illinois says, would not be

relieved from liability to the plaintiff, if it was guilty of negligence,

merely on the ground that the driver of the carriage in which she

was riding was also negligent in turning across the track. But if

the accident was solely attributable to the negligence of the driver

in turning across the track when the car was too near to enable the

motorman to stop it, there would be no negligence of the defendant

and no liability.

ORDINANCE LIMITING SPEED OF VEHICLES NOT AP-
PLICAHLE TO ELECTRIC CARS.

Robinson vs. Metropolitan Street Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 92

N. Y. Supp. loio. Apr. 7, 1905.

An ordinance of the city of New Y'ork providing that "it shall

not be lawful for any cart, w-agon or other vehicle, used for the

purpose of carrying passengers, to be driven through any streets

or avenues of the city of New York at a greater speed than at the

rate of eight miles an hour." the first appellate division of the su-

preme court of New York holds, did not apply to street surface cars,

and was not admissible in evidence in an action against a street

railway company, there being nothing connecting it with street

surface cars—nothing to show that it had any relation to cars oper-

ated by electricity—while in its terms it spoke of a vehicle to be

driven, which certainly would not be applicable to cars where the

motor power was electricit)'.

ATTEMPTING TO BOARD MOVING CAR CLOSE TO BAR-
RIER IS NEGLIGENCE.

Berry vs. Utica Belt Line Street Railway Co, (N. V.), 73 N. E.

Rep. 970. Apr. 11, 1905.

The plaintiflF, standing within from two to four feet of a barrier

in the street, which he had on a previous occasion observed, and
where there was an electric light, attempted to board a moving car

and was swept from the step by contact with the barrier—a plank

extending to within two to four inches of the side of the car. His
theory was that while he was attempting to enter the car the signal

was given by the conductor to go ahead, and that the sudden start-

ing of the car threw him out against the barrier, thus causing his

injuries. But the court of appeals of New York thinks it quite

inconceivable that in the brief interval, "two seconds or so." the

speed of the car could have been so appreciably accelerated as to be

regarded the pro.ximate cause of the accident. It says that it was a

highly negligent act on the part of the plaintiflf, standing so near

the barrier, to attempt entering the car, even assuming that no bell

was given the motorman to go ahead, and that it seemed absolutely

clear that the accident was due to this error of judgment on the

part of the plaintiflF.

DUTY OK MOTORMAN TO KEEP WATCH OF TRACK
AHEAD TO AVOID COLLISION—LIABILITY FOR
NEGLIGENT INJURY TO A HORSE WRONGFULLY
IN HIGHWAY.

Laronde vs. Boston & Maine Railroad (N. H.), 60 .-\tl. Rep. 6S4.

Apr. 4, 1905.

It was the duty of the inotorman, the supreme court of New
Hampshire says in this case, to keep watch of the track ahead of

his car to avoid collisions with objects that might be upon the

track, whether rightfully or wrongfully. The law imposed the

duty upon him for the safety of persons both upon the highway and
upon the car. Indeed, his own safety depended upon its faithful

performance. If the light was dim, and the weather was foggy,

greater watchfulness and care would be needed to bring his con-

duct up to the standard of ordinary care than if it was light and

clear. If the jury found that the weather was densely foggy, they

might reasonably find, also, that so large an object as a horse

hitched to a grocery wagon could be seen when at a distance from

the car sufficient to enable the motorman to stop the car before

colliding with the team ; or, if not, that it was negligence to run

a car in a village highway in such weather at a speed of 15 miles

an hour.

If, as the defendants said, the horse injured was wrongfully in

the highway, the fact would not relieve them from responsibility

for the injury in case is was caused by their negligence. In that

event their wrong would consist of negligently injuring the plain-

tiff's horse while carelessly exposed to danger and the plaintiflf was

not present. The law would not justify the defendants injuring

the horse under such circumstances, by their negligent acts, any

more than it would if their acts were intentional. The only ques-

tion would be whether they could have prevented the injury by

an exercise of ordinary care. If they could, their negligence

would he, in law. the sole cause of the injury.

LI.MMLITY FOR I.NJURY TO EMPLOYE FROM FALL OF
BRIDGE.

City of Indianapolis vs. Caulcy (Ind.), 73 N. E. Rep. 691. Mar. 7,

190S.

This was an action against the City of Indianapolis and the In-

dianapolis Street Railway Company, brought to recover damages

for personal injuries received by an employe of the company, who,

as a member of its track-repairing force, was being carried to his

work on its construction car when a street bridge over which the

latter was crossing fell. The supreme court of Indiana says that it

made no diflference that the plaintiff was an employe, and not a

passenger. He was in the car rightfully, and by command of the

company. He had no knowledge, nor means of knowledge, of the

defective and dangerous condition of the bridge, and, in the absence

of opportunity or means of information, it could not be said that

he assumed an extraordinary risk that was wholly unknown to him.

A special finding that both the city and the company knew at the

time of the accident that the bridge was dangerous to travel, and

unsafe for the use to w'hich it was at the time being put by the

street car company, of itself imported negligence in both. More-

over, if it be true, as submitted, that a corporation is under no legal

duty to go in advance of its employe traveling on a highway over

which it has no control, and inspect and make the road and bridges

safe, yet the court knows of no law that gives a corporation the

right to knowingly and recklessly carry its uninformed employes

into a place of eminent danger.

An instruction given advised the jury that a .street car company,

when using a city bridge for its tracks, thereby adopts such bridge

as one of its appliances, and if such company knows, or by the ex-

ercise of reasonable care could know, that such bridge is in a de-

fective and unsafe condition, and liable to give way and fall by

reason of such condition, and knowingly causes or permits its cars

to be run over such bridge, and the bridge gives way and falls

because of said defective condition, while cars of such company are

in the act of crossing, and its employes in charge of the cars, or

upon them, in the line of their employment, are, without negligence

on their part, injured in the fall of such cars, such employes would

be entitled to recover for injuries so received; but if such em-
ploye knew, or could have known by the exercise of ordinary care

and diligence, that such bridge was DUt of repair and unsafe, and

liable to fall because of such condition, and with such knowledge,

or means of knowledge, operated and ran, or rode upon, cars onto

the bridge, and, while attempting so to cross, the bridge broke and

fell by reason of its said defective condition, such employes must

be held to have assumed the risk, and cannot recover for injuries

received by the fall. In another instruction the trial court applied

the general principles announced in the first-mentioned instruction

to the facts of this case, upon the hypothesis that the evidence es-

tablished guilty knowledge in the company and the absence of fault

in the plaintiff, and in still another instruction applied the same

upon the hypothesis that the evidence established knowledge and

assumption of risk in the plaintiff. The supreme court says that it

perceived nothing erroneous in cither of these three instructions.
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OKUINANCK GIVING Vr:ilICI.F..S PkOClCF.DlNG IN A CFCR-

TAIN DIUKCTION rilE KIGIIT OV WAY NO'V AI'.SO

LUTE—NO IJEFF.NSE 'IIIAI IIIIRI) PARIV (DX
TRlHU'ilCl) TO INJURY,

Dcmari-st vs. F'orly- Second Street, M;iiili;ill;iiuille & St. Nicliol.'is

Avenue R;iilway Co, (N, Y, Sup,), 9,3 N. Y. Siipp. W^r May 5,

I'JOS.

Where a city ordinaTiee gave vehicles pruceediiig in a imrlherly

or sonllierly direction tlic right of way over vehicles proceeiling in

an easterly or westerly direction, the first appellate division of the

supreme court of New York holds that it was nevertheless error

to instruct the jury that "such right of way required the driver of

the truck or wagon to stop his hor.scs and let the car pass, if that

was necessary to preveitt the obstruction of the car upon its pass-

age." It says that the car did not have an absolute right to the

exclusive use of the street. The truckman had a right to cross;

so did the plainlilT, who was injured in a collision between the car

and the truck; and the defendant was bound to operate its cars

having regard to that right, and if it failed to do so, it was obli-

gated to make good I" the plainlilT any damage he sustained by

reason thereof.

The court also says that the rule has long been settled in that

state that a third person who is injured by the negligence of two or

more persons, he himself being free from negligence, may maintain

an action against them jointly or severally to recover the damages

sustained, and when such action is brought a defendant cannot suc-

cessfully defend the same on tlic ground that negligence of another

contributed to the injury.

t ARb; RI'-.OUlRh;!) OF PERSON WORKING WHERE CARS
CANNor PASS WITHOUT STRIKING HIM.

Hennessey vs. Forty-Second Street, Manhattanville & St, Nicholas

Avenue Railway Co. (N, Y, Sup.), 92 N, Y, Supp. 1058. Apr.

7, 190.S.

A carpenter in Ihc employ of a firm of contractors engaged in

constructing a subway was building a fence about 30 inches from

a street railway track. He knew that the cars were passing every

two or three minutes, and knew it was a dangerous place to work,

and, with this knowledge, worked on, without paying any attention

to the passing cars; relying, as he said, upon his hearing the bell

when one approached. The first appellate division of the supreme

court of New York holds that he was guilty of contributory negli-

gence. It says that the situation was perfectly apparent. In work-

ing in such a dangerous place, he was bound to exercise the care

and caution that were necessary to protect him from the cars run-

ning upon the track. It was certainly not the care of a prudent

man to keep on working in such a situation, without either looking

or listening for approaching cars. If he had paid any attention

to the cars when one came in front of him, he would have seen it,

and then, by standing up close to the fence, could have avoided

injury. \ person attempting to cross a track is bound to look so

as to see whether a car is approaching, and, when he is at work

in such a position that a car cannot pass without striking him, he

is bound to watch for the cars; and if. by a lack of attention, he

unnecessarily e.xpose himself to danger, ho is guilty of contribu-

tory negligence.

RIGHTS AND DUTIES AT AND BETWEEN CROSSINGS-
LOOKING AND LISTENING—SPEED AS EVIDENCE
OF NEGLIGENCE.

Marden vs. Portsmouth, Kittery & York Street Railway (Me.),

60 Atl. Rep. 530. Mar. 2, 1905,

In an action on the case for negligence on account of a collision

between a team and an electric car, the supreme judicial court of

Maine holds that between street crossings the car, from the fact

that it must pursue one course and cannot turn out, necessarily has

a paramount right, to be exercised in a reasonable and prudent man-
ner. That, when approaching a public street junction, the rule is

that the motorman shall be held to anticipate that any person

approaching such junction from either side may turn his team

into it, and shall then exercise all due care to have his car under

such control as to be able to stop it at the crossing, if necessary-,

to avoid an accident. At such crossings the car has no right supe-

rior lo that of other vehicles. .'Ihc rule of caution required in

approaching the crossing of a steam road docs not fully apply to

the crossing of an electric road. In approaching such crossings

it is not incumbent upon the traveler upon foot or with a team,

as a matter of law, lo Irjok and listen. He must l>c in the exercise

of reasonalilc care. Whether a traveler, as alKne, is in the exercise

of reasonable care is a question of fact for the jury, depending upon

the circumstances of each particular case. 'Ihc sjjced of a car is a

fact from which an inference of negligence may \x drawn. In

crossing a car track at the junction of a street the traveler is not

required to look the whole length of the visible track to sec if 1

car is coming, but along the track far enough to warrant an ordi-

narily prudent man, having in mind his own safely, under like cir-

cumstances, to conclude that no car was in such proximity as to

endanger his safety in crossing.

PRI-SUMPTION OF NEGLIGENCE I'R(JM COLLTSION-
I'.URDEN OF PROOF RESTING ON COMPANY.

Fagan v.s. Rhode Mand Co. ( R. I.), 60 Atl. Rep. 672. Mar. 15, 1905.

A passenger upon an electric car was injured by a collision with

a team. The supreme court of Rhode Island says that, undoubtedly,

if the collision had been lietwcen two cars operated by the defend-

ant, the implication of negligence would have been irresistible. If

the collision had been with a team in a frequented city street, where

care is always necessary to avoid collisions, and where proper care

will generally avoid them, the implication would arise that proper

care had not been used, and the burden would have l)cen upon the

company to show that it had not been negligent. So, if the col-

lision had been between a street car and a steam car at a crossing,

or if the admitted circumstances of the case were such that they

probably involved negligence on the part of the company—then the

burden would have been thrown upon the company to explain such

circumstances, and to show to the satisfaction of the jury that their

employes had observed due care.

But here the collision was between a car and two horses, one

wandering about the road, unattached, and the other harnessed

to a wagon the driver of which was asleep, and the court does not

think there was any presumption of negligence. Is it a reasonable

implication from these circumstances, the court asks, that the motor-

man carelessly ran into the horses at the peril of his own life and

to the damage of his limbs, after seeing the team on the track a

considerable distance away, in time to have stopped his car before

meeting it? The court thinks it much more reasonable lo suppose

that the horses, seeing the bright light of the approaching car, were

dazzled and confused, and in their unguided stupidity rushed into

the danger which a reasonable being would have avoided. The mind

requires proof to establish the less probable of two contradictoo'

propositions. And the evidence here was all the other way.

DUTY TO PASSENGER INVITED BY MOTORMAN TO EN-

TER CAR BY FRONT PL.\TFORM— PRESUMPTION
FROM SLIPPING OF BRAKE.

Thompson vs. St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co. (Mo. .^pp.), 83

S. W. Rep. 465. Mar. 21, 1905.

The defendant, the St. Louis court of appeals says, is a carrier of

passengers for hire, and the law is that it is bound to exercise

the greatest care, consistent with the practical operation of its cars,

towards its passengers, not only while they are on the cars, but

while they are in the act of boarding them or alighting from them.

When its cars arc stopped for the purpose of taking on passengers

its duty is to see that they are safely aboard. .-Vs the motorman

invited the plaintiff to enter the car by the front platform (the

rear one being in a crowded condition), it was his duty to exercise

that high degree of care the law requires to prevent injury to the

plaintiff while she was mounting the steps to the platform for

the purpose of taking passage on the car. The narrowness of the

platform, the fact that there were three men beside the motorman

on it. and the presence of the gates swinging inward and toward

the body of the car, tended to show that one boarding the car

would, in all probability come within the radius of the brake handle.

The sudden turning of the brake, which, striking the plaintiff while

boarding the car. caused the injury complained of, was not accounted

for. It was under the control of the motorman. who testified that
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it could not set itself free, and that it was impossible for the brake

to turn without the cogwheel was first released from the dog, and

that the dog could not be moved except by human agency. From

this evidence it was shown that in the ordinary course of things

the accident would not have happened if the molorman had used

proper care to set the brake, and the reasonable inference was that

he did not properly set it. And as there was no evidence tending

to show that the plaintiff was negligent in any respect whatever,

the court concludes that the case was one for the jury, and that

there was no error in refusing a compulsory nonsuit.

PERSON TRANSFERRING FROM ONE CAR TO ANOTHER
A PASSENGER—DUTY OF CONDUCTOR WHEN CAR
STOPS TO RECEIVE PASSENGERS, AND TO PERSONS
AFFECTED WTI H A DISABILITY.

Clark vs. Durham Traction Co. (N. C.) 50 S. E. Rep. 518. Apr.

II, 1905-

A person who has obtained a transfer ticket, in transferring from

one car to another, the supreme court of North Carolina holds, is

still a passenger, the transfer being but a part of the trip, for the

whole of which the company agrees to convey in safety.

When the car stopped for the purpose of receiving passengers

either from the street or those transferred from other cars, it was

plainly the duty of the conductor, the court says, to be at his station

on the platform where passengers are in the habit of boarding the

car. It was his duty to give them such assistance as was necessary

in getting on and off the car, and to see to it that the motorman

was not signaled and the car not started until reasonable time had

been given the passengers there assembled, who manifested an inten-

tion to get on the car. The authorities show that if a street car

has stopped for the reception of passengers, or if an intending

passenger has signaled it to stop, and has put his foot upon the step

of the car in the act of getting on, and is injured by a sudden

starting, he will have the right to damages for his injury, whether

the servants who started the car knew that he was in the act of

getting on or not. Such person is entitled to the care due a passen-

ger, and it is the conductor's duty to know before he starts his car

whether any person is in the act of getting on or not. If the con-

ductor is busy, it is not enough for him to wait a reasonable time

for passengers to board the car, but it is his plain duty to look and

see that intending passengers are safely on board before signaling

the motorman to start.

The authorities, the court further says, are all to the effect that a

degree of attention beyond tliat due to ordinary passengers should

be bestowed on those affected with a disability by which the haz-

ards of travel are increased. The sick, the lame, children, and

aged persons are entitled to more care and attention from those in

charge of a car than those in full possession of their strength and

faculties. They should be allowed more time in which to get on

and off the car and to secure a safe position therein.

ABUTTER NOT DAMAGED BY SLIGHT OVERHANGING
OF PAVEMENT BY CAR IN PASSING CORNER-
STREET RAILWAY NOT ADDITIONAL BURDEN.

Hester vs. Durham Traction Co. (X. C), 50 S. E. Rep. 711. May
2, 1905.

The owner of a lot occupying the apex of an acute angle lying

at the junction of two streets, the supreme court of North Carolina

holds, was not injured in the use of his property by a slight over-

hanging of the pavement or sidewalk by cars lor an instant of time

as they passed around on a curve connecting the tracks on those

streets, the edge of the car for a few inches of distance being slight-

ly over the edge of the sidewalk.

The court says that the authorities, with singular uniformity, con-

cur that it is "now well settled that the use of the streets in cities or

villages for a street railway is one of the ordinaiy purposes for

which such streets and highways may be used, and does not im-

pose an additional burden or servitude, so as to entitle the abutting

property owners, as a matter of right, to compensation before such

use can be made. * * * This rule is generally recognized, ir-

respective of the question whether, in the original laying out of

the street, a mere easement was taken, leaving the fee simple in the

abutting property." The rights, powers, and liability of the munici-

pality extend equally to the sidewalk as to the roadway, for both

are parts of the street. The abutting proprietor has no more right in

the sidewalk than in the roadway. His rights are simply that the

street, including reading and sidewalk, shall not be closed or ob-

structed so as to impair ingress or egress to his lot by himself and

those whom he invites there for trade or other purposes.

The authorities miglit have narrowed the sidewalk at the toe of

the plaintiff's lot by drawing in its outer edge, or they might have

made the outer edge curving to correspond with the curve of the

car track, and thus prevented the car overhanging the edge of the

sidewalk. If so, they might, so far as the plaintiff was concerned,

let the car overhang the corner instead of cutting off that corner

from the sidewalk. If the sidewalk were so far narrowed as to im-

pede the circulation of passers-by on foot, so as to hinder the in-

gress and egress to the plaintiff's building, he would have cause of

complaint, but such was not the case here. If the overhanging of

the car were to injure any one walking on the sidewalk, such per-

son might possibly have a cause of action against the city or the

defendant, for the establishment and maintenance of the sidewalk

were an invitation to pedestrians to walk anywhere thereon, but the

plaintiff would not be injured thereby in his property rights to the

lot.

C.A.RE REQUIRED IN BOARDING CAR—BEING ON PRE-

PARED PLATFORM NOTICE OF DESIRE TO TAKE
CAR—ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER TO BECOME A PAS-

SENGER—SECRET INTENTION OF MOTORMAN OF
NO AVAIL.

Spencer vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (.iMo. App.), 86 S. W. Rep. 593.

Apr. 18, 1905.

One, in boarding a car for the purpose of becoming a passenger

thereon, the St. Louis court of appeals says, is bound to exercise

ordinary care.

The evidence in this case showed that the platform on which the

plaintiff and others were lined up was constructed by the defend-

ant for the convenience of its passengers in getting on and off its

cars, and that the plaintiff and others were on the platform early in

the morning, in the attitude of waiting for a car to take them down

town to their several places of business and employment. These

circumstances, the court says, were notice to the motorman of the

desire to board the car, and his evidence that he waived his hand

and hallooed to them to take the next car showed conclusively that

he knew they were on the platform for the purpose of taking a

down-town car. Therefore, if the motorman, as the plaintiff's evi-

dence tended to show, turned oft' the power, and applied the brak-^,

and checked the speed of the car for the apparent purpose of tak-

ing on passengers, and the plaintiff was induced thereby to believe

he was going to stop the car for that purpose, then the plaintiff had

a right to assume that he and the crowd were invited to board the

car; and if, when he attempted to board it, its speed was not so

great as to make the effort obviously perilous, he was entitled to

have his case submitted to the jury.

Where a signal is given by one wishing to board a street car, or

where his attitude is such as to indicate such wish, and either is

seen and recognized by the motorman, and in apparent response he

turns off the power and sets the brake, in view of the passenger,

indicating to him that the car is going to be stopped, that he may
get aboard, and he, without negligence, attempts to do so, the con-

tract of carrier and passenger is complete, for the passenger under-

stands from the movements of the motorman that his offer to be-

come a passenger is accepted, and he may act on it with as much

reliance as if the offer and acceptance had been reduced to writing;

and the offer cannot be repudiated or avoided by a showing on the

part of the company that the motorman tumed off the power or set

the brake ior some purpose other than taking on passengers, if

such other purpose was not in some way communicated to the pas-

senger. A secret intention or mental reservation on the part of the

motorman in respect to the handling of his car is no more avail-

able to disprove a contract of carriage than is a secret intention or

mental reservation of a party to a written contract available to

show that he did not intend to be bound by the contract as written.



Power House Management/

Mr. G. M. C.uiipl»-ll : rower house "maiiagcinent" is getting the

best results in the way of power output at the lowest cost. To ac-

complish this it is necessary that a systematic record be kept of all

expenses and of the output of power, for it is mainly by careful

comparison of such figures that costs can he reduced and output

increased for the same outlay. In scanning the record of expenses,

it would not be sufficient to consider prices in the abstract, material

must also be taken account of; for example, a high grade cylinder

oil at 6s cents a gallon would undoubtedly be cheaper for many
purposes than a poor grade at 35 cents. Again, it is often poor

economy to be too careful about the amount of supplies used

;

the wear and tear on the machinery by use of insufficient supplies

may far exceed the saving in supplies.

For the best results the plant should be designed with tlic object

of economy and efficiency in view ; boilers, engines, pumps, etc.,

FIG. 1
—'Fireman went to sleep. He was discharged."

should be chosen with particular reference to the conditions under

which they will work, and everything should be so installed that it

is capable of being easily repaired ; that is, there should be working

space around all apparatus, and pipe lines, valves, etc., should be

easy of access. All large power houses are equipped with cranes

;

the smaller plants are not always so equipped, but they should be,

and if a crane is not part of the original installation it should be

added.

It is generally assumed that a low water rate condensing plant is

more economical than a non-condensing one where the rate is

higher, but such is not always the case. If all the heat in the ex-

haust steam can be made use of, then relatively inefficient but low

cost engines would, when interest and depreciation as well as the

coal pile are considered, be the cheapest to install and maintain.

If steam from the boilers is eventually discarded as water and at

the same time the feed water enters the boiler at or near 212°, what

more could be desired or obtained? I have in mind a non-condens-

ing plant of 2,000 brake h. p., which in winter uses every ounce of

exhaust steam and in summer a very large percentage of it. That

plant is working very economically, though the engines and pumps
installed have a high water rate.

In general, do not worry and scheme to simply repair troubles,

but remove the cause. If you are burning out tubes in your boilers

and keeping gangs of men putting in tubes or cleaning the scale out

of old ones, do not scour the market to find the best flue scraper

or where a man can be got for $3 to take the place of a man you

are paying $3.25, but remove the trouble and install a plant that

will soften the water. It is an easy matter usually to prove the

saving; if the management refuses to spend the initial sum, hammer
away with facts about costs until the management will spend it.

One firm in tliis vicinity put in 200 tubes in two months at an

average cost in place of $7.50 per tube, a total of $1,500 for two

months. A water softening plant of the proper size would cost

about $8,000 and would pay for itself in two to three years.

The question of stokers should be carefully gone into, and it will

usually be found that there will be an undoubted saving in mainte-

nance and improvement in service, especially in large plants. On
quite small plants it is not necessarily advisable to install stokers.

•Prom a topical discussion before the Engineers' Society of

Western Pennsylvania, May 2, 1905.

FIG. 2—"Drop on pressure gauge was caused by poor draft.
Found combustion ciianiber back of boilers tilled up with fine
ashes. Took air blower and blowed ashes out. Combustion cham-
bers are cleaned out when boilers are off. I find they need clean-
ing oftener. Have ordered night fireman to blow combustion
chambers under boilers every night. I think this will keep com-
bustion chambers free from filling up."

.\nother and important item is the personnel of the force; the

men, as well as the machinery, should work at high efficiency, and

good and intelligent men should be obtained, even if the price is

somewhat higher than that demanded by inferior men. It would

be easy to obtain common labor at $1.50 for an eight hour day as

fireman, but if by paying $1.90 or $2 for the same service a superior

workman can be obtained, the dififcrence will be more than made
up by the decreased use of coal and better service. In general, the

organization consists of the head of the department controlling the

various power houses, if there are more than one, or the powel

house and the general power distribution. Under him is a superin-

tendent for each power house and others for outside work. If the

plants are large, there may be a night as well as a day superin-

tendent. Under the superintendent there would be, in large plants,

a head to the engine room, another to the boiler room, etc There

should be distinct seniority of tank so that when the superintendent

is absent there is no doubt about who is in control. If men work

at high efficiency, their hours should not be too long. Power houses

have of necessity to run 24 hours a day, and therefore either two

or three tricks must be used. If a man works 12 hours a day, takes

three-quarters of an hour going to and returning from his home,

another half hour for breakfast and supper and eight hours for

sleep, he will not die of ennui in endeavoring to fill in the rest
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of the day. I am strongly in favor of three tricks of 8 hours, in-

stead of two tricks of 12 hours. It is extremely difficult to get inen

of proper force of character to work on 12-hour tricks, but relatively

easy to get men for 8-hour tricks, even though the wages be less.

In one of our power houses we were at first running 12-hour tricks

and paying the cnginemen $3.25, and were unable to keep them for

any length of time. We later changed to 8-hour tricks, paying the

enginemcn $2.80, and one of the old men came back. When good

men are obtained, treat them w-cll, so that they would rather work

for you than for anybody else. If a man is sick on the three-trick

force, have his work taken care of by the other two inen, with no

deduction of pay, or only partial deduction. This is an excellent

practice where reliable men arc hired, but is apt to be taken ad-

vantage of by the shiftless.

One of the best devices for the control of a power plant is the

automatic recording instrument recording steam pressure, voltage,

current, wattage, temperature on heating systems, pump speeds, etc.

The most important in an ordinary power house are the steam pres-

sure chart and voltage chart ; the former records conditions in the

boiler room, the latter, conditions in the engine room. The pres-

, FIG. 3—"Cause of bad line on pressure chart was from an un-
expected load, 1,850 amperes. A very heavy storm was passingr
over McKees Rocks at the time, and the fires were not very
clean."

sure line cannot be good unless the water level and fires are at-

tended to, nor can the voltage line be correct if the switchboard is

neglected. It is excellent practice to require that a written explana-

tion of any irregularity in these charts be pinned to the chart, and

an engineer or fireman with a too frequent repetition of bad charts

should be discharged.

Another important point in connection with power house manage-

ment is the avoidance of shutdowns. There is nothing more annoy-

ing to the public than a shutdown of the power plant of an electric

railroad, and there is nothing more costly to a producing firm than

the shutdown of the plant. Cost of making repairs is a secondary

consideration, the first is continuity of service. Pipe lines should

be so put in that any section in the power house could be cut out

for repairs without shutting down the plant. A fairly large supply

of duplicate parts should be kept on hand. All machines should

be inspected at frequent intervals. If an engine has run for a year

or more without repairing, the superintendent should rather have a

nervous than a satisfied feeling concerning it.

A few points in connection with the compact and efficient power
plant for the McKees Rocks shops of the Pittsburg & Lake Erie

Railroad Co. may be of some interest. This plant is thoroughly up

to date in almost every respect. It embodies a great many of the

best features in power plant design. The building is 77 x 100 ft. by

50 ft. high from the basement floor. Most of the pumps are in the

basement. The main floor is divided by a brick partition wall into

engine room and boiler room. The boilers are six Babcock & Wil-

cox, 264 h. p. each, nominal rating. They are, however, worked

much above this rating. A load of 1.800 b. h. p. has been carried

for several hours on four boilers. It was calculated that five boilers

would at any time be sufficient to take care of the load, leaving

one for spare. In connection with these boilers, I may say that

we had a great amount of trouble at first from burning out tubes,

56 tubes requiring to be replaced in three mouths. When the water

softening plant was installed and in good working order the trouble

ceased and now the tubes remain almost as clean as the day they

were installed. The coal and ashes are handled by machinery, the

coal is dumped from hopper cars through a grating to a hopper

beneath, whence it is hoisted by endless chain or conveyor to top

of builvling, it is there dumped on a horizontal conveyor which de-

posits it at points desired in the storage bins, whence it flows by

gravity to stoker hopper. The ashes are handled from the base-

ment by the same machinery and are dumped into a storage bin

directly over the track, thence into hopper cars beneath. Coal

capacity is 200 tons, ash capacity 2,000 cu. ft.

The engines installed arc four 14 and 24 by 14-in. Westinghouse

compound engines, 280 r. p. m., about 250 h. p.

FIG. 4—"Bad line on pressure chart 11:10 p. m. was caused by
bursted tube in boiler No. 4, 7th row and 6th tube."

Generators are of the direct connected Westinghouse, 150 kw.

capacity, 240 volts.

The switchboard is an i8-panel board consisting of four gen-

erator panels, one load panel, five incandescent light and constant

speed motor panels, three arc light panels and five variable speed

motor panels.

There are 15 pumps which cover every purpose and arc of va-

rious capacities, from a 50-gaIlon test pressure pump to a l,oao-

gallon cold water supply pump. Five of the pumps are motor-

driven centrifugal or turbine pumps.

The two air compressors are each capable of compressing 1,000

cu. ft. of free air per minute to 100 lb. pressure.

There are also what are termed balancers or motor generators

to split the 240-volt circuit into two 120-volt circuits for the arc

lighting and si.x voltages from 40 to 240 for the variable speed

motors.

This power plant takes care of the heating of the whole system

of buildings, some of the buildings being half a mile from the

power house. The heating is performed by circulating hot water

through large heating coils in the various buildings, from which

the heat is extracted by the air forced over them by fans. The

temperature in all the buildings is controlled in the power house

by raising or lowering the temperature of the water, which can

be done at will. The water is heated in the power house in large

heaters by means of exhaust steam supplemented by live steam,

and is circulated through the system by two centrMugal piimps.

It is expected that the heating load in lo-degree weather will, when
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all the liiiildings are iip, l)e alioiit 40,ooo,fXX) H. 1. 11. per lioiir, 40

per cent of this being taken care of by the exhaust steam.

The steam pressure carried is 150 lb., voltage 250 volts direct

current, water pressure, general service, 80 11)., fire service, icx) lb.,

hot water supply, 125 lb., test pressure, anything up to 400 lb.

About 4,000,000 gallons a week are used, and as 95 per cent of this

is double pumped, the pumps handle about 8,000,000 gallons a week.

Several of the automatic recording instruments referred to in

the fore part of this discussion are in use in this plant. A few of

the charts, and the explanations that accompanied them, are htic

reproduced showing the errors they detect. It will be noticed that

in general the curves are very true so that the imperfections arc

very noticeable.

A sample of the daily report sheet is here shown. The cut is

made from ihc lypewritlen nfHcc cnpy, not from the nriginrd.
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The force at the power house consists of a superintendent who
has charge of the men on three tricks, each trick consisting of one

engineer, one oiler and one fireman; in addition there are during

the daytime two extra helpers. This is a very small force of men
and the good results can only be accomplished on account of the

large number of labor-saving devices installed and the care and

forethought expended on the original design. The plant is not yet

worked to the limit, as several new buildings have yet to go up.

but from present appearances it would seem that it will accomplish

what it was designed for. The plant is sometimes criticised on ac-

count of the small electric units used, but the load varies very

greatly. On summer nights one generator is sufficient to carry the

load, while on dark days in winter all four generators are in service.

In proportioning the cost everything is based pro rata on the

actual steam consumption, the steam consumption in most cases

being based on result of tests.

An extract from the 1904 yearly report is as follows

:

Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad Co., McKees Rocks Power Plant.

Total. Monthly Average
Steam pressure, lb 148.3

Coal consumption :

Cars, total 265 22.08

Pounds, total 22,724.400 1.89,3.700

Pounds per hour 2.592.1

Ashes, cars loaded 42 3.5*

ft

'Ashes were 13 per et-nt weight ot the coal.

Water cvaropaled

:

Gallons, total 20,910,000 1,742,500

Pounds per hour 19.373.2

Pounds per hour per lb. of coal

:

Actual 7.47s

From and at 212° 8.662

Boiler li. p. developed 645.8

Expenses.

Wages $10,274.95 $836.25

Supplies iji6i,43 155.11

Machine Repairs 1.483.54 '2,r'''.1

Coal 6,817.62 56ai4

Total $20,437.54 $1,703.13

Per

Cent.

5027

911

7.26

3336

100.00

FIGS. 5 AND 6—"The bad line on pressure chart was caused by
letting too much coal in furnace."

General Distribution.

Heating $3,208.01 $267.34 '7 <»

Coinpressed air 5464.66 455-39 26.31

Lighting 2,255.20 187.93 "10
Pumping 4.779-69 398.31 22.78

Machine tools, etc 3.602.66 300.22 17.32

Locomotive filling 1,127.32 93.94 5-49

Total $20,4.37 54 ?i.703i3 'oooo

Rates.

Cost in cents, per Maintenance. *Total.

B. h. p. hour, developed O.367 0.752

Kw.-hour a628 1.286

H. p.-hour, electric 0.469 0.962

i.ooo cu. ft. free air. compressed 1.695 3474

Mr. Charles Fitzgerald.—If our memory serves us aright we have

a test where we used slack coal on a Murphy stoker and the ash

came down even below Mr. Campbell's figure. Our coal cost us

70 cents a ton delivered, and our average horse power was about 650

for 20 hours. We used Murphy stokers and return tubular boilers.

When we started we had trouble, but after considerable experiment-

ing we got our firemen so they knew how to handle the slack coal

anti our ash was gotten down to the minimum. It seemed that we

got as good work out of the ordinao" slack coal as we could out of

run-of-mine. crushed, or any high grade coal.

•Based on cost of plant of $16."..onrt, 5 per cent interest and 8

per cent depreciation.
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There are some things that I used to make a hobby of. One is

cleanliness in the power house. The first thing I try to do witli

an engineer is to have him clean himself. Polishing the bright

work is never satisfactory to us, we also want the corners of the

engine and boiler rooms clean. If you instill that into your engi-

neers they will soon commence to take pride in their work. Unless

a man is clean and tidy about the place we don't think you will

ever get good records from him.

We are firm believers in recording charts, steam, vacuum, coal,

and so forth. We had quite an experience in the last two years in

the operation of a hydraulic dredge. We used charts for the suc-

tion, and could go around the dredge once a day and look over the

charts and know whether the men had been simply pumping water

or pumping sand. We kept records for many years at the 34th St.

and 47th St. power stations. We had water meters and they were

comparatively accurate. Then we had a space arranged in front

of the boilers where every wheelbarrow load of coal was weighed

and checked. The ashes were weighed once in a while simply as a

check. I was able to report to our directors at the end of the year

exactly how much of each kind of oil we had used, how much

waste, packing, etc., and show them the cost per horse power for

each one of these articles. I presented it to them the first year

—and it was asked for after that.

Mr. J. N. Chester.—What I say will be from the standpoint of a

superintendent of power stations consisting almo.';t entirely of water

works from 25 to 600 h. p. And, unfortunately, not of stations

that we have been able to build as we would have them.

The question of records has always been to our minds a very

grave one, as to what extent it can be carried and not be a detri-

ment to the plant. With large plants there is no doubt that the

system we have heard described is a profitable one. But apply

this to smaller plants it will ride your horse to death. It was well

' expressed by a large contractor who accounted for his high bid as

against another contractor who did not do work on so magnificent

a scale, by saying, "He carries his office in his pocket. He hasn't

,
any fixed charges and can make money at a price where we would

lose."

It is the same with a small plant. If you add a system of records

you will have to add another clerk in the local office and two or

three in the general office to tabulate them, and the clerk hire will

more than eat up any saving you will make. We are a firm be-

liever in records and apply them more or less according to the

size and general make up of the plant in question.

Our experience has been that the grade and cost of oil can be

varied considerably. In an old high pressure or compound non-

condensing pump with s'i expansions we would not expect to use

the same quality of oil that we would in a cross-compound or

triple expansion pumping engine with 21 expansions. We feel

that to pay over 22 cents or 23 cents a gallon for cylinder oil for

compound non-condensing and high pressure pumping engines is

over-stepping the limit of economy ; while for triple expansion en-

gines with 21 expansions we would hardly feel that we could get

good enough oil. Another thing is the quality of the steam that

enters the cylinders. We cannot find a great saving in mixing high

class oil with low class steam. We must consider the temperature

of steam above the point of saturation in the selection of oils.

Superheating of steam is going to cut quite a figure in the quality

of oil used. If we had an elaborate plant we would wish to fit it

up with every convenience, but if an old water works built prior

to the days of cranes, condensing apparatus and the many con-

veniences of today, and many times where the capacity is less than

100 h. p., these conveniences might cost more than the necessities.

Stations which we would design today with 200 to 400 h. p. or

even less, would include cranes. The type of machinery to be in-

stalled under these cranes would be given consideration. Vertical

machinery along rivers that rise and fall to a great degree, as in

this part of the country, and horizontal machinery where we can

pump water at the same head, having the same horse power as we
have with a vertical engine and reducing the weight of our ma-
chinery one-half to two-thirds, are features that have something

to do with investing in a crane. In numbers of stations that we
operate the crane might cost more than the station. No matter

how large your organization is you have to put each plant on its

own basis and your directors and investors are going to look over

the balance sheets at the end of the year and look for as large a

percentage of profit in the smaller plants as there is in the larger

ones, and if you have as many conveniences in the smaller plant

as in the larger, you may show a minus quantity for profits in the

smaller plant.

The personnel of the men is something that we have tried to

study. In the first place we give a man leeway enough to make

him feel that he is some one, that he is a factor in the company,

and still to an extent keep down his movements, and govern his

actions, so that he will not overstep the hounds of tlie authority

that should be delegated to him.

The vices that we encounter might be sunmicd up as dishonesty,

laziness, procrastination and superstition. They are not all pos-

sessed by any one, and we can be thankful that there are a great

many that possess none. By dishonesty we do not mean serious

things but little items that tend to annoy. For instance we weigh

coal and tabulate the records and put one fireman against another.

That man has pride and he very soon conceives the idea that by

handing in short weights he can make a better record. And in our

experience they will do it. When you come to check up your coal

receipts against the weights of coal consumed you will find a leak

FIG. 6—(See Fig. 5.)

that is hard to locate. Then we buy our coal by mine weight and

if we check coal consumed against mine weight, unless we allow

for the customary losses in shipping coal, we are going to think

our fireman dishonest whether he is or not.

Another form of dishonesty is that feature introduced, and

fostered by the material men in the little attentions, such as pres-

ents, courtesies, dinners and theater parties, they give to our engi-

neers, always tending to breed in the men a leaning to favoritism.

The engineer does not intend this for dishonesty, but nevertheless

it will sooner or later take that form. In our experience it has

been found necessary to bar from the engine room the dictation of

what shall be purchased in the way of supplies. But in so doing

you are in a measure killing what might, if properly built up, be-

come a valuable feature in the employe.

Laziness and procrastination generally occur in the same indi-

vidual. The tendency to not do things at all or to put off until

tomorrow what might be done today. Especially in the small

power house where the fireman hasn't enough to do, as where you

originally started with a small water works and one man to attend

to the pump and fire the boilers. Then the station grows to where

it is too much for one man and not enough for two—and you gen-

erally find that with the two it is not then as well taken care of as

it was with the one who had too much to do.

Generally, in the smaller towns they have the old fire pressure

requirements, that when a fire breaks out you must double your

pressure. That sometimes means multiplying your horse power by

four. The machine is purchased for its economical design in what
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wc flill loriii iloiiics^lic pressure. When fire pressure is nccrlcd wc
must not only (loitl)Ip our linrsc power but cut the efficiency, or

economy, in Imlf. IIhti wp need a larger mmihcr of men, largei

boilers and a sur|)ius of tiurny generally gr,inn to rust.

.Superstition—this objectionable feature takes the form of a be-

lief that certain things that should be well knfiwii physical fads

cannot be done; that one engine or pump similar to another will

not perform the same service, or the excusing of the bad action of

a machine by the simple assumption that it's contrary. While we
will allow that there is something in the "innate cussedness of ma-

terial," wc believe that it seldom exhibits its temper to any marked

degree and always argue with our engine room employes that we
have reason to expect certain results and when they are not forth-

coming wc sbonlil know why and not attempt to blame the ma-

chines or to excuse the shortcomings in any way otlicr tlian by

a thorough investigation and analysis of the difficulty.

One thing noticed in comiection with the charts exhibited is that

the excuse for a bad run was written on a piece of paper and

liiimed to the chart. We require the excuse to be written with an

iniU-liblo iiencil or ink on the back of the chart. We
sometimes get into court and such an entry goes as

evidence, which wc doubt if the paper attached to it

would.

Mr. J. J. Miiir : One thing wc wish to emphasize

is cleanliness. Where there is dirt there will be dis-

order, and where you find disorder you find inclTi-

ciency, not only in the tucn but in the machinery.

We find also that a great deal of trouble, where

you have many repairs, is that they have not been

done in an efficient manner. They have been done

hurriedly, or in a slipshod manner. It is very hard

in many instances to get men in charge of machinery

to appreciate that it is really a saving to themselves

in the long rini, besides tending to the efficiency of

the plant.

We think the indicator can be used to great advantage, if used

regularly and not spasmodically. A slight disorder in the working

of the engine can often be detected by the indicator diagram. In

power plants the indicator is just as important as the steam chart

or any other chart.

In plants where firing is done by hand, firemen tend to, and often

are allowed to fire irregularly, both as to intervals and quantity of

coal shoveled in. It is very difficult to get men to understand that

such irregular working of the fires results in inefficiency, and causes

shortage of steam where there is no surplus boiler power. I be-

lieve such inefficiency in hand firing is largely accountable for the

adoption of mechanical stokers.

We are firmly of the opinion that in many instances it pays to

give a little higher price to get a proper quality of oil. particularly

in the cylinders. In many power houses the system

of pressure feeding of bearings and all working parts

obtains, and this tends to economy. We think th-it .-i

cheaper grade of oil can be used and the oil can be

used over and over again, though there is of course

a certain amount of loss to be made up.

Very often the surface condenser can be installed

to advantage, and will eliminate the trouble from in-

crustation of the boilers. In many instances the

ciuality of the water makes it impossible to use the

water from a jet condenser for boiler feeding. In

such cases it would be necessary to adopt some means
of purifying the water; the surface condenser avoids

the necessity of this.

Mr. Ralph Crooker, jr. : I think no one who has

used a water purifier would ever think of using a sur-

face condenser as a substitute for it. I know of no better practice

than purifying water before you put it in the boiler, especially where
you ha\e to contend with sulphate of lime, you can save money in

tlie installation of your plant by putting in a purifier.

Mr. Charles Fitzgerald : The speaker took charge of the 34th

St. power house in 1889 and ran it until 1897, and in that time there

had not been a boiler failure, nor a crack, nor a tube taken out,

nor was there in any part of those boilers an "s in. of scale. We
attribute the success of those boilers, as far as repairs were con-

cerned, to the stokers. Wc believe that what tears boilers to

pieces more than any other cause is opening the door with a hot

fire and allowing a cold bla«l to strike the sheet. With a stoker

you keep a regular lemperalurc. When we cooled those lioilers

down we would simply let the fire go out and keep everything

closed from Saturday night to Monday morning; ami firing up wc
would take, if possible, 24 luiurs 10 bring the boiler up to pressure.

Semi.Convertible Cars for Washington.

Semi-couvcrtible cars of the types illustrated built by the J. G.

Rrill Co. have recently been placed on the lines of the Gray's Har-

bor KIcctric Co., Aberdeen, Wash. The company operates between

the two towns of Aberdeen and I loquiam, which are located on

Gray's Harbor in the central western part of Washington. The
lirill scmi-convcrtible type of car is largely used under conditions

similar to those of this road and has always given the highest

•atisfaction. The windows may be held at any height or raised

COMBINATION B.\GGA(;E ANIl I-ASSENGER CAR.

entirely into the roof pockets. The combination passenger and
baggage car illustrated is 38 ft. 7 in. over the end panels and is

mounted on the Brill Ko. 27-E-2 high-speed trucks. The baggage
compartment is 10 ft. 9 in long. The partition dividing the com-
partments has a single sliding door and on cither side of the bag-

gage compartment there is a 4-ft sliding door next to the partition.

Transverse spring cane seats 37 in. long, with longitudinal corner

seats occupying the space- of two windows, are in the passenger

compartment and slat seats arranged to fold when not in use are in

the baggage compartment. The aisle is 24 m. wide. The type of

passenger and smoking car is 34 ft. 4 in. over the end panels and is

mounted on the Brill No. 27-G trucks for fast and heavy city and

suburban service, having ss-h. p. motors. The smoking compart-

ment is II ft. 10 in. long. .\ partition with single sliding doors sepa-

^m
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The general dimensions of the passenger and baggage type are

:

Length of body, 38 ft. 7 in.; of body over vestibules, 48 ft.; from

panel over crown piece, 4 ft. S'A in. ; width over sills and sheath-

ing is 8 ft. 6 in.; between centers of posts, 2 ft. 8 in.; side sills,

4^x8Ji in.; end sills, S54x6j^ in.; sill plates, 15 x J^ in.;

thickness of corner posts, j-ig in. and of side posts, 3^^ in. The
trucks have a wheel base of 6 ft. and 33 in. wheels. The passen-

ger and smoking type is 34 ft. 4 in. over the body and 43 ft. 9 in.

over the vestibules. The side sills are 4 x y}i in., and the ciul

sills 5^i X 6% in. The sill plates are 12 x H in. The Brill No.

27-G trucks have a 4- ft. wheel base and 33-in. wheels.

Test of 400.Kw. VVcstinnhouse-Parsons
Turbine.

The Wcslinghoiisc Machine Co. has published recently, in fac-

simile form, the results of efficiency tests of a 400-kw. Westinghouse-

Parsons turbine unit built for Joseph Benn & Sons, of Providence,

R. I. Both turbine and generator are of the builders' standard con-

struction for machines of this size.

SATURATED STEAM.

Steam pressure, 150 lb.; dry and saturated; vacuum, 28 in.

Steam per hour, lb.

Full load, ii load. 'A load.

Guarantee, per electrical li. p 16.4 17.2 18.7

Equivalent water per brake li. p iS-5 '6.8 170

.Actual consumption by test, brake h. p 1380 1505 15.86

Exceeded guarantee, per cent 10.3 10.4 7.0

The Curve Sheet — i shows the results graphically. As shown

in the curves the overload capacity was tested up to over twice full

load, loS per cent, with an excellent economy. The good result is

obtained because of the automatic secondary governor, which be-

comes effective at 15 per cent overload.

Tests of the governor showed variations as follows:

Variation, Variation,

Load. R. p. m. R. p. m. Per cent.

Zero 3,620 +124 +355
yi 3.541 +45 +1.29

Full 3,496 o o

15^ 3,460 —36 —1.03

14 000

600 000 700

BRAKE HORSE POWER

CURVE SHEET ECONOMY TEST 40O-KW. STEAM TURBINE.

The tests were made by F. P. Sheldon & Co., engineers, of Provi-

dence, the turbine and the generator being tested separately. Brake

tests were made on the turbine. The exhaust steam was condensed

in a surface condenser and the water of condensation weighed.

The following table shows the water rates at different loadings

and with superheated and saturated steam

:

SUPERHEATED STEAM.

Steam pressure, 150 lb.; superheat, 100° F. ; vacuum, 28 in.

Steam per hour, lb.

Full load, j^load. !^ load.

Guarantee, per electrical h. p 14.8 15.5 16.9

Guarantee, generator efficiency, per cent 94.5 93.5 91.0

Equivalent water per brake h. p 13.98 14.49 15.38

Actual consumption by test, brake h. p 12.48 13.45 t4-34

Exceeded guarantee, per cent 10.9 7.2 6.7

ilie regulation obtained in the efficiency test, shown by the speed

curve, is closer than given by the preliminary governor test.

The conclusions of Messrs. Sheldon & Co. are expressed in the

report as follows

:

"The tests show a high efficiency in the use of steam, generous

overload capacity, and close speed regulation.

"The builders' guarantee of economy was made under 165 lb.

gage pressure at throttle. The tests were made under 150 lb. pres-

sure, and as the results are over 10 per cent better than the guar-

antee, it is reasonable to suppose that if the required steam pressure

had been available, the guaranteed economy would have been ex-

ceeded still more.

"Under test the turbine showed the remarkable overload capacity

of 108 per cent at a very slight diminution of the full load economy,

viz., about 6 per cent. The speed regulation of the turbine was all

that could be desired."
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Tariff Sheets of the Detroit United Railway

and Rapid Railway System.

On llic lines nf the Driroit United Uy, and Rapid Railway Sys-

tem tlicrc arc 205 stations and stops to and from- which express

and frtiglit are handled. The company has issued a local express

tariff hnllitin for the use of its agents and customers, the arrange-

ment of which is interesting. This hnlletin consists of eight pages

snhjecl to same charges for storage as prevail at public warehouses

except as may be otherwise provided."

On the second page is printed an alphabetical list of the names

of the stations and their corresponding identification numbers. The

names of those stations at which there arc regular agencies are

printed in heavy type, which di.stinguishcs them from the names

i,{ other stops at which there are no agents and to which all freight

charges must be prepaid.

On the third page i-i a list of the same stations arranged geo-

MA1> OF 11ETR0IT INIIED R.ML\V.»iV .\ND CoN NECTIONS.

8 X IOJ4 in. in size. The front page is used for the title and also

includes the following storage caution : "All express unloaded into

stations of above companies must be removed within 48 hours after

arrival, and if not so removed, will at the option of the carrier

either be sent to public storage at owner's cost and risk there to he

held subject to lien for freight and charges or will be retained in

company's stations or warehouses under the same conditions and

graphically and classified as to each of the five divisions oi the sys-

tem.

On the fourth page is a key to the tariff rates between any sta-

tions on the line. This indexing is accomplished by laying off the

page into squares with the names of the stations reading from the

upper left hand comer to the bottom of the page and from the up-

per left hand comer to the upper right hand comer of the page.
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The lines on which these station names are printed cross-section the

page into small squares in which arc the index numbers to the rate

basis, which is printed opposite on page 5.

All regular freight shipments are divided into five classes upon
which the rates are based. There are 15 diflferent classifications as

to distance, for fi.xing the charges of all classes of freight and ex-

press. The distance and rate classifications are arranged in a tabu-

lar form. When it is desired to find the cost in cents per 100 lb.,

shipping from one agency to another, it is first necessary to look

on the index page for the index number, which occurs in the small

square at the intersection of the two columns in which the names
of the agencies occur. Having found this index or number of the

so called rate basis, the shipping rate is found in tlie table of class

rates in the column under the proper class number and on a line

with the rate basis index figure. Other than the regular five official

freight classifications, there are special minimum charges and spe-

cial rates for baggage, bicycles and the following commodities : bran

the Flint division picks up a shipment at Starr's, a prepaid point on

the Flint division, consigned to Flint, the conductor makes up his

pick-up way-bill as instructed above, and on arrival at Flint turns

the way-bill and freight, also charges, if any, to the agent at that

point, who immediately takes the pick-up way-bill into account by

making revenue billing reading from Flint to Flint, applying rates

from Royal Oak to Flint, after which he files away the con-

ductor's pick-up way-bill for future reference."

On page 7 are given the exceptions to the regular rate for par-

ticular articles, some of which may be of interest. For auto-

mobiles the regular rate applies with a minimum charge of $5 each.

Brick are accepted when boxed, crated or barrelled. Corpses must
be shipped under the regular rules and regulations of the Board of

Health and the minimum rate for their transportation is $2. Com-
modities of an injurious odor will not be accepted for shipment on
express cars. The rear cover of the Inilletin is a full page map
showing the entire system npcralinij (nir of Detroit and the electric

'I Beltit <HtlM or niDi
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Municipal Tradiiif;.

l.(]UII AVKliltin'S AUDRESS BEFORE THE INDUSTHrAI. I-REEIH)M I.KAGUE.

Ill (ire Ml Britain llit-rc is a well (irRaiiizcil opposition to the firr-

tlicT cxlc-iisiuii of municipal tradinjc. vvliicli includes the municipal

ownership or operation of street railways and lighting plants, the

particular branch of municipal trading which is now of greatest

interest in America. The work hcing done by the Industrial free-

dom League, the name of the organization, is of importance because

it brings clearly before those affected certain results of municipal

trading that otherwise would be apparent only to the expert

accountant or engineer.

riic third annual meeting of the Industrial Freedom League was

held June 30, 1905, and we give here an abstract and extracts from

the address of the retiring president. Lord Avebury, which are of

especial interest to American readers because of the data given

concerning certain British municipal enterprises cited to Americans

as examples of successful municipal ownership

:

Existing conditions are: (i) Local (municipal) expenditure ha<l

increased in 1901-2 to four times what it was in the Go's, and was

in 1901-2, 144 million pounds sterling, as compared with 76 million

pounds in i8yi-2. (2) The population in England and Wales has

increased 62 per cent in the last 22 years, but the debt per capita has

in the same period increased 95 per cent, and the rate of taxation

per unit of assessed valuation has increased 61 per cent. (3) Out-

standing loans of local (municipal) authorities in England and

Wales, which were 215 million pounds in t8y3, had increased in

1903 to 370 million pounds. (4) Business concerns which pay vast

sums in taxes have no voice in their expenditure.

MUNICIPAL TRADING PROFITS.

"Hut then we are told that a great part of the debt has been

incurred for remunerative purposes, and this is no doubt true in

some cases. The accounts are, however, very difficult to follow.

Let me give a case. The London County Council purchased a site

in London Fields, Hackney, for re-housing about 486 persons who
would be displaced by the Mare St. improvements. The value of the

land was £1,250; but the housing committee said they could not

afford to pay anything for it, and the improvements conmiittee

recommended the Council to fix the value of the land for re-housing

purposes at nil.

"Now, though I say I do not impute any intention to deceive

—

indeed, I am satisfied there was none—still it is obvious that when

accounts are thus dealt with it is difficult to draw conclusions from

them."

INADEQU.\TE DEPRECIATION.
"Mr. Schooling, in the Windsor Magazine for January, gave the

amounts set aside for depreciation per £100 of capital as follows:

Waterworks, ilK'tl; gasworks, 8d ; electricity, 3s 2'/id; tramways,

IDS 4d. He states in regard to the 1,029 reproductive undertakings

given in Sir Henry Fowler's second 'Return of Reproductive Un-
dertakings' : 'I suggest that, looking at the nature of the under-

takings and at the fact that by far the largest amounts of capital

are invested in undertakings that involve great wear and tear to

machinery, a yearly allowance of 5 per cent on the capital invested

would be a most moderate allowance. Upon this basis I proceed to

rectify the nomiiui! profit and loss account as follows:

Capital invested £121,170,000

5 per cent on this for yearly depreciation is 6,058,500

Yearly allowance for depreciation by corporation is 193,274

Extra for depreciation which should be set aside yearly is 5,865,226

Deduct net profit stated by corporation which now van-

ishes 378,281

Making the net loss yearly upon the 1,029 "reproductive

undertakings" £5,486,945

"I do not pretend to be an authority as to what percentage ought

to be written off for depreciation, but even if the figure suggested

by Mr. Schooling is perhaps too high, that actually taken certainly

seems too low, and the difference would convert the small nominal

profit into a substantial loss."

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL TRAMWAYS.
"The London Tramways have always seemed to me to constitute

an aihnirable object-lesson. It will be remembered that the courts

attributed to the Acts of Parliament, under which the tramways

were constructed, a meaning which had never been foreseen, and

the unfortunate shareholders found that Ihcy did not really possess

the rights on the belief in whicli their money had been invested.

Under these circumstances the Ix)ndon County Council became

possessed of the properly for a sum far below its real value.

"After considerable discussion the tramways north of the river

were leased to a company, while the council determined itself to

work those of the south. 'I he capital value was approximately the

same—£850,000 on the north, £8«/>,ocjo on the south—but the mileage

on the north was about 18 miles greater.

"The London County Council having thus secured a most valu-

able property far below its real value, it would, of course, have

been difficult not to make a profit. It has amounted to £293,000, but.

as Sir Mclvill Bcachcroft has pointed out, over £200,000 has been

received from the northern system under the lease, while the

southern system, worked by the council, has only given £80,000, and

last year the profit claimed on the southern system was only £7,054

on a capital of £2,400,000. It seems clear that if the London County

Council had leased the southern system instead of working it them-

selves, there would have been an advantage of over £120,000 to the

London ratepayers 1

"Moreover, the council has now resolved upon the electrification

of the northern system at a cost of over £5,000,000, and on the con-

struction of certain lines in south London at a cost of £400,000, upon

which an annual deficiency of £13,000 is estimated. The latter pro

posal has stirred Mr. A. M. Torrance, a former progressive chair-

man of the council, to denounce their action as that of a 'rake's

progress.' The financial position of the council was, he stated.

appalling, and he doubted if it was fairly understood by members of

the council themselves. .-Klthough he urged the postpfmemcnt of the

scheme, and the finance committee implored the council to stay its

hand until the works to which it was committed were completed

and were producing revenue, the scheme was sanctioned by a large

majority. Whether the vast sum to be spent on the northern sys-

tem will involve a loss to the ratepayers, the finance committee are

not quite clear. But at all events they urge that, in view of the

e.vpenditure, the council's borrowings during the next few years

should be prevented from becoming unduly large. If the London

County Council had not prevented private enterprise from under-

taking the operation of tramways, but had granted facilities under

stringent regulations as to the proper conduct of the service, the

ratepayers would have profited by the arrangement without being

involved in any risk, and the load of debt now incurred would not

have stood in the way of other improvements.

"Of course, I do not doubt that in some cases profits have been

made. When a municipality has had a monopoly, and has been

able to charge what it likes, it is easy, of course, to show a profit

on paper.

"I may give, for instance, the following illustration : Mr. Robert

Donald has pointed out that Manchester reduced its rates in 1900-

1901 by 7d in the pound through municipal trading. This is the

way it was done. The corporation wanted a subsidy of £50,000 m
relief of rates from the gas undertaking, and, as there was no sur-

plus, the price of gas was raised 3d per 1,000 ft. in order to yield it

This is quoted as a profit.

MUNICIPAL EMPLOYES.
"Again, the time which ought to be devoted to the real business

of municipalities will be frittered away on trading and manufactur-

ing details. Very difficult labor questions will also be raised.

Towm councillors will have to regulate the wages of their electors.

Just think of the tendency to set the wages against the votes. Our
municipal governors will be placed in a difficult, if not an impos-

sible, position.

"In Manchester there are over 17.000 persons in the employment

of the corporation. In Plymouth the municipal employes are equal

to 5 per cent of the voters. In .\u5tralia. the Melbourne Argus tells

us that 'the state servants already constitute almost a clear ma-

jority of the names on the electors' rolls.'

''The report of the eleventh annual conference of the Municipal

Employes' .Association, held last month, contained the following

statement : 'Mr. Keir Hardie said that as a socialist he was
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naturally strongly in favor of organization among municipal em-

ployes, and was pleased to see the marvelous progress this associa-

tion had made. In going through some Parliamentary papers the

other day he came across one which fairly astounded him, for from

it he learned that in this country there were over 2,000,000 municipal

employes. As the total of wage-earners numbered 14,000,000, this

was very interesting. He had also found that in 1903, when there

was a reduction in wages all round, the wages of municipal em-

ployes had alone increased—he might say, had doubled.'

"This statement seems very suggestive. The enormous influence

which municipal employes can and do exert at local elections fot

purely personal objects is not a matter which the community can

afford to regard with equanimity. The Municipal Employes' Asso-

ciation offers as an inducement to municipal servants to join it. the

'wonderful influence at municipal elections' which they would be

able to exercise."

SUMMARY OF OBJECTIONS TO MUNICIPAL TRADING.

"The objections felt to this new departure are not founded in

any way on mistrust of or opposition to municipal institutions. We
fully recognize how admirably the members of municipal bodies

have fulfilled the arduous and important duties which are entrusted

to them, and the wish that they should have time fully to think out

the various problems which come before them is one of the strong

reasons which induce us to regret the course they have adopted

While, however, admitting to the full the abilities of those who

belong to our municipal bodies, it does not necessarily follow that

they have the special knowledge which is required to conduct manu-

facturing and business undertakings to a successful issue.

"I am pleased to say that we have recently enlisted a new and

most important recruit. Speaking on the Agricultural Rates Bill,

Mr. Benn said : 'They ought not to vote for the continuance of

this bill without some more definite assurance from the government

as to their intention of dealing with the whole question. The posi-

tion of the London ratepayers had become critical. The increasing

rates of London were driving away industries by the dozen. For

the borough of Devonport, which he represented, he could quote

figures which, on the smaller scale, were equally striking.'

"I submit, then, that : Firstly, the legitimate functions and duties

of our municipalities are already enough, if not, indeed, more than

enough, to tax all their energies and fill up all their time.

"Secondly, it will involve an immense increase in municipal debt.

"Thirdly, it will involve municipalities in labor disputes.

"Fourthly, as there will not be the same stimulus to economy and

attention, there will be a great probability, not to say certainty, that

one of two things will happen : either there will be a loss, or the

service will cost more.

"Fifthly, it will be a serious check to progress and discovery."

REMEDIES PROPOSED.
"And now I come to the remedies. In the first place, I would

mention the axiom which, when I was young, was regarded as a

self-evident proposition that taxation and representation should go

together, that those who pay the rates should regulate the expendi-

ture. At present we have so arranged matters that many thousands

have votes who pay no rates, and that those who pay most rates

have no votes. The Evening News recently stated that in igoi, out

of 703,000 assessments in London, no fewer than 309,500 were in

respect of houses and tenements where the tenants did not pay rates.

A rough estimate showed that nearly one-half of the municipal

electorate were not direct ratepayers. The London Chamber of

Commerce has over and over again suggested that companies should

be permitted to vote, and the Associated Chambers of Commerce
have endorsed the proposal. This is well as far as it goes, but

take such an undertaking as the Gas Light & Coke Company, it is

surely a farce only to give it one vote. Yet even this small modi-

cum of justice, though proposed by Sir Albert Rollit, M. P., was
vehemently opposed by the socialists in the House of Commons.

"Sir Robert Giffen concludes the article to which I have already

referred by expressing his conviction that in local 'expenditure we
have to do with a real disease of local government; with an ex-

penditure that is partly extravagant and unnecessary, because local

authorities are frequently bad managers, even where they are not

corrupt. They spend money on what is not really wanted; they

spend more than they ought on what happens to be necessary; they

incur liabilities and burden the future with a light heart. Expendi-

ture is pleasant to those w'no have a little brief authority, and the

increase of the number of urban authorities increases the number

of those who may enjoy the pleasure. . . . The growth of ex-

penditure in certain directions is disquieting in no small degree,

and adds to the natural anxiety which must be felt at any en-

croachment that has occurred or is threatened upon the common
fund of taxable resources on which both imperial and local expendi-

ture must fall.'

"Sir R. Giffen suggests, and many will agree with him, 'the in-

fusion into our present system of having the local bodies elected

by the ratepayers, each person being counted as equal, a system of

representation according to interest, the chief landlords of each

district or town having a special representation. The suggested

remedy is much against ruling prejudices, but perhaps the urgency

of the evil may compel the consideration of drastic but effectual

remedies, which are really in no way inconsistent with democratic

ideas or ideals.'

"

In conclusion Lord Avebury urged the great importance of hav-

ing a uniform system of accounts for local authorities, in view of

the ever-increasing number and magnitude of municipal under-

takings.

-»-•

Creo-Rcsinate Processed Wood Paving Blocks
in Baltimore.

Some four years ago the city engineer of Baltimore caused to be

laid in competition eight samples of improved pavement on Holli-

day St. in the one square or block between Baltimore St. and

Fayette St. ; one each of four different makes of clay blocks ; one of

the Bermudes and one of the Trinidad sheet asphalt ; one of the

asphalt block, and one of the creo-resinate processed wood blocks.

Regardless of the fire which swept over this section of the city the

present condition of the wood blocks, it is reported, is far better

than the condition of the other sample pavements. The good quali-

ties of the creo-resinate pavement are said to be especially noticeable

along the car tracks as it has not depressed perceptibly along the

rails; the conditions were trying, as there is a cross-over tlirough

this section.

F.AVETTE ST. LOOKING WEST FROM CAl.VERT ST.. B.M.TIMORE.

Under ordinance, Calvert St., between Baltimore St. and Fayette

St. (one square), and Fayette .St., between Charles St. and Calvert

St. (two squares), also Saint Paul St. (one square) and the new

Court House Plaza (not yet completed) have recently been paved

with these blocks. There are street railway tracks on the Fayette

St. and Calvert St. portions. On a part of the Fayette St. paving

there is a grade of s'A PC cent, and here was laid a special grooved

block, making transverse interstices of }4 'o-i more or less, between

each row of blocks, which were filled with a cement grout. This

was done to assure a foothold for horses, and the expectation for

the desired result has been fully realized. The tests (excepting,

with snow and sleet) of this pavement have been severe; the street
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railway company has five lines of cars on this street, and its

sprinklers are frcf|iiently rnn over the street; tlicsc loRcther with

the city's sprinkler anfl llie sprinklers of private parlies keep this

Rrade very wet all the time. Under continnefl inspection during

three days, hy men from the city eiiRinccr's nfllcr, perceptihlc slip-

ping of even smooth shod horses was not noted.

A nnmher of bridges in Daltimore, including several upon which

arc street railway tracks, have been paved with these blocks for

some short period of time, one to three years, and the condition of

these at the present time is reported as extremely good.

The United Railways Xr Electric Co. co-operated with the con-

tractor, Mr. A. H. Tlieatzman, in carrying out this work, the rail-

way track work being done after midnight and ligliting current with

clusters of lamps being provided for the contractor's use. The

crco-resinate process of treating the blocks is a modification of the

crcosoting process and involves the admi.stnre of melted resin with

the creosote oil ; the result is to make the wood waterproof and also

to harden it and increase the wearing properties. Mr. Hieatzman

is the Baltimore representative of the manufacturer of the blocks,

which is the United States Wood Preserving Co., of 29 Broadway,

New York.

The creo-resinatc blocks have been used to a very considerable

extent by street railway companies for paving under special condi-

tions, notably by the New York City Railway Co.; the Brooklyn

Rapid Transit Co., in its power houses; the North Jersey .Street

Railway Co., in its terminal in Jersey City; and the Hartford

(Conn.') .Street Railway Co.
-•-

Car C^onipanics to Combine.

Announcement was made July 29th of plans for the much
rumored consolidation of nineteen companies manufacturing electric

railway cars, truck and appliances. The capital stock of the new
i-ompany is to be $43,000,000, of which $27,500,000 is common and

$15,500,000 is 6 per cent cumulative preferred stock. A 5 per cent

bond issue of $13,000,000 is to be authorized, $2,000,000 being re-

served for future requirements.

The companies included in the consolidation are:

J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia.

John Stephenson Co., Elizabeth, N. J.

Laclede Car Co., St. Louis.

St. Louis Malleable Casting Co., St. Louis.

American Car Co., St. Louis.

G. C. Kuhlmau Car Co., Cleveland.

Cincinnati Car Co., Cincinnati.

St. Louis Car Co., St. Louis.

Wason Manufacturing Co., Springfield, Mass.

Osgood, Bradley & Sons, Worcester, Mass.

John J. Cummings Car Co., Paris, 111.

Jewett Car Co., Newark, O.

J. M. Jones' Sons, West Troy, N. Y.

Laconia Car Co., Laconia, N. H.

McGuire-Cnmmings Manufacturing Co., Chicago.

Peckham Manufacturing Co., Kingston, N. Y.

Niles Car & Manufacturing Co., Niles, O.

Journal Bearing Co., St. Louis.

Ea.sy Access Door Co., Boston.

The annual net earnings of these companies are given as $1,263,-

391, and the net earnings of the consolidated company for the first

year are estimated at $2,400,000. A circular issued by promoters

says:

"The consolidation will, with the increased capacity which can

be easily attained at the several plants by standardization of cer-

tain features of construction, and with the combined facilities for

economical handling, be able to make great savings in the cost of

manufacture and at the same time be in a position to meet the

growing demand for cars in every city in this country, as is made

evident by the fact that during the last five years (a period during

which the income of most industrial enterprises has been subject

to enormous ups and downs) the aggregate earnings of the street

car building concerns included in the present combination have

hardly varied.

"Some of the companies are equipped for the manufacture of and

have successfully turned out steam railroad cars, so that the new

company is in a position lo lake up the business of steam railroad

car building also should it be foiuul advisable. The companies are

likewise in a position to economically turn out steel cars should

this be foinid desirable, though we are advised on competent au-

thority that the advantages of the wooden car over the steel car

for street railroad purposes arc still such as to make the adoption

of steel cars to street railroad uses unlikely to any considerable

extent.

"The company will receive contracts from important olTicials,

whereby in the event of their services not being required they shall

refrain, either directly or indirectly, from engaging in the business

of car construction for periods of from five to ten years within dis-

tricts where the operations of the new company will lie carried on.

Such agrccmcnnts to thus refrain from entering the excluded terri-

tory for carrying on business have been fully sustained in the

highest courts."

Fire at Freeport, III.

The power plant of the Freeport Railway, Light & Power Co.

was partially destroyed by fire, Saturday evening, July 22nd, the

fire originating in an adjacent grist mill owned by Messrs. A. P.

and A. J. Goddard, who arc also president and general manager

respectively of the power company. The fire lasted from 9 o'clock

Saturday evening until 8 o'clock Sunday morning; it first spread

to the frame building of the power house, in which were the turbine

units and auxiliaries, which was completely destroyed. The roof of

the brick portion of the building also burned and fell to the interior,

damaging the three dynamos, switchboard and connections. Sunday

morning a large force of workmen was employed in clearing away

the wreck and rewiring the station. The larger units in the brick

building were only slightly damaged by fire and the dynamo which

furnished the power and light for commercial purposes was found

to be only damaged by water. This was taken apart, thoroughly

dried out and put in service by 2 o'clock Monday afternoon. The

railway power units were found to be beyond immediate repair and

arrangements were made for taking current from the Rockford &
Interurban Railway Co.

New Publications.

THE ENGINEERING WORLD PUBLISHING CO. calls our

attention to a mis-statement made in a notice concerning the En-

gineering World published in our issue for July. This company is

incorporated as a separate concern, and while the Engineering

World originally owed its institution to the Engineering Agency,

we are advised it is not now published in the interest of the agency.

EVENING COURSES IN TRANSPORTATION, 190S-1906

Published by the department of mechanical engineering of the Poly-

technic Institute of Brooklyn, N. Y., being an announcement of a

series of evening courses in transportation, steam engineering, water

supply, structural designs, draughting, mathematics, chemistry and

electricity, with laboratory practice and testing. The course in

transportation includes lectures on legal points as to franchises, or-

ganization, eminent domain and liability, promblems in the elec-

trification of steam roads; design and development of locomotives;

location, design and construction of power houses; signals; steam

turbines; problems in train dispatching; maintenance of way prob-

lems, etc. The first lecture of the course is given October toth, and

the last .\pril 24, 1906.

ARMOUR INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY YE.\R BOOK,

1905-1906. This is the annual publication of the Armour Institute

of Technology and includes the usual calendar, the organization,

history and government of the institution, the officers of instruction

and general and detailed information regarding the requirements for

admission and the departments and classes of instruction. Follow-

ing this is general information on the buildings and location, de-

grees, scholarships, statistics, alumni association and registers of

students and graduates. A plan of the grounds and buildings, to-

gether with a portrait of Mr. Phillip D. Armour, founder of the in-

stitute, are included in the publication.*
The new suburban line of the Twin City Rapid Transit Co.,

building between Minneapolis and Ft. Snelling, Minn., was com-

pleted and opened for traffic, Tuesday, August 1st.
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Tramway Progress in the United Kingdom.

In the controversy at Wakefield on the question of the liability

of the Wakfield & District Light Railway Co. to pay rates, the cor-

poration insists on payment of the district rate in full, while the com-
pany maintains that it is only liable to be rated at a quarter of the

rate. It will be interesting to see what is the decision in this

matter.

A novel feature in connection with local tramways is being intro-

duced at Brighton. A special tourist car is being fitted up to

perambulate the borough at the rate of is. per passenger for the 9
miles, while in addition to the ride the passengers will receive ben-

efit by a lecture to be delivered by the conductor on Brighton local

historic monuments. A good deal will turn on the personal equa-

tion of the conductor in such a matter.

The proposal to extend the tramways to Shoeburyness has not

yet received the approval of the Light Railways Committee, as the

council maintains that it is essential that the fore shore be assigned

!o it, and this at present the landowner declines to do.

The electrification of the tramway at Norwich has been carried

out with most commendable speed, for in barely 4 months from the

commencement of the work a trial run has been made, and made
very successfully, so that the citizens will shortly be able to derive

the benefit they have been long anticipating.

The Tramways Committee of Keighley recommends that applica-

tion be made to the Board of Trade for a year's extension of the

Keighley tramways' order. There are still about 150 yards of the

line to be laid, though the original time has expired.

The new Mexbrough & Swinton tramways, for which an act was
recently obtained, are about to be commenced. The line will join

Rothcrham and Mexbrough. The cost (about £200,000) includes

the building of three heavy bridges. The work is in the hands of

Messrs. Hopkins & Sons of London.
The attempt to make halfpenny fares pay has not been successful

any more at Darlington than at the other places where they have

been fried. The loss to the trams on these fares has lately amounted
to £23 a month more than when penny fares only were in operatirin.

The conversion of the old and cumbrous horse tramways between

Yarmouth and Gorleston into a well equipped electric service is

now complete. .A. pleasing feature in the business is the retention of

the staff of the old undertaking.

The negotiations for supply of current for the next five years to

the Greenock & Port Glasgow Tramway Co. appears very satis-

factory. The company guarantees a minimum annual consumption

of 500,000 units, and the payment is to be at the rate of is sd per

unit for the first 500,000, is 25d for the next 200,000, is for the next

200,000, and for all units consumed in excess of 900,000 .8sd per

unit.

Reports of earnings of the various tramways are of interest, and
are as follows: The .accounts of the Cardiflf tramways for the year

ended March 24th will, it is expected, show a loss of about £1,400,

due to deducting the heavy sums payable annually in repayment of

loans and interest. The Whitsuntide returns of the Blackpool

tramways show an increase of over £680 as compared with those

of the same period last year. The city treasurer of Bradford reports

a profit of £70,000 on the tramways undertaking, which after paying

through the sinking fund 1-13 of the capital and 'A on remainder

of capital leaves a surplus of £16,000. The Birmingham & Midland
Tramways, Ltd.. show a total revenue for the year 1904 of £108,000,

which after deducting operating expenses leaves a balance of £35,948.

The earnings of the Brighton tramways for the year ended March
31st show a deficiency of £321 as against £4,788 for the previous

year. During the second quarter for 1905 the income of the Shef-

field tramways was £63,182 as compared with £23,606 for the first

quarter of 1900. The Glasgow tramways show a net profit of

^93.257 for the year's working.

To the surprise of everyone, members of parliament, London
County councillors and the general public, the London County Coun-
cillors' bill asking for powers to construct tramways over Black-
friars and Waterloo bridges and along the embankment between
Blackfriars and Westminster, was rejected upon being read for the

second time in the House of Lords, on Tuesday, July i8th, the ma-
jority being nearly two to one. The bill had already received the

sanction of the House of Commons, and no one expected that the

Lords would oppose and throw out a -measure which was so strongly

supported by public opinion.

Electric Railway Earnings.

Annual reports of earnings for the several electric railway prop

erties controlled by Stone & Webster have been made, as well as

those of some other companies, and are as shown

:

The Jacksonville Electric Co. reports for the year ended May 31,

1905, as follows:

1905. 1904.

Operating expenses $180,167 $171,013

Net earnings 129.591 96,421

Surplus 9.M.1^ S9.0S7

The Savannah Electric Co. reports for the year ended May 31,

1905, as follows:

1905. 1904.

Operating expenses $322,923 $,105,502

Net earnings 239.374 225,105

Surplus 112,451 101,975

The Tampa Electric Co. reports for the year ended May 31, 1905,

as follows

:

1905. 1904.

Operating expenses $231,226 $196,010

Net earnings 152,782 132,660

Surplus 130,032 107,921

The Terre Haute Traction & Light Co. reports for the year

ended May 31, 1905, as follows:

1905. 1904.

Operating expenses $379,143 $346,157

Net earnings 209,413 170,966

Surplus 95,760 68,628

The Seattle Electric Co. reports for the year ended May 31, [905.

as follows

:

1905. 1904.

Operating expenses $1,632,847 $1,548,916

Net earnings 745,192 664,981

Surplus 443.776 391.913

The El Paso Electric Co. reports for the year ended May 31,

1905, as follows

:

1905. 1904.

Operating expenses $179,921 $163,796

Net earnings 92,120 66,084

Surplus 51,574 26,832

The earnings for the Elgin, Aurora & Southern Traction Co. for

the year ended June 30, 1905, as compared to the previous year, are

as follow-s

:

1905. 1904.

Total gross receipts $454,307.87 $456,099.80

Operating expenses* 258,573.12 274,706.68

Net earnings 195.734-75 181,303.12

Deductions from income 11,223.80 110,676.22

Net income 84,510.95 70,626.90

*Operating expenses include an accident appropriation equal to

two per cent of gross receipts.

All of the electric railways of Ohio have now reported their gross

earnings for 1904 to the auditor of state, and the consolidated state-

ment shows the wonderful increase which is taking place in the

business of these companies. There are 48 lines in the state which

report gross earnings over $25,000 a year. There are 10 companies

which show a falling off of gross receipts over the year 1903, while

38 show increases. The total gross earnings of the 48 roads for

the year were $20,449,189, an increase of $3,260,668, or about 16 per

cent over the previous year.

The Cleveland Electric Railway Co. leads all roads with gross

earnings for the year of $4,544,943. The Cincinnati Traction Co.

comes next with $3,770,022, as against $3,697,962 in 1903. Toledo

Railways & Light is third with $1,752,602 against $1,663,793, and the

Columbus Railway & Light is fourth with $1,328,802 against $1,284,-

793 in 1904.

In the interurban lines: The Northern Ohio earned $895,731,

against $882,276; the Lake Shore Electric, $659,873, against $882,276.

The Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark earned $225,410, against

$194,427 ; the Columbus, London & Springfield, $143,425, against

$116,718; the Columbus, Delaware & Marion was not in operation

in 1903, but in 1904 it earned $115,518. The Central Market earned

$51,512, against $18,065.
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Personal

MH. T, I'. (iRC)VI''R li;is resigned as vice-president and general

manager uf (lie Jiaslern Wisconsin Railway & f-iglil Cn.

MR. WILLIAM LA CROIX has been elected |)resid(nl, anri Mr
Joscpli Lozier appointed snpirinli inlciil. <if ihc new I.yini \- Naliaiil

Street Railway Co.

MR. CKORdl': W. I'.ARKICR, general express and passenger

.igeiit iif llie Delrnit United Railway, and Miss Mary l''.velyn Me-

(iregor, of Detroit, Mich., were married Jnnc 22nd.

MR. h'.LY M. KINNFA', Cornell 'yg, of the conslriiclinii dep.iri

nienl of the (jeneral Kleclric Co., and Miss Helen M. Cnnninghain,

of C.irthage. Mo., were married, Jidy 2yth, at Saratoga, N. Y.

MR. W. .'\. lil'l TRICK, who niitil recently was connected with

Ihe .Stone X- W'clisiir properties at Sydney, Nova Scotia, has been
appointed ^up^ rniUiidcnt of the Columbus Railroad Co., Colum-
bus, Ca,

MR. V\'II.1,I.\M !•:. LUXTON, superintendent of rolling stock

and construction lor the Canton-Akron Railway Co., has been pro-

moted to the position of general sniierinlendent, succeeding Mr.

!:. J. Ranch.

MR. l'"RANK J. KU'III has been appointed in charge of tile

Chicago oflice recently established by the Morgan Engineering Co.,

of Alliance, O. The ollice of Mr. Rnth will be at 755 Railway Ex-

change Building.

DR. A. H. W. KENNEDY, LL. D., E. R. S., formerly professor

of civil .uid mechanical engineering at the University College, Lon-

don, and now chief engineer to the Westminster Electric Supply

Corporation, was knighted on the king's birthday.

MR. IHOMAS E. MITTEN was elected to the presidency of

I be Chicago City Railway Co. at a meeting of the board of directors

held July 24th. Mr. Lawrence A. Young succeeded Mr. Mitten as

first vice-president of the company.

MR. K. L. MOWRY, division superintendent of the Columbus,

Newark & Zanesville Electric Railway Co., has resigned to become

general manager of the Stark Electric Railroad Co. He lias been

succeeded at Newark by Mr. O. H. A. Atherton.

MR. C. W. SHELTON, general superintendent of the West
Chester, Kennett & Wilmington Electric Railway Co., West Chester,

Pa., will succeed Mr. E. C. Folsoni as superintendent of transporta-

tion of the Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co.

MR. W. P. BAILEY has been appointed auditor of the Indian-

.ipolis & Northwestern Traction Co., succeeding Mr. R. M. Boykin,

of Philadelphia, who has returned cast to fill a similar position with

one of the Tucker-.'Knthony syndicate traction properties.

MR. E. C. EOLSOM on .-Xugust ist resigned as superintendent

of transportation of the Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co.

Mr. Folsom had immediate charge of the Ft. Waync-Logansport in-

terurban and the city lines in Ft. Wayne, Logansport and Peru, and

was also acting as engineer of maintenance of way.

MR E. G. CONNET'TE, general manager of the Syracuse Rapid

Transit Co., is the recipient of a very handsome and valuable dia-

mond, which was presented him by the employes of the company

July 13th. When it was first rumored that Mr. Connette was to

leave Syracuse the employes of the Rapid Transit Co. arranged to

present him with a testimonial of appreciation and the news of his

retention did not alter their plans.

MR. H. U. WALLACE, chief engineer of the Illinois Central

Railroad Co., has resigned to become third vice-president of J. G.

White & Co. Mr. Wallace is a son of Mr. John F. Wallace, and has

been associated with the engineering work of the Illinois Central

since 1894. Among other important work carried out for the Illinois

Central was the lake front improvement work at Chicago, which in-

cluded the depression and reconstruction of some twenty miles of

main lines and yard tracks.

MR. J. CLIFTON ROBINSON, managing director and engineer

of the London United Tramways Co., Ltd., and of the Middles-

borough, Stockton-on-Tees & Thornaby Electric Tramways; chief

engineer of the Bristol Tramways & Carriage Co.. Ltd., and director

of the Metropolitan District Railway Co., which is now equipping

its lines for electrical operation, was knighted June 30th, on the

occasion of the king's birthday. Mr. Robinson commenced his

tramway work under the late George Francis Train, the pioneer of

tramways in Great Britain, whom he subsequently accompanied to

America. He has been general manager of the Edinburgh Corpora-

lion Cable I ramways, and siilisequcntly was responsible for the

lligligatc Hill tramways. As soon as electric tramways were intro-

duced, he realized their advantages over tramways driven by other

mechanical power, and was responsible for the electrical equipment

of the Dublin, Southern, Bristol and Tccssidc trams.

MR. W. K. HARRINGTON, general manager of the Camden &
Trenton Railway Co. and llie Trenton & New Brunswi' k Railroad

Co., has resigned, but it is slatecl he will retain his slock interest In

the companies and remains as a director. Mr. Harrington is a mem-

ber of the executive committee of the American Street Railway

Association and has been prominent in Eastern traction circles for

several years. It is also staled these companies with which Mr
Harrington was connected will soon by consolidated into the New

York & Philadelphia Railway Co. and through service established

between New York and Philadelphia.

THE MICHIGAN CENTRAL RAILROAD CO. announces that

the construction of the Detroit tunnel line from Windsor, Ont., to

West Detroit Yard, Mich., including the electrical equipment there-

of, is placed in charge of an advisory board of engineers consisting

of Mr. William J. Wilgus, vice-president of the New York Central

;

Mr. Howard Carson, consulting engineer, and Mr. W. S. Kinncar,

chief engineer of the tunnel company. The chief engineer will he

in direct charge of cimstruction, reporting to Mr. H. H. Ledyard,

chairman of the board of directors, on executive and financial mat-

ters, and to the board of advisory engineers as to plans, specifica-

tions and methods of doing the work.

MR. W. M. PROBASCO, who has been associated with the Mc-

Graw Publishing Co. as assistant to the president, has resigned

to become vice-president of the Search Light Publishing Co., which

company has recently been organized for the compilation of data

on all subjects, the publication of a weekly journal called "The

Search Light," the handling of advertising and publishing accounts

of important railroads, manufacturing and engineering firms, and

the publication of Imoks. Mr. Probasco was formerly assistant

manager of the Westinghouse Companies publishing, advertising

and exhibition interests; designer and organizer of the Westing-

house exhibits at the St. Louis Exposition ; compiler and editor

of the recent publication of the Interborough Rapid Transit Co.

entitled "The New York Subway."
* I »

Obituary.

MR. JOHN BOYLE, founder and president of the firm of John

Boyle & Co.. manufacturers of cotton <luck and awning materials,

112 and 114 Duane St., New York City, died July gth, at Asbury

Park, N. J. Mr. Boyle was born at Bolton, England, coming to

New York late in the 50's, where he began to manufacture sails and

tarpaulins. Under his direction the business has grown to its pres-

ent size and will continue without interruption or change in poHcy

or management.

MR. J. HOLT GATES, western sales agent for electrical and

steam machinery, died at Chicago, July 13th, the immediate cause

of death being heart failure. Mr. Gates was torn in Brooklyn in

T862, served in the 7th and J3rd regiments of the New York Na-

tional Guard, and in the United States navy for three years, which

he left in 1885 to enter the employ of Westinghouse, Church. Kerr

& Co. He remained with the Westinghouse interests until 1893.

when he became sales manager of the old Siemens & Halske Co. of

.\merica, with headquarters in Chicago. In 1899 the firm of Gates

& Randolph was formed to act as sales agents for several well-

known electrical supply houses, which firm later dissolved and Mr.

Gates continued until his recent death to act as sales agent.

Beaver Valley Traction Co. Property Sold.

The Pittsburg Railways Co. has purchased the property of the

Beaver Valley Traction Co. and will soon begin work on extensions

on the north and south sides of the Ohio river to connect the

Beaver X'alley lines with Pittsburg. The Beaver Valley Traction

Co. operated 32 miles of track to and through Beaver Falls, New-

Brighton, Rochester, Beaver. Monaca. Colonia. Freedom. Conway.

Vanport, Bridgewater, Sharon, Fallston and College Hill. Pa. The
old officers of the company were Sydney L. Wright, president; W.
F. Snyder, vice-president ; Walter T. Bilyeu, secretary and treas-

urer; J. C. Lightfoot, Jr., assistant secretary and treasurer: Gay-
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lord riioiHpson, gem-ral manager. These officers liavc licen .suc-

ceeded 1)y James D. Callcry, president; S. LaRne Tone, vice-presi-

dent; W. B. Carson, secretary; J. C. Liglitfoot. jr., assistant sec-

retary and treasurer; G.aylord Thompson, general manager.

Siigs»istioiis for a Street Railway Bridge.

Work of the Tllinoi.s Tunnel Co., Chicago.

L'ndcrgronnd connections were completed .Xugusl 2d liy the Illi-

nois Tunnel Co. with all the freight houses and yards down town

of every steam railway. The most important connections are with

the following:

Chicago & Northwestern Railway Co.; Pennsylvania lines; Chi-

cago. Milwaukee & St. Paul; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; Chi-

cago & .Alton; Illinois Central; Baltimore & Ohio; Chicago Terminal

Transfer railroad ; Wisconsin Central lines ; Chicago & Western

Indiana, and Chicago Great Western Railway.

While the tunnel company has ,y miles of sulnvay constructed.

the 6 to 8 miles which form the connections with the freight houses

of the railway companies have received the most serious considera-

tion during the last year. The company is now handling ahout -,ooo

tons of freight daily, and its engineers estimate that the completion

of the connections with the steam railways means immediately a

doiihliug of that haulage.

Order for Air Brakes.

.After an exhaustive test the United Railways & Electric Co.. of

Milwaukee, to equip all of its new high-speed cars w-ith the Christen-

sen straight air brake. These cquipiuents comprise many new fea-

tures of advantage, and during the test proved to he most efficient

and reliable. • • "

The new Taunton & Buzzard's Bay Street Ry. (formerly the

MiddlelMro, Wareham & Buzzard's B.ay), has made a reduction

in fares to points on Cape Cod, and the fare arrangement permits

the selling of round trip tickets from Middlchoro to Onset Bay

and Monument Beach, and from those points to Middlelmro and re-

turn. This reduction. wOiicb took effect the latter part of July, has

met with a hearty response by the public.

-*u
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llic exircme top toIwo outside oiK-s 6x16 ill. I lie (listaiur friiiii

the wooden ha.se is 7 ft. 3 in. 'Ilir two vcrlic.-il riiil liiiilicrs sol into

ilic castings are 55 in. liigli l)y ft.xR in.

1 1 will lie olisi-rvfd that the 6x8-in. hraces lean from each end of

ihr liridKc tow.ird the center; and a 4xK-in. hrace fits in between

each p.iir "f 'ixS-in. l)races, and :k '/j-'m. bolt secures the three

braces wlurc ihey cross each other. As few joints in the timber

should be made as possible, .iiul where they do occur J^-in. boiler

iron should be firmly bolted "H eaeli -ide of the joinings by sev-

er.-il b.ilK.

VlliU OF TKl'.-^S.

The castings for the 2-in. bolt.s which extend from the top of the

bridge down through its base at regular intervals are 6x16 in. x

,1-in. thick at the top of the bridge; those at the opjKisite end of the

lio||.i, beneath the bridge, measure 6x8x2 in.

Three-quarter inch bolts should be used through the strengthen-

ing timbers wherever it is thought advisable. .Ml the timber

iisi'd in the construction of this bridge is .sound pine.

« » »

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Go's. New Office

Building.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. has recently completed the con-

.stniction of its new ten-story oftice building at the corner of Clintou

X Reniscn Sts., Brooklyn. The building is fireproof throughout,

liuih of brick and terra cotta, with floors of asbestolitb, the style

of architecture being that of the Renaissance. The building contains

a large number of vaults, is served by electricity and automatic tele-

phones. Tlie arrangement of the offices in the building is such that

ample room is atTorded all departments and is as follows: Base-

ment, local post offices, receiver's room, application and examining

surgeon's office for the employment bureau ; first floor, secretary and

treasurer's department, main office of employment, etc.; second

floor, general superintendent and operating staff; third floor, general

attorney and claim department ; fourth floor, comptroller and audit-

ing department; fifth Moor, attorneys and extra auditing department;

sixth floor, president, vice-president, general manager and executive

offices; seventh floor, purchasing agent, Brooklyn City R. R. offices

and telephone switchboards ; eighth floor, mechanical engineer,

superintcifdent of power and assistants ; ninth floor, electrical en-

gineer; tenth floor, chief engineer; eleventh floor, roof house and

blue print room. With its new and old buildings the company occu-

pies the entire block on Clintou St.. having a frontage of 184 ft.

Traction Merger in New York.

Il is rumored in financial circles that an aKrccmcnl was made on

boarrl the While .Star steamship Bailie, wbicli sailed from New York

July 2Hll), whereby the liilerlKirouxli Rapid I raiisil Co., which al-

ready controls tile elevaleil and subway lines of .Manhattan and

the Bronx, will absorb the Mclropolilaii surface lines in the ItoroiiKli

of Manhattan, 'ihe financiers who sailed on the Baltic incliulcd

W. r. Hamilton, of J, I'. Morgan & Co.; IIuko BarinR, representing

the Kolhschilds in lairopc; I*. A. B. Widener, of the ICIkins-Wide

ner-Ryan synilicale ; Norman B. Ream and Alfred Skitt, «if the

board of direclors of Ihe InlerlMirouRh Rapid Transit Co.

-•
Tor Men in Ciiarye of .Men.

in addition to Ihe work of the .'Xcciiracy Bureau, of which men-

tion was made in Ihe June and July issues oi the "Review," iJr. Earl

M. Pratt has prepared what he calls his "iHjzti/OA bundle." This

is a large collection of iKioklcts, folders, reprints, many original

notices and data which lie has collected since 1872 on resourceful-

ness. In speaking of this collection. Dr. Pratt says:

"It is a mental gymnasium and whatever you arc trying to do,

or doing, worth doing, this bundle is useful every day in some way.

V'ou can pocket a piece and read when yon wouM never get to a big

hook. It has cost me money and trouble to win and the bundle is

the story of the first thirrl of a century of my accuracy researches.

If you are not satisfied after looking the bundle through carefully

and impartially I will prepare for you free, a $10 manuscript on any

f|iieslion you wish to ask nic on personal method- ami memory."

Ihe cost of the bundle is $10, express prepaid

* »

As Others See Us.

The Lima Electric Railway & Light Co.. Lima. O.. has purchased

lots at Main St. and Grand .^vc upon which it will erect a ter-

minal station and office building.

The following extract from the presidential address of Mr. Alfred

Baker at the convention of the Municipal Tramways Association of

Great Britain is interesting as showing how the Chicago traction

situation is understood abroad. Mr. Baker said

:

"Perhaps the most striking feature of the year, certainly one

that has caused most widespread interest in the tramway world.

is the announcement that the great City of Chicago has declared,

liy a majority of upwards of 25.000 of its citizens, in favor of the

municipalization of its street railways. It has been a very common

thing for the opponents of municipalization of tramways to point to

.\merica in their endeavor to show that better results can be ob-

tained from private enterprise. They have always asserted that Ihe

.\merican citizens were far too 'cute' to undertake municipal owner-

ship. Now, no one denies the 'cnteness' of the .American, but it

must be remembered that civic life in .America is comparatively

young, and it seems to me to Iw a sign of national good sense that.

as opportunity arises .America is not above taking a lesson from this

country. Chicago is a city with an enormous mileage of privately-

owned lines. It has been estimated that the cost of purchase can-

not be less than eight million pounds. The city council is there-

fore face to face with the gigantic task of co-ordinating the \-arious

systems with a view to giving the city one complete scheme of tram-

ways under proper civic control. It was little thought eight or ten

years ago that the United States was likely to find an object lesson

in tramway management in this country. Now that Chicago has set

the exainple to her sister cities, we shall doubtless he hearing of

widespread municipalization throughout .America. Indeed. San

Francisco has already won two elections in favor of its municipaliza-

tion of its public utilities. In the early history of electric traction

we had to go to .America for all our knowledge. It speaks much

for the engineering talent of this country that there is now no

need to copy the United States any longer. It is generally acknowl-

edged that, so far as the construction and equipment of tramways

are concerned, we are not now so far behind—indeed, many people

are of opinion that we can give points. However, whether this

be so or not. we are grateful for what .America has taught us in

the past, and if our municipal experience is of any value to Chi-

cago or any other American city, we shall be glad to place it at

their disposal in the fullest and freest possible manner. Before

passing from this subject. I think we may heartily compliment

Glasgow on being invited to teach Chicago something of the art of

successful municipal ownership and operation of tramways.'"
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McCiill Block Signal.

The Union Elevated Loop, Cliicago, has interlocking signal plants

installed at the three junction points, where trains enter and leave

the loop tracks and as these plants are at the north-west, south-west

and south-east corner of the loop, trains are protected from danger

of rear-end collision at the five corner curves which the switch and

signal systems control. There are no switches, however, on the

north-east corner, nor on the inner track at the north-west corner,

so that to protect trains at these three curves it was considered

that a signal automatically operated was desirahle.

The signal now in use on two of these curves is shown herewith,

and is the invention of Mr. John J. McGill, chief electrician for the

Loop. This was installed on the inner track at the north-east

cnnier. Wahash .•Xve. and Lake St.. in Marcli, 1002, and on the

Mn n ih Lt

THE MCC.ILL liLl.L'K .M(,N.-\L.

inner track at the north-west corner, January, igo.v Mr. F. J.

Ciuernsey, superintendent of the Union Elevated R. R., advises us

that these signals have operated in a very satisfactory manner since

their installation.

Mr. McGill's signal, whicli has lieen patented, is a hlook signal

that is set at danger hy mechanical means, and released electrically.

The design permits of the apparatus being used in connection with

switcli stands of standard type, as may he seen from the engraving,

\t the entrance to the block is a track bar placed alongside the

rail, which when depressed by the wheels of a passing car, actuates

a train of levers releasing a detent in the signal mechanism, and

the semaphore arm rises to the danger position. At the far end

of the block is a section of track insulated from adjoining sections,

and when the car passes over this section of track it closes an elec-

trical circuit that energizes a solenoid in the signal box. drawing

the semaphore to safety where it is held by a detent until again

released by the depression of the track bar. Provision is made in

the design of the mechanism so that a breakage of any part will

release the semaphore arm and allow it to go to danger position

hy gravity.

The electrical signal circuit is supplied with current from the

third rail, suitable resistances being interposed to reduce the poten-

tial. The signal is in every way applicable to surface lines, cur-

rent being taken from the trolley or feeder lines on other than third

rail system, or operated with a battery on steam rnads.

• •-•-

The Louisville Railway Co. is completing six new cars for its

Fourth Ave. line. The cars are 40 ft. over all, have a seating

capacity for 56 persons and will be equipped with two 50-h. p.

motors. The cars are being constructed in its shops and it is stated

to be the intention to build all of its cars in the near future.

Locating Breaks in Series Arc Circuits.*

OLD COLONY STRKET RAILWAY CO., NEWPORT, S. I.

The following is a simple method of locating broken wires or bad

connections on series arc circuits. First, it is necessary to run two

wires from a lighting circuit of no or 210 volts to a point at or near

arc switchboard, connecting same to a suitable fused cut-out and

switch- second, connect two flexible wires to switch, having them

long enough to reach all circuits in hoard and placing a lamp of 16

© © Q &

roNNECTIONS I~OR LOCATINr. liRF.AKS.

or ,^2 candle-power in scries on one of the flexible leads, as shown

in sketch. In case of trouble, such as an open circuit, connect flexible

leads to ends of circuit and throw in switch.

The lineman, in looking' for trouble, should be provided with a

test lamp of proper voltage, with leads long enough to reach across

hoodboards and lamps. On placing the ends of test-lamp wires

across lamps at doubtful poles, his lamp will light at once provided

the break is at this point; if the lainp should not light he will, of

course, know that there is no trouble and will go on until he finds

defective wire.

As soon as trouble is remedied, the lainp at station will at once

light, showing operator at station that the trouble has been fixed.

The lineman will report to station before circuit is plugged in,

or, if there is no telephone at hand, an understanding between line-

man and switchboard operator allows a certain amount of time after

light is lit before throwing circuit on line.

The Turbine Business Growing.

During the six months ending June 30th, 1905, the VVestinghouse

Machine Co., exclusive builder of the Westinghouse-Parsons type

of steam turbines, has contracted for no less than 82,000 kw. in

turbo-generating machinery, averaging nearly 1,175 kw. capacity per

turbine unit. These machines range in size from 200 kw. to 7,500

kw. The latter will be the largest turbines in the world, and three

units of this size are under contract for Greater New York rail-

way and lighting power stations. In the distribution of these ma-

chines among the various industries, the electric railway has claimed

the largest number of machines, averaging 1,496 kw. in capacity;

next in order, industrial plants, averaging 571 kw. capacity, and

light and power plants, averaging 1.529 kw. capacity. In the order

of total capacity, railway plants have required 38,900 kw.. hgbting

plants 26,300, industrial 12,000, miscellaneous 4,800.

This list bears excellent witness to the increasing possibilities of

the turbine, and presages a brilliant future. The equipments noted

represent solely actual sales only and not including contemplated

business or partially closed contracts.

The Muncie & Portland Traction Co., the controlling interests

of which are owned hy the Indiana Union Traction Co., has let

contract to Mr. Clift Wise for the construction of its line between

Miuicie and Portland. Ind.. a distance of 31 miles.

It is announced that James F. Shaw & Co., of Boston, owners and

operators of the Boston &• Worcester Street Ry., will begin con-

struction on the Hartford & Worcester Street Ry. This new line is

a part of the New York and Boston through trolley line.

•From N. E. I^. 'Wrinkles."
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More Chicago Litigation.

July J'llh llii- ( hic.-iKO Cily Railway Co. filed a pclitimi in llu-

Uiiilcd Slates Girciiil Court prayiiiR for an itijimction lo reslraiii

tlio City of Chicago from IjiiililiiiK a coinpctiiig street railway. The

company in its hill alleges the following:

t. The Chicago City Railway Co. has lawfully acipiired the right

I.I ippcnilc its ears on iig dilTerent lines nnlil such lime as the cily

may purchase the properties as provided hy the ordinance o! lH$H.

a. The company has the right hy statiitc lo collect a 5-ceiil fare

from each passenger and cannot he compelled to divide that fare

with any other line helonging to another company.

3. The company has the right to operate the present cahle and

electric lines hy cahle and electricity respectively luuil 19.S.S.

4. The company has the right to install the uiidergronud trolley

on any of its lyg routes, it it so desires, and operate in this manner

until lysS.

5. The several contentions of the city hostile lo the rinlils of llir

company claimed under the g<j-year act are all unfounded.

6. The city has no right to allow another company to operal<'

street cars iii .'\dains. Washington, Harrison, Desplaines and

Twelfth streets, or in any other street in which, prior to Nov. 16,

1863, it had authorized the complainant to construct a line.

7. The ordinance of Mar. 20, 1905, should he adjudged an

attempt to take the property of the complainant without compensa-

tion.

S. Any atlempt on the part of the cily to hring ahout the con-

struction of street car lines competing with the complainant should

be adjudged an impairment of the contract obligations entered into

by the state, city and Chicago City Railway Co, in various acts and

ordinances.

I). In case the city should refuse to enact the proper legislation

the court is asked lo fix a reasonable compensation which the com-

pany shall pay for the continued use of the trolley rights which have

expired.

A. S. R. A. Anuounceinent.

Secretary Peningtoii has issued the following circular regarding

the plans for the forthcoming conventions

:

The 24th annual meeting of the American Street Railway Asso-

ciation will be held in the South Building, Philadelphia Museum,

34th St., Philadelphia, September 25th to 30th. The American

Railway Mechanical and Electrical Association and the Claim

.'\gents Association will meet Monday and Tuesday. 25th and 26th

;

American Street Railway Association, Wednesday and Thursday,

27th and 28th ; Accountants' Association, Thursday, Friday and

Saturday, 28th, 29th and 30th.

The report of the Re-orgauization Committee will be presented

and acted upon, a new Constitution and By-Laws have been pre-

pared and it is the desire of the Executive Committee that as many
of the members as possible be present to consider them. Papers will

be presented on "Gas and other Engines," "Organization," and

"Single Phase System for Street Railways." Our allies, the Manu-
facturers' .\ssocialion, will have the largest and best exhibition of

appliances ever shown at any convention. As this will be their first

exhibition they will make it a great success. The Hall has over

60,000 sq. ft. of space.

The pas.senger associations have granted us rates of fare and one-

third on the certificate plan. Be sure and get a certificate from the

ticket agent when you purchase your tickets and leave it with the

clerk when you register. It wmII be ready for you before the meet-
ing is over.

The Headqiiarlers will he at the Bellcvue-Stralford Hotel. Rates
are as foUow.s—European plan :

Single rooms, without bath, $2.50 per day and up.

Single rooms, with bath, $3 per day and up.

If two persons occupy a single room, the rate will be $1.00 more.
Double rooms, without bath, two persons, $3.50 per day and up.

Double rooms, with bath, two persons, $4.50 per day and up.

Reserve your room before you leave home. Philadelphia is noted
for its good hotels, many in close proximity to the headquarters.

Jo reach ilii; i.invention hall, take Walnut St, cars to 34th St.

Stages will he in waiting to convey you to the hall without charge.

A light lunch will be served at the hall at moderate cost, so all may

stay there until the meetings arc over. The annual banquet will be

held Thursday evening, at the Hellcvuc- Stratford Hotel. 'J'ickcls

will he sold to all at cost.

The following rcsolulion was unanimously adopted by the Rxccii-

live Comniillec:

"The secretary is directed lo request the chief executive officers

of the difTerenl companies to notify the delegates and heads of

ilepartments representing their respective companies at the coming

convention that they will be expected to be present and lake part

in the discussions at every session during the convention."

We expect to have a profitable and pleasant meeting with a large

number of delegates, hut we need you one of our number to make

il a success. Will you come?-

^'ours very Iridy,

\pproved: T. C. Peninglon,

W. Carlyl Ely, Secretary.

President.

Tlie Root Railway Scraper.

Among the devices invented during the old horse car days upon

which recent improvements have been made to meet the require-

ments of today, is the snow scraper, the accompanying illustration

being that of the Root railway scraper, manufactured by the Kala-

mazoo Railway Supply Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. The advantages

claimed for these scrapers arc that they will meet all conditions of

/A-r
,

NO. 6 F.\N SCRAPER.

snow ; they adapt themselves to any type of rail ; they require less

space to install and can be installed and operated on any car that

is made. The No. 6 fan scraper shown is especially designed for

clearing snow from the middle of the track. It is installed as a

fixture and does not need to be operated, all part s being held rigid,

except the yielding springs, which allow the scraper to pass over

any rigid object in the roadbed. It is installed in front of the track

scrapers on either end of a double truck car or on the rear end of

a car running aUvays in one direction. The shaft holding springs

are held rigid by keys so that the scraper can be set at any angle.

The hanger board is about 22 in. above the rail when installed, and

the shovels about 3 in. above the rails when the car is empty; ihis

varies, however, with track conditions, .\mong a large number of

companies using Root railway scrapers may be mentioned the

Lansing & Suburban Traction Co., Saginaw Valley Traction Co..

Toledo Railway & Light Co.. Canton-.\kron Railway Co.. Rochester

Railway Co., and .American Railway Co.. Philadelphia.

Any scrapers that the comany send out may be returned after a

reasonable trial if they do not demonstrate the claims made for them.

The Massachusetts Railroad Commissioners have authorized the

carrying of baggage and freight by the Taunton & Pawtucket Street

Railway Co. for the period of six months, beginning Sept. i. This

permit does not apply to such of the company's road as lies in the

town of .Attleboro, Mass.
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Hij;h.Speed Cars for the Northern Texas

Traction Co.

Crane Co.'s 50th Anniversary.

Ilie American Car Co. has recently delivered lo the N'ortheni

Texas Traction Co. two handsome combination passenger and

smoking cars for high-speed service. Cars of this type built by the

American Car Co. were furnished the railway company last year

and have been operated since with excellent results. Six semi-

converlible cars built by the G. C. Kuhlman Car Co. under the

I.NTERIUK UF CAR.

Brill patents have also been in operation a short time. The cars

are mounted on the Brill No. 27-E-2 high-speed trucks having 75

h. p. motors. They are to be operated in one direction and only

the front platform is vestibuled. The seating capacity is for 56

and the spring cane seats are stationary and have high backs. The

length of the seats is 35^4 '"• and the aisles are 19 in. wide. The

smoking compartment in the forward end seats 16 passengers. The

lower sashes of the windows may be held at any point by the locks

being released against serrated bronze bars set into the posts. A
toilet room of standard steam car character is placed in the corner

NORTHERN TEXAS TRACTION CO. CAR.

at the rear end of the car. The interiors are finished in cherry

rubbed to a smooth dead finish and paneling inlaid with white holly

and ebony. The semi-empire style of ceilings are tinted green and

tastefully decorated in gold. Deep undertrusses are used in addi-

tion to inside trusses and sill plates constituting a substantial side.

The general dimensions are : Length over the end panels is 40

ft. 9 in. ; over crown pieces, 50 ft. i in. ; from panel over crown,

4 ft. 8 in. ; width over sills, including siding, is 8 ft. 5 in. ; center to

center of posts, 3i,'/2 in.; side and end, sH^7H '"•; sill plates, /x

5i in.; thickness of corner posts, 4 in.; of side posts, 2^4 in.; height

of steps, 16^ in. and of risers, 12 in. The Brill No. 27-E-2 trucks

have a wheel base of 6 ft. 6 in. and 33-in. wheels. The equipment

includes Brill angle iron bumpers, "Dedenda" gongs, folding gates,

vertical brake wheels, etc.

The Massachusetts Railroad Commissioners have authorized the

carrying of baggage and freight by the Taunton & Pawtucket Street

Railway Co. for the period of six months, beginning Sept. i.

The Crane Co. celebrated its 50th anniversary July 4th. all of the

company's branch house managers being present. Mond.iy the

branch house managers went through the Crane Co's. factories; m

the evening, at 7 o'clock, they were given a dinner and taken to the

"White City," where an evening was spent visiting the various

shows. Tuesday morning the managers went to Lake Geneva, Wis..

where they were entertained by Mr. R. T. Crane at his summer

residence that and the following day. Thursday, July 6th, the com-

Iiany gave to all its employes and their families a picnic at North

Western Park, .\bout 10.000 people attended this picnic. A brief

history of this well known firm should be of interest, and this

occasion offers appropriate opportunity for such.

In the spring of 1855 Mr. R. T. Crane came to Chicago and, after

looking over the field and advising with his uncle, the late Martin

Ryerson, opened a brass foundry in the corner of the latter's lumber

yard. Work on the shop was completed July 3:1- Being anxious

to see how the furnace and sand would work, and having some

patterns ready. .Mr. Crane took off a heat the next day, notwith-

standing it was the fourth of July. 'I'he sand used was found on

the premises, and the first castings wej-e couplings used in connect-

nig lightiting rods. Business prospects looking good, Mr. Crane

sent for his brother, Charles S. Crane, who came in the fall, and

who was connected with the business until 1871. Shortly after his

arrival they decided to go into the making and finishing of brass

goods. A foot lathe was purchased, and the manufacture of brass

engine trimmings began. \ few months later a room with power

was rented, and the following spring a small three-story frame

building was erected and equipped for power with a 6-h. p. portable

engine. The next year jobbing in wrought iron pipe and fittings

and steam warming work was taken up.

Little business was done in the three years previous to the break-

ing out of the Civil War because of the unsettled conditions prevail-

ing, .^fter the breaking out of hostilities the enormous demand of

the govenmient for all sorts of material created a boom in busi-

ness generally. Soon the brass plant had to be enlarged, and the

manufacture of brass globe valves, check valves, steam and gas

cocks, begun. .\n iron foundry was started, and the building, in

a small way, of machinery and the making of a few articles belong-

ing to the steam fitting line was undertaken. .Xbout the same time

a small butt-weld pipe-mill, the first mill west of Pittsburg, was built

on the ground where the Crane Co. still has a pipe mill. In the

same year (1864) the property where the present brass

department is located, known as No. 10 North Jefferson

St., was purchased and the first malleable iron foundry

outside of the eastern states started. This foundry was

on the second floor and is said to be the first instance

of a foundry being placed above the ground floor. The
:'.;anufacture of both malleable and cast iron fittings

was commenced. The fitting industry was then in its

infancy in this country. Most of the fittings used were

wrought iron fittings imported from England. Not

more than six or seven concerns were in the business

in the United States and their total output was small.

.•\bout this time the three-way tapping machine was in-

vented. Two, with some original improvements, were

limit by the Crane Co. and installed in their shops, one for tapping

.54-in. and smaller, the other for tapping one to two in. The few

fittings required above two in. were threaded in a lathe. In con-

nection with the fitting business the company early took up the

manufacture of dies and die plates.

In 1865 the business was incorporated by Richard T. Crane,

Charles S. Crane, Martin Ryerson, Eliphalet W. Elatchford, Charles

N. Holden, and the name changed from R. T. Crane & Brother to

the North Western Manufacturing Co. This name was retained un-

til 1872, when the title Crane Brothers Manufacturing Co. was

adopted, which was changed in iSgo to Crane Co.

By 1870 the business had grown so that further extensions were

necessary. The land west of the property at No. 10 North Jefferson

St. was purchased and a building erected thereon. Fortunately the

company escaped the big fire of 1871, and the large increase that

had recently been made in facilities enabled the company to take

advantage of the heavy demand for goods created in the re-building

of the city.
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In 1881 .iiiotlur pipe mill was creeled 011 properly purchased on

West 12II1 place, where Ihcrc were excellent railroad facilities. One

lap-weld and two hntt-weld furnaces were erected. In this mill

Siemens gas furnace was employed in the manufaclnre of lap-weld

pipe. .Some years later the machinery in llii-, mill was transferred

111 a nnll in I'itlslnirg and nUimntely was sold to another concern.

I he mill w.is then re-hnill, and the malleable iron and Krey iron

lillin^! department were transferred to it, leaving larger space in

Ihe old huildings for the brass shop.

.Mtliongh the Crane Co. was concentrating npon the manufacture

of valves and fillings, the continued growth of the business de-

manded extensive additions in i8gi, i8<jQ, igoo, igo2, lyoj, and this

year a fivc-slory modern office building has been erected. Not

only has there been an inuiunse increase in the floor space used for

manufaclnring purpcpscs, liul rdl departments have been equipped

with the laU-^l impniMd ni.ii'liinc ry. nnicli of which has been de-

signed anil biiill by llir cnmp.-iny.

Wcstiiifihou.sc Rail\\ay Type Circuit Rrcakcr
for Direct (>urrciit I scs.

riio Wctinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. has recently

placed on the ni.arket the street railway circuit breaker shown in the

illustration, which combines in one piece of apparatus a safety

device and main switch, as it automatically opens the circuit on over-

load or short circuit, and can be operated by hand to disconnect the

ear from the trolley circuit. It is intended to be installed over the

motonnan's head, in the place usually occupied by the canopy switch,

but may be placed elsewhere if desired. It can be quickly closed,

thus avoiding Ihe iucon\-enience and dela\' inoidciU tn replacing a

fuse.

This circuit breaker is intended for direct-current use, and is made
for capacities of fio, 100, 150 and 200 amperes, with a range from go

WESTING llOLSE K.MLU AV TYPE ITRCLIT I!RE.\I<ER.

per cent to 225 per cent of normal rating The mechanism is

mounted on a cast iron base and enclosed by a pressed metal cover.

The handle for resetting projects conveniently from the side of the

case, and the plunger for tripping by hand extends through the cover

and is provided with a composition handle for the hand to strike

against. The resetting handle is connected to the switch lever

through a compression spring, which insures a firm pressure and
good contact, regardless of ihe natural wear lo which the parts may
be subjected in service.

The arc is broken in a powerful magnetic field which efTectually

opens the circuit under the most .severe conditions. The contacts

on which the arc occurs are surrounded by a shield of insulating and
arc-resisting material, which prevents the arc from being communi-
cated to any other part of the breaker. The contact is made up of

copper strips separated by spaces, each acting independently of the
others, and in this way a slight irregularity or burr will affect the

individual strip only without disturbing the other strips, as would
l,e the case in a brush made in the usual way with laminations with-

out spaces. An auxiliary contact at the end of the switch lever,

which can easily be removed and replaced by a new one, serves as
.-111 arcing tip. A feature of this breaker is the accessibility when
ihe cover is removed.

The current adjustment is made by means of a knurled head screw
which engages a nut altached to a coileil spring, which in turn
opposes the pnll of the magnet on the armature. A trigger holds
the switch in the closed position, and is in range with a projectile

on the armature of the tripping magnet. When the armature is

drawn down by an excessive current in the coil this projection
strikes the trigger and releases Ihe switch lever, which is opened
instantly by a coiled spring.

The "Champioti" Street Car Fender.

Among Ihe well-known products of the Star Brass Works, Kala-
mazoo, Mich., manufaclurer of street railway supplies, the "Cham-
pion" fender is attracting considerable altenlion. The operating
details of this fender are shown in the accompanying engravings.

no. I. FENDER LOCKEn IIOWN.

Fig. I showing the fen<ler locked down and Fig. 2 showing a rear
view of the car when the fender is not in service. The fender
when in operation is about eight inches from Ihe ground and is

dropped to the track instantly and positively by a slight touch of
the fool and locked down antomatically. thus making it impossible

FIG. 2. REAR VIEW OF r.\R.

for a body to get under it. There is a rod attachment, which may
be noted in Fig. i, that rclums the fender to its normal position

without the motorman stopping or leaving the car. This fender,

which is constructed of angle steel thoroughly braced and riveted

together, is light but very strong. It is provided with a spring

bumper which prevents serious injury to a person struck by a car.

The fittings are adjustable to accommodate different styles of cars

and its construction and operation are so simple that it requires but

little attention after being installed.
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The Lehigh Valley Transit Co.

The reorganization of the Lehigh Valley Traction Co. and under-

lying companies, the Lehigh Valley Passenger Railway Co.. Phila-

delphia & Lehigh Valley Passenger Railway Co. and the Allentown

& Slatinglon Street Railway Co., has been completed and the com-

panies have been merged into the Lehigh Valley Transit Co. The

capital stock of the new company will consist of $3,000,000 common

stock, $5,000,000 preferred stock and $-,500,000 of 4 per cent bonds,

of which it is stated $2,000,000 will be expended on improvements.

These will include new car eciuipnient, a new power house and car

ham at South .Allentown, Pa., and the general reconstruction of

the lines, work on which will begin at once.

At the meeting of the receivers and reorganization committee held

in Philadelphia, July 26th, the following directors were elected

:

H. C. Trexlcr and George O. Albright, of Allentown ; Mayor Tom

L. Johnson, of Cleveland; William F. Harrity, George H. Frazicr.

Edward B. Smith and Arthur E. Newbold. of Philadelphia: Ed-

ward M. Young, of Allentown, and David Young, of Newark, N.

J. The officers of the new company arc: President, Col. H. C.

Trexler; vice-president, Edward M. Young: secretary and treas-

urer, George IT. Frazier; general manager, Warren S. Hall.

Kansas City.Leavenworth Railroad Co.

The properties of the Kansas City-Leaveinvorth Railroad Co..

which operates 40 miles of interurban track between Kansas City

and Leavenworth, Kas., and the local city lines in Leavenworth,

have been purchased by the Gregory-Holmes syndicate. Those in-

terested are Robert L. Gregory, Walton H. Holmes, C. F. Holmes

and C. F. Hutchins, Kansas City; C. J. Pack, Cleveland, O., and

Fisk & Robinson, New York, who have in hand the work of under-

writing the bonds of the reorganized company. Mr. Conway F.

Holmes has assumed the presidency and management of the com-

pany and the work of reconstructing the present properties will

be under the immediate supervision of Mr. Daniel Bontecum, chief

engineer, and Mr. Charles Grover, chief electrician, both of whom
were formerly with the Metropolitan Street Railway Co., Kansas

City, in a similar capacity. It is stated that it is the intention to

first reconstruct the present lines and then build to Atchison and

St. Joseph. New equipment has already been ordered and the

company will soon establish a freight and express business on its

lines.

The Pennsylvania Lines to the Convention.

The Pennsylvania Lines have made special arrangements for the

handling of western delegates to the street railway associations'

meetings in Philadelphia the week of September 25th, particularly

for the large number of street railway and supply men that are

expected to attend from Chicago. For the convenience of the Chi-

cago delegates, a special train, consisting of an observation car,

club car and standard sleepers, will leave Chicago at 7 :30 p. m..

Monday, September 25th, arriving at Pittsburg the next morning,

where cars from Cleveland, St. Louis and Cincinnati, carrying the

Ohio, Michigan, western and southwestern delegates, will be attached

to the train. The run from Pittsburg to Philadelphia will be made
by daylight, reaching Philadelphia for 6 o'clock dinner. This will

give all a daylight ride through a very beautiful country and enable

all to spend a day in becoming acquainted.

The tickets for this trip will be on sale three days before the

date of the meeting and these tickets going arc good on all the

company's regular trains, it being understood, of course, that

where passengers take the extra fare trains they pay the extra fare.

For further particulars regarding rates, sleeping car reservations,

etc., communications addressed to Mr. C. L. Kimball, A. G. P. A.,

Pennsylvania Lines. 2 Sherman Place. Chicago, will receive prompt

attention.

A Good Method for Piling Rails.

The matter of piling rails in yards at first thought might appear

to be so simple as not to require any special instruction. '1 he Phila-

delphia Rapid Transit Co., however, finds that it is quite a serious

problem to store rails in limited space in such n w.iy as to have

K.Ml. PILE ST/\N11.\K1)S.

them convenient for access, and accordingly, .some years ago, went

into the matter carefully and made drawings showing the most

satisfactory way for piling two standard rail sections in its storage

yards. These diagrams are reproduced in the accompanying

drawings.

Curtis Steam Turbines in Japan.

July 29, 1904, the lirst shipment of steam turbines arrived in

Japan via the "Korea" from San Francisco. They were of 500 kw.

capacity of the Curtis type, and were for operating the Shigai

railway in Tokio. Four weeks after their arrival the turbines were

in full operation. As significant of the success of these first units,

there have been ordered by the Japanese from the General Electric

Co. of New York, 37 Curtis steam turbines with electric generators

with a total normal capacity of more than 35,000 h. p. Of these, 11

units are now installed and in satisfactory operation.

The Japanese are using electricity for operating the street rail-

ways of their cities and for indoor and street lighting. In the use

of electric power for machine shops, they are following only the

best American practice, which, as a rule, requires electric motors

mounted on each tool.

The coal mines of Japan will eventually be operated electrically.

Some of the turbines mentioned above are intended for the Miike

coal mines on the Island of Kyushu ; these are owned by Mitsui &
Co. and will use two i,ooo-kw. Curtis steam turbines.

The Osaka Electric Light Co., which furnishes electricity to the

city of Osaka with a population of over 8co,ooo, is equipped entirely

with American electrical apparatus, including six steam turbines of

the same make.

One of the largest electrical interests in Japan which has ordered

some of the machinery referred to above, is the Tokio Street Rail-

way Co., which furnishes transportation facilities for the city of

Tokio with a population of 1,440,000. Its Japanese name is Tokio

Shigai Tedsudo. Its franchise runs until 1952, but provides that

after the year 1932 the municipality may purchase the property of

the company by paying a proper price for it. Although some Eng-

lish and German material is being used by this road, practically all

the electrical equipment is American made. This includes five 2,000-

h. p. Curtis turbo-generator units with power house equipment and

railway motors furnished by the General Electric Co. Wheeler

condensers and Brill trucks. Besides a small amount of German

and English machinery such as boilers and trucks, there are a few

small dynamos which were made in Japan.

Mr. E. E. Downs, general manager Petalunia & .Santa Rosa Rail-

way Co., writes us that the company is now operating over 50 cars

in freight service and that it is now endeavoring to secure addi-

tional freight cars on the Pacific Coast for immediate delivery.

The Portsmouth, Dover & York .Street Railway Co., by arrange-

ment with the Dover, Somcrsworth & Rochester, is offering patrons

a round trip ticket at a reduced rate, covering a trolley ride each

way between Portsmouth and Dover, and an admission to Central

Park, Dover.
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Impiovctl Kailvvay (]rossinK.

'I'Ik' .KTcjiiiiiiiiiyiiiK illu^tr.ihciii sIidws a (IcsIkii 'if railro;i<l cross-

iiiK recently pak'iilud liy Mr. Joliii J. McCiill, cliii'f ck'clrician Union

P'li'vatcd Kailriiad Co., CliicaKo, to iik'l'I the coiulilioiis in clcvalcd

service, wlicrc tlic spceial work not only wears rapidly liecanse gf

(he heavy traflic hnt wliere it is cqnally important tliat renewals

lie made wilhonl interference uitli re^nlar trains. The idea will

lie readily [lerceived from the drawings. 'Ihe foundation cjf the
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special work is of steel plates, to which are riveted filled Mocks of

proper dimensions, as shown in the cross section. The fails in

the crossing which are subject to wear are of the standard section.

except that the bottom flanges have been cut oflf so that the web
of the rail rests upon the foundation plates, the wch slipping into

place between the filler blocks and being securely held by trans-

verse bolts. To remove a rail it is only necessary to loosen the

inits, drive out the bolts and lift the worn rail, slipping another into

its place. The same idea applied to frogs is covered by McGiU's
invention.

Mechanical Draft.

Messrs. Mills .and Uowan. in their exhaustive work on Chemical
Technology, make the following pertinent statements regarding the

subject of mechanical draft: "The principles of what is now be-

coming well known under the name of 'forced combustion' have been
repeatedly advocated during past years by those who have devoted
througbt and study to the subject. The position assumed by them—
wdiich is now finding favor amongst engineers—has been, in brief,

that the air supply required for combustion in furnaces can be more
economically furnished by mechanical power than by the action of

chimneys, and that the mechanical method has other advantages
which enable it to be preferred to the one wdiich is older but more
nnpcrfect. One of these advantages is the higher temperature of
combustion, which is equivalent, with a boiler of good design, to an
increased evaporative power of the boiler, or to increased evapora-
tive efJect for the fuel. Another advantage, which has not been
fully realized in any plan as yet introduced in practical work, is

th.at the rate of travel and escape of flame and hot products of com-
bustion is under control. It is thus possible to cool them more com-
pletely than can be done wdien chimney draft is used, and this means
a savnig of heat which would otherwise be uselessly dissipated.
"Mechanical or artificial draft thus presents to us a method of

economically furnishing the air supply to furnaces and producing a
more efficient combustion temperature, while it also renders possible
further economies due to retarding the movement and escape of hot
gases and to preliminary heating of the air supply by waste heat oi
otherwise."
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The Avery Steel Tie.

In view of the decreasing source of supply of timber for wooden

ties and the comparatively short life of ties, the need and demand

for a steel tie is rapidly increasing. To meet this demand the Avery

Stamping Co., general metal worker and manufacturer of "Never-

Brcak" steel wares. Cleveland, O., has placed upon the market the

Electrical rcaturc at lUiffalo During Elk
c;arnival, July 10th.

A nnif|uu feature of the electrical display at Hiiffalo during llic

igth reunion of the Elks. July loth, and one tint marks a radical

step in electric lighting for decorative purposes was a "Mercury Arc

Tower" erected in Shelton Sq. This was a fluted column of staff

^^^^^
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portaiit iiifdrnialioii In visituis rcKardiiiK reaching llic grDiiiKls, as

well as time tallies, rates and rithcr iiiformalioii relative to the Over-
land Route In Portland.

"NEVER-HRKAK" ELECTRIC LICI IP GUARDS for either

single incandescent lifjlits, clusters or arc lights are described in a

recent pantplilct of the F. Risscll Co., Toledo, O. The piihlication

inchides data as to sizes and prices as well as descriptions and illiis-

Iralions of the dilTerent guards. Anolher very novel and effective

method of advertising this company's products was used at the re-

cent telephone convenllon in Chicago, where very ntlraclivc scarf

pins showing the company's trade mark were distrilmted.

WESTlNGirOUSE DIRECT CURRENT MULTII'I.E ARC
LAMPS for no and 120 volts are described and illustrated in Cir-

cular No. 1 102. This lamp is of a new and improved design and it

fully meets all requirements for both indoor and outdoor service.

It is of the direct lift type and the parts arc so arranged as to

secure unifnrm even action over the entire lift.

THE GOLDSCHMIDT THERMIT CO., 43 Exchange Place,

New York, is distributing a pamphlet entitled "The Thermit Process

in American Practice," being a paper read by Ernest Stutz at the

animal meeting of the American Society for Testing Maleri;ils, held

recently at Atlantic City, N. J.

THE JULY EDITORIAL IDEAS in Hartshorn's Roller are of

interest to those in the market for shades and awnings, while the

paper also abounds with hot-weather reading. The title of the

double-page <lra\vings is entitled "Mythology Up-to-date."

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. PUBLICATIONS that have been

received since those mentioned in the July issue of the "Review" are

as follows : Folder 3328, electric flat irons for laundry and house-

hold purposes ; Flyer 2153, candelabra adapter, permitting the use

of candelabra base lamps in standard Edison base sockets; Flyer

2146, single-pole snap switches; Bulletin 4412, electric hoists for

building operations and general construction work; Bulletin 4413,

the CQ motor.

THE OHIO BRASS CO., Mansfield, O., is distributing Vol. i.

No. I, August, 1905, of its monthly bulletin, wdiich will be published

every month in the interest of electric railway companies and min-

ing companies using electricity for haulage, lighting, etc. In this

first issue arc contained articles on single phase line construction,

the Nichols-Lintern air sandcr, self-fcerling drill for coal mines,

examination of a hoisting rope, electricity vs. air for coal cutters,

together with pertinent remarks regarding the bulletin and the com-
pany. The reasons for publishing the bulletin are given in an
editorial, which is as follows: "In publishing a mi/iithly bulletin,

we ha%'e as our iim the purpose of gelling more closely in touch, if

possible, with those interested in electric railway conslruclion and
operation, as well as in coal mines and imliislrial plants using elec-

tricity for light and power. We would be glad to have all our read-

ers take an active interest in this enterprise and we nflTcr our

columns for the publication of all articles of inlere.'t, whether tech-

nical or personal, tf) those for whom this pa|)er is published. All

articles or news items addressed 10 the editor will have rocoj^jiition

in the order received."

THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE CANADIAN WHITE
CO., LTD., Montreal, Canada, has been made in a very altraclivc

publication, the office of the company having been recently opened

in the Sovereign Hank Building. Montreal. Besides this announce-

ment, the publication includes a partial list of engineering and con-

struction contract? completed or in progres^s by J. G. While & Co.,

New York. The Canadian White Co.. Ltfl.. will carry on a general

contracting and engineering business and will undertake any civil.

mechanical, electrical, hydraulic and building work. It will be fully

erjiiipped to handle large construction contracts for steam or electric

railways, and will be prepared to design, build, equip and operate

electric lighting plants and power installations, gas works, water

supply, sewage systems, piers, docks, harbor works, office buildings,

apartment houses, hotels, etc. Mr. H. C. Hitch, who has been for

several years connected with the Thompson-Starrctt Co. of New
York, as superintendent, has been engaged as superintendent of

building construction.

THE B. F. STURTEVANT CO., of Boston. Mass.. has just is-

sued a second edition of its Bulletin No. 63. showing generating

sets in a full line of 36 sizes ranging from 3 to 100 kw.. and equipped

with vertical simple, vertical compound or horizontal engines, ac-

(C
a
A Brake to Bank On

We w.int to talk ^o you about the Peacock Brake. We make it and sell thousands each year.

This brake is so simple, so easily operated, and does such effective work on any car, from tlie single

truck to the largest double truck heavy high speed suburban car, that if once tried it is always wanted.
The eccentrically geared cam takes up slack chain quickly and gives great power at the finish.

The cam or drum works on roller bearings, thus reducing friction. There are no sprockets for the

chain to run through and get cut up; or to kink up and put the brake out of business by locking the gears.

The roller bearings make it release like a top. The old spindle brakes, a back number now, often releases

hard,—jx>u know all about them.

Here's the fairest brake proposition ever made. We will send you, at our expense, a pair of Peacock
brakes, with chains complete, on thirty days' trial, and guarantee absolute satisfaction. All we want to

know is the style of car on which you want to install them. Pick out the meanest braking car you have.

Put these brakes on according to our directions. Take thirty or sixty days for trial. -the longer the trial the

better you will like them. If they are satisfactory pay us for theai. If not, ship them back at our expense.
Don't you think this offer is fair? Do you suppose we would make it unless we knew just what the

brake would do? We know we have a brake that you need. We will sell it on its merits or not at all.

Won't you let us hear from j'ou? Ask for our latest booklet and
references. Over three hundred roads in the United States and
Canada use these brakes. Our rights are fully covered by patents

and will be protected.

This is the PeBcock Bralte

Sole Manufacturers of Peacock Brakes

National Brake Company
Incorporated

Buffalo - . _ Nev/ York
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cording to size. .Ml of these engines arc equipped with forced hibri-

cation, watershed partitions and oil tight cases.

•'INTERURBAN RAILW.W CONSTRUCTION" Is the title

of an artistic bulletin just issued by J. G. While & Co., Inc. The
bulletin is illustrated with several interesting half-tone reproductions

of various phases of interurban railway work, as executed by the

White company. The reading matter in this bulletin describes the

organization and scope of the J. G. While Co. and the three asso-

ciated White companies—J. G. White & Co., Ltd., London, Eng-

land ; Waring-White Building Co.. Ltd.. London, and the Canadian

White Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

"DIS'IRICT STEAM HEAITNG" is the subject of a recent

attractive publication of the .\merican District Steam Co., loi Elm

St., Lockport, N. Y., manufacturer of the improved Holly system

of direct and exhaust district steam heating for cities and villages,

through underground mains. The publication is an exhaustive

treatise on steam heating as a business enterprise and is illustrated

throifghout with a number of half-tones of heaters and fittings,

curve sheets and meters, as well as a number of diagrams of recent

installations made by this company. The success of the system and

district steam heating is attested by the number of plants now in

operation. 250 of which this company has installed.

Columbus, Ohio.

The Columbus Railway & Light Co. is distributing a very attrac-

tive pamphlet describing and illustrating this tliriving western

city, the center of 18 .steam and 8 electric railways. The publication

describes the early history of the city, its rapid growth and develop-

ment, the manufacturing interests located there, the banks, libraries

and other public buildings. In speaking of the electric railway de-

velopment there and its effect on the city's development, it says :

"That 'Greater Columbus' is largely indebted to the stimulus the

advent of these interurban traction systems has exercised, will be

accepted without argument. Its geographical limits, as a munici-

pality of four miles from center to circumference, have, under their

segis, become expanded, for purposes of close business and social

intercourse, to a distance of 70 miles or more; and no one instru-

ment today is acting so potently in stimulating the continued com-

mercial growth of the city. The steam railroads have served, and

will continue to serve, their useful purpose in upbuilding; but that

most wonderful and facile agent of modern civilization, electricity,

may be expected to advance and perfect transportation and inter-

communication along channels never before conceived, or even

dreamed of. Let it be borne in mind that transportation is the

vehicle upon which every nation, state and city depends for its com-

merce. That tlic free flow of trafiic is the life of the city; and that

liy virtue of her location 'Greater Columbus' must continue to re-

main in the very forefront of this wonderful development."

The pamphlet is certainly an attractive one and is a publication of

no little merit. The Columbus Railway & Light Co. is to be con-

grntulalcd upon this publication.

From the West, East.

riic New York Central Lines offer a fast express service between

the west and the east that, for .speed and luxury is unsurpassed.

It includes the world's famous 20th Century Limited and Lake

Shore Limited, and niany other splendidly appointed fast trains.

Travelers who recognize the best in railroading select the New
York Central Lines for their trips.

• • « »

Summer Vacation Tours.

The Michigan Central, "The Niagara Falls Rnutc." tu the Thou-

sand Islands, St. Lawrence River, .\dirondacks, Lakes George and

Champlain, Catskills. Hudson River, White Mountains, Forests and

Lakes of Maine, New England Sea Coast, Michigan Resorts, etc.

For copy of illustrated booklet describing the above resorts address

O. W. Ruggles, G. P. & F. A., Michigan Central R. R., Chicago, 111.

•—*
The Illinois Valley Railway Co. is now building the extension

from Ladd to Princeton, a distance of 16 miles, and has placed the

orders for material for its 6-mile line from Marseilles to Seneca.

The surveyors have begun on the permanent location of this latter

line.

^ot spring Scrapers

As No^ Made Are "If

WE absolutely guarantee Three to One
better results than can be attained

with any other make of Scraper in

the market. We prepay freight on sample

orders, so that you take no chances in ordering

this machine. We stand the expense if not

found satisfactory in every way. Our Scrapers

are made for cleaning the rail, also between the

rails. Send for catalogues.

Manufactured by

KALAMAZOO RAILWAY
;;; SUPPL Y COMPANY :::

KALAMAZOO, iMICHIGAN

2 u
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The Philadelphia Subway and Elevated Railroad.

Description of the New Market St. Trunk IJne of the Fliiladelphia Rapid Transit Co. Ilnt-i-

neerinj; I'eatiires of the Subway and IMevated Divisions New Hrid«e Over
the Schuylkill River.

An orcliiiaiice for tlio constiiuiimi of ilie Marlcet Street Elevated

Passenger Ry. was approved liy llio city of Pliiladclpliia, Apr. 9,

igo2. By tliis ordinance the city granted permission to tlie applying

company, of wliieli the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. is now
lessee, for the eonstrnction of an elevated railway structure along

the Delaware River front north and south of Market St.. a subway
of two tracks from the Dclaw.are River to the city hall, a single

structures which at that time occupied the space allotted to the

subway structure.

The reproduction of the map tif the business district of Philadel-

phia between the Schuylkill and Delaware rivers has indicated upon
it the route of the subway and of the elevated portion of the line

extending along the Delaware River. The four-track portion of

the subw.iy is now built from the Schuylkill River east as far as the

NEW .SllnVl.kN.l. klVER BRIDGE OK rilll.AliEl.l'H l.\ U.\pn« TR,\.\SIT CO. I'ORT.M. OF M.-\RKET STREET SUBW.W .\T LEFT.

track subway loop about the business district east of the city hall,

a four-track subway from the city hall west to the Schuylkill River
and a double-track elevated structure from the river west to the

city limits of Philadelphia at 63rd St.

Some of the conditions imposed upon the railway company were
that conduit spaces should be furnished along the structure for city

wires, sound caused by moving trains should be deadened according
to the latest known engineering practice, provision shoidd be made
for catching all drips and falling substances from the elevated

structure and that the railway company bear the expense of adjust-
ing the location of all sewers, pipes, conduits and underground

city hall. The bridge across the Schuylkill River is ready for the

tracks and w-ork upon the elevated structure from the river west

towards 63rd St. is well under way.

Oiie of the earliest problems in the preliirtinarj- engineering work
for the construction of the subway and elevated structures was the

plotting of the location of the existing underground structures so

that plans could be made for the relocation of all underground

sewers, pipes and conduits. It was possible for the engineering de-

partment to obtain the location of a large portion of these from the

records of the Board of Highway Supcrx-isors of the city of Phila-

delphia. Por a number of years this board has been collecting all
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available informalioii as to the Ideation of gas mnins. water wains,

sewers, electric conduits and other underground structures. These

data the hoard has compiled and had plotted. As new structures are

placed in the streets information is gathered from time to time so

that gradually the records are becoming more and more complete.

Ill a number of cases the company made excavations for the pur-

pose of locating pipes, etc., which were particularly close to struc-

tures that the company contemplated building. Test holes were

dug along the proposed location so that data would be vailable as

to the nature of the soil and material to lie excavated for the sub-

way and tor the piers of the elevated structure.

Subway Division.
For convenience the eiuire subway and elevated work which it is

proposed to first build is divided into ii sections. Section No. i

comprises the bridge across the Schuylkill River carrying the two

surface car tracks and the two inclined tracks for the joining of the

grades of the subw.iy and elevated portions ; Section No. 2 com-

prises the double-track elevated structure from the west end of the

bridge along the center of Market St. to the terminal embankment

about 700 ft. west of 63rd St. ; Section No. .3, the 4-track subwa\

from the west house line of 15th St. to the west house line of 22nd

St. ; Section Xo. 4, the 4-track subway and incline from the west

house line of 2Jnd to and including the west abutment of tlic

cither side ut the subway, and provide a new outfall for tlie

sewer on the south side of the street. To care for the inlet con-

nections along the north side of the street, egg-shaped sewers were

built along Market St. from 15th St. to 22nd St.. thence north on

i6th, 18th, 19th and 22nd Sts. to the Arch St. sewer. This sewer,

which was budt as the subway excavation proceeded, is of concrete

steel construction with a brick invert. The inside cross-sectional

area is egg-shaped and is i ft. 6 in, wide and 2 ft. 3 in. high. The
concrete structure of the sewer is reinforced by 12 longitudinal

formed rods 'ys in. in diameter. These are spaced at equal in-

tervals about the perimeter of the sewer and are approximately 2

in. from the surface. The transverse rods are spaced 3 ft, center

to center. The transverse rods in the upper portion of the sewer

are J's in. in diameter and those in the lower portion Yi in. in diam-

eter. The sewer has a flat base 3 ft. 10 in. broad and is 4 ft. Yi in.

high, over all. This sewer was built of comparatively strong rein-

forced construction because of the probable settling of some portion

of the street where large pipes had been relocated or where the

sewer was in the bac'.< fill close to the subway wall.

The new sewer built along the sout'i side of Market St. to re-

place the old sewer hr.s a circular opening 3 ft. 6 in, in diameter at

the eastern end and 4 ft. 9 in. in diameter near the outfall. East

of 23rd St. this sewer is of reinforced concrete construction with

a brick iiivirt. .\t a jiiint al.nnt 275 ft. west of 23rd St. this scwcr

"^V^-

M.\p OF srnw.w .\Nn ei.ev.\teii R.\ii.Ko.\n.

Schuylkill River bridge; Section No. 5, conipris-.-s the loapi at the

Cit}' Hall Sq. and extending to Arcl; St. on the north, 13th St. on

the east. Walnut St, on the south and joining with Section 3 at

the west house line of 15th St. ; Section No. 6, the double-track

subway from the west house line of 13th St. to the east portal at

Front and Third Sts. ; Section No. 7, the incline from the east portal

to the beginning of the elevated structure at Arch St. and Delaware

.^ve. ; Section No. 8, the single-track subway on Walnut St. between

Broad and Fifth Sts. ; Section No. 9. the single-track subway on

Fifth St. from Walnut to Arch St. : Section No. 10. the single-track

subway on .\rch St. from Broad St. to Fifth St.; Section No. 11.

the double-track elevated structure along the Delaware River front

from Arch and Water Sts. to South St. and Delaware Ave.

The contract for the construction of the four-track portion of tlu'

subway from the Schuylkill River bridge east to the city hall was

let to the E. E. Smith Contracting Co., Apr. i, 1903, at which time

active work was begun. This contract included the reconstruction

of the sewage system on Market St. between 15th and 22nd Sts

and the building of the outfall sewer from 22nd St. to the Schuyl-

kill River.

Most of the old sewers on Market St. drained north by way of

the intersecting streets to a trunk sewer and outfall on Arch St. As
the building of the subway would intercept the sewers on the north

and south streets and thus shut off the outlets to the original

sewers along Market St., which sewers fell within the subway
location, it was thought best to build two separate sewers, one on

makes a reverse curve across Market St. This portion of the sewer

is built of two rings of brick, making a wall 9 in. thick. The out-

fall portion of the sewer consists of a bed of concrete 7 ft. wide sup-

porting the lower half of the sewer, which consists of one layer of

lirick. The upper half consists of two layers of brick and a rein-

forcement at the points where the outer layer of brick connects

with the concrete base. This sewer on the south side of Market

St. receives the drainage from the cross streets intersecting Market

St. from the south and carries it westward and under the Baltimore

& Ohio R. R. track to the outfall into the Schuylkill River. An
illustration is presented showing the sewer in process of construc-

tion at a point where it is offset from the line of the subway wall

to pass a duct chamber.

The work comprised in the contract for sections 3 and 4 also in-

cluded the widening of Market St. on the north side west of 22nd St.,

raising the grade of Market St. about 12 ft. at its intersection with

23rd St., repaying the driveways and sidewalk and also raising the

grades and repaving the adjacent streets to meet the revised grade

of Market St. as authorized by ordinances of the city councils ap-

proved Dec. 24, 1902.

The raising of the grade of Market St. was necessary to allow

the tracks from the subway to make ascent to the bridge over the

Schuylkill River and permit of sufficient clearance to pass over the

tracks of the Baltimore & Ohio R. R., which parallels the east side

of the river, without exceeding the established maximum for subway

tracks, which is 5 per cent. With the street in its new position and
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the siiliway as coiislriiclcfl the tcvisioii rif ^rnilc has oljviatcd a

steep ascent to the east side of tl]e eily britl){e over the river and

12 ft. of clearance hcnclicial lo (he suhway grade has lieoii obtained.

The center line of the subway coincides with the center line of

Market St. to .-i point ^- ft. west of 22nd St., where it deflects to

the norll) cm a reversed transition cnrvc of 1,000 ft. center radius

to meet the bridue over the SchnylUill River. The company's bridKe

is parallel with .ind imi ft. north of the city bridne on Market St.

The western end of the covered subway terminates at a port;il

about 1.10 ft. west of 23rd St. From the portal (be tracks ascen'l to

the bridxe between rctaininp; walls of concrete.

The subway between the city hall .md the Schuylkill River is

built for four tracks, the two outer tracks to receive the surface

trolley cars from West Philadelphia .nid the two inner tracks to

receive the trains from the elevated structure extending west on

Market St. from the Schuylkill River to .a terminal outside of the

citv limits and in Delaware Co. near the West Chester pike. The

is formed of concrete arches supported on slccl I-brams 5 ft. apart

placed across the subway; the side walls are of concrete reinforced

with steel rods and the floor is of concrete alone. The roof beams

are 20 in. deep and support the concrete jack arches, which have

a rise of H'/j in. at the walls and tj',< in. at the center of the suh-

way, givinK a slope of i in. in 6 fl. for drainaRc.

The concrete door structure is hrouitht up between the lines of

the track lo form longitudinal foundations for the rows of roof

supporting columns. The elevation of the top of these foundations

or benches is that of the base of the track rail. The roof supporting

columns are I -shaped in section and arc made up of four 4 x 3 x

f6 in. angles riveted to a !4 x 6 in. plate. At the tops of the columns

where they join the roof beams additional plates to form the proper

connection are riveted on and at the lases the columns arc similarly

reinforced. After a column is set in place the mass of concrete in

the foimdation is brought up above the bearing plate of the column

so that with the dowels it is securely anchored. Plans for the plac-

SUUW.AY, LOOKING E.V.ST FROM JJND ST., JAN. 22, I905.

connection between the suliuay and the elevated structure is made

over a four-track four-span steel bridge across the Schuylkill.

The outer tracks of the subway for the use of the surface cars

will connect with a loop around the business district via Walnut.

Fifth and Arch Sts. so that the local cars eastbound in the subway

will run on the south outside track and after encircling the loop

return to the w-est by the north outside track.

The two inner tracks for the elevated trains will continue on

east from the city hall as a double-track subway under Market St.

The subway will extend eastward to a point between Water and

Front Sts., where by an incline between the two latter streets the

subway will terminate at a portal near Arch St. From the portal

the track will pass onto an elevated structure leading to Delaware

Ave. and extending southward along the Delaware river front to

South St.

The four track portion of the subway has a width of 48 ft 6 in.

in the clcai between the walls and is 14 ft. 6 in. high between the

base of the rails and the lower side of the roof beams. Three inter-

mediate lines of columns support the roof, which is designed to

carry the heaviest street traffic liable in any municipality. The roof

ing of the columns included reinforced concrete bulkheads enclosing

each alternate pair of columns to a height of 4 ft. $'4 '"• above the

base of the rail. This design was modified after the construc-

tion began and a system of reinforced concrete struts connecting

the columns about ten feet above the bases was substituted. The

drawing of a cross-section through tangent 4-track construction

illustrates the general design of the subway walls and roof from

23rd St. to the river. At this location the tracks and subway

structure are built on a reverse curve. The dcsigit for the straight

track structure differs only in the thickness of the side wall, which

in tangent 4-track construction is 3 ft. s'^ in. thick and in the

special curved portions is 4 ft. 5!'i in. thick.

The roof over the entire subway is waterproofed with asphalt

mastic. This waterproofing material is put on in two layers each

' 2 in. thick and has a protecting covering of 3 in. of concrete. The

average depth of back till supported by the roof of the subway is

6 ft. The material used in back filling was taken from the subway

excavation. In order to prevent any settlement of the street above

the back till is packed by means of flushing and hand tamping.

In constructing the subway one side of Market St. and the doublt
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track surface trolley line are kept clear at all times. As the work
proceeds a trench is dug of siiflicicnt width to accommodate the

south wall of the subway, the sewer built just outside the wall and

the south row of roof supporting columns. The dirt along the two

sides of this trench is held in position by pine sheeting 2 in. thick

and 12 ft. long. One first course of sheeting is driven down to its

full length, then a second course of similar sheeting just inside

the first course is driven down to the level of the subwav floor as

tlie roof arches arc set. 'I he concrete is mixed on the street level

above and distributed by means of cluites extending through open-

ings in the street surface to the forms below. The mixture used in

the roof construction has the proportions of too lb. of cement to

3 cu. ft. of gravel or sand and 6 cu. ft. of broken stone.

As the excavation to the sub-level of the floor proceeds, the con-

crete structure of the floor follows. The mixture for the floor is

of the proportions 1-3-6, the same as is used in the roof, except that

5£ ofv £ '/-v /2^efr

CROSS SECTION OF rouK-Tn,\rK si'i;w.\v.

the excavation proceeds. The sewer and subway construction are

advanced at the same rate, using a short flume to turn the flow

from the old sewer to the new as the bore advances. Following

the construction of the south portion of the tunnel and at a distance

of about three blocks in its rear is the excavation for the north

portion and the construction of the north wall. As the two outer

sections proceed and the walls and roof supporting columns between

the lines of the track arc erected the middle core is removed. Over
the location of this middle portion of the subway are the two tracks

of the Market St. surface line, which it is necessary to keep in

operation at all times. In advance of the center core excavation,

longitudinal timbers are placed under the ends of the ties so that

they carry the weight of the track sub-structure over the mid-

SEWEK OF REINFORCED CONCRETE (INVERT LINED WITH BRICK), SHOWING
DEFLECTION AROUND DUCT CH.^MDER.

die core. As the dirt is removed these timbers are kept blocked

up under the tracks until there is room to insert posts and braces.

These temporary posts supporting the tracks and street above stand

on the floor of the excavation and remain in place until the center

row of columns and the roof I-beams which they support are set.

The long posts are then removed and the track supported by crib-

bing resting on top of the subway roof beams. Next the forms for

much of the sand and gravel for the floor mixture is obtained by

screening the material excavated from the subway bore. This

screened gravel is mixed half and half with broken stone grit before

being put in the concrete for the column bases. The subway floor

under the center of the tracks has an average depth of 11 in., upon

which additional concrete will be placed in the track formation

and due to the presence of a sub-drainage system no waterproofing

is used in the floor.

In one of the illustrations which shows the cross-section of the

subway may be seen the arran.gement for draining the four tracks.

Along the center of the two outer tracks and 50 ft. apart are built

sumps with iron gratings covering the openings. Parallel with the

track and two feet below it extends a 12-in. terra-cotta drain pipe

for collecting the water from these sumps. Under the two middle

tracks the sumps arc located 500 ft. apart and are connected to op-

posite sumps under the outer tracks by 4-in. terra cotta pipe buried

in the floor structure. Draining into each of the sumps along the

outer tracks is a 4-in. terra-cotta pipe built in the floor structure

and extending to an elbow outside of the subway wall The mouths

of these elbows are turned downward and protected by beds of

broken stone. The purpose of these pipes is to drain any water

from the soil and keep the tunnel dry.

!n that portion of the subway now constructed from the city hall

west to the portal at the Schuylkill all the drainage from this sys-

tem of sumps is led to a collecting chamber at 22nd St. Directly

over this chamber which forms an offset in the north subway wall

is the pump house containing the machinery for removing the

drainage water. Mounted on the floor of this pump house are two

vertical motors which are direct connected to centrifugal pumps

sunk in the suction chamber below. The motors of these pumps
are controlled by floats in the suction chamber. The drainage

water is lifted through a 6-in. discharge pipe to the city sewer

system under the street above.

As the floor system was completed along the outer tracks the side

wall was carried up to the level of the lower row of the ducts which

form a part of the side walls. In the south wall there are 57 ducts

for the railway company's cables and 21 for the Keystone Tele-

phone Co's. cables. No ducts are in the north wall. After the base

of the wall has been formed in place, the triple-duct vitrified pipes

are set up in their proper positions and cemented together with a

mixture of one part cement to two parts of sand. The individual

rows of ducts are separated by J-^-in. layers of this mixture. The
side of the ducts away from the subway is plastered with a layer of
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lliis iciiuiil iiiisliin- \i\inu wliicli is apiilird lln- w;il<T|irci<iriii(;. I li'-

wati'i-pioofiMK (if llic side walls consists nf a (irst coat of "Ccrion"

watcr-proofiiiR followed by otic layer of Inirlap, tlicii a second coal

of "Cerion" folliiweil hy a layer of burlap, then a third coat of

"Ccrion," inaliiriK in all tlircc coats of tli<! waterproofinK material

.mil lUM I.ni IS nf burlap. This waterproofing is carried up the oul-

sidi' of llie line of ducts to connect with the asphalt mastic water-

proollnK in the roof of the subway, The tiers of <hK'ts in the south

CllNSTKfCTION OF CONCRETE ROOF AT 23RD ST.

wall form the core of the structure from the elevation of the base

of the track rail to a height of about one foot below the roof sup-

porting girders. This waterproofing compound called "Cerion" is

a by-product obtained from the residuum in the process of refining

petroleum. Outside of the waterproof covering for the cable ducts

is a layer of concrete of the 1-3-6 mixture, 8 in. thick. The side

walls are reinforced by horizontal S^-in. rods spaced 18 in. center to

center, intersecting vertical rods i in. in diameter spaced 12 in.

center to center.

Those portions of the norlh wall wliich are 3 ft. thick and carr>

no cable conduits have no waterproof covering. The underdrains

will relieve the wall of the subway of any continued pressure from

water in the sub-soil and it is therefore expected that the concrete

wall 3 ft. thick will not be affected by water from the outside.

The duct chambers for the Keystone Telephone Co's. cables and

the electric railway feeder cables are built side by side, but are not

connected. The duct chambers for the electric railway cables are

built as offsets or bays in the subway wall. The opening in the

wall of the front of the duct chambers is 8 ft. 6 in. high by 11 ft.

6 in. wide. Two 15-in. I-beams set side by side and 9 in. center to

center carry the upper portion of the subway wall over this 11 ft.

6 in. span. The ends of these beams extend 12 in. into the wall

and the concrete mass of the wall above is built from the bottom

of these I-beams upward to thoroughly anchor them and protect a^

much surface as possible from rust. The rear wall of the duct

chamber is built as a segment of a cylinder with a radius of 8 fi

3 in. for its inner face which interesects the subway wall on the

line of the outer face. This arched wall is of hard-burned brick

and is made up of a section 13 in. thick, then a layer of the standard

subway wall waterproofing which is protected by an outer layer of

brick 4^< in. thick. The floor of the duct chamber is on a level

with and is accessible from the subway lloor. This duct chamber

floor has a slight slope so that it drains to the sump system ex-

tending along under the subway tracks. Entrance to the duct cham-
ber may be had through 36-in manhole cover in the street above.

This cover is supported on concrete walls resting on the subway
wall and the brick wall of the duct chamber.

Kach duct chamber is furnished with a pipe ladder, the lower end

resting on the iloor of the cliamhcr and the other cud hooked over

a channel iron which spans the openinu of the chamber and is

parallel with the 15-in. I-beams supporting the subway wall. The

l-bcams and the channel iron ari- connected by angh' irons and the

channel iron is designed to hold in place and carry part of the load

of the 21 telephone ducts which cross aWjve the opening in the

subway wall which forms the mouth of the duct chamber. For

convenience in drawing in cables, a steel rod is secured at either

side of the chamber. This rod is held in a vertical position by

anchors of strap iron sunk in the subway wall close to the duct

openings. The channel iron, just mentioned, supports a set of

rollers moiuited on a shaft parallel with and just Ijclow it. When it

is desired to draw a cable through one of the ducts the rope is

drawn through the duct frfim some other manhole or duct chamtjcr

along the subway wall and brought across the subway chamber and

through a snatch block hooked at a snil.-iblc height on this vctrical

pulling rod. I'rom the snatch block so placed the rope can pass

over the roller above and out through the manhole to the winch

or system of blocks and tackle used for pulling.

The cables entering from any duct arc carried around the curved

portion of the duct chamber wall on adjust.'ible malleable iron cable

brackets supported on pressed steel racks. This arrangement allows

the necessary amount of .slack at the duct chambers for making

splices for taps to the c.ibles and yet permits their being placed on

the racks permanently and with but slight bends from the original

line as they diverge from the ducts to the arched wall to the

chamber.

The duct chamber for the Keystone Telephone Co's. cables has

a concrete bottom with brick walls similar to that of the electric

railway duct chambers. The two chambers adjoin but are separated

by a l2-iii. wall of brick which is not pierced except by a 2-in.

wrought iron pipe which leads the drainage from the Ixdtom of the

telephone duct chamber through the intervening wall and down to

the floor of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co's. duct chamber.

The floor of the telephone cable duct chamber is on the level with

the top of the I-beams mentioned as supporting the wall over the

npeiiin.g from the subway to the first mentioned duct chamber.

IILIT CH.VMBEK.

The 21 telephone cable ducts terminate in their chamber in the

same manner as the ducts for the power cables in the other

chamber. The manhole covers used for the street openings to the

two chambers are similar except lor the lettering cast in the covers.

Each manhole has two sets of covers, the lower one being designed

to be waterproof and being provided with a 2-in. galvanized iron

drain pipe which leads any water that may collect to the sj:np sys-
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tcni under the subway tracks. The pairs of lUict chambers as just

described are built about 200 ft. apart along the south wall of the

subway.

Provision has been made for ventilation of the subway by build-

ing chambers along the sides with connections to the outer atmos-

phere. These chambers are so designed that fans may be installed

to increase the circulation if found necessary, .^t 15th St. there

are two chambers in the north wall with an air duct connecting to

a vent about 15 ft. hijjb built against the face of the wall of the

Pennsylvania R. R. train shed. There are two similar vents be-

tween i6th and 17th Sts. .At cither end of the 19th St. station there

are simple vent chambers built as offsets in the north subway wall.

These chambers are carried up to the sidewalk level and covered

by iron gratings. At 2Jnd St. there is a ventilation chamber in the

north wall with an air duct of reinforced concrete extending hori-

zontally under the sidewalk to connect with the concrete founda-

tions of an ornatiiental masonry stack 60 ft. high. This stack stands

just inside the street line on city property leased to United Gas Im-

provement Co. ; 400 ft. west of this slack is the portal of the subway.

along the tracks half way to the adjacent stations. A unique type

of switch for the control of the main feed current for the lighting

will be mounted on this panel. This switch is of the double-throw

C-pole type. With the switch in the upper position the lights in

the station and along the subway will be fed from the secondary

of a transformer located in a lireproof compartment under the sta-

tion stairs. With the switch in its lower position the same lights

and circuits will be fed from the direct current feeder cables.

The track in the subway will be laid with 90-lb. A. S. C. E. section

rails. Current for the operation of the surface cars will be dis-

tributed by a No. 0000 grooved trolley wire flexibly suspended from

wrought iron hangers which have been built into the concrete of

the roof structure. The express tracks will be provided with a pro-

tected third-rail similar to that which is yet to be decided upon for

use on the elevated structure.

Schuylkill River Bridge.
The 4-track bridge across the Schuylkill River connecting the in-

cline from the subway on the cast side of the river with the surface

L^L-jjj,t^^i^„t-,i„ i4!iry^^^'^y^^

0"
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PLAN AND SECTION OF UNDERGROUND STATION.

In the four-track portion of the subway tbere will be passenger

stations at isth St. and at 19th St. Of these, the 15th St.

station will be th« only one used by the express trains from the

elevated structure. One of the illustrations shows the plan of the

19th St. station, together with a view of the platform and a cross-

section of the subway at this point. At either end of the platforms

of the 19th St. station provision has been made in the subway
structure for the omission of enough of the roof supporting columns

to permit of the laying of crossovers bitwcen the express and local

tracks.

The stations and platforms, as well as the subway, will be lighted

from circuits which may be fed from the direct current power
feeders or from transformers taking current from the alternating

current high-tension cables. At each station will be placed a panel

board with the control switches for the station lights and those

and elevated tracks on the west side is made up of five spans. The

center span is a truss with an arched top chord having a length of

212 ft. The spans adjacent to this one are each Pratt trusses, the one

on the west being 87 ft. 8 in. long, and the one on the east being 95

ft. long. The spans at the east and west ends of the bridge are

of plate girder construction, the west one being 79 ft. long and the

east one 75 ft. long.

The piers of this bridge are built upon solid rock below the bed

of the stream. The west shore pier was built with two pneumatic

caissons, one under each of the pairs of trusses. On the caissons

is a continuous pier of rock-faced coursed ashlar masonry with a

concrete filling. An arched reinforced concrete bulkhead joins the

concrete in the two caissons and supports the middle portion of the

pier. On top of the wall connecting the two caissons are built two

small piers with arched openings through their centers. Each of
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these piers is of rock-faced coursed ashlar masonry with a filling

of concrete and a coping of tooled Rranitc. The entire height of

this pier from hed rock to the bearing plates of the spans is abont

di fl The two river piers supporting the ends of the long span and

lli( Iwo adjacent short spans arc built of coiR-retc below low water

level. This concrete supports a rocked faced coursed ashlar ma-

sonry pier with a concrete lilling. The river piers arc built solid

and have granite copings and seats for the bearing plates. 'I'lie

east shore pier is of construclinn similar to the two river piers.

The east abutment supporting the end of the plale girder span over

the Baltimore & Ohio tracks is built of concrete.

At the intersection of the south retaining wall along the subway

incline with this abutment, provision has been made for concrete

passageways leading from the local station platforms, which are on

the cast span, cither to the street or to a covered passageway con-

necting this station vvilh llie platforms of the nearby Baltimore &
Ohio R. R. station. The west abutment which supports the end of

the pl.-ite girder span over tin- I'eimsylv.ini.i K. K, tracks and also

furnishes a footing for the coluums supporting the upper spans, is

of masonry conslrnclion resting upon a pile footing.

.\t the east end of tlic reverse curve by which the line of the sub

w.iy is offset 100 fl. north to the line of the bridsrc the incline begnis

The portion of the incline in the subway has a grade of 4.9 per

ceiU for tlie local tracks and 4.76 per cent for the express tracks.

.\l llie f;ice of the poit,[l llie grades break and the local tracks have

.1 grade of 5.86 per cent to the east abntntent .'md the express tracks

a grade of 5 per cent to the same poiiU. 1 he reverse curve ends in

the latter section 38 ft. east of the east al)utmei:t of the river bridge.

The east approach span, wiiicli is of ])late girder construction am!

supports the platforms of a local passenger station, has the same

grade as the tracks which it carries. All four tracks have a grade

of 4.63 per cent on this span, but the express tracks are 2 ft. 5 in.

lower than the local tracks. .At the east shore pier the grade of

the express tracks changes to 4.323 per cent, which grade is main-

tained by these tracks across the east Pratt truss, the center span,

the west Pratt truss and the deck girders forming the west ap-

proach from the elevated structure. The local tracks on the east

Pratt truss are on a slight grade until Ihe center span is reached,

over which they are carried on a level grade. .At the west end of

llie center sp.m the profile breaks to a descending grade of 2..'!4

per cent along Ihe west rr.itt truss. .\t the west shore pier the

grade again changes to ;i .66 per cent grade across the plate girder

approach to the west .•ibntment, where the tracks pass onto the

street surface.

The drawing of the elevation and five cross-sections of this bridge

shows the arrangement of the local and express tracks in the dif-

ferent spans. The cast Pratt truss is a through truss with the

track supported on stringers in the usual manner. The center span

is also a through truss, but because of the elev,-ilcd position of the

of the girders supported by a rocker bent on the shore pier and by

a tower at the west end connecting the span with the elevated struc-

ture. The design of the west approach spans was made more in-

Iricatc because the tracks arc on a reverse curve with the point of

t.ingency about over the west shore pier.

Along the north side of the bridge, from shore to shore, is a

sidewalk 6 ft. wide. The system of ducts as carried along the south

wall of the subway structure is continued across this bridge. The
cables brought along the subway pass into a duct chamber in the

east abutment, then into a system of ducts supported by two girders

to a second tluct chamber at the east shore pier. The construction

of these ducts is similar to that in the subway except that they arc

supported in a special steel box. In the duct chamber on the cast

shore pier a reverse bend is made in the cables and they again pass

into a straight line of ducts extending under the east-lraund local

track on the east Pratt truss and the long center span. At the west

end of the center span a steel duct chamber or house is built and

the line of ducts again ofTsct so that they arc under the castbound

express track on the west Pratt truss and .approach. A standard

manhole built against the west abutment of the bridge accommo-

il.ites the transferring of the cables from the bridge ducts to the

underground ducts in West Philadelphia. This bridge was built

,111(1 erected by the American Bridge Co.

Elevated Structure.
.\t the west end of the Schuylkill River brid'^e the express tracks

reverse to the south and continue out Market St. as a tangent to n

point C50 ft. west of ft.^rd St., where by an easy curve they reach the

lirivatc right of way of the company and pass on to the new
terminal station being built near 68th St. Throughout the length

of Market St. in west Philadelphia the tracks are carried on an

elevated structure of the lattice girder type with ballasted floor con-

struction. .At 63rd St., which is the western limit of the city of

Philatlelphia, the design changes to that of an open floor from this

point to the abutment where the tracks pass onto the embankment

Ml the private right of way. The entire length of the structure

from the west end of the river bri<lge to the abutment where the

tracks leave Market St. and pass onto the terminal property is

9.375 ft. rhe length of the portion built on the private right of

way is 2,300 ft.

In designing all the structures for the Market Street Rlcvatcd

r.issenger Railway Co., a car was assumed 32 ft. 6 in. between truck

centers and a wheel base of 5 ft. ft in., e.'ich axle to carry 25,000 lb.

The elevated structure will support a double-track railway on a

solid steel floor from the Schuylkill River bridge to 63rd St. From
there westward 690 ft. to the abutment of the surface structure the

tracks will be supported upon cross ties laid upon longitudinal

stringers. Beginning at the west end of the bridge, the longitudinal

girders will be of plate construction for a distance of 325 ft. on the

--V-
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tratcd, are of concrete with four anchor bolts to each column.

These bolts are buried to a depth of 4 ft. 6 in. in the concrete mass
of the piers. In many cases, gas and watcrpipes arc so close to the

street surface that it was necessary to provide grillages with beams
owing to insufficient depth for reinforced concrete construction to

~-»-£S'-

^iJll^lf *.JU'.!Ui/.

SECTION OF ELEV.-\TED ST.\TION.

carry tlic columns. .•\11 steel work in grillages of this kind is en-

cased in concrete, the concrete being locked to the sides of the

vertical surfaces to maintain permanent contact and prevent cor-

rosion. On filled or soft ground special designs for foundations

were necessary and spread footings of reinforced concrete were

built to make the unit pressure low. When the bases of the columns

are permanently set over the anchor holts, a cast iron fender placed

around the base of each column is filled with concrete. The upper

portion of this fender is open to permit of the proper tamping of

the concrete, and when the interior is filled the upper surface is

troweled to a smooth finish.

The columns are I-shape and are made up of two 15-in. chan-

nels, to the a.\ial line of which is fastened a 14 .x '}i-m. web, the

connection between the parts being made by four 4 x 3V2 x J^-in.

angle irons. These columns have base plates 30 in. square and are

reinforced at the bottom by two side plates 2i;/2 in. high and the full

width of the base plate.

The SO-it. longtitudinal lattic girders have five panels each. The
upper cliord of the girders is made up of one web plate 8 in. deep

I he transverse members, which are spaced 10 ft. apart along the

structure, are of plate construction consisting of a 34 x .>8-in. web,

and two upper and two lower angles each 6 x 6 .x ^i in. in size.

.•\long each side of the structure a gangway is placed supported on

curved brackets opposite the cross floor beams. The gangways are

protected by pipe hand rails arranged so that there will be no

rattling of the pipes. The use of threads for the pipe joints will be

displaced by specially designed joints.

The transverse beams support a trough floor structure made up

of Z-bars and plates. A special feature of the steel deck is the

curved plate forming the bottom of each trough. Any water settling

/-^'x ^'_3 "S£^lv^/7

s-o-^ 9-^
COLUMN FOOTING.

through the roadbed above is delivered to the middle of tl-.ese plates,

whence it escapes throug:h holes punched two or three feet apart

along the center of the plates. These holes punched in the plate

are specially made with a drip point about one-eighth inch in length

on the lower side so that alkaline water will not run along the

underside of the deck and destroy the paint. .-\t the points where

the steel floor joins with the cross floor beams small angles, called

CROSS SECTION AND ELEV.-NTION IF ELEV.\TED STRLXTL'RE.

by -5.^ in. thick and four angles 6 x 3'A x 'A in. in size. The lower
chord is formed of two 6 x 6 x 'A-'m. angles and two cover plates

14 X 5^ in. The vertical and diagonal members are angle sections

riveted to -^^-in. gussets which are in turn riveted to the upper and
lower members of the girder.

drip angles, are riveted onto the lower side of the troughs, so that

any leakage which may occur at these junctions will fall off the struc-

ture from the drip angles and not run along under the steel work.

E.xpansion joints are provided in the longitudinal steel work of the

structure at points from 150 to 200 ft. apart. At expansion joints
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ill tlic sIriKluic sli'cl il^iiii', •.iiiMi"!! Ilic ciiiicrclc, lliis concrete bciiiB

aiiehorcd to the vertical surface.

Tlie stcc! deck siippurls a floor of c-oncrel.', rrinforci-rl willi sicil

fabric. 'Ilie upper surface of this concrete has a granolithic sur-

face and the floor along the structure slopes toward a loiigilndinal

gutter midway between the sides of the struclure. This floor has

a ,?
per cent transverse grade. Steel work on the upper side of the

floor system is covered with concrete. Wherever concrete is de-

posited against vertical or inclined surfaces a special method of lock-

ing is used, 'lo such surfaces are fastened stud holts, upon which

wire is wrapped, acting ;is an anchor between the steel and concrete.

In this way it is expected to secure the benefit of the ])rotection of

the steel by the concrete and also diminish the liability of its shaking

loose and thus allowing water to reach the steel and produce cor-

rosion.

.\ bed In cniifiiir llie b.dl.i^t I r.iii-.versel y .'iiid llnis m.'iintain the

ali.mniii'iil 111' llir (r.iek is ni.idi- by (be coneri'lc llor)r ,ind two dams.

The track 8iil>struclurc coinjiriscs the ordinary crosi-tic and rock

ballast formation. At all points there will he 5 in. or more of bal-

last inider the tics to prevent injury to the concrete floor by the

tamping tools. Where the grade of the track is 2 per cent or over

transverse ridges are made in the concrete bed at right angles to the

line of the structure to prevent creeping of the track. A. S. C. E.

section (jc-lb. rails will be usc-d and the third rail.s, which will lie

between the two tracks, will be supported by special insulators.

The direct current cables for feeding the third rail will be under

the structure and taps will be made between the cables and the raili

at each expansion joint in the structure. 'I'hesc taps will pass up

through the floor plates and be led to a suitable height nearly under

the third rail through a special vertical pipe whose base will l>c

buried in the concrete <lani alongside the central gutter.

The elevated structure from Schuylkill River west will have eight

passenger stations each with a jilatform on the north and south sides

of the railway. These stations will be located at the intersection at

TEKMIN.\L V.-^RDS .\T 68tH ST.

At the outside of the structure the concrete is brought up against a

facia channel with its top on a level with the tops of the tics. The

concrete is anchored to this channel by the steel fabric of the con-

crete floor, which is fastened to the channel by bolts through the

web, these holding the fabric about 2 in. from the metal. The other

side of the bed is made by a concrete dam. 8 in. high and 16 in.

wide at the base, forming one side of the gutter in the center of

the structure.

Frequent holes through the two dams forming the center gutter

will allow for the draining of the granolithic surface supporting the

ballast. The water thus collected in the center drain is led to cast

iron spouts which pass through the center deck plates near trans-

verse girders and dicharge into gutters fastened to the side of the

girders and leading to cast iron conductor pipes down the sides of

the columns. Where the railway is on a grade of i per cent or

over the longitudinal gutter between the tracks has the same grade

as the floor of the structure, but if the grade is less than I per cent

the gutter is provided with a fall of not less than 1 in 100 by local

inclination between the column bents.

Market St. with the following streets: 32nd St., 36th St., 40th St.,

46th St., S2nd St., 56th St., 60th St. and 63rd St. The illustration

of the cross-section of one of these stations is typical of all the ele-

vated railway stations except that at 32nd St., where the diverging

of diagonal streets requires a special arrangement.

The station platforms arc carried on separate girders to avoid

vibration, these girders being supported on brackets from the outer

side of columns. At stations where the railway is higher than other

parts of the line the plate cross floor beams are replaced by lattice

girders which serve as transverse bracing to stiffen the stnicttire.

Cross passages are provided under the tracks at each station to

make connection between the two platforms. In order to gain

roonj above the standard under clearance between the street sur-

face and these platforms, the entire structure at the stations is

higher than the adjacent portions of the line. The platforms at the

stations will be 10 ft. wide and alwut 350 ft. long.

The entire structure will have three coats of paint, one put on

before erection and two more after all the steel work is in place

The tints of these coats will be different, so as to be readily dis-
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tinguishable. All recesses which would retain water or through

which water could enter will be filled with ccnuiU and covered with

a special waterproofing compound.

At Millbourne Mills the elevated structure terminates and the

tracks pass onto a private right of way. This right of way follows

an easy curve around a hill to the terminal and shop properly at

68th and Market Sts. Mere will be built a transfer station for

the use of the patrons of the Market Street Elevated Passenger

CONCRETE MIXING OUTFIT AND TOOLS.

Railway Cn , the Philadelphia & West Chester Traction Co. and

Philadelphia & Western Railroad Co.

The plan of tlie terminal property illustrates the track layout at

the transfer station and shops. The two tracks of the elevated road

pass between the two surface platforms of the terminal station.

Just west of the unloading platform of the trains from the city, the

westbound track divides and a loop permits tl'.e incoming car to

return directlv to ihe outgoing platform witliout the necessity of

the motorman changing ends. The two tracks passing between the

platforms continue west to Mill Road, then north to the storage

yards and shops. These shop tracks pass under the loop track and

under the four tracks of the Philadelphia & Western R. R.

The Philadelphia & Western R. R.'s four track line enters the

terminal property from the west, crossing over the three ladders

leading to the storage and shop tracks and passing the terminal

station at an elevation lo ft. above tlie tracks of the elevated road.

The terminal station platform for the Philadelphia & Western pas-

sengers is located directly over the unloading platform of the ele-

vated road.

South of the eastbound track of the elevated road is a retaining

wall supporting an embankment upon which are the storage and

terminal tracks of the Philadephia & West Chester Traction Co.

On this terminal property will be the inspection shop and repair

shop for the elevated railway cars. The inspection shop will be a

concrete-steel structure 224 ft. long by 86 ft. 3 in. wide with four

pit tracks extending the length of the building. Parallel with the

inspection shop and 35 ft. from it will be the machine shop and

jacking-up shop. The machine shop will be 112 ft, long by 86 ft.

wide, and the jacking-up and truck repair shop will l:e loj ft. long

by 86 ft. wide, with five pit tracks and a small transfer t;ib!c in the

latter mentioned shop. In front of the jacking-up shop will be a

large transfer table, and the car washirg room and the general repair

shop. This building will be 138 ft. wide by 139 ft. long and will

also contain the offices and washrooms for employes. East of the

truck repair shop and joining it will be a fireproof storeroom 86 ft.

X 112 ft. in size. Steam and electric sidings will er.ter this wing.

The space between the two main buildings, which is .^5 ft. wide and

224 ft. long, will be served with an electric overhead crane for the

handling of material and refuse.

The type of cars to be used on the elevated and subwa> lines in

Philadelphia will be of a late design with enclosed platforms 1 uill

along general lines of the cars now used by the Boston Klcvated

Railway Co. and the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railway Co.

in Chicago. Each car will be cquip])ed with two G. E. 66 motors

mounted on one of the trucks. All the equipment will he provided

with G. E. automatic acceleration train control. The trains will

operate throughout the lenglh of the line at an avera,ge speed of 15

miles per hour.

Power Equipment of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.

During the pa^-t year the operation of the entire system of the

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. demanded a total of nearly 140.-

000,000 kw. h.. this being an increase of 15.02 per cent over that

required for the year 11)03. One of the illustrations shows in a

graphical way the growth in

the amount of energy required

for the operation of the rail-

way system from i8g8, when
less than 70,000,000 kw. h.

were used, up to and including

1004, when this amount was

doubled.

The power generating sys-

tem of this company comprises

II generating stations, 6 rotary

converter sub-stations and 6

storage batteries. The generat-

ing capacity of the II stations

as now installed is 33,600 kw.

direct current and S,ooo kw.

alternating current. With the

.ANNUAL OUTPUT OF POWER STATIONS, exception of One Station these

power houses are all equipped

with direct-current generators and slow speed engines, although a

few high-speed engines are still in use as auxiliaries. The boilers

are generally of the water-tidie type, made by the Babcock & Wilcox

Co., Thayer & Co., and the Parker Boiler Co. All of the stations

with the exception of two are now operating with condenser sys-
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lie line' r.ililcs cninicct this sl;itinii with four other dirccl current

K'oiicratiiiK stations. The upper har can at will l)e rlivided and any

portion of the feeders divcrgiiiR from the station be fed independ-

ently from one of the other stations by means of the scctionalized

upper 1)11'! liar. Ry means of these tie lines the company is thus

enalileil (n kicp llie ensines in these several stations prf)perly loaded

at all tiiiii's of th<- day.

rill- hniler rniiiii nf this st.-ition is ei|iiip|iei| willi nineteen .375-

h. p. ll.il)Cocl< it Wilcox boilers and one 4fX) h. )) I'arker boiler

riiesc boilers arc hand fired. The coal used is brnuKht to the

station in waKons and after passing over weiRhinK scales is dumped

from the bottoms of the waKons into the ho|)per of a Link-Uelt coal

elevator. This elevator carries the coal to the top of the boil<T

room, where by means of chain conveyors it is distributed along and

into a lierqnist snspeiisinn bunker. l-"rom the bottom of tV.is sheet

steel bunker tubular chutes direct the coal to the floor of the boiler

room in fmiil of the hnilers. The a.shcs fall from the grates into

pockets ,ind are lo.iilrd into cars oper.-ifini,' over .1 nniw.ay below the

this station arc two cnirinc-Hrivtn boosters and one motor-driven

booster for use on some long feeders supplied from this station.

The boiler room is on the sec<ind floor and is e^iuipped with 12

Babcock & Wilcox boilers and 2 Thayer t^oilers. This boiler room

is the only one in the direct-current stations which is equipped with

stokers. This station is operated condensing. The condenser sys-

tem includes one E. P. Allis direct-driven pump which draws the

water through the condenser header* for all the units. This system

has proved reliable and satisfactory.

The station at .l.ird and Market Sts. is equipped with four We»t-

inghouse 1,500-kw. direct-current generators two of which are

direct connected to VVcthcrill cross compound engines and two to

I'ennsylvania Iron Works Co. engines. There arc also two 8oo-kw.,

direct-current generators connected to Pennsylvania Iron Works

Co. tandem-compound engines.

This power house was originally a non-condensing station and

has recently been changed to a condensing station by installing

Barnard cooling towers. These arc lomi'-d r.„ i\,.- t,.,.I ,.! ilw l-.il, r

POWER PLANT AT I3TH AND MT. VERNON STS.

boiler-room floor. These cars are pushed along the runway to two

automatic ash elevators built at one end of the boiler room. The
typo of ash elevator used here is novel in that it requires no

handling except the starting on the up trip. The ashes from the

collecting car are dumped into the bucket and the elevator is started

by pulling an end rope in the ordinary manner. When loaded and

started the elevator requires no further attention. The bucket car-

rying about 1,000 lb. of ashes is raised to the top of the elevator

which automatically dumps the ashes into a storage bin, rights itself

and returns to the starting point at the bottom of the elevator shaft.

This elevator was made by the Morsc-M^lliams F.lcvator Co. From
the pockets on the under side of the ash storage bin the ashes are

loaded into specially constructed cars which have a capacit>' of 20

tons each and are used for collecting and distributing ashes from

the sever.d generating stations throughout the city.

The power house at Beach and Green Sts. is equipped with three

i.SOO-kw. General Electric generators connected to F.. P. .\11is

twin tandem-compound engines : also one General Electric 500-kw.

generator connected to an E. P. .\llis single-cylinder engine. In

house. The exhaust from the engines is led to three surface con-

densers but no attempt is being made at the present time to use

the condensed water. Water for cooling is taken from the dty

mains and after passing through the condensers, as much as is

needed is automatically divided and taken for lioiler-feed purposes

at an average temperature of 120° F. The rest of the circulating

water is forced to the cooling towers by centrifugal pumps driven

by De Laval steam turbines. The cooling towers are each equipped

with two fans driven by a 40-h. p. motor. One of the illustrations

is a card showing the results obtained with this cooling tower.

This illustration is a combination of two cards, one taken from a

recording thermometer at the intake of the cooling tower and the

other from a recording thermometer at the outlet of the tower.

The average reduction in temperature in the summer time is about

16 degrees.

The Wheeler Condenser & Engiieering Co. installed n battery of

live Barnard cooling towers at this station in 1903. Each of the

five towers is fitted with two lo-ft. fans. This equipment cools

water to condense iSo.ooo lb. of steam per hour. The company
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furnished two Wliet'ler surface condensers, each having 9,000 sq.

ft. of condensing surface, for this station. The air pumps for lliis

installation consist of two Edwards triplex pumps with i8xr2 in.

cylinders. The pumps arc driven hy two 40-I1. p. VVeslin-^liouse

motors and this condensiuj? plant maintains a vacuum of from 25

lo 27 in. ihc year arouiul. Tlic mnlinp; towers are arranged with

doors at the bottom sm lli.il in llu' winter the fans, which arc

(irivin hy helled motors, arc disconnected and the tower is operated

under natm-al draft; without fans in the winter, a vacuum of frmi

25 lo 26 in. is maiulaiued.

Coal is delivered to this station h\' w;iKons and after pa^siuK the

scales is dumped into tlie hopper of an elevator. When elevated

tlie coal is distrihuled liy a rope conveyor into a 1,600-ton l?crf|uist

suspension coal hunker similar to the one at 13th and Mt. Vernon

Sts. The ashes arc taken from the ash pits heneath the holier and

conveyed to concrete ash storage bins hy an automatic elevator

similar to the one at the i.?th and Mt. Vernon Sts. station. These

storage bins are htted with under pockets for loading tlie special

20-toii ash collecting cars used throughout the system.

The switchboard in this station is double decked. The upper deck

is used for feeder panels and the lower deck for the generating

panels. All instruments are mounted on Tennessee innrble, oil

TIIERMUiMETEK KELUHU
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liuish, and llic board is equipped throughout with aluminum bus-

bars.

The Ogoutz generating station on the York Road route to Willow

(irove Park is equipped with three 8oo-kw. generating units and one

400-kw. unit. The boilers in this station are of the Berry fire-tube

type. This station is operated condensing, the circulating water

being taken from the nearby Tacony Creek. The flow of water is

so low during the summer months that it becomes necessary to use

some method of cooling. This is accomplished by pumping the

water throngii a set of 10 spray nozzles placed at intervals of about

15 ft. along the cooling pond through which the waters of the creek

flow. The water is pumped through these nozzles under a pressure

of 15 to 30 lb. and returned directly to the creek. The result, be-

sides the rather pretty fountain effect, is a reduction in temperature

of from about 30 to 3.^ degrees.

At the station at 32nd and I')auphin Sts. the same type of nozzles

is used as at Ogoutz but the water is sprayed into a cement tank

built between two car barns. The reduction in temperature in this

case, on account of the restricted area, is not as great as at Ogontz
but is found to be sufficient for the purpose. This station was orig-

inally operated non-condensing but is now equipped with jet con-

densers in connection with the cooling pond referred to. There
are two Soo-kw. and one 6oo-kw. direct-current generators at this

station. Steam is generated in Berrv fire-tube boilers.

Altcrnalin;; (Current Station.

The power houses which have been described arc the more im-

portant direct current generating stations. 'I lit alternating current

generating station which is now supplying the several rotary con-

verter substations at the distribution centers of the trolley feeders

is located at Second St. and Wyoming Ave., about live miles north

of the business center of Philadelphia. Ihe building stands on a

side hill between a branch of the Pennsylvania K. K. and a small

creek. At this point there is also a car barn with its layout of

storage tracks.

I he station at Second St. and Wyoming Ave. is a structure built

largely of concrete, brick and steel. '1 he building consists of two

main rooms; the engine room is 242 ft. x 68 ft. in size and the

boiler room has like dimensions. A partition wall of brick and

concrete forms a fireproof barrier between the two sections of the

building. The engine room has a clear height of 26 ft. between

the machine floor and the lower chords of the roof trusses. These

trusses are 8 ft. 1 in. deep at their centers. Purlins from truss lo

truss support a roof constructed of expanded metal and cinder con-

crete. I his roof has a cover of slag and water-prooling composi-

tion and the cornices and angles arc protected with sheet copper.

.\long the peak of the engine room roof, from end to end of the

building, is a monitor built of steel angles supporting a concrete

roof and fitted with pivoted windows for lighting and ventilating

the engine room. That portion of the engine room between the

outside wall and the row of columns which support the outer end

of the roof trusses is occupied by the bus-bar compartments, switch-

boards and current handling apparatus. Under this portion of the

building is a basement 15 ft. in height. The basement under the

main portion of the engine room is 19 ft. 6 in. in height and of the

lull area of the floor of this portion of the building.

The boiler house has a clear height between the fl<x>r and the

roof trusses of 43 ft. Two rows of steel columns support the

trusses which carry a roof similar to that of the engine room por-

tion of the building. In the portion of the boiler house adjacent to

tlic engine room are the boilers and the stack, the fronts of the

boilers being flush with the row of roof supporting columns nearer

the engine room. 1 he center portion of the boiler house is used

as the firing floor and has the coal bunker above. That portion of

the boiler house between the outer row of roof supporting columns

and the outside wall is equipped for receiving coal.

The steam railroad siding which serves the power station ex-

tends into this latter mentioned section of the building. This track

is supported on a floor structure of steel and concrete at an eleva-

tion of about 25 ft. above the boiler room floor which elevation is

approximately that of the steam railroad tracks outside the power

house. Near the north of the building a concrete hopper is built un-

der this track so that one car may be placed over the hopper and its

coal thus unloaded. The coal track was built throughout the entire

length of the building $0 that several cars in a train might be un-

loaded without necessitating the switching of each car. After the

fust car has been unloaded it is pushed into the building on the

extension of the track along the boiler room and a second car

placed over the unloading pocket. Thus the empty cars are pushed

ahead until the entire length of the boiler room track is tilled.

Then this empty train is shifted onto the outside track and a

loaded train takes its place.

Coal dropping from the under side of the steam railroad cars is

forced to pass through a screen which admits no large lumps that

would clog the coal handling machinery. From concrete pockets in

the bottom of the coal receiving hopper the coal passes through

steel pipes to the hopper of a coal elevator manufactured by the

Link-Belt Machinery Co., of Philadelphia. By means of this ele-

\ator, which has a capacity of over 60 tons per hour, the coal is

raised to an automatic coal weighing machine placed in the monitor

which forms a part of the roof system and extends throughout the

entire length of the boiler house. This elevator is driven by a

Westinghouse, 15-h. p., 500- volt, direct current motor mounted on

the trusses which support the roof. From the weighing machine

the coal is fed into a horizontal conveyor operating throughout the

entire length of the monitor. The trough of the conveyor is placed

directly on the top of the main roof trusses and inside the monitor.

This horizontal conveyor is driven by a Westinghouse lo-h. p..

.soo-volt, direct current motor. At suitable p^Mnts the coal is al-
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lowed to drop into a Tierquist suspension coal bunker. A side view

of this bunker as it appeared during the process of erection is in-

cluded in the engravings. The length of the bunker is 240 ft. It

is built entirely of steel plates and has a width of 12 ft. at the top

where it is suspended from the cohnnns of the building and a

depth of 14 ft. s''^ in. along its center line. The storage capacity

of this bunker is 2,000 tons. In addition to this storage capacity

the company is equipping a coal storage yard near the north end

of the boiler house. This yard will be of especially large capacity

and coal will be handled by means of electrically operated cranes.

From the lower side of the suspension bunker, which extends

along the fronts of all the boilers, coal is led by means of 12-in.

steel pipes made flexible with two knuckle joints to the stoker

hoppers on the double-end boiler fronts. The boiler equipment

consists of 14 Parker, doublc-cnd. water-tube boilers of 700 h. p.

rated capacity generating steam at 150 lb. pressure. Parker super-

heaters are installed with this boiler equipment and add about 100

degrees superheat to the steam at 150 lb. The boilers are arranged

15 in. in size. Trap doors closing the bottoms of the pockets will

when pushed aside allow the ashes from the hopper above to dis-

charge by gravity into a car standing on the track directly under-

neath. When filled this car is pushed along the track to an elevator

outside the south end of the boiler house. By means of the elevator

the ashes are carried to a concrete storage hopper built above a

switchtrack outside the building, from which the company's spe-

cially built ash cars can be loaded by gravity.

It will be noticed in the cross-section ot the ash tunnel that the

arrangement of the boiler foundations and the walls of the ash

tunnel form two air ducts, one on either side of the ash tunnel

and parallel witli it. By the use of concrete in the construction of

the walls these ducts have been made air tight with the idea that if

at some future time forced draft be necessary, the blowing fans

can exhaust directly into these air ducts which are immediately

under the grates.

At the present time the fires are burned under natural draft

produced liy a stack whose base rests on a fouiidatinn at about tlie

SUSPENDEL) LU.\L BUNKER.

in a single line with the stack near the middle of the boiler house

dividing the row of boilers into two batteries, one with eight boil-

ers and the other with six. These boilers are equipped with Alfred

Box stokers for feeding the two sets of grates. Each row of eight

stokers is driven by two Westinghouse lo-h. p., 500-volt, enclosed

motors. Each of the motors is connected to four of the stokers

and a coupling permits the driving of the eight as one shaft with

two motors or the driving of four with the individual motors.

A vertical section is reproduced showing the lower portion of

one of the boilers and the boiler foundations which support the

two sets of inclined grates. The ashes drop onto an inclined fire

brick surface which leads to an ash hopper under the center and
parallel with the fronts of the boilers. The hopper and its in-

clined wings are built of reinforced concrete with the exception of

the loading pockets of which there are three for each boiler. These
pockets are of cast iron and form a lower portion of the hopper
which is directly over the center of a track extending along the

floor of the ash tunnel whose walls support the hoppers and the

boilers. In ordinary operation the ashes accumulate in the hopper

and in these cast iron pockets which have discharge openings 12 x

middle point of the boiler house near the engine room wall. This

stack has an inside diameter of 16 ft. at the top with an outside

diameter of 22 ft. It is constructed as a plate steel shell with a

lining of firebrick and extends to a heiglit of 220 ft. above the

boiler room floor.

The main steam header which has an outside diameter of 14 in.

and walls 7-16 in. thick with rolled steel flanges and extra heavy

cast iron fittings is 17 ft, 3 in. above the boiler room floor and

extends along the boiler room side of the partition wall. Fourteen-

inch gate valves divide this header into four sections. Each

boiler feeds into the top of the header through a long radius bend

pipe. In each of these boiler connections are a gate valve and a

Schutte stop check. Steam for the main units is led from the

lower side of the header througli Schutte angle valves and long

radius bend pipes extending through the partition wall to the

throttle valves.

The generating iniits include two horizontal cross-compound en-

gines rated at 1,500 h. p. These engines have cylinders 28 in. and

56 in. by 48 in. in size. Mounted on the shaft of each of these

engines is a G. E. I,000-kw., 3-phase, 2S-cycle, 13,200-volt alternating
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current generator. In llic steam connectinn to each of ilicsc en-

gines is a separator but as the steam as generated in the boilers has

about i(X) degrees of superheat the separating function of these

is not needed and tluy act as receivers between the engines and

the main steam line, thus lessening any pulsations in the main

steam header which might be caused by the reciprocating engines.

Vacuum is maintained on the low pressure cylinders of these two

engines by means of a condenser of the liarometric type. Two
Westinghouse, 30-h. p. motors drive two ccnlrifugal pumps which

furnish water for this condenser. These pninps are arranged with

piping and valves so that they may be operated in scries or in

multiple. The pumps were manufactured by the Kijigston Foundry

& Machine WorUs. of Oswego, N. Y. All water for condensing

purposes is taUen from a creek nearby, being brought into the

station through a concrete intake. After the water has been used

it is returned to the creek or to a cooling; pond llirough a discharge

conduit similar to the inlnke.

Crete posts placed at regular intervals around the edge of each

turbine bed. This type of construction leaves a head room of

about 18 ft. between the basement floor and the engine room floor

directly under the turbine units. The individual condenser for each

turbine set is located in this space, directly umler the turbine.

bor the turbine units there are condensers of the inverted baro-

metric type. Owing to the limited height at which the condensers

are placed above the water level the customary tail pipe could not be

used, but is replaced by a 12-in. centrifugal pump pro<lucinR the

same suction effect as a water column in a tail pipe. This keeps

the condenser clear of water although the bottom of the condenser

IS only about 10 ft. above the water level in the discharge conduit.

Injection water is brought into the building by a concrete tunnel

tmder the engine room floor and is lifted into the condenser at a

height of 18 ft. above the intake level by the vacuum established

by the operation of the two dry air pumps. These pumps operate

continuouslv while the condenser is in use and serve to remove

INTERIOR OF POWER HOISE AT WVuMINli .WE. .\ND 2N1) ST., I5OO-KU. UESTINXHOUSE-l'.XRSONS TURIIINE L'XITS.

The bearings of the two reciprocating engines arc equipped with

the fittings of a gravity oiling system. Drips from all the bearings

are led to the suction well of a steam pump which raises the oil to

a combination tank and filter located near the roof of the engine

room.

In the south half of the building there are at present installed

four 1,500-kw. turbine-driven alternators and preparation has been

made for the installation of two more units of like capacity. The
two turbine sets nearest the center of the building are of the single-

stage type, the other two are of the double-stage type, and the two

which will soon be installed will be of the single-stage type. Each
of these turbine sets is of the Wcstinghouse-Parsons type operating

at 1,500 r. p. m. and driving the armature of a 1,500-kw., 13,200-

volt alternator. The speed of the turbine units is controlled by

governors which may be electrically regulated from the bench

board near the main switchboard of the power house.

The turbines are mounted directly upon the reinforced concrete

engine room floor and have for their support eight reinforced con-

an>- gases or vapors which are not removed from the condensers

by the centrifugal pumps. The centrifugal pumps of these con-

denser sets are designed for removing water from the condensers

under vacuum and are belt driven from extensions of the turbine

shafts. The two dry vacuum pumps are on the engine room floor

just north of the row of turbine units. These pumps are of the

horizontal Corliss two-cylinder type with cylinder dimensions 10

X 24 X 24 X 24 in. Steam for their operation is taken from the main

steam header b.v a connection passing through the boiler room parti-

tion wall.

Boiler feed water is taken from the condenser discharge or the

cooling pond built at the south end of the txjiler house. This pond

is 40 ft. wide by 140 ft. long and about 15 ft. deep. For cooling

purposes it is equipped with fifty 3-in. Schutte spray nozzles. The
pond is built with a concrete bottom and masonry walls.

There are four boiler feed pumps : two of these are of the Scran-

ton, horizontal, duplex, outside packed plunger type with cylinders

12 .X 7}4 X 12 in. in size, the other two pumps are of the Heissler,
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neat appearance in the engine room. From the machine switches

the cnrrent passes by means of separate cables for each phase
througli individual cells to connect with the main bus-bars extend-

ing the length of the compartments. The bars may at will be di-

\ided into sections by hand-throw knife-switches mounted on glass

pedestals cemented into the soapstonc barriers. The current for the

outgoing high-potential feeders is taken through single conductor

cables in individual cells connecting the bus-bar compartments with

the proper cells of 10 G. E, motor-operated line switches whose
walls form a part of the general bus-bar structure. From each of

these line switches the three conductors enter the terminal hell of

one exception transmitted by means of underground cables from

the alternating-current generating station at Second St, and Wyom-
ing Ave, This exception is the rotary converter sub-station at

Willow Grove Park terminal. The high potential feeders for this

sub-station are carried as an overhead line from the Glensidc sub-

station to Willow Grove Park, One of the engravings is an ex-

terior view of a new rotary converter sub-station at 52d St. and

Lancaster Ave, in West Philadcphia, At the present time this

station contains three i,ooo-kw. Westinghousc rotary converters with

the necessary transforming and switching apparatus for their opera-

tion. The linilding is entirely of brick and concrete and the machine

,\IR I'UMPS FOR TURBINE CONDENSERS—WYOMING AVE, AND 2ND ST.

a standard underground lead and paper insulated feeder cuble which
leaves the building through underground ducts with openings in

the power house foundation wall directly under the line switches.

The bench-board for the control of these motor operated machine
and line switches, together with the marble panel switchboard for

the instruments and for the switching ci all direct and low voltage

current, is located parallel with the outside wall of the engine

room and at a point about opposite the reciprocating engine units.

On the bench-board are the control switches for all the motor
operated machine and line switches, the control switches for the

governors on the generating units and the control switches for the

motors operating the .shafts of the field resistance boxes of the

alternating current generators. The top of this bench-board is of

gray marble and has set in it green and red pilot lights for indi-

cating the position of the machine and line switches.

The switchboard consists of 41 marble panels about 8 ft, high by
20 in, wide. These panels are fitted with the indicating instruments
and trip coils for the alternating current generator and feeder

switches and also the control switches, circuit breakers, rheostats

and instruments for the direct current generating units, the excit-

ers, the motor operated oil switches, storage battery and the several

auxiliary lighting and power circuits throughout the station. The
synchronizing instruments are mounted on a panel 18 in. high by
96 in, long directly over the alternating current machine panels,

Sub-Stations.
The six sub-stations now in operation contain 14,000 kw. capacity

in rotary converters. The current feeding these sub-stations is with

room is equipped with an overhead crane to facilitate the handling

of large pieces of machinery. The interior arrangement of the

Glcnside sub-station, described elsewhere, is typical of that of all

the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Go's, sub-stations now in operation.

A new sub-station, for supplying direct current to the network of

trolley feeders in the center of the city, is being completed at 9th

and Sanson! Sts,

The Sanson St. sub-station now in the course of erection will

be a rectangular shaped building 105 x loS ft. in size. The build-

ing, with the exception of the exterior walls, will be entirely of

reinforced concrete construction. The exterior walls, which are

now in place, are of brick. The main floor of the building will be

undivided and will contain eight 1,500-kw. rotary converters placed

in two rows and four each along the center of the room,

A line drawn through the center of the machine floor divides the

room into two similarly equipped sections, each with four rotary

converters. Each converter will have three transformers standing

near it, the 12 transformers in each half of the building being

arranged in a single line parallel with the center line of the rotary

converters, Betwen the line of transformers and the wall of the

building is the brick and slate chamber with compartments for

three high tension bus-bars and brick cells for four machine

switches and four line switches.

The switchboard for controlling the electric apparatus will be

built parallel with the rear wall of the building. The details of the

switchboard and the two independent sets of bus-bar compartments
will follow closely those of the Glenside sub-station. The two sets

of bus-bars will be connected by means of conductors placed in
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llirce sep.u'.-ili' cclU Imill in tlif c-nncntc n! tin- inacliiiic rdrpiii (luor.

This floor dirfclly in frmil of llir street door iti tlic liiiildintf will

be depressed to facilitalc IIh' loading and unloading of materials

lal<cii away from or lironglit to the station in wagons, .^n elcctrie

crane iiioiinled on rimw.ays supported by two lines of concrete posts

will serve the portion of the room occupied by the transformers

anil rotary converters. On the mezzanine floor at the northwest

corner of Ibr building will be two rooms; one will be used as a

sloreriiiiui .mil llic oilier will be furnished as a locker and w.-ish-
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Delaware Ave. Power Station.

The present iJelaware Ave. power station which is on the cast

river front of I^hiladclphia is a direct current generating station.

Construction work has been started on the building and criuipping

i]f a 5S,(X)0-kw. capacity aheriialing current generating station to

occupy the same site. 'J he new buililing will be erected in two sec-

IIATTKKV SUIi-ST.\TIUN DUII-Ill NG. R0T.\RV SUB-STATION, 52NU .\KU LAN'CASTER AVE.

roiiiii. Ill llie baseiiu'iU of the building will be the two parallel air

ehaiiibers built of reinforced concrete over which will stand the

Iransfoniiers on the machine room floor. The air for cooling will

be blown into each of these chambers by two motor-driven fans

standing on the basement floor. One wall of the air chamber

will lie utilized for supporting the floor directly under the rotary

converters. On the other side of each of the machines will be

built a concrete pier 13 ft. long by i8 in. thick. As the building is

in a closely built business portion of the city it is entirely enclosed

by other structures and will be lighted by a skylight from above

and a row of windows on the street side. This sub-station will

tions. The portions of the new- building north of the north end

wall of the present station will be built first and will Ijc placed in

operating condition, then the present station will be torn down and

the remaining portion of the new building erected in the place of

tlie old station.

The new power house will occupy a strip of land 200 ft. wide and

435 ft. long. This property is bounded on the west side by Beach

St. Along this street is a steam railroad siding over which coal

will be brought to a bunker and conveying apparatus whence auto-

matic machinery will carry the coal across the street to the storage

bunkers in the boiler room of the new station. There also will be

NEW DELAWARE AVE. TOWER STATION OF PHILADELPHIA RAPID TRAXSl i l.

feed the most important trolley sections located in the business

center of Philadelphia, and the subway east of Broad St.

There are six storage batteries in use with a total capacity of

5,200 ampere-hours. .-V view of the front of a typical one of these

battery stations is shown. This station is located at 3643 German-

town Ave.

three additional tracks on the west side of Beach St for storing

coal in steam railroad cars.

The east side of the new building will front on Delaware Ave.,

which is close to the shore line of the Delaware River. Opposite

the north end of the building the company will construct a pier

S2 ft. wide extending into the river. This pier will be built directly
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POWER STATION' FORCE.
tJpcratiiig :

—

Gt'iicrating Stations 302

Sub-stations 28

Total 330

Repair Men :

—

Steam fitters and helpers JO

Machinists 6

Brick layers and helpers 10

Carpenters and helpers 3

Hoiler maker and helpers 4

Rigger and helper 2

Pipe coverers and helper 2

Conductors and molornien (ashes and freight cars). . 10

Storekeepers, watchmen, etc 11

Laborers 12

Electricians and helpers 20

Total 100

Grand Total • 430

1 he distrilnition of the power station force is shown in the tabic

on page 533.

-•-

Some Early Overhead Material.

Editor "Review"

;

The wooden cone-shaped trolley hanger illustrated in the "Re-

view" for November, 1904, while one of the early forms of hanger,

was not the first. There were at least three other styles that were

used on early Van Depoele roads that came under the observation

of the writer. What is believed to be the first hanger used on a

"bona fide" or permanent electric railway is shown in Fig. 1. This

consists of a piece of hard wood 2x4 in. in section and about 4

ft. long, channeled on the under side and beveled on the upper

corners, as shown in the cross-section, in order to shed water more
readily and provide dripping edges. This was secured to the span

wire by two small hook bolts placed a few inches from either end

fastened on the under side of the wooden piece by nuts with

washers. In the first design of this hanger the span wire went

through from pole to pole, but later, it was found necessary to

iM^
|---«i.'--^L- ;Jlr.^-; I—4r

FIG. 3-

cut the span wire and fasten the two ends to the hook bolts, as

shown in Fig. i. This was on account of the danger of the span
wire short circuiting the bolts through wooden pieces which sup-

ported the two trolley w^res of difTerent polarities. To the under
side of these wooden pieces were secured by these small through
bolts, two castings terminating in hooks. For the over running
trolley, the ear was bolted to the end of the hook, as shown. A
modification of this for the under running trolley was to cut off

the hook from the casting and drill a hole through the shank that

was left. (Fig. 1 shows both the over running and the under run-

ning constructions.)

If the double trolley was used tw-o of the depending liooks were,

of course, required. This type of double hanger lor double over

running trolley was used at ."ipplcton, Wis., in the spring of 1886;

at Wheeling. W. Va., in the fall of 1887; at Jamaica, L. I., in 1887,

and at other placc.>.

The second type of hanger is sliown in Fig. 2. The insulator con-

sisted of a piece of wood a little larger than an ordinary broom

handle, which was channeled out so that span wire could occupy

the center, and the chamiel was then closed by another piece of

wood. The hanger proper was similar in design to that shown in

Fig. I, except that it encircled the wood and was held in place

by small bolts. This form was used at .'\nsonia, Conn., and at

Lima, O., in 1887, and at Dayton, O., in 188S, and in other places.

The third hanger was of the same general type as the second,

but instead of a section of wood, a %-iu. gas pipe wrapped with tar

paper was substituted. Clips to support tlie hanger were placed

around this with the tar paper furnishing the insulation. This

form was used at Montgomery, Ala., late in 1886, and at Scranlon,

Pa., in September. 1886. To prevent tlie forms shown in Figs. 2 and

3 from slipping transversely on the span wires, clips were placed

on the latter close to the hangers. These clips were merely two

pieces of metal clamped around the span wire and fastened by two

stove bolts.

The wooden cone-shaped hanger was also used on "straight line"

work in Port Huron, Mich., in 1886; Scranton, Pa., 1886; Lima, O.,

1887; Ansonia, Conn., 1887; Wheeling, W. Va., 1888, and other

places using the Van Depoele system.

"Strain insulators" of the early type were made of hard wood
about 3 in. x 4 in. x 4 ft., with two eye-bolts at each end. These

were used to anchor the trolley wires at the ends of curves and

w-ere held securely in place by guy wires running from guy stubs

or poles to the eye-bolts in the ends of the wooden pieces. The
strain plates used with these strain insulators had from three to

five ears riveted to a 3/16 x 2 in. steel plate from 3 to 5 ft. long.

This type of strain plate was fastened to the hangers by cap screws

or bolts, the same as the ordinary ear would be. They were also

used on curve work to give the trolley wire a more gradual curve

than could be obtained by the use of single ears. These plates were

used at .\ppleton. Wis., in the early summer of iS86;Port Huron,

Mich., 1886; Scranton, Pa., 1886. and other places. In fact, the

curve work in Port Huron and Scranton, which was of the single

over running trolley type, was made up of nine of these plates

3/16 X 2 in. in section and each 10 ft. long, riveted end to end,

thus making a continuous curve plate 90 ft. long, and as each of

the 10 ft. sections had lo ears riveted to it, there were 90 ears to

each curve of single trolley wire wherever there was an angle of

90 degrees, or about that amount of curvature. While these methods

answered the purpose, they were, like most pioneer matters of

electrical or mechanical nature, very good at the time but appear

crude at the present day. To quote from a letter regarding pioneer

days, which I received about the year 1891 from Charles J. Van
Depoele, the inventor of the system, and to whom all honor and

credit is due; he wrote, "In thinking over those times, our trials,

and the difficulties to he overcome, I sometimes wonder that we are

still alive."

Thinking of these earlier railways reminds me that from time

to time arguments will appear in the non-technical priss as to

location of first commercial electric railway in this country; by

"commercial." I mean a road that was built, and operated con-

tinuously after iis construction. Some claims are to the effect that

Richmond, Va., was first; then again it will he Kansas City, or

South Bend, Ind., but on investigation I think it will be found that

the Van Depoele road at .Appleton, Wis., which, I understand, has

been in continuous operation since its construction in the spring or

early summer of 1886, was one of the first if not actually the first

commercial road in the United States.

It is true, there were a number of earlier experimental or exhi-

bition railways, lint they were run for a few days or a month over

a short piece of track and then stopped for months, as was the'

case with Richmond, Kansas City, South Bend, Montgomery, Minne-

apolis, and other places; in fact, there were a number of the Van
Depoele exhibition railways years before the .Appleton road.

Yours truly,

C- E. Flynn,
Vice-Prcs. and Gen. Mgr., Conneaut & Erie Traction Co.

Girard, Pa.



Distribution System of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.

'I'lic (lislrilmli'Di nf pown fnnii tlic Kt-iicraliiiK stations U> the-

sub-stations anil tn tlu' wnrkiiig conductors of llic 555 miles of track

MOW in operation in Pliiladelpliia is made almost entirely throuK'i

undcrKround cables, wliidi are installed in a network of under-

ground conduits used exclusively by tlie company for its power and

lelephone circuits.

Tbc distribution centers consist of 10 direct current K^'ncratin^

stations, 4 storage battery stations and 6 rotary converter stations.

At the present lime tbcrc is but one alternating current gcneratinR

station. This station is at Second St. and Wyoming Ave. and is

described on another page. An alternating current generating sta-

tion on the Delaware River water front is now in the early stages

of construction and when completed will have a generating capacity

of S5,ooo kw. Tlu- (Jlenside sub-station which is typical of the

rotary converter sub-station construction throughout Philadelphia

has also been rlesoribed. Tluro ;irc several new sub-stations now

being designed .iiul Imilr,

covering 5-32 in. thick protects tliis core. 'Ilic working voltage for

this type of cable is 13,200 volts clilTerence of potential across the

phases of the 3-phasc alternating current circuits. Before such

cable is installed for service it is subjected to a test of 26,000 volts

difference of potential.

As any cable is of sufficient conductivity to operate the sub-station

which it serves, but one of the two cables serving any sub-station

is in use at any otic time. Kach cable is put into service every other

day and is out of service on alternate days; this arrangement pro-

tects one cable to each sub-station from any excessive voltage surges

thai may occur on the system and insures the availability of a sec-

ond cable in case the cable in use should break down from any

cause.

The alternating current cable ducts arc carried to the inside of

the sub-station and power house walls. The cables emerging from

the ducts terminate in cast bronze bells which are supported \n the

power stations and sub-stations immediately under the oil switches

EMERGENCY ST.MIUN, I3TH .\ND MT. VERNON STS.

In the underground dislrilnition s.\stcni there arc over i.ooo miles

of cable in use for distributing current used in the railway opera-

tion. This cable is laid in vitrified clay ducts wdiich have been

adapted as standard for all underground work. These are built in

single-duct formation and are surrounded by a protecting wall and

bed of cement concrete 3 in. tliick. The standard manholes are

9 ft. long and vary in width and depth to suit local conditions of the

street and the number and location of the conduits. Terra cotta

drain pipes connect these manholes with the city sewerage system.

The entire system of manholes is inspected and cleaned periodically.

It is a rule of the company that a thorough cleaning shall be given

each manhole once every two months.

Each rotary converter sub-station is connected with the gen-

crating plant by two or more high potential cables, which are of the

three conductor type and vary in size from No. o to No. 0000. The

insulation on high tension cable consists of a 6-32-in. saturated

paper wall around each conductor and a 6-32-in. saturated paper

I'clt around the three conductors which are twisted together. .\ lead

for disconnecting the lines from the stations. Connection is made

to the oil switches by means of three single conductor cables in-

sulated with rubber compound 14-32 in. thick and protected by

double weatherproof braid. Each of these cables is spliced to one

of three conductors of the lead covered cable in the terminal bell.

The high potential line between the Glensidc sub-station and

Willow Grove Park is carried on cross-arms and wooden extensions

placed in the tops of the iron poles used for supporting the trolley

spans. This line consists of three No. oooo "-strand aluminum

cables supported by 8-in. triple petticoat brown porcelain insu-

lators. The wires are at the vertices of an equilateral triangle

42 in. on a side. This high tension line makes its entrance to the

sub-stations through porcelain wall insulators in the tops of wire

towers. In these towers are dead-end strain arms with three in-

sulators for holding each wire. Below the ends of the line wires

mounted on the inside walls of the towers are the lightning pro-

tective devices.

The standard sizes of direct current cables are 1.000.000. 1.500.000
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and ^,000.000 c. 111. cross-section. Rubber, jute and paper insulation

are in use but the standard cable at present consists of a copper

core of tbe desired cross section insulated by 5-32 in. of saturated

paper insulation with a 5-32-in. wall of lead. In power houses and

sub-stations this lead covered feeder cable is brought direct to the

switch terminals on the board.

The network of trolley wires throughout the entire city is divided

by means of line circuit breakers into a large number of independ-

ently fed sections, which vary in length of trolley wire fed from

2.000 ft. to 5,000 ft. Ecach section has a distinguishing number Iiy

PHILADELPHIA RAPID TRANSIT COMPAHY.

1 3th & Mt. N'ernon Sts. Power Station, No. 1.

DAILY FEEDER TEST.

5tA(lon Volt
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ic|iri)iliii-c(l ill llic^f ciihnniis. I licse sheets arc printed for eacli of

llie powci' hlaliuiis anil are rulcil for recording the voltmeter deflee

tion when placed in scries with tlic core of a fcccdcr lo the distrihn

tion end of which is comicclcd a trolley section. The size of the sheet,

only a portion of which is reproduced, is 8'/^ x 14 in. On it arc the

characteristic nunihers of all feeders coming into this station ami

opposite the feeder numbers space is left for the daily recording of

Ihe voltmeter deflection as read. The average station voltat^e is

recorded at the top of the sheet and also the date, weather and the

voltmeter number by which the person calculating the insulation

resistance of the feeder can refer to the olTice records for the in-

ternal resistance of the st.ition voltmeter. These daily feeder tests

,ire recorded by the swilchi uard attendants, forwarded to tile sui)er-

iiilendent of motive jiovver and after inspection by him are sent to

the lines and cables department. By thus recording the insulation

rcsist.ance of the underground feeders and trolley sections close

w.ilcli is liept on the condition ot all lines and any sudden decrease

in insulation resistance C|uickly noted and disastrous burn-outs

averted.

The st.anilard cnerliead coiislruclion consists of a span wire sup-

porting the trolley wire between the tops of two steel poles. These

poles are built in sections of 5, 6 and 7-in. steel tubing and a .^o-ft.

pole weighs not less than 91.5 lb. .At the i)oint on the pole where

it passes through the sidewalk a patented reinforcing sleeve 2 ft.

long is placed around the tubing wdiich in this lower section is 7 in.

in dirnneter. On the more recently erected poles this tubing is built

as .a part of the pole.

.\ number of the lighter poles erected some years ago were mU
provided with the reinforcing sleeve and have become corroded at

the sidewalk line. These poles are now being reinforced while in

position. A sleeve j ft. long is slipped down over the pole and

sunk into the concrete in which the pole is set. The space be-

tween the sleeve and the pole is !hen fdled with molten sulphur,

after wdiich the concrete is replaced up to the sidewalk line. This

method of reinforcing poles has been found to add very largely to

their strength and it also adds a number of years to their life.

The standard span wire is a .galvanized "-strand steel cable in-

sulated from the steel poles at its ends by giant strain insulators.

,-\ No. 00 hard drawn trolley wire suspended from soldered ears

insulated by round top bells is used.

The overhead construction is maintained by the crews of six

emergency wagons and two repair wagons. During the summer an

additional emergency wagon is used. The emergency wagons are on

duty 24 hours every day in the year and extra wagons are avail-

SETTING rOI.E WllH luUKK W.M.OiN,

able in case of fires or other unusual occurrences. The type ul

wagon used for emergency work may be seen in one of the illus-

trations. These w-agons arc built in the shops of the company and

designed to suit its special needs. The wagon consists of a strong

running gear and box upon which is a telescopic tower of steel

angles. By means of a crank and chains the upper portion of this

tower may be raised so that its platform is at the proper height

for working on any portion of the trolley wire. The extension

platform is mounted on a circle which allows it to be swuuk
through jGo degrees. This feature permits of the working uptm a

trolley wire with but little trouble to cars operating on the track, as

will be seen from the illustration. Besides the materials for the

usual line troubles these wagons carry tools f<ir <|uick repairs to

cars and trucks. Jacks arc also carried lo aid in replacing dcraileil

cars,

A view of the interior of the emergency house at 13th and Ml

EMliRUENCV WAGON, PH ll..\r>EI.I'H l.\ K.MMl) TR-VNSIT CO.

Vernon Sts. is shown. The interior arrangement of this building

is similar to that of a city fire engine house. The wagons slantl

on steel tracks near the wide front doors of the building. In the

rear of each wagon are four stalls for the horses, two teams being

for the day shift and two for the night. The wagons are equipped

with drop harnesses. The second floor of this building is fitted up

as a rest and amusement room for the crews.

Each emergency station is connected by a direct wire with an

emergency dispatcher who has a so-called emergency telephone

board in the inain offices of the company at Eighth and Dauphin

Sts. All reports of broken wires, blockades, fires or car troubles

arc reported to the emergency dispatcher by employes. He in turn

dispatches the nearest emergency wagon to the location of the

trouble. The dispatcher keeps a separate record sheet for the

trouble calls during each 24 hours, and no wagon leaves its station

except on orders from him. On this record sheet are noted the

time of departure and number of the wagon sent, the locSlity and

the nature of the trouble. When the crew returns to its station

the time is also noted.

In connection with the underground feeder system the company
has installed in its underground conduits about 60 miles of tele-

phone cables. The cables ceiiter at an exchange in the general

olTice building of the company at Eighth and Dauphin Sts. The
switchboard for this exchange connects about 300 telephone instru-

ments located in different parts of the city. This board and th?

emergency dispatcher's board are located in adjacent rooms. Ten
trunk pairs connect the branch exchange of the Philadephia Rapid

Transit Co. with the central office of the Keystone Telephone Co.

which has a large system throughout Philadelphia. All car barns,

car houses, store rooms and shops arc connected directly to the

branch exchange. At important street intersections alxjut the cit;

small telephone sets enclosed in cast iron boxes are mounted on

trolley poles and connected with the company's branch exchange at

the general office. Street superintendents are provided with keys for

these telephone boxes and in this way keep in touch with the

emergency dispatcher as to the location of any trouble which may
occur.



Glenside Sub-Station.

The construction of the new Glenside double-track line from

Chelten Ave., near the north boundary of the city, to tlic Phila-

delphia Rapid Transit Co's. Willow Grove Park made necessary

the erection of a new rotary converter sub-station. The Glenside

sub-station, located at about the middle point of the new line, is

typical of the design of the .several rotary converter sub-stations

recently built by this company. The building faces the tracks and

the exterior is of very pleasing appearance. Strict care was exer-

EXTERIOR OF GLENSIDE <V11-ST.\TIUN.

cised in the design and construction so that the building is entirely

lirtproof with the exception of the doors and window framing.

The exterior design is artistic with walls of rough cut gray stone

and tooled stone sills, cornices and copings.

The roof of the main portion of the building is of reinforced

concrete with a covering of slag and was designed for a load of

80 11). per sq. ft. From some of the accompanying interior views

an idea may be gained as to the appearance of the reinforced con-

crete beams used for supporting the roof and floor. The main

portion of the building containing the rotary converters, transform-

ers and switchboard is 32 ft. 10 in. wide by 76 ft. long, Tts clear

height between tin- machine Hoor and the lower side of the roof

girders is 22 ft. 'i'he interior is lighted by five large arched win-

dows of frosted glass in the south side of the building and five

large windows in the north wall above the crane runway.

This crane, which spans the machine room, is of 15-ton capacity.

It is equipped with three motors. These are controlled by six ropes

connected to the switches on the crane and provided with handles

at a suitable elevation above the floor so that the operator can start

and stop the motors from the floor. Thus no crane cage is re-

quired. The rails over which the crane runs are mounted directly

upon reinforced concrete girders forming a part of the wall system

of the building. In order to facilitate the handling of materials

delivered in wagons to the sub-station, the floor directly in front of

the large arched entrance is depressed to the level of the ground
outside. With this arrangement a wagon can be backed part way
into the building and its load lifted off by the overhead crane.

The opening of this arched door is closed by two ornamental
(wk doors hanging from a steel runway on the interior of the

building. The smaller door in front of the building has an orna-

mental iron gate wdiich opens into a vestibule. The walls of this

entrance arc of gray brick.

Adjacent to the north side of the main bay of the building is the

bus-bar and oil-sw'itch room, 15 ft. 6 in. x 61 ft. in size. .A line of

five ornamental brick columns between the two rooms furnishes the

support for one of the crane girders and the wall above. A chain

operated crane of one ton capacity spans this portion of the build-

ing. This crane is used in handling the heavy parts of the oil

switches, potential transformers, etc. The vestibule, earlier men-
tioned, occupies a portion of the front of this bay. This leaves a

space between the vestilnilc and building wall for a washroom

4 X ID ft. in size.

Adjacent to the north side of the linilding and with its center

23 ft. back from the face of the building, is the wire tower for the

exit of the high tension feeders and for the accommodalinn nf the

lightning protective devices.

The interior of the sub-station, whose walls are largely built of

concrete, is tinted white. A wainscot of red pressed brick extends

around the lower portion of the walls to a height of 7 ft. At the

left of the main entry way an opening in the floor covered w'ith

removable iron gratings was provided so that any large apparatus.

B.^SEME^•T, SHOWING FLOOK CONSTRUCTION AND THE CABLE SUPPORTS.
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siicli .'IS air f.uis, dc, may readily lie lowc-rud to tlir liascincnt by

tlic overhead crane. In this corner of the room are built a tele-

phone booth and lockers of a pleasing design, using xreeii stained

oak similar to that of the sliding dours of the main entrance nearby.

The basement occniiies tlic space under the entire building antl

has a clear luii^lil of 8 ft. from the floor to the lower side of the

machine floor girders. This basement is divided into two parts I)y

the air chamber, vvliieh is 6 ft. widi', and extends from the rear

nearly to the front of the basement. At the front end of the air

chamber a steel door is litted into the brick walls which form this

chamber. A concrete-steel stairway leads from the basement to tin-

floor above. An accompanying view shows the concrete construe

tion of the macliinc floor as seen from the basement. In place of

tlie usual box form of rotary converter foundations, each machine

in this sub-station stands directly over a single reinforced-concrete

column. These cohimns also carry their share of the other load

upon the machine room floor. Openings are provided in the floor

near tlu- tops of the colmuns so that any dirt dropping inside the

bed of the rotary may easily be brusl'ed or will fall onto the base-

ment floor.

Current is transmitted through three nndergronnd cables from

the generating station at Second St. and Wyoming .'\ve. to the

Chelten Ave. sub-station, a distance of 27,000 ft. From the Chelten

Ave. station to Glcnside, a distance of 25,000 ft., there are two

standard underground cables. The cables consist of three No. 00

/-strand copper conductors, each insulated with 6-32-in. of paper

with a 6-32-in. belt of paper enclosing the three separately insulated

conductors. 'I'his core has a protecting covering of lead 5-32 in.

thick.

The feeder cables enter the sub-station from the conduits and are

carried in terra cotta ducts along the north wall of the basement

miller llie bus-bar compartments. These ducts are laid on a con-

crete bracket forming a part of the north basement wall. Nearly

under the feeder switches which stand on the lloor above, the ducts

terminate and standard insulating terminal bells are used as outlets

for the three conductors of the cables. ICach of the three conductors

rises to a separate duct-way formed in the concrete floor of the bus-

bar room. These duct-ways which have removable slate covers

contain the current transformers. t'"rom the current transformers

the high-potential leads connect to G. E., Form M3, Type-FE oil-

switches, whose three separate compartments are built as a part of

the bus-bar chambers which extend throughout the length of the

north portion of the sub-station and are at the level of the machine

room floor. From the opposite side of the oil-switches, connections

arc made to the bus-bars by leads which pass through individual

compartments to the disconnecting switches placed in separate

brick and soapstone cells on the machine side of the bus-bar

compartments and opposite the oil switches just mentioned. One
of the illustrations shows the details of construction of the bus-

bjir compartments and the method of mounting the copper ii x 2-in.

strips of which the bus-bars consist. This view also shows the

three sectionaKzing switches which add to the flexibility of the

bus-bar connections and are placed between the machine switches

seen at the sides of the picture. The two potential transformers

are shown standing on the top of the upper bus-bar compartment

with their 3-pole double-throw instrument switch. In case of

trouble this switch furnishes a means of quickly connecting the

voltmeter and synchronizer with either one of the potential trans-

formers.

These bus-bar compartments are of red pressed brick laid in

white cement mortar with horizontal slabs of soapstone forming

the horizontal barriers. The copper bus-bars are supported on glass

pedestals to which they are held by specially designed clamps. The
front of the compartments is closed by doors of asbestos lumber

framed in wood and so designed that they hang upon an angle iron

extending along the front ed,ge of the top of the upper cell. Sim-

ilar doors are used to complete the oil-switch cell enclosures. The
machine switches are of the remote-control motor-operated type,

similar to the feeder switches, but placed on the opposite side of the

bus-bar compartments and connected to the bus-bars in a similar

way but with a position exactly the reverse of that of the feeder

switches.

The storage battery cells for operating the oil switches arc placed

in the battery compartment shown in the basement view, which is

built of brick wdth soapstone shelves and wooden doors. It encloses

56 "Chloride .Accuiniilalor" cells set in sand licid in wooden trays

mounted on glass knobs.

There are five oil switches on the ni:ichine side of the bus-bar

compartments and three on the feeder side. Two of the latter, as

has been explained, ;irc for the inconiing liigb-lcnsion feeder cables;

the third is for the control of the outgoing higlipi)teiiti;d line, which

feeds the Willow Grove sub station of this same line of track.

This latter inentiofled switch is directly opposite the base of the

wire tower shown in tin- ixiirinr .nul plan view-- '•! 'hi- building.

RE,\R VIEW OF SWITCHEO.SRP.

From the lower side of the switch the high-potential wires are car-

vied ill separate duct-wa>s through the floor and building wall

into the base of the wire tower. The entry through the wall into

the wire tower is made by means of three Locke wall insulators set

into the stonework. From the wall insulators each phase rises in

a separate brick compartment to a Tv-pe-7, Westinghouse choke coil.

These coils are held on a wooden rack supported by standard line

insulators. Above the choke coils Xo. 0000 aluminum wires rise

in the three separate cells to connect with the high-potential wires

brought in from the out-of-door line through Locke wall insulators.
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This construction is clearly shown in the exterior view of the sub-

station. Above the choke coils, taps are made from each phase to

a bank of Westinghouse low equivalent lightning arresters mounted

on the wire tower wall opposite the choke coils.

Between the bus-bar compartments and the rotary converters are

tile Westinghouse air-blast transformers ; these stand over openings

in the machine room floor. The floor here is S in. thick and forms

the cciliuK of the air chamber. There are at present installed 2 sets

<^^^^^

'£"cM-<,-,*»^ r^ /^ce^T/^^G S'^^/crfr~
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llic iicxi paiu'l foiilriils llir sLoraK'i; lialli-ry .iiiil also lias mouiitc-d

at its top on an i-dgowiso inarblo paiu-1 a G. !',. syncliroiiiziiig w
dicator, laiiii)s and two alternating cnrrcnt voltnii-lcvs so con

nccted tliat one- indicates llie dilTorencc of potential across the IiIkIi-

tension hus-liars and tlie other indicates the difference of potential

across the terminals of the machine which is heing started. The

lower portion of this panel, as stated, is for the battery control

and is filled with a (i. IC. magnetic hlow-ont circnit breaker, Weston

voltmeter, Weston ammeter, main switch which comiects the battery

terminals to llu' oil-switch control buses and a battery charging

switch. This charging switch is arranged to place the basement

lighting circuits in series with the battery cells so that a special

battery diarging resistance box is not reipiired.

The next two panels are for the control of the liigli potenli.il

feeder--, o

trolling two feefUrs. These circuits are pruterlcd liy I-T-E circuit

breakers ami arc controlled by a single -pole, floublc-throw main

switch. This switch connects the feeders to cither the upper or

lower busbar. Weston ammeters are used on ihc feeder circuits

now being fed from this substation.

The next and cud panel is for the control of two fioo-volt arc

lighting feeder circuits which furnish current for illnminating por-

tions of the right of way. This panel is fitted with 2 I-T-IC circuit

breakers. 2 VVestt>u ammeters, 2 feeiler switches and i main switch

for placing these feeders on either the upper or the lower direct

current bus-bars.

The rear view of the board shows the type of busbar and ma-

chine-conductor construction. These buses are all strap aluminum

held together with special cast iron clamps and connected to the

two 111

the l\v

with ,•

single

f the panels being designed to handle

iiiinn feeders .-ind the other |)aiu'l lo handle

onlgoiiig feeders. I-'ach circiiil is provided

'Ihompson aiiiiiicirr, time liiuil rel.iy, a

le (loiiliK- throw ri'iiioti' control switch.

'l"he upper position of this control switch closes the

oil-switch and the lower position opens it. 'Ihe

position of the oil switch is indicated by the illumina-

tion of a green or a red glass pilot set in the face

of the panel.

Next are two macliine panels now in use and .a

blank panel for future use. The machine panels

have G. 1'^ lime-limit relays, power factor indicators,

ammeters, synchronizing plug sockets and oil-switcli

control switches. On one of these panels is a pu.sli

button which is so cuiiiiectcd with the trip on the

circuit breaker of the tliri'ct ciineiit starting panel

that this breaker may be instantly tripped at the

moment when the starting m.achine is up to syn-

chronism and is being thrown onto the alternating

current buses.

A single panel for the control of the motor-gen-

erator starting set occupies the next position in the

board. 'Ibis panel is litled svitli a Thompson am
meter, Weston vultiueter, G. K. time-limit relay, oil

switch control switch and the field rheostat for the

direct current generator of the starting set.

The next three panels arc htted with the negative

switches of the rotary converter and there are also

mounted on these panels an alarm gong connected

with the direct current circuit breakers, a recording

direct current voltmeter and several small discon-

necting knife switches for the instruments on these panels. From

a horizontal tubular support extending from the top of the center

one of these three panels are supported an illuminaled-dial Weston

station voltmeter and an illuminated-dial Weston differential volt-

meter.

The next is the direct current starting panel and upon it arc

mounted an I-'T-E circuit breaker, Weston ammeter, a wheel switch

for connecting the differential voltmeter with the bus-bars or any

single machine and a single-pole double-throw switch for connect-

ing this ji.-inel with the bus-bars for starting or w'ith the feeders

from the starting set if there is no direct current available on the

feeder or machine bu.ses. .At the bottom of this panel is the switch

for controlling the starting resistance in series with the brushes on

the direct current side of the rotary which is being started.

The next six panels are the direct current machine panels, three

of which are now equipped. That panel controlling the l,ooo-kw.

rotary has an 1-T-E circuit bre.iker with a reverse-current relay

attachment and alarm-bell contacts. Under this are a Weston am-

meter, a Thompson recording wattmeter, main switches for couect-

ing the rotary with cither one of two bus-bars, a 4-point tield switch,

the points in their order being "ofT," "discharge," "separately ex-

cited" and "self excited." On the bottom of the panel are the field

resistance switch and a single-pole, double-throw starting switch

in series with the resistance controlled by the switch on the start-

ing panel. The other two machine panels are similar to the one just

described, except that the circuit breakers and instruments are de-

signed for the 500-kw. rotaries with which they are connected.

Next are six direct current feeder panels each arranged for cou-
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switches by specially designed copper lugs. The contact areas of

these connections were calculated for a current density of 100 am-

peres per sq. in. from copper to copper and 50 amperes per sq. in.

from copper to aluminum. The large negative bus shown in the

foreground is made up of eight bars of aluminum 5 x Ji in. in

section. This bus stands upon the basement floor. At its base are

connected the four i,ooo,coo-c. m. bare copper cables which join

the switchboard with the track. The positive feeders Jre of the

company's standard type and after passing through the hole in the

floor back of the board are carried on a steel cable rack to the en-

trance of the underground feeder ducts which parallel tlie track.

The telephone cable which is of the standard lead covered type is

also brought into the sub-station in one of these underground con-

duits and has its pairs distributed on a terminal board mounted on

the foundation wall directly under the telephone booth. All the

auxiliary wiring in this station such as light, battery, air com-

pressor motor and crane circuits is carried in steel conduits bedded

in the concrete structure. The compressed air supply pipes which

have outlets at convenient points throughout the building are also

imbedded in the concrete floor and a neat concrete base is provided

near the entrance of the building for the National Electric Co. air

compressor set. Underneath the switchboard on a steel r:ck are

Carton lightning arresters for the protection of feeder circuits.

It will be noted that this sub-station and its switch-board do not

follow the standard design of any manufacturer, but were arranged

to suit the needs of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. The design

and erection of this sub-station and the plans for the arrangement

of its apparatus were executed by the company's engineers.



Glcnside Line and Willow (irove Terminal.

The Gleiiside line to Willow Grove Park starts at Hancock St.

and Lehigh Ave., running west on Lehigh Ave. to i/th St., thence

north to Chclten Ave., and from Cheltcn and Ogontz Aves. follows a

northerly direction through Glcnside and Crestniont to Welch Road
where it unites with one of the tracks of the York Road line from
the city and continues as three tracks along the private right of way
to Willow Grove Park.

'I'he distance from Lehigh Ave. to Willow Grove Park by way of

the new Glcnside line is about ten miles. That portion of this

distance within the city of Philadelphia and some of the more
tliickly populated suburbs is built according to the Philadelphia

Rapid Transit Go's, standard track specifications, with the 137-lb.

beveled-head girder rail section. This type of construction uses

the composite riveted-zinc joint with this type of heavy rail sup-

both rails guarded with the Pennsylvani.-i Steel Cos. standard

Z-bar section.

A portion of the lino which is outside of the city limits is built

upon a right nl way which approximates 70 ft. in width for the

entire distance. Care has been taken that the curvature be as

small as possible and the grades as light as the liilly nature of the

country traversed would allow. For a greater portion of the dis-

tance the right of way has been graded and surfaced to furnish a

driveway on cither side of the tracks and between the trolley poles.

The waterways intersected are crossed by combination brick-stone

culverts.

As the roadbed is 70 ft. wide on top it will be seen that the

amount of earthwork necessary to obtain a low gradient is quite

large. For those portions where the track follows the city's loca-
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ported on yellow pine cross-ties 5 x 9 in. x 8 ft. in size. A special

form of rail brace is used on every third tie to serve the purpose of

the ordinary tie-rods. Wherever this type of rail and substructure

are used on the Glenside line the space between rails and the devil

strips are paved with brick. The gage is 5 ft. 2J.4 in., the same as

is used throughout the city of Philadelphia. The paved portion of

the track is laid with g-ft. S-in. track centers.

That portion of the Willow Grove track not in the paved streets

is built with 90-lb. A. S. C. E. section rail joined with 6-hole angle

bars and 8-in., No. 0000, "Protected" rail bonds, one to each joint.

The rails are supported by 5 x 9-in. x 8-ft. sawed yellow pine ties

bedded in rock ballast which extends to a depth of from 12 to 15

in. below the bottoms of the ties. The unpaved portion of the

track is built with 12-ft. centers. This spacing of tracks allows

room for a drainage ditch which, in those portions where the grade
is at all heavy, is paved with Belgian blocks. Drainage for this

ditch betwen the tracks is furnished by outlets of sewer pipe at fre-

quent intervals. An accompanying illustration shows a portion of

this track as built on a curve. At those points where the right of

way is intersected by highways the crossings are paved with brick.

One of the illustrations shows such a crossing where this line is

intersected by the Old York road. All curves of short radius have

tion and is in the center of a street or proposed street it was neces-

sary for the company to pave the entire street from curb to curb

with brick. The company is also obliged to maintain this pavement.
The working conductor of this line consists of a single No. 00

hard drawn copper wire, round in section and supported by
soldered ears hung from round top bell insulators. The span
wires are of s-i6-in. stranded steel. On the straight-line con-

struction the span wires are attached to the poles by two globe

insulators in series bolted to the collars which clamp about the

poles. These poles are of the company's standard steel type with

a reinforcing collar at the base. This reinforcing collar extends

a short distance above the surface of the ground and into the

mass of concrete in which the poles are set. On tangents the dis-

tance between poles is 100 ft.

From the Glenside sub-station which feeds part of this line,

a high-potential 3-phase overhead line is carried along tlie right

of way from this rotary converter sub-station north to a second

.sub-station in the direct current power house at Willow Grove
Park. This high potential line consists of three No. 0000 stranded

aluminum conductors spaced 42 in. apart at the vertices of an

equilateral triangle. The conductors which carry current at 13,200

volts are supported on 8-in. triple-petticoat Thomas insulators.
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1 lu' iiisiil,ili)i> 111 litiii .•ire supported Ijy wooden pins l}i in. in di-

.iiiiclcr. tlir upper ones of wliicli are fitted into wooden extensions in-

siTticI ill ilii- lops of the poles. The two lower wires are supported

by a wooden cross-arm clamped In llic extension. On the same pole

as the high-tension line and al ;i pi pint about 18 in. below the span

wire supports are cast-iron cross-anns which carry the Klass in-

sulators for supporting a feeder lin» supplying current to the are

and iucaudcsccnt street lights with which portions of the right of

way are illuminated. On the line of trolley poles opposite those

carrying the high-tension Hue and arc light feeders arc twij cross-

arms; the upper one is of iron construcli(jn and supports the direct

eurreiil c;diU-s which supplement the trolley wires from the suh-

slalioii northward, and the lower cross-arm which is of wood

furnishes a support for the company's telephone wires to Willow

Grove I'arU. There are four pairs of leleplinne lines carried on

these anu'^. Iwn ahuve the ercpss-anns .'md two lielow. The type of

insulator for supporting these wires is fniin a design specially

made for the I'hiladelphi.a Rapid Transit Co. An accompanying

illustration shows this design as made with one section for the in-

sulator on the top of the cross-arm and another section for the

insulator which is bolted up against the bottom of the cross-arm.

The telephone lines from the company's city offices are carried to a

of way. .After paralleling the steam railroad for a distance of about

two city blocks the tracks turn an angle of <jo degrees and parallel

a public highway for a like distance, then turn from this road onto

the terminal property which lies between Uavisviile Road and Gcr-

mantowu 'Jurnpikc.

One of the engravings shows the general layout of these tracks

with their adjacent platforms as viewed from an elevation near this

latter mentioned curve, l-'rom the end of the curve at the entrance

to the terminal the three tracks entciid as tangents along the

length of two broad loading platforms. Ornamental fences of

steel construction with braced steel posts bedded in concrete ex-

tend throughout the length of the platform space and lietween the

tracks. The two platforms mentioned arc for loading the outgoing

cars and as the middle track is an incon)ing line the fences serve

the double purpose of keeping the crowds on the incoming cars

from interfering with cars being loaded and preventing people

from crossing from one platform to the other except by means

of the subway shown on the map of the terminal.

The incoming line passes between these two steel fences and

down the middle of the terminal property to a loop which is shown

ill oiu- of the illustrations. This loop track has a center raduis of

fjo ft. Incoming passengers from the Glcnside line arc unloaded at
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board in the Gleuside sub-station by a 15-pair underground cable.

The direct current trolley feeders are also carried in vitrified con-

duits as far as Glenside. From the Glcnside sub-station to the

Willow Grove power house the alternating and direct current

feeders and the telephone lines arc carried on the trolley poles as

has just been described.

Park Terminal.

.\t the intersections of Cresmont .\vc. and Welch Road the

(ln\il)le tr.icks of the new Glenside line turn to the left. -Vt this

imiiit Ihese two tracks arc paralleled by a third track which is

used by the cars of the York Road route, leaving the parks for the

city. While in ordinary operation no interchange of cars takes

place between the two lines, yet at this street intersection men-

tioned a connecting curve and also a cross-over join the tracks of

the two routes as may be seen in the map show'ing the general track

outlay at the Willow Grove terminal. A short distance from Cres-

mont Ave. the three tracks turn to the north passing over a

three-track steel girder bridge which spans a branch of the

Philadelphia & Reading Ry. Near this point the Welch Road
crosses over the electric tracks on a steel bridge. The foundations

of this bridge are of concrete and extend along the sides of the

right of way as retaining walls for the sides of the cut in which the

tracks make their curve in order to parallel the steam railroad right

a long platform extending from the center of the terminal prop-

erty to about the mid point of the incoming side of the loop. Hav-

ing turned the loop, cars may be stored on any one of six tracks

parallel with the incoming line or may pass on to the loadirtf; plat-

form for outgoing passengers. In case of congestion of the un-

loading platform of the Glenside lines just mentioned, other

loaded cars may encircle the loop and unload their passengers at a

second unloading platform on the opposite side of the storage tracks

from the first mentioned unloading platform.

As shown on the map the cars coming to the park from the city

over the York Road route enter the terminal property at the

opposite end from the Glenside route, crossing the steam railway

track near its Willow Grove station, turning around the company's

car barn and sh.op building and by means of a reverse curve across

the new Welch Road in front of the power station reach the side

of the unloading platform opposite that used by the incoming Glen-

side lines. Here are also five parallel storage tracks where extra

cars ma.v be stored or where through cars may pass on to the load-

ing platform of the outgoing York Road lines.

These several platforms are constructed of red brick with a con-

crete curb extending along the track. Steel fences prevent the

crowds moving except by way of the proper passages. Ornamental

brick posts are built at the corners of the platforms and a concrete

retaining wall extends along the Davisville side of the terminal
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property with its top oil a level slightly above the unloading plat-

form. These four similarly built platforms, two of which are used

for loading and two for unloading, arc so enclosed by the fences

that entrance may not be gained to them except by means of a large

tunnel and inclines from the tunnel to the platform level. This

tunnel has its portal inside the limits of the park proper and at the

intersection of several broad avenues near the music pavilion. Th(?

p irtal of an ornamental design with long ornamental hriek retain-

BRICK P.WED HIGHWAY CROSSING.

ing walls is shown herewith. This tunnel extends from the portal

near the music pavilion, under the tracks of the Doylestown and

Ilatboro lines, the Germantown turnpike and the several storage

tracks of the Glenside and York Road lines. The walls of the

tuimel are of concrete, the roof is of reinforced concrete and the

door is paved with red brick. From the portal to the farther end

of the tunnel a fence of steel rods divides the passageway into

halves thus separating the incoming passengers from those going

to the loading platforms. The several platform's are connected

with the main tunnel each by a separate incline of low gradient

with its portal in the side wall of the tunnel and its exit at the

platform surface. The .general arran.gement nf the funnel and the

WILLOW GRO\E LAYOUT.

roRTAL AT WILLOW GROVE TERMINAL.

inclines may be seen from the accompanying map of the terminal

tracks.

At the end of the larger unloading platform and near the center

of this terminal is a rest house for the use of railway employes.

The double-track line from Doylestown and Hatboro which

serves the park from the north enters it parallel with the west side

of Germantown Ave. The terminal for this line is separate

from that of the city lines and is located in the park proper directly

across Germantown Ave. from the large terminal and near the
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portal rif (111- liinml wliicli serves tlic city line pl.ilfuriiis. As tli(/re

is hut one line of cars using tlic Uoyk-sUjwn ami llat1)oro terminal

sucli an elaborate layout as lias been described for the city lines is

hardly necessary. 'I'he cars enter the park on one of the lines and

on reaching the terminal building outlined on the map unload and

reload in this same platform. When reloaded they pass to the

outgoing one of the two tracks by means of a cross-over at one

end of the terminal. l"or the convenience of visitors a large shelter

shed has been built along the side of the tracks so that protcc-

STAND.^RD UNr.WKI) H().\li\\^\^ AMI TR.NfK.

tion fnini rain will be afforded a large number of passengers at

one time. At the point where these tracks leave the York Road

and enter the park near the car barn, a Y connects this line with

the York Road line and with leads to the car barn and shop tracks.

As may be seen in the illustrations, the track work of the Willow

Grove terminal has been built in a thorough and substantial man-

ner. The same section of rails and the same sized ties spaced 2 ft.

between centers are used for the terminal construction as in the

construction of that part of the Glenside line occupying private

right of way. A generous amount of rock ballast neatly shaped

on the single track portions and flush with the tops of the ties in

the storage yards completes the roadbed. All curves are guarded

tongue and guard in one piece adds greatly to the strength of the

switch point. The groove between the switch point proper and the

guard was designed to accommodate the flanges of M. C. B. stand-

ard wheels. Both rails of the switch curves arc guarded with the

standard Z-bar construction and the frogs are made up of short

sections of manganese steel T-rails. M the two entrances to the

I ^i-

TEI-EPHONE INSULATORS.

Storage portions of the terminal where there are several switches

from the ladder track to the parallel storage tracks small pavilions

shelter the sets of levers by which these switches are operated.

The pipe rods connecting the levers in the pavilions with the

switch stands are mounted on concrete pedestals parallel with the

track. Low switch stands with target lights are used.

Willow Grove Park.
Situated in Montgomery Co., 13 miles northward from the center

of the city and at the terminus of six lines of cars reaching it over

three separate routes, is the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Go's. Wil-

low Grove Park. The limits of the park enclose an area of more

than 100 acres whose natural beauties, enhanced by many artistically

constructed buildings and much landscape gardening, make this

park an ideal outing place. The electric railway terminal for un-

loading and loading the passengers to and from this park is worthy

M \Nr,AXESE SPLIT SWnclI. GLEXSIDE TERMINAL.

with the Pennsylvania Steel Go's. Z-bars which are bolted to the

running rails and spiked to the ties.

The special work throughout this terminal was made by the

Lorain Steel Co. Manganese-steel T-rail spring switches are used,

sections of which are shown in one of the line drawings. In this

the section AA' is 6 in. from the switch point; sections B and B'

are 9 ft. 8 in. back and sections G and C' are 20 ft. 6 in. back of the

point. The tongues are of cast manganese steel of such shape that

they serve not only as the T-rail split switch tongue but also furnish

a guard throughout the length of the tongue. The casting of the

of special note and is elsewhere described m connection with the

new Glenside route from the city limits to Willow Grove Park.

The superior quality of the music offered the visitors at the

park is considered one of its chief attractions. This j'ear concerts

were given by the following well-known musical organizations

:

Sousa's Band, Herbert's Orchestra, Conway's Ithaca Band, Whee-

lock's Indian Band. Damrosch's Orchestra. The concerts are held

in a large open air pavilion provided with a sound reflector and

seats for 4,000 people. Outside of the roofed portion of the

pavilion the sloping side hill furnishes an excellent location for
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several thousand additional seats arranged in the form of an

amphitheater. '1 he music pavilion is just south of two lakes which

are in the north part of the park. This location affords an excel-

lent view from the pavilion of the large electric fountain built in

the center of the nearby lake. The programs of the concerts are so

conducted that intermissions are included during which times the

visitors are entertained by displays of the electric fountain. About

the borders of these lakes is built a substantial stone retaining wall.

Along the line of the wall arc frequent lamp posts surmounted by

frosted glass spheres enclosing clusters of incandescent lamps.

These lamps illuminate the surface of the lakes and the paved paths

which surround both lakes. Restaurant service is provided in a

casino standing on an elevation so that from the broad porches,

where tables are set as well as inside the casino, visitors have a

commanding view of the lakes and otlier portions of the park.

There are two well appointed lunch cafes, one in the upper part of

the park where the amusements are located, and one in the lower

part overlooking the lake and in full view of the electric fountain.

In the center of the large lawn which occupies the middle por-

tion of the park is the ladies' building. This building is of orna-

mental design with large Moorish porches on either side. The
porches are well supplied with comfortable rocking chairs for tlie

use of ladies and children only. The administration building is a

speed by means of proper grip levers and brakes. .\ car is first

drawn by the cable in a circuitous route around and up the moun-

tain until the summit is reached, from which point a fine view of

the entire park and surrounding country is available. Then the

cable is slipped and the car descends the mountain side, gaining

speed as it approaches the bottom, at which point it passes to the

tracks of a scenic railway extending to the right of the mountain.

After traversing the scenic railway, the train again ascends the

mountain on an incline and descends by a very winding route to the

pavilion shown in the illustration. It is interesting to note that a

complete set of electrically operated l)lock signals control the posi-

tion of these trains. The material of which the moimtain is con-

structed bears a close resemblance to rough granite. The track

with its paralleling row of telegraph poles passing through the

rock and under falling water, helps to make this installation very

realistic.

From the front of the mountain railway pavilion is a wide ave-

nue known as "The Midway," which extends westward. The
north side of this avenue is open to the broad lawn in the center

of the park. Along the south side are the several other amuse-

ment concessions for the park visitors. Among these are a '"Mir-

ror-Maze" ; "Willow.graph Theater", in which is exhibited a mov-
ing picture entertainment ; "Photograph Gallery" of pleasing design.

WILLOW GROVE PARK, SHOWING SCENIC R.MLWAY, FLYING MACHINE AND AD.MINISTRATION BUILDING,

pretty structure of brick and stone fashioned after the colonial style

of architecture. In this building are the offices of the park super-

intendent and park physician ; the services of the latter are at all

times at the command of the patrons. A corps of uniformed guards

is maintained whose duties are to direct visitors, provide for their

comfort and safeguard them from any mniecessary inconvenience.

On the left of the accompanying illustration may be seen the

administration building. To the right of this is the "Captive Fly-

ing Machine." The operating parts of this machine are built en-

tirely of steel. Briefly described, it consists of a central portion

or tower of lattice-steel construction mounted on a step bearing.

From the top of this tower extend steel cables supporting the di-

verging ends of 10 inclined lattice-steel struts whose bases are

nested about the middle point of the vertical pedestal. From the

end of each of these inclined arms is hung by slender steel cables

an ornamental boat provided with cross-seats, protective rails and

a wind shield. Each boat has a seating capacity for 10 people.

The tower and its hanging "Airships" are revolved by an electric

motor enclosed in the base of the tower and controlled by switches

and a starting rheostat on the ornamental marble panel near the

center of the loading platform.

The park illustration include; a view of a portion of the "Moun-
tain Scenic Railway." Three-car trains, each car seating 10 people

which are loaded and unloaded in the shelter pavilion shown in the

foreground, operate at regular inter\'als over the tracks on the

mountain. Each train is in charge of a gripman who controls its

where portraits are made and park souvenir postal cards are sold

;

"Unique Coal Mine," a reproduction of the St. Nicholas mine in

Pennsylvania, through which the passengers journey in imitation

coal cars ; "Candjdand," a large artistically built booth whose roof

is supported on many rough stone pillars and in which a large

assortment of candies and confections are for sale, and "Ye Olde

Mill," through which visitors float in small boats and view varied

panoramas. At the extreme western ei)d of this row of amusement

pavilions is a "Scenic Railway" or "Roller Coaster," and nearby

are two "Carrousels."

East Side Trolley Outings.

The 1905 edition of "East Side Trolley Outings," a publication

of the East St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co. which is being got-

ten out each year by Mr. F. H. Thomas, general passenger agent,

contains additional interesting information regarding the different

outings and places of interest along its lines, in addition to the

usual data concerning private car parties, schedules of rates, time

cards, etc. .\n electric hay ride is the latest fad introduced by the

company to develop traffic and arrangements may be made for

chartering the "commodious, well-ventilated and heaven-canopied

gondola"—the "Darrach"—which has been placed in service fur hay

rides. Interesting views along the line, together with a map of the

system, complete the attractive and serviceable publication.



A Brief History of Philadelphia Street Railways.

The Philadelphia Kapid Transit (.*>. Its Officers and Heads of Departments.

Ill l'liil,iiUI|ilii.i. ris ill llic otlitr largi:r American cities, the de-

vi'li>|iiiii'iii ul ilir IiumI iransportation system began with the

oiiiiiiljiis; then c.uuc the horse car era with its multitude of small

lines, many of them direct competitors, followed by electric sur-

face railways. Incidental In the growtli of the present system there

has been a consolidation of local transportation interests furnish-

iiiK .1 most striking illustration of the law that such business is ill

its iialure a monopoly. At lliis lime the Philadelphia Rapid Tran-

sit I'd. is building a subway through the center of the city with

elevated stnictmes coniucling the subway with both river fronts;

Ihis iininnveiiieiil when completed will make Philadelphia the

fourth ;\nierican city In install the elevated r.'iilroad and the third

to have a subway.

The credit for introducing the onmibus in Pliiladi'Iphia is given

to James lioxall, who in Decem-

ber, 1831, announced an hourly

stage coach from Schuylkill

—

seventh and Chestnut streets to

the Merchant's Coffee House in

Second street and return, from

8 ;30 a, ni. to S p. m. each week

day. The fare was 10 cents each

way, 12 tickets for $1.00. In 1833

the second omnibus line from the

Navy Yard to Kensington, via

Second St., was started with

hourly trips, fare 12'A cents.

City records show that in 1857

there were 322 omnibuses in serv-

ice ; in 1858 street car competition

had reduced the number to 222

;

in 1859 there were only 56 buses

in use and in 1864 but one. The
fares on the omnibus lines varied

from 3 cents to 12;^ cents per

ride, Init some lines sold annual

tickets at prices reducing the rate

to I cent per ride for patrons rid-

ing regularly four times per da>

,

The first street car line was

opened to the public Jan. 20,

1858, by the Philadelphia & Dela-

ware Railroad Co. (a steam line)

which June y, 1857, had secured a

supplemental charter authorizing

it to operate a horse railroad in

Fifth and Sixth streets. The com-

pany met with bitter opposition, and 1.200 residents along the pro-

posed route filed a remonstrance alleging

:

"1. The enterprise was a mischievous speculation aiming at

monopoly.
"2. The rapidly moving cars could not be stopped and would

be exceedingly dangerous to life and limb.

"3. The cars would disturb the repose of the streets and make
city life intolerable because of noise.

"4. The danger and noise would depreciate property.

"5. The overcrowded streets would be further congested.

"6. The rails would ruin the streets for other traffic."

It is perhaps needless to remark that this indictment has failed

on all counts except No. 5. and as regards this the streets have

managed to stand even greater congestion than was contemplated

in 1S57.

The Second and Third Streets Passenger Railway Co. organized

in 1858 had to fight for its life in the courts which finally decided

that while a railway may "occasion loss or inconvenience, it may
depreciate the value of property and render its enjoyment incom-

JOHN B. P.\RS0iNS,

Presulcnt PhilaJi'lpllia Rapid Transit Co.

modiinis and almost impossible, yet this is damnum alis(|uc injuria."

Despite continued opposition from the public, within two years of

the grant of the first street railway charter 18 companies had l)ccn

chartered. The street railways displaced the onmibus and created

new business; five roads were operating in 1858 carrying 46,000

passengers per day. In 1858 the Philadelphia & Darby Company
found "five cars insuftlcient to accommodate the permanent travel

originally performed by one omnibus."

As early as January, 1859, it was shown that the danger incident

to the horse car had been exaggerated, the then mayor saying in

his annual message: "Perhaps no public improvement ever occa-

sioned more contrariety of opinion than the occupation by the

passenger railway system of the streets of this city, and perhaps

none has ever promised more general benefit to the community."

The operation of Sunday cars

was another improvement bitterly

fought for eight years, and not

until Nov. 9, 1867, were Sunday

cars regularly operated.

The original policy of the leg-

islature was to encourage com-

petition, and it is interesting to

know that as early as May 24,

1859, there was organized the

Board of Presidents of City Pas-

senger Railway Companies, with

10 companies represented, which

by "gentlemen's agreements"

eliminated ill effects of competi-

tion. The Board of Presidents

was active until the formation

of the Union Traction Co. in

1895.

In 1858 the street railways of

Philadelphia began with a 5-cent

fare, the prevailing omnibus rate

then being 6 cents. At first ex-

change tickets were sold for 6

cents ; in i860 the Board of Presi-

dents made the exchange rate 7

cents. In 1864 the single fare was
raised to 6 cents because of the

"high price of horse feed." Soon

after the single fare rate was
raised to 7 cents, 16 tickets for

$1.00, and exchange tickets 9 cents

each. In January, 1877, the rate

for single fares was reduced to 6 cents, exchange tickets remaining at

9 cents. A reduction to 5 cents for single fares was made in 1887.

though the new companies chartered between 1881 and that date

were limited to 5 cents. Free transfers had been in vogue up to

1S95 when the Union Traction Co. was organized; on the consoli-

dation by this company free transfers were abolished, hut the routes

were rearranged so that the business center of the city could be

reached front every section for a single 5-cent fare and Fairmount

Park reached from most sections for a single fare. The rates

today are 5 cents for a single fare and 8 cents for an exchange.

The "exchange" is a ticket purporting to be good for the day of

issue only, but which in practice is an unlimited ticket, given to the

passenger upon paying 3 cents in addition to his 3-ccnt fare. The
effect of the exchange system is to make the minimum rate 4 cents

without transfer privilege as it is understood in other cities. The
importance of the exchange system is discussed elsewhere.

On certain short lines not parts of through routes what are known
as "passes" are issued to passengers paying 5-cent fares : these

passes correspond to free transfers.
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The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. was chartered May i, 1002.

to succeed the Union Traction Co. and charter holding companies.

The property and franchises of the Union Traction Co. were leased

for 999 years from Jidy I. igo2, and the charters of various rapid

transit companies granted franchises in 1901 and 1902 have been

acquired so that the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. controls all of

the street railways of Philadelphia (excepting only the Fairmount

Park Transportation Co. which has a lo-mile line in Fairmount

consolidation began about 1S80. and in 1883 Messrs. P. .\. l'>. Wid-

oncr and \V. L. Elkins organized the Philadelphia Traction Co.,

to acquire existing roads by lease or purchase. In 1895 there were

only four operating companies which had track as follows
:

Phila-

delphia, 203 miles; Klcctric, 130 miles; People's, 7.? miles; Mcston-

ville, 24 miles.

In 1895 the Union Traction Co. was organized and b.ninht stock

control of the Electric and People's systems, and leased llie Phiki-

CHARLES O. KRUGER,

Seiond Vicc-Prcsiilent and General Manager.

ALEX. RENNICK,

Third Vice-President.

Park) and has the right to operate cars on all the streets not already

occupied by the Union Traction Co. The rapid transit franchises

included those for the subway and elevated railroad on Market St.

The underlying companies of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.

are given in the accompanying table, arranged to show the path by

which each one entered the consolidation. The date in parenthesis,

unless otherwise stated, is the date of charter or incorporation.

The first consolidation was in 1864 when the Fairmount & Arch

delphia system ; the properties of the first two were also leased as

a matter of convenience. The Hestonville line was leased in 1898.

The organization in 1902 of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.

to succeed the Union Traction Co. and acquire rapid transit fran-

chises consolidated the local rapid transit system into a single unit,

embracing underground and elevated as well as surface lines.

The physical property of the Rapid Transit company comprises

545 miles of electric track. 1.911 closed motor cars, 1,236 open motor

WALTER ELLIS.

General Su per in lend en t.

F. H. LINXOLN,

Assistant General Manager.

JAMES BRICKER,

Superintendent Transportation.

Street company was merged with the Hestonville, Mantua & Fair-

mount Passenger Ry. In 1876 there were 17 separate companies

operating under the co-operative control of the Board of Presi-

dents. These companies carried about 117 million passengers per

annum, of which the five companies carried 63 million ; West Phila-

delphia, 15,000,000; Philadelphia City, 13,737,000; Germantown, 13,-

339,000; Union, 11.392,000; Hestonville, 9,635,000.

The leasing of railways by other companies which led to final

cars, 27 freight cars, 14 mail cars, 18 w'ork cars, 105 snow plows, 79

sweepers, and 92 miscellaneous motor cars.

The capital stock of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. is $30,-

000,000, on' which 40 per cent has been paid in, and a further pay-

ment of 10 per cent will probably be called this year.

The capital stock and funded debt liabilities of the underlying

companies and the interest and rental charges imposed upon the

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. are as follows:
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II. R NICHOLS,

lOllKintM'l- of \\';l>-.

CHARl.KS IIKWITT,

.Superintendent Miitive Power,

A. B. STITZER,

Electrical EnKlnecr.
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New Companies

Union Traction Company,

Electric Traction System.

Hcstonville System,

People's Traction System.

Phila. Traction System. .

STREET RAILWAY REVIEW [Vol. XV, No. 9.

Funded loteresi and
Slock. Debt. Sinking Fund*. Krnial^.

$ $



Philadelphia & West Chester Traction Co,

'I'lic IMiila(lol|)lii;i & West Chester 'Ir.iclioii Co. lines extend from

llie Pliilndclplii.i city limits at 6.vl and Market Sts. west a distance

of JO miles throuKli Pliiladelpliia, Delaware and Chester Counties to

West Chester, llie enimty seal of Chester County. The company

also operales a braneli from l.lanerch to Anlmnrc, I'a., whicli

A. MF.RKITT T.WI.OR.

I'l-i'sidiMit.

covers a distance of four uiiles. This latter branch is owned by the

.Vrdmore & Llanerch Street Railway Co., but the road is leased to

and operated by the Philadel])!ua & West Chester Traction Co.

The road is double track from Philadelphia to Llanerch, one of

the many beautiful suburbs of Philadelphia. A connecting line

owned by the same interests is also being constructed through Gar-

retlford to LiiiVm Heights, IJelawarc County, Pa., a distance of

about four miles.

The eastern terminal of the main line is now at 63rd and Market

Sts., but the new terminal will Ijc at Upper Darby in conjunction

with the Market St. elevated railway terminal.

A new terminal station has been completed at Ardmorc, which

comprises train shed, waitinK room and all conveniences.

The operating offices, main power station and car barns arc lo-

cated at Llanerch on the company's property.

Power Station.

The main power station at Llanerch is efjuipped with two 400-kw.

Westinghouse double current generators, direct connected to Hamil-

ton-Corliss cross-compound engines. The boilers arc three 500-

h. p. Edgcmoor units. Water is obtained from a creek, aufl coal is

delivered by the Pennsylvania R. R. to the company's trestle bins.

Sub-Station.

The sub-station is located on the main line alxiut 10 miles west

of Llanerch at Ridley Creek. This station, which has just been

completed, is equipped with one 500-kw., Ooo-volt Curtis turbine

unit with a battery of two 500-h. p. Hdgemoor boilers. On the

gallery floor are located two General Electric 250-kw.. 25 cycle ro-

tary converters and six oil-cooled transformers with switchboard

apparatus. The steam plant is only used at present as an auxiliary,

the converters being driven from the Llanerch station when traffic

requirements are not heavy.

On the completion of the line to Clifton Heights all lines cast of

Newtown Sq. will be operated from the Llanerch station, and the

steam plant at Ridley Creek will operate the main line west of

Newtown Sq.—a point about at the center of the road. The ro-

taries are operated at a line tension of 15,000 volts through step-

down transformers. The boiler room here is equipped with large

concrete storage bins for coal, which is hauled from the main bins

at Llanerch by the company's specially designed coal cars.

The building is on a solid rock foundation and is fireproof

throu.ghout. It was designed by and erected under the supervision

of Messrs. Franklin & Clarke, civil engineers, of Philadelphia. All

THOMAS SIDI.NG. TK.VCK Xt.\K WINCHESTER.
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the flcctric.'il. steam work and pipe were designed under the super-

vision of the company's superintendent and chief engineer.

Track.

The entire roadway and track is being reconstructed, and as far

The Ardmore division is Ijcing double-tracked about one-third of

its length, and many heavy curves and grades arc being eliminated.

The Philadelphia and Garrettford extension to Clifton will, ex-

cept for the gage, 5 ft. 2!4in., be built according to steam railroad

standards throughout. The extension will cross the Pennsylvania

OFFirE .\ND M.\IN POWER ST.\TI0N, nillADELPH I.\ & WEST CHESTER TR.VCTION CO.

as tlie i)hysical condition of the ronilway will permit, is Iieing con-

structed along steam railroad standards. The double track is being

built by Messrs. Millard & McGraw, contractors, and the new track

will be laid with 70-lb. A. S. C. E. standard T-rail : the old rail is

58-lb. and 60-lb. T with "Continuous" joints. The old track is being

rebuilt by the company's force.

A new steel viaduct 200 ft. long with masonry piers has Just been
completed at Ridley Creek. This viaduct will decrease the grade

R. R. at Garrettford Road on a steel viaduct; it will also cross the

Darliv Creek near Clifton on a steel girder bridge.

Train Service.

The company operates a normal headway of 30 minutes from

Philadelphia to West Chester and a similar schedule to Ardmore;
when the tratfic conditions require it, a 15-minute service is

operated. This service will be greatly increased upon the comple-

tion of the Market .St. elevated railway. The line is protected by

CURTIS TURBINE RIDLEY CREEK ST.\TION. rOWER ST.\TION .\T RIULEV CREEK.

and place a portion of the road on private right of way. This via-

duct was also designed by Franklin & Clarke, and erected by Clias.

A. Sims Co., contractors. No pains are being spared to m;d<e the

roadw^ay and track high grade throughout, as it has been the com-

pany's policy to give the public a high-speed, close-schedule service

electric signals with teleplioncs at each sidin.s;. and a dispatcher

is on duty day and night. The double track will lie protected by

semaphore spacing signals.

Every effort is being taken by the management to insure the safety

of the traveling public; great care is also taken that the trains ar-
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rive ami leave leriuiiials and sidings uii regular schedule (ime. All

eoiistructioii and extra trains arc dispatched by written train orders

and arc properly protected by tlaKincn and the system of marker

lanterns. The <lispatcher's ofKce is located at Llanerch, as arc also

the trainmen's reading and dining rooms.

All cars, both open and closed, have Wcstinghouse No. 68 4-motor

equipments. A new standard car is soon to be adopted by the

company and two and three car trains will be operated.

The trainmen are governed by the standard road rules, and are

required to wear the company's standard uniform, which is very

similar to that used by the steam railroads. An excellent esprit dc

corps obtains among the employes of the company, wlio for the

most part have their residences at Llanerch, within easy call in

case of emergency. TIic trainmen are paid at the rate of 18, 19, 20

and 21 cents per hour, and no pains are spared by the management

to get high-grade, cllicient men.

The connection with the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Go's, ele-

vated line and subway will enable the company to operate an ex-

press service between West Chester and Philadelphia. This con-

nection will be a benefit to the Rapid Transit Co. and to the Phila-

delphia & West Chester Traction Co., giving the latter a relialile

entrance into the city.

The present officers of the Philadelphia & West Chester Traction

Co. are: President, A. M. Taylor; vice-president, W. S. Taylor;

secretary, IT. II. Aikens; treasurer, C. L. Rihl ; superintendent,

W. G. Woolfolk; assistant superintendent, C. B. Fulton.

Fairmount Park Transportation Co.

The Fairmount Park Transportation Co., which was chartered in

1894 to construct an electric railway within the confines of Fairmounl

Park, completed and opened its novel line Nov. 10, 1896. The park,

which is one of the largest in the world, comprises some 2.740

acres beautifully located on both sides of llic Si lutyl-

kill River. A britlKC connects the railway lines in

I be cast park ami west park. Wliilc the park is

traversed by many (iiic carriage drives and beautiful

walk.s, many portions of it were inaccessible on ac-

count of its size and (lie fact that some of its most

beautiful spot.s lie at great distances from the points

reached by the city railway system.

In the construction of this line great care was
taken to preserve the natural beauty of the territory

it traversed and every precaution used to avoid grade

crossings and other elements of danger to lx)tli

vehicles and pedestrians. The line is 10 miles in

b-ngtii, with stations alKiiit three-quarters of a mile

apart, at which passengers are received and dis-

charged, the cars making stops at no other points

for this purpose. As a further protection the entire

line is inclosed by a wire fence and viaducts, stone

arches or steel bridges were constructed over drives

and pathways. To assist in preserving the beauty

of the park, grass was planted between the tracks, so

ihat only the heads of the rails show, as well as on the slopes of all

embankments and cuts. The gage of the track, which is laid with

90-lb. T rail on yellow pine ties 0x8 in. x 8 ft. spaced 2 ft. apart,

is 5 ft. 2^:1 in. The overhead construction is neat and not conspic-

uous.

The power station for this system is situated in a ravine, the stack

TRAIN SHED AND STATION AT ARD.MC.RE.

CONSTRLXTir.N CAR, PHIl.ADELl'HIA i WEST CHESTER.

being only as high as the building, so that from a short distance

the building is almost hidden by the trees. The generating equip-

ment of this station comprises General Electric apparatus. The
liuilding is served by a spur from an adjacent railroad, and ^oal is

dumped into vaults by means of chutes, the statiunv

having capacity for one month's supply of coal. Fans

and economizers furnished by the American Econo-

mizer Co. serve the station. The feeders are catr!e<l

in a^^-in. Williamsport creosoted wooden ducts un-

derground and the trolley wire, which is a Xo. 0000.

is supported by span wires 7-16 in. in diameter.

Mayer & Englund overhead material was used in this

construction. The engineers for the work were

Pepper & Register.

The equipment of the road, which originally con-

sisted of (3o cars furnished by the J. G. Brill Co., now
comprises 70 cars, 30 of which are motor cars and

40 trail cars. General Electric four-motor equip-

ments are used. The car barn and repair shop is

located in \\'est Fairmount Park, a short distance

from the power house, and is likewise hidden among

the trees and banks of the ravine. The building,

which is 110x425 ft., contains the local offices and

shops of the company.
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Considerable difliciilty was encountered in securing the franchise

for the construction of this line and it was several years after plans

were first suggested that the Park Commissioners granted a fran-

chise to the Fairmount Park Transportation Co. From the begin-

ning of its operation the traffic has been very good and the operation

of the line has been tniancially successful as well as satisfactory to

the Park Commissioners and a great convenience to park visitors.

The officers of the company are : President, Charles .-V. Porter

;

vice-president, C. E. Piatt ; secretary and treasurer, W. C. Martin
;

superintendent, William Itoetler; chief engineer, F. B. Falk.

Philadelphia & Western R. R.

Good progress is being made in the construction of the roadbed

of the Philadelphia & Western R. R., which will extend from the

terminus of the Market Street Elevated Passenger Ry. westward

into a promising suburban district. The roadbed will be double

tracked and laid with 85-11). T-rails. It is said that a speciall\ high

class sub-structure will be built, extending from the Philadelphia

terminus in a westerly direction to Bryn Mawr, thence to Parkers-

burg, thus making a line 44 miles long. If the operation of this

portion of the line warrants, it is expected that the track will be

extended to York, Pa.

The location of the right of way has been carried on with a view

to reducing the curvature and grades to the lowest possible amount.

In the section of the roadbed between '.he Philadelphia terminus

and Wayne there will be about 30 highway crossings, none of which

w'ill be at grade. At the western limits of Philadelphia the line will

cross the terminal property of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co's.

Market Street Elevated Passenger Ry. Here will be erected a joint

transfer station to be used by the Philadelphia & Western R. R.,

the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. and the Philadelphia & West

Qiester Traction Co. The plans for this terminal are given else-

where in this issue in the description of the Market Street Elevated

Passenger Ry.

'I'he offices of the Philadelphia & Western Railroad Co., of which

Mr. J. M. Bramletlc is general manager, are in the West End Trust

RIdg., Philadelphia.

No announcement has as yet been made regarding the type of

equipment to be used but it is said that high speed cars will be

operated at frequent intervals, and undoubtedly some traffic ar-

rangement will be made so that passengers or perhaps cars of the

Philadelphia & Western R. R. will be taken to the center of the

city by way of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co's. new cUvated

structure and subway.
< »

The American Railways Co.

The .\mcrican Railways Co., which has its general offices at 1321

Walnut St., Philadelphia, was incorporated under the laws of New-

Jersey in April, 1899, t.i construct, lease, purchase and operate

.street railways and electric lighting systems. Immediately after its

organization the company began the purchase of railway and lighting

property. The company purchased the Bridgeton & Millville Trac-

tion Co. and the Bridgeton Electric Co., Bridgeton, N. J. ; it owns

all the stock of the Springfield Railway Co. and the Springfield

Light & Power Co., of Springfield, O., of the People's Railway Co.,

Dayton, O., of the Altoona & Logan Valley Electric Railway Co.,

Altoona, Pa., which already controlled the City Passenger Railway

Co.

The properties of the Joliet Railroad Co. and the Chicago & Jolict

Rapid Transit Co. were later purchased and consolidated under the

name of the Chicago & Joliet Electric Railway Co. The stocks and

franchises of the Chicago & Desplaines Valley Electric Railway Co.

and the Desplaines Valley Electric Railway Co. were secured and

consolidated under the name of the former company, and arrange-

ments made for through service from points on the Chicago & Joliet

Electric Ry. to the Chicago city limits over the Chicago & Desplaines

Valley Electric Ry., where connections are made with cars of the

city system.

In March, 190,3, the properties of the Tyrone Electric Railway Co.

and the Home Electric Light & Steam Heating Co., both of Tyrone,

Pa., were purchased. Some few months later the Home Electric

Light & Steam Heating Co. was leased to the Tyrone Electric Rail-

way Co. for 99 years, and this property and that of the Altoona &
Logan Valley Electric Railway Co. and the City Passenger Rail-

way Co. were merged into one company, known as the Altoona &
Logan Valley Electric Railway Co.

The company now controls over 217 miles of track upon which arc

operated 348 cars. The aggregate capacity of its station plants is

9,450 h. p., in addition to which it owns three electric lighting plants.

The company has recently purchased 40 acres of land near Chicago,

on the line of the Chicago & Joliet Electric Railway Co., to be used

as a park. This, added to the land already used for similar pur-

poses, makes a total of 182 acres owned by the company and de-

voted to park purposes.

The officers of the company are: President, J. J. Sullivan; first

vice-president, W. F. Harrity; second vice-president, C. L. S. Ting-

ley; secretary and treasurer, W. W. Perkins; assistant secretary,

assistant treasurer and comptroller, Frank J. Pryor, jr.; general

counsel, Silas W. Pettit; general manager, H. J. Crowley; chief

engineer, A. S. Kibbee
;
purchasing agent, W. J. Mulholland.

-•-•

Interstate Railways Co.

The Interstate Railways Co. was chartered under the laws of New
Jersey in December, 1902, for the purpose of taking over the prop-

erty of the United Power & Transportation Co., which had been

incorporated April 20, 1899, to construct, purchase and operate

street railways, electric lighting and power plants, and had already

secured control of considerable property. Those companies in which

it had secured a controlling interest are the Citizens' Electric Light

& Power Co., the Delaware County & Philadelphia Electric Railway

Co. ; Edison Electric Illuminating Co. of Lebanon, Pa. ; Holmesburg,

Tacony & Frankfort Electric Railway Co. ; Lebanon Valley Street

Railway Co. ; Media, Glen Riddle & Rockdale Electric Street Ry.

;

Ro.xboro, Chestnut Hill & Norristown Railway Co. ; Schuylkill Val-

ley Traction Co.; Trenton Street Railway Co. of Trenton, N. J.;

Trenton Traction Co. ; Wilkesbarre & Wyoming Valley Traction

Co. ; Wilmington & Chester Traction Co. ; Wilmington City Electric

Railway Co. ; Wilmington & Great Valley Turnpike. Co. ; Wilming-

ton & Philadelphia Turnpike Co. ; Wilmington & Christiana Turn-

pike Co. ; Reading & Southwestern Street Railway Co. ; Reading

Power Co.; Philadelphia & Chester Ry. ; the Southwestern Street

Railway Co., and United Traction Co. of eRading, Pa.

The Interstate Railway Co., through ownership of stock of the

United Power & Transportation Co., receives practically the entire

earnings, which for the year 1904 were as follows

:

Gross income $708,512

Interest, expense, etc .V14.057

Net income $.144,455

Dividends paid . .
• .143.563

Surplus $ 892

Total Surplus $267,078

The officers of the Interstate Railways Co. are: President, John

A. Rigg; vice-president, Joseph L. Craven; secretary and treasurer,

Remi Remont ; auditor, William S. Bell ; general counsel, R. L.

Jones. The general offices of the company are in the Mariner &
Merchant Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

« »

The annual statement of the Fryeburg Horse Railroad Co., whicli

is now the only horse railroad in Maine, contains some interesting

statistics. The company has three miles of track and operates three

open cars and three closed cars, the average number of drivers and

conductors employed being two. The gross earnings of the com-

pany for the year were $730; operating expenses, $659.15; net earn-

ings from operation, $70.85; surplus for the year, $1.56. The salaries

of the general officers and clerks amounted to $10, provender for

horses cost $25, and the maintenance of harness, horse shoeing,

etc., amounted to $10.50. The line only operates two weeks during

'\ugnst at the time of the Chautauqua meetings, and three days in

October during the Oxford County Agricultural Fair.
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American Railway Mechanical and FJectiical

Association Program,

MONDAY, SKI'T. 25, lyos.

Rc-Kislralioii .il Convention Flnll (Soutli Hiiildinn. I'liiLulc-lplna

Commercial Mnseinii) 8:45 a. m,

McetinK callofl to order at 10 a. m.

Address of welcome, Hon. Jolm Weaver, Mayor of Pliiladelpliia.

Address by ITon. W. Caryl Kly, President A. S. R. A.

I'rcsident's Address, C. F, Baker.

Report of ]'".xccntive Committee.

Report of Secretary and Treasurer.

MONDAY APTKRNOON— 1:30 O'CLOCK.

"Power Dislrilmlion." liy C. II, Mile, •^npeiinlendciil oi wires, llos-

toii Hlcvalcd Ry.

"The Power Station l,.i;id l''actor as a Factor in the Cost of Oper-

ation." By L. P. Crecelius, chief electrician, Cnitcd Railways

Co., St. Louis.

"Controllinfj .Xpparalns." Report by J. S. Doyle, snperintendeni of

car cqnipmenl. Interborougli Rapid Transit Co., New York.

TUFSDAY, SEPT. 26, 1905.

MeetiiiR called to order at 9:00 a. m.

"Way Matters." Report by F. G. Simmons, snpcrinlendenl nf con.

slruction and ni.iintenancc of w;iy. Milwaukee Kleclric Railway

& Light Co.

"Maintenance and In.spection i>f Isleclrical I'^piipuienl," Report by

William Pestell, New 'S'ork.

"The Power House." By I'reil II. Busbnell, chief eujjineer Rhode

Island Co., Providence.

TUESDAY AKIT'.RNOON— 1 :.?o O'CLOCK.

".\n Emergency Track Brake." By I'". F. Bodler, master mechanic.

United Railroads of San Francisco.

Discussion of the Question Box.

Reports of special connnittees.

Election of officers.

, * »»

American Street Railway Association.

The papers to be read before the association include

;

"The Application of Gas Power to Electric Railway Service." By

J. R. Bibbins.

"Notes on the Design of Lar.gc En,!;ines with Special Reference to

Railway Work." By Arthur West.

"Single-Phase Railway Systems." By C. 1". Scott.

"Electric Railway Equipment." By W. B. Potter.

"Organization." By H. L. Doherty.

"Deisel Engines." By Col. E. D. Meier.

Program Accountants' Association.

TLIURSDAY. SEPT. j8, 1905.

Convention called to order at 2 p. m.

President's .\nnual .\ddress. By W. G. Ross, managing director

Montreal Street Ry.

Re])ort of the Executive Committee.

Report of the Secretary-Treasurer.

.'Vppoiutment of Committees.

Report on Proposed Reorganization i>f the A. S. R. .A.

FRID.W, SI'.PT, 20. 1905.

.Meeting called to order at 10 a. m.

Report on "Standard Classification of .\cconnts." By C. .\". DntTy.

secretary and auditor Chicago City Ry.

Report on "Standard Form of Report." By W. V. Ham. comp-
troller Washington Railway & Electric Co.

Report on "International Form of Report." By C. N. Duffy.

Report on "National Association of Railway Commissioners. Bir-

mingham. Ala., Nov. 15-17. 1904." By C. N. Duffy.

Report on "National .\ssociation of Railway Commissioners, Dead-
wood, S. D., Aug. 15-17. 1905." By W. F. Ham.

Discussion of the Question Box.

IRIDAY AITERNOON, 2 O'CLOCK.

"The Cost of Carrying a Passenger." By C. L. S. I ingley, second

vice-president American Railways Co., PhiL-idclphia.

"Intcrurban Fare Collections." By Irwin' iMillerton, auditor l>c-

troit United Ry.

"Intcrurban 'I'ickct Accounting." By J. II. Pardee, general man-
ager Rochester & Eastern Rapid Ry,. Canandaigun. .N'. Y.

"Accounting with Four Departments." Hy II. .M. Bcanlslcy, secre

tary aiirl treasurer Ivlmira Water, Light & Railroad Co., Elmira,

N. y.

SATURDAY. SEPI". .?o, k^s.

.Vlceling called to order at 9:30 a. ni.

Unfinished business.

Report of committee on resolutions.

Report of connniltce on nominations.

ICIcction and in.stallalion of officers.

Rules Regarding Reduced Rates to the
Convention.

The .American Street Railway .Association, through its secretary,

lias announced that the railroads have granted rates of fare and
one-third on the certificate plan ; that is, full fare going, and on
the presentation of 100 certificates, one-third fare returning. It is

necessary that a certificate be secured from the ticket agent when
the ticket is purchased, the certificate is then deposited with the

clerk at the registration booth immediately on arrival at Philadel-

phia, where it is signed by the secretary and validated by the spe-

cial agents of the railroads. A fee of 25 cents is charged on each

certificate, which must be paid when the certificate is deposited.

Unless the certificate is validated by the special agent not later than

September 29th the benefit of one-third fare on the return journey

cannot be had. One hundred certificates must be presented to se-

cure the reduction in fare. Tickets to Philadelphia may be se-

cured on September 21st, but not later than September 27th. Cer-

tificates for the return trip will be ready September 29th, although

delegates may remain until October 4th before returning home. No
stop-over is allowed on the return journey.

Convention Preparations.

Mr. William Wharton, jr., as chairman of the local committee

of the American Street Railway Manufacturers' Association, has

arranged with Andrew F. Stevens, a Philadelphia caterer, who will

fit up a lunch room in the exhibition hall. Mr. Wharton has also

contracted with Frank A. Kerr to provide three 4-horse coaches on

September 25th, 26th, 27th and 28th. from 9 a. m. to 10 p. m. t'^

convey delegates between the convention hall and the street cars

The Manufacturers' Association will furnish all the badges, which

for delegates to the various associations will be distributed by their

respective secretaries. v

The American Street Railway Association will provide a ba^
quet, which will be entirely separate from the entertainments pro-

vided by the Manufacturers' .Association.

Each member of the Manufacturers' Association is entitled t«

four badges for representatives, by reason of such membership:

extra badges will be charged for at the rate of $5 each.

The Local Committee has desi.giiatcd Henderson & Bro., Inc..

25th St. below Spruce. Philadelphia, to haul, deliver and erect in

place, shipments of exhibitors. The company has the best of facili-

ties for this work and undertakes to furnish teams, rigging, expe-

rienced riggers and other labor at prevailing Philadelphia rates.

The directions to exhibitors regarding shipments are as follows;

"Consign everything to yourselves at Philadelphia, Pa., and send

bills of lading to Henderson & Bro., Inc., properly endorsed by you.

State approximate weight and general description of goods, and
any special directions as to the manner of handling and placing them
in the building. Also mark the number and letter of your space

upon each article or piece. Large or heavy exhibits can be shipped

by car direct to the exhibition buildings, in which case consign the

car to the Pennsylvania R. R. Sidin.c of Philadelphia Museums,
34th and South Sts.. Philadelphia. Pa."
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ANNOUNCEMENT.
We announce the resignation of Mr. Daniel Royse as editor of

ihe •Street Railway Review," to take effect October 14th. Mr.

Royse joined the "Review" staff in December, 1896, and since

I'fcbruary, 1901, when he succeeded Mr. H. II. W'indsor, has

served as managing editor of the journals owned by the Kenfield

Publishing Co., including for a time "Steam Engineering," as well

:'.s the "Street Railway Review" and "Brick."

Mr. Lawrence E. Gould, who for some time has been associate

editor, will succeed Mr. Royse as editor of the "Review." Mr.

Gould is especially well qualified for this position, having since his

graduation from Cornell University been engaged for several years

in practical electric railway work, with experience in both opera-

lion and construction departnient>.

THE "DAILY REVIEW" FOR 1905.

The "Daily Street Railway Review" will be issued at Philadelphia

September 26th to 29th inclusive, this being the seventh successive

year of this publication, and will contain full reports of the papers

and discussions at the meetings of the four electric railway asso-

ciations and descriptions of the exhibits. The "Daily Review,"

although a separate publication, should for convenient reference be

bound with the monthly "Street Railway Review," and accordingly

the page numbers of the "Daily" will be made consecutive with

those of this issue. Attention is again called to this because in

sending the "Review" to the binder the "Daily" is frequently not

included, and when the binder finds 150 pages or so missing we arc

oalk-d upon tn supply duplicates, which unfortunately we cannot

;dw;iys do.

"EXCHANGE" TICKETS.

One of the striking points in the reports of the Philadelphia

Rapid Transit Co. is the small number of free transfers issued on

that system, the figures for the fiscal year last reported showing that

only 7 per cent of the total number of passengers rode on free

transfers, as compared with 20 per cent in Minneapolis, 30 per cent

in New York City, and nearly 40 per cent in Boston and Chicago.

In Philadelphia the single ride fare is 5 cents but the "exchange"

system provides what is practically two rides for 8 cents, and as

(he number of passengers not taking advantage of the reduced

or "exchange" rate is greater than the number of free transfers,

the receipts of the company are slightly in excess of 4 cents per

passenger riding, although the receipts per revenue passenger are

cut to 4.38 cents because of the exchange tickets.

In the other cities mentioned, where there is only a s-cent fare, the

use and abuse of free transfers reduce the revenue per passenger

to only 3 or 3I/2 cents; for the Chicago Union Traction Co. the

figure is 3.06 cents, and for the New York City Ry., 3.49 cents

per passenger. This difference in receipts per passenger explains

the low ratio of operating cost to receipts, only .45 to .49, which

Ihe Philadelphia road shows.

HELPING THE POWER HOUSE BY TELEPHONE.
Every operating man now appreciates the usefulness of the tele-

phone in his own branch of street railway work, but the same sense

of its value in the co-operation of different departments is some-

times lacking. In most of the large city systems the operating

problem is so intensely exacting that the telephone service is of

necessity excellent, and the private branch exchange idea has been

applied to give the quickest possible communication between depart-

ments. On some of the systems, however, whose tracks cover many

miles of rural and urban territory characterized by low or moderate

population density the telephone lines are not worked to secure the

fullest possible co-operation between widely scattered points.

It is important, for instance, that the power houses and sub-sta-

tions should be notified in advance whenever the transportation de-

partment is aware that unusually heavy riding is about to occur.

Otherwise the stations are likely to be unprepared with the possi-

bility of dangerous overloads that may even result in a shutdown

of power, complicated with injury to the equipment. In a recent

case six large special cars, each equipped with four so-h. p. motors,

were simultaneously put upon the system at a carhouse located some

20 miles from the power station, without the slightest notice from

the transportation department. At the time the power house load

was being carried by a 2,000-kw. generator, and the peak which
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lu.siillc'il ;is llic six cars lo.idid willi excursionists bcRan lo accelerate

i-.iiiie near sliiiUiiig down llie inacliiiic. In anollier instance a sea-

-iilc lioliday was advertised tlironglimil a whole connty many miles

Irniii I 111' pnwcr liouse, and no notice was given lo the chief engineer

rrf ihc |ilanl. Fortunately the day before the deluge the engineer

rhauci'd to pick up a newspaper containing an item in regard to

llic piciposed celeljration, involving scores of extra cars, and when

ihi- demand caine extra boilers and generating units were ready

Ir.r it.

It is diHicull fur the r)ulsi(lc man, in constant toiicli with tin

tralllc stream, to realize how little the power house force can know

of the prevailing external conditions imlcss be takes the trouble t<i

inform them. The station attendants might watch the switchboard

instruments all day without the slightest idea of the emergency

demand caused by bunching extras. Something better than guess-

work is needed to properly fit half-a-million dollars' worth of gen-

crating machinery to the unusual dcitiands of two hundred square

miles of country. The telephone offers an easy way out of the dif-

ficulty, and a little foresight on the part of the division superin-

tendents and car bouse foremen in keeping in close touch with the

])ower house department will pay high interest on the time and

Iroulilc involved.

REORGANIZATION PLANS.

The most important matter coming before the American Street

Railway Association at the Philadelphia meeting is the question

of reorganization. On pages 576 and 577 will be found the proposed

constitution and by-laws as approved by the committee on re-

organization, and this plan should receive the careful attention

of the management of every railway compnay that is to have rep-

resentatives at the convention. Whatever the action on reorganiza-

tion, to be effective and insure satisfaction in the future, it must

lie, in fact as well as in name, in accord with the views of the

majority. There is danger in accepting the recommendations of

committees, when the acceptance is merely acquiescence and not

positive approval. Such action lacks force, as has been illustrated

by the sundry reports on standards which the records of the asso-

ciation show were unanimously approved—and never followed.

The point we would make is that the active interest of the whole

association nnist be aroused if the reorganization is to be effective.

There seems to be unanimity of opinion as to the need of a

reorganization for the A. S. R. A. We believe the unsatisfactory

work of this body is not due to the lack of ability on the part of the

men active in its affairs but to the misdirection of effort. Men
who direct the general policy of their respective companies can-

not be expected to enter into the discussion of the smaller tech-

nicalities with enthusiasm. Yet year after year in choosing sub-

jects old precedents have been followed.

With reorganization of the .^. S. R. A. itself it is also proposed

to reorganize the two departmental associations, incorporating them

as branches or subordinate bodies. The manner in which this

shall be done is iinportant, and is more deserving of serious con-

sideration and full discussion on the floor of the convention than

any other one feature of the plan, with the possible exception of

the matter of dues. The question should be viewed from every

side and it has several. There is the general principle that the

industry should have only one official representative body, through

which its co-operative work is to be done. There is the consid-

eration that the success of the departmental associations depends

upon the activity of individuals who cannot but have more in-

centive to work for an independent body, than for a committee.

All the associations have for their object the benefit of the com-

panies which they represent, this benefit being secured principally

through interchange of ideas and notes on practice. The indi-

viduals who represent the companies might secure fully as niiicb

personal benefit and more glory for themselves were their efforts

given to an association of individuals, but sucb a body would

suffer loss of prestige because it could not represent the industry.

fn our opinion the merits of the plan submitted for accomplish-

ing the proposed amalgamation depend upon the interpretation

which is given to section C, article XII, of the by-laws: "By
granting financial assistance to such [affiliated] associations for

specific purposes." If the purse-strings are to be drawn too tightly.

it were better for all to make the departmental associations mere

WORK OF THE MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE.
In lilpruary l.ist the |irc,idiiil of tin- ,\ S. \< .\. .-qipointed a com-

nnttee on membership, of which Mr. II. II. Vrceland is cliairniaii,

charged with the duty of presenting to electric railway companies

not now members of the association the reasons why it would be

advantageous for them to join and participate in its co-operalivf

work. This committee refrained from engaging in an active cam-

paign until the plan for the reorganization of the association had

been so far matured that when asking for the support of non-mem-
bers the committee could show clearly what advantages mcniber-

sbip would offer, but as soon as that plan was known it was prompt-

ly presented to all whom it is desirable to interest.

Those features of the reorganization plan which it is believed will

be most appreciated by railway companies not now members of the

.'\. S. R. A. arc the bureau of information to be incorporated with

the secretary's office, and the sliding scale for association dues,

whereby the burden of membership is tempered to the strength of

the company. The bureau of information, it is intended, shall col-

lect valuable data relating to various phases of the industry and

[irovide for its circulation among the members of the association.

The larger companies have in years past accumulated information

I'long specific lines, and through the association's bureau a general

interchange of sucb data will become more practicable, with benefit

to all. The effect of such a clearing house will also be to relieve

companies of the burden of replying to inquiries. The work of the

bureau, it is contemplated, will include that of investigating sub-

jects affecting all engaged in the electric railway field—such as

questions of taxation, franchise rights, municipal ownership and

railroad laws.

Companies with but small mileage should consider that while they

may have less interest in such questions than do the roads with larger

mileage, yet on the other hand they can even less afford to make
mistakes in such matters.

THE TIME ELEMENT IN THE REPAIR SHOP.
Although repair shop economy has been much discussed during

the last few years, there is still need of emphasizing the importance

of an efficient maintenance organization in street railway shops.

In some cases a narrow policy is still pursued by the management
as to the purchase of improved appliances and the payment of

.ittractive wages in the mechanical department: in others the fail-

ure to turn published experience to the best account is the result

of the inability of the operating department to spare rolling stock

for service long enough for the thorough inspections and light

repairs, which, when properly carried out save the equipments

from much more serious breakdowns and delays. Under such con-

ditions the time required for the execution of repairs is doubl\

worth reducing, and every comprehensive plan to secure more
efficient work in the shops must have this end in view to insure

success.

The key to the whole problem is good organization of labor and

machinery. Motor-driven tools and high speed steels are impor-

tant factors in the repair process carried on under "forced draft"

conditions, but unless the saving of time at the machine tool is

to be lost elsewhere, it is necessary to investig.itc the repair shop

problem in the same manner as do factory managers contemplating

the installation of the most modern processes—processes which

require one to use a stop watch and note book from the time the

raw material enters the establishment until the finished product

leaves the works to fully appreciate what is being done.

For example, the vertical hoist is a most useful piece of ma-

chinery, but if the shop is deficient in facilities for horizontal trans-

lation, the time saved amounts to very little. Runways along which

motors, axles or other loads supported by power hoists can be freely

moved should be liberally provided in the repair shop, and the track

layout in new designs ought to require the shortest possible dis-

tances of handling between departments.
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The new shops of the Portland (Me.) R. R. illustrate some de-

sirable features. The cars arc run into an equipping shop for

general dismantling, the shop being centrally located with respect

to the storeroom, woodworking and painting departments ; the

trucks may be rolled directly into the blacksmith shop for heavy

repairs, and the general machine and electrical repair shops are

equally convenient to the dismantling shop. Well lighted pits are

provided to expedite light repairs and compactness may be said to

characterize the entire design.

Local coiiditions of course frequently prohibit the symmetrical

arrangement of shop departments, but even in old plants a great

deal can often be done to shorten the time of repairs by bringing

the tool to its work, replacing group drives to some extent at least

by direct connected motors, installing prisms to secure a larger

amount of daylight, putting in ventilating fans for operation during

summer weather, and laying tracks for inter-department com-

munication. The replacing of trucks is a process which can be

much expedited by the use of a hydraulic jack in the pit beneath

the car : the location of toilet and washrooms in a central part of

each shop division saves time otherwise lost in walking to and

from work ; the use of tools shaped to cut away material on the

center and sides of trolley wheels simultaneously and the turning

or grinding of both wheels at once in tire repairs are other ex-

amples of how the output of the shop can be increased, and the

time for the repairing process shortened. For each day that a car

is held in the shops the company may easily have to make up $20

or $30 in lost earnings by the use of an extra car, which means

an additional investment in rolling stock, and anything which lowers

the percentage of cars in the shop is therefore well worth striving

to attain

CONCRETE IN RAILWAY WORK.
\niong the materials u?ed in railway and power house construc-

tion, concrete now plays a very important part. The Philadelphia

Rapid Transit Co. emphasizes this statement by the numerous uses

to which it puts this material. In its new subway construction the

floor, walls and roof are formed of a 1-3-6 mixture, reinforced except

in the floor. No steel beams are placed in the wall structure, the

reinforcing being done by vertical rods which with the vitrified

ducts and the mass of the concrete make a wall heavy and strong

enough to resist the thrust from the sub-soil without and to carry

a portion of the load of the roof system supporting an average of

six feet of back fill and the street substructure with its tracks

and other loads above. The floor under the subway tracks has a

Ihickness of 11 in. Between the tracks, the floor mass of concrete

is brought up to form a longitudinal foundation and anchor for the

roof supporting columns. This arrangement makes a bed for the

trackwork. As a precaution against a serious weakening of the

roof supports in event of a car being derailed, a longitudinal strut

of reinforced concrete is placed horizontally between the columns

at about their mid point. This design takes the place of one using

concrete bulkheads enclosing the bases of alternate pairs of columns

to a height of about four feet above the rails.

Along the sides of the subway run sewers which, in the rear-

rangement of the substructures of the street, it was found neces-

sary to build. To insure the usefulness of these new sewers against

chance breakage from settlement of the sub-soil, steel rods, both

horizontal and encircling the bore, are used in reinforcing the

concrete walls. These sew-crs pass through a tangled mass of

pipes, conduits and undergroimd structures, many of which it was

necessary to deflect around the sewer bore. By the use of concrete

this task was lightened since the intersecting pipes and conduits

could be bedded . in the wall of the sewer and the amount of

deflection necessary thus reduced. At the subway stations the

flexibility of concrete as a structural material is illustrated by its

use for platforms, walls, stairs, ventilation chambers and other like

details.

In the construction of the four-track bridge over the Schuylkill

River another use is made of concrete. The east abutment of

this structure is of concrete alone. The shore piers and the two

river piers are of masonry work, hut the foundations of these piers

which must withstand the deteriorating effects of continued contact

with water are built of concrete. In the masonry piers a core of

concrete ties the stone work together.

Still a different, use for concrete is exemplified in the elevated

roadbed. Upon a floor of steel plates is placed a bed of concrete

extending from side to side of the structure and being anchored

to the vertical surfaces of ihe longitudinal girders. The upper

surface of this concrete bed is formed to receive the trackwork and

to provide proper drainage for the ballast and roadway. Special

care was here taken to cover all possible steel surface with concrete

as a protection from water.

In the power and sub-station Iniililings concrete is also put to its

customary uses for wall foundations, floors, ash and coal hoppers,

intakes and stairways. In addition to these the rotaries in the sub-

stations and the turbine-driven units in the power house are sup-

ported on reinforced concrete columns. In the Wyoming Ave. and

Second St. alternating current station the 1,500-kw. horizontal

turbine units are each supported by eight such vertical columns

about 20 ft. long. The reinforcing in these columns consists of four

steel rods tied together by punched iron plates. Setting a turbine

in this way has an advantage other than that of low cost in that

space is made for the accommodation of the condensing machinery

directly under the unit. This method of supporting heavy machinery

will probably he looked upon with doubtful eyes by engineers accus-

tomed to the use of a monolith of concrete as a foundation for a

reciprocating engine.

In the sub-stations the rotaries are mounted directly upon the

reinforced concrete floor and have for their support single rein-

forced concrete columns, 9 ft. high. These columns are hexagonal

in section and about 18 in. thick. Each supports an intersection of

two reinforced concrete floor girders, the line of columns being 6 ft.

5 in. from the nearest foundation wall with a floor span on the

opposite side of 20 ft. 2 in. Such columns support rotaries weighing

77,000 lb. placed directly on the floor and centered above the posts.

Various other uses are made of concrete, such as in surface track

construction, elevated structure piers and setting poles. This mr,te-

rial adapts itself to many uses and has an especial value in railway

work where although the general design of a structure is standard

there are yet many slight changes that must be made to conform

to local conditions.

ON QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Quite a iiunilicr of teclinical societies have found that there are

many points on which their members desire information, either in-

struction in theory or data on practice, but which are not suitable for

the subjects of formal papers or reports. Hence the Question Box
has become a feature of the programs of several associations, in-

cluding the Accountants' and the Mechanical and Electrical, in the

electric railway field.

In handling the Question Box there are two important points

—

the Question and the .Answer. Language always has two meanings

—

that intended by the writer and that understood by the reader

—

and often there are more than these two. In the question boxes

we have seen most of the questions are stated in too general terms,

with the result of omitting all reference to the particular circum-

stances prompting the question and having important bearing on its

correct answer, and often inaking the question ambiguous. In other

words, one can seldom tell from the question exactly what the ques-

tioner wishes to know. Such questions are provocative of discus-

sions on the meaning of terms which are interesting enough, but

fail to throw the desired light. A good example of the simple ques-

tion, one that is shorn of all illuminating explanations, is: What is

the correct pronunciation of "b-o-w"?

As to the answer, it is usually necessary t(i further define the ques-

tion by assigning sundry hypothetical conditions, and then frame

the reply accordingly. The answers in the Question Box are often

statements of a practice without explanation of the theory on which

it is based, such answers being possibly of most value in suggesting

subjects for further discussion. Thus the Accountants' Question

Box has 16 answers to a question on the distribution of expenses

between operating and lighting departments, when of such a nature

as not to be directly chargeable to either; 7 favor proportioning such

expenses according to the division of energy output at the power

house, and 8 according to gross earnings, i suggests an equal di-

vision. Were it not that there are but few items to be so distributed,

this question is worthy of a paper, as on the two theories indicated

much could be said. The basis of gross earnings is affected by the

matter of proportion of profits, and the basis of power house output

by the difference in load factor, which modifies the cost of manu-

facture.



Summer Parks.

BY C. I.. S. TINULKY, SIXONI) VICE-I'RESIUENT, THE AMERICAN RAILWAYS CO., 1'HII.AIiELI'HIA.

Ui) summer pai'ks pay? Tins is a tiiicsliuii often asked of street

i-ailway managers, and ciiu- In wliieli two answers can be given, Ijotli

of tliem true and l)olh inisleadiMR. l''or very few railway parks take

in more money in tlie park itself than a projj;ressive management

C. L. S. TINGLEY

will spend on the upkeep and operation of the park, and in that

sense they do not pay ; but, on the other hand, very few street

railways have all the traffic they can profitably handle, and a well

managed summer park is a great traffic breeder, and every up-to-

date electric railway should have one. Having decided to have a

park, do not trust its location and c(|nipment to chance or to inconi-

along the line if llicrc- is any vacant land, as llicrc is almost sure to

be ; then it is desirable to avoid throwing this extraordinary traffic

on a line which is already crowded.

Second, the site should contain at least ten acres, and may be as

large as the population served demands, but should not be larger

than the company can properly keep in order, police and light. It

should contain a grove or wood for picnics, and Sfmie water

;

this latter is very important, and if a tract of land camiot be found

in a proper location with a stream on it, wells should be sunk and

water pumped. Good water and plenty of it is needed for drinking,

sanitary uses, tire protection about the various concessions, and for

watering the flowers and lawns. A lake, even a small one, is a

great addition to the landscape, and if it can be had large enough,

the renting of boats can be made a good source of income. A few

water fowl are a great addition.

The writer is connected with the management of a park of about

eighteen acres in which there was no natural water supply. A well

was drilled and an electric pump installed, run from the trolley

feeder, and a 20,000-gallon tank placed on a steel structure on the

liighesl point in the park. The tank affords ample water for all

purposes around the park, including fire protection, and is so con-

nected with the pump that when the tank is full the turning of a

valve causes the water to flow directly from the pump into a lake

which has been made by building an embankment across a natural

depression or gulley.

1 laving secured the land, employ a competent landscape gardener

to lay out the improvements, advise as to trees, shrubbery and

flowers. Secure the water supply, lay out an ample system of pipes.

so that water may be had in all buildings for sanitary purposes and

fire protection, with a goodly supply of hydrants for watering

flowers and lawns.

The tracks should enter the park so that, if possible, it will not

~IM\1IU THEATER. I.AKEMONT PARK, ALTOONA, PA.

pi'lenl hands; the park is worthy of the best thought tlie manage
ment can give it.

First, as to the location, study the situation well, and see if tliere

is any one particular line that it is desirable to build up. for the

frequent service to the park in summer time and the crowds of

people carried will surely build up a permanent resident population

be necessary for people to cross them in going from one part of the

park to another (a loop is desirable), and should if possible be

fenced ; a loading and unloading platform with a shed for shelter

in case of storm is desirable.

The buildings will vary with the size of the park and the popu-

lation to be served. Next after the terminal shelter there should
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be a club house or restaurant. This will range from a fully equipped

club house with a restaurant where regular meals are served, a

bowling alley, billiard room, public comfort room, etc., to an open

pavilion where light lunch, candy, fruit, cigars, etc., are to be had.

Other buildings will include a casino or open pavilion where dances

OPEN AIK THEATER, TU.VBI.ING Il.\ .\I r.\KK, BRIHGETON, N. J.

can be held under proper restrictions and, according to the size of

the park, one or more small pavilions where soft drinks, soda water,

ice-cream, etc., can be sold. There should be an ample supply of

buildings for public comfort. If picnics are to be catered to, a

pavilion with tables and benches for lunch should be located in

the picnic grove. There should be a generous supply of benches

and lawn swings scattered all over the park. There should be 3

band stand for free band concerts and the benches should be dis-

tributed with the idea of seating people so tliey can see as well as

hear the band. In some parks, notably Willow Grove, near Phila-

delphia, where the free concerts have been made a feature, benches

are provided for the seating of large audiences, and a large part of

the park is wholly given over to this feature. This, of course, can
be done only in a large park.

A cottage should be built for the gardener or superitnendent of

the park. It will also be found economical in some cases to build

greenhouses for the propagation and care of flowers.

An open-air theater, where vaudeville, comcdv, minstrel shows.

C.\VE OF THE WINDS AND HOUSE OF TROUBLE, SPRING GROVE PARK,

SPRINGFIELD, 0.

or even light opera, can be given is usually a money-maker. This

building will vary from merely a covered stage with the seats

ranged around under the trees, to a fully equipped theater with

opera chairs all under cover. This theater should be operated by

the park management, as they are more interested in the number of

people hauled to the park than in the receipts of the box office; in

fact, is may be good policy to give only a short performance in the

theater to which every one entering" the park on the cars should be
admitted free, and in most cases it is good policy to sell only re-

served seats and permit those who will stand out-

side of the reserved seat enclosure to see the show
free. There should be buildings free to the public

^
nf sufficient capacity to shelter the normal attend-

ance in case of storm.

There are a number of people who make a busi-

ness of devising and furnishing amusement features

for summer parks and who will usually install and

iperate them on a percentage basis. The best known
and one of the most popular of these devices is the

carrousel or merry-go-round, and one or more of

llicse old but ever popular devices should be found

in every park and should be located as near to the

picnic grounds as is consistent with the general lay-

nut of the park, for the children are its most con-

sistent patrons.

* As a money maker, the scenic railway or figure-

»^"^r —

^

eight toboggan slide in some of its various forms is

" "-^^
near the head of the list. The circle swing or cap-

tive air ship is a novelty and a good money earner;

the laughing gallery, especially if it has a Cooper-

Hewitt mercury light installed in it, is a mirth pro-

voker and very popular. A miniature railway can

be made a very attractive feature, especially if it can be laid

out on the shores of a lake with a trestle bridge over

the outlet and a small tunnel on the line. There are al-

most countless numbers of minor attractions which can be in-

J

REFRESHMENT PAVILION TUMBLING DAM PARK, BRIDGETON, N. J.

Stalled at small expense, and will attract patrons for a few years,

among the best of which are the House of Trouble or Mysterious

Castle, the Cave of the Winds, the Down and Out or Bamboo Slide,

the House Upside Down, the Shooting Gallery, the Ball Throwing
Gallery, Knife and Cane Rack, Penny-in-the-slot Machines, and

tlie Biograph or Moving Pictures (this last either in a building by

itself or as a part of the evening performances in the theater).

A competent man should be engaged as park manager. He
should start out about the first of January, and make a canvass of

the city and all the surrounding towns for excursions, picnics, etc..

getting in touch with churches, schools, both Sunday and day.

lodges, societies, and trade organizations. In so doing, printer's

ink should not be spared, but good attractive circulars or booklets

should be well distributed, and placed in hotels, railroad stations

and other public places. After the park opens, the manager should

see that the picnics which he has booked are properly taken care of;

that the transportation department is advised each day of what
excursion business must be taken care of the next day; when and
where the cars are to meet the passengers; the probable number of

persons, etc. The park manager must have a general oversight of

all the amusement features, look after the theatrical bookings and
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must always be present at the first rebcarsal so tliat any objection-

able act or part of 3ct may be ch'minated. He must look after the

advertising, both in the daily papers and on billlioards, and also

sec to the newspaper writa-iips. Tin's is a very important posilif>n

and should be filled by a Rood man, and fine with some previons

rxpcrii'iii-c in llic srimi' liiii-. or in nlu^|l.|pcr U'orl<, is pri'frr.-ible.

THKEE-WAY TOBOGGAN SLIDE, FAnU'riiW PARK, DAYTON, 0.

Under no circumstances should liquor be tolerated in the park,

and absolute order should be preserved ; for this purpose park-

police, who should he peace officers, should be provided and all

objectionable persons removed from the grounds and all cases of

disorder proseonled. As an aiil lo this, the t;rounds should be well

lighted.

A close supervision should be had over all the concessions to

sec that nothing is done to ofifend the patrons of the park and that

all the buildings arc kept clean and neat and that nothing is stored

in them which might cause fire or otherwise endanger the build-

ings or the park patrons.

The public likes to get something for nothing, so give some free

shows, of which the best is good band music, especially on Sunday;
a tight-rope act, a balloon ascension, or diving horses or elk, if

free, will draw good crowds, provided they are not offered so

frequently as to cease to be novelties.

business to keep the park busy during the day; and you will un-

doubtedly fuid that the park will pay.

The accompanying illustrations show several of the more im-

portant buildings in a number of parks operated by the American

Kailways Co. and will (irove interesting anrl suggestive of what

may be >lonc elsewhere ttnilcr similar conditions.

CASINO, LAKEMONT PARK, ALTOONA, PA.

Make Children's Day a feature. Choose some day not too late

in the season and make all the .amusements free to the children dur-

ing certain hours of the day, or give each child going to the park

on the cars a certain number of tickets good during that day at the

various .amusements.

As to the Sunday question, respect the religious sentiment of the

community, and if the best clement of the city will not patronize

the park when the amusements are open on Sund.ay, close the

amusement features.

Keep the park sweet and clean, physically and morally; keep your
attractions fresh and bright; advertise and work up the excursion

The New Tariff of the Municipal Street Kail.

«ay in ColoKne, (ierinany.*

The adjusting of the rates of fare on street railw.iys or short

distance railways always arouses the greatest inleresi in railway

circles, especially in cases where new methods arc being applied

such as are based upon the experience collected during more or less

protracted and pr.ictieal experience along these lines. This ad-

justment of the rates of fare may be 'if great interest to parlies

interested in ihe running of street railways and I wish therefore

lo report lo you upon our new schedule of rales such as it was

submiUed to onr city council and ,'icrepled by it without any fur-

;hcr change.

There was an urgent need for a reform in our schedide of rates,

owing to the great extension of our entire system of street rail-

way lines, of the higher speeds established, of the increase in

opportunities for travel and the extraordinary increase of the

transportation business, due to these increased facilities, creating

as they did entirely new and strange conditions.

During the period of four years, from the first of April, 1900, to

the first of April, 1904, the miles of street railway track increased

from 81 to 137, the car trips over these lines from 1.171,358 to

2,045,804 and the car-kilometers from 5.941,642 to 13,223,521, while

the number of persons carried increased from 29,189.639 to 48,549,-

079. During the current year there is a considerable increase over

these figures.

The present very limited schedule of rates which is yet in opera-

lion, awaiting the introduction of the new schedule, docs not adapt

itself sufiiciently to present conditions, tlie result being that some

passengers pay too nuich and others too little for the distance trav-

eled. This condition does not correspond with the principle of

"same service, same pay," and in a way hampers the development

of traffic.

The first duty of a street-car system is to facilitate traffic, and as

our city owns the lines, the question of profit is a

second consideration only.

A reform from the present system of single trip

and punch tickets had been under consideration for

a long time. Our system uses electric power

throughout and our experience of the past year has

show;i that we arc on a good successful footing and

that the city of Cologne can proceed to adjust its

.schedule of rates to suit its own conditions.

We do not mean to establish new principles, as

conditions are subject to rapid changes, but for the

purpose of reaching satisfactory results we used the

following fundamental arguments:

1. A moderate charge should be made by tTie city

for services rendered to its citizens. In this cJ^
the p.ay should correspond with the length of the

ride. The schedule should not be established on so

low a basis as to create a loss.

2. A reduction of the established rates should be

granted only to those purchasing weekly or montlily

tickets or for social reasons to the financially weaker

ones (children, laborers, etc.).

3. The receipts must be so adjusted as to pro-

vide, not only for the payment of the interest on the indebtedness,

the keeping of the property in good condition, the expansion of the

system, etc.. but also for the payment of the principal of the indebt-

edness.

4. .\fter didy adjusting the matter between the wishes of the

people and the practical and satisf.actory running of the roads, any

surplus revenue resulting from the ownership of the street rail-

ways should be considered a public revenue, the same as witli the

railways owned by the state, and should be used towards paying the

public debt.

•Translated from Elsenbatinteclinisc-lie Zeitschrift for June 7,
1905.
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These fundamental principles led to the following reforms:

The introduction of a graded schedule of prices with a corre-

sponding price-difference for single-trip tickets.

Transfer privilege on tickets costing 15 pfennig (3.7-, cents) and

up.

Introduction of weeklj- or monthly tickets over stated routes.

Introduction of early morning tickets and the application of this

class of tickets to the working class.

As a hasis for the schedule of prices, the whole network of roads

is divided into units of one kilometer or thereabouts.

We now give you the rate of f:iro for sinijle tickets which are as

follow -

For a distance up to

—

3 kilometers 10 pfennig

6 kilometers 15 pfennig

9 kilometers 20 pfennig

Over 9 kilometers 25 pfennig

Differences in distance and price-calculations up to 300 meters

are allowed. The maximum price for a single ride is 25 pfennig.

This does away with our present maximum rate of 15 pfennig

which could not possibly be kept up any longer; under present

conditions the city of Cologne would have to carry some of its

passengers as far as 10 and even 11 kilometers for 15 pfennigs,

which rate is untenable, unjust and unbusinesslike.

These long distances find their origin in the fact that after the

introduction of the electric power the lines reaching out into the

suburbs were connected in the center of the city, giving passengers

the opportunity to travel from one suburb to another, through the

center of the city, without any increase in the ticket-rate, as for

instance between these points : Rodenkirchen to the Zoologischer

Garten, 8.8 kilometers ; I.indenthal to Muehlheim, 9.2 kiIometer.=, and

up to the center of Muehlheim, 11 kilometers.

The distance allowed for the lo-pfennig (2j^-cent) rate is also

regulated and made more uniform. Under the present system which
is still in operation the lo-pfennig distance varied from 1.8 kilo-

meters to 4.2 kilometers, while it averaged only 2.5 kilometers.

Under the new system, 3 kilometers is the distance allowed.

The underlying idea of our schedule of prices is this, that 10

pfennig should carry a passenger at least from the farthest point

of a suburb to the belt-line and for 15 pfennig he should be car-

ried to the center of the city, eitlier to the cathedral or to the

Union Railw.ty Depot.

This graded schedule of prices facilitates the introduction of the

transfer privileges with a minimum fare of 15 pfennig. As there

are a great many points where the different lines of our city rail-

way system cross each other this privilege of transferring from one
line to another is but fair and it greatly facilitates interurban

travel.

An extension of this privilege to include the lo-pfcnnig rate of

fare could not be made, owing to financial reasons. This privilege

cannot very well be demanded, as the lo-pfennig distance was in-

creased by 500 meters on an average, so as to make it three kilo-

meters.

The uniform rate of 10 pfennig which so many people called for

could not be adopted. Other cities, such has Dusseldorf, Munchen.
Elberfcld, Barmen, etc.. having much shorter lines than our city

had tried this uniform rate and had to give it up again for very

good reasons. Such a uniform rate of xo pfennig applied to our city

of Cologne would mean a loss of at least 425,000 marks, taking as a

basis of calculation the 8;/' millions of 15-pfcnnig tickets issued in

1903.

Entirely new are the monthly route tickets and as a consequence
we have two forms of monthly tickets, a general ticket covering

all lines and a route-card covering a specified route only.

There is an increase in the price of general tickets, covering all

the lines, from 10 marks to 13 marks for a monthly ticket good on
Sundays also. This increase seems to be justified by the fact that

when the original schedule of prices was made the tracks were
increased from 81 miles to 137 miles and the car-kilometers from

5 to 13 millions without any raise of prices in the meantime. It is

also to be considered that there is not another city in Germany
with over 100,000 inhabitants that issues general monthly tickets

below 15 marks.

The price of a general monthly ticket of 13 marks would cover

130 single trips at 10 pfennig each; this would mean 4.3 daily single

trips at 10 pfennig each, while our statistics show us that in reality

4.66 single trips are used on an average by the purchasers of general

tickets. This average promises to become higher still aflor the

practical introduction of the monthly route tickets.

Our future purchaser of a general monthly ticket will have all

those rides free which he uses in excess of an average of 4.3 10-

pfennig rides daily.

Monthly route-tickets which are now to be introduced can be

used over combination-routes. We have already mentioned that

the entire system of street railways is to be subdivided into short

unit-lines which will be numbered. The purchaser of a monthly

route-ticket arranges the desired numbers of his route and the

monthly ticket will be made out accordingly. These route-cards

are good only during week-days but on all the cars running over

the specified route and are made out for the calendar month.

The schedule of prices for these route-tickets is as follows

:

Up to 3 kilometers, 5 marks; up to 5 kilometers, 7 marks; up to 7

kilometers, 8 marks.

No monthly route-tickets will be issued over longer routes than

7 kilometers. It is expected that these route-cards will be largely

used over routes up to 5 kilometers more so than over 5 kilometers

and we saw fit to reduce the price of tickets on routes over 5

kilometers by one mark making it 7 marks, while a 7-kilonieter

route-ticket would apparently cover the demand for such tickets,

so far as the distance is concerned. .\ run of 7 kilometers re-

quires about 40 minutes' lime and this same run, four times a day,

would mean 2;/. hours daily ride on the cars. For longer dis-

tances we have the general monthly ticket.

This new plan is a great benefit for a large nunil)er of passengers

who run only over certain routes daily. Heretofore such people

were compelled either to buy single tickets (punch-tickets) or to

buy a general monthly ticket of which they had only a partial

benefit. .A great imprnvcnint will also lie liroi:sht about in the

dwelling-facilities.

For social and economic reasons the poorer class (laborers), or the

weaker class (school children, etc.), are granted special privileges,

the laboring class receiving their privileges in the shape of early

morning commutation tickets. These are weekly tickets good for

6 rides for 30 pfennig. These tickets are transferable and can be

used as freely bj' other members of the family or by anybody else.

These tickets are unlimited as to the length of each single trip,

but they are good only on the week-days marked on the ticket with

no transfer privilege. The start must be made before 7 :30 in the

morning, which is the most suitable time for the laboring class.

The trips that are not taken on the days marked on the ticket are

void.

It looks as if these early morning tickets would correspond with

the needs of the laboring class. Should it be shown, however, that

a further reduction in this direction is advisable, we have in view

the issuing of w-eekly commutation tickets for laborers. These

laborers' commutation tickets which we may issue would be good

for the entire week, at two trips for each week-day, going and re-

turning, starting before 7:30 in the morning.—the same summer
and winter. These tickets will also be made transferable and cover

an unlimited length of ride without transfer. They will be issued

only to parties whose income tax falls below 31 marks. Unused
rides are void. The price of these tickets will be 80 pfennig per

week, with an additional tax of 20 pfennig weekly as a bridge tax

should the route lead across the Rhine.

This price does not seein high, considering the fact tint the

length of the route is unlimited.

The whole question of granting the workingman special privileges

is so closely allied with the actual use of these early morning com-
mutation tickets that the success of this experiment remains to be

seen.

The present system of single trip tickets for 5 pfennig and 30-

trip punch tickets for 1.50 marks remains in force. This system,

however, is now to be extended so as to grant full-grown students

attending the colleges the same privileges, provided they show a

certificate issued to them by their respective colleges. All stu-

dents above the age of 14 years will have to show such a certificate

when they purchase either a single trip or a 30-ride ticket, while

children below the age of 14 are free from this restriction. These

student tickets are good for an unlimited ride without transfer and
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arc iJiily Hnml for llic express purpose of atleiuling scliool or for

divine serviees in llie school niul return from there. Heretofore

where students had to cross the Rhine to attend college, tlie same

fee for single trip tickets was charged to them as to grown per-

sons. Under the new system the reduced scholar tickets, cither

single trip or .lo-ride tickets are good Irj cross the Kliine withont

any additional tax.

Children helou- the ,ij.;e of ten receive the same r.ates as schf)lars

do for single trips at 5 pfennig <'.ich for an nnliniilerl length of a

ride withont transfer.

Small children held in the l.ip are free.

Wc have an arrangement with the railroad ailiuniistr.iliun where-

liy the city is to pay 2 pfennig for every street car passenger cross-

ing its hridgc across the Rhine, or rather we pay them a round sum
of ioo,oco marks yearly toll. Owing to this tax which we have to

pay, we are compelled to make an additional char.i;e on route tickets

and early morning cards, these (wo forms of tickets heing issued

at the lowest rale. This atUlilion d lax amoinits to 1.50 marks on

monthly route tickets and 10 pfeniiig additional on weekly early-

morning cards. In liolh inst.-inccs, however, the additional tax

charged hy us is lower than whal we .are actu.ally paying out for

the same privilege.

Single lri|) tickets, vcholar tickets ami general tickets are free

from any additional bridge lax.

After the introduction of these reforms, the puiicli-tickcis will

lie done away with as ihcy do not agree with the new system of a

graded schedule. The new monthly r(nite-lickets aufl ihc early-

morning tickets will very advantageously replace the punch-tickets.

Wc believe that these reforms place the slrccl-car .syslcin of the

city of Cologne on a sound basis, lx>und to facilitate and extend

traflic. Any change which may suggest itself in the future may be

made without any change in the schedule of rates. Wc have been

able to give to the people of Col'pgnc what they were after, "same

: ervice, same pay," cheapening of rates in general, better facilities

for transportation, with the desired transfer privileges, an improve-

ment in the dwelling facilities and reductions to the poorer or

weaker classes.

To what extent the new schedule will prove a success remams to

he seen. It is quite possible and even likely that a reduction in the

income will be the direct result but the city believes itself to be in

a good position for trying the experiment.

Even where the demands made were not fully complied with, this

much is to be seen that quite a number of just wishes have been

granted. H. Z.

The Treatment of the Ground Return in Railroad Systems.

BY AI-I!F.RT «. HIiRRICK.

Tl'.e conduclint; of tlie return ciuTcnl hack In Ihc power station

on tile railway system is one of the problems that the railway

management has to solve and the questions that arise are how to

best improve this portion of the system w-ith the least [lossible cost,

and on what portions of the system it would be most profitable to

improve this return. The broad question that first has to be solved

hy the tests is : "Wliat is the a.ggregate drop liack to the power

station ?"

It will lie found on any system of r.iils that certain sets of rails

will carry the greater portion of current hack to the power station,

cither due to their location or dui' to the fact that they form the

lowest resistance return circuit.

There arc several methods of determining the aggregate drop

from the negative Inis to different portions of the railway system.

In any case where the railway owns its own telephone system, the

telephones wires can be used as pressure wires, or if the temporary

use of the telephone exchange wires can be had, connection can

be made to the telephone wires and by plugging this wire around at

the cable switchboard to a pair of wires leading to the station, which

in turn are connected to the negative bus. It is best to insert the

voltmeter to measure this pressure in the station, between the end

of the telephone wire and the negative bus, so that a comparison

can be inade between the drop on the rail tested and the load on

the overhead feeders which feed this section of rail at the time of

taking pressure readings.

By using a high resistance voltmeter corrections for the resist-

ance of telephone pressure wires are hardly necessary, except where

the distance is considerable. .-V pair of telephone wires run about

11.3; a single W'ire 22.5 ohms per mile.

In order to see graphically the results of these tests, a plan of the

city including the railway lines can be used and potential contour

lines laid out, using the points of tests for determining the location

of these contour lines. Four or five tests along the road are gen-

erally sufficient to give fairly reliable results, but where there is a

change in the size of the rail or in the character of bonding, the

point where tile change takes place should be selected as a test

point.

I he expansion and contraction of these contour lines when being

drawn out for each volt fall, will show immediately the electrical

condition of the railroad system, and where the ground return cir-

cuit needs improvement.

When a railroad company secures these records it will be in a

position to say with surety on what lines the rebonding can be done

with the greatest profit, and the saving of energy delivered to the

cars. When it has been decided to re-bond a road, the bonding

foreman should he instructed thoroughly in the use of the millivolt

,

meter and should lUtcrmine f'lr himself the condition of every bond

and renew those which show resistance equivalent to a rail length

greater than that which would be determined in applying the ffil-

lowing method.

In testing a rail bond, several considerations arc necessary in order

that the work of repair may render the return circuit the most

effective for the least expenditure of money, and consequently the

resistance of a bond in terms of the length of the rail, which would

be called good, bad. or indifTerent, will depend on what portion of

the rail return system this bond occurs. The current density on

the rail being the important factor in determining what will be the

permissible drop, on this basis should the cfTcctivcness of the indi-

vidual bond be judged. Assuming the maximum return drop which

we wish to allow for a given stretch of road from the power station

serving that road, we would first determine the current flow that the

rails have to carry back to the power station, the voltage being

taken by drop tests or computed for the maximum load at half the

track distance. .Assuming that the rail (60-lb. rail) measures .0052

ohms per thousand feet as a fair condition for rails weighing over

40 lb. and that their resistance is in inverse proportion to their

sectional area, this gives us the drop that will occur with the given

current flowing through the rails, considering it a continuous rail

sy.stem. Assuming the maximum drop permissible to be 20 volts,

subtract the drop thus found for a continuous rail from 20 volts and

divide this difference by the number of joints occurring to the points

on the rails corresponding to the assumed drop; this \ttll give

the potential difference on the average joint and from' this may be

computed the length of rail equivalent to the average liond, or the

condition required to be maintained in order to give the drop on the

rail joint, which will come within the desired potential loss on the

return system.

There are other considerations that cannot be neglected in this

proposition ; that is, where the equipment is large the acceleration of

this equipment becomes an important factor in determining the

copper overhead and the bonding of the rail return in order that the

equipment may accelerate without undue heating and the schedule

be maintained without over-speeding the equipment on high pressure

portions of the system.

The foregoing treatment of the bond question leans to varjing

section of bond as the power station is approached, and this is the

correct method of placing bonds for a given amount of money ex-

pended in bonding to give the least possible drop and consequently

it is impossible to arbitrarily fix any length of rail in terms of bond

resistance without knowing the condition under which the bond be

used.

In a paved street where bonding has i,. ],: ,]..n,- and the rail and
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pavement are both in good .shape, the question is which would be

the more economical, ihc ground return feeder or the opening of

the joint and placing the bond. The objection, of course, to open-

ing a joint is that it can never be restored with the same permanency
as it had originally and alter removing a fish plate it can never

be replaced so as to secure as good a bearing as it had before its

removal. In asphalt paving it is nearly impossible to repair the

pavement and make as good a job as originally existed.

Again, on a poor track, where this is a main artery of conduc-

tion back to the power station, and where it is eventually proposed

to replace a track, the ground return cable is often the most econom-

ical expedient.

Often roads having poor power place feeders overhead lo im-

prove the condition. But this can only be intelligently done when
the overhead losses are known and separated from the ground

return losses. I have found roads loaded overhead with copper.

whereas the important drops were on the ground return part of

the system and by turning this copper down to the negative side

the copper was utilized at a greater economy and produced better

pressure conditions for the equipment. Also where a current i<

congested (in proximity of the power station) on tlie rails, this

brings to a focus the current that has been diverted to the walov

pipe system and may produce local trouble by electrolysis to the

piping system. Here the value of a ground return feeder system,

embracing this system and extending beyond it, should not be lost

sight of in treating broadly this special problem as to liow to pro-

duce best results from all points of view.

In selecting the bond that would be best suited to the special

conditions, the consideration of the condition of the track, the

dimensions of the rail, the fish plate and paving, have all to be con-

sidered. It is required of any bond to make a good electrical con-

nection between the flexible portion of the bond and the rail, and

this connection should present ample surface and as a rule esti-

mating on current density of 200 amperes per square inch of con-

tact for the mean current flowing through the bond will be found

good practice and the terminal of the bond should be of such metal

that when it is exposed to moisture that local corrosive action will

not take place between the rail and the bond terminal. It has been

found in the type of bond that is inserted in the hole in the rail

that pressure in making this connection has more to do with the

continued conductivity of the bond than the area of contact. The
pressure on the head of a bond should be great enough to force the

metal at the head of the bond to completely fill the hole in which

it is inserted (twenty-five tons per sq. in. for a %-in. terminal is

found to be about the correct pressure to produce the best results

;

a 6 ft. lever on a 4 pitch screw will produce this pressure.) If this

is not accomplished, moisture will creep in and gradually corrode the

surface of the contact.

The riveting of a bond in a hole does not produce satisfactory

results.
. The head may be held mechanically rigid, but the shank

of the bond has not been expanded to fill the hole. This method
leaves the area of contact small and moistinc will soon produce a

poor connection.

A bond can be expanded or riveted in a rusty hole, just as tight

as in a clean one. In the first case it is worthless and in the sec-

ond case it should form a good contact.

For drilling holes for rail bonds, soap water, or oil (heavy min-

eral oil), is being generally used, and I find that with either of

these lubricants being used that if the hole is carefully cleaned

immediately after drilling, that it does not affect the resistance or the

life of the bond, but the bond should be inserted and fixed in its

position as soon after the hole is drilled as possible. No drill holes

should be left over night and this work should not be carried out in

damp or foggy weather, as a film of oxide forms on the freshly

drilled surface of iron, almost immediately, and seriously affects the

resistance of contact between the bond surface and the rail.

In holes that have been bored or old holes to be re-bonded a

reamer is the best tool for cleaning this hole and a reamer which

has on it a miller which cleans the surface of the rail against which

the head portion of the bond will be compressed, decreases the re-

sistance of the contact between the bond and the rail about forty

per cent. The resistance between the shank of the bond and the

rail due to the different character of metals employed in this contact

and the gathering of the current at this point, in the case of a 6-in.

cast concealed bond newly inserted (the resistance at the contact

of the two terminals of the bond), averages about 75 per cent of the

total resistance of the bond in a No. 0000 J-j-in. shank, bond. The
application of white lead to the bond before inserting is not advis-

able and has been abandoned by the railroad companies who in-

stituted it. Plastic alloy can be used in the case of a rough bond

being the only intermediary used between the shank and the hole

ihat assists in the conductivity of the bond. The alloy should never

be used with a bond having anything but a pure copper head, as it

will rot out any compound of copper with zinc or tin, as mercury
in this case permeates into the body of the bond and destroys its

mechanical structure.

Welding bond terminals to the rail is the ideal method, especially

m the case of the electric weld, yet this method has been so sur-

rounded by patents and litigation that the railroad companies are

deprived of utilizing the method which gives the ideal connection

between rails and bonds. The soldered bond can be applied to

some rails and not others. The bond underneath the foot of the

rail requires suspended joints and a number of the rail splices used

are not adaptable to the use of this type of bond without a special

joint being made for the purpose. The type of soldered bond, that

soldered to the hall of the rail, gives the ideal result; but an objec-

tion to this type of bond is that it is exposed and easily stolen, 1

would suggest that such bonds lie painted with a paint containing

arsenic, so that it would be of very little value when the copper is

melted for reduction.

Welded joints cast since 1896 do not require any bond around

them, as they average lower than the rail resistance itself. That

is the case on the railways at Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Indianapolis,

Rochester, N. Y. ; Grand Rapids, and in other towns where I have

investigated this matter and the same is true of the electric weld

made since 1898. Bonding and cross bonding should both be em-
ployed where expansion joints arc used, but with a concrete grout-

ing rich in lime between the rail and its adjacent pavement, assum-

ing there is a concrete base upon which the rail is laid, either beam
or tie construction, no movement of the rail takes place with the

temperature changes and expansion joints are unneces.sary. but par-

ticular care should be taken to maintain the effectiveness of the cast

weld rail return at special work by supplementary bonds at steam

road crossings, and special work, for frequently I find more drop in

a steam road crossing, in a cast weld track, than I have found in

6,000 ft. of track adjacent to this crossing.

In interurban work, cross bonding should I)e done on single tracks

a great deal more than it is, and for a four motor 200-h. p. equip-

ment at least five times a mile, especially where sub-stations and

rotary transformers are used, for if the bonding is defective near

the sub-stations, it throws the load unequally on sub-stations. I

have recently found two sub-stations adjacent to each other; one

operating normally at one-half load and the other at 40 per cent

overload; the whole cause of this unequal distribution between sub-

stations was due to defective bonding and no cross bonding.

The critical portions of an interurban road, where the bonding

becomes defective, are at switches and turnouts, railway crossings

and derailing switches, and the only satisfactory solution for bonding

around this portion of the tracks, is to bond in supplementaries hav-

ing a section of copper, of an aggregate section equal to the section

of the bonds employed and completely surrounding the special v^fork

by the supplementary, tying the four tracks of the turnout together

and the two tracks of the main line with this jumper; and at

steam road crossings to thus connect the rails of electric road.

It is well to assume that the bonding between electric rail and steam

rail cannot be maintained. Crossing bridges is another critical

point and a supplementary wire should be used at bridges or double

bonding across bridges; a concealed and an exposed bond in this

location give better results with time than two bonds of the same

kind.

It has been foniiil that where the lionding has become defective

and yet the track has stability to hold the bond, the cause has been

that the men who have put the bond in have not been fully in-

structed. Trackmen who are competent to drive a spike, and tighten

a bolt, fail in putting in the bond, for the reason. that they do not

fully appreciate the importance of the proper method of preparing

the hole to receive the bond, and produce a mechanical, rather than

an electrical job, in making of the connection between the rail and

the bond; this has been the point where a large number of track-

men have failed to produce a good return circuit.



Forms for Purchasing, Delivering and Paying for Materials.

IIY JAMES K. SCIIUKZ, AUDITOK I'UBLIC SERVICE COHI'ORATION id' NEW JEKSEV.

'I'lic sii!)jcct licri; laKcii up is one wliicli every corporation lias to

meet in some way, cacli and every Imsiness reqiiirinn its own
peculiar forms and melliods, due to its operating conditions. In

showing tlic forms, it is not attempted to siiKKest tlieir adoption,

lull merely for tlie purpose of liringing out the plan which is

coke, tar, ammonia, gas and other by-products;, and six power and
lighting stations.

The map shown is submitted for the purpose of showing the

distribution of property, and will give an idea of the extent of the

operations and the points covered— from the Borough of Pcnning-

MAP OF DISTRICT LHVERED BY THE UErAKTMENT HK-iCRIEEO.

operated by the South Jersey Division of the Public Service Cor-
poration of New Jersey in carrying out its work in a division which
covers a large amount of territory and varied operations, with 105
miles of railway. 272 miles of pole line, and 360 miles of gas main
(including 36 miles of 12-in. high pressure pipe line), a coke oven
plant (consuming 150,000 gross tons of coal per year, producing

ton, which is the most northern end of the system, where municapl

and commercial lights are furnished, to Clayton, the most southern

end of our proposed railway extension, a distance of 70 miles.

The main office of the division is situated at Xo. 418 Federal St.,

Camden. N. J., from which point all materials are ordered, and

where accounts are kept, audited and paid.
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Order No. 14478 5-18 1905

Public Service Corporation of New Jersey
"SOUTH JERSEY DIVISION"

"""'^c=a"sh^°o\Ic"o^J'nT
°^ TO_JO H N DOE

Address_W_ILMINGTON

TERMS; NET 3 0_DAYS_

WHERE AND HOW SHIPPED BUSH LINE

FILE NO. 1-12

p. s. c

27<^'ol

DR.

DEL.

i>i.i;asi-; isk iiiis in pi.aci; oi ^ di i; iiii.r. m;,vi>
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Cash PaYjMENTS M^ 190.^ PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION

DATE

J H w r> c

voc
MHISEn

a\'\

CHECS
M'aBES

ICCT. PATABLE

I'll;. 18. CASH PWMENT lldOK. (ORH;iX.\L ll'j X iS I.\.)

ISSING BILl-S /'^«s/i_vv^-> >-

Naleriol Received during the month of
/"^ f7^ .

DIVISION.
l»ltl.S'

*^" -g o" loos?

Nut*. -to
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S^SS _i ©O'**

Cr^ /r? <C3 *: V C"pA'C T^X
•a fMow

, if^riJJ^^a^

KIC. Jl, IIF.l'AKTMKNT llll.l., (llKKUNM. S/j X II l.N.)

is made out fcir tliu i)iiT|)n-^f nf requesting bills not in hand. I'liis

precaulion is used in order to follow up llie prompt receipt of bills

as far as practicable.

Materials transferred from one department to anotber are only

shipped after orders are issued on Ibe regidar form, the same as

material ordered from ovitside parties. When these materials are

sliippcd, Korm 3<J9 (Fig. 20) is made out and forwarded to the main

office, where a form (Fig. 2r') is made out, wliich acts as the hill

against that department; this form follows the same course as any

bill, and F'orm yy.) (Fig. 20) is held as a record until return to

office of Fig. 21. .\t the end of the month Fig. 21 is summarized

with the other transfers and accounts charged and credited that are

effected, by entries on the form shown in Fig. 13, in red and black.

Public Service Corporation of N. J.

v^ulh JarMy DIvUlon. tfailwcy D«paf1««sl.

n. ^HOP̂0tfattm4i\tMatertal lor

.

Workman M-. \b CI«K[t^e6 l*e0tCL£C egui^ C//. So

Arm No Atilh. No..

Cm No
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Proposed Constitution and By-Laws of the

American Street and Interiirhan

Railway Association.

CONSTITUTION.
Name and Location.

I. a. riif name of the association shall he the "American Street

and Internrhan Railway Association."

b. The headquarters of the association shall he located in the

city of New York.

Objects.

II. The objects of the association shall be as follows:

a. Ihe discussion and recommendation of methods of const ruc-

tion, management and operation of street and intenirban railways,

and of safeguarding the interests of the same.

b. The establishment and maintenance of a spirit of co-opera-

tion among the members, and the encouragement of friendly rela-

tions between the companies and the public.

c. The acquisition of experimental, statistical and scientific knowl-

edge relating to the construction, equipment and operation of street

and intenirban railways and the diffusion of this knowledge among

the members.

Members.

III. The membership of this association shall consist of two

classes, as follows

:

a. .Active memlwrs, consisting of .Vnicrican street and intcr-

urban railway companies, or lessees, or individual owners of street

and interurban railways. Each member shall be entitled to one

vote, which shall be cast by the properly accredited delegate.

b. .'Xssociate members, consisting of individuals who are or have

been at some time actively identified with street and interurban

railway interests, and other persons who in the opinion of the ex-

ecutive committee have had experience of such a nature as to render

desirable their connection with the association. The privileges of

the associate members shall be simitar to those of the active mem-

bers excepting that they .shall not be entitled to vote or hold office

nor shall they have the privileges of the floor unless permitted by

the association.

Amendment.

IV. This constitutiiin may be amended by a two-thirds vote of

ihe members present at a regular meeting, provided the proposed

amendment shall have the approval of the executive committee,

and provided that a copy shall have been sent to each of the active

members at least thirty days prior to the date of the meeting at

which the proposed amendment is to lie acted upon.

ny-LA\v.s.

Election of Members.

I. Every applicant shall signify his desire to the secretary, en-

closing the requisite fee. .All applications for membership shall be

referred to the executive committee, a two-thirds vote of the mem-

bers of the executive committee by ballot being necessary to election.

In case of rejection the membership fee shall be returned. The ex-

ecutive committee shall report at each meeting the names of new

members elected.

Officers.

II. a. The officers shall consist of a president, vice-presidents

equal in number to the number of affiliated associations, a treas-

urer and a secretary. The ofliicers shall assume their duties immedi-

ately after the meeting at which they are elected.

b. The president, the vice-president and treasurer of the asso-

ciation shall be elected at the annual meeting of the association. .-Ml

such elections shall be by ballot, and a majority of the votes of all

members present shall be necessary to an election. The secretary

shall be appointed by the executive committee.

President and Vice-Presidents.

III. The president shall be the chief executive officer of the asso-

ciation. He shall preside at the meetings of the association and of

the executive committee. In the absence of the president any duties

devolving upon him may be performed by one of the vice-presidents.

Treasurer.

IV. The duties of the treasurer shall be to receive, safely keep

and account for all moneys of the association ; to keep correct

accounts of the same, and to pay all bills approved by the presi-

dent. He shall make an annual report to be submitted to the asso-

ciation. He shall give a bond to the president in such sum, and with

such sureties as shall be approved by the executive committee. He

shall be paid a salary fixed by the executive committee.

Secretary.

V. riie duties of the secretary shall be as follows

:

a. To take minutes of all proceedings of the association and of

the executive committee and to enter them in books proper for the

purpose.

b. To conduct the correspondence of the association.

c. To read minutes and notices at all meetings and to present

papers and communications if the authors wish it.

d. To collect and file for the benefit of the members information

and statistics regarding matters relating to the purposes of the

association.

e. To receive applications for membership and to lay such before

the executive committee.

f. To attend to the publication of the proceedings of this asso-

ciation; and, in conjunction with the secretaries of the afiiliated

associations, to the publications of the proceedings of such affiliated

associations.

g. To send notices to all members of the association at least

30 days before each meeting, mentioning papers to be read and any

special business to be brought before the meeting.

h. To perform such other duties as may be required of him by

the constitution and by-laws, and such duties as may be assigned

him by the executive committee.

The oflice of the secretary shall be maintained at the headquarters

of the association. He shall be paid a salary fixed by the executive

committee. He may or may not be in the employ of an active mem-
ber of the association.

The Executive Committee.

VI. a. rile entire charge and management of the affairs of the

association shall be in the hands of an executive committee, which

shall consist of the president, the vice-presidents, and one member
appointed by each of the affiliated associations. The executive com-

mittee shall make arrangements f(ir carrying out the objects of the

association.

b. The executive committee shall hold a regular meeting before

each regular annual meeting of the association, and shall bold such

special meetings as may be necessary. Such special meetings may
be called by the president and five members of the executive com-

mittee. Five members of the executive committee shall constitute

a quorum at all meetings.

The secretary shall give such reasonable notice of all meetings aS

the committee shall by vote prescribe, and all such notices shall

specify the business to be brought to the attention of the committee

at such meetings.

c. The executive committee may assign to its allied association,

the American Street Railway Manufacturers' Association, the man-

agement of the exhibit features of the annual conventions, and it

may arrange with the said Manufacturers' Association the details

of such entertainments as may be given in connection with the an-

nua! conventions of this association.

d. The executive committee shall present a report to each regular

annual meeting of the association, and shall include in such report

the names of members elected during the year, and its recommend-

ations for the future work of the association.

Meetings,

\TI. a. Regular annual meetings of the association shall be held

at such time between the 15th day of September and the 15th day of

December, in each year, as the executive committee may decide to

be best suited to the locality in which the meeting is to be held

;

the time to be decided upon and each member notified of the selec-

tion by the first day of May in the year in which the meeting is to

be held. Special meetings may be held upon the order of the execu-

tive committee. Notice of every meeting shall be given by the

secretary, in a circular addressed to each member, at least 30 days

before the time of the meeting. Fifteen members shall constitute

a quorum at any meeting.

b, .At all meetings of the association discussion shall be limited

to active members, provided, however, that special privileges may

be accorded others at the will of the meeting.
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c. At iiiiy rcRiil.-ir ur spfcinl niccliiin. exectilivc sessions nriy be

lu'lcl. Siicli scsMiiiis >IkiII liu (>|icii to .•ic'livc mciiili('rs uiily.

( )rikr of Hiisincss.

VIM. I'lie ri'Kul;ir ordiT of Ixtsiin'ss sIkiII lie:

1. Ki'ading nf iniiiiilcs of last inccliMn.

2. Report of llu- I'xcciilivc ciuiiiiiillri-.

.3. Address of tlic president.

4. Report of llie Ireasnrcr.

5. Reports of standing committees.

6. Reports of special committees.

7. Reports from aflilialcd associations.

8. Reading and discussion of papers.

1) 'ii'Mcral business.

Ml, I'lcclion of iiffieers.

Conniiillcc nn .Siilijects.

IX. In order lo sccuii' cmniiuiity of work and nniformity of

general pnrposc, a connniilcc i>n subjects sliall be appointed- each

year by llic e.NCCntive connnillce. The function of tbis comniiltcc

sliall be lo suggest topics for tlic work of tbe .\iuerican Street and

Inlcrurban Railway Association and its aflilialcd associations for

cacb year in advance.

The Cdunuillcc sliall consist of one nu'mber from each of tbe

allilialcd associations and a number from tbe .Xmcrican Street and

Interurban U.iilway Association ctiual In Ibc total numlier from

the affiliated associations. Tbe counnilU-i-. at c.icb .annual meeting,

shall present its plans for tbe ciMuini; year.

Voting.

X. .All voles except as bcrcin otbcrwi'^c provided shall be viva

voce; and in case of a lie, tbe presiding nfticer may vote.

Reading of Papers.

XI. All p.apcrs read at llic meetings of tbe association must

relate to matters connected wilh tbe objects of the association and

nuist ba\e been previously approved by the executive committee.

.Affiliated Associations.

XII. This association shall do all in its power to promote the

welfare of other associations organized with its approval to inves-

tigate technical matters connected with street and interurban rail-

way construction and operation. To this end it will, in the follow-

ing way, and in others which may be determined by the executive

committee, assist in the work of such affiliated associations:

a. By granting charters to and approving the constitutions of

snch associations.

b. By admitting to the executive committee a member from each

of snch associations.

c. By granting financial assistance to such associations for spe-

cific purposes.

d. By editing, printing and I)inding tlie reports of the proceed-

ings of such associations.

e. Through its secretary and conuuittce it will assist in arrang-

ing for conventions, suggesting suitable subjects for investigation;

it will file infinanation for reference and distribution and in every

way endeavor to stimulate interest in all of tbe affiliated associations.

Papers, Drawings, Etc.

XI II. -Ml papev^. drawings and models submitted to the meet-

ings of the association shall remain the property of the owners; sub-

ject, however, to retention by the executive conmiittee for exam-
ination and use, bill ,at tbe mviier's risk.

Fees.

XIV. Active members shall pay an admission fee of ten dollars

and annual dues payable in advance based on gross earnings from
railway operation during the preceding fiscal year (ending June
30th) as follows:

Gross receipts under 5; 100.000 $ 25.00

Gross receipts between 100,000 and f 250,000 50.00

Gross receipts between 250,000 and 500,000 100.00

Gross receipts between 500,000 and 1,000,000 150.00

Gross receipts between 1,000,000 and 2,500,000 250.00

Gross receipts between 2.500,000 and 5.000.000 350.00

Gross receipts between 5.000.000 and 10.000.000 500.00

Gross receipts over 10.000,000 600.00

..Associate members shall pay in advance an annual fee of five

dollars.

Arrears.

XV. No member v/imse annual payment shall be in arrears shall

Ih- entitled to vote.

Withdrawal.

XVr. Any member may retire from mcmltcrship by kivIiik writ-

len notice lo that effect lo tlic secretary, and the payment of all

annual dues to that dale, but sliall remain a mcmlier, aixi liable to

I he payment of annual dues until such payments are made, except

as hereinafter provided.

Expulsion.

XVII. A iiiembcr may be expelled from tli<- as^m lalion liy the

vote of two-thirds of Ihc members present at any regular meetiiiK

of Ihe association, upon the written recommenrlation of the execu-

tive commitlce. „ , , „ .

Rules of Order.

-Will. .\11 rules not provided for in these by-laws shall Ik;

those found in Roberts' Rules of Order.

.Amendment.

XIX. All propositions for adding to or altering any of these

by-laws shall be laid before the executive committee, which shall

bring ibem before Ihe next regular meeting of the association, if it

shall consider such course desirable; and it shall be the duly of

Ihe committee to do so, on the request, in writing, of any five mem-
bers of the association.

FORM OF CHARTER TO BF. GRANTED RV THE AMERI-
CAN STREET AND IXTFRURBAN RAILWAY

ASSOCIATION.
The .American Street and Interurban Railway Association, in order

to promote the acquisition of experimental, statistical and scientific

knowledge relating to the construction, equipment and operation

of street and interurban railways, and the diffusion of this knowl-

edge among those persons interested in the improvements of street

and interurban railways, and the diffusion of this knowledge among
those persons interested in the improvements of street and interur-

ban railway service and the reduction of its cost, hereby agrees to

co-operate in the work of the Street and Interurban Railway

.Association in tbe following ways

:

1. By admitting to its executive committee a member of the said

affiliated association.

2. By granting financial assistance for specific purposes to Ihe

said affiliated association.

3. By editing, printing and binding the reports of the proceedings

of the said affiliated association.

4. By suggesting subjects for investigations and in every way
encouraging such investigation on the part of the said affiliated

association.

5. By managing the details of conventions and other meetings

for the said affiliated association.

6. By collecting, filing for reference and distributing such in-

formation as may be desired by members of the said affiliated asso-

ciation.

In consideration of this assistance, the i- .Association

by the acceptance of this charter agrees that the constitution and

by-laws of the said affiliated association shall he subjecL to the

approval of the American Street and Interurban Railway Associa-

tion and all amendments to and changes in the same shall be sub-

ject to su-h approval; and that the .American Street and Interurban

Railway Association shall have tbe right to withdraw its support

and assistance wherever, in the judgment of its executive commit-

tee, the said .As.sociation is not satisfactorily accomplish-

ing its objects as stated in Article II of the constitution of the said

affiliated association.

In witness of this agreement, we, the presidents and secretaries

of the .American Street and Interurlian Railway .Association and of

the .Association have affixed our signatures hereto, this

day of 19 .

Secretary of .A. S. I. R. A.

President of .A. S. I. R. .A.

Secretary of

President of
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Trio of Fraudulent Accident Wt)rkers.

l!y courtesy i)f tla- L'nitcd Railways & Klcctric Co.. of Baltimore,

we have been furnished a detailed account of the niethods and
capture of three fraudulent accident workers who planned an exten-

sive campaign against street railway companies, including most of

the larger cities. The facts are briefly as follows:

On June 5, 1905, a collision occurred between two cars on the

Kdmondson Ave. line of the United Railways & Electric Co., of

Ualtimore. at Hloomingdale Road and Harlem Ave., Calvcrton, in

the suburbs. Both cars were bound west. One car was standing

waiting for an east bound car to come through a short stretch of

pull the bell and throw Mrs. Wioiis while she was getting on or off

his car, he (.Wiens) would p:iy a substantial sum. The conductor

declined this proposition. Then Riley was sent to Cleveland to se-

cure employment and Wiens followed him later. When VViens

arrived, however, he was not impressed with Cleveland, as he said

the double footboard cars were too dangerous; his wife might be

seriously injured by falling from a car of this construction; also

that cars with transverse seats and center aisle construction were

not good for their business. They then decided to go to Buffalo.

Reaching Buffalo, Riley secured employment as a motorman with

the Internal ion.il Street Railway Co. under the name of F. B.

Moran. .\ rapid correspondence was then begun with Mrs. Wiens

KUV^'AKll K. HKII.I.V. :iUms F. B. Muimii; ;LSf. 30; luislU. 5 ft.

7'i in.; weigrlit. HT lb.; builil. iiuiHum; hair, light clu-stnut; eyes,
azure blue; eonipU-xion. mediuiu dark; nioustaelit\ ligllt cliestliut;
liorn in Brooklyn, N. Y.: occupation, motorman; arrested, Anj^.
1, 190.T. TJeriillon measurements: Ueisht, 72-7: outs. 82: trunk,
S!l-U: head lenjcth. 18-6; head width, 15-1; ciieek. l.'i-O: right ear
length, C-7: left foot. 25-7; middle flnser, 12-1; little tingrer, 9-1;
forearm, 48-5. Scar on left forearm and sear at right elbow.

FR.VXlv LKJBSOX, alias WiiMS, alias Davis; age, :;.',; lu-igilt. .'. ft.

G in.; weigtu, 143 lb.; buiUl. medium: hair, chestnut; e>-os, liglu
chestnut; complexion, dark; born at t'liieago. 111.; occupation,
laborer; arrested Aug". 1. litOo. Bcrlillon measurements: Height,
(;7-5: outs. 7:i; trunk, SS-.'i; head lengtli. lS-4; heart width, 15-5;
cheek, H-3: right ear length, C-4: left foot. 25-8; middle linger,
11-2; little finger, 8-7; forearm, 45-5. Two scars from burns on
left forearm and scar on right forearm.

single triick. and wliile so standing, was run into fi-oni tlic re:ir

by another car on which Edward E. Riley was motorman. The
collision was very slight, and did not injure, jar or excite any of

the passengers except one Martha Wiens. As soon as the collision

occurred the Wiens woman, who was sitting in a front seat near

the entrance, immediately fell out. The car was a side-step open
car. The moment she struck the ground, she began groaning and
pretended to be in great agony. Her escort, who passed as her

husband, Frank Wiens, did not go to his wife's assistance, but im-

mediately got out a book and pencil and endeavored to get wit-

nesses on the car. He was unsuccessful here, and he then went
to the street corner and tried to secure the names of persons stand-

ing there. The woman was helped to her feet by the conductor
and others, and pretended to be badly injured about the knee.

.\fter some little while they took an east bound car and started

for their home, 2004 Fairmont Ave. Before doing so, however,

and after the car from which she had fallen had left, the first

thing she did was to ask her husband how many witnesses he had
gotten. This remark was overheard by a conductor in citizen's

clothes, who lives in the vicinity of the scene of the accident. The
case was suspected from this time on. Wiens called at the office

of the claim department a few days after the accident and made
his claim, and requested that his wife be examined by the com-
pany's surgeon. This was done and it was found that the woman
was suffering from a hernia, which she and her husband claimed

was the result of the accident. They claimed $2,500, but as the

case was looked upon as fraudulent, their demand was promptly
refused. The motorman of the car was dismissed for the accident.

-Suit was immediately filed in the Baltimore City Court through
William Colton, attorney, for $50,000.

Riley was then sent to Pittsburg by Mr. and Mrs. Wiens, and he

.secured employment with the Pittsburg Railvv.-iys Co. as motor-

man, under the name of Edward Moran. Mr. and Mrs. Wiens
followed him shortly afterward. He stayed there only a short

time, however, as the lialtimore City Detective Department and

the United Railways Secret Service Department were pretty hot on

their trail. While in Pittsburg, Wiens made a proposition to a

Pittsburg conductor that if he (the conductor) would deliberately

:ind the \voni;in who posed as her sister, then in Pittsburg. He
requested them to come to Buffalo promptly as he had secured the

"job" and the plan was now ready to be carried out. Mrs. Wiens
and the woman posing as her sister left Pittsburg and started to

Buffalo. While on the Pennsylvania R. R. train they both claimed

to have been injured while in the toilet room, caused by the sud-

den and unusual jerk of the train. The woman claimed to have

been thrown down and Mrs. Wiens- claimed to have been thrown
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.Slii>ill\ afUT lii> uiTcsi, Kilry iiiaili- a sworn confession. VVii'Ms'

i-nncHt iianii' is I'r.ink lloli/in .iinl liis wife's Marllia Holizin. Hi-

aKn passed as J'rank Wiins, l''ranl< Davis, Martin Wicncs ami

Richards. Kiicy also passed as Ivlward Moran, !'. li. Mora:i

;,nd Clark. In Kiley's confession he admits tliat the scheme

was planned in Brooklyn, and the arrangement was that they come

to liallimore and have Kiley secure a position as motorman. When

he secnred this posilioii. he was to keep in close comnitmicatiou

with W'ii'ns ami his wife .-ind ])ost them as to where .and when to

li.iard his car, lie was Ihen lo wail nnlil .ni npporiuiiily presented

ils.'lf, and deliheralely rnii liis car into another car, ;nid, to (|uote

his own words, he was to "i.ii] the other car with siifiicient fcnxe to

en.ilile .Mrs. W'iens to linnlile off. which arrangement I carried nnt

hi ilir Ktlrr I hr pl.in v\nrki-d ^nccessflllly, all Init K'llint; the

nil >ne\
."

.\n iiivestiKation showed lli.il Rihv lrii|iKiitly visited the liunir

of the Wiens' liefme the accideiil nccmred. .ilways RoiiiK in .and onl

hy the hack entr.ance.

Mrs. Wiens claims to have heen injured in lyo.? hy falliiiK from

:i car of the lirooklyii Rapid Transit Co., in Brooklyn. She claimed

lli.il ,1 linni.i il<-\eloped as ;i result of that accident. The case was

Iried in Brooklyn ainl .1 verdict of $2,500 rendered in her favor.

Tlu'v t;n( ihe inoiiey in April, 1905, and then hegan a system;itic

trip thnninhont the United Stales, planning to work the follov\'-

ing cities: New Orleans, Baltimore, Philadelphia, ."Xtlantic City,

Newport, I'.iilTalo, St. l.ouis. Kansas City, San Francisco, Los

.'\iigeles, riUshurg and Clevel.ind. New Orleans was eliminated

on acconiil of the yellow fe\er.

They were arresleil in Biiltalo on Snnday. July ,V)th, .-iiid in

dieted hy the lialtimore Cily i;r;Mid jury, July ,?lst, charged with

conspiracy to defraud the Tniled R.iihv;i\s & I'"lectric Co. out of

$2,500, and Capt. .'\. .1. I'liniphrey . chief of the I'.altimore (.'ity De-

tective Department and L'apl. J. .1. Gilhert of llu' I'liited Rail-

ways Secret Service, started for BufTalo with the requisition

papers. The party reached B.altimore h'rid.ay, .\ugust 4th, and

Wiens, his wife and Riley are now conlined in the Baltimore .City

j;iil in default of $5,000 hail each, awaiting tri.il. whicli will take

lilace during the fall term of the Criminal Court. During the in-

vestigation the .Secret Service of the United Railways and the

I'l.iltimore City Detective Department co-operated, .and in this con-

nection Capt. Joseph J. Gilbert, Capl. .\. J. r'liniplney .nid W. M.

Atkinson each did \ery effective work.

In explanation of the natural query as to how Riley was able lo

secure positions so easily with so many companies it may be said

that his preparations Avere very carefully made. In the case of the

Baltimore road Riley was employed May gth, was "learning" ten

d.ays, and between the i()th and the date of the accident had actu-

ally served less than a week. Every applicant is required to furnish

at least two letters of recommendation, one of wdiich must be

from his last employer. The Kmployment Bureau of the compairj-

also sends out "tracers," and, besides, the motormen and con-

ductors are liondeil in ihe sum of $500. Riley's letters were not

only satisfactory, but also the replies to the "tracers."

Fraudulent Claims at Cleveland.

On .August 15th, ahout 7 p. m. as a south-hound car on the Euclid

and Jennings .-Vve. of the Cleveland Electric Ry., was leaving tlie

square a man fell Irom the running board, and was dragged some

distance. It was assumed that he was injured seriously, and he

was taken to Charity Ilospital in an ambulance. There was nothing

particularly suspicious ahout the formal report of the accident to

suggest anything crooked, but upon receiving report of the com-

pany's surgeon, who saw tlie man within one hour after the acci-

dent occurred, Mr. G. A. Boone, assistant claim agent, became sus-

picious, as it was stated that the patient feigned to have convul-

sions in the ambulance on the way to hospital and after the first

hour or two in hospital had lunnerons spasms, tlie character of

wdiich the company's surgeon was unable to determine. The pa-

tient's temperature and pulse were normal, the only objective signs

of injury being slight skin scrape and contusion that would neces-

sarily follow from the character of the fall. The railway com-

pany immediately sent ore of its assistants to the hospital and :if'cr

some talk with the man wdio gave the name John E<lwards, he

leporled that Ills suspicions were arr/iised, owir.R to the manner in

which Edwards reported the accident. Edwards claimed to he a

high diver and a tumbler, and slatcil that, in company with Edward

l!ens<in, he came to Cleveland from Allilctic Park, UufTalo, N. Y.,

where he had just fmishcfl a ten days' cngaKemeiit, doing a tum-

bling act. lieiiscHi made the same statement and also was present

when the accident occurreil and went to (lie hospital in the ainhii-

lance. He and his friend Edwards both claim that just as llicy

stepped onto Ihe running board the car slarlcil Mi<ldei;1y, throwing

ICdwards.

Mr. Boone wrote New York, BufTalo and CoUimlnis, giving as

accurate description as possible of the two men and also slated his

suspicions that they were fakers. Immediately after the accident

the company's investigation was made; l-rank Uirnbamn, division

superintendent, who saw the accident, slated that as Edwards fell

from the running lioard he hooked his arm bclwcen the Iwo steps

of the running board and held onto Ihe car and was dragged some

ten or fifteen feet; thai he lay perfectly still imlil they ran to his

assistance when he immediately began to throw his legs and arms

around and moan and complain of his leg and back. On Satur-

day, August 19th, a telegram from Mr. J. W. Crawfor<l. assistant

claim agent of the International Railway Co. of Hr.ffalo, was re-

ceived; he stated that he thought they knew thc«e men, and that

two men would he sent to Cleveland to identify these men.

On Saturday Edwards left the hospital, coming lo the office in

company with Benson, making written statement:) of the accident

and stated that they were with Thompson & Dnnkin. a vaudeville

compa'.y which jumped from Huflfalo lo Elkhart and from Elk-

hart to Denver. They were requested to call again at two o'clock.

Aug. 2: St, when some settlement of their claim would be made if

possible. On Sunday \V. C. Smith, special agent of the Interna-

tional Railway Co., in company with C. E. Reid of 180 Franklin

St., BufTalo, with whom the two young men roomed under the

names of E. Forbes' and John Wilmott, came lo Cleveland. Mr.

Smith brought with him the report of the accident to John Wilmolt,

i8o Franklin St.. Buffalo, occurring on August 5th, about 8:30 p. m.

ill which Wilmott fell from the car as it was starling up in front

of .\tbletic Park, being taken to the Sister's Hospital, remaining

there three or four days. E. Forbes was a witness to the accident

and went with him to the hospital in the ambulance. Mr. Boone

was then satisfied that Edwards at Cleveland was Wilmott at Buf-

falo, and Benson, was Forbes at Buffalo.

They came to the office as per appointment at two o'clock August

2ist. It had been arranged with the chief of cily detectives and

another detective to be present, and they were introduced to Ed-

wards and Benson .as the company's claim committee. .-Kfter secur-

ing their statements which conflicted with their previous statement,

in that they stated on Monday that they came to Cleveland directly

from Philadelphia, and on questioning them further they were ad-

vised that the claim committee consisted of the detective and his

assistant. The chief immediately requested Benson to remove the

wig he wore and it was found that he had a heavy head of liair

under the wig. .-\fter separating the men they were questioned very

carefully, and Benson admitted that he was at Buffalo and stopped

at 180 Franklin Ave.; that his name in Buffalo was Forbes: that

there was an accident on August 5th. and that Edwards, under the

name of John Wilmott, was injured, not admitting, of course, that

the accident was a fake. He claimed that they came to Buffalo

from Philadelphia: that his home was in New York and that his

business was that of a photographer instead of a tumbler.

Wilmott. however, refused to talk much, reiterating that he never

was in Butfah^ and that he came directly from Philadelphia, and

that his name was Edwards and not Wilmott.

Ihey were then confronted by Mr. Reid with whom they roomed

in Buffalo, who he immediately recognized as E. Forbes, alias

Edward Benson, and John W'ilmott. alias John Edwards. They

were arrested on suspicion August 22nd, and with the exception 01

Edwards admitting on the witness stand that he was in Buffalo

under the name of Wilmott he refused to talk. They were sen-

tenced to 30 days in the workhouse and fined $50 and costs, which.

under the rule of being allowed only 20 cents per day in working

out a fine, will keep them in the workhouse about 3CO days.

These men left Buffalo without making a claim other than through

an attorney with whom they left it with the understanding that
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if any settlcmem w:is made the moiicv would lie inrwardcd. It

was thought in BiilTalo that there were three men in the gang, and
the superintendent of the Cleveland company also stated that there

was a third man on the ground at the time the accident occ'-.rred

August 15th. .Vs minute a description as pos'ihle was given to all

of the police and on Wednesday "ight, August 2jrd. a young man
giving his name as Joseph Hums was arrested on suspicion and
on heing placed in the sweathox made full confession to the chief

of police and Mr. Boone in the form of an affidavit covering eight

typewritten pages. Burns stated that he first met Wilmolt in New
York in May at Bristol's restaurant, ijo East 14th St., and a short

time later met Benson under the name of Edward Forhes; that

I'orbes was the man who did the scheming and induced Wilmott
and himself to go with him around the country having fake acci-

dents ; that they went to Philadelphia from New York where
Forbes fell from a car on Market St. on the 22nd or 23rd of last

July, and was taken to a hospital wh.cre settlement was made with

him a few days later for $300; that two d.iys after the settlement

was made they went to Buffalo where Wilmott did the falling as

described; that he. Burns, and Benson, alias Forbes, came to Cleve-

land ahead of Wilmott, and that it was his, Burns, turn to fall in

Cleveland, hut that he was afraid to do so and after two days

Wilmott came on from Buffalo and had accident above referred

to. Burns admits that when about 18 years of age he spent nearly

a year in the reformatory in New York, but says other than that

be has never been arrested. Benson, alias Forbes, admits being

arrested in Njw York some years ago on suspicion, but claims to

have been acquitted. Burns very frankly tells his entire connection

with the scheme. His case was continued in order that the com-

pany might hear from the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co., and if

his story is true it is probable that the Philadelphia comp,^ny will

have them extradited.

Trans.Ohio Trolley Line.

White City Advertising.

The White City, Chicago, which since its opening in May last li.i*

done much towards the development of summer traffic on the linos

of the Chicago street and elevated railway companies, has been

very progressive in advertising its attractions. Some months be-

fore the opening of this park the management began the publication

of a monthly magazine in which were described and illustrated the

many amusement devices that would be installed in the park. After

the opening, the publication of the magazine was continued, it being

used for placing before its readers programs of the band concerts

that are given in the park daily, programs of the performances of

the various theatres, fire show, educated horse show, etc. In addi-

tion to the publication and wide distribution of the White City

magazine, which also contained several short stories of general

interest, the company has freely used printer's ink in and about

Chicago. Extensive use has been made of bill boards, street car

banners and the newspaper columns. Placards 21 x ri in. in size

have been placed in almost every car on both elevated and street

surface lines in the city, as well as the suburban lines. On the left

half of these placards is a cartoon showing the "White City Kids"

availing themselves of the various attractions offered by the park.

On the right half of the card is the location of the White City, di-

rections for reaching the park and appropriate verses.

Both steam and electric railways, as well as steamship com-

panies operating on Lake Michigan, have co-operated with the

advertising department of the White City, of which Mr. Frank

R. E. Woodward is manager, in developing traffic to and from the

park. Certain days have been set aside as Michigan Day, MiKvau-

kce Day, Elk's Day, etc., on which occasion excursions were run

from towns in Michigan within a radius of 150 or 200 miles at

reduced rates. One of the recent excursions that has been run to

the White City was over the line of the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago

Railway Co. On this occasion the cars of the interurban line were

run over the tracks of the Metropolitan and South .Side elevated

lines to the White City, special excursion tickets being issued.

These consisted of five coupons 254 x 2 in. The bottom coupon

was for the ride from Elgin to Chicago; the second coupon for the

.South Side Elevated Co. for the ride to the White City ; the middle

coupon was the admission to the While City, while the two remain-

ing coupons were for the return trip to Elgin. Tickets were al.so

issued from other points on the line.

.\n important addition to Ohio interurban railways has been made

by the opening of the 17-mile extension of the Toledo, FOsloria S;

Findlay Railway. The new division connects Fosloria and Pcmbcr-

ville, and its completion marks a record for quick construction.

Grading was started on April 2<)th. and although 27 working days

were lost on account of the extraordinarily wet season, llie entire

line was in operation on a regular pai^senger schedule in less llian

four months from the date of starting. The entire work was done

by the con:pany, in charge of Mr. f". W. .•\dams, its general manager,

and be is receiving congratulations upon his practical demonstration

of how to build a railroad. This property, always one of the best

in the state, now takes on added importance liccause of its location

as the connecting link between two great systems, the Lake Shore

Electric and the Westtrn Ohio. With the completion of the Western

Ohio branch from I.inia tii Findliiy. in aI)out 60 clays, the cross-state



An Electric Railway Passenger Department.

What lias IJccn Accomplished on the Boston & Northern and Old Col(»ny Systems.

IIY HODICKI' If. IIKHUAII^ PASSEN(;Er{ AGENT, BOSTON & NORTHEKN AND dl.li COU)NY STREET BAII.WAVS.

Consideration of llic millions of dollars spent by the steam

railroad companies of America to induce people to travel on their

lines, and to taUc outings which require much time and a consid-

erable expenditure of money, has brought many street railway

officials to a realization that a little missionary work on their own
part might result in substantial profit. They had the advantage

that no large outlays of money were involved, and that the pleasure

seekers might find varied and delightful outings nearer home.

Particularly did this appear with force to the Boston & Northern

and the Old Colony Street Railway companies. These roads operate

over 850 miles in 22 cities and 66 towns and through a territory

which combines more of scenic and historic interest accessible by

trolley than any other e(|ual area in the United States. In all parts

of this territory there are maniftild attractions for the tourist an<l

lover of nature—a variety of seashore resorts, interesting and his-

torical cities and towns, rivers, lakes, and a diversity of delightful

ony systems have taken advantage of their unique opportunity to

develop the long distance pleasure travel on the trolleys. With
carefully planned excursions from various points on their systems

to other points, the companies have run as many as 32 difTcrcnt

excursions in one pleasant week. Some of these excursions have

taken the passengers over what some years ago would have been

four or five different lines, with as many changes of cars.

Under the present system of conducting excursions, the passenger

goes through to his destination without change of cars, and every-

body has a seat. The importance of these two points cannot be too

strongly cmphasi;!cd to street railway men, who have been In the

habit of regarding the passengers hanging upon the straps as the

company's dividends. 1 he excursion business which has been built

up by these two companies is the result of the recognition of what

the traveling public wants, and determination to meet that end.

These excursions have created a special class of traffic, and brought

SUMMER EXCURSION ON BOSTON S NORTHERN STREET RV.

sulmrli.iu scenery. There is not a sin.2;le line in this whole system

which has not some special features and advantages to offer to the

tourist.

It is everywhere recognized among street railway men that one

of the greatest sources of revenue to the suburban street railway

is that which comes from pleasure travel. Furthermore, if a com-
pany can induce people to use its cars for pleasure it not only adds

to its revenue but it makes the whole community happier and health-

ier. From the standpoint of the passenger, in order to induce this

pleasure travel, it is only to be shown that he will receive his

money's worth, and it is easily demonstrated that there is nothing

in the world which offers one more for his money than street rail-

way transportation.

So long as the street railways of Massachusetts were operated

only in the congested sections, and the large centers of population,

there was little opportunity to develop pleasure travel. With the

development of suburban lines in recent years, which has been such

that practically every city, town, village and hamlet, park and sea-

shore resort, can be reached by trolley, the street railways ha\e

more attractions to ofTer the tourist than the steam roads.

So many places may 1 e reached from any given point that the

(liOiculty of the tourist is in deciding what place to visit.

Instead of seeking to develop pleasure travel in the line of traftic

to the nearest park or beach, the Boston & Northern and Old Col-

people to travel, who, under other circumstances would not use

the trolley lines. From the passengers' point of view, it is the very

essence of pleasure travel, that they should be able to travel with

comfort, and this point has too often been overlooked by street rail-

way managers.

For fully eight years it had been the writer's conviction that in

Boston there should be some centrally located oflRce where the pub-

lic might obtain any desired information pertaining to pleasure or

other trips over the 2.000 or more miles of trolley lines. It was
felt that the public was entitled to this information and that if such

an office were established riding would be materially increased.

The test has been made and the correctness of this view demon-
strated. Last October the Boston & Nortbern and Old Colory Street

Railway companies established a joint passenger department A
large pleasant office was taken on Washington St., in the heart of

the district in Boston where the steam roads maintain their offices.

The department has been operated entirely independent of the

executive offices. The main offi.ccs are located in State St.. away
from the center of travel, whereas the passenger department was
located in the busiest section of Boston's busiest street. Xow that

the first year of its existence has been practically completed its

popularity and its value l)Oth to the companies, and to the riding

public have been firmly established, and exceed even its originator's

expectations. The street railways of eastern Massachusetts form
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an elaborate, complicated network. The places worthy of visiting

because of natural or historic interest arc numerous and by setting

forth their various attractions, the office has been the means of

inducing people to take longer trips than they might otherwise have

taken, explaining how best to reach these attractions in such a way
that patrons felt perfectly safe in taking long instead of short trips.

In the early spring, si.\ folders were published, each of which was
devoted to a certain section of the system, namely, the South Shore,

Southern Massachusetts. North Shore. Mvstic Vallev, Merrimnc

resulted in a closer friendship with the newspaper men. and hoie

fruit in liberal space in which the beauties of the trips were well

and fully described. Six of tliese excursions were run. Never w-as

a street railway company better treated, never were the news col-

umns more open for the company's matter than in newspapers in

the sections covered by the two systems.

.Mong the lines of the tw'O systems there are to be found pieces of

woodland that rival in beauty views in the .Vdirondacks ; there are

long stretches of sand and rocky shores: parks and groves and

rivers and lakes well worthy of a photographer's attention. To
start a search for picturesque places reached by the companies' lines

VIEWS OF TIIK P.\SSENGF.I! .\(;K\ T S Ol-l-K'K.

^"alley and 'I'he Parks. In this printed matter there were given the

mileage, rates of fare, running time, and a concise and interesting

description of the sections. These folders were, from various places

in the sixteen divisions, distributed from specially built cases. In-

stead of sending the folders by express to the widely separated

places of distribution, a regular car was employed, which, while

serving as a prompt and effective method of delivery also constituted

an excellent advertisement for the companies, attracting as it did

from its novelty much attention wherever it appeared. As the car

passed through each city and town a story was delivered to the

local papers setting forth its mission and informing the public where

it might obtain desired information, free of charge. The idea

seemed to appeal to the newspapers as a 'iiii(iuc one. and invariably
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hit, I licy became ijupul.ir 111 many cases partly on account of the

cheaper rate perhaps, hut principally because of the assurance of a

seat and the doing away with the necessity of changing cars. At

the objective point of the trip passengers were either admitted free

to some anuisenient place, arrangements made for their dinner, or

places selected where they might each have lunch. In addition these

specials were given attention and schedule time made. As pre-

viously slated, these "limited" trips were in the nature of an cxpcri-

nunt. So they were, but so positive has been the success of the

csiiirniii'iit .ind so well pleased are the companies with the .scheme

that they are already fornuilating plans whereby this class of travel

will receive a great deal of attention in llic coming year. 'I here is

not the slightest doubt thai two-thirds of the people who have taken

advantage of the trips would not have traveled in regular cars. '1 he

recepti(jii which has been given to tlie innovation has been carefully

noted and it is believed to be one of the best moves made by the new

dep;irlment. As an advertisement the limited trolley trips arc also

a success. 'I'hey bring in .m inieiiualled manner the attention of the

masses to the beauties of trolley riding, and wh.it may thus be seen

not only en route but at the terminus.

Hitherto it had been the general belief that a 75 or 100-milc trip

by trolley was too long and tiresome for pleasure but to a great

extent these excursions have changed tliis opinion. The writer is

sure they will do more than anything else to encourage long dis-

tance traveling by trolley, heretofore almost unthought-of in New
I'.ngland.

Regular e.scursion tickets were printed lor these trips. Folders

giving all infornialion were distributed about hotels, railway ticket

offices, and other places. Dasher signs on the cars, flyers and the

eohnnns of the newspapers liavc been used to aid in giving publicitj'

to these excursions.

No one corporation in the country maintains a larger or more

popular group of pleasure resorts than do the Boston & Northern

and Old Colony street railways. The two systems have seven parks

where entertainments arc given every afternoon and evening for ten

weeks, during the summer months. Five of these are directly under

the companies' control and management. The other two arc sub-

let. In past years performances given in the rustic theaters at

these parks have been of a vaudeville nature, but this year a radical

tleparture was made and first class light operas, operettas and mus-

ical comedies were produced, and much appreciated by the public

as demonstrated by increased riding in cars running to these places.

And so satisfactory to the companies has been the results that the

policy of giving high class plays only will be continued next year.

.Ml the advertising of the various amusements, advance notices

and reviews of the plays are handled entirely in the passenger de-

partment. Advertising matter* for the five parks was inserted in

a6 daily papers ; advance notices or write-ups in some 55 weekly

papers, each week, and reviews in 30. Five cars were fitted up and

sent on regular trips through the different places of each division

advertising the attraction at the local park.

The two companies have under consideration several novel

schemes to stimulate travel the coming fall and winter. '1 he first

of these is the running of special through cars on certain days from

various cities over their systems to Boston. This will give an

opportunity for people of the outlying districts to do their shopping

in Boston knowing that on the return they will be able to get a seat

all the way and thus avoid the rush, especially during the Christmas

shopping days, when this iimovation will surely become popular and

.appreciated.

During the winter the companies are planning to inaugurate sev-

eral outdoor recreations such as toboggan slides and artificial skat-

ing rinks at various points on their systems.

.\lthough this year's work has been purely of an experimental

nature, it is felt that the missionary work in bringing to the atten-

tion of the public, ill a manner never before attempted, the variety

of delightful trips offered by the two systems; the placing of the

parks on a higher plane of excellence than ever before; maintain-

ing an office where the public might obtain all sorts of information;

the special excursions run for the comfort and convenience of the

passengers, and last, but by no means least, the friendly relations

with the newspapers, have, taken as a whole, placed the Boston &
Northern and Old Colony street railways prominently and favorably

before the public. The companies are satisfied with the results of

the experiment and aided by the experience gained are now looking

forward to .mother year's work with great hope.
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the traffic receipts increased £ioj,ocx) more. The gross profit, how-

ever, was not in proportion, being £29,500 less than in 1901. The

rate of dividend w-as maintained.

Whether tranicars should be permitted to run at higher speed is

a question which from time to time is revived and as to which

conflicting opinions prevail. Colonel Yorkc, of the Board of Trade,

has now been instructed by the Board to inspect various routes

and draw up a report on the matter.

The report of the North Metropolitan Tramways Co. for half

year ending June 30th. shows gross receipts amounting to £307419,

and expenditures of £295,524. The surplus enables the directors to

distribute 3,'-i per cent to the holders of ordinary shares. The

business of the company will be handed over to the London County

Council as from Apr. i, 1906.

The optimistic expectations of substantial profits from the con-

version of southern tramway lines in London to the conduit sys-

tem carried out two years ago have not been realized. The £1,000,-

000 promised as an annual contribution towards the reduction of

rates is not in evidence, hut the ratepayers must for the present

rest content with the outlay of about that amount in the widening

of roads through which the lines pass. A thoughtful article on this

matter, and cognate subjects appeared in a recent issue of our con-

temporary "The Engineer."

The Dewsbury, Batley & Birstall Steam Tramway, the first of the

hind established in Great Britain, is now in the hands of workmen

who are preparing for a conversion to the trolley system.

•-•-

Central Station Steam Heating Plants.

On April 22. 1905. Mr. W. IL Schott, engineer, Chicago, gave

an illustrated talk before the Robert Fulton Society on the sub-

ject, ''.\ Central Station Heating Plant."' The able manner in which

the subject was handled was the cause of much favorable com-

ment ard the demand for the data and information contained in the

address has resulted in the publication of a limited number of

copies of a synopsis of this lecture. The publication was prepared

and arranged in Mr. Schott's office and consists of some 14 drawings

and charts on heavy bond paper with descriptions and explanations

typewritten on opposite pages. All drawings and manuscript are

on pages 8xn in., except Design No. I, which is 11x21 in. and

is the design of station piping and street and residence connec-

tions in a Schott balanced column hot water system.

The first five designs are those of the complete plant, the gage-

board, type of condenser used in central station work, type of ex-

pansion joint and a system of regulation. Design No. 6 represents

a test made on a plant operating with and without regulation and

No. 7 is a table showing the amount of radiation that a given sized

pipe line will take care of at a given velocity. Following these are

tables showing radiation supplied by 100 h. p. boiler capacity at varia-

ble temperatures, coal consiunption at various temperatures, steam

consumption per i. h. p. at variable hack pressures, mean tempera-

ture coefficients, and tables for arriving at the requirements for cu-

bic contents. The data given are both interesting and valuable and

while the publication is only a synopsis of Mr. Schott's talk before

the Robert Fulton Society, the charts and tables, as well as the ac-

companying descriptions and explanations, are both clear and com-

plete.

« »

The Falk Co.

The Falk Co., Milwaukee, Wis., is contractor for and builder of

complete electric railways. Besides manufacturing switches, frogs

and crossings, motor gears and pinions, and steel castings it has

developed and patented the cast welded rail joint. The company's

hardened center cast steel track work which has stood the test of

heavy service in many large systems in the country, is integral,

with all principal wearing surfaces especially treated to combine

toughness with hardness. Its steel-bound track work dispenses

with 'Dolts, angle plates or knees, and, being thoroughly welded to-

gether by heavy steel castings, is integral in its nature; it is offered

as a compromise between the built-up and hardened-center work.

The '04 frog (built-up) is made up with heavy open-hearth steel

knees and corner filler blocks, provided with guards and riser pro-

tection for points.

Ihc steel used in its gears and pinions is made in the company's

own open-hearth steel foundry, which is one of the most modern

and thoroughly equipped in the country. It is claimed the company

is the only gear cutter having a steel foundry in connection with

the plant, a great many advantages resulting therefrom.

The company's machine shops are new and thoroughly modern,

equipped throughout with the latest types of labor saving machines.

With such facilities the company is enabled to produce the most

perfect motor gears with dispatch. About 5,000 standard type pin-

ions are carried in stock, all of which are thoroughly tested for ac-

curacy before shipping.

A great deal of attention has been given by the Falk Co. to the

development of cast welding and one of the latest contracts entered

into by it is with the United Railways & Electric Co. of Baltimore,

to cast-weld 10,000 or more joints, on the tracks in that city. The

work is now well under way on Linden Ave., where 2.5 miles of

track will be made continuous by the Falk process. Certain parts

of Charles St. and McCullough St. have already been finished, and

the railway management is well pleased with the results so far

obtained. Track on other streets to be cast-welded is as follows

:

Edmonson St., 8.8 miles; John St., 4.9 miles; Carey St., 2.8 miles;

Preston St., 5.1 miles; Fremont St., 3.7 miles; Orlean St, 7.5

miles.

The Falk cast-welded rail joint has demonstrated that it makes

a continuous track, saves current, rails and equipment, reduces track

maintenance and makes a very smooth riding track. Tests show 20

per cent greater conductivity at the joint than in the rail itself.

Cast-welding is no experiment, hundreds of thousands of joints be-

ing in use the world over, many of the leading systems, both in this

country and abroad, having welded all of their track.

The officers of the company are: President, IL W, Falk; vice-

president, O. H. Falk; secretary and treasurer, E. \. Wurster

;

second vice-president, Adolph Quentin ; assistant secretary, C. L.

Jones; chief engineer, W. F. Carr; superintendent. C. R. l-"alk.

*->-*

L. E. Myers Co.

The L. E. Myers Co. is an Illinois corporation with principal

offices in the Monadnock Building, Chicago. It conducts exteiisivc

operations in financing and building electric railways and -maintains

a complete organization and full equipment of modern machinery

for this purpose. This company has built some of the largest and

most modern interurban as well as street railways and has been

successfully engaged in this line for many years. It now has the

following roads under contract : From Lansing to Jackson, Mich.,

43 miles; Lansing to Pine Lake, Mich., 5 miles; Springfield to

Bloomington, 111., 60 miles; Fort Wayne to Blnffton, Ir.d., 23 miles;

Lima to Toledo, O., 76 miles; or a total of 207 miles. From this

it will be seen that the company has a thorough organization and

exceedingly complete equipment of modern railroad building machin-

ery such as steam shovels, locomotives, flat cars, dump cars, track

laying machines, etc.

Branch offices are maintained at Lansing, Mich.; Ossian, Ind.;

Lima, O., and Lincoln, 111., and the wor;< on each of these roads is

proceeding entirely independent of the other. The officers of the

company are : L. E. Myers, president ; Theodore P. Bailey, vice-

president and general manager; W. H. P. Weston, secretary and

treasurer ; C. E. Collins, general superintendent.

It is announced that the Avon Beach & Southern Ry., the Lake

Shore Electric Railway Co's. extension from Avon Beach to South

Lorain, O., will he completed by November 1st.

At the request of the Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Trac-

tion Co., the United States Fish Commission has made a consign-

ment of black bass to be deposited in blue River, Sugar Creek and

Flatrock Creek, along the company's line.

Some 25 passengers were injured in a collision between an inter-

urban car of the Public Service Corporation and a construction

outfit of the Trenton & New Brunswick Railway Co. on the tracks

of the latter company roar Dnyton, N. J . .August 19th.



The Atlanta Northern Railway.

Tlic First Single Phase Railway in tiic South.

'I'Ik' first insl.ill^iliiin in llic Suiilli of ifiu single-phase railway sys-

feiii (Icvclopei! hy the VVcstiiiKliousc Electric & MaimfacUiriiig Co.

is that iiiaile hy the Atlanta Northern Railway Co., which on July

17th last opened its line between Atlanta and Marietta, Ga. Ex-

ceptionally large crowds have at linics been transported and the

successful operation of the line is assured. Tlie company operates

some 15 miles of track between the terminal cities of Marietta and

.\llanta and enters the latter city over the track of the Georgia

Railway & Kleclric Co. The inlerurban line, however, is operated

entirely independently and in.-dics no attempt to conduct a local

service.

Marietta, the iinrthern lerminiis of the line, is at the foot of the

Kencsaw Mountain, the hatllefield of which is now the site of a

national cemetery. The intervening country is rolling and is de-

voted largely to the raising of cotton. The line crosses the Chat-

about 18 miles from .Atlanta and is transmitted at a potential of

22,ooo volts. The power equipment at the water power station in-

cludes Westinghousc three-phase 25-cyclc alternators with an ag-

gregate capacity of 10,500 kw. In case of accident to the water power

station, current may be obtained from a thoroughly equipped slcani

power plant which the Georgia Railway & Klectric Co., which also

obtains power from the w-ater power plant ordinarily, has in reserve

for the operation of its lines in the city of Atlanta in emergencies.

Few railways in any part of the country are so well provided Willi

duplicate power apparatus for maintaining the operation of the road

at all tiines.

The trolley line is divided into three sections, each fed from one

leg of the three phase transmission system through oil insulated

self-cooling transformers. There are two transformer stations in

each section connected to the same phase, making a total of six

P.ASSENGER C.\K—ATLANTA NORTHERN R.\ILWAY CO.

tahoochee River at Iceville and passes through the villages of

Smyrna, Gilniore and Butler. It is constructed over a private right

of way which runs parallel to the track of the Western & Atlantic

R. R.

The track construction is exceptionally good, consisting of 70-lb.

T-rails laid on ties which are ballasted with slag shipped from the

iron furnaces of the Birmingham district. The maximum grade is

,? per cent and the shortest curve has a radius of 574 ft. The gage

is 4 ft. 8H '"• Within the limits of Atlanta, girder rails are used.

Except within the city limits of Atlanta, a single No. 000 trolley

wire forms the entire low tension distributing system. This is fed

with 25-cycle single-phase alternating current at a potential of

2,200 volts. The trolley wire is suspended from cross spans se-

cured to wooden poles set 90 ft. apart on straight track and about

45 ft. apart on curves. The construction is similar in general to

that ordinarily used in direct current practice except that specially

heavy insulators suitable for the higher voltage are employed.

The current supply for the new railway is obtained from the

water power station of the Atlai'.ta Water & Electric Power Co..

stations located approximately 3'/^ miles apart. One of these is

in Atlanta, ore in the car barn near the limits of .Atlanta, and the

others at the towns of Bolton, Gilmore, Smyrna and Butler.

The transformer stations are well constructed of brick and each

is equipped with one 150-kw. Westinghousc oil-insulated self-cool-

ing transformer together with the necessary lightning arresters.

choke coils, switches and fuses. The transformer in Atlanta and

one of those in the car barns supply the 550-volt section of the trol-

ley and in order that all transformers may be interchangeable, all

are wound so the secondary voltage of either 2.2CO or 550 may be

used. Since these stations contain no moving machinery, no attend-

ants are required. .An occasional inspection of the stations is all

that is necessary.

To insure regularity of service with a minimum of reser.'e ca-

pacity, each transformer is mounted on a low truck and is installed

in the transformer station on a platforin at the height of a standard

flat car. A reserve transformer is held in the car barn mounted on

a similar truck and loaded upon a flat car ready for instant trans-

portation to any part of the line. This outfit scr\-es as a reserve
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unit for all of the stations. Iti case of a break-down or other trouble

at any station, the crew of the first car discovering the difficulty

would notify the car barn force, who would then have the flat car

hauled to this point and on arriving would roll the ilaniased trans-

former and its platform on to the flat car and replace it by the re-

serve unit. This arrangement is an ingenious application of the

portable sub-station idea. -As each transformer station is capable of

VIEW ON MAIN LINE.

carrying the entire load of its section, practically a duplicaio in-

stallation has been made. With this arrangement and the reserve

unit described above, there is little likelihood of cessation of service

because of failure of the power supply.

The rolling stock comprises si,\ passenger cars and one freight

Inult liy the Cincinnati Car Co. and are nv.iuiUcil upnn P.riU 27-E

trucks. The freight car was also constructed by the Cincinnati

Car Co. and is mounted upon standard trucks of the manufacturer.

All cars arc of the double truck type with 28 ft. between truck

centers.

The passenger cars arc equipped with quadrupb' Wcstinghouse

No. ic8 (50 h. p.) motors. In the equipment of these cars sim-

plicity was made a strong feature. The circuit from the trolley

passes to an auto-transformer through a double-throw oil switch

which connects it to cither one of two taps on the high tension wind-

ing of the transformer according to whether 2,200 or 550 volts is

used on the trolley. After leaving the auto-transformer, the circuit

passes directly to the ground. The motors may be connected to va-

rious taps on the low tension winding of this transformer, giving

five different running points.

The coimections are made by a drum type controller mounted on

each platform. The motors may be run continuously on any one

of the five notches so a wide range of running speed may be se-

cured.
;[

.

Th.e freight car is equipped with four No. 108 motors similar to

those used on tlie four passenger cars with hand control, but in

order that this car may be operated on any part of the city system

as well as over the company's own tracks, the control is arranged

for operation on either direct or alternating current. There arc

therefore, three operating conditions which can be met by this car.

It can be run from a standard 550 volt direct current trolley, the

550 volt alternating current trolley in Atlanta and the 2,200 volt

alternating current trolley between Atlanta and Marietta. To niec;

these w'idely different conditions, a combination of rheostatic and

voltage control is used instead of pure voltage control as on the

passenger cars. The motors are connected permanently, two in

series, and the two groups thus formed may be connected to any one

of three different taps on the transformer. In starting the car, the

motors are connected first to the lowest tap, then to the middle tap

through a resistance, ne.Kt to the middle tap without the resistance,

NO. 431 CONTROLLER.

TRANSFOR.MER STATION AT CAR HOUSE.

car, four cars being employed in regular service to maintain a half-

hour schedule between terminal points. The running time is 45

minutes each way including some 20 stops. During the heavy rush

hours, 189 passengers have been carried on a single car.

The passenger cars measure 50 ft. 6 in. over all, weigh about 30

tons each, and have a seating capacity of 56 persons. The cars were

then to the highest tap with the resistance in circuit, and finally, to

the highest tap with the resistance short circuited. With this

equipment, three different running points are obtained.

When operating on direct current, the motors are connected all

four in series and rheostatic control only is used. There are thus

four resistance points in addition to .he "full-on" position.
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Cunonl is i-.,ll<-ctcd ionn Ihu trulk'y wir.- I.y niuaiis t,f wliccl trol-

leys of llu-' ..nluiary type except that these trolleys arc mmintcd on

porcelain insulators on accouiit of tlic high voUaRc which is used.

Each car carries two trolleys, one at each end, and is .iquipped with

WcslinKlionse straight air brakes, the compressors for which are

operated liy series wonnd motors similar in general to the main

car motors. Nothing necessary to an ccinipmciU of the highest grade

and to enable the company to maintain a safe and reliable high speed

service has been omitted.

The oflicers of the Atlanta Northern Ky. are: P. S. Arkwright,

president; T. K. Glenn, vice-president; C. W. Urine, secretary and

treasnrcr; and A. Balsley, chief enginee'-.

I he wnik of installation and construction was done almost entire-

ly by the company itself, inclnding the track and overhead con-

slruclion which was cnndnclcd under llir management of William

Glenn, engineer of m.aintenancc of way.

4 I »

Quick ActinK Beamlcss Hrake.

Ill brakes as nsnally constructed it is advantageous to hold the

brake shoe close to the wheel, thus lessening the amount of move-

nu'iil reiiuired of the brake beam and associated parts to operate

the shoe. Where the brake shoes arc held away from the wheels,

the extent which the motorman is obliged to move the mechanism

is often at variance with the quickness of the stops re(|uired of the

car. Thus it has been common practice to adjust the brake shoes

to a release position quite close to the wheels. Frequent inaccuracy

in adjusting permits the released shoes to remain in contact with

the wheel and thus bring about a waste of energy and an increased

wear of parts. The removal of car wheels is also hampered by the

ordin;iry type of brake rigging.

PLAN AND EtEV.\TlON OF TKt'CK WITH BRvVKE.

The new type of inside hung brake rigging which has just been

placed on the market by the Columbia Machine W'orks & Malleable

Iron Co., of Brooklyn, is designed to perform its functions without

the defects just mentioned. This brake was designed especially

for the Brill "Eureka" maximum-traction truck by Mr. Charles E.

Remclius, superintendent of rolling equipment of the Public Ser\'!ce

Corporation of New Jersey.

A system of levers and links for tran.smitting Ibe pressure to the

brake shoes is mounted in a compact form between the forward

and rear wheels r,n either side of a truck. These devices arc alike

at the respective sides of die truck and the similar free ends of the

levers arc connected to a pull bar situated so that it does not

encroach upon space occupied by the motor. This pull bar is

operated by a single ro<l having a flanged roller for connection

between the bar and the rod. Referring to the diagram of the lev-

ers and links, it is seen that the Hrake rod is represented by the

rod J. When the motorman .ictiiating the brake lever draws upon

the rod J, the pull is divided, and transmitted through the pull bar

to the levers A on either side of the truck. The tendency of lever

A is to swing on a pivot about one quarter of the distance from its

lower end, thus moving in opposite directions the lient link D and

the push bar K. The push of the bent link D is applied to a pivot

connection with the lever B from the bottom of which is hung the

brake shoe against the idler wheel. The simultaneous movement of

D and K in opposite directions forces the shoes I and IT, which are

hung by the links B and G, against the wheels at practically the

same instant. The arrangement of these links and levers is such

that the travel of the rod J is closely equaled by the travel of the

shoes II and I. This allows an adjustment of the links, which

will place the shoes when in a released position at a distance from

the tread of the wheel sufficient to prohibit any constant rubbing.

and due to the approximate equality of travel of the shoes and the

rod J, it is found that with the levers proportioned as in the illus-

tration the brakes can be applied from the released position to a

full stop setting with but three-fourths of a. turn of the brake

handle. This relation of levers also assures a quick release when

the pull is relieved from the brake rod. The pull bar connecting

tlie brake mechanisms on cither side of the truck with the brake

rod is curved in shape and provides equalization of pull on the two

sides. Owing to the proportions of the lever arms A and B, the

braking effect is unevenly divided between the driving and idler

wheels so as to prevent skidding of cither pair of wheels. The

connection between the lever .\ and push bar K is made by means

of a sleeve pivoted to the lower end of A and adjusted along the

axis of K by means of set nuts. In this way the adjustments can

be made for any slight diflfcrence in the braking effect on the two

sides of the track due to the wearing of the parts or diflferences

in the proportions of the members.

The links and levers of the brake mechanism are designed in a

generous manner and are carried by an auxiliary frame extending

iii.\<;k.\m of br.\kf. levers.

between the two wheels on either side of the track in the shape of

a box. Into this box fits a rectangidar shaped hollow frame pro-

vided with brackets for supporting the upper ends of the links

B and G, In the sides of the fr.ime are horizontal slots which

guide the movement of the pin fjorming the pivotal connection be-

tween the lever A and the bent link D. Due to the arrangement

of the parts this pin has a small travel in a horizontal direction.

On May S. 1905, a car of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co.

equipped with this brake was put into service. The new brake

shoes used weighed 30 lb. each at this time, and after constant

use up to July 17th these shoes, which were of cast iron, had lost

but 20 lb. each. During the period mentioned the brake mechanism

was adjusted but three times and no trouble from slack chains or

defects in the mechanism was reported. Cars are now being

equipped with this type of br.ike for the Public Service Corporation

of New Jersey, and for the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.
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The Mayer ^ tnglund Co.

In 1893 Mr. Charles J. Mayer came to Philadelphia, from Pitts-

burg, to represent the R. D. Xuttall Co. in the sale of gears, pinions

and trolleys, and he continued alone as a.srcnt for the Nuttall com-
pany until late in 1895, when he invited Mr. A. H, Englund, of

Chicago, to form a partnership. Mr. l^nglund bringing with him the

C. J. M.WRR. H. EN'GLUND.

eastern sales agency for tlic lnternati,>nal Register Co., of whicli

company he was at the time secretary and manager.

The partnership of Mayer it F.ngliind was formed in December.

iS;J5. and the firm had two small offices in the Betz Building.

Xuttall gears, pinions, ami trolioys. International registers, and

Macallen line insulation were about the only products handled at

the time and until 1897, when a small store and basement was

secured at No. 10 South Tenth St. A limited stock was carried in

this store, with the result that the business commenced to increase

very rapidly, so that it soon became necessary to add the second

tloor.

About this time the firm was incorporated in Pennsylvani.i as

the Mayer & EngUmd Co. The business continued to grow in vol-

ume until it became necessary to take the entire building at No. 10

South Tenth St., embracing five floors and basement. By the end

of 1901 the concern had entirely outgrown its quarters, and real-

izing the necessity of more room and of a more suitable space in

the way of larger area on each floor, arranged to have built for it

a large building at Nos. 1020-1024 Filbert St. The architect's plans

for this building were partially completed when the negotiations for

the lease were started ; nevertheless numerous changes were ar-

ranged for to meet the particular requirements of the company's

business, particularly in the addition of two stories to the structure.

This building has a frontage of 60 ft. on Filbert St., with a depth

of 80 ft. to Commerce St., affording commodious entrances for

handling freight on both streets. • It is nine stories high, including

a i2-ft. basement, and is completely equipped with electric passenger

and freight elevators. The second floor is used exclusively for the

offices of the company, enclosed private offices for the heads of

departments being provided. The main floor is used as a general

packing and shipping department, and here the lighter character of

supplies in broken packages are carried in bins and shelves. The

basement is used for heavier classes of supplies and unbroken orig-

inal packages. On the upper floors arc stored goods of lighter

^ .ill
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wcIkIiI ill l.irK<'i' ||.K|^.•l^;l^. A |iiirli"ii of the cinlilli tlnor is ciiuipix'il

a^ a fac'lcii'y for llic niaiiiifacliiri- of Imlliy vt'stilnilc sliadcs, tlio

company having ix-cciitly piircliascd tlu' iiitirc liusinoss of tlic Trol-

ley Vestibule Shade Co., of UridReport, Conn.

'I Ik' linsiiiess of the Mayer & I'jiglund Co., so far as is known,

has no dii|jli(ati' in iN characteristics in this country. It is the

only large eoiieeni in .America devoting its entire attention and

energy to the designing, manufaclnring and johbing of electrical

and mechanical sniiplies for street and internrhan railways and elec-

trically operated industrial [)lants, including mine haidage systems.

The Mayer & h'-nglund Co. ascribes a good deal of its success to

the fad that it has consistently followed for years a certain specilic

line of electrical development—traction. I he concern is recognizerl

today as lending ;ind expert in its line. It does a very large volume

of business throughout the whole world where electric power is

used for iiropelling cars. It counts as its constant customers pur

chasers in b'.iigl.ind, (n-niiany, l'"rance, Belgium, .\nstria, Italy,

.South .Africa, .\ustr.iii.i, J.ipan, Korea, Philippine Islands, Cuba,

Porto Rico, Hawaii, and South American countries. It maintains

sales offices, cither in the shape of salaried men or agencies, in

Boston, New York, Pittsburg, Atlanta, New Orleans, Detroit, Chi-

cago, Kansas City, Oenver, San Francisco and Los Angeles.

While "Protected" rail bonds are the largest individual line h.an-

dled by the company, this is but a comparatively small proportion of

its gross business. The company represents as district sales repre-

sentative and distributing agent many of the most iin|)ortant manu-
facturers catering to street railway trade, among vvhicli are the

following:

R. D. Nultall Co., Pittsburg, manuf.-icturer of gears, pinions, and

trolleys. Detail repair parts of the principal standard trolleys are

carried in Philadelphia stock.

lirady lirass Co., Jersey City, manufacturer of a full line of

motor bearings, journal boxes and check plates. The company acts

as general sales agent for (lie Brady Brass Co. in a large portion of

the United States.

International Register Co., Chicigo, manufacturer of a complete

line of single and double faro registers and register operating lix-

lures. An assortment of standard register fillings is carried in

Philadelphia stock.

\V. T. C. Macallen Co., Boston, manufacturer of a full line of

overbe.'id insulation. The company has .'ictcd as general s.ilcs agent

for this concern for over ten years, and has built up a very largi:

overhead material business. The well known "Keystone Com-
pound" used in all insulation is the result of many years experience

.and has proved to he exceptionally Falisfactory. It possesses ex-

traordinary tensile strength and high electrical resistance.

Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg, which has been represented by

the company for a number of years, and recently a new arrangement

was effected whereby a complete stock in can packages of all the

Sterling company's products is being carried in Philadelphia as a

.general eastern distributing point.

Lyon Metallic Manufacluring Co., Chicago, which has recently

entered into contract with the Mayer & Englund Co. to act as ex-

clusive eastern agent in the sale of the Lyon sheet steel gear cases.

Garton-Danicis Co., Keokuk, la., which has been represented by

the Mayer & Knglund Co. as district sales agent for Carton light-

ning arresters for a number of years. A very large business in this

line has been built up. Standard forms of both railway and metallic

circuit power arresters arc carried in Philadelphia stock.

New York & Ohio Co., Warren, O., manufacturer of the well-

known "Packard" incandescent lamps. A large assortment of

standard lamps for common voltages is carried in Philadelphia stock

m^
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for prompt shipnu-nt. The company lias acted as eastern agents for
the Packard lamp for a number of years.

In addition to the specialties made by the foregoing manufac-
turers the company carries a very large and complete stock of prac-
tically every detail required in the construction, operation and main-
tenance of electric roads, including a full line of electric lighting

and telephone supplies.

Ihe individual exhibits of tlie various manufacturers represented
by the Mayer & Englund Co. will lie found in one general group at

the Convention Hall, and delegates will undoubtedly lind it a very
interesting display.

-•-

Oil and Waste Savins Machine Co.

Tile Oil & Waste -Saving Machine Co., 1337 Real Estate Trust

niilg., Philadelphia, is manufacturing machinery for separaling and
reclaiming oil waste and other substances, of which the accompany-
ing illustration is a type:

oil. AND W.VSriC .<.\VI-Mj .M .\l 11 INK.

This machine is a turbine engine having a direct connected basket

or waste receptacle in which the soiled and oily waste is placed to

be reclaimed for future use. It is operated by steam, the engine

exhausting itself through the centre of the basket, causing the steam
to pass through the waste and the walls of the basket which are

perforated, thereby separating the oils and greases from the waste

by the centrifugal force and the introduction of steam which liqui-

fies the oil and grease, causing them to leave the waste more easily.

These materials, after the machine has run 30 minutes, are forced

out of the waste and basket and flow dov,-n through the machine
and out the oil outlet. This oil and grease can be filtered and used

for the same purpose as new oil or grease. The waste is then re-

moved from the basket and after the slight dampness, caused by

the condensation of the steam, is taken out by drying and the waste

shaken out, it can be used as new waste.

The machine is made in four different sizes, 10, 15, 20 and 3C1

ill., the latter having a capacity of 8 cu. ft. of waste per run of 30

niiiiutes. It is stated that a large machine installed in the Manlint-

tan power station. New York City, Jan. 5, 1904, reclaimed 195 gal-

lons of oil on the first five-hour run and during the rest of Janu-

ary 1,560 gallons of oil were extracted. Its simplicity of operation

and maintenance and resultant economy have appealed to engineers

.•'lid managers, and the company mimbcrs among its patrons in the

electric railway field the Public Service Corporation of New Jer-

sey, J. G. White & Co., Cleveland Electric Railway Co., Pittsburg

Railways Co., Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co.. Birming-

ham Railway, Light & Power Co. and Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Co., besides a large number of manufacturers of electric railway ap

paratus. including the Allis-Chalmers Co.. Westinghouse Machine

Co., and General Electric Co.

The consolidation of the light and railway properties of Knox-

ville, Tenn., has been completed and a new charter obtained under

the name of the Knoxville Railway & Light Co. The officers of the

new company are C. M. Harvey, president; Leon Fender, secretary;

11. T. Itupu, treasurer.

Dependable Hydraulic Jacks.

Unless a hydraulic jack is absolutely reliable, the engineer, me-

chanic, railroad man or whoever is using it, is better without it.

Just at the critical moment, when everything depends on a jack

"'standing up," a poorly made device is liable to give way. The

consequences are best left to the imagination; they are not pleas-

ant, even to imagine. In the Watson-Slillman hydraulic jacks,

every possible effort has been made to eliminate all elements of

uncertainty, and hence the confidence reposed in them by those who

have to trust life and limb to the dependability of a hydraulic jack.

The cylinders and rams, for which some makers use so-called scam-

less tubing, arc in the Watson-Stillman jacks forged from solid

steel billets, forged and bored like the cylinder of a high-class

steam engine. Valves, glands, pistons, etc., are made and finished

with equal care, packings and other parts subject to wear are easily

.accessible and replaceable, the result being a hydraulic jack thor-

I'Ughly dependable and constantly ready for service. Tlic manufac-

tiirer, the Walson-Stillman Co., 46 Dey St., New York Cily. lins a

list of about 300 styles of hydraulic jacks, wliicli it will send on

request.

Ilerschell—Spillnian Co.

Merschcll-S]iilliiiaii Co., of North Toiiawanda, N. V., amusement

outfitter and manufacturer of park attractions, reports an excclloiu

year's business, the increase in the sale of its merry-go-rounds

having exceeded any previous year and necessitated the enlarge-

ment of its plant during the past season, plans for further ex-

tensions now being under consideration. Resides the company's

standard improved merry-go-round, shown in the accompanying

'. - - "
'till"- ihiyyi i^iBMa j^<^3£^ ^^S£>**^-
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ST.\N1).\KD IMl'KOVED MERRV-GO-RdUNI).

illustration, the "liMiauancla" merry-go-round, the razzle dazzle,

striking machine and other smaller devices installed in street rail-

way amusement parks throughout the country have met with no

small degree of .success and proved interesting to park patrons as

well as remunerative to the management. The company is also in a

])Osilion to supply ferris wheels and miniature railways, and the

long experience it has h?d in the manufacture and construction of

p;u-k devices has well qualified the company as designer and out-

litter of parks, a specialty being made by the cninpaiiy of design-

ing new and improving old parks.

The Zion City extension of the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric

Railway Co's. line was opened September 2iid.

The Elgin, Aurora & Southern Traction Co. has installed a num-
ber of new stations along the route of its Elgin and Ynrkville lines.

'I'he stations are farther apart than formerly and il is the inten-

tion of the cninpany to reduce tlie running time on these routes.



New Standard 19()B C]ars of the Chicai^o CAty Railway Co.

|lic Cliican" Cily Kiiilway Cn. lias (jrilrrcd jud cars this year,

US lieiiiR l)iiilt Ijy tin- J. (I. I'.rill ("o. am] 75 l)y llif AiiRTicaii Car

Cii., and in llu- design IIkti- liavt- In'cn iiK-nrpnratcd a niiiiilK-r nf

nrw fcaluri-.. 'I'lu'se were decided iipim mily afu-r llu- most care-

fid HkiiikIh and invesliKalion liy the president, Keneral manager,

and other ollicers of the ciinipan>. in which they were ahly assisleil

hy Messrs. I''(n-d, Bacon & Davis, considling engineers, as well as

hy suggestions from Mr. C. ('•. (Jooih'ich. president of the Miiine-

are many warm d.iys, although usually llie iiiglils are so cold as

to refjuirc lliat cars used in evening service be coiii|>letely enclosed.

These conditions make it necessary that such cars as arc used

carry windows at all times, preclu'ling consideration of a type nf car

ill which windows are entirely removed during the summer moullis.

The car now adopted is of the geni'ral type known as the semi-

convertible, which can he completely closed for winter use anil

made nearly open in the summer. The particular advantage of this

L.\U FITTEli WITH STORM UINIIUUS FOK WINTER SERVICE.

apolis & St. Paul Suhurhan Ry. ; Mr. John M. Roach, president of

the Cliicago Union Traction Co., and other prominent railway

officials. All einimcration of these special features .iiul tlic reasons

why they were adopted will be of general interest.

The climate of Chicago is such that the lime during wliich an

type lies in the readiness with which it can be changed, in case of

storm, from an airy open-door car to one completely er.closcd, or

vice-versa. This change can readily be made by the train crew

without inconveniencing passengers, or interrupting service.

By virtue of the extra wide car body, wide doors a::d platforms.

i i III liUPplMiii I ! I S

LHliHI

ENTRANCE SIDE OF C.\R .\S IT .\rPE.\RS IN SUMMER SERVUIL

open car (unprotected hy windows) can be used satisfactorily dur-

ing all hours of service is usually confined to the months of July

and August, and even during this period cold rain storms, driving

in from the lake, m.ike riding in cars of this type at times quite

uncomfort.able. During the months of June and September there

there is room for both ingoing and outgoing strcTiiis of passengers

on each platform as well as at both ends of the aisle for a distance

<jf two windows from the door, the ends of the car having longi-

tudinal instead of cross scats. Thus four streams of passengers

can board or leave the car at once. It is also easy for persons to
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pass each other anywhere in in ,ii»le. !ti securing such a wide

passageway, the width of the car was an important factor.

The car as equipped for winter use has, in addition to the ordi-

nary windows, a set of storm sash which are held in place by the

same clamping device which in summer holds a wire netting to

prevent passengers from sticking arms and heads out of windows.

This is believed to be the first city car in the United States on the

latitude of Chicago to be e;|uipped _witli storm sash for winter.

Such storm sash have been used with great success in Mimicapolis

and St. Paul, where extreme cold weather makes the heating of

cars difficult. These .storm sash, together with an unusual num-

ber of electric beaters, make it possible to maintain a comfortable

temperature in the cars, even during the coldest weather experi-

enced in Chicago.

On account of the great numluT of slops per mile in service and

the opening of doors at lioth ends of the car, necessitated by the

heavy traffic, the beating of cars in Chicago requires more than

ordinary provisions, presenting probably more difficulties than in

any other city in the United States. Kl-ctric beaters are located

along the truss plank the entire length of tb.e car occupied by cross

seats, and panel heaters are placed under the longitudinal seats at

the ends of the car. There are twelve truss plank heaters and eight

panel heaters; all are of the double coil type, made by the Con-

solidated Car Heating Co. These beaters give three degrees of

beat. On the first point of the beater switch, the smaller coils in

each heater are in circuit, giving a very mild beat : on the second

as there is a stop which prevents their being opened until Ibe

window has been raised out of its seat preparatory to lowerin.^ it

into the pocket. This is to prevent passengers from raising the

covers or flaps and using the window pockets as cuspidors.

For summer use, the car is made to more nearly approach an

open car by removing the end doors and dropping the end windows.

"Ibe doors slide between a drop sash which is outside the door

and an inner sash, which is clamped on after the maimer of a

storm sash, and acts as a guard for the door, so that passengers

cannot stick their fingers in the door pockets.

The door being removed in the summer, this inner protecting

sash can be removed also, thus doing away with the closed end.

which has always been a disagreeable feature, as it makes a car

seem close. In case of a storm the end windows can be raised to

afford protection to passengers in the ends of the car.

It is frequently the case in the operation of the semi-convertible

car in summer lliat the motorni.in. in onUr to protect himself from

draught, will close the car doors behind liim, tints shutting ofT the

circulation of air through the car and making a dead pocket ni the

end. By removal of doors, as described, the motorman can have

the vestibule windows closed in front of bim and yet a good circu-

lation of air can be obtained through the side vestibule windows

and the open end windows and doomvays. The motorman's windbw

lias stops, so tl'.at lie may carry his window ,it :i height most com-

fortable to him.

The vestibule doors fold up against the front of the vestibule

"m.lND SIDE OF CAR .VS IT .\rPE.\RS IN SU.MMER SERVICE.

point, the small coils are cut out and the large coil in each heater

is put in circuit; on the third point, both large and small coils are

in ci'n;uit in parallel, to give maximum heat. The current consump-

tion of these heaters on 500 volts is as follows : First point. 7

amperes; second point. 12 amperes; third point, ig amperes.

It is a common mistake, in purchasing electric heater equipment

for a car, to provide an insufficient number of heaters, thus giving

too small radiating surface and making it necessary to work the

beaters at a high temperature, which is detrimental to the life of

the heater coils and does not produce as good results in heating the

car as a larger number of heaters at lower temperature ; the lat-

ter have a large radiating surface and distribute the heat well

through the car instead of concentrating it at a few points under

the seats, where it causes discomfort to the passengers who happen

to be sitting over the heaters. The manufacturer of the heaters

guarantees that with this equipment a temperature of 50 degr"f:s

will be maintained inside the car in the coldest weather.

For spring and fall use, the storm sash are removed and wire

nettin,g .guards placed along the windows. The windows can then

lie opened or closed according to the weather. The lower window
sash drop into pockets in the side of the car, while the upper sash

are raised into the roof pockets. By having only one sash drop, a

saving of about ,3 in. is made in the available inside width of the

car and at the same time the roof pockets need not be made un-

usually large. When the windows are closed, the covers of the

pockets into which the sash drop cniinot be raised by passengers.

when open. Wlien closed, a heavy borizonlal bar serves the triple

purpose of locking the doors, forniiu.g a solid support to keep them

from rattling, and acting as a rail against which passengers so dis-

posed can lean without danger to themselves or disturbing the

doors. The horizontal bar pivots near its center on one of the vesti-

bule doors so that it is swung into a vertical position when the doors

are to be opened. A guide is provided at the top of the doors so

that they will fold themselves into proper position against the front

of the vestibule without any attention on the part of the operator.

One of the novel and important features of the platform is the

sliding, disappearing step arrangement, the invention of Mr. D. A.

Faut, master mechanic of the Chicago City Railway Co. The steps

are mounted a fixed distance apart on guides under the platform.

When the step on one side is out for use, the other one is under the

car. The changing of the step from one side to the other is very

quickly and easily accomplished at the end of the run by turning a

shaft located beside the brake valve inside the vestibule, the con

troUer handle being used for that purpose. Hy a half-turn of this

shaft the steps are slid over and automatically locked in position.

The adoption of this sliding step is but one of the several precau-

tions which have been taken to render the car absolutely "hitch-on-

proof" and do aw-ay with the evil, which is quite prevalent in Chi-

cago, of boys, and even supposedly responsible persons, riding on

dangerous places that were never intended to be so used. The
disappearing step also simplifies the question of providing a vesti-

bule door, which shall close the left-hand side of the platform with-
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iiut kaviiiK a space ovir llii- slfp. I lif slip i-, cxlra wide, Ijciiig

n'i in. with carljoniiuliim iri-ad, sd that passuiigtrs may obtain a

linn anil fnll IcnKlh fncilhold when eiitcrinK or IcnvinR the car.

Sluil sicil strips nv lillirs have been placed at an anir\c of 45

degi-ees aliiive llir IminpiTs In iircviiU persons ohtaininR a fntithold

and riding tlu-rion. This pl.ni .if inverinK the hunipers has been

salisl'actiirily used by the Inlernalional Railway Oi. in 15ti(Talo,

N. Y., where it was lirst snKK<-'Stcd by its siiperiiitiiulinl nf trans-

liiirlalinn, Mr. C. .\. t'nons. On the wlmle lennlh of tlie car on

the "blind side" wliieli conies next to the devil strip there is no

opportunity for "hilehin^,' on," the vcslibnie doors being closed and

the stei>s withdrawn.

The windows have been sn .irraiiKcd that there is one window op-

posite each cross seat. I be top sash h.avfng ipiarter oval panes

give the general appear.inei- nf .1 I'nlhnan p.arlor r,ir, except the

middle window, wluTe the top s.isli is occnpied by a chanKcable

destin.ilion si;:n illuniin.itiil ,il niKhl by the lights from the interior

nf car I'ir-iiirs llir sil;!] ill the |ii|i s.'ish of llie nndillc wiiidnu ibrn-

between cars, the other alternative was ailopted. The width de-

cided upon for the new cars was fj ft. rjver all, leaving a 5-iii. clear-

ance when passing.

The car is ventilated Ijy 22 transoms, in pairs, with half oval sash

corresponding to the half oval top sash r.f the windows, Kach pair

of transoms is opened liy means of a worm gear, which makes it

possible to '.lose the transom very tightly, or to leave it open at any

<lesired angle, 'I he transoms arc fitted with wired glass, which

reduces the possibility of broken glass falling on passengers, and

adds to the artistic cfTect. KublK-r cushions and slops arc used here

and elsewhere to make the cars as noiseless as possible.

The sides of the car have been given a slight curve and present

a graceful appearance. The sheathing or side panels are of standard

size sheet steel, thus making repairing easy. A rail at the Ixjttom of

the panel is so placed as to receive blows which would otherwise

scratch the panel.

The cars arc painted dark green, the color scheme being that of

the Chicago I'nion Traction Co. The trimmings are in orange, with

DOCKS .\M1 KMl Wl.NUUUS UKJlDVliU lUR hC'.M.MLK. m;0RS AND END WINDOWS IN PL,VCE FOR WINTER.

is a similar illmnined ,>ign in both front and rear vestibule windows,

each supplied with light placed directly back of the signs in boxes

provided for that purpose.

The car scats 44 passengers, 8 less than the largest car previously

purchased by the company, part of the diflfcrcncc being caused by

(he shortening of the car body, and part by allowing more knee

room between the cross seats, so that the passenger next the aisle

need not rise to let his neighbor get out. The cross seats arc a in.

center to center instead of the usual 30 in. ; 15 in. is allowed between

the seat cushions, and the aisle is of unusual width, 28 in. The
scats arc also wider than ordinary, being 34 in. in width. The gen-

eral dimensions of the car are: Length of body over end panels,

3» ft. 5 in. ; length over all, 45 ft. 9 in. ; width inside, 8 ft. 2j^ in.

:

outside over all, ft. There are seven cross scats on each side of

the car, and longitudinal seats in each corner with ample room for

four persons.

The dimensions of the car, especially the width, were matters of

special consideration. In deciding upon this, the rolling stock of a

number of the principal street railway systems of the country was
investigated.

The Iieight of the car was determined by the subways through

which it nnist operate. As to the width, it appeared desirable cither

to make the cars narrow enough so that a person could stand safely

between ears when passing on a street, or to make them w'ide

enough to get the full benefit of the space available between tracks

and leave no possible question as to whether there would be room
for a person to stand between cars. With a distance between cars

of II or 12 in., there is greater likeliho:?d that persons will attempt

to stand between cars and be rolled or crushed to death than if

there were but little clearance. This has been demonstrated in

Chicago. As the car would necessarily have to be reduced at least

to 7 ft. 6 in. in width to make it possible for persons to stand safelv

the roof in light bufT. The trimmings are very plain and the only

lettering is the monogram of the company on the middle side panel.

and the number of the car on each end panel and on the dash boards.

.•\ simple aluminum stripe is all the decoration on the side of the

car aside from a monogram and two car numbers.

The interior wood work is cherry, the lower part up to the lower

ventilator rail being rubbed to a dull Iniish and the upper portion

being left in a bright finish. In the interior design there is a care-

ful deference to simplicity, harmony and dignity, in accordance with

the present tendency of car building to finish a car in a manner
which will look well for many years, and will permit of few corners

for the collection of dust. Such an interior can l)c kept in a pre-

sentable condition and wears well in the public eye. As can be seen

in the illustrations all obstructions under the seats have been elim-

inated, and a very simple seat pedestal selected, so that little

obstruction would be presented to the cleaning of the car floor.

The whole interior, including the windows, is of a character easily

cleaned and least likely to collect dirt.

The hardware is of extra heavy oxidized brass, which, was chosen

in the belief that it will present a good appearance for long wear.

The seats are rattan, the cross seats being of the reversible type.

.\ corner of tlie back of each seat next to the aisle has been cut

away for a grab handle.

No straps for passengers have been provided, for the reason that

when the car is crowded, it is not desirable to have passengers stand

near the ends and so obstruct the passage way. By standing in the

middle, they can obtain a support from the grab handles afore-

mentioned. Furthermore, it will be the attempt of the company to

keep the standing loads as low as possible by operating plenty

of cars.

.Abundant provision has been made for artificial lighting. Along
each side over the seats is a row of nine i6-c. p. frosted lamps.
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Frosted bulbs were adopted partly on account of their more

artistic appearance, but mainly because of the superior soft, diffused

light obtained from them. The glare of the bare filaments on a

row of incandescent lamps placed as these are produces a blinding

elTect. and makes reading in the car much more difficult than with

the difTused light from the frosted lamp. Furthermore, the adver-

tisements in the racks can be read past a frosted lamp much more

readily than p.ist a bare lamp. The rows of seat lights are in circuit

with the two lights used for illuminating the end signs. Three 120-

watt 32-c. p. Meridian lamps are placed in the ceiling and are wired

in scries with a 32-c. p. headlight lamp and a rear platform

light. .Ml heat, light and compressor motor switches and cut-outs

.\ larger axle has been used than on otlier cars of the company,

the dimensions now being 4'A i"- at journal boxes, S'A in. at the

wheel fit and gear, and 5 in. at the motor bearings. A soo-lb.

double plate, 33-in. chilled cast iron wheel is used with 5^-in. flange

and 2!/.-in. tread.

The fenders arc of the Chicago Union Traction Co. pattern. The

upper part of the fender, which, when extended, is locked in position

by the coupler, folds down on the lower part and the whole slides

back under the car when not in use. These fenders are carried at

a fixed height above the track. As an additional protection,

V-.shaped fenders are placed in front of the wheels back of the

regular fender. .Attached to this V-shaped wheel fender are

scrapers operated from the platform and arranged to be dropped

on the rail, and when necessary to clear away any obstruction, snow

or dirt which may have gathered thereon.

The car has no permanent drawbar and consecpantly there is

nothing to interfere with the action of the fender. Instead of the

usual drawbar a pocket has been provided under the bumper into

which a bar can be inserted in emergencies. This also serves as a

lock for the fender when in use.

Stools for the motorman are provided which Tit into floor re-

ceptacles.

Provision has been made in the design of these cars for the

adoption of what is known as the Minneapolis gate for the rear

platform, should it seem advisable in the future. This is a gate

npencd ard closed by the motorman, and is kept closed at all times

except when the car is at a standstill. This gate has been used on

the Hues in Miiuieapolis and St. Paul for a number of years and has

effectu.nlly prevented a certain class of accidents. If such a gate

should be adopted on these cars, it will be placed on the rear plat-

FRONT VIEW—FENDEK OUT. RE.\R VIEW—FENDER FOLDED.

are plainly labeled, so that the conductor and motorm.-ui do not

liave to ex))eriincnt to learn which circuit a switch controls.

The headlights have white enameled iron parabolic reflectors and

bull's-eye glasses mounted in a cast iron case. These headlights

are believed to be as nearly indestructible as anything of the kind

can be made, and project hut 4 in. beyond the line of the front

vestibule.

Any announcements which the coiupany may wish to make to

passengers are placed in a space reserved for them in a quarter

oval frame over each end window.

The "International" type of fare register is used. Register rods

have been abandoned as being difficult to maintain in a long car.

In their place are substituted two cords, one on each side of the car,

supported on pulleys carried in suitable brackets.

Only one bell rope is used, that being hung from the center of the

ceiling for the use of the conductor only. Passengers signal the

conductor by means of an electric bell circuit with push button at

each seat.

For carrying the trainmen's coats and packages, bo.xes have been

provided under the longitudinal seats. A rack is also placed there

for a broom, which is to be carried on every car, the intention being

to keep all unsightly articles out of sight.

The trucks are on the lines of what is commonly known as the

M. C. B. passenger truck, being slightly modified from those already

in use on the Wentworth Ave. cars of the Chicago City Ry., which

are showing little evidence of wear after four years of extremely

I'.ard service. The truck-frames, equalizers, bolsters and motor
suspensions are of forged steel, all parts being machine fitted.

fnrm only, as it is thought that the motorman can easily watch the

front platfr>rni. On a long car it is not always possible for a con-

ductor to collect fares and sec what is going on at the rear step.

By the use of the Minneapolis gate on the rear platform, and a

motorman's mirror, so placed that the motorman can see the rear

step, the responsibility for this part of the operation can be shared

by him. Furthermore, it is believed that, after cars so equipped

have been in operation a short time, it will have a tendency to cause

those desiring to board cars to seek the front platform rather than

await the opening of the gate. Those desiring to leave the car

would under such circumstances naturally move to the rear, and

thus avoid the incoming crowd. This would, it is thought, greatly

facilitate the movement of the passengers on and ofif a car at

crowded corners. For the present, cars will be operated with front

and rear platforms open on the right-hand side, as is customary in

Chicago.

The car wiring was given very careful attention by Mr. H. B.

Fleming, chief engineer of the Chicago City Railway Co., and is

perhaps the finest work of the kind ever put on a street railway

car. It follows the practice recently adopted on a number of ele-

vated roads of putting all wires under the car in iron pipe conduit.

The motor wires between controllers are bunched into three cables.

One of these cables contains the wires for motors i and 2. which
motors arc placed in one truck. The second cable contains wires

for motors 3 and 4 placed on the other truck. The third cable

contains wires going to the resistance grids. The compres.sor wiring

is run in separate iron pipe conduits. The iron pipe conduit for the

main cables runs along the center longitudinal sills of the car.
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l'„-icli i-,il)K: oMuliiil lias all wirfs nf ililTcri-nt color, so tlicrc is no

c-ijiifiision of leads.

Wlierc tlic taps aif l.aki'ii nlT fr.Mii llir caMc- to llic motor leads, a

split cast iron jiinctioii box coiilaiiiiiiK llie joints is lioltcd on the

conduit. Tlicsc taps arc led to a connection liox, wliicli is an inno-

vation in car wirinK. and is intended to make it possil)lo to (|iiicl<ly

discomiect tlie motor leads without tile incinivonicnce of disconiicct-

iiiu poiiUs and reniovinK joint insulation, as lias 1)ccn necessary here-

loforc when taUinjj trucks from under a car. The taps from the

cahle are led into the comicction box, where they terminate in

suilcli jaws. Lugs soldered onto the terminals of the motor lead^

arc made of such shape as to lit iiil" these switch jaws, and when

the lid of the connection liox is f.istened on, they are secured firmly

in pl.ice.

The controller .at each end of the car is connected to the trolley

le.id tlironRh an automatic circuit 1)reaker and a new type of fuse

h.i\, WliiU' the .automatic circuit breaker can ru'dinarily be de-

li mlcd cm. il is felt that a fuse should be provided to save the e(|uip-

iiinil whin I he circuit breaker sticks. 'Ibis fuse box is arranged to

l.iki- .1 copper strip fuse, tlic arrangement for clamping heinp; very

powerful .iiid simple, so that the fuse re(|uires no special terminals,

heiuK simiily ;i len.cjth of copper ribbon.

In addilion to pl.aeiuH a kick coil in series with the main motor

circuit, as is the nsn.al practice, ;i kick coil lias also been introduced

in scries with the auxiliary circuits for heatinp;. light and air com-

pressor motors, in order to prevent damage from lightning.

LONNEtTION BOX .\NL1 WIRE CONIlUITS.

I he niDlors are of a new type called the G. E. 80. bein.n pr.icticilly

of the same capacity (40 h. p..) as the G. E. 67, except th.it the

ennminlalor is larger and some other changes have been made,

notably an inerea.se in the size of all bolts to a standard of i'4i in

These motors open from the bottom. This is another point to

which much thought was given. In view of the fact that pit work

is being abandoned as far as possible by some companies, and there

has been a marked tendency in some quarters, during the past few

years, to do all work on motors from above and to demand a motor

which opens from above rather than from below, the merits of such

motors were duly considered. It was finally concluded, however,

that under the Chicago City Railway Co's. conditions, there were no

material advant.iges in having a motor which would open from
above and not from below and there were some decided advantages

in having it open from helow. Armatures and fields can be removed
and replaced through the pit at any car house without taking the

ear to the general repair shop if the motor opens from below. This
in itself is a strong argument. On a large system it was not con-
sidered advisable to select a type of motor which would make it

necessary to take a car many miles to the general repair shops in

nrcler to remove armatures and fields, ^s to convenience of handl-
ing when making a general overhauling of a car equipment, it is

practically as easy to lift a motor out of the trucks with the crane
at the .general repair shops and turn it over so as to get the arma-
ture out. as it would he to take it out of the trucks and remove the
armature if the motor opened from above; the only diflFerence is

that the motor must be turned over by the crane, which is the work
of but a few seconds.

The K 2S controll<-r is used. Just unrjcr the controller is a cast

iron box in which the inin pipe conduils Icrniinate, lliroUKh wliicli

the wires are led u|i lo tile cr;nlroller by a 1m II mouth, but in such

a way as to prevent wal<-r from llie plalforiii ijcttitig into the con-

troller wires.

.Straight air brakes arc used, supplied with a new type of Cliris-

lensen .AA 4 compressor, which has a capacity of 16 cu. ft. o( free

air per minute. Two air storage tanks arc placed under the car.

The governor for the air compressor is put under one of the longi-

tudinal scats. In each corner of the car, under the longiludinal

seat, is a sand box with a .N'ichols-IJntcrn air sanding device. The
valve for operating the air sander was tieviscd by the company's

engineers. It is placed directly above the stem of the air brake

valve so (hat the molornian can operate the sander with his thumb
while applying the brakes, making a very convenient arrangement.

The hand brake provided for emergencies is the "Peacock" type,

with which the car can be readily controlled should the air fail.

The trucks were built by the McGuirc-Cunnnings Mannfaclnriiig
Co., the air braking apparatus by the National Electric Co., the

"Peacock" brake by the National lirake Co.. the seals by the Hale
X- Kilburn M.inufactnring Co.. and the illuminated signs by the
llunler lllnmin.ilcd Car Sign Co.

The R. D. Nuttal Co.

The R. D. Nuttall Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., which began the manu-
facture of gears and pinions for street railway service some 15
years ago with but one gear-cutting machine, has developed its

lusiness until it now has upwards of 100 machines used in the
ni.innfactnre of these products, believed to be the largest gear-
cutting equipment in the world. With the almost universal adoption
of heavy cars and powerful motors for high speed and interurban
service has been a corresponding demand for increase in the weight
and improvement in the design of motor gearing, which has resulted
in the manufacture by this company of a very complete line of gear-
ing for this particular service.

While the company makes a line of gears to meet the require-
ments of varied axle and gear diameters and has a complete line

of patterns and full data on gears for diflFcrent motors, so that
orders may be filled with exceptional dispatch, the general design
of its solid gears is the same. The solid type of gear, which is

recommended especially for high speed interurban service, is put
onto the shaft under a pressure of from 10 to 25 tons, which is

sufficient in itself to insure a permanent and tight fit. The design
of this .gear allows a perfect distribution of material and provides
for an exceptionally strong gear without the disadvantage of great
wcigbf. eliminating danger of .accidents due to breaking or loosen-
ing of bolts and the bending of armature shafts and injury to gear
cases and other parts connected thereto.

In addition to gears and pinions the company manufactures trol-

leys, poles and repair parts for both surface cars and mine locomo-
tives, as well as trolley gears and pinions for electric railway, mine.
and industrial haulage motors. Mr. F. A. Estcp is president and
treasurer of the company, and it is under his management that the

business of the company and the development of its products have
grown to their present status.

Mutual Benefit Association at Birmiiighaui.

Employes of the Birmingham f .Ma.) Railway. Light & Power Co.

have very recently formed a mutual benefit association, in which
a majority of the employes of the various branches of the service

have signified their intention of becoming members. Mr. J. A.
Emery, general manager of the company, has been active in the

organization of the association, and Mr. George H. Harris, super-

intendent of the railway department, has been elected chairman of

the board of directors. Other officers have been elected as follows:

C. M. Cory, treasurer: Samuel Sanders, secretary; \V. L. Lcilch and
Samuel .\nson. assistant secretaries. The organization is similar

in char.acter to other societies of this kind and will pay sick, accident

and death benefits to its members or their families.

—- •-»-

The question of utilizing trolley poles as sewer ventilators is un-

der consideration in Wakefield (England), and the dty sur\-eyor

has been instructed to submit plans.
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Personal

MR. JOHN MILLAR, who resigned as master mechanic of ihc

International Railway Co., Buffalo, N. Y., May ist last, retnrned

from Europe August 2d and is visiting friends in Chicago.

MR. F. B. ARCHIBALD, formerly associated with Berry Bros..

Ltd., Detroit, in their railway department, has been appointed sales

agent for the National Lock Washer Co., Newark, N. J.

MR. W. S. MENDEN, chief engineer of the Metropolitan West
• Side Elevated Ry.. Chicago, was on September Sth, upon the

resignation of Mr. H. M. Brinkerhoff as general manager, appointed

general .superintendent.

MR. CHARLES O. KRUGER, second vice-president and general

manager of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co., was married on

Thursday evening, August 31st, to Miss Elizabeth C. Knuffnian, of

Olcy, Pa.

MR. HENRY GRO\'ER. who has been in the service of the Bos-

ton & Northern Street Railway Co. for 26 years, resigned as su-

perintendent of the Chelsea Division, .\ugust 26th, and has been

succeeded by Mr. George Gray.

MR. P. M. KLING, who for the past five years has been general

manager of the John Stephenson Co., has resigned that position to

become manager of the passenger car department of the Pressed

Steel Car Co., of Pittsburg. Pa.

MR. IT. C. STILLWELL, general agent of the Indiana Union

Traction Co. at Anderson, Ind., has resigned that position and will

devote all of his time to the Muncie & Portland line, now building,

of which road he is general manager.

MR. W.ALTER H. WHITESIDE, formerly vice-president and

trcnoral manager of the .Mlis-Cbalmers Co., was on September 7th.

elected president of that com-

l)any to succeed Mr. B. H. War-

ren. .Mr. Whiteside, preceding

his connection with the Allis-

Chalmers Co's. interests, was

manager of the detail and supply

department of the Westinghousc

company, and at the same time

manager of the Sawyer-Man

Electric Co., of New York. His

lir.st business connection was with

the Hercules Powder Co. in 1881,

and four years later he became

associated with the Cleveland

Electrical Manufacturing Co.,

where he remained nearly 12

years, being for the greater part

of this time manager of the com-

pany's Chicago office. In 1896 Mr. Whiteside was appointed man-

ager of engine sales for the Gates Iron Works, of Chicago, and in

i8g8 he became manager of the Washington office of the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Co.

MR. SAMUEL A. FRESHNEY, the retiring general manager of

the Muskegon Traction & Lighting Co., who was appointed director

of public works at Grand Rapids, Mich., was recently tendered a

banciuet by the employes of the company.

MR. ELMER M. WHITE, cashier of the Hartford Street Rail-

way Co. and secretary of the Street Railway .Accountants' Asso-

ciation of America, has accepted the position of assistant secretary

and assistant treasurer of the Birmingham Railway, Light & Power

Co., of Birmingham, Ala.

MR. JOHN T. HANSON, president of the Yale National Bank,

of New Haven, Conn., has been elected president of the Recording

Fare Register Co. Mr. Manson has for several years been identified

with the operation of street railways, being president of the Milford

& Uxbridge Street Ry. of Milford, Mass.

MR. H. F. J. PORTER, formerly second vice-president of the

Nernst Lamp Co. and at one time manager of the publishing depart-

ment of the Westinghousc companies, has opened an office in the

Metropolitan Building, i Madison Ave., New York City, as con-

sulting industrial engineer. Mr. Porter was western agent for the

Bethlehem Steel Co. from 1894 to 1897, and later became assistant

manager of the company, which together with his other e.Nperience

in organization and management, has well fitted him for the work

in which he i? now engaged.

W.ALTER H. WHITESUiE.

MR. C. P. MATTHEWS. -M. E., Ph. D.. who for several years

has been professor of electrical engineering at Purdue University,

has been appointed Director of the School of Electrical ICugineering.

succeeding Prof. W. E. Goldsborough, who resigned as head of the

electrical department to join the staff of J. G. White & Co.

MR. 11. S. RYKERT, formerly with the Brooklyn Rapid Transit

Co. and for the past two years with the .Vurora, Elgin & Cliicago

Railway Co.. has been appointed superintendent of the Rockford &

Interurban Railway Co., succeeding Mr. H. M. Smith, who has

accepted a similar position with the Philadelpliia & Western Rail-

road Co.

MR. P. J. MITT EX. iuiu-rintondent of overhead lines of the

Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co.. lias been appointed super-

mtcndent of m.otive power of the Indiana Union Traction Co.. An-

derson. Ind. Mr. Mitten was in the service of the Milwaukee Elec-

tric Railwaj- & Light Co. for about ten years, prior to which he was

with the Denver City Tramway Co.

MR ARTHUR N. DUTTON, assistant superintendent nf the

elevated lines of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co., has been pro-

moted to the position of assistant to the general manager. Mr. Dut-

lon has been in the service of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. since

March, 1903, previous to which he had an extensive experience i,i

the operating department of the Santa Ee system.

MR. LEAVENWORTH WHEELER.superintendcnt of the Wor-

cester & Southbridge Street Railway Co since its opening, has re-

signed to become superintendent of the Berkshire Street Ry., Pitts-

field, Mass., another and larger division of the Consolidated Railway

Co. system. He is succeeded at Worcester by Mr. J. B. Potter, su-

perintendent of the Worcester & Connecticut Eastern division of the

Consolidated Railway Co.

B.-\TES & NEILSON, consulting electrical engineers. New York

City, announce that the co-partnership heretofore existing under

the firm name has been dissolved, and Mr. Putnam A. Bates ha^

succeeded to the business of the firm. Mr. Bates will continue the

business at 42 Broadway as heretofore, giving special attention to

the preparation of plans, specifications and supervision of electrical

installations, special investigations and reports, and the applica-

tion of electrical power to machinery.

MR. RANDOLPH STRICKL.AND has resigned as location en-

gineer for the New York Central R. R. and has entered the employ

of J. G. White & Co., 43 Exchange PI., New York, as assistant to the

secretary. Since graduating from the Massachusetts Institute of

Technolog>-, Mr. Strickland has held positions as assistant engineer.

Mare Island Navy Yards; and with the Blake Pump Co., Buckeye

Engineering Co., Case Manufacturing Co.. Colorado Fuel & Iron

Co.. Lannius Machine Co. and the New York Central R. R.

PEPPER & REGISTER announce the dissolution of that firm,

which is succeeded by A. L. Register & Co., 112 North Broad St.,

Philadelphia. By mutual agreement the new company will con-

duct outstanding contracts of the old firm, and as its successor, will

continue in the same business of engineering and general contract-

ing. Mr. David Pepper, jr., has since become associated with Mr.

John R. Bowie, and offices have been opened in suite 1233 Land

Title & Trust Building. Philadelphia, under the firm name of Pep-

per & Bowie, engineers and general contractors.

MR. GEORGE M. BASFORD. who for the past eight \ears has

been editor of the American Engineering and Railroad Journal, has

resigned that position to take charge of the newly established de-

partment of publicity for the American Locomotive Co. Mr. Bas-

ford will assume his new duties October ist and have his head-

<iuarters at the general offices of the company, ill Broadway, New
York Citv. Mr. Basford is peculiarly well qualified for the work

which he has undertaken in connection with the American Locomo-

tive Co. by reason of his experience in railroad and engineering

w-ork as well as in technical journalism. Before his connection with

the American Engineering and Railroad Journal, Mr. Basford was

editor of the Railway Review.

MR. ALBERT S. RICHEY, chief engineer of the Indiana Union

Traction Co., has resigned to become assistant professor of electric

railway engineering in the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Wor-

cester, Mass. Mr. Richcy was born in Muncie, Ind.. April 10, 1874,

and graduated irrm the electrical engineering department of Pur-

due University in 1894. In 1899 Mr. Richey entered the service of

the Union Traction Co. of Indiana, after several years' experience

in the employ of the Citizens' Street Railway Co. of Muncie and
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llic Maiiipii (hill.) Sln-cl Uailway Cn. Ih' liccaiiiij L-luclric ciiniiiccr

(if llic liuliaiia Union Traclion Oi. wlii-n it aljsrjrlicd the Union 'I'rac-

lion Co. in i()03 and remained in that |io.sition until Jnly, igo5,

when lie was appointed chief ent;inecr of the entire system, crjnipris-

ing some 400 miles of track.

MR GICORGF. R. I'Ol.DS, who recently resiKncd as assistant to

the seneral inana.ner of the lirooklyn Rapid Transit Co. to hecoiiie

general manager of the Sonth Chicago City, Ry., has asstimed his

new dnties. Dm-ing the past two years Mr. I'ohls has taken charge

of the editing and pnlilishing of two rnle l)ool<s for Urookiyn, one

for the elevated road and one for llu' snrfacr lines, lie has given

.1 gre.il deal of attention aN.i In the ednealion of the men in train

and car .service, and has heeii ir.slrnmental in developing ipiili- an

elaborate and complete system for the education of trolley motor-

men and condnctors. This inclndes a system of instruction and

examinalion hlanks which are planned to he progressive and logical

in the order of arrangement.

MR. WALTER K. 1 l.XRKINCTON, whose resignation as vice-

president and general ni.niagcr of the New York-Philadelphia Co.

was announced last month, is to he as.sociated with J. G. White &
Co., of New York, as operating manager. Mr. Harrington has had

an exceptionally hroad experience in the engineering field, particu-

larly ill the operation of electric railway, light and gas properties.

After gradnaling from the University of Pennsylvania in 18S7 he

became associated with Mr. W. G. Griffith in the electrical contract-

ing bnsincss. For two years he was electrical engineer for the

Pennsylvania Railroad Co. in charge of the electric railway at At-

lantic City, N. J., following which he w-as appointed general snper-

intcndeiit of the Wheeling Traction Co. and the Citizens Railway

Co., of Wheeling, W. Va. This was one of the early electric rail-

ways. The General Electric then secured the services of Mr. Har-

rington as supervising engineer in the coal regions of northern

Pennsylvania. Leaving the General Electric Co., Mr. Harrington

became general manager of the Cutler Co., of Philadelphia, in which

capacity he had charge of all the electrical installations. For several

years Mr. Harrington acted as consulting engineer for a number

of railway systems, supervising the change from horse to electric

power. In 1896 he was appointed general manager and vice-president

of the Camden & Suburban Raihvay Co., remaining with it until

the company was absorbed by the Public Service Corporation of New
Jersey. In 1904 he was placed in charge of all the railway properties

south of Trenton. N. J., under the Public Service Corporation and

in 1905 assumed charge of the New York-Philadelphia Corporation

as vice-president and general manager. Mr. Harrington is an active

member of the executive committee of the American Street Railway

Association, and a member of the .A.nierican Institute of Electrical

Engineers. .As operating manager of J. G. White & Co., Mr. Har-

rington will supervise all of the railway, electric lighting, gas and

other properties operated by it, and will make bis headquarters at

the New York office of the company, \o, 4.! Exchange Place.

Obituary

COL. ALBERT CHARLES WOODWORTH, general manager

of the Consolidated Car Eender Co., of New Y'ork. died at his home
in Chicopee, Mass., Saturday, August 26th. Colonel Woodworth
was born in Chicopee, June 5. 1841, his family moving to Ohio two

years later, m,iking the journey via the Erie Canal and overland.

In 1849 his father went to the California gold fields with 20 other

young men, of wdiom only six returned. .\ few years later the

family moved back to Chicopee where the father and two sons

entered the employ of the Ames Manufacturing Co., manufacturer

of swords, cannon, bronze statuary, silver ware, etc. In 1868 Col-

onel W'oodworth married Miss Sarah T. .\mcs. and later became

president of the company. For several years he was employed by

the Gorhani Silver Co. in New Y'ork, after which he built the Over-

land Cotton Mill at Denver. Col., said to he the first mill west of

the Mississippi River. Shortly after the organization of the Con-

solidated Car Fender Co.. Colonel Woodworth entered its service

as manager, in which position he continued until his death. Colonel

Woodworth devoted some attention to politics, being a state sena-

tor in Massachusetts for two years. He also ran for lieutenant-

governor and congress and at one time was chief of Governor

nntler's staff, at which time he received his title. Colonel Wood-

worth was a man of much ingenuity, untiring energy and great gen-

erosity. He is survived by a widow and one daughter, two son*

h.iving died in early manhood.

Three Recent Accidents

.\l Untie, Mont., .\iignst 20th, 10 persons were killed and 25 or 30

reporleil injured in a collision between a freight train and a suh-

urban car at a grade cr^issing of the Hutte, Anacon<la & Pacific Ry.

A yarfl engine oS the railway company was making a (lying switcli

with two box cars, which struck the open trolley car when half way

.icross the track. The accident occurred at 11 p. m.

On the same date, late at night, 2 men were killed and from 20 to

.W persons injured when a heavily loaded interurban car from I-'ox

Point went over the edge of an embankment on a curve five miles

north of Milwaukee, Wis. The car was in charge of an inexperi-

enced motorman, who was not familiar with the road, and reached

the curve at a very high speed and plunged over the embankment
before it coulrl be stopped.

.\ similar accident occurred September nth at New \'ork City,

when a car on the Ninth Ave. elevated line left the track and was

precipitated into the street at .S.ud St., killing 12 persons and in-

juring more than 40. The switch at sjrd St. was set for the Sixth

.\vc. line and signals so indicated it. These were disregarded by

the motorman and the train jumped the track because of the speed

with which it took the curve, which was not banked and was in-

tended to be taken slowly. The second car only fell to the street.

The responsibility for the accident apparently lies between the

switchman and the motorman, and an investigation is t>eing made
to determine which is to blame, as it is reported the switch was
thrown for the Ninth Ave. line while the train was passing over it.

Headquarters Hotels.

The Street Railway .\ccounlants' .Association will have its head-
quarters at the Hotel Walton. Broad and Locust Sts.

The headquarters of the .American Street Railway Association
will be at the Rellcvue-Stratford Hotel, corner of Broad and Wal-
nut Sts.. Philadelphia.

Pennsylvania Special for Western Delegates.

Western delegates to the Philadelphia conventions arc making
preparations for their trip and reservations have already been taken

for six standard sleepers out of Chicago on the Pennsylvania special.

which will leave Chicago Mondaj-, Septeml)cr 25th. The train will

consist of observation, dining and club cars and as many sleepers

as are necessary to provide ample accommodatiors for street rail-

way and supply men who desire to ujc this train. The train will

reach Pittsburg the following morning, where cars from Cleveland.

Cincinnati and St. Louis, carrying Ohio, Michigan. Indiana, westeni

and southwestern delegates, will be attached to the train, and the run

made to Philadelphia by daylight, reaching there in time for 6
o'clock dinner. Tickets for this, as well a? all regular trains of the

Pennsylvania lines, will be on sale three days before the date of

the meetings, it being understood, however, that passengers using

the extra-fare trains will be required to pay the extra fare. De-
tailed information regarding rates, sleeping car reservations, etc..

may be had promptly on application to Mr. C. L. Kimball, A. G. P.

.\.. Pennsylvania lines. 2 Sherman Place. Chicago.

Chicago Traction Matters.

The transportation committee of the Chicago city council does

not favor the "contract" plan of the mayor, under which he desires

the city to build a 264-mile system of street railways to compete

with the old companies, not being willing to endorse the plan until

further information as to details is forthcoming. The committee

has invited the traction companies to again enter into negotiations,

and is believed to favor a settlement on the lines of the tentative

ordinances formulated about two years ago.
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Manila Street Railway.

Some interesting phases of electric railway building and eqiiipinont

were developed in the reconstruction of the street railway system of

the Manila Electric Railway & Light Co., which work has just been

eompleted. being built after American plans. A new power house

with one 1,500-kw. and three 750-kw. Wcstinghousc-Parsons turbine

sets has been erected and is now furnishing current for commercial

lighting and for the operation of the cars throughout the city. In

the construction of this power plant and in the reconstruction and

extension of the Manila street railway system the work was largely

done by native laborers. It is interesting to note that many Fili-

pinos are now employed as carpenters, machinists and also as con-

ductors and motormen on the street railway cars. During the past

were made by treating diflferent ties with preservatives, such as creo-

sote, jodelite, solignum and carbolineum. These tests showed that

the treating of the ties would protect them from attack by ants in

all but a few cases. To protect the rails from excessive rusting, such

as quickly takes place in Manila, due to the peculiarity of the climate,

the steel work of the track was given a coat of asphaltum. In low-

lying ground, as a further protection, the rails were laid in concrete.

The rolling stock in Manila for the most part consists of open

cars, but several convertible and semi-convertible cars are now being

operated for experimental purposes. The design of the cars is such

that they are simple and therefore easy to keep clean. As the rain

storms are severe and occur quite frequently, extra precautions were

taken to protect the passengers. All cars are vestibuled and are

provided with side curtains of pantosote. These curtains are rein-

FOURTH OF JULY l'.\R.\I)E IN M.\NII..\—NEW C.\R .\T TER.MINUS OF M.-\N1L.>. ELECTRIC RAILW.W & LIGHT CO S. LINE.

two years, in which time the new work has been completed, .some

1.5'JO to 2,coo native laborers have been employed in erecting the

power house and car barns, and in installing the complete electric

systeuL Their wages ranged from 50 to 70 cents per day, varying

with the nature of the work. It was found that the Filipinos wen-

well satisfied with this rate of pay. which is almost twice that re-

ceived under Spanish rule, but with their increased wages they felt

that two or three consecutive days at work was quite sufficient.

This difficulty was adjusted by allowing the observance of a hr,gc

number of feast days and also permitting them to take a rest during

the middle of the day when the heat was intense.

In Manila the principal business streets are paved with granite

blocks and a large portion of the resident streets are macadamized.

STAND.\RD SUBURBAN CAR.

ilie track work in the macadam has 70-lb. A. S. C. K. section rails

laid on wooden ties. In the paved streets a 94-lb. girder rail was

laid. Because of a white ant and the excessive rains, much care was

needed in the choice of wood for ties, poles and also for the car

bodies. As an experiment, three kinds of wood were used for ties

:

the native wood called molave, California redwood and an Aus-

tralian wood very closely resembling teak. Several experiments

forced by heavy slats to enable them to resist the pressure of high

winds. .Ml gutters, water ducts and cables for curtains arc made

of non-rusting metals, and tlie dash boards of extra heavy steel.

The monitor roofs are built with considerable overhang and the roof

system throughout arrangcrl to readily dispose of water from severe

rains. In order that these cars might not sufifer from attack by ants

they were built of teak wood, combined with a steel under framing

of heavy design carefully protected with rust-proof paint. Teak is

a dense, hard wood which needs no chemical treatment to protect it

from the white ants. The cars were finished in the natural color of

the wood, wherever possible, as this color presents a pleasing appear-

ance. The present equipment consists of 95 passenger cars furnished

with Westinghouse two-motor equipments. On account of the low

price of teak wood in Europe most of the car bodies were purchased

there, but the trucks were purchased in America.

A large shop building containing suitable equipment for designing

and building cars from native woods has been erected ne<ar the

power house. These car barns and the other buildings of the com-

pany are built entirely of steel and concrete, all metal being painted

to guard against deterioration. The design and construction work

of this Manila system has been carried out and the road is now

being operated by J. G. White & Co.. New York,

Washburn Couplers

Washburn pilot couplers, of which four general types are made,

are illustrated and their details explained by a late folder of the

Washburn Co., Minneapolis, Minn. The.>^e four patterns are de-

scribed : The box pilot coupler, in which the buffing and pulling

shocks are transmitted to the pilot through a compound spring,

completely enclosed in a box. The compound switch engine coupler,

which has its locking parts connected to the bumper beam through

two pivotal points, thus giving a maximum side play for switching

cars on sharp curves. The fold-back pilot coupler, which has a head

fastened by means of a pivot allowing side play for curves, and a

second pivot placed horizontally connecting the flexible head so that

it may be folded back on top of the pilot. The flexible head engine

coupler for standard \iso on either pilots or tenders.

The design of these types of couplers is the outcome of several

years of experimenting with various types. They have been found

to be simple, durable and at the same time give satisfactory work-

ing results.
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The National Curtain Fixture.

1 lie Naliniial I.ncU Waslicr Co., 65 lo 77 Juliiisoii St., Newark,

N. I., is iiiaiuifatMiiriiiK a ciirlain fixlitre for which il is clainicil

ihal it positively locks the curtain against upward tension, and tliat,

its heads being stationary, il will not come ont of the grooves in

ihe rasing. The design and operation may be seen in tlie illiistra-

lioii. Tlic device anlomatically locks against spring roller tension

hy means of an eccentric on each side of the window, which is

pivoted will'.in the heads or gnides, The strong tension on the

spring roller al the- lop insnrcs (piirk action when the cnrtain is

' "Sfli

NATIONAI, CUUTAIN FIXTUKE.

raided or lowered and logether with the lock at Ihe liottoni. causes

the curtain to set perfectly smootli. As may he seen, hy compress-

ing the handles the locking cams are drawn witliin the heads (the

heads or gnides remain stationary, the eccentrics only being re-

leased, so that the curtain may be raised or lowered. Each head

or fiNlure is provided witli two non-friction rollers, bearing lightly

on the casing, which makes a Miioolh running cnrtain and keeps the

liNline in a horizontal position. The locking cams arc self-adjust-

ing to swelling and shrinking of woodwork, and varnish, paint, wet

or dry weatlier will not iiiiertere with the operation of tlie fixture.

"luireka" Automatic Electric Si^^nals.

The design of a block signal system which will protect electric

railway cars against collisions, and which can be installed for this

pnrpo.'-e at a moderate cost, is a problem that has offered an invit-

ing field for the exercise of nnich inventive ability. Two systems

of such signals, automatic and employing what arc known as

shunted lamps, have been developed by the Eureka .Automatic Sig-

nal Co., of Lansford, I'a. Tlicse systems of "Eureka" signals

have been installed on electric railways having widely different

local requirements, and have been found to satisfactorily space

the cars. The two types of systems are the single-wire system,

simple and of low cost, furnishing a closed block in which one

car at a time is permitted, and the two-wire system providing pro-

tection to any number of cars going through a block in the same
direction.

The appliances common to both systems are the contact mak-

ers, lamps, controller boxes and frames. The contact maker of

a railway signal system plays a most important part and, there-

fore, it should be relialile in operation. The "Eureka" contact

maker which performs the duty of causing the operation of the sig-

nals to danger when cars make contact in going through the block,

and to safety when they make cr.ntact on leaving the block, oper-

ates by the wheel crossing the gap between oppositely placed

contact plates, one of which is permanently connected with the

source of power, and the other with the signal system. The con-

tact plates are steel combs with teeth sufficiently flexible to per-

mit the trolley wheel to accomplish its bridging action without

serious shock to the overhead work, even when at high speed.

The lanterns which are the signals of this system are made of

heavy galvanized iron designed to furnish ventilation and yet be

weatherproof and easily accessible. By means of reflectors placed

behind the lamps the light is thrown through red colored glass and

properly arranged screens cut off the comiter effect of the sun's

rays, which are prevented from falling directly on the colored

glass. The signals thus produced arc visible at long distances

by day as well as night and make a simple and effective substi-

tute for semaphores. Each end of a block is guarded hy a red

lantern located several hundred feet outside of the contact maker.

Ill Ihe single-wire system both the red lighls are aglow when the

block is occupied. In the two-wire system, however, the red lantern

at the distant end is alone lighted when the block has l)ceii taken,

by this means indicating Ihe direction the car is moving in ihe

block.

Several Inindred feet inside the contact maker, at either end of a

single-wire block is placed a green lantern. Both of these lanterns

always burn while the block is occupied.

In the two-wire system, two green lanterns are similarly placed at

each end of the block, one of which (always the same one) is

aglow at the distant end of the block when it is occupied, a? is

always the case at (he rear end, but here (he lanterns alternate,

tine going out and the other lighting up as each successive car en-

ters the block. Intermediate lights are introduced along the block,

which if not burning warn Ihe motorman that another car has

disregariled a red signal and entered the bh ck against him.

The oi)eration of the signals i'^ performed by one controller setting

the system to danger when cars cnler the block and lo safety

when they leave it. To fully protect the block two controllers are

used, one at each end but not wired in series, their operation

being independent of each other. This arrangement secures cer-

tainty of action because Ihe two machines must work together as a

unit, affording means to cars at opposite ends of a block for auto-

matically signaling each other and protecting either car remain-

ing in Ihe block when two cars have taken it simultaneously at

oppo>itc ends. When one of the cars backs out it automatically sets

the signals to the profirr position for the car keeping the right of

way.

In this system no magnets arc in series, in circuit with lamps

or with overhead wiring. The connecting of the signal lamps in

series with resistances in shunt around them permits sufficient c-ir-

rent to pass damaged lamps to keep the other lamps burning and

the system in operative condition.

Card Index of Exporters.

The United States Department of Commerce and Lalior, Bureau

of Manufactures, has sent the following notice to manufacturers

and exporters

:

"The Department of Connncrce and Labor is desirous of securing

the co-operation of manufacturers and other persons interested in

the efforts being made by this department, through the Bureau of

Manufactures, to extend the foreign trade of the United States.

In furtherance of this work, it is proposed to establish a compre-

hensive card index which will enable the department, upon applica-

tion, to furnish information desired by manufacturers, or by in-

tending purchasers, and it is contemplated to extend the system, if

the necessary authority shall be granted by Congress, to our prin-

cipal consulates. To enable the bureau to prepare such an index,

\ou are respectfully requested to fill in the accompanying blank, and

furnish briefly any additional information which you may desire to

have recorded in connection with your business. In mailing reply

please use the inclosed envelope."

The blank referred to calls for the following data:

I. Name and address (main office).

J. Location of branch establishments.

.V Description of product.

4. Capital.

5. Capacity per day, month, or year.

6. Where product is sold (if abroad, give countries and (wrls lo

which shipped).

7. Any other information.

Officials of the Illinois Traction System expect to have cars run-

ning on the interurban line between Decatur and Clinton, 111., by

November ist.

The Western Ohio Railway Co. and the Dayton & Troy Electric

Railway Co. have removed the extra fare charged on their limited

trains between Lima and Dayton for passengers between points

touching both roads.
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J. A. Fay & E^an Co. The "Cliiiiax" Clay Cattle Guard.

The accompanying illuslration shows the plant of the J. A. Fay
& Egan Co., Cincinnati. O., which controls and operates the J. A.

I'ay Co. and the Egan Co., manufacturers of wood working ma-

chinery especially adapted for planing mills, furniture factories,

vehicle builders, car, railway, bridge and agricultural works. The
company through three-quarters of a century of continual applica-

tion and an extensive experience in the design and manufacture of

tools for cutting and working wood in nearly every manner, has

developed this industry and the success it has achieved is apparent

in the magnitude of its plant, the excellence of its well-known

products and the extent of its husines. In its plant, which covers

about 13 acres, over 1,200 workmen are employed, including de-

signers, draftsmen and skilled mechanics. Modern and labor saving

equipment enables the company to build and ship its products in a

prompt and efficient manner. A notable point in this connection is

the specializing of the different departments; one department is

devoted exclusively to building sanding machines, another makes

nolbing but flooring and planing machines, while tlie product of

Still another is molding machines.

With these large and modern facilities at hand single machines

or complete outfits can be furnished with equal facility, and for

nearly all purposes, among which might be mentioned street car

shops, arsenals, navy yards, technical schools, saw and planing mills,

furniture, sash, door and blind factories, carriage, wagon and wheel

factories, chair works, farm machinery builders, and many others.

Entire factories can be installed with modern machines for doin.g

their work, plans and designs being submitted showing how the

machines can be installed to save space and Labor. Special attention

has been given to the design and perfecting of motor driven tools

and the company is prepared to make plans and estimates for in-

stalling this modern apparatus where electricity as a motive power is

available.

Further evidence of the excellence of the company's products and

the progress made in their design and manufacture is attested to in

the awarding of several prizes at various exhibitions. Beginning

with the Crystal Palace Exhibition at London in 1851, are included

highest awards at the World's Fair at Chicago in 1893; gold medals

at .\iitwerp in 1804 and Santiago in 1893 ; the "Grand Prix" at

The accompanying illuslration shows an installation of the "Cli-

max'' clay cattle guard on the line of the Long Island R. R. This

guard is manufactured by the Climax Stock Guard Co., Canton, O.,

which has its general sales office at suite 503 Title & Trust Build-

ing, Chicago.

The small blocks shown in the illustration were assembled for an

S-ft. double track guard on the third rail division of the Long

Island railroad and show the adaptability of this size block for
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McDonald Cash iarc RcLcipts.

AfU'i- ;i lri:il (.xti'iuliiiK over ;i pfriud ul six iiioiitlis the new

MacDoiialil system (if casli fare receipts lias lieeii atlopled by the

Ciiliiniliiis, l.iiniliiii & SpriiiKlield ; llic Daylmi, SpriiiKlielil & L'rliaiia;

llic fiihinilms, firove City & Soiitliwcsterii Ry. ; the Urhaiia, I'.elle-

fniilaiiie & N<irlherii, and the ((iliiiiil)iis, Dclawan- & Marinn electric

railway ciniipaiiies. all (<! ('(iliiinlms. ().

Il is claimed fur lliis s\ sli'iii llial il car lii' liamllrd ra|iidly ciidhkIi

111 meet the must Iryini; coiuliliniis, and that il will ^'ve to the

company. Ilie coiidnctor and the traveling piihlic a degree of pro-

Icclion nc\er liefore secured. Thi'se points will make the adoplii.n

III' llie syslem desiralile.

As shown in the illnslralion. the liolder is arranged with three

pointers, one each to iiulenl the ainonnt of fare paid, the deslina-

lioii, Ilie point of entrance; if deemed desiridilc llie cl.assillcalion of

f.cre am! direction nr agent's ticket may al'o he sn indicated. In this

case the passenger would receive a receipt showdng indent.itions

opposite "Lane; .Sanbourn Road: 30 cents," while the audit sluli

wonid conl.ain llie corresponding projeclions. If ;i receipt were

issued for .an .i.gent's ticket it would show indentations opposite

:is it is (|iiite s;ife to assume, coiulitions being equal, that if George

Jones' account varies in excess of others, that be is very careless

or inconipelent, and if he is careless and incompetent in this respect

he no donbt will be in others.

Among the advant.-iges claimed for Ibis system arc its speed, its

safety and its elasticity. Uy this last is nu-ani the ilcsign of the

7-111 ticket, which for instance can be arranged to cover a fare from

units of 5 cents to $5. The device is so simple inecbanically that it

cannot well get out of order.

A return ticket sold on trains is used in connection with this

bolder that promises to eliminate the great objection railway com-

panies have to selling return tickets on cars. Tbc ticket as shown

in the illustration is arranged with a perforated coupon or hat

check upon which the issuing conductor marks under the bead of

"Destination" the number of the station to which the passenger is

traveling. The conductor with whom be returns detaches this cou-

pon and gives it to tbc passenger as a receipt for bis transjiortation.

The ticket is marked, "Not good for passage if presented detached

from coupon." The coupon is marked, "\ot good for passage if

o

CTl
SI
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New Corrugated Trolley Pole.

Herbert VV. Smith, of Boston, Mass., dealer anil manufacturer

of electrical specialties, is placing on the market a new design in

trolley poles. This trolley pole is made of seamless steel taper

tube. No. 16 gage, and is then corrugated. By being corrugated it

at. a reduction in cu.^it of from 10 to .'5 per cent. .Xinoiii; tlic manu-

facturers who have been active in the development of babbitt metals

and who arc prepared to furnish the new process babbitt metals for

all requirements is the New Era Manufacturing Co., of Kalamazoo,

Mich., manufacturer of metallic phosphoro, nickelumen, alnminizcd

zinc and babbitt metals.

S.MHII lORRL'GATEU TROLLEY I'OLE.

permits of a much lighter pole for a .given service. It is claimed for

the pole that it is practically indestructible. These poles are made
in all lengths and fit the standard harp and base. Mr. Smith reports

that he has booked a large number of orders for these poles, both in

this country and abroad.

About Rooms for Kniployes.

New Process Kahbit Metal.

To the manufacturer of bearing metals llie inventions ami im-

provements of the last few decades in reducing the cost of produc-

tiim of the rarer metals have been of the greatest importance, be-

cause of the value of these elements as tempering agents in pre-

paring metallic alloys for different mechanical purposes. .>\ correct

understanding and proper use of these elements in the manufacture

of metallic alloys makes it possible to produce alloys far superior

to the all process mi.xtures and in many instances at considerable

less than the first cost of the old process.

Many of the old process babbitt metals are but mechanical mix-

tures of metallic elements, the cost of which bears no relation to the

real value as bearing metals. For instance, take copper genuine

babbitt, the standard formula for which is tin, 88 lb. ; antimony,

8 11). ; copper, 5 lb. This is one of the most expensive old process

babbitts made and no doubt owes a large portion of its popularity

to that fact.

If gold were substituted for the copper in the formula, it would

make the metal about 55 times as expensive ; but there is no reason

to expect that it would wear 55 times as long. And yet it would be

just as reasonable to expect such a result as it is to expect tni

(because it is a relatively expensive element) to add to the real

value of a bearing metal, when combined in excess of the amount

required to secure the desired molecular condition of the alloy.

Cost does not necessarily bear any relation to the real wearing

value of mechanical mixtures of metallic elements. Service, not

cost, is the factor to be considered.

All metallic elements have their peculiar physical and chenncal

characteristics, each of which should receive due consideration in

the combining of metallic alloys for different purposes. The expert

metallurgist, having a practical knowledge of these characteristics

and having at his command the valuable reducing and tempering

agents which discovery and invention of recent years have made
available for his use. is able to produce alloys to meet varied re-

quirements. Given the crushing strain which a bearing metal is

expected to resist, the pounding it will have to withstand in service

(such as is occasioned in car journal bearings in passing over rail

joints), the degree of anti-friction quality desired in the metal and

the surface speed under which it will be used, he is prepared to

produce, in a practical and scientific way, an alloy that will meet

the required conditions. Through the use of these modern agencies

it is possible to produce bearing alloys of extraordinary anti-friction

quality without sacrificing the very desirable feature of extreme

high molecular tension, commonly designated as hardness. These

alloys, which are known as the new process babbitt metals, are con-

structed in several grades to meet the requirements of different

lines of work, but each brand is the result of a complete and per-

fect chemical union of all the elements involved and is intended to

meet, in the most perfect and economical manner possible, the con-

ditions for which it was especially designed.

The late improvements in the art of producing metallic alloys

make it desirable for the mechanic to specify the conditions under

which his babbitt is required to work and enables a competent

metallurgist to design an alloy to meet these requirements, the result

of which is the production of a metal of greatly improved service

F.dilor "Review" :

Recently this question came to me from Texas: "How should a

street railway employes' clubroom be e(iuipped and conducted?"

.As this question is in line with my lunch-hour talks, 1 wish to tell

what I would do and why, if I had a chance to furnish and mana.ge

a clubroom. There should be provided :

1. As mncli room willi as good venlilalion. li.^bt and Innpcr.itnro

as possible.

2. Chairs and tables to suit those who arc to use them.

.1. Bri.^lU. interesling and useful books and periodicals.

4. Scrapbooks made from matiTial seU-i-ted from contributions

from the members.

5. Maps, charts and mental exercises on the walls.

6. A collection of games and puzzlei requiring short and rapid

(bought and action.

7. .'\ blackboard discussion of some desirable subject.

8. A suggestion box for hints to passengers for the public press.

An employes' rest, waitin.g, or clubroom can be made personally

useful to the members and profitable to the employers who en-

courage it. The reason why some rooms are not a success is that

the useful subjects are neglected. The cultivation of the desirable is

the best remedy for all that is undesirable.

This morning 1 noticed in a store window a series of pictures for

sale which catered to and encouraged the morbid tendencies for the

individual. K an aggressive and economic effort be made to unite

employes, in producing illustrated booklets useful to themselves and

others, it will amount to more than advice, sermons and rules com-

bined.

.A.t least once a year I would have the club publish a report in

which would be some of the best things seen, heard, read and

thought by the members. This report would go on sale on trains,

stands and by mail. H there were any profits they would be de-

voted to inventions in the interest of greater individual accuracy

and forethought, better health, memory and self-control.

Every person knows something worth recording for others and

every person needs to know something possible to secure by the

agitation of useful information. The latter is the most useful exer-

cise for all concerned possible to start. I would like to be the best

friend of the employe who is trying to do better work with less

effort. When I notice any one working hard to do a small amount

of poor w'ork I begin to study how to interest that person -in methods

useful to himself and all humanity. Sometimes only a few words

are necessary. Other times it is necessary to attract, animate and

educate. E.\RL M. Pratt.

Oak Park, 111., Sept. 11, 1905.

« »

Link.Belt Catalogs.

The Link-Belt Machinery Co., Chicago, has recently issued two

interesting pamphlets in the interest of its products; special booklet

No. 42, "Washing Bituminous Coal," and No. 45, "Link-Belt Car

Hauls." The former is an illustrated description of the washeries

designed by this company based upon analyses and- washing tests

of samples submitted, which include some of the largest and most

successful coal washing plants in America. No. 45 describes the

link-belt automatic car haul system as installed for handling coal

and coke at power plants, and is illustrated with numerous half-

tones and tracings. ^_,^

Construction w'ork on the lines of the Alton, Jacksonville &
Peoria Traction Co. will be begun October ist, at Alton, 111.
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Stephenson Cars for Peru.

Ilic Joliii SU'pliciisoii Co. lias lately sliiiipcd tars of tlur douhlf

ik-cl< lypu sliowii ill tlif ciiKi-aviiiK to llip I'isco Tramways Co., of

risco, Peril. Tlic order was placed tliroiiKli W. R. Grace & Co.,

of New York. The builder lias fiiniislied a large share of the

ic|iii|)iiieiit of Soiitli Aiiiericaii cilies, where its cars are known for

Iheir ihirahility and siiilahiiily in tropical ami seini-tropical couiilries.

I'isco is one of the seaboard cities of I'eni, ahout 125 miles south of

Lima, and has an excellent harbor. It is connected by a 50-niile

sle.iiii line with lea, one of the principal inland dep.irtmental cities.

The car illustrated measures 14 ft. over the end panels and 22 ft.

STEPHENSON C.\R FDR I'ERU.

over the crown pieces. Platforms are 4 ft. over p.niel from crown

piece. The other principal dimensions are : Width over sills, 6 ft.

7% ill. ; over posts at belt, rail, 6 ft. 6 in. ; sweep of posts, 2'/ii in.

;

heifiht of car from bottom of sill to top of roof, 7 ft. 10% in. ; over

scat backs, 9 ft. 6?^ in.; side sills, 4x5 in.; end sills, 4 x 5'A in.;

thickness of corner posts, 3J4 in.; side posts, iJ4 ''i- 'he interior

linisli is ash with ceilings of painted veneer. The seats in the car

and upon the deck are longitudinal and composed of ash slats. The
cars are mounted on Stephenson running gear for horse cars.

New Publications.

MASSACHUSETTS RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS IN-

DEX-DIGEST, being an inde.x-digest of the reported decisions,

precedents and general principles "enunciated by the Board of Rail-

road Conimissiouers from 1870 to 1904, inclusive, prepared and

published by the clerk of the board. The present digest includes

the decisions found in a compilation, covering the period from 1870

to 1888, prepared by Prof. John H. Wigmore, and brings the work

down to date.

THE ELECTRIC CLUB JOURNAL; Vol. i, 1904, bound in

cloth
;

price, $3.00; postage 25 cents; published by The Electric

Club, 735-73/ Peiin Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. The publication at the

beginning of its career was expected to be rather a record of the

proceedings of the club, announcing that it would print "a judicious

selection of wliat is best in the current work of The Electric Club,

supplemented by other appropriate engineering material.'" The re-

sult has been the publication of data and articles which proved ac-

ceptable to men in all positions of electrical and mechanical work

and the reprinting and binding of Volume 1, a limited iniuibcr of

collies of which were available on .September ist.

*-»-*

Trade Notes.

Till-: \i:\V ORLEANS R.\IL\VAYS CO., of New Orleans. La.,

has through its engineers, Sanderson & Porter, of New York City,

recently purchased from B. F. Sturtevant Co., of Boston, six large

economizers which will be unique in that they are being built to

withstand the highest pressure to which any economizer is known

to have been subjected. All pipes are being tested to 600 lb. press

lire before they leave the works ; and each section is tested to 500
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II). after tlie pipes are inserted. There is but a single gasket joint

running through the machine; this "joint being made by two very

heavy llanges with a special gasket which has 254 '"• plane surface

llirough the entire circle.

THK RECORDING PARK RICGISTER CO., of New Haven,

Conn., is increasing its manufacturing facilities and adding a num-
ber of street railway supplies to the hues carried. The company

will have a veo' fine and complete e.\hibit at the Philadelphia con-

vention. The following officers have just been elected: President..

John T. Manson ; vice-president, M. lleForest Yates ; secretary and

treasurer, Henry L. Hradley.

THE ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION CO., Monadnock Build-

ing, Chic.igo, has been awarded the contract for the complete con-

struction and et|uipment of the Warsaw-Goshen (Ind.) line of the

Winnna Internrhan Railw.ay Co's. system. .'\llis-Chalmcrs-I-iullock

steam and electrical machinery, including car equipments, will lie

used. The contract calls for completion .\pr. 15, load, and the price

is between $600,000 and $700,000.

WHAT LS BELIEVED TO lUC THE largest economizer in the

New England states has just been installed by the I!. F. Sturtcvant

Co., Boston, for the American Woolen Co., at Maynard, Mass. It

is divided into two groups, the first being used for heating feed

water for the boilers and the second for furnishing hot water fin-

dyeing purposes. Even before the installation was entirely com-

pleted a very large saving in coal was attained.

THE J. G. BRILL CO. has just received an order from the

L'nited Railroads of San Francisco for 200 of its patented No. 27

G-E-I type of double truck. This is a short-base double truck,

having the Brill system of equalization which in this type consists

of- scmi-clliptic equalizers which carry a truss form of bolster at

either end and which are suspended from the side frames by spring

links at wide apart points close to the yokes. Each side frame is

solid forged and the angle iron transoms arc secured to the side

frames with forged double and single-corner brackets. The brakes

are usually inside hung.

THE RUSSELL ENGINE CO., Massillon, O., is now building a

new engine of the enclosed type, which has recently been placed on

the market by it and in which the company has endeavored to em-

body in its design and construction all the features that long ex-

ocrience in engine building has from time to time suggested. It

has been the company's aim to so construct wearing surfaces and

the method of lidiricating them as to render unnecessary any at-

tention whatever beyond that of turning en and off the steain, a

feature that will appeal to engineers in charge of isolated plants, and

to perfect an engine, that for economy, durability and appearance,

will meet the demands and reqnirement.s of the most exacting.

THE MAYER & ENGLUND CO., of Philadelphia, advises us

that it is doing a larger business this season than at any previous

time in the history of the company. Contracts for its well known

"Protected" rail bonds and overhead line material have been very

large from all parts of the country. Business in other lines is also

very active, an example being that of fare registers, in which line

the Mayer & Englund Co. represents the International Register Co.

of Chicago. Recent orders secured for "International" registers and

fixtures arc : United Railways & Electric Co., Baltimore, 400 single

type machines; Ui:ited Traction Co., .Mbany, ico single type ma-

chines ; (Georgia Railway & Electric Co., Atlanta, 24 single type

machines; Ford, Bacon & Davis (for Nashville), 24 single type

machines; Ford, Bacon & Davis 'for Memphis), 200 double type

machines and 185 car equipments of register rod fixtures also for

Memphis; Washington (D. C.) Railway & Electric Co., 75 double

type machines; Philadelphia & West Chester Traction Co., Llanerch,

Pa.. 19 single type machines; .American Railways Co., Philadelphia,

ig doid)le type machines. These orders with numerous smaller oneu

make the total register sales of the Mayer & Englund Co. duriny

ihe past four months more than one thousand registers.

THE GREEN FUEL ECONOMIZER CO. of Mattcawan, N. Y.,

has just completed the erection of a large shop designed to provide

for its rapidly increasing business. This company not only supplies

special exhausters with bearings removed from the action of the

flue gases for mechanical draft in connection with the widely used

Green fuel economizer, but also builds fans, blowers and exhausters

for every purpose, having, for instance, recently sold fans for heat-

ing, ventilating and humidifying in textile mills, ventilating and

drying in paper mills, heating and ventilating in large buildings,

etc. It is just now installing for a factory in Massachusetts what is

believed to be the largest mechanical draft exhauster ever built.

New designs have been worked out for all types of "Green-Mattea-

wan" fans with the special object of reducing the power required

for driving. Fans are often driven by small non-condensing engines

or by electric motors using purchased electric power., so this is quite

an important matter. It should be remembered that the power con-

sumed by a fan runs up very rapidly with the speed. The Green

Fuel Economizer Co. does not contract for the engineering of

plants, or for the installation of heating and ventilating plants in

competition with the heating an<l ventilating contractors, but freely

offers the advantages of its engineering skill and 60 years' experience

in the constrnclinn and operation of air-moving plants.

The Root No. 2 Special Scraper.

The illustration herewith shows the Root No. 2 special scraper,

designed and manufactured by the Kalamazoo Railway Supply Co.,

Kalamazoo, Mich., for heavy work and high speed service. This

is a very substantial scraper, the springs being manufactured of .90

per cent carbon oil tempered spring steel, while the shovels are

24x8 in. and are made of a .75 to .80 per cent carbon spring steel.

The manner of installing these scrapers is shown in the illusfra-

2 '."

NO. 2 Sl'ECI.AL KOOT SCR.\rER.

tion, from which may be noted the small space required for install-

ing this scraper, and also that by the use of the desired length of

lirackets and chain they may be installed on any height of car above

19 in. from the top of the rail to the bottom of the sills or platform

knees. In the illustration shown the hanger board is fastened in

the rear of the scraper shaft with the staff in front; this, however,

may be reversed if so desired. The successful operation of these

scrapers and their adoption by a large number of city and interur-

ban lines throughout the country attest the merit of the scraper

and mark it worthy of consideration by those contemplating '.he in-

stallation of such equipment.
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It is doubtful if the 17 men attending the meeting of the A. S. R.

A. at Detroit, who met at the power house of the Detroit United Ry.,

on Oct. 9, 1902, reahzed that the organization there founded would

rise to the position it now holds in the electric railway field in such

.short time. At this meeting a committee of six was appointed tj

arrange for a permanent organization, consisting of Thomas Farmer,

chairman, C. A. Brown, \V. O. Mundy, E. W. Olds, G. W. Palmer,

jr., and William Pestell. At a meeting of this committee, October

t. \V. ULDS. W. H. McALOXEV.

10th, S. Walter Mower was appointed secretary of the meeting, and

arrangements made for addressing letters to electric railway com-

panies, notifying them of the proposed organization and calUng a

meeting for January 12, 1903. The meeting was held at the Hol-

lenden Hotel. Cleveland, O., Feb. 16, 1903, at which time an organi-

zation was perfected, officers were elected, and arrangements begun

for the first annual meeting, to be held at Saratoga Springs, N. Y..

Aug. 31, 1903.
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THE POWER DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM OF THE
BOSTON ELEVATED RAILWAY CO.*

BV C. H. HILE,

Superintendent of Wires, Boston Elevated Ry.

In considering an established power distribution system for the

best understanding of its advantages and efficiency, it is essenti.il

that one have a knowledge of the conditions and disposition oi

the power plants in their relation to the territory served.

Among engineers entrusted with the laying out and designing of

power plants and transmission systems there are two recognized

tendencies in their treatment of such questions. The most promi-

nent, perhaps, because the most radical of these two tendencies of

late years, is for large central power stations, correspondingly large

power units, and the alternating current transmission system with

sub-station conversions. The development in the science of engine

and dynamo construction, in connection with the progress made in

high voltage transmission systems has made such engineering

ventures easily possible as well as practicable. The other tendency,

while not necessarily opposite in method and effect, is more the

result of a growth and development, based upon conditions as they

have presented themselves to the engineer, covering years of pro-

gress and expansion of a single or a number of power systems.

At present w-riting it cannot be said that the merits and advan-

tages of either practice over the other have been conclusively proved.

Each power and transmission problem has its individual condi-

tions, and these in connection with the requirements of good engi-

neering must determine the type and system of power plants and

transmission systems.

It is the purpose of this paper to deal with an established system

of separate power plants, with their interconnected power distrib-

uting systems, and to present facts, results and experiences which

may be taken as fairly representative of such engineering practice.

To illustrate the practice, its results and possibilities for the

purpose of this discussion, only five of the eight stations on the

system will be considered (the three stations not considered being

of obsolete construction and operated only part of the time, or so

situated as to have no bearing upon the main proposition).

The five power stations considered are fairly representative of

the modern type of station, and include in their equipment direct

connected direct current units varying in size from 800 to 2,700 kw.

rated capacity.

The diagram, Fig. 1, with the information contained therein, gives

a very fair idea of the relative locations of the several stations with

regard to each other, and to the territory each supplies with power.

TABLE 1.

Powt«
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Table giving the approximate load factors under given conditions

:

STATIONS
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Considering the distribution system with reference to its physical

construction the following amounts, sizes, kinds of material and

types of construction enter into its make-up.

The standard sizes of conductors used are 500,000 c. m., i,ooo,ooj

c. m and 2,000,000 c. m. overhead wires or underground cables.

About ten years ago, for the purpose of keeping down the num-

ber of kinds and sizes of wires to be carried in stock, 500,000 c. m.

was adopted as the standard size for both overhead and under-

ground conductors.

Later, as the feeder sections increased in the amount of power

required, transmission distance grew and when general feeder wire

adjustments became necessary on account of new power plants being

added to the system, it was found desirable to include the i,ooo,oot

c. m. conductor as a standard.

With the construction and installation for the Elevated Division

to meet the heavy current demands for this new kind of service.

2,000,000 c. m. was determined upon as a suitable and standard sized

conductor.

On Oct. I, 1904, there were 424.078 miles of trolley wire and 16.-

015 miles of third rail being served by the following amount of cop-

per conductor

:

Total miles of overhead conductor 545-4(59

Total miles of conductor in conduits or buried 255.743

Total miles of conductor in submarine cables 5-254

Total miles of conductor not including trolley wire 806.466

Approximate weight of copper in conductor 7,101,542 lb.

Amount in weight of copper for each kilowatt capacity at

stations I95 "^

UNDERGROUND CONDUITS AND CABLES.

About 32 per cent of the power distributing system is carried

underground, all feeder cables and a large portion of the return

copper being carried in conduits, and the rest of the return wires

buried directly in trenches or just oiitside the conduits.

The following shows the total amount of underground conduit

in service in 1904:

Total length of conduit 28.386 miles

Duct length in conduit (cement lined iron pipe) 76-341 "

" " " " (vitrified clay pipe) 195.360 "
" " " " (wrought iron pipe) 9.106 "

Total number of manholes 683

The underground conduit system was begun in 1894, and has been

added to each year in varying amounts.

Practically the whole of the conduit system has been built by con-

tract under the direction and supervision of the Railway company's

engineers. It may not be foreign to the purpose of this paper to

briefly outline some of our practice and experience with underground

conduits.

In the matter of construction our experience has shown that the

less a conduit deviates in depth from 3 ft. between the top cover-

ing and the surface of the street the more satisfactory will be the

conditions for the conduit system. The deeper a conduit is con-

structed in the street or highway the more likely it is to become a

sub-surface drain for the surrounding soil, the deeper and more
expensive becomes the manhole construction, and the more difficult

is their drainage. As more or less water will seek a drainage way
in most street subsoils, it is an advantage in all cases where it is

practicable to construct a conduit so that in cross section its height

is greater than its width, thus having the fewer ducts on the bottom

layer and therefore the fewer wet ducts in the conduit since any
water leaking into a conduit will invariably get to the bottom ducts

in any vitrified clay pipe conduit.

Experience has shown that it is desirable to drain manholes wher-

ever practicable, as it is not possible within reasonable cost of con-

struction to build them water-tight, nor is it believed practicable to

maintain water-tight frames and covers to prevent surface water
from getting into the manholes.

Where conduits are built in streets containing gas mains and ser-

vice pipes, it is believed that all danger from gas explosions can be
avoided by maintaining perforated covers on the manholes. In so

maintaining the covers the necessity as well as the advantage of

having the manholes drained is obvious.

In laying out a system of conduits for street railway service, large

trunk lines with one set of manholes should be avoided. Any large

and important traffic section should be so supplied with power that

a burnout or the disabling of any one section of conduit would

not seriously interfere with or suspend car service. Cable burnouts

or breakdowns due to various causes, and in spite of all precautions

will, sometimes, occur, and in sucli instances either in the conduits or

in the manholes one or more adjoining cables may be injured by the

escaping current. It is, therefore, deemed to be good engineering

to divide up trunk line conduits into two or more distinct lines, separ-

ated by at least six inches of concrete and having separate system of

manholes.

It is important throughout any conduit system to isolate, so far

as practicable, each cable conductor, both for its safety and for the

safety of other conductors in case a burnout occurs.

For street railway service, where cables are always required to

carry their full current capacity, and when it is considered that single

conductors as large as 2,000,000 c. m. may be carrying 1,600 to 1,800

amperes, the chances for serious damage in case of a breakdown

In view of these considerations it is believed that single duct or

pipe sections, built in the conduit, with all joints carefully sealed

with cement mortar and well staggered in relation to joints in other

ducts, will be found to give the most satisfactory conduit.

For the construction of manholes in city streets where water and

gas pipes and other underground construction are plentiful, it is

believed that the use of good sewer bricks will give the best satis-

faction, since it will be found that the shapes of the manholes will

be constantly varying on account of the limiting spaces and obstruc-

tions in the street.

f\n eight-inch wall is considered sufficiently strong for all sizes of

manholes up to 6 ft. by 6 ft. by 8 ft. deep.

For ordinary feeder cable transmission, manholes built with brick

recesses, or with cast iron, or other type of hanger will give good

satisfaction.

Where conduits and manholes are to be used for carrying high

tension cables, it is believed that the importance of each conducting

cable is such as to justify taking extra precautions in both conduit

and manhole construction in order to secure complete isolation an I

safety from outside sources of injury.

Taking into consideration the fact that our experience with un-

derground cables has extended over a period of nearly eleven years.

Table 5 is interesting as an indication of what may be expected in

the life of lead covered conductors.

The installation and maintenance ol underground cables is much
more expensive than is the case with overhead lines, and the chances

for trouble to the transmission system, in our experience, are greatly

increased.

Faults will develop in the cable from defects in the insulation,

injury to the lead covering in handling it in the ducts, or from picks

or bars when digging is being done in the streets, and in case of

burnouts due to to a breakdown in the insulation of one cable every

cable in the conduit may be more or less injured.

Ever since the underground cables were installed, a regular sys-

tem of testing for trouble has been maintained. Depending upon

the importance of the cables, size of conduit and the condition of

insulation, tests are made on every cable varying in frequency from

twice a week to once a month.

The insulation resistance test is used in keeping tab on the con-

dition of the cable for the work it has to perform.

While this method is somewhat expensive, in our experience it

has proved fairly effective, and our records show that nearly 90 per

cent of the defects which develop in cables are found by the tests

and removed before a breakdown and burnout in the insulation

occurs.

For convenience and safety in the installation and maintenance of

underground cables the following^ methods and practices have been

found to give good results

:

Preparatory to the installation of the cables, careful and accurate

plans are made showing the size of the conduit, duct, distance be-

tween manholes, size and shape of manholes and the relative loca-

tions of the conduits entering the manholes. Each manhole is desig-

nated by number and each duct entering and leaving a manhole is

numbered.
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Each individu.il cable is assigned its proper location in the con-

duit system, from the switchboard at the station to its terminal

whore it feeds into the overhead wires, and is diagrammatically

shown and located in plan, by its own number and the number of

the duct it occupies throughout the conduit system.

The cable IcmkiIis arc required to be furnished by the manufac-

turer in proper leEiglhs, according to lists furnished by the rail-

way, each reel being marked with length numbers, number of feet

in each length and the section of conduit indicated by the number

of the manholes between which the lengths are to be installed. The

pulling-in gang is supplied with the diagranmiatic plans of the con-

duit, and also lists giving reel luunbers, length numbers, number of

feet in each length and the location of each length in the conduit

lystem.

By such precautions there is secured the least amount of waste

in cable, and of labor of handling and the avoidance of trouble in

jointing, testing and the making up of the cable records for future

use.

When installed and jointed up ready for service every cabk' is

stamped with its number in each manhole throughout its length.

It is important that each cable be as fully individualized as pos-

sible from the switchboard to its street terminal, so as to give the

least possible chance for a mistake occurring in case of hantllin>j

it as a feeder, testing it, or making repairs.

The following figures are believed to represent a fair average cost

per foot for complete installation ready for service:

500,000 c. m. conductor, average weight per ft. 6.6 lb.

Cost of installing 2 cents per ft,

1,000,000 c. m conductor, average weight per ft. 7 lb.

Cost of installing 2.5 cents per ft.

2,000,000 c. m. conductor, average weight per ft. 1 1.5 lb.

Cost of installing 3-25 cents per ft.

The cost of maintenance per foot per year, which includes testing,

inspection, repairs and changes, will be from one to one and one

quarter cents.

To date there is little conclusive evidence upon which to base

a prediction regarding the life of an underground cable. With

proper usage and care the life of a first-class cable would seem to

be Hmited only by the period during which the lead covering re-

mained intact. Under fair conduit conditions and with proper care

and usage, I cannot see why an average life of from 25 to 30 years

should not be experienced.

With regard to the question of type or kind of insulated cable

which may be expected to give the best satisfaction, I would say

that while our experience has included fibre, rubber and paper insu-

lated cables, covering a period of nearly 11 years, to date there has

not developed suHicient conclusive information to allow of a state-

ment which would show how much better one type of cable was than

another.

In a few instances in recent years, consideration has been given

to the possibility of using in underground conduits, rubber-insulated,

heavily-braided and waterproofed cables without lead covering.

As yet the experience with this type of cable has not extended

over a sufficient period to prove its advantage over the lead-covered

type, but if the manufacturer can cover the insulation with a water-

proof braiding and compound having good lasting qualities, there

is much to conuiiend such a type of cable over the lead-covered type.

The chance of breakdown in the insulation would certainly be re-

duced to a minimum.
If a burnout or breakdown in the insulation should occur, the

chances of the trouble spreading would be very sinall. The testing

which is so important and desirable in the maintenance of lead-

covered cables could practically be dispensed with.

In conclusion and in general, since the function of any power-
distributing system is to supply adequate power whenever and wher-
ever needed for the continuous and uninterrupted service as sched-

uled, the engineer has performed only a part of his duty when he

has determined the amount and general layout of the copper required

for carrying power for street car traffic in thickly populated sections

such as we have in Boston and vicinity.

In the event of fire, streets are blocked, cars must be sent over
roundabout routes, all power in wires within the sphere of the fire-

fighting force must be quickly cut oflf, and at the same time the

least disturbance to the general traffic be secured.

The blockade of any track may occur, due to various causes. In

such event cars must be diverted to other streets, and the feeder

system must meet this new condition at any time and with practi-

cally no delay to the service.

Burnouts on underground cables or the breaking down of over-

head wires arc occurrences which must be met, and the inconveni-

ence which such interruptions may cause to traffic must be reduced

10 the smallest practicable degree.

A good working system for power distribution must, therefore,

be studied and perfected with the view of securing the least inter-

ruption to service within reasonable provision and cost, and having

laid out and constructed such a systc-m, its best use and successful

operation is no small part of the consideration which must be given

to secure desired results.

The construction and maintenance of the distributing system of

the Railway company is carried on through the Department of Wires

and Conduits, organized under a superintendent.

The operation or use of the system is directly in charge of an

official with the title of Superintendent of Power Distribution.

The switchboard operators are directly responsible to this official

for the distribution of the power delivered at the switchboard and

the best use of the .system of feeders with their connections.

Complete plans of the distribution system, showing details of every

feeder, with their switches and connections, are kept at every station

for the use of the operators.

Seven emergency crews are maintained, conveniently located in

the several districts into which the territory served by the Railway

company is divided. These crews respond to all trouble calls and

to all fire calls which may aflfect the lines and property of the Rail-

way company.

These crews and also the entire organization of the Department

of Wires and Conduits are at the call of the power station opera-

tors at all times in case of trouble, or if the need arises for changes

in the feeder system outside the stations.

In review of the power distribution system herein treated, con-

.sidering it as a whole, the cardinal features distinguishing its con-

.struction, maintenance and operation arc

:

1. The construction and operation of several power stations con-

veniently located with respect to the territory served.

2. The operation of all stations in parallel, their bus bars being

tied together through feeder conductors which supply power to

feeder sections common to two or more stations.

3. The great flexibility of the power distributing systems which

enables the operator? to quickly meet all possible contingencies either

in power stations, or in elevated, subway, tunnel, or surface feeder

sections.

4. The organization for the operation and maintenance of the

distributing system.

5. The systematic testin.g, inspection and care of all underground

rnbles and structures

Table 5.

Table showing quantities of cable in conduits each year for a

period of ten years, and the amounts of cable removed each year on

account of defects discovered by testing and on account of burn-

outs :

Year
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THE POWER STATION LOAD FACTOR AS A FACTOR
IN THE COST OF OPERATION.

BY LAWRENCE V. CRECELIUS,

Chief Electrician United Railways Co. of St. Louis, Mo.

The question of keeping proper load charts of the power station

loads has already been given much attention, and its value has long

been recognized.

The irregularities of a power station load diagram of a railway

system depend entirely upon the nature of the travel on that sys-

tem. In urban railway system the load curve is double peaked,

having the characteristic morning and evening peaks of city travel

when the people go to and from work; the breadth, magnitude and

duration of these peaks depend, of course, upon local conditions,

such as the size and lay-out of a town, and upon its sociology. In a

manufacturing center the peaks are often remarkably symmetrical,

and are little affected by climatic conditions, as the people usually

usually go to work at about the same time in the morning and leave

to go home at nearly the same time in the evening. In the larger

cities, where it becomes necessary to transport a mixed community

consisting of factory employes, merchants, clerks, shoppers, theater-

goers, etc., the peaks lose their symmetry, the morning peak be-

coming lower and not so sharp as the evening peak. This is

accounted for in the fact that in these cities the morning travel

generally extends over a period from 6 a. m. to ii a. m., while in

the evening the homeward-bound passengers leave the business

districts at about the same hour. Here also the condition of

the weather and the season of the year become governing factors

in the shaping of load curves.

Any method that will tend to smooth up the. load curve is indeed

worthy of consideration, as an increase in the load factor means a

corresponding decrease in the cost of power per car-mile. This

becomes very apparent when we compare the amount of station

apparatus which is required to carry the peaks with that which is

required to carry the average, and the manifest inefficiency of this

arrangement when the load factor is small. The load factor is the

ratio between the average load and the maximum, and, therefore,

represents the ratio between the amount of station apparatus re-

quired for the average and that required to do the peaks. Further,

since the morning and evening peaks are both three and four hours

resipectively in duration, we find that from 45 per cent to 60 per

cent of the station apparatus of a system is idle for 17 hours or

more out of 24.

Since there are so many causes, depending upon local conditions,

which become governing factors in the shaping of a power station

load diagram, and therefore determining the load factor of a

system, it would be very presumptuous on my part to attempt to

describe to you a certain fixed method by which the load factor

of a system might be brought up and the advantages derived there-

by. Each and every system has its own peculiarities, which have

to be met, and wMch prohibit the application of a general method,

hence they must necessarily be dealt with separately. I shall, there-

fore, confine myself to outlining a method employed by the United

Railways Co. of St. Louis in increasing the load factors of the

main power stations, and showing how the load factor in this case

plays a prominent part in the cost of power per car-mile.

A good many of the larger railway systems are the result of

consolidations of the different independent companies in a locality,

each having its own power stations, some of which it becomes

necessary (for various reasons) to continue in service, and this, in

the majority of cases, seldom constitutes the most economical ar-

rangement of power stations for the consolidation. The power sta-

tion layout of the United Railways Co. of St. Louis is of this order.

It would be a real treat indeed to have charge of a lay-out where

the necessary central station or stations are located at a point where

both fuel and water can be conveniently handled together with

enough sub-stations sensibly located, containing storage batteries,

to cap off the peaks, etc., as in that event it would be possible to

generate power at the lowest price without any apparent effort on

the part of the power superintendent.

The United Railways System of St. Louis has in operation four

power stations at the time of writing. Two of the larger stations,-

one of 13,950 kw. and one of 7,000 kw. capacity, are kept in operation

• Read before the American Railway Mechanical and Electrical Association,
September 25, 1905.

continuously, and constitute the main central stations. The two

smaller stations are operated on swing watches on week days, that

is, operated during the peak hours only. Bus wires have been run

from the larger stations to both of the smaller ones and there con-

nected through circuit breakers and double-throw switches to either

one of the two feeder busses, with which the smaller stations have

been supplied. Installing double-throw switches on both the feeders

and bus wires in these stations makes it possible to operate them on

one bus to which any number of feeder sections can be connected,

and at the same time operate the bus wires, independent of the

station on the other bus to which the rest of the feeder sections can

be connected. During the rush hours the bus wires are connected

to the same bus on which the stations are operated, thereby becom-

ing equalizer wires. The amount of copper in the bus wires is just

sufficient to carry the load of the siualler stations during the lighter

part of the day, allowing a reasonable drop in potential.

The resulting economy of operation in this case more than justi-

fies the expenditure of a good many dollars in the bus wires, and

also the resulting increase in the cost per kilowatt-hour of the power

generated under this arrangeinent in the smaller stations, as may
be seen by referring to the load curves.

In the following load diagrams on Sheet No. i are shown two

curves. The upper curve represents the total load of all the power

stations for a period of 24 hours. The second curve represents the

load on the 13,950-kw. station before the installation of the bus

wires. Under the curves are shown the cost of operation and
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SHEET No. I.

maintenance per kilowatt-hour, the cost per car-mile, the kilowatt-

hours per car-mile and the load factor. Curve sheet No. 2 repre-

sents the performances of the other stations on the same day.

Curve sheets Nos. 3 and 4 are carried out on the same order,

and represent the output of each of the stations under the

new arrangement, after the installation of the bus wires. The
summary of the foregoing is as follows : By plotting a curve

which is the sum of the loads of both the main stations, we can

arrive at a curve, the load factor of which is nearly the correct

factor to work by, as obviously the effect of the load factors of the

smaller stations will have little bearing upon the total cost of opera-

tion as compared with that of the larger stations. Nevertheless the

shutting down of these stations during the lighter part of the day,

thus operating them at an absolute disregard towards economy,

does influence the load factor of the main station curves very mate-

rially, ultimately effecting a saving. This is clearly shown by the

curves on sheet No. 5. Curve sheet No. 5 represents the sum

curves of the two main stations when working under both condi-

tions. Curve "A" represents the load of the main stations for the

same day on which all four stations were in operation all day.

Curve "B" represents the load of the same stations when taking the

load off the smaller stations during the lighter part of the day.

Thus it is found that in bringing up the load factor of the sum

curves of the main stations from 50.23 per cent in the first case to

57.7 per cent in the second, that a saving of .000575 of a cent per
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kilowatt-liour lias lic-cii made <jii tlic total pnwer cost. And on a

basis of 310,000 kilowatt-hours per day, wliicli is alfoiit the average

output of tlie stations of this system during the summer months,

this would represent a saving of $178.00 per day when operating

under these conditions. All of tlie above figures, giving the cost of

operation and maintenance per kilowatt-hour, were taken from a

report received monthly from the auditing department, while the

curves were plotted from readings taken daily, therefore, it is pos-

sible that the cost of power per kilowatt-hour for the specific days

shown on the curve sheets may have been a trifle more or less than

given.

Aie>oi> /z
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ReQort of Committee on
"

Controlling Anoaratus."*

Mr. J. S. Doyle. Superintendent of Car Equipment. Interborougli

Rnpid Transit'Co. of New York, as Chairman, presented the report

on tliis subject. It comprised two papers as follows :

THE SERIES-PARALLEL RAILWAY CONTROLLER.

BY W. A. PEARSON,

Electrical Engineer, New York City Railway Co.

When the first electric railways were put into operation one small

motor was considered sufficient to propel a car.

On some of these early equipments in which shunt motors were

used, the brushes were designed to be moved around the commutator

for the purpose of reversing the direction of rotation, it being con-

sidered impossible to provide the same neutral commutating points

for both directions.

In developing the series motor it was found that common neutral

points for both directions of rotation could be produced, permitting

the use of a double pole, double throw switch for reversing the

connections of the armature leads.

The simplest way to start and control the speed of the single

motor was to use a dead resistance in series with it. This method.

which was adopted, has beeen successfully used for single motor

equipments since the earliest days of the art.

To meet the increased requirements of heavier cars and higher

speeds, a second motor was added to the equipment. .Xs the rheo-

static control had proved sufficiently satisfactory for one motor equip-

ment, it was also considered suitable for two motors permanently

connected in parallel. Consequently a heavier rheostat was used with

two motors connected in this manner.

At first a reversing switch similar to that used for a single motor

was employed, the armature leads from the two motors being con-

nected in parallel. This connection was soon found to be impracti-

cable owing to the unbalancing of the load on the two motors, and

necessitated the use of separate reversing switches.

In order to obtain an efficient running speed at somewhat less

than the full speed of the motor, several methods of varying the

field strength were tried with different degrees of success. Some

motors were provided with field taps, or "loops," the full field being

intended for use in starting and in ascending heavy grades.

The field strength was weakened by cutting out a portion of the

winding by means of the tap, thereby allowing more current to

pass through the armature, increasing accordingly the speed of the

motor. Another method consisted in connecting sections of the

field coils, first in series and then in parallel to produce different field

strengths. These two methods were used for a few years, and finally

abandoned owing to troubles resulting from the burning out of field

coils. In the next field variation method that was used, a resistance

was placed in shunt around the fields of each motor, thereby accom-

plishing the same result but in a somewhat different manner. This

also led to complications, as motors were operated under such vary-

ing conditions. In some cases the full field point was used excessive-

ly by the motorman, the coils becoming overheated, and in other

cases the shunt point was used too much on heavy grades, resulting

in armature and commutator troubles.

Field variation for obtaining speed control was abandoned by the

manufacturers of railway motors about nine years ago, and since

that time but two speeds have been provided without series resist-

ance in controllers supplied with two motor equipments.

About fourteen years ago the attention and energies of manufac-

turers of railway apparatus were applied to the development of a

control for two motors which, when starting or running slowly.

would waste less power than the rheostat and would permit runnins

eflSciently at half speed.

The method which seemed to promise the best result was to start

the motors in series, and after they had reached their full speed

for this position, re-connect them in parallel. Many different experi-

mental controllers were constructed in the attempt to produce a satis-

factory piece of apparatus.

Nearly all original electrical apparatus was crude as viewed from

our present standpoint, to which view these early series-parallel con-

trollers formed no exception.

* Presented to the American Railway Mechanical and Electrical Association,
Sept. J5, 1905.

One of the forms was fan-sliaped with a .stationary slate board to

which were secured the motor, resistance and other contacts, with

a movable arm, pivoted at its lower end, and adapted to move from

side to side of the slate board, thereby making the necessary cir-

cuit combinations. This form was defective for two reasons. The

circuits made w^erc not suitable for giving proper speed variations

and no adequate means were provided for breaking the arcs formed

at the contacts. Several different manufacturers attempted to de-

sign controllers of this shape, both for single motors and two motors,

but without success.

A more successful series-parallel controller was brought out in

1892, which was located beneath the car and operated by means of

rods and bevel gears from either platform. This controller was

used in conjunction with the same reverse switch as was used with

the rheostatic control. It was expected to fill the great want, but

after several hundred had been put into service it was found that

improvements were necessary. The starting of the car with this

form of controller was jerky, as an insufficient number of points had

been provided, while the impossibility of properly installing the

controller under the car, so that lost motion in the gears would

not be excessive, produced serious burning at the contacts.

This controller contained a magnetic blowout for disrupting arcs,

which was very much superior to anything made previously and

which served its purpose in proving the value of the magnetic blow-

out. It was also the first controller which shunted one motor in

passing from series to parallel.

At about the same time another form of series-parallel controller

was brought out by another manufacturer, in which a cylinder was

tised in conjunction with stationary contacts, or fingers, for producing

the different resistance and motor combinations. As it was installed

on the car platform it did not require operating mechanisms and
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was in consequence simpler in construction and not liable to the

troubles due to lost motions in transmitting the turning effort from

the operating handle. This controller also met with partial success,

although the arcing .at contacts was considerable, which, in the ab-

sence of a magnetic blowout, caused the principal trouble.

These two forms of controllers clearly demonstrated the prac-

ticability of series-parallel control, and demonstrated that the mag-

netic blowout to take care of arcing, and the cylinder for compact-

ness and simplicity, were necessities in the design of a controller for

operating two motors of the capacity, about 30 h. p., then used.

The final outcome of the series-parallel controller for street car

service was the present well-known K type, which has been prac-

tically standard for about twelve years.

This controller owes its success very largely to the form of mag-

netic blowout employed for extinguishing the arcs formed in opening

the circuits and the method of making the transition from series to

parallel.

Other forms of magnetic blowouts differing in detail have since

been designed which have operated satisfactorily, but the form used

in the K type of controllers was the first to be made commercially

successful.

In this type of controller, after the motors have reached the full

series positions, a portion of the starting resistance is quickly re-
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iiiscMlcd III llic circiiil .iiid a sliiliil is inil .iroiiii.l tin- No. 2 motor

by coiiiieoling Ivi to Kroiiiid, tli<Tc-liy cliiiiin.iiiiiK' lli.it motor from

llic circuit, as shown in KiK. i.

immediately after tliis circuit lias lieeii ostalilislied tlic connection

lietvveeii No. I and No. 2 motors is broken, and llie positive lead to

armaliirc of No. 2 motor is coniiccleil to the rheostat, while llic line

current then passes to No. _• motor and the motors are in parallel,

as shown in Fig. 2.

Ill the I. type of series-piirallel controllers, instead of maintain

ing the current throiiKh one niiitor duriiiK the transition, the circuits

of both motors are broken. This method of passing from scries to

parallel was adopted in railway controllers for motors of a total of

over 250 h. p. It was fomid that tlie arcing in the controller when

using the K type of connections «:is loo' great to iiennit tlieir use in

large controllers.

In the developnieiil of niultiplr tniil control it was found that a

belter method of making the change from series to parallel, which

had been jiroposed before the first K type of controller was made,

was possible with separately actuated switches or contactors. This

is what is known as the "bridge method," and consists in keeping

the current on Imlli inntors diiring tlir transition. Kach motor i--
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provided with a separate resistance, and when full series has been

reached the connections arc as shown in Fig. 3.

When pasing from series to parallel the lirst transition step is

with resistance for Xo. i motor connected to ground, and resistance-

for No. 2 motor connected to trolley, as shown in Fig. 4.

It will be seen that this last step has put the two motors in mul-

tiple with an equalizing connection between E-i and the positive side

of the armature of No. 2 motor. This equalizer is next open cir-

cuited, and the motors are in the first parallel position.

This method of making the series to parallel change permits a

somewhat smoother acceleration than with the K type of connections,

but it is not essential for light equipments where great smoothness

is not such an important consideration as on heavy cars operating

with midtiple unit control.

Several attempts have been made to produce a control which

would be still more economical in use of power than the series-

parallel method now in use.

One of these, on which a considerable amount of ingenuity has

been expended by different inventors without producing satisfactory

results, consisted in providing a "counter electromotive force gener-

ator" in scries with the motors, so that tliey should not require any

resistance to consume energy in starling. This scheme proved com-

plicated and expensive, anil in actual service the proportionate time

consumed in operating motors at below half speed, or between half

and full speed, was so inconsiderable that there was no saving in

power of consequence.

Another method, somewhat attraclive to those unacquainted with

the excessive complications involved, consisted in the use of shunt

lield motors with control connections arranged for generating cur-

rent and returning it to the line when stopping the car or descend-

ing grades. A number of patents have been taken out for diflfcrcnt

means of accomplishing this result, and various attempts have been

made to produce a satisfactory motor and control.

It is very attractive in theory to be able to maki- the motors on

a car generate useful' current, but there arc a number of obstacles

which have thus far prevented practical realization. The motor must

be provided with a shunt lield witli apparatus for varying its strength,

dependent upon the speed while braking, and apparatus must aW>

be provided for giving practically a straight scries field for starting.

In arldition it is nccesary to connect the armatures in parallel

and series relation for braking, according to the speed of the car.

When the armatures are in series, and the field strength is at a

maximum, the minimum car speed at which current at line potential

may be generated is obtained. It is obvious that when the car is

moving at a speed less than this critical speed, the motors will be

taking current from the line instead of furnishing it.

On a K-io coiuroller or similar two-motor equipment, it is a well-

known fact that in an emergency the car may be stopped when

the trolley is ofT, or main fuse blown, by throwing the reversing

handle to its backward position and turning the controlling handle

around to mijltiple. The connections made are such that the two

motors are really connected in series, as shown in Fig. 5, but in

such a manner that the voltages of the two armatures oppose each

other. If these voltages were exactly the same there would be no

flow of current, and consequently no braking. As a matter of fact

no two motors are identical, and the slight difference in initial vol-

tage gives one motor predominance over the other and determines

the direction of the flow of current, one being obliged to reverse its

polarity. This can be readily accomplished as the changing motor

is operating as a scries generator.

If the car is moving at any more than a very moderate speed the

current generated by the two motors will almost instantly reach

an amount sufficient to slip the wheels. As the momentum of the

car tends to throw more than the normal weight upon the front

wheels, and relieve the rear wheels of a corresponding weight, it is

to be expected that the rear wheels should slip first.

The instant the wheels slip the motor on the same axle naturally

ceases to generate current, but as the current from the other motor i-

flowing through it, it is rotated in the reverse direction as a motor

It is well for motormen to know that an effective braking can be

accomplished in an emergency by this method.

On four-motor equipments where two motors are permanently

connected in multiple, it is only necessary to throw the reverse handle

to cause the motors to generate, as the circuits are already made,

and it is only necessary to reverse the relation of armature and

fields.

With a four-motor eiiuipment. care should be taken that the car

is brought to rest before the reversing handle is returned to its

forward position, otherwise the contacts are liable to be burned. A
recent controller, known as the K-28. has been provided with extra

air space in the vicinity of the reversing contacts, while barriers are

located between them, so that the chance of injuring the reversing

switch when "bucking" the motors has been removed.

When motors have been used with electric brakes the controller

made connections somewhat different from the foregoing, as it was

necessary to vary the quantity of current taken and divi<le the load

equally. Fig. 6 shows the connections.

Electric brakes have not proved very salisfactory, principally for

the reason that their action was too irregular, and they could not

always be depended upon. In order to generate current satisfactorily

it was essential that the commutator should be in good condition.

.V comparatively slight increase in the resistance of the circuit caused

by a dirty commutator or loose connection would prevent a motor

from building up at a certain speed.

Due to this irregular action in the motor it was sometimes dif-

ficult to make a smooth stop with electric brakes.
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It was also found that the high voltage and additional duty im-

posed upon the motor was productive of commutator trouble and

overheating.

The duty required of a street car controller has gradually in-

creased. Instead of two 30-h. p. motors as formerly, four larger

motors are now controlled in the same space. Voltages have been

increased and the capacity of the line also raised, so that when
an extraordinary arc occurs in a controller from any cause the dam-
age is greater than formerly.

For this reason it is especially necessary to keep fingers properly

adjusted, segments renewed and connections tightened to avoid

troubles on the road.

There is a growmg tendency to place controlling apparatus for

large and medium size motors under the car. It removes the heavy

capacity parts from the platforms and not only leaves a greater

passenger space but also eliminates all possibility of danger from
controller "blow-ups."

MULTIPLE UNIT SYSTEMS OF TRAIN CONTROL.

Bv Hugh II.^zelton,

Electrical Engineer, New York.

Electric motor power found its first application on single motor

cars, and when its use was extended to train operation the single

motor idea was for a time retained. Placing all the electrical ap-

paratus on one car has the obvious advantage of simplicity and

lowest first cost, and the use of a single motor car system was the

natural and only feasible thing to do in the early development of the

art. The first application of electricity to train operation was made
at the World's Fair, in Chicago, in 1893. The trains were made up

of one motor car and three trailers. This installation was followed

in 1895 by that of the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Ry., in

Chicago, where similar equipment was used. The experience of

these two roads demonstrated that electric traction was fully as

reliable as steam and more economical for this class of service. 'V

single motor car pulling trains of several cars has, however, many
of the limitations of the steam locomotive, and some of the pioneers

in the art saw that important improvements could be made with

electric traction, if the motors were placed on each car in the train

and a suitable method devised for their simultaneous operation from

the forward car. By such an arrangement the weight of the motive

power equipment is distributed, and there is effective for traction

as great a percentage of the total train weight as desired. The
demand for more rapid acceleration and increased speed had forced

steam roads to build successively heavier locomotives, which in

turn required stronger bridges, heavier rails and better roadbed.

With an electric locomotive or a single motor car the problem

of providing the necessary weight for traction is the same as with

a steam locomotive, and an equipment designed for a specific ser-

vice has the same limitations when increased service is desired.

Mr. Frank J. Sprague was the first to point out the advantage made
possible by equipping each car with its own motors and providing

for their simultaneous control, and in 1885 he made the first concrete

suggestion of such a "multiple unit system," with special application

to the Manhattan Elevated railway, in New York. The advan-

tages enumerated by Mr. Sprague were as follows

:

1. The number of cars in the train may be increased at will,

thus increasing the carrying capacity of the road.

2. The speed of the trains may be increased, thus improving the

service and also increasing the carrying capacity.

3. Long trains may be run at the same speed as single motor cars

and with equal facility.

These claims are now fully established, and all of the elevated

and subway lines in this country and Europe, which have been in-

stalled within the past five years, have adopted some type of mul-

tiple unit control, and the earlier roads which adopted the single

motor cars are already replacing them by multiple unit equipments.

Although multiple unit control apparatus found its first application

on elevated railways for passenger service, it is now coming into

use on interurban roads, and it may be of interest to consider its

claims in this more extended field. The necessity for rapid accel-

eration on interurban roads is not as great as on elevated or subway

roads, where the station distances are shorter, and the traffic de-

mands on many interurban roads may be supplied at first by single

motor cars, but as the traffic increases it may become desirable to

run trains of two or more cars. Unusual local conditions, such at

fairs, and ball games, also frequently make it desirable to run ;•

number of cars together in a train. If the motive power equipment

is designed for propelling a single car, the addition of trailer cars

is sometimes impossible, if the road has steep grades, and it is

always unsatisfactory, for it results in overloaded motors, reduced

speed and unreliable service. If the cars have been equipped with

multiple control apparatus it is possible to couple together as many

cars as desired without increasing the load on the motors, or reduc-

ing the schedule, and the train of cars has the same ability to

climb grades or start on a slippery rail as a single car. By adopt-

ing multiple control apparatus, therefore, no Hmitations are imposed

which may restrict future increase of service.

The first operative system of multiple control was installed on

the South Side Elevated Ry., in Chicago, and put into operation

in 1898. The Boston Elevated Ry. also adopted the Sprague con-

trol, of a somewhat modified type, and began the operation of its

cars in 1901. The General Electric Co. and the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Co. also developed multiple control ap-

paratus, and sample eiiuipments of the three types were put into

competitive operation on the Boston Elevated and on the Brooklyn

Elevated railways.

In the original Sprague system a drum-controller placed on each

motor car was operated by a pilot motor so attached as to give a

step by step motion to the drum. A current limiting relay was pro-

vided on each car to regulate the speed at which the drum controller

was advanced through the resistance positions. The current oper-

ating the pilot motors on the several motor cars throughout the

train was supplied through a control cable in circuit with the master

controller, which was turned on or off by the motorman.

The early form of Westinghouse control made use of a drum con-

troller operated by an air cylinder with a ratchet arrangement.

The air cylinder was provided with electrically operated valves, and

these valves were simultaneously operated throughout the train by

control wires in the circuit from the master controller. A current

limit relay on the forward cars provided automatic acceleration.

In the original type of General Electric control a radical departure

from the drum type of controller was made by substituting inde-

pendent electrically operated switches or "contactors ;" each con-

tactor consisting of a main switch with blow-out coil and a solenoid,

wound for line potential at 600 volts Similar contactors on the

motor cars in the train are simultaneously operated by the control

cable in circuit with the master controller. By the successive opera-

tion of the diflferent contactors the resistance units are cut out until

the motors are in full series; then the multiple connection is made
and the resistance units again cut out until the motors are in full

multiple. The original type of General Electric control was adopted

for the 800 motor cars of the Manhattan Elevated railway, in New
York, and put into operation in 1902. The control equipment sup-

plied on this road does not include the current limiting relay

which accomplishes automatic acceleration, but this feature was in-

cluded on the 430 motor cars of the Interborough Rapid Transit

Subway, which were put into operation in New York in 1904.

There are at present on the market two types of multiple control

apparatus, known respectively as the Sprague-General Electric con-

trol and the Westinghouse electric-pneumatic control. By the

combination of the Sprague and General Electric companies, the

best features of the apparatus of both systems are brought together.

The "contactors" of the General Electric Co. have proved greatly

superior to the drum type of controller, and the Sprague-General

Electric system now has the General Electric type of contactor

switch and reverser, and the Sprague current limit relay and master

controller.

The Westinghouse company has also adopted in its present elec-

tro-pneumatic control a "unit switch," or contactor, in place of the

original drum controller, and this switch is operated by means of

an air cylinder with electrically controlled valves. It is worthy of

note that while the design of the mechanism has been radically

changed and materially improved, the fundamental principles of

operation, defined by Mr. Sprague and incorporated in his original

apparatus, have finally been adopted almost unchanged by all man-
ufacturers of control apparatus today. As a practical uniformity

of results is obtained by the control apparatus of both systems now
on the market, some attention will be given to the advantages com-

mon to both, and a comparison of the more important features of

difference in the design of the apparatus supplied by each company.
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CONTACTORS.
In both systems iiulcpciulciit switches, or contactors, are now

used for closing and opening tlic main motor circuits. Witli the-^e

independent switches large current valves may be handled with

greater safety and certainty than was possible with the drum type

of controller, for a wider air gap and stronger magnetic blow-out

is provided, and the contacts of the independent switches open more

quickly than was possible with the revolving drum controller.

In the General Electric contactor the contact fingers are closed

and opened by a solenoid wound for line potential, which is opera-

tive between the limits of 300 and 750 volts. The advantages claimed

for this design are simplicity and low cost of maintenance, by re.i-

son of the small number of working parts.

While the use of 14 volts potential for the operating circuits makes
it necessary to install and maintain duplicate storage batteries on
each motor car, there arc compensating advantages, for the opera-

lion of the contactors is made independent of line voltage and of

interruptions of current on the forward car. Another advantage

of the independent operating circuit is the possibility of stopping

the train, even in the unusual event of simultaneous failure of

brakes and power supply, by reversing the master controller handle

to nudtipic so that the motors arc made to act as generators.

CURRKNT LIMITING RKLAY.
The current limiting relay, common to Ixjth systems, consist of 1

solenoid placed on each motor car through which the current of

one motor passes. The armature of this .solenoid is attached to a

VVIiSriNGHOlSIi UMT SWITCH CROUP TVrE 253. I'RONT VIEW COVER KEMOVIil)
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The W'estinghouse contactor consists of a similar switch and

blow-out coil, but an air cylinder is provided for opening and clos-

ing the contact fingers of the switch, and electro-pneumatic valves

for controlling the admission of air to the cylinder. The valve

magnets are energized by current at 14 volts potential, supplied by a

duplicate equipment of storage batteries. In the present design the

Westinghousc contactor provides a wider air gap between the con-

tact fingers when open, and greater pressure to the contacts when
they are closed, than in the General Electric design. The amount
of air gap and pressure necessary for satisfactory operation is, how-
ever, capable of definite determination, and with cither solenoid or

air cylinder operation results equally satisfactory may be secured.

The rapidity of closing the contacts is less with air operation, and

the wear resulting from the hammer blow correspondingly less.

contact disk which opens and closes the operating circuit for the

main contactors. The operation of the current limiting relay may
be described as follows: In starting the train the motorraan usually

turns his master controller to the full multiple positiorL The cur-

rent is first completed to the contactors that connect the motors in

series with all resistance in circuit. Thts connection is maintained,

and the armature of the current limiting relay is drawn up until

the counter e. m. f., due to the increasing speed of the motor arrai-

tures, causes the current in the motor circuit to drop to a value

which no longer holds up the armature of the current limiting relay.

This armature then drops and makes connection to the operating

circuit of the next resistance unit. The contactors are thus inter-

rupted in their progression at each successive step, so that a near'/

constant amount of current is allowed to the motors during the
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period of acceleration until the motors arc in full multiple without

resistance. The current limiting relay is now recognized as an

important, if not a necessary feature of multiple control system.

and its use provides operating advantages which are not obtained in

any system of hand control. With the hand controller the motor-

man starts his car as quickly or as slowly as his judgment or caprice

may dictate, and the slipping of the driving wheels is the only limi-

of trains on the line is small, the tUictuations due to heavy starting

currents is especially objectionable.

2. Excessive current applied to the motors results in destructive

mechanical strains which materially increase the maintenaiue

charges on gears, pinions, armature shafts and bearings. On an

elevated road which has recently discarded hand control for multiple

control with automatic current input, the number of motors laid

SPRACrK-GENERAI, EI.KCTKIC
CIKRKNT LIMITINC. RRl.AY

Sl"RA(;i'E-GEXERAI. I-.I.I-.C I'klc iDMAlTOR
D. H.-.11-.VI

SPRAGIE-GENERAI, ELECTRIC RE\ ERSER, L>, B. 26

WITH C()\ER OPEN

SPRACIE-GE.NEKAL ELECTRIC
.M.\STER CONTROLLER GRUfP OK SI'RAGIE-GENERAL ELECTRIC Cd.S CnNTACTORS I.N CASIC WITH CO\ER OPEN"

tation to the amount of current imposed upon the motors in starting.

For hea\'y electric service it is specially desirable that the current

used in starting trains shall be kept within certain well defined

limits. Consideration of speed requirements and economical use

of power, fix the minimum rate of acceleration and the correspond-

ing minimum starting current, while the ma.ximum allowable accel-

eration and starting current is defined by the following considera-

tions :

I. Excessive starting current results in violently fluctuating loads

at the power house, and in order to meet these demands, the

power equipment must be increased in output and the line equip-

ment in carrying capacity. On interurban roads, where the number

up in the shop for repairs is now only 4, where formerly it was 14.

With the current limit relay on each motor car, each motor docs

its .share of the work, irrespective of possible differences in wheel

diameter or variation in the electrical characteristics of the diflferent

motors.

MASTER COXTROLLER,
The provision made in the motor controller, of both systems of

control, for opening the main circuit and applying the air brakes

whenever the motorman releases the controller handle, is considered

a valuable safety feature, and its application is so simple as to

well warrant its use. The master controller on both systems is

very small and compact, as it handles only the small currents of the
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operating wires. In the Spragiic-Gencral Electric system the con-

trol circuits require not over 2Vi amperes at 6oo volts, with two

l2S-li. p. motors, and in the Westinghousc system not over lo

amperes at 14 volts for a lo-car train.

LINE RELAY.
In both systems a potential or line relay is provided which opens

the main circuit whenever the supply of current from the line is

interrupted. When the current is again restored to the line the

contactors arc clo.sed through successive resistance steps before re-

turning to their former positions. This device obviates the shock

which would otherwise occur in passing over road crossings or

turnouts where the conliiuiily of the third rail is broken.

BUS LINE.
In connection with nuiltiple unit systems of control, it is often

advisable to install a bus line cable throughout the train connecting

the several eonlact shoes, so that in case the shoes of one car are

not in contact with the third rail, the motors of this car may receive

current through the bus line from the other cars. The bus line

greatly facilitates operation where it is necessary to interrupt the

continuity of the third rail at street crossings or yards, and at

such points a continuous supply of current for motors and for car

lighting is thereby maintained. The bus line also serves to eliminate

motor flash-overs, which sometimes occur when the cars are run-

ning at high speed, and the supply of current is suddenly interrupted

and restored, as is the case when the contact shoes on one car

WKSTINGIIOUSI'; REVERS1!R SWITCH.
WITH COVERS OPEN

TYPE 176 C

momentarily lose contact by striking a high joint or an approach

incline. In the case of snow or sleet on the third rail, the bus line

serves to distribute current to all the cars in the train from any

car which may secure contact with the third rail.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS AND FUSES.
For the protection of circuits against excessive current, circuit

breakers and fuses are used in connection with multiple control

apparatus. Fuses are usually placed in the circuit from each con-

tact shoe, and a common form of shoe fuse consists of two copper

wires, about No. 9 B. & S., connected in multiple with suitable

terminals and placed on the wood beam that supports the contact

shoe. Some of the large roads are using enclosed fuses of 400

amperes continuous carrying capacity in place of the copper w-ire

fuses. For protecting the main motor circuit some roads are using

fuses and some circuit breakers. The type of fuse most widely

used for the purpose consists of a copper ribbon 10 mils in thickness

and 1% in. wide, placed in a fireproof box vk-ith magnetic blow out.

A hole V2 in. in diameter is made at the center of the ribbon, so

that the fuse will begin to melt at the center. A copper ribbon of

this size will carry 400 amperes continuously. For larger capacity

the number of copper ribbons is increased. These fuses will open
an overload or short circuit with entire safety, and the cost of re-

newals is small. They do not open a short circuit with as little

noise and flash as the enclosed type of fuse, however. When a

circuit breaker is placed in the main motor circuit it is arranged
with a tripping device, placed in the motorman's cab, and in some
cases the circuit breaker may be reset from the cab also. There is

some doubt of the advisability of resetting the circuit breaker until

an examination of the cause of its opening is made, and the trouble

remedied.

In ccjuipping cars with multiple control the practice of placing

all the apparatus under the car has now become standard. The
main motor circuits arc all kept below the car, and the wiring is

done in iron conduit pipes, and the bottom of the car is thoroughly

protected by fireproof material. These precautions have greatly

reduced the risk of fire, and on one of the elevated roads in Chicago

which has recently replaced its original hand control by multiple

control apparatus, the underwriters have voluntarily reduced the

fire insurance rate. The reduced (ire risk is also given as the con-

trolling reason for the installation of multiple control apparatus on

single motor cars on one of the street railway Hues recently opened

in Boston.

Before leaving the subject of multiple control, a word should be

said concerning the reliability of the apparatus in service,—for this

is the final measure of merit.

During the first years of its introduction, the most serious obstacle

against the adoption of multiple control was the apparent compli-

cation of the system, which suggested a doubt as to whether it

could ever be operated with as few failures as the simpler appar-

atus of hand control. The experimental stage is now past, however,

and in the more modern types of multiple control it is safe to say

that the apparatus is fully as reliable in operation as hand control,

and it has the ability of handling much larger current values. On
the Manhattan Elevated railway, in New York, where there are

over 800 motor cars in daily service, the number of delays to ser-

vice, chargeable to failure of control apparatus, averages only about

five per month. It is the practice to inspect the control apparatus

on this road once every three days, and except for occasional clean-

ing, little work is necessary.

In conclusion, the writer would express the hope that this paper

may serve to emphasize the merits of the multiple control system

for many interurban and street railway lines where the limitations

of hand control have stood in the way of the best service and most
complete development of the property. The ability to run cars in

trains of any desired length, without reduction in speed, and without

overloading the motors; the advantage of limiting the current dur-

ing acceleration to a predetermined value, and the decreased fire

risk by placing the control apparatus under the car, are features of

the multiple control system which warrant the attention of all pro-

gressive railway men.

A. & J. M. ANDERSON MANUFACTURING CO.

The exhibit at the A. & J. M. Anderson Manufacturing Co., Bos-

ton, consists of a large variety of material for overhead work, some
of which is new. Besides the "^tna" insulators, overhead line

material and switches, the company is exhibiting a new third rail

insulator which is now being used on the Metropolitan Elevated

P

Ry., Chicago, and is shown in the accompan>-ing illustration. This

third rail support is made up of malleable iron castings and "^Etna"

insulation, and is the result of much experimenting as well as

practical experience. Mr. Ernst Waltmann, manager of the com-
pany's New York office, is in charge of the exhibit.

To accommodate increasing business, the Indiana L'nion Traction

Co. has placed two new freight cars in service between Indianapolis

and Jluncie, and Indianapolis and Kokomo. Round trips will be

made daily, except Sunday, handling freight for all intermediate

points.
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THIRD REGULAR ANNUAL MEETING

(
PhiladelpKia, Pa.—Sept. 25-26, 1905.

The first session of the convention was called to order at 1

1

o'clock a. m. by the president, C. F. Baker, who introduced Hon.

John Weaver, mayor of Philadelphia.

Mayor Weaver made a brief address as follows:

Mr. President and delegates of the American Railway Mechanical

and Electrical .'\ssociation : It gives me very great pleasure as

mayor of Philadelphia to welcome you here to this convention. It

seems lo me that a convention of manufacturers and others who
are interested in the c.Trrying of the public must be of great in-

terest, of great importance and give great results beneficial to the

traveling public. We all know that you get some benefit from it

from an economical standpoint, because to use the very best cars

that you can get, the very best equipment of every kind is probably

the greatest economy that can be practiced. But what you are all

interested in and I suppose what every citizen in the United States

is interested in, is having their welfare looked after and I am quite

sure your meeting year after year in convention and exchanging

views, must result in great benefit to the traveling public. I do not

know of any other organization that represents interests closer

the public of the United States. I suppose at some time or other

the majority of all the men, women and children get into a trolley

car, so that we can see that the majority of the American citizens

are interested in these cars and these roads that are equipped for

them. The trolley street car system is rapidly extending. It used

to be that we had the old horse cars on the streets. We now have

electrical cars, but they are not confined to the city; they go out

from the city streets into the suburbs and are extending beyond

that; you have the great interurban roads that have been developed

in the middle west so successfully and are now being developed

so successfully here in the east. I have been told recently that a

great many of the trunk steam railroads are thinking of putting

in electrical equipment for carrying their local traffic and just

what local means is a question, because we find that they are going

out and carrying in the local trade for hundreds of miles.

I am very glad as executive of this city to welcome you. I trust

you will have an exceedingly profitable time and a pleasant time.

I welcome you on behalf of the citizens of Philadelphia. I give to

you the freedom of the city; the keys are yours. Use it as you like

and after you are through with your convention I trust that you,

when you leave here, wherever you go, you will carry away with

you some very pleasant recollections of this good old city of Phila-

delphia.

The president then introduced President Ely, of the American
Street Railway Association, who spoke as follows

:

I am sure we are all deeply indebted to Mayor Weaver for taking

his time to come here this morning, and in behalf of the great city

which he represents extending so beautifully as he has done its

welcome and its freedom. About the key, of course, Mr. Mayor,

we all understand that the key does not open up as much as it did

awhile ago— (Laughter), that is from what we read in the outside

new.-^papers.

(Mayor Weaver: It opens the hearts of the citizens.)

That is sufficient if it opened no more. Mayor Weaver is going

to stay here, probably out of courtesy, while I deliver my remarks.

I must therefore make them very short. In the first place I wish

to say as president of the parent organization that there has been

a great deal of work done during the past year looking toward your

closer affiliation and organization with the parent association and

discussion of the methods of work to be pursued by not only the

parent organization, but your organization and the others affiliated

with the parent organization. What I wish particularly to impress

upon your attention today is that there be no misapprehension of

the purpose of this move toward organization. It is simply a

desire on the part of those who have come to see that there was a

multiplication of organizations that was going beyond, perhaps, the

limits of proper expenditure and proper effort and that these

organizations were not working harmoniously along well thought

out and well developed lines. So the idea is in some way, and in

the way mapped and laid down, to get things together so that the

lines of work to be pursued by the different organizations will be

carefully thought out a year in advance and the investigations and

the work done devoted to the most important things that are in-

volved in the street railway industry. Each organization should

proceed in such a way that it will supplement the work of the

others. Particularly do I desire to impress upon you this fact,

and it is a fact that may be absolutely relied upon, that there is

not one in the parent organization, not one among those who
have been ardently engaged in the work of organization, who de-

sires in any way to do anything that will detract from the dignity

of this organization of yours. You cannot be prouder of this

organization than are the presidents of the companies and those

who worked in the ranks of the parent organization. I could not

more clearly illustrate my ideas upon the subject than to refer to

the remarks Mr. Beggs made last year at St. Louis when he was
addressing \our convention. Those absolutely are the ideas that

animate the minds Qf those in the parent organization. Your work
is of vast importance, as the mayor said, probably at some time

or other almost every man, woman and child in the country gets

into and out of a trolley car and the safety of that apparatus, and

the proper working of that apparatus, and its adaptability for con-

venience and comfort, is dependent upon the departments which

you represent. Nothing could be more important than the ap-

paratus which carries the people that make our business. There-

fore with the method of work and the dignity of the organization,

that autonomous organization which you have had up to now no

one intends to interfere. The only thing is that we shall work
together and that the expenses attendant upon the running of the

different organizations shall be paid at one time to the end that

the work does not fall into confusion, that there may be no mis-

understanding as to the value of the work and how much it costs.

Upon that is determined what we may be able to do in these lines

of work. So much has been said on this subject that probably

nothing more is desirable from me at this time, but especially do

I desire to emphasize the fact that no one wishes to interfere with

the autonomy of your organization nor to put a halter or bridle

on it nor curb it nor ride it to death nor compel it to do anything

which it does not desire of its own free will and volition to do.

This matter will come up for action at these meetings that are to

be held and therefore it is greatly to be desired that each one here,

each delegate, gives a careful reading to the proposed form of

constitution and by-laws and if there are any objections now is

the time that they are to be heard. It is to be a square deal, and

a fair show for all, nobody is to be subdued, nobody is to be

silenced, muffled or gagged, and we want everybody to talk and

out of that to come what will be of immense benefit to these or-

ganizations, all of which are engaged in one work, although in

different branches of it. I am glad to meet you all here again.

Each convention is larger than the other ; each convention brings

some new faces, and I am happy to say many, many old faces.

This work that has been done here by the Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation is simply superb. This exhibit as one walks through it re-

minds one of the finest departments of the largest expositions that

have been held in this country. Nothing could be more beautiful,

well arranged and adapted to viewing, than the exhibits as they are

arranged below.

Where everyone pulls so true, to mention the names of individuals

is invidious. All the members of the Manufacturers' Association

from the president down have worked unremittingly for months

and to some of them has fallen a greater part of the work than to

others. I have seen no evidence of shirking, but, on the contrary.
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everyone has .stood forward (o bear his full share. Not only the

Manufacturer.s' A.ssociatioii is to be congratulated by us on the result

that has been attained ; it seems to nie that as it is one of the first

ticconiplishcd results of the movement toward organization in our

lines of work that it speaks well for the success and the desirability

of the plan. I thank you, Mr. President, for the opportunity of

.saying these words and I on your behalf extend to the mayor your

thanks and our thanks for his hearty welcome.

Mr. Daniel M. lirady, chairman of the Manuf.icturers' Associa-

tion, spoke of his early association with mechanics and mechanical

men and of his warm feeling for them. lie welcomed the visiting

members and spoke of the efforts to run the Manufacturers' Associa-

tion on an equitable basis.

The president then read his address as follows:

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT BAKER.

It affords me great pleasure, at this, the third annual convention

of our association, to extend to you all a hearty greeting. I note

with keen satisfaction the goodly number of our members present

;

it certainly augurs well fcjr the enthusiasm and success attendant

upon our meetings.

Since it seems desirable to dispense with the reading of the papers

in order to give us an opportunity for a thorough discussion of

them, it hardly behooves me to take up much of your time with a

long address.

We have found a cordial welcome extended to us here, and ther.;

is an atmosphere surrounding this historical "City of Brotherly

Love" which should be conducive to a full attendance and effective

work. It is my hope that this meeting will surpass the excellent

record of the past and that at its close we can congratulate our-

selves upon its having been our best and most valuable convention.

Although as an organization we arc young it has become a recog-

nized fact that our society has done and is doing much to increase

the world's stock of useful knowledge in matters pertaining to

electric railway's operation and maintenance. The improvement

shown each year may well indeed be a source of pride and pleasure

to us, and it is to be hoped that our excellent progress may be

continued. This can assuredly be brought about by earnest attention

and free participation in the discussion of such subjects as may come
before us.

The extension of the bounds of our association to admit of the

inclusion of the members of the maintenance of way departments

has greatly broadened the scope of this association and will, I am
sure be of benefit not only to the association, but also to the in-

dividual members, whether they be of the mechanical, electrical or

maintenance of way department.

If I may digress for a few moments I would like to say a few

words relative to my feelings when elected president of this asso-

ciation. In a society having a so widely extended membership as

this it is impossible for the president to know, personally, very many
of the members who may be in attendance at our meetings. This

is a .source of much embarrassment to the presiding officer, but is

one which can be greatly lessened if each member, as the oppor-

tunity may offer, will present himself to the president. This would

apply with equal force to our secretary, whose very efficient work
as the only permanent officer of our society and the one on whom
the president has to depend in a great many ways, will be greatly

enhanced by a large personal acquaintance of our members. It is

the duty of each member to do all in his power to make each meet-

ing a success socially, as well as an occasion of making and renew-

ing acquaintances, for promoting good fellowship, and for bringing

out and distributing useful knowledge in their various lines and

departments.

One of the principal efforts of an executive officer of our rail-

ways and through him and his subordinates is to increase the dif-

ference between the cost of operation and revenue received. In

this effort the departments represented by this association can, above

all others, materially assist. There are numerous channels through

which this may be accomplished, one of the most important, to my
mind, is system and organization properly laid out and applied.

Ofttimes desired results may be obtained and success in small

matters made possible without the necessity of inaugurating anything

that might be dignified with the term "system" as in such matters

an officer would be able to so divide his time as to come in per-

sonal contact with much of the detail, but this can only be done

where the organization is small and where dependence must be

placed on but few. In large companies covering considerable ter-

ritory and employing many men an executive officer is unable to

go into much of the detail or have frequent personal contact with

his men. In this case success in the management of property it

absolutely dependent upon good organization and system. The
larger the company the greater is the necessity for a proper and
adequate organization since the executive officer must depend to ?

greater extent upon his subordinates. Any system to be successful

must clearly define the duties and measure of responsibility of each

individual so that if a failure occurs there will be no doubt as to

who is to be looked to for an explanation and no difficulty in placini;

the responsibility. Lack of good system or absence of a good and
reliable organization has caused many an executive officer to carry

burdens and worries which might easily have been avoided were the

organization such that his subordinates could relieve him and thus

enable the chief to devote more time to planning and systematizing

his work. The details could then be more readily and satisfactorily

carried out by his assistants, as scattered efforts arc more often

futile and concentration is necessary for success in large matters.

.\n organization and system of this kind is not brought about at a

single stroke, but can only be the result of long and patient study

of the conditions surrounding the department, the personnel of the

men in the department ; and the hearty co-operation of the subor-

dinates upon whom the head of the department must depend for

attention to the details. We have already taken a step in this

direction in the report of the joint committee of the Accountants'

and our own associations upon the standardizing of the blanks and
forms used in these departments. That this can be continued to

a good advantage there is no doubt, but as local conditions vary so

much it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, for any general

system to be devised which will be applicable to all. We can only

strive, by earnest study and hard work, to improve our organiza-

tion and system of records and accounts in every conceivable way
in order that we may approach as closely as possible the ideal. A
quotation from "System" occurs to me as being particularly perti-

nent to this subject

:

"No good system ever just happened, it was wrought out by the

hammer of concentrated thought on the anvil of hard work."

This to my mind gives us the key note—concentration—and to admit

of concentration it is necessary that the organization must be such

as to permit of the details to be taken care of by the subordinates,

leaving the head of the department free for greater and more im-

portant matters, and I bespeak your careful thought and considera-

ation of this matter, as I beheve it well deserves the attention of

each and every one of us and to my mind can be easily made th^

means of a vast stride toward the goal for which we are all striving.

It is with a feeling of deep and sincere sorrow that I have to

announce the heavy loss sustained by our association during the

past year by the death of one of our most active and able members

and officials, Mr. W. O. Mundy. Mr. Mundy was one of the original

members of the organization, who, by his strenuous efforts, con-

tributed very largely to the success of this society.

The high character of the papers and reports previously presented

has been fully upheld in those to be presented this year. They are

a credit to the association and likewise to the writers, and I sin-

cerely tru.st tliat the discussion will be free and ample in order that

the greatest possible benefit may be derived from our convention.

4 I >

Mr. E. W. Olds and Mr. Alfred Green paid tributes to the late

Mr. W. O. Mundy, whose death was a sad loss to the association.

President Baker appointed Messrs. Olds and Green a committee

to draft suitable resolutions on Mr. Mundy's decease.

Mr. Mower, secretary of the Association, read the report of the

executive committee, giving details of the management of the

association during the past year.

His report as secretary and treasurer showed that during the past

year there has been added to the membership of the association

ten company members, 59 active members and I junior member,

making at present 38 company members, 134 active members and

31 junior members. The New Orleans Railways Co., on account

of passing into tlie hands of a receiver lost its membership.

The financial report showed cash on hand Oct. 9th, 1904, $403.55.

dues received from company members $760, from active members

$635, from junior members $18 and from miscellaneous sources

$30.98, making a total of $1847.53 ; expenditures were, printing and

stationery, $454; postage, $68; salaries, $500; annual convention,

$109.25; expenses executive committee, $191; miscellaneous, $2948;

a total of $1351.73, leaving a balance in bank of $495-8o.
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There is outstanding on the books quite an amount from active

members and junior members, and there is one company member
owing the association at the present time. The bills payable amount

to $100.04.

The reports were accepted as read.

Mr. Adams, chairman of the Committee on Organization, stated
•

that Mr. Ely had outlined before the convention the principal

thought in connection with that subject. In the plan submitted the

points that will aflfect this association are in relation to financial

assistance. This organization is going to look to the parent asso-

ciation for support. The financial question in the opinion of Mr.

.A.dams is one of the principal reasons for organizing. He also

referred to the matter of the printing of the reports of proceedings

which the parent association will take care of, and set forth the

desirability of closer relations between the associations.

In answer to a question by Mr. Green as to whether this asso-

ciation will elect its members as usual. President Baker said that

is for this association to determine. It would make its own con-

stitution and by-laws and would be left largely the same as now,

with possibly a change in the name. Further it had been suggested

to call it the .American Street and Interurban Railway Engineering

Association.

Mr. Green and Mr. Adams believed that the constitution of tliis

association as it now stands should not be changed.

Mr. Olds said that under the proposed plan the membership of

this association would not be restricted to the companies which may
belong to the parent association, but that the individuality of this

association would be retained. He expressed the idea that the wish

was to work absolutely in harmony with the parent association.

Mr. Richard McCuUough said it was not the intention in the

plans suggested to diminish the authority or standing or prestige

of the subsidiary organization. In regard to the membership he

thought that the members were to be the railway companies them-

selves and also such associate members as should be elected, and

that there was no reason why anyone interested or who had for-

merly been interested in the street railway business should not be-

come a member of the association and have all the privileges of

membership except voting and holding office.

Mr. Simmons commented upon the remarks of Mr. Ely, saying

that all members should wipe out all feeling that there is a desire

to curb these subsidiary associations in their power to do good.

Mr. Simmons spoke of the amount to be subscribed for the

partial support of this organization by the main association which

can only be determined as events proceed. He said that the

scheme of raising funds is to have each company pay in proportion

to its gross receipts as the larger companies are going to derive

far greater benefit than the smaller ones, the large company having

present a dozen different men representing different departments,

while the small company will have but one man present.

On motion of Mr. H. E. Farrington the subject matter under

discussion be placed in the hands of the executive committee

A recess was then declared.

MONDAY AFTERNOON SESSION.

President Baker called the convention to order at one o'clock.

Mr. Charles Hewitt, engineer of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Co., extended an invitation to the delegates to visit the power houses

and stations of the company, and mentioned that perhaps the most

interesting station, on account of the newness of the installation of

turbines and the high-tension alternating current apparatus would

be the Second and Wyoming Sts. stations in the lower part of the

city.

Mr. C. H. Hile, superintendent of wires. Boston Elevated Rail-

way Co., presented his paper on Power Distribution, which will be

found on page 606.

Mr. L. P. Crecelius, of St. Louis, asked INIr. Hile about his ex-

perience with lightning trouble at terminal points where the overhead

feeders joined on to the underground feeders, and what scheme, if

any, he had for protection at that point, as that was one of the

weak points in connection with the cable overhead construction

;

whether he used lightning arresters to avoid electrolysis in the cable.

Mr. Hile replied that his company had installed on every cable

two lightning arresters, one at the station end and one at the

terminal end, wherever there is a terminal, and where the current

comes in on the overhead wire there is installed a lightning ar-

rester. There had been very little trouble. He could only recall

three instances in which it was believed that the underground cable

was injured due to lightning; whether it was owing to the good

fortune or having the lightning arresters in use or not, he could not

say. Some extra arresters were installed on terminal poles. On
an iron pole an insulated wire was carried right down along the

pole to the track system.

Mr. Crecelius said that as there is not much that can be done

to render a circuit non-inductive going down a line pole, his com-

pany had had some trouble with its cables at that point.

Mr. Hile answering an inquiry said that the circuit breakers

acted automatically at the power station only; that the feeder sys-

tem or section might include one feeder or a half-dozen feeders,

depending on the size of the section, and if it happens to be a feeder

section, feeding from more than one station, it means more cables

in that section and dependence was placed on circuit breakers to cut

out the station and protect the section. This the circuit breaker

does not always do. .At times, if the section is badly disabled, the

first thing is to clear the section, which can be quickly cut dead at

the power station, and then get the crew on the ground and jump

in with the other section, throwing out the feeders which are dis-

abled.

Mr. Crecelius remarked that in order to accomplish that it would

be necessary to have a good system of communication and a good

record of locations so that the repair crew could know where to cut

out.

Mr. Hile answered that the company had complete plans which

showed every detail of location, and copies of these plans are

kept at the power station, at the headquarters of the operating

department and at the headquarters of the department having charge

of wires and conduits. Some one is kept constantly at the telephone,

and the crews are directed to go to a given place, instructions

being to cut out such a cable by number, everything being identified

by number so that the company do not depend wholly on the

knowledge of the crew, although the crew is supposed to know.

The records which are kept show that the crew was called to throw

such a switch and cut out such a cable; they report back so that

a complete record is kept of everything of that kind.

Mr. H. H. .\dams, of Baltimore, asked Mr. Hile what he con-

sidered was a good distance for the installation of lightning ar-

resters on a line for general overhead construction.

Mr. Hile replied that he could not answer the question off-hand,

as much depended on the location ; among the higher hills, he would

advocate a lightning arrester about every mile, or every three-

quarters of a mile. In certain districts of the country, especially in

the west, where lightning is a pretty serious consideration, the

use of lightning arresters is very important.

Mr. Adams stated that for the past three years he had kept a

record of all the equipment that had been damaged by lightning

flashes on a map of the system by inserting a pin at the given

point, and had found that at crossings and at corners there is more

likelihood of trouble from liglitning.

Mr. Crecelius stated tliat he believed it would be a good thing

to put in wooden poles at terminals and take out everything in the

way of an iron pole.

Mr. Hile considered the suggestion a good one where there was

much trouble with lightning, and believed good results would

follow from a good earth ground independent of the system.

Mr. Adams cited a particular case of that kind, where on a line

which ran out into the country there had been considerable trouble

from lightning on that line. The grounds were gone over and

where there were track grounds a good ground plate was put in

and the number of arresters doubled and very materially reducing

the trouble; in other words, it seemed to be a question of more

arresters, but that was on a line of wooden poles.

Mr. E. A. Sturgis, of Worcester, said his company had had a

good deal of trouble with lightning, which had been overcome by

forming underground connections and putting in more arresters.

He asked Mr. Hile in regard to the changing load at the power

station. If he understood it, the practice was to vary the voltage

and the load swings from the outer stations into the inner stations.

Mr. Hile replied that technically this is the case—the heavier load

coming on tends to lower the voltage of the station taking the load

and the other stations get all the benefit of the high voltage and

eases up the demand on that station, even though having the

heavier load.
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Replying to a (iiicstioii as to cemciit-lincd coruliiits, Mr, llilc said

the company had some 76 miles of cemeii(-liiK-d iron pipe ducts,

although it had not laid any cement-lined iron pipe conduits since

1895 and is not contemplating laying any more. He coiilil not say

that it had ever injured the cahles and the main objection he always

felt was that in case of any cable trouble the cenicnl-lined conduit

.seemed to distribute the trouble so widely on account of the iron

rings and the iron casing of the pipe. It seldom happened in ImiM

ing a large conduit that one pipe was absolutely separated from

another; that there was enough cement between the pipes lo

prevent one pipe grounding on another.

Mr. Ilanna said his trouble had been to use cenieiUlini-d eoniliiiis

so as to avoid the burning of the cables. lie found that tin-

cement-lined conduit damaged the cable. The company had re

iiuesled chemists to examine the pipes and cable about two years

ago, but had not yet secured a report further than that a cement-

lined pipe increases all sorts of electrolytic troubles and that there

is also an actual chemical action on the lead from the cement, which

is strongly alUalinr, Me hoped that some way had been found of

putting a covering on the lead sheath or something of that nature

to keep the cables from coming in contact with the cement. The

principal trouble had been in parts of the city where the drainage

had not been very good.

Mr. Charles Hewitt, of Philadelphia, said that his company had

practically lied its lines with heavy copper cables connecting one-

half of the stations together without any reference to the feeder sec-

tions. If the tic lines are connected into the bus bars on the

two stations one station will cut out inside of 5 minutes unless

the tie line is very long and the drop is great. Stations 10 miles

apart tied together will work perfectly, as the point of greatest

drop will travel up and down the cable depending on the load

created by the cars, but with stations near together (a mile or two

miles distant from each other), a tie line connecting the bus bars

woud probably be impossible.

Mr. llilc said his company had no .such trouble except in cases

where a bad ground in one station liad thrown the other station

out.

Replying to an inquiry from Mr. Hazleton, Mr. Hile .said thai

the company had considerable iron pipe used as connections to the

poles, ordinary 3-in. pipe, to cross bridges and certain places in

the street, and where there had been trouble on the cable, creating

electrolytic conditions, ordinarily the lead was cut.

Mr. Hartley Le II. Smith said that with reference to the opera-

tion of a station or stations with lines running from one to the

other, he thought that whether that operation was successful or

not was a question of how the machines operated at the stations,

whether they had a series winding strong enough to raise the

electromotive force as the load on the machines is raised. If the

series winding was strong enough, the station would not operate

that way; however, if the series windings helped to hold the elec-

tromotive force up, yet not strong enough to actually raise it, as

the load becomes heavier the station will operate smoothly and for

the same reason that machines can be operated without a series

winding. He thought it helped out in station operation to a large

extent to avoid having series windings so strong that the electro-

motive force is raised.

Mr. Paul Winsor, of Boston, said that their machine characteristics

are practically flat, the machines being compounded for a rise of po-

tential; with a distance between installations there was no trouble.

Some further discussion on this point followed.

Mr. L. P. Crecelius, chief electrician of the United Railways Co.,

St. Louis, then read the paper on "The Power St.ition Load Factor

as a Factor in the Cost of Operation," which will be found on page

610.

Mr. II. Lell. Smith said he thought the subject of the load factor

at stations had not received sufficient consideration, that it was to

a considerable extent neglected absolutely, and yet it was one that

was most intimately concerned in the efficiency of the station opera-

tion. The load factor before the meeting was the ratio of the

average load to the maximum load ; he did not think that to be the

ratio most significant in showing the efficiency of the station. In

his opinion the ratio which shows the actual load which the ma-
chine has had to the load they would have had if they operated at

the rated load has the greater influence in the station operation,

and that it is not realized, either, to what an extent that ratio alters.

In that ratio there is the effect of the average steam consumption

of (he engine, a thing that is usually neglected very largely; also

the electrical losses in the machine, but they arc small and through-

out the range of working load tlicy are rather insignificant, but on

the steam engineering side that is not in.

Mr. Crecelius replied thai the establishment of a new load factor

is a point he could not say much about. They bad been speaking of

the load factor as the ratio between (he average and the maximum.
Mr. Hewitt said (hat in i'hiladelphia they had six storage bat-

teries, five of them being located in sub stations and used for facili-

tating the distribution of the load and for regulation. The sixth

battery is connected directly with one of the stations; he could not

give the load factor, but thought it was atxiut 70 to 75 per cent.,

that is the average of the various stations. They maintained a full

load on every engine throughout (he day by means of (he tic hues

which has been referred to, but they transpose the load from one

station to another to accomplish such results.

Mr. McCulloch called atteiuion to a difference in the two papers.

In Mr. Ililes' paper the load factor is based on a period of opera-

tion of 18 hour.s, while in Mr. Crecelius' paper the load faction is

figured over a period of 24 hours.

Mr. Hiles stated that in taking the .statistics of different compa-

nies to comparte the cost of power, ordinarily the cost of coal runs

pretty close to two-thirds of (he amount of the cost of power pro-

duced, and it takes but a small percentage of variation in the price

of coal to show a different result in the cost of power given in any

statistics of record.

Mr. Crecelius said that in the case of his company the cost of

coal was a little over 50 per cent. ; a little over half the cost of ope-

ration, without maintenance.

Mr. 11. LeH. Smidi offered some fur(her discussion on (he rela-

tion between the two load factors which have been mentioned. The
one which has been mentioned at the meeting was significant for

two reasons. One, the fact that the ratio of the average load to the

maximum is a measure of to what extent the machines arc stand-

ing idly in the stations and also it has a relation to the labor item

as the number of men in the station are nearly, if not absolutely,

as large in the rush hours as in the light hours, especially in any

large railway system which has a load which runs up so much
higher in the rush hours than in the average load so that the load

factor representing the ratio of average to maximum load is a

matter of how the engines arc started and stopped, whereas the

other load factor is a matter of how economically the engines are

working when they are working.

Mr. J. S. Doyle, superintendent of equipment, Interborough

Rapid Transit Co., New York, then read the report of the com-

mittee on "Controlling .-\pparatus," which will be found on pages

612 to 617.

Mr. Winsor stated that his company had put on 40 surface cars

with multiple control, but that it had been done temporarily because

it was found the platform controller was not large enough to handle

the cars. They felt that the currents were too heavy to be handled

on the platform of the car.

Mr. E. W. Olds said that his company had reahzcd for a num-
ber of years it was necessary to do something to take care of the

large flow of electricity with four-motor equipments. He believed

the controller should be removed from the front platform. His

company was having constructed at this time 50 equipments which

would to a certain extent remove the fireworks from the front

platform. It is planning to use one of the K t\pes of controllers

with two contactors in the circuit, the idea being that the con-

troller contacts will be made before the closing of the main con-

tactor system ; it would be the reverse from the opening of the arc.

By this method the main circuit is opened and closed imderneath

the car so that in case of short circuit it will not be at the con-

troller. He had found that most of the so-called controller acci-

dents and blow ups are not caused by the failure of the controller,

but by some short circuits in the other" apparatus and the flow of

current being so great that the ordinary cylinder type will not

break the arc and the result is a burnt out controller. He had

arranged the wiring of this controller so that one side of the arma-

ture will be always positive, doing the reversing in the fields. By
this method he is able to protect each motor with its indiWdual fuse,

so that should a short circuit occur in the motor or in the wiring

the individual fuse of that motor would blow, cutting out the

motor.
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Mr. J. S. Pcvcar, of the General Electric Co., said that he did not

think he could add anything to what Mr. Olds had said; that Mr.

Olds had covered the whole matter by saying they are putting in

two contactors underneath the car in series to give practically the

same effect as with the type M cylinder controller.

Mr. F. E. Case, of the General Electric Co., thought that practi-

cally the only thing to add was that this is merely a partial slcp

in the right direction, as he believed the full multiple control, with

ihe apparatus all located under the car, is the proper method, and

ni the process of getting at it gradually the placing of the principal

contactors undir the car is the right thing to do, and that ultimately

the railway men would look at it in that light.

Mr. Adams thought that the railroads would be glad to take the

full step in that matter, but just at the present time he did not

think the companies were in position to take the step on account of

the question of cost.

Mr. Olds said they had decided to adopt the enclosed fuse, which

is on the no-arc principle; they are placed underneath the center

of the car in a bo.x by themselves, and he anticipated very little

trouble in locating a blown fuse.

Air. George H. Hill said he thought that it would be realized

that the difficulty with a cylinder controller was not the result of

the controller not being properly designed for its duty as that ex-

isted heretofore, but due to the increase in the scN-erity of the con-

ditions. Heretofore the voltage of most of these systems had very

accommodatingly receded and gone down to small amounts when

there was a short circuit, which is of great assistance to the con-

troller, but on large systems the voltage has increased, and it is a

hard thing to take care of a spark in the limited space of a platform

controller, and that is the whole difficulty. These conditions have

approached gradually and there was the further objection of the

lack of space under the car which has made it difficult to produce

a satisfactory small multiple control equipment. The chief neces-

sity, aside from efficiency of apparatus, is a little more room in

which to break the arc, and the car equipments in city service have

not been of sufficient size to accommodate the multiple unit system

which was developed originally for systems employing larger cars.

The manufacturing companies are not standing idly in the matter,

but are taking steps to take care of the conditions as they exist at

the present time; the size of cars for use on city lines is gradually

increasing, and that would help matters out.

The multiple unit apparatus has been proven to be the real solu-

tion for handling heavy equipments, and not only heavy equipments

but equipments on heavy tied-in systems with heavy feeders where

the voltage is high and there is no help from the line drop.

Mr. J. S. Doyle, of New York, stated that the maintenance cost

was in favor of the multiple unit system.

Mr. R. C. Taylor, of Brooklyn, thought in the discussion of the

controller question, one of the principal factors was overlooked

—

the multiple unit control was being mixed up with the drum con-

trol. The multiple unit controller, however, could be the drum con-

troller or contact, or any other, provided it is big enough to do the

work. All that was the matter with the controller at the present

time is that it is not big enough for the work. He thought the

operating men who were in charge of the equipment should create

a demand for a good controller and it would be supplied. He
thought the controller should be put under the car.

Mr. Edward Taylor, of Brooklyn, stated that they had built and

were operating in Brooklyn a multiple unit system of control. The

main thing in designing this controller was to make it simple and

yet clTectivc; to make it so simple that the ordinary electricians

and shop foremen could understand it and maintain it. The main

principle of the apparatus was a simple solenoid, which is operated

by a rapid switch which notched the controller up a step at a time.

The speed of this was affected by a throttling device or limit set

at any predetermined point. In connection with the controller the

circuit breaker was operated automatically, as was also the air

brake equipment, making an automatic air out of the straight air

system. The point was borne in mind in designing this to have the

normal position safety, so that in case any connections were broken

or any of the circuits interrupted the apparatus would go to the

stop position. All parts were released by springs or by gravity,

not depending on electric circuits. For instance, if the car were

running along with the controller up and the brakes off, and the

pole came oflf, the controller would be running ofT, circuit breaker

dropped out, and brakes applied. This feature would save, particu-

larly, a great deal of controller wiring and suspension troubles.

.'Vn original device was also used in connection with the operation

of the magnets. Heavy currents were used at the start to insure

a strong pull on the magnets. Later, when the magnets were in

operation, high resistance was automatically put in circuit which

reduced the running current to as low as one-tenth of an ampere

en the entire apparatus. .\ special feature of a controller of this

.-ort was that cars could be run singly in the city or congested dis-

tricts and operated together over the' suburban lines. By placing

a control apparatus on the trailers it would make it possible to

operate from the trailer or motor, thereby not necessitating chang-

ing the trailer around the motor at the end of the line. The experi-

mental apparatus had cost considerable to construct, nevertheless

they estimate if they were building a large quantity, this controller

could be built with the money that could be realized by taking off

the other apparatus and the lesser amount of wiring which would

be used.

Mr. Olds stated that as he understood it, this K-ii controller was

placed under the car, a two-motor equipment. He thought that the

work was along the right lines. Such a controller must necessarily

reduce the number of parts and consequently reduce the expense,

and he believed that the apparatus as described had considerable

merit.

On motion of Mr. Olds a vote of thanks was passed to the authors

of the papers presented at the meeting, after which the meeting

adjourned. *—^
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The motive power department of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Co. announces that it will gladly welcome all delegates who desire

to visit the generating and sub-stations of the company throughout

the city.
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SAVE THE "DAILY REVIEW."

Special attention is called to the fact that the "Daily Street Rail-

way Review," published at Philadelphia, September 26th to 29th

inclusive, this being the seventh successive year, is in its nature

supplementary to the "Street Railway Review" published monthly.

Notwithstanding the "Daily" is a separate publication it should be

bound with the monthly for convenient reference and in order to

facilitate this, the pages of the "Daily" are given numbers consecu-

tive with those of the ne.xt preceding monthly issue. Reference i^

again made to this fact for the reason that very frequently the

"Daily" is entirely overlooked by subscribers when sending the

"Review" to be bound, and as soon as the binder discovers that 150

pages or so arc missing we receive a request to furnish the missing

numbers, which unfortunately we are not ahvavs able to do.

COMPLIMENTARY STENOGRAPHY SERVICE.

Knowing that all the delegates are busy men when at home, and

doubtless a great number of them may find it difficult to throw off

business cares entirely while at the convention, the Railway Journal

Lubricating Co. has arranged to give complimentary stenography

service to the members of the three associations. The company has

had suitable stationery printed, embodying the names of the three

associations; stamped envelopes are provided, with a return card to

the booth of the Railway Journal Lubricating Co.. and the services

of a competent stcno.grapher have been secured. This service is

entirely free and all delegates are welcome to the courtesy extended.

DEMONSTRATIONS OF THERMIT WELDING.

The Goldschmidt-Thermit Co., 43 to 49 Exchange Place, New
York City, is displaying in sp.tce 13, section C, various classes of

welds, such as are applied chiefly to street railway work in the form
of track welding and rail bonding. The company also has an out-

side space where actual demonstrations will be made daily at 4

p. m., showing the application of the thermit process for welding

street railway rails and also for bonding third rail installations. The
company is represented at the convention by R. Stutz, vice-president

and treasurer, and R. F. Kelker jr., engineer.

"SOUVENIR FROM NATURE."

Delegates, supplymen and accompanying ladies visiting the con-

vention are very cordially invited to call at space 19, section D, each

morning during the convention to receive a "souvenir from nature."

BucKKVF. Engine Co.

» » »

FORMER CONVENTIONS A. R. M. & E. A.

\ list of the meeting places of the .\mcrican Railway Mechanical

& Electrical .Association and of the presiding officers is as follows;

Saratoga Springs Thomas Farmer, President 1903

St. Louis E. VV. Olds, President 1904

Philadelphia C. F. Baker, President 1Q05

RULES REGARDING REDUCED RATES TO THE
CONVENTION.

For the convention of the American Street Railway .Association

the railroads have granted rates of fare and one-third on the cer-

tificate plan, that is, full fare going and on the presentation of 100 cer-

tificates, one-third fare returning. It is necessary that a certificate be

secured from the ticket agent when the ticket is purchased ; the

certificate is then deposited with the clerk at the registration booth

immediately on arrival at Philadelphia, where it is signed by the sec-

retary and validated by the special agents of the railroads. A fee

of 25 cents is charged on each certificate, which must be paid when

the certificate is deposited. Unless the certificate is validated by th-

special agent not later than September 29th the benefit of one-third

fare on the return journey cannot be had. One hundred certificates

must be presented to secure the reduction in fare. Tickets to Phila-

delphia might be secured on September 21st, but not later than Sep-

tember 27th. Certificates for the return trip will be ready September

29th although delegates may remain until October 4th before return-

ing home. No stop-over is allowed on the return journey.

MR. KEEGAN "eWeRTA'iNS.

One of the most enjoyable functions which marked the opening

days of the convention was the elaborate breakfast given by Mr.

George Keegan, secretary of the Manufacturers' Association, on

Sunday morning at the Bellevue-Stratford. Among the guests were

Chairman Brady, Chairman Peirce and Chairman Baker. There

were also other guests, all of whom greatly enjoyed the occasion.

THE EXHIBITS.

As Mr. Ely so aptly pointed out in his opening remarks before

the American Railway Mechanical and Electrical .Association, great

credit is due Mr. Brady and his colleagues of the Manufacturers'

.Association for the general and detail arrangements and execution

of the placing of the manufacturers' exhibit. Early yesterday af-

ternoon nearly all the booths were decorated and the displays

in place. The buildings are well policed and a number of fire

guards are on watch about the floors. The general arrangement of

the sections and aisles is such that many exhibits may be viewed

from two sides. The general arrangement also permits of a visitor

desiring to inspect the exhibits .starting at the entrance and passing

all the booths in turn without doubling on his course. This has its

advantages when the aisles are crowded. The buildings are well

lighted by arc lights over the aisles, which, with the illuminated

signs and decorations in the booths, serve to brightly illuminate all

parts of the exhibit space.

Mr. Brady and his associates have completed these and other

detail arrangements in a manner which reflects greatest credit to

their ability and energy.

CHARLES F. BAKER.

Mr. Charles P. Baker, president of the .American Railway Me-

chanical & Electrical Association, was born in Vermont, in 1855.

Mr. Baker's early days were spent in Milwaukee, Wis., where he

entered steam railroad service in 1871. His experience in the

shops and mechanical department of railroads was quite extensive,

and in 1880 he entered the service of the E. P. .Allis Co., where he

was in charge of special work. In 1884, Mr. Baker left the Allis

Co. to go with the Pittsburg Railway Co., resigning in 1893 to be-

come master mechanic of the West End Street Railway Co., of
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Boston. At tlie time of the consuliilntion of the Uoslon properties

and the organization of the Boston I-'.k-vated Railway Co., Mr. Baker

was appointed superintendent of motive power and machinery and

has since continued in charge of the meclianical and electrical de-

partments, power houses, shops and rolling stock. Mr. Baker ha^

always hcen a very active member of the niecliam'cal and electrical

association.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. REPRESENTATIVES.

The C/cneral I'"lectiic Co. has a large exhibit of its various ap

paratus in .section J, including its latest designeil turbines, railway

motors, etc. Of special interest arc the two GE-fig railway motors

(200 h. p. each) loaned by the Interborough Rapid Transit C'>

Motor No. I has been in regular service since Oct. 2, 1903, and

has made a total of 45,248 miles to date, while motor No. 2 has

been in regular service since Dec. 10, 1903, and has made a total

of 53,005 miles. These motors and their mileage are typical of th-

performance of 418 GK-Cg motors in regular operation on this

company's lines. The company also shows a complete alternating

current car equipment, ten of which have been ordered for the

new Toledo & Chicago interurban railway. These equipments con

sist of four 75-h. p. single-phase motors, for operation on both

alternating and direct current.

The company has a very large representation at the convention

and among the early arrivals are included the following gentlemen

:

Gen. Eugene Ciffin, first vice-president
; J. R. I^ovejoy, manager

railway department; E. D. Mullin, manager Philadelphia office:

C. C. Peirce and C. E. Sprague, Boston ; S. W. Trewick, L. R
Pomeroy, F. H. Larken and II. W. Clapp, New York City; R. E.

Moore, Philadelphia; J. C. Calisch, Buffalo; M. M. Corbin, Cin-

iiati; E. H. Ginn, Atlanta; George D. Rosenthal, St. Louis; J.

H. Livsey, Detroit ; M. L. Monroe and J. W. Bucll, Chicago, and

the following from the Schenectady office : J. G. Barry, W. B.

Potter, A. H. Armstrong, E. D. Priest, F. E. Case, F. H. Gale.

C. E. Barry, R. B. Bealc, G. 11. Hill, J. S. Pevear, W. G. Carey and

E. M. Kinney. W. J. Clark, B. E. Sunny, and J. J. Mahoney are

also here.

BULLARD AUTOMATIC WRENCH CO.

The UuUard Automatic Wrench is attracting eon.siderablo

ntttpntlon aniong master mechanics and tool men. Tliis is an

entirely original device manufactured by the Bnllard Automatic

Wrench Co., of Providence, K. I. The wrench is so designed

that the grip that one would use on a pipe to turn it by hand is

applied mechanically to this wrench. This grip tends to turn

the pipe withotit any cni.shing strain, and in its application to

the wrench all the pressure on the handle goes to turn the pipe.

The wrench is made in several sizes and may be seen at the

companies exhibit, space 2S, section D. F. C. Thornley, man-
ager, E. C. Watson, superintendent, and W. 11. Thornley, are

representing the company at the convention.

.\mong the early arrivals at the convention are the represen-

tatives of the Peerless Rubber Co., W. J. Courtney, F. O. Don-
nell and ,7. L. MeGilvray. The company has a f\ill line of its

products on exhibit at space S, section B.

WHARTON IMPROVED SWITCH.

Outside the sontheast door of the cunvcntion ball Wni. Whar-
ton, Jr., & Co., Inc., of Philadelphia, has a working exhibit of

its "Wharton Improved Switch" for steam and electric railroads

with standard M. C. B. or wider wheel treads. This is an un-
broken main line switch with a siwcial guard rail for clearing

the switch for the main line, should it be left set for the siding

and ajjproaehed V\v a train from the trailing side. The switch
exhibited forms a portion of the freight .siding leading from the
railway tracks into the convention bnilding. Operating over
this switch as a part of the exhibit is a large Pennsylvania
R. R. freight locomotive with two blind and two flanged drivers
on a side, thus increasing the eflfectiveness of the exhibit by-

actual demonstration^ In the same track near this switch is

a Wharton steam-electric crossing designed with the steam
rail and guard all in one casting of this company's special man-
ganese-steel.

GOULD STORAGE BATTERY CO.

The i-\bil)il i,f tin- (;<iuld Storage Battery Co, ocvupii-K H|>acr

I, Bcctioii I, and licHideH ifH large h'izp. fi-J9 lend-l!ne<l buttery,
inehidcK a rliKplay of vnriouH lypeH of plate8 for Ktotionory and
\chlrle battcricM. .\ nnnilM-r of pbotogriiphK of recent iuKtalla-

tionH in the idectric railway fiekl add mafi'rially to the exhibit,

while liujli-lin No. 0, deKrrihin(f itH recent \,»tlcry inKtnllatioti

at 'I'lipeka, KanH., will l)p fonnd of conKlderubIc interest. The
company is reprcKenled by Dr. W. WinHhip and W. S. tjould.

ELMER p. MORRIS CQ.

Ibc Dbn.j- I'. .Morris Co., 1.'. Cortlandt St., New York City, ho*
an exhibit of electric railway material and HiipplieR at space 9.

section .\, including coinmutalorK. overhead materiiil, trolley

poles, etc. The company is introducing a new material callerl

"Delos." (wliich is rnannfactured liy n secret process) for all

kinds of bearings. The metal is much llgliler than brass or
copper and it is claimed that nn experience of four years has
proved a much longer life for this ni<-(al. Those In atttendane.e
representing the company are KInier I'. .\f<irris, president, E.
n. Ilinman and W. \'. Sweeten.-

ELECTRIC WELDING IN CAMDEN. N. J.

Il_ I". (;. KleinschniidI, supt. track welrling department of the
I.orain Steel Co., has his force of assistants at work in Camden.
N. J., electrically welding the rail joints of the street railway in

that city. This work is being done with the latest equipment
for this purpose. In order that all delegates to the convention
who are interested in electric welding may see this process in

operation an automobile has been provided to take such dele-
gates direct from the convention hall to Camden, which is just
across the Delaware River, east of Philadelphia.

REGISTRATION.

The work of the Finance and the Kntertainment Committees
has been executed in a most commendable way under the direc-
tion of their chairmen, Mr. E. H. liaker of the Finance Com-
mittee, and Mr. C. C. Peirce of the Entertainment Committee.
There are always a vast number of details in the preliminary
work of the.se committees which if not taken account of early
cause vexing delays at registration time. The ease and rapidity
with which the delegates were registered testifies to the com-
pleteness of the preliminary arrangements for this work which
has been so thoroughly taken in hand and executed by the
chairmen and the working members of these two committees.
The badges for members of the different associations and the

lady guests are especially neat in design. Each badge has a
numbered tag clasped to the ribbon by which numlier the dele-
gate entitled to the particular badge is registered in the index
of delegates. It is announced that these badges, which are of
different colors for members of the different associations, and
special admission cards will alone admit visitors to the various
entertainments and meeting places.

PETER SMITH HEATER CO.

The Peter Smith Heater Co., of Detroit, Mich., is exhibiting
a radical improvement in hot water heaters, the invention of
Mr. W. P. Cosper, general sales agent for the Garton-Daniels
Co., which greatly increases the efficiency of this well-known
heater. The demonstration of hot water circulation through
a transparent glass pipe is both interesting and instructive to

all who witness it. Whether interes'ted or not, members and
guests of the association will find the time well spent by a visit

to this exhibit, as it represents a remarkable departure from
the beaten path.

Mr. Elmer M. White, secretary-treasurer of the .\cconntants
Association is at the Walton. The executive committee of the

Accountants Association wiU meet at the Hotel Walton at 3

o'clock this afternoon.
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LUMEN BEARING CO.
Samples of "Lumen" and ".Mplia" bronze castings and bearings

and "Ideal" trolley wheels are being exhibited by the Lumen Bear-
nig Co., of Buffalo, in space 6, section K, where the company has an
attractive booth. A large mounted eagle with .\mcrican and Cana-
dian flags crossed in the background, representing the company's
Buffalo and Toronto factories, adorns the wall of the booth. This
eagle is a magnificent bird, measuring nearly seven feet from tip to
tip, and is attracting a great deal of attention.

Two articles of especial interest that are being exhibited by this
company are its new 6-in. "Ideal" trolley wheel, which weighs fully
a pound less than the ordinary cast copper wheel of the same size,

and samples of Lumen bronze a.\lc bearings cast in a metal mold.
This latter may be placed in service without any finish whatever,
and the fact that the cost of finishing is "iminatcd and a saving in

the weight of the casting is effected, recommends this product to thi;

prospective purchaser. The company is represented at the conven-
tion by E. P. Sharp, of the Buffalo office, and 11. R. Forbes, New
York representative.

MODERN PACKINGS.
The United States Metallic Packing Co., 429 North 13th St..

Philadelphia, which has been manufacturing metallic rod packings
for a quarter of a century and which makes an engineering specialty
of packing valve stems and piston rods on steam engines, etc., for all

pressures and temperatures of steam, has designed its class No. i

packing for marine and stationary engines.

This is a double packing, the inner packing being composed of
one set of babbitt metal rings, which are separated from the rest of
the packing by a dividing piece; outside of this is a second set of
packing. Should water or steam leak through the first set of rings
it is caught by the second set and can be drained off, and should the
first set of rings wear out the second set is on the rod ready at all

times. The principle of this packing is that soft metal rings are
foiced by the steam pressure into a vibrating cup and against the
rod or stem. The soft metal packing rings, which come in contact
with the rod and do the packing, are cut in halves with a small open
space between them when first applied so that they may conform to

the surface of the rod. When they have done this the open space
will be closed up and in the condition will last four or five times as
long as they would if continually cut so as to stand apart. The
success of this packing is due to its flexibility and automatic ad-
justment and to the fact that all packings are designed to suit the
work for which they are to be used. The company advises no dif-

ficulty has been experienced in packing the highest pressures, in one
case air pressure of 2,500 lb. per sq. in. having been successfully

packed. Packings are also being furnished for use on double-acting

gas engines and also for use with superheated steam.

The company is being represented here by Messrs. Vissering,

Butler, King and Curtiss, who are also representing the American
Locomotive Sander Co.

THE STAR^BRASS WORKS.
The Star Brass Works, Kalamazoo, Mich., manufacturer and job-

ber of street railway supplies, has on exhibit a complete line of its

trolley wheels and harps and street car fenders, including its new
"Champion" street car fender, which was described and illustrated

in the "Review" for August, page 511. The fittings of this fender
are adjustable to accommodate different styles of cars and its con-

struction and operation are so simple that it requires but little

attention after being installed, features which appeal to the manager
as well as the motormen. F. P. Crockett, O. P. Johnson and H. P
Eskelsen are representing the company at the convention.

THE DUFF MANUFACTURING CO.

The Duff Manufacturing Co., of Allegheny, Pa., is occupying space

No. 8, section A, of the exhibit hall, where it shows a large number
of its products more particularly adapted to electric railway work.
The company is the exclusive manufacturer of the well-knowif

Barrett patent compound lever jacks, including track jacks, auto-

matic lowering jacks, differential screw jacks, oil well jacks, pipi

forcing jacks and automobile jacks; also motor armature lifts and
traversing jack bases. Barrett motor armature lifts are shown in

two styles; one having a jack mounted on a truck, the other having
the wheel and screw movement and having ball bearing throughout.

The company is showing for the first time at a street railway con-

vention, the Duff roller bearing screw jacks, which it states are dis-

placing hydraulic jacks and other forms of screw jacks for all

classes of lifting. This is one of the most important jacks that has
been placed on the market for a innnber of years, the advantages
claimed for which are economical operation, reliability and durability.

These are shown in a large number of sizes up to capacities of 70
tons, in addition to some 30 sizes of the regular Barrett jacks. The
company's representatives at the convention are T. .\. McGinley,
George .A. F.dgin and Charles A. Foster.

•—^

HALE & KILBURN EXHIBIT.

The Hale S: Kilburn Manufacturing Co. has its exhibit immediately

adjoining the post office and telephone exchange. The booth has an

attractive background, decorated in dark olive and red, with the

signs in gold, the whole being illuminated by numerous electric bulbs.

The exhibit proper comprises a full line of the well-known Hale &
Kilburn reversible and walkover seats, upholstered in all the various

coverings, such as rattan, mohair plush, real leather, imitation leather,

etc. There are seats with armrests, and also without ; others show
the company's patent grip handle and bronze backhand features;

also the patent single and double automatic footrests, and oval-shape

base forming the aisle end support of the seat.

There are shown a number of new things in the car seat line,

among them being one or two styles of revolving chairs suitable for

parlor car or parlor compartment service on electric lines.

LORD ELECTRIC CO.

.•\mong convention exhibitors is the Lord Electric Co., of Boston

and New York, which is not a new company but an old company

seeking new business in a new field. In entering the field of railway

supply manufacturers and contractors the Lord Electric Co. is well

equipped with an able and experienced engineering and business staff

and has a factory thoroughly equipped for the manufacture of rail

bonds, lightning arresters and oth''r railway specialties.

The company's plan of taking contracts complete to furnish and

install rail bonds on a large scale met with instant favor among
railway managers as is evidenced by the many large and important

contracts it has received during the year. This somewhat novel

method of handling rail bond installations relieves the railway com-

panies of a great deal of responsibility and detail work and assures

them of the work being done by men who are thoroughly skilled in

their particular line.

In taking over the Shaw non-arcing lightning arresters and static

dischargers the Lord Electric Co. has made many changes and im-

provements, completing the entire line of instruments for direct cur-

rent and alternating current work.

Bulletins C and D which are being distributed at the convention

illustrate and describe lightning arresters and rail bonds, giving also

much valuable information as to their installation. The Lord Electric

Co. is now negotiating for other patented railway specialties with «

view of manufacturing and marketing them.

PITTSBURG EMPLOYES ENTERTAINED.

The feeling of good fellowship which exists between the Pittsburf

Railways Co. and its employes was demonstrated on the evening of

September 14th, when an enjoyable social meeting of the various

relief associations of the Railways company was held at Duquesn*
Garden. Officials of the company together with the inspectors, dis-

patchers, division superintendents and the officers of the relief asso-

ciations joined in the festivities and for over three hours forgot the

troubles of the trolley. Over 250 persons sat down to the elaborate

dinner which opened the entertainment. During the dinner the

guests were entertained by orchestral selections, after which fol-

lowed a vaudeville show by professional talent, during which pho-

tographic reproductions of the officers of the company who come
into contact with the men were thrown on a screen by a stereopticon.

Following this were a number of comical moving pictures. The
meeting closed with short addresses on live topics by officials of the

company and members of the relief associations. Employer andi

employe went to their homes feeling that another link in the bond of

friendship had been forged and all present looked forward to an-

other opportunity to get together. Mr. A. S. McSwigan, manager
of amusements of the company, acted as stage manager, musical

director and toastmaster.
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RODGER BALLAST CARS.

The Kod^cr li.illast Car Co. lias ilcvuUiJ a great deal of altcnliuii

to tlie niodirications of Uic designs of certaiTi of its standard cars

with a view to making tliem especially adajjted for use on clcctrio

and street railways, where owing to small clearances and sharp

curves it is not practicable to operate the standard cars. In this

design the features of the standard Rodger car were retained, except

that the car is not convertible. The smaller car is I2 ft. long over

end sills, 8 ft. 6 in. wide and 7 ft. i in. high above the rail, an 1

has a capacity of 9 cu. yd. when level full or with a t)\\). heap, of

llVii cu. yd.

where all the details of fire proof conslriiclion of cars have been

very carefully worked out. The company distributes a very com-

plete catalogue devoted to these materials. The line of high voltage

insulators also attracts considerable attention.

The exhibit is in charge of J. W. Perry, manager of the electrical

department. New York, and the following gentlemen in addition

arc in 'attendance : II. N. .Manvillc, secretary. New York; T. T.

layman, general sales manager, New York; D. T. Dickson, man
agcr I'hiladelphia branch; II. M. Voorhis, manager electrical de-

partment, Philadelphia office; H. M. Clymcr, Philadelphia office; J

K. Meek, general representative, New York, and C. N. Manfred.

manager a<lvertising department, New York.

liOnOER CONVKKTIIII.F, Il.\LL.\.ST CAR.

The car illustrated is of the standard convertible type and is

recommended for use on electric railways whore conditions will

permit, being capable of more varied uses in regular service. Rail-

way companies contemplating construction work as a rule give too

little attention to the saving which can b8 effected by the use of

especially designed apparatus and give too much consideration to

the increased first cost which is incidental to equipment designed

for a special purpose.

The position of the Rodger Ballast Car Co. is that any railway

can well afford to purchase ballast cars because even if there is so

little as one mile of track to be ballasted, the use of a properly de-

signed car will efTect savings in labor that will more than half pay

for the car, which is then available for use as a freight or emergency

car. The principal savings efifected by the use of the Rodger car

are in the unloading of the car and the distribution of the ballasting

material. The cost of unloading from a flat car by shoveling is

not less than 4 cents per cu. yd. and when the ballast is at the side

of the track, as is the case when a flat car is used, to transfer this

material where it belongs would cost 10 cents per yd. more, making

a total diflfcrcnce in the cost of placing the ballast of 14 cents per

yd., which means from $200 to $400 per mile of track, according to

the depth of ballast provided, 3,000 yd. per mile being considered

high-class. Where a large amount of work is under way and steam

shovels are used for loading the cars a minor' saving is efifected

because the rapidity with which a train of Rodger cars can be loaded

enables the steam shovel to be kept at work more steadily and its

output thereby increased.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE EXHIBIT.

WELFARE WORK.

The 11. \V. Johns-Manvillc Co. is well rcprcsciUcd. Its exhibit is

very attractively arranged, and includes a complete line of overhead

line material, a number of new devices of high potential design that

have recently been got out, a full line of "Noark" standard and

National Electric Code standard fuses, blocks, service and sub-way

boxes and accessories, and a diversified line of molded insulating

materials, consisting of vulcabeston. "Monarcli" and molded mic.i

compounds. In addition to this the exhibit includes some of the well

known asbestos and magnesia pipe coverings, asbestos roofing, as-

bestos, vulcabeston and "Kcarsarge" gaskets and packings. Among
the products which attract particular attention are "Transite" asbes-

tos fire proof lumber and "Electrobestos" fire proof insulation. The
two latter materials arc coming into very extensive use in the con-

struction of electric railway cars, particularly in New York City

Mr. II. F. J. Porter has opened an office at No. i Madison Ave,

New York, thus ofifcring his services in consultation on general man-

ufacturing and mechanical engineering questions relating to industrial

betterment, and for promoting "welfare work" which is now recog-

nized as an important adjunct to systems employing large numbers

of men. Mr. Porter has had an extended engineering experience

with the New Jersey Steel & Iron Co., Columbia University, Cary &
Moen Steel & Iron Works, World's Columbian Exposition, Bethle-

hem Iron Co. and the Westinghouse companies. Me is a member
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the American

Society for Testing Materials, the American Institute of Social Ser-

vice, the Institute of Political and Social Science, the Franklin Insti-

tute, etc.

WESTERN ELECTR IC AND D. & W. FUSE COS.

The Western Electric Co., of New York, and the D. & W. Fuse

Co., of Providence, R. I., have united in exhibiting their products

at spaces 15 and 16, section F. The former is displaying a full line

of railway overhead material, and the latter a full line of fuses of

various types, cut-out boxes, transformer cut-outs, service switches,

etc. Special demonstrations of the usefulness and advantages of

"Deltabeston" inagnet wire will be made at the booth daily and all

purchasing agents and master, mechanics are .cordially invited to

witness these demonstrations. The Western Electric Co. is repre-

sented by R. H. Harper, of the New York house ; F. D. Killon, of the

Chicago house, and F. C. Jaeger, of Philadelphia. The D. & W.
Fuse Co. representatives are W. S. Sisson and C. F. Harmon.

REINFORCED CONCRETE POWER HOUSE.

J. G. White & Co., New York, have secured the contract for con-

structing the new reinforced concrete power house of the Waltham

Gas Light Co., of Waltham, Mass. The entire building is to be of

reinforced concrete construction, no exposed steel frame work being

used. The design calls for very large \rindows, thus insuring ample

light and ventilation. Steam will be supplied by four 350-h.p. Stir

ling boilers, set in batteries of two each, an 8 ft. 6 in. by 180 ft.

reinforced concrete stack furnishing natural draft. Suspended coal

bunkers will occupy the upper half of the boiler room, and will be

served by coal conveyors. Chutes from the bunkers, operated by

valves from the boiler room floor, will feed the coal to the boilers.

Two 500-kw. Parsons turbo-generators direct connected to West-

inghouse dynamos will form the main engine equipment.
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Exhibitors at the Convention

.Ami-ricaii Railway Supply Co. 7, C.

Allis-Chalmcrs Co. 23-28, C.

.'Vmerican Brake Shoe & Foundry Co. 19-20, I.

.Atlas Railway Supply Co. 30, D.

.\iiicricaii Locomotive Sander Co. 23, I.

.American Steel & Wire Co. 5-6, E.

.Adams & Westlake Co. 11, L.

.American Car & Foundry Co. Track.

.Albert & J. M. .Anderson Co. 17, L.

.American Automatic Switch & Frog Co. 29, L.

.American Book Hrackct Co. 31, L.

-Acme Automatic Street Indicating Co. 7, N.

Brady Brass Co. 29-32, C.

Baldwin Locomotive Works, 12-13, '
Blake Signal Co. 22, L

Carnegie Steel Co. 7-8, K.

Continuous Rail Joint Co. 12-14-16, C.

Cronse-Hinds & Co. 1-3, C.

Crcaghead Engineering Co. 10, 1..

Coc. (W. IL) Manufacturing Co. 26b, 1.

Columbia Machine Works & M. I, Co. 24, L
Consolidated Car Fender Co. 9-10, B.

Cook's Sons, Adam. 28a, I.

Clark Electric & ALanufacturing Co. 30b, I.

Coin Counting Machine Co. 11, L.

DulT Manufacturing Co. 8, A.

X)urkiii Controller Handler Co. 14-16, K.

Dearborn Drug Co. 13, F.

Dossert & Co. 8, N.

De Ronde, Frank L. 17, C.

Dilworth-Portcr Co. i, C.

DeWilt Sand Box Co. 10, K
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1)L\GRAM OF EXHIBIT HALL.

Browii, Harold P. 6-7, L.

Buda Foundry & Manufacturing Co. 4, E.

Brill (J. G.) Company. 4-20 H and Track.

Bullard Automatic Wrench Co. 28, D.

Bliss (E. W.) Co. 23, K.

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co. 26a, L
Brown, Irving B & Son. 26, K.

Baldwin & Rowland Switch & Signal Co. 29b, I.

Blanchard Ry. Switch & Signal Co. 31b, I.

Berry Bros., 12, B.

Borgner, Cyrus. 3. M.
Baltimore Waste. 2 C.

Curtain Supply Co. 9-10, A.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. 9-13, K.

Consolidated Car Heating Co. 2-3, E.

Dressel Railway Lamp Co. la, C.

Duquesne Steel Foundry Co. 13. L.

Duplicate Transfer & Rebate Co. 4. G.

D. & W. Fuse Co. 15, F. .

Dixon Crucible Co. 32, L.

Empire Safety Tread 10, C.

Edwards Co., O. M. 12, A.

Electric Railway Equipment Co. 22, J.

Electro-Dynamic Co. 26, D.

Eureka .Automatic Signal Co. 27, D.

Electric Storage Battery Co. 29-34, K.

Egry .Autographic Register Co. 25, D.

Eclipse Railway Supply Co. 20-2T, I,.

Earl, Charles, i, M.
Franklin Railway Supply Co. 18, K,
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1-^,

M.

25, K.

23, h.

I.

Kelt & 1'".-iit;iiU Mfg. Co. 9, C.

(llobc Ticket Co. 4-6, H.

Goldschmidt Thermit Co. i.^, C.

Gold Car lle.-itiiig & Lighting Co.

Galena Signal Oil Co. 1-4, 1).

General JUectrie Co. i-io, J.

Garton-Daniels Co. 2, A.

Gould Storage Haltery Co. 24, I.

Griswold, Morrow & Willetts. i,

Harrison Safety Hoiler Co. 8, K.

Hale & Kilbnrn Mfg. Co. 4-5, L
George S. Hastings. 6, C.

Heine Safety Boiler Co. 30, L.

Herrick, Albert B. 2, M.

International Register Co. 2-3, G.

Indestrnctible Fibre Co. 18, I,.

Ingcrsoll, Frederick, ir, B.

Indianapolis Switch and I'rog Co. 24. J.

International Sprinkler Co. 4, N.

Johns-Manville Co., II. W. 1-2, B.

Jolt Lubricator Co. 32a, I.

Jones & Laughlin Steel Co. 25, L.

Kenfield Publishing Co. 11-12, G.

Kalamazoo Railway Supply Co. 14-16,

Lorain Steel Co. g-i8, E.

Lord Electric Co. 20, J.

Lord Co., George W. 18, C.

Lutnen Bearing Co. 6, K.

Lconhardt Wagon Mfg. Co.

Lagonda Manufacturing Co.

Lupton's Sons Co., David. 27, K.

Lucas & Son, John. 32b, T.

Mayer & Englund Co. 4-7, A.

Miller Anchor Co. 18-20, D.

Merritt & Co. 29, D.

Manning, Ma.xwell & Moore. 21,

Massachusetts Chemical Co. 14, I.

Morriss Co.. E. P. 9. N.

McGraw Publishing Co. 13-14, G.

McCardell & Co., J. R. 9, J.

McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Co. 17, K.

Mcsta Machine Co. 4, M.

Merritt Stevens Mfg. Co. 5, M.

National Lock Washer Co. 15, C.

National Carbon Co. 2, 6.

National Electric Co, 11-18, J.

National Brake Co. 12, K.

National Car Wheel Co. 19, K.

Nuttall Co., R. D. 3a, A.

Nolty & Co. 31a, I.

Ohio Brass Co. 5-16, D.

Oliver Machine Co. 15, K.

Ohmer Fare Register Co. 7-8, G.

Oil & Waste Saving Machine Co.

Osburn Conduit Co. 5, N.

Post-Office. 1-3. L.

Pressed Steel Car Co. Track.

Peckham Manufacturing Co. 19-21-23-25, J.

Pantasote Co. 5, C.

Pennsylvania Steel Co. i-io, L
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co. 8, B.

Philadelphia Air Brake & Machine Co. 21, K.

Parmenter Fender & Wheel Co. 12, L.

Prosser & Son, Thomas. 27b. I.

Philadelphia Toboggan Co. 27, L.

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. Track.

Parker Boiler Co. 6, N.

Ridlon (Frank) Co. II, A.

Railway Journal Lubricating Co. 2-4, K.

Recording Fare Register Co. 9, G.

Railway Mutual Indemnity Co. 3, N.

Riverside Metal Co. 2. N.

Speer Carbon Co. 4. C.

Sherwin-Williams Co. 21-24, D.

Security Registry Co. 6, G.

St. Louis Car Wheel Co. 14, I.

27a, I.

Sclif)en Steel Wheel Co. 15-18, I.

Standard Paint Co. 11- 12, F.

Simmons Co., John. 3, B.

Smith Heater Co., Peter. 7, P..

Standard Steel Works. II, I.

Street Railway Bulletin. 10, G.

Sterling- Meaker Co. 5, (',.

Southern Exchange Co. 8, L.

Standard Automatic Lubricator Co. 14-16, K.

Sterling Varnish O). i, A.

Stiles Automatic Friction Co. 20, K.

Star Brass Co. 19, L.

T. H. Symington Co. 25, I.

Standard Railway Track Appliance Co. 4, C.

Taylor Electric Truck Co. 1-3-S-7, K.

Tomlinson Coupler Co. 29a, I.

Trolley Electric Vehicle Co. 28, L.

Trolley Supply Co. 26, L.

U. S. Metallic Packing Co. 23. I.

Underfeed Stoker Co. 26, J.

Underwood Typewriter Co. 17, D,

United Copper Foundry Co. 28b, I.

U. S. Engineering Co. 30a, I.

U. S. Metal Tube Co. ib, C.

W. T. Van Dorn Co. 8, C.

Wm. Wharton, Jr., & Co. i-io, F.

Wheel Truing Brake Shoe Co. 11, C.

Weber Rail Joint Mfg. Co. 19-22, C.

Wcstinghouse Companies. 15-22, 0.

Western Electric Co. 16, F.

Warren-Webster Co. 28, K.

Yale & Towne Mfg. Co. 22-24, K.

ALLIS-CHALMERS CO.

The Allis-Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, has a very spacious booth

in section C, which is fitted up as a reception room. The compaiiy

is making no exhibit other than a set of handsome photographs of

various departments of its works. Many of this company's repre-

sentatives are among the early arrivals at the convention and in-

clude the following:

F. C. Randall, manager New York office : G. B. Foster, manager

Chicago office; George H. Berg, manager Boston office; J. W.
Murray, manager Pittsljurg office; A. H. Whiteside, manager Phila-

delphia office; G. W. Pulvcr, manager Buffalo office; W. S. Durand,

manager power department ; C. L. Marburg, manager railway de-

partment, Cincinnati ; B. A. Behrcnd, chief electrical engineer, Cin-

cinnati ; David Hall, assistant chief electrical engineer, Cincin-

nati ; Charles E. Lord, patent counsel, Cincinnati ; O. C. Buttcnfield,

sales agent, Philadelphia, and Arthur Warren, manager publicity.

The company is distributing a very attractive and appropriate

souvenir, the design being that of the Liberty Bell.

WESTINGHOUSE RAILWAY APPARATUS.

The Wcstinghouse Companies' publishing department has recently

published an attractive pamphlet descriptive of Westinghouse rail-

way apparatus, which is being distributed by the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Co. at the convention. The publication

consists of some twenty pages and includes descriptions and nu-

merous illustrations of the following products of the company ; West-

inghouse direct-current railway motors, single-phase alternating-

current motors, generators, systems of control, Baldwin-Westing-

house electric locomotives, and various details and repair parts.

.\n attractive half-tone engraving of the main works of the West-

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. and the Westinghouse Ma-
chine Co. adorns the frontispiece. Th^ publication is issued es-

pecially for distribution at the convention.

In the list of the heads of departments of the Philadelphia Rapid

Transit Co. as included in the history of that company published

in the September issue of the "Review" should have appeared th.-

name of Mr. George B. Taylor, assistant engineer of way. Mr.

C. B. Voynow, to whom this title was given, has the title of assist-

ant engineer.
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INSULATING COMPOUNDS.

Three standard kinds of insulating compounds arc now offered to

the trade by the Macon-Evans Varnish Co.. Pittsburg, Pa., which is

a speciahst in the manufacture of insulating materials. Particular

attention of the street railway trade is called to these compDund^
which are: Macon insulating varnish, a clear liquid; Macon "Hlec-

trolac", a black baking insulating compound and paraffine insulating

compound, an air drying material for coil insulation. These com-
pounds have been subjected to rigid tests and found to possess the

essential properties necessary in such materials. The black paraffin i

insulating compound is a new material that requires but a short time

for air drying. It is stated that this compound retains indefinitely

the plastic properties so desirable tor street railway work where it is

desirable to replace short circuited coils without injuring the ins i-

lation of the coils "lifted".

EXHIBIT OF "PEACOCK" BRAKES.

The National Brake Co., manufacturer of the "Peacock" brake, is

occupying space 12, section K, in the convention hall, where types

A, B and C of "Peacock" brakes are shown.

The "Peacock" brake has met w-ith no small degree of success,

due to its low cost of installation and maintenance. The frame is

cast into one piece and secured to the car platform with three bolls.

The ratio between the gears and between the gear and the drum
are such as to give great power at the instant it is required, while

the slack is taken up very quickly by means of an eccentrically

geared cam when power is not required. The frame and gears are

made of malleable iron.

The company is represented at the convention by the foUowinj;

gentlemen, whose headquarters are suites 533, S34 and 535, Bellevue-

Stratford Hotel: G. S. Ackley, president and general manager;

W. D. Brewster, secretary ; F. D. Miller, sales representative ; E. C.

Rutherford, Canadian representative; J. E. Edwards, New York
City office, and W. W. Miller, southwestern representative, with

headquarters at Houston, Texas.

SYMINGTON PRODUCTS.

The products of the T. H. Symington Co., Baltimore, Md., which

are being exhibited at space 25, section I, are the Symington jourml

box and Baltimore ball bearings, the latter being manufactured jy

the Baltimore Railway Specialty Co., but for which the Symington

Co. is selling agent.

The principal features of the Symington journal box are the

arrangement of the ribbing on the inside to hold the packing in place,

and the dust proof lid, both of which attend to eliminate the possi-

bility of a hot box, and also reduces the cost of lubrication and brass

wear at least 25 per cent, as shown by actual test. The prime feature

of the ball bearings, center and side bearings, is to eliminate friction

between truck and car body, thus reducing the motive power neces-

sary to carry cars around curves with consequent wear and tear of

flanges and rails, which in many instances causes the rails to spread

with expensive results. It has also been found possible in many
cases to start a heavy interurban electric car on a sharp curve with

the controller in the first notch when the car was equipped with our

bearings, where it took full power to start a car equipped with th?

ordinary center and side bearings.

The company advises it is furnishing its improved bearings for

the highest grade car equipment of steam, interurban and street rail-

ways that are now being constructed in this country and abroad. It

has recently equipped all of the London Underground Railway Cos
new railway cars with center and side bearings, and the railway

company advises that the bearings absolutely paid for themselves in

60 days, the railway company having made a wattmeter test at its

central power station.

THE OHIO BRASS CO. EXHIBIT.

The exhibit of the Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O., occupies the

larger portion of section D, and is 60 x 24 ft. in size; the space

is almost immediately opposite the lunch room in the main exhibi-

tion hall and convenient to the stairways and elevators leading to

the meeting room of the convention proper on the second floor.

Here the company has a complete and elaborate display of its

general line of overhead material, including all styles of pole brack-

ets; in connection with single phase line material, three styles of

single phase bracket construction are shown, as well as a full line

of Locke Manufacturing Co's. high tension insulators especially

suited for single phase work; a number of types of third rail insu-

lators are shown mounted on blocks. The Nichols-Lintern pneu-

matic air Sander is shown in full operation, the Haycox car signal,

and the Monarch track cleaner mounted as in operation. The com-

pany's steel hose bridges are also shown. Practical demonstrations

of installing soldered rail bonds will be given at frequent intervals,

as well as having a complete display of bonds already installed in

rails.

In addition to its very interesting and instructive exhibit of its

products, the Ohio Brass Co. has provided accommodations for

visitors, and heartily urges all street railway men and their friends

and families to make free use of its space, utilizing it as a meeting

place and to deposit wraps and parcels. The following representa-

tives of the company are in attendance : C. K. King, vice-president

;

A. L. Wilkinson, secretary; A. L. Price, foreign agent; G. A. Mead,

electrical engineer; N. M. Garland, F. H. Jameson and R. M.
Campbell, of the New York sales office ; and E. F. Wickwire, J. E.

Slimp and M. P. Wolcott, of the general sales office.

THE KEARNEY CABLE CLAMP.

The Kearney cable clamp, an illustration of which is shown, is

designed to supplant the extra joints and fastenings necessary in

the ordinary methods of cable suspension at angle poles and dead-

ends. Two wrought steel plates with four clamping bolts constitute

the device. The two parts of the clamp are designed to fit the sur-

face of the cable and when the nuts on the four bolts joining the

two parts arc tightened the clamp grips the cable so that the pull

is transmitted through the upper plate to a globe strain or similar

insulator fastened to the pole at the curve. By the use of two of

"~N
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KEARNEY CABLE CLAMP.

these clamps, one holding the cable in either direction from an

angle pole, the curved portion of the cable between the two clamps

may be made short and relieved of any great amount of strain. This

method of construction does away with the necessity for serving

the heavy cable about an insulator at an angle pole, and then making

a joint to continue the cable after it has turned the angle.

The Kearney cable clamp is made in but one size, suitable for

cables from No. 0000 to 1,000,000 c. m. cross-section. The manu-

facturers, W. M. Matthews & Bro., St. Louis, state that a substan-

tial saving in first cost, as well as a more perfect type of line con-

struction can be had by the use of this device. In order to place this

clamp upon the market this company offers to prepay the freight on

trial orders of 25 or more clamps on condition that they will be paid

for if satisfactory, otherwise they are to be returned at the expense

of the manufacturer.

THE ATLAS RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.

The Atlas Railway Supply Co., 1523 Manhattan Building, Chicago,

is represented at the convention by its president, Mr. J. G. Mc-
Michael, and Mr. G. M. Huber. The company has an attractively

furnished space, iox20 ft., where are exhibited samples of its many
wtU-known products, among which may be mentioned "Atlas" rail

joints, for T or girder rails, suspended or supported; rail braces

of various design, including "Atlas" standard girder brace, used

with or without bolts, and the "Atlas" plain brace with and without

tic plates; the "Atlas" supported girder rail joint No. 5; "Atlas"

primer and ".^tlas" surfacer, will take the places of oil or paste

wood fillers and lead and oil surfaces; and "Atlas I X L" paints

for wood and iron work.
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THE STERLING VARNISH CO.

The .space in tlic cuiiveiilion hall occiuiicd by the exhibit of thi

Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg, Pa., is No. i of section A. Th :

company is exhibiting street railway motor armature and field coMs

insulated with "Sterling" extra insulating varjiisli and "Sterling'

black plastic insulator, and finished with "Sterling" black air drying

varnish and extra black finishing varnish. Some of these coils are

cut into sections to show the penetrating power of the compounc's

as well as their exceptional elasticity and mechanical strength, oil

proofing, etc. Samples of cotton cloth coated with Sterling blaeiC

plastic insulator and "Sterling" elastic insulating varnish are shown

to demonstrate to master mechanics and superintendents what results

can be secured from cloth coated with these compounds. These

cloths arc such as are used for insulating and taping coils, canvas

for armature heads, etc.

The company is distributing for the first time among street railway

men strips of copper coaled with "Sterling" black iron enamel. This

material is an exceptional protective coating for iron and steel

structures sucli as bridges, cars, trucks, tanks, iron poles, hand rails,

etc. The company also has on hand for distribution a supply of the

Sterling Varnish Go's, hand books relating to insulating compounds,

their care and manipulation; small samples of the cloths coated with

black plastic insulator and elastic insulating varnish, etc.

The exhibit will be in charge of Mr. A. S. King, who is in chargj

of the company's ca.stern territory, and Mr. C. L. Cool, in charge A
the western territory. Mr. James Todd, president, Dr. Walther

Riddle, vice-president, and Mr. Arthur Ilartwell, general manager,

arc in attendance at the convention.

MAYER & ENGLUND AND ALLIES.

The Mayer & Englund Co. and some of the leading manufac-

turers which it represents, have grouped their exhibits in one sec-

tion, and for this purpose secured spaces i to 8, inclusive, of section

A, South Pavilion, having a total of i6oo sq. ft. The exhibitors

in this group are the following

:

The Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg, occupying space No. I. It

exhibits the full line of "Sterling" insulating compounds, insulated

cloths and papers.

The Garton-Daniels Co., Keokuk, la., has space No. 2, and ex-

hibits a full line of the Carton lightning arresters for direct and

alternating current circuits, as well as the automotoneer.

The R. D. Nuttall Co., Pittsburg, is in space No. 3, and shows

a full line of standard gears and pinions for railway motors, and

"Union" standard trolleys; also special gearing.

The Mayer & Englund Co., Philadelphia, is at space No. 6, where

is displayed a full line of general railway supplies, such as overhead

line material, pole brackets and pole fittings of every description,

car fittings of various kinds, such as registers, register fi.xtures,

headlights, fendcr.s, tail lights, shades, trolley catchers, and numerous

other detail supplies which the company regularly handles.

The Protected Rail Bond Co.', Philadelphia, has space No. 7, with a

complete line of well-known "Protected" rail bonds and tools for

applying them.

The DuflF Manufacturing Co., Allegheny, is in space No. 8, with a

display of Barrett automatic jacks, and the DufT motor armature

lift.

In the middle of this group of booths is a reception pavilion where

no material is exhibited. This is to be fitted up with desks, chairs,

tables, local and long distance telephone, stenographer and typewriter,

and other oflnce conveniences. This central space is at the joint

disposal of all the exhibitors in the group. The booths are hand-

somely decorated, the prevailing colors being gold, green and

maroon.

The representatives of the Mayer & Englund Co. and the Protected

Rail Bond Co. present at the convention are:

Charles J. Mayer, president of both companies ; A. H. Englund,

secretary and treasurer of the Mayer & Englund Co., and treasurer

of the Protected Rail Bond Co. ; Edwin B. Ross, secretary of the

Protected Rail Bond Co. ; H. G. Lewis, \Vm. A. Armstrong, jr.,

Benjamin Haylar, jr., John McSorley, and H. J. Mayer, of the

Philadelphia office; H. E. Beach, New York office; Edward Ham-
mett, jr., Pittsburg office; J. M. Gallagher, Chicago office; F. M.
Eaxton, Atlanta representative.

"RING" FIXTURE CURTAINS.

The Curtain Supply Co., Chicago, a<lvlscs it is now in a position

to supply the trade not only with its standard Forsyth No. 86 fixtures

for closed cars and with "Climax", "Acme" and Forsyth cable

fixtures for open cars, but also with the new open car "Ring" fixture

curtains for open cars, which are giving such excellent satisfaction

to the Brooklyn Rapid Transit system on the 300 cars now in service,

and which have just been specified for a new lot of cars by that com-

pany. This fixture obviates the necessity of the use of the cable, th

;

tips being prevented from escaping from the grooves by means of

metal plates placed in front of each groove. The head is a long one,

thrust out against the bottom of the groove by means of very heavy

springs located in the tube, and the friction surfaces hold again -t

the upward pull of the .spring roller, but are released from contact

by pulling the curtain down. At either end of each head anti-friction

rollers keep the curtains level at all times. At the bottom of cacn

groove are projections which hold the curtain firmly and prevent the

least creeping up, so that there is no danger whatever of the passen-

ger being subjected to rain or sun, should the curtain be pulled down
to the extreme bottom. This new fixture is on exhibit at the com-
pany's booth, spaces 9 and 10, section A.

R. D. NUTTALL CO. EXHIBIT.

A complete line of gears, pinions and trolleys is being exhibite.l

by the R. D. Nuttall Co., of Pittsburg, at space 3, section A, of the

exhibition hall. The large axles for the heavy cars now used in

high speed and interurban service have made the gearing one of

the most important parts of an electric car and the economical \ih

of an equipment is to a great extent dependent on the design, mate-

rial and workmanship of gears and pinions. To meet conditio.is

now obtaining the company is manufacturing both solid and split

gears of standard and heavy weight designs, as well as special de-

signs and ratios from specifications. The new ball bearing trolleys

manufactured by the company are also shown. The company is rep-

recented by its president and treasurer, Mr. F. A. Estep ; also

George Provost, John P. Provost and a nurfiber of other regular

representatives from the sales department.

TICKETS.

"A Few Illustrated Remarks Pertaining to Tickets" is the subject

of a very complete and extensive catalog published by the Globe

Ticket Co., 112-114 North 12th St., Philadelphia, manufacturer of

tickets used by steam and electric railways, theaters, summer parks

and all places of amusement. The publication includes 72 pages

descriptive of the many designed tickets, which are profusely illus-

trated in colors. While it is the purpose of the catalog to present a

variety of tickets of the company's manufacture to guide its custom-
ers in their selection, the styles may be changed to meet the ideas

of patrons, although by conforming to the company's standard, with

which the styles are original, it saves time and expense. Samples
of any styles of tickets are sent on request, together with samples of
quality and colors of paper and cards, when desired, and those con-
templating the purchase and installation of a system of tickets will

find this catalog both interesting and valuable. The facilities of the

company for supplying its goods at the shortest possible notice are

superior, it having branch offices at 358 Dearborn St., Chicago; 27
Market St., San Francisco; and New .\msterdam Theater Building,
New York.

W. T. VAN DORN CO.

The exhibit of the W. T. Van Dorn Co., 1074 South Paulina St

,

Chicago, manufacturer of Van Dorn automatic couplers, occupies
space No. 8-C. The company is represented by Mr. W. T. Van Dorn,
president and manager, who will be pleaded to show delegates the

operation of the company's latest couplings and draft riggings. The
exhibit consists of a number of models showing the workings of the

various styles of couplers manufactured by the company, as well iS

one full size coupler.

* « »

The Consolidated Car Heating Co. reports the sale of 31,220 elec-

tric heaters for use in 2774 cars for four months ended July I, 1905.
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ALL-STEEL CAR IN THE BRILL EXHIBIT.

The J. G. Brill Co. has on hand an order for 75 standard 28-ft.

closed cars for the New York City Railway Co. and is also building
an all-steel car of the same dimensions. This steel car is includeJ
in the company's exhibit and is particularly interesting on account
of its light weight. Another feature of this car is in the fact that

no pressed steel is used. The bottom framing is entirely composed
of rolled channels and angles, and the posts are channels shaped in

a bulldozer. It is claimed that there are distinct advantages in using

structural material on account of its being straighter, and also be-

BOTTOM FR.XMINC AND POSTS OK BR[LL ALL-STEEL CAR FOR
NEW YORK CITV.

cause the channels and angles are filleted at the bends, while pressed

steel has no reenforcement at these points and is weakened by bend-
ing. The rivets which secure the side plates to the posts are counter-

sunk and ground Hush with the plates. Wood is employed in the

car only for ventilator sash frames, upper and lower parts of window
sashes (the window sash stiles are brass) and the doors. This car

should be examined by all who are watching the progress of steel

car building and marks a large advance in structural methods.

LORAIN STEEL CO. REPRESENTATIVES.

The Lorain Steel Co., Philadelphia, which has its exhibit in section

E, spaces 9 to 18 inclusive, has quite a large representation at the

convention. Those in attendance are

:

Daniel Coolidge, president ; P. M. Boyd, secretary and treasurer

;

Randolph Cliz, Cleveland agent ; F. J. Drake, Philadelphia agent

;

S. P. S. Ellis, Pittsburg agent; E. B. Entwisle, chief engineer; H. C.

Evans, New York agent; William W. Kingston, Atlanta agent; H.
F. A. Kleinschmidt, superintendent of track welding department;

A. S. Littlefield, Chicago agent ; S. P. McGough and Carroll Burton,

assistant to the president.

EUKEKA AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SIGNAL CO.

The exhibit of the Eureka Automatic Electric Signal Co., Lans-

ford, Pa., which occupies space 27, section D, in the exhibit hall in

charge of Mr. John Earley, superintendent of the company's factory,

and Mr. Walter Drumheller, traveling representative. Here the

company is showing the "Eureka" single-wire system of block

signals for single track electric railways; the "Eureka" single-wire

system, adapted to ring bells on bridges and at road crossings, and

to operate semaphores to show danger or safety at steam tracks

crossed at grade; the "Eureka" two-wire system of block signals,

showing both track and trolley operation. The company is also

showing a new signal stand, made entirely of metal, and designed

for high-speed trolley or third rail lines. The base of this stand

consists of three compartments in which are contained the signal

operating apparatus, separate compartments being used for batteries,

controllers and resistances, switches, etc. The base is surmounted
by a tower constructed of 4',4-in. tubes converging from the corners

of the base and meeting in a hollow cone, on w-hich are supported
either "Eureka" semaphores or lanterns. The whole device is 14

ft. in height.

GALENA SIGNAL OIL CO.

The products of the Galena Signal Oil Co., Franklin, Pa., are very

attractively displayed at spaces I, 2, 3 and 4 at section D, where
the following representatives of the company will make their head-

quarters during convention hours

:

S. A. Mcgeath, first vice-president, Franklin, Pa.

C. C. Stcinbrenner, Franklin, Pa.

E. U. Baker, New York, N. Y.

E. G. Bcatty, Franklin, Pa.

L. J. Drake, jr., Indianapolis, Ind.

Alfred Green, Brooklyn, N. Y.

W. II. Pape, Franklin, Pa.

C. A. Record, Boston, Mass.

J. V. Smith, Franklin, Pa.

C. E. Sedgwick, Franklin, Pa.

C. H. Thomas, Franklin, Pa.

W. A. Trubee, Bridgeport, Conn.

C. H. Mason, Boston, Mass.

Edward Wilson, Franklin, Pa.

LeRoy G. Miller, manager street railway department.

George A. Barnes, assistant manager street railway department.

THE NATIONAL CURTAIN FIXTURE.

The exhibit of the National Lock Washer Co., Newark, N. J.,

manufacturer of nut locks, curtain fixtures, car curtains, sash locks

and sash balances, occupies space 15, section C, where the com-

pany has an exhibit of its products, including the "National" curtain

fixture. It is claimed that this fixture positively locks the curtain

against upward tension and that the heads being stationary will not

come out of the grooves in the casing, two advantages to be con-

sidered in selecting a curtain fixture. It automatically locks against

the tension of the spring roller by means of an eccentric on each

.side of the window, which are pivoted within the guides. The
locking cams are drawn within the heads or guides when the handles

are compressed, the guides remain stationary, and the curtain is

entirely free to be raised or lowered without danger of the heads

coming out of the grooves in the casing. Each fi.xture is provided

with two non-friction rollers, which bear lightly on the casing and

make a smooth running curtain. The fixture is adjusted to varia-

tions of wood work by simply screwing or unscrewing the heads,

and the locking cams are self-adjusting to swelling and shrinking

of wood.

STOMBAUGH GUY ANCHORS.

W. N. Matthews & Bro., 225 North Second St., St. Louis, report

a large increase in the sales of Stombaugh guy anchors to the street

railway, electric light and telephone trade for anchoring poles, fences

and smoke stacks. Persistent efforts have been made by this firm

in placing these anchors before the trade and convincing managers

and purchasing agents of their merits, the most effective of which

is the opportunity given for ordering any quantity of Stombaugh guy

anchors over one dozen on 30 days' trial, freight prepaid. After

they have tried them for this length of time if they prove satisfactory

they are to be paid for, otherwise they may be returned freight

collect. This proposition is very liberal indeed and offers an oppor-

tunity to investigate and be convinced of the merits of the product,

without the risk of entailing any obligation or unnecessary expense

should the anchors prove otherwise than represented. W. N. Mat-

thews & Bro. state that they never have return shipments except in

cases when it is found that the soil is too rocky to permit the instal-

lation of Stombaugh guy anchors.

Upon the occasion of the recent visit of the Secretary of War and

his party to the Philippines, an excursion on electric cars through

the city of Manila was given in his honor, Tuesday, August 8th,

from 3.30 to 6 p. m., by the Manila Electric Railroad & Light Co.
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THE OFFICERS OF THE J. G. BRILL CO.

The concern which i:, )iow the J. (J. Brill Cjk w.i . (.uinhvl in

1868 by John George Brill and his eldest son, G. Martin Hrill. Pre-

vious to that time both were in the employ of Murphy S: .Mlison, one

of the largest car building concerns in the business. Mr. J. O, Brill

Named the trade of cabinet making in Bremen, Germany, and in

1847, at the age of 30, came to Philadelphia and soon obtaini'd a

position willi the car builders which he retaine.l until the oppor

tnnity .-irriviMl It) commence business with his son. During thosi:

years Murphy & Allison built .street and steam railway cars

and Mr. Brill obtained a broad experience in every branch of the

art which in later years was invaluable to him. His early training

a.? a cabinet maker gave him an insight into the methods of strong,

de.iili of his father. He was educated in the public schools of Phila-

delphia, learned the trade of car building with Murphy & Allison,

and was foreman of their woodworking department for a number

o; years. His intimacy with all manufacturing details of car and

liuck building has been constantly dcvelopol by the closest appli-

cation to the building up of his plant which has long stood am'>n<

the best organized ami equipped concerns in the country, and whose

p'oducts have made the name of its founders known in all lands.

Mr. Brill's capacity and energy together with his im()ressive and

genial personality and powerful physique arc familiar to the leaders

in industrial matters the world over. Although much sought on

account of his conservative judgment, keen foresight, sturdy integ-

rity, and his prominence as one of the country's largest manufac-

turers, he has confined his connections to a few concerns. Nearly

. iM.-\KTlN liKU. JOHN C.KORl.E IlKlLl. •HN .\. bklLL

liglit and perfect wood-working, essential to the construction of

durable street cars; and his knowledge of the best timber and ma-

terials to be used, without which fine workmanship is of little avail,

was also largely due to his thorough schooling in Bremen. He
was an extremely energetic and conscientious mechanic and re

quired of his employes the very highest class of work. He was not

so earnest in the matter of making money as he was that every

pioduction of his shops should be pc-rfect in every respect, and

when in i8f^3 the Exposition of Railway Appliance^ in Chica?"

every day of the year Mr. Brill is in his oflSce at the Brill works,

ever alert to direct improvements, and as ready to encourage earn-

est efforts towards betterment in equipment and workmanship a^

he is to condemn indifference and carelessness. In consequence,

he has brought together at the Brill works and the other concerns

with which he has to do, not only mechanical facilities of the high-

est order, but what is even of greater importance, forces of men
deeply interested in turning out the best character of work, loyal

t'l ih'ir cniipany, by the appreciation and confidence which is always

S, M. Cl'KVVI£N. J,\MES

awarded the lirm the gold medal for the best street car, he was

more satisfied than with the largest order ever taken. Before his

death, in 188S, Mr. Brill saw the business, which \\^ and his son

had cstablishd, grow from the humble beginning in a small shop

at 31st and Chestnut Sts. to a large plant covering all the available

adjoining ground, about four and one-half acres, and the firm incor-

porated under the name J. G. Brill Co., with himself as president.

Eighteen and one-half acres of land in a desirable location had

been purchased and the buildings planned for a modern and com-

modious plant.

Mr. G. Martin Brill has been president of the company since the

,\V1.E W. H. HEUI.IXr.S. Jr.

accorded them. Besides being president of the J. 0. Brill Co., Mr.

Brill is a director in the American Car Co., the G. C. Kuhlman Car

Co., and the John Stephenson Co. ; is president of the Ha'itax &
Yarmouth Railway Co., vice-president of the Nova Scotia Develop-

ment Co., and a director in the Merchants' National Bank, of Phila-

delphia.

Mr. John A. Brill, vice-president, is the member of the concern

best known in railway circles, as the larger part of his time, until

the last few years, has been given to traveling in every part of the

world where street railways are operated. The immense busines-i

of the company is largely due to his untiring energy and straight-
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forward business mctliods. His broad knowledge of the operating

conditions of all kinds of railroads is evidenced by nearly 200

patents which have been issued to him on cars and trucks and

l.arts of their equipment. He has a master mind for discerninc;

operating conditions and meeting them in the most practical man-

ner. The fundamental principle of electric truck construction—an

independent frame for the support of the motor—was conceived by

liim and the first truck to be constructed on that principle was of

l.is design. Many of his designs were at first considered extremely

radical, but in every instance his aim to completely meet require-

ments has been realized by persistent, clearsighted effort. The im-

press of his genius is indelibly stamped on nearly every type of car

and truck which has come into general use in the field of electric

traction. Mr. Brill is also president of the .-Xmcrican Car Co., vice

liresident of the G. C. Kuhlman Car Co., and a director of the John

Stephenson Co.

Mr. James Rawle, secretary and treasurer, purchased a third in-

terest in the business of J. G. Brill & Son in 1872, the firm then

becoming J. G. Brill & Co. .\fter his graduation at the University

of Pennsylvania, Mr. Rawle took up civil engineering and was a

member of the corps which laid out the lines of the Philadelphii

&• Erie Railroad Co, Frank Thomson and A. J. Cassatt were also

in this engineering corps. .\t the time he joined the Brill com-

pany a number of costly buildings had been recently added to th •

plant. A general depreciation in railroad stocks and an insecure

condition of business throughout the country occurring at that

time, the situation was critical for the firm and called for exceed-

ingly skilful management. Mr. Rawle assumed control of th •

finances in a manner which at once convinced all with whom h-

had to do that the utmost reliance could be placed in his method^

The wisdom and equity with which he has directed the handlin;^

of accounts has given the company the reputation for highly satis-

factory dealings and has done much to build up its immense busi-

ness on a firm basis. Always an unprejudiced student of men and

affairs, with a calm and judicial mind, clear and forceful speech, a

master of business economics, he commands every situation from

beginning to end, leaving no one dissatisfied with the results. Mr.

Rawle is also treasurer of the American Car Co., the G. C. Kuhl-

man Car Co. and the John Stephenson Co.

Mr. Samuel M. Curwen, general manager, served his appren-

ticeship as car builder in the company's shops on Chestnut St. and

became head of the drafting department. He left this place to spend

several years on his ranch in the west to regain health which had

suffered from close application to his work. Returning in 1894.

he became a general salesman and the following year was made

assistant general manager of the plant. Two years ago the presi-

dent relinquished the duties of general manager and Mr. Curwen

was elected to fill the office. Besides being a practical car builder

he is a self-taught mechanical engineer with a broad experience

in the large variety of machines and engines employed in a plant

(>f this kind. Many of the valuable patents owned by the company

arc for inventions of Mr. Curwen. Besides attending to the im-

mense variety of important details which devolve upon his otTicc.

hi- makes time for trips to any point where his engineering skill

.-IS a salesman is needed to turn the tide in favor of his company's

tender for a large order. His wide acquaintance among railway

officials and his profound knowledge of everything pertainin? to

the manufacture of cars and trucks and their equipment, a ke.-n

discernment of the conditions under which they operate, coupled

with a convincing address and sincere dealing, fits h'.m singularly

for successfully handling difficult situations. Mr. Curwen is also

president of the G. C. Kuhlman Car Co., vice-president of

the American Car Co., and vice-president of the, John Stephen-

son Co.

Mr. William H. Heulings, jr., assistant secretary, entered the

employ of the company at the age of 14 as a stenographer. His

< nergetic manner, quick mind and unusual memory were soon recog-

nized and responsibilities, which he was eager to assume, followed

each other in rapid succession. In the office and in the shops

nothing escaped his keen eyes nor was forgotten. Before he was

20 he was the right-hand man of Mr. John A. Brill, and from this

association has gained much of the knowledge and e.xperience in

salesmanship for which he is so eminently fitted by native qualities.

At 25 he was on the road as often as he could be spared from his

office, sometimes accompanying Mr. Brill but oftener alone. One
of his first important orders was secured in the face of difficult

circumstances when the chances of getting even a part seemed small,

but while the company was wiring instructions, a characteristic

message was received which read simply "Got everything." He has

a host of friends in the railway world, all of whom have a deep

respect for him. He possesses the happy faculty of combining

strenuous endeavor for business w-ith genuine good fellowship, and

in nature and practice is frank and conscientious to the last degree.

.Mr. Heulings is also president of the John Stephenson Cn.

PNEUMATIC TRACK SANDERS FOR STREET RAILWAY
SERVICE.

Pneumatic track sanding is not by any means ulw ; it has been

used altogether on all steam railways thoughout the United States,

Canada and Mexico for many years, and indeed quite a few foreign

railways are calling upon the manufacturers for this equipment.

It is believed that wherever the pneumatic sander has been given a

careful trial under fair conditions, it has been found efficient and

in every way satisfactory.

While the pneumatic track sander has long since passed the ex-

perimental stage and is giving wherever used with ordinary care

the best of service, still it must be remembered that there are some

things it will not do. First of all the sand must be thoroughly dried

and screened through a piece of 4 x 4 gauze netting and afterward

kept clean ; because damp sand and stones will surely prevent th

;

Sanders working properly. If this is done and p'p^ joints loo';eJ

after a little, pneumatic sanders will save you 70 per cent, of the

amount of sand used by giving an instantaneous delivery of sand

at the point of contact even on the shortest curves (sanding the

rail instead of the right of way), and at the same time allow the

motorman's attention to be given to other duties while the sander

is in operation, which in itself is a point worth considering in case

of lawsuits.

.EACH PNFUMATIC SANDER FOR ELECTRIC SERMCE.

The sander exhibited at this convention by the -American Loco-

motive Sander Co. is designed for electric railway cars and is known

as the Leach "B." The principal feature of this sander is its sim-

plicity; it requires little or no attention after being properly applied

any further than having the sand properly prepared.

The only wearing part of the device is the blast cap which can

be renewed at a very small cost and by any kind of labor. There

is used in connection with this sander a motorman's valve with a

warning port so arranged that when the sander is being used there

is a continual warning being sounded, so the motorman cannot for-

get and leave the sander working until the sand box is entirely

empty.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Co. has been

trying out the pneumatic sanders on its electric equipment and we
understand that it is getting good results, the secret of its succesi

being in the proper preparation of the sand.

The American Locomotive Sander Co.'s exhibit is an interest-

ing one. The company is the leading manufacturer of pneumatic

sanders for all kinds of service, and its representatives will be glad

of an opportunity to talk with delegates who are interested in pneu-

matic Sanders and to furnish equipment for one car for trial, not

to be paid for unless satisfactory.
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Solution of the Transfer Problem
Ohmergraph.

The

The general deniand and necessary adoption of the transfer sys-

tem has grown beyond all calculation. The growth has been so

widespread and to such enormous proportions that it is to be

reckoned with by every street railway manager in the country. The

value of a transfer and its necessity are too well known for com-

ment, and the abuses following its introduction have more than

kept pace with its good features.

The substitution of transfers for cash fares; the illegitimate

traffic in transfers ; the system which is almost universal of making

the transfer a stop-over privilege instead of its use for a continu-

ous ride arc so common that the average manager justly attributes

to them some of his gray hairs.

At the time of its issue the transfer should be accurately

punched to fix the date, the time by hours and minutes, and when
the traffic is more or less congested, it has been found an impossi-

bility for the conductor to collect his fares and issue transfers with

the proper limitations. He must cither collect his cash fares and

THE OHMERGRAPH.

issue transfers with the limitations punched as best he can, or

properly punch the transfers at the expense of not getting some

of the cash fares.

Mr. John F. Ohmer, of Dayton, O., within the month has pre-

sented the "Ohmergraph" as a solution for this most perplexing

problem'. The "Ohmergraph" is a small machine worn on the side

or chest of the conductor, and is so light that its weight is scarcely

perceptible. This machine will perforate the month, the day, the

direction, the hour, the minute (by tens or fifteens) and it issues

and records each transfer in less time than the conductor could

place his hand in his pocket for a pad of transfers. The machine

is enclosed within an aluminum case and contains transfers put up

in rolls of 200 and 300 each. The transfers are consecutively

numbered in the usual way and checked out to the conductor by

the consecutive numbers and also by the register record. The
operation requires one hand only of the conductor and the transfer

is properly punched, issued and recorded in one operation by the

movement of a single lever. The illustrations show transfers be-

fore and after issue. It will be observed that the matter is printed

transversely across the paper and can be read without turning.

The first perforation is shown in the top column at 12, the next

under minutes at 15, the next on the same transverse parallel,

punches out the direction, "N"; the next perforation, "P. M."
Under the word "Days" are figures from i to 11 and then a cipher.

It will be observed that 5 is punched for the 5th day, and the last

perforation on the transfer as shown indicates March. The figures

I, 2 and 3 on the 3rd transverse column are used for indicating the

days in excess of the nth. For the 12th day, for instance, the

figure I would be punched with the figure 2 directly below the I.

On the 22nd day of the month the next figure 2 would be per-

forated, and on the 30th the next figure 3 and the cipher in the

next column below would be perforated. It is impossible to punch

and issue transfers without recording them in the machine, and

from a sanitary standpoint the innovation should be highly com-

mendable and popular with the public. There is no chance to con-

taminate the transfer with mutilated money, tobacco, etc., carried

by the conductor.

The transfers will be printed in different colors denoting special

lines or streets from which they arc issued. An audible indication

(bell ring) is the accompaniment to each transfer issued and the

number of bell rings must indicate the number issued. Under these

circumstances the conductor would not dare issue surreptitiously

inr)rc transfers than are leiiitimati-lv required by passengers. The

00113
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ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.

The Electric Storage Battery Co., of Philadelphia, was organized

in 1888; its factory was located in Gloucester, N. J., until tlio year

In i8g2 the company made its first installation ot the "Chloride

.Accumulator," these words characterizing the special construction

of the plates then made. From that time the term has been utilized

a;- the registered trademark of the company, applied generally to

all the batteries made by it, excepting those used for vehicle work,

which bear the trademark ''Exide Battery."

In 1894 the development of the industry was so hampered In-

patent litigation between the various storage battery companies then

in the field that the Electric Storage Battery Co. secured a con-

trolling interest in its various competitors and purchased all out-

-slanding patent rights covering storage batteries and accessories.

thus consolidating all conflicting interests and combining all the

experience and engineering talent then available in this particular

Ifranch of electrical industry.

About this time an alliance was formed with the Chloride Elec-

trical Storage Co.. T,td., I'.ngland. the .^ccumulatorcn-Fabrik .-\kticn-

company secured additional quarters in the large Warden Power

Building, located at 19th St. and Allegheny Ave., Philadelphia,

at which place, with greater shipping facilities and enlarged space.

the manufacture of the "Chloride .Accumulator" has continued on

an increasing scale, until the company, on account of the magnitude

of its business and increase of its working force, found it advisable

to purchase not only the entire Power Building, but also all the

buildings contained on the large triangular plot of ground bounded

by .Allegheny .Ave. on the north, the Pennsylvania R. R. on the

west, and the Philadelphia & Reading Ry. on tlie east. This entire

plant which the company now owns consists of the main building

and twenty separate structures devoted to the different processes

of storage battery manufacture.

The accompanying illustration gives a general view of the works

from the western and southern sides. The executive oflices. and

the oflice of the .sales department are located on the seventli floor

of the main building, and the offices of the engineering, construction,

operating, accounting, purchasing, order and superintendent's de-

partments occupy the front portion of the central pavilion on the

floors beneath. In the auxiliary buildings on the ground floor are

located the lumber sheds, the stnck mom for pig lend and alloy, the

ST.\Fl-' Ol- KI.KCTRIC STORAGE B.\TTERV CO

Gtsellschaft, Germany, and the Societe .Anonyme pour le Travail

Electrique des Metaux, France, which secured to the Electric

Storage Battery Co. the control of these companies' patents for the

United States, and the benefit of all future improvements made by

them. By means of periodical conferences between its own engi-

neers and those of the foreign companies, the Electric Storage Bat-

tery Company keeps in close touch with every advance made in the

art. In 1902 the company acquired a controlling interest in the

Chloride Electrical Storage Syndicate, Ltd. of England.

The successful operation of the plants installed for lighting and

power and railway work created a demand for .storage batteries in

excess of the capacity of the Gloucester factory, so that in 1894 the

lead foundry and lead rolling mill and other machinery and appara-

tus for the manufacture of the various types of battery plates; also

the extensive forming rooms where the electro-chemical formation

of the plates is completed, as well as the power plant which fur-

nishes current for electrolytic and power purposes. Jn the main

building in addition to the offices mentioned, are the machine shop

for the manufacture of storage battery auxiliaries, such as end

cell switches, copper work, etc. ; the carpenter shop where tanks,

battery racks, and other accessories of a similar nature are con-

structed; the tank lining department where the tanks are lined with

sheet lead ; the switchboard di'partment where switchboard panels

lor the \ prions storage battery installations are laid out and assem-
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bU.'d ; the drafting room; the experimental and commercial labora-

tories; the general store room and the packing and shipping de-

partment. In the basement are located the plate stock-room and

the assembling room for small cells, vehicle batteries, etc.

Among the varied applications of the "Chloride Accumulator" in

the electrical field one of the most important is its use in connec-

tion with electric railway systems. The advantages of a storage

battery in railway work in removing momentary fluctuations and

handling sustained peaks of load, relieving the power house »ad

transmission lines at times of maximum demand, improving the load

factor and, therefore, the economy of generation and transmission.

and supplying at all times an instantly available reserve source of

energy arc now too well known to railway engineers to require more
than a brief enumeration.

Among the recent improvements which have been introduced

hy the Electric Storage Battery Co. are the box negative plate.

INST.^LL.'\TIONS FOR THE TOLEDO R.\IL\VAYS & LIGHT CO . RAILWAY BATTERY 364 CELLS TYPE 4:-G. LIGHTING
BATTERY ^96 CELLS TYPE 37-G, (IN 5lG, TANKS).
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CURVE SHOWING RAII.VVAV REGULATION.

which has been adopted as standard for all heavy electric work;

the carbon regulator for the automatic control and regulation of

boosters in connection with batteries installed for fluctuating work;

and various pieces of apparatus such as the compensating hydro-

meter, the autoinalic pilot cell filler, the signaling hydrometer,

etc. for improving and simplifying the record and control of storage

battery operation.

The recognition which is now accorded to the "Chloride Accu-

mulator" in heavy electrical railway work is evidenced by some

of the recent contracts which have been awarded to the Electric

Storage Battery Co., among which may be mentioned the 2000-kw. h.

battery installation at the Hammil sub-station of the Long Island

Division of the Pennsylvania R. R., which has recently been put

into operation ; the eight installations aggregating 15,000 kw. h. in

the rotary sub-stations for the electrification of the Hudson River

and the Harlem Divisions of the New York Central & Hudson River

R. R. ; the looo-kw. h. battery recently contracted for by the South-

side Elevated Railroad Co., of Chicago, (in which contract was

included also an increase for the two large batteries of "Chloride

Accumulators" purchased by this road in 1898) ; a battery of 1500-

kw. h. capacity now being installed for the Metropolitan West Side

Elevated Ry., Chicago, this being the third battery purchased by

that road; a battery of 1,450-kw. h. (second installation) for the

Northwestern Elevated Railway Co., of Chicago; the second bat-

tery of nearly 2,000-kw. h. capacity recently purchased by the To-

ronto Railway Co., Toronto, Ont. ; the 720-kw. h. battery just in-

stalled for the Toledo Railways & Light Co., Toledo, Ohio, and now
being, increased to i,20>kw, h, capacity ; and numerous smaller plants.

The Peckham Manufacturing Co. is distributing a number of in-

teresting circulars at the convention, descri'ptive of its products.

These are gVz x 12V2 in. in size and are printed on heavy colored

paper, four pages to each circular. Among these is a circular de-

scribing and illustrating the Ruggle's patent single and double truck

electric rotary snow plows, together with a large list of purchasers of

these snow plows. The circular describing Peckham's system of

double trucks, includes besides illustrations of these products, a view

of the works of the company at Kingston, N. Y., and a list of roads

using Peckham M. C. B, trucks.

CARBON REUUl.ATOR l'"OR AUTO.MATIC liOOSTER CONTROL.

The George W. Lord Co., Philadelphia, advises that the cessation

of hostilities in the far East has already been emphasized by the fact

that export orders are being received in America for large quantities

of supplies and equipment. The company has resumed shipment of

Lord's boiler compounds to Japan and Russia, having, since the sign-

ing of the peace treaty, in addition to filling standing orders, received

from its Vladivostok agent an order for a carload of compound.
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THE W. R. GARTON CO.

Tlic W. K. Carton Co., 118-132 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago.

is not making nn cxliihit at the convention hall, but is represented

by the various nu-nibers of the company and its sales department,

vi-ho will be found at the booths of the various manufacturers for

which the Carton company is western selling agent. At the organ-

ization of the company in i8yS it acted as manufacturers' agent only,

but as the trade developed it was found necessary to carry a stock

and handle many articles in addition to the earlier lines, as well as

to manufacture several articles of its own design.

The principal niannfaiiures which this company now represents

include the lilectric Railway l',<iuipinent Co., of Cincinnati, railway

construction material; the Massachusetts Chemical Co., of Boston,

"Arnialac", "Hnamelac", and a full line of friction and rubljcr tapes

and other insulating compounds ; the Eureka Tempered Copper

Works, of North East, Pa., brass and copper products, motor bear-

ings, trolley wheels, rail bonds, etc. ; the Van Dorn & Dutton Co

,

of Cleveland, gears and pinions, track scrapers and armature lifts,

C. S. Knowles, Boston, glass and porcelain insulators; the Lea

Electric Manufacturing Co., the Northall arc lamp; the Trolley

Supply Co., Canton, O., Knutson trolley retriever; the Condit Elec-

trical Manufacturing Co., Boston, Eldcn circuit breakers. Specialtie...

of this company include the "America" incandescent laini), "Colum-

bia" friction tape and "Velva Para" rubber tape; trolley poles,

wheels, harps, bushing, tools, carbon brushes, tape, brakes, switches,

paint, etc. The company also controls the output of the Brubaker

knife switch.

automatic tilting steam traps; all of which are described and iUu«-

tratcd in its pamphlet No. 4, 1905.

Among these specialties those of most interest to electric railway

men arc the Anderson cushioned non-return valve, the combination

cu.shioned non-return valve and the cushioned triple-acting non-

return valve. These valves supply a very vital part of the general

piping system of power plants. The valve, when placed between the

boiler and header, will e(|uali/.e the pressure between the difTerciit

units of a battery of boilers as they remain closed as long as the

boiler pressure is lower than that of the header. When the boiler

pressure equals the header pressure, they open and will remain vx

that position without chattering or hammering. They will automati-

cally cut off a boiler in case of accident to the boiler, such as the

bursting of a tube, and will also act as a safety slop to prevent steam

being turned into a cold boiler while men are working inside.

THE WHEEL TRUING BRAKE SHOE CO.

The Wheel Truing Brake Shoe Co., of Detroit, .\licli., which is

represented at the convention by its president and general manager,

Dr. J. M. Griffin, has its exhibit in space 11, section C. The exhibit

consists of various styles of abrasive brake shoes manufactured by

the company. The company claims for these products, wheel truing

brake shoes, that their use prevents the necessity of sending rolling

stock having untrue and flat wheels to the repair shop because they

perform their work while the car is in service.

THE FALK CO.

GOLDEN-ANDERSON VALVES.

The Golden-Anderson Valve Specialty Co., 105 Pike St., Pittsburg,

Pa., manufactures the following valve specialties: Anderson cush-

ioned non-rclurn valves, combination cushioned non-return valves,

cushioned triple-acting non-return valves, patented pressure reducing

valves, automatic and counter-balanced valves, automatic valve and

water column, float valves, altitude valves and Golden patented

While the Kalk Co., Milwaukee, Wis., is not exhibiting its prod-

ucts at the convention it is ably represented by the following mem-
bers of the company: Gen. Otto H. Falk, vice-president; E. A.

Wur.ster, secretary and treasurer, and W. Frank Carr, chief en-

gineer. Besides contracting and building electric railways, the

company manufactures switches, frogs and crossings, motor gears

and pinions and steel castings, and is the originator and patentee of

the cast welded rail joint.

Peacock Brakes at the Convention
Don't fail to call at Section K, Space 12, Exhibition

Hall, and see the real thing that does the business—

THE PEACOCK BRAKE
One of our representatives will be pleased to show 30U all our different styles and explain their merits.

. Call for any one named here:

G. S. ACKLEY .

W. D. BREWSTER .

J. A. EDWARDS,
W. W. MILLER
E. C. RUTHERFORD
F. D. MILLER

President and Manager National Brake Company

Secretary National Brake Company

Agfent for New York City, Connecticut and New Jersey

General Southwestern Ag^ent

' Special Agent for Canada and the Northwest

General Traveling Agent

H. A. CLARK, Agent for Southeastern Pennsylvania, Delaware and West Virginia

BELLEVUE-STRATFORD HOTEL
Headquarters for

National Brake Company of Buffalo, New York
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BENJAMIN WIRELESS CLUSTERS. THE STANDARD STEEL WORKS.

The accompanying illustrations show the construction of Benjamin
wireless car-lighting clusters, manufactured by the Benjamin Electric

Xlanufacturing Co., 42 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago. These clus-

ters consist of a porcelain base upon which are securely mounted
the necessary contacts formed in sections. Kach section, except th?

liE.NJ.XMlN WIKlil-KSS Cl.LSTERS.

first and last, serves two lamps and overlaps so as to connect th;

lamps in series without wires—there being only two binding screws

except where two circuits are represented in a single cluster. These

clusters have been used very extensively by the larger street railway

systems throughout the country, including those of Detroit, New
York, Chicago, St. Louis and Los Angeles.

The company has also designed and is manufacturing weather-

proof clusters. This type of cluster is specially suited for out door

lighting and for mines, subways, etc., wherever the atmospheric co 1-

ditions are detrimental to the ordinary type or form of cluster. The

^f%

1^

e
BENJ.VMIN WIRKl.ESS Cl.fSTERS.

socket-shells are of copper, the casings of polished aluminum, anfl

the cluster-back sealed by a flange tapped for '/s-in. pipe and screwed

directly on end of support, thus making a weather-proof joint. The
shades are heavy, well calculated to withstand hard usage and tapped

f»r Vs-in. pipe only.

ST. LOUIS CAR WHEEL CO.

The St. Louis Car Wheel Co., 510-512 Bank of Commerce Build-

ing, St. Louis, manufacturer of all kinds of chilled wheels and cast-

ings, is occupying space 14, section L Here the company has an

exhibit of street car wheels, its 20th century pattern, the sales for

which in the last ten years have increased from 600 a year to over

30,000. The reinforced channel spoke street car wheels manufacturej

by this company for city and interurban service received the highest

award at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. The results obtained

from wheels of this design, of which the company is the original

manufacturer, have been very satisfactory and show stronger spokes

and flange, more uniform chill and greater mileage. John L. Butter-

field, general sales agent, and W. W. Talman, vrestern sales agent,

are representing the company at the convention.

The Standard Steel Works, Harrison Building, 15th and Market

Sts., Philadelphia, is displaying its forged and rolled steel wheels,

built up wheels, axles and springs in space 11, section L 10x20 ft. in

size. Wheel matters arc of no small importance to managers of elec-

tric railways and interesting data on the life and cost of the products

of this company may be had at its exhibit, where Mr. E. Sidney

Lewis, general traveling representative of the company, will be in

charge. While the exhibit includes those products of interest to

electric railway men, the company manufactures steel tires, steel tired

wheels, steel rolled wheels, steel and iron castings and forgings, steel

railway springs, steel pipe flanges and steel crusher rings for both

electric and heavy steam railroad service.

KALAMAZOO RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.

The Kalamazoo Railway Supply Co., Kalamazoo, Mich., manufac-

turer of railway and contractors' supplies, is exhibiting its products

of especial interest to electric railway men. These include a full line

of jacks and track tools and three or four different styles of Root

railway spring scrapers, the company having recently arranged for

the exclusive manufacture and sale of these scrapers. Two types of

Root scrapers were described in recent issues of the "Street Railway

Review", the general design and construction of which are similar.

They may be seen in operation at the company's booth. Mr. Fred M.

Root, manager of the scraper department, represents the company.

FRANK RIDLON CO.

The exhibit of Frank Ridlon Co., 200 Summer St., Boston, occu-

pies space II, section A, in the convention hall. The principal appa-

ratus shown by this company are trolley catchers, babbitting devices,

winding machines for field and armature coils, taping and bandin?

machines, armature trucks and winding stands, sand boxes, trolley

harps, automatic locks for vestibule doors, etc. The representatives

of the company in attendance at the convention are Henry F. Kellogg,

manager of railway department. Jerry ^^ Hayes and George C. Dana.

A comfortable journey between Chicago, Detroit, Niagara
Falls, Buffalo, New York and Boston, and to and from
Michigan points is assured if your ticket reads via the

"The Niagara Falls Route."

The only line running directly by and in full view of

Niagara Falls.

Stop-over privileges allowed on all through tickets.

Ask About the NiaDara Art Picture

C. F. DALY.
Ptitenfter Traffic Mtfr.

ChlcaKo

CentraO
O. W. RUGGLES.

Gen. Pass. £,• Ticket Adt.
ChlcaiJo
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LYON SHEET STEEL GEAR CASES.

Lyon sheet steel gear cases, whicli are manufactured by the Lyon

Metallic Manufacturing Co., i6 South Ann St., Chicago, arc ex-

hibited at the booth of the Mayer & Knglund Co., exclusive eastern

agent for the sale of Lyon cases, where individual exhibits of the

various manufacturers represented by the latter company will be

found in one general group.

outside, and all brackets arc triple reinforced, making it impossible

to work loose from vibration. The claims for superiority of Lyon

sheet steel cases arc based on the fact that they arc from 75 to 100

lb. lighter than cast iron or malleable cases ; in case of accident

they become bent or dented, not broken, and can be hammered into

shape without injury; the fir.st cost, as well as maintenance, is less.

The company carries in stixk a large ass'jrtment of cases for

Lorain, Walker, General Electric and Wcstinghouse standard motors

fur immediate shijinient. The present stock is being added to as

fast as possible and any styles of cases can be furnished on short

notice. The company also ships cases for trial to be returned at

its expense at any time within 90 days after receipt, if they do not

prove satisfactory in every way.
'

SCHOEN STEEL WHEEL CO.

i.voN i;e.\r cases.

Lyon gear cases are made entirely of sheet steel, each section

properly riveted and seamed, so as to give strength where needed.

They arc reinforced at bot|i ends by heavy plates, both inside and

The Schoen Steel Wheel Co., of I'hiladelphia, has erected it-.

ixhibit in spaces 15, lO, 17 and 18 of section 1, where are shown |hc

progressive steps in the process of making a solid pressed and rolled

^leel car wheel for steam and electric roads. The starting point /or

tlie formation of the wheel proper is a slab, taken from the slabbing

mill of Ihc steel works where it was rolled direct from the ingot

Tlic progress of the work on the wheel is from center to circum-

ference, so that the first step is the formation of the hub and bore.

The round form is then obtained by cutting with a punch under

press, after which the blank is reheated and taken to the rolling,

where the rolling draws the metal and increases the diameter of

the forming wheel. After leaving the rolling mill, and while it is

still hot, the wheel is taken to another hydraulic press and dished

into its tuial form. The wheels are shown in these various stages

nf manufacture, and photographs showing the interior of the com-

pany's works at McKee's Rocks, Pa., add materially to the intefest

of the exhibit. The Schoen wheel is covered by patents on the

machinery, process and fuiished product, issued in Germany. France,

Belgium, England and the L'nited States. The company is repre-

sented at the convention by Charles T. Schoen, president ; W.
Martin Johnson, vice-president ; and X. B. Trist, sales representa-

tive.

An Invitation Is Extended to Every Delegate

To visit the

largest and best equipped

plant in the world

devoted exclusively to the

manufacture of

WATER PURIFYING

CHEMICALS

for use in

Steam Boilers.

GEO. W. LORD COMPANY, 2238 to 2250 No. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
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THE. ^

SILENT
PAVEMENT

LAYING U. S. WOOD BLOCKS TO REPLACE ASPHALT AND GRANITE BETWEEN TRACKS OF THE M. S. R. CO.

WEST BROADWAY, N. Y.

U. S. WOOD BLOCKS (Creo-Resinate Process) have demonstrated

in many cities their superior value for paving between street railroad tracks.

Unlike asphalt, they are proof against damage by oil drippings, and vibra-

tion of rails. Easily removed and replaced for track repairs. Smooth,

clean, silent and more durable than granite.

SPECIAL BOOKLET ON TRACK PAVING SENT ON REQUEST

U. S. WOOD PRESERVING CO.
29 BROADWAY, NEW YORIC CITY
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THE TREATMENT OF RAIL JOINTS,
AS PRACTICED BY THE ELECTRIC STREET AND INTERURBAN RAILWAYS OF AMERICA.*

ASSEMBLED AND EDITED BY FRED G. SIMMONS.
Superintendent of Construction and Maintenance of Way. Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company : Third Vice President of the American

Railway Mechanical & Electrical Association and Chairman of Commlllee on Way Mailers.

TIk- Irialnu'Ut uf r.iil juiiilii is iindoulilrilly uiu- uf the niosl im-

portant n\:ittcrs concerning both construction and maintenance which

obtrudes itself upon the consideration of the way engineer, and its

more or less successful solution interests in an almost if not quite

equal . degree the superintendent of transportation and superintend-

ent of rolling stock, who are responsible for the cars operating over

the joints; and the power house man and electrician, whose current

etliciency depends largely upon their condition. .Mlowing the un-

(|Uestioned interest of the financial ;md managerial representatives,

we fmd the subject to be one in which practically tlie entire stafT are

vitally concerned. It is, therefore, impressed upon us that a fairly

successful method of treatment constitutes information which it be-

comes the duty of this association to place before tlie electric rail-

way world.

It would probably be a hopeless task to ask any body of men to

establish a standard or uniform method of treating the rail joints,

as several methods may approximate in point of efficiency and the

local conditions influence each particular individual in forming a

preference for his own method, provided that method has rendered

a fair degree of .satisfaction in the past.

The idea of the writer, however, in taking up lliis broad subject

has been to set before the electric railway interests as nearly as

possible exact data as to the mo.st successful methods now employed

in bringing about the maximum of elllciency in the treatment of rail

joints with regard to both electrical conductivity and surface and

;,lignnK'}U.

It is undoubtedly a fact that many roads, particularly the smaller

ones, are contiiuiing to use some inferior and ineiTicient type of

joint, solely because they have been unable to obtain comprehensive .

information as to some more reliable and more satisfactory type.

The failure of one person or system to obtain proper results has

often unju.stly condemned .some type of joint in the minds of many
persons, when the reason for such failure may have been, abso-

lutely, a lack of proper knowledge and proper workmanship in the

application thereof.

The present most accepted metiiods are divided into two e.xact

types: i. The mechanical joint, bolted, riveted or wedged, and
connected by means of a metal bond for the passage of electricity

with the least possible resistance. 2. The various kinds of welded
joints (thermit, zinc, electrical or cast).

The first type applies more particularly to intorurban or exposed
track, the second type to urban or buried track.

In Milwaukee the Weber joint has been in use nearly eight years,

the first joints applied have been entirely undisturbed up to the

present time, no work has been done on them, and not one low or

battered joint has developed.

With constant use on a double track for a period approaching
eight years the writer considers this a first-class showing. The joints

are used on a 56-lb. section of ordinary T-rail, and the summer
traflic particularly is very heavy.

.\ccompanying engravings show the latest improved type of both
llie Weber and the "Continuous"' joints.

Information received through correspondence would indicate that

many consider the "Continuous" joint a very satisfactory one. The
following letter, received from II. S. Cooper, general manager of
the Galveston City Railway Co., of Galveston, Tex., is an interesting

• Presented before Ihe American Railwav Mechanical and Eleclrical .\ssocialion,
Sept. 26, 1905.

'ine, and is a fair expression of the sentiment of the country in this

matter as nearly as the writer has been able to ascertain

:

"We arc in receipt of your letter of .March .jrd, enclosing By-laws,

etc., of the A. K. M. & E. A., and note your inquiries in regard to

"Continuous" rail joints. In our work here we absolutely could not

do without a "Continuous" rail joint or one fully as good. We have

in use quite a number of miles of .jo-lb, ami 45-lb. T-rail, left over

from the horse car days ; also our standard for unpavcd work—60-lb.

A. S. C. E. T, and in our paved portions a 0-in., Oo-lb. T-rail, on all

of which we use the "Continuous" rail joint. Owing to the saltness

and dampness of the atmosphere and soil of this place, exposed rails

lUst very rapidly, and, with the ordinary fish plate or angle bar, wc
find it impossible to get a suitable joint after the rail has started

thoroughly rusting, whereas, by using a "Continuous" rail joint, wc
arc able to maintain our joints in nearly as good condition as the

rest of the rail.

"Of course we have to use great care in the application of the

joint, making positive that we get a good fit by cleaning the rough-

ness from the rail, by seeing that the joint is thoroughly in contact

its whole length and well driven up, and by making certain that the

bolts are completely and permanently tightened. On new rail, espe-

cially where it is put in paving, we keep on tightening the bolts

and slowly driving up the joint as long as it is possible to do so,

and until the paving is put in, as we find that, similarly to any joint

we have tried, no matter how tight the bolts and plate are made
when first put on, there are a number of small lumps or inequalities

in both joint and rail which prevent it being made absolutely tight,

and with the running of the cars over the joints for a few days,

it seems to cause a motion between the plate and joint that rubs

down these inequalities to a certain extent and allows both joints

and bolts to be tightened a little more. In practice wc clean both

rail and joint thoroughly and swab the rail surface with some cheap

oil, apply the joints with the bolts, driving up the joints all that

is possible, hammering up the bolts and tightening with from an

i8-in. to 24-in. wrench, one man. After a few days, we send a man
over with a light hammer and wrench, and have him tighten up
every bolt, by hammering the head lightly while he puts his weight

on the nut and, if there is an opportunity to repeat this operation

before the track is closed up by paving or otherwise, we do so.

"We have quite an amount of 6-in. rail laid in brick, on all of

w'hich these joints have been used and have had but very little

trouble from loose joints in this rail, some of which has been down
two or three years. In all, I do not believe that we have had to take

up or re-tighten more than fifteen or twenty joints out of quite a

number of hujidreds. .Vs stated, we think it is very largely on ac-

count of proper and thorough application of the joint, and the writer

personally knows, from a large experience in other places, that where
complaints have been made as to "Continuous" joints, or of the

Weber or ".\tlas" t\pes. the trouble has been largely due to imper-

fect application in the beginning and to lack of proper inspection

afterwards.

"Properly applied and in proper location, I think there is very little

choice between the three types of joints above mentioned, so far as

the practical results of keeping joints in good shape arc concerned."'

The question of electrical conductivity in relation to the mechani-

cal joint aflfects them all in relatively the same proportion. The
method of bonding the rail ends so as to secure the necessarj- degree

of effectiveness is a subject of such importance that we have decided

to assign it for consideration in a paper by itself. The writer believes.
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however, that either of the two types of joint mentioned heretofore

lends itself equally to any of the more approved methods of bonding.

The study of the various methods of welding the rail ends is,

we believe, more particularly interesting to all those roads which
have a large proportion of urban trackage, the rail which is buried

in the dirt, macadam or paving of a public road or street, accom-
modating itself more thoroughly to the somewhat unusual condi-

tions imposed by the formation of a practically continuous and un-

broken stretch of steel.

"CONTINLOIS" RAIL JOINT.

The writer is aware that the officials of many roads are outspoken

in their opposition to any rail welding process, and in numerous cases

claim a more or less disastrous experience either on their own part

or within the range of their observation as sufficient reason to

warrant their adverse opinion. We believe that all these unsuc-
cessful experiments in rail welding are due either to unusual local

conditions, which in no way affect the general proposition or to a

failure to thoroughly appreciate the requirements necessary to a
proper and etVicient handling of the work; these requirements vary.

WEBER R.^IL JOINT.

of course, with the various methods. The correspondence carried

on relative to these matters has convinced the writer that each of

the four methods mentioned earlier in this article, viz. : thermit

welding, zinc welding, electrical welding and cast welding is capable

of successful demonstration, and that track so treated can be made in

each case more eflkient both as to mechanical strains and electrical

conductivity than by any other known methods. In order that a

more general knowledge of the practical application of the welding
of joints may be spread broadcast over the country, we have had
papers prepared treating on these four approved methods and have
been able to secure in each case an engineer whose experience has
been such as to insure an article prepared from certain knowledge.
These papers follow

:

-•-

THERMIT RAIL WELDING.

BY G. E. PELLISIER,

Civil Engineer, Holyoke Street Railway Co.

The "Thermit" process of welding steel rails dates from the year

1899, and is the discovery of Dr. Hans Goldschmidt, of Essen, Ger-
many.

Thermit, as described by the discoverer, consists of a mixture
of powdered aluminum and iron oxide, and its application to welding
depends upon the following fact. If the mixture is ignited at a single

point by means of a special ignition powder, peroxide of barium
and aluminum, combustion proceeds without further supply of ex-
terna! heat and without any combination with the oxygen of the
air, at the same time developing a temperature estimated at 3,000° C.

By the reaction the iron oxide is reduced to nearly chemically pure

iron, the oxygen of the iron oxide combining with the aluminum

to form aluminum oxide or artificial corundum, the reaction being

chemically expressed by the equation Fej03+2.\i=Ai!0»-l-2Fe. The
aluminum oxide having the lower specific gravity separates from the

iron, rising to the top where it may be decanted oflf or the pure iron

drawn from beneath.

COMPLETE WELUINC, OCTI'TT.

This iron, when poured upon metals to be repaired or welded,

has the property of uniting intimately with them, due to the very

high temperature to which it is raised. When used for welding

steel other ingredients, such as carbon, manganese, etc., are added

to the thermit mixture to give the resultant metal more or less the

properties of the steel with which it unites.

The reaction is carried on in a special crucible made of sheet iron

lined with some very refractory material, usually magnesia or alu-

minum o.xide, the by-product of the reaction itself.

R.ML WELDING.
The complete outfit for welding steel rails consists of the crucible

just described, a pair of molds made to fit the section of rail to

be welded, a pair of clamps to hold the molds in place, a wire brush

to clean off the dirt from the ends of the rails, a small gasoline

torch to dry off any moisture which may be present on the parts to

be welded and to take the chill out of the metal, and a portion of

thermit weighing from 15 to 25 lb., depending on the section of

rail to be welded. If an absolute butt weld of the ball of the rail

P.\TTERN AND MOLDS

is desired, a pair of heavy clamps for upsetting the rails while hot

is also necessary. The whole outfit is easily transportable in an or-

dinary wheelbarrow.

The molds are easily made, being simply sheet iron flasks filled

with a mixture of clay and sand, or any other material suitable for

steel casting. The only precaution necessary in making the molds
is that they should be well vented and thoroughly dried. The flasks

may be used repeatedly, of course, but have to be refilled each time

after using. One man can fill from 15 to 20 pairs per day.

In making a weld the ends of the rails are first cleaned with the

wire brush (this is simply to get the dirt oflf, as rust makes no dif-

ference), and heated to dispel the moisture. The rails are then

brought into exact alignment and the molds put on and fastened

with clamps. All contact lines between the mold parts and the rail

are then luted with moist clay. The top of the rail is also painted

with a thin paste of clay and water, which, when dry, prevents the
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slag and iron from .•kHum-Ihk to tliu lop of the rail. (When a butt

weld is desired, a pair of clamps is next adjusted to the ends of the

rail so that they may be upset while hot. These arc not deemed

necessary, however, and are not generally used, as it has been found

sufllcient lo simply weld the base and web of the rail.) The mohls

are then backed up with sanil. The crucible, which is set on a tripod,

is next placed over (he nioMs, with the tapping hole directly over

T.MTINi; CRUCIBLE

Ihe gate in the mold. A tapping rod is then placed in the hole,

wdiich is then stopped up by means of a couple of asbestos washers,

a small iron disk, and finally a little refractory sand. The charge

of thermit is then added and a little of the ignition powder placed

on top, which is set off with an ordinary storm match. The reaction

when once started proceeds rapidly, usually taking about ten sec-

onds, the molten mass boiling furiously. At the end of about twenty

seconds more the boiling has ceased and the iron is separated from

the slag. The crucible is then tapped and the metal flows into the

molds, followed by the slag, and in less than a minute the joint is

made. The joint is then allowed to cool about fifteen minutes be-

fore the molds are taken off. (This can be done three or four min-

rOURlNC, JOINT

utes after pouring, if necessary, as when welding while the cars are

running.) Two or three taps of a hammer will separate the slag

from the joint and the work is completed, no chipping or grinding

lu-ing necessary except when welding old rails w-here the joints are

l)attered, wdien of course the rails have to be ground down to an

even surface. In case the two rails do not come together closely.

a shim of steel may be inserted and welded in, completely filling the

gap. (The writer has made many joints in tliis manner with per-

fect success.)

Four men constitute a welding gang, and i8 or 20 joints can be

made in a day of ten hours. No skilled labor is necessary.

'i'he first place to experiment with this process was Essen, Gcr-

n\any, the home of the inventor. Owing to the importance of the

JOINT ON v-IN- R-MI- BEI-ORE RE.MOVING SI.Ar.

rail joint question, however, other European cities were not slow in

investigating its merits. In 1900 about 1,200 joints were made in

various cities on the continent. The results obtained from these

were considered so satisfactory that the use of this method of weld-

ing increased very rapidly, some cities introducing it on an exten-

sive scale, notably Leeds, England ; Dresden, Austria, and Singapore,

India. Twenty-six hundred joints were made in 1902, and 20,000 in

1903. In 1904 a company was formed in the United States to intro-

duce the process here, and at the suggestion of the writer, who had

followed the development of the process with considerable interest,

the Holyoke Street Railway Co. decided to use it on a mile of track

about to be reconstructed.

WORK DONE AT HOLYOKE.

The rail welded was new 9-in. 107-lb. grooved Sec. P. S. Co. 228,

known as Trilby section, the rails averaging about 55 ft. in length.

The total number of joints made was 170. All joints were welded

except those at the special work. (Three joints were also made on

the special work as an expeiment, two being at the p. c. of a curve

of 40-ft. radius, the other at the end of a frog.) The longest piece

welded continuously was about 2,500 ft., both ends being bolted

tightly to the special work. The welding was done when the tem-

perature was between 80 and 90'^ F. in the shade. Of the total num-
ber of joints made but two were imperfect, and these were imme-

diately rcpoured. The cost per joint was about $6.23, divided as

follows

:

Thermit $4.98

Molds per pair 35

Labor and supervision 60

Crucibles per joint .25

Incidentals (shims, gasoline, etc.) 05

Total $6.23

This work has been down nearly a year now, and not a break has

occurred, although the temperature has been as low as 10 degrees

below zero. Many of the joints can hardly be detected at the present

time, and the wear throughout the rail is perfectly uniform, show-

ing that the rail at the joint has not been softened or injured in

any way by the heat to which it was subjected. The aligmnent

of the track has remained perfect both on tangent and on a curve

of 300 feet radius, which was also welded. (A prominent street

railway official, who has been connected with street railway work
for many years, made the remark in the hearing of the writer that

ihere was not a better piece of track in the United States.)

As this work proved thoroughly successful, the company decided

to weld about 1,000 joints this summer. Of these, 400 are on 9-in.

107-lb. grooved rail which has been down about four years, 150 on

"-in. 70-lb. T rail which has been down about six years, 100 on 6-in.

6o-lb. T rail which has been down about five years, and 350 on new
7-in. 90-lb. grooved rail. As nearly all of the rails to be welded

are about 60 ft. in length, this will represent about five miles of

track, all of which is in paved streets.
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The work on tlic 9-in. rail has already been completed. Owing
to tlie heavy traffic over some of the liiics, about 200 joints had to bo

made at night between the hours of twelve and five in the morning,

three men being able to weld from twelve to fourteen joints in this

length of time. Where the time between cars was ten minutes or

S.\ME JOINT Sl..\f; RKMOVliD

over the work was done in the daytime, as the joints can easily be

made while the cars are running w-ilhout interfering with traffic.

Of the total number of joints made, three (or less than one per

cent) were imperfect and had to be repoured. No breaks have yet

occurred. The cost of joints on g-in. rail made tliis year has been

$5.25, divided as follows;

Thermit $4.23

Labor 50

Molds 20

Crucibles, per joint 25

Incidentals 05

Total $5-25

Data on the other sections of rails are not yet available, as tlrj

work is not yet completed, but as the charges for labor, molds, etc..

remain practically constant, irrespective of the section of rail, it

will be safe to say that tlie cost of joints will lay betw-een $3.50 for

4%-in. 6o-1b. T rail, and $5.25 for g-in. 107-Ib. grooved rail, thesj

figures being based on present quotations for thermit. To this must

be added $1.25 per joint for removing and replacing pavement when

welding rails already laid.

Tests of the joint with a Conant bond tester which compares the

resistance of three feet of rail with a joint with that of three feet

of rail without a joint, shows the conductivity of the joint to be

.practically equal to that of an equal length of rail. Tests of in-

dividual joints by determining the drop in voltage at the joints

TR.\CK .\FrER WELDIXr,

confirm these results. Tests of the joints made last year show no

deterioration in conductivity. Mechanically the joint seems to b,-

perfect. The following test will give an idea of the strength of

the joint : A section of 9-in. 107-lb. rail 13 ft. in length, with the

joint in the middle, was placed in the track on two ties, distance

center to center of bearing 12 ft. 6 in., and loaded double truck

cars weighing about 20 tons allowed to pass over it. Tlic rail

cracked through the bolt holes, but no harm was done to the joint.

The fact that we did not have a single break during the past

winter shows pretty conclusively that the joint is, when properly

made, sufficiently strong to withstand all stresses due to changes in

temperature and those due to traffic. Joints sawed through the

middle show that perfect amalgamation of the metals has taken

place.

IS3[6L!I^-1^9llfl
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,is .1 siniaro or rDiiiiil 1)ar, and il is CDiisidiTahly more protioiiiici-l

ill llu- (k'cp rail srctioiis dial arc used in street railway eoiistruclion

111 coiiseiiiieiice, when join! -plates and rails are assenihled, whili-

Iheorelieallv true anri exact in their cnniplcincntary design, in prac

the weight of tlic load, lint, liesides llic verlical and lateral move-

nienl, there is a longitudinal or liodily nioveincnt of the rails, due,

principally, to contraction and expansion, and alv< on account of

the wave motion of the rail under traffic. This movement acts like

a hie on the minute irregularities of the surfaces. .Although this
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lice they vary greatly—sometimes as much as i-id in. lint, as-

suming that the section of plates and rail are correct, as per design,

rolled surfaces of steel are not contiiuious or perfectly smootii

planes, but consist of minute elevations and depressions. Therefore,

when the two joint-plates arc forced by the bolts into the fishing

sections of the rail, continuous contact is not obtained, but only an

interniitlent or point conlaol. In other words, only the prntulior

linear movement is small, maximuin
',
i in. to % in. in severe changes

uf temperature, yet those point contacts are so small as compared

with the extent of the movement of the rails, that this movement

acts upon them like a long-drawn file. The result is that, no

matter how tightly the plates were adjusted originally, in a very

short time they become loose, and the ends of the rails begin to

hanniier iiiiiler the passing wheels. Moisture pi-rrnlating between

I'IC. i.-roRT.\I!I.I-: SAM) BI.ASt

ances of the surface of the joint-plate come in contact with those in

the surface of the rail. The object of a rail-joint is to bridge over

the ends of the rails and hold them against vertical and lateral

movements under the load. Were it only for those movements, I

believe, joint-plates would be effective for a considerably longer

period than they are in practice, for the protuberances mentioned

above would hold out considerably longer against tfattening under

the contact surfaces, due to capilary attraction, or otherwise, oxy-

dizes those surfaces and greatly facilitates this filing effect. In

steam roads this necessitates constant, almost daily, tightening of

the bolts.

I have not mentioned here the loosening of the plates caused

by the nuts being jarred loose from vibration; the reason is

that T wish to present the fact to you that a joint, even under ideal
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conditions of fit and construction, could not be maintained in per-

fect condition very long. In street railway track construction the

movement of the rails, due to changes of temperature, is not as

great as in steam tracks, because the rails are buried in the pave-

ment; yet it is large, enough to cause the same fihng effect. On the

other hand, this burying of the rails in the pavement entirely pre-

cludes the constant tightening of the bolts, for the expense of tne

constant digging up and replacing of pavements would be prohib-

itive. The consequence is that the joints are allowed to remain

FIG. 2.—JOINT AITER BKl.NG CI.K.VNl'.O.

loose a considerable length of time before they are uncovered and

bolts tightened. Moreover, the constant hammering of the loose

ends of the rails on the plates causes a depression on the surface of

the plate and rail to such an extent that the tightening of the bolts

does not avail; and the plates first, and very soon the rails them-

selves, are in such a condition that a renewal is the only remed;'.

Even before the ends of the rails and the plates have become dam-

aged, the loose joints cause the ends of the rails to droop, and in

connection with the rolling action of traffic, which elongates the

upper surface of tread, bend the entire rail in a vertical curve bv

forcing up the spikes or ties in the middle of the rail. This makes

the track a continuous succession of waves, which necessitates, at

intervals, the digging up of the entire pavement for the purpose of

lie. 4. PLATES l.\ POSITIIJN.

retamping and respiking it. When once these vertical curves are

formed the track can never be Restored to good condition. As a

matter of fact, rails, after they have been removed for renewal,

could in many cases have been used for several years more, as far

as the middle part is concerned, were it not for the battered ends.

In other words, the hfe of the track is mainly dependent upon the

life of its joints. I shall not discuss here the loss involved in the

maintenance of the rolling stock and pavement, but anyone taking

a ride on old track will feel the effect on himself of low joints.

Street railway track construction being a development of that

of the steam roads, the idea prevalent in that branch was neces-

sarily embodied in it, although there arc radical differences between

the two. The steam railroads, consisting of vast stretches in the

open country, naturally do not require paving. The rails being en-

tirely exposed on all sides, and therefore directly influenced by

changes of temperature, great care must be taken that the expan-

sion in the rails does not distort the alignment of the track. To
prevent this, the rails are laid in short lengths, the joint holes in

the rails arc made considerably larger than the bolts, and spaces

are left between the ends of the rails to allow free movement. This

was also embodied in street track construction. But it has been

gradually acknowledged that in street railways, where the rails are

buried in paving, the changes of temperature in the atmosphere do

not affect the rail proportionately; the friction between the paving

and the rail exerts upon the latter such a force as to a great extent

counteract the force of the stress due to expansion. Again, the

material of the paving enclosing the rail on both sides helps to keep

the rail in permanent alignment and surface. This has involved

what I have called permanent joints, viz., the cast-welded joint,

which is formed by pouring a mass of molten cast-iron around the

abutting ends of the rails and the electrically-welded joints, which

are made by electrically welding two strips of steel plates to the

sides of the webs at three or more points. While these joints have

seemingly given better results, they also embody either defects or

disadvantages which are quite important. In the cast-welded joint

the comparatively large mass of molten metal anneals or otherwise

affects, whether physically or chemically I do not know, the texture

of the rail ends. This makes the track of an intermittent hardness,

which is very soon shown in the difference in wear between the

middle of the rail and at the joint. Moreover, on account of the

sudden high temperature the rail ends expand vertically, and in cool-

ing do not come back to their original cross-section. This causes

either elevations or depressions at the joints. The elevations can

be overcome by grinding or filing, but the depressions cannot be

remedied, and they remain as permanent defects in the track. I

am not as familiar with the electrically-welded joints, and therefore

cannot give you the resuts that have been obtained with them. But

KIC. s,—REAMING TOOL,

the disadvantage that I know of is the fact that the transportation

of the machinery and other expenses involved in placing them is

considerable. The cast-welded joint does not give a perfect elec-

trical connection, and I know of a railway in the neighborhood of

this city where the management is judiciously using large copper

plates in connection with this joint. Both of these joints have the

further disadvantages that in case of changes in the track lay-out

the joints can only be cut out and thrown in the scrap pile.

The joints that are at present used in Philadelphia are supposed

to remedy the above-mentioned defects and disadvantages. This

will be seen from the following descriptions. The joint consists of

what may be called two Z or special bars, Fig. i, which are riveted

on to the webs of the rail. These plates are not made to fit the

fishing section of the rail ; on the contrary', spaces are left under the
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head, tram ami aiuiunl the font uf llic rail. Tlicsc spaces arc filled

witli molten zinc, which enters into and fills out all the irregularities

of the rolled surfaces, thus giving an absolutely continuous and per-

fect hearing throughout the whole length and width of the flanges of

Ihe plates. It is ohvlous that such a continuous contact could not b';

by inserting wedges between the plates and the trams, or the plates

and the head of the rail. The wedges arc then driven in with a

light hammer until the straight-edge has a continuous bearing.

While the plates arc held in place by four temporary bolts (I'ig.

4), the rivet holes arc reamed to I I-.-52 in. diameter (I-'ig. 5) by a

-I'OKIABl.E fM-.lMATIC REAMKK

obtained by the most laborious machining or milling of those sur-

faces. The adhesion of the molten zinc to the rails and plates, to-

gether with the body-bound rivets, hold the joint permanently tight,

and at the same time prevent expansion, thus making the rails con-

tinuous.

The method of constructing the joint is as follows: .^fter the

portable pneumatic reamer (Kig. 6). The 12 i-in. steel rivets

are then driven by a portable pneumatic riveter (Fig. 7). This

insures the filling up of the holes by the rivets. The next step

is to put in place the iron clamps for holding the asbestos cloth

pads and clay on the bottom and at the ends of plate and above

the base of rail. The spaces between the head and tram and plate

-I'lpRT.ABLE fNtLMATK' klVElL-.R

material has been distributed and the rails placed on ties, but before

the latter are spiked, both plates and rails are thoroughly clean>:d

(Fig. 2) by a portable sand blast (Fig. 3). The plates are next

placed on the rail ends and held in place by steel drift-pins, placed

one in each end of the plate (Fig. 4). A steel straight-edge is laid

on the head of the rail, and the tread brought to a uniform surface

are temporarily caulked with asbestos cloth. The plates are then

warmed by fuel oil burners (Fig. 8), operated by a portable com-

pressor, to a temperature of about 300 degrees to 400 degrees, after

which the molten zinc is immediately introduced through a i-in. hole

located in the center of the lower portion of plate, the remaining

space underneath head and tram of rail being filled by the aid of
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ilanis. These dams consi.st of altiniininn castings patlilcil with as-

bestos cloth.

From the above description it will be seen that this joint com-

bines the characteristics and advantages of both cla.sses of joints

mentioned above, obviating their defects. While it is a permanent

joint, in tliat it holds the ends of the rails permanently together, it

can be easily taken apart and the parts replaced at a comparatively

small expense. It does not distort the original cross-.section of the

rail, nor does it atTect the physical or chemical nature of the metal.

It not only obviates the initial defects in the lit of the rolled sec-

tion, but also the aggravating cause—that of linear movement, due

to expansion. .\s the plates and rails are thoroughly cleaned and

heated before the molten zinc is poured in. the latter galvanizes on

to the steel (this was proved on joints that were purposely opened

for investigation after having been in the ground for over two

years), and, therefore, gives a thorough and continuous electrip'il

connection. I know of very interesting data about the electrictl

bonding quality of this joint, but as this data is the property of the

Franklin Institute. I am not at liluTly In divulge it at present. I

rail, and the enclosed .space around the foot is the clanimiug, and

the tilling in under the entire width of base of rail, and of all the

irregularities of the rolled surfaces, is the enlarged area of the foun-

dation.

ELECTRICAL RAIL WELDING.

Kxtracls from an article upon Track Construction, by T, W. Wilson,

International Ry.. Buflfalo. Puhlished in the "Street Railway

Review" for March and .\pril. k/i.V I I'sed by special permis-

sion.)

The electrically-welded joint was adopted as a standard in i8i>j,

and since that time 30,216 joints (representing io6Vs miles of

track) have been welded. Numerous descriptions of the proces.?

have been published, so all that is necessary here is to give a state-

ment of results obtained and the number and cause of breakages.

In this connection the iinestion is still asked as to "what we do with

expansion." Prob;d)l\ the best answer is that we "forget it." the

I ic; s—rciRTABL.i-;

will only say that, after a thorough test by an electrical expect of

this city of joints that had been in the ground over two vears,' and
under the heaviest traffic, the resistance was found to be less than

the rails themselves, .\nother, and I think a very important, fea-

ture of this joint is the fact that its initial cost is practically a per

manent investment. From the nature of its construction, havinj;

an intermediate soft metal between the surfaces of the steel, the

plates cannot be affected by wear, and. therefore, practically the en-

tire material that enters into the construction of the joint—that is.

the plates and zinc—can be used over again after the rails have been

worn out. only necessitating new rivets.

Hefore describing the other improvements in track construction,

I think that it will be interesting to mention the novel idea involved

in the construction of this joint. It seems, at tirst glance, rather

an anomaly that malleable iron, cast-iron and even rolled steel

plates 01 a high percentage of carbon have been u.sed. or, in other

words, diflferent hard metal substances have been used as a support

or foundation for certain vibrating loads, and they all proved more
or less a failure. Yet, in face of these known failures, it was pro-

posed to support the same loads by means of a comparatively soft

metal, zinc. The fact is that this metal docs form a better support.

There is a well-known engineering principle which has a similar

«nd close relation to this, and which will explain the seeming am-
biguity. Foundations of large and important structures arc known
to have been built on sand and even quicksand. It is only neces-

sary to dam around the loose material under the foundations and

make the area of the latter large enougli. The configuration of the

plates forming wedge-shaped spaces under the head and tram of the

II Kl. (ill. lU KNKK

same as we do the joint after it is welded.

Scientifically it may be said that the rail is held in every infini-

tesimal part of its length by the concrete base, which covers about

one inch of the base of the rail, and by the paving, and the track

cannot expand or contract. The force is taken up in internal strain

in the metal of the rail. When the strain becomes greater than the

ultimate tensile strength, the rail breaks.

.\ tabulated statement follows which explains itself;

FIRST VE.-\R.

Kind of Rail. Joints Welded in No.

i8yg. Broken.

Old, 6-in 4.787 i8

Old, 7-in 8 o

Old, Johnson Co., g-in J.d.iS 49

Old, Pennsylvania Steel Co., 9-in 74 3

New, 6-in o o

New, 9-in 3,882 45

1 1,.349

SECOND YEAR.

Kind of Rail. Joints

lyoo.

Old, 6-in n .973

Old. 7-in 566

Old. John.son Co.. 9-in r.894

Old, Pennsylvania Steel Co.. y-in... 146

Welded in
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New, 6-in 619 619 2

New, 9-in 2,234 6,056 16

17,432 28,781 183

r Willi > Vl'.AR.

Kind of Rail. Joints Welded in

1899-1900- No.

i9or. 1901. Urokcn.

Old, 6-in 482 17,242 8

Old, 7-in o 574 i

Old, Johnson Co., 9-in 356 4,908 7

Old, Pennsylvania Sleel Co., y-iii... o 220 I

New, 6-in o 619 o

New, 9-iii S97 6,653 3

I, (.It 30,216 20

Of the J83 broken joints, winter of 1900-01, 23 were on welding

done in 1899 and 160 were on welding done in 1900 (17,432 joints

were welded in 1900).

The joints which broke have all been carefully inspected, and

in no case did the break occur through the weld, nor did the weld

pull off. The break almost invariably occurred at the end of a

welding bar, the rail breaking usually through old bolt or bond

holes beyond the bar.

By welding with bars long enough to cover and reach over ail

such holes, this source of breakage has been eliminated since 1900.

The 49 breaks in 1899 -ind the 25 in 1900 in old Johnson Co. 9-in.,

as shown above, were directly due to this cause. The large num-
ber of breaks in 1900 old 6-in. (127) we could only account for

by attributing them to some quality in the chemical composition of

the rail which did not lend itself readily to the weld. They nearly

all occurred in the same street—viz.. East Ferry St.—and this would

seem to help that hypothesis.

Referring again to the table, we note 183 broken joints at the

end of 1901 winter. These were all rewelded in the summer of 1901,

so that today the number of broken joints is 20. These have been

cut out and a piece of rail 10 ft. long inserted, full bolted and

bonded. Ne.xt summer these plates will be taken ofT and the raiN

rewelded.

It has been found that it is not always necessary to cut in a

piece of rail in place of a broken joint, as a very neat patch can I'C

welded in .a great many cases which gives very satisfactory results.

As an average, therefore, on all welding done in Buffalo, the

breakage has been about i per cent.

The welding done in 1901 and 1902 in Rochester and other cities

shows even better results, and of 5.308 joints welded in Rochester

in 1901, there were but 6 broken rails in the spring of 1902. When
it is considered that the quality of each weld depends entirely upon
the personal equation of the welder (since it is by a cherry red

color alone that the proper point of fusion is known), it seems

wonderful that such remarkable results are achieved.

In addition to -welding our joints, the ground return around

special work has been taken care of by welding or electrically braz-

ing copper ground cables to the rails. For this purpose a copper

block iVa in. thick, with a suitable groove across one face to

pass over the cable, is provided. The cable is placed against the

rail web and the copper block over the cable.

The welder is then brought into position, a Bessemer steel plate

about % in. thick is interposed between the copper block and the

contact of the welder. This acts as a heat insulation and enables

the copper block to be brought up to proper heat for brazing.

Hard spelter is used. By this means a 500,000-c. m. cable can be

attached to a rail so that the full carrying capacity of the cable is

realized, the area of union between the copper and the steel being

ample to allow for the difference in carrying capacity of the two
metals.

-•-•

ELECTRIC WELDING OF RAIL JOINTS.
(From the Iron Ago.~l

The process of electrically welding rail joints, as applied by the

track welding department of the Lorain Steel Co., Lorain, Ohio,

comprises three distinct operations. The machinery is mounted
on trolley cars of suit.ible design, the running gear of which is

provided with threaded axles so that the machines can be used to

weld track of different gages. New rail is welded either before
or after the paving is in place, space being left at the joints to per-
mit the entrance of the welder. In old rail the paving is removed
around the joint and the old plates and bond wires arc removed.
The rail ends are then brought up to the proper grade.

In the welding process the first operation is that of sand blast-

ing, by means of which all dirt, rust and foreign matter is removed
from the rails at the points where the welds arc to be made and
from the bars used in making the joint. The apparatus for this

work consists of a lo-h. p. motor driving an air compressor, a
lank for the storage of air and a bin for holding a supply of sand.
A sand mixer of the Tilghman type is also provided. By means of
a hose and nozzle the operator directs the blast of air carrying the
sand against the rail until all foreign matter has been removed.
The bars are similarly treated and the joint is ready for the actual

operation of welding.

The apparatus for welding is carried in two cars coupled to-

gether by a special form of slip coupling, which permits of sufTicicnt

range of movement for the car carrying the welder proper to be
moved from one weld to another of the three welds necessary in

making a joint without the necessity of moving the second car. The
welder itself is hung from a bail on a crane extending out beyond
the end of the car. This crane permits of lowering and raising so
that the jaws of the welder can engage the sides of the rail and
also to shift the welder from one side to the other to engage both
rails of the track. The crane is operated by friction clutches from
a shaft in the car, which is kept running continuously by a S-h. p.

motor. This motor also drives a small rotary pump for cir-

culating water through the welding transformer and the faces of
the contacts to keep them cool. After the water has pissed through
the welder it goes to a cooling tank on top of the car, is forced
under the false bottom and made to blow in from the middle and
passes around and around until the outer circumference ot the

tank is reached. A false bottom is provided, and air, from a blower
in the car, is forced under the false bottom and made to blow up
through numerous holes. The hot water from the welder passes

into the outer portion of the serpentine and gradually finds its way
to the center. From there it is conducted to one of the tanks in the

car. In its passage along the serpentine path the air is forced up
through the water and forms a most efficient method of cooling,

depending somewhat on the humidity of the atmosphere, being most
efticient when the atmosphere is dryest.

The welder itself is an alternating current transformer, the

primary winding of which consists of two coils in parallel of 44
turns each. The secondary coil is a single loop of copper of large

cross-section, the terminals of which form the contacts, or jaws,

which engage each side of the rail and between which the weld is

made. The secondary winding is so made as to entirely inclose the

primary coils, which are insulated in oil. On each side of this trans-

former and supporting it, but insulated from it, are the two large

levers, hinged together at about two-thirds the distance from the

top, for transmitting the necessary pressure to the weld.

These levers are connected at the top by an hydraulic jack. A
hand pump for forcing water into the jack is bolted to one of the

levers. A pressure of 4.100 lbs. per sq. in. is obtained on the 378-

in. diameter rams of the jack, the leverage on the arms increasing

this so that about 37 tons pressure is developed at the weld.

In making a joint, flat rolled steel bars are used, having at each

end a boss, or projection, on one side, which form the contact

points between the bars and the web of the rail and confine the

welded area to these sections. A flat strip of steel Vs in. thick by i

in. wide is placed across the middle of the bars on the same side

with the bosses. The bars are supported on small blocks and placed

across the joint so that the middle strip engages the web of both

rails. The middle weld is a vertical one and made the full width

of the bar; the end welds are horizontal.

The welding train of two cars is moved up to a joint The
welder is swung into place and the jaws made to press against the

bars on each side of the rail. The current is then turned on and
flows from contact to contact through the bars and the rail web.

By altering the pressure on the jaws the resistance of the several

junctures is increased and the whole is soon brought up to a weld-

ing heat. As soon as this point is reached the current is cut Off

and simultaneously the pressure is brought up to the full amount
The pressure is then loosened and the welder car moved back to
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bring the jaws opposite tlie extremity of the bars. The same pro-

cess is again followed liere, except that when the final pressure has

been applied it is held there and the weld permitted to cool under

pressure until the metal has cooled sufficiently not to show any

glow. The welder is then moved forward to the other end of the

bar and the process repeated, after which the welder is raised and

moved to the other side of the car to engage the opposite joint.

By holding the pressure after the weld is made a remarkably

tough weld is secured. It will be noted that only the end welds are

thus treated. As the center weld is not subjected to any strain, it

is not essential to have toughness there. It has been found desirable

to weld the ends of the bars while the bars are in an expanded

state. By making the center weld first and not stopping to cool it

under pressure, the greatest elongation of the bars is secured. After

the ends are welded and the bars cool off they shrink and exert a

powerful pull to bring the abutting rail ends together, thus closing

the slightest opening and leaving practically no joint at all. This

is an important point in the manufacture of a continuous rail, for if

the abutting rail ends are not brought firmly together, the metal in

the head of the rail will have a chance to flow into the opening

between the rails, and this in time will cause a low spot in the head

of the rail. As the bars are always in a state of tension, it follows

that the rail itself, inclosed between the bars, is in a state of com-

pression. Any contraction of the rail itself between the joints will

be transmitted to the end welds, and it is therefore necessary to

have these welds exceedingly tough to withstand the strain. The
object of the center weld is simply for vertical stiffness and to pre-

vent any movement of the rail ends. The actual current used in

welding is about seven volts and from 25,000 to 30,000 amperes.

In the car coupled to the welder is carried a rotary converter

for changing the direct current from the trolley to an alternating

current. The current in the primary coils of the welder is 300

alternating, 40 cycles. The direct current side of the rotary will

take current from 325 to 600 volts from the trolley, and by means of

suitable regulating apparatus the output on the alternating side, to

the welder, is kept practically constant at 300 volts, without regard

to the fluctuations on the line. On a line voltage of 500 about 225

amperes are required, or it takes about 125 kw. to make a weld, tne

current being on about two and a half minutes to each weld.

The third and last operation in the process consists in grinding

the head of the rail to a true surface. In welding new rail there is

little need for this tool. In old track, where the rail ends have

been battered, the receiving rail is purposely welded higher than the

other. The grinder is then used to grind out the inequalities in the

rail head and bring it back to a true surface. The grinder consists

of an emery wheel mounted on a carriage having two rollers, which

are about 4 ft. apart. This carriage is let down on the rail so

that the rollers roll along the head of the rail, the emery wheel

being over the uneven portion at the joint. The carriage is con-

nected with a motor on the car by a swing frame, thus enabling the

operator to move the emery wheel back and forth over the joint

while the car remains stationary. By means of a hand wheel the

emery wheel is gradually fed down, and as it is moved forward and

back grinds off the high places until the whole joint is brought to .1

true surface. The principle is very much the same as a carpen-

ter's plane. With the final operation of grinding the joint is left

complete.

Carried on as a continuous process, it takes from 12 to 15 min-

utes to complete a joint. The work is carried on day and night,

about 80 joints in 24 hours being a fair average. The bars used

are 1x3% in. and iysX3 in., the length varying with the form of

joint previously used. On new rail, where the ends are left blank

especially for welding, the length is 18 in. On old rail the bars

must be long enough to reach back of the old bolt and bond holes,

in some cases requiring bars as long as 48 in.

In addition to weV.: ;, joints the same apparatus is made use of

in welding or electrically brazing copper ground cables to the rails.

For this purpose a copper block, about 4 in. square and about iVa

in. thick, with a suitable groove across one face to pass over the

cable, is provided. The cable is placed against the rail web and the

copper block over the cable. The welder is then brought into posi-

tion. A bessemer steel plate, about %-in. thick, is interposed be-

tween the copper block and the contact of the welder. This acts as

a "heat insulator," and enables the copper block to be brought up

to a proper heat for brazing. Hard spelter is used. By this means

a soo,ooo-c. m. cable can be attached to the rail so that the full carry-

ing capacity of the cable is realized, the area of union between the

copper and the steel being ample to allow for the difference in car-

rying capacity of the two metals.

The improved process of electrically welding rail joints and bonds

has been in use since 1897. Further improvements were made in

the winter of 1900, and the welding done the following season

amply demonstrated the value of these improvements. While the

breakage on all welding done had not exceeded i per cent the

breakage on welding done in 1901 was hardly one-tenth as great as

before. Of 5.308 joints welded in Rochester, N. Y., in 1901, there

were but six broken rails in the spring of 1902. In no case has

a joint broken through the bars or a weld pulled off; nearly all

breaks have occurred through old bolt or bond holes beyond the

bars. By welding bars long enough to reach over the holes this

source of breakage has been avoided since 1900. The excellent

showing made at Rochester, N. Y., on last year's welding proves

to what a remarkable state of perfection the process has finally

been brought. When it is considered that each weld depends on the

judgment of the man making it, and that every bad weld must

necessarily remain in the track, to be subsequently revealed when
the strain of winter comes on it, and that but about one out of a

thousand is a bad weld, it proves that by no other method of weld-

ing can such uniformity of results be attained. In the last three

years the Lorain Steel Co. have welded at Buffalo, N. Y., alone over

100 miles of track.

THE CAST-WELDING OF RAIL JOINTS.

uy FRED G. SIMMONS,

Superintendent of Construction and Maintenance of Way, The Mil-

waukee Electric Railway & Light Co.

Among the first joints cast-welded under contract were those on

Chippewa St., St. Louis, on the lines of the Southwestern Ry.,

during the months of October and November, 1894. The first 744

joints applied at this time were very satisfactory, less than one-

half of one per cent breaking. During the following year the work

of cast-welding joints on the street railway lines of Milwaukee

was cotumenccd, and some of the track welded at that time, con-

sisting of a 5-in. sS-lb. tram-girder rail, is still in place and in first

class condition after continual service for 10 years. It is not the

intention of the writer to claim superiority in point of efficiency

for the cast-welded joints, as compared with several other methods

of accomplishing the same result.

We do, however, believe that many engineers and managers have

avoided the use of the cast-welding process on account of the nu-

merous erroneous arguments advanced against it, and it is the

purpose of this article to lay before the public a simple description

of the results obtained in the cast-welding of rail joints by the Mil-

waukee Electric Railway & Light Co., within the personal experience

of the writer and under his supervision.

This description and the results obtained, we believe, conclusively

show the possibility of cast-welding the rail joints in a manner abso-

lutely satisfactory both as to efficiency and economy.

It is claimed that the mass of molten iron poured around the

rail ends effects either a chemical or molecular change in the metal

of the ball of the rail which makes this section of the rail softer than

the remainder, the inference being that the carbon is burned out.

With over 150 miles of cast-welded track, some of which has been

in service 10 years, and with many miles replaced on account of the

entire wearing out of the rail, no instance of a low cast-welded

joint has been encountered; in fact when the work was properly and

thoroughly handled, absolutely reversing this claim we have found

that as our old girder rail wore out the cast-welded joint became

the highest point in the rail, the thin metal on each side of it iron-

ing down into depressions, leaving the rigidly supported metal of the

joint high. Fig. 11 is reproduced from a photograph of such a

joint, clearly showing the conditions as stated.

The entire process of pouring a cast-welded joint is illustrated

in the accompanying cuts, made from photographs taken during the

actual progress of the work.

Fig. I shows the utility motor car used in transporting the appar-

atus and material, and the cupola with the molten iron flowing is

attached behind this car. The thin stream of white hot iron may
be plainly seen on close inspection of the picture.
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rig, 2 is an ciilarRcd view of llic ciip'ila, slmwiiig this piece o(

apparatus in greater detail.

Fig. 3 gives a very comprehensive view of the car containing the

sand blast apparatus used to clean the rail ends.

Fig. 4 shows a joint after it has been cleaned by this process, the

steel having assumed an almost silver whiteness.

sumc to make but few explanations. The heating of the iron in the

cupola is in no sense different from the operations of any ordinary

cupola, and the mixture used is the only point re'|uiring special men-

tion, this consists of 75 per cent good pig iron and 25 per cent soft

scrap.

The sand blast is of a simple construction and requires no par-

Kii; 1 —iTii.i rv < AK

Fig. 5 shows the molds, car and olamps used in preparing the joint

for the pouring of the metal. Attention is called to the strength of

this apparatus and especially to the bar. The purpose of this bar is

to prevent "cocking" or "kinking" of the joint while cooling, and it

has been found entirely ellicient. Fig. 6 shows two joints prepared

licnlar mention. The importance of thoroughly cleaning six or eight

inches of each rail end to be welded cannot, however, be overesti-

mated, as it is necessary to remove all scale as well as dirt, and

the sand blast process is, of course, the most economical as well as

the most efficient.

inc. j.-ci l'Ol..\ c.\R

for the pouring operation, the gate on one side and the vent on the

other being very clearly discernible,

Fig. 7 clearly shows the actual pouring of the joint. Figs. S and

9 are views of a completed joint, showing particularly the ease with

which paving of any kind may be abutted thereto. Fig. 10 is a section

of a joint showing clearly the perfect bond of the metals.

The process is so fully outlined in the illustrations that I will pre-

The heavy clamp-bar already referred to is also a very essential

feature, as this weight of metal not only prevents "cocking" and

•kinking" of the joint, but helps prevent an overheating of the ball

of the rail. This bar is kept in place until all semblance of red heat

has left the joint.

An absolute fusion of a portion of the ball and stem of the rail

is necessary in achieving a successful cast-welded joint (a sleeve
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joint is of no value), and this is not a difficult result. During the

last three years we have welded our own joints, having purchased the

apparatus shown above from the contracting company, which had

previously done the work, and during that time, although we have

welded six to eight thousand joints, we have not had one pull or

break.

Account No. 183

" 1S4

"
18.S

" 186

Supplies .'..,$3,04 1. .Vi

Injuries & damages, S % 362.10

Interest, taxes, insurance 288.00

.Miscellaneous 653.35

P'-r jiiint $1,260

.ISO

.119

.271

$6,680.46 $2,767

-S.\ND BL.\ST CAR

Our electrical tests show the conductivity through these joints

to be from 100 to 140 per cent of the conductivity of the abutting

rail, and in no case of a proper weld docs this conductivity fall

below 90 per cent. This applies with equal force to track just welded,

and track that was welded six fo ten years ago, and is borne out by

regular periodical tests.

The latest rail adopted as a standard by the Milwaukee Electric

Railway & Light Co. is a 7-in. "Shangliai" section of T-rail weigh-

ing 95 lb. to the yard. The work shown and the joints illustrated in

Figs. 8 and 9 are upon a section of track built of this rail. The
weight of cast-iron used in this joint is 200 lb. The total cost of the

joint approximates $3.50 for the joint proper and $1.00 for the open-

ing and closing of the street ; upon new track this last item is almost

eliminated.

Our cast-welding work is treated as a business by itself, and

the fairest method of showing the cost of these joints to us is to

quote from our yearly report for the calendar year 1904:

CAST WELDING.
Output 2,414 Cast-welded Joints.

Account No. 180 Operating wages $1,590.78 per joint $ .659

" t8i Repairs 704.83 " " .292

" " 182 Power & light'g expense 40.10 " " .016

The operating wages, repairs and supplies above contain a cer-

tain percentage of increase over actual amounts to cover general

depreciation. The 2,414 joints were applied to rail ranging from

5 in. to 7 in. in height. In addition to the above an average of $1.00

per joint must be added as expense in opening and closing the street.

A large proportion of the joints were scattered over a wide area and

were really welded under adverse conditions.

The foregoing is given as being an e.xact statement of fact, and is

the reason for our belief that in the present development of any of

the methods of welding rail joints, the cast-welding process comes

most nearly striking the true average between economy and effi-

ciencv.

FIG. 4.—JOI.NT .\I-TER BEING CLEANED

i-n;. .s.—.Mollis .AMI n.AMi-s

To provide a summary of the foregoing papers is necessarily an

undertaking which can result in little definite.

A few correlated ideas asembled and arrayed for purposes of

comparison is more exactly what we may hope to accomplish; and

in so arraying this correlated data, the fact that the information

upon which it is based may not in all cases be complete, or the

deduction drawn may not be the true one, serves only to accomplish

the end desired, namely, a discussion of the entire subject matter.

Of the four methods of forming permanent joints illustrated

above : three are properly designated as "welded," while the other

(the zinc joint) cannot be classed exactly in this category. The
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deduction which the writer draws from the four p^ipers, however,

is, primarily, that it is possible, with the best knowledge, and by

the use of sufficient and correct apparatus, to produce an almost

absolutely satisfactory joint (as to efliciency) by any one of the

four methods. «

Thus narrowing clown tlie field of speculation, llie f|ui-stion of

amount and availability of. apparatus becomes a vital one, which

seems clearly outlined as follows

:

The electrical welding operation appears undoubtedly to require

the most cumbersome and very nuich the most expensive equipment,

to such an extent, indeed, that, except in case of the very largest

systems, private ownership would be virtually impossible, and all

work would necessarily have to be done through contractors.

The zinc joint appears to rank next in point of expensive appar

.ttus, but is followed very closely in this respect by the cast-welded

joint.

The lliennit welding process certainly recjuires very nuuli the

least expensive apparatus, and from this viewpoint stands in a class

by itself. The relation of the joint to the abutting pavement in

city streets is a much agitated question, but it has been shown be-

yond dispute that this agilalion is needless, as the shape of the joint

can be regulated to meet the condition.

KIG. 6.-J01Nt KE.-\nV FOK I'OIRINC.

There are many minor points which might be taken up, and

which can be brought out in discussion, but in the opinion of the

writer the meat of the entire subject, as it aflfects the great majority

of the electric railway interests, is in the relative cost of an efficient

Fin. 7.—POIRIXG JOINT

joint by any one of the methods. There are, of course, local condi-

tions which may, in isolated cases, warrant a departure from the

seemingly economical method, but our object is at all times to serve

the majority, and therefore, while a much more exact comparison of

cost will be easily obtainable during the discussion of this subject,

such data as we have been able to secure is here assembled.

ZINC JOINTS.

No figures as to cost obtainable, these joints are controlled by the

Lorain Steel Co.

.-SK^--

ELECTRICALLY WELDED JOINTS.

Information received from the Lorain Steel G). as follows: "Our

prices are from $6.00 to $5.50 per joint, depending on the number of

joints contracted for. Ordinarily we do not care to accept contracts

for less than 3.000 joints, on which, of course, the price of $6.00 per

joint applies, contracts for 10,000 or more joints are made at the

lower figure."

Fir,. Q.—COMPLETED JOINT

FIG. 10.—SECTION OF JOINT
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C.^Sr WELDED JOINTS.

The figures in this case show that the entire expense of applying

a weld on a rail of average size (under disadvantageous conditions)

is but little in excess of $2.75, with $1.00 additional for opening and

closing the street. This, including interest, taxes and depreciation

charges on the capital valuation of the apparatus. Therefore, in

conclusion, and in advance of future enlightenment on this subject,

which it is our earnest wish the forthcoming discussion may evolve,

the writer seems to see that under present general conditions the

cast welded joint is so much more economical, from both the view-

point of mechanical efficiency and actual monetary expense, as to

recommend itself for first consideration.

If, however, the first cost of the portion of thermit required to

make a joint can be reduced to the extent of ;o per cent or more

FIG. II.—WORN-OUT CAST WELDED JOINT, SHOWING RAIL HIGH AT
JOINT AND DEPRESSED AT EACH END OF CASTING

than quoted, the other inducements held out by this method are suffi-

cient to give it first rank in point of desirability.

NICHOLS-LINTERN SANDERS.

A thoroughly efficient track sanding device is necessary in order

to secure rapid acceleration and to maintain high speeds without an

excessive power consumption and a device that contains the con-

venience of having the sand under instant control, the certainty of

operation, and the absence of all movable mechanism subject to

derangement cannot fail to appeal to practical street railway men
These features are claimed for the Nichols-Lintern pneumatic track

Sander, manufactured by the Ohio Brass Co., and on exhibition,

spaces 5 to 16, section D.

The supplementary sander valve in this device is attached to the

motorman's brake valve and becomes practically a part of it, inter-

locking with the handle of the brake valve and rotating with it, so

that the sander can be operated with the brake valve in any position.

This feature gives the motorman absolute control of the sander at

all times, automatically shuts off the flow of sand as soon as the

pressure on the valve is released, and in throwing the brake valve in

an emergency stop position, automatically opens and sands the track

without any attention on the part of the motorman. A reducing

valve is used in connection with the supplementary sander valve for

reducing the air pressure, which ordinarily is higher than is neces-

sary for operating the sander. If desirable an independent sander

valve may be connected into the piping at any point where it is con-

venient to the motorman.

The sand trap is so arranged that only an application of air will

drive the sand through it, so that there is no leakage or waste. The

trap is absolutely air and water tight and may be installed at any

convenient part of the car where the hose will properly reach the

wheel. By means of a truck attachment the sand hose is securely

fastened at any desired point with respect to the wheel, and follows

the wheel on either straight or curved track.

BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

The exhibit of the Baldwin Locomotive Works consists of one

truck for electric railway service, and occupies spaces 12 and 13 of

section I. These trucks are built under the same conditions of work-

manship and supervision and to the same material specifications

which obtain in the best locomotive practice. With the knowledge

and experience gained in 70 years of locomotive building, and lat-

terly in the construction of electric trucks, the Baldwin Locomotive

Works is prepared to design and build trucks for the most severe

service, and adapted to any designed railway motor. The general

design and construction of Baldwin trucks may be seen in the one

on .exhibit. The booth is in charge of J. R. Dickey and Warren
Thorpe.

THE WESTINGHOUSE COMPANIES.

The Westinghouse Companies are inviting delegates to the con-

vention and their friends, to the Westinghouse reception headquar-

ters on the first floor, Bellevue-Stratford, and to the exhibits 01

the Westinghouse Air Brake Co., the Westinghouse Traction Brake

Co., and the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., in section

G, spaces 15 to 22, and of the R. D. Nuttall Co., at the exhibition

hall. The Westinghouse brake exhibits include operative and sec-

tional models of the latest types of Westinghouse traction brakes,

air compressors, air valves, and blowing outfits, and a demonstra-

tion of the new AMS air brake equipment, designed for motor and

trailer service in Boston, with automatic brake application and

straight-air release; the SMA equipment for surface traction cars,

which is a straight air brake with manual or automatic emergency

application, on both motor and trailer cars; also the AMR equip-

ment on one of the new Long Island R. R. steel motor cars, which is

a quick recharge graduated release automatic brake. There may
also be seen the company's new governor for motor-driven com-

pressors, designed for either direct or alternating currents, as well

as many other improvements in air brake equipments.

The electical exhibits include an operative arrangement of the

latest form of Westinghouse unit-switch control, with rectangular

switch group, connected to two No. 113, direct-current railway

motors; the complete control equipment of the Westinghouse ''ngle-

phase railway system ; various type^ of direct-current and alter-

nating-current railway motors; and a 30,000-volt static outfit, for

the demonstration, by the equivalent spark-gap method, of the

protection afforded by Westinghouse lightning arresters to both

direct-current and alternating-current circuits. The Westinghouse

exhibits are lighted by Westinghouse direct-current, 500-volt arc

lamps, and by the incandescent globes of the Sawver-Man Electric

Co.

Those officers and representatives of the Westinghouse Compan-

ies who are in attendance at the convention are : E. M. Herr,

first vice-president ; F. H. Taylor, second vice-president ; Newcomb
Carlton, fourth vice-president ; H. C. Ebert, assistant to the third

vice-president; W. M. McFarland, acting vice-president; H. C.

Marsh, Cincinnati ; N. J. Neall, engineer ; W. E. Parker, Buffalo

;

S. C. Schenk, New York; E. B. Goldsburg, Philadelphia; Leon

Goldsmith, Pittsburg; G. B. Fairbanks, Philadelphia; all of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. The Westinghouse

Traction Brake Co's. representatives are J. R. Ellicott, eastern

manager; W. V. Turner, mechanical engineer; Arthur Johnson, chiet

engineer; W. S. Bartholomew, western manager; E. H. Dewson,

resident engineer ; George H. Martin, Boston ; C. J. Olmstead,

Horace Clark, Fred V. Green, George E. Baker, and Alex. Cameron.

The representative of the Westinghouse Machine Co. include E. H.

Sniffn, sales manager, and J. R. Bibbins and L. C. BuUington,

Others in attendance are F. A. Estep, vice-president, R. D. Nuttall

Co. ; J. C. McQuiston, superintendent, Westinghouse Companies"

pubhshing department, and Graham Smith, also of the publishing

department. ^__»

GILES S. ALLISON.

Giles S. Allison, 42 Broadway, New York City, represents the

following lines of railway supplies : "Security" registers, which

are built in a sufficient variety of types to suit the requirements of

all railways; the Skinner station indicator and car sign for visibly

announcing within the car the name of the next station at which

it will stop; varnishes and colors manufactured by Valentine & Co.;

the Orient adjustable register rod handle; the Armstrong oiler,

which is designed to thoroughly lubricate a car journal with clean

oil; the Ham Sand Box Co., manufacturers of sand boxes, air

Sanders and trolley catchers.

These manufacturers and products are represented in space No. 8

in the convention hall by this company, of which Giles S. Allison is

president and H. C. Donecker, secretary and general manager.

The self-recording registers, both single and double, which this
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firm lijindlcs as one of its leading liiius arc said to bear the same

relation to a car as a watchman's time clock to a factory, thus en-

abling everyone connected with the car while it is in service as con-

ductors, niotornK-n and inspectors to make absolute reports.

"PROTECTED" RAIL BONDS.

Among the many lines of specialties controlled by the Mayer &
linglund Co. there is none perhaps more interesting or better known

than the "Protected" rail bond. This bond, from the time of its

inception ten years ago, has been typical of the progress made in

scientific rail bonding. The peculiar location it was designed to

assume on the rail, and the originality of its construction were, upon

its introduction, considered a revolution of prevailing methods.

TYPE t' 3. riUiTECTED BOND.

The promptitude with which it was adopted by tlie engineering pro-

fession established the soundness of the theory and its wide use to-

day is an indorsement to the foresight and judgment of the railway

men who first recognized its merit. It is the first rail bond that

was devised to be applied under the fish plate, thus affording im-

munity from theft ; and likewise it is the pioneer of flat wire rail

bonds.

TYPE C-3-U, "PKOTECTED BOND.

The "Protected" rail bond is made of a continuous strand of flat,

ribbon shaped wire, formed into a series of parallel loops one

above the other, and each individual convolution of this ribbon bears

its just proportion of the tension caused by the longitudinal move-

ment of the rails' contracting and expanding, and this proportion-il

distribution of the strain lengthens the life of the bond.

In its initial stage the "Protected" bond was made in the short

SPECIAL CONTACT RAII.—LONG ISLAND R. R.—FOUR L-3 BONDS.

lengths, 3-in., 4-in. and s-in., and while these lengths were found to

be satisfactory for the conditions for which they were made, such

as in paved girder rail work, where the vibration and the longitudi-

nal movement of the rails are virtually nil, it early developed that

for open T-rail work where there is always considerable movement
of the rails in every direction, the short lengths were decidedly im-
practicable. The rapid adoption of heavier types of rails of all

kinds also contributed largely to the abandonment of the short bond.

With the heavier types of rails, naturally there came a demand for

bonds of greater carrying capacity, and it was manifest that the

larger units of cross-section could not be embodied in the short

bond without sacrificing its flexibility, the increased amount of

copper in so short a length making the bond extremely stiflf.

The Protected Rail Bond Co. developed the hydraulically applied

bond, for both the tram and the foot of rails, and is the manufacturer

of the special hydraulic machines used for this class of work. Thii

HYDRAULIC COMPRESSOR.

kind of bond work has given the company prestige in the bondmg
of the third rail. The hydraulically applied bond has been adopted

by the Boston Elevated Ry., the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Ry., the

.Mbany & Hudson Ry., the New York Elevated, the New York Sub-

way, the Scioto Valley Traction Co., the Lackawanna & Wyoming
Valley Ry., and most recently, by the Long Island R. R. The Pro-

HYTJR-^UUC PUNCH.

tected Rail Bond Co. in every one of these installations secured the

contracts for the track rail bonds in conjunction with the bonds for

the third rail. The third rail of the New York Subway is double

bonded on the web and double bonded in the base; and the Long

Island R. R. third rail is quadruple bonded in the base, no bonds

being applied to the web.

The Protected Rail Bond Co. has been consistent for a number
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of years in advising decidedly against the adoption of a short bond,

with the result that the length of bond considered good practice has

increased steadily from 3 in. to 10 in. ; and the company states that

TVPE P-4, CROSS BOND.

if the sales so far this year made by it for the larger bond installa-

tions in this country and abroad are a fair indication, the accepted

bond length next year, especially for heavy steam road work, will be

12 in. to 14 in.

It is believed that fully two-thirds of the electric railways in this

country, and many of the foreign ones, are wholly or partially

bonded with the "Protected" rail bond, and many new patrons of

the bond are being added to the list annually.

AJAX METAL CO.

The Ajax Metal Co. is one of the oldest manufacturers of bear-

ing metals in this country, having been established in 1880. It

started business in a small way, and has been growing steadily,

until today it is making upwards of 20,000,000 lb. per annum. The

main plant of the company is in Philadelphia, and about two years

ago it bought property, the I'.ates Metal Co. at Birmingham, Ala.,

in order to handle to better advantage the immense southern trade

which the Aja.\ controls. The plant at Birmingham is now oper-

ated under the name of the Ajax Metal Co. of the South, and is

producing bearings, castings and other products, such as are also

manufactured in Philadelphia.

The business was originally founded for manufacture of Ajax

bearing metal, which was the first bearing metal on the market

containing lead without an admixture of phosphorus. Previous to

this, copper and tin alloy had been used for railway and other bear-

ings, and was considered the standard alloy for such service. It

was found, however, that the addition of lead gave the alloy a

certain plasticity, which is so essential to a good bearing metal

Bearings containing lead were less liable to heat than those without

it, and at the same time the rate of wear was greatly diminished

Later, by experiments made on Pennsylvania R. R. under direction

of Dr. Dudley, it was found, to use Dr. Dudley's own words

:

"i. The loss of metal by wear, under exactly same conditions, di-

minishes with increase of lead.

"2. The loss of metal by wear, under exactly same conditions, di-

minishes with diminution of tin."

It was further found that the amount of heating was likewise

gjeatly reduced under the same conditions. Naturally, endeavors

were made to make an alloy containing as much lead and as little

tin as possible. The limit was found to be copper 78, tin 7 and

lead 15. Alloys with less tin and more lead exhibited segregation.

This led the Ajax Metal Co. to experiment and endeavor to pro-

duce an alloy with lower tin and higher lead content. This it has

accomplished. By means of a process invented and patented in

i<)00, the Ajax company is enabled to alloy copper and lead in any

proportions, either with or without tin. It has adopted a formula

containing 30 per cent, lead and 5 per cent, tin as the best, consist-

ent with strength, for general purposes. This is termed "Ajax

Plastic Bronze."

The merits of this metal were at once evident, and the sales

increased steadily; the metal is used not only in steam railway

bvJt street railway service. Plastic bronze, because of its high lead

and low tin content, is sold with a guarantee that the rate of wear

is so per cent, slower than any other bronze, and that there is less

liability of heating under similar circimistances. This guarantee is

based upon the experience which the company has had, not only

with laboratory tests, btit with actual tests under ordinary service

conditions.

Plastic bronze has been on the market hardly five years, but

during that time the company has sold over 25 million pounds, which

has entered into the manufacture of all manner of bearings. It is

used on the heaviest and fastest locomotives in service, passenger

and freight cars, and has been adopted by number of the leading

electric railway systems for axle and motor bearings. As a motor

bearing it has decided merits, not only on account of its slow wear-

ing properties, as compared with other bronzes and babbitt metals,

but because it has a high melting point, and will not allow the arma-

tures to drop down and burn out, as is often the case when babbitt

metal is used.

In addition to making bearing metals, the .\jax Metal Co. is also

an extensive manufacturer of trolley wheels, babbitt metals, solders,

etc., which are used in street railway service.

NEW "INDIANAPOLIS" CROSSING.

The accompanying illustration shows a design of a crossing made

by the Indianapolis Switch & Frog Co., of Springlk-ld. O., espe-

cially adapted for crossings of steam with electric railways at points

of heavy traffic. The steam tracks are reinforced with a third or

easer rail, designed to give sufficient width of tread to carry worn or

grooved tires without striking the intersecting rails on electric track,

thereby preserving alignment and reducing the cost of maintenance

to a minimum. This crossing is so constructed that it is practically

CROSSING OF STE.-\M RAILROAD TRACK WITH INTERCRBAN LINE,

self-contained throughout, relieving all direct strain from bolts and

corner irons and greatly increasing the life of the work.

The favor with which the high grade and general character of this

company's work is meeting is shown from the fact that although it

has added to its plant and equipment until the main buildings alone

occupy over two acres, it is running the works full capacity day and

night, to fill orders for steam and electric railways throughout the

United States, Canada and Mexico. The company is also establish-

ing a general export trade.

LORD ELECTRIC CO. EXHIBIT.

The principal specialties exhibited by the Lord Electric Co., 112

Water St., Boston, Mass., are the Thomas soldered rail bonds and

the Shaw non-arcing lightning arresters and static discharge. De-

scriptive bulletins of both are being distributed by the representativer.

of the company at its booth in space 20, section J. Those in attend-

ance at the convention who are looking after the company's interests

are: Henry M. Shaw, New York office; George W. Smith, Balti-

more office; W. R. Carton, Chicago; George B. Crane and Edwin

M. Hamlin, general manager railway department, Boston office.
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THE PLANTS OF WM. WHARTON, JR.. & CO., INC.

In the sonlliwcstern part of I'liiladclpliia, at 2Sth St. and Wash-

ington Ave, and not very far from tlic convention hall, are located

tlie main works of Wm. Wharton, Jr., & Co., fnc, the well-known

manufaclnrcrs of .special track work. These works arc devoted

entirely to the niainifactnre of girder rail special work for street

railways. Mr. Wm. Wharton, jr., the prcsiclent of the present

company, founded the works on the same site some 35 years ago,

after having started in the business of making special track work

in l8s9, and the immense growth of the plant gives testimony in

HAROLD P. BROWN.

Mr. Harold P. IJrown, electrical engineer. 120 and 122 Liberty St.,

New York City, is exhibiting a fwll line of the different types of

rail bonds manufactured by biin, a complete electrical testing appa-

ratus with capacity of 3/X)0 amperes, and electrical contact alloys and

bonding tools. The lionds exhibited include the plastic rail bond,'

(he solid copper- rail bond and the plastic plug rail bond. These

bonds have been installed extensively throughout the country, the

standard plastic bond having been in use under heavy service for

nine years without loss of conductivity and injury, at Denver,

JENKINTOWN PLANT OF WM. WHARTON. Jr., & CO.. IN'C.

itself of the progressiveness and prosperity of the concern.

Anybody visiting the Wharton works will be impressed with the

extreme care with which every piece of work, from the simple

plain curve to the most complicated layout, is finished and the

attention given to every detail, notwithstanding the very large out-

put of these works. Many of the features and appliances, particu-

larly for the manipulation of the manganese steel, which to such a

large extent enters into the manufactures of this concern and which

has established such a reputation for itself, are quite unique.

Fourteen miles out of Philadelphia, on the Philadelphia & Read-

ing, at Jcnkintown, Pa., are located the second works of the Whar-
ton company, devoted entirely to the special work, that is, switches,

frogs, crossings, etc., for steam railroads, and T-rail work for in-

terurban electric railways, these being the works of the former

Rochester and elsewhere. Mr. Brown is in attendance at the con-

vention and is assisted by Julius Alsberg, James Hollowood, J.

Maxwell Coote, William Temple, Harry Booth and John Roche.

"CONTINUOUS" RAIL JOINTS.

The exhibit of the Continuous Rail Joint Co. of America, Newark.

N. J., at spaces 10, 12 and 14 in section C of the exhibit hall includes

regular T-rail sections and "continuous" joints for 35 to lOO-lb. rail.

Also "continuous" joints applied to various sections of girder rails,

ranging in height from 6 to 9 in. ; "continuous" joints applied to

various sections of rail, showing their adaptability with all standard

types of bonds ; "continuous" step joints, showing various T a:iJ

girder rail combinations ; and special girder joint and special shapes

WHARTON WORKS AT 25TH ST. AND WASHINGTON AVE.

Wharton Railroad Switch Co., whose business was absorbed by

Wm. Wharton, Jr., & Co., Inc., some eight years ago. The works

cover an immense area, and there also are found quite interesting

methods for the handling this class of work, including the finish-

ing of manganese steel parts. The introduction of manganese

steel into steam railroad special track work has been made a

specialty at these works, and the results obtained by this novel de-

parture have been almost phenomenal in respect to the service given

by this metal in comparison with the ordinary construction formerly

used. Many cases of lo times the life, and more, of ordinary work

have been recorded for the Wharton manganese steel work.

of trams used in connection with T-rails in paved streets by the

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. The representatives of the company

at the convention are L. F. Braine, general manager, and W. A.

Chapman, B. y\. Barr, E. A. Condit and George W. Smith.

The Cleveland Frog & Crossing Co., Cleveland, O., manufacturer

of Lucas' patent steel rail frogs, crossings, switches, switch stands,

etc., is represented at the convention by Mr. George Stanton, sale*

agent.

Midst a leafy bower Mr. Weeks and other representatives of the

Buckeye Engine Co., are freely distributing "souvenirs from nature."
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THIRD REGULAR ANNUAL MEETING

ii
PHiladelpKia, Pa.—Sept. 25-26, I905.

TUESDAY MORNING SESSION.

The convention was called to order at ten o'clock, President

Baker in the chair.

Mr. Simmons presented the report of the Conunittec on Way
Matters, which will be foimd on pages 641 to 654.

Mr. W. Boardman Reed recalled the trouble which had been ex-

perienced with joints on railways, and discussed at length the

causes of the trouble and the history of improvements in joints.

Justice cannot be done to this in abstract.

The general discussion on Mr. Simmons' report was very ani-

mated, and resulted in the interchange of much information as to

conditions and cost of making joints in different localities.

Mr. William Pestell, as chairinan of his committee, made a brief

report, as follows

:

MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF ELECTRICAL

EQUIPMENT.
In considering the subject we have tried to take into account all

the factors that enter into the operation of equipment working
under different conditions. We have therefore written to all of

the railway companies in the United States asking for information

regarding details of their operating conditions and the methods
pursued in caring for their equipment. From the information thus

obtained we shall be able to deduce conclusions as to the best man-
ner of handling equipment under the various conditions of urban,

.suburban and interurban service. We have been fairly successful

in obtaining this information, and when it is complete it will furnish

a means of determining how the different conditions affect the

maintenance account. The committee asked for further time to

carry on this work, as they believe the information when once ob-

tained and properly tabulated will enable us to not only draw con-
clusions as to the best of the various systems now in use, but to

segregate the best points of each of the systems and to devise there-

from a system complete and of economical value to us all. In this

connection the accountants would be of incalculable value as after

we were able to outline the salient points of the best apparent sys-

tem they would be able to put it in concise form so that it could be
handled with the minimum amount of labor. W'e would call your
attention to the fact that the list of questions as submitted appeals

to many as being entirely too much in detail and in many respects

irrelevant to the subject. On careful examination, however, you
will note that none of the points included are such as can be lost

sight of in a careful consideration of the subject. The comparison
of the cost of maintenance of the equipment of one road with that

of another is only fair when all the elements entering into its

operation, the track over which it operates, character of service and
the equipment itself. The fact that we do not all of us have this

information at hand indicates that we are not careful enough to

consider all of the elements necessary to obtain the most economical
results in the maintenance of our equipment. When we consider

the vast amount of money invested in our equipment, the depre-
ciation, and cost of maintenance, we realize the importance of an
adequate system for following up and caring for the various details

in connection with it. One point that shows up more clearly than
any other in tabulating the answers to questions submitted, is the
utter lack of standardization of materials. It seems to me that a

permanent committee should be appointed by this association to con-
sider and suggest ways and means of standardizing various parts
of our equipment. This has been attempted before, but results can
only be obtained by working continuously at it and we trust that this

convention will take some steps towards starting the work of stand-
ardizing equipment.

An interesting discussion as to the extent to which standard-

ization could with economy be carried in electric railway work
followed. The concensus of opinion was that economies can be

effected by standardization, especially on the larger systems,

but that there is danger of discouraging improvements if too

much is made of the feature of standardization.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION.
President Baker called the meeting to order at J.io o'clock.

The President annoimccd lliat the paper on "The Power House,"

by Fred N. Bu.shnell, Chief Engineer of the Rhode Island Company,
of Providence, R. 1., was before the meeting for discussion. (This

paper will be found on page 668.)

Mr. L. Le H. Smith expressed surprise at the lack of super-

heaters in some of the latest stations that had the newer appa-

ratus which was expected only at its highest efficiency with super-

heated steam. In his opinion, the efficiency stated by Mr. Bushnell

was not extremely high. He knew of an old station which had been

operating for a dozen years that has a heat efficiency that is ex-

tremely near the one stated in the paper. What made this more
significent is that in this station they are using a fuel which is high

in heat units and hence expensive. The oldest station, to which he

referred, which has an over all efficiency almost as high, uses inex-

pensive fuel with low heating values. In most stations there is a

temperature on entering the stack of over 400°, and in certain

known instances it is as high as 800°. He knew of a case where

the alteration of the load on the station makes an alteration of steam-

ing wide enough to make a temperature variation at the stack of

perhaps 150 or 200°, but the station operated most economically at

the rush hours when there was the highest temperature in the stack.

The reason was that under these circumstances the excess of air was

notably lower than when the station was working on lighter roads.

Mr. L. P. Crecelius said he thought that the experience with

superheated steam was confined more to men operating steam

turbine stations. In that case the question of cylinder lubrication

does not enter to the same extent as in the reciprocating engines,

and a great deal higher temperature can therefore be maintained

in the steam. He would like to hear from some one operating a

steam turbine on that question. He believed there was no question

about the economy of superheated steam, and the limitations im-

,posed upon it. for reciprocating engines, where the trouble in regard

to the lubrication of valve mechanism and the different parts exposed

to increased heat. By referring to the tests of steam generating

apparatus it is seen that the curve will continue upward with the

.superheat quite a little.

Mr. Smith remarked that the last speaker had said in substance

that superheated steam in a station of recent construction having

the new style of apparatus would inevitably result in high efficiency.

The author of the paper well stated that these efficiencies are for

runs of only two or three hours, and always without the steam

consumption of the auxiliaries. An extremely high vacuum is only

attained at the expense of an unusual expenditure of energy in

auxiliaries, and that means unusual steam consumption and so in the

station spoken of, where they have no reciprocating engines at all,

the efficiency of the station is much more significant than the results

of, where they have no reciprocating engines at all, the efficiency of

of the steam consumption of the main apparatus. He did not know
of any station which attempts to regulate the auxiliaries, yet it

seemed likely that a stage would be reached in station operation

where the losses which are involved in allowing the auxiliaries to

work right along irrespective of the load of the engine would be

avoided.

Mr. William Pastell said he would offer a few words in con-

nection with the regulation of axiliaries used in power plants. He
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iMiU-ri-il :i tiuljiiM- jil.-iiil .1 slinrl tiiiir agi) wln;n- auxiliaries were

driven liy strain ciigiiu-s as well as Ijy motor drive and what struck

him particularly was llu- circidatiiiK pinnp for the cvjndenscr running

at over 400 r. p. m. in the case of the electric driven unit and io

the case of the steam driven unit at ahont 175 r. p. m,, the same

vacuum being maintained in both cases. These were surface con

(lensers; there was very little difTcreiice in the temperature and

the vacuum was sometbing over 28 in., and it struck bim there

must he a great deal of power lost all the time in taking care of so

much water. 'I"he pumps were designed to take care of 50 or 75

per cent, overload and worked all the time at that rate, whereas in

the case of the engine <biven unit the pump could be regulated

in accordance with the load factor on the turbine as the loatl

changed from hour to hour.

Mr. C. O. Mailloux, replying to an inquiry as to whether centrifu

gal pumps bad been used for boiler feeding, said that he had seen

in Europe last summer a 40-h. p. pump of the multicellular stage

type used for water feed, against a pressure of something like

140 lb. The manufacturers of the pump were ready to undertake

to furnish the pumps to feed against any desired pressure for any

purpose whatever. He understood that similar outfits would be

obtainable in this country before long. The idea of using such pumps

has been brought to the attention of American engineers and it

was not unlikely that they would be in use here. He desired to call

attention to the possibilities which might flow from the use of

graphite ill cylinder lubrication in the case of reciprocating engines

and he would be glad to know if any one present had tried graph-

ite, either by itself or mixed with ordinary cylinder lubricants, and

what results bad been obtained. He had beard recently of the suc-

cessful use of graphite in gas engines and in oil engines, and it was

stated that graphite is the only satisfactory lubricant in such cases. He
thought that it was so acceptable in the case of gas engines in

wdiich the temperatures reached are higher than in the steam

engine it ought to be suited to the purposes of reciprocating en-

gines. He bad heard of several cases where it had been used

mi.\e<l with cylinder oil and it occurred to him that it would be

interesting to find out to what extent the use of cylinder oil can

be diminished; in other words, whether it would be possible to

use so little oil as to practically get along without it.

Mr. Mailloux further said that in addition to the problem of

superheating, which, as pointed out by Mr. Green, has its limita-

tions due entirely to lubrication there is also the other important

problem in central station operation of being able to use the water

over again where the surface condensers arc used, owing to the

presence of oil. There are many cases where water for feed water

purposes must be bought, especially in large cities, and in such

cases it was very desirable indeed to be able to use surface con-

densers and use the water over again, becase the water for con-

densation might be available as it does not need to be of the same

iiu.ility, yet today we are practically restricted in that respect and

jet condensers have to be used in many cases and water purchased

for boiler feed. In bis opinion the oil separator problem cannot be

.said to have been solved to the satisfaction of station operators.

A very thin film of oil on the inside of a boiler is sufficient to

quickly increase the temperature wdiich must be maintained in

order to transmit heat across the film, in other words the heat

conductivity is so greatly diminished that it may be considered that

there is practically an insulating film, equivalent to a film of some

non-conducting material, and the boiler efiiciency is greatly re-

duced. Proper cylinder lubrication would enable engineers to

satisfactorily and safely use the water over again for boiler feed

and it would also enable them to attain a much higher degree of

superheat, because the valve limitations are not so great that they

cannot be remedied. He did not think there will be any difficulty

in getting engines that have proper means of lubrication, especially

with a lubricant that would not contain any objectionable sub-

stance, such as cylinder oil, or in the absence of that there would

be found some satisfactory means of entirely eliminating the lubri-

cant from the water,

Mr. Green thought that as the graphite went into the cylinders

it would deposit itself in the cylinder and practically all of it stay

there. The question of operating steam plants with economy in

the matter of lubrication was an important one and it is a question

upon which engineers are devoting a great deal of study at the

present time. Some engineers can take a plant and operate it for

just one-half the cost for lubricants per unit that others can. Some

engineers feed the cylinder oil into the cylinder directly on top

of the valves, and some go into the steam pocket and some feed

in the center of the cylinder on top. He believed that if engineers

could be held down to one method of lubricating the cylinder some

positive information could be secured on the question.

Mr. Mailloux replied that in gas engines the use of graphite

has eliminated the difficulty Mr. Green referred to, where the

deposits of carbon choked up the cylinders so as to necessitate

frequent removal and cleaning of the pistons; as a matter of fact

the graphite enabled the same engine to work for a longer period

without any attention whatever. It was natural to expect that

graphite would stand higher temperatures. One might consider that

the lubricating properties of graphite might increase rather than

decrease with increasing temperature and it was for that reason

combined with the good reports he had heard of graphite when used

in connection with gas engines that he thought it was worth the

while of station managers and operators to experiment with it. It

was conceded by all that in all ordinary lubrication graphite is at

an advantage. He had used graphite many years ago in lubricating

street car axles with considerable success.

Mr. L. R. Nash, of Savannah, said that about two years ago a

plant in which he is interested made a trial of a graphite com-

pound; he thought it was called "Perfecto." The trouble with most

graphite is that it does not remain in suspension, but in the case

he referred to the suspension of the compound was perfect and

there was very little deposit to it. The results had been extremely

satisfactory, up to two months ago when he last heard from the

plant. The cylinders very shortly after the use of the graphite

compound began to take on a high polish. Further than that the

cost of lubrication was very much reduced. The compound cost

something more than twice as much as a good grade of cylinder

oil, but the quantity used was only about one-fourth, so that the

cost of lubrication was not more than half. He thought that in

the case of cylinders running with that compound for two years

that if there was any trouble to be feared there would be some

indication of it in that length of time.

Mr. A. H. Warren, of Brockton, said he could confirm what

Mr. Nash had said. They had been running for 18 months with

the graphite compound and had found a very material saving in

the cost of lubrication and the cylinders are the best looking cylin-

ders he had ever seen. There has been no cutting; there is a

slight deposit on the cylinder head, but that has not bothered

them in any way.

President Baker remarked that the experience in Boston for the

last two years had been the same as described by Mr. Nash. Their

cylinders are more highly polished, the cost of maintenance was

reduced materially and the cost of packing rings, bull rings, etc., have

been materially reduced since they started the use of this compound.

They have about 1.5 to 2 per cent, of graphite in a high-grade cylinder

oil. They had not so much success with it in connection with super-

heated steam and he did not know whether the fault lay in the con-

densation of the cylinder oil with which the graphite is compounded.

The consistency of the lubricant is like a thick grease, with the

graphite floating in it.

The paper on "An Emergency Brake," by Mr. F. F. Bodler, master

mechanic of the United Rail Roads of San Francisco was then taken

up. (Mr. Bodler's paper will be found on page 666.)

Mr. Edward H. Dewson said that tlie shoe used in this brake as he

understood it, is Oregon pine, and with that shoe the co-efficient of

friction on the rail is undoubtedly quite high and more than compen-

sates for the weight that is taken off the wheels. With a mechanical

brake applied to the track, it depends on the weight of the car

to hold it down, nothing is gained without a shoe that has a high

co-efficient of friction. In regard to the Westinghouse magnetic brake

the case is quite different there, in that the magnet exerts a puU on

the rail and practically increases the weight of the car about 3,500 lbs.

per track frame.

In the paper the possibility of appplying air to these shoes is spoken

of. He understood that this had been done in Staffordshire, Eng-

land, in the pottery district where the track is slippery and the clay

deposits get on it. As to applying the brake on curves, so far as the

magnetic brake was concerned, there was no difficulty if it was given

lateral motion enough so that it followed the track. The effect of the

magnetic needle is to hold the brake shoe to the rail and it naturally

would follow the track. In the case of a wooden shoe pressed down
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there would be no such tendency, nothing to cause it to follow the

rail and possibly it would slip off on the pavements and be destroyed.

Mr. H. B. Schreibcr said he was in Pitttsburg a couple of weeks

ago and understood they were meeting with success in the use of the

track brake. He referred to the fact that they used the brake on the

West Penn road, having taken off the air brakes on the interurban

cars and put on the track brakes. They have a special controller for

the track brake, the handle of which operates in the same manner as

the handle for the hand brake. They put on the hand brake after they

put on the electric brake. They also use the ordinary car resistances

and use the resistances for the electric brakes. These resistances

are going to serve the purpose of electric heating in the winter time,

and even on the city cars they will use no other heating arrangement,

which is a feature in favor of the track brake.

Mr. J. W. Bridge said that he could verify what had just been said

in connection with the magnetic brake used on the West Penn road.

with which he was connected. They had removed quite a number of

air brake equipments and replaced them with the magnetic brake on

account of the large number of dangerous curves which they have.

They have a hand brake used in connection with the magnetic brake

which operates on the same level and they secured very good results

from the brake. The use of the magnetic brake had almost entirely

overcome the difficulties from flat wheels.

The nominating committee then presented the following nominees

for office.

President, II. H. .^dams, Baltimore, Md.

First Vice-President, F. G. Simmons, Milwaukee, Wis.

Second Vice-President, J. S. Doyle, New York.

Third Vice-President, Paul Winsor, Boston, Mass.

Secretary and Treasurer, S. W. Mower, Detroit, Mich.

Executive Committee : The officers and W. S. Twining, Philadel-

phia, Fred. N. Bushnell, Providence, R. I., W. Boardman Reed, N. Y.,

and A. D. Campbell, Seattle, Wash.

On motion, the report was received and the secretary authorized

to cast the ballot of the association for the nominees, which was duly

done.

President Baker expressed, in a few well-chosen words, his thanks

to the members of their co-operation during the term of his admin-

istration.

President Adams, First Vice-President Sinmions and Second Vice-

President Doyle and Third Vice-President Winsor each acknow-

ledged the honor of their election to office and promised to do all that

lay in their power to advance the interests of the association.

On motion of Mr. Olds, a vote of thanks was extended to the retir-

mg President, Mr. Baker, the motion being carried by a rising vote.

The meeting then on motion adjourned.
» « »

STANDARD PAI NT CO.

The Standard Paint Co. is exhibiting a complete line of its

supplies of interest to electric railway men at spaces 11 and 12,

section F. These include the well-known P. & B. insulating

tape, insulating compound, preservative paint, flexide metal

preservative paint, S. P. C. iron paint, Ruberoid roofing and

Ruberoid color roofing. Its representatives are Paul M. Wade,

Charles Earnshaw, J. N. Richards and R. N. Shainwald.

GOLD IMPROVED ELECTRIC HEATER.

It being generally conceded that a heater allowing a free circu-

lation of air through its resistance coils will do much better work

and use less energy in so doing than types in which this freedom

of circulation is absent, the Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co.,

of New York, has incorporated this important feature in its electric

heaters. In the construction of its heaters it is so arranged that the

air in passing through the heater is thoroughly divided by heated

wires, and each particle of air carries its share of heat out into the

.space to be heated.

A recent improvement made in these heaters by the company is

the substitution of wrought iron casings instead of cast iron, which

were too heavy, and being easily broken, often exposed the live

wires as well as making jagged corners or edges, which look bad

and tear clothing. This improvement has not only made the

heater casing stronger and lighter in weight, but more attractive

in that the smooth surface of wrought iron permits of the best japan-

ning. The back of this new casing is stamped out of one piece of

metal, and is lined with asbestos. Ridges are provided along its

surface to increase its strength, and when the asbestos Hniug is

laid against these ridges, a series of non-conducting air spaces arc

formed, so that no heat is lost from the back of the casing. Both

the front plate and the back receive three coats of japan, baked over

their entire surface.

THE TROLLEY SUPPLY CO.

A very complete display of trolley supplies may be seen at space

26, section L, where the Trolley Supply Co., of Canton, O., is ex-

liibiting its well-known products, including a new No. 4 Knutson

retriever and its new American catcher. Mr. Robert K. Fast, secre-

tary and treasurer of the company, is in attendance and will be

pleased to show those interested the well-known products of his

company.

AMERICAN RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.

Mr. Walter Cher, general manager, is representing the Ameri-

can Railway Supph' Co., whose exhibit is located at space 7,

section C. The company has its products attractively displayed

on a case, upon which are mounted the various stamped and
embossed metal work used by street railways, such as badges,

buttons, cap badges, metal plates, etc.

CONSOLIDATED ENGI NE STOP CO.

The Consolidated Engine Stop Co., maker of the "Monarch"
System of automatic devices, 100 Broadway, New York City, has

an exhibit of photographs at booth 18, section D, showing a

large number of recent installations made by the company.
The Monarch engine stop and speed limit system was described

in a recent issue of the "Review." Mr. Paul Muller is in charge

of the company's exhibit.

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITERS.

The Underwood Typewriter Co. is exhibiting a very complete

line of its latest model typewriters at space 17, section D, which

is in charge of Mr. F. Williams, manager of the Philadelphia

office. The two important features of these machines which

appeal to the operator are the visible writing and the tabulat-

ing device. A competent stenographer is in attendance at the

booth and all delegates are extended the courtesies of her

services during the convention.

CROUSE-HINDS CO.

The Crouse-IIinds Co. is represented at the convention by
Nathan Shute, Frank Buchanan, W. D. Hawley and James H.

Hurd. and its exhibit is located at space 1 and 3, section C. The
exhibit consists of arc and incandescent headlights, guy
anchors, switches, Norbitt lamp sockets, carpenters' bench

clamps, and Hawley time register clocks.

EMPIRE SAFETY TREAD CO.

The exhibit of the Empire Safety Tread Co., 299 Pacific St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., occupies space 10, section C. The company
is represented by Frank H. Newcomb and J. W. Scott.

This tread is composed of a grit, carborundum, set in the

channels of a rolled steel or brass plate, and because of the

fact that each particle of grit will wear independently, it cannot

wear smooth. The hardness of this grit is equivalent to that

of a diamond, with its brittleness eliminated, and is assembled

by a patent process in a manner that in the course of wear,

because of its disintegrable abilitj-, will insure at all times a

tread that is non-slipping.

Dilworth, Porter & Co., Ltd., of Pittsburg, are represented at

the convention by W. F. Schleiter. secretary, and A. Morrison,

engineer. The company's exhibit is at space 1. section O, and

includes tie plates and spikes of varioiis designs and sizes.
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W. T. VAN DORN CO.

The W. T. Van Doni Cu., mamifatUiicr of Van Dorn automatic

foiipling.s and draw bar allachnicnts, Chicago, is showing at its

exhibit in space 8, section C, some of its latest types of couplings

and draft rigging. The construction and operation of these couplings

arc shown and interesting demonstrations are made, showing the

mamu-r in which they meet the demands of the service in which

they arc placed. The merits claimed for the couplers include an

absolutely perfect train service made by the prevention of any side

motion ,il llic- point of the coupling, an arrangement of draw bars

many years of pain.staking research and experiment. This depart-

ment is devoted to the manufacture of protective coatings for iron

and steel structures of all kinds.

While the materials have been fully tested, it is, however, only

during the past year that these protective coatings have been on the

market in a small way. Owing to a lack of facilities the company
has been unable to supply the demand for materials needed for this

and kindred purposes.

It now has in the course of erection additions to the works which

will be completed by December ist, and hopes that by the opening

of the season for this class of work it will be in a position to fully

ini O O (pi ("ji o
OIO
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SAVE THE "DAILY REVIEW."

Special attention is called to the fact that the "Daily Street Rail-

way Review," published at Philadelphia, September 26th to 29th

inclusive, this being the seventh successive year, is in its nature

supplementary to the "Street Railway Review" 'published monthly.

Notwithstanding the "Daily" is a separate publication it sliould he

bound with the monthly for convenient reference and in order to

facilitate this, the pages of the "Daily" are given numbers consecu-

tive with those of the next preceding monthly issue. Reference is

again made to this fact for the reason that very frequently the

"Daily" is entirely overlooked by subscribers when sending the

"Review" to be bound, and as soon as the binder discovers that 150

pages or so are missing we receive a request to furnish the missing

numbers, which unfortunately we are not always able to do.
— « « »

One of the heartiest coin])liTnents that could be paid to the

work of the American Railway Mechanical & Electrical Associa-

tion was overheard to-day, when a general mnnaffer, who only

arrived in time to attend the convention yesterday, said:

•'Hereafter I shall be on hand for the Monday meeting of the

Mechanical Association; that is the only place where you hear

interesting discussions."

OPENING RECEPTION.

The opening social event of the convention, a reception and

dance in the ball room of the Bellerue-Stratford, was attended

by a large number of the delegates and ladies. The many

guests after passing the receiving line were ushered to the

tastily decorated hotel ball room where dancing lasted until

a late hour. In the large parlor adjoining the reception rooms

a dainty luncheon was served throughout the evening.

GARTON-DANIELS CO.

The Garton-Daniels Co., Keokuk, la., manufacturer of electrical

specialties, shows a full line of its products at space 2, section A,

where it shares the reception room and quarters of the Mayer &

Englund Co. In addition to a full line of the "Automotoneer" in

the different styles and types for different controllers, the company

is showing a full line of lightning arresters, including it's igoS

models, and its line of alternating current arresters for voltages up

to and including 10,000. A new type of ".\utomotoneer" recently

designed by the company is being shown, the principal feature of

which is its simplicity. The representatives of the company in

attendance are J. V. E. Titus, president; W. P. Cosper, general

sales agent, and 1. R. Bliss.

THE CONSOLIDATED CAR FENDER CO.

The Consolidated Car Fender Co., 39 Cortlandt St., New York

City, is displaying its products at spaces 9 and 10, section B. These

include its four models of Providence fenders, as fol-

lows. Model "\!' designed for use on moderately high

cars and open summer cars; "B," for use on low box

cars; "C,"' which can be used equally well on either high or

low cars; and "D," which is made especially for use on interurban

and suburban cars. The company is also showing the "Campbell"

snow broom, the advantages claimed for which include a reasonable

first cost and a minimum cost of maintenance and renewal, the

broom head being refilled with new rattan as required. The

"Millen" car step lifter is also on exhibit, and is a lifting device, at-

tached to the under side of a car, and connected with both platforms,

so that the motorman or conductor, by lifting up a handle, can

turn up the long step of an open car, and fasten it up or let it

down without leaving the platform. The company is represented

by E. C. Hall and George Wesson.

OLIVER MACHINERY CO.

The Oliver .Machinery Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich., is exhibit-

ing four types of products at space 15, section K. These are

a new type "C" single arbor saw table, carrying a 6-in. belt so

arranged with self-adjusting compound idlers that a 6 in. cut

on rock maple can be made without anj- slipping of the belt;

type "C" band saw, the table of which tips with the hand wheel

and worm 10 degrees back as well as 45 degrees forward; a

new speed lathe, with hand guides and compound swivel rest;

and a 16-in. type "C" jointer, verj- rigid but convenient for oper-

ating since it is supported bj' a column at each end allowing

plenty of foot room.

The design and construction of the.se machines is up-to-date

in every respect and are built on principles of economy of oper-

ation, durability and eflieieney. The company manufactures

a complete line of machines for cabinet and pattern work and

a complete set of handsome xjhotographs are used to illus-

trate them. The company is represented by George C. Hubbard

and R. O. Lovcll.

UNITED COPPER FOUNDRY CO.

The exhibit of the United Copper Foundry Co. is located at

space 28 b, section I, where the company is showing a com-

plete line of copper trolley wheels. This product is treated in

a special manner to increase its tensile .strength, which together

with the non-arcing qualities of copper, make it a very desira-

ble compound. Mr. Albert W. MuUin, treasurer, and Mr. Albert

L. Cole, are rei^resenting the company, and advise that a great

deal of interest has been taken b3' electric railway men in this

product. «-•-»

BRADY BRASS CO.

The Brady Brass Co. has a very spacious booth in section C.

where its numerous products are tastefully displayed. These

include trolley wheels, brass eastings, battery zincs, Cyprus

l>ronze. babbitt metals, motor bearings, etc. The representa-

tives of the company in attendance at the convention are

Daniel M. Brady, Charles M. Reubens, William McKenzie and

D. H. Ruby. ^^.^

THE BUCKEYE EN GINE CO.

The Buckeye Engine Co., of Salem, O., is occupying space 19,

section D, near the entrance to the exhibition hall, where it is dis-

playing a small model engine and also distributing "souvenirs from

nature". Mr. C. H. Weeks, vice-president of the company, is in

attendance at the convention, as are also Messrs. Machold and Rid-

dell, sales representatives.
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FIRST CONVENTION OF THE CLAIM AGENTS.

'I'lic nui'liii),' (if llif AiiKric-aii Associatioji of Slrci't Railway

Claim Agents was called to order al 3 o'clock in (lie office of the

I'hiladelpliia Kaijid Transit Co., Title and Trust liiiilding. In the

absence of Mr. W. A. Uihhs, president of the association, who has

recently left the service of the Metropolitan Sticct Railway Co-
Mr. E. W. O'Connor, vice-president, presided, .\fter the report

of the secretary and treasurer, which showed the association to

be in good condition, resolutions were passed regarding the death

of Mr. William White, claim agent Chicago City Railway Co
, and

a member of the executive committee.

Mr. W. II. Renaud then made a short address regarding the

meeting of the executive committee of the A. S. R. A., held at

Philadelphia June I3tli, reciting the action taken at that time re-

garding the reorganization of the variou.s associations. A general

discussion followed, it being the sense of the association and various

inembers that an affiliation and consolidation with the parent asso-

ciation is advisable. It was then decided that a committee of three

be appointed to confer with the committee appointed by the otiicr

association to prepare a constitution and by-laws, it being under-

stood th.it this association should elect its own officers and not be

hampered in any manner by such reorganization. Mr. Farrell, of

BufTalo; Mr. Renaud, of New Orleans, and Mr. Pratt, of Balti-

more, were appointed to confer with President lily as to the attitude

of the A. S. R. A. regarding the matter, and wdiat might be expected

in the way of linancial assistance, as well as otherwise.

A very interesting paper was read before the association by Mr.

James R. Pratt, claim agent United Railways and Electric Co., of

Baltimore, Md., in which he spoke at length on the subject of

"Fakirs, Malingerers and Ambulance Chasers." He described the

methods pursued by these classes of claim workers to secure money
by dishonorable means, and more particularly the manner in which

shyster lawyers secured these ca.ses and the work of those employed

by them to solicit such business, together with such suggestions as

his experience has offered as to the manner in which they should

be dealt with and what steps should be taken toward their elimina-

tion.

Following this a paper was read by Mr. O'Connor, in which he

spoke briefly of the experience he had had with fake accident work-

ers, and the benefit that might be derived by the exchange of ex-

periences of claim agents and the diffusion of information regard-

ing any operations by fakirs from time to time during the year.

This opened the general discussion of claims and methods of hand-

ling them, and a very enthusiastic and interesting discussion fol-

lowed. Mr. Mills, of the .American Casualty Co., New York City,

was then given an opportunity to explain the services offered by

his company in the handling of matters pertaining to accident claims,

as was also Mr. Holmes, of Hopper & Holmes. New York City.

While these talks were rather limited, the propositions which these

concerns had to offer in this field were clearly put forth.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year

:

President, S. L. Rhodes, claim agent Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Co., Philadelphia.

First Vice-President. E. W. O'Connor, claim adjuster. Savannah
Electric Co., Savannah, Ga.

Second Vice-President. Henry C. Bradley, claim agent, Chicago
Union Traction Co.. Chicago.

Third Vice-President, .'\ndrc\v J. Farrell, claim agent, Interstate

Railway Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Secretary and Treasurer. B. B. Davis, claim adjuster, Columbus
Railway & Light Co., Columbus, O.

.\ vote of thanks was extended to the Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Co. for the courtesies shown the association during the convention

and the use of the company's offices, in which the meetings of the

association were held,

A vote of thanks was also extended to the editor of Pearson's

Magazine and the author of the articles appearing in the June, Jul>

and .A.ugust issues on ''Graft by Getting Hurt."

The work of the association during the past year has been devel-

oping rapidly and the growth in its membership from 8 at the St.

l.ouis convention to about 6o at the present time, shows tiie efficient

manner in which the affairs of the association have been handled and
the interest that is being taken by the management of the various

companies in the work of the association. The officers and execu-

tive committee of the association arc to b-: congratulated upon the

success with which it has met and the benefit which has been de-

rived from the diffusion of information regarding the working of

fakirs which has been dislrihuled from the *<'cretary's office.

DUNTLEY AIR-COOLED ELECTRIC DRILLS.

Among llie prodiiclH nf the ( Imiigo I'niMiiiiatiu Tool Co.,

wliicli lire of intercKt to oloctrie railway im-n, are tbc Uuntley
air-eorded eh-ctrle drills, two sizes of wliich an- shown in the
iici-oinpaMying illustrations. These drills, wliicli have passed
through an experinicntal stage extending over a period of two
years, were thoroughly tested under all actual working condi-
tions before being phieed on the market and have reached a

state of perfection where Ihey are fully equal to the require-
nicnts of the .service for which they were designed. The gen-
I'ral design of the dilTerent size machines is the same, being de-
signed for operating from 110 and 22()-volt circuits; these drills

will not operate from a circuit of higher voltage without reduc-
ing it by means of a rheostat. The larger capacity motor drills

are provided with a friction clutch, the slipping of which per-

mits the motor to run at full speed while the drill spindle stops.

I'eversilili- and iion-rcviTsilile drills are furnished as specifled.

SIZE i-M-i-io. SIZE 1-M-J.I2.

The size l-M-l-lO drill shown, weighs IT lb. and is adapted

lor drilling in steel up to Vi in. continuously and 9-16 in. for

.short periods. It is equipped with a No. 1 Mor.se taper socket

and is wound for 110 or 220 volts direct current only, consum-

ing from 1V4 to 2 amperes when operating at maximum capac-

ity. It is operated from any incandescent lamp socket when

the current is of the proper voltage. The size l-M-2-12 drill

weighs 27 lb. and is adapted for drilling in steel up to % '"•

This drill is made in three sizes, % in., IVi in. and 2 in., being

ef|iiipped with Morse taper sockets Nos. 2, 3 and 4 respectively.

It is wound for 110 and 220 volts direct current and consumes

from 4Vi to 9 amperes when working at maximum capacity.

It is preferable to operate these heavier drills from a line

especially provided, although they may be operated from any

incandescent lamp socket, provided the line is fused to carry

the maximum number of amperes at which the machine oper-

ates. The switches on these drills are located at the base of

the handle, where they are easily and quickly oiierated by

thumb pressure.

Kecent tests made at Cleveland, July 20th, show the following

results: A size 1-M-l-lO drill, weighing 17 lb. and operating at

110 volts, bored a hole in cast iron, % in. in diameter and ly,

in. deep, in 1>4 minutes, consuming from I'/j to 2 amperes. A
machine of the same size bored a hole Vi i"- '" diameter and

IVs in. deep in cast iron, in 2 minutes, consuming 3 amperes.

A hole of the same diameter and depth was bored in cast iron

by the size l-M-2-12 drill in 42 seconds, consuming 2'/i amperes,

while a similar machine bored a hole % in. in diameter and 1%
ill. in east iron in .>."> seconds, consuming 4 amperes. A hole

of the same diameter, •/. in. deep, was drilled in st«el plate in

40 seconds, consuming 4Vi to 5 amperes, machine oil being used

as a drilling compound. These tests should be of considerable

interest to the master mechanic and track man, and the tools

in question may be seen at the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Go's,

booth, -where an interesting display of its products is made.
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AUTOMATIC EXHAUST RELIEF VALVE.

In the operation of condensing engines, if from any cause the

vacuum should be lost and no outlet for the exhaust from the engine
quickly provided, there would result a steam pressure in the con-

densing system of sufficient amount to destroy the condenser valves

or possibly wreck the whole system. To provide against sucli acci-

dent relief valves, designed to automatically open when the vacuum
in the condenser is broken, are placed in the e.xhaust piping of con-

densing engines.

The illustration shows a late type of automatic exhaust relief valve
manufactured by the Crane Co., of Chicago, for use in the con-

densing system of reciprocating or turbine engines, when operating

condensing only. This type of valve is made in horizontal, vertical

and angle patterns, the horizontal pattern being the subject of the

illustration. By referring to the illustration it will be seen that as

long as a vacuum is maintained in the condenser atmospheric pres-

sure will maintain the valve in a closed position, but should the

vacuum be lost the steam pressure of the engine exhaust will lift

the disk from its seat and the engine exhaust through a suitably con-
nected pipe to the atmosphere. Whenever the vacuum is restored.

the valve from its own weight and the atmospheric pressure will

automatically close.

AUTOMATIC EXHAUST RELIEF VALVE.

As at each stroke of the engine the pressure in the condenser
varies, it is necessary to provide some method of cushioning the disk

or it would soon destroy itself from continued pounding. To pre-

vent this trouble a dash pot forms a part of the disk casting. This
dash pot in each of the patterns of valves is directly above the

disk so that there is little opportunity for it to become fouled by
oil and dirt in the exhaust steam and thus become inoperative. The
casting of the valve is so designed that the seat of the disk is sub-

merged in a water seal one-half inch deep. This is found to be a

valuable feature where it is desired to maintain a very high vacuum.
The design provides a positive arrangement for holding the valve
wide open in case it is necessary to run non-condensing.

"EUREKA" AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SIGNALS.

The fundamental idea of "Eureka" signals is the operation of only

one controller, to set the system to danger when cars enter the block.

and to safety when they leave it. To protect a block, two controllers

are used, one at each end, but, not being wired in series, their opera-

tion is independent and opposite to each other. Through the develop-

ment of this idea, "Eureka" signals possess distinct advantages, in se-

curing utmost certainty of action, no failures occurring, because two
machines must work together as a unit; affording means to cars

at opposite ends of a block of automatically signalling each other

;

permitting cars in a block to leave it at either end; and protecting

either car remaining in the block, when two cars have taken it

simultaneously at opposite ends, the car backing out automatically

and properly setting the signals for the car keeping the right-of-

way.

The contact maker which is easily the most important part of an
electric railway signal, in the "Eureka" signals is free from mechan-
ism, offering no obstacle to the trolley wheel, operates at high speed,

and need be but 12 in. long. It also possesses the distinctive func-

tion of causing operation of signals to danger when cars make con-
tact in going into the block, and to safety when they make contact

on leaving the block. Other advantages are simplicity of mechanism
and wiring, any number of cars can pass through a block together,

all cars register upon entering a block, signals are visible by day as

well as by niglit and show the direction car is moving in the block

and when entering a block, the motonnan has a signal ahead of him,
making him solely responsible for his car, the conductor being left

free to collect fares and attend to his other duties. The signals,

which are the product of the Eureka Automatic Electric Signal

Co., Lansford, Pa., are on exhibit at space 27, section D, of the

exhibition hall.

BLAKE SIGNAL & MANUFACTURING CO.

The Blake Signal & Manufacturing Co., 246 Summer St., Boston,

Mass., is represented at the convention by Edmund J. Burke, presi-

dent, and C. Chandler Blake, vice-president and manager, who
may be found at the company's exhibit, space 22, section I. Here
the company has displayed the Blake standard semaphore signal

for electric railways, where the details of its operation may be seen.

Six points incorporated in this signal, to which attention is called,

are

:

1. When properly set up and adjusted, it is physically impossible

for any other signal than the one desired to operate.

2. There is a positive answer back to the dispatcher, indicating

that the semaphore arm has been set in the horizontal position, and

that until the arm has reached an angle of about 45 degrees it is a

physical impossibility for him to get this answer back, and the danger

of a false answer back is eliminated.

3. The power for operating the signal is obtained entirely througli

the dispatcher's office, and there is no local circuit at each signal

other than the signal lamp circuit.

4. There are no electrical contacts in series with the operating

magnets at the various signals. The signal line is electrically con-

tinuous throughout, from the dispatcher's office to the return circuit

at the end of the line.

5. If one signal lamp burns out, a second lamp is automatically cut

in circuit. This second lamp is in an interrupted circuit and gives a

flashing light, so that any crew can report it and a new lamp can

be put in the following day. This detail removes the necessity of

having a daily inspection of all lamps, as well as danger from a new

lamp being defective and burning out a very short while after it has

been put in.

6. The widely varying voltage of trolley lines is taken care of by

relays which draw up at different voltages, and cut in or cut out

resistance as the voltage which is supplied at the dispatcher's office

rises or falls.

THE CURTAIN SUPPLY CO.

The Curtain Supply Co., 85-93 Ohio St., Chicago, has erected a

very handsome booth at spaces 9 and 10, section A, occupying ;i

space 20x20 ft. The booth is formed by having 11 handsomely

finished columns, at proper distances from one another; these are

finished in ivory white and surmounted with globes containing incan-

descent lights. For the benefit of friends the company has a desk

and chairs for their convenience. There are four handsomely finished

open car curtain frames, containing an "Acme" open-car cable cur-

tain, a "Climax" open-car cable curtain, a Forsyth open-car cable

curtain and new open-car "Ring" fixture curtain, this latter being

new and now standard on the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. cars, over

300 cars equipped with it now being in service there, in addition to

a number of other roads. There are also a handsome revolving

mahogany model containing 8 curtains of pantasote, oakette and

buck, equipped with Forsyth roller tip fixture No. 86 and Burrowes'

No. 83 fixture, and two frames containing Keeler pinch handle cur-

tain and Keeler eccentric curtain.

This company is represented by W. H. Forsyth, general manager;

A. L. Whipple, in charge of the New York office; Ross F. Hayes,

western representative; and E. S. Ludlow, sales agent.
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AN EMERGENCY TRACK BRAKE.*
BY F. F. BODLER,

Master Mechanic, United Railroads of San Francisco.

The emergency track brake here described is used on practically

all the cars in San Francisco. While San Francisco is an ideal city

for operating street railways in many respects, especially as regards

the absence of snow, ice, and sleet, yet it has its drawbacks, namely

an enormous number of steep grades. In order to operate safely

over these in wet weather and on slippery rails it was necessary to

provide another means of braking a car than the wheel brakes.

This is successfully accomplished by means of the track brake.

The first experiment with track brakes was made in 1883 or there-

abouts, when the Market Street Railway Co. built a cable line oti

were of the single truck type, and were equipped with wheel brakes

only. It was immediately discovered that an emergency brake was

needed, as the cars could not be controlled on the grades, although

the tracks were well sanded, and tlie wheel brakes were powerful

enough to lock the wheels. This condition had not been met with

on the cable cars, as the cars could not go faster than the cable.

In 1S95 Mr. G. W. Douglas, then master mechanic of the Market

Street Railway Co., started to experiment with a track brake on

electric cars. Twelve single truck cars were equipped with track

brakes, and operated successfully until 1899. In 1899, Mr. Douglas

reconstructed his brake, and made it applicable to double as well as

10 single trucks. This is the brake wliich is now so successfully used

in San Francisco.

Primarily the brake (see Fig. i) consists of a hand lever, connected

FIGS. I AND i.—TR.\CK BRAKE APPLIED TO PECKHAM SINGLE TRUCK.

Market St. The brake was similar in principle to the present brake.

It w^as placed on the rear truck and operated by a hand lever placed

alongside of the grip lever.

In 1893 the Market Street Railway Co. consolidated with several

other lines and in 1894 commenced to change the motive power of

some of its lines from horse and cable to electricity. The first cars

• Read before the American Railway Mechanical and Electrical Association,
5«ptcmber a6, 1905.
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by a brake rod to an arm, which is keyed on a rocker shaft extend-

ing clear across the truck. This shaft is connected on each end by

means of a short lever, keyed to the shaft, to a connecting link, and

to a toggle lever. The connecting lever is connected to a lever, keyed

to a short shaft, and to a toggle lever. The shell for holding the

shoe is connected to the two toggles by means of the heels.

By pulling back on the hand lever, the shaft turns from left over

to right, and the motion causes the toggle levers to assume a vertical

position and to force the shoe to the rail. The heels mentioned, one

on each side of a channel iron, across the truck, act as a guide and

allow the shoe to travel only in a vertical direction. A lever with

^^^^^^~
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FIG. 3.-TRACK BRAKE APPLIED TO BRILL SINGLE TRUCK.
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a counterweight ataclicd to it, keyed to the cross shaft at any con-

venient position or bolted to an arm, acts as a release.

In order to adapt this brake to a Pcckham or Brill single truck it

is necessary to fasten a flat iron, bent as shown, to the side frames,

using the holes on each side of one of the spiral body springs. Two
angle irons are placed transversely across the truck, and fastcnerl

to the bent flat iron, 'J'o these angle irons the brass boxes for hold-

ing shafts are bolted. The large shaft is held in position by 3 boxes,

FIG 4 and 5.—TRACK BRAKE APPLIED TO BRILL G j; DOIBLE TRUCK

one on each end, and one near the counter-weight arm. The short

shaft is held by 2 boxes, one on each side of lever.

To operate the track brake from the opposite end of the car, a

second arm is keyed to the shaft, the brake rod being placed under

and on one side of the motor, as shown in the drawing.

Considerable ingenuity had to be exercised in order to place these

brakes on all cars. The counter-weight arm, for instance, in many
cases had to be placed under the seat, the floor having been cut out.

With a single truck car, the relative position of this arm on the shaft

does not make any difference. Fig. 3 shows the brake applied to a

Brill single truck.

irons. The counter-weight arm has to be placed in the middle of

the shaft on account of the swing of the truck.

Fig. 4 shows a Brill 27-G truck with this brake.

I'"ig. 6 shows a slandar<l track brake shoe. This shoe is made
of Oregon pine, costs about 2% cents and lasts about one week. The
material to be used for shoes was the subject of many experiments.

All kinds of wood, all kinds of metal, combinations of wood and

metal, and metal with all kinds of inserts were experimented with.

For cheapness, general utility, and highest braking cfTicicncy the

Oregon pine shoe was found to be the best. The shell for holding

Ihc shoe is made in two parts, of pressed steel. Two bolts pass

through the holes shown in the shell and through the recesses shown
in the shoe, not only clamping the shoe by means of the shell, but

also preventing the shoe from slipping backward or forward. In

order to facilitate the removal of worn out shoes, sections of rail

slightly longer than the shoe, are sawed off and hinged on the car

house tracks. The cars arc placed with the shoes over these hinged

rail sections, the hinged rail is swung out, and by loosening the

two bolts the shoes drop out. The time required for replacing four

shoes on a double truck car is alx)ut two minutes. The shoes can

be adjusted when partly worn, by inserting wooden shims between

the top of shoe and shell.

As seen by various illustrations this brake can only be applied on

trucks having outside hung wheel brakes. On double trucks it can

only be used when the bolster spring is half elliptic, and hung under

the side frames. It can not be used on M. C. B. bolsters, on account

of lack of room. In fact it requires close figuring to adapt it to the

above mentioned trucks, in order to prevent the bolster from coming
down on the connecting lever.

It has been proved that the brake is most eflfcctive when brake

levers, as shown, are used. The efficiency of the brake is proportion-

ate to the rapidity and force with which the shoe is brought down
on the rail. An ordinary ratchet handle with the ordinary spindle

is of little use. With a cam on the spindle it is decidedly more
eflicient.

The strong points of this brake are:

(i) Its extreme simplicity.

(2) Its high efiiciency.

(3) Its low cost of maintenance.

(4) Its independence of all other brakes.

( 5) Its being purely a mechanical contrivance.

This brake can readily be operated by compressed air, by the

addition of a brake cylinder. To the writer's knowledge it has not

been operated by that means, however.

Whether it would be as successful in cities where there is much
snow,ice,and sleet, as it is in San Francisco,thc writer would not care

to say, yet there does not seem to be any reason why it should not.

It may appear to some that on account of taking considerable

weight ofif the wheels, there would be danger of skidding the wheels,

yet the number of flat wheels has steadily decreased since these

brakes were put on. The reason for this is probably that there is

no need of "cinching" the wheel brakes up so tight as there was
formerly.

Cars as operated over one 17.5 per cent grade, one 14.; per cent

Krade and any number of 10 to 12 per cent grades

:

A single truck car, weighing 10 tons, can be stopped on the steep-

est grade over which electric cars are operated in the city, in a rea-

sonable distance, by first applying the wheel brakes, and then the

track brake.

The original intention was to use this brake only as an emerg-
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THE POWER STATION.*

By Fred N. Bushnell,
Chief Engineer, Rhode Island Co., Providence, R. I.

Since the advent of the direct connected generator, the tendency in

power station design has been towards a more systematic and com-
pact organization of the generating apparatus and the utmost sim-

plification of the entire plant consistent with the highest efficiency.

The practice of different engineers has gradually worked towards
a tj'pe of station which is now so generally adopted for street rail-

way work where limitations are not placed upon the design by the

size or shape of the available site, that it can fairly be said to repre-

sent standard practice in modern power station engineering. It

embodies the following essential principles

;

1. Simplicity of design.

2. Subdivision of the plant into separate sections, so as to localize

the effect of trouble to any part of the generating apparatus.

3. Provision for the symmetrical extension of the plant to provide

for future power requirements.

This station in its simplest form consists of a boiler room, engine

and generator room, and switchboard gallery, arranged in parallel

lines and separated from each other by substantial fireproof walls.

In stations of very large size the boilers are fretiucntly arranged in

two tiers, or in groups, each group having its own chininoy and tlucs

and independent systems of feed and steam piping. This arrange-

ment of the station is now generally referred to as the unit system,

the distinguishing feature of which is that the boilers, engines and
generating apparatus are arranged in separate units or groups, each

one of which embodies all of the essential features of a complete

generating plant, and the great advantage of which lies in the fact
.

that trouble with any single piece of apparatus is localized, so that

its effect is felt only in that unit of which it forms a part. Provision

for carrying tlic load in the event of a breakdown of any important

part of the apparatus is made by installing an additional or spare

unit.

While the unit system is now almost universally employed in

the larger power stations, it is usually somewhat modified for smaller

plants where the liability to interruption of the service is not so

great or the results .so disastrous, the chief difference being in the

arrangement of the steam and feed piping. The steam piping from

the boilers is run to a longitudinal header, from which the connec-

tions to the engines are taken otT at convenient points. This steam

header is divided into sections by means of gate valves, which per-

mit of any section being cut out at the convenience of the opeiator

for the purpose of making repairs. Usually two systems of feed

piping are provided, one of which supplies hot water to the boilers

through the heaters and economizers, while the second, or auxiliary

system, supplies cold water, or water direct from the heaters, in

case of trouble with the main system. This arrangement of piping

provides sufficiently against interruption in small and medium-sized
plants, and in a system carefully laid out with due consideration for

the troubles which are likely to arise, it is hardly probable that the

disarrangement of any one part will cause serious interruption of th^-

service.

At the present time alternating current generating .stations and
distributing systems are regarded as the most efficient to install in

large cities where heavy traffic is distributed over a very large area,

requiring current to be delivered to the line at a number of points,

and where the interest upon the investment in direct current feeders

and cost of their maintenance would amount to more than the same
charges plus the conversion losses in an alternating current system;

and for long suburban or interurban railways where the power re-

quired at any one point is small as compared with the total power
generated. The use of alternating current apparatus has steadily

increased since its introduction, until at the present time approxi-

mately 6o per cent of the total power used by electric railways in

the United States is generated by this type of apparatus.

In cities wherethc bulk of the business is within the economical

radius of distribution for direct current lines, and where direct cur-

rent generators form the larger part of the present equipment, the

common solution of the problem is to use this type of apparatus for

city work, adding alternating current apparatus to supply the more
distant portions of the .system, or roads operating through outlying

districts.

•Read • efore the American Railway Mectianica! and Electrical Ass elation, Septem-
ber 26, 1905.

There is undoubtedly a great advantage in having all the appar
atus of a uniform type. This simplifies the wiring and switching
part of the electrical equipment and permits of a more efficient dis-

tribution of the load in the station. But there can be no conversion
of energy without loss, and in cases where a considerable part of

the system can be supplied with direct current without the use of
rotary converters, the composite type of station will frequently be
found to offer advantages in lower first cost and higher efficiency.

The location of the power station, its general character, and the

type of apparatus to be installed, depend to such an extent upon
local conditions, that it is difficult to offer suggestions covering these

points except in a general way.

If possible, the station should be located near an ample supply

of water for condensing purposes, in order to secure the advantages
from the use of the most efficient types of steam apparatus, and if

possible, convenient also to a steam railroad or tide water where
the coal can be received and handled for the least expenditure of

labor. Its location in reference to the distributing system will

depend upon the extent and type of the system employed. If the

direct current system is used, it will be desirable to select a location

as near as possible to its center of gravity, in order to reduce the

investment in copper, but in the case of an alternating current dis-

tributing systi'm, this is of less importance, and greater consideration

will be given to the cost of the available site, the nature of the soil,

cost of foundations, etc.

The building should in all cases be of fire-proof con.struction

and of neat and attractive design, appropriate to and suggestive

of the purpose for which it is used. In determining upon the dimen-

sions of the building, it is important that ample room be provided

for all of the apparatus to be installed, so as to avoid unnecessary

crowding. Passageways should be provided between each battery

of boilers, and at the rear for the convenience of attendants in clean-

ing the tubes and connections and for making necessary repairs.

Sufficient room .should also be provided around each piece of appar-

atus in the engine room so as to enable the attendants to inspect it

regularly and keep it thoroughly clean, and to provide for the

removal of any part in case of repairs.

In large cities, where land is extremely valuable, or the available

area limited, the amount of power which can be generated per unit

of ground area occupied is frequently the controlling factor in decid-

ing upon the power st,ation plans, and in such cases it is not always

practicable to provide all of the space usually regarded as desirable

for the convenience of attendants. This condition rarely exists,

however, e.xcept in the larger cities, and in a great majority of cases

no excuse can be offered for crowding the machinery to such an

extent that it cannot be kept in proper condition and conveniently

repaired by those responsible for the management of the plant.

Cleanliness is absolutely essential to the successful operation of

an electric railway power station. It is necessary that the building

itself be kept free from oil and dirt, and each piece of apparatus

thoroughly cleaned at all times, in order to maintain it in its highest

state of efficiency. The designing engineer should contribute his

share towards this result by providing ample light throughout the

building—boiler room as well as engine or generator room. All the

walls of the building should be painted in some light shade, pref-

erably with some kind of enamel paint which can easily be washed

down and kept clean. This will be found to reflect the light into

dark corners of the building or spaces around the machinery whicn

might otherwise form receptacles for dirt and rubbish. It will add

very much to the cleanliness and general appearance of the plant,

and will contribute toward its successful running.

In designing a power station, the primary object in view is to

deliver power at the busbars for the least expenditure of money,

due importance, of course, being given to reliability of operation,

which is the controlling principle in power .station work. The fixed

charges—interest, depreciation, insurance and taxes, should be as

carefully considered as the cost of fuel, labor, supplies, repairs and

other items which make up the operating expenses. Consideration

should be given to each of these elements in proportion to its impor-

tance as a factor in the cost of power. In the great majority of

cases fuel is the most important item of expense, frequently amount-

ing to more than all other operating costs combined, and the pc-
fection of those details of design and management which will effect

the greatest economy in its use will usually make the best return for

the time and labor expended.
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Electrical apparatus has now been developed to such a state of

perfection that in a well-designed and carefully managed power sta-

tion over 90 per cent of the power of the engines is converted into

electrical energy and delivered to the transmission system for the

operation of cars. It appear.s, therefore, that no very great gain in

coal economy is to be expected from the further improvement of

electric generators or switching apparatus, and engineers are direct-

ing their elTorts more than ever before to the steam portion of the

power station, which offers a more promising field for a reduction

in the cost of power.

The number and size of units to be installed is one of the most

important problems bearing upon fuel economy which the engineer

is called upon lo solve. In order to obtain the maximum cfTiciencv

from llie prime movers ,nicl llieir auxiliaries, it is necessary that they

and it follows that in addition to the losses due to the reduced effi-

ciency of the prime movers at light loads, the percentage of loss in

the auxiliaries will increase very rapidly as the load upon the mam
engine decreases, and the best economy of the entire plant will be

obtained only when the engines are operated at or slightly above

Iheir rated capacity.

The writer has before him the operating statistics of two rail-

way power stations, a comparison of wh'ch illustrates the importance

of proper attention to this subject. For convenience they will bt

referred to as Station A and Station H. Both stations furnish power

for suburban railways upon which suflicicnt cars arc run to provide

a fairly uniform load during the greater part of the day, althoug'i

subjirl lo more or less violent temporary fluctuations. The general

designs of these stations and their «|uipments arc such that the fuel

MANCHLSTER ST PO»>tR STATION.

RHODE ISLAND CO.. PROVIDENCE. R. I.

should be proportioned to the load they are intended to drive, so

that if possible they may be operated at all times at or near their

rated capacity.

In electric railway power stations it is not regarded as practicabU'

to change the speed of the air or circulating pumps, or to alter the

quantity of cooling water, to suit the varying loads upon the station,

and these auxiliaries are usually operated at a point sufficient to

take care of the maximum load. The power required to drive them

is therefore practically constant, and their steam consumption per

unit of output will vary indirectly as the load on the main engine-:.

Under ordinary operating conditions, where the exhaust steam is

used for heating the feed water, only about 12 per cent of the heat

in the total steam generated can be used for this purpose, and ill

steam used by the auxiliaries in excess of this must go to waste;

used per kilowatt-hour should be practically the same, provided the

engines could be kept well loaded in both cases. In Station A there

are three units, and the load conditions are such that one unit is

operated during the night and early morning, when the travel is

light ; two are operated during the greater part of the day, and three

at the peak of the load, which occurs shortly after six o'clock in the

evening. By careful attention to the changes in the load, it is

always possible to keep the running engines fairly well loaded.

In the case of Station B there are two units. The load at nigfat

and early morning is very light, so that the engine used is only about

half loaded for this period, whereas for the greater part of the day

the load is a little more than one engine should be required to carr.',

and it is therefore necessary to run both engines. The result, of

course, is that the average load on the station is only a little more
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than 50 per cent of the rated capacity of the running engines, and
they are consequently extremely wasteful of steam; and, too, th,-

e.\haust from the auxiliaries is probably quite a little in excess o'

that required to heat the feed water, which will also account, in j.

measure, for the low efficiency of the plant. Five pounds of coal

per kilowatt-hour is the record of this plant, as compared with 3.8

lb. for Station A. The greater part of this discrepancy is undoubt-
edly due to the more efficient load conditions in the latter station.

It is probable that had a storage battery been added to the equip-

ment of Station B. the load on the engines could have been regulate 1

so as to have made a nuich better showing in coal consumption, bu^

it is still problematical if there is any net gain from the use of stor-

age batteries in railway work, and the writer is dispo.scd to think

that the use of three smaller engines in place of two large ones
would have been the proper solution of the question. Undoubtedly
a .saving in coal of from 15 to 20 per cent would have resulted from
the use of engines better proportioned to the load.

In deciding upon the number and size of units, therefore, it is

necessary that a careful study should be made of the load conditions

throughout the entire day. In providing an increase of power for

existing roads, data will be available from which station load curves
under varying conditions of traffic can be constructed, and a fa.-

average decided upon as the basis for determining the size of th,-

units. In the case of a new railroad, this information will be mor-
difficult to obtain, and an approximate load curve will have to b-

constructed from a study of all of the conditions bearing upon the

subject. This involves decisions upon such matters as the locatioii

of track, with special reference to grades and curves, the distribu-

tion of copper in the feeder system, the weight and equipment 01

cars, and train schedules, all of which are important factors in deter-

mining upon the power required.

It is often necessary to estimate the size of a new power station

before the final survey of the road is completed, or the details of th;

.

feeder system or train schedules definitely decided upon. In such
cases the engineer will have to apply such data as he is able to

obtain from other roads in which the conditions of track and the
operating conditions are similar. But such data should always be
used with the utmost caution, as vital differences in grades, in th"
feeder system, or in train schedules, must necessarily exist, which
will render it extremely difficult to make comparison sufficientlv

accurate for a final decision upon the size of the station.

Having ascertained the power required during the different hours
of the day, the plant should be divided into as few units as will

enable the engines and generators to be operated at or near their

rated capacity, while at the same time a sufficient number should
be installed so that in the event of trouble one can be shut down
without causing interruption of service. A three-unit station will

permit of a fairly uniform distribution of the load in small plants,

and in case of accident to one unit, the other two should be able. In-

overloading, to supply sufficient power until repairs are completed.
This number of units is therefore regarded as the minimum which
should be installed in any power station.

The type of apparatus to be used, whether alternating or direct
current, will not materially affect the design of the station except
in so far as the question of the use of reciprocating engines or steam
turbines is involved. Up to this time the steam turbine, which i^

rapidly growing in favor for electric railway work, has been design <d

almost exclusively for use in connection with alternating current
generators, and the manufacturers of electrical apparatus have held
out scant encouragement that its speed could ever be so modified
as to make its use with direct current generators, particularly the
larger sizes, practicable. Reciprocating engines have therefore been
regarded as the only type of steam motor available for this class of

work. It is probable that this will be the case for some time to

come, but it is interesting to note that considerable progress is bein-.j

made in the development of direct current turbo-generators. A
number of machines of this type as large as 500-kw. capacity are
in operation, and work is well advanced upon units as large as

2,000 kw. There seems to be good ground for the belief that this

problem will be successfully solved, and that in the near future this

type of apparatus will be available in .sizes as large as are generally

required for direct current work.

Engineers and steam users generally have been prepared for

some time to welcome any form of prime mover which could bo

.shown to possess any considerable advantage over the reciprocating

engine, as the latter had come to be regarded as having largely ful-

filled its possibilities, and no very great improveinent in economy
was to be looked for. The steam turbine seemed to offer the solu-

tion of the question, and while, at the time of its introduction into

this countrj', its superior economy had not been demonstrated, its

great simplicity as compared with reciprocating engines, lower first

cost, and less floor space occupied, insured its prompt adoption by
a large number of povi-er users, and from the first its progress has
been rapid. In a report of the Committee for the Investigation of

the Steam Turbine made to the National Electric Light Association,

last June, it was .stated that there were in operation at that time

224 turbines of an aggregate capacity of over 350,000 h. p., the greater

number of which had been installed in the last two years. The
w-riter is informed that the orders for turbines taken by the two
largest manufacturers in this country aggregate (July i. 1905) over

800,000 h. p.

The remarkable progress made in the manufacture of these ma-
chines, and their general adoption by many of the most progressive

railways in the country, proves them to be a most formidable

competitor of the reciprocating engine, if indeed it does not indicate

that they have already established their commercial superiority.

It is to be -regretted that most of the data upon the efficiency

of steam turbines has been derived from tests covering very short

periods of time, usually only a few hour's, and that so little data

is available of their performance utider actual service conditions.

To the street railway manager' or engineer, power station records

for long periods, showing the coal consumed per kilowatt-hour, or.

better still, the efficiency of the plant expressed in percentage of

heat energy in the coal converted into electrical energy at the switch-

board, are of much greater interest and value than the record of any

number of short-time tests for steam consumption only, as it pro-

vides him with a much more practical means of making comparisons

with the performance of other stations with which he is familiar.

The data which have been published illustrating the relative econ-

omy in steam consumption of turbines and reciprocating engines

rarely ever show comparisons between units operating under iden-

tical conditions as to steam pressure, superheat, or vacuum, and

therefore does not fairly represent the relative performance of the

two types, and, too, the steam consumption of the auxiliaries is also

ifivariably omitted, so that it is impossible to form an intelligent

opinion as to the additional cost of the higher vacuum required for

the turbine.

Up to this time- most of the turbines installed in electric railway

power stations are operated in connection with reciprocating engines,

and owing to the difficulty of separating the operating charges, it has

been practically impossible to obtain reliable information as to their

performance under commercial conditions.

One of the plants where turbines arc exclusively used is the

Quincy power station of the Old Colony Street Railway Co., and

through the courtesy of Mr. P. F. Sullivan, president of this com-

pany, the writer is permitted to publish some inforrnation regardin<^

the performance of this station. This information was kindly

furnished by Mr. C. F. Bancroft, superintendent of motive power and

machinery.

It should be .stated at the outset that this station, which will

eventually furnish power for that portion of the Old Colony Street

Railway Co's. system, extending from Quincy on the north to the

city of Fall River on the south, is not yet in full operation. Its

connection with the latter city, where a large part of the current

is to be used, has not yet been made, so that at present it furnishes

power for only about one-third of the number of cars which it will

eventually drive. Only two of the five turbines in the station are

required for this work. One of these machines is run for 17 hours

per day, and two for 24 hours per day. When the station is in

full operation there should be a more uniform load, and it is expected

that the station efficiency will be considerably increased.

The station contains five 2,000-kw., 4-stage, vertical turbines, run-

ning at 750 r. p. m., and connected to 13,200-volt, 2S-cycle, alternating

current generators.. The steam pressure is 200 lb. There are 10

horizontal water tube boilers of 750 h. p. each, equipped with internal

superheaters, giving to the steam an average of 65 degrees super-

heat. Underfeed stokers are used. There are no economizers.

One turbine is supplied with .steam-driven auxiharies; the other

four have motor driven auxiliaries. At present, while only two units

are in operation, the feed water is heated to 200 degrees Fahr, by the

exhaust from the steam auxiliaries. The average daily output is

52,500 kw. h., giving a load factor of 54,7 per cent for the two
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macliiiics. Georges Crock Cunibcrlaiid coal is used, having an aver-

age calorific value of 14,000 li. t. u. per pound. The average coal

consuniplion for tliis station, operating under the conditions outlined

above, is 2.04 lb. per l<w. li., showing an ediciency of 8..'?6 per cent.

'I'his recor<I covers a period of si.x months, ending June 30, 1905.

While this performance does not furnish conclusive evidence of

the superiority of the turbine over reciprocating engines in electric

railway work, it compares favorably with the results obtained in a

large nuiuber of (he better class of stations using the latter typ-

of prime movers, and gives some force to the opinion that in actual

practice there will be found to be very little difference in the coal

consumption of steam turbine and reciprocating engine plants oper-

ating under similar conditions.

In order to develop the highest efliciency of the steam turbine,

it is necessary to operate with a very high vacuum. It is claimed that

each inch of vacuum above 26 in. will increase the economy from

3 to 4 per cent, and condensing apparatus is usually recommended
which will produce a vacuum of about 28 in. of mercury, or 2 to 2'/^

in. higher than that regarded as the most efficient for reciprocating

engines. Tlie type of apiiar.idis gciurally installed consists of a

\T;..^V^kk^1\kkV,Vk--lA-.VV^k<i; \k^^^.^^'.M^v^v^^^.v^^^^^^^^..<\^^^^,^^J;
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surface condenser with a centrifugal circulating pump, dry vacuum
pump, and hot well pump. In practice no trouble has been experi-

enced in obtaining the high vacuum desired with this type of

apparatus, but whether the gain of 3 or 4 per cent in coal is sufficient

to warrant the additional first cost of operating this rather compli-

cated system, is a question which would seem to be open to dis-

cussion. In cases where the cost of feed water is a material factor

in the cost of power, or where it contains a large percentage of

calcium or magnesium carbonate, or other scale-forming materials,

there will be great advantage in using a surface condenser on ac-

count of the pure distilled water returned to the boilers, but where

these conditions do not e.xist, it will frequently be found to be

practicable to use some simpler form of condensing apparatus, such

for example as the injector or barometric type of jet condensers.

These types of condensers offer very great advantages over the

surface condenser in the matter of lower first cost, space occupied,

greater simplicity, and less cost of maintenance. Up to this time

they have not been very generally used, but there seems to be no

good reason why they should not work as satisfactorily in connection

with steam turbines as with reciprocating engines, and when properly

proportioned to the work and installed with tight piping throughout.

it is believed that in many cases they will prove to be as satisfactory

as the more complicated types.

A considerable economy in the steam consumption of both re-

ciprocating engines and steam turbines has been shown to result

from the use of superheated steam. In plants equipped with either

of these types of prime movers using dry saturated Mcam, the intro-

duction of superheated steam can generally be depended upon to

effect a saving in steam of about one per cent for every eight or

ten degrees of superheat. Where the quality of the steam is not so

good, and the conditions arc such that the condensation in the pipes

or cylinders of the engines is excessive, the saving may be much

greater than this, sometimes amounting to one per cent for every 4

or 5 degrees of superheat.

With reciprocating engines, condensation in the cylinder result-

ing from the great difference in temperature between the incoming

steam and the surfaces of the cylinder which have just been exposed

to the temperature of the exhaust steam, has been recognized as

one of the greatest sources of loss. Various means have been em-

ployed to reduce this loss, such, for example, as the use of steam

jackets and rehcaters, but these devices add materially to the com-

plication of the engine, and under the most favorable conditions only

affect a partial saving. For these reasons they have not been gen-

erally adopted in power station work. Superheated steam has been

found to be a much simpler and more effective method of accom-

plishing this result.

Our knowledge of the subject of steam turbines is still so lim-

ited that it is impossible to state with any degree of posilivcncs-.

just where the various losses occur, or to what causes we must attrib-

ute the gain in efficiency from the use of superheated steam. Un-

doubtedly a portion is due to thermodynamic reasons, and it ha'i

been suggested that a large portion is also due to the diminution of

Ouid friction within the turbine. Owing to the very high steam

velocities in this type of apparatus, the friction of the steam passing

over the surface of the buckets must cause a considerable loss, and

this is probably very much greater where the steam carries a large

l)ercentage of moisture than when it is dry or superheated. It is

probable, therefore, that the larger part of the gain due to super-

heating can be attributed to this cau.se.

The prevention of the deposit of water on the inside of the

turbine casing, also, must effect some saving, although this gain

is probably small as compared with that resulting from the dimin-

ution in the friction of the steam as it passes over the surfaces of the

buckets.

Whatever the causes may be, there can be no doubt that there

is a very marked gain in efficiency in steam turbines from usin?

superheated steam, amounting to about as much per degree of super-

heat as in the better class of reciprocating engines.

The following table compiled by R. M. Neilson shows the reduc-

tion in steam consumption in steam turbines and reciprocating

engines due to superheating. These statistics were obtained from a

number of tests made in this country and in Europe. The apparent

discrepancy in these tests is explained by the statement that there

was considerable difference in the quality of th steam in the dif-

ferent cases, and the engines were of different types and of different

sizes.

STEAM TURBINES.
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This is a subject upon which there is a vast amount of conflicting

information. In a number of instances the use of superheaters ha*

been discontinued either on account of mechanical difficulties or

because there was not a sulTicicnt saving in coal to pay for keeping

them in service. In other cases no mechanical difiiculties have been

experienced, and the saving in coal has been all that could be rea-

sonably expected.

It is noteworthy that manufacturers of reciprocating engines an 1

steam turbines, as well as engineers, while still recognizing the value

of superheated steam, are disposed to be much more conservative

than formerly in recommending its use. At this time, the weight of

opinion seems to be in favor of a moderate amount of superheat,

say not exceeding 125 degrees. Within this limit there should be

a sufficient saving at the coal pile to justify its use, while the tempera-

ture is not sufticiently high to cause serious mechanical difficulties

with any of the various types of steam apparatus generally used.

For many years after the inauguration of the electric railway

industry, power station engineers seemed disposed to devote the

matter, the furnace should be so designed that this volatile matter,

as well as the fixed carbon, will be completely burned in order to

develop the full heating value of the fuel.

The following conditions are necessary to insure the complete

combustion of tlic fuel

:

1. A sufficient supply of air.

2. Thorough mixture of air and fuel.

3. A sufficiently high temperature of the air and the combustible

gases to insure their ignition and perfect combustion before they

come in contact with the cooling surfaces of the boiler.

The principal source of loss is due to imperfect combustion of

the volatile gases, which are distilled very rapidly after fresh coal

is placed upon the fire, and not being mixed with air at a temperature

sufficient to cause ignition, pass off unconsumed ; or the air supply

and the temperature being sufficient, they are allowed to come in

contact with the comparatively cool surfaces of the boiler, and th ir

temperature reduced below the ignition point before combustion is

completed, so tliat they escape when only partially burned. The

FIG. 3—BOILER ROOM MANCHESTER ST. STATION.

greater part of their energies to perfecting the arrangement of en-

gines, generators and switching apparatus, frequently neglecting the

more important, though less showy, boilers and their accessories.

In recent years they have come to realize that a larger percentage of

saving can be made by a proper attention to the design and manage-

ment of the boiler room than in any other department, as it is here

that the greater number of preventable losses in a power station,

occur.

The designs of the standard types of steam boilers which are

now generally used have been perfected to such a degree that effi-

ciencies as high as 70 to 75, and even 80 per cent, have been attained

under favorable conditions, and there are very few improvements

which the power station engineer can suggest which will produce

any considerable saving in fuel.

The design of the furnace, as distinguished from the boiler, on

the contrary, is one requiring careful thought and study, to make it

conform to the conditions required for the perfect combustion of the

specific kind of fuel which is to be used. Anthracite coal, owing to

its small percentage of volatile matter, can be satisfactorily burned

in almost any kind of a furnace, provided the grate area and the

draft are sufficient to burn the quantity required to develop the

desired capacity, but in the case of semi-bituminous and bituminous

coals and lignites, containing a much larger percentage of volatile

mixture, temperature and time are therefore important factors iii

the combustion of the volatile gases, and it follows that the com-

bustion chamber should be of sufficient size to allow the gases to

become thoroughly mixed, and that they should be raised to a suffi-

ciently high temperature and be protected by fire-brick walls and

arches from the cooler surfaces of the boiler shell or tubes until

the combustible portion has been entirely consumed.

As to the proper place to admit the air for the combustion i:f

the volatile gases, D. K. Clarke says

;

"It is a matter of perfect indifference as to effect in what paU
of the furnace or flue it is introduced, provided this all-important

condition be attended to, namely, that the mechanical mixture of the

air and gas be continuously perfected before the temperature of the

carbon of the gas, then in a state of flame, be reduced below that of

ignition."

A number of furnaces have been devised in which the air has

been admitted at the bridge wall or at the sides or front of the

furnace above the grate, and there have been many ingenious plans

for heating this air to the proper temperature before its admission

to the combustion chamber. Some of these furnaces have been fairly

successful as a means of reducing the smoke, but it is doubtful if

the admission of air above the grate has ever materially increased

the efficiency of the furnace. By far the most common practice is 10
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;[(linil all llic air iIii.hikIi l\u- nralr, lliat n-(|iiiri(l lUr llir cnm-

liiislioii of the volalili' K'I^i'^ being healed lo liie prnpcr teMii)rratili<:

l]y passing it ihroiiKli the bed of ineaiulesceiit fuel.

in many of the larger lailway power stations the line gases are

regnlarly analyzed to ascertain the amount and distribution of the

losses due to incom|)lele combustion and the amount of excess ai;

admitted to the furnace, which inforniation is necessary to cnabK-

those in charge to operate the boilers in the most efficient manner.

The only way in which the waste which takes place in the furnace

can be detected is by such an analysis, •nid its importance as a means

of reducing boiler room losses is so great that it merits a much more

general use.

fu the combustion of coal the object in view is to produce tin:

highest possible percentage of carbon dioxide per unit of fuel burneil.

The higher the percentage of carbon dioxide, the more perfect wiil

he the combustion of the fuel .iiid llie higlur llu- luru.uc lempera-

lure, as is shown from the fact ib.il a pound of carbon burned to

carbon dioxide will produce 14,600 11 1 u. while oidy 4.4.S0 li. t.u.

will be prodncecl wlu-n. on account nl an insulTicii-nt supply ni air.

grates, an intelligent and careful fireman will produce results equally

as satisfactory as any which have been obtained with any of the

various types of meclranical stokers; Init the trouble is that such

liremen are not plentiftd, an'l it is extremely difTicult tu secure men
who will produce mnformly good results for long periods of lime.

I-'or this reason the average fuel economy in a railway power station

will generally be found to be somewhat better where the rireiiKii

are assisted by some form of mechanical stoking-divicr.

It should be borne in mind, also, that in or<ler to rcunoniizc in

space and the initial cost of the plant, the size of the Ixnlers and

the rate of combustion has steadily increased in thi' last few years

until they have now reached a point where It is doubtful if the larger

sizes can be properly stoked by hand, even by the most conipeteii'.

liremen.

The use of mechanical stokers is necessary in connection with

these large sizes of boilers, in order to drive them up to the capacity

re(|uired in electric railway plants.

There can be no doubt that mechanical stokers accomplish a con-

sider.ible saving in boiler house labor. A reaMtnable day's work for

I'IG. 4—TURIMNE ROOM OIJINCY ST.\TION.

carbon monoxide is formed. The gas analysis will show the per-

centage of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and oxygen. This infor-

mation will enable the chemist to determine tlie total heat in the

escaping gases, the amount of unconsumed gas, and the losses due

to an excess air supply, and will al.so indicate the cause of thcs.'

losses and suggest the proper remedy.

A low temperature of escaping gases is fre(|Uciuly regarded as

an indication of efficient furnace conditions, but it is quite as likely

to be caused by an excess of cold air, due to too strong a draft, un-

even fires, or leakages through the boiler settings. The true condi-

tion of afTairs can only be revealed by means of an analysis of the

flue gases, .\nything which will increase our knowledge of the con-

ditions which take place within the boiler setting, and will permit

of a more intelligent use of fuel, should be encouraged, and for th:it

reason the practice of analyzing the flue gases is recommended in

all railway power stations where the cost of fuel is an important

factor in the cost of power. It is always preferable to have tlrs

analysis made by an experienced chemist, but in small stations whei

the saving to be made is not sufficient to warrant the employment
of such a man, it is said to be possible to obtain fairly satisfactor>

results from the use of one of a number of automatic or semi-auto-

matic devices which are now manufactured for the purpose.

Mechanical stokers are now almost universally employed in elec-

tric railway power stations, on account of the increased efficiency

over hand-fired furnaces and the reduced cost of operation. In a

properly constructed furnace of moderate size, equipped with flat

a fireman is the shoveling of suflicient coal for about 500 h.p. of

boilers, which in a railway power station will amount to from six

to eight tons every 12 hours. Where automatic stokers arc used,

and coal is delivered to the hoppers by gravity, one man should be

able to take care of about J.ooo h.p. of boilers, which is equivalent

to a reduction in labor of 75 per cent. The cost of maintenance of

automatic stokers is somewhat greater than that of flat grates, and

additional lalwr is required for repairs as well as for tending the

coal handling machinery usually installed in connection with thein.

so that the net saving in labor will be somewhat less than that indi-

cated above. There is a point, of course, at which this saving is not

sufficient to pay for the additional fixed charges and repairs upon the

mechanical stoking devices. This point is reached in a boiler plant

of about 2.000 h.p. capacity. In a plant of greater capacity than this,

automatic stokers can generally be shown to return a sufficient net

saving to warrant their use, while in smaller plants it will frequently

be found to be profitable to use them on account of the cheaper

grades of fuel which can be burned and the greater capacity which

can be gotten out of the boilers.

Perhaps the most diflicult problem to be solved in connection wttii

the power station is to secure proper attention to details of operation

li\- the subordinate employes. In the most carefully designed plant,

equipped with the most efficient types of machinery, the results

which the railway manager and designing engineer may reasonably

expect in the way of economy will not be achieved unless the utmost

care and \igilance are exercised by the operating forces. The sue-
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ccssfiil operation of the station will ilepond largely upon tlie way in

which the forces are organized, and discipline maintained. Just how
the station organization should be made up is a question which can
only be decided for each plant after a careful study of all the condi-
tions; but it is safe to say that however the various departments
may be organized, there should be one man in supreme authority,

possessing considerable executive ability as well as a thorough prac-
tical knowledge of steam and electricity, whose decision should pro-
vail in the event of disagreement among the heads of departments
or at times of emergency. As he is the one who will be held respon-
sible for the successful performance of the station, it is essential

that whatever regulations there may be regarding the employmer.t
of his subordinates, he .should have full authority to dismiss anv
who prove to be incapable or are not disposed to be attentive to

their duties. It will be practically impossible to maintain proper
discipline if among the employes there are those who feel a certain
sense of security in tlieir position through the influence of someone
higher in authority than the man in charge of the station.

The work of the greater number of station employes is neces-
sarily of a routine character. It is nevertheless important that
they should be thoroughly instructed in their duties and required to

perform them with the utmost regularity. For example, an oiler

employed upon an engine should receive instructions as to the
minutest detail of the work that he is required to do. He shoul I

not only be required to see that his lubricators are full and workin?
properly, and that every part is receiving a sufficient quantity of oil

or grease, but he should feel of every bearing and should observe
every part of the engine as he passes around it to assure himself th it

It is in proper operative condition.' He should be required to per-
form these duties at regular intervals of every twenty or thirty min-
utes, and his attention should be called to the time for him to com-
mence his rounds by a bell or whistle, or some other form of signal.

If there is any part requiring attention, it should be immediately
reported to the engineer in charge, who will thus be given an oppor-
tunity to apply the proper remedy before the trouble has developed
to such an extent, as to cause damage or interruption to the service.
If the oiler attends to his duties properly there will be no troubl;
from hot bearings, from keys, pins or bolts working loose, or from
any changes in the adjustment of any part which it is possible to

discover when the engine is running.

The work of all other station employes should be systematized
along the same lines. The watch engineers should report in writing
to the engineer in charge details of the apparatus which in their

judgment require attention, and as soon as the machinery can be
shut down, these parts should be carefully inspected, and if they
show signs of weakness or excessive wear, immediately renewed or
repaired. .A.n examination of the enclosed parts of tlie engines and
other working machinery should also be made at frequent intervah
and before there are any outside evidences of trouble.

It is necessary that all subordinate employes should be under
constant supervision to insure a proper attention to their duties, but
this is especially true of the fireroom forces. Firemen are not gen-
erally disposed to take as much interest in their work as employes
in other departments. They seem to be content to remain as fire-

men, and rarely endeavor by excelling in their work, to advance
their positions. It is in this department that the greatest losses will

occur through indifference on the part of the attendants, and it i'.

therefore of the utmost importance that their work should be care
fully done. The only way to accomplish this known to the writer i,

to place this department in the immediate charge of an intelligent

and capable man, whose salary and the knowledge that the perma-
nency of his position will depend upon the results produced, will be
sufficient for him to keep constantly in touch with those immediate!,-
under him and insist upon their performing their duties properly.

In most power stations records are kept of the coal and water con-

sumption, the temperatures of the feed water and flue gases, aivl

the station output, by which the performance of the station from
month to month can be compared. These records furnish a checv
upon the condition of the station, the manner in which it is operated,

and assure its being maintained in a high state of efficiency. Th;
writer has found that in addition to these records, an occasional

test of the entire plant under actual operating conditions for periods

of say twenty-four to forty-eight hours, are also of great value as a

means of furnishing definite knowledge as to just what the statio.i

is capable of doing. Such tests also have a certain educational in-

fluence upon the employes, particularly the firemen, as they illus-

trate to them what can be done when all engaged on the work zn
exerting their best efforts to secure the most eflficient results possible.

At the Rhode Island Suburban Railway Go's. Manchester St.

station all of the usual records are kept, and the quantities and costs
carefully determined for each month, and tests of the entire plant
are also made as suggested above. The writer believes that these
tests have a sufficient influence upon the regular performance of
the station to justify a brief description of it, and the publication of
the results in the matter of coal consumption from the time it was
placed in commission, showing the gradual improvement in effi-

ciency.

This station was originally designed for th- Rhode Island Suburban
Railway Co. to furnish power for its lines operating in the vicinity of
Providence. It was intended to use horizontal units, and two 1,500-

kw. alternating-current units and one i,6oo-kw. direct-current unit

were purchased. Before work on the building had progressed be-

yond the foundations, however, it was decided to increase the capacity

of the station by installing two additional direct-current units of

2,500 kw. each. This required a number of changes in the structure,

and necessitated double-decking the boiler room in order to provide

the necessary additional boiler capacity. The present equipment of

the station coiisi.sts of 14 horizontal water tube boilers of 520 h. p.

each, eight on the lower floor and six on the upper floor. The boilers

on the lower floor have no superheaters, but those on the upper

floor are equipped with internal superheaters, each made up of eighty-

four 2-in. tubes suspended below the boiler drums. The super-

heaters on two of the boilers were designed for only 125 degrees of

superheat, and contain 615-..^ sq. ft. of effective heating surface each.

Those on the other four boilers were designed for 150 degrees of

superheat, and contain 855.5 sq. ft; of heating surface. F.ach boiler

has 5159 sq. ft. of heating surface.

Roney mechanical stokers are used, each /containing 1:2 sq. ft.

of effective grate surface. A 286-tube Green fuel economizer is

installed directly back of each battery of boilers, tlie flue being so

arranged that the hot gases may be passed through the economizers

or directly to the main flue as desired. . The heating surface per

square foot of grate is for boilers 46 sq. ft., for. economizers 15 sq

ft., or a total of 61 sq. ft. Natural draft is used. The boiler pres-

sure is 145 lb. There are three horizontal compound engines with

cylinders 32 and 64 by 54 in., operating at 94 r. p. m., and two vertical

compound engines with cylinders 42 and, 86 by 60, operating at 75 r.

p. m. All of the engine auxiliaries are steam driven. Jet con-

densers are used, the air pumps being of the twin vertical type.

The average vacuum in the engine cylinders is 25 V2 in. of mercury.

There are two alternating current generators each of 1,500 kw. ca-

pacity, delivering current to the line at 11,000 volts, and one-1,600

kw. and two 2,50o"'-kw. direct current generators delivering current

at 600 volts. The normal capacity of the station, therefore, is 9,600

kilowatts. Direct current is furni,shed for 24 hours per day, and

alternating current from 5 a. m. to I a. m. There are no feed water

heaters between the engine cylinders and the condensers, but the ex-

haust steam from the auxiliaries is carried to two heaters located in

the basement on the suction side of the feed pumps. These heaters

are made up of horizontal U-tubes arranged in series, the steam

entering at the top and discharging at the bottom, while the water

enters at the bottom and discharges at the top. Each heater contains

750 sq. ft. of heating surface, and in practice all of the steam from

the auxiliaries is condensed and is discharged at a temperature only

about 35 degrees higher than the incoming cold water. The average

daily output of the station is 102,500 kw. h.

The following is the performance of the station under actual ser-

vice conditions from the time it was started in regular service,

February, 1904. It should be borne in mind that the first battery of

boilers with superheaters was installed eleven months after the sta-

tion was started, and four months thereafter two additional batteries

of boilers with superheaters were commissioned, and the perform-

ance of the station is therefore given for the periods covered by these

different conditions.

Eleven months, saturated steam, 2.87 lb. of coal per kw. h.

Four months, slightly superheated steam (no record of tempera-

ture kept), 2.73 per kw.h.

Three months, superheated steam, average temperature at engine

throttle 465 degrees (102 degrees superheat). 2.46 lbs. of coal per

kw. h.

The apparent reduction in coal consumption per kilowatt hour

with steam superheated about 100 degrees is 14.3 per cent, but all
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of tills saving cannot be atliil)uU-(l lo this cause. A large part of it

i.s undoubtedly due to the increased efficiency of the firerooin attenil

ants. Probably not over 8 In lo per cent slmnld be er<'dilccl to ih •

use of superheated steam. -
PEN-DAR METAL LOCKERS.

The all-steel locker as now generally used has many advantages

over the earlier type with its wooden top and sides. Metal lockers

can be built to any dimension either as units or in single or double

rows. For the same interior dimensions the metal lockers occupy

personal cflfccts. The Fire Underwriters endorse the use of this type

of locker construction and especially metal lockers built up with

open mesh sides, since any fire which may start in one of ihcm can

easily be di.scovcrcd and confined to one locality.

The "Pcn-Dar" metal lockers of which an illustration is shown

are manufactured by Kdward IJarby & Sons Oj., Inc., Philadelphia,

Pa. This firm also handles wire and iron window guards, railings

and elevator enclosures, brass and 'mm grill work and office en-

closures, together with a full line of wrought metal products such

as screens, gratings, wire cloth, etc. The thorough satisfaction with

which "Pen-Dar" metal lockers have been received is emphasized by

this company's increased output and large number of duplicate

orders.
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THE T. H. SYMINGTON CO,

l'EN-U..\R NO. Mj LOCKER.

less space and are more sightly. As the material of which they aic

made will not absorb moisture, much less care is required to kep
metal lockers clean and thus prevent any spreading of disease. Steel

lockers when provided with locks furnish a secure place for storinij

The T. 11. Symington Co., Calvert Bldg., Baltimore, Md., is ex-

hibiting a complete line of .Symington journal l)oxes anrl dust guards

and Baltimore ball bearings, center and side bearings, at space No.

US, section I.

The important factors in a successful journal box and those wh'cli

have been incorporated in the products of the company arc: I. .A

simple, durable, dust proof lid, with a spring arrangement that will

not fail in long service. 2. A simple, durable dust guard that wi'l

efTectually keep dust out of the rear end of the journal box, and

that can be easily and cheaply maintained in service. 3. A design

that will positively prevent any settling of waste packing away from

the journal ; that will keep the waste from getting caught bctwee 1

the brass and journal; that will hold oil close to the journal. 4. A
design that will give maximum strength to resist all the usual and

unusual strains that occur in service, with a minimum weight of

material. 5. A tough, resilient material which will resist wear on the

internal brass stop lugs, and in the pedestal pits of truck boxes.

The following representatives of the company are in attendance

during the convention and will be glad to explain in detail the fea-

tures of its devices and the benefits to be derived from their US' :

E. H. Symington, manager western sales; J. F. Symington, manager

eastern sales; A. H. Weston, mechanical engineer; and E. Jolin

Nichols, secretary.

THIS IS IT

THis Brake is Sold
Under an Abso-
lute Guarantee

This is the Drum

See The

"PEACOCK"
At the Convention

\^

Thiseccentr cally ^reared
spiral drum not onlx
takes up all the slack
cliaia oa the largest cars,
but dues it quicklT aad
(?ives great force at the
finish. Dram works on
roller bcari nga—easy to
operate.

Releases freely ond quidh.
Costs nothing to maintain.

Ask for References. . . THE .

.

PEACOCK Brake
will be exhibited in Section K, No. 1 2, and all railway men are invited lo call

and look it over.

It will take but a glance at its construction to tell why the "Peacock" is landing

all the big orders.

We shall look for a cjJl from you in Philadelphia.

INatiorial Brake Compariy
68:2 Ellioott Sciuare, Buffalo, INevi/ York.
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C. STYLE "PEACOCK" BRAKE.

The "Peacock" hrake in its construction includes the perfection of

the spindle brake and the addition of a power multiplying device

designed to place the vehicle at all times absolutely under control

of the operator. The brake is attached to the under surface of th.-

attached to the eccentrically-geared cam and the brake is ready to

operate.

The C brake, or frame, lias come into favor for the reason that it is

more adaptable to e.xtra heavy high speed suburban cars. The accom-
panying illustration shows all its lines and angles. It is constructed
on precisely the same lines as the other "Peacock" brakes, except

that it is larger and heavier, being ao'/i in. long by 9% in. wide
over all. and projecting 9 9-16 in. below the platform. The ratio of

bearing on the A and B styles is 14 to 34 while on the C it is 12 to

48. The C drum is precisely the same as the A and B drum and the

amount of chain taken up for one revolution of the gear will be the

same.

Striking testimony of tlie merits of "Peacock" brakes is shown in

recent orders placed with the National Brake Co. by the Chicago

City Railway Co.. Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. and several other of

the largest city sy.stems in the country, there being over 150 roacLs

now having these brakes in service.

RAILWAY JOURNAL LUBRICATING CO.

car platform, the ordinary spindle lirake-staff, turned down and key-

seated, being inserted into the small gear wheel. The chain is then

The Railway Journal Lubricating Co.. 13JO llavemeyer Building.

New York City, has an attractive booth at spaces J and 4. section

K. where it has an interesting display of "Economy" journal lubri-

cators, "Economy" oil and dust guards, and several types of

"Economy" journal boxes and covers now in service. Several

demonstrating models of these apparatus are also shown and add

materially to the interest of the exhibit.

In connection with the exhibit the company has introduced an

original idea in arranging to give complimentary stenography ser-

vice to the members of the three associations, having provided suit-

able stationery, stamped envelopes and a competent stenographer.

The company is represented at the association by the following

iiflicers: Burton R. Stare, vice-president and general manager;

William H. Stare, superintendent; W. H. Baumami. specialist;

Charles S. Rea. district salesman.

The Transfer Problem
IS=

SOLVED
BY THE

OHMERGRAPH
A TRANSFER ISSUING MACHINE

It prevents the abuses that followed the introduction of the transfer i-ystem.

It gives the conductor the opportunity of collecting cash fares during rush hours, and of issuing poperly
punched transfers at the same time.

The machine is automatic and is operated with only one han 1, there being but a single lever to work. Ii is

so light that its weight is hanly felt by the operator. It keeps an absolute check on every transfer by punching
and registering the issue.

We have also added four new type, two-fare reco ding registers to our inventions. These machines are for

use on city lines.

OHMER FARE REGISTER GO.
DAYTON, OHIO
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THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER.

The National Lock Waslicr Co., 65 to 79 Johnson St., Newark,

N.J., i.s manufacturing tlic National lock washer, of wliich 3io,ooo,ooj

h,ive been used in railroad track alone. This is a sitnplc, very

effective dcvifo that i.s easily applied and adapted for use on all

kinds of work. I( is made of a high grade of steel, hardened in nil

and tempered. When the nut is screwed upon the bolt, it lir-l

strikes a rih on the lork washer, wdiich being harder than the mi;.

|)rogressively upsets and forces some of the metal of the nut int'i

the thread of the holt and positively locks the nnl so that it camiot

back (ilT or jar loose. The washer is made for all sizes and any

make of holt or nut, a special holt and nul not being necessary, and

the same bolt, nut and lock washvr can he used as often as reipiired,

advantages which will appeal to all track men.

"BOY-LESS" BOWLING ALLEY.

The acc(mipanying illustrations sliow the "lioy-less" five pin alley,

a new and fascinating form of howling, which should appeal to llu

progressive street railway park manager as an amusement feature.

The game is almost entirely antcimalic. The hall is deliv^'red by

IIOY-LKSS ALLEY

tile bowler in the .same manner as a cocked hat ball. When th.-

ball reaches the end of the alley it strikes a groove which causes it

to loop the loop and strike a tripper, which in turn knocks down

the pins which are hinged to the platform. The ball then, delivers

itself hack to the bowler by gravity and is placed in convenient reach

of tile player by means of a riser which also acts as a stop. After

the bowler has delivered three balls the pins knocked rjown arc

reset by a simple pull of the lever at the end of the ball stand shown

in the smaller view. The game is scored the same way as at ten

pins, the maximum score being 1,50.

The game can be quickly played, afTords variety of amusement and

reipiires more science than either ten pins or cocked hat, as there is

none of the luck feature in the game.

Krom a park manager's standpoint it is a great money gtttcr.

.\n alley will earn $1.89 an hour at 10 c.Mits the game; or four ^Ucy}>,

¥

KKCEIVINt; END

which is the number one attendant can manage to the best ad-

vantage, will earn $7.20 an hour. Figuring on a basis of 30 hours

per week, these alleys should earn $216 gross.

There is no appreciable wear and tear on the pins and balls. Th';

alley is portable and is made in standard lengths of 49 ft., but ca 1

be made in any desired length.

The Matthews-Fahl Manufacturing Co., of 225 North Second St..

St. Louis, states that it is prepared to deliver these alleys on short

notice. The company has a representative at the convention with

an exact model on exhibition.

An Invitation Is Extended to Every Delegate

To visit the

largest and best equipped

plant in the world

devoted exclusively to the

manufacture of

WATER PURIFYING

CHEMICALS

for use in

Steam Boilers.

GEO. W. LORD COMPANY, 2238 to 2250 No. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
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A comfortable journey between Chicago, Detroit, Niagfara
Falls, Buffalo, New York and Boston, and to and from
Micfiigran points is assured if your ticket reads via the

Michigan Teivtral
"The Niagara Falls Route."

The only line running- directly by and in full view of

Kiagrara Falls.

Stop-over privileges allowed on all through tickets.

Ask About the Niagara Art Picture

C. F. DALY.
Passentfer Traffic MBr.

Chicaflo

(WP o.w. RUGGLES.
Gen. Pass. £- Ticket Agt.

Chicago

H E EAR LL
Trolley Retrievers and Catchers

Built for heavy work and rough use. Have large

rope space and long bearings. Do not freeze in

winder. Simple, strong, practical.

RETRIEVER
Weight, 14 to 17 lbs.

CATCHER
Weight, 9 lbs.

TE FOR PARTICULARS AND SAMPLE

CHARLES I. EARLL
Mechanical Engineer

76 WILLIAM STREET, N. Y.

See Fxhibit No. 1, Section M

This is a page

from our

Ne>v Catalogue HIS is No. 19, oiir latest achieve-

in this type some new features, and
yet the coupling and uncoupling
works the same, but we use round
pins instead of flat pins. Thepoint
of the coupling bar, as shown here,

is of sufficient size so that when the

cars come together to couple the

point of the link entering the mouth
of the drawbar strikes the side wall

and is deflected past the round pin

and locks on the pin. They are

built for extra heavy service and couple automatically within 1-33 of an inch. Write us for

further information on this style of coupling. Our No. 20 uses the same style link and pin as

the No. 19, except that it is made to fit an 80-lb. rail instead of a tail bolt. See page 26.

A copy of our complete and interesting catalogue should be in your files. Write us for one.

W. T. Van Dorn Company
1076 South Paulina Street CHICAGO, ILL.
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OFFICERS OF THE STREET RAILWAY ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

F. R. IIKNRV.
First Vice-President.

ISAAC McQUILKIN.
Second V'icc-I'residctil,

w. c;. ROSS,
President.

J. \V. I.I'ISTFR.

Third Vice-President.

Secretary-Treasurer.

.\. L. LINN.Jk. F. E. SMITH.

W. G. ROSS.

Mr. W. G. Ross, president of the Street Railway .Accountants'

Association of America, is managing director of the Montreal Street

Railway Co., and an accountant of a wide experience covering

twenty odd years. His first experience in this line began in the

early So's, when he was successively secretary, treasurer and as-

sistant manager of the Windsor Hotel Co. Mr. Ross entered

electric railway service in 1892, when he became associated with

G. B. WILCUTT. P. S. VOUN'

Mr. James Ross, who was very active in the development of the

street railway properties of Canada and had large interests in several

companies. In 1901, Mr. Ross was appointed secretary and treasurer

of the Montreal Street Railway Co.. succeeding Mr. M. H. Watts,

and combining therewith the office of comptroller, which latter posi-

tion he had held for some time. In July, 1903, he succeeded Mr.

James Ross as managing director of the company and has since

continued in that capacity. Mr. Ross has always taken an active

interest in the .Accountants' Association.
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BALDWIN ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works, of Philadelphia, biiill its firbt

electric locomotive in 1895, it being intended for experimental work

for the North American Co. The electrical parts were designed by

Messrs. Spraguc, Dimcan & Hutchinson, Ltd., of New York. In

1896 a working arrangement was made with the Wcstinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Co., which was to supply the electrical

portions of the equipment, the Baldwin Locomotive Works furnish-

ing the running gear and installing the electrical parts. This

ft. 10 in. ; length, 23 ft. 6 in. ; weight, estimated about 45,000 lb.

A large number of electric trucks have been built by the Baldwin

Locomotive Works for various companies and intended for use on
electric roads. These comprise both trailer and motor trucks

although no electric installation !s made on these before leaving

these works. The accompanying illustration of one of these trucks

shows the general design. These trucks are built in accordance with

the best locomotive practice. The parts are intercliangeable and
accurately fitted with bolts in reamed holes, which are drilled 10

gages and templets.

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE FOR N.^VAL PROVING GROUNDS

arrangement is still in effect, and up to the present time about 500

locomotives have been built, which comprise designs for both mine

and surface haulage.

Accompanying illustrations show two recently constructed electr'c

locomotives, one for the Pocahontas Consolidated Co. and the other

for the United States Government Indian Head Naval Proving

Grounds, descriptions of which should be of interest. The general

dimensions of the former, which is known as class 4 2/15 C 47 and

was built for mine service, arc as follows : Gage, 4 ft. 8V2 in. J

A POSITIVE SPRING NUT LOCK.

The "National" lock washer, manufactured by the National Lock
Washer Co., Newark., N. J., is claimed by the company to be a

complete and positive preventive for loose nuts on all kinds of

work. It is now being used extensively by the largest railroad

.systems in their track, on cars, locomotives and bridges, on frogs

and switches, iron work, electric motors, cable and electric roads,

motor car trucks, and all places where it is desirable to keep nuts

BALDWIN ELECTRIC MINE LOCOMOTIVE liALDWIN ELECTRIC CAR TRl'Ck

motors, two No. 67, with full load speed of 6 m.p.h. ; draw bar pull,

running, full load, 2,000 lb. ; draw bar pull starting, 2,400 lb.

;

diameter of drivers, 28 in.; wheel base, 3 ft.; journals, sVsxsVz in ;

width, 5 ft. 6 in.; height, to top of cab, 3 ft. i in.; length, 9 ft. 10 in
;

weight, 10,000 lb. The general dimensions of the locomotive built

for the United States Government, which is a much larger locomo-

tive designed for surface haulage and is known as the company's

class 8 4/50 E 9, are as follows : Gage, 4 ft. 8V2 in.
I
motors. No. 79,

full load speed of 6 m.p.h. ; draw bar pull running, full load, 8,600

lb. ; draw bar pull starting, 9,000 lb. ; diameter of drivers, 30 in ;

wheel base, 18 ft.; journals, 3%x7 in.; width, 9 ft. 4 in.; height, 10

tight. This lock washer, when set up, holds the nut tight inde-

pendent of its spring, having all the spring possible, which takes

up elongation of the bolt or looseness caused by settling or wear.

When in the track it is so imbedded in the nut that there is no

friction between it and the nut when wheels pass over it, and it

therefore wears much longer. Tests have demonstrated that its

use considerably prolongs the life of a joint. The washer is

made for all sizes and makes of bolts and nuts and the same bolt,

nut and washer may be used as often as required. The merit

of the product is attested in the use of 310,000,000 in railroad track

alone.
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MOTOR BOX FREIGHT CARS FOR BROOKLYN.

'I'lie l.aicjnia C;ir C'onip.-iiiy Works, 131 Slalc St., Boston, Masj.,

has rccfiUly coinplcled 15 motor box frciRht cars for llio Brooklyn

Rapid Transit Co., of which the accnnipaiiyinK ilhistration shows a

typo. Tlie cars arc llttod witli M. C. B. type of Ijolstcrs and have

yellow pine loiiKilndinal sills and oak end sills. The hotloin is rein-

forced Iiy4 .\ I'/i ill. Iriiss rods passing ihronKli end sills over holsters

I..\l'OM.\ l'Ki;ic,ll I 1 M< I I M< 1;ki iiikl.l .\

and nnder ipieen posts, connected by I'/n in. drop forged steel tur i-

hnckles at the center. The platforms at each end of car arc mad'.-

circnlar in form and the bumper is plated with heavy steel. The
platforms are also fitted with steel dashers supported by four stanch-

ions with angle iron rail at the top. The fenders used arc the Brook-

lyn lleighls standard. The car is sheathed outside with North

Carolina pine, and is also sheathed inside from floor to girth. Eai.h

side of the car has a sliding door 6 ft. wide, supported by Kanaley

hangers ; also a small door at either end 26 in. wide, extending from

girth to under side of end belt. The roof is covered by cotton duck

laid in white lead and thoroughly painted. The cars are equipped

with "Columbia" ratchet brake handles, "Reliable" sand boxes.

"Sterling" safety brakes, Neal headlights, and We.stinghouse air

brakes, and are mounted on Brooklyn Heights standard trucks.

These motor box freight cars have a capacity of 25 tons each and

are of the following dimensions : Length over body, 35 ft. ; length

over dashers, 40 ft. -'/s in.; length over bumpers, 31 ft.; width over

sills, 7 ft. 5% in.; width over all, 8 ft.; length inside, 34 ft. 6% in.;

width inside, 7 ft. ; bolster centers, 22 ft. 6 in.

THE INTERNATIONAL REGISTER CO.

The exhibit of the International Register Co., manufacturer of

fare registers and railway supplies, of 124 West Jackson Boulevard.

Chicago, will occupy spaces No. 2 and 3 in section G, having 20 ft.

frontage and a depth of 15 ft. The exhibit comprises a full line of

fare registers manufactured by the company, car fittings, Heeren
badges, "International" ticket punches, "International" trolley cord,

etc. The company is represented at the convention by John Benham,
vice-president and treasurer ; W. H. Brown, secretary, and A. N.
Loper, sales agent.

THE UNDER-FEED STOKER CO.

The Under-Feed Stoker Co. of America. Marquette Building.

Chicago, occupies space 26, section J. and is represented by David
H. Hunter, Jr., Charles Bond, of Philadelphia, and Charles S
Crowell, manager of the stoker department of Charles Bond, engi-

neer and railway supplies and eastern representative of the Jones
under-feed stoker, at Philadelphia. The company's exhibit in-

cludes reading matter and photographs of recent installations made
by the company in electric railway power plants. This also in-

cludes a report of a recent test made bv A. W. Grabe. chief engi-

neer, Plankington Estate Properties. Milwaukee, Wis.

The representatives of the Standard Underground Cable Co., 1219

Betz Building. Philadelphia, in attendance at the convention, are

T. E. Hughes, manager, Philadelphia: H. P. Kimball, New York;
A. A. Anderson, Pittsburg, and C. A. Brown. Philadelphia. The

company has in preparation a complete hand Iwiok on Cable Engi-

neering, which will be ready for distribution in October. Those

desiring a copy are requested to register at the company's office in

the Hetz Builrlini.'

FRANKLIN RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.

'I'lii' I'l'iiiikliii Itailway Supply Co., wliicli is rcpreseiiled at

(lie convention by Kennctli I). Ili-cjiivnibniirg', lian its oxbibit at

Kpuec ]M, Hi-etion K. In addition to itn Htandard water healer,

Mie eoinpany in exliil>iliiig a new type of air jaeket lii-ater, with

a aO-Wi, iiiagii/.lne coal eapaeity and an extended haKe for hold-

ing eoal or eol(<!. TIiIh Iieater waK I'Hpeeially deMJgneil for soft

fuel. Some o the leeent .sales of tbiM company include 12.'J

l.calerH for the Metropiditan Klevalcd |{. IJ., Chicago; 111 for the

Syiaeiise Itapid Tiaiisit Co.; 10 for the Dayton & WcKlcrn Trac-

tion Co.; 20 for the Sclieiiecrtady Jtallway Co.; 10 for tlic, KocheH-

liT Itailvvay Co. C. S. AyrcH Ih also looking after the intcrcBt

of llie eoinpnny at llie eoiiM'iition.

NUTTALL BALL-BEARING TROLLEY.

The K. I). NiiKall Co.. Pittsburg. Pa., manuf.icturer of gears,

pinions an<l trolleys for electric railway, mine and industrial haulage

motors, has recently introduced a new type of ball bearing trolley,

two forms of which are .shown herewith. Forms 10 and II ball bear-

ing trolley bases are designeil to meet "special low" conditions.

No. 10 TROLI.EV

although they are equally efficient in general service. The maten.il

used in the manufacture of these products is of the usual high stand-

ard found in Nuttall products, each part is properly proportioned

and accurately machined. The ball races are made of high carbon

steel and arc carefully finished and adjusted, thus assuring a very

sensitive and substantial trolley. The extreme height with pole in

No. II TROLLEV

horizontal position is 4% ft., but 4-ft. can be furnished when re-

quired. These trolleys, together with other products of the company,

may be seen at space 3, section A, of the exhibit hall, where the com-
pany has a complete display of gears, pinions and trolleys.

LAGONDA MANUFACTURING CO.

The exhibit of the Lagonda Manufacturing Co., Springfield, O..

manufacturer of Weinland tube cleaners, boiler room and steam

specialties, is represented at the convention by H. F. Weinland, vice-

president, and L. B. Mellor. The company's exhibit consists of a

full line of its four well-known appliances: The Weinland tube

cleaner, tube cutter, damper regulator and reseating machine.
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NEW CARS FOR THE CINCINNATI & COLUMBUS
TRACTION COMPANY.

The Jewctt Car Co. of Ncwjrk, O., has just delivered to the Cin-

cinnati & Cohimbus Traction Co. eight combination passenger and

baggage intcriirban cars of the latest type. The cars are 57 ft.

long over buffers and 46 ft. 6 in. over the body. The width over

posts is 8 ft. 8% in. and the width at the widest point is 8 ft. 11% in.

These cars include the late features of car construction and

fittings. They are divided into three compartments; the main

compartment seating 38 people, smoking compartment seating 16,

and the baggage compartment, which is equipped with slat seats,

can easily acconunodatc 12 or 14 people.

The finish throughout is selected mahogany of a rich color and

marquetry inlay. The ceiling is of the semi-empire type. The seats

the braking system. GE-605 motors arc supplied with this equip-

ment. The necessary alternating current for the motors is fur-

nished by a 2oo-kw. rotary converter running "inverted" from the

Soo-volt direct current circuit. On another frame is shown a two-

motor Sprague-General Electric multiple unit control, similar to

those in operation on the Boston Elevated Ry.

In addition to railway motor equipments, various General Electric

railway single motors are shown, including the GE-80, GE-87, GE-66

and GE-69. A motor-driven air compressor of the General Electric

direct-current type is also shown in operation. Railway supplies

are also on exhibition. These include field and armature coils in

various stages of construction, giving a good idea of the care used

in their manufacture, as well as the general structure. The com-

pany's lines of catenary construction material may also be seen

as well as the various types of rail bonds.

JEWETT C.\R FOR CINCINN..\TI & COLUMBUS TRACTION CO.

are Hale & Kilburn latest high-back walkover type. Those seats

in the main compartment are upholstered in green plush, and those

in the smoking compartment with rattan. There is a toilet room

in the rear end of each car. The Peter Smith hot water heating

system is used, with the heater on the front platform. Large and

substantial parcel racks are distributed along the sides of the cars.

The curtains are of pantasotc and were manufactured by the Cur-

tain Supply Co. The glass throughout the car is 3/16-in. polished

plate with the exception of the gothics and deck glass, which are

ornamented green. Each end of the car is equipped with M. C. B.

couplers, while the front end of each car is equipped with the loco-

motive type of pilot.

The cars present a handsome appearance, the outside being

painted chrome green below the sash rest and on the letter board

;

between the letter board and sash rest the color is cream yellow.

Each car is equipped with "De France" air sanders, manufactured

by the Newark Air Sand Box Co., of Newark, O., Westinghouse air

brake, Mosher arc headlight, signal lamps, cocoa matting and safety

treads on steps. Peckham M. C. B. 40-A double trucks with 6 ft.

10 in. wheel base are used, and 34 in. wheels with 5% in. axles.

The motors are GE-73 ; all cars have four-motor equipments ope-

rated by multiple-unit control. All wires throughout are run in

waterproof conduits and all contactors are assembled in a single

fireproof box.

The Jewett Car Co. is also building cars for the elevated lines of

the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co., 70 elevated cars for the South Side

Elevated R. R. of Chicago, and has just received a contract for the

cars of the new interurban road of the Zanesville & Southeastern

Traction Co. of Zanesville, O. This company also has recently de-

livered to the University of Illinois a specially designed test car to

be used by the electrical engineering department of this university.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.'S EXHIBIT.

The General Electric Co.'s display covers a large space in the

main aisle of the large hall in the north of the building. The
company exhibits many of its latest products in the railway field,

and for the first time at a street railway convention shows a curtis

steam turbine. The exhibit includes a specially mounted car equip-

ment for use on either direct or alternating current, with air com-
pressor, motors and control in operation. The air compressor is

designed for operation on alternating current and supplies air for

Aside from this car equipment material a 500-kw. Curtis steam

turbine is shown, dismantled, so that it is possible to see its gen-

eral construction. A 25-kw. turbo-exciter represents the company's

development of this type of apparatus, and a voltage regulator, an

advance along another line. Both the latter are still exhibits. Va-
rious types of circuit breakers complete this general class of appa-

ratus. The entire exhibit is lighted by the new G. E. M. lamps

and enclosed arcs. The mercury arc rectifiers operating in parallel

.supply current for the sign and general lighting effects.

A feature of this exhibit which particularly attracts the attention

of practical electric railroad men is a pair of GE-69 (200 h. p.)

railway motors, which are lent by the Interborough Rapid Transit

Co., of New York. These motors have been in continuous service

since their installation on Oct. 2, 1903, and Dec. 10, 1903, respec-

tively. One motor has been operated 45,248 miles and the other

one 53,005 miles. These motors were borrowed by the company for

this exhibit in order to illustrate the satisfactory condition which

is typical of all of the 418 motors of this type which are in regular

operation on the Interborough lines.

RIDLON BABBITTING DEVICE.

One of the latest productions of the Frank Ridlon Co., 200 Sum-
mer St., Boston, Mass., is a device for babbitting solid bearings.

It is provided with a collapsible arbor which is broken down by
removing the center core, the operation being quick and simple.

No machinery is necessary on the bearing when babbitted by this

method, as the ends are squared and the oil holes and oil ways are

finished by the same operation.

The Weld babbitting device manufactured by this company is

for babbitting split bearings, the operation and design being similar

to that of the Ridlon device, the machine being furnished with split

arbors, one for the top and one for the bottom bearing. Both of

these devices may be seen at the company's exhibit, space 11,

section A.

DUPLICATE TRANSFER^ &^ REBATE CO.

The Duplicate Transfer & Rebate Co. is represented at the con-

vention by H. M. Brown, general manager ; T. C. Carey, traveling

representative, and C. E. Horney. The company has a booth at

space 4, section G, where it will be pleased to explain the line of
work it is doing to those interested.
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NEW MEMBERS OF THE MECHANICAL ASSOCIATION.

At ihc fir.st meeting of the American Railway Mechanical aiul

Mleclrical Association, Secretary Mower reported tlie following as

now minilxTs since the St. Louis meeting:

ACTIVE MF.MRKR.S.

J. M. Africa, chief engineer, f^ewislown & Riidsville Railway Co.,

I.cwistown, Pa.

J. R. C. Armstrong, New York Central & Hudson River Railway,

New York City.

Norman Bury, superintendent car repairs, Sao Paolo, Brazil.

Kdw. H. Berry, engineer roadways, Cincinnati Traction Co., Cin-

cinnati, O.

Fred Bushnell, chief engineer, The Rhode Island Co., Provi-

dence, R. 1.

M. II. Bronsdon, mechanical engineer. Old Colony Street Rail-

way Co., Boston, Mass.

E. J. Bechtcl, electrical engineer, Toledo Railway & Light Co.,

Toledo, O.

A. VV. K. P.ilhiigs, chief engineer, Havana Electric Co., Havana,

Cuba.

H. It. Boyd, assistant electrical engineer, Canadian Pacific Rail-

way, Winnipeg, Canada.

L. M. Clark, master mechanic, Indianapolis & Northwestern Trac-

tion Co., Lebanon, Ind.

H. W. Clapp, New York Central & Hudson River Railway Co.,

New York.

Frank B. Connelly, master mechanic, Conestoga Traction Co.,

Lancaster, Pa.

J. S. Doyle, master meclianic, Interborough Rapid Transit Co.,

New York.

Z. T. Daniels, chief engineer and superintendent of construction,

Kansas Southern & Iowa Electric Railway, lola, Kas.

T. M. DuBois, master mechanic, Syracuse Rapid Transit Co.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

D. W. Dozier, chief engineer, Twin City Rapid Transit Co., Min-

neapolis, Minn.

G. L. Enfers, chief engineer, Fitchburg & Leominster Street

Railway Co., Fitchburg, Mass.

D. A. Faut, superintendent of shops, Chicago City Railway Co.,

Chicago, 111.

A. O. Fletcher, chief engineer. Harvard power station, Boston

Elevated Railway, Boston, Mass.

H. B. Fleming, superintendent of way and structures, Chicago

City Railway Co.

Ernest Franklin, foreman car repair department, Portland Con-

solidated Railway Co., Portland, Ore.

W. M. Greenwood, Havana Electric Railway, New York.

N. H. Heft, general manager, Stamford, New York & Green-

wich Tramway Co., Bridgeport. Conn.

Thomas Higgins, president, Manitowoc & Northern Traction Co.,

Manitowoc, Wis.

Hugh Hazleton, electrical engineer, Interborough Rapid Transit

Co., New York.

Wm. H. Harton, engineer maintenance of way. South Covington

& Cincinnati Street Railway, Newport, Ky.

J. A. Kreis, Jr., superintendent of power and master mechanic,

St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Geo. A. Kimball, chief engineer elevated construction, Boston

Elevated Railway, Boston, Mass.

G. H. Kelsay, superintendent of power, Indiana Union Traction

Co., Anderson, Ind.

J. M. King, chief engineer and electrician, Danville Railway &
Electric Co.. Danville, Va.

G. C. Killcen, master mechanic, New Jersey & Pennsylvania Trac-

tion Co., Trenton, N. J.

F. H. Lincoln, assistant general manager, Philadelphia Rapid
Transit Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Norman Litchfield, assistant engineer car equipment, Interborough

Rapid Transit Co., New York.

E. D. Latla, Jr., general superintendent, Charlotte Electric Rail-

way, Light & Power Co., Charlotte, N. C.

F. Marchant, superintendent track and roadway, Chicago & Joliet

Electric Railway, Joliet. 111.

Lee Masscngalc, master mechanic. East St. Ixiuis & Suburban
Railway, East St. Louis, III.

A. B. Mctcalf, assistant master mechanic, Brooklyn Heights Rail-

way, Brooklyn, N. Y.

J. Z. Murphy, chief engineer, Union Traction Co., Chicago, 111.

E. T. Monger, master mechanic, Metropolitan West Side Elevated
Railway Co., Chicago, 111.

II. B. Nichols, engineer of way, Philadelphia Rapid Transit O}.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

C. L. Peterson, chief engineer. Central Power Station, Boston
h'levatcd Railway, Boston, Mass.

George E. Pellisser, civil engineer, Holyokc Street Railway, Holy-
oke, Mass.

Frank R. Phillips, master mechanic, Cincinnati, Newport & Cov-
ington Light & Traction Co., Newport, Ky.

Wm. E. Rolston, superintendent, Dayton & Troy Electric Railway,

'ri|)pecanoc City, O.

W. Boardman Reed, engineer maintenance way and buildings.

New York City Railway, New York.

C. C. Smith, president, Oshkosk & Western Electric Railway,

Milwaukee, Wis.

F. 11. G. Small, chief engineer, Dorchester Power Station, Boston

IClcvated Railway, Boston, Mass.

A. W. Senter, division superintendent, Boston Elevated Railway,

Boston, Mass.

P. P. Slater, principal assistant electrical engineer, interborough

Rapid Transit Co., New York City.

H. V. Schreibcr, chief engineer, Augusta Railway & Electric Co.,

Augusta, Ga.

H. N. Sporborg, electrical engineer, British Thompson-Houston
Co., Ltd., Rugby, Eng.

L. M. Shcl4pn, inspector, National Electric Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

R. C. Taylor, mechanical engineer, Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wm. T. Taylor, assistant superintendent, Sacramento Electric,

Gas & Railway Co., Sacramento, Cal.

F. I. Wilkins, division superintendent, Boston Elevated Co., Bos-

ton, Mass.

A. A. Warner, chief engineer, Lincoln power station, Boston

Elevated Co., Boston, Mass.

H. Wallerstedt, engineer car equipment, Interborough Rapid Tran-

sit Co., New York City.

George L. Wilson, engineer and road master. Twin City Rapid

Transit Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

H. P. Wellman, superintendent motive power, Camden Interstate

Railway, Ashland, Ky.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.
New York City Railway Co., New York City.

Ottowa Railway Co.. Ottowa, Can.

Calumet Electric Street Railway Co., Chicago, III.

Interborough Rapid Transit Co., New York.

Toronto Railway Co., Toronto, Ontario.

Utah Light & Railway Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Broooklyn Rapid Transit Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Capital Traction Co., Washington, D. C.

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburg. McKeesport & Connellsville Railway Co.

JUNIOR MEMBER.
John L. Sullivan, electrician. United Railway Co., St. Louis, Mo.

ADAM COOK'S SONS.

The exhibit of Adam Cooks Sons, 313 West St., New York, is

made at space 28, section I, over which is placed the sign
—"Albany

Grease, 'Nuf Sed." The company is distributing samples of Albany

and "Alpha" grease, the latter product having been used with satis-

faction on car motors by some of the largest electric railway systems

in the country, including the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co., the

Connecticut Railway & Lighting Co. and the Wheeling Traction

Co. .\ recent report received by the company from Zanes\nlle, O.,

stated that the company using .Mbany grease for the past two

years had not had a hot box on any of the cars on which it was

used. In addition to the sample packages being distributed the

company is also presenting its callers with calendars. The company

is represented at the convention by Adam Cook and C. E. Tanberg.
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WARREN-JAMESTOWN CAR.

The car shown in the accompanying ilhislralion was built by the

St. Louis Car Co. for high speed inlerurban service, using alter-

nating current, on the lines of the Warren & Jamestown Street

Railway Co., Jamestown, N .Y. The general dimensions of the car

are: Length of car body, 40 ft.; length over all, si ft.; total width,

9 ft.; height from rail to top of roof, 12 ft. 10 in.

The framing of the car body is the St. Louis Car Co.'s standard

for interurban cars of this type, the side sills being of S x 8-in.

yellow pine, re-enforced by steel channels. The center sills consist

of I beams filled w-ith yellow pine full length, while the intermediate

sills are of yellow pine 4'/4 x 6 in. The platforms are made of oak

and arc re-enforced by heavy steel plates. The car is framed for

seven double-windows, arranged in sets of two, with gothic sash

extending over e.ich set of two windows. The sash are arranged

THE GLOBE TICKET CO.

The Globe Ticket Co., 112-114 North 12th St., Philadelphia, is

manufacturing a great variety of tickets for use by street railways.

sunmier parks, expositions and all places of amusement, as well as

transfers, cash fare receipts, passes, calendar pads, ticket punchc,

ticket reels, rubber stamps and ticket destroyers. In addition to the

many styles of tickets which are standard in their respective uses,

the company makes special designs and autographs when requested,

which materially enhance the appearance of the work and make
counterfeiting more difficult, and, in case of an autograph signature

—a forgery.

Having made a specialty of ticket printing for over 25 years, the

company has attained such knowledge of the requirements of street

railways that it is enabled to .supply the most approved tickets for

every class for this service. The printing is from plain, bold type

ST. LOUIS CAR FOR \V.\RREN & ].\MESTOWN STREET RV.

to raise. There is a smoking compartment in one side of the end,

seating six persons. A hot-water heater is located in one end of the

smoking compartment.

The seats are of the St. Louis Car Co.'s high-back, roll-top type,

covered with plush. Opalescent art glass is used in the ventilators

and decorated and embossed glass in the side gothics. The cars

are mounted on the builder's No. 23-B trucks, w-ith steel tired wheels.

Locomotive pilots are placed under each end, the steps are made of

steel sides, and the wood treads are covered with safety treads.

The entire interior finish of the car is in mahogany, with marquetry

inlay, while the ceilings arc painted a light green and decorated.

or especially engraved designs, with autograph signatures on one or

both sides and with geometrical lathe-work tints when desired, as a

further safeguard against counterfeiting.

.Among the standard fare tickets manufactured by the company

are the "L" strip, which derives its name from the style used by the

largest consumers in the world, the Manhattan "L" road. New York;

the "Trolley", 1x2 in. in size, which differs from the "L" in that it

is attached on the broad side; the commutation or pass book for

interurban, reduced fare, complimentary, employes' or workmen's

passes; excursion and round trip tickets and many types of annual

and trip passes, cash fare receipts and transfers, including the IlaPi

patent "A. M. and P. M. Time-Limit" transfer.

OHMER FARE REGISTER CO. J. G. WHITE & CO.

The exhibit of the Ohmer Fare Register Co., of Dayton, O., con-

sists of ten different types of fare registers, including the Ohmer-
graph and four new types of two-fare machines especially built for

use in city railway cars. The company is represented at the con-

vention by John P. Ohmer, vice-president and general manager;

J. LL Stedman, secretary; E. B. Grimes, assistant general manager,

and the following representatives from the company's sales depart-

ment : C. W. Ketteman, W. E. Hinmon, C. V. Funk and H. A.

Eckert.

LORD ELECTRIC CO.

The Lord Electric Co., whose exhibit of rail bonds, lightning

arresters and other railway material is made at .space 20, section J,

is represented at the convention by Ed. W. Ilamlin, general man-
ager; H. M. Shaw, manager New York office; George W. Smith,

Baltimore; W. R. Garton, Chicago; E. J. Huddcrs, New York City.

J. G. White & Co., 43-49 Exchange Place, New York City, are

represented at the convention by W. E. Harrington, operating

manager of the operating department ; \V. E. Goldsborough, busi-

ness manager engineering department, and William Pestell, assist-

ant mechanical engineer, in charge of matters relating to rolling

stock and equipment of the street railway and engineering depart-

ment of the company.
*~^-t-

The H. W. Johns-Manville Co., 100 William St., New York City,

has published the second of its series of three catalogs, mention of

which was made in the "Review" for September. This catalog is oi

the same size and general appearance as the first and the arrange-

ment of the charts, price lists, descriptive matter, codes, indexes, etc.

is the same. In this book the well-known "Noark" enclosed fuse

devices for 1500-10,000 volts are fully illustrated and described.

One book on 250-volt devices remains to be published, and the three

books, when combined, will comprise a complete line of fuse devices

suitable for all voltages.
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HALE & KILBURN MANUFACTURING CO.

Tin; luw pl.int iif llu; ilalc & Kilbiirn MamifiicliiriiiK Co., which is

located in Uiat scclioii of the city known as North I'hil.idclphia, wai

erected on a .site conii)rising M acres, and having a frrjiitagc on tho

Pennsylvania K. R. tracks of 750 ft. The plant, which is a four-

story and basement striictnrc, is of slow hnrning mill construction and

brick, with blue stone trimmings. It is served by spur tracks from

the Pennsylvania U. R. ; electricity for the arc and incandescent lights

is furnished by the company's own plant, and an automatic sprinkler

.system has been installed for fire prritcrlion. The one ^lory building

HliNRY S. HALE,
Picsidcnl U.kW & Kill)iirn Mfg. Co.

shown in the accompanying illustration contains the inachine shop;

and mechanical drafting rooms and engineering department. The
first three floors of the raihv.iy-track wing are devoted to wood-

working shops and the fourth floor is the finishing shop. In the

opposite wing the first floor is utilized for packing and shipping, the

second for rattan upholstery, the third for fabric upholstery and the

to this part of the building is had in the tower. The second floor of

this building is devoted to the manufacture of car seat frames, and
experimental and testing rooms. On the third floor are the superin-

tendent's oflicc and the designing department. The entire basement

of this building is devoted to a dining room for the workmen.
This concern is the originator, inventor and patentee of many im-

provements, and holds more than 200 patents. It furnishes scats for

electric surface lines, interurban lines, and steam railroads. Henry
S. Hale is the inventive genius of the concern.

The concern was organized in 1857, under the firm name of Hale,

Kilburn & Co., by Cheney Kilburn and Warren Male. To per-

petuate the business of Hale, Kilburn & Co., it was incorporated in

1876 as the Hale & Kilburn Manufacturing Co. Cheney Kilburn was

its first president, and Warren Hale, vice-president. Mr. Kilburn

died in 1894, and his partner a short time previous. The present

officers of the corporation are, Henry S. Hale, president; J. Warren
Hale, vice-president; II. Warren K. Hale, second vice-president;

II. G. Barnes, treasurer, and John B. Kilburn, secretary.

This company was the pioneer in the introduction of new and

improved methods of construction, and new principles in the opera-

tion of car seals, having produced from time to time, a scries of

valuable improvements and inventions, which have resulted in the

many modern appliances for increasing the comfort of railway travel.

.•\mong the car seat improvements originated by this concern arc the

following:

Rattan spring car scats, canvas-lined rattan seat covering, down-

vvardly-curved spring slats, broad steel top spring bands, elongated

oval base for scats, single swinging automatic footrest, detachable

back for a car scat, high backs with corrugated shape for headroll

and shoulder-rest, angle or T-iron connecting rails, bronze grab

handles on corner of seat backs, automatic reversing mechanism to

reduce the width of back without diminishing the leaning surface.

all steel and absolutely fireproof seating for subway, underground

and elevated railways.

.Among the recent installations in the electrical railway field, this

concern has secured most of the large and important contracts

These include the entire equipment of fire-proof seating for the 300

all-steel cars used in the New York subway as well as new steel

frame cushions and backs ; the entire seating for the lot of 500 cars

for the Interborough Rapid Transit Co., a special building having

been erected which was devoted to the manufacture of this order.

All cars on the Manhattan Elevated Ry. in New York City are

equipped with Hale & Kilburn standard spring seating upholstery

in rattan, as are also the majority of cars operating on the various

elevated and interurban lines in and about Chicago, including the

seat equipincnt of the 200 cars recently purchased by the Chicago

City Railway Co. Another recent important order comprises all

NliW PL.VN r OV H.M.E A K1I,BURX .\1.A.NIF.\CTVRING CO.

fourth for lilting and storage. The private and general offices of steel rattan spring seating for the 150 cars recently built for the

the company are located on the first floor of the building fronting Long Island R. R., for use in the East River Tunnel. A duplicate

on iSth St., where there is also a spacious sample room. Entrance of this order for the Chicago City Railway Co. cars has recently
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been placed by the United Railways & Electric Co., of Baltimore.

The entire seating equipment for the initial order of 455 cars, for the

London Underground Rys, was awarded to the Hale & Kilburn

Manufacturing Co. All the various up-to-date features and ad-

vantages brought out by this concern, for elevated and underground
railway seating, are embodied in this large order for London, which
has only recently been completed. Every particle of wood and up-

holstery material, as well as the outside rattan covering, was
thoroughly fireproof by the best known methods. A further order,

covering the entire seat equipment for 180 additional cars, of this

same fireproof seat construction, has just been placed with this com-
pany, and record time will doubtless be made in the execution of

the order.

THE WHARTON EXHIBIT.

The exhibit of Wm. Wharton, Jr., & Co., Incorporated, consists of

various samples of their well-known manganese steel special track

work, showing, however, quite a number of important recent im-

provements in the constructions of the different parts, and several

novelties. The main part of the exhibit consists of two tracks, in

one of which is shown the various styles of switches and frogs, of

girder rail and T-rail construction for street railways. One of the

special features shown is their new heel-less tongue switch for girder

rail work, in which the pivotal part of the tongue is entirely covered

and protected by an overhanging part of the bed of the switch,

notwithstanding which the tongue can easily be removed from the

switch without lifting any cap or destroying the integrity of the

switch itself. The pivot part is of very large size and is held by

bearing boxes, similar to the crank shaft bearing of an engine,

readily adjustable to take up wear. The tongue, as well as the bed

of the switch, is made of manganese steel, the bed being ground

true to give a perfect bearing for the tongue.

A pair of tongue switches designed for steam railroad tracks laid

with heavy girder rail, in paved city streets, made to sustain the

heaviest locomotives and cars, forms quite a prominent feature of

this portion of the exhibit. Solid manganese steel tongue switches

and also solid manganese steel frogs, for T-rail work of electric

railways, attract considerable attention. There is further shown

the style of fastening of manganese steel centers in girder rail

special work which this company brought out some one and a half

years ago and by which the centers can be renewed easily, without

disturbing the pavement. So satisfactory has this method proved

that, notwithstanding the easy renewability, not a single one of

some thousands such centers put into use has shown any signs of

coming loose. It might be said, however, that the Wharton com-

pany claims that the necessity of renewing its centers is confined

to only exceptional cases of hidden defects developing, as the man-

ganese steel centers as a rule outlast the adjoining rail.

Th second track in the exhibit shows a number of devices, em-

bodying unbroken main line track through switches. The Wharton

unbroken main line switch for girder rail track, which has come into

such extensive use, has been shown a number of times before, but

the new through line tongue switch and mate, in which the pro-

jection .-ibove the general street level has been reduced to the mini-

mum of the depth of the wheel flanges, as well as a switch working

like a split switch, but giving an entirely unbroken main track, de-

signed for narrow tread wheels such as ordinarily used on street

railways, are quite novel and of much interest. There is also

shown in this track the original Wharton unbroken main line

switch for steam railroads, which, however, within the last few

years, has been greatly improved by Mr. Wharton, and in its present

shape has found introduction on many of the important railroads.

This switch should also be of particular interest to interurban electric

lines, whose cars are equipped with the regulation M. C. B. standard

wheels. In connection with this steam railroad switch is also

shown the company's manganese steel steam railroad frog, of which

many thousands have been put into use in recent years by the stand-

ard railroads of the country. The results obtained from this frog

and other special track parts equipped with manganese steel, are

illustrated by a number of photographs, one of which shows the

original test frog put into the Pennsylvania railroad tracks and

which was taken out after having outlasted 17 ordinary frogs, and

which afterwards was restored by a patented process of the company

to a condition practically as good as new, and was again put into

service for a second lease of life. Another picture shows the

manganese steel T-rails in a curve on the Boston Elevated, which

has so far outlasted over 30 ordinary Bessemer steel T-rails, with

only about one-third of the wear. Actual samples of these man-
ganese steel T-rails which are used by the Boston Elevated Rail-

way Co., and by the Pennsylvania Railroad Co., are also shown.

Further features of the exhibit are a manganese steel faced guard

rail, with the Wharton guard rail clamps, various springs, spring

throw and locking devices for tongue switches, several crossings

of street over street railways, as well as street railways over steam

railroads, in which latter the steam railroad rails were entirely of

manganese steel, also parts of special track work for electric railways

with underground conduit, in which the protection of the crossing

of the track rail over the slot by manganese steel was illustrated.

The entire exhibit is got up in an elaborate manner and is

tastefully arranged, being in keeping with the progressive man-

agement of this company.

Simultaneously with the convention, the company issued a hand-

some supplement to its Catalog No. 10.

The representatives of the company in attendance are Wm. Whar-
ton, jr., president; Victor Angcrer, vice-president; J. C. Robinson,

of Boston; Arthur S. Partridge, of St. Louis; W. McLain, of Pitts-

burg; J. W. Stringfellow, of Richmond; T. K. Bell, chief engineer;

R. C. McCloy, sales agent; L. R. Ashluirst, jr., manager street

railway works, and other members of the Philadelphia staff.

MACON-EVANS VARNISH CO.

The announcement is made that the Macon-Evans Varnish Co.,

Pittsburg, Pa., has recently completed arrangements for the open-

ing of an office in Chicago. Mr. Arthur B. Weeks will have charge

of this office and will represent the company in the states of Indiana,

Illinos, Wisconsin and Michigan. Mr. Weeks' previous experience

with the Sherman-Williams Co., of Cleveland, O., and the Dielectric

Co., of St. Louis, Mo., especially fit him for this work. The Macon-

Evans Varnish Co. manufactures a full line of insulating com-

pounds and varnishes. It also handles a complete line of insulating

cloths treated with "Macon" insulating varnish. The same care is

exercised in selecting these cloths on which the varnish is applied as

in the manufacture of the varnish itself. These cloths possess high

insulating properties and retain their flexibihty.

AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE CO.

The American Steel & Wire Co. has an attractive display of its

products for electric railway work -at spaces 5 and 6, section E.

These include its terminal steel bonds, soldered rail bonds, a new

twin terminal bond, hydraulic compressors, gasoline motors for

operating drills and grinding machines for attaching soldered rail

bonds.

The company is represented by F. A. Keys, New York; R. K.

Shepard, Philadelphia; G. A. Greenburg, Buffalo, and C. R. Sturte-

vant, Worcester.

U. S. METAL & m'aNUFACTURING CO.

The U. S. Metal & Manufacturing Co., 25 Broad St., New York

City, is displaying the various products of the manufacturing con-

cerns for which it is representative, at space i-b, section C. These

include the Columbia lock nuts, the special advantages of which

are well-known among railway men; the "Perfect" pressed steel

car replacer, a light and handy replacer for yard use; the "Victor"

cast steel replacer for standard steam railroads, electric street and

interurban railways and elevated railroads. In addition to these

the company has on exhibit a working model of a new trolley brake,

known as the U. S. trolley brake, the important feature of which is

the application of the brake shoe to the track as well as the wheel.

The company is represented by B. A. Hegeman, Jr., F. C. Dunham

and Fred Atwater.

CONSOLIDATED CAR-HEATING CO.

The exhibit of this company occupies spaces 2 and 3, section E,

of the convention hall, and the company is represented by the fol-

lowing gentlemen: Francis C. Green, general manager; Cornell S.

Hawley, general sales agent; W. S. Hammond, Jr., district manager

Western territory; S. B. Keys, district manager Eastern territory;

C. C. Nuckols, from the Chicago office, and J. Arch Mears, from

the New York office.
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TWENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING

AM[III(AN Slll[[l RAIlWAy ASSfldAllON
PHiladelpHia. Pa.—Sept. 27-28, 1905.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27TH.

'lln- I'lrsl sc-ssioii III' llir Association was called lo unU-r al 11:15

a. 111. liy liic- iircsiiKiil. I Ion, W. Caryl l''.ly. who dcliviTi-d liis aiimial

address.

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT ELY.

l'"(ir till- tliinl liiiK' llu' selection of the place of animal niceliiig

has been made liy the executive coimnitlee solely with the desire

to locate it at the place deemed hy all to be the most desirable from

the point of view of the association as a whole. The merits of

Philadelphia as a |)lace of meeting were so conspicuous as to force

themselves unaided upon the attention of the executive eonimittee.

Vet notwithstanding the fact that pursuant to the new method of

procedure the tent of the association has been pitched here purely

of onr own volition, the courtesies and attentions which have been

and are being showered upon us by the president and other officers

of the great company wliieh has in its charge the street railway

transportation interests of the city, and of the chairman and officers

and members of the Manufacturers' and local conmiittecs which

have assisted in making all the arrangements for the meeting,

could not have been exceeded had they been solely responsible for

our being here. The conditions presented here for the holding of

such meetings as this are almost ideal. The fine hotel wherein

our headquarters arc located, together with the other hotel ac-

commodations of the city, arc ample and convenient in that regard.

These buildings of the Philadelphia Commercial Museum and their

accessories arc splendidly adapted to the purposes of the exhibits.

I'hiladelphia herself possesses attractions to every patriotic citizen

scarcely equalled by any other city. Her early history as the first

meeting place of the Continental Congress, the birthplace of the

Declaration of Independence, the glorious part played by her and

her sons in the War of the Revolution, and a meeting place of the

Federal Congress are enforced upon our attention almost at every

turn. She seems to have preserved more of the landmarks of the

early days than any sister city. To us in our particular line she

appeals not only by reason of her almost superlative position as a

manufacturing city, but also as the place where the immortal

Franklin conducted the experiments wdiich perhaps may be char-

acterized as the foundation of electrical science. Manufactures in-

cidental to transportation are here conducted upon a large and in

teresting scale, and the electrical transportation interests of the

city are large and intensely interesting, but to crown it all at this

particular juncture in the affairs of this association, when we are

about to take steps that will bind us all together in one harmonious

set of organizations, working for the common good together along

well defined and coherent lines, what place could be more fitting

for our meeting that the City of Brotherly Love.

Tn the general field of electric railway work the events of the

last year have been noteworthy. The work of electrification of cer-

tain portions of some of the great steam railroads is progressing,

and although the projects under way have not yet been completed,

nevertheless the continued investigation of the subject has served

to make more clearly apparent the relations that ought to obtain

between the steam and electric railways of the country, in order that

the public, as well as the companies themselves, may realize the

greatest benefits from their operation.

Many of the larger steam railroad systems are changing their

policy regarding the construction of electric railways from one of

active and in some cases bitter opposition to either passive acqui-

escence or quiet assistance. This is an approximation to the con

ditions that ought to and some day surely will prevail.

The ideal railroad situation both from the point of view of the

companies and the public would comprise a heavy long distance rail-

road doing the freight and through passenger business, aided by a

light interurban railway with frequent -ilalions upon which the sub-

urban aiifl interurban pas-.enger business would be transacted, and

in connection with these two factors the street railways within and

.idjaceni lo the Inlerinedlate and terminal cities would perform the

functions of ordinary street railways, as well as those of bringing

lo and taking from the <lepots of the first mentioned systems trav-

elers and their baggage. In this e(|uation we have three factors,

each of which supplements the others, and if such a system could

be conceived as having been constructed at one and the same timr

with reference to the relations existing between llicm we would there

have exhibited the ideal transportation system, calculated to serve

the convenience and economy of the railroad companies, and the

public in the very highest degree. Possibly this ideal system may
not be hoped for, but a modification of the attitude which has b.-cn

heretofore exhibited by the managements of nearly all the great

steam railroad corporations towanls street and interurban railways

may do a great deal to procure for all concerned the benefits out-

lined.

The con.solidation of small properties into large and strong or-

ganizations continues, and may well be said to be the order of the

day. We think it must be conceded that the public and the companies

themselves have been benefited in every instance. These large

organizations have the means with which to employ men of greater

skill and cxp-ricnce in the mechanical and operating departments;

to provide better tracks and equipment and give better service than

would be possible upon small weak properties.

The standard of transportation employes is continually being

raised, and all railway organizations arc giving greater attention to

the proper instruction of cmploj-cs, thereby insuring better service

and greater safety to the public. The instruction car and other

educational apparatus are now becoming regular features of the

equipment of many of the large companies wherein all motormen

arc required to demonstrate their proficiency in the operation of

such equipments before they are given charge of cars. In many

cases such instruction is supplemented by schools, where lectures

are given on technical and popular subjects by men of prominence.

The conditions attending street and interurban railway employ-

ment are continually being improved. The business is becoming

established and recognized as one offering solid and substantial

rewards to the men who take it up as a profession and life work.

Nevertheless it is a far cry to perfection. Much remains to be

done, in the accomplishment of which it is difficult to conceive a

more potent instrumentality than this association when reorganized

and readjusted with reference to its affiliated organizations and all

others interested in street and interurban railway work.

In the line of technical investigation the work of the Electric

Railway Test Commission at the St. Louis Exposition is of great

value. The testing began at St. Louis in the middle of June, 1904.

and was continued there until the middle of November, when th:

corps was transferred to .\ndcrson. Ind.. where the tests continued

until the latter part of March. igo5. Immediately upon the comple-

tion of the tests the Commission proceeded with the editing of tlij

report. It was expected that the printed report would be ready

for distribution before this meeting, but by reason of the large

amount of work done and the care required in the preparation of the

published volume, it will not yet appear for some little time. It

will comprise a bound volume of about 500 pages octavo, and it is

believed will be of great value as a contribution of fact concerning

some of the things that have been long embraced within the realm

of almost pure conjecture.

The importance of such investigations and indeed of all the

measures now being taken toward securing the facts concerning

everything involved in our business, and making them available for

all, instead of locking them up in the breasts of a few. cannot be

overestimated.
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XotwitlislamliiiB the rapid advance in tlu' state of the electric

railway art, I think it will be conceded by all that the ratio of

advance has not been what it should have been, nor indeed anything

like what it would have been if those engaged in the business had
been brought properly in touch with each other through the medium
of .some recognized authoi-ity which was at one and the .same time

the repository of the experience of all, a common investigator and
classifier of facts and experiences; accessible to all for advice

and assistance and always ready to furnish desired information.

Causes must be revealed before defects can be finally remedied and

the ascertainment of cause depends upon tbonnigh. careful, long

continued and scientific investigation.

With the growth of interurban roads the necessity is becoming

more and more apparent of their owning, if not all, at least a

greater portion of their own right of way. It is especially important

where high speeds are desired, as it is practically impossible to make
fast time within the limitations created by vehicular traffic and the

location of the ordinary highway. All now agree that wherever

practicable private rights of way should be acquired in the first

instance of widths ample for the accommodation of double tracks,

and in many cases it is considered desirable to grade the right of

way and locate the first track and construct the bridges with refer-

ence to the future accommodation of a second track. The experience

of the steam railroads with double and single track construction

is being repeated by the electric interurban railroads. There is

practically no diflference between them, except that of motive power.

In all other things it would seem that good common judgment would

dictate that we avail ourselves of the long experience of the steam

roads. Double tracks are much simpler, easier and safer of opera-

tion, and the increased fixed charge occasioned by the double track

is in the judgment of experienced operators more than compensated

by the saving in di.'-patchers, signal men and other like employes,

and the injuries and damage accounts, to say nothing of the greatly

increased carrying capacity.

In the consideration of this branch of the case are involved

proper traffic agreements between interurban and city roads, and

the laying of T-rails in cities where practicable to accommodate the

deeper flange and broader tread of the wheels of the interurban

cars. It is interesting to observe the growing tendency on the part

of mimicipal authorities to recognize the good to be derived from

the installation of T-rails in paved city construction. There is also

a noticeable recognition of the value of adequate terminal facilities

for interurban roads in cities. In some places union depots are being

constructed for the handling of passengers, freight and express, and

especially is this true in the middle West.

The convenience of passengers, especially commercial travelers,

in the middle west has brought about the adoption by the interurban

railway companies of central Ohio and Indiana of a coupon book,

which is known as the Ohio Interurban Coupon Book, and is rec-

ognized upon a number of connecting lines. This is not only proving

a convenience to the public, but is having a tendency to regulate

fares upon a better basis, which in a number of places have been

fixed too low in the beginning, due no doubt to the misconception

of the cost of electric railway work which has .so generally pre-

vailed in the past. The element of mystery has been pretty well

eliminated from the electric railway business, and it will be difficult

for any one to successfully demonstrate the possibility of a lower

rate of fare than five cents in cities, or from one and one-half cents to

two cents a mile upon first class, well constructed and safely operated

interurban railroads.

While speaking of the features of safe operation, it seems proper

to mention as a subject worthy of careful consideration the stan-

dardization of wheels for interurban practice. In many places

steel or steel tired wheels are being adopted. The best operators

.'igrec that they .should be productive of good residts.

It is pleasing to note that the adoption of safety devices is becom-

ing more general. The first great burden upon the directors, as

well as the operating officers of street and interurban railways is

the safety of the passengers entrusted to their care. The elimina-

tion of grade crossings of steam railroads, the installation of block

signals and other automatic signals, safety gates, etc., indicate that

in electric railway practice, as in steam, the minds of all traffic

managers are on the alert to conserve the safety of the traveling

public.

Progress is being made in the problems involved in practical

operation of single phase electric railways. While the manufac-

turers and engineers have been experimenting in these matters for

.several years, it is only within the present year that railroads have
been equipped with this .system. The motors and equipment are

so designed that the cars may be operated on the standard 500-voll

direct current system in cities, and on 2,200-volt single phase alter-

nating current between cities. The principal advantage gained is

that no rotary converters are necessary in sub-stations, stationary

transformers being alone necessary, thus decreasing costs of plant

and superintendence. The princii)al disadvantage which has de-

veloped has been the poor acceleration, but this defect is now being

remedied. The further progress along this line of development will

be watched with great interest, especially when considered in con-

nction with the problems wlilcli are attendant upon the elect rilication

of the steam railroads.

It will be remembered that at Detroit three years ago nuich time

was consumed in the consideration of the question of steam turbines,

and much doubt was expressed concernifig them. The progress in

the installation of the steam turbine in railway generating stations

affords another notable illustration of the rapid progress in the

electric art. The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. has recently in-

stalled turbine units of 6,000 kw. capacity each, and the Pennsyl-

vania R. R. electric lines on Long Island are operated by steam

turbine units of 5,500 kw., while the plans of the New York Central

in the neighborhood of New York include 60,000 kw. of steam tur-

bines in units of the same size as that of the Philadelphia Rapid

Transit Co. The devotion of so nuich of the time of the St. Louis

and of this convention to the subject of power is not to be taken as

an infringement of the prerogative of the Mechanical and Electrical

association, but is to be attributed to a desire manifested by the

managers to follow up the subject cohtinuously to some definite

conclusion.

The matter of fire protection in car houses has received a great

deal of attention from street railway companies and insurance com-

panies during the past year. Tests of sprinklers have been conducted

at Cleveland, Ohio, and Newark. New Jersey. The Newark test was

attended by Mr. W. Boardman Reed, engineer of maintenance of way
and buildings. New York City Railway Co.; Mr. Albert H. Stanley,

general superintendent. Public Service Corporation of New Jersey,

and Mr. H. S. Wilgus, engineer of way and structures, Brooklyn

Heights Railroad Co., representing this association. The question

of insurance of street railway properties is closely linked with the

important question of fire protection. For several years attempts

have been made to establish a system of insurance that would com-

prise exclusively street and electric railway risks. It is a subject

of the greatest importance, and the belief is becoming general that

a great saving can be etTected in this item of general expense. On
th reorganization of this association there will undoubtedly be es-

tablished an insurance committee, which in connection with the

Accountants' Association, will thoroughly investigate this matter,

and undoubtedly make a report that will be of great value to all

concerned.

With this brief general resume of the progress of electric railway

work during the past year I will leave the subject and come to

those that in their nature are fundamental ; those that aflfect the

every day life of the corporations, and in their last analysis prac-

tically determine their rights to exist and to hold and manage their

property and enjoy the legitimate profits thereof. At this juncture

it may be interesting to note the magnitude of the interests in-

volved in street, interurban and elevated roads at present included

in the electric railway industry. In the United States in the year

1904 there were operated 99,? roads, having a total of 30,187 miles of

track, operating 75,904 cars and representing a total capitalization

of about three and one-quarter billions of dollars, while in Canada

there were 42 roads with a total of 900 miles of track, 2,639 cars

and a total capitalization of sixt\-nine and one-half millions of dol-

lars. In addition to these figures there are to be considered the-

roads in Mexico and certain of the colonies of the United States.

When considered in connection with billions of invested capital the

questions alluded to above become of all absorbing interest and im-

portance to this association. For many years past there has been

evidenced in this and similar organizations a disinclination to dis-

cuss such questions, or even investigate them to any great extent.

Within the past two years, however, there has appeared a growing

desire in this association for the investigation of such questions, and

the collection of accurate data and information concerning them.

With a view of ascertaining the subjects uppermost in the minds
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of ihc iiu'ii ciiKaK^d in t'lr practical coiisirlcTati(jii of the proMems

today .stirroniKliiiK electric railways, I have within the past few

inonths addressed ii\c|iiiries, liotli oral and written, to many thonglit-

fiil and aide men, and am mow able to state that from nearly every

one there has conic a response poiiilinK out the necessity for infor-

mation and the facts. It may he of interest to yon if I quote from

one of the letters written hy an ofFicer of this association, one who

is the active manager of an important property, and by reason of

Imsiiuss association intimately acquainted with the operation of a

mind)er of otiu-r railway properties. My correspomlent writes as

foll.iws:

"1 hope and believe that the association will be reorKaiiizcil at

the coming meeting along the lines which have been suggested and

whicli have recommended themselves to the executive committee.

and the Hurcau or Departnient of Statistics and Information, which

1 have considered would be of the greatest benclU to member com-

panies, will be promptly organized and work begun, so that the in-

formation obtained by it would be soon available for use.

"In the middle west :ind on the Pacific Coast, public opinion is

being very rapidly crystali/ed by individuals, presuming to represent

public interest, to the end that municipal control jiiul ownership of

public ulilities may soon become an issue in numicipal .lud state

|)olitics.

"A great mass of erroneous information is being recorded and

published, which is tending to inlluence the public mind and which,

if not refuted in some manner by a recognized association or au-

thority by the publication of correct and verified information, will

tend to seriously afTect invested interests in these utilities. It

seems to me that it is within the reasonable scope of our association

to cause to be circulated and widely published statements of facts

that will controvert statements made l>y these self constituted cen-

sors of the public good."

Others of wide experience, several of whom are perhaps in closer

touch with public sentiment and what is going on in the world

along these lines than any other individual members of this asso-

ciation, have said to me in sub.stance : "The question is up; it

will not down at our bidding; one side of the case only is being

presented and argued and the arguments in favor of the proposition

arc largely based upon alleged propositions of fact that are cither

erroneous, or concerning which a gross misconception prevails."

Our side of the case has never been presented, nor indeed has any

publication of the facts as we know them ever been made to the

pidilic. The forum resounds with the cries of agitators and dema-

gogues aided by many honest but misguided or nusinformed men,

while among the representatives of the vast interests which are thus

injuriously threatened silence prevails. Some have indeed taken

the position that a wave of sentiment is sweeping over the land that

i.i founded upon error and will dissipate itself. That it is founded

upon error we all believe, but at present the indications are that

there is pretty nearly an unanimous sentiment in favor of taking

means to assist in correcting the misunderstanding which seems to

prevail.

At the meeting of the New York State Street Railway .•\ssociation

held at Lake George last June the feeling was pretty nearly unani-

mous that the subject .should be taken up and thoroughly investigated,

and that .Association determined to actively assist this .Association

in its investigation in any way in which it might be called upon.

In the most interesting paper then presented by Mr. Henry W.
Blake, editor of the Street Railway Journal, the author said:

"It is now apparent that a serious wave of agitation in favor of

numicipal ownership, .so-called, is sweeping over the country; that

the principle is uu-.Amcricau and contrary to our theories of govern-
went which have so far proved so successful." * * • "What has

been or can be accomplished in this direction under autocratic,

bureaucratic or socialistic governments, is not the question in .Amer-

ica unless we adopt one or the other of these forms of government.
The question is. can or cannot municipal owner.ship and management
be more .successful under our present forms of state and municipal

government, than the system wdiich has operated .so successfully in

this country? So far. the education of the .American peeople upon
the subject of numicipal ownership has principally been academic,
theoretical, haphazard and unbusinesslike, generally conducted bv
those who have no practical familiarity with the subject."

I must content myself with this brief quotation front Mr. Blake's

admirable and very exhaustive paper, and conunend the same to

each and cverv one of vou.

At the jSlli convention of the National Ivleclric Light .AsMicia-

liou at IJenver and Colorado Springs last June an exhaustive rcp<jrl

upon the subject of mnnicijial ownership was rearl liy Mr. .\rlliur

Williams, of the New York Kdivju Co. The repcirt is conlined to

the tjueslion as afTccling electric ligliting properties, but its hearing

upon railway interests is clearly evident, and the pamphlet of nearly

200 pages abounds in statements of fact that if given ihorough and

wide publicity wf)uld undoubtedly do nuich to change the feeling in

in the minds of the ordinary property owning citizen and voter in

our great nnmicipalitics. .Mr. Williams among other things refers

to the statement which has been given general circulation, that

electric lighting in Chicago costs something less than $6o aniuially

per arc lamp, and then shows from an exhaustive presentation of

the figures and facts involved in that case that many important items

of cost are deliberately omitted in the Chicago lighting accounts,

notwithstanding that the omissions, as he stales, have Ik-cii fre-

ipiently brought to the attention of the municipal authorities. Some
of the items are the rental value of the offices occupied by the light-

ing department ; services rendered by other <lepartments of the

city goverimient, including the legal department, and that through

which supplies are purchased ; the paving of the streets for original

subway work, as well as for repairs, which is done by and chargeil

to the street department; water, taxes, insurance, interest and

depreciation.

Mr. Williams further calls attention in his valuable report to the

Consular Reports upr)n municipal ownership, issued by the De-

partment of Commerce and Labor of the I'nitcd States Govern-

ment during the month of May. FIc says that they seem to have

been referred to by the press of the country as favorable to muni-

cipal undertakings, but that he has been able to find little, if any-

thing, in them which justifies this view.' That making no allowance

for the omissions usually found in municipal iKwikkeeping. with

very few exceptions they appear rather to support the opponents of

nmnicipal ownership and operation.

Since reading Mr. Williams' report T have read the Consular

Reports referred to, which comprise the reports of United States

consular officers upon the subject of municipal ownership from

i8<37 to 1905. Even the brief exaiuination. which in the time allottcil

to me I have been able to give these reports, convinces me f>( the cor-

rectness of Mr. Williams' conclusions, and I commend the pamphlet.

No. 22,s6 of the Daily Consular Reports, to the careful attention of

those present.

Within the last year the mayor of a great middle western city

has called to his aid the manager of the .street railways in the city

of Glasgow, who has made an investigation and report. While
the contents of the report have not been made public, it is my un-

derstanding and those of others who have conversed with the ex-

pert, that his opinion is not favorable to municipal ownership of

street railways in the cities of this country under existing municipal

conditions.

Let us pause for a moment and reflect upon the fact that in

the neighboring city of New York, according to statements in

the metropolitan press, one of the great political parties is con-

templating prosecuting the coming municipal campaign upon
the principle of municipal ownership of street railways and
other so-called public utilities. From figures obtained from

the presidents of the different railroads in the city of New-

York it appears that there are approximately .V4.000 men cm-
ployed in street railway work in that city. This number of men
constitutes nearly six per cent of the total vote cast in the last

mayoralty election in Greater New York, and more than 50 per

cent of the plurality received by the successful candidate. If an

average wage of $60 a month is assumed, thse men arc paid and
receive more than $24,000,000 per annum. These figures are the

more remarkable when it is considered that all or nearly all of these

,14,000 men have fathers, brothers and others eligible to vote who
are more or less dependent upon them.

I think there could be little doubt concerning the probable tenor

of a report from Mr. Dalrymple upon the desirability or non-

desirability of this proposition in Greater New York.

However, it is not my purpose to now enter upon a discussion of

the doctrines involved in the question of municipal socialism. The
foregoing are intended as mere allu.sions made in order to attract

your attention to the importance and desirability of investigation

along certain lines intimately affecting the interests which you rep-

resent, and brings we to the question of the reorganization and re-
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formation of this association and those associated with it. I take

it that it will not be necessary for me to make any extended state-

ment at this time concerning this matter. The proposed new

Constitution and By-Laws have been sent, together with a letter

from your president, carefully explaining their purpose and all that

has been done in relation thereto, to all members of this association.

and also, accompanied by a conmumication from the Membership

Committee, to all non-member electric railway companies, through

out the countries which are within the jurisdiction of the associa-

tion. This proposed form of Constitution and By-Laws will now

be brought before you for final action. They embody the result

of two years' careful and thoughtful work, and it is believed by

ycur executive conunittee and a large number of others who are

prominent in the association, that they are well adapted to bring

about an organization which will be of great value. There are

many questions of detail that will remain to be settled after their

adoption, and I desire to say now, once and for all, that there is not

in the mind of any of those who are responsible for the proposed

changes a thought in derogation of the autonomy or dignity of any

of the afhlialed associations. It is intended that in a well defined

and intelligent way the work of all the as.sociations shall be care-

fully laid out in advance, so that by harmonious and correlative

work the greatest advantage may be secured from the united efforts

of all. In determining the work to be done the various committees

will be consulted, so tliat the final programme will represent and

constitute the common judgment of representatives duly accredited

from each of the organizations. In behalf of the parent organiza-

tion, any intention to weaken or unnecessarily interfere with any

of the affiliated organizations is expressly disclaimed.

It seems proper to say that it is intended that there shall be n

well equipped general secretary's office, where will be properly col-

lected and cared for. information concerning electric railway pro-

perties and questions which may hereafter seem of such importance

to the association as to require investigation. The accumulation

of such data will be ."Systematized, and the members of the associa-

tion will from time to time by announcements and notices be made

conversant with the resources of the secretary's office and in every

way encouraged to call upon the secretary for information.

It is also intended that a great deal of work shall be done by

small compact working committees, whose records shall be kept on

file in the office of the general secretary, and that he shall be secre-

tary ex officio of all of said committees. However, I find myself in

danger of going too much into detail, and I will conclude my refer-

ence to this subject by saying to you that I heartily believe that the

adoption of the new forms of organization and their careful work-

ing out will result in unqualified benefit to all.

The first product of the reorganization has been the manufactur-

ers' association. It has succeeded almost beyond the most sanguine

expectations of its promoters, and the exhibit which has been as-

sembled here affords the very best justification of the change that

has been made. Splendid as this exhibit is, it has been assembled

here without any expenditure of time or money on the part of any

of the officers of this association. The Manufacturers' association

not only pays its way, but it has provided this hall, which is our

meeting place, and in other ways is contributing to the comfort and

convenience of the members of our different associations. 1 did

not feel that I could close these remarks without referring specially

to the gentlemen who by their unremitting efforts have assembled

here this really beautiful and complete exposition of articles used in

electric railway work, and provided so generously for our enter-

tainment and pleasure. I feel, however, that I ought to warn you

not to devote too much time to the examination of these exhibits

lest you be caught in the predicament of the friend of Mr. Doolcy's

who to use that gentleman's language, "wint to th' Cintinyal in

Philydelphy an' los' th' use iv his legs thravelin' fr'm th' display iv

mohair shawls to th' mannyfacthry iv open-face watches."

In concluding I wish to return my sincere thanks to all the mem-
bers of the executive committee, and many others, both in and out-

side of this organization, but interested in its work, for the invariable

courtesy and patiens* with which they have met many trying situa-

tions that have arisen during the past year, and with which they

have always met my requests for assistance.

I trust that w-hen you leave this place it will be with a feeling that

this, the 24th annual meeting of this association, has been its crown-

ing achievement.

I thank you again for the invariable forbearance which has been

shown to mc as your presiding officer, and bespeaking a further

continuation of it. I await the pleasuic of the convention.

The next business was the approval of the minutes uf the last

meeting, and they were approved as printed.

The secretary then presented the report of the executive com-

mittee, which report consisted of the minutes of the various meet-

ings of the committee held during the past year on February 3d and

4th, June 12th and 13th, and September 26th. Tiie report was

accepted and ordered to he fiUd,

REPORT OF SECRETARY AND TREASURER.

In substance the report of Mr. Penington is as follows:

New members since last meeting:

Chattanooga (Tcnn.) Rapid Transit Co.

Cleveland & Southwestern Traction Co.

Columbus, O.. Dayton, Springfield & Urhana Ivlectric Ry.

Dubuque, la.. Union Electric Co.

Fairmont (W. Va.) & Clarksburg Traction Co.

Fitchburg (Mass.) & Leominster Street Ry.

Hampton, Va., Newport News & Old Point Railway & I'.lectric Co.

Lansing ( Mich.) & Suburban Traction Co.

Macon (Ga.) Railway & Light Co.

Madison (Wis.) Traction Co.

Manila Electric Railroad & Light Co.

New Haven. Conn.. Consolidated Railway Company of New
Haven.

Philadelphia & West Chester Traction Co.

Richmond (Ind.) Street & Interurban Railway Co.

Sheboygan (Wis.) Light, Power & Railway Co.

Spokane (Wash.) Traction Co.

Wellston, Mo., St. Louis, St. Charles & Western Railroad Co.

Tacoma (Wash.) Railway & Power Co.

The number of members Sept. 20, 1904, was 196; 18 new members

have joined. 6 have withdrawn and 2 have been suspended for the

non-payment of dues, leaving 206 members at this date.

The financial statement showed cash on hand Sept. 20. 1904.

$7,646.56; receipts to Sept. 15, 1905, $5,278.29: expenses to Sept.

15. 1905. $6,192.65; cash on hand Sept. 15. 1905. $6,732.20.

Mr. Penington concluded his report as follows:

"The executive committee of this association desiring a technical

man to act in the capacity of secretary, also a man who can devote

his entire time to the work of such office, this is, in all probability, the

last year I shall serve the association as secretary.

"In looking back over the past ten years I can truthfully say that

I have filled the office of secretary to the best of my ability. Of
course, there have been errors made, but 'to err is human' as every-

one knows.

"I wish to take this opportunity of thanking the many friends, old

and new, whom I have made during the years of my work for their

kindness and assistance ; and, in case I have been unfortunate

enough to have gained the ill will of any, I sincerely trust that it

has not been lasting. 1 hope you will call upon me at any time in

case I can render anv assistance."

President Ely spoke of the fidelity with which Mr. Penington had

performed his duties, and he was sure that no one who had ever

come in contact with Mr. Penington during the 10 years of his work

cherished any feeling toward him but that of respect and warm
friendship. The President stated that suitable resolutions would

be reported by a committee appointed for the purpose, expressing the

feeling of the members with regard to the service of Mr. Penington,

with the hope that when Mr. Penington looked upon these resolu-

tions he would know that they emanated from the hearts of his

friends.

On motion the report of the secretary and treasurer was received

and filed.

The President stated that a number of letters had been received

from different persons expressing their regret at being unable to

attend the meeting. The President further said that he wished at

this time to express the thanks which he owed to the members of

the executive committee and many other gentlemen connected with

the association for their very kind and valuable suggestions made

to him. at his request, concerning the remarks in his address. He
desired to express his grateful acknowledgments.
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The President stated that the next business would be the report

of the committee on the reorganization of the association. As this

was a very important matter, it seemed proper that it shmild be pre-

sented in its entirety, so tliat all might niiflerstand IhorfiUKhly the

great amount of work and thoughtful invi-sliKalion Ih.il ha<l been

bestowed upon tlie question of reorganization.

The secretary then read the minutes of the various joint confer-

ences between the reprcsenlatives of the parent association and the

allied organizations.

At one o'clock- the associalii>n took a r<Tc'S'. unlil Jis o'clock.

••
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION.

The President called the meeting lo onler at _';i5 o'clock.

The President stated that he ha<l addressed a letter in his official

capacity to the presidents of the difTerent street railway associations

and clubs, asking for suggestions in regard to the plan of reorgani-

zation of the association, and he wa."! pleased to slate that in every

instance he had received replies many of which were very interesting,

approving the idea, and suggesting that it might be possible to arrive

at means whereby the work of the state associations might match

in with the work of the American Street Railway .Association and

its alTdiated organizations. Some of these associations had formally

designated delegates lo represent the associalir)ns at this meeting.

.•\mong them the New England Street Railway Club had designated

Mr. E. E. Potter; the Ohio Interurban Railway .'\ssociation had

designated Mr. Fred W. Coen, Mr. Harry P. Clegg; the New York

State Street Railway Association had delegated Mr. J. II. Pardee;

the Massachusetts Street Railway Association had designated

Messrs. E. P. Shaw. F. H. Dewey, R. S. Goflf, E. E. Potter and II. C.

Page.

The President stated that he li.id written letters of invitation to

attend the present meeting to all the past presidents of the associa-

tion and had received letters of regret from Mr. B. F. Longstreet,

Mr. Robert McCulloch, Mr. J. M. Roach, Mr. C. B. Holmes, Mr.

Thomas Lowry. Mr. Henry M. Watson and Mr. II. M. Littell.

Some of these gentlemen had taken occasion lo refer to the matter

of the plan of- reorganization in a very commendatory way.

.Al.so that he had also sent an invitation to some of the members

of the difTerent state boards of railroad commissioners and had

letters of regret from some of them ; also from the president of the

National Association of Railroad Commissioners. He was pleased

to see a general manifestation in the interest of the work of the

association on the part of the members of the different state boards

of railroad commissioners.

Also that the executive committee decided it would be a good thing

to secure the attendance at the meeting of Mr. Henry L. Doherty of

the National Electric Light Association, who had been chiefly instru-

mental in bringing order out of chaos in the work of that associa-

tion, and whose efforts had produced results wdiich were very grati-

fying to the men in that branch of the business.

Mr. Doherty addressed the meeting and said that he had never

realized so keenly the scope and perplexity of the street railway in-

dustry until faced with the responsibility of delivering an address

upon the association work it demands : the wide scope of work not

only dictated the necessity for wise planning of the individual com-

pany organization, but an equally wise and comprehensive organi-

zation of the association. The work in the street railway field

required a knowledge of thermodynamics, mechanical engineering,

electrical engineering, legal matters, materials, amusements, munici-

pal engineering, and especially regarding paving, proper relations

with state and municipal authorities, the newspapers and the general

public. The association, to administer benefits to the fullest extent

of its possibility, must be comprehensive and therefore probably

complex and extensive.

Mr. Doherty referred to the fact that proposed changes in every

organization are apt to meet with opposition from chronic objectors

to progress These persons forgot that while all chang.es are not

improvements, yet all improvements are the result of changes and

for better results changes must be made. He would suggest that

the association be known as "The .Kmerican Traction Association."

because such title seemed to be comprehensive. He urged the

necessity of well located, well equipped permanent headquarters

under direction of a permanent secretary. The entire organization

of the association should be primarily intended lo protect and de-

velop the interests of existing properties and ample funds should be

provided from these properties to properly maintain the organiza-

tion.

He believeil that it was recognized that tiic industry is so com-

plex in character thai it is impossible lo consider all matters of im-

porfance in one short annual session. It was also evident that all

officers or employes of a company could not be absent at one lime

and yet there was practically no earnest worker in a lr.iclion com-

pany from the president down lo llir lalxjrer who would not be

beuefiled by some convention scheme or other plan that by increas-

ing his knowledge or acquaintanceship with olher men in the same

line of work the lalK)r would be rendered more valuable lo the

company. He considered the following divisions of self-evident

value: Iracliou electrical engineering; accounting; park and amuse

meni superintendence; Iransporlation superintendence; traction law-

yers. He considered that the adoption of a "Question Box" on a

comprehensive scale was the most valuable adjunct in any association

work. He referred to the great value of the question box in the

National Electric Light Association and the Ohio Gas Light Asso-

ciation. It had been arranged that all information collected by

means of the question Ixjx shall be put in the hands of a competent

revisicju committee and from it a very comprehensive hand book

would be evolved. Information held by one man can in this way

be made common to the entire fraternity and the field of research

and experimental work can thus be reduced to that portion which is

unknown to all.

Mr. Doherty further said in planning the reorganization of the

association that it was well to keep in mind that a special wave of

antagonism seems to be passing over the country against corpora-

tions and this wave of antagonism was particularly directed against

quasi-public corporations. The corporation is held up as the tool

of the rich for the oppression of the poor, while the reverse wa.s

really true. In the superficial treatment of the press and platform

the theory which gave the corporation birth is lost sight of. Some
enterprises by their very nature can only exist by the employment

of immense amounts of capital. Ability to incorporate is simply a

legal means of co-operation. If such co-operation is not provided for,

the undertakings requiring considerable capital would be only open

to the few men possessed of the required capital and these enter-

prises will exceed the capital available in large amounts and there-

fore the possessors of large amounts of capital could make these

enterprises as productive as their greed might dictate. Legalized

incorporation is simply a means for co-operation on the part of

capital which enables the men of moderate means to join their in-

terests and render their capital as productive as that of the man
possessed of great wealth. .Ability to incorporate is not essentially

necessary to the rich but absolutely essential to others.

Mr. Doherty further said that sooner or later those who want to

see the truth prevail rather than sensationalism must take steps to

give the voter the reasons why the ability of incorporation should

be increased rather than lessened. Industrial associations for this

reason should arrange provision for communication and co-operation

among themselves. A marked tendency toward more rigid con-

trol on the part of municipal and state authorities was evident. The

state or city now presumes to prescribe the service rendered by

quasi-public corporations, fix the rates and assess them for taxation.

Owing to faulty tax laws, individuals and firms and corporations

other than quasi-public corporations can escape tlieir just burdens

of taxation by securing through concealment or otherwise, low as-

sessment values on their property, while the quasi-public corpora-

tion, if compelled to pay taxes and fix rates on the same valuation.

is bound to secure either inadequate rates or unjust taxation bur-

dens. For this reason the quasi-public corporations must explore

the resources of political economy to provide and enforce honct

taxation of all property. He mentioned this simply as an example

why more intimate communication should exist between organiza-

tions such as the Ohio Gas Light .Association, the American Street

Railway Association and the National Electric Light Association.

As a conclusion to his remarks. Mr. Doherty made the follow-

ing recommendations based on many years of experience in asso-

ciation work :

First : Listen to the recommendations of your active workers with

a receptive mind.

Second : Do not forget the fact that improvements cannot be

secured except by changes.

Third : Do not criticise unless you can see positive harm, and then

sparingly, unless you can offer some better suggestion.
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Koiirth : Do not oppose llic man who is trying to do tlic work,

lint support him. Put a premium on interest in assix-iation affairs

and work in belialf of association advancement.
Fifth: Accept and act favorably upon the recommendtions of

workers aiming to secure organization upon higher and broader

lines. If the plan suggested by them cannot be executed, delegate

authority to either your officers or a special committee chosen by

your officers to reorganize under some comprehensive plan which

they may adopt and for the success of which they are willing to

accept the responsibility. Give thcni fnll power to take all necessary

steps, fix initiation fees, dues, accept new members, etc.. and thus

save waste of the most valuable thing required to secure progress,

that is tiiiic.

The President expressed the thanks of the association to Mr.

Doherty. and stated that at a proper time a resolution expressive

of such thanks would be adopted and spread on the minutes.

The secretary then rea<l the proposed constitution and by-laws of

the ."Xmcrican Street and Interurban Railway .\ssociation.

Since the proposed constitution and by-laws had been printed, at

ihe meeting of the executive committee held on Tuesday, the fol-

lowing changes had been embodied in the draft:

CONSTITUTION.
.\rl. 3. section b. make the first sentence read "Associate meiiiluTs

consisting of individuals, co-partnerships, and corporations who are

actively identified with street and interurban railway interests and
other persons who in the opinion of the executive connnittec have

had experience of sucli a nature as to render desirable their con-

nection with the association."

.\rt. 4. amended to read that "Provided the proposed .imenclnient

shall have the approval of two-thirds of the executive committee,"

elc.

UY-LAWS.
.•\rt. 2, section b, was amended to read as follows : "The President

and Vice-Presidents of the As.sociation shall be elected at the annual

meeting of the association. .Ml such elections shall be by ballot

and a majority of the votes of all members present shall be necessary

to an election. The Secretary and Treasurer shall be appointed

by the executive committee and both offices may be held by the same

person.

.•\rt. 5. The last sentence of the article was .stricken out. namely.

"He may or may not be in the employ of an active member of the

association."

.\rt. 6, section b. the last sentence of the first paragraph was
changed to read : "A majority of the members of the executive

committee shall constitute a quorum at all meetings."

In the second paragraph of section b a portion was changed to

read "and all such notices shall as far as practicable specify the

business to be brought to the attention of the committee at such

meetings."

.Art. 10 v\'as changed to read as follows: ".Ml votes except as

herein otherw^ise provided shall be viva voce, and in case of a tie

the presiding officer shall vote."

-Art. 12. section a, was amended to read: "By aulhorizing the

formation and approving the constitutions of such associations."

Section c. of the .same article was made to read : "By granting

financial assistance to such associations."

In .Art. 14. the schedule of dues was made to read as follows:

FEES.
XIV'. Active members shall pay an admission fee of $10 and

aimual dues payable in advance based on gross earnings from rail

way operation during the preccdin.g fiscal year (ending June 30th)

as follows:

Cross Receipts. .\nnual Fee.

o to $50.000 $ 1 5.00

$50,000 100.000. . . . ^ 25.00

I oo.of)0 250.000 50.00

250.000 500.000 75-00

500,000 1 .noo.ooo 100.00

1 .000,000 2.fxx).ooo 1 50.00

2.000.000 3.000.000 200.00

3.000.000 4.000.000 250.00

4.000.000 5.000,000 300.00

5.000.000 6.000,000 350.00

0,000.000 7.000,000 400.00

I'.ross Receipts. .\nnual Fee.

7.000.000 S.ooo.ax) . . 450CO

8,000,000 9,000,000 scw.oo

g.ooo.ooo 10.000.000 S.So.oo

.An animated discussion on several details of the committee's report

then followed, after which the Constitution and liy-Laws were

adopted as amended by the conmiittec as heretofore described.

The secretary announced that the Engineers' Club and the Manu-

facturers' Club of Philadelphia tendered to the officers and members

of the association the privileges of the respective club linuses for

this week.

The Chair announced the appointment of the following conmiittec

on nominations: Messrs. Parsons, of Philadelphia; Vreelaiul. of

New York ; Sergeant, of Boston ; Stebbins, of Columbus. O ; Read,

of Salt Lake City. -Also the following committee on resolutions

:

.Messrs. Allen, of Utica. N. Y.; Rigg. of Reading. Pa.; and Sniilli.

of Omaha.

Mr. H. J. Uavies. of Cleveland, stated that in line with the su.n-

gestion in the address of the president and the reconnnendation of

the executive connnittce, he wished to move the appointment by tliL'

president of a standing conmiittee of five upon insurance and fire

protection ; the duties of which committee shall be to gather statistical

information and to study the subject of fire insurance and more

liarticularly the protection of street railway property against loss

by fire and the consequent loss to business. The more important

part of the duties of the committee would be the consideration of

the better construction of car houses and better protection .against

loss or damage by fire, for the loss to the business to the company

consequent upon fire is much greater than the amount which is

likely to be collected from any insurance company after a lire. Fire

protection is more important than fire insurance. Properly protected

car houses can be insured at a much lower rate than car houses

as they now exist, as a rule. A reduction in rates would follow

naturally the better protection of the houses. The rates on car

bouses at present are much too high. Reports from more than 400

street railway companies of the amounts paid by them for insurance

in the past ten years, and the amount of losses sustained, indicat.'

that the losses have been less than one-third of the amount paid for

insurance, so that there has been great profit in the insurance of

railway property to the insurance companies. This connnittec could

verify the figures and gather information which will be of benefit

to every member of the association and there wcndd be presented to

the committee plans for the insurance by .street railway companies

themselves of their own property at actual cost.

The motion was carried.

The meeting then adjourned.

WATER CIRCULATION.

It is a recognized fact that a water jacket insures the most rapid

circulation known, because of the lack of resistance ordinarily found

in a close wound coil. This has been proven by tests made during

operation under serious conditions. On the Mississippi Valley

Traction Co. lines, in a 38-ft. car, the Western water jacket car

heater obtained a complete circulation in 18 minutes from the time

the fire was lit. On the lines of the Rochester Railway Co., in a

,^6-ft. car, the same heater obtained a complete circulation with a

fire started with wood and hard coal in 28 minutes. This road has

120 of these heaters in operation, 76 of which were in service last

winter, and records of coal consumed were accurately kept, and

showed that the cost per car day for coal was 16 1-3 cents, with

coal at $6 per ton. This heater is manufactured by Ihe Franklin

Railway Supply Co., Franklin, Pa., and may be seen at the com-

pany's exhibit at .space ]8, section K.

Messrs. J. .-\. Hanna, of the J. A. Hanna Co.. Cleveland. ().. and

I'.dwin Besuden are here in the interests of the Jewett Car Co.. of

which the J. A. Hanna Co. is Cleveland representative.

.Mr. .-Mbert M. Sisson. eastern sales agent St. Louis Car Co.. 5r

Broadway, New York, and Frank McCoy, Pittsburg representative,

are taking care of the company's interests at the convention.

The lines of track and railway supplies sold b\ the Barlionr-Stock-

well Co., of Cambridgeport, Mass.. are being boomed bv Win. W
Field.
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DEARBORN DRUG & CHEMICAL WORKS.

Tlu' Dcarhoni I )niK & Clifiiiical Works, KialU) ItiiililiiiK, CliicaRo.

luaki's a specially (if analyziriK aii<l ojrrccliiiK boiler feed waters and

lias fcpi- llifs purpose the most toniplele ecpiipineiit and extensive

iiMininTiial lalioratories. Tile work aecomplislied liy the company i-.

as follows: In boilers badly coated with incrnstation, it convert ;

the scale formation into tannates, gallotannates ami saccliarates of

lime, magnesia, etc, so that there is no danger of this newly-formed

mild settling and hnrning the sheets by keeping the water from the

iriin. 1 Icarhnrn boiler preparations are in the form of a heavy,

Miliil. iciMienlrated paste, most of the moisture having been driven olT

.md i\(lnded. The preparations are very soluble in water—more

so in hill water -so lli,-it they can readily be rednced. making liqnid

coniponnd as wanted.

The company has also been mannfactiiring for the past few years

high class hdiricating oils and greases for railway work. The com-

p.niy has some twenty branch ofliccs throughout the country and it is

its intention to open a general laboratory similar to those in Chi-

cago in connection with its eastern office at 29Q Broadway, New York

City, Jan. I, 1906. The company's exhibit is at space l.v section

F, aiul it is represented by Robert F. Carr, vicc-presiilent and

general manager ; W. B. McVicker. second vice-president atid gen-

eral eastern hianager. New York; Ocorge W. Speer, third vice-presi-

dent; K, K. Browning, assistant secretary and treasurer, and

Thomas I'rannon, of the i'hiladelphia office.

NACHOD AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNAL.

The Nachod automatic block system for electric railways is de-

signed for single-track roads having turnouts for the passage of

cars; or for double-track roads where they converge into single-

track on account of bridges, tunnels, viaducts, or narrow streets on

wbicli cirs operate in both directions.

The system embodies a mode of operation greatly desired, but

not hitherto realized. By its union of speed, flexibility and safety

it will prove of the greatest value to high-.specd interurban lines,

especially where these are in competition with steam roads. Its

object is to inform the motorman. when at a turnout, whether ih.'

succeeding block of single track is clear, or occupied by a car. the

direction of that car being also indicated.

The equipment for one block comprises a signal box, to be momued
on a pole at each end of the block, containing a red and a green

light, and magnetically operated switches for controlling the cir-

cuits. In each branch of the trolley wire there is required an

overhead switch. This latter is extremely simple, has no moving

parts, does nut project below the trolley wire, nor does it require

the wire to l)e cut. It is of sufficient length to operate the signals

at ,Tny speed the car may safely take the track switches, and its

location overhead precludes any tampering with the signals.

NATIONAL CARBON CO.

The exhibit of the National Carbon Co. is space _, section C, where

its products arc attractively displayed. .\ new expansion connection

carbon brush has recently been introduced by this company and is

worthy of special attention.

It consi.sts of a carbon brush, of any size, having a hole drilled

into it. penetrating about one-half of the length of the brush. .\

piece nf plaited flexible wire, terminating in a cable .shoe, is un-

raveled at the end opposite to the cable shoe, and this miniature

wire net is formed cylindrically around a little brass .sleeve. This

sleeve is of the same length as the hole in the carbon brush, and is

slotted over two-thirds of its length. The slot is tapped so that the

closing screw fitting into the slot is forced into a tapering hole

The resistance with which the screw meets on account of this taper-

ing is overcome by the sleeve expanding so that the whole appliance

acts as a wedge when the screw is inserted, making a very close and
rigid contact between the flexible wire and the interior of the brush,

w liich is even increased through expansion of the mctalic parts

shmild the brush become slightly heated while in use. This flexible

connection is very easily detached and can be connected to a new
brush simply by use of a screw driver, obviating the necessity of

attaching by means of the soldering proce.ss. This connection is so

arranged that the distance between the commutator surface and the

terniinal connection is reduced to a minimum, therebv reilucing the

carbon resistance between these fioinis, resiiUitig in ubtaiiiing a

bigluT efficiency and a lower loss lictween the comnuilalor surface

and the end of the connection

-.
OHIO BRASS CO'S. STEEL HOSE BRIDGE.

The 'Jhio Brass Co., .\lanslield, ()., is displaying at its exhibit in

section 1), a new steel hose bridge which has been designed to allow

c;irs to run over track crossed by lire ho.se, williout any loss of time.

It consists of two parallel trusses, 10 ft. in length, provided wit'i

openings through which several lines of hose may be passeil, and so

arranged that the trusses are rigidly connected together when in us •,

The hose bridge can be assembled or taken apart in less than one

minute, and when "knocked down," it occupies a space only to ft.

long by K in. s(iuare, and several hose bridges can be readily carrie.l

on a repair, or tower wagon. It is constructed entirely of steel and

malleable iron, and will carry the heaviest electric cars with perfect

safety.

The side trusses are flat on the bottom, anrl set on the top of th-

ralls. They are held in position by means of four lugs which pro

ject downward from the lower edge of the trusses, anil rest against

the side of the rail flange. The height of the trusses at the highest

point is 6'/4 in., and the slope toward either end is gradual. Th.-

hose bridge as regularly furnished will accommodate four lines of

Vin. hose, and weighs approximately .^oo lb. This hose bridge cat

be furnished to order to accommodate six lines of hose.

EARLL TROLLEY RETRIEVERS.

The Karll trolley retriever is on exhibition in space 1, section .\I.

It is connected to a regular 12-ft. pole mounted on a standard

Xuttall trolley base wdiich is adjusted to give a tension on the

trolley rope of 32 to .15 lbs. The notable features of this exhibit are

that notwithstanding the power of the retriever to pull the pole

down about four feet it is easily reset with one hand, and although

it weighs only 14 lbs. and is only 7V2 in. in diameter and ; ft. deep

it will actually take in 25 feet of No. 10 trolley rope. Mr. Earll has

produced a number of good railroad devices. He was one of the

engineers of the Broadway. N. Y., cable road and designed the grip

curve mechanism and special track constructions for that road. The

slot and track switches which he designed are still used by the Ne.v

York Citv road for the conduit-electric system.

THE GENERAL RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.

The C.encral Railway Supply Co.. Pittsburg, Fa., is represented

at the convention by George W. Provost, president: J. P. Provost,

vice-president; T. M. Clulcy. secretary: and R. M. Kercher. The

company represents the following well-known manufacturers: R.

1). Xuttall Co., ^ears, pinions, and trolleys; General Electric Co..

overhead line material and rail bonds; International Register Co..

C(miplete line of registers; Heil Rait Joint Welding Co., cast welde<l

joints; and sells a full line of material and supplies, including

W'estinghouse and General Electric repair parts for the c<iuipment

and maintenance of electric railway, mine and Industrial h.aulage

plants.

The exhibit of the Pantosote Co.. which is represented at the

convention by D. E. Bonner and H. M. Greer, occupies space 5.

section C. Here the company has display of its products, which

are too well known to require further comment than that .several

new patterns have been designed recently, the quality of the curtains

and seat covering remaining at the same high standard which has

characterized these goods.

.\Ierritt & Co.. 1024 Ridge .\ve.. Philadelphia, have a complete

line of the various types of expanded metal lockers manufactured

by them open for inspection at space 29. section D. The officers of

the company and its ItKal repesentatives are active among the dele-

gates in the interest of their products.

-Mr. W. J. Cooke, vice-president of the McGuire-Cummings Maiu-

facturing Co., Chicago, is attending the convention. The company

has reserved space in the convention hall hut the exhibit shipped from

Chicago has gone astray and has not yet been received.
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THE AMERICAN STREET AND INTERURBAN RAILWAY
ASSOCIATION.

The .American Street Railw<iy Association is now a thing of the

past, after nearly a quarter of a century—a period within which

have been effected a multitude of revolutions in urban transporta-

tion—the organization gives way to the American Street and Inter-

urban Railway Association. This reorganization is now complete

so far as a paper writing can make it. and the future will depend

upon the extent to which the spirit of reform pervades the active

men in the association.

.•\t the meeting yesterday the proposed Constitution and By-Laws
as printed in the "Street Railway Review" for Sept. 15, 1905, pages

576 and 577, were adopted after making a few minor changes.

The important changes were in regard to fees and the relations

of the association to the various departmental associations. Article

XII, section a, of the By-Laws was amended to read: "By author-

izing the formation and approving the constitutions of such asso-

ciations." Section c was amended by striking out the words "for

specific purposes," so that it now reads : "By granting financial as-

sistance to such associations."

Article XIV was amended liy reducing the minimum fee to $15

instead of $25 per annum, and increasing the number of steps to

reach the maximum which is $600 as in the original.

The "Form of Charter" to be granted to auxiliary associations is

stricken out as being unnecessary in view of the changes noted.

The auxiliary associations have all welcomed the assurances of the

reorganization committee, expressed through President Ely, that

autonomy of the several affiliated bodies is considered essential, and

all will work to make the whole plan effective.

The thanks of all interested are due to President Ely and his

colleagues for the work they have done.

MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

The annual meeting of the .American Street Railway Manufactur-

ers' Association was held at the Exposition Hall yesterday afternoon.

Three of the five retiring members of the executive committ««; were

re-elected for three years and the committee now comprises the

following

:

J. R. Ellicott, Westinghouse Traction Brake Co.

John A. Brill, J. G. Brill Co.

Charles Knickerbocker, Griffin Wheel Co.

Fred S. Kenfield, Kenficld Publishing Co.

Charles K. King, Ohio Brass Co.

George J. Kobusch, St. Louis Car Co.

Charles C. Peircc, General Electric Co.

Howard F. Martin, Pennsylvania Steel Co.

James H. McGraw, McGraw Publishing Co.

John \V. Nute, St. Louis Car Wlieel Co.

Frank C. Randall, National Electric Co.

Newconib Carlton, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.

William Wharton, Jr., Wni. Wharton, Jr., & Co.

W. H. Whiteside, Allis-Chalmers Co.

E. M. Williams, Sherwin-Williams Co.

Mr. George Keegan was re-elected secretary of the association and

the chairman of the executive committee will be chosen ;it its meet-

ing today.

The Manufacturers' Association is to be congratulated upon the

success with which its first exhibit has been handled and thanks are

especially due to the chairman, Mr. Daniel M. Brady, whose marvel-

lous power for organization and untiring energy have been .so largely

responsible for the successful manner in which this organization has

fulfilled its function. The membership now includes 254 manu-
f:icturcrs, of which 183 are exhibitors at this convention.

FIVE DOLLARS REWARD.

I will give Five Dollars ($5.00) and ask no questions, if the party

who took the aluminum coupler models from my exhibit will return

them. W. T. VAN DORN.

"BABES IN THE WOOD."

"Music hath charms." Not that the delegates to the various con-

ventions and the supplymen are savage, but that the Manufacturers'

,-\ssociation is leaving nothing undone to make their idle hours

pleasant, is the inference. A large majority of the delegates and

their guests filled the new Lyric Theatre last evening to hear the

magnificent inusical spectacle, "Babes in the Wood." The perform-

ance was one of unusual merit and this diversity in the usual line of

entertainments was indeed very acceptable and entertaining, and

afforded excellent opportunity for the men who are this week solv-

ing the perplexing problems of city and interurban transportation, to

throw off the cares and worries of the business of the day. This

marks the second epoch in the week's entertainments, which is to

be concluded Friday night by the vaudeville performance of the

supply men.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.

A most interesting exhibit of the products of the National Electric

Co., Milwaukee, Wis., is to be found m spaces 1 1 to 18, section J.

The well known Christensen air brake apparatus forms a prominent

part of the display. This make of equipment is recorded as being

used on 15,000 cars throughout the entire world. The National

Electric Co. is also manufacturer of apparatus for generating and

power transmitting use.

Mr. H. E. Troutman, of the Buckeye Engine Co., \2^g Mar-

quette Building, Chicago, has been in constant attendance at the com-

pany's booth and it is doubtful if anyone has evaded the shower of

bouquets that he has been pinning (not throwing) upon the coat

lapels of delegates, supplymen and visitors. It is positive none of

the fair sex have eluded him.

The John Simmons Cos. interests were looked after by the

ubiquitous Captain Kurd, who represented the Crane Co., of Chi-

cago, for so many years. The exhibit is a very novel one, showing

pipe and fittings in position as seen in the engine room. Captain

llurd has a unique way of advertising. .A. button, with the following

in.scription, is very much in evidence : "Wear this button in plain

sight so that the man can see it. He has something for you. Hunt

him up." When the man was found he drew a superior quality of

lemonade from the separator of his exhibit and by the way it was

patronized it was evidently a winner.

Mr. Lewis E. Myers, president of the L. E. Meyers Co., is attend-

ing the convention of the American Street Railway Association as

a delegate of the traction properties in which he is interested.
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THE BRILL "GROOVELESS POST" SEMI-CONVERT-
IBLE CAR.

One of llic iiuisl iiiUicsling exhibits .it the convention is the new

"groovelcss post" scmi-convcrtiblc system shown in the Brill section.

The car in which it is to be seen is one of 200 being bnilt at present

at the Brill plant forthe United Railways Co. of Baltimore. As the

car exhibited is the first to be finished of this order and was not

ready until just before the convention opened, we are illustrating

this window system by the accompanying illustrations of one from a

lot of 40 cars recently delivered to the Boston Ivlevated Railway Co

for use on its South Boston surface lines.

BRILL SEMI-CONVERIIliLE CAR FOR BOSTON I'.LEVATI-ID RV.

In general the car has the same appearance as the Brill semi-con-

vertible type which has been widely used for a number of years i,\

many parts of the country and is familiar to all street railway men.

The term "grooveless post" is applied to the recent improvement of

the method of sliding the sashes into the roof pockets. Formerly

grooves or runways in the posts, and trunnions at the sash corners,

were used for conducting the sashes into the pockets. A close scru-

tiny of the posts in the illustration of the interior of the car w.U

show that the posts are without grooves and are only cut into for th •

window lock stops. A pair of bow-shaped steel guides in the pocket

and a brass tongue-and-groove sliding connection between each pair

of sashes now takes the place of grooves and trunnions, simplifying

INTERIOR BOSTON CAR.

the mechanism, making the operation of raising and lowering tU«

sash easier, and reducing the width and depth of the pockets as well

as securing to the posts the advantage of the strength of their full

thickness.

The Boston cars measure 32 ft. over the end-panels and 43 ft.

3V4 in. over the vestibules. The platforms are 5 ft. 7% in. long.

The width over side sheathing is 8 ft. 4 in. The seats, which are

of the builders' make, have step-over backs and are constructed with

birch slats, both seats and backs. The seats are 35 in. long and

so constructed that the bodies of seated passengers may e.\tend over

the ends without coming in contact with reversing levers and end

plates. The aisle is 26 in. wide. Attention is directed to the fact

that in this type of car maximum interior width is obtained by not

having wall window pockets. It will be seen that with exterior

width of 8 ft. 4 in., the scats and aisle arc allowed 8 ft., as the side

walls, or panels, arc but 2 in. thick and each scat comes between a

pair of posts, with the end against the side lining. Armrests are

bracketed to the window sills as the sills are but 25 in. from the floor.

Wire net window guards, in three sections to e,nch side of car, pre-

vent passengers' arms from projecting outside the window openings.

The bottom framing includes 4 x 7% in. side sills, with 12 x % in.

plates on the inside, to which the bases of the posts are screwed.

This plate takes the place of side trusses and is the standard con-

struction of this type of car. The center sills arc 3% x 4'/i in., and

the intermediate sills 2% x 4'/2 in. The platform knees arc rc-cn-

forccd with angle-irons, the center angles extending

back to the body bolsters. The platform step is l7Vi in

from the railhead; from step to platform is l4'/i in.,

and from platform to car floor 8% in.

The operation of the vestibule doors is a novel and

interesting feature of these cars. The vestibule ends

are brought around to the sides sufficiently far to en-

close the doors, which, instead of being hinged to-

gether in two leafs in the ordinary manner, slide one

behind the other and arc suspended upon a rail, or

track, overhead, by grooved wheels. A gear wheel on

one leaf is actuated by a bar with corresponding gears

attached to the other leaf and doubles the speed of its

movement, so that when the motorman pulls back the

leaf nearest to him, the other leaf is entirely out of the door opening

as quickly as the first. All the vestibule sashes arc arranged to drop
into pockets except the central sash which is double, in this window
each sash is framed in brass and the upper sash slides down in front

of the lower. The cars are mounted on Brill No. 27-E-i trucks with

wheel base of 6 ft. 2 in. and 33 in. wheels.

STERLING-MEAKER CO. EXHIBITS.

The Sterling-Meakcr Co., manufacturer 01 electric railway sup-

plies, 420-422 Ogden St., Newark, N. J., has two separate exhibits

at the convention this year. In space 5, section G, the company has

one large board showing the following registers: Nos. i, 3, 5

(square), S (rod), 6, 10 and 11. A smaller board contains two
No. 8 registers connected with a new center ringing device recently

designed for the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey. This

device affords a convenient method of operating two single regis-

ters side by side at one end of the car. It is almost a necessity for

cars having cross seats, and it will be found much more convenient

than the side operating devices in any car, as it avoids the necessity

of conductors reaching over passengers to ring up fares. Another

board contains register rod fittings and hand straps, and still

another a large assortment of conductors' punches. Besides this

samples of trolley wheels, trolley rope, register cord, cord couplers

and pliers, door sheaves and glass cutters are attractively displayed.

The register display also includes several varieties of printing regis-

ters manufactured by the Sterling-Meaker Co., which have demon-

strated their utility.

In space 22, section L, are exhibited the "Sterling" safety brake

and "Sterling" sand box- mounted on a stand ; a new power brake

similarly mounted; a "Sterling" trolley base and pole; a "Sterling"

fender, mounted, and also a new wheel-guard likewise attached.

The \\'atson fender is also shown in connection with a structure ex-

actly like a car platform.

The company is represented at the convention by R. T. Stowe.

assistant manager; C. E. Gierding, superintendent; and George E.

Willis and J. M. Yount, salesmen.

AN INVITATION.

The Egry Autographic Register Co., cf Da\-ton, O., extends an

invitation to all delegates to visit its exhibit at space 25, section D.

to inspect the Egry train dispatching and Egry w^ay-billing systen"f

*"*"•

Messrs. Bowers and Wampler, of the Peckham Manufacturing

Co., as usual are "making good" with the ladies, this time by fur-

nishing several automobiles to assist the fair guests in sightseeing

and shopping tours.
< » »

Mr. Bell as director of exhibits is busy about all parts of the

building completing the details of the booth ararngements.
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THE SCHOEN SOLID PRESSED AND ROLLED STEEL
WHEEL.

A subject wliich is confronting the railroads at the present time

and caUing for the most serious consideration by managers an 1

motive power men in all quarters, is how to obtain a perfect car

wheel. Involving as it does the safety of passengers, not to mentio.i

the damages and delays which occur through the use of wheels inad-

equate for the service they are called upon now-a-days to perform.

PRKSSING THE BI..\NK

the problem becomes more exacting daily as the capacities of cars,

weights and speeds increase.

For a time there was little efifort to strengthen the wheel propor-

tionate with the increasing weight of car, axle, rail, etc., on account

of the track standards established, and the special work specified in

the cities. These conditions render it impossible on the majority of

^BS^^^
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HAND-POWER HYDRAULIC WHEEL PRESS.

Tlic wheel press illiislratcd is designed for use in street and iiilcr-

urban railway shops where the amount of work docs not necessitate

an engine driven tool. Scver.Tl improvements arc embraced in this

latest type of press, which is manufactined by the Watson-Stilhiian

Co., New York City. The hydraulic part is designed similar to the

l;irge car and bridge jacks manufactured by (bis company.

.ni

Ihe other on the upper bar. This arrangement of the weight docs

away with the necessity Tor a pit.

This type of hand-power hydraulic wheel press is built in sizes

from 60 tons for 30-in. wheels to 125 Ions for 4S-in. wheels, the

former press weighing i,'joo lb. and the latter 4,500 lb. A 60-ton

press for .56-in. wheels weighs alwut 2,500 lb. For export, a Oo-fon

press for 30-in. wheels is built after a special design so that the

heaviest pieces do not weigh over 225 lb. This is known as the

"mule-back" pattern.

THE F. BISSELL CO, TRADE MARK.

The value of a trade mark is readily apparent ami

that this is realized is shown in the numei-ous attractive

and ingenious designs used by the leading manufac-

At the press end of the machine is a pumping lever, which works

horizontally at right angles to the line of the press, thus placing thj

operator in a position where it is easy for him to watch the work.

The valves are large, perpendicular and are placed where inspection

and repairs can easily be made. The piston is entirely enclosed to

prevent grit and foreign material getting into the pump and damag-

ing the parts. A fixed or stationary beam furnishes a solid bear-

ing for the cylin<ler of the .press, which is made of crucible steel.

The movable beam lias rollers fitted in its base to lessen the friction

when it is moved along the lower bar on which it rests. In the

movable beam are recesses so that in them may be placed blocks of

suflicient tliickncss to act as templets in forcing on car wheels.

At the press end a chuck is suspended from a traveler so that it

can be placed again.st the ram, thus acting as a templet for thu

other end of the axle. A pull-back weight for the ram has its con-

necting rope passed over two sheaves, one on the fi.xed beam and

turcs and railway companies throughout the country. The F.

Bissell Co., Toledo, O., has recently adopted the design shown in

the accompanying engraving, which will hereafter be used in all

the advertising of the company and on all its manufactured products.

STANDARD AUTOMATIC LUBRICATOR CO.

Spaces 14 and 16 of section K, are occupied by the Standard

Automatic Lubricator Co., the Durkin Controller Handle Co., and

the American Ferrofi.x Brazing Co., all of Philadelphia, where the

products of these companies are well displayed. These include the

"Star" automatic oiler for armature and axle bearings, which are

made in different sizes to tit any style of standard motor. These

companies are controlled by the same interests and are represented

by O. B. Kjrkbride, John Durkin and E. W. Baird.

s
A Brake to Bank On

Come and talk to us about the Peacock Brake. We make and sell thousands each year.

It is so simple, and easily operated, and does such effective work on any car, from the single truck to

the largest double truck heavy high speed suburban car, that if once tried it is wanted. The eccen-

trically geared cam takes up slack chain quickly and gives great power at the finish.

The drum works on roller bearings, thus reducing friction. No sprockets for the chain to run through

and get cut up; or kink up and put the brake out of business by locking the gears. The roller

bearings make it release like a top. The old spindle brake is a back number,—you know all

about them.

Here's the fairest brake proposition ever made. We will send you, at our expense, a pair of Peacock
Brakes, with chains complete, on thirty days' trial, and guarantee absolute satisfaction. All we want to

know is the style of car on which you want to install them. Pick out the meanest braking car you have.

Put these brakes en according to our directions. Take thirty or sixty days for trial,—the longer the trial the

better you will like them. If they are satisfactory pay us for them. If not, ship them back at our
expense.

Call at iSection K, Space 12, and examine the

Peacock Brake now on exhibition and ask for our latest booklet

and references. Over 6000 in use in the United States and

Canada.

Ttiis is the Peacock Brake

National Brake Company
Incorporated

Buffalo - . - New York
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H E E A R LL
Trolley Retrievers and Catchers

Built for heavy work and rough use. Have large

rope space and long bearings. Do not freeze in

winter. Simple, strong, practical.
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"SHAWWIUT" BONDS.

In the early days of clccUic coiiduclors, any form of a mechanical

joint was used to connect the ends. After a time the advantage of

soldering these joints hecanie so apparent that it was considered very

important to take especial pains witli the soldering. So in electric

railway work the soldered hond for track circuits was a development

The pioneer soldered bond, known as the "Sliawniut", was put

into use a little over five years ago and has since been steadily gain-

ing in favor. The durability of these bonds has been amply demon-

strated the past five years. The original form of bonds with slight

modifications is still retained, while to this type have been added

others to meet the ever increasing demand of track conditions.

The "Shawnuit" soldered bond consists of copper lamination?,

separately tinned at each end, for the length of the foot, where they

are surrounded by a wrapper and firmly soldered together. Th^;

bonds are jnade in various and eHicieiit forms to suit the various rail

joints. The latest improved form, known as C-i, is used for bondini;

on the ball of the rail. The loop of the bond is offset '/» in. to clear

the plate. At the middle of the loop is a narrow copper wrappe.'

used to prevent the spreading of laminations in service, the breaking

of them by teams, and the consequent loss of copper cross section.

The length of copper used has been reduced as much as ample flexi-

bilily will iierniit to give an economical as well as an efficient bond.

nity to acquaint the public with his products, may secure further

information and reserve space by communicating with the New York
Electrical Show or Dr. George F. I.tver, 26 Cortlandt St., New York
City.

.•
GREEN'S ECONOMIZER.

While the (irecn I'uel Economizer Co., of Matteawan, N. Y., has
no exhibit at the convention it is ably represented by William Downs,

J. H. Barron and A. II. F. Viehl. The products of this company arc
well known, some of the advantages claimed for which are as fol-

lows: Saves 10 to 20 per cent in fuel; gives 20 to 40 per cent

more steam; prevents excessive expansion and contraction of Ijoil-

ers; prolongs the life of boilers; enables firemen to keep an even
pressure of steam; purifies the feed water; saves handling of a

large amount of coal and ash; and keeps a great volume of water
at the evaporative point, ready for immediate delivery to boilcrt in

case of sudden demand for extra power.

0. M. EDWARDS CO.

NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SHOW.

Arrangements arc now being made for an electric show to be held

in Madison Square Garden, New York City, December nth to 23rc'.

inclusive. At this season of the year New York is at its best, as

well as having a transient population estimated at 750,000. A com-

petent advertising department has been established by the directors

of the show to acquaint the public with the attractions of scientific

and popular interest which are to be seen at the Garden. Dr. Georgo

F. Lever, of the department of electricity of Columbia University,

has been appointed director of exhibits and he has already secured

enough exhibitors to insure an attractive and successful show.

While consi<leral)Ie exhibit space has been reserved, some of the best

positions are avail'iMc .iml any nianufaclnver S''ckini; this npportn-

The (). .M. Edwards Co., Syracuse. K. Y., is represcntcil at the

convention by O. M. Edwards, E. T. Chaflfce, and G. G. Norris.

and the exhibit of the company is made in Uxnh 12, section A
lispecial attention should be calleil to several new designs of win-

dow fixtures now being manufactured by this company, two im-

portant features of which are simplicity of application, moderate

first cost and minimum cost of maintenance. The new platform

trap doors manufactured by the company arc being used extensively

by electric intcrurban railways throughout the country, having been

adopted by the Schenectady Railway Co., for its suburban lines,

and the Lackawana & Wyoming Valley Electric Railway Co. A
complete line of tin rollers for car curtains is also being shown by

the company ; these are manufactured in two designs and several

sizes, the regular pawl type roller and the Edwards ratchet roller.

The exhibit is attractively displayed and is so arranged that the

design and operation of the various appliances may be understood

wlili but little- in\csti.i:;aticin.

An Invitation Is Extended to Every Delegate
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THE
SILENT

PAVEMENT

LAYING U. S. WOOD BLOCKS TO REI'LACK ASPHALT AND GRANITE BETWEEN TRACKS OF THE M. S. R. CO.

WEST BROADWAY, N. Y.

U. S. WOOD BLOCKS (Creo-Resinate Process) have demonstrated

in many cities their superior value for paving between street railroad tracks.

Unlike asphalt, they are proof against damage by oil drippings, and vibra-

tion of rails. Easily removed and replaced for track repairs. Smooth,

clean, silent and more durable than granite.

SPECIAL BOOKLET ON TR.'XCK PAVING SENT ON REQUEST

U. S. WOOD PRESERVING CO.
29 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
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THE SINGLE-PHASE RAILWAY SYSTEM
tJY CHA iS. K. tSCO'I'T

It is tho pmposc of Ihis paper to present some of the salient

features of the single-phase railway system which may be of par-

ticular interest to the members of the American Street Railway

Association.
,

•., , t

The questions which a railway manager is apt to raise with rcgarU

lo the single-pliase railway concern its suitability for his particular

coiulilions, its present practical status and its cost. 1 he answers

which apply in one case may be misleading in others, so that the

discussion of the subject must be general rather than particular

There are two other questions which have been aske.l so often

that they deserve a passing comment. Will the motor start with

good torque and accelerate rapidly? Will it commutate? Suffice .t

to say that the single-phase motor of the variety which I am con-

sidering does start and accelerate and commutate. It is not the

motor itself but the single-phase system which the motor makes

possible that is of prime impertance. And the system is of commer-

cial value only as it is able to operate electric railway service more

ci?cctively and economically than is practicable by other means.

Single-Phase and Direct Current Systems Compared.

The single-phase system accomplishes the same resuUs in car

movement that may be obtained by direct current equipments but in

many cases with less first cost, less operating expense, increased

flexibility and greater simplicity.

The radical difTercnce between railway systems using direct cur-

rent motors and those using single-phase motors is not so much in

the car or the power house as it is in the circuits connecting them.

In the first place the high voltage used on the trolley wire does away

with expensive feeders and it also enables the current to be carried

to a greater distance from the power house or from the sub-station.

Second, the sub-station employed in the single-phase system requires

simply a lowering transformer. The sub-station for supplying a

direct current railway requires the rotary converter and a set of

lowering transformers. Third, the number of sub-stations for a

shigle-phase road is less than is required for direct current and these

do not require the attendance which is necessary for the operation

of rotary converters. It is these characteristics that peculiarly adapt

the single-phase system to interurban and long distance railways.

Constituent Parts of Single-Phase System.

The motor is the feature which has received particular interest

and comment, for it has been conceded that if a single-phase motor

be available the other elements would follow as a matter of course.

No one has questioned the adaptability of control apparatus, trans-

formers and high tension line construction to the requirements of

the single-phase railway system. This simply involves the application

of well-known apparatus and methods to the particular requirements

of railway operation. But a perfected motor does not mark the com-

pletion of development work. Comrol apparatus for handling alter-

nating current must be devised and constructed. It must be suitable

for hand control for small cars and it must be adapted for the mul-

tiple unit operation of heavier equipments. Still other forms must be

suitable for operation interchangeably on either direct or alternating

current. Transformers, line switches and other auxiliaries must all

be combined into a workable equipment. Forms of trolley and over-

head construction must be developed suitable for the new conditions

of current and voltage. The announcement of a commercial single-

phase motor made in the paper of Mr. Lamme before the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers three years ago this month was

necessarily the beginning rather than the end of the development of

the system as a whole in all its details.

Advantages Proved by Service.

In how far have the advantages claimed for the single-phase

system been reahzed? Among the important features are the fol-

lowing:
, , J 1 u

A high voltage trolley construction has been developed and has

proved to be simple, strong and thoroughly practicable. Thirty-three

hundred volts has been used and has proved to be safe and reliable.

• Read before the American Street Railway .\ssociation, Sept. 23, 1905.

A sliding contact device which docs not require reversing when

the direction of the car is changed is found more satisfactory, espe-

cially for high speed operation, than the trolley wheel. Its wearing

surface lasts longer than trolley wheels operating lighter cars on

direct currrent.
. . ,

Transformer sub-stations suppply current satisfactorily without

feeders and without station attendants.

The car equipments show simplicity and cfTectivcncss in the con-

trol apparatus. Less than half the controller notches required for

direct current give equally smooth and as rapid acceleration with

alternating current. Platform controllers are simpler as no magnetic

blow-out is required. The unit control system is readily adapted

for the operation of single-phase motors and is in some points

simpler than the control of direct current motors.

The operation interchangeably by alternating current and by

direct current is a feature of an important road which operates large

equipments on direct current in the city and on aUcrnating current

across country.

Motors of four or five sizes have been built and show excellent

commutating features. The commutators take a good polish. The

motor windings are such that there is a practically balanced mag-

netic pull, even if the armature be slightly out of center. Although

the armature speed is higher than in corresponding direct current

motors, the advance criticism has proved ill founded as there have

been no bearing troubles. The oil lubrication has proved highly

satisfactory.

The foregoing features, which are the important elements upon

which the claims of the single-phase system arc based, have been

shown by actual operation to be entirely feasible and practicable,

and such as to inspire confidence.

DiflficuUies have been met which have been annoying and vexa-

tious. The difficulties, however, have usually been due to some error

in the general engineering features or to some specific point of weak-

ness in the insulation or construction of some part of the apparatus.

In other words, the troubles have not been fundamental and inherent

in the single-phase system, but have been incidental and capable of

ready remedy. Some particular difficulties will be taken up further

on in this paper.

Leading Features of Single-Phase System.

As a guide to determine the conditions under which the adoption

of the single-phase system is advantageous, it will be useful to review

briefly some of its features which are particularly concerned in its

installation and operation.

The Motor.—A motor which is protected from the trolley voltage

and lightning disturbances by an intervening transformer winding,

which has only 200 to 250 volts across its terminals, which may have

its brushes grounded or short circuited without "flashing' or buck-

ing" and which may have full voltage thrown on its terminals with-

out disaster to itself is essentially a safe motor. The armature has

a bar winding on sizes of 30 horsepower and upward. The increased

current required at low voltage necessitates brush capacity equiva-

lent to that on a direct current motor of twice the output.

The Control. One usually tliinks of the direct current street rail-

way motor as a variable speed motor. Yet it is, in a sense, funda-

mentally a one-speed motor, for with definite applied voltage, weight

of car and grade, the motor soon attains a definite speed at which it

continues to run until there is a change either in the voltage apphed

or in the load. If two motors be operated in series there is a second

definite speed, which is about half of the speed when they are m
parallel Other speeds are obtained by lowering the voltage on the

motor by means of resistance, but this is inefficient and is admissible

only in starting.

Certain results follow. The speed of the car depends upon the

trolley voUage. If the voltage be low, the speed is low. The ef-

ficient speeds are fixed by the trolley pressure and not by the motor-

man The relation between speed on level and the speed on grade

is fixed by the inherent characteristics of the motor. A given motor
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with definite gear ratio has its one definite speed depending upon

train resistance and electro-motive-force. There is no range of ad-

justment hke the throttling of an engine without the introduction

of the wasteful rheostat. In a series motor the current determines

the torque and the electro-motive-force determines the speed. Hence,

for speed control there must be voltage control. In the direct cur-

rent system efficient voltage control is not attainable, but with

alternating current it is easily secured. The simplest method of

variable voltage is by means of taps from the transformer winding.

The low voltage required for starting is obtained from a low tap

and the successively higher voltages for increasing speeds are se-

cured from successively higher taps from the winding. As there

is no rheostat the motor may run efficiently from any tap, thereby

giving the motorman a control over his car movement which is not

possible with direct current. If there be a tap giving a voltage

higher than that required for normal running it is available for

giving a higher speed for making up lost time, or for supplying

normal voltage to the motor when the line pressure is low. The
car can run at any time at the pressure needed.

The number of points required on the controller for smooth ac-

celeration is much less with alternating than with direct current.

The whole control system in fact is simply half a dozen taps from

the transformer to the controller by means of which any one of

them may be connected to the motor. An intervening preventive

coil enables the controller to pass from one point to the next with-

out opening the circuit or short circuiting the two taps. The con-

troller may consist of a drum of ordinary form on the car platform,

or of unit switches placed under the car and operated by a master

controller. The latter type is used in heavy equipments and also

when several cars are to be operated in the multiple unit system.

An effective form of switch with magnetic blow-out has been de-

veloped for heavy currents. The switches are assembled in a com-

pact group, thoroughly protected and easily accessible.

Trolley Voltage. Twenty years ago the electric railways of the

United States as measured either in miles, in cars or in kilowatts

comprised less than one per cent of what they do today. In this

enormously rapid growth two features of the electric railway have

remained unchanged, although other elements have been greatly

modified. These two features are : first, the series motor ; second, the

use of direct current at appro.xiniately 500 volts. During this time the

generating plant has changed from small belt-driven to large direct

cormected units and then from direct current to alternating current.

High tension transmission circuits with rotary converter sub-stations

have been common. Motors have increased in size and have been

improved in design and in reliability and the multiple unit system

of control has been introduced for larger equipments. The trolley

voltage, however, has been limited to approximately 500 volts on

account of the limitations of the direct current motor and the in-

ability to transform direct current on the car from a high voltage

to a low voltage. The general trend of electrical engineering has

been toward alternating current at high voltage. Many can re-

member the time when the use of 1,000 or 2,000 volts was decried

as impracticable or unsafe and when 5,000 or 10,000 volts was the

limit to laboratory experiments. Progress has been made in design,

in construction and in materials until voltages, which not long since

were impracticable, are now operated with greater reliability and
safety than were the lower pressures a few years ago. Safety is

very largely a question of mechanical excellence. In railway motors

and control apparatus, in the mechanical equipment of heavy and

high speed cars, in overhead construction and in power house equip-

ment, reliability is primarily dependent upon mechanical excellence.

While any considerable increase in voltage may not be safe on
existing trolley hues, it is practicable by an increase in mechanical

strength to offset the higher pressure and produce a high voltage

trolley system of greater reliability and safety than the present con-

struction for low voltage affords. Such a construction has been

developed into a commercial form in the catenary suspension of

the trolley wire. An au.xiliary steel cable with a moderate sag at

the center of spans supports every few feet of trolley wire which is

thereby maintained at a uniform height. It is adapted for high

speed running and it possesses a greatly increased strength. The
excess cost of the catenary construction over the cost of poles and
overhead construction of the ordinary type is moderate and in a

large measure is justified by the gain in mechanical reliability quite

aside from the question of voltage.

The Sub-station. To one familiar with an ordinary rotary con-

verter sub-station interest will center chiefly in the negative char-

acteristics of the single-phase sub-station. There is no rotary con-

verter—a most essential link in the old system, one which behaves

remarkably well when all is favorable that is inclined to be fussy

and obstreperous when the conditions are not to its liking. There

is no synchronizing, no sparking, no flashing, no dropping out of

step. The transformers are arranged not in banks of two or three

little ones, with polyphase switches and auxiliaries in primary and

in secondary, and the direct current switchboard has disappeared

entirely.

So much for what it is not. In its simplest form the sub-station is

a single transformer with its primary nd secondary connections. Ad-
ditional transformers, switches, lightning protection, and instruments

are added as circumstances require.

Short circuits have lost much of their terror. The alternating

current on short circuit is limited by the self-induction of the cir-

cuit, and a transformer is not disturbed by a "short" as is the com-
mutator and the speed of a rotary converter.

The difference in the effect of a short circuit on direct current

and on alternating current is well illustrated in the underground

circuits in New York City. In a 11,000 volt cable system a fault in

the cable causing a short circuit is usually confined within the cable

and merely burns out a few inches of the conductor before the cir-

cuit breaker opens. On a low tension system, however, the currents

are very large and considerable lengths of the conductor may be

melted before the current is cut off. In an alternating current system

the normal current on a circuit delivering a given amount of power
is less in proportion as the voltage is increased and, as the increase

of current above normal is not as great on account of the self-in-

duction of the circuits and apparatus, accidents are less Hable to be

destructive.

Operation on Direct Current. If the single-phase road is to be

an extension of an existing road it may be desirable to run the

single-phase cars over the tracks which have a direct current trolley

wire. While single-phase cars can be arranged to operate from a

direct current trolley wire, it handicaps in some measure the single-

phase equipment. The addition of resistances to the car equipment

and the extra switches and the like for enabling the change to be

made in the current supply are obviously objectionable. It is best,

therefore, to keep single-phase equipments free from operation on

direct current if it be practicable to do so. When it is found

necessary for single-phase equipments to operate from direct cur-

rent trolley wire, the motors are connected two in series for 500

volts, and if there be four motors the two pairs are connected first

in series and then in parallel as in ordinary series parallel control.

The transformer is cut out, and the control apparatus and motors

operate in substantially the same way as those on an ordinary car.

Source of Power.

The standard frequency for the single-phase motor is 25 cycles,

(3000 alternations). Generators may be wound for single-phase, or

direct current may be taken from one phase of a two-phase or a

three-phase generator. Current from the several phases of a poly-

phase generator may be used for operating different divisions of the

railway.

If power is to be taken from a power house which generates a

higher frequency it cannot be applied directly but must be changed

to 25 cycles. This may be effected by a motor-generator set. A
polyphase motor taking power equally from each phase of the high

frequency circuit may drive an alternator, either single-phase or

polyphase for furnishing current to the single-phase railway. The
converting outfit may be located in the main power house or in a

sub-station as may be found most convenient.

The Field for Single-Phase Railways.

The development of a new and more efficient method for accom-

plishing a given result often leads on and opens new fields which

had not been commercially practicable before. Such is the case

with the single-phase railway. The direct current interurban rail-

way has its limitations. If a region be sparsely settled the available

traffic will not show a profit on the cost of circuits and rotary con-

verter sub-stations. There is a material reduction in the investment

and operating expense incident to the single-phase railway that will

enable it to be built and operated with a profit in cases where the

traffic would not support a rotary converter system.

On the other hand, in heavy service the direct current has not

made much headway, being handicapped by the heavy cost of sub-

stations and of conductors. Heavy and relatively infrequent trains
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are the hardest loads for sub-stations. For example, if sub-stations

be eight miles apart each will supply eight miles of track. A train

running forty miles per hour will receive current from a given sub-

station for 13 minutes. In order that a sub-station may be con-

tinuously supplying current to trains in one direction they must have

a headway of I2 minutes. If they be an hour apart the current

from each sub-stalion is used but one-fifth of the lime. Trains in

two directions will double the sub-station output, but as the peak

load is considerable when two trains pass near a sub-statirjn the load

factor is extremely low. It is evident that some of the sub-slalions

could be omitted and those remaining would have ample capacity to

supply the requisite current at a high load factor provided the

current can be efficiently and economically transmitled from sub-

station to car. But the cost of conductors for direct current at

SCX) or 6oo volts when sub-stations- placed further apart soon be-

comes prohibitive; hence, the otherwise superfluous number of sub-

stations with apparatus running with low load factor arc necessary.

But the single-phase equipment by reducing the size of conductors

enables the sub-stations to be more widely separated. This possi-

bility in the reduction in the number of sub-stations and in the ag-

gregate capacity of sub-station equipment, as well as the elimination

of rotary converters and Iheir attendants makes practicable the

operation of long distance roads which could be equipped for direct

current only at an excessive cost.

These examples show that the high voltage trolley brings into

commercial practicability a class of long distance, infrequent, heavy

service for both passenger and freight, which has not been reached

by the direct current.

The single-phase system llicrcfore decreases the cost of installation

and operation for the kind of Interurban service which has been

successfully developed by the direct current, and it extends the field

of commercial operation to include, on the one hand, rural roads

with relatively light traflic, and on the other, a heavy, infrequent,

multiple unit or locomotive service for passenger or for freight

approximating steam railway conditions.

Single- Phase Railways in Operation.

The single-phase railway which shows the most extensive opera-

tion as measured in car miles is that of the Indianapolis & Cincinnati

Traction Co. Operation was begun over a short length of track

January ist and on April 1st 37 miles were covered. Since July

1st a regular schedule has been maintained over 41 miles, 37 miles

of which is under alternating current trolley and the remaining

4 miles is under direct current trolley in the city of Indianapolis.

The company has 10 cars, each equipped with four 75-h.p. motors.

A maximum speed of 60 and 65 miles per hour is secured and tin

cars are not only the heaviest but they operate upon the fastest

schedule of any of the numerous suburban roads radiating from

Indianapolis. Some defects have developed in the equipment, which,

however, have been incidental in character. It was found that the

natural ventilation under the car was insufficient for the trans-

former and a ventilating motor was added. A weak point developed

ill the armature insulation when the cars which had been running for

some time by alternating current were first run regularly over the

direct current lines into Indianapolis. One feature of the new con-

dition was the opening of the circuit with four motors in series,

the motors having laminated fields which give greater field discharge

than solid poles. The remedy was obviously the strengthening of

the insulation. This brings out the interesting fact that operation

on alternating current at 3,300 vohs with an intervening transformer

is less severe upon the motor than operation on direct current at

500 volts. Experience show-ed wherein the control apparatus, suit-

able for both alternating and direct current, could be simplified and
the apparatus reduced in quantity. The result is a control system

which is relatively simple and compact, although suitable for

operation interchangeably between alternating current and direct

current. The best verdict upon the working of the system has been
given by the operating company. It is found in the contracts which
have been placed for extending the present line a distance of 16

miles; also in extending the single-phase operation to the Shelbj'-

ville line, both to the 26 miles which have been operated by direct

current and for a 20 mile extension. The length of track is there-

fore to be increased from about 40 to 100 miles; the number of cars

will be double the present number and all equipments will be
similar. It is significant that a company which has been operating

two substantially similar suburban lines, one by single-phase current

and the other by direct current, should see fit to throw out the direct

current and substitute single-phase alternating current. It may be
noted that this course was taken, although the reverse was easily

possible, as provision was made in the original contract for the
single-phase apparatus by which it would be exchanged for direct

current equipments if its operation proved unsatisfactory.

Other single-phase roads which arc operating Wcstinghouse equip-
ments show a variety of conditions, some having exceptionally sharp
curves and steep grades. On the road between Dcrry and Latrobc,
in Pennsylvania, 30 ton cars arc started on a 10 per cent grade.
The cars have platform controllers and arc equipped with four

So-h.p. motors. In some cases the initial operation has been handi-
capped on account of incompleteness, or through the use of tem-
porary apparatus cither in the power house or on the car. In its

fundamental elements, however, the operation is proving perfectly

satisfactory.

Some New Roads.

The extension to long distances will soon be shown in the carry-
ing out of the contract which has been closed by the Spokane &
Inland Railway Co. for rso miles of railway running south from
Spokane, Wash. The equipment will consist of IS motor passenger
cars each with four loo-h.p. motors, 6 motor freight cars, each with
four iso-h.p. motors and six 40-ton freight locomotives. The engi-
neer of this road has been intimately connected with the installation

and operation of the single-phase road at Indianapolis.

The most notable recent event in electric traction is the purchase
of VVestinghouse single-phase locomotives by the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railway Co. The passenger trains on this road
which enter Grand Central Station in New York run over the
tracks of the New York Central Railroad for about 12 miles. As
steam locomotives cannot enter the new terminal station and as the
New York Central is equipping its track for direct current it is

imperative that the New Haven trains be handled over 12 miles by
<lirect current power. Instead of changing from electric to steam
locomotives for all local and through trains at the end of 12 miles
it was decided to extend the electrification and to do it, not by
extending the direct current, but by changing to alcrnating current.
The single-phase locomotives will be designed so that they may
operate interchangeably from direct current or from single-phase
alternating current.

The adoption of the single-phase system by one of the leading
railroads of the country for its heavy and important passenger ser-

vice is all the more noticeable, first, because its oflScials are already
familiar with electric traction matters through the operation of
many important city and interurban railways in New England, and
second, because the obvious thing to have done would have been to
follow the example of the New York Central by adopting direct

current locomotives. Probably this is the turning point, and the
coming electrification of heavy railways will follow the conspicuous
example set by the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Co.
by adopting the single-phase system.

THE MONARCH TRACK CLEANER.
A product of the Ohio Brass Co. exhibited at the company's booth

in section D, that is worthy of special attention is the "Monarch"
track cleaner. The "Monarch" track cleaner has been carefully de-

signed to embody simplicity with substantial construction and light

weight, combining mechanical strength with flexibility, and a ready
means of adustment to adapt it to all conditions of service.

Each of the scraping blades is pivoted near one end, w-hich enables

it to be set at any angle with the track, thus adapting it to varj-ing

conditions of track or pavement. When once properly adusted, the

blades may be clamped rigidly in the position. Two powerful, flat

steel springs are provided between the rocker shaft and the scraping

blades. These springs provide a means whereby the blades can be

held to the track under tension—a very essential feature in remov-

ing ice or sleet from the rails. In addition, these springs prevent

damage to the cleaner by allowing either of the blades to raise in-

dependently of the other in case it strikes an obstruction too heavy

to be removed. Additional means of adjustment are proWded by

which the cleaner may be adapted to different sizes of cars, so that

it may be readily changed from one car to another, if desired. At-

tached to each blade at the scraping (or wearing) point, is a small

metal shoe, which takes all the wear which otherwise would come

on the blades. This shoe can be replaced, when worn out, at a very

slight expense, and in a few moments' time. In this way the ex-

pense for repairs, due to wear and tear, is reduced to a minimum.
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NOTES ON THE DESIGN OF LARGE GAS ENGINES
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO RAILWAY WORK.*

UV ARTHUR WEST.

The following remarks, as the title indicates, are applicable to

large size gas engines only. The smaller sizes are unsuited to im-

portant electric railway installations on account of first cost, mul-

tiplicity of parts and greater expense for attendance, etc. The

tendency of the modern plant is constantly in the direction of large

size units. This is indicated by the rapid increase in the size of

steam turbines installed in modern stations. Similar reasons will, it

is believed, cause a demand for large size gas engines for electric

railway work in conjunction with producers to operate them.

One of the most important considerations in the design of large

gas engines is the arrangement of the cylinders. In a single cylinder,

single acting four cycle engine an explosion takes place once in every

two revolutions. In order, therefore, to get the same rotative effect

as with a double acting steam cylinder, it is necessary to work four

single acting cylinders on the shaft or two double acting gas cylinders

tandem on one crank pin. With this arrangement four explosions

are obtained in two revolutions, or an explosion every i8o degrees

of crank angle. In case of a misfire or premature ignition due to bad

gas, the crank can only move one-half a turn before another explo-

sion takes place. In a single cylinder single acting engine the crank

must move two whole turns before the next explosion, while with

two single acting cylinders opposed to each other or one doub'.-

acting cylinder the crank may be required to move one and one-half

turns before the next explosion. The relative evil effects of a prj-

mature or misfire are, therfore, in the following ratios:

Two double acting cylinders l

Two single acting cylinders, opposed type 3

One double acting cylinder 3

One single acting cylinder 4

Gas engines and producers to be commercially successful must be

designed to be run with the same class of help as is employed on

be the case with a steam engine having the same dimensions of cylin-

ders.

The speed regulation adopted for large Westinghouse gas engine.'

is especially suitable for generator driving in that no conditions )f

changeable load or variable friction of valve gear affect the regulator.

Our gas engine regulator governs the speed by means of a relay

cylinder, and, therefore, produces results similar in type to tho:.e

obtained with the relay governor used by the Westinghouse Machin;

Co. on steam turbines. The advantage of such relay governor with

the gas engine is that the varying friction of valves with different

qualities of gas does not affect the sensitiveness of the governor.

Without a relay cylinder the only way in which this result can be.

accomplished on large gas engines is by some form of a drop cut-ott

controlling the gas. This is objectionable on a gas engine, as any

slight change in the speed of the dash pot very seriously affects the

mixture of gas and air, witli corresponding bad effect upon the res;-

ulation. Such small changes in speed of dash pots are frequent in a

Corliss engine, where they cause no bad results. The Westinghou:e

arrangement employs no releasing gear of any kind, but secures al'

the advantages of regulation without its use.

The question is frequently asked as to whether large gas engines

will drive alternating current generators successfully in electrical

synchronism or "parallel". This has been done for several years

past in Germany with entire success, and it has also been done in a

number of instances very successfully by our company. We have

at the present time orders for several such plants on our books, one

of which is to drive an electric railway from Warren, Pa., to James-

town, N. Y., which we expect will be in operation some time during

the autumn.

It is sufficient for our purpose to observe here that the cyclic

variation, that is, the degree of departure from absolutely uniform

rotation, is sufficiently small to conform with the design of genera-

tors now built for steam driving.

The European designer of gas engines has allowed himself an

amount of complication in valve gear which would not be pcrmissiblj

1,000-11. I'. \\i-.stim;iii ii M. r.A^ I :\i,i;,

corliss engines and boilers. This being the case, misfires and prema-

tures are liable to occur occasionally, and the designer must minimize

their possibilities for evil. These considerations, as well as the

capacity for caring for heavily swinging railway loads, have caused

our adoption of tandem double acting cylinders for railway work.

It is sometimes argued that cylinders so arranged are inaccessible.

If, as is the practice of the Westinghouse company, ample space is ar-

ranged between the cylinders, and if the inlet and exhaust valves are

not located in the heads, but in the cylinder body and entirely above

the floor level, such a gas engine is as accessible as a tandem com-
pound corliss engine or as a corliss engine driving an air compressor.

The speed of a gas engine must be adapted to the kind of gener-

ator to which it is to be directly connected. In a general way, its

speed will usually somewhat exceed that of a corliss engine of the

same cylinder dimensions. In my experience, the speed of large

steam engines is limited by the inertia and consequent wear and tear

of the valve gear rather than by the inertia of the reciprocating parts

themselves,, which is absorbed by the compression. Inasmuch as m
a four cycle gas engine the valve gear only moves at half the speed

of the engine, somewhat higher speeds are permissible than would

• Read before the American Street Railway Association, Sep. 28, 1905.

under American operating conditions. The successful American

machine must be as nearly "fool proof" as is the large corliss engin-.

If it is not, it will fail to be a success from the purchaser's point of

view—no matter what thermal efficiency may be claimed by th'^

builders—as a consequence of such complication as the European

engineers have been prone to adopt. In the designing of valve geir

for large gas engines, wide range of quality of gases must be con-

sidered. In this respect the design of the gas engine is very different,

from that of a steam engine, inasmuch as the steam used has prac-

tically constant characteristics, differing only in such minor points

as pressure and superheat. With the different kinds of gas to be mft

with, however, the proportions of air and gas, and sometimes of com-

pression, are radically different, and no gear can hope to be a uni-

versal success which does not provide for meeting the widely varv-

ing conditions to be encountered in the market.

We are frequently asked, "What is the overload capacity of your

gas engine?" A clear understanding on the part of the purchaser of

the limitations in this direction is very desirable, from the point ot

view both of the buyer and the seller. A gas engine and producer

is thermally very much more efficient than a steam engine and boiler.

It is, perhaps, not amiss to say that, with a well designed produce:
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:iik1 gas engine plant, a liijr.se piiwcr can Ije delivered with onedialf

the cost of fuel that is possible with a well designed steam engine

I)laiit. The power of the gas engine, however, is limited by the total

volume of explosive mixture which can be drawn into the cylinders

during the suction stroke, compressed and liiially ignited. This con-

dition sets a limit which does not allow of a large temporary increase

of the power, such as obtained with the Westinghouse steam turbine

by the automatic operation of the secondary admission valve. Such

overload capacity is, of course, convenient for the purchaser, but it

is unobtainable on the gas engine, unless the engine is largely under-

rated, and the purchaser should consider that this is one of the prices

that he pays for the enormously increased ouliiut obtained with the

gas engine per pound oi coal. The overload capacity is, therefore,

simply the amount whidi the buibler rates his machine below ii^

ullimali' capaiily. Il has bnii our practice to rale our gas engin s

in such a way that they would have a safe overload capacity of lo

per cent. Our machines are ordinarily good for somewhat more than

Ibis, but conservative engineering requires that there be a margin

of power in order that overloads may not materially reduce the

speed. The above remarks on overload furnish a general guide

which may be of service in selecting suitable generator capacity for

a gas engine. For ordinary cases the overload capacity of the gen-

erator and that of the gas engine should be about cciual, although

Ihc gas engine will indefinitely carry its overload while the genorat .r

will not, in all cases, unless it is bought with that underst.uiding.

The mechanical efficiency of a large gas engine is very much

greater with a four stroke cycle than with a two stroke cycle, ths

pressed air, the only operations re(|uirc4 being, (i) open the main

gas valve; (2) close the igniter circuit; (3) open one comprcssej

air valve, similar in construction lo an engine throttle. The com-

l)ressed air puts the engine in motion, which draws the charge into

the cylinders and compresses the same, after which the first explosion

takes place. Air is shut off and the engine is in full operation. We
find no more difficulty in starting our gas engines than a steam

engine of comparative size. I desire to lay stress on this point, «s

one of the stock arguments against the gas engine is that it is diffi-

cult to get into operation.

With certain kinds of gas, inspection of the interior parts of th:

cylinders is often desirable at regular intervals of, say, a couple 1'

months. This is especially the case with blast furnace gas, and als )

with producer gas made from certain kintis of fuel. We have taken

particular pains to arrange our cylinders so that no parts of th .

valve gear or valves are below the Hoor. The inlet valves being

located directly on the trjp of the cylinder, easy access can be had i

either end of either cylinder by removing the inlet iKjnnets. The

exhaust valves are also a part of the engine which need occasionr-.)

attention for rcgrinding. Especial care has been taken to rcnd-r

these quite easily removable. The cylinders arc, therefore, directly

accessible from the top through the inlet openings and from

the bottom through the exhaust openings. The fact that all the

valve parts are entirely above the floor line renders these operations

much easier than if a large part of the valve gear extended down-

ward into foundation parts. It is not necessary to remove the cylin-

der heads, except li> examine the piston rings themselves, which is

T\V1.\ TA.XDEM CA? KM.lNi:.

being one of the arguments against the two cycle engine. It is no

uncommon thing to see two cycle engines which do not realize as

brake horse power more than 60 per cent of the work actually done

by the combustion in the cylinders. The efficiency of a four cycle

engine varies considerably, but it may be said in a general way that

a well designed engine will deliver about 85 per cent of the gas indi-

cated horse power in the form of brake horse power. This 15 per

cent of power lost is not exclusively composed of frictional resist-

ance of journals, crosshcad slides, etc., as is the case in a steam en-

gine. The four cycle engine has, of course, to draw in its ow.i

mixture of air and gas and compress the same, and its functioiv.,

therefore, combine those of a pump, a compressor and a motor, it

is the pumping and compressing work which causes the mechanical

efficiency of the gas engine to be somewhat lower than that of a

steam engine. The actual friction of the working parts need be no

greater than with a well constructed corliss engine, viz., 90 to 95

per cent. In order to keep down the friction and increase the relia-

bility of the machines, it is the practice of the Westinghouse com-

pany to design large gas engines with provisions for attaching a

continuous return oiling system. The large amount of oil put

through the journals increases the safety, requires less attcndanc;

and keying up, and washes out dust if the engine is required to

operate in an atmosphere which is not clean.

The thermodynamic efficiency of the gas engine varies so much
with different kinds of gas that it is hard to say just what the aver-

age value would be. It is probably not far from the truth, however,

that its thermal efficiency is about 25 per cent, though in favorable

cases gas engines have obtained efiiciencies well over 30 per cent.

There is an impression rather prevalent that a gas engine is uncer-

tain and hard to start. A properly designed engine, supplied with

fairly decent gas, can be started as easily as a steam engine. Large

Westinghouse horizontal gas engines are .'.tarted by means of com-

not often required. Inasmuch as clean gas cannot always be secured.

the importance of such easy entrance to the gas cylinders cannot be

overestimated.

The general type of engine commented on above is shown in the

two accompanying engravings. The first shows the type of two

engines being built by the Westinghouse Machine Co. for the Union

Traction Company of Kansas, Independence, Kan., one being of 503

brake horse power and one of 1,000 brake horse power. The second

engraving shows one of two twin tandem furnace g^s blowing engines

now under construction for the Edgar Thomson plant of the Car-

negie Steel Co. For electric railway work, no change would be made

except to omit the blowing tubs. .\s electric units these engine-i

would have a capacity of about 3.500 brake horse power each.

The large size gas engine has come to till such an important place

in Europe, and has there proved itself to be so reliable and service-

able, that there is no question about its being adopted in this countr/

in the near future, in a form suited to .American operating conditions

It is hoped that these general observations will be found of intereit

to intending users of gas power in large quantities.

"CONSOLIDATED" HEATERS.

The Consolidated Car-Heating Co. is exhibiting its standard

heaters and switches and also its panel and truss plank heaters

especially arranged for use where connecting wires are carried in

conduit. This arrangement permits the connection to the heater

coils inside of the heater cases, the conduit being clamped insidr 01

the heater. The Consolidated company also shows heaters and

switches specially finished, which it is furnishing Chicago City

Railway Co. for 655 cars: also switchboards for Brooklyn Elevated

cars and several types of heater switches which are furnished with

a lock.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENT.*

By W. B. Potter.

The annual meetings of the American Street Railway Association

are not only occasions for the exchange of ideas between the oper-

ating companies, but they also atTord an excellent opportunity for

engineers concerned in the selection or development of the various

appliances to study the present and future requirements in their

broader aspect.

Recent years have witnessed such radical changes in many details

of electric railway equipment, that it is advantageous to occasionally

review the modifications made to meet the requirements of modern

railway practice. Numerous changes are made each year, and while

the general trend is toward improvement, the ultimate degree of per-

fection is only attained though the experience resulting from a thor-

ough trial of the new ideas under operating conditions. In this re-

spect the designing engineer and manufacturer owes much to the

operating company, an obligation which should be, and I believe is,

fully recognized.

The limits of this paper will permit only a reference to a few

of the features relating to the development of the past few years.

No more prominent example can be found to demonstrate the

rapid march of progress, than the introduction and successful opera-

tion of the steam turbine, of whicli there are several types now on

the market.

The extent to which the reciprocating engine is being superseded

is indicated by the sales during the past three and one-half years

of one type of turbine alone, which amount to over 500,000 kw.,

of which about one-third are for electric railway service. These

figures are mentioned for the purpose of emphasizing the recognized

importance of the steam turbine as a prime mover.

As compared to the reciprocating engine there are several im-

portant advantages generally known, but perhaps not appreciated

at their true value. The steam economy of a turbine at full load

is at least equal and frequently higher than that of an engine of

similar capacity and at fractional loads the degree of economy is

decidedly in favor of the turbine. This is owing to the relatively

more efficient utilization of the steam at partial load and also the

lower frictional losses. As the load factor of a prime mover is

commonly less than full load, the resultant relative economy of the

turbine is considerably higher than if it were judged only by n

comparison of the steam consumption of both the turbine and engine

at full load—a comparison at one-half load would more nearly repre-

sent the average operating performance of a railway power station

The turbine has also the advantage of a better maintained operating

economy as it is not dependent upon the setting and fit, of admission

and exhaust valves, the derangement and leakage of which may
reduce the initial economy of the engine 15 per cent or even more,

depending upon the degree of attention which the engine receives.

The attendance and maintenance, as would be expected from a

comparison of the mechanism, of the turbine and engine is in favor

of the former. The reliability has also been proven by extended

runs and further by the accidental admission of water, which al-

though harmless to the turbine, would have caused serious injury

to an engine.

Tests of the performance of a 2,000-kw. Curtis turbine at different

loads and under various steam conditions show characteristically

high economy at the fractional loads.

The higher economy secured by superheating does not altogether

represent an equivalent reduction in fuel, as a certain additional

amount of coal is required to produce the superheating. The net

result, however, shows a saving in favor of superheating.

While the larger sizes of turbines have been more generally ap-

plied to driving alternators, they are adapted for direct current

railway generators, and turbine sets of this character have been built

up to 2,000 kw.

The turbine certainly gives great promise of being the only steam

driven prime mover of the future for producing electric power and

its usefulness is by no means limited to that particular field.

Each year bears evidence of the growing popularity of electric

traction and the increase in traffic has naturally affected both the

.size and weight of the cars and the schedule speeds.

The more onerous conditions imposed on the electric apparatus

• Read before the -American Street Railway .Association, September 28, 1905.

to meet the ever increasing demand for larger and heavier equip-

ments and the demand for greater seating capacity on systems

already operating at 500 to 550 volts, has led to an increase in the

generated voltage. We have been accustomed to consider 500 to

550 as the standard direct current voltage but 600 volts is now being

used to such an extent that it has really become the standard for

the power station.

The role of the manufacturer is to design and construct such ap-

paratus as will best meet the conditions of the operating companies

and it is, therefore, the requirements of the operator that should

be studied rather than the development of any particular idea.

The direct current railway motor has been greatly improved and

has undergone more changes in detail than is perhaps generally

appreciated. The old troubles of .sparking and flashing at the com-

mutator have been practically eliminated. Previously it was con-

sidered advantageous to short circuit a turn on the field winding

to reduce the sparking at the brushes and in the controller, the idea

being to restrain the rapidity with which the magnetism of the motor

changed, but several years ago it was found that while this pro-

vision decreased whatever troubles occurred due to opening th?

circuit, that it was a positive cause of flashing in case the current

was interrupted and suddenly applied. For example this trouble

would occur on passing a section insulator w'ith tlic controller on,

and more especially when operating with sleet on the trolley wire or

running over a third rail with an uneven surface.

The field coils as now made not only have no short circuiting

turns, but where metal spools arc used, it is customary to split the

spool and introduce an insulation into the shell to eliminate every

feature of a short circuited turn.

The armature revolutions of a motor as affecting the peripheral

speed of the commutator have also an effect on the sparking and

wear of the commutator. The armature revolutions further affect

the performance of the bearings and while it would be possible to

build a lighter and cheaper motor at higher armature speeds, a

maximum of 1,500 r. p. m. appears to be the highest desirable limit

as indicated by experience.

To meet the requirements of the higher voltage now more com-

monly used, and to further insure the stability of the motor as re-

gards flashing, it is now the practice to provide a greater number of

commutator segments; that is, the voltage difference per commuta-

tor bar has been reduced to a lower figure.

The commutator being a revolving switch, it is important if spark-

ing and flashing are to be avoided that the bru.shes should miintain

good electrical contact with the copper segments. The commutator

being built up of alternate sections of copper and mica it sometimes

happens that the mica does not wear evenly with the copper. In

such cases the sparking becomes more pronounced and there may
even be serious trouble from flashing; the most effectual remedy in

such a case is to groove out the mica betwen the commutator seg-

ments to a depth of about 1-32 in. below the surface of the com-

mutator. Many cases of troublesome commutation may be wholly

cured by this expedient.

The performance of a motor for any service may be limited by

its commutation or as is more commonly the case by its heating.

The heating of a motor is affected by the losses in both the copper

and iron, but the relative heating effect of these two elements is

quite different. The copper losses predominate during acceleration

and the iron losses when running at the higher speeds; the effect of

the iron losses is, therefore, to limit the capacity of the motor for

continuous running. Although the service in which motors are now
commonly used does not call for a continuous run of many hours

at full speed, without occasional acceleration, the iron losses are,

nevertheless, of importance, and more care than formerly is now
exercised in the selection of the iron for the armature. The princi-

pal cause of these iron losses are the eddy currents in the iron and

to eliminate these a special study has been made of annealing and

japanning the laminations.

While the temperature of a motor under given conditions is pro-

portional to its internal losses the actual temperature rise may be

greatly influenced by ventilation to assist in dissipating the accumu-

lated heat. Forced ventilation by means of a blower, similar to

those used with air blast transformers, may be employed. By this

means the temperature of the motors in any particular service may
be very much reduced, but the complication is such that it does not

seem well adapted to the ordinary electric car. Forced ventilation

is, however, well suited to locomotive work where the blower may be
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carried in llic cab. As the molor cimiinuiily used depends upon its

own rotation for ventilation, the arrangnneiil of tile ventilating

pas.sage.s nnist he larefully studied, not only to secure the best cool-

ing effect, hut also lo prevent depositing brake shoe and carbon dust

or other injurious material upon conducting surfaces of the motor

which cannot be conveniently cleaned.

For this rea.son it is inadvisable to provide ventilating ducts just

.it the back of the commutator cars for any accumulation of conduct-

ing dust at this point is sure to produce burn-out. It has also

been found advisable wherever ventilating ducts are provided

through the core head lo extend the slot insulation of the armature

coils for some distance beyond the end of the core.

Tlie use of oil in preference to grease for the lubricalirjn of motor

hrarings seems now to be universally favored. Of the various

methods which have been tried, a waste packed journal with an oil

well, similar to the journal box of a car truck, has given the mo-.l

satisfactory results. Nearly all the larger motors at the present time

are designed for this method of lubrication.

The mechanical injury to motor armatures usually results either

from the armature striking the pole pieces or the mechanical weak-

ness of the armature binding. The former, where resulting from the

wear of the armature bearing linings or loose cap bolts can be

avoided by a proper system of inspection, but the latter is a question

of motor design.

The strains to which the armature bindings are subjected, par-

ticularly if the car is speeded above the normal, by driving it witii

power down grade, are not ordinarily appreciated. As an illustration,

the weight of the armature coils in a !25-h.p. motor is less than

200 lb. and yet the radial centrifugal strain of all the coils at 1.500

r. p. m. is about 48 tons, giving a resultant strain of over 15 tons

on the binding wires, and even if these wires are strong enough to

hold the coils without breaking, they may stretch enough to permit

a considerable movement of the coils in the armature slot, resulting

in an abrasion of the insulation. An armature should be so bound

that there will be no evidences of weakness at 50 per cent above the

maximum normal speed, and the ultimate strength of the binding

or bur.sting speed of the armature should be at least double the maxi-

mum normal speed to insure the proper margin of safety.

The field coils of a motor, although subject to less potential than

the armature, by reason of their location in the motor, are more

subject to injury from occasional water. A distinct improvement

has been made in the construction of the field coils by immersing

them in a bath of hot compound under vacuum. The effect of this

process is to thoroughly fill all air spaces with compound which

not only renders the coil more water-proof but also makes it more

solid and less liable to injury from mechanical vibration.

More attention is being paid lo the fit of commutator and oil

well covers, which, being frequently opened, are now provided with

machined seats in order to insure a better fit for the exclusion of

dirt and water.

With the increased capacity of the motors the strains on the gear-

ing have very much increased, particularly on the pinion teeth which

are of weaker section than the gear teeth. To meet these more

severe conditions a very high grade of steel is required both with

respect to ultimate strength and elastic limit. The grades of steel

commonly used five or six years ago would by no means answer for

the pinions of the larger motors built today. Not only are th'^

strains severe, but owing to the over-hang of the pinion, the face of

both the gear and pinion teeth when new and doing heavy work are

not in contact across their full width. The strain is borne principally

by the end of the teeth nearest the motor, with the result that a

shearing action takes place which will sometimes break out a part

if not the whole of a pinion tooth. .\s a pinion wears the teeth be-

come thinner on the side toward the motor .so that a pinion which

has been in service until its teeth match with the gear across the

full face, may prove stronger under stress than a new pinion.

The solid axle gear is to be preferred to the split gear, and, were

it not for the inconvenience of removing the car wheel, would doubt-

less be more generally used. The objection to removing the car

wheel for the reason that its fit on the axle is impaired, may be over-

come by the use of a wheel with an extended hub, on which the gear

is shrunk, as proposed by Messrs. Doyle and Brinkcrhoff and in use

on the Intcrborough. New York.

The more severe demands of present service have also necessi-

tated changes in the older type of controllers, as well as the develop-

ment of new types of control and control appliances. The cylinder

controllers have been improved by making the arc deflectors of a

more vitreous material, less affected by the arc and productive of ;i

much smaller quantity of condifcting gas when opening the circuit

under abnormal conditions.

For the control of equipments aggregating jiiii h.p. and over, the

Typc-M control, consisting of electrically operated contactors or

switches, is recommended and is being very generally used. It is

not only possible to handle heavier currents and a higher voltage by

contactor switches, but a further advantage lies in the fact that the

master controller occupies considerably less space than a cylinder

controller handing the full motor current.

Whether the cars are operated singly, or in trains as the Sprague-

(".eneral Kleclric multiple-unit system, the control may be either hand

operated or automatic in its aclir>n: in the former case the handling

of the master controller is similar lo the ordinary cylinder control.

and there are controller notches coresjHjnding to each rhcostalic

step and the series and parallel running points. In the automatic

control there are only three jKJsitions of the handle, the first one giv-

ing slow movements to the car for switching; the other two points

b -ing the series and parallel running positions. The intermediate rhco-

stalic points are actuated automatically by a series relay on each car

of the train. The automatic form of control is well adapted for

services where the rate of acceleration may be predetermined and

need not be dependent upon the judgment of the motorman.

For automatically protecting the equipments from tht results of

accidental short-circuits it was the early practice to provide fuses

consisting of a composition of lead and tin; and although magnetic

fuse boxes were use<l, their action with this type of fuse was not

always satisfactory. It was partly for this reason and because of

the time required to replace fuses, which with the older types of

equipment were more frequently blown, that the automatic circuit

breaker came into quite general use. On the larger equipments,

however, where the circuit breakers had to be set for 1,000 amperes

or more, it was found difficult to provide space for them in a position

where the arc resulting from a short circuit, would be free from

danger of grounding to some part of the car. As a substitute for

the circuit breaker in this heavier class of work, many different

forms of fuses have been tried, but none have proved thoroughly

reliable with the exception of a fuse composed of thin copper rib-

bon enclosed in an insulating chute and surrounded with enough iron

to provide a magnetic field. This copper ribbon fuse has been quite

generally used on the larger equipments for the past few years and

has given excellent satisfaction. The same type of fuse is applica-

bell mouths or other provision to avoid abrasion of the wire, the car

perior to the circuit breaker, as its reliability is a strong point in

its favor. A circuit breaker should have frequent inspection and in

case of several repeated short circuits it may be so injured as not

to finally extinguish the arc without an amount of flame that may

alarm the passengers.

It is a matter of favorable comment that the car wiring is now

receiving much more attention than formerly. Those familiar with

the character of work formerly done, will readily testify to the ad-

vantages secured by eliminating the dangerous practice of attaching

the wires by staples or other means to any convenient place on the

under side of the car and often without regard to the movement of

the brake levers and compression of the springs of the loaded car.

The best recognized practice is now to install all wiring in iron

conduit and if properly done with the ends of the pipes fitted with

mouths or other provision to avoid abrasion of the wire, the car

wiring should prove the most safe and permanent part of the elec-

trical installation.

The suggested improvements in wiring apply with even greater

force to the lighting and heating circuits, as these circuits have gen-

erally been given less attention than the motor circuits. As a source

of fire, the lighting and heating wires are dangerous on account 01

their location in the roof or sides of the car. their inaccessibility for

inspection and the fact that current is often left on these circuits

when the cars are in the car barn.

While many of the preceding remarks have been based more par-

ticularly on the experience with direct current apparatus, the es-

sential principles apply equally to the alternating railway equipment.

During the past year there have been several installations of al-

ternating railway equipments and the outlook is very promising

for this class of equipment under conditions advantageous to its use.

Considered wholly from a technical standpoint there is no question

but that alternating current motors can perform any service now
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done by direct current apparatus, but the choice, as between alternat-

ing and direct current should not be made without a full considera-

tion of the direct and indirect expense incident to either type of

equipment.

.^s the street railways and the steam railroads are now becomini?

so closely identified, a reference to some of the recent tests of the

New York Central electric locomotive will not be out of place.

This locomotive has now run over 2l,ooo miles with trains of vary-

ing weights. The maximum speed attained with a train weighing 27S

tons, including the loccmiotive, was 71 miles per hour in a distance

of about 4 miles. With the locomotive alone the maximum speed

was 85 miles per hour, with the probability that the speed woul.l

have been 100 miles per hour had the run been twice the length.

[With Mr. Potter's paper were presented diagrams showing the

results of tests made for the purpose of checking the results obtained

from the speed-torque characteri.stics of the motor. The comparative

steadiness of the pull of the electric locomotive is very marked.]

The total weight of this locomotive is 97 tons, of which about 70

tons is on the drivers. The nominal rated power is 2,200 h.p., al-

though the output during acceleration has often exceeded 3,000 h.p.

The locomotive with an eleven car train attached gives weight

433 tons.

In conclusion, I would call attention to the benefits that may be

derived, both from an operating and manufacturing standpoint, from

a record system covering the mileage of parts and detail cost of

maintenance of the car equipment. The records of the power and

sub-stations which are more easily kept, seem to be fairly complete,

hut of the car equipment the records do not seem to be generally

available in such form as to permit a comparison of the relative

merits of any particular method of operation or quality of material.

If a uniform system could be standardized and the records submitted

at each association meeting, they would be a valuable source of in-

formation and a further incentive to improvements in the design of

apparatus and the methods of operation.

WHY WE ARE HERE.

Some of our readers may not know why they came to Philadelpliia

this fall, but the following from the Chicago Tribnn.- of Aug. 14.

1905, will explain it nil and some more besides:

TROLLEY COMBINE MAY BE FORMING.

tight Hundred Manufacturers to .Attend Conference in Philadelphia.

Rivals Join Interests.

Westinghouse and General Electric Company Each to Have 30

Delegates There.

Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 13.— [Special.]—Eight hundred of the

heads of the largest firms in the country engaged in the manufacture

of trolley cars have engaged rooms at the Bellevue- Stratford for the

second week in September for a convention, which possibly will be

the forerunner of one of the greatest consolidations of recent years.

J. C. McQuinton, superintendent of the Westinghouse Electric

company, and F. H. Gale, president of the Westinghouse's former

bitter rival, the General Electric company of Schenectady, each have

engaged thirty rooins. The National .\\r Brake company has thirty

rooms, and dozens of firms that appear as competitive bidders in

making the body of trolley cars have secured adjoining apartments.

Members of the J. C. Brill company of this city, one of the largest

manufacturers of car bodies in the world, decline to discuss consoli-

dation rumors, but it is an open secret that members of this firm

have held numerous conferences during the last six months with

representatives of other large car concerns, and that by absorbing

the works at St. Louis and Elizabcthport a b^'ginning. at least, has

been made towards a general consolidation.

.\mong the other firms that have engaged more than ten rooms

for their officers are the Blaine-Scholt company, the Loraine com-

pany, the Massachusetts Chemical company, the Consolidated Heat-

ing company, the Diflf Manufacturing company, the Standard Paint

company, and the Louisville railroad company.

Good rules (in a leather case) for those interested in electric

railway supplies and machinery are being set forth by jjerry Hayes,

of the Frank Ridlon Co.

FORMER CONVENTIONS A. S. R. A.

C'lV.v. Presiding Officer.

Boston *Moody Merrill (Chairman)

Chicago 11. 11. Littell

New York W. H. Hazzard

St. Louis 'Calvin S. Richards

Cincinnati Julius S. Walsh

Philadelphia *Tliomas W. Ackley

Washington . . . .Charles B. Holmes

Minneapolis George B. Kerper

Buffalo Thomas Lowry
Pittsburg Henry M. Watson

Cleveland John G. Holmes

Milwaukee D. F. I.ong.street

.Vtlanta *Henry C. Payne

Montreal Joel Hurt

St. Louis II. M. Littell

.Niagara Falls Robert McCulloch

Boston Mbion E. Lang
Chicago C. S. Sergeant

Kansas City J. M. Roach
New York Walton H. Holmes
Detroit H. H. Vreeland

Saratoga Springs W. Caryl Ely (Vice-President).

St. Louis W. Caryl Ely (President)

Philadelphia W. Caryl Ely (President)

* Deceased.

THE ARMSTRONG JOURNAL OILER.
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The problem of properly supplying oil to the journals of a city or

interurban car is a much more (difficult one than that of furnishing

oil to the bearings of a stationary machine. The loads on the car

journal are continually shifting, the speed is seldom the same for

more than a very short period, the bearings are subject to a rack-

ing motion on curves and when crossing special work, and the short

distance between the journal boxes and the street or a dusty roadbed

assures the presence of dirt in case any opportunity is offered for

its admission to the journal box. From these causes the journal

oiler field has been a tempting one for the exercise of inventive

ability. One of the recent oiling devices which has been found to

meet the demands of car journal oiling in a satisfactory way is illus-

trated. This shows the oiling device manufactured by the Arm-
strong Oiler Co., Philadelphia, Pa., in use in a standard M. C. B.

journal box, a portion of the side of the box b.'inj; cut away to

give a view of the journal in its working position.

The oiler consists of a framework of elastic metal so designed that

it adapts itself to the outlines of the journal box and the under

side of the journal, the metal being held at a set distance from the

journal by a number of wooden buttons in the metal framework

which buttons rest again.st the surface of the revolving axle. With

the exception of these buttons the ela.stic metal framework has its

upper surface covered with a .specially woven pad of cotton and wool

fiber. Because of the buttons the loosely woven pad is not pressed

tightly against the journal and therefore the packing material does

not become incrusted with a metallic covering and tend to cut the

journal but the pad rubs lightly against the under surfac;' of the

revolving axle, thus at all times keeping it evenly oiled. A large

bunch of wicking material hangs from the lower side of this pad

so that it is well immersed in the oil at the hot'T'i of t'le journal

box. and by capilary attraction climbs to the padding thus keeping

the journal well lubricated.

The Armstrong journal oiler is made for many different styles of

steam and electric journal boxes, it is simple and can easily be

cleansed by soaking in hot water whenever the truck is being re-

paired. To assist in making the good qualities of this oiler more

generally known, the manufacturer offers to send for 60 days' trial a

sample set of oilers to fit the journal boxes of standard equipments

By reason of economy in oil and maintenance and the thorough way

i.i which they oil the bearing, lessening the number of hot boxes

these oilers have been adopted as standard by a number of electric

railways, and unless otherwise specified they are fitted to all standard

e(|uipments manufactured by the J. G. Brill Co.
« » »

While the Watts & Uthoff Supply Co., of St. Louis, has no ex-

hibit, it is ably represented by Otto W. UthofF, president, and George

E. Watts, secretary and treasurer.
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NINTH REGULAR ANNUAL MEETING

mm RAiiwAT kmmm'mmm
PHiladclpKia, Pa. Sept. 28-30, I905.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON.

The fir.st .session of the Accountants' convention w.is c.illed to

order at 2 :40 p. m., September 28lh, with President W. G. Ross in

the chair.

The first business was the

—

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT ROSS.

In liis annual address Mr. Ross carefully reviewed the discussion

relative to the reorganization plans for the street railway associa-

tions, and incorporated the remarks of himself and Mr. Henry at

the joint conference held in New York last February.

A graceful tribute was then paid to the work of Mr. W. B. Brock-

way, and his successor the present secretary, Mr. Elmer M. White.

The matter of an "International Form of Report" was reviewed,

regret being expressed that the personal representation planned

could not have been had at the conference in 1903 ; he believed, how-

ever, that things were now moving in tlic right direction and that

substantial progress might be expected.

Reviewing the work done by the Accountants' Association, Mr.

Ross said

:

"Since the organization of the Association brought about by the

suggestion of our late and able Secretary, Mr. W. B. Brockway,

and the action of our good friend, Mr. H. H. Windsor, then editor

of the "Street Railway Review," the history of the association has

been one of unparalleled success. At the organization meeting

called by Mr. Windsor and held in Cleveland on Mar. 23 and 24,

1897, there were 25 companies represented and enrolled in the mem-
bership. Since that date the membership has steadily increased not-

withstanding the numerous consolidations, till it now numbers 150.

To my mind this alone shows that the earnest, persistciU and ef-

fective work done attracted the attention of the companies throughout

the Continent, otherwise the membership now in the association

would not have reached this large number."

After referring to the important work done in formulating the

"Standard Classification of Accounts" and "Standard Form of Re-

port" and the indorsement of these standards by the National Asso-

ciation of Railroad Commissioners, Mr. Ross proceeded to outline

some of the things that can now be taken up to advantage.

"In connection with the various forms and records; one of the

important matters still to be followed up and dealt with, is the

taking up of these forms and records with the departments they

affect, and as new associations are formed, such as the Mechanical

and Electrical and Claim Agents' the committee of our Association

appointed for this purpose should follow this matter up vigorously

so as to endeavor to arrive at a standard set of forms that can as

far as possible be used by all companies.

"Another question that should be given serious thought is the

one of depreciation. This matter has been mentioned by previous

presidents, especially by Mr. H. C. Mackay. Whether any con-

clusion can be arrived at or not as to the fixed amount necessarv

to provide for such a fund, it is difficult to say, owing to the vari-

ous conditions existing with the different companies, but it is a

question well worth our best thoughts, especially when we note the

collapse of numerous companies within the last year or so.

"There is another matter which perhaps might well be taken up

by the committee on Standard Forms of Reports and Accounting,

that is, enlarging to a considerable extent the statistical information

for our monthly and yearly reports. It seems to me that statistical

information is of the very greatest importance to every road, not

only on its own comparisons but for comparisons with other com-

panies.

"I would call your attention to the valued and important services

rendered the Association by our esteemed retired Secretary, Mr. W.

1!. IJrockway. Those who have been in the association since its or-

ganization and those who have joined since know tltat to a very

great extent the success of the association has been due to his un-

tiring efforts and effective work, and I know all feel deeply grateful

and thankful to him for his great services, and although the execu-

tive committee registered a hearty vote of thanks to him at the

time he retired, I am sure this meeting through its committee on

resolutions, will endorse it by another one."

Secretary White reported that 13 new members were reported for

the year and that the total membership is now 152.

Concerning the Department of Blanks and Forms the secretary

.said there had been sent out nearly 50 collections with something

over 800 blanks, which those receiving them reported to have been

of great assistance.

Messrs. W. F. Ham, P. V. Burington, J. S. Simpson and Irwin

Fullerton were appointed a committee on nominations, and Messrs.

P. S. Young, A. S. Wilde and C. S. Clark a committee on resolutions.

The new Constitution and By-Laws adopted for the American

Street and Interurban Railway Association were read and after

some discussion laid over for further discussion today .

The Question Box was then taken up and Questions Nos. i to II

discussed.

."Vdjournment was then taken until 10 a. m. today.

FORMER CONVENTIONS ' ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIA-
TION.

A list of the meeting places of the Street Railway Accountants'

.Association and of the presiding officers is as follows:

Cleveland *Morris W. Hall, Chairman 1897

Niagara Falls C. N. Duffy, Vice-President 1897

Boston H. L. Wilson, President 18^
Chicago J. F. Calderwood, President 1899

Kansas City C. N. Duffy, President 1900

New York W. F. Mam, President 1901

Detroit H. C. Mackay, President 1902

Saratoga Springs Henry J. Davies, President 1903

St. Louis F. E. Smith, President igoi

Philadelphia W. G. Ross, President 1905

"Deceased.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.

The Sherwin-Williams Co. is represented at the convention by E.

M. Williams, H. E. Billau, western representative, and F. A. Elm-

quist, eastern representative to the street railway trade. The booth

is one of the most attractive in the hall and is located at spaces 21 to

24, section D.

The exhibit illustrates a full line of the company's railway special-

ties; sections of car sides, showing the operation of the Sherwin-

Williams system of car painting; sets of panels, representing the

color combinations of representative street railways; a complete line

of material for painting buildings, bridges, poles, power house ma-

chinery, etc. A very handsome set of photographs illustrates the

extent of the company's business, which includes a large nimiber of

factories and warehouses in the larger cities in the United States.

An interesting fact in connection with the compan/s business is

that it owns its own zinc mines and smelters, operates its own

steamers between Duluth and Cleveland, and has complete control

over the supply and transportation of its raw material. The chame-

lion souvenirs at the Saratoga convention are displaced by watch

fobs, but the little animals are used for decorating the noveau art

posts, whicli adorn the booth.
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THE PHILADELPHIA COMMERCIAL MUSEUM.

The origin and work of the Philadelphia Commercial Museum, in

whose spacious buildings the street railway associations have the

privilege of holding this convention, is of great interest and this

occasion is an appropriate one for briedy setting forth the scope

and success of the Museum. The Philadelphia Commercial Mu-
seum was organized under an ordinance of the City Councils, ap-

proved by the Mayor June 15, 1894, and a board of trustees was cre-

ated at the same time to direct its affairs. This board is composed
of the governor of the state of Pennsylvania, the mayor of the city

of Philadelphia, the presidents of the select and common councils,

the state superintendent of public instruction, the state commis-

sioner of forestry, who are cx-officio members, and 14 represen-

tative citizens as life members.

The resources of the institution are dependent upon an annual

appropriation from the city of Philadelphia, an occasional state

appropriation and an additional income from membership sub-

scriptions. Having no private ends to serve and not being de-

pendent in any sense on profit making for its maintenance, the

completed and in course of construction. The one in which the

convention is held has been finished sufficiently to permit the in-

stallation of a magnificent collection of material.

The Philadelphia Museum, when completed will comprise a group

of museums planned and developed to illustrate commerce and in-

dustry, education and the arts and sciences, of which the Commer-
cial Museum has attained the broadest -and most rapid development.

Comprehensive collections have been presented to the museum by

nearly every country in the world whose products we import and to

whose markets wc send our manufactures and among those displayed

are those from Japan and China, Indo-China and Siam, Australia

and New Zealand, Oceania, British India and Burmah, the various

colonies of Africa, the West Indies, Mexico, Central America, the

Argentine Republic, Chile, Peru, Venezuela and other repuulics of

South America. A magnificent collection from the Philippine

Islands, comprising the first choice of the Philippine exhibit at the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition, has been presented to the museum
and is now being classified for installation. These collections are

of special interest to the business men of the country as illustrating

the customs and resources of the various foreign peoples with whom

PHIL..\DELPHI.\ COMMERCIAL MUSEUM

amount received from manufacturers and others making systematic

and continued use of its services is applied directly to enlarging the

scope of its work and perfecting its facilities. The buildings of the

institution include its business offices, library and executive branch,

which occupy a large building on Fourth St., near Walnut. Here
are also displayed many samples of raw products and type samples

of foreign manufactured articles, collected in foreign countries for

the purpose of instructing American manufacturers as to the de-

iTiands, requirements, and supply of many important markets. Lo-

cated on the banks of the Schuylkill River, near South St., in West
Philadelphia, the institution has 56 acres of ground, of which 16

have been developed and on which are large and imposing buildings,

they deal and offer to the student and the public an opportunity

never before enjoyed of studying at first-hand, subjects heretofore

accessible only in text-books. With the present position that this

nation has taken among the nations of the world, our constantly in-

creasing imports and exports demand a practical and intelligent

working-knowledge of other lands, of the people that inhabit

them, the products they can furnish for our comfort and conven-

ience and the markets they afford for the products of our farms,

mines and factories. To this end, the further development and

perfection of the faciUties offered by the Philadelphia Museum are

directed.

The means employed for disseminating the information concern-

PHII.ADELPHIA COMMERCIAL MUSEUM
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ing foreign countries .ind tlieir resources arc through the Museum
library and its nicnibcrsliip service. The library, wliich is open to

the public, contains more books, pamphlets, periodicals and oflScial

reports of recent date relative to foreign trade and commerce than

arc gathered togetlier in any other coiinnercial library in the world.

This valuable collection of trade literature includes .statistical reports

of all foreign governments issuing such documents, ofTicial govern-

ment gazettes, reports of trade bodies, custom-house regulations and

custom tariffs, handbooks and yearbooks descriptive of many for-

eign countries, consular reports from all countries publishing such

reports, and special works regarding trade, commerce, agriculture,

mining and general conditions in foreign countries. Foreign and

domestic trade papers, as well as many daily and weekly papers

from nearly all parts of the world arc filed in the periodical rooms

adjoining the library, while in a room by themselves are placed

directories from all countries, including city and special trade di-

rectories.

The service to mendjcrs includes lists of foreign importers, deal-

ers and large consumers; reports on trade condition, business op-

portunities and new enterprises; special investigations in foreign

markets in the interest of members; replies to all inquiries regarding

foreign commercial matters or foreign business houses; suggest-

ions as to the establishment of agencies and assistance in securing

reliable agents; prompt notification of all inquiries from foreign

merchants desiring to purchase American goods; and translation of

business correspondence. The trade lists furnished do not include

a mere list of names but give full details as to the nature of tho

business of each firm and are prepared after a careful search of

all avail.abic records; they are selected lists, not indiscriminate

copies of directories. The steady inflow of valuable information

which is received from foreign sources is not allowed to grow old

and stale but is placed in the hands of members as soon as it is re-

ceived, in the form of typewritten reports, special publications or

personal letters. A staflf of competent men, familiar with the needs

of American exporting houses, make frequent visits to foreign trade

centers and conduct active campaigns in the interest of American

trade, at the same time familiarizing themselves with tlie oppor-

tunities of introducing American products and securing definite in-

formation concerning the local reputation and business methods of

the principal importing houses. The services of these men for any

special investigations are at the disposal of the members of the

Museum. Through the medium of a bulletin, issued weekly, all

members are kept posted regarding inquiries from foreign firms

for goods in their respective lines. These bulletins also include

notices of firm changes, alterations in the tariff of foreign countries,

warnings of the activity of fraudulent firms, etc. For the purpose

of answering inquiries from foreign firms regarding American pro-

ducts, the Museum maintains complete and carefully indexed record^

of all lines manufactured by members. The translation bureau is

efficient and prompt, undertaking only the translation of business

correspondence.

The institution has in course of preparation an exceedingly valua-

ble work, giving a full treatise on the commercial conditions of

foreign countries. It is being issued in sections at present, each

section covering some one country, but will probably be pubhshed

eventually in complete form. This work includes a full statement

of the extent and value of each country, its population, physical

and political features, climate and rainfall, banking methods, weights

and measures, cable rates and shipping facilities, describing each

city of commercial importance and gives some particulars as to cus-

toms duties, patent and trade-mark laws, etc. It also shows how
the courts are constituted and describes means of internal com-

nmnication, gives a carefully prepared and detailed analysis of the

imports, concluding with an estimate of the resources of each coun-

try. Members receive all parts of this work already completed and

such new sections as mav be issued.

PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION BLANKS.

LORD ELECTRIC CO. DINNER.

The representatives of the Lord Electric Co. attending the con-

vention were the guests of Mr. F. W. Lord, president of the com-

pany, at dinner last evening at the Bellevue-Stratford. Those wha
enjoyed the sumptuous feast and the theatre party at the New Chest-

mit St. Theatre, were H. M. Shaw, manager New York office; E.

R. Hudders, New York; G. W. Smith, and H. R. Wallace, Balti-

more; W. R. Carton, Chicago; G. E. Watts and O. W. UthofT, St.

Louis; Edward W. Hamlin, general manager.

In connection with the work of the committee on blanks and formi

of the Street Railway Accountants' As.sociation, the Public Service

Corporation of New Jersey has prepared a complete set of the

blanks and forms used by it, which arc Ixiund in four volumes in the

.same style as those of the committee. These volimies arc for Gen-

eral Office Blanks, Railway I>epartmcnl I'.lanks, KN-clric Department

iilanks, and Gas Oepartmenl I'danks, and are sididivirjed as follows:

General Office Blanks

:

Executive Offices.

General Manager, Gas Department.

Commercial Agent, Gas Department.

General Manager, Electric Department.

Commercial Agent, Electric Department.

Treasurer's Department.

Purchasing Agent's Department.

Real Estate and Tax Department.

Advertising Department.

Comptroller's Department.

Railway Department Blanks.

Income "A," Reports of earnings, etc.

Income "B," Tickets, passes, register readings, etc.

Labor "A," Applications, references, examinations, etc.

Labor "B," Time cards, pay rolls, summaries, etc.

Material, requisitions, orders, inventories, etc.

Maintenance, requisitions, shop orders, etc.

Transportation "A," Time tables, delay reports, etc.

Transportation "B," Instruction to trainmen, etc.

Vouchers.

Monthly and Annual Reports.

Claim Department Blanks.

Electric Department Blanks.

Production.

Transmission.

Distribution.

Commercial.

New Business.

Meters.

Storeroom.

Gas Department Blanks.

Manufacturing.

Distribution.

Commercial.

Meters.

Storeroom.

Coke Plant.

The value of a collection of the blanks and forms of such u cor-

poration, whose organization is so complete and the scope of which

is so great, can hardly be estimated and the association is to be

congratulated upon having among its members one so interested as

to devote the time and attention required for the collection and ar-

rangement of so complete a set of blanks.

THE PENNSYLVANIA SPECIAL.

Western delegates who arrived Tuesday evening on the Pennsyl-

vania special from Chicago have spoken very highly of the manner

in which they were taken care of en route. A special represenutive

of the passenger department accompanied the party and saw to it

that the travelers to the city of Brotherly Love had all the com-

forts of a home. The larder and ice box of the dining car supplied

with all the delicacies of the season and an efficient corps of wait-

ers and porters assuaged the hunger and thirst of the travelers. The

trip was made as scheduled and the daylight ride from Pittsburg to

Philadelphia was very delightful, the line passing through a most

productive part of the State of Pennsylvania.

Here and there at the convention hall and at headquarters Mr.

.\. K. Downs is greeting old friends and making numerous new

ones, meanwhile talking Weber rail joints to all.

Berry Brothers, who make and sell railway varnishes, are also

generous hosts and the ladies who smile at the Berry represenU-

tives in the proper way will be amply rewarded with some dainty

favors. Neither do they forget the delegates who call.
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TWENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING

AM[iti(AN mu mm]mmm
PHiladelpHia. Pa.—Sept. 27-28, 1905.

THURSDAY MORNING SESSION.

Vice-president Beggs called the meeting to order at eleven o'clock,

and stated President Ely was engaged on other business in connec-

tion with the affairs of the Association.

The first paper was that of Mr. Arthur West, entitled "Notes on

the Desigrn of Large Gas Engines with Special Reference to Rail-

way Work," which will be found on page 700.

The paper by Mr. J. R. Bibbins on "The .'\pplication of Gas Power

to Electric Railway Work," which will be found on page 714, was

then presented so that the two might be discussed together.

Mr. C. O. Mailloux, of New York City, said there was too much

meat in these papers to be discussed in detail, but there were one

or two points which showed in themselves the progress the gas

engine is making. He had called attention last year to the fact

that the data which we had and the discussions which had been

made, the evidence went to show that for any value of coal cor-

responding to about two dollars per ton, the steam plant and gas

plant were about equal. This year Mr. Bibbins gives a diagram

where these two lines cross at one dollar per ton. He thought

this very significant. It showed that the cost of the gas engine

power must have been greatly reduced in some way; either by re-

ducing the cost of the machinery itself, or the cost of its mainten-

ance, or by increasing its efficiency, and it would be very interesting

to him if the author would give the reasons which has brought this

about.

Mr. Bibbins replied that he did not quite understand to what dia-

gram Mr. Mailloux referred, whether it was to a paper presented

by Mr. Bibbins to the Ohio Gas Light .Association?

Mr. Mailloux said he had reference to the lecture on the sub-

ject given by Mr. Ralph D. Mershon, before the New York Elec-

trical Society.

Mr. Bibbins said he was not quite familiar with the assumption

taken in the paper by Mr. Mershon, but assumed that Mr. Mershon

worked up his diagram for an electric lighting plant, in which the

load factor on the system is barely 25 per cent, usually lower than

that. If reference were made to his assumptions in the last sheet

of his report, it would be found that he had taken a load factor

corresponding to an average plant, which is 66 per cent. That is

really the greatest factor in determining the exact crossing of these

two lines. He was not familiar with the prices which Mr. Mershon

used in preparing his diagram. The costs he had used are also

shown in the assumptions and they are quite recent. It will be

noticed on the diagram that the lowest set of figures referred to the

cost of fuel only. There, of course, the gas plant has a great ad-

vantage. In the second set of figures the cost of fuel is represented

as added to the cost of operating.

Mr. Charles Hewitt, of Philadelphia, said that he well appreciated

the difficulty of preparing diagrams such as those shown, as he had

attempted on several occasions to prepare similar papers. He
did not, however, think that these should be accepted without some

question and some comment. He was not prepared to question Mr.

Bibbins' line of cost for the gas plant but the line showing the

cost per lav. h. for the steam plant seemed to him to be open to

question ; whether the diagram represented the comparison between

two particular plants or not, he could not say, as he had not had

an opportunity to read the text of the paper. If it did, all that

he could say was that the steam plant end of the diagram is very

uneconomical. Anthracite buckwheat coal runs between 11,000 and

12,000 heat vmits per pound. Reference to the diagram shows

this to mean 7 to 8 lb. of coal per kw. h. The poorest plant which

he was personally familiar with showed better results than that.

He was familiar with plants running non-condensing which showed

4.5 lb. of coal from years end to years end. It will run as low with

good coal as 4%, seldom over 4%, and the average for the year

4.4 to 4.5. Running condensing with the same quality of coal

it is perfectly possible to run at 3.5 lb. of coal.

Mr. Hewitt further said that referring again to Fig. ir, the

difference between the cost of operating the steam plant and the cost

of operating the gas plant, it seemed to him was somewhat mag-

nified. Taking coal at $2.50 per ton following that up to the cost

for the steam plant, brings the cost of operating that plant over

9 mills. He was perfectly familiar with plants which are running

at 6 mills with buckwheat anthracite coal, including all operating

costs, not the interest on the plant, but all operating costs, including

repairs. It is a very uneconomical plant that will run the year

through at one cent. If the diagram in question is intended to rep-

resent the average results throughout the whole country it is very

high for the steam end of it, and therefore magnifies the difference

between the two lines, assuming the cost of the gas plant is correct.

Mr. Bibbins said that as regards Fig. 11 he had been somewhat

apprehensive that it would be mistaken and, therefore, had taken

pains to mention that ;t referred to a non-condensing plant. The
equipment at St. Louis consisted of the three cylinder vertical gas

engine belted to a generator and an engine of similar capacity. It

could not be expected to get the same economy out of these two

plants as out of the large central station. Not from the fact that

the equipments were not equally comparable, but it must be borne in

mind that the results were obtained with a non-condensing plant.

He thought it was safe to say that the relative coal consumption

between steam and gas plants would be about two to one; in

the present case they are higher, being a non-condensing plant.

Mr. Bibbins said further that as to the diagram showing the com-

parative costs of steam and gas, he had probably erred in the matter

of assigning a cost of .5 cent for the three items, labor, supplies and

repairs. That, however, did not affect the relation between the two

and he preferred to assign that equal value, in order that any par-

ticular quantity might be applied to other data. It could readily

be seen if any advantage could be obtained in the gas plant, that

the power gas line would be lower and consequently the intersection

of the two would be nearer the cheaper grade of coal.

Mr. Mailloux inquired if Mr. Bibbins was able to give any in-

formation as to whether a change in the size of the plant would have

an effect on the relative arrangement of these lines.

Mr. Bibbins said that the small gas engine will show an efficiency

quite comparable with the large one, and therefore, the choice of

the larger engine is determined mainly by the capacity necessary

in the plant running with the ordinary view of obtaining ordinary

high economy. He did not see any reason for the change in the

relative costs of these various items in the smaller plant, provided

the same number of units were used. The number of units, of

course, has an immediate bearing on the operating cost.

Mr. Mailloux said he had intended to add to his remarks that the

question of cost of installation, it seemed to him had quite an impor-

tant bearing on the upper line of total costs, and he would presume

that the smaller plant would have a much higher cost per unit than

the larger plant, as is found to be the case with steam plants, at

least within certain limits, and in the present connection he would

like to ask whether the cost per kilowatt of gas engines had not

been considerably reduced within the last year.

Mr. Bibbins replied that he agreed with Mr. Mailloux that the

smaller plant would cost more per unit, ev€n though the same

number of units were installed ; and at the same time the relative

economy of the steam plant will increase much more rapidly,

w-hich might readily more than balance the increased capital cost.

The producer in smaller sizes is much more efficient than the

boiler, and the same way with the engine, although it is impossible

to tell whether the same relation will hold, as that must be taken
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into ai-coiMil. Ilr did luit lliiiil< In- was in position lo nivi- Mr.

Mailloiix any i-mnil dala as lo wlictliiT llir cust of ((as engines hail

liccn rciluci'd in the last yi'ar ; that was sunirlliinK wliicli was nol

in his fK-ld.

Mr. Maillon.\ snKKi'slcd llial tin- llotjr slionlil he ^ivcn to .\Ir, l„

C. Mar1)urg, rcpri'scntinK the Allis-Clialniers C(j.

Mr. Marlnn'K said rcgarihiiK Tal)li- No. VII, he w<inl(l in(|uirt- if

the overload capacities liad l)een tal<en into acconiit in coniparina;

the relative cost of the seam engine and tlie gas engine. lie

thonglu from ihc price given for the steam engine plant that it

is evident tliat a reci|)rocating steam engine conld he ohtained

which wrjnld have a So lo roo per cent overload ca|)acity momen-
tarily, lie undri siiuiil fniiii Mr. r.ihhins that the way he rate.

I

the gas engine is on the hasis of lo per cent overload capacity only.

That might explain Ihr pninl hroiight np hy Mr. Maillonx as to

the relative cost per nnil in tlie case of the steam engines and gas

engines as given in the paper.
*

Mr. llihhins replied that the gas engines were rated at a 25 per

ceiil <ivirload capacity. The steam engine wonld have a greater

overload capacity.

Mr. Marlnirg answered thai Ih.il n.ilnrally wonlil explain why on

the curve given as to the relative costs for steam engine plant and

gas engine plant the advantage is in favor of the gas engine at

such a low cost of coal as given.

Mr. Hihhins stated that Mr. .Marlmrg prcilj.d)ly misnnderstood the

matter; that the Tahle No. VI 1 api>lies to the tender in the Knropean

plant, and it has no hearing on the diagram he had prepared. The
diagr.-nii w.as prepared from the assumption shown in the .ippenilix.

No. 6, at the end of the paper.

Mr. Marburg said thai on that tahle the price of $40.00 |)er hrak.;

H. P. was given again. It would naturally he of interest to know
what the overload capacity was.

Mr. Rihhins replied that the hasis for a overload capacity in the

case of the gas engine was 10 per cent. It was possible to assign

an overload capacity in the .same way on llie steam engine. Simply

take the .steam engine at such capacity tliat it will give its best

economy at about go per cent load, as is normally the case. That

has a bearing on the subject, yet it was also true that if we take

as a basis of comparison of steam engines np to 10 per cent, that

is rating the machine at 10 per cent below its maximum, the

economy would b.' very considerably above that which he had

taken. He had taken the engine so that it would give its best

economy at the average load of 75 per cent of the full load. Taken

on the basis of 10 per cent below its maximum, the steam con-

sumption would be high.

Mr. Marburg remarked that it wonld seem impossible to obtain

a load factor of 66 per cent if the overload capacity of the machine

is so small ; 66 per cent is a good load factor for a reciprocating

steam engine.

Mr. Mailloux said that the point which Mr. Bibbins made, it

seemed to him was largely influenced by the form of steam motor

used and its efficiency curve. One could see at once that it would be

quite dilTerent in the case of steam turbines which have a notori-

ously Hat efficiency curve, and it seemed to him that if the com-

parison were made with the steam turbine he would find in the

lirst place that the line of cost for steam power would be much
flatter, and in the second place the line would go further up. In

the case of the comparison of the gas plant predicated as tbt

basis of the calculations of the steam turbine plant, the line at which

tlie two would cross would be more nearly at $2.00.

Mr. Bibbins asked if Mr. Mailloux were assuming only 10 per

cent overload in the two cases.

Mr. Mailloux said that he did not think it would bt neces-

sary to make an assumption in the case of steam turbine because

the efficiency curve is so nearly flat for three-quarters of its range.

That if it were assumed that the normal capacity was 10 per

cent of the stalling load, that the comparison would be still more
favorable to the turbine, and force the point of intersection be-

tween the two curves at some point at least as high as $j.oo

per ton.

Mr. Bibbins replied that he could not agree with this, because

at the average load, as obtained from the load curve, was 84

per cent of its normal rating. The whole question got down to

this—that if yon increase the rating of your steam engine, you are

going to increase the steam consumption of the steam plant very

largely at the average load.

.Mr. Mailloux said that he had been speaking of the steam

turbine and that has an overload capacity of 50 per cent normally.

Mr. W. Iv Winship described a gas engine plant installed for

the (lould Coupler Co., IJepcw, N. Y., consisting of three Westing-

house gas engines rated at 2.;5 brake h. p. each, 1.,'Mmiis-i'ettilMjiie

gas system. With coal containing I34ik) U. t. u. per lb., the coal

consumption was 2.26 lb per kw. h. at the switchboard, with 1

load factor of 50 per cent monthly average. I'or a series of days

when the load factor was .64 or .65 the coal fell lo 2.02 ll>. per kw.

h. for one 24-hour day with an especially high load factor.

In regard to the reliability of a plant he could stale that it hn.>

been fully as reliable as any steam engine plant thai could have

been put in. They had only had the valves in the engines ground

once, with the exception of one valve which they ground twice.

They used the splash lubrication.

There arc two points worthy of attention in any gas engine in-

stallation. There is a criticism which could be made in regard lo

the admission of the engines, especially where it is electric ignition.

Some means should be provided for changing the igniters when the

machine is in operation. The speaker did not know of any engin'-

in which this is provided. Another need is for some rough indicat-

ing instrument for determining the heat content of the gas. Of
course, there are calorimeters by which the heat content of the gas

may be determined, but there is no rough and ready instrument lo

put in the gas producer house. The need of such an instrument is

especially desirable for bituminous gas plants where the color of the

flame docs not give any idea as to the heat content of the gas.

There ought to be such an instrument and it did not seem to be such

a hard problem but that one could be designed.

Mr. Hewitt remarked that it might be of interest to some of the

members to know the latest results in steam turbine plants which he

had received only a few weeks ago from New England. As opposed

to the 2.26 lb. which the last gentleman gave as the average for 30

days, their results .show 2.4 to 2.6 lb. per kilowatt-hour with bitu-

minous coal. The average is 2.5 for turbines as against 2V4 for gas

engines. One of these plants has five units of about 1000 kw. ; the

other has two units. He thought in the latter there were about

1,500 kw. using superheated steam.

Mr. Bibbins stated in regard to changing the igniters, there is a

system in vogue now which makes possible the changing of an igniter

when the engine is running. In the plant in Philadelphia each cyl-

inder is equipped with an igniter plug, which has two ctmtacts. and

either one may be thrown in or out by a little switch. There are four

different sources of current for supplying the igniters and each cylin-

der is provided with a double set of igniters. If one of the igniter.^

gets into trouble the other can be quickly cut in. If any of the gentle-

men present were sufficiently interested he would be glad to go to the

pumping station with them and show them the gas engine in prac-

tical operation.

The committee on nominations made its report at this point. Mr.

John B, Parsons, Chairman, presenting the following list of nomi-

nees:

For President, \V. Caryl lily, of Buffalo.

For First Vice-President, John I. Bcggs, of Milwaukee.

For Second Vice-President. Calvin G. (Goodrich, of Minneapolis.

For Third Vice-President, James F. Shaw, of Boston.

(Under the new plan of organization the executive committee is

made up of the officers and the presidents of the allied organiza-

tions. At a later period in the meeting President Ely announced tlie

following members of the Executive Committee : Mr. H. H. .\dams,

of Baltimore, president of the Mechanical and Electrical .\ssocia-

tion, and Mr. S. L. Rhodes, of Philadelphia, on behalf of the Claim

.^gents' Association. As the .Accountants' .Association had not yet

elected a president for the ensuing year, the name of the member of

the executive committee representing the accountants' association

cannot be given.)

On motion the report of the committee on nominations was accptej

and the secretary authorized to cast the ballot of the association for

the gentlemen named, which was accordingly done.

In response to calls for a speech. President Ely remark,-d that if h-

should say that the action taken by the association in electing him

again to the presidency was not pleasing to him, to his feelings, he

would not be telling the truth, but when he said that he had devoted

a great deal of time to these matters for the last year and con-

siderable time the year before, and that he could see that there was
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a lot of work to be done during the coming year, to be commenced
immediately and that the members should have selected some other

person as President to go ahead at the present time, for several

reasons, he would also be telling the truth. Me said that he had
grave doubts and expressed them to his friends who had come to

him and said very nice and very pleasant things, that he had grave
doubts about whether tlioy applied to him or not and whether h,-

really deserved all that had been said. He had said to these indi-

viduals that it seemed to him to be a time to put in a new man.
The a.'isociation had agreed upon a form of organization, and as he

was not conceited he thought there were a lot of men available

from whom a selection for President could have been made, but it

seemed to him that he had been caught with the goods on and could

not get away and, of course, he would stand. But there is a great

deal of work to be done, and the new plan of organization cannot

succeed unless hard work is put upon it and unless that work is

participated in by all the leading members of the association. Every-
body in the association must be called upon to co-operate.

President Ely believed that if every member of the association did

his duty that the organization which would result in a few years

would be so big and so useful to every member that the commo.i
sense of all connected with the association would lead them to say.

"Why did we not inaugurate this ten years ago? What were wc
doing?" He expressed his appreciation of the honor conferred upon
him, and said he would do his best with the assistance of the mem-
bers, which assistance he trusted they would all give, and in con-

clusion he desired to say that he appreciated the action of the asso-

ciation as a very great honor.

The chair spoke briefly of the marked ability of the three vice-

presidents and added that there were many gentlemen who were very

much interested in the work who had been during the past year

freely called upon, who had given very freely of their time and
made most valuable suggestions. At some proper time in the future

proper recognition should be paid them.

The president in conclusion said that if the members worked
wisely and well, taking good advice and following it and all co-

operated that in a year's time he believed the association could make
an amazing stride.

The association then took a recess for luncheon.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON SESSION.

President Ely called the meeting to order at 2:15 o'clock. At
the afternoon session the papers on "The Single-Phase Railway

System," by Mr. Charles F. Scott, and on "Electric Railway Equip-

ment," by Mr. W. B. Potter, were read.

[Mr. Scott's paper will be found on page 697, and Mr. Potter's

paper on page 702.]

There was a lengthy discussion of the papers which will appear

later.

It was voted that the thanks of the association be extended to

the authors of the very excellent papers presented.

It was voted that hereafter all standing committees consists of three

members.

The resolution with reference to the services of Mr. Penington

which appears on page 712 was tlien offered and unanimously

adopted.

It was voted that a committee be appointed to present the claims

of elective railways for larger compensation for handling Govern-

ment mails. Messrs. John I. Beggs, G. Tracy Rogers and P. F.

Sullivan were named as this committee.

The committee on standard rules, consisting of Messrs. E. G.

Connette, W. E. Harrington, Robert McCulIoch and John J. Stan-

ley, reported that the rules recommended for city roads had been

generally adopted, but that the rules adopted by the steam rail-

roads were recommended for interurban roads.

The report was adopted and Messrs. E. G. Connette, Richard Mc-
CulIoch and E. C. Faber appointed as a new committee on stand-

ard rules.

Messrs. H. J. Davies, E. W. Olds and T. C. Penington were

appointed as a committee on insurance.

Messrs. C. Loomis .'Mien. John A. Rigg and W. A. Smith re-

ported from the committee on resolutions, expressing the thanks

of the association for courtesies extended to

:

The .'\merican Street Railwav Manufacturers' .\ssociation.

John B. Parsons, president, and the officers and heads of depart-

ments of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.

Officers of the Philadelphia & West Chester Traction Co.

Passenger Railroad .Association.

Dr. W. P. Wilson, director of the Philadelphia Conunercial

Museums.

The Engineers' Club.

The Manufacturers' Club.

The Southern Club.

Mayor Weaver, the local press, the local committee, etc.

The association then adjourned until the close of the Accountants'

convention on Saturday, September 30, 1905.

PEERLESS RUBBER CO.

The representatives of the Peerless Rubber Co. include W. J.

Courtenay, manager railway department ; F. O. Donnell, assistant

manager railway department, and J. L. McGilvray, sales agent. The
company exhibits at space 8, section B, a full line of packing, belting,

trolley dodgers, treads and rubber hose. The company is manu-
facturing a hose claimed to stand 8,000 lb. pressure per square inch,

which has been adopted for use by the construction company build-

ing the Pennsylvania, New York and Long Island tunnels.

NATIONAL CAR WHEEL CO.

The representatives of the National Car Wheel Co., Sayre, Pa.,

include John H. Yardley, sales agent, Philadelphia; A. H. Strickland

and E. H. Chapin, New York; A. T. Chapin, Rochester, and George

C. Morse, Taunton, Mass. The company has an exhibit of steel tired

wheels at space 19, section K, where its representatives will be glad

to explain the merits and advantages of these products.

STANDARD RAILWAY TRACK APPLIANCE CO.

The Standard Railway Track Appliance Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.,

heretofore known as the Merrill-Stevens Manufacturing Co., has an

exhibit of track and car jacks, steel and wood cattle guards, and a

new hand, collapsible, self-feed, track drill at space 4, section C. Mr.

Eugene Cook, treasurer of the company, is its representative at the

convention.

SPEER CARBON CO.

A full line of the well-known products of the Speer Carbon Co.,

St. Marys, Pa., is e.xhibited at space 4, section C, and the company

is represented by Mr. John Speer, president and general manager,

and G. P. Fryling, secretary. The carbon brushes of this company

are made especially for railway motor work, of very fine texture,

self-lubricating, and do not split or break under most severe condi-

tions. The Speer graphite brushes are made from pure graphite

by a special process, in two grades; one tempered to a medium
hardness and the other much softer, conforming to the regular

hardness of graphite. The company carries in stock brushes for

elevator and crane motors, in addition to a full line of lightning

arrester carbons, circuit breaker contacts, compressor contacts, bat-

tery plates and in fact everything made from carbon.

THOMAS PROSSER & SON.

This firm's exhibit in space 27B, Section I, included a Krupp steel-

tired car-wheel. This wheel which is designed with thread and

flange for trolley operation has a heavy steel tire fitted and locked

to a cast iron center. Thomas Prosser & Son are also selling

agents for many other of the Krupp products.

The Parmenter Fender & Wheel Guard Co., 84 State St., Boston,

is exhibiting both its fenders and wheel guards at space 12, section

L, and is represented at the convention. Mr. George A. Parmenter,

general manager.

The Electric Railway Equipment Co., Philadelphia, is represented

at the convention by its officers: A. S. Vane, president; M. Herman
Brill, vice-president, and W. H. Heulings, secretary and treasurer.

It has an exhibit at section J, space 22, where a full line of electric

railway supplies carried by the company are displayed.
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NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO. PRODUCTS.

An iiUiTosliiiK c-xliiljil of the prodiuls of the Nalioiial ICIt-ciri-:

Co., Milwaukee, Wis., is to I>e found In s|iaces ii-iK, section J.

Ilere are shown scinic ni.Hhinc-s ami .ipparatns of hite design:

An aulo-starter for jcjo h. p. imlnilinn motors with transformers,

switcli points and connections enclosed in .an Iron cise; a new
type of rn h. p., 2,^0 volt direct current motor designed to run at

850 r. p. ni.; ,1 y'/U h. p. motor-generator set of late design; a

motor compressor set of 16 cu. ft. capacity with its framework

huill to enclose all the working ])arts thus doing away with the ne-

cessity of a cage, accoini)anying this set are the new type-.l governor

and an entirely new design of engineers valve designed with the

parts to operate with a sliding instead of a revolving motion thus

lessening trouhlc from wear; a single-phase motor-compressor de-

•signcd to operate cither on sfxj-volt direct or 240-voIt alternating

current circuits, and several other types of generators and motors

lately designed ;uul now heing placed nn the market liy the Na-

tional Electric Co.

JOLT LUBRICATORS.

Jolt lubricators have been given a most exhaustive test for over a

year by the Rhode Island Co., Providence, R. I., and have been

found reliable and cfllcient. They have satisfactorily and econom-

ically solved the problem of applying oil directly and automatically

to motor and axle bearings, in place of grease. This company has

over one thousand in use at the present time, and is putting them in

service until all cars are equipped willi lluni. 'I'lie exhibit of the

Jolt company is at space 32 a, section I.

The .smiling face of Mr. W. R. Kerschner, 39 North 15th St.,

Allentown, Pa., has been very much in evidence during the conven-

tion. Mr. Kerschner has a large supply of second-hand electri-

cal machinery at .Mlentown, which he would like to dispose of.

Mr. W. A. Dutton, treasurer of the Van Dorn & Dutton Co.

and the Van Dorn-Elliott Electric Co., Cleveland, O., reports a very

pleasant and successful visit to the convention.

Mr. W. H. Wilkinson, representative of the passenger equipment

department of the Pressed Steel Car Co., 24 Broad St., New York
City, is in charge of the new all steel car built for the Metropolitan

Street Railway Co., which is on exhibit in the convention hall.

The Nilcs Car & Manufacturing Co. is represented at the con-

vention by J. A. Ilanna, of Cleveland, O., who was erroneously

quoted as representing the Jewett Car Co. Mr. Edwin Bcsuden is

representing the latter company.

The Trolley Electric Vehicle Co., of America, 737 Drexel Building,

Philadelphia, is represented by the company's general manager, G.

'W. Goddard. The company is exhibiting its vehicles at the con-

vention, and John M. Lansden, jr., president of the Lansden Co.,

Newark, N. J., who makes these wagons, is also in attendance.

M. A. Berg and E. R. Mason, of Porter & Berg, Chicago, arc

circulating among the delegates and distributing attractive aluminum
match boxes.

The exhibit of the W. R. Garton Co., Chicago, is included in that

of its eastern sales representatives, the Mayer & Englund Co. Mr.

W. R. Garton, president, is personally looking after the companys
interests this week.

Mr. P. .Mbert Poppenhusen, president of the Green Engineering

Co., manufacture of Green traveling link grates, is among the

representatives of those companies who are not exhibiting at the

convention.

Messrs. Chubbuck and Fischer, mana.gers of the McKinley Syn-

dicate properties of northern and central Illinois are with us. A
telegram today advises that Congressman W. B. McKinley has re-

turned from his foreign trip with General Taft and will reach

Chicago Sunday next.

PERSONAL.

.Mr. George U. .Morelicjuse, secretary of the Rochester Railway

Co., Rochester, N. Y., resigned September ist, to eng.-ige in other

business.

Mr. Frank 1'. p'osgate, train dispatcher of the Boston & Maine
K. R. at Concord, .N'. II., has been appointed assistant superintendent

of the Portsmouth Ivleclric lOiilway Ot., succeeding Mr. Arthur P.

Howard, who has been appointed assistant to the chief electrician

of the lioston & .Maine R. R. Mr. Fosgate has had an experience

in steam railroad work extending over a period of 15 years.

Mr. Charles ]•*. A. Carr, who for ten years has been manager of

the Irondon Street Railway Co., London, Onl., has resigned, to ac-

cept a more lucrative position elsewhere.

Mr. C). A. Ilonnold, operating engineer of the Utah Light & Rail-

way Co., Salt Lake City, has been promoted to the position of chict

engineer of the cnmpany, succeeding Mr. A. 11. Ilayward, resigned.

Mr. Ilomiohl is a graduate of Purdue L'm'vcrsity, since which time

he has been engaged in electric railway work. He was first con-

nected with the Detrr)it United Railway Co. as assistant superin-

tendent of construction, and was later employed by the Lachinc

Rapid Power Co., of .Montreal, Canada, lie has been in the service

of the Utah Light & Railway Co. since 1896.

Mr. J. F. Witiner, of Buffalo, N. Y., has been engaged by J. G.

White & Co., and will assume charge of special work for this com-
pany bearing on hydraulic engineering in foreign fields. Mr. W'it-

nier has had an oRice as consulting engineer at Buffalo for several

years and had designed and superintended the construction of a

large number of walir works sysiinis tbronehont the United States.

BRILL AND ALUED COMPANIES.

The exhibit of the J. G. Brill Co. and allied companies, the .Amer-

ican Car Co., the G. C. Kuhlman Car Co. and the John Stephenson

Co., occupies spaces 4 to 20 of section H, and is 170 x 15 ft. in siz-^.

Apparatus exhibited by these companies includes the following:

"Groovcless-post" semi-convertible car, "Groovclcss-post" convcrtiblj

car, all-steel car, centrifugal sprinkler, No. 21-E single-truck, "Eu-
reka" maximum traction truck. No. 27-G short-base double-truck;

three sizes. No. 27-E high-speed truck; solid forged side frames

for the various trucks and car truck patented specialties.

The representatives of the J. G. Brill Co. at the convention are:

Samuel M. Curwen, general manager; W. H. Heulings, jr., assistant

secretary; Geo. M. Haskell, salesman New England states; J. Ell-

wood Brill, salesman supply department. The representative of the

.American Car Co. is George H. Tontrup, general sales agent. The
represent.atives of the G. C. Kuhlman Car Co. are : Samuel M. Cur-

wen, president, and D. B. Dean, manager sales department. Th-.:

representatives of the John Stephenson Co. are: W. H. Heulings,

jr., president, and E. J. Lawless, general sales agent.

Mr. George H. Miller, president of the Miller Anchor Co., Nor-

walk, O., has quite an extensive exhibit of Miller guy anchors and

augers at spaces 18 and 20, section D. .Among the companies using

these products are the Bell Telephone Co., Detroit & Toledo Con-

struction Co., Commonwealth Electric Co. of Chicago, Louisville

Traction Co., Nashville Railway &: Light Co.. Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern Ry., and the De Forest Wireless Telephone Co.

John J. Ruddick. electrical engineer, L'nited States Electric Sig-

nal Co., West Xewton. Mass., is .shaking hands with his friends and

telling new acquaintances of the merits of the company's signal.

The Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Philadelphia, has on exhibit

at space 8, section K, its well-known Cochrane feed-water heater and

steam and oil separators of the Sorge-Cochrane system. The com-

pany is represented at the convention by R. H. Eisenbrey and J. R-

Hibbs.

The double interlocking recording block signal manufactured by

the Baldwin & Rowland Switch & Signal Co., of New Haven, Conn.,

is being exhibited at the company's booth, section L space 29b.

Messrs. H. Rowland, R. A. Baldwin and G. A. Simmons are attend-

ing the convention and looking after the company's interests.

Mr. H. Lee Bragg, manager of the insulating material department

of Emil Caiman & Co., New York City, is looking after the interests

of his company at the convention.
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SAVE THE "DAILY REVIEW."

Special attention is called to the fact that the "Daily Street Rail-

way Review," published at Philadelphia, September 26th to 29tli

inclusive, this being the seventh successive year, is in its nature

supplementary to the "Street Railway Review" published monthly.

Notwithstanding the "Daily" is a separate publication it should be

bound with the monthly for convenient reference and in order to

facilitate this, the pages of the "Daily" are given numbers consecu-

tive with those of the next preceding monthly issue. Reference is

again made to this fact for the reason that very frequently the

"Daily" is entirely overlooked by subscribers when sending the

"Review" to be bound, and as soon as the binder discovers that 150

pages or so are missing we receive a request to furnish the missing

numbers, which unfortunately we are not always able to do.

PRESIDENT ELY.

President W. Caryl Ely was yesterday re-elected president of

American Street Railway Association, or rather he is to be the first

chief executive of the American Street and Interurban Railway

.Association. This second re-election of Mr. Ely is an eminently

proper recognition of his work for the last two years, and he is cer-

tainly the one who can do most towards realizing the plans so

carefully outlined. In consenting to again accept the presidency of

the association Mr. Ely makes serious personal sacrifices which will

be appreciated by the entire electric railway industry.

A. S. R. A. TRIBUTE TO SECRETARY PENINGTON.

Mr. Thomas C. Penington, who has been secretary and treasurer

of the .-\merican Street Railway .As.sociation for ten years past,

having severed his official relation because of the determination

of the association to establish headquarters in the city of New
York and the necessity of continuous attention to its affairs by

the secretary, therefore be it

Resolved, That the .American Street Railway .Association docs

hereby record a minute of its earnest appreciation of Mr. Pening-

ton's fidelity to its interests, his devotion to its welfare and the

eminently honest and satisfactory manner in which he has dis-

charged the trusts imposed upon him.

Mr. Penington's relations to the individual members of the .Amer-

ican Street Railway .Association have establishe<l friendships which

will last through life, and they part with his services as an officer

with the deepest regret and with a lasting appreciation of his

kindly thought and attention to themselves and their friends during

the many conventions which had been held under his able assistance.

THE ANNUAL BANQUET.

Last evening in the beautifully decorated banquet hall of the

licllevue-Stratford many delegates and guests enjoyed the delicacies

and toasts at the annual banquet of the .American Street Railway

.Association. The menus for the occasion were exceptionally pretty

and unique in style. A cover design portrayed Benjamin Franklin

holding the string to his kite in one hand and the key in tlie other,

lie was shown as standing on the roof of a modern interurban car

lettered" A. S. R. .A.—Philatlelphia-San Franci.sco." the back of

the menus bore a half tone reproduction of the immortal liberty

bell. The menu was an especially fme one and very well served

by the employes of this magnilicent hotel. The toasts responded to

by prominent members of the association and guests were splendid

and much good fellowship prevailed throughout the evening.

Mr. John B. Parsons was toastmastcr. The list of speakers in-

cUi<lcd :

lion. John Weaver, "Franklin's Day and Ours."

W. Caryl Ely, "The Association."

Ceorge Tate Blackstock, K. C, "Our Canadian Brethren."

Thomas N. McCarter, "Corporations and the Commonwealth."

John I. Beggs, "Street Railway Management."

Gen. Eugene Griffin, "The Trolley."

James Rawlc, "The Ladies."

MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION.

The work of the committee of the .American Railway Mechanical &
Electrical Association on ".Maintenance and Inspection of Electrical

Equipment," of which Mr. William Pestell is chairman, has been sadly

hanq)ered this year by the failure of members to whom forms were

sent, to fill them out and return them. The work is to be carried on

and the data requested and received will be incorporated in next

year's report; and now that the reorganization has been made ef-

fective, it is to be expected that all members of the .American Street

and Interurban Railway .Association will see to it that their me-
chanical and electrical departments co-operate in carrying out the

work of the engineering association.

A WORD OF THANKS.

For prompt and excellent service in reiiorting the Philadelphia

Conventions we are indebted to the services of Mr. T. E. Cross-

man, official stenographer of the .A. S. R. .A. and -Accountants'

.Association.

The seventh issue of the "Daily Street Railway Review" has

only been possible through the painstaking attciuion given to this

work by our printer in Philadelphia, the Dunlap Printing Co. We
wish to acknowledge our appreciat ion of the untiring efforts of

Messrs. Morton B. Hirsh and James E. John.son who had the general

.supervision of the work ; al.so to the heads of the several depart-

ments, Frank Lorrilliere and Samuel Rodgers, in composing room,

George W. DeWinton in the press room and William Oberley in the

bindery.

Mr. George H. Sargent, vice-president of the Railway Appliances

Co., 114 Liberty St., New York City, was seen shaking hands with

liis many friends among both the railway and supply men.

llnder the .stress of printing in a strange garret two statements

which did not belong crept into the list of members of the Manu
facturcrs' Committee, printed on page 692 of the " Daily Review

"

for Thursday. We do not tliink anyone has been deceived but

make the correction in order to have the record clear. Mr. Frank

C. Randall of the Manufacturers executive committte is general

sales manager of the .Allis-Chalmers and does not represent the

National Electric Co. Mr. W. 11. Whiteside of the .Allis-Chahners

Co. is not now a member of this committee.
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NEW YORK. NEW HAVEN & HARTFORD ADOPTS
WESTINGHOUSE SINGLE-PHASE SYSTEM.

THE GLOBE TICKET CHOPPER.

Iliil a ffw years aKu tlii.- alU'riialiiiK-i'iirmil systi-m was adopti'il

fur ihc firsl electrical power (Icvelopiiieiil at Niagara I''alls, and il

lias siiuc l)i-conic pre-eminent in the Held i>f power transmission.

Dnriiif; llic past few weeks enniileers have h'.-en investiKalintj a

prnlili'iii (if liUe proportions and i'f|nal ini])ortanee, anil the selection

of iIh- .lUernalinx-cnrreiit syslriu fm the New York, New Haven

iS; llarlfor<l R. R. is another viiinr> for the alternating crnTent and

a deinonstralion of its success in Ihc liild nf eleclrieal transporta-

tion. 'I'hesc two orders for machinery indicate most important

steps ill the progress of electrical eiiKineeriiiK; the one marked the

eoninieiieenienl of the commercial develo|>ineiil of electric power

service, and the other marks the l)L•^;imlin^! of the electrificatiiMi

of our great transportation systems. These two orilers were holh

placed with the WestinKhonse I'',leetric & MamifaetnrinK Co. It is

now perhaps safe to assume that the alternalinK-cnrrent system will

soon hecome as pre-eminent in the railway field as in that of power

service. Its flexihility, the eenimniy introduced in line eoiistriiction.

the laiKC radius of action from a single station, the elimination of

the rotary converter sub-station and of electrolytic Irouhles. and

the economical and exact speed control are factors of importance, the

realization of which is due to the development of a thoroughly

successful alternating-current motor snitahle for railway work.

Among the incidental advantages secured to the operating company

hy the adoption of the alternating-current system is the use of an

overhead line in place of the more expensive third rail, as the high

trolley voltage wdiich can hj used reduces the current to propor-

tion.s easily Iiandled hy an overhead line and contacts.

The contract taken hy the Westinghouse company comprises 25

locomotives for high .speed passenger service, each of which will

weigh approximately 78 tons and will he capable of maintaining a

schedule speed of 26 miles per hour in local service with a 200-ton

train making stops every 2.2 miles and reaching a maxinuim speed of

about 43 miles per hour between .stations. In express service a

speed of from 60 to 70 miles per hour can he maintained with a

train weighing 250 tons. To handle heavier trains two or more

locomotives will be coupled together and controlled from the for-

ward cab. The nuiltiple control system which forms part of the

equipment makes it possible for a single engineer or driver to

operate several locomotives coupled together just as easily and

accurately as he can handle one, in a manner similar to that with

which we are familiar on electrically operated elevated roads. One

of the important characteristics of Westinghouse single-phase alter-

nating-current series motors is that they may be employed on either

the alternating or the direct-current .system. It has, accordingly,

been possible for the officials of the railway company to adopt this

.system for the operation of its lines and at the same time accommo-

date the equipment to the direct-current sy.^tem now being installed

by the New York Central, as the New Y'ork. New Haven & Hart-

ford ulilizes the tracks of the latter company between Woodland

and the Grand Central depot in New York City. Each locomotive

will be ecpiippcd with four Westinghouse single-phase railway motors

of the straight series gearless type and with the unit switch system

of multiple control. The motors will be permanently connected two

in series. On direct current the pairs of motors will be operated in

series parallel and on alternating current by voltage control. The

motors will be spring supported and connected by flexible drive in

such a way that all dead weight will be taken off the axles. On
direct current each motor will ho capable of developing a rated out-

put of 400 h.p.

The Climax Stock Guard Co., Title & Trust lUhlding. Cliica.co. has

a di.splay of its products in the Mayer & Englund booth, which is

b,.Mng looked after by F. W. Stewart, general niana.ger.

Mrs. .\. Fenton Walker is representing the William C. Baker car

heaters. The general offices of the company are at 14,? Liberty St..

New York City.

'I'he Globe Ticket Co., 112-1 14 North Twelfth St., I'liiladelphia,

is manufacturing a receiving ami cancelling \x>\ for tickets, known

as the "Globe" ticket chopper. This machine was dcvelopeij to meet

the demand shown by numerous inquiries from street railway mana-

gers and others ff)r a machine to effectually destroy the daily returns

of tickets and transfers. The chopper is of neat design and strong

construction. Plate glass gni<les convey the tickets to a pair of can-

celling rolls, and the cancellation is made by punching slots in ticket*.

r.LOHE CIKjI'I'KK

thus elfeciually preventing rc-usc, although they retain their original

character, so as to be perfectly legible and easily counted by the

auditor. The size of the machine is 9 in. by j'/i in. by Aft'/i in. high;

it re(|uires floor space 17 hy 17 in. and its net weight is 151 lb.

The company also manufactures another machine of similar design.

known as the "Globe" power ticket destroyer, which thoroughly

destroys any paper or card board fed through it. Quite a number

of these machines are now in use, and the results obtained are very

gratifying, from 50,000 to 100,000 tickets or transfers bi-ing muliktcd

per hour.

LACONIA GONDOLA CARS FOR BROOKLYN.

In addition to the 15 motor lx)x freight cars which have recently

been built by the Laconia Car Co. for the Brooklyn Rapid Transit

Co., 35 gondola cars have been completed by this company, of the

type shown in the accompanying engraving. The dimensions cf

these cars are as follows: Length over body, 35 ft.; length over

dashers, 40 ft. 7Vs in. ; length over bumpers, 41 ft. ; width over

sills, 7 ft. 9 in.; width over all, 8 ft. I in.; width inside, 7 ft. 6 in.

Mr. Charles H. Tonilinson. of Denver. Colo., inventor of the Tom-
linson automatic coupler and manager of the Tomlinson Coupler Co.,

has a working model of his invention and is demonstrating and ex-

plaining its merits and operation at sp.ace 29. section I.

L.\CONl.\ GONDOI A C.\K

The cars are fitted with M. C. B. bolsters and the platforms i.t

each end are fitted with steel dashers. The cars are provided with

drop sides made in two sections, of oak, with hea\-y wrought ir^n

hinges bolted at the bottom. The ends of the car are provided with

bulkhead 30 in. high at center and tapering at the sides. A 10 x lo-

in, oak mast for supporting the trolley base, circuit breakers, etc., is

placed in the center of the car. The car is fitted with Brookl>Ti

Heights standard fenders. "Columbia" brake handles, 'R-diable"

sand boxes. "Sterling" safety brakes, Neal headhghts. and Westing-

house air brakes.
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THE APPLICATION OF GAS POWER TO ELECTRIC
RAILWAY SERVICE.

BY J. R. IllBBINS.

In bringing this subject before you, wc do so witli the coiivictinn

that the problem of ultimate adoption of gas power is a present and

serious one. Vou may not be in entire accord with our present opti-

mism. In fact, on few subjects docs engineering and commercial

opinion exhibit greater conservatism (possibly due to lack of direct

experience with gas power or to the influence of adverse rep irts from

.small and inadequately equipped plants). Yet, we feel that the prac-

tical difliculties incident to the development of such an important

power system have now been so far overcome as to warrant the

fullest optimism. We have but to look abroad for complete vindici-

tion.

Primarily, our objective is to place before you, as fully as possi-

ble, results that have already been attained, leaving to your own
judgment the soundness of our opinions upon the topics discussed in

this papef.

day fuel economy. This is admittedly a formidable list of require-

ments; yet we may not dodge the issue with gas power any more
than with steam.

Adaptability of Gas Engine and Producer Plant.

Does gas power fulfill in every respect the conditions imposed?

.•\s the old and much abused saying goes, "The proof of the pudding

lies in the eating thereof." This phase of the subject may best be

approached through comparison, step by step, with steam power with

which every one is familiar. This is done not for the purpose of

discrediting the latter, but merely to obtain a clearer concep'.ion of

the points involved.

The Gas Engine.

Primarily, the fitness of the gas engine for driving electrical ma-
chinery must be demonstrated beyond question. This has repeatedly

iiccurrcd in practice, examples of which will be later cited. The
paper by Mr. West has already treated important points in detail,

lie has observed that with certain cylinder arraiigem "nts rotative

speeds, uniformity of turning moment and speed regulation are as

well suited to both direct current and alternating current generator

driving as the standard cross compound steam engine; that the gas

Tior^ Lot^D C^i//?i^ss
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systcni.s is also gciu'ially lowtT than aiitliracile, not only owing to

the fact that some of llu^ valuable <lis(illatcs are lost, Iml on account

of flu- (lislill.iliiiii of volatile mailer re(|iiirin({ lu-al for its accom|)lisli-

FU;. 7.

merit. Present types, however, somolimes exceed 70 per cent effi-

ciency, which rivals that of the best boiler plant.

I'uel Economy.

In actual running, fuel consumption, gas power presents its most

striking advantage over steam. It is difficult to obtain statistics

truly comparative in every respect. Some data, trustworthy in the

aggregate, arc available from the tests conducted during the past year

at St. Louis by the United Stales Government. Table 2 gives a

resume of these tests, covering 17 different grades of coal, all of

bituminous character. The most remarkable result is that the poor-

est grade coals and even lignites are entirely suitable for producer

work. Thus, Montana, North Dakota and Texas lignites, averag-

ing only 8,242 B. t. u. per pound (11,400 dry) yielded a gas of

169 B. t. u. per cubic foot, a gross producer efficiency of 66 per cent,

and a duty of 2.5 lb. per kw. h. dry. or 3.6 lb. per kw. h. as fired.

The best coals (West Virginia) gave an actual duty of 1.57 lb. p;r kw
h., and the poorest 3'/4 to 4V!; lb. as fired. The average of the 17

tests showed a plant duty of 2.2 lb. per kw. h. dry, or 2.5 lb. as

fired. Fig. 8 shows, in a general way, the rapid decrease in coal

consumption with higher grade coals.

It is fortunate that the government extended these tests to embrace

steam (non-condensing) as well as gas power. Fig. 9 shows the

results of a comparative economy tests with practically the same size

plant under identical conditions and with identical coal. Taking a

conunon heat value for average bituminous coal, 13,000 B. t. u. per

pound, we observe that the plant duty is less than 2 Ih. per kw. h

with gas and sVa lb. with steam. Furthermore, the fuel consumption

of the steam plant increases much more rapidly in the comparison

with the poorer grades of coal. This is reasonable, owing to th;

greater difficulty in securing proper combustion. In this particular

the producer has a decided and important advantage over the steam

boiler.

Many more results might be cited which would strongly emphasize

llie high gross economy of the proilucer gas power plant; yet it is

not the formal efficiency test at full load, but the long period test

which reveals to the operating man the fullest economy of gas work-

ing.

The following results may be of interest, as obtained from a large

gas power railway and lighting plant at Walthamstow, England,

which will later be mentioned in further detail. Walthamstow- is

one of the lar,gest suburban districts of London, having a popula-

tion of 116,000, and served by a gas driven central station.

TAIil.E No. 3.

RESULT (jF 12 D.-VYS' OI'KKATION, WALTHAMSTOW,
LONIXJN, JANUARY, igo2.

Average output per day in kw. h 1,525

Average load in kw 64

Average load factor 35%
Coal (anthracite) per kw. h. in lb., including fuel

for boiler anrl banking I.78

A striking series of comparative observations (Campbell, Me-
chanical Engineer, Dec. 3, 1904) between a steam and gas station

operated by the same company at Guernsey, England, is summarized

in Fig. 10. With approximately the same load factor, which is

high, owing to power supply, the gas power plant consumed altout

2.25 lb. per kw. h., and the steam station 5.5 lb., although a much
larger station and equipped with triple expansion high speed engines.

Responsiveness.

Passing to some of the practical points, a producer, if provided

with an automatic blast control, may be made almost instantly re-

sponsive to variations in demand for gas. This is shown by the

success which the suction producer has attained in small sizes ; and in

this respect the steam boiler is quite outclassed, owing to the more
ilirect efTect of the blast in transferring the heat content of the coal

to the wcjrking medium—gas. In one type of producer familiar to

us as possessed of this automatic feature the steam blast, and con-

sequently the gas generated, is controlled entirely by the pressure i 1

the delivery gas main and in inverse proportion. It combines this

feature with the conservation of the sensible heat of gases leaving

the producer. By this means steam is generated at a rate proportir nal

to the demand for gas without requiring extra boiler equipment or

fuel. This largely increases the producer efficiency. In some types

of producer we recall that the fuel for steam amounts to as much as

15 to 20 per cent of the total coal gasified.

This producer is designed for use without a gas holder and has
been successful in this particular. The especially severe conditions

of heavy railway work, however, prescribes storage capacity at some
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fluctuating loads. There is ample precedent the world over for th

use of a storage battery au.xiliary in railway plants, and it should

prove even more desirable in a gas power than in a steam pow^-r

plant. In fact, gas storage is often to be desired in many plants

where the gas demand varies greatly, simply as an insurance against

poor gas, due to careless operation. This, however, simply relieve^

the gas generating equipment, while electric storage relieves the en

tire station.

Losses.

Standby losses in a steam power plant are an important source

of inefficiency and difficult to determine accurately. Mr. Dowson
has made some comparative observations (Journal of Institution of

Electrical Kngineers, .'Vpril, 1904) with eight steam plants and several

producer plants, averaging about 250-h. p. capacity. The ac;u il

stniiilliv ftul consumption of the boilers was 35 to 180 lb. per hour

of II London district stations, as compared with tlic gas plant at

Walthamstow. These plants have been chosen, as they are located

similarly in respect to accessibility of fuel. The table shows labor

cost slightly in favor of steam, but it nuist be remembered that this

is a comparison of one gas plant, liaving iimall units, against a number

of larger .steam plants, which might readily be more favorable in

larger gas installations. W'itli an up-to-date steam plant, using high

pressure steam, superheaters, economizers, high grade condensing ap-

paratus and tlie like, the labor item should, if anything, e.xceed that

of a gas plant equipment of the same grade. .Xt the two Guernsey

stations referred to above the labor cost averaged very nearly the

same for steam or gas.

It is true that a gas plant cannot be successfully operated by an

ignoramus, any more than can a high grade steam plant, wliich,

however, if allowed, results sooner or later in a swelling of the

PL.AN OF W.M.TH.AMSTOW GAS POWER ST.-MION.

and of the producers 2 to 4 lb. per hour. \\ hethcr the exact ratio

holds for larger plants is immaterial. We do know that the producer

losses are almost inconsiderable, which is reasonable, owing to the

great heat content of the fuel bed and small opportunity for loss of

heat by radiation when the producer is shut off from the atmosphere.

Running losses are evidently also much less. We may pipe gas for

great distances with small loss. Not so with highly superheate.l

.steam under high pressure. When a gas engine plant is shut down
the losses practically cease; with steam, condensation is uninter

rupted.

Labor.

The comparative cost of labor and supplies for gas and steam

plants is difficult to state in definite terms. With the same character

of labor there should be no appreciable difference betiveen the two.

We have compiled table 4 (appendi.x 3) to show the operating costs

repair account. .\ fair comparison will not admit of any Iiut intel-

ligent labor in either steam or gas plants, so there is no reason why
steam engineers, after proper instruction, cannot take charge of a

.ij'as plant, as has been proven in practice.

A very important point, however, is the personal attitude which

engineers take toward gas machinery. The best plant will quickly

depreciate in the hands of operators who have taken a personal dis-

like to the innovation. The inevitable result of such attitude cannot

be truthfully laid to the door of gas power. But it is alinost always

the case that personal prejudice may be overcome by systematic edu-

cational methods. In many of our plants the old steam engineers

and oilers have been retained and placed in charge of gas equipment,

after a thorough coaching by competent erecting engi leers. .^fter

this is done properly the invariable result is highly successful opera-

tion.
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As the chief engineer operating a plant in northern Pennsylvania

stated to the author recently, "I would rather throw up my job than

go back to steam." He freely acknowledged his initial prejudice,

which disappeared as he became acquainted with the gas engines.

Oil.

In well regulated plants, equipped with a continuous return system,

tlic oil consumption should not much exceed, if any, that of a steam

plant. Two 500-kw. gas plants at Franklin and Rrad /rd. Pa., each

consisting of five Wcstinghouse vertical enclosed type engine units,

average through the year less than half a gallon per unit day, at a

total cost of under seven cents (.0032 gallons per h, p. day). At

another station, near Warren, Pa., using three vertical open type

engines of 27S-h. p. capacity each, the oil consumption averages under

.9 gallons per unit day. This is certainly not excessive; in fact, we
know of a large .steam station in the Pittsburg district, equipped

with several l,6oo-h. p. cross compound engines, in which the oil

consumption averages .0025 gallons per engine h p day, and has

ChMPj^ffiTiya fotv/sif^ /iffa/ 7 Duty
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reached double this amount for weeks at a time. This plant has a

return oiling system ; the others have not.

Maintenance.

Maintenance expense is frequently thought to be excessive in a gas

station. When this is so we may look for faulty operation or design

of the plant. Recent data from the station at Bradford, Pa., shows

what may be accomplished when the equipment is properly operated.

The plant is in its seventh year of service
;

yet the average cost of

repairs on the engines for the last two years was $92.70 per year,

1 1.6 cents per h.p. year, or .0125 cents per kw.h. generated. Returns

for the last two years are shown in table s (appendix 4). As an

example of the results secured, we may mention the following : After

six years' service, averaging 18 hours per day, it is found necessary

to inspect the engines only once in twelve months. This was for-

merly done in three months and later in six months. At each inspec-

tion a set of piston rings is replaced by new ones, whether worn C'.t

or not. Up to the present time no extensive repairs have been maiie

on any of the engines, except a voluntary change, on the builders'

part, from dry to water cooled exhaust valves. The present exhaust

valves average one year's working without rcgrinding, and even

then arc not in bad condition. Some valves have run 15 months.

Admission valves require no attention. Igniters average about nine

months without repointing. By reversing the current each day elec-

tro deposition is entirely avoided, so that the points wear evenly.

In table 4 the repair costs at Walthamstow arc much lower than

the steam plants cited. In a 300-kw. manufacturing plant at Bir-

mingham, using Wcstinghouse vertical engines and Mond gas, the

typical year's expense for repairs and renewals was but 0.174 cents

per kw.h. generated, incurred in the proportion of 65 per cent to the

gas and 35 per cent to the engine plant.

A notable run was recently reported by the superintendent of a

gas compressing station in cenlr.TJ Ohio, where a 'ijo-hp. Westing-

lofa/ Coat ofFoi^fr dpt^KP/^rvr
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cost of generating current was 1.7 cents per kw.h. ; or, based upon

current delivered to consumer, 2.13 cents per kw.h., the average price

obtained being 7.14 cents, and the net profit 9 per cent. Referring

again to table 4, the summary shows that in the average borough

steam plant of over three times the capacity and of higher load

factor the generation cost is 2.2 cents. It is presumable that the

TABLE No. VII.

CAPITAL COST GAS AND STEAM PLANT PER
KW. CAPACITY.

MONl) PHOOrCKK PI, \\r .\T HEVSH.\M H.\RBOR, SHOWING COAl.
II.\NI)I.ING .APPARATUS.

Steam plants used cheaper coal
;

yet with gas coal at $6.75 a ton the

saving in cost of coal alone was over 38 per cent in favor of the ga;

station. At this price the Walthamstovv plant required throughout

the year's run but slightly over two pounds of coal per kw.h. gen-

erated. Of the total operating cost, fuel represented 43 per cent.

,

in the steam plant, 55 per cent; repairs, 5 per cent for gas, and 23

per cent for steam. At the Birmingham plant, mentioned above, the

total operating cost was iV4 cents per kw.h., of which fuel reprc

sented 26'/2 per cent and repairs 14 per cent; this on a load factor

of 43 per cent average, and bituminous coal having 31 per cent vola-

tile. The total coal consumption averaged 2.9 pounds per kw.h.

through the year.

At the Bradford, Pa., station (see table 5, appendix 4), although

handicapped with old type belted machinery, the average yearly ga;

consumption is less than 25 cubic feet of gas per kw.h. on a I9''2

per cent load factor, and a total operating cost of power of about 0.8

cents per kw.h.

The station at Franklin, Pa., operating on natural gas of excep-

tionally high calorific value, gives experience of similar character.

The engines regularly operate thirty hours to a run. With a load

factor of IS per cent to 20 per cent, as low as 17 cu. ft. of gas per

kw.h. was- recorded for the year 1904, at a total operating cost of

under one cent per kw.h. In the cases of both the Bradford and
Franklin plants building heating by natural gas is included in th

;

gas charge for the engines.

Capital Cost.

Much of the prejudice against gas power is due to exaggerated

statements regarding the comparative capital cost of steam and gas

equipments. In some instances it has been stated that for the same
character of equipment the gas plant costs double. This is not the

case; in fact, in larger plants the two may be brought nearly to ?

parity, and the higher economy of the former will soon wipe out the

difference in actual cost.

We cannot do better than cite the returns of tenders for one of

the largest gas power stations in Europe, over 8,000 kw. in capacity

and designed for both railway and lighting service. Tenders were
invited for both steam and gas equipment complete, in every respect

the best obtainable and with considerable spare plant. An appro-x--

mate summary of the tenders received from over thirty of the most
prominent European manufacturers is as follows, including erection,

but not including transportation charges :

(For obvious reasons the names of the customer and manufac-
turers are withheld.)
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The engineer's report on llic accepted tenders shows a total excess

cost of gas plant of 7.4 per cent actual, or 14 per cent with certain

extras charged to the gas plant for additional ground and building

requirements
; yet the annual saving in operation is estimated suflTicienc

to annul the excess cost of gas plant in less than two years. Capital-

ized at 5 per cent interest this aimual saving rcpresejits a capital of

$1,485,000, or considerably more than the original cost of the cnti.'e

gas power station. In other words, the gas plant might have co-it

twice the actual amount and still realize a definite annual saving ove'

steam power. Incideulally tlie eflicicncy guarantees arc of intercs'.

These are shown in table 8. The heat conversion elTiciency of the

generating equipment at two-thirds load is as high as 25 per cent,

giving an overall plant eflicicncy of about 18 per cent. The average

well efiuipped steam plant rarely exceeds 10 per cent.

The problem of gas versus steam power thus partakes of the ni-

ture of economics, rather than mechanics. In order to demonstrat;

more clearly, the diagram, Fig. 11, was prepared, which shows th".

relative cost of steam and gas power for dilTerent grades of coal.

By expressing the cost of the latter in terms of million thermal unit-,

the differentials in transportation are avoided. This diagram is based

upon an actual load curve, Fig 1?, and the present appro.ximate co;.t

of power plant equipment, f. o. b. factory, but including erection.

From the assumi)tions, appendix 6, you will observe that if wc have

erred it is upon the conservative side, favoring, if anything, th

steam plant, especially in the matter of cost.

(In estimating the cost of labor, supplies and repairs, these three

items are assumed to be the same for either steam or gas plants, as

it is a reasonable assumption that any possible excess of cost of

upkeep on the gas engine equipment would be balanced by the

smaller expense of maintaining the producer equipment.)

In this diagram the shaded area represents reasonable range for

repairs, as is the case at Wahhamstow, then it may be operated lo

advantage on still lower grades of coal.

Field Practice.

This subject may be well concluded by a brief perspective, as if

were, of the work that has already been accomplished in the Amer-
ican gas power field. To be sure, the application to railway service

has in this country been limited
;

yet wc find abroad many evidence^

of successful working. A prominent Kuropean engineer reported •«

iyo3; "Nineteen stations on tramway work, totaling 6/xx) h.p. ca

pacity. These include Barcelona, Tunis, I.,ausannc, St. (jallcn, Poic-

tiers, Orleans and Zurich, from 400 to Cxx) h.p,, each working on
eitlier producer or town gas." As a result of the excellent expe-

rience with the VValthamstow electricity :tation, 650 h.p. has been

added to the plant for operating the new tramway system (length .f

line 9% miles, loo-lb. girder rails, 32 double deck single truck cars,

double trolley) recently constructed. At Buenos Ayres, South Amer-

ica, two plants, aggregating 2,240 h.p., are at work for the Buen ij

Ayres Great Western and Great Southern Railways. Both use

Mond gas.

But, eclipsing in interest probably all fomcr gas iwcr railway

undertakings is that of the Warren & Jamestown Railway system.

7S

capital cost of gas engine. You will observe that the diagonals for

steam and gas intersect at the left of the diagram. The interpreta-

tion of this is that at this point, with coal costing 3.5 cents per mil-
lion B. t. u., or about 90 cents per ton, both plants can deliver power
at the same cost, or, in other words, we cannot afford to use gis
plant with cheaper coal. Fig. 12 expresses this saving in per cent
of excess capital cost of gas over steam plant. Thus, with coal at

$3.50, the annual saving is 30 per cent of the original excess.

Upon the assumption of equal labor, supplies and repair cost;,

it is quite evident that any excess fixed charges on the gas plant will

fix a definite economic limit of saving over steam, and it thus occu'S
that gas will be more effective where fuel is not dirt cheap. If, how-
ever, a gas plant can effect a saving in the cost of labor, supplies and

now under construction. As the details may not be entirely familiar

to you, a brief review is appended (No. 7). This plant will prac-

tically inaugurate the use of the heavy duty t\pe engine, in connec-

tion with single phase railway systems in America.

Following the precedent established by the Warren plant, the

Union Traction Company, of Independence, Kan., has adopted double

acting engines of the same size, t>pe and design for railway service,

using Kansas natural gas as fuel. The initial equipment will com-

prise single crank and double crank units of 500 and i,ooo-h. p. each

(sea level rating).

The new engine equipment for Warren, now nearing completion,

consists of two soo-h. p. Westinghouse double acting engines of the

horizontal tandem tj-pe (Dimensions of engines: Cylinder diameter.
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at a cosi i)f alxjiil Iwo ct'iUs per tliousaml ciiliic fi-ct. The economy
in opcralinK willi nalural Kas is slril<iiiK. In llic old K'''s plant it i-.

estimated thai the cost of power averages .75 cent per kw. h., inchid

ing all items chargeahle to operation, except repairs on liuilding ami

battery; llie cor. espon<linf; g;.s consiimp'.ion heing 20 cii. ft. perkw.h.

Among gas power stations in America and British territory w,-

llnd a large mnnher up to j,6oo-h. p. capacity o))eraling on producer,

natural and oil ga.s, and many with the alternating current system

with generators running in electrical parallel. In fact, parallel opera-

tion hy gas engines on a large scale was first accomplished in thi>

country al I'last I'iltshnrg, with three cylinder engines of the vertical

single acting type. In view of iho success with this ty|)L' of engine,

it is evident that the tandem and twin-tandem d mlile acting typ,-

should be even more suitable. In (neat Itrit.iin jo central stations,

from 40 to 2,P00 kw. in c;ipacil>. .ire in operati<in. nmslly with pro

ducer gas.

In the field of electric lighting much has been accomplished ( )iU

side of the Walthamstow st.ition, already mentio led, an inlereslin;

plant is the 1.150-h. p. station of the Rockland Kleclrie Co., at Hill

burn, N. \ ., e(|uipped with Weslinghmi.se hori-ontal double actio;

engines, operating on l.oonns-Pettibone producer gas. As in several

otiier indiisliial pl.nits using Ibis hpe nf producer. mii-.t of the water

WORKING COSTS-GAS POWER STATION.
Waltliamstow District Council.

"Garckc's Manual."

TABLE No. VI. Appendix No. 6.

Population— 110,00(1. Supply commenced September 20th, lUOl.

System—Three wire, D.C., 230-4()0 volts.

Capacity Station—2890 H. H. P.-2,000 kw.

Equipment:

—

Gas Generators—8T)iiwson-/\ntbracite.

Engines—4-115B.H.P.\Vcstingbouse ^cylinder vertical engine type.
H-250 "

" •

6-280 " " "

Generators— Helios-Engine type.

Batteries—Tudor-2 x 254 cells-1000 amp. hr. capacity.

SUPPLY RECORD (Year ending March 31st.

Number of lamps connected (16 c.p. eipiivalent)

H. \V. Hrs. generated
K. W. Hrs. sold

Gross efficiency system %

Maximum load on feeders kw.
Avcraj;e load im plant kw.
Load factor

Prices charged—lighting cts. per K.W.H.
(Discount) power " "

FINANCIAL RESULT.

Capital expenditure to date
Land and buildings
Plant, engines, machinery
Total expenditure

Revenue Total
Costs "

Profit •

Profit IJ to average capital

Sinking Fund " '' "

.Average price obtained cts. per K.W.H .

Per Cent. Working Cost to revenue from current

OPERATING COSTS.

Coal* and other fuel delivered
Oil, waste, water** and general supplies
Wages of wtirkmen
Repairs and maintenance! total

Total works cost

Distribution, public lamps, rent, management,
taxes, insurance, etc

Total general costs _. . .

.

TOTAL COSTS.

1904

81,050
198,000
546,100
63,000
21,640

41,360
9,06

2.66

7.14

38.46

903

16,070

659,796

542,423
82.25

406
75.5

15.25

8
5-3

75,

179

36

48,

16

31

CIS. per S.W.H.

Sold

0.932

0.383

0.7.38

0.081

2.134

0.649

0.649

Gen.

0.745

0.306

0.590

0.065

,650

,600

,000

,380

,910

470
10.87

3.20

8.40

40.9

CIS. per K.W.a

Sold Gen.

0.84

0.46

0.82

0.24

1.706 2.36

0.519

0.519

1.11

1.11

0.69

0.37

0.67

0.19

1.925

0.929

0.929

2.783 2.225 3.47 2.8.54

t Cost of coal averaged Jfi.SO per ton in l'.K12 .1; t«.76 in 1903-4.
•* .Artesian well not yet in service: water purchased.
Including Imildings. meclianical and electrical equipments, storage batteries and dis

tribution system.

gas generated is used for furnace heating, while the "air" or "blow"'
gas, too lean for other purposes, is used entirely in the engine plant.

In many respects this system is unique, in that it makes |>ossihle the

commercial use of otherwise expensive water gas, while the cheap
"air" gas is rendered useful for generating power.

The utilization of waste products of mannfactnre has within recent

years made great progress. Gaseous by-produrts have already been
put lo use on a large scale, lint the near future may readily witness

the use of the producer in its present or in modified form for util-

izing all combustible wastes recoverable in manufacturing processes

Illast furnace gas applications are now more or less familiar ; coke
oven gas from by proiluct coke ovens has many notable applications

in h'nrope (a small plant is in use at Camden, N. J.) ; and oil gas

(obtained by fractional dislillatirtn of petroL-um—a by-product in tb;

refining process) has lately been successfully applied in America.

Summary.
The large number of small plants that has come within our range

of experience has not prevented us from obtaining similar experience
from larger ones. The operation of close to 100 plants, from 200 to

j.(^«o-h. p. in capacity, would seem lo indicate tha. some measure
of success has been attained. That one-half of the aggregate capacitv

operates on natural gas and but one-third on producer gas simply

emphasizes the value of this country's nalural rcsfiurces. rather than
reflects upon the producer gas system, especially when one con-

siders the comparatively short lime that producer gas has been seri-

ously taken up. About 10 per cent of the larger plants fa1)ove 200
h. p.) operate city and suburban railway systems. The remainder
are devoted to m.iny classes of service, such as light and power for

Appendix No. 6.

COMPARATIVE ESTIMATES—GAS vs. STEAM PLANT.
Assumption for Diagrams, Figs. 11 and 12.

General.
Rated capacity
Character of load
Load curve
Load factor, average
Maximum mean load
Load fluctuation

Number or units(one spare).

GAS PLANT STEAM PLANT
5,000 kw.
Street Railway.
Figure 1-B.

66{.

3,7.50 kw.
lot—normal, IW—light loads
Five 1,000 kw.

Type Horiz. tandem double Horiz. cnmpound Cor-
acting, heavy duty. liss, condensing.

Overload capacity 10?.

Average load 2,61 1 kw.
Daily output 62,668 K.W.H.
Daily engine hours 75->^.

Average load on units 831 rating.

Heat Consumption. 10,000 B. T. V. per
B. H. P. Hr.

Overall efficiency unit 80.9s(.

Auxiliaries bf.

Producer—efficiency 75)f.

Boiler—efficiency (13,000

B. T. U. coal)

Plant duty, B. T. U 23,275 per K. W. H.
Coal consumption 1.8 lbs. per K. \V. H.

14 lbs. steam per
I. H. P. Hr.*

83.7!{.

10«.

60*.

42.900 per K. W. H.
3.3 lbs. per K. W. H.

Capital Cost.

Generating plant S 77.20 per kw. $43.60 per kw.
Boiler— producer plant 25.06 27.50
Buildings, coal storage and
switchboards 16.50 18.00

Total S118.76 $89. 10

E xcess cost ofgasplant s29.66= 30*.

Works or Operating Cost of Power. Charged.
Fuel for all purposes Prorata.

?^ Supplies,' including oil,' w^ste'. waterVetc.: ! :: ! ! I.' I ^^IHf' !"''^^^:r\'"r>L^ Repairs (working repairs only, not betterroents). )
"" '^'^- P^"^ '^ ^^ •

"•

Fixed or Capital Costs

Interest (6*).

Insurance and taxes (2*).

Depreciation (physical depreciation only).

Engine plant 65]*, boiler plant 7 'ii. pnxlucer plant 5*. buildings and
switchboard 3*. .Average tor complete plants—gas 5.8*—steam 6.2*.

Total cost of power comprises Works and Fixed Costs.

* Steam pressure 125 pounds, feed temperature ISO* F., evaporation 8.1 pounds from
and at 212° = 7.5 pounds actual.
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city and suburban territory, power for the electrical driving of indus-

trial works, power for operating railroad terminals, gas compressing

stations, water pumping plants and high service fire systems. A
notable example of the latter is the J.joo-h. p. station in Race St..

Owing to the superposition of loads from various distribution centers

or sub-stations, the fluctuations at power stations are not necessarily

severe. With heavy service, however, sub-stations are subjected to

severe fluctuations: for example. Manhattan sub-station No. 2,

I \ I'll AI. CAS POWER PLANT KIJK fD.M: :;,1.. 1 .

Philadelphia. Most of the prominent types of producers are repre-

sented, including the Mond, Loomis-Pettibone, Dowson. Taylor and
the more recent Westinghouse systems. A few small plants are
working on suction gas. This indicates that successful operation is

not confined to any particular type of producer.

In conclusion we can but reiterate our premises:

1. That the gas engine has been brought to a state of develop-
ment where it is capable of doing the same work as the steam engine,

with far greater efficiency, and usually at reduced cost.

2. That the producer has been so far perfected as to be a reliable

and more efficient generator than the steam boiler.

3. That the gas power plant "in toto" is entirely suitable for even

the severe service incident to electric railway operation.

4. That its component parts, engine and producer are possessed

of characteristics leading to harmonious co-operation.

5. That practical difficulties incident to gas power working have
been so far overcome as to warrant commercial confidence.

6. That experience with gas power in almost every known line

of modern industry has proven its general sufficiency for any power
service.

Such data as have been obtainable are presented in the light of a
record of past performance rather than in the nature of prophecies

regarding the future. The future is believed to be already assured.

APPENDIX.
CHARACTERISTICS OF RAILWAY LOADS.

The various systems may be classified as follows

:

Metropolitan : Light cars, many in number, small headway (one

to five minutes), small load fluctuation—yielding a station load that

may be readily predicted and closely followed up by the requisite

engine capacity.

Urban : Light cars, few in number, medium headway (ten to

fifteen minutes), station load fluctuating considerably.

Interurban: Heavy cars, few in number, large headway (30 to

60 minutes), high speed, moderate acceleration, heavy grades, load

violently fluctuating, cannot be closely predicted

Rapid Transit: Heavy cars, multiple unit trains, small headway
at rush hours, rapid acceleration, load fluctuating at sub-stations.

Specific examples may be found in the accompanying curves, which

are explained in table No. i. In all the city systems the morning and

.Vl.l.L KGHAL SKRVICK. ATHA TOOL COMPANY, .\tW.\Kk. N. J.

evening peaks are strongly accentuated and the daily average is high,

shown in Fig. 4. where the fluctuation is 40 per cent above and

below the average load.

The interurban load presents less distinct peaks, but, although the

average is high, the station is subjected to violent fluctuations. This

may be appreciated from the recording meter chart. Fig. 7, correspond-

ing to the load curve shown. Although the inertia of the instrument

pointer has probably exaggerated the indications, it is safe to say

that fluctuations of 30 per cent from the mean load are ordinarily

encountered and with a reduced number of cars as high as 60 per

cent.

The characteristics of electric lighting service, on the other hand,

are quite different. Except in the case of occasional storms, the lord

may be closely predicted and followed up with necessary generating

capacity, and rapid fluctuations are practically absent.

WARREN & JAMESTOWN RAILWAY SYSTEM.
The Warren & Jamestown railway is a high speed interurban

road, approximately 21 miles in length, operating over a compara-

tively level and straight right of way between Warren, Pa., and

Jamestown, N. Y., at the southern end of Lake Chautauqua. The

population of the territory traversed is estimated at 50,000, with

11,000 tributary, not including a large summer population at the

various lake resorts. Heavy high speed cars will be used, approxi-

mately 52 feet over all, and with a normal seating capacity of ,'34

persons, each car being equipped with four alternating current 50-h.^.

motors on 33-in. wheels. Four cars will be operated at present,

with two additional cars later on.

Power will be generated at the power house now operated by thi

Warren Street Railway Co. at Stoneham, four miles south of the citv.

For some time gas engines of the vertical single acting type have

been used for operating the present city railway system, and it is

due to the general successful experience from gas power that ga.>

engines will be used for operating the interurban road.

A noteworthy feature of the new interurban system is that West-

inghouse single phase apparatus is used throughout, with 22,000 volts

transmission and 3,300 volts on the trolley, which is of the Westing-

house catenary construction. A step-up transformer station is located

at the power house and two step-down sub-stations about one mile

distant from both Warren and Jamestown. These equipments con-

tain transforming, switching and protective apparatus alone. As n.)
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direct current is used upon the syslein, il is inipracticilili- lo employ

storage batteries, so that the generating eipiipnient will thus be r;-

(juired to sustain at all times the entire demand. In the present city

system a l.so-amperc hour (one hour rating) storage battery is in

use, which is kept floating on tlie line Ihronghoul the load fluctua-

tions, to the relief of the, gas engine efiuipnunl. In the new plant

the gas engines must sustain both load and lUicluations wilhoiU

assistance. K.ach unit complete of the new equipment occupies a

floor space of 20 X 47Vi ft., allowing 4 to 5-foot passageways, which

is ef|nivalent lo ^.^e, sq. ft. per kw., or 1.9 square feet per h.^.

i"ip:u-ily.

THE RIDLON TROLLEY CATCHER.

The Kirlloii irolley catcher is presented to the trade as a strictly

up-to-date design embodying numerous points of advantage.

It is positive in its working, having a permanent stop on the reel

and in the case, with an action so devised as to prevent the partial

locking of the reel. When used on single truck cars where there is

consideralfle oscillaling molinii ii will nni catch and pull the wheel

from the wire.

When the wheel does leave the wire the mechanism catches quickly

and has the advantage of having an action devised to retard the un-

locking should the pole rebound.

Owing to the simplicity of the catcher, the liabdity of parts work

iiig loose is reduced to a mininuuu. The reel spring is housed inside

the case thereby protecting it against the entrance of rain water,

which would cuise the sprin.g lo rust and C(inse(p\entl> shorten it.;

life.

RllU.ON TRDLLEV CATCIIKR

The construction of the case is such as to allow ample room for the

trolley rope so that with the pole down, the reel will take up the

slack. The lower part of the case has a large opening, so access can

be had to the reel without removing it from the case and the rop;

may be unwound without taking the catcher apart. This also pro-

vides a drip so that in wet, sleety or freezing weather the reel can-

not become blocked.

These catchers are manufactured in the company's own factory, and

it can guarantee superior workmanship and the best of material. .\

.sample catcher sent on 30 days' approval.
<-*

E. W. BUSS CO.

An elaborate display of gears and pinions is made by the E. W.
Bliss Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., at space 23, section K. The latest de-

signed gears manufactured by this company are built on heavy sub-

stantial proportions to meet the demands of heavy street and inter-

urban service. The solid gear is given prominence by the company
and are made from the best quality steel casting and cut mechanically

correct. The company has a full line of split as well as solid gears.

The company is displaying both machine cut and hammered pinions,

and advises that it has in stock at its Brooklyn plant a large assort-

ment of each of the standard types of gears and pinions for imme-
diate delivery. The representatives of the company at the conven-

tion are B, \V. Stone, J. Matthews and Charles E. Porter.

THE NEW CENTRIFUGAL SPRINKLING CAR.

One ol the novel features ot the cshibii ot llie J. <i. Ilrill Co. is a

new type of .street sprinkler known as the Brill centrifugal sprinkling

car. The Brill company claims that in the centrifugal sprinklec,

recently invented and (latented, an apparatus is provided which lia-t

no drawbacks, which is highly efficient and satisfactory in every par-

ticular. For more than a year exhaustive experiments have been

conduclerl lo demonstrate the practicability of its operation under a'.l

conditions, and Ihe builder is so well satisfied of its success, that it

is now building a number, although the season is nearly at an end

The car shown in the engraving was delivered to the I,ehigh Valley

Traction Co. a few weeks ago, and the sprinkler exhibited is it*

counterpart.

In late years Ihe centrifugal pump has shown itself adaptable U
a large number of purposes and the force of which it is capable is

well known in ccinneclion with, fire engines. Its use for cxpcllini;

water from a .sprinkling car was suggested to tlie builder by a grav-

ity sprinkler, which the company designed and built for a New Jersey

I'.RIM. (KNTRIFIC.M. SPRINKLER

railway two years ago, and which was furnished with a cciurifugil

suction pump operated by a motor, by which means the tank wiS
filled from a pond near the track ; thus the railway company wKi
enabled to obtain a water supply without recourse to hydrants, the

water tax being exorbitant.

As will be seen from the engraving, the centrifugal pump and its

motor are located on the platform at one end of the car. The piping

connection with the tank is simply arranged, but one opening beiii^

necessary in the tank, and direct connections being made with each

of the four sprinkling heads. The motor rheostat is a neatly con-

trived arrangement placed against the dasher. The pump may be

used for filling the tank as well as expelling the water, and a connec-

tion for this purpose is arranged directly underneath the pump.

Water may be easily lifted vertically 20 ft. and may be drawn froi.i

quite a distance, so that if there is a lake or stream anywhere along

the lines, it is a simple matter to run a hose or lay a main from the

track to the water and connect with a short hose to the pump ; or

the tank may be filled in the usual way by an inlet valve at the sid;

of the piping or through the manhole.

The sprinkling heads have much to do with the success of this

sprinkler. They are of the patented type of the builder and have

been adopted after the most thorough tests of their all-round effi-

ciency. The head is vertically slotted for half its circumference and

has a cylindrical chamber with a corresponding slot. The cylinder

is moved forward and back, and revolved, by a handle on the pla:-

form. The amount and the range of water is always under control

and in a moment the water may be cut down to the thinnest film

or may be made to cover any distance from a point inside the trade

to 50 ft. away. Therefore, for use on city streets where vehicles

must be avoided and where the width of the street varies, the water

can be directed accurately and started or cut off instantly. Gate

valves are provided, although not absolutely necessary, for the

sprinkling heads completely cut off the water, but they are an added

convenience. An automatic by-pass valve prevents back pressure

on the motor at such a time when all four sprinkling heads might be

suddenlv closed.
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WOODMAN'S CONSECUTIVE REGISTERING TICKET
PUNCH.

The R. Woodman Manufacturing & Supply Co., 63 Oliver St.,

Boston, Mass., is manufacturing and distributing Woodman's con-

secutive registering ticket punch, which is shown in the accom-

panying engraving. The design of this simple and ingenious device

is neat and attractive, the action is positive, while its durability

and ease of manipulation recommend it where a perfect register is

required. It is equipped with a simple locking device attached to

the handle, which locks the the punch when not in use and prevents

WOODMAN'S CONSECUTIVE RECISTERINr. TIIKKT TUNCIl.

the punch and register from working, which, of course, is essential

to an accurate record of tickets or fares punched. The lock is

operated by giving a half-turn to the reciprocating cam attached to

the hanule of the punch, while another half-turn will release the

handle of the punch and give both the punch and register perfect

freedom of manipulation. The register has a capacity for register-

ing from 1 to 10,000 and any design of die can be made for the

punch. The company also manufactures punches of every descrip-

tion and size to order.

NEW MEMBERS A. R. M. & E. A.

The following is a list of members oi the .\mericaii Railway

Mechanical and Electrical Association, who have joined since the

convention opened

:

F. M. Brinckerhoflf, engineer Hudson Companies, New York City.

F. W. Darlington, consulting engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.

R. L. Lindsav, general manager, Durham Traction Co.. Onrliam.

X. C.

.A. D. McWhorton, master niechanic Memphis Street Ry., Mem-
phis, Tenn.

F. D. Connelly, master mechanic, Conestoga Traction Co.. Lan-

caster, Pa.

J. H. H^nna, assistant engineer, Capital Traction Co., Washing-

ion, D. C.

J. M. Lamed, engineer maintenance of wa>'. I'iltshiirg Railways

Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

C. O. Maillou.N, electrical engineer, New \'ork & Port Chester

R. R., New York City.

Fred R. Newman, master mechanic, York Street Railway Co.,

York, Pa.

Terrence Scullin, master mechanic, Cleveland Electric Railway

Co., Cleveland, O.

W. S. Patterson, master mechanic, lUah Liglit & Railway Co.,

Salt Lake City.

R. B. Stearns, siiperiiUendeiU Northwestern Elevated R. R., Chi-

cago.

George B. Taylor, assistant engineer of way, Philadelpliia Rapid

Transit Co.

Edward Taylor, engineer of equipment, Brooklyn Rapid Transit

Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Paul Winsor. chief engineer motive power and rolling stock,

Boston Elevated Ry., Boston.

m »

Frank D. Masterson is on hand to exploit the merits of the elec-

trical specialties of the Chase-Shawmut Cn,. which company he is

representing.

iiWell" "Well" "Wellt

THE

PEACOCK
BRAKE

now on exhibition at the convention certainly is a

dandy— it has made a score of friends, everybody is inter-

ested in it. Don't fail to see it and get wise on the brake

question now. It's the best hand brake ever made-r—

we'll leave it to you. Meet us at Section K, space 12,

Exhibition hall, to-day only. :::::::
NATIONAL BRAKE CO.
BUFFALO. N. Y.. U. 5. A.
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THE EAR LL
Trolley Retrievers and Catchers

Built for heavy work and rough use. Have large

rope space and long bearings. Do not freeze in

winter. Simple, strong, practical.
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NO. 146 BAND RIP AND RESAW.

The combination of a baiid rip saw and a band rcsaw will be rec-

ognized by experienced operators as most desirable and very conve-

nient, having all the advantages of two machines and yet occupying

the floor space of one. While the combination is new the mechanism

for both operations embodies the features that have been so success-

the resaw rolls is instantly reversible, and the lower side when

reversed forms a perfectly clear table for ripping. Friction rolls arc

mounted in the table to facilitate the feed.

The resawing rolls arc 3 in. in diameter, are arranged to self

center, or by moving the lever pin one set of rolls can be made rigid

to saw from one side of the board. Boards up to 18 in. wide may
be resawed and the rolls open to saw to the center of 8 in. The feed

rolls for ripping are carried on an adjustable dovetail slide fitted

onto the upper bearing arm. The feed rolls are 8 in. in diameter

and the distance between the feed-in and the feed-out roll is short,

to permit feeding short stock. The machine can be almost instantly

changed from a rip saw to a resaw, or vice versa. The fence is 3

new eccentric locking type and can be moved back to permit sawing

up to 24 in. wide. The saw guides are of the latest type and arc-

placed close to the cut of the saw. The feed of the machine is regu-

lated by variable speed frictions operated by a lever convenient to

the operator. For resawing the feed may be varied from 10 to 50 ft.

per minute, and for ripping from 30 to 140 ft. per minute. A brake

mechanism is furnished making it possible to stop the machine

instantly.

J. .^. F.W & EGAN CO., NO. 146 BAND. RIf AND RUSAW.

ful in single tools. In the machine of this type manufactured by the

J. A. Fay & Egan Co., Cincinnati, the upper wheel is free from

vibration, and saws of varying lengths may be used. The upper

wheel is fitted with the company's patent knife edge straining device.

always giving an even tension to the blade, thus prolonging its life.

The lower wheel is solid (or webbed), lessening vibration, circula-

tion of dust, and preventing any over-running. The wheels are 42

in. in diameter and carry a 3-in. blade. The table is 35 x 42 in., and

is mounted on a rocker bearing, permitting it to be angled 15 degre 's

for bevel sawing, and is made in two parts. The front part carrying

MANNING. MAXWELL & MOORE, INC.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., 85 Liberty St., New York
City, is represented at the convention by Mr. Guy B. Gosman.
The company controls the products of the Asheroft Manufac-

turing Co., the Consolidated Safety Valve Co., the Hayden &
Derby Jfanufacturing Co., and the Hancock Inspirator Co., all

of which are shown at its exhibit at space 21, section I. Thomas
G. Keog-h and George E. Handle, manager of the Philadelphia

office, are also in attendance.

The Frank S. DeRonde Co. has its exhibit at space 17, section C,

and includes therein samples of Rubcroid roofing, P. & B. insula-

tion, compound, tape, SPC armature varnish, cold water paint and

Scarbolate, a new car cleaning compound. The company is repre-

sented by J. G. Satterthwait, C. G. Dickinson and J. P. Davison, who
is looking after the interests of Sacarbolate.

An Invitation Is Extended to Every Delegate

To visit the

largest and best equipped

plant in the world

devoted exclusively to the

manufacture of

WATER PURIFYING

CHEMICALS

for use in

Steam Boilers.

GEO. W. LORD COMPANY, 2238 to 2250 No. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
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The Utah Light & Railway Co.

BeiiiK a History and Description of the I'nitinR of Several (Jenerating Stations by One
Transmission Network.

BY O. A. HONNOLD, ELECTRICAL ENGINEEK.

Tlic present extensive liglitiiip, power and railway system of the

L'tali Liglit & Railway Co. comprises several individual plants, a

eoiisolidatioii of the several companies having been completed Jan.

I. 1904. riie oliject of this article is to describe the engineering

and operating features of this system, particularly since it is one of

the very few in the United States having so many powrer stations

working in parallel and supplying current for all kinds of service.

The Salt Lake & Ogden Gas & Electric Light Co. was the original

mills, etc. Two 150-kw. synchronous motors were installed in th«

old steam station in Salt Lake City, driving on to the main line

shaft which had previously been driven by two large Buckeye en-

gines. At the same time a 2,aoo-volt circuit was started in the city.

It was intended to gradually cut over all the lighting circuits to this

voltage ; the synchronous motors driven by the water power would

relieve the steam of that much load in driving the old alternators,

arc machines, Edison machines, etc., which were belted oflF the line

l.tXTU.\L »IAT1U.\— LT.\H LlOUl ,V l;.\M.U.\V CO.

eompany, and operated steam generating stations in Ogden and Salt

Lake City, also the gas manufacturing plants at these two cities.

The Citi/.en.s Electric Light Co. ha<l a steam-driven, monocyclic

j.,;oo-volt station in competition with the old Salt Lake &: Ogden

Gas & Electric Light Co.

During the summer of 1896 the Cottonwood power plant was

started in Cottonwood Canyon, 16 miles southeast of Salt Lake.

This plant has a capacity of about 2,000 h. p., driven by water with

a 360-ft. head and generating 3-phase current raised to 10,000 volts

pressure. This was stepped down at Salt Lake City to supply the

i.ooo-volt lighting circuits of the old Salt Lake & Ogden Gas & Elec-

tric Light Go's, system. There were two other substations one at

Murray eight miles south of Salt Lake City and one about four miles

southeast of Salt Lake City. These were to supply smelters, brick

shaft. When the scr\-ice from the water power was interrupted

these motors were driven as generators to keep up the supply for

the 2.cioo-volt load until they could be s\-nchronized with the cur-

rent from the water power plant again. It was then considered a

very serious matter to synchronize these machines, but for several

years synchronous motors of this size have been thrown in and

brought into step as easily as a five-h. p. motor is started.

In 1896, the Utah Power Co. was organized, primarily to famish

power for the Salt Lake City Railroad Co"s. system. The station of

this company takes water from the tail race at Big Cottonwood

pow-er house through a flume about two miles long, thence the

water is carried down through a steel pipe to the power house, giv-

ing a head of 460 ft. This plant consists of 2-phase Westinghouse

machinery of 2.000-h. p. capacity feeding a transmission line 14 miles
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long at a pressure of 16,000 volts, 3-phase, the Scott connection be-

ing used both for the step-up and step-down transformers. Tlie rail-

way service was supplied with current from 6o-cycle, 2-phase 450-

Icw. rotary converters. These converters were among the first to

be put into service and much pioneer work was done to make tlicm

work properly without "pumping." More will be said regarding the

handling of these converters. As a competitor of the other com-

pany the Utah Power Co. obtained franchises to furnish lighting

and power current in Salt Lake City.

In 1897 the 5,ooo-h. p. station of the Pioneer Electric Power Co.,

1 lansformcrs'were placed from time to time in the most suitable

locations as the load continued to grow. Today this load has grown

to be a very heavy one, and the network is still maintained and

never yet have there been any interruptions due to transformers

burning out and thus causing trouble from the fact that all are tied

in solid on the secondary side. Cutouts are used on primary side.

Water conditions, due to the dry autunni seasons and to freeze-

ups in the winter, soon seriously required that the engineers con-

nect all available power from the three water-power stations and the

steam plants of the Salt Lake & Ogden and Citizens companies. The

^9-S"^
STANDARD TROLLEY SPAN CONSTRUCTION.

in Ogden Canyon, 37 miles north of Salt Lake City, was com-

pleted and started. This company obtained a lo-year contract for

street lighting and thus gained an entrance to the city. It was also

intended to contract for power with the Salt Lake & Ogden Gas

& Electric Light Co., both in Salt Lake City and Ogden. Engineer-

ing features required the parelleling of the Pioneer Co's. system

with the old Cottonwood Co's. system through the medium of the

Salt Lake & Ogden Co's. plant. This made for the engineers a very

difficult problem of properly measuring the power received from the

individual companies.

Consolidation of these three companies seemed the easiest solu-

tion. This was brought about, all including the Citizens Electric

Light Co., being combined under the name of the Union Light &
Power Co. It is believed that many times in other places the en-

plant of the Utah Power Co., which was still outside the consolida-

tion, received its share of troubles. It was tried in various ways

to parallel with the other system this 2-phase-3-phase Westinghouse

plant, which fed its transmission line at a pressure of 14,000 volts.

One night about 1 1 o'clock an emergency call came to the engineer,

requiring the paralleling of the system of the Utah Power Co. and

the Union Light & Power Co., or else stopping the cars and leaving

many customers without lighting service.

Two potential transformers and pilot lamps were thrown into a

buggy and a drive of 14 miles made to the power house. In about

15 minutes after arriving a 2-phase-3-phase system was successfully

paralleled with the 3-phase of the main system and has been so run-

ning since. It is believed this was the first time such connections

were made and these brought about a lease arrangement, this sta-

-mmL
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CROSiS-SECTION DOUBLE TRACK.

gineering requirements have been the predominating arguments for

the consolidation of interests and particularly so in later years when
high voltagee has been brought into use for serving large districts

with current both for lighting and railway use. The voltage of the

Cottonwood system being 10,000, and that of the Pioneer 16,000,

these two plants w-ere paralleled through the 2,000-volt distribution

circuit at Salt Lake City. The old 1,000-volt circuits were all grad-

ually cut over to 2,000 volts. The old alternators were all sold to

various small companies throughout the surrounding country and

many of them are to-day giving good service.

One very interesting feature is the method of supplying current

to the commercial district. When current from the water power
plants was first brought to the city, the commercial district was
covered by a 4-wire solid network secondary of 115-200 volts.

tion was to be run for several years in parallel with all of the others

and supply current for all the street railway service.

The next object was to tie the Cottonwood power station to the

rest of the system, on the high tension side instead of through the

2,000-volt link in Salt Lake City. There happened to be on hand a

bank of i6,ooo-volt to 2,300-volt transformers. These were con-

nected in between the 16,000 and the 10,000-volt circuits, acting the

same as ordinary boosters ; that is, the 10,000-volt current was con-

nected through the 2,300-volt secondary coils and the regular booster

connection of potential wires made on the 16,000-volt side. This

worked satisfactorily for a year, when one of the transformers was

burned out by lightning. It is interesting to look back on all of

these experiences, making the various types of machines, 2-phase

and 3-phase, all at various voltages, work with each other. It was
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noticed wlicii the first two stations were put together that there was

a very great advantage gained in regulation ; that is, more ma-

chines gave Miiire niomentuni to the system. Some Ijreak-down of

a flume, steam phnit or a snow-slide or other cause of shortage of

water simply made the other stations picl< up the load automatically

and the lighting or railway service were not inconvenienced by the

tronhle. I'Vcquently a cjuiek call would he made on the engineer,

"What can we do lo keep things going." Away out west here, we
could not wait to wire and ask the factory if the 2-phase and 3-

phase systems would work together, or if the high voltage boosters

would do the business without breaking down. It was necessary

lo connect them up in a hurry and try them. They operated success-

fully for some time and in the meantime most of the old Cotton-

wood step-up transformers had been furnished with new coils hav-

ing if),ooo-volt taps. A direct paralleling of all stations at 16,000

volts pressure could then be made.

The nc.\t move was the consolidation of the Salt Lake City Rail-

way Co. with the Rapid Transit Co., making one system of street

railways in Salt Lake City, and as the .system grew rapidly the ques-

tion of power became an important one. This company's water

power plant being already practically operated with the other com-

pany's system ;m arrangement was made for the Light & Power Co.

to supply the entire street railway system with power, operating its

old steam station ah well. 'I his arrangement began in March, 1902,

and at the time nnich steam-driven machinery was still being run

with only one rotary converter supplying power.

Before this there always had been some difficulty in making the

two converters run in parallel. Tlie principal reason for this trouble

was because it had been tried to run both converters from the same

bank of step-down transformers. .Knother trouble was that the step-

up and step-down ratio between the power house and rotary station

was such that the generators were not allowed to come up to full

excitation. The ratio was corrected by connecting in multiple two

of the four secondary coils in the step-down transformer instead of

all four being in scries. This also relieved the tendency to "pump"
which had been causing trouble, due to the same cause, when run-

ning the Utah power house and the rotary in parallel with the

rest of the system. A second bank of transformers was installed

and the second rotary started. As the rotaries were both heavily

overloaded some choke coils were wound on old transformer cores.

These were used to equalize over-excitation duo to tlic scries com-

SWJTCHING ROOM, MAIN KECtlVIXG ST.\TION.

pounding. It was then possible to work the rotaries in parallel both

on the alternating current and direct current sides. Today these ma-
chines run satisfactorily and with as little trouble as a 25-cycle ro-

tary.

The street railway power and lighting loads in the valley in-

creased, requiring much additional power. .'V 1,500-h. p. reserve

steam plant was put in at Salt Lake City. As the Telluride Power
Co. had completed its transmission lines from Logan to Provo, ar-

rangenienls were made to lak'' powi r irun lui-, lyalcm at 40,000

volts pressure. The paralleling of this system with the already large

system of the Li^ht & Power Co. was made on the 2,000 volt side.

This gave a system with five water power stations and three steam

stations, all running in parallel.

A sixth water power station was connected in with the main sy»-

TKANSMISSION LINE ENTERING OCUEN L ,. ;•

tem in December, 1903. This plant with 3,000 h. p. Westinghouse

machinery was installed by the Utah Sugar Co. to operate in con-

nection with its large irrigation system for Bear River Valley. The
power house is located 85 miles north of Salt Lake City, or 45 miles

north of Ogden, and the transmission line ties in with the main

Ogden-Salt Lake lines at the power house in Ogden Canyon. The

transmission pressure at present is 28,000 volts, but it is intended

later to run at 40,000 volts. The power house is located two miles

below' the dam in Bear River Canyon, and gets its supply of water

through a large "U" shaped pipe nine feet wide connecting at each

end with the two large irrigating canals, one on cither side of the

river. These two canals, during the irrigation season, carry water

for irrigating 36,000 acres of land. They are on the same level, and

the construction of the bridge and pipe line across the river for

power purposes has proven very valuable in allowing the upper end

of either canal to be shut down for repairs and yet keep the service

continuous in the two irrigation systems below. One of the illus-

trations shows this unique scheine for obtaining power as a by-pro-

duct of the hydraulic plant put in primarily for irrigation purposes.

The head is 125 ft. and the pipe is designed for about 4,000 h. p.

The operation of this station with its 85 miles of transmission line

has been a success from the start

A great deal of difficulty was had in cases of trouble because of

the very scattered condition of stations, the load in Salt Lake City

alone being supplied from four separate steam stations and four

step-down transformer and high tension switching stations: there

were also various sub-ftalions located in different parts of the valley

for smelters, brick works, cement works, etc. This again was a

big problem for the engineer to solve, and again it was apparent

that the engineering requirements meant a further consohdation.

and on Jan. i, 1904 the railway companies' interests were all com-

bined with those of the Utah Light & Power Co., under the name

of the "Utah Light & Railway Co." This at once allowed for the

completion of plans for the consolidation of the various stations and

sub-stations in the city ; the work was carried forward rapidly. A
large tract of ground was purchased on the Jordan River in the

western part of the city. Here plenty of room was to be had for
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the high tension lines and the steam generating station, together

with plenty of condensing water. The old central station in the

center of tlie city was re-designed to contain all the railway and

direct current Edison 3-wire system machinery as well as distribu-

tion panels, induction regulators, etc. for the handling of the com-

mercial district lighting and power circuits.

This central station is now being fed by large bus circuits from

the main distribution and steam stations at Jordan. The transmis-

sion pressure is 4.000 volts, everything being designed for changing

R.MLWAV \OI,T.\GE, ST.VTION EL'S-BAR.

to 12,000 volts when the commercial district lighting and power dis-

tribution cables are placed under ground. The rotary converter

transformers are supplied at 4,000 volts pressure, the sychronizing

being done at the 4,000 volt switch. Two 1,200-h. p. motor-genera-

tors have been installed, making the total capacity at the present time

about 3,000 h. p. for the railway service. Besides this there is a

900-h. p. steam reserve, generating direct at 550 volts for railway

use.

The new Jordan station now being completed will contain the

most modern high tension apparatus that can be purchased, each cir-

cuit entering through high tension oil switches. The design is such

that it will be possible to parallel all circuits cither on the primary

or secondary sides of the step-down transformers.

The new Jordan station is built of concrete and brick and is thor-

oughly fireproof. The transformer banks, lightning arresters and

similar apparatus are all contained in separate vaults. The station

is so constructed that there arc four main divisions ; that is, the

transformer vaults can only be entered from the outside, the light-

ning arresters and choke coils on the second floor are separated

from the rest of the building by fireproof walls, the low tension

oil switches in brick vaults with their wiring located in the base-

ment, and the low tension panels are located on the main floor at

cne end of the building, with nothing but lOO-volt wiring coming

through the floor to the instruments. The high tension switches are

in brick vaults opposite the high tension entrances with the trans-

formers just outside in other vaults. The arrangement of the ap-

paratus is shown in the acompanying illustrations.

In designing this new step-down and distributing station it has

been a desired object to have the whole system sectionalized ; that

is, any generating station, with its transmission line and step-down

transformers, will have connected to it a portion of the whole load

proportional to the capacity of that station. In the development of

the parallel running of the several systems this has been found to

be of great advantage in case of short circuit or other trouble on a

transmission line. With so many stations running in parallel in case

of accident it is difficult at first to know which section of the sys-

tem has the trouble. With the new switching arrangement at Salt

Lake City, if the sections become separated, each power station with-

out waiting for any orders over the telephone, will maintain its own
portion of the load, holding speed and voltage normal ; the operator

at the main station then synchronizes all together again on the low

tension side, afterwards throwing in the high tension paralleling

switches. If a section of transmission line has trouble that cannot

be cleared or burned off, it is left out and this load transferred to

the other stations. There have been cases of severe storms when all

of the telephone and telegraph lines have been down, leaving no

means of communication whatever with power stations, but with

the arrangement as outlined it is not necessary to use the telephone

to establish service again if the transmission lines are in operating

condition. It is very seldom that any kind of a storm will disable

the copper circuits of the transmission line. Pilot lamps and fre-

quency indicators, also load measuring meters on the main parallel-

ing panels at the Salt Lake station indicate to the chief operator

when each station is in service again so he can parallel them. This

paralleling will be done through very large capacity oil circuit break-

ers.

Long transmission line operation can be made a success as has

been exemplified during the last few years that the several plants

have been combined together. The transmission lines must be con-

structed mechanically strong, good insulators being the most im-

portant detail, with the best of men regularly and thoroughly in-

specting the line. The various station operators of these lines are

kept posted on the operation of the whole system and are given the

opportunity to operate in all stations, thus acquainting themselves

vvith the various local conditions and keeping in touch with the

operating details of the wliole .system.

Generating System.

As stated, six different water power plants are supplying power

through 450 miles of transmission lines and all working together in

parallel with the steam generating plant in Salt Lake City. The most

distant stations are 120 miles apart. The stations are never run

separately. Depending upon the season of the year with the conse-

quent water conditions, some are run with steady load ; that is, they

utilize the total flow of the stream, while others have their govern-

EL'S VOLT.\GE, M.MN STEl'-DOWN STATION.

ors cut in to do the regulating. Huring the three months of tlie ir-

rigating season, practically all the water available in the various

streams is utilized for generating power. The steam stations take

much of the load fluctuation, and to carry over the peak load in the

evening the big power house at Ogden is used. Nearly all the flow

of the Ogden River is conserved in the upper reservoir through

the 18 hours of lighter load, then utilized to run the station at'full

load during the peak. The irrigating canals below must have a

steady supply during the 24 hours; to allow of this being done a
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reservoir below tin- power lioiise is used for storing the tail-race

water and lliiis eqiiaii/inK the flow.

The steam generating station consists of a t,2oo-li. p. Hamilton-

Corliss engine, lielted direct to a (Jcneral IClectric j,30o-volt genera-

tor. 'I'lic boiler ctiuipnient consists of 1,500 li. p. capacity of Heine

boilers equipped with Roncy automatic stokers. This steam plant

was erected for use as a reserve station, but as the load has grown

so fast it will this year be called upon to run quite steadily for per-

haps half of the time. During the year 1404 the total steam gener-

ation amounte<l lo luil Ihree per cent of the total output of all sta-

tions.

.Ml stations are e(|nipped uilh the "two-meter melhod" of inte-

grating wattmeters, and daily reports are sent to the general office

of the power generale<l, etc. Meters thus connected also give a con-

timious check on the power factor; standard indicating pt)wer fac-

tor meters are also installed, as it is necessary to give special at-

tention to tliis important point in the regulation to prevent any (low

of wattless current between stations.

Good speed regulation is very essential lo the successful opera-

tion of all of the plants in parallel, and especially so since all classes

of load arc connected. "Replogle" and "Lombard" governors are

used in the water power stations and the steam generating plant

is a splendid regulating medium since it is connected so close to the

main load in Salt Lake Cily. From the standpoint of practice and

the special requirements of the various classes of load connected up

it is necessary to maintain a speed regulation belter than two per

cent. Voltage charts taken from the main railway bus and the

Edison 250-volt bus in Salt Lake City are shown. Since the direct

current voltage is a good indication of the speed variation it is be-

lieved that it would be difficult to find better regulation supplied

from water power stations handling a mixed lighting, railway and

power load such as is found in this valley. The 250-volt system

supplies service direct to the telegraph and telephone companies for

the operation of their systems in this locality. The operation of the

telegraph system requires an especially steady regulation.

There has been some serious difficulty in trying to govern water

wlieels under a high head. .\s for instance at the Ogdcn power house

with a 450-foot head supiilied tlirough a six-foot pipe Hne six miles

in length, it is not safe, nor is it proper to try to stop or start sud-

denly such a body of water. For this reason arrangements are be-

ing made to connect a governor and water tank load so that the

generators may always be loaded and the artificial load simply

thrown on or off to hold the speed of the system steady.

Transmission Lines.

Some reference already has been made to the handling of trans-

mission lines. As noted, there arc now but three different trans-
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misison voltages : 16,000, 28,000 and 40.000. The 16,000-volt step-

up and step-down system is all connected "delta." The 2S,ooo-volt

system has botli "star" and "delta" connections, with neutrals

grounded. Much has been learned in the way of developing proper

switching arrangements, lightning arresters, etc., to take care of light-

ning and other disturbances. Very little damage is done by light-

ning discharges ; only this summer has been tried with remarka-

ble results the scheme of grounding through a lightning storm one

of two circuits on the same pole line. Where lightning formerly

shut down the system for a short time, this summer several heavy

storms have passed over the lines so grounded without doing any

damage or causing any interruption of service.

One very important part of the transmission system is a proper

installation of telephones and circuits. The power houses on this

system have rtne. an^l srimetimes two. teleplirjne lines connecting

MAIN RECEIVING STATION, SALT LAKE CITY.

with the main Salt Lake City distributing station, also with the chief

operating engineer's office. Telephone instruments arc never left

connected on the lines, only an extension bell, which is connected

to one side of a double throw switch. When a ring is received or

given the switch is thrown over to the other side to connect the

telephone with the line. The lines are thoroughly equipped with a

type of lightning arrester consisting of metal cylinders set very close

together. These arresters are but a modification of a unit 01 the

regular high tension lightning arrester. When a high tension wire

breaks and falls across the telephone, this arrester will care for the

high tension current in a safe manner. It is also possible to keep

up a conversation through a lightning storm, the arrester taking care

of the discharges which may occur over the telephone lines. As
careful attention is paid to the insulation of the telephone circuits

as to the transmission circuits. The two wires are kept insulated

from each other and from ground, where they enter a building and

up to the instruments with a consideration as if they were for a

2,000 volt circuit. These telephone lines working under transmission

circuits are almost as clear and free from noise as a city telephone

circuit.

Distributing System and Load.

The distribution generally is done by carrying 3-phase primaries

on every street. It is intended to have a separate panel and main

feeder for each i,ooo-kw. capacity. Each feeder panel has a main

oil circuit-breaker, ammeters, two integrating wattmeters, power

factor meter, etc. Each feeder is also equipped with an induction

regulator, having an automatic compensating device for operating

the motor control. With this device it is possible to give a perfect

voltage regulation for all lighting. .-Vs mentioned before, the com-

mercial district is supplied by a 3-phase, 4-wire secondary network

with 3-wire, 3-phase primary. Oflf this network are fed the incan-

descent and arc lighting circuits and induction motors driving print-

ing presses and various other classes of machinery. From the same
primaries are fed synchronous and induction motors, two synchron-

ous motors being of 150-kw. capacity. These drive arc lighting and

other machinery at the central station. Voltmeters recording the

regulation on the main bus and on the lighting circuits are used.

These several circuits are supplied off the general bus at the

main step-down station from oflF which are also fed the rail-

way and Edison service through the synchronous motor-generators

and rotary converters. The scattered load outside of Salt Lake

City and in the mining districts consists of cement works, brick

yards, mine hoists, air compressors, smelters, etc. One smelter in

the valley taking about 800 h. p. depends on the power company for

its entire supply. This latter plant has been kept going without

serious interruption for four years, which speaks well for the possi-

bility of getting reliable service from water power stations and long

distance transmission s>stems.

The direct-current motor-generators and rotaries in the central

station up town are all so connected that the compound field wind-
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iiig is oil the negative side thus allowing very simple switch-board

connections. Only the positive lead is carried to the main switch

and circuit-breaker on the direct current panel the equalizer con-

nections, negative lead, equalizer switches and pedestals being

mounted close to the machines. There is no ground connection on

the main switchboard or feeder panels excepting a potential wire

for the voltmeter and lighting circuits. Both tlic rotary convert-

ers and niolor-generators are started on the direct current end as

shunt motors, being synchronized on the alternating current side.

If the station is completely shut down the rotaries can be started

first by means of the small induction motors on the ends of the

main shafts or else both types of machines can be started as shunt

motors from the steam reserve.

In designing and erecting the machinery in the station the main

object was to have simplicity, particularly in the wiring and con-

nections back of the switchboard. All oil switches, potential and

current transformers, primary cut-outs and like apparatus are placed

in fireproof vaults built of brick or concrete. AH the rheostats are

set on pedestals in the basement directly under their own panels.

The synchronous motor generators and the rotaries are run with

special attention being given to the power factor and the regula-

tion of voltage on the whole system. In case of momentary short

circuit the rotaries and motor generators are seldom thrown out of

step. The motor generators particularly will stand all kinds of

severe handling on the alternating current fide, and if the voltage

on the supply feeders drops to zero and remains there for some lit-

tle time the machines will come into step again as the power plants

come up to normal.

The street lighting consists of both direct and alternating current

series lamps and circuits. About one-third of the total street light-

ing is now being done by the "tub" system. Much of the street

lighting in the commercial district is done by means of multiple alter-

nating current lamps connected to the secondary net-work. These

are thrown on and off in groups by means of special auxiliary

switches and circuits.

The Edison 3-wire system furnishes service for fans, elevators,

printing-press motors, dental motors, telegraph instruments, etc.

Railway Department.

The total trackage in the city and suburbs is about 90 miles. From
60 to 100 cars are operated, depending upon the season. Since the

consolidation of the two companies and the combination of the

whole railway system with the lighting and power system, it has

been endeavored to standardize the rolling stock and tracks. Pre-

viously there were many different sizes and types of open and closed

cars, trucks and motor equipments, and the tracks were constructed

of almost every kind of rail sections from 30 to 70 lb. During the

last two years the city has done a large amount of street paving

which has necessitated much track reconstruction. Eighty-pound

standard section "T" rails are now being put in when such recon-

struction work is done. Most of the new track laid this year has

been put down with the "Thermit" welded rail joint. Steel lattice

poles are used and are set along the sides of the street. This i" a

very decided improvement in Salt Lake City over the older type of

construction which consisted of a line of poles, for all kinds of

service, down the middle of the streets between the tracks. Tl;e

drawings show the standard construction that is now being used i'l

the newly paved district. Much new work is also being done •.'Utsid;:

the paved districts and 70-lb. standard section steel is being laid

with heavy ballast. The heavy and continuous grades in Salt l.n^e

City require four-motor equipments, and many of the double-truck

cars are now thus equipped. The standard cars will be convertible

for summer and winter use, with middle aisle and cross seats ex

cepting near the door where short lengthwise seats will be placed,

allowing more room for passengers entering and leaving the car.

The cars are being equipped with the National Electric Co's. air

brakes. It is required that fenders he used and cars are so equipped.

Several interurban systems have been projected and next year will

probably see the first in the valley put into operation. This is pro-

jected to run from Salt Lake City to Ogden and into Ocden Can-

yon ; about 22 miles of existing single track steam road will bi-

changed to double track, electrically equipped, and this extended on

into Ogden.

Sixteen miles north of Salt Lake City, and located near the basi»

of the Wasatch Range is a beautiful summer resort and park with

quite a large lake. This is making summer traffic to that point very

large. The change to a modern up-to-date interurban system with

cars running up through the main streets of the city should build

up a splendid traflic. Added to this the valley through which this

line extends is rich and is thickly populated. Freight and express

traffic, the handling of milk, fruit, vegetables, groceries and various

products should develop into a paying business. Plans are being dis-

cussed for equipping electrically the Salt Air Beach Line, 16 miles

long, and extending it to the location of the new $2,000,000 copper

smelter just being built at a point about four miles beyond Salt Air

Beach, and where a town of probably 10,000 population will be built

up within the next three years.

Nine years ago the first water-power plant was started, and for

two or three years it was very difficult to convert anyone to the use

of electric power. A few days ago at a conference of engineers of

the companies here it was asked : "How much power will this dis-

trict probably require within the next five years?" The estimate

was placed at 50,000 h. p. Basing the estimate on the developments

of the past few years this is probably a very close estimate, con-

sidering that in the last five years four new smelters have been con-

structed in the valley and all are crowded to their extreme capacity

today. One new railroad has just been completed from Salt Lake

City to Los Angeles, construction work on a second one to run

from Salt Lake City to San Francisco has begun, and a third is

headed this way from Denver. There is much undeveloped water-

power within a radius of 200 miles, and it is probable that within the

next two years one or two more large transmission plants wi'., he

tied in with those now existing. It is proposed to erect in Salt Lake

City additional steam generating capacity, equipped with the latest

type of steam turbine and boiler installations. This will consist at

first of two units of 2,000 or 3,000 kw. capacity each. Much hy-

draulic development must be done in the state for irrigation pur-

poses and a great advantage will be gained by combining capital

and incentive in the construction of power plants in connection v.ith

»uch irrigation works.
*—¥

Annual Report Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co.

The annual report of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. for the

year ending June ,30th, 1905, has just been issued, and the results

of the operation of this system for the fiscal year are as follows

:

Gross earnings from operation $16,333,444

Operating expenses 9,803,870

Net earnings from operation 6,529,574

Income from other sources 252,135

Total income , 6,781,709

Less taxes and fixed charges 5,178,491

Net income i ,603,218

Out of this was taken for betterments and additions to prop-

erty, $453,284, leaving a surplus for the year's operation of $1,149,-

934. This, in addition to the surplus of the previous year, made

the surplus June 30th, 1905, $2,744,123. Of this amount there has

been appropriated in adjustment of supply accounts, and for dis-

count on bonds sold $1,759,400, leaving a balance of $984,723. The

percentage of passenger traffic of 1905 over that of 1904 was, for the

surface lines, 6.02 per cent, and for the bridge and elevated lines

I3S3 per cent. The increase in freight, mail and express amounted

to 190.49 per cent of that of the previous year.

The new Williamsburg power station is approaching completion.

One 7,500-kw. turbo unit, and one 5,500-kw. unit will be installed

before the end of the year, and a third unit of 7,500 kw. capacity

will be installed next summer. The station is designed for an

ultimate capacity of 130,000 h. p. A new sub-station has also been

erected on Myrtle Ave., and is almost ready for use. This sta-

tion will be equipped with four i,ooo-kw. rotaries, and the neces-

sary transformers and switchboards. There have been constructed

during the year 87,000 lineal feet of subway conduits ranging from

six to 24 ducts, 143,000 feet of high tension, and 85,000 feet of low

tension cables have been installed. A new elevated yard with ca-

pacity for 327 cars is nearing completion, together with an elevated

car repair shop at East New York. The physical condition of the

property has been generally improved.

^--.^ <

The first trip over the line of the Louisville & Southern Indiana

Traction Co. was made September 12th.



Modern Boiler House Equipment.

Hciiin a (loiiipaiatiNc Review of iModcrn European ami Ainurican I'racticc.

BY FRANZ KOESTER.

In recent years marked progress has been made in the desi'ifn of

power and lightinp; plants, principally in the engine and generator

rooms. While the engine has found a worthy rival in the steam tur-

bine, the boiler, here as well as in Europe, is still without a com-

petitor, thus confining boiler house progress to improvements in the

boiler itself and the adoption and development of modern acces-

sories, such as coal and ash handling apparatus, economizers or feed

water heaters, smoke prcventors, and most important of all, the

superheaters.

In America, particularly in the large cities where land is ex-

pensive, it is not unusual to install the boilers in two or sometimes

to make acccess to them as convenient as possible. On the continent

of Europe it is common practice to erect a gallery in front of the

boilers, over the fire doors, which materially assists the operator.

In the boiler plant of the Berlin Underground & Elevated R. R. the

valves, both for the steam and for the boiler feed water are operated

from the main floor by means of chains and extension rods. In

plants where overfeed stokers, such as the Roney, are used, a

gallery may be installed with advantage. Both the Boston Ele-

vated and the New York Subway boiler plants are equipped in this

manner. In addition to the other advantages mentioned this enables

the operator to watch the feeding of coal.

FIG. I. INTERIOR OF BoILtK rL-\Nl- AT U.\.MBUKci. liEK.MANY.

even three tiers. In Europe, where land is comparatively much
cheaper, the practice is to build only one floor of boilers, covering
the boiler house with a glass monitor roof, thus insuring ample
natural light and ventilation. These provisions are both very de-

sirable and in this country are often given too little consideration

in boiler house design. This glass roof construction is clearly

shown in the accompanying illustrations. Fig. i and 2. Fig. i shows
a boiler plant in Hamburg. Germany, where there are several of this

same type, and Fig. 2 one of the twin municipal plants in Vienna.
These plants were designed by the Schuckert company.

In the design and installation of a boiler plant care should be
taken to plan the arrangement of all valves, cocks, gages, etc., so as

Modern practice is towards the adoption of electricity as the

motive power for coal and ash handling apparatus, coal being taken

from the cars or boats either by means of clam shell buckets or

through hoppers to a belt or bucket conveyor and thence to the

bunkers above the boilers. Quite different from this is the coal

handling in the plant in Vienna, already mentioned, where the coal

storage house extends along the entire side of the boiler room.

Cars containing from 15 to 20 tons of coal are hoisted by means of

.15-h. p. electric motors to a level 25 ft above the floor, when they

are run on tracks over the bins. 10 in number, and dumped accord-

ing to the grade of coal. The storage capacity of these bins, which

is 3,000 tons, is sufficient with the coal consumption that has been
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realized at this plant, namely 1.3 lb. per i. h. p. h., to last about six

weeks with the plant operating 24 hours daily. This large storage

capacity, which is also found in other continental plants, is neces-

say on account of the frequency of strikes, which while more com-

mon than in this country, do not last for so long a period, a few

weeks being about the ma.ximum duration. It may be of interest to

note here that at the "Moabit" power plant in Berlin, located

directly on the River Spree, it was found necessary to deflect the

river in order to obtain space for a sufficient coal storage capacity.

Fig. 3 shows the coal handling apparatus of a recently installed

coal storage field for the New York Edison power plants. The field

itself lies at Shadyside, opposite iioth St.. on the East River, on

account of the lack of space on Manhattan Island, and has a

capacity of 100,000 tons of anthracite and 50.000 tons of bituminous

coal. The Dodge Coal Storage Co., of Philadelphia, was the de-

signer and builder of this plant.

As will be seen in the illustration of the Hamburg plant, the coal

is conveyed to the front of the boilers in small cars of one-half ton

capacity mounted on three wheels and fired directly from these cars

by hand, and this same system is employed at the Vienna plant.

bunkers and re-stoking it. This is accomplished in the following

manner : Along the entire length of the front of the stoker are in-

stalled four conical receivers placed side by side and, connected to

pipes leading through the floor to cars running on tracks under the

ash hoppers. It is impossible to prevent some incandescent coal en-

tering these receivers, which if carried over the belt conveyor to

the bunkers might start a fire; danger from fire is also incurred if

wet coal is stored in bunkers on account of spontaneous ignition.

During a recent western trip, Mr. .-V. L. llaydin, chief engineer of

the power house of the South Side Elevated R. R., in Chicago,

show^eci the writer a similar system here adopted for chain stokers.

In the New York Manhattan power house, where these receivers

are not installed, one man is required for every six boilers to shovel

the coal which falls through, back into the stoker hoppers, and it

will be seen that as long as such provision is necessary there re-

mains room for improvement in mechanical stokers. This is the

principal disadavange of the automatic overfeed stokers. They have

many good features; one in particular is the ensuring of a uniform

temperature throughout the furnace chamber, which is of especial

benefit where superheaters are in.stalled in the boiler flue, as the

FIG. 2. BOILER ROo.M VItNN.\ MUNICIPAL PLANT.

These cars are both filled and propelled by hand, a method which

while not the most up to date is the cleanest, and while the cost of

labor is considerably increased the net result is economical, as a

careful record of results for each ton of coal is kept and thus the

work of the individual stokers closely supervised and the plant

operated most efliciently. In Europe the preference is for hand

stoking, which is considered often more economical than auto-

matic stoking; this may be due to the fact that while in America

it is possible for almost any man to secure a position as stoker, on

the continent of Europe an apprenticeship of several years is re-

quired, one year of which is frequently spent in a special training

school. Although there are many different types of automatic

stokers in use in Europe, they are not generally favorably consid-

ered by the continental on account of the comparatively large per-

centage of coal which falls through the grates, and also because the

grades of coal are limited.

Fig. 4 shows a boiler unit of the new power house for the Inter-

borough Rapid Transit Co., New York City. It was first proposed

to install hand-fired grates only, but finally decided to equip 30 of

the 60 Babcock & Wilcox boilers, 600 h. p. each, with Roney stokers

Some fine particles of the coal fall through these grates, and the

writer had to provide a method for conveying this coal back to the

superheater may be easily afl^ected by the frequent opening of the

door necessary with hand firing. This, however, depends largely on

the superheater itself, as will be described later. Better combustion

may also be secured with mechanical stokers with less skillful attend-

ance than required for hand stoking.

It may be of interest to state here that the new St. Ouen power

house in Paris, now in the course of design, will be equipped with

20 Babcock & Wilcox marine-type boilers of 4,300 sq. ft. heating

surface each, provided with chain stokers, the same as installed in

the new Chelsea power house in London. They are also provided

with superheaters with 640 sq. ft. of heating surface. Marine-type

engines are often seen in power houses, but very seldom marine-

type boilers. This choice was due to the fact that the adoption of

the S,ooo-kw. Brown-Boveri-Parsons turbine, which requires a small

floor space, would make tlie stationary type lioiler seem compara-

tively large. Although the French engineer was desirous of econo-

mizing floor space the boilers were placed in four rows with wide

aisles, as the French law prohibits two-story boiler houses. This

design resulted in only 4 sq. ft. of heating surface per sq. ft. floor

space, while the Chelsea plant has 4.3 sq. ft. per sq. ft. of floor

space for each of the two floors, and New York Subway power

plant has 7.5 sq. ft. per sq. ft. of floor space and has only one floor,
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tlic latter two using stationary boilrrs ami I.oiiddn plant having the

economizers on the same floor.

Tlic noticeabl<' features of these boilers with which the Carville

plant in New Castle, KiiR., is equippeil, are tin' cross drinii in the

front and the generally conipaet appearance.

Mechanical draft, fnrnd nr indiireil, or a combination, is much

burn the poorest grade of coal, and reducing the ash deposit to a

minimum. It is necessary to burn the smoke-making material be-

fore it comes into contact with the tubes, either by introducing

heated air at the point where the smoke is formed or at the fire

bridge. '1 he higher the temperature of the air supply the better.

In good practice the air passage leads first through the boiler

FIG. 3. CO.VL H.ANDLING APPARATUS, SHAOYSIDE, N. Y.

more used in this coniitry than in I'-urope, where it is looked upon

unfavorably by the engineers on account of the cold air usually in-

troduced. The advantages of the mechanical draft are that it is

easily possible to force a boiler, that the height of the chimney may

be reduced to a mininunii and that the heat required in the escaping

gases willi a natural draft may be extracted to advantage in con-

FIO. 4. BOll.ER UNIT, NEW YORK SUBWAY.

nection with economizers and superheaters. Many European plants

are equipped with smoke consumers, a device seldom used in this

country. The main requisite of a good smoke consumer is that it

shall burn all the small particles of coal carried over by the draft,

thus increasing the calorific efficiency, and making it possible to

setting around the fire chamber and then above the grates. Another

system used successfully has steam jets introduced through the

boiler setting above the fire doors. By installing a coking arch

similar to that in mechanical stokers and then narrowing the pass-

age for the gases, the combusitnon of the smoke is made more

complete. The narrower this passage the more complete is the

mixture of air and smoke and hence the better the combustion.

This must not, however, be carried to too great an extreme. Ex-

periments which the writer has observed show that when this pass-

age is made very narrow the heat developed is so enormous that the

fine particles of ash, usually carried over the fire bridge, may be

fused into a very hard glazed scale deposited on the fire bridge

and the arch above, which if carried on long enough will entirely

close the passage.

In order to derive the most benefit from the heat in the gases

it is necessary to construct a very compact b<5iler, placing the super-

heater and economizer as close to the combustion chaml)er as pos-

sible. An example of good European practice is shown in Fig. 5.

The boiler itself is built on the lines of the Babcock & Wilcox sys-

tem with 3,250 sq. ft. heating surface and 87.5 sq. ft. grate surface.

FIG. 5. EUROPEAN- PRACTICE IN BOILEK CONSTRUwHoN.

designed for a working pressure of 215 lb. A superheater with 360

sq. ft. of heating surface capable of furnishing a superheat up to

570° F. is installed between the tubes and the drum. As will be

seen from the illustration, the economizer is placed directly behind

the boiler, thus avoiding long runs.
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Each boiler contained 14 headers of eight 4-in. tubes, and as each

header was connected to the drum by one 4-in. tube, the circulating

water from the eight tubes would have to pass through this one

narrow passage, the Schukert company decided to add a horizontal

header with 22 tubes connected directly with the drum by means of

eight 4^A-in. tubes, the idea being to improve the circulation in the

lower tubes and decrease the liability of burning them. In addition

HG. 6. INDEPENDENTLY FIRED SUPERHEATER OF THE BUETTNER CO.

SYSTEM.

to this, in the boiler drum is installed a Dubian artificial water cir-

culating apparatus by which the generation of steam is increased, it

is claimed, from normal 3 lb. per sq. ft. of heating surface to 4 lb.

and higher. Steam and water passing up through the header with

great force, pass through the vertical tubes of this system, which

project above the high water level in the drum, thus greatly accel-

erating the circulation and evaporation.

The ash hopper through which the soot passes to a common con-

veyor, is built in with the boiler setting entirely of brick, thus elim-

inating the objectionable features of the iron hoppers common in

this country. Where wrought iron hoppers are used it frequently

happens that hot ashes are dumped into them from the grates,

raising the hoppers to a red heat, and then by the application of

water they are suddenly and unevenly cooled and warped out of

shape, and in eight or ten years are often rusted or burned through

and discarded. By lining these iron hoppers with fire brick their

life is materially increased.

The installation of a reliable system of feed water purification is

considered of great importance in good power plant engineering

practice. The amount of labor and trouble necessary for cleaning

scale from the boiler tubes is well known. The two Vienna plants

mentioned are equipped with apparatus to give the feed water the

required chemical treatment and filtration before it enters the

boilers. In this plant no mud drums are provided, 2-in. drain pipes

leading from the lowest point to the headers of the boilers.

The advantages of heating the water before supplying it to the

boilers are well known and are to be secured by utilizing the ex-

cess heat in the escaping boiler flue gases, the exhaust from pumps

and auxiliary engines, or by live steam heating. Under ordinary

circumstances it is not necessary to discharge the escaping gases

at a temperature greater than 500° F. in order to obtain a good

draft; a large amount of heat may therefore be extracted from the

boiler flue gases for feed water heating by installing an economizer.

This generally consists of a large number of tubes, thus providing

a large volume of water at a high temperature, this not only being

a great convenience, but also prolonging the life of the boiler and

making possible a more rapid evaporation. In using the condensed

steam of the engine it is necessary to first pass it through an oil

separator, which is not required when using steam turbines. By
utilizing the heat of the exhaust steam of engines or pumps by

means of heaters the temperature of the feed may be raised to

about 200° F. Quite frequently on the continent of Europe are

found large storage tanks in which the feed water is heated by live

steam passed through coils. With the latter system it must be

borne in mind that whatever heat is used in raising the tempera-

ture of the feed water either by live or exhaust steam is returned

to the boiler and hence does not decrease the efficiency of the plant.

One of the most important of the improvements in modern

.\merican boiler plants is the adoption of the superheater, the

efficiency of which has long been recognized in Europe. Although

efforts were made to introduce superheaters in America, many
difficulties were encountered, which while usually assigned to the

superheater may as well be due to imperfections in the design of

the engines, and even more to ignorance on the part of the

operators. The writer has inspected plants where superheaters

have been discarded on account of trouble encountered in the

operation of the engines, and unjustly blamed on the superheaters.

And even at the present time, the advantages of the superheater are

not thoroughly understood in this country. It must here be stated

and be borne in mind that for each 9° F. increase in the tempera-

ture of the steam a decrease of i per cent in the steam consumption

is often effected, a fact which has been proved by many experi-

ments on the contimnt of I-'uropc, a superheat at the boiler of 300°

F. and higher being frecjuently attained. There are many different

types of superheaters, most of which are constructed of seamless

drawn wrought iron or steel tubes ; a few are of cast iron. In Ger-

many, where superheaters originated, there were several cast iron

types. The "Schwoerer" was the most successful and is today the

only one in use, due to the special grade of cast iron, which is

manufactured under a secret process. Mr. Berner reports in the

"Zeitschrift des Vereines Deutscher Ingenieure" that in the districts

of mine boiler inspection societies in Prussia only one cast iron

superheater was in use. The great difficulty encountered in the use

of cast iron superheaters is due to the enormous difference in tem-

perature between the inside and outside of the tubes. Mr. Rippes,
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FIG. 7. BUETTNER SUPERHEATER IN WATER-TUBE BOILER.

in a report on a test before the Institution of Civil Engineers, states

that in one case the inside temperature of a wrought iron super-

heater was 340° F., while the outside was 610° F., a difference of

270° F. The life of a cast iron superheater depends also much upon

the particular form of the tubes. New types of superheaters re-

cently introduced on the continent of Europe are the-Heizmann and

the Pregardien, both of which rest on the early superheater prin-

ciple of passing the flue gases through tubes placed in a cylindrical

receiver through which the steam passes. The Heizmann heater
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is a flat box formed cliamlur, llic two sides of which arc connected

l)y rows of short slanKorcd tuhcs expanded in the plates. The

sla^gcred position of the tulics, through which the hot gases pass,

deflects the steam, causing a better contact with them. Tlic Prc-

gardien lieater consists of a similar chamber with all parts welded

together by a patent process, making the equivalent of a single piece

without milling or tool work except at the inlet and outlet flanges.

ICxccllcnt results arc reported to have been obtained with both of

these superheaters. As has already been stated, the greater number

of superheaters consist of a series of narrow tubes or return bends,

through which the steam is passed at a high velocity to insure all

parts coming into close contact with the inner surface in order to

absorb a maxinnmi amount of heat from the surrounding flue gases.

It will he seen that under these conditions a wrought iron or steel

tube transmits the beat much more readily than the thick shell of

cast iron, although it nnist be borne in mind that with the former

the introduction of cold air through the fire door with hand stoking

or by forced draft may do more harm than with the latter. From

the foregoing it would appear that a cast iron superheater may be

more advantageous where hand firing and cold forced draft are

employed and also, as this type is not as scntitive to change in tem-

perature and is not so liable to burn out, it may be favorably con-

sidered for independently fired apparatus. Mo'it wrought iron or

steel superheaters arc floo'led before the first generation of steam

in order to prevent burning out ; there are, however, types success-

fully used which are of such heavy construction that this precaution

is unnecessary ; for example, Fig. (\ representing an independently

fired superheater of the Buctlner Co.'s system. This type of super-

heater installed in a water tube I>oiler is also illustrated In Fig. 7,

where the heat supply in regulated by dampers.

The heating surface of a superheater depends upon the final tem-

perature required, the special type and its location in the boiler, etc.

The relative advantages of a direct or indirect fired superheater

depend entirely upon the design of the power plant itself. Tests on

engine plants have been made by Professor Schroeter, showing a

reduction in water consumption of 20 per cent by using superheated

steam at i7S-lb. pressure and 662° F. Another report, also in

Zeitscrift dcs Vereines Dcutscher Ingenieure, by Professor Gufer-

muth, gives 21 per cent In a similar case. Similar and even better

figures have been obtained.

The Policy of More Liberal Instruction for Motormen.

BY EDWARD TAYLOR.

The title of this article may appeal to the reader with a sense

of familiarity, as of an old acquaintance. But, although this sub-

ject has already been discussed to such nn extent that it may seem

worn threadbare, the writer ventures to hope that its familiarity

has not bred contempt for a question of so lively an Importance

both from a standpoint of business, and from that of the moral

considerations involved. And he believes that the experience

gained from personal contact, for a number of years, with the rank

and file of workers on several different roads, where varying

methods were in use, will make it possible for him to view the

situation, and to sum up the arguments for both sides with a mini-

mum of prejudice.

First of all, if we seek to reform a certain existing condition, it

is well to know what that condition is, and to what an extent it is

desirable and practicable to alter it. For this purpose let us look in,

briefly, on Mr. Motorman and see what be does, how he does it, and

whether he could do it better.

The position of motorman on an elevated or surface road is not

a sinecure, for the incumbent is brought each day to face a twofold

responsibility,—first for the safety and comfort of all persons who

are on his car (not to speak of those who may cross his track ahead

of him). Nor is this a responsibility which his employers or the

public itself are willing to take lightly, even were the motorman

himself to do so. In case of an accident to passenger or pedestrian,

the first impulse of an angry crowd is generally to take vengeance

on the culprit nearest at hand—in most cases the man at the lever,

who is often least to blame—but who can generally rate himself as

lucky if he gets to jail without being hurt. .Xnd .ill this is only one

fold of the responsibility, the other follows.

The company has intrusted to the immediate care of this man a

piece of apparatus whose money value far exceeds the product of

many years of his labor—a car equipped with delicate and powerful

mechanical appliances, whose safety and continued usefulness de-

pend, for the time, almost wholly upon his skill and foresight.

The conditions under which the motorman's work must be done

are varied and often unpleasant. He must meet all sorts of

weather, and all degrees of temperature—whether frozen or broiled,

his work is there to he done—his hours of labor are never short,

and his lunch-hour may in many cases be just as far away from

him, at noon, as it was when his run started. In short, he is re-

quired to do a very full day's work every day, Sundays and holidays

included, in the face of heat, cold, hunger and weariness, and to be

at all times watchful, alert, resourceful, and steady of nerve. His

salary for all this will not tempt him to make largo investments In

bonds.

When we come to study these heavy responsibilities which motor-

men, as a class, must assume, and to observe the various trials, dis-

comforts and dangers to be met with In the pursuit of such a call-

ing, and then look into the methods at present In use by our large

city railways in selecting and training the men who handle the

controller, the contrast would be ludricrous, were not the situation

of so serious a nature. "Motormen Made While You Walt" seems

an appropriate motto for the case. The fact Is that apparent good

general health and the ability to understand signals are sufficient

qualifications for the job, on nearly all lines, and that an appren-

ticeship of from three to nine days Is generally thought to be time

enough for Instruction In all the duties of the motorman.

At the close of this probationary period, the "green hand" Is

supposed to be able to run his car In a safe and efficient manner,

and it is assumed that he will rise to the occasion whenever the

emergency turns up. The chances are that he knows how to start,

stop or reverse, under favorable circumstances. He will also know

a little about the various signals, with the same qualification. But

just how many of these things he will remember, in case of a

sudden cmergenci,', or just how much of a mess he will make when

any little thing goes wrong, can only be guessed at. His blunders

go into the repair or claim department, and come out as "neces-

sary expenditures."

Inexperienced and inefficient service of this kind Is of advantage

to the company In no respect—neither as regards the moral eflFect

of the matter—the safeti,' and ease of Its patrons—nor as it has to

do with the important financial end thereof. The number of law-

suits annually brought against city railways for damage to person

or propert>'. resulting from the stupidity or ignorance of employes.

Is so appallingly great as to make It necessary for each organization

to have always in its employ a number of lawyers whose sole duty

It is to fight or settle such litigation. Tt is a well-known fact that

the American jury is seldom fair to the railroad, when the case is

one of injury to passenger or employe, and that it Is only necessary

for the Injured one to present his case In a sufficiently pitiable

manner to get a substantial verdict, and the consequence is that

the claim department often presents a very large budget, at the

year's end.

The equipment of a modem electric railway is by no means a

matter of small expense, esped.illy with materials at their present

high prices. That this equipment should need renewal, from time

to time, is only to be expected (as all machinery is subjected to con-

stant deteriorationV but where delicate and highly sensitive ma-

chinery falls into the hands of unskilled and ignorant men. it always

follows that the deterioration is more rapid than it should be—and

such is the result in the present case. It takes the bungler a ver>-

short time to ruin an amount of equipment worth much more to his
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employers than his services in perpetuity would be. The result is

shown in the present tendency of all street railway companies to-

ward the adoption of new machinery and appliances. Large sums

of money arc spent every year in making machinery, which is fit

to be handled by men of the lowest grade of intelligence, "fiiol-

proof" machinery, as it is justly called. Equipment of this kind is

enormously expensive, and, while simpler in its handling from the

outside, is necessarily of a very highly complex nature in its in-

ward workings, so that in case of some internal disorder it is a

great deal harder to repair than the simpler and less automatic

variety. Anyway, leaving out the expense of matter it is obviously

a case of going the wrong way about to get at the desired result.

The present machinery is simple enough for a man of any intelli-

gence to handle. And again, no matter how far you reduce the

human element in the running of cars, in the end it is always neces-

sary to have some kind of a man there, some human intelligence, if

only to press a button. And the bungler will often press the wrong

button in case of emergency. So that no matter how far the

human element is reduced in a matter of this kind, it always re-

mains the most important in the end.

We have an example of this in modern warfare, where science

has reduced the human element to its very lowest terms, by the

introduction of submarines, long-range guns, and all the murderous

automata which take the place of the good old hand to hand strug-

gle which decided the outcome in ancient times. But in spite of all

these death-dealing machines, and contrivances. Victory still perches

oftencst upon the banners of that side whose rank and file are

composed of the strongest and best trained soldiers, and upon the

personnel of the ranks, as of old. depends and will ever depend the

outcome of the battle. Just so in the similar case of the man who
holds the controller—it has been conclusively shown that an efficient

man can do the work better, more cheaply and with a greater de-

gree of safety than his less intelligent brother—regardless of the

simplicity or complexity of the machinery to be dealt with.

In view of these facts, would it not be a measure of true economy,

as well as of moral excellence, to substitute for attempts to make
machinery "fool-proof," the more logical endeavor to make the

fool wiser and better and better able to handle any machinery, and

to transfer the uninstructable fool to some vocation where he is in

a position to do less harm ? The two items, first for maintenance

of equipment, and second for damage claims, taken together form

a very large percentage of the annual expenditure of operating

companies. Would not the very notable decrease in the size of

both items which would surely result from increased efficiency of

service be a very good and sufficient reason for the adoption of any

measures which would give more efficient service at small ex-

pense? The writer has tried to show that the application of fool-

proof machinery would not lead to the desired result, but that an

increase in the skill and intelligence of the motormen would most

surely accomplish the purpose. The question now is. How are we
going to effect this growth of intelligence?

The means are very simple. No university course is needed for

the making of a good motorman. All that is required of him is

that he know perfectly his signals, realize to some extent the im-

portance of the double responsibility he carries, and have some clear

idea of the inner workings of the machinery he handles.

At this point, we often hear the voices raised in protest, and view

the hands uplifted in furious horror of those who believe that it is

better to know nothing than to know a little about a subject.

"Teach the motorman about electrical machinery ? Preposterous

!

Would you then have every wielder of the lever ready on the in-

stant of breakdown to make matters a thousand times worse by his

unskilled attempts to tinker up machinery about which he knows
practically nothing?"

Nothing of the kind is meant—only this—that it is surely the

case that a man who knows a little about electricity will have the

more respect for it, from that knowledge, and that he will certainly

be able to keep his equipment in hotter repair with that knowledge

than without it. It is rarely, if ever, necessary for the motorman
to repair his own engines, and it would be the height of folly to

mentally equip each candidate for a position as a walking repair-

shop. Our position on the question is that every little a man knows
about the machinery he handles should help him to handle that

machinery in a more efficient and economical manner—time-worn

adages of "a little learning" to the contrary notwithstanding. The

length of a course which would accomplish the desired end without

being so long as to be too expensive, is a matter on which there is

much room for discussion. A period of not less than thirty days

would seem to be about the right length of time to spend in prep-

aration. If more time could be spared, so much the better—but

there are few roads which would be willing to sacrifice a longer

period. During these thirty days or more, it would be quite pos-

sible by means of competent instruction and a well-planned dis-

tribution of time, to fit the candidate in most if not all respects, for

his position, and also to give him a quite thorough knowledge of

his run. It will be argued against so long a time of probation

that a man in tlie position of the average applicant for a job of

this kind cannot afford to work for thirty days without pay, and

that if the company should pay him, he would be very likely to take

French leave, as soon as he had "made a stake." Unfortunately

a large percentage of the men who seek this kind of employment

show a most unpleasant tendency to do that very thing, but a

system of paying a part, and holding the rest for a certain time

would overcome this difficult)-, .\notlier argument is that as soon

as you succeed in getting your man thoroughly instructed he will

quit and go on some other road. A prevalence of this symptom

would make it appear that you are not paying large enough wages,

or that your system, and its general surroundings with which he

comes in daily contact, are less attractive than elsewhere. Objec-

tionable features of this kind in a road often lie very near the

surface and can be easily changed. But whether easy or difficult

to alter, something must be effected in that line, if good service is

considered desir.iblo.

We may now consider the applicant for a position as having

passed through all the preliminary stages and as emerging upon the

road as a full-fledged motorman. The company will be justified in

expecting from him far more efficient and intelligent service than

from his untaught brother—but any company in search of the best

possible service will not be justified in letting its watchfulness end

here. Eternal vigilance is the price of safety, in this as in other

cases. The employe must not only be taught what manner of

service will most benefit his employers, but also that any deviation

from the rules laid down for him by those in authority will be

noted to his discredit, and that continued carelessness or lack of

skill in handling equipment will meet with prompt and suitable

punishment. At the same time it should be forcibly brought to his

attention that there is a certainty of advance and reward for satis-

factory service. In short the fact should be brought home to every

motorman that his actions are at all times subject to scutiny, and

that it will pay him to do his work well.

To this end, whenever a car is taken out, it should be e-xamined

by the motorman who is to run it, and, if in good order, should re-

ceive his O. K. at the beginning of the run. .-Vt the end of the trip,

the same car should be re-inspected by the shop inspector, and if

then found to be out of order, a report to that effect should at once

be turned in, stating the location and extent of damage done, to-

gether with the name of the motorman in charge. In this way, it

will soon be found that trouble most often occurs to a certain num-
ber of men, and that each of these men has his special failing. The
reports will enable the management to discover where the weakness

of each man lies, and to caution him, in a specific manner, upon the

very point where he fails. It stands to reason that such a warning,

directed against the spot where weakness is most evident will have

a far greater corrective efficiency than any general set of regulations

which deal with many varieties of faults applying to the mass, but

not to the individual. A higher average grade of service will,

again, be insured when those in authority are able to single out for

dismissal the individuals whose mistakes are persistently causing

useless expenses from the deterioration of equipment in their hands.

We have purposely left the question of the selection of appli-

cants to the last. .A.t present the idea entertained on this point

seems to be that "we are lucky to get any kind of men to do the

work," and as matters now stand this is very true. But, with a

system of instruction as has been indicated, coupled with the pros-

pect of advancement held out to able men, under a wise method of

supervision, it stands to reason that men of a higher grade of in-

telligence will seek the situations thus offered, and that the com-

panies will be in a position to make more satisfactory selections

from among them than would be possible, at the present time.

These men, again, possessing a higher grade of intelligence will be
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less likely to ilcscrt- iiiaUc tlu-ir sl.ilic and K't away- than Ihi-

former applicants, and so will In- tlir cause of less trouble to all

parties concerned.

In the forcKoiiiK, the writer has Iri.il l.r show that any city rail-

way could provide for itself a more ellicicnt service, hy means of a

I)roper system of instructinR and watchinR its motormtn—and that

the cost of such a system of instruction ami supervision would lie

small indeed, in comparison with the saving elTectcd, in claims and

repairs. There arc several other reasons why a change in this line

is desirable.

City railways would do well to take into serious consideration the

fact of the ever-widening scope of electric transportation. It will

not be many years before a large number of the more progressive

steam railways of this country will adopt electricity as a motive

power on all their lines. Even now, electric engines of great speed

and power are !)eing tested by the leading companies. The general

equipment of steam railways for operation by electricity will bring

into the market a large and rapidly increasing demand for the best

class of skilled motornuii, thus notably decreasing the visible supply

of good men for the city railways, because of the greater induce-

ment as to salary which they will bold out. It is (luitc probable that,

for a time at least, such a demand would create a veritable famine

of good men willing to take jobs on city lines. Under the present

system, such an c.xodus would seriously hamper the running of

street and especially of elevated railways, causing not only increased

inconvenience to passengers, but also making great inroads upon the

coffers of those railways for the renewal of machinery damaged by

misuse at the hands of a large number of green recruits. A great

deal of this trouble would be averted by a more advanced system

of instruction, as has been recommended, and a large number of

men would no doubt be held on city railways—by an improved sys-

tem of supervision and the hope of promotion which would naturally

attend it.

In the observations, up to this point, it has been taken for granted

that operating companies, having the control of city railway fran-

chises, transacting business with the public on a large scale arc de-

sirous of carrying on their transactions with the body of the people,

in a manner that will be satisfactory to the public as well as finan-

cially profitable to the company itself. Looking at the case from

the moral standpoint, it will be seen that such an attitude is the

only proper one for the company to assume. But, very often it

appears to the public that this very moral standpoint is likely to fall

into considerable degree of dimness and neglect, when it happens

to interfere in any way, be it never so small, with the annual

profits. That the people have a right to be well served is without

question true, but may sometimes be put aw.ay on the shelf, with

various other truths—notwithstanding the heated protests of cer-

tain member of the body public who sign themselves "Citizen,"

"Americans," "Vox Populi," etc., when they write to the daily

papers. Now "Citizen" and his superheated brethren often make

themselves appear very ridiculous in cold print, but the fact remains

that, just now, protests of that description, however banal, are not

to be passed by on the other side.

. There is a growing sentiment that public franchises should be,

and could better be handled by the public itself. It was only very

recently that the second greatest city of the United States decided

a municipal election on this point—and turned it very visibly in

favor of public ownership of city railways. The note of warning

may seem faint and far off—and the measures recommended by

Chicago may or may not succeed, at once—but there is little doubt

that, at some time in the near or far future, something will be most

decidedly done in that direction in certain other large cities in the

United States. The moral features of this problem are far too in-

tricate to be bandied here, and the great American public is far

from giving them first place in its consideration. The public (to

its shame be it recorded) seldom gives a very deep or exhaustive

consideration to the moral side of questions such as this. It is

only when something happens to interfere with its convenience,

safety or comfort that the hitherto unappreciated right-and-wrong

of the matter begins to strike to the hearts of an easy-living, home-

ward-faring people. Only then is the time ripe for the voice of

the demagogue to be heard in the land proclaiming with due loud-

ness those new, and startling truths, whose most startling feature

is that everybody at once confesses to their complete verity. So

little things, like tie-ups on surface lines, or blocks on elevated

roads, caused for the most part by the unskilled work of some

novice ignorant of the machinery he controls, may hasten the time

when a majority of votes will he cast for public ownership—the

proposition simmers down to the following. Well-trained men

make for good service, good service tends to s.-itisfy the public, and

public satisfaction prolongs private privileges. Of course, if the

profits from street railway franchises are not large enough to create

in the minds of those holding them a desire to keep them a little

longer, this argument falls very flat—but we arc led to believe that

most street railway companies make, at the least, a fair profit.

At this point, the reader m.iy inquire, sfimewhat after the follow-

ing fashion—"All this that you say may be very well, indeed, but

if these things are true, why has not a system of this kind Ixreii

tried out, years ago? The directors of enterprises as large as those

with which we are dealing are generally pretty wise men. Why
have not they seen this, and already taken it up, if as you say it is

all to their own profit?"

It is truly to the outsider an astonishing feature of this question

that while the highest and most progressive men directly concerned

with the inner working of concerns of this kind arc agreed that a

raising of the standard of intelligence among the niotorinen would

be a measure of true economy, and that a more watchful super-

vision of those actually in service would likewise tend to lessen the

difficulties of operation, such a system has not as yet. even come

up for a fair trial. This may be because those in a position to act

definitely on the matter have not yet been brought to a realizing

sense of the advisability of more advanced educative measures.

Perhaps this is the result of misinformation—perhaps of a natural

neglect to go deeply enough into the matter, with so many other

affairs at hand, which seem to be of more pressing importance. The

personnel of the staff of all operating companies will be found to

contain many broad-minded, liberal men. Indeed, liberality of view

and breadth of mind are almost requisite to the attainment and

holding of such responsible positions. The lamentable fact is that

these officials who come in direct contact with the men and their

problems have not succeeded, thus far, in putting their side of the

case before these persons in authority, in a manner sufficiently

convincing to bring .nbout the desired alterations.

It would perhaps be possible to have this done, if the different

departments of the road were to get more thoroughly togcth(;r, and

act in complete harmony, as a whole. At present, the Mechanical

and the Claim Departments being those which have to do with

damage done to the persons and property of passengers, as well as

to the machinery and equipment belonging to the railway are more

in a position to appreciate the advisability of a change, while the

Transportation Department is often unwilling to recommend any

plan which is calculated to add a considerable amount to its ex-

pense roll. That this very eagerness to cut down expenses, though

largely profitable to the company in general, should, in this partic-

ular case be very much on the other side, does not occur to these

zealous economists.

The arguments which they bring to bear on the question are sup-

ported and seconded by a certain element which is to be found in

every large organization—that element, namely, which does not be-

lieve in change, or think that any change is good, until long after it

is accomplished—the element which is pleased to call itself solid

and conservative, not realizing that solidity and conservatism,

while very good and very necessary qualities, are much worse than

useless, where driven to an extreme.

We have already noticed one or two of the reasons given by these

people, why this particular alteration is not for the best, and have

tried to show how these reasons are inadequate. But it is far from

unlikely that, added to these, two further assertions will be made

—

one, that the plan has been tried before, and found wanting, and the

second, that the motormen would not approve of the new system, or

appreciate its advantages.

The first is a mistaken idea, to s.ay the least. Xo real live plan

of this kind has ever been given a fair chance on any street railway

in this country. There have, indeed, been se\'eral abortive attempts

in a general direction toward educational ends, seemingly conceived

with a dim idea that such a thing would be an advantage, and

worked out in a vague, blundering fashion that stamped itself as a

failure before it started, either because the men appointed to in-

struct were not competent, or because the time of instruction was

too short, and the hours not wisely distributed. In none of these
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attempts moreover, except in isolated cases was there any practical

effort to follow up the incomplete course of study after the men
had gone out on the road—or to devise a real and tangible system

of rewards for good service and punishment for inefficient. All at-

tempts of this kind furthermore have been needlessly hampered and

held back by the persistent objection of the conservative element

before mentione<l, in its desire that things remain as they are.

So that it cannot be truthfully said that a fair chance has yet been

given for a proper system of instruction to work itself out. The
tale would be very different, if it had.

The second argument is, as has been previously stated, that the

men will not take kindly to being taught, will not, in short, appre-

ciate any efforts for their mental advancement— (dark hints are

even thrown out. that they might strenuously object). It is only

necessary, in reply to any argument of this nature, to point out the

fact that in other industries, where such opportunities were held

forth, the employes concerned have almost invariably shown marked
appreciation for any efforts in their behalf, and that the considera-

tion that an employer has done a little something to improve the

condition of his employes has often helped to turn the scale of

opinion in his favor, in times of disagreement between Capital and

Labor. The statement that any body of intelligent, hard-working

men will resent any effort for their mental improvement verges

somewhat on the ridiculous, and would not be worthy of mention,

were it not so often heard. Perhaps the source of such a belief

may lie in a certain rather hostile attitude of these laborers toward

college men working among them—an attitude full of large sur-

prises to the college men, who are generally at loss to locate its

cause—possibly for the reason that the cause is made up of such

a complicated mass of little things as to be rather difficult of un-

raveling. It has been more or less made clear, recently, in our

metropolis, where a number of the more frolicsome students at one

of our largest universities enjoyed a few days of refreshing sport

on a certain city railway, when that railway was in a state of dis-

agreement with its employes. The fact that a number of laborers

were made to pay very heavily for the harmless prank of these

semi-innocents has, of course, not greatly narrowed the breach be-

tween the college man and the laborer, nor enhanced the respect

entertained by said laborer for the product of institutions of learn-

ing. But a natural distrust among working men for Mr. Butt-in

and his family connection should not be interpreted to mean a dis-

dainful attitude toward practical instruction in every day duties^

and the average motorman will receive such instruction, not only

with willingness, but even with gratitude.

It is beyond the province of this article to go very deeply into the

subject of associations formed among the employes for mutual pro-

tection. Volumes could be written, and have been written on this

matter alone, since organizations of this kind form perhaps the

most lively problem to be faced by the employer today. One thing

only, we will say on this point. The measures herein recommended,

making for the heightening of intelligence among the men, for the

encouragement of individual work, and for the holding out of suit-

able promotion fur meritorious service, are measures which will have

a marked tendency to ward off from the companies adopting tliem

many of the serious difficulties which arise from the action of or-

ganized labor. The employe who knows that his work is noted and
appreciated, and that continued good service on his part will surely

meet with substantial reward is not likely to lend a willing car to

the seduction of the walking delegate. This fact alone should prove

a very strong recommendation for a system such as has been out-

lined, considering tlie enormous expense which any difficulty with

its employes is certain to bring upon an operating company.

Ln the previous handling of this subject, an attempt has been

made to show that a more thorough system of instruction for

motormen, followed up by improved methods of supervision would
be of actual benefit in dollars and cents to any street railway com-
pany. On the moral side, but little has been said. The situation

there is too plainly in favor of such measures to require lengthy

discussion. It is every man's duty to make this world as much
better, as he possibly can. The men who have it in their power to

confer a lasting benefit upon a large number of their fellow mortals

are those upon whom this duty should be very binding. The per-

sons in charge of the organization and management of large street

railway concerns are, for the most part, individuals of high standing

and good repute in the communities in which they live. The ancient

truism of the "soulless corporation" does not apply in the least to

the individuality of the directors of this variety of corporation,

whose activity in the interest of general philanthropy, outside of

business lines, is both known and respected.

These men must surely realize what vast opporluiiitios for better-

ing the condition of their fellow man are placed in their hands,

and to what a marked extent the smallest action or want of action

on their part will influence the lives, and destinies of a worthy and

industrious class of men. The pleasure of doing good for its own
sake is after all the very greatest in existence, and the abundant

satisfaction to be gained from looking back on a life whose labors

have been largely beneficial to mankind is a satisfaction for which

the gainer is indeed to be envied. Let it be understood that this

article docs not presume to instruct men of long experience and

recognized ability in their moral duties toward mankind in general.

But in this particular case, where moral duty is so plain and clear,

and the right path so easy to follow, it would seem that the most

faltering footstep could not go astray.

May we not hope that in the near future, something will be done

toward the improvement of a condition which so needs improve-

ment—something that will redound to the credit of the organization

and to the advancement, both mental and financial, of its employes,

and will be recorded in the history of electrical achievement as a

great step forward in the line of city railroading. The time is ripe

for action. We await the man who will act.

Some European Notes on Tickets.

BY T. J. NICHOLL.

Tickets are generally used on all the lines of electric tramways,

horse cars and omnibuses in Europe. In England and some few

lines on the continent card tickets are used, being cancelled by a

common punch, while usually on the continent the tickets are printed

on exceedingly thin paper, so thin in fact, that the printing could

not be erased without destroying the ticket. They are too thin to

punch, and are cancelled with an indelible or colored pencil.

The tickets used on the Manchester Electric tramways and the

Liverpool Corporation tramways are card tickets of rather light

weight, iylx2y2 in. in size, and show the destination, price and

series number on the face, and on the reverse side advertisements

are printed. Four types of tickets which are used on the continent,

and are about the same size as those used in England, are those of

the Marseilles tramways. Tramways de Nice from St. Roche to

Monte Carlo, the Paris electric tramways and the Paris Under-

ground R. R. The three former tickets are printed on thin paper and,

as stated, are cancelled with pencil, while those on the underground

system are printed on heavy paper and are cancelled with a punch.

The information contained on these includes the destination, series,

price and class. On the Marseilles tramways the price of the regular

city ticket without transfer is 2 cents ; with transfer, 3 cents. A
second-class round-trip ticket from St. Roch to Monte Carlo, a

distance of 12 miles, costs 17 cents, while a first class ticket on the

Paris underground system from Tuilleries station to any point on

the line is 5 cents, as against 3 cents for the second class passage.

The tickets on the Paris underground are punched at the gate when

the passenger enters the station and are also examined and punched

on the car to prevent second class passengers riding in first class

carriages, the ticket remaining in the possession of the passenger

or thrown away. The tickets used on the Brussels tramways differ

from those above described in that they are larger and contain con-

siderable more data, being i^ x 4^ in. in size. The cars of this

company are partitioned for first and second class passengers, the

fare for the former being 20 centimes (4 cents) and for the latter

15 centimes (3 cents). Upon the payment of three cents more the

passenger is entitled to a transfer. Besides the series number, des-

tinations, class and price, there is stated on the face of these tickets

in French and Flemish that "this ticket is personal and must be

presented whenever required by an agent of the company." On
the back it states in the same languages, the following:

"The pasenger must tell his destination when he asks for a trans-

fer and pay for the same on the initial line. The transfers are per-

sonal and not transferable, are good only for one change of line,

without paying again. First class transfers good for first class places,

second class transfers good for second class places, unless the sec-

ond class car is crowded and has no seats disengaged, in which event
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MCiiiiil class passciiKt-TS may Iju |jciiiiitttil lu iidc in lirst class cars.

I lie transfers are not valuable unless accoiiiijanicd by ticket of in-

itial line. The transfer and duration of Iri].' is not gnaranted and it

does not rIvc the riglit to place unless there is one disenKaKed."

All of llicse tickets arc subject to inspection by rcKular inspectors,

whn |].).ihI the cars at various pl.-iccs .uiil times, anil if the destina-

tion is u roiiKly iiK^rked or puuciicd, or if the iiasscnxer has no ticket,

he is required to pay tiic fare or difference at once. If the conductor

collects a fare and neglects to issue a ticket therefor and if detected

he is either discharged or hned .uul perhaps placed under arrest

if it can be proved against him. It is this kind of thing that makes

the conductors honest and law abiding. In all my experience in

l''.nglaiid and on the continent 1 have seen but one case where a con-

ductor failed to give a ticket for a fare ; he was not detected as

llie inspector did not board the buss until after the passenger

alighted. I feci (luile certain that in Europe a far larger proportion

of the fares are collected than in this country, with the spotter sys-

tem. Men should be treated as men in order to make them honest,

and if you do check them up let them know it, employing a supe-

rior class of inspectors for this service.

Tickets are sold by the conductors, who often carry as many as

18 or 20 kinds and colors for the two classes and several points of

destination, the rate of fare being based on the distance. The tick-

ets are generally arranged in a book made especially for the pur-

pose and arc arranged therein according either to value or locality.

The book is simply a long piece of cardboard covered with leather

and having tlaps on each end and one side to cover the tickets when
not in use, and in which the tickets are held by rubber bands. While

these cases are not handsome they are very handy and serve their

purpose admirably.

In connection with the subject of tickets, a description of a chair

ticket issued by the city of Menton, France, should be of interest.

This ticket is printed on very thin paper, 2j-^ x 2-}i in., and sold for

2 cents, entitling the holder to a chair for the day in any of the parks

of the city. The same kind of tickets are used in London, Brus-

sels and other cities. The chairs are usually close to the band

stand and enable one to comfortably listen to the music on an in-

dividual chair. The quantity of 2-ccnt fares thus collected pays

for the maintenance of the chairs, music and programs, and often

saves the necessity of the street railway company paying part or all

of the band expense as an attraction. The people hear good music

and certainly ought to be willing to pay 2 or 3 cents for this com-

fort, which is far better than sitting on the damp ground or a hard

and crowded park bench. At some of the band concerts on the con-

tinent the programs are sold for 2 cents and are used the same as

the chair tickets, except that the chair tickets are good for all day

on any vacant chair in any of the parks in the city issuing, so that

one may be able to hear one or several concerts for the same iz'i.

Verily, we have many things to learn in America. In England all

electric tram cars or buses have but one class, while on the continent

the cars or buses are either divided by partitions, have inside or

outside fares or have separate cars for the two classes. In ail cities

companies are compelled to furnish seats for the passengers, except

in the underground roads of London and Paris, particularly on the

latter at rush hours, when you can scarcely ever secure a seat and

the crush is simply terrific. You have to fight your way out and

fight your way in, and if you happen to be an American or English-

man not understanding the French language, you are simply "in the

soup." I suggested to the manager of the Paris road that he permit

the people to enter by one door and pass out of the other; he said

he had tried this rule and it could not be enforced so great is the

crowd he has to handle at rush hours.

(iorlcstoii.«)U-Scu J:;icctric Tramways.

UY WALTCIt J. nUl&T.

The Ottawa Electric Railway Co., Ottawa, Out., has recently dis-

tributed $1,000 in bonuses to its employes. To men who received

no demerit marks for a year a bonus of $10 was given and those

who w'cre charged with only five marks received a bonus of $5.

The Brooklyn Rapid Tr;nisit Employes' Benefit Association has

recently organized a band of some 60 pieces, which made its first

public appearance the latter part of September, at Luna Park.

The services of Mr. \\'. S. Mygrant, band master of the 13th regi-

ment, have been secured and the members of the band from every

branch of the company's service are making great progress in per-

fecting the organization.

The one-time little east coast fishing village of Gorlcston, England,

has during the last few years been slowly and surely creeping into

public favor as a health resort, it has undoubtedly of late year*

received a very widespread advertisement, its visitors having seen

for themselves the successful growth of its sanitary policy, its dec-

orative outlay, the quiet, comfort, and safety of the beach and bath-

ing arrangements.

This summer Gorleston has added another attraction to its list

and on June 27th the mayor and corporation of Gt. Yarmouth (the

parent borough of Gorles-

ton) opened the electrically

equipped line running from

the Great Eastern Station

(Soutlitown) at Yarmouth

to the Beach, and also via

the Lowestoft Road to Gor-

lcston Bridge Station.

In 1902 Yarmouth elec-

trically equipped its tram-

way service and the change

from the old horse car ser-

vice was so appreciated that

Mr. J. W. Oxkrill, the bor-

ough surveyor, was in-

structed to take an early op-

portunity of negotiating

with the British Electric

Traction Co., who were the lessees of the Gorlcston lines on the

other side of the River Yare, which lines were being operated with a

horse car service. He was instructed to acquire them for the

borough and to bring them up to the same electrical perfection as

the Yarmouth system enjoyed. The result of the arrangements

with the owners and the subsequent work of the winter of 1905

was the conversion of three and one-half miles of track and road-

way from a dirty, rough road to a first-class condition of electric

service.

The actual' costs of the Gorleston Tramways are not made up yet,

the original estimates were set at £56,000 but the final figures will

probably show a saving on that sum of almost £6,000.

The horse-draw-n cars valued in the arbitration at £40 each were

sold at an average of £10 each and most of them arc now running

on a small line in Yorkshire, it is hoped as a preliminary to con-

version.

The weight of the rails used is 95 lb. per yard as against a 90-lb.

one used in the Yarmouth section, and they are laid to a 3-fL 6-in.

FUEDERICK L. TURNKR.

I.AYINC THREE C\LLEXDER CABLES ACROSS THE R1\'ES VASE.

gage. They were supplied by a Belgian firm. It is presumed that

the water carriage to the port of Yarmouth was a factor in this

selection, but all the switches and crossings were the well known

manganese-steel production of Askham Bros. & Wilson of Sheffield.

The Dennis bonds which gave satisfaction in the earlier installation

at Yarmouth were again used.

The twelve cars supplied by the Brush Co. are of its latest "top-

seated" design ; the bodies have mahogany main panels, canary
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lower ones, ash pillars and underframcs. The interiors arc finished

in oak with ash panelling with seats of oak slats. An improved

type of ventilator is used. The cars measure 28 ft. over all with

carrying capacity for 22 passengers inside and 32 on the roof. The

arrangement of the spiral staircases gives free access to the passen-

ger and affords a clear view of the road and plenty of room for the

motorman.

The car is moinitcd on a truck of the Brnsh standard type, the

wheels having wrought iron centers and steel tires. Two Brush

1002 B motors of 32 h. p. capacity each are used. The controllers

are fitted with the company's electrical emergency brakes. The

fenders are of the Hudson-Bowring make. The steps are folded up

hy hand, they cannot be forgotten as the motorman must do the

folding before he can close his guard gate. There are ten of these

cars on this road, making the service an efficient one for the summer

season.

About two-thirds of the complete length and width of the road-

way running from Yarmouth Station to Gorleston is paved with

the Karrijarrah Co's. specially treated wood block paving, and for

this distance the roadway is level; the remaining portion of the

road has numerous grades and is paved with granite sets for the

benefit of heavy traffic. Some of the gradients are severe, that on

the Lowestoft road reaching i in 27.

Part of the road is a single track line and very crooked. To
guard against two cars entering any section from opposite ends, an

automatic system of lamp signalling is used, no car entering the

section while the lamps are glowing. Great care has to be taken

hy the motorman in rounding steep curves on this pari of the line.

The electrical current, which is supplied by the Yarmouth Light-

ing Corporation, and is carried under the Yare River to the Gorles-

ton side through three Callendar cables, is charged for at the rate

of five cents per unit for the first 100,000: after that the price

will be four cents per unit.

From an engineering point of view this cable-laying feat is in-

teresting, there being several initial diflicultics. For 14 years various

plans have been proposed for gelling current across the Yare River,

overhead, subway and transporter-bridge schemes have all in turn

been discussed, and it has fallen to the Callender Co. to solve the

problem. It should be noted that at the crossing point the river is

270 ft. wide and that tlio tide is extremely swift. Two weeks' time

was taken to dredge a trench 7 feet deep from bank to bank

;

6,000 tons of excavated material was removed by the dredge. A
taut line was then stretched across the channel, running centrally

with the trench, and a lighter holding three cable drums placed in

position with an outrigger to guide the cables. Just a few minutes

before high tide all had to be ready to complete the operation with a

dash, for being caught by the tide meant a failure. The actual

crossing and laying, under the superintendence of Mr. Hastings,

the assistant contract manager of the Callender Co., was successfully

effected in ten minutes from the start. Divers then completed the

bedding and fixing work, the whole of which has proved to have

been satisfactorily done.

Mr. Frederick L. Turner is general manager nf this road and its

construction was carried out under his guidance.

Kensington Ave. Shops, Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.

There arc about 1,800 cars required to fill the average schedule^

on the lines of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. At the present

time the repair work for all the company's cars is done at one of

the two .shops; one of these is located at Eighth and Dauphin Sts..

the other at the intersection of Kensington and Cumberland Av-'s

To the Kensington Ave. shop which was described in the "Review
"

April 20, 1903, page 221, has been added a new section of a late type

of reinforced concrete fireproof construction.

One of the accompanying illustrations is a view across the second

story of the new shop building, and clearly shows the concrete beam

construction used for supporting the roof and floors. The post;

which are seen supporting the heavy main girders are of concrete

reinforced with four vertical steel bars tied together with short

pieces of strap iron having holes punched in the ends so that these

pieces may be slipped over the pairs of bars. The transfer tabk-

shown is of a size to accommodate any of the company's rolling

stock and operates across the width of the second floor of the build

ing. Current for driving the motor which moves the transfer table

is obtained from a contact rail buried in the concrete floor structure

The entire space of this second floor is used as a paint shop

KEr.MK SHOI', KENSINGTON .WE. .SilOl'S, l'HILAUELI>HI.\ R.\PID TRANSIT CO.
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PAINT SHOP, KENSINGTON AVK. SHOPS.

TIicic are six tracks cxtciidiiig throughuul llic entire length of tlu

building and the Hoor is all open as one room. These tracks will

accommodate 50 cars. The paint shop is lighted by four large sky

lights located over the two middle tracks along the center line of the

roof. Both of the sides and one of the end walls of the paint shop

are almost entirely made up of windows reaching from a point about

4 ft. above the floor to the ceiling. The sashes used to hold the

glass arc of galvanized iron. Wired glass is used throughout foi

the windows in the side walls and the skylights. In the entire rooii

there is absolutely no inflammable material except that in the cars

which may be standing on the tracks. The building is heated by

steam from boilers located in the old portion of the shops. Through-

out the paint shop there are two sets of coils ; one set of coils, a.-

may be seen in the illustration, is placed at an elevation above the

roofs of the cars and along the supporting columns of the building

These coils suffice for heating the building except in the most severe

weather. When needed, however, there is an extra set of heating pipes

located, as is customary, near the floor around the outside walls.

A portion of the north end of this second floor is divided by con-

crete walls into several small rooms, one of which is used as a lock r

and washroom for the employes. The small room at the northwest

corner uf the building is equipped with racks for holding the suppl.'

tanks for the paint materials, .\djacent to this room is the mixing

room in which is mixed all the paint used by the 50 painters who
work in the large paint shop. .Ml the facilities for car painting ar^

provided here so that during working hours it is not necessary for

.my of the painters to leave the second floor. ICach painter is given

a kit of tools for which the company holds him responsible. He is

also supplied with a numbered steel box 10 x 10 x 14 in. in size

F.ach man has his individual key for the lock on his box. At night

after locking up his kit of tools in the box he deUvers it to a clerk

who is responsible for the keeping of the-.e boxes during the night

A room with several rows of steel shelves for the storing of these

boxes adjoins the paint mixing room.

The first floor of the addition to the shops is divided in half by a

transfer table which is of the same type as that in the paint shop

above and serves all the tracks in both the new and old parts of thT

shops. There are five tracks on the first floor which extend througii-

out the length of the new shop; the three center tracks terminat'-

inside the building at each end wall and the two outside tracks

nearest the side walls extend through openings in front of the build

ing to connect with the track work in the street. These openings

are provided with Kinnear rolling steel doors.

At the west side of the building, about half way back on thj

entrance track from the door, and near the transfer table, the tracks

in the floor are arranged for running any desired car upon the plat

form of a hydraulic elevator operating between the first and second

floor levels. This elevator, which is of the hydraulic plunger type,

was manufactured by F. T. Bates, of Philadelphia. The motor-

driven pumps, storage tank and piping are all enclosed in a concrete

pit below the level of the first floor.

The first floor of the new shop building is used entirely for truck

repairing and for overhauling purposes. The cars arc run into tnt

building on either one of the wall tracks and by means of the trans-

fer table taken to any desired point in the shop. If truck or motor

repairs are to be made the car bodies are raised and supported on

horses. Then the trucks are transferred to one of the repair tracks.

For moving trucks about the building a novel and ingeniously

designed storage-battery electric locomotive is used.

An accompanying illustration shows one of the repair tracks witli

the jib and overhead cranes which serve all the tracks in this shop.

The overhead cranes are of the company's own manufacture and are

equipped with driving motors taken from National Electric Co. air-

compressor sets. There are four such cranes over each of the tracks

in this shop, two on either side of the transfer table. With two of

these cranes a car body may quickly be lifted from the trucks and

placed on horses. The supporting colimins for the second story floor

system are of such a distance apart that the space between them wdl

accommodate two pairs of trucks. Each column supports a jib crane

with a Curtis air hoist hung from the crane carriage. The dimen-

sions of the parts of these cranes and the arrangement along the

track are such that there is one crane for each pair of trucks that

can be placed on the repair tracks.

In the street end of the first floor are the offices of the master

mechanic. A private exchange with 10 telephones placed about thi

shops serves to furnish telephone connection from these points in

the shops with any other points in the shop or throughout the Rapid

Transit company's extensive telephone system. The shops are pro-

vided with watchman's clocks and a fire alami system. All the wir-

ing for lighting, power, telephones, patrol and fire alarm boxes is

carried through metal conduits bedded in the concrete floors and

walls of the buildings.
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AN AUTUMN DANGER.
With the arrival of the fall season the danger of slippery tracKs

again confronts the street railway man, and the importance of

providing plenty of sand on cars and keeping the brakes in per-

fect condition can scarcely be exaggerated. In the steam railroacf

field the grades are usually moderate enough to furnish in them-

.selves a certain security against collisions on slippery rails, and

the larger intervals between trains materially adds to the genera!

safety of operation. The grades often run as high as 400 ft. per

mile in street railway work and even steeper grades are not un-

cSmnion. In such cases when cars arc rim at short intervals,

it is highly important that frost covered and leaf strewn tracks

be kept as free as possible from these objectionable conditions.

Sand and brushes are often ineffective wlien used upon a mushy

coating of wet leaves on the rails. Possibly a briisli made up of

stiflf steel springs similar to the steel third-rail brushes used

m elevated practice might do better, but experience seems to show

that the surest way to prevent collisions on heavy grades is lo

station a man with a broom on the worst sections during the few

weeks that are open lo trouble from falling leaves. The cost of

such a course is a small matter in comparison with the damage

account of a single had collision.

CHICAGO TRACTION SITUATION.
Hie recent developments in the Chicago Traction situation show

an unusual activity and point to an immediate and satisfactory

solution of the problem.

On September 26th, the Chicago City Railway Co. submitted

terms in which it asks a 20-year franchise and in which it agrees

to interchange transfers and route through cars over north and

west side lines; to rehabilitate the lines and furnish such service

as required by the city council ; to change all cable lines for opera-

tion by trolley ; to sweep and sprinkle streets occupied by its

lines'; to fill,' grade, pave and repair 16 feet of these streets ; to

make public reports of its earnings ; to pay compensation to the

city on a percentage basis ; and to accept a 20-year franchise in

lieu of all present rights and let the city purchase after a stated

time. This proposition was endorsed by the receivers of the Chi-

cago Union Traction Co., wlio presented similar terms, so far as

applicable to its system, with such other provisions as pertain to

its tunnels, to the Transportation Committee. Thursday, October 12.

On October 7th a joint plan was presented to the Transporta-

tion Commitee of the city council, in which nine through routes

for both south side and north and west side lines and eleven

down-town loops are oflFered by the Chicago City Railway Co.

and the Chicago Union Traction Co

On October 8th, Mayor Dunne issued a message giving 13

reasons why he considered the plan objectionable and made it

plain that he was opposed to the proposed ordinance, both as to

its form and spirit, denying the right of the council to grant a

franchise to any company, styling it a ''bold and bald defiance of

the will of the people" as expressed at the last municipal

election. On the following evening Mayor Dunne forced his

"contract plan" for municipal ownership to an issue at the city

council meeting and the result practically defeated this "contract

plan." It is expected that the mayor will abandon this plan

and bring in its place his alternative or "city plan," which con-

templates the acquirement, by purchase or condemnation, of all

the lines of the existing companies.

On October 9th, a motion was made in the U. S. Supreme

Court in the case of the 99-year acts to advance them on the

calendar and secure an early hearing, the decision of the court

being reserved to October i6th. A motion will be made at that

time to also advance the tunnel cases for an early hearing. The

right of the people to maintain the quo warranto proceedings

which have been begun against the local street railway companies

is upheld and the pleas of the street railway companies are

attacked in a demurrer filed in the Supreme Court by Attorney

General Stead, State's Attorney Healy and the attorneys who are

associated with them in the fight on the franchises of the street

railway companies. Two separate demurrers were filed, one

answering the pleas made by the Chicago Union Traction Co.

lo the quo warranto proceedings, while the other is an answer

to ihe Chicago City Railway Co. Those may also be read on

October r6th.
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II ihiw scdiis lo lif the iiiir|ir'il.iii(liMK .nvl wish of llios.

iiiUieslcd lliJit the plan of scltlciiRiil, hcforc it hcconies an

ordiiiiimx- or contract of any Uinrl, he siibiniltcd to the jiidnnient

of iIk' |icij|i!i- of rhic-aRrj .-it an cici-tion tn lie hi-ld next spring.

THE DIRECT CURRENT STEAM TURBINE.
One of the most iniimilaiit problems now confrontiiiK the de-

signer of prime movers is the jiroduction of a standard conmiei

cial line of direct cnrrent steam turbines suited to the require-

ments of electric railway service. The development of the tiirb"

alternator durhig the past five years lias been little short of mar-

velous and although no unprejudiced observer has reason to prt-

(liit the forthcoming abdication of the reciprocating engine from

the power plant field, there is no doubt that in many of the later

installations the steam turbine is giving a hard rub to its prede-

cessor. Now that turbo-alternators have been built in capacities

up to S.ooo-kw. normal rating, with two-hotn- overload capacities

reaching 16,000 h.p. in single \mits, it would seem to be worth

while to attack the direct current problem with renewed vigor and

to determine definitely the limiting conditions of design for the

benefit of the engineering world at large.

What is needed is not so nmch the production of enormous ma-

chines rivaling in output tlic large alternators mentioned, as it is

the adaptation of the steam turbine to the conditions found m
the smaller street railway plants operating with direct current.

The majority of the street railways in this country derive their

power from plants of small or medium size, in which a two- or

three thousand-kilowatt generator is about the limiting size of

unit; while in many localities a few hundred kilowatts constitute

the total capacity required for the rolling stock propulsion on -the

entire system. Such plants suffer economically in the first place

from small capacity and in the second place from poor load fac-

tors. It has long been established that even small plants can fre-

quently be operated with high economy provided low and fluctu-

ating load factors can be avoided, but on the average direct cur-

rent street railway system of moderate size this condition is sel-

dom easily obtained. A well-designed alternating current plant

with sub-stations skillfully located with respect to the load re-

(luircmenls stands a better chance of maintaining a good load fac-

tor, and with the advent of the single-phase motor still higher

efficiency may be anticipated. On the direct current side of th.-

fence, however, there is a real demand for the light load economy

of the steam turbine, and if the problems of commutation and

balancing become satisfactorily settled there is no question but

that the direct current turbo-generator has an assured future. Tlu:

gas engine is also rapidly coming to the front, and each year

witnesses keener competition in the prime mover market, not only

on account of the evolution in machinery but because of the ten-

dency of fuel cost to rise.

As a matter of fact, the direct current turbine has been making

considerable headway of late. In train lighting and isolated plant

service some very interesting niacliincs have been doing effectivo

work, and in sizes up to about 300-kw. practice has become fairly

settled. In Europe quite a number of plants are being operated

with turbo-generators of the continuous current type, and in this

country their general adoption cannot long be postponed. One of

the prominent turbine makers has advertised soo-kw. turbo-gener-

ators for some months, and machines of this size will soon be in-

stalled at the train power plant of the Portland (Me.) Railroad

Co. The Boston Elevated Railway Co. has also purchased a

J,ooo-kw. direct current turbine, and although the particulars ot

this machine are not available at this writing, it is understood

that the speed will be about 750 r.p.m. and the economy equal tj

if not better than the best compound engine practice within a

similar range of output.

The difficulties of commutation and balancing are not to

be easily brushed aside, but in view of late experience ii

botb these, directions it seems doubtful if any lasting trouble

will be found, after the machines arc accepted. It is not so

many years since the building of a commutator with a per-

ipheral speed in excess of 3,500 ft. per minute was regarde 1

as of very doubtful design. The production of thousand-

of dynamos and motors under the expert supervision of the

manufacturers' engineering departments, reinforced by detailed

knowledge of the behavior of the machines in commercial service,

has fmnished designs well nigh faultless from the consumers'

standpoint, ho that what seeniid a diflicult qucktiuii in commutation

a few years ago has become conitnon practice today.

In the matter of balancing, the increased complication of the re-

volving armature and cunnniilalor as c<niparcd with the more

simple rotating field and collecling ring structure of the turbo-

alternator no doubt cause (he designer anxiety, but \\c do not ap-

prehend any permanent difficulty. It ought to be possible to bal-

ance even a 500-kw. machine at i,t*x» r.p.m. if the smaller size*

can be successfully operated from ,3,000 r.p.m. up to 25,000 r.p.m.,

although in the latter case, of course, an'l i|iiile a distance down
the line, the apparatus driven is geared to the prime mover. The

construction of armatures capable of withstanding the enormous

centrifugal strain imposed on the high peripheral s|)ced5 of the

railway units mentioned is certainly a triumph in dynamo de

sign.

As to operating economy; there is no apparent reason why the

steam consumption of a turbine driving a direct-current gener-

ator should be any different from that obtained with an alter-

nating machine as load. In the smaller sizes of turbines the fric-

tion losses constitute a larger proportion of the output, and the

efficiency falls off somewhat more rapidly than in large units, l!

is important to remember, however, that in the steam turbine it:

dicated horse power is unknown, and in comparing steam engine

units of the reciprocating type with turbines, the steam consump

lion per kilowatt hour or per electrical horse power hour is the

proper basis of balancing.

Small direct current turbo-generators are needed more than large

units for the reason that with large plants the load factor can be kept

well up, and by using superheated steam about as good economy

can be secured with large engines as with turbines. That the

small floor space per kilowatt capacity of the turbine unit reduces

to a minmium the building and land cost is an important advan-

tage of the turbo-generator. Tlie problem is after all a question

of electrical design. The uniform angular velocity, operating sim-

plicity, high steam economy at fluctuating loads and at all loads,

low cost of attendance, use of condensing water over and over

again when desired, permanence of adjustment and low steam

consumption conmion to previous turbo-alternator combinations

should prove of great advantage to the direct current road which

adopts the continuous current turbine in future power house in-

stallations. The behavior of the machines now under contract

will be watched with interest by electric railway engineers

throughout the country, and the results promise lo be significant

in the evolution of the modem power station.

THE TWENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL CONVENTION.
The recent convention of the allied street railway associations

in Philadelphia was undoubtedly the most notable one which has

ever occurred in the history of this organization, and the adoption

of a new constitution was naturally the most important feature

of the convention. The movement which resulted in the present

organization has been under consideration for the last two years,

and its details have been carefully and thoroughly studied by

the most prominent and influential members of the different asso-

ciations. The status of the association now compared to that of a

few years ago portrays perhaps better than anything else the rela-

tive importance of the street railway business now and a few years

ago. From the considerations of the feeding and care of horses,

which occupied the attentions of a comparatively small number of

members at the early conventions, the American Street and Inter-

urban Railway -Association has by successive advances become an

important technical association, whose membership includes engi-

neers of the highest rank. For a time the multiplication of branches

threatened to detract from the importance of the main organization,

and at the same time to introduce rivalry between the different

branches which eventually could not fail to affect the usefulness of

the organization as a whole; but the very happy solution of these

difticulties by the amalgamation of all the departmental associations

with the parent association has resulted in a harmonious body which

can hardly fail to be of the greatest value to all of its membership.

The election of President Ely for a third term was a specially

well-deserved tribute to his excellent administration during the past

two years, and as the present constitution has been formulated

largely under his guidance, no one is better qualified to start the

association on its new career.

The convention papers and committee reports were of an tin-
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usually interesting nature, and were more carefully prepared, per-

haps, than any set of papers previously read before the association.

The discussions were al.-io carried on with vigor and interest which

promises well for future meetings. The proceedings of the associa-

tions were promptly presented to our readers in the "Daily Street

Railway Review," excepting the Accountants' proceedings, which are

covered in this issue, with the exception of Mr. Tingley's paper on

the cost of carrying passengers, which has been unavoidably with-

held.

The question boxes of both the .\ccountants' Association and the

Mechanical and Electrical Association deserve special mention on

account of the very thorough way in which they were prepared.

Both of them contain a great deal of condensed information, and

instead of answering most of the questions by "yes" and "no," the

answers have been given in sufficient detail to show that the ques

tions were given careful consideration. The publication of the ques-

tion box of the Mechanical and Electrical Association is commenced

in this issue of the "Review."

The accommodations which Philadelphia afforded for the conven-

tion were unsurpassed, and were the subjects of general and favor-

able comment. The exhibit hall was not only conveniently located,

but was of ample proportions, and the exhibits were more numerous

and more carefully studied than usual. The entertainments pro-

vided by the Manufacturers' Association for each day of the con-

vention were much appreciated, and were happily arranged so as

not to interfere with the most serious business before the asso-

ciations.

This year also marked the first active business session of the

Claim Agents' Association. This, we believe, should form a very

important organization, as the attempted fraudulent claims against

street railway companies are constantly attaining larger proportions,

and it needs unanimous and well directed efforts on the part of the

claim departments for the suppression of this evil.

The establishment of permanent offices for the secretary of the

association in New York City, and the selection of a secretary who

will devote his whole time to the business of this office, is undoubt-

edly one of the most eflfective moves that has ever been made

towards making the association valuable to its membership. The

compilation of useful information and data of all kinds which this

office will contain and which will be available at all times to mem-
bers of the association, will add greatly to the value of membership

in the association. We trust that this feature will grow in useful-

ness and importance to such an extent that even the smallest road

in the country will feel the necessity and the profit of being a

member of the association.

STREET CAR VENTILATION.
With the approach of winter the much discussed problem of street

car ventilation is forced upon the attention of street railway man-
agers, who are called upon annually to satisfy all sorts and condi-

tions of tastes on the part of street railway patrons in regard to

the temperature and ventilation of street cars. The street railway

manager does not, however, enjoy a monopoly of the complaints in

regard to ventilation, as the steam railroad car of the ordinary type,

and even the Pullman sleeper, are frequently denounced for their

poor ventilation, and often with good reason. The conditions under

which street cars operate, however, make the question of ventilation

on these cars a much more difficult problem than it is on steam

roads, because the trolley cars are as a rule very much smaller and
carry a far greater number of passengers in proportion to their size.

There is no question but that the matter of proper ventilation is a

very important one, affecting as it does not only the comfort but

the health of passengers. A sufficient supply of pure air of a suitable

temperature is very reasonably demanded by patrons of the street

railways; but it is just here that the management is confronted by
a wide variety of tastes. One passenger will not be satisfied with

a temperature of less than 75 degrees, while another one will con-

sider the car hot and stuflfy if its temperature rises above 55 or 60

degrees. So far as the temperature is concerned, therefore, the

only feasible plan would seem to be to select an average figure be-

tween the two extremes and to keep the car as near this temperature

as possible. This can be easily accomplished by merely installing

thermometers on the cars and regulating the heaters according to

the thermometers.

However much disparity of opinion may exist in regard to the

proper temperature, there can be but one opinion in regard

to the desirability of pure, fresh air in the cars. From ex-

periments it seems certain that some simple mechanical device

will soon be forthcoming by means of which the supply of

fresh air to the cars can be regulated to a nicety. In the

meantime, until such an automatic device comes into general use,

the ventilation of the cars must rest very largely upon the operative

force. Ventilators of some sort are provided on all street cars, and

it rests with the conductors to see that they are used. On crowded

city lines where both front and rear doors of the cars are used for

entrance and exit of passengers, the question of ventilation is not a

difficult one, as the frequent opening of both front and rear doors

keeps these cars well supplied with fresh air and frequently with

imcomfortably cold air. Where the front doors are kept closed,

however, which is the rule on a good many roads during the winter

months, the conductors should be instructed to keep at least a

minimum nmnber of ventilators open, even in the most severe

weather.

Another thing which is closely connected with the subject of ven-

tilation is the question of cleaning and airing the cars after they

are taken out of service at night. Cars which are not thoroughly

cleaned and aired will soon become saturated 'vith foul odors, which

will counteract the most careful attempts at ventilation.

-••-»-

The Titinsportation Department and the
A. S. & I, R. A.

Editor "Review
:"

A most successful meeting of electric railway men has just

closed, much of interest has transpired, the re-christening of the

association in recognition of the importance of the interurban

lines has taken place. The parent organization deliberated on gas

engines as applied to railway work, the new single phase system,

and other timely topics. The claim agents discussed ways and
means of defeating the plans of their arch-enemy, the accident

fakir; the master mechanics and power station men discussed

power distribution, load factors, controlling devices and other

subjects pertinent to their work. The accountants wrestled with

the problems of classification, standard form of reports, ticket

accounting, and debated at length on the value of that unknown
quantity "Depreciation," all of which was eminently right and

proper, as each department is an important factor in the opera-

tion of a railway property. However, there is another depart-

ment which it seems should have some recognition and a sub-

ject or two on the intellectual bill of fare, and that is the trans-

portation department.

Conversation with traffic men at the convention brought forth

the fact that there is a feeling that there are many important

problems confronting the transportation officials today and that

we should get to work on them. Training and disciplining of

motormen and conductors, testing of sight and hearing, construc-

tion of schedules, laBor troubles, inspections, standardization of

physical requirements and various other subjects call for consid-

eration at the hands of the transportation man.

Why not have a "Traffic Managers' Association." Section

Xn of the constitution of the A. S. & I. R. A. provides for n

helping hand to such associations as are engaged .in the work

of investigating "technical matters connected with the railway

construction and operation." The work of the transportation de-

partment may not be strictly technical in character, but its im-

portance cannot be discounted. Vast things are required of the

operating department daily. It is the one that deals with the

public, the action of its ejiiployes has much to do with the bal-

ance sheet at the end of the year, its schedules and the observ-

ance or non-observance of them are great molders of public

opinion. The traffic official must be ready to meet the emergencies

that are constantly cropping up at various points along the line.

The hiring of men to operate the cars is of vital importance,

and upon traffic official's judgment in selecting men may depend

largely whether or not the road will be free of labor troubles.

The fact that the transportation pay roll is anywhere from

30 to 45 per cent of the total pay roll expense, is a reason in

itself why this important department should have recognition.

Let us have a good. live "Traffic Managers' Association"—if not

by that name, then by some other name, but let us get together.

J. W. Brown.

Connellsville, Pa. Supt. Trans., West. Penn. Rys.



October Meeting of the Indiana Electric Railway Association.

| lie Uc-loliri- lmcllll^; iii ilic' ImliarKi iilcctnc Railway Associa-

lioii was callicl In (juIci- in llic palm room of llio Claypool hotel,

Iiulianapolis, at io:,(o a. in., Oclnlic-r I2th, with I'rcsidtiil Henry

ill the cliair. In the absence of the secretary the president ap-

pointed T. E. Morgan, secretary pro tern , who read the minutes

of the last; previous meeting, which were approved.

The president then appointed a coniniittce to frame a set of rcso-

liiliciiis expressinK the feeling of great sorrow of the association at

the loss of the laic John W. Chiiiniaii, of the Indianapolis & ICast-

ern Railway Co., whose death recently occurred at lioslon.

The fdlldwiiig paper wa^ then read:

Claim Department.

IIV ELLIS C. CAKI'ICNTER, CLAIM ADJUSTER, INIJIANA UNION TRACTION CO.

Claim departments were created and exist by reason of the mis-

fortune of others; but so long as motorinen will run their cars into

each other in broad daylight and women persist in getting off cars

baclcvvard.s, the necessity for the departments will remain and they

must be maintained, although I feel certain that even claim ad-

justers would welcome the day if the causes could be removed so

that the claim departments could be disbanded.

What we shall say in this paper will be said in the light of what

our experience and observation has taught us, yet realizing that

v/e have not attained perfection.

Every claim department should be furnished with certain blank

forms for reporting accidents, the forma being prepared to cover

local conditions. It is not possible to have a blank form of report

that will cover all accidents and not be confusing, but a blank form

of report should cover such important features that experience has

shown are most likely to occur in the more frequent accidents.

We are now using a form of accident statement, our form No.

401, which we prepared about a year ago that has proved very sat-

isfactory and answers our purpose, where accidents occur on city

as well interurban lines. This blank is placed in the hands of our

agents and reports are to be made out by the agent, the informa-

tion being given to him by the train crew reporting the accident.

We find we get clearer information in reports where one person at

each terminal has been instructed regarding taking reports, get the

details from the train crew and fill out the report, but reports are

always signed by the train crew.

We are also using a form of report for employes, form No. 416,

which is intended to cover accidents to employes in departments of

road-master, electrical, shops, power house and construction. This

blank is especially prepared with a view of ascertaining the famil-

iarity of the injured party with the duties being performed and con-

dition of tools, staging, etc., at the time of the accident. Reports

of accidents of this character arc to be made out by the foreman in

direct charge of the work at the time of the accident.

In case of serious or fatal accident, immediate notice should be

given the claim department either direct or through the train des-

patcher, and for this purpose we are using a telephone accident re-

port, form No. 417, which is intended to cover only important facts

that can be gathered quickly. This report is given to the des-

patcher by the train crew out along the line, and is sent in imme-
diately by the despatcher to the claim department.

We are also using a short form of report, No. C. D. 403, that con-

ductors must carry with them to report all trouble occurring on
cars, such as ejectments, controversy over tickets, etc. Conductors

are also required to carry small printed tabs so they can quickly

have passengers write down their names and addresses when col-

lecting this information in case of accident. Our agents are pro-

vided with blank reports for delayed baggage. The first part of

report to be made out when complaint is made ; the second part or

receipt, to be taken when baggage is delivered, the agent filling out

the "Agent's Report" as soon as baggage is delivered and forward-

ing report with baggage checks attached to claim department. We
have for the use of section men a form of report for stock killed

or injured.

I his list comprises all blank forms that are essential in secur-

ing reports of accidents hut wc have in addition to the aljoyc our

release blanks for use in making settlement with injured parties,

and a special form for releases by employes. It is, I believe, a

correct policy to require all employes injured in any manner to

execute a release to the company before being permitted to return

to work, it being left to the judgment of the claim department as

to whether or not there should be any consideration paid in set-

tlement other than ro-einployinenl, and insa'.much as a large per-

centage of accidents to employes occur by reason of their own neg-

ligence, and are settled upon the basis of re-cmploymcnt, we use in

connection with this form a blank addressed to the head of the

department where the employe was injured, showing that the in-

jured employe has executed a release and the foreman must upon

this endorse the date upon which the injured employe returned to

work, and return this information to the claim department for per-

manent filing, this making a complete record of each case and show-

ing the fulfillment of the contract by each party.

When a report of an accident is received by the claim depart-

ment wc immediately note the dale and the hour of its receipt, and
index in a book for that purpose, under the name if given show-

ing date, location and kind of accident ; a space being left for entry

of settlement when made. The report ahould then be placed be-

fore the head of the claim department and he can order inquiries

mailed to witnesses or assign it for personal investigation, after

which reports are filed alphabetically according to date in special

files for the purpose.

b'or eiifective work thorough organization is essential and every

department of the service should co-operate with the claim depart-

ment. The prompt report of accidents means much, for if the in-

formation regarding accidents is slow in reaching the claim de-

partment, many times important information may be missed and

much time and expense made necessary in looking it up, when if a

prompt report had been made the matter could have been deter-

mined and proper action taken. Information in full regarding acci-

dents cannot reach the claim department too soon. It is neces-

sary in many instances, in case of serious accident, to have the

employes report to the claim department in person as soon after an

accident occurs as possible. In case of fatal accident this rule

should always be observed, so that not only full details may be

reported to the company, but the main facts may be prepared in the

form of an affidavit ready for the signatures of the train crew so

that the aflidavits may be taken to the coroner and sworn to before

him. By following this plan such important details can be kept

from the coroner's records and the public as an over inquisitive

officer might bring out and be troublesome in court.

One of the most important features relating to accidents and

which is so often looked upon lightly by the transportation depart-

ment, is the prompt securing of full names and addresses of wit-

nesses to accidents or persons near the scene of an accident It is

difficult to make men in charge of cars realize the importance of

doing this and securing this information, and how to get them to do

it is worthy of our best thought, for when a serious accident occurs,

such as a collision where possibly 100 to 200 persons may be more

or less injured, I know of no more important service a train crew

can render the company, even if the entire system should be stopped

for half an hour, than to secure the name and address of every

individual on the car, for in every accident of this kind you will find

some designing person who will gladly welcome an opportunity to

filch money from the company upon some real or imaginary injury,

and we have know'ii cases where claims have been made by persons

who were not on the cars at the time of the accident, but who
claimed they were, thinking it would not be possible to detect them.

There are two ways of keeping this matter before the men. One
by general rules governing this question printed in the train

schedules, and the other by explaining to the men in meetings ar-

ranged for the purpose, the importance of this as well as other mat-

ters pertaining to the claim department. These meetings should be

held at least twice a year so as to include all new employes and keep
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them informed regarding these matters. No man, however, should

he placed on a car in the capacity of motornian or conductor with-

out first in his preliminary examination being able to intelligently

answer a few pertinent questions as to what is necessary to be done

in case of an accident.

With the carmen understanding these matters and placing the

main facts with the witnesses promptly before the claim department,

the matter of ascertaining from disinterested persons their version

of accidents should be promptly done by expert investigators. We
find that young married men are best for this work. They should

be of good address, pleasant and courteous, with judgment as to

when to get down to business and touch the vital matters.

Written statements signed by parties are best and a shrewd in-

vestigator can weave into a general conversation about an accident

the vital points and get what he wants. He should alway.s want

facts and bring them out as clearly as lie can get them, and never

mislead a witness into an intentionally wrong statement. If a writ-

ten statement is prepared along the line of the conversation, using

as nearly as possible the language or peculiar expression of the

witness, it is indeed seldom that he will refuse to sign and after-

wards, if necessary, testify in court as to the occurrence in accord-

Jjelephone jfcctVent Report.

Nam* of ptrtoa iq/and .

Place ol accidfet

Whafdirectioa waa eargowgf— Ueotthieavtatt dinetioa other party or tar vfa» going.

}Vba t was done with injured party ?-

Satarc ofityari
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ancc with the statement after he has been permitted to see the

signed statement and refresh his memory.

In investigation of accidents the question as to the negligence of

either or both parties to an accident should be borne in mind, and

the circumstances surrounding accidents should be reported as ac-

curately as possible. As an illustration, suppose a car collided with

a wagon at a crossmg, which is of frequent occurrence. The dis-

tance the wagon was from the car track as well as from the car

when the motorman first saw the wagon, the speed of car, condi-

tion of car and track, and whether or not the party driving looked,

how he was driving, speed, kind of wagon, etc., all should be fully

and carefully given.

It takes a person of more than ordinary ability to obtain in the

best way written statements from witnesses and at the same time

to couch the statements in such language as to make a plausible

statement of an occurrence and omit conflicting or derogatory

statements so that, if necessary to use the statements in court, they

will have a good effect with the jury and with this in view, state-

ments should always be read over to witnesses and asked if correct

before signing.

It is necessary for a successful investigator to be somewhat famil-

iar with every department of the service in order to make intelli-

gent inquiry as to the running of cars, condition of shops or ma-

chinery, power plant, or whatever may be involved in an accident.

A cheap man is an abomination for he will make more blunders

than two good ones can correct.

Good, active, intelligent men, capable of understanding the re-

quirements, should only be used in this work. They should be as-

signed and required to do a liberal amount of work and to do it

thoroughly and be well compensated for it.

If the work of the investigator is well done and reliable mfornia-

tion is placed before the adjuster, it can soon be rightly determined

whether or not a claim should be settled or contested.

In dealing with the question of the adjustment of claims, claim

adjusters must of course be governed by the policy of their com-

pany. Some companies adopt the policy of fighting everything.

This is wrong. It not only makes enemies of the claimants, but an

atmosphere of antagonism is created that pervades every com-

nnniity through which a line passes and affects travel, the ])ublic

traveling with you only when really necessary.

Then there is the very liberal policy of settling practically every-

thing out of court and abhoring a law suit and paying liberally to

escape having a suit filed against your company. This, too, is

wrong. The public in general and lawyers in particular soon learn

of this and take undue advantage of you and you have many claims

filed and unreasonable demands made.

There is, to my mind, but one right policy, and that is this

;

permit every case to stand upon its own merits. If the company is

liable for an injury done, pay what is reasonable. If not liable, or

unjust demands are made, stand upon the rights the law affords.

The only exception to this should be in case of fatal accident, where

parties appreciate there is no liability, then settlement should be

made upon the basis of a reasonable allowance for funeral expenses

where surviving parties are too poor to stand the expense. You
may rest assured that this is not money thrown away, but really

brings better returns, although indirectly, than settlements made in

most any other form. For instance, a man is killed, his family is

in meager circumstances, the company is not liable, you pay fifty or

one hundred dollars and take a release. That family has its friends

who know of this allowance. You are afterwards engaged in a law

suit. A friend of this family sits as a juror when the case is de-

termined. Don't you believe the friendly feeling of this juror will

mean dollars saved to the company? I do most assuredly.

The question of making adjustment of claims is one for which

there can be no fixed rule and a company must depend largely upon

the ability of its adjuster to negotiate settlements upon the most

advantageous terms, considering the question as to the liability or

non-liability of the company, the nature and extent of injuries, the

temperament, position and station in life of the claimant as well

as the surroimdings in which he finds his claimant, all these as well

as many other minor matters a well informed adjuster will be quick

to note and use in the proper way.

The matter of dealing with persons injured is something one

cannot well describe. No two persons are alike and you must judge

your individual when you see him. A successful adjuster must al-

most be a "jack of all trades and master of them, too," for it is

often necessary to discuss with the lawyer the legal phases of a

proposition upon which a claim is based. He must be able to talk

intelligently with the physician about the physical condition of his

patient so as to obtain as favorable a report as possible on a

claimant. He should he a farmer, if farming interests his man ; a

merchant, if this is what gets his attention ; a mechanic or what not,

in fact anything that will interest the party with whom he is deal-

ing, even to the extent of flattering the ladies where the necessity

exists.

In order to illustrate the uncertainties of an adjuster, I will relate

a story : An Irishman was born in France and one day he got into

an argument with a Frenchman, the Irishman contending that it

made no difference where he had been born, that he was Irish just

the same. The Frenchman took the position that, if Pat was born

in France that he was necessarily a Frenchman. In order to dis-

prove this statement Pat said: "If the old cat had kittens in the

oven would they be biscuits?"

A claim adjuster never knows until he sees his man whether he

will find "kittens" or "biscuits."

The discussion was opened by O. P. Spillman, of the Indian-

apolis & Northwestern Traction Co., who stated that in his earlier

experience lie was associated with a railroad company which, for

ten years, fought all accident claims, and took the position that

if there was any liability against the company absolutely proved.
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lli(! claim would he paid, l)iit if the. ronipaiiy's allorney had any

doiilil as to the li.iliilily, tlio rl;iiin would always he fouKht. A
rhaiiKC in aHonicys iKOiined; the new attorney gained much by

nlilizing every opportunity for making friends with patrons of the

mad. To illnstr.itc this, Mr. .Spillman relatetl the circiunstancc of

.iM accident in which a man willi horse and wagon was rnn down hy

one of the cars, tlic crew of wliich was plainly in no way to blame.

'I'o maintain his policy of friendship, the new attorney told the

ni.in whose horse and wagon had been injured, that althongh the

ciinip.iny was not at fault on account of its method of operation,

nr from carelessness of its crew, it wonlil pay him a sufficient

amonnt to make up a portion of his loss. This action gained the

friendship of the injured ni.ui ,ind his friends. A similar policy

was pursued for five years, hy this allorney. which resulted in

decreasing damage claims paid yearly by the railroad, 65 per cent of

the original amount.

When questioned, C. C. Reynolds (Uillined the melliod which the

Indianapolis &• Northwestern Traction Co. has for caring for in-

jured employes during the period between the time of an accident

and settlement. An association for this purpose was formed, to

which all members pay regular dues, and to which nearly all

employes of the railroad belong. When a member is disal)led from

any cause, the treasurer of the association pays him a weekly bene-

fit nearly equal in amount to the wages which he would have

earned in the company's employ. The association has added to its

funds by giving dances and several kinds of entertainments, thus

lessening the dues necessary to be paid by the men and placing it

on a sound financial basis. Some of the benefits of this scheme are

that it does away with the usual subscription list, passed around

among the men when one of their friends is injured; it helps to

ease the minds of men working for the company, by assuring them

that in case of disablement they and their families will be pro-

vided with some means of living while the wage-earner is unem-

ployed and it also eases any strained feeling between the employes

and the management of the comp.iny that may exist at the time of

an accident.

Mr. Henry remarked as to the careful consideration that should

be given before deciding as to whether or not any particular claim

should be settled in or out of court. He believed that it is a very

good practice for each company to have a competent company sur-

geon at each important point along the line, this man rendering

himself of much value at the time of accidents.

The association voted its thanks for and acceptance of an in-

vitation of Mr. Henry to bold its next session in Rushville. It is

planned that the delegates will take a special car. leaving the

Indianapolis Traction & Terminal building at nine o'clock on the

morning of the next meeting day and visit the single phase trans-

former stations along the line between Indianapolis and Rushville.

As a result of a motion passed, the Chair appointed Mr. Charles

G T,ohman, Indiana Railway Co. : Mr. Fred Rapp. Fort Wayne S:

Wabash Valley Traction Company, and Mr. Guy H. Kelsey. Indiana

ITnion Traction Co., as a Question Box Committee. The chair

suggested that all members having questions which they desire dis-

cussed at the November meeting, forward them to Mr. Lohman.
It was decided by the association that the manufacturers' sales

representatives be invited to exhibit whatever supplies they wish at

the regular meeting next May.

President Htnry stated that he desired all members of the asso-

ciation to acquaint themselves with the advisability of having a

bureau to act upon freight and passenger rates.

The meeting then adjourned.

The Western Massachusetts Street Railway Co. recently began
operating its cars over its line between Westfield and Huntington.
Mass.. a distance of 12 miles. The company proposes to extend
its line to East Lee, Mass., a distance of 21 miles, where it will

connect with the Berkshire Street Railwav Co.'s line.

The York County Traction Co. will build a large storage car

barn near the present structure. L. C. Mayer, civil engineer for

the company, has prepared plans and specifications which call for

a brick structure 2,^5x6.^ ft. and one story in height. The founda-
tions and floor of the pit will be made of concrete. The interior

of the building will be equipped with trackage sufficient to hold

30 of the large suburban cars and 40 of the smaller cars

In.sulatin^ Paints.

BY AMTHUR B. WEEKS.

There arc many insulating paints, good, bad and indifferent, on

the market today ; some are clear, some black, others a combination

of both. Almost every paint or varnish factory in the country has

made or is making a so-called insulating varnish, often without the

slightest knowledge of its requirements. Some makes are better

than others, though similar in appearance. To the average man,
insulating varnish is an unknown quantity; and he Is as liable as not

to buy a cheap and inferior article, thinking it a bargain, because

it looks like the good. The mere looks cannot distinguish the good
from the bad, nor the simple act of rubbing between the fingers

test the viscosity.

There is as much or more difference in insulating varnishes than

in furniture varnishes. Some contain as high as 32 per cent of

resin. Anyone knows that "permanent elasticity" cannot be ob-

tained by the use of resin, and that resin offers no great resistance

to electric current.

A special make of varnish is required, if used on insulating cloth.

The material must be very pliable and elastic, and remain so while

CunacnT 5upfl y

CONNECTIONS FOR BAKING TEST.

in stock. Some claim that such material will never become brittle,

no matter how long it is used ; this, however, depends upon the

severity of the service, and therefore is a very bold assertion.

Beware of the clear varnish whose manufacturer says it will not

cause corrosion. This corrosion results in the green which gets

into the cotton insulation, and is caused by free acid in the varnish

Clear varnishes are all made from linseed oil, more or less pure;
but however pure, none is free from acid. This is a fact beyond
dispute. Some varnishes may not show up as green as others in a

certain specified time, but sooner or later they all will discolor.

There is such a dislike to this discoloration that many firms have
entirely given up the use of clear varnish, and are using black in-

sulating paint. Some have used black for years and have found it

all that could be desired. Other users of coils refuse to accept

black coils, thinking that the concern which does their repairing

may not do the work carefully, and will overcharge, since the de-
fects can be covered over with the black paint. This is unjust to a

reliable repair company, and also speaks ill for the judgment of the
coil users; because it should be known before shipping to what
extent a coil is damaged, and a letter would ascertain the cost of
repairing.

There are some very good insulating paints on the market, both
air drying and baking, but there is no especial reason for baking
armature coils, if they first have been dried in an oven and then
dipped while hot into a good air drying paint. Such a paint should
have plastic qualities sufficient to cement the wires of the coils and
not become brittle, even after baking for many days. Baking, then,
is the best test for a black air drying insulating paint
Not many shops are equipped for extensive tests, such as puncture
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and heat tests, but there arc simpler ones which can easily be made.

Tests should be made of both black and clear varnishes, baking

samples of each on saturated canvas. Allow the baking to proceed

continuously for several days, and in order that the insulation of

coils be not damaged, the temperature of an oven should not exceed

195° F. One varnish which has come to the writer's notice has

withstood a temperature of 240° F. for over 24 hours, and the

chances are it would have continued to do so indefinitely without

becoming brittle. This varnish, black, protected the paper on which

it was placed from carbonization. A bit of plain paper subjected to

that temperature would have burned to a crisp. However, some
baking varnishes are so oily that it is ne.xt to impossible to bake

the coils dry without decreasing the efficiency of the insulation.

These are made oily so that they will be elastic, it is claimed, but

this feature is exceedingly objectionable from the coil maker's point

of view. Elasticity is very desirable, but not when obtained in

this way.

There are certain clear and black paints which are decidedly too

brittle. Hang up pieces of paper or cloth dipped in these and let

them air dry; also bake a few. The brittleness shows up in from a

few days to two or three months. The two extremes in insulating

varnish are here shown—too soft and too brittle. There is a medium
condition, however, which has been met.

Should one wish an insulating paint which will give a finely fin-

ished appearance as well as high insulation, it is to be obtained in

a special baking varnish.

Where a good air drying black paint is desired, and its finish is

not sufficiently glossy, a coat of finishing paint can be afterward

applied with a brush. The ideal finishing paint should be air drying,

and should be sufficiently hard in an hour to be handled, if required.

Its finish should be glossy, and it should not become brittle after

a short time. Should brittleness occur, the finishing paint does not

furnish the proper protection to the armature or field coil, a fact

which is often lost sight of.

l{ the paint dries hard and does not chip off, the eflPect is the

same, provided also that it does not crack, but such conditions are

not very likely to be met with in alcohol shellac varnishes, eithei

clear or black, .^sphaltums do not solve the problem, nor do air

drying asphaltum japans. Some fine appearing finishing paints

after a few weeks exposure are as brittle as glass and utterly worth-

less. Some firms have met the coil varnish problem reasonably

well, but have put a poor finishing paint on the market. The poof

article is the one which advertises the firm.

Why should the finishing paint be air drying?

1. Because nothing is gained by baking, when the same results

car. be attained by means of an air drying paint

2. Air drying finishing paint decreases the cost of construction

and repairs.

3. An armature coi! or field coil gets plenty of baking when in

actual service, and baking in ovens, as ordinarily done, lowers the

insulation resistance.

The following experiment shows the actual condition of the paint

on a working coil.

Take a strip of sheet iron a few inches long and from ^ to ^
in. wide. Punch a hole at each end for a '/i in. stove bolt. Procure

a water rheostat or similar resistance, with connections as shown in

the accompanying illustration. Cover the piece of tin with the

paint which is to be tested, and after it has dried pass current

through the tin. Note ammeter readings, and by means of a tube

thermometer placed on the tin and covered with waste at the point

of contact, note the temperature readings. There is necessarily con-

siderable variation in these readings, but they are sufficiently ac-

curate to show the results desired. Pass a current which will pro-

duce 195° F. and keep it as steady as possible for some time. Note
that the ideal paint becomes plastic. Shut off current for a time.

The paint becomes hard again. This shows the actual working
conditions going on in each coil. More paint is used on the sample
of tin, of course, than would be used on a coil ; hence the coil

would not become as soft or spongy. Repeat this experiment many
times, and gradually raise the temperature to 240° F. This will

classify the paints, and some of the "permanently flexible" paints

and varnishes can be discarded.

Plastic paints which show up nicely on cloth, and have the ap-

pearance of patent leather, cannot by any process of drying present

this same appearance on the interior of a coil. The same is true of

clear varnished coils; thus the most desired quality, apparently, is

but skin deep.

Quality is not always the winner. Sometimes an insulating paint

leads the race merely because of a lower price. Not often will a

high grade material win over the less expensive ones, where the

master niechajiic is not aware of the poor quality of the latter. H the

purchasing agent has the authority to place orders overruling the

master mechanic, quality is quite likely to be out of the race, be-

cause the word of the varnish agent is often taken before that of

the head of the department. This is doubtless not a common condi-

tion with well regulated concerns, but it does exist. Varnish agents

are out to sell, and like other salesmen place their materials where

they can
; yet their argument, however well worded and strong, will

not finally hold unless made good by the material. The agent who
knows the qualities of his article from experience and tests, stands

a better chance of holding his trade, and is not likely to misrepre-

sent its qualities.

There is something wrong with the materials when a road with

half the equipment of another is paying out twice as much for field

and armature upkeep, while its running conditions, curves, grades,

etc., are no worse ; this is in the event that both roads are buying

different insulating paints and making their own coils.

It is quite possible to be too economical in the use of insulating

paints, and also to make a practice of using more than is necessary.

Both extremes should be avoided. Thin the material sufficiently to

thoroughly penetrate the coil to its interior and carry some body

with it. In coil making, much depends upon the tape and other

insulating mediums used, so do not attempt to make the insulating

varnish thick enough to answer the purpose of these. Such results

will not be satisfactory.

Oily varnish is all right for insulating papers, but a varnish which

is entirely satisfactory for this work is not likely to dry when put

on coils. Grain alcohol shellac is better, but there have been great

advances made over shellac, and by systematic tests the right ma-

terials can be obtained.

One man says : "I have been using So-and-so's paints for the last

twenty years, and they suit me all right." This argument is all

right in a way, but if carried too far is a mistake. So with the

users of varnishes ; the man who does not recognize some of the

good paints made in recent times may be losing money because his

coils are not giving satisfaction, or the service which those of his

competitors give. It is costly to experiment and test—yes, but in

most cases money will be saved in the end.

High puncture tests are a fallacy if not carried on with common
sense. Of what use is a high puncture test on fresh material, when

in a month or so this same material will have dried out so that

the same coils will not stand a test one-half or even one-quarter as

severe? Look to the paint for elastic and longer lasting qualities

And beware of the man with a formula to sell. He has been suc-

cessful with many, and is always on the lookout for fresh fields.

He has copied his formulas from receipt books printed years ago,

and has nothing to offer which represents any advancement in the

varnish making art.

Central Electric Light and Power Stations.

The Bureau of the Census of the Department of Commerce and

Labor has recently published in book form special reports on

central electric light and power stations, 1902, prepared under the

supervision of William M. Steuart, chief statistician for manufac-

tures. This report is the third of a series of reports on the gen-

eration and utilization of electric current, the first relating to street

and electric railways; the second to municipal electric fire alarm

and police patrol service ; the fourth is now in course of prepara-

tion and relates to telephones, telegraphs and ocean cables. The
publication includes the scope and method of investigation, sum-

mary and analysis of results, financial operations, employes, salaries

and wages, physical equipment, output of stations, franchises and a

history of the development of electric lighting, including 98 tables

and a large number of illustrations.

The Cciusolidated Railway Co has secured control of the Willi-

inantic Traction Co., which operates an electric railway between

Williniantic and Baltic, Conn., a distance of ten miles.
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V.M.I I) Ri:STRI( TION AS TO REP.MR.S 1\ UNPAVED
STREET.

Diiiih.ii vs. Old Ciiloiiy .Sirci-t Railway Co. (Mass.), 74 N. V.. Ri-p.

.•i52. May 20, 11J05.

The effect of layiiif.; Ir.icks in .111 iiii|).i\cil streil. tin- siiprcinc

judicial court of Massacliiisetls says, manifestly results in the street

outside tlie rails, and partictil.irly the part inimcdiately next to the

rails, heiiif; iindiil.\ ucun dnwit ; lluis imposing: mi the town in ques-

tion ail additional hurdcn in Ihe repair of that way. So, likewise,

the space hetween Ihe r.tils is subject to a different use from an

ordinary road or fri>tii llie rest of such a road. To require the

railway to keep lliat purlimi of the way "included between the

tracks and for a distance of eighteen inches outside thereof at all

times flusli up to the top of the track" and in repair is, in effect,

to restrict the company from so operating its railway under the

location as to cast an adtlitional burden u|)on the town in respect

to repairs nf the public ways on which the railway is located and

operated. It follows that such a restriction as to repairs in an

original location is valid although it adds soiiK-thing to the burden

imposed by the general laws.

DUTY OF MOTORMAN AS TO SEEING PASSENGERS
GETTING ON OR OFF WHERE THERE IS NO

CONDUCTOR.

Cramer vs. Springfield Traction Co. (Mo. App.), 87 S. VV. Rep. 24.

May 2, 1905. Rehearing denied May 16, 1905.

Where there was no conductor on a car to look after passengers

and the motorman was required to do double service, the St. Louis

court of appeals says that his station was on the front platform of

the car, where he was bound to remain for the purpose of using and

controlling the appliances for the operation and control of the car

;

and if, from his station, he made the best observation possible to

see that no one was getting on or off the car, and then sounded the

gong as notice of his intention to start, the court can see no room

to declare, as a matter of law, that he w^as negligent in failing to

sec the plaintiff in ihe act of getting off. It was not his duty, under

the circumstances, to specially observe the plaintiff, for she had not

eommunicated to him her intention to get off, but to watch the rear

platform, where passengers were accustomed to get on and off, and

see that no one was in the act of getting on or off before starting

his car.

CARh: Rl':(nURED OF PASSENGER RIDING ON RUNNING
BOARD.

Eraser vs. California Street Cable Railroad Co. (Cal.'), 81 Pac.

Rep. 20. May 9, 1905.

The plaintiff, a young man with some two years' experience in

riding on these same cars, taking a standing position on the right

hand rear foot or running board just above the ground that the

passengers use in getting on and off the cars, holding to the

stanchion with one or both hands, was injured by his body coming

into collision with the front footboard, otherwise called the dash-

board, of a heavy wagon that was standing stationary back into the

curb, not exactly square. The supreme court commissioners of Cali

fornia state, in their opinion, that they do not mean to say that it

is negligence per se (by itself) for a passenger to ride where the

plaintiff rode; but they think that common prudence required that

he shoulil while riding there either keep his body well within the

Hues of the car, or if he was disposed to swing out beyond those

lines he should have kept a diligent lookout to avoid coming in

contact with other vehicles. It is common knowledge that on the

streets of a city like .San Francisco the street cars arc continually

passing other veliicles even closer than 12 inches ami the plaintiff

must have known of that fact. The facts and conchisions to l>c

drawn therefore were for the jury, and it cannot be ?>ai<l as a

matter of law that they were not warranted in finiliiiK from the

evidence that the plaintiff's injury was the proximate result of his

own negligence.

VAlJDll y OF REgUIRE.MKNT AS TO LIGHTING STREF-;T.

Cunningham vs. Boston & Worcester Street Railway Co. (Mass.),

74 N. E. Rep. 355. May 20, 1905.

The restriction in the location in this case as to lights, the

supreme judicial court of Massachusetts says, was of the same

character as that as to watering in N'ewcomh vs. Norfolk Western

R.iilway (IV Street Railway Law, 108; 61 N. E. Rep. 42), and that

as to repairs in Dunbar vs. Old Crjiony Street Railway (74 \. E.

I^ep. 352). Electric cars in a reserved space ordinarily are run

at such a rate of speed that it might be thought that a grant of the

right to run them makes it necessary to have 100 lights, of 25

candle power each, in the distance of five miles. It is not neces-

sary to consider whether the fact that such lights might be thought

necessary for the accommodation of people wishing to take the

defendant's cars could be considered by the selectmen in making

this requirement. The defendant argued that it was forbidden to

use its electricity for lighting purposes by Revised Laws, chapters

121, 122, calling especial attention to sections 24 and 26 of chapter

121, and section I of chapter 122. But the court is of the opinion

that it is not forbidden to use electricity for lighting as an incident

to its business. It may use it to light its cars. And in the court's

opinion it may as properly use it to light the streets through which

its cars run as to light its cars while running through those streets.

CHILD RUNNING IN FRONT OF C.\R—FAILURE TO STOP
CAR IN AS SHORT A DISTANCE AS POSSIBLE.

Miller vs. St. Charles Street Railroad Co. (La.), 38 So. Rep. 401

Mar. T3, T905. Rehearing denied .\pril 10, 1905.

A street railway company, the supreme court of Louisiana holds,

will not be held responsible for the death of a child 2'/i years old

which has suddenly and unexpectedly run upon the track 5 to 10

feet ahead of an electric car moving rapidly through a narrow

street. In such a case, the fact that the car was not brought to a

full stop within as short a distance as the evidence shows it is

possible to bring such a car to a full stop is insignificant, in view

of the fact that, even if it had been done, the fatal result would

not have been avoided.

STOPPING FOR FUNERAL PROCESSION TO PASS—C.\RE
REQUIRED IN DESCENDING GRADE TO CROSSING-
COMPARATIVE WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE AS TO BELL
RINGING OR NOT RINGING.

Foulk vs. Wilmington City Railway Co. (Del). 60 .\tl. Rep. 973.

June 2, 1905.

The superior court of Delaware, speaking through Lore, C. J.

(charging jury), among other things, says: We know of no law

requiring a trolley car to stop at the intersection of streets jnd wait

until a funeral procession has passed, nor of any law giving to a

funeral procession the right of way over cars or other vehicles or

persons properly using a highway of this state. If by courtesy such

privilege has been given by trolley cars and by others using the
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highway, such courtesy imposes no duty upon the person extending
the courtesy, nor does it in any manner relieve such persons from
all reasonable care and precaution in so using the highway as to

prevent accident or injury. If you should find from the evidence
in this case that the uniform and continuous usage or practice of

the defendant company had been to stop its cars at crossings and
wait until a funeral procession passed by, and that such usage
was known to, and reasonably relied upon by, the driver of the

injured team at the time of the accident, we say to you that such
method of dealing with the public on the part of the company, and
so known to the driver, may be taken into account by you in esti-

mating the degree of diligence required of the driver in looking out
for an approaching car before he crossed the railway track, for in

such case he might reasonably presume to infer the continuance
of that usage. To justify such presumption, however, such usage
must have been uniform and continuous. Even then the failure to

observe such usage would not amount to negligence on the part of

the defendant company. It would not relieve the driver of reason-

able care in making such crossing. He would have no right so to

presume, if he actually saw the car coming down upon him, or if

by the reasonable use of his senses he might have known of its

approach. It may be stated as a general rule that no legal right

can grow out of mere courtesy, however uniform and long con-

tinued, nor will such courtesy impose a legal obligation upon the

person extending it.

It is conceded in this case tliat the grade of Fourtli street between

West and Tatnall streets, is quite a steep down grade to the Tat-

nall street crossing. While the speed of trolley cars is not limited

by law, yet, in approaching such crossing it was the duty of the

motorman to make the descent at such reasonable speed as not to

put the car beyond his control ; and, as the danger of collision in-

creased, if he saw or could see the danger, it was his duty to use

all the means in his power lo check or stop the car. This does not

impose upon the motorman, however, an impossibility. If he in

fact did all that he could to control the speed of the car, under the

circumstances, the company would not be liable. It was, however,

equally the duty of the driver of the injured team to use all reason-

able care and precaution to prevent the accident. Both the com-
pany and the driver of the team in this case were required to use

such reasonable care as the circumstances demanded, an increase of

care on the part of both being required when there is an increase

of danger.

Some of the witnesses have testified that they heard the car bell

ring, coming down the hill ; others, that they did not hear it ring.

The testimony of the former witnesses is, of course, of more weight

than that of those who merely say they did not hear the bell ring,

which might reasonably be attributed to a want of attention at the

"time. Such negative testimony is usually of little value.

CONSTRUCTION OF INTERLOCKING WORKS NOT TO BE
DELAYED FOR LITIGATION OVER AWARD—CONSTI-
TUTIONALITY OF LAW—NO INJUNCTION TO PRE-
VENT REMOVAL OF TRACK OF COMPANY IN DE-
FAULT.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Co. vs. Indianapolis &
Northwestern Traction Co. (Ind.), 74 N. E. Rep. 513. May
23. 1905.

The provisions of the act of 1903, "in relation to the crossings

of street railroads, interurban street railroads and railroads," for

the construction and maintenance of interlocking works and de-

railing apparatus, the supreme court of Indiana says, were primarily

designed to guard the safety of the traveling public. The act pro-

vides in plain and unmistakable language that "the company desir-

ing to cross shall, within six months after it commences to use

such crossing, at its own expense, maintain and operate a system

of full interlocking works," etc. No intent to postpone performance

of this duty to the public until after a final disposition of exceptions

to the award of damages is manifest from the language employed,

and the court is not warranted in implying any such intent on the

part of the legislature. Such a construction would be in opposition

to the unambiguous terms of the statute, and for an indefinite length

of time defeat its obvious purpose, by subjecting the public to a

helpless peril until parties to a private controversy should see fit

to conclude their litigation. A summary method of hearing and

finally settling all objections to the particular point of crossmg

chosen is provided. The company desiring to cross is given the

option of paying into court the amount of the award, and enjoy-

ing the use of the crossing at once, or of awaiting the result of the

litigation upon exceptions to such award, before making payment

for and taking possession of the rights and privileges to be appro^

priated. If it elects to deposit the amount of the award with the

clerk of the court and enjoy the use of the crossing pending the

litigation upon exceptions, it must also respect the rights of the

public, and make such provisions for their safety during such use

as the law requires.

Again, the court says that the general assembly had undoubted

authority to require such interlocking works at the crossings of

railroads as would protect the safety of the public. If the trac-

tion company had furnished such interlocking apparatus as was

reasonably calculated to prevent collisions at the crossing in ques-

tion, and appeared fairly adequate to accomplish the object and

purpose of the law, it might then in a proper case raise the con-

stitutional question as to whether or not such apparatus must also

meet and pass the approval of the auditor of state. But in this

collateral proceeding (brought to prevent the threatened removal

of its track from the railway company's right of way), in which

the state was not represented, and while the traction company was

wholly in default, that constitutional question must be regarded in

the nature of a moot question, which this court would not consider.

This statute does not make the traction company's failure to fur-

nish interlocking works punishable as a crime, but its default in

that respect did authorize the railway company to do the acts which

the traction company sought to prevent by injunction. The facts

which it in its complaint admitted to be true prohibited a court of

equity from granting the aid which it sought. It followed that it

was error to overrule the railway company's motion to dissolve

the temporary restraining order issued.

WIFE FOR WHOM HUSBAND PAYS FARE A PASSENGER
ENTITLED TO TRANSFER — WHO "AGGRIEVED
PARTY."

Section 104 of the New York railway law provides ; "Every such

corporation shall, upon demand and without extra charge, give to

each passenger paying one single fare, a transfer entitling such

passenger to one continuous trip to any point or portion of any

railroad embraced in such contract. * * * For every refusal to

comply with the requirements of this section the corporation so re-

fusing shall forfeit fifty dollars to the aggrieved party." The fare

of the plaintiff was paid by her husband, and the point was raised

that she was not a passenger paying a fare within the language of

this section, nor was she in any wise an "aggrieved party" entitling

her to maintain an action against the defendant for the recovery

of $50 as therein prescribed. But, taking the latter question first, the

appellate term of the supreme court of New York holds that the

"aggrieved party" within the meaning of the act has reference to

the passenger" previously described in the same section.

It is obvious, the court says, that it was wholly immaterial whether

plaintiff paid her fare personally or through her husband. The
payment of the fare constituted her a passenger. Being a passenger

under section 104, she was entitled, as such passenger, "without

extra charge," to a "transfer entitling" her "to one continuous trip

to any point or portion of any railroad embraced in the contract" or

leases under which it was conceded the defendant was operating

both lines of cars in question.

.'Vgain, the defendant argued that the words, "each passenger

paying one single fare," in the act, forbade the plaintiff in this case

from maintaining this action. Such a construction, the court, how-
ever, says, would be a forced and narrow one, and not justified by

the context. As matter of fact, the plaintiff did pay her fare,

through her husband. The payment of the fare by the husband was
either as the plaintiff's agent or a gift. In the former case she

would, by the strictest interpretation of the act, be the person who
paid the fare. If a gift, then the delivery of her fare to the de-

fendant and her acceptance by the defendant as a passenger made
the gift to her complete, so as to entitle her to all the benefits and
advantages of a passenger under the act as though her husband
had given her five cents with which to pay her fare, and she had
personally handed that sum over to the conductor as fare.
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l.l\l;ll.riV lUK CONUUCTUR FALLING Ul'ON I'ASSKN-

GEU—CUMl'ANY CANNOT UK RKQUIUKI) TO 1)1

VULGK CONri'.NI S OF RHl'OK'l'.

Sijiiiiicy vs. Huston I'.lLvalnl R.-iilway Co. (Mass.), 7.! N. V. Krp

I02r. Apr. 7, lyo.S-

Tlic .supreme jmlicial ccnirl of MassMcliiiscUs liuKl.s erroneous iu-

structions wliieli tended to induce tlic jury to believe that, even if

they found that the plaintiff was luirt liy the negligence of the con-

ductor in carelessly allowing himself to he thrown against her, the

defendant \va.s not answerable unless it knew or had reason to know

that he was incompetent. It says that correct and sufTicicnt instruc-

tions as to the responsibility of the defendant fur the conductor's

acts had been given to the jury by the presiding judge. After stal-

ing the conllicting evidence upon tlie point, he said: "If the con-

ductor's conduct was negligent and unfit for the duties of his po-

sition, resulting in the plaintiff's harm, then that is negligence for

which the defendant company would be responsible. But if he did

on that occasion what is reasonable to expect— if, while he was

standing collecting fares at the other end of the car, this sudden

jerk or jolt came, and he was thrown beyond his personal power

to prevent it, and he managed his person and his steps and his

plunge (if he made a plunge) as well as he could, as well as was

reasonable to expect under circumstances of that character—then

the company would not be liable * * * on account of his per-

sonal conduct." The movements and acts of the conductor in their

bearing upon the safety of the plaintiff as a passenger were, the

court goes on to say, as between her and the defendant, acts con-

cerning their undertaking with her to use tlic proper degree of care

in all respects to carry her safely. So to speak, his conduct in the

car was official conduct, as it regarded a passenger, and could not

be looked at in a light merely personal to himself. If it was in any

respect wanting in due care, and that negligence caused injury to

the plaintifl's person, it was negligence for which the defendant

was answerable, whether the conductor was competent or incom-

petent, and whether or not the company might reasonably have

known his incompetency.

By filing interrogatories to the president of the defendant corpora-

tion it was sought to compel the defendant to disclose the contents

of a certain report of the accident signed by the conductor and th-

motorman of the car, containing an account of the accident and the

names of persons who were present. But tlie court holds that this

could not be done on account of the provision of section 63 of chap-

ter 173 of the revised laws of Massachusetts that "the party inter-

rogated shall not be obliged * * * to disclose the names of the

witnesses by whom, or that the manner in which he proposes to

prove his own case." It says that it seems to it that to have com-

pelled the defendant to file the report or to allow an examination of

it by the plaintiff's attorneys, or to have compelled the defendant of

have disclosed the account of the accident given in the report, or

the statements given in it of the names and addresses of the per-

sons who witnessed the accident, would practically have been to

compel the defendant to get up the plaintitT's own case, and prac-

tically to compel the defendant to disclose the names of the persons

by whom and the manner in which it proposed to prove its own case.

Indeed, the argument of the plaintilT was that knowledge on the

part of her attorneys of the names of the motorman and the con-

ductor and of the other persons who witnessed the accident would
have helped in the preparation of her case. The court does not

think the defendant could have been compelled properly to give her

that information.

DUTY TOW.\RD TRESPASSERS, ESPECIALLY THOSE
OF TENDER YEARS, AND TO PROVIDE COMPETENT
MOTORMEN AND SERVANTS — LI A B I LIT Y FOR
FRIGHTENING TRESPASSING CHILD INTO JUMPING
FROM MOVING CAR, CAUSING INJURY.

Goldstein vs. People's Railway Co. (Del.'), 60 Atl. Rep. 975. Feb.

20, 1905.

A railway company is not required, the superior court of Dela-

ware holds, to anticipate the presence of children on its cars who
may not come on as passengers or by invitation, and the company

is not an insurer of the safety of infant trespassers. If a child of

tender years gets upon the platform or step of a car while stand-

ing, or when in motion, and remains unobserved by the servants

of the company because of their attention to their duties in the

management of the car, ,'mkI the child afterwards voluntarily jumps

off or falls while the car is in motion, and is thereby injured, with-

out any nrK''Kont fault or omission on the part of the servants of

the comp.iny, there can lie no recovery for such injury.

•Street railway companies, as towards trespassers or mere

licensees, must exercise such care and diligence as a reasonably

pru<lcnt man would ordinarily use under similar circumstances and

conditions, and which it would be gross negligence and careless-

ness not to use. It is not so high a degree of care and diligence

as the company would be rc<|uircd to use for the protection of

persons lawfully and rightfully on lis cars. It is not such care and

diligence as make it necessary for a railway company to so guard

its cars as to prevent a trespassing child from getting off or on

while in motion ; neither is it such care and diligence as woulil

interfere with the usual and ordinary running of its cars, or in the

proper and faithful discharge by the servants of the company of

their duties in operating the cars, but only such as would be rea-

sonable and proper under all the circumstances and conditions sur-

rounding the case at the particular time.

It is the duty of a railway company, in operating its cars, to

provide competent and careful motormcn and servants, and a dis-

regard of this duty would constitute negligence on the part of the

company; and, if a servant of the company discover an infant upon

his car, he should exercise such care and caution for the safety and

protection of the infant as would be reasonable under all the cir-

cumstances, considering the age and maturity of the infant and his

capacity to comprehend and appreciate the danger of his surround-

ings. And the jury were told that if they found, from the evidence,

that the servants of the defendant saw the boy fatally injured in

this case in a perilous position on the car before the accident, and

could have prevented the accident, but made no effort to do so,

then there was such a lack of care as would constitute gross negli-

gence ; and even though he was not actually seen by the servants

of the company, \et if he and they were so situated as that he

might have been seen, and must have been seen, if they had used

proper care under the circumstances, there was such a want of

care and diligence as would amount to gross negligence. If the

jury found that the motorman of the defendant saw the boy in a

dangerous position upon the front platform of the car while it was

in motion, and that he was then an infant of about the age of five

years, and that by an order or threat of the said motorman he was
frightened to such an extent as to cause him to jump or fall from

the said car while it was in motion, and that the accident and

injury to him was caused thereby, the defendant would be liable.

POWER TO Ll.MlT TERM OF FRANCHISE—CONSOLIDA-
TION AND FORMATION OF SYSTEM DOES NOT
MAKE FRANCHISES CO-DETERMIN.A.TE—TERMINA-
TION OF RIGHT TO OPERATE LINE RELIEVES OF
TRANSFER DUTY—CLEARNESS REQUIRED TO CON-
FER RIGHTS—FRANCHISE OF SYSTEM NOT EX-
TENDED BY GRANT FOR EXTENSION OF LINE.

Cleveland Electric Railway Co. vs. City of Cleveland (U. S. C. C,
Ohio), 137 Fed. Rep. in. Apr. 24, 1905.

The legislature of Ohio having, prior to the act of May 14, 1878,

given to municipal councils the general power to consent to the

use of their streets by street railroads, and to prescribe the terms

and conditions of such use, the United States circuit court, in

Ohio, holds that the council of the city of Cleveland had full

power to limit the term of a street railroad's franchise to occupy

the streets, although prior to the law of 1878 the legislature had

not undertaken to use the authority which it possessed to put any

limit upon the time which might be granted by a municipal cor-

poration to the right of a street railroad company to occupy streets.

The argument was advanced that by reason of the consolidation

of companies, and the creation of a "system" over which there was

a right to ride for one fare for a continuous passage, however long,

with certain transfer rights, the system must be considered as a

unit, with a period of expiration fixed at the date of the last ex-

piring franchise. But as to the effect of the consolidation and the

creation of a system, the court says that it is not at all impressed

with the force of this claim. Of course, there are many and obvious
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advantages in tlic ilevclopmcnt of a system. Unity of nianngemcnt
and of fares, as well as nnity of responsibility, is a thing much to

he desired; and the proposition that, on that account, renewals of

franchises might come by implication, would he more plausible if

it were not for the consequences which would manifestly follow.

It is true that with a system, in so far as it is essential that all

of its constituent parts should be unified, the right to operate it

and all of its parts ouRht to he co-determinate; but two observa-

tions conclusively answer the contention of the complainant : First,

that, if there is any control over the life of the system and of its

parts, it is the life of the system which must control the life of its

parts, not the part the system ; second, it is far from the truth that,

physically or practically or legally, any one part of the system is

essential to the operation and life of the system.

The council could not have intended, by requiring the complain-

ant to transfer passengers to its Garden street line, that such trans-

fers be made by the complainant when the complainant had no

Garden street line ; and, if it had so intended and had so declared,

it would have been invalid. To assume that the city could ter-

minate the right to operate the Garden street line, and make it iin

possible for the complainant to transfer passengers at the inter-

section, and then hold the complainant responsible for not trans-

ferring them, is to assume an impossibility.

The public cannot be held to have parted with its fundamental

rights, except by clear and explicit language, or by implication

equally clear.

If it be true that to grant the right to build an extension, and

permit its operation as such, in connection with the system of

which it forms a part, for a period beyond the duration of tlio

system's franchise, is to extend to that date the franchise of tlu'

system, then we must conclude that the coiuicil may give away the

public's property and the rights of the community, without knowing

that it is doing so, and while striving not to do so.

THK SfPREMK COURT OF THE UNITED STATES ON
THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF A TAXATION OF
SPECIAL FRANCHISES.

People of the State of New York ex rel. Metropolitan Street Rail-

way Co. vs. State Board of Tax Commissioners (U. S., N. Y.),

25 S. C. Rep. 705. May 29, 1905.

The supreme court of the United States says that the main con-

tention in this case was that the ta.x legislation in question with

regard to the taxation of franchises impaired the obligation of

contracts. It must be borne in mind that presumptively all prop-

erty within the territorial limits of a state is subject to its taxing

power. Whoever insists that any particular property is not so

subject has the burden of proof, and must make it entirely clear

that, by contract or otherwise, the property is beyond its reach.

This rule is akin to, if not part of, the broad proposition, now uni-

versally accepted, that in grants from the public nothing passes by

implication.

All that could he extracted from the language used in the con-

tracts involved in this case was a grant of privileges and a pay-

ment therefor. It would not he doubted that, if a grant was of

specific tangible property, like a tract of land, and the payment

therefor was a gross sum, no implication of an exemption from

taxation would arise. Whether the amount paid was large or

small, greater or less than the real value, if the payment was dis

tinctly the consideration of a grant, that which was granted would

pass into the bulk of private property, and, like all other such

property, be subject to taxation. Nor would this result he altered

by the fact that the payment for the thing granted was to be made
annually instead of in a single sum in gross. If it was real estate

it would be equivalent to the conveyance of the tract subject to

ground rent, and the grantee taking the title would hold it liable

to taxation upon its value. If this be true in reference to a grant

of tangible property, it is equally true in respect to a grant of a

franchise, for a franchise, though intangible, is none the less prop-

erty, and oftentimes property of great value. Indeed, growing out

of the conditions of modern business, a large proportion of valu-

able property is to be found in intangible things like franchises.

Nor does the court agree with the contention that when the pub-

lic grants a privilege on condition of the payment of an aimual

sum the contract implies that the public shall exact no larger

amount for that privilege, that to impose a tax is simply increasing

the price which the grantee is called upon to pay for the privilege.

It was contended that there had been a recognition and prac-

tical construction in respect to the grants of these franchises, and

on these grounds : First, no attempt had been made to legislate

iu respect to their taxation until iSijo, although .some of them had

been in existence for many years; second. Governor Cleveland, in

one of his messages, called the amount required lo be paid- by the

contract a tax, and Governor Roosevelt also spoke of existing

"taxes;'' third, section 46 of the legislation authorizing the tax

upon these franchises provided that "any sum based upon a per-

centage of gross earnings, or any other income, or any license fee,

or any sum of money on account of such special franchise, granted

to or possessed by .such person, copartnership, association, or cor-

poration, which payment was in the nature of a tax, all amounts

so paid for the exclusive use of such city, town, or village, except

money paid or expended for paving or repairing of pavement of

my street, highway, or public place, shall be deducted from any

lax based on the assessment made by the state board of tax com-

missioners for city, town, or village purposes, hut not otherwise;

and the remainder shall be the tax on such special franchise pay-

able for city, town, or village purposes ;" fourth, the court of

appeals of New York in Heewagen v. Crosstown Street R. Co., 179

N. Y. 99, 104, said: "In the first place, both in statutes and in

judicial decisions, the term 'ta.x' is frequently used in a much more

comprehensive sense than that which we have stated to be its ac-

curate meaning. It is not used so broadly as to include the revenue •

from private property which the state or one of its political

divisions may hold for emolument, the same as other owners ; but

it certainly is used to comprehend exactions for the privilege of

exercising franchise rights, which latter are often, especially in the

case of foreign corporations, merely the consideration received for

privileges which the state is at liberty to grant or to withhold at

pleasure."

The supreme court says that it is not disposed to undervalue the

force of these suggestions, but it would be giving them undue sig-

nificance to hold that they were potent to displace the power of

the state to subject to the burden of taxation property within its

limits. In short, the court is of the opinion that no contract right

of the street r.iihvay company was impaired by the legislation in

question.

It was further insisted, however, that the special franchise tax

law denied the company the equal protection of the laws and due

process in three separate and distinct aspects, namely: (l) In

that it -added to the obligations of their various contracts while

preserving all of the burdens of those contracts
; (2) in that it pro-

vided for the deduction of annual payments covered by existing

contracts from the amount of ta.x levied, by reason of which deduc-

tion those who agreed to pay for their franchises lump sums or

annual amounts less than the new tax were discriminated against;

and (3) in that it discriminated against them and subjected them

to ta.xation, while their competitors, operating under the surfaces

of many of the same streets, were to be exempted.

The first specification the supreme court says was answered by

the conclusion reached in respect to the claim of an impairment

of contract obligations; for if there was no such impairment, the

fact that the companies had escaped the burden for these many
years was their good fortune, and in no maimer discharged them

from the ordinary burdens of taxation which the present law im-

poses.

With respect to the second specification, it might be observed

that the lump sum was so obviously a payment for the franchise

that it could not be considered in any just sense as possessing the

nature of a tax. Further, this whole matter of allowing a reduc-

tion on account of that which is spoken of as "in the nature of a

tax," is a matter of grace on the part of the legislature. The fran-

chises granted were subject to ta.xation, and the fact that, upon

equitable considerations, the state had consented that a certain

reduction should, in some cases, be made, did not entitle every

holder of a franchise to a like reduction. It was akin to an exemp-

tion, and there is nothing in the federal constitution to prevent a

state from granting exemptions from taxation.

With regard to the third contention, it may be said that there is

a difference between surface and subsurface street railroad suffi-

cient to justify a diversity in the mode and extent of taxation.



Piping and Power Station Systems.—X.'

IIY WILLIAM L. MORRIS, M. E.

(MI, I'URIF'YINC; SYSTEMS.

'I'lu- liltois slinwii in I'"iK. 60 are in Hie path of llic return drips to

lank H and (' If the bods in these fillers are close laid and snitable

for effeelive filtration, then in ea'ic of lloodinp; journals, llie filter

will be Hooded and overflow onto the Moor. Anyone contemplating

the use of fillers in a return system must provide for a flow through

them somewhat greater than the maxinnnn flow fed to the engines.

It is safe to estimate lli.it Ibis How will equal the greatest capacity

of the pipe lines which supply the cups. In designing station work

it is useless to design for only that which is essential. If one part

of the oiling system is designed to deliver four barrels of oil an

hour to the bearings, then the return part of the system should

have a like capacity. In station operation it is not an unconniion

thing to see an operator drag a hole through the filtering material,

/so/ //so

through a filler beil that yet contains (hose impiirilies collected

from the oil while it was flowing more slowly. Such a system col-

lects impurities at one time ami then when an over loail is thrown

upon it and a larger quantity of oil demandcfl, this oil under a

higher pressure washes the previously ^trained impurities through

the filtering material and back into the oil mains. Sufh is not the

case with the "tub" plan. I hd tub filler will remove wliatevcr

impurities it can and the others will flow over the sides with the

oil and be picked out at some other time.

The doubtful value of an oil filtering system can be demon-

^^777

FIG. 62.

"so the oil can get through," as he will say. Usually this is the

only practical thing to do.

In oil cleansing apparatus using filtering material, a satisfactory

design is to enclose this material in a receptacle similar to a gal-

vanized iron tub. This tank or tub should have a perforated bot-

tom and a perforated plate laid on top to retain the filtering ma-
terial. In case the filtering material is 6 in. deep and the sides

of the tub arc 18 in. high, then if these 12 in. of oil pressure on top

the filtering material are not enough to force the oil tlirough it

can spill over the edges of the tub into a tank in which the tub

should be set. This may seem to be a crude method, but it is far

more effective than to attempt to force oil under a high head

•Copyrigrlit. 1005. by the Kenflcld Pnblistiing Co.

strated by a simple test. It two sample bottles 01 od are taken,

one drawn immediately after it has passed through the filter, and

the other taken before being filtered, the latter first having been

passed through a fine "milk strainer" wire sieve to remove foreign

bodies, such as lint, scale, etc., then let these bottles stand undis-

turbed for a week's time. Examine them closely and note the

marked amount of clarifying that has taken place as a result of pre-

cipitation. The observer need not be surprised if he cannot tell which

of the tw-o samples of oil is the clearer. He should note carefully

the results of precipitation, observing the large amount of separa-

tion that has taken place while in the meantime he has been trying

to get equal results from the filter. If a bottle of oil can, in this

manner, be so thoroughly purified, why not subject all the lubricat-

ing oil to this same treatment?
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To accomplish this successfully it will be necessary to lake part

of the oil out of circulation and allow it to remain quiet while

precipitating. Means must be provided for drawing off the clear

oil for use in the system and for leading into an empty barrel the

heavy, fatty oil lying between the clear oil and the water. The

piping should be arranged so that the w'atcr can be run from the

precipitation tank to the sewer and the tank thoroughly cleaned.

After cleaning, the tank can be filled with clear oil and the valves

closed. Then the "batch" of oil that has in the meantime been

serving the machinery, can be subjected to the same process of

precipitation with like results. The heavy, fatty oil which forms in

a layer in the precipitating tank is wholly unfit for lubricating pur-

poses, but can possibly be made use of elsewhere. Ordinarily much

of this heavy, fatty oil is lost in cleaning out the closed tank.

An oil supply system using precipitating tanks is shown in Fig.

6i. The two precipitating tanks are alternately used, one as a

A small pump is shown with its direct connected motor of the

slow speed type placed above the pump on the engine room floor.

This pump should be of the slow speed rotary type so that it will

cause the least amount of agitation and frothing of the oil. Tell-

tales are shown connected to the tanks overhead and in view from

the engine room. The elevated tanks should have light, loose cov-

ers the full size of the lop of the tank with suitable openings in

these covers for the removal of the telltale floats during that time

when the tanks are being cleaned. Around the tops of these tanks,

on the inside, there should be overflow rings with the overflow levels

about 4 in. below the upper edges of the tank shells. In the figure,

tank C is shown in use as a gravity tank and D as a precipitating

tank. Tank E would be of small capacity, not over half a barrel;

this tank is used in connection of the overflowing of the large tanks

after precipitation. A water connection is run to the under side of

the tanks. By this means the contents of the precipitating tanks

can be raised as gradually as desired. A perforated disk is placed

' ra st>/^/-jy ^^sa ^i/>^^
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gravity tank, and the other as a precipitating tank. From the pans

under the engines the drips are separately carried to drip pots.

The lower part of this type of drip pot is held against the upper

portion by a stud bolt passing through the center of the top. The

joints between the two sections should be ground and no gaskets

used. The purpose of these drip pots is to catch such heavy pre-

cipitation as would lodge and choke the pipes. These pots also

take the place of T's and the angles are turned with bends in place

of L's. With this construction there are no corners or edges

around which the drips must pass on their way to the pot and

therefore little chance for clogging. The common practice of using

crosses and plugs also increases the liability for clogging. The

bent pipe avoids these obstructing edges and corners and furnishes

a pipe line that can readily be cleaned with a wire, from the inlet

all the way through to the drip pot.

There are two discharges into the receiving tank; .\ is the regu-

lar inlet and B the special connection to be used when the auto-

matic water discharge is being cleaned. The oil drips are con-

ducted to a point low down in the water separator and the cross

discharge pipe is perforated, with the openings looking down. The

water overflow is located 2 in. lower than the oil overflow. This

allows 20 in. of oil over the water in the separator. The three

upper trays shown in Fig. 61 are provided with screen wire bot-

toms. The lower screen tray has a brass wire gauze of very fine

mesh. These trays are arranged with the screens graded from

coarse at the top to the very fine mesh at the bottom so that each

removes its particular size of impurities. If the top one becomes

blocked the oil will then run over the edges and be strained in a

lower one. The bottom tray has but one opening. This is located

over the funnel leading to the oil pump suction. The tank in

which these trays are placed should be provided with doors in its

sides to facilitate the removal of the trays for cleaning. In this

way the trays can be cleaned, one at a time, during regular opera-

tion. The trays should be set back sufficiently far from the clean-

ing door to enable an operator to inspect the bottom of the tank

without disturbing the position of the trays. To aid inspection an

electric light should be placed inside the tank as shown in the figure.

The edge of the water overflow must be long, say :8 in. or more,

to avoid building up a head on this edge when discharging a large

volume of water as would be the case when the drips were being

flushed with hot water. To care for a flow of three or four bar-

rels of oil an hour, the overflow edge between the separator and the

tank should be not less than :2 in. long.

in the bottom of the tank to dissipate the flow of the incoming

water and thus avoid disturbing the precipitate.

Previous to the withdrawing of the clear oil from a precipitated

tank, the drip lines and receiving tank should have been well

cleaned out, and the clear oil thrown into tank C, the suction at

the bottom of the receiving tank being opened to remove all de-

posits. For illustrative purposes tank C will then be considered

as furnishing clear oil to the bearings. The suction to the receiv-

ing tank would next be closed and oil would be drawn from the

lower tight bottom tray F through suction G, closing suctions

H and J. The pressure of the pumps will keep the dirty oil out

of the receiving tank and allow the clean oil from the precipitating

tank to run into the receiving tank. Thus the precipitating tank

will be made ready to receive the clear oil back again. The suc-

tion of the pump is then changed from G to H and the discharge

is reversed from tank C to tank D, and as soon as oil is over the

opening, the oil main discharge of tank C is closed and D is opened.

By this cycle of operations the system has been cleaned and tank

C is now out of service, full of oil and ready to remain undis-

turbed while the impurities precipitate. Funnels are placed under

the tank washouts to enable inspection while drawing off water

and to avoid losing oil. Steam is carried up to the gravity tank

to be united with water for cleaning purposes. The size of tank

E is such that it will hold the refuse oil, thus giving the attendant

an opportunity to draw off this oil from the precipitating tank be-

fore going to the basement to arrange for the discharge of this

refuse into a storage barrel.

The operation of this system is continuous and if the pump is

run all the time there will be no occasion for watching any portion

of the system. Even though the pump be shut down, the telltale

would show plainly at all times and the pump motor starting box

would be convenient for starting or stopping the motor at any

time. The pump should be located below the oil tank so that its

suction will always be filled with oil. The gravity tank can be

filled only to one height. At this level the oil will overflow into

tank E. When the latter tank is filled it will overflow and the

excess oil be returned to the receiving tank. There should be no

valves in the return overflow.

This system covers the requirements very thoroughly, the only

additional precaution that might be advisable would be to place a

small steam pump or another duplicate motor driven pump in this

system. The additional pump would serve as a reserve and permit

repairs to the regular motor driven pump while the oiling system
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was ill regular operation. The precipitating tanks would be of

sufTicicnt size to liold enough oil to run the plant possibly three or

four hours.

In Fig. O2 a more detailed system is shown for the arrangement

of lines essential to continued operation. It will he noted that two

pumps are shown. In fact it is not possible to lay out a systematic

plan for continued operation having but one machine for any par-

ticular service. One of these pumps could be steam driven and

answer all demands except convenience of operation; a small

steam pump is generally a nuisance as the cylinders become filled

with condensation, the packings at the rods arc constantly leaking,

and due to the fact that the pumps should be placed below the

receiving tank this ordinarily locates the little pump in the dark

out of the way place so that it gets little inspection and thus a

There arc virtually three styles of water treating systems: the inter-

mittent open, the continuous open, and the closed continuous system.

Ihcse systems will not be discussed in detail except in regard to

tlieir piping. The open systems are very large and are customarily
placed outside of the power plant proper. The pressure system is

ordinarily placed indoors and conveniently close to pumps, heater,
etc. The open systems arc operated with cold or warm water; the
higher the temperature of the water the more quickly will the
chemical reaction lake place. The advocates of cold water feeding
systems argue that a station may not at all times be able to furnish
warm water, therefore the treatment plan should meet this condi-
tion. And also, if a plant has capacity for part of the time with
cold water, it can always be operated at this or a greater capacity;
hence it is not necessary to heat water any of the time.

'^^£>^*- C'^y

FIG. 66.

close watch must be kept of the telltale to be sure that the pump is

running properly. With a rotary pump in the basement at the

tank and the motor on the engine room floor it is very evident

what the pump is doing.

Fig. 62 shows the drips of each unit, collected and run separately

to a funnel on the receiving tank. This is the most reliable method

as it is thus quite possible to clean all the pipes of an engine while

out of service or to take down any one of them without interfer-

ing with the operation of the other drips. The loop system for

drips is not practical since the drips require a fall to aid in keep-

ing the pipes clean. K\\ oiling system is a class of service that is

difficult to systematize and it is a service that may block up and

give trouble at almost any time. The lines should all be as free

from valves and fittings as is possible.

Perhaps a better detail for a long drip main could be made by

using a heavy galvanized iron open top gutter well supported and

being covered with sectional lipped covers. This gutter could be

cleaned out readily while the plant w?.s in operation and by having

separate connections to the tanks it would be possible to quickly

throw out the tank in use and use the precipitating tank, possibly

drawing off the precipitated water before doing so. There is no

serious objection, on a score of continued operation, to the using of

but one receiving tank, because there are two separate compartments

in the tank with separate discharges into each and separate suctions.

With the system shown in Fig. 62 it is possible while changing over

the precipitating tank to run one pump on the bottom tray, deliver-

ing back to the tank that has been in use, and use the other pump
to raise clear oil from the receiving tank back into the clean gravity

tank, both pumps being run during this period. In fact, there

are too many advantages in the use of two oil pumps to endeavor to

run but one and the cost is too slight to call for a different mode of

operation. If it is found necessary at any time to stop the pumps
for a considerable period, this condition may find the plant running

short handed and cause much disorganization among the operators.

This is one of the chief objects to keep in mind in designing system-

atic station layouts—that is, to arrange the details so that it will

be possible to make repairs at any time and not interfere with the

regular work and hours of l.ibor as assigned to the station help.

Water Treating Plants.

There is another class of station piping systems that as yet has

not been considered; this is the system of water treating plants.

The open systems require elevating water to the upper mixing
tanks, from where it flows by gravity through the different stages
until it reaches the settling tank. In all the water treatment sys-

tems the boiler feed is drawn off close to the upper surface, since

the lower water is in the path of the descending precipiutes.

The builders of water treating plants are willing to use steam
from a steam pump that handles the water for treating service be-

cause steam is always available from this source while the treating

plant is in operation. In case condenser discharge water is cus-

tomarily used and the size of the treating plant has been determined
with regard to the temperature of this water, if at any time the
condensers were not in operation, then means would be required to

raise incoming cold water to the same or higher temperature. The
higher temperature required is on account of the fact that the en-

gines would use more steam and thus the boilers need more treated

water when the plant was running non-condensing. As the demand
for water increases beyond the capacity of the tanks, it is necessary
to increase this capacity by raising the temperature of the water,
and for every given temperature of water there is for the same
water a given ultimate capacity. If it were possible to raise the
temperature of the water to that of steam by the means of an open
live steam heater, the reaction would be very quick; in fact, the
high temperature alone, without chemical reagents, will precipitate

the carbonates and sulphates of lime and magnesia if allowed suflii-

cient time and if ample surface exposure is provided for liberating

the gas that holds the impurities in solution.

Kxi open intermittent system is shown in Fig. 63. This arrange-

ment requires a greater amount of room and possibly a little more
attention than the others, but it possesses points of merit that cannot
otherwise be obtained. K predetermined amount of chemical is run
from the upper tank into a tank full of water, then thoroughly agi-

tated, then left entirely alone and undisturbed while precipitation

takes place.

The success of chemical treatment is dependent upon two condi-

tions, absolute proportioning of chemicals and water throughout

the entire mass, and perfect precipitation. The continuous treatment

requires constant measuring of chemicals and water and also a con-

stant flow of water during the time precipitation is taking place.

It will be noted in Fig. 63 that the exhaust from the steam pump
is run to a closed heater, and a live steam connection is also pro-

vided, which may be used in case of an increased demand for water,

but it should be remembered that too small a plant will increase the
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opcralirg expenses both for chemicals and steam. If ground space

is extremely valuable, the high type of continuous system will be a

more suitable arrangement. Should there be no space available

outside of the plant, then the pressure system will show to an ad-

vantage.

The piping plan for the intermittent open systems should be

similar to that shown in Fig. 64 in case it is to be applied to the

power station plans previously considered, and shown in Fig. 19.

If an intermittent open system is used, it would be advisable to

install the open heater as shown in Fig. 64.

As in the case of continuous systems, if the- w'atcr were running

constantly through the treating plant the e.xhaust heater could be

differently placed, as shown in Fig. 65 ; then all the atmospheric

steam would be used to heat the water, say to 160° or 170° before

passing the water through the chemical treatment. By this arrange-

ment the low pressure pump attached to the feed pump would de-

liver water into the heater and the heater would overflow into the

treating plant. The boiler feed pump would then take the treated

water by suction. This arrangement of piping supplies a by-pass

around the heater and another around the treating plant. The
treating plant piping should be as simple as possible; this plant is

merely to improve the efficiency of the station, and in case of repair

may be shut down at any time.

The mixer shown is operated generally by tne flow or weight of

the incoming water; it operates on the plan that to lb. of water

will pump or otherwise discharge into the incoming water one ounce

of liquid chemical, or such other volume as the device is set for.

The pressure chemical treating plants are evidently all designed

with the single idea of "compactness," and since, this is their excuse

for existence, it may also be called' their advantage.

Figure 66 shows a closed system. The open heater A is arranged

with the precipitating chamber a part of and beneath it. B and C
are the filters. D is the pump with a double water end, one cylin-

der g arranged to pump water up into the heater, the other cylinder

h designed to pump through the filters to the boilers. The tank E
is for diluted chemicals which are pumped by the chemical pump F.

Instead of driving the cylinder of pump F by an ordinary steam

cylinder, the cylinder is arranged with no valve, but having a hole

under each end and a pipe run from each hole to the proper end of

the boiler feed pump cylinders. Thus the little chemical pump is

operated by and in unison with the feed pump, feeding one cylinder

of chemical compound to one of feed water.

The regular operation of the filters is to feed through the top of

the tanks and discharge from the bottom to the feed main. The
filters may be run in series or in parallel. When cleaning a filter,

the feed main connection is closed, as are the heater or small pump
connections ; the blow-offs are to exhaust across the top of the filter

bed, underneath, and up through the filter bed. Filters are used for

(his system because tanks of their size would be too small to allow

water to come to a state of rest and permit the impurities to pre-

cipitate. For this same reason filters are also necessary for an open

intermittent or continuous system, if ample time for precipitation is

not to be had.

There are some interesting details in connection with the different

systems previously shown. These will be considered in the same
order as the diagrams. There are various minor systems that will

not be further considered except in connection with later detail

work. It would be useless to endeavor to plan diagrams that could

be used as model layouts and suitable for duplication in regular

work. No two engineers have even similar ideas in regard to a

general layout of station requirements; in fact, no engineer would
duplicate his own previous work. It is only by planning and exe-

cuting that which is not right that we learn what to evade on other

work, and each evasion of previous difficulties only brings us in

contact w;ith new ones. The chief object in showing these various

systems and diagrams has been to illustrate what not to do rather

than what to do. There is a great laxity in the methods employed
in laying out station work in general, and if these diagrams suggest

a method of securing a more perfect system this article will have
accomplished all that is anticipated for it.

( Tij lie continued.)
« I »

Double Tracking in Battle Creek, Mich.

To facilitate the handling of increased traffic between Potsom-

ville and Monument Square in Battle Creek. Mich., some two years

ago the Michigan Traction Co. double-tracked its line between

these points, -o-lb. T-rails being used in the construction. About

the same time, the company also double-tracked its Lake Ave. line

to Gogiiac Lake, a resort some tw-o miles from the heart of Battle

Creek. Last May, the company began double-tracking its lines in

Battle Creek and at this time has completed four miles of double-

track in this part of the city. .Ml of the work this season has

been done in the paved district.

The track is built entirely of 7-in. 70-lb. T-rails, the special track

work being of the hard-center type and furnished by the Lorain

Steel Co. and the Paige Iron Works. The rails arc laid on 6 x 8-in.

X 8-ft. white oak tics, placed two feet center to center, and well bal-

lasted with gravel and filled to within II in, nf the surface of the pave-

ment. All joints are suspended and under the ties where the rails

arc joined, an excavation was made to doiith of at least 8 in. and

filled with concrete, as shown in the accompanying illustration.

The same construction was followed under the ties at all special

track work. A 6-in. layer of concrete was laid on the tie. then a

i-in. cushion of sand and on the top of this layer of Nel-

sonville paving blocks. The groove or flangeway was formed by the

use of the Nelsonville filler block and stretcher block. This con-

struction provides an easy slope so that vehicles may be able to get

VIEW OF TR.\CK CONSTRUCTION.

off the track without damage to their wheels and also throws the

bearing of the wheel squarely on the center of the base and forms a

groove which is self cleaning and does not wear the wheel flanges.

The track was bonded with two Chase-Shawmiit No. 0000 soldered

rail bonds under the plates at each joint.

Mr. A. L. Marhoff, chief engineer of the company, had charge

of the entire work of double-tracking and we are indebted to him

for the information .niul the accompanying illustration.

-•-•

Annual Meeting of Colorado Association.

I'he third annual meeting of the Colorado Electric Light, Power

& Railway .'\ssocialion was held at Glcnwood Springs, Colo., Septem-

ber i8th, 19th and 20th, and was attended by a large number of the

members. The papers read before the association and the discus-

sions following were very interesting, particularly, from the stand-

point of the smaller central station manager. The membership

of the association comprises about 50 per cent of the electric light,

power and railway companies, operating in the state of Colorado,

all of which are taking considerable interest in the work of the

association.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year

:

President, F. W. FruneaufT. general manager, Denver Gas & Elec-

tric Co., Denver, Colo. ; vice-president. William Mayher. manager.

Greeley Power & Light Co., Greeley, Colo. ; secretary and treasurer,

George B. Tripp, general manager, Colorado Springs Electric Co.,

Colorado Springs. The executive committee comprises the above

officers and J. A. Beeler, president. Denver City Tramway Co.,

Denver. Colo., and J. F. Vail, general manager, Pueblo & .Subur-

ban Traction & Lighting Co., Pueblo, Colo.

The Austin (Texas) Electric Railway Co. has recently distrib-

uted among its patrons, neat leather cases or purses for ticket

books. With each case is a neat celluloid calendar for the years 1905
and igo6.

A dispatch from Omaha, Neb., states that the Union Pacific

motor car No. 2, in an official test inade a trip of 62 miles, during the

course of w'hicb a speed of 63.2 miles per hour was recorded for a

distance of three miles, while a speed of 50 miles an hour was

easily maintained.



Track and Track Tools of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.

'Tin: l'liil.ic|il|)lii;i K:i|iiil 'rnuisil t'n. li;is .^.Sj inilc of single track

( iiicliKliiiR 28 miles of car Ijarn track) and 172 miles of second track,

making a total of 554 miles of single track operated by llie compans.

As a means of recording the sections making np this large total the

roadway department has pnblishcd a track mileage record book.

This hook is made np of 228 pages, 6 x 9 in. in size. On each page

is a detailed statement of the lengths of the single and double track-

on the particular street whose name heads the page. The arrange-

ment of the items on a portion of one of these pages is reproduced

'i'hc upper one of the items given on the page is the nann' of tin:

intersecting street at which the track on the street whose name heads

the page begins. The other items arranged below are the names f

intersecting streets from this starting street along the track whose

length is being recorded and opposite the name of each intersecting

street is noted the number of feet of single, second and third track

from this street back to the end of the track from which measure

The standard track of the Ptiiladclpliia Kapid Transit Co. is laid

with llie l.orain Steel Co's. No. 1.V-.171 rail. This rail is 9 in. high

and has an end section as shown in the drawing of the cross-section

of standard track. The weight of this rail is 1.17 lb. per yd.

The company's standard "composite" joint is <ised with this rail.

After the rails have been placed on the ties, but Ixjfore they arc

spiked, the ends arc all thoroughly cleaned by a portable sand bla.st

apparatus. Two fish plates of special form with 12 rivet holes are

also cleaned by sand blast and then placed on the rail ends and held

in position by two steel drift pins. A steel straight edge is laid o'l

the head of the rail and the tread of the two rails brought to an

even surface by wedging. Temporary bolts are then place 1 in four

of the holes in the rails and plates and the remaining holes arc

reamed out to- 1 I-.V in. in diameter by a portable pneumatic reamer

The twelve l-in. rivets are then driven by a prjrtablc pneumatic riv-

eter, clamping the plates solidly to the web of the rail, but leaving,

^•»L^
SPEC1.\I. TR.VCK WORK KKPAIR WAGON.

ments arc taken. With this arrangement the length opposite the last

named item is the total track length on the street recorded on th-

page. These pages, one for each street, are arranged in the book ir.

alphabetical order.

Once each year this book is corrected and all the items adjusted

to suit the existing mileage at the time of correcting. In place of

issuing a new book each year new pages are issued for those street*

on which the track mileage has been changed during the period

These pages are arranged in the same manner as the original pages

of the book, but arc printed on thin paper with a margin arranged

for attaching to the pages which they supersede. On this margin

is stated the number of the page in the book to which the new page

is to be attached and at the top of the page under the name of the

street is the statement that for convenience in taking of measure-

ments the new page should be used in place of the old one, the

number of which latter page is given. At the bottom of the insert

pages is printed in red ink a statement of the changes made durin.s;

the year and also the date on wrhich the supplementary page was

issued. These books are thus kept up to date and copies furnished

Ihe offices of the president, general manager, purchasing agent, super-

intendent of transportation and roadway department.

owing to the special shape of the plates, a space under the head, the

tram, and around the foot of the rail. Iron clamps furnished with

asbestos cloth pads and clay dams are llien placed at the ends of the

plates and the whole joint warmed by fuel oil burners to a tempera-

ture of 300 to 400 degrees, after which molten .'inc is poured into

these hollow places.

The claim is that the introduction of this metal in a fluid state

fills up the smallest interstices between the fish plate and the rail,

.qiving a continuous solid bearing throughout which was impossible

with the old style of plate, while the crystalline nature of the zinc

prevents any flowing or peening under continuous shock and vibra-

tion. It is also claimed that the zinc being poured on the hot clean

metallic surface of the rail plates will practically amalgamate with

them and give a true electrical joint into which water and corrosion

will not penetrate.

.\n electrical test was recently made of some 20 rail joints whicli

had been in use since October. 1901. on Third St., where the wagon

traffic is very severe and more than i.ooo cars per day pass over the

joints. All but four in this test showed that the joints bad less

resistance than the rail, which properly speaking they should, as the

section of metal is greater at the joint; and even the four that
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showed differently were almost 90 per cent of the conductivity of the

rail.

The apparatus used for making these joints is largely of a kind

which can be easily constructed from material used by the larger

street railways for other purposes, and is all of a kiml which can
easily be kept in order by the average grade of workman, none of the

processes requiring any special skill, as they are all those in common
use. This joint has an advantage over cither of the other continu-

ous rail joints mentioned being easily removed and replaced ami
the material removed does not become scrap, but is immediately

EXPANSION JOINT.

available for use in other joints with the exception of the rivets,

thus making tlie initial cost a permanent investment.

The standard sub-structure for track in paved streets is shown
in the drawing of the track cross-section. The object of this type-

of sub-structure is to furnish a simple and certain method fov

holding the track rail to a permanent bed. The paving of granite

blocks or other material rests on a bed of concrete on top of which

is a layer of a dry mixture of concrete and sand. The rails rest

upon the solid body of the concrete, which extends across the hori-

zontal surface of the trench and into the side of the trench cut

longitudinally beneath the rails. This mass of concrete is continu-

ous along the line of the track and at intervals has imbedded in it

reinforcing rods % in. in diameter and 6 ft. 4 in. long. These

nels to which short wonckn planks are fastened by means of lag

sciews. The channels have at each cud two diagonally spaced

holes of a bulb shape. The distance between the two pairs of hole-

is such that when the rails are bolted lo the channels by means of

cast iron clamps they are practically in .stage. The rails are first

laid on the ties between the two longitudinal trenches, and the

joint formed, after which the rails are moved out towards the

ends of the ties and clamped to them by clips. The cast iron

chairs arc hung on the base of the rails at intervals of 5 ft., they

thus being suspended in the trenches. U-shaped roimd iron rods

with the short U-legs downward are also tied on the base of the rail.

These are for the purpose of holding the concrete stringers against

the possibility of spreading. The wooden parts of the ties which

come between the trenches are then tamped so as to bring the track

to a practically true line and a perfect surface. The trenches are

then filled in with coarse concrete to within about I in. of the base

of the rail and allowed to set for several hours so as to permit the

chairs to sustain the rails. The temporary clips are then taken olT

and the ties removed. The i-in. space under the foot of the rail as

well as for I'/a-in. above the rail race is then filled with fine granite.

The cast iron chairs have two sets of .bolts ; two vertical bolts

pass through permanent clips which hold the rail down on the

roadbed, and two bolts pressing against the clips in a horizontal

direction are for the final adjustment of the rails to gage and hne.

Before the chairs are attached to the rails steel shims about 3-3-'

in. thick arc placed between them and the base of the rail. This is

done because the concrete shrinks slightly in setting, and when the

shims are removed and the vertical bolts tightened, it insures a

thorough and continuous support for the base of the rails. A solid

sheet of concrete is now filled in between the two rails and for

about 2 ft. outside of the rails to form a permanent foundation for

the paving. Specially formed concrete blocks are also placed be-

tween the webs of the rails and the paving.

Special Track Work Repair Wagon.

The repair wagon shown in the engraving is used for renewal

and repair of hardened steel centers in special work. It was built

in the company's shop and designed to meet all possible emergencies

that may arise in such repair work.

On a substantial rumiing gear is supported by leaf springs a broad

wagon platform strengthened by angle iron around the sides.

Mounted over the front axle of the wagon is a 4-D National Elec-

tric Co. air compressor operated by its direct-connected motor.

This compressor set is enclosed in a sheet iron box extending the

full width across the wagon platform. The compressor exhausts

into two storage air tanks each 48 in. long by 16 in. in diameter.
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CROSS-SECTION OF STANDARD TRACK.

rods are spaced 5 ft. apart and have their ends bent down into the

side trenches to gain an anchorage in the side bodies. At inter-

vals of 5 ft. in each body of concrete, a yoke is imbedded consistine

of an open cast iron frame with flanged sides, and provided at it~

upper end with opposite lugs through which work adjusting screws

These screws confine between them the holding-blocks and vertical

blocks and the rail is, therefore, adjustable to gage by manipu-

lating the screws.

In setting the rails a trench is lir.st excavated and surfaced. Thi*

trench has the dimensions shown in the illustration. Temporary tic'

about 10 ft. apart laid across the trenches consist of 6 ft. long chan

hung under the floor of the wagon. The compressor maintains an

air pressure of 20 to 25 lb. per .sq. in. in these tanks.

On top of the wagon, close to tkc motor-compressor set, is a

steel fuel-oil tank 24 in. in diameter and 48 in. long. At one end of

this tank is a gage glass for observing the height of the oil in

the tank. By means of a reducing valve between the storage air

tanks and the fuel tank a pressure of 5 lb. per sq. in. is maintained

on the oil. The fuel oil tank is protected from accidental excessive

pressure by a safety valve fitted in its top.

From this tank oil is forced through flexible hose to two fuel oil

burners for portable use within the radius of the length of the hose.
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VV'oodcii pDckcis ;iri' proviilcil oil catli side of tlic wngon plalfonii

fur llii,' slinasc (if lliis llcxilile liosc aiul the biinn-rs while the wago.i

is being moved. Al the Ijiiiner the oil under s I'', pressiiri' unites

with air fed from the storage air tanks hy similar llexihle hose al

the pressure of the tanks, uhioh is about jo lb. per s(|. in. Air from

(his storage tank is also foinid nsc-fiil for ilianing the steel surfaces

to be worked upon.

A third fuel-oil burner fed from these tanks serves to heat a

/ine melting pot at the rear of the wagon. An angh' iron bent in

a circle shape and bolted to the sides of the rear enil of the wagon
platform supports the trunions on which the melting pot is hung.

This pot has a capacity of 100 lb. of zinc, which under average con-

ditions can be melted in 15 minutes. An air tight cover seals the

top of the receptacle containing the zinc so that oxidation is pre-

vented during the melting of the metal, liy means of a spout lead-

ing from the crucible in which the metal is heated the molten zinc

c.in he drawn off hy swinging the pot on the trunions. Over the

pipjnt where tin- llame from the burner enters the side of the

pivoted nielling pot is a cradle built to support the portable crucibles

used for carrying the metal from the melting pot to the objective

point at the track. When the wagon is in operation a crucible is

kept in (his cradle and thus heated by the burner. Hy using heated

crucible for carrying the molten zinc the high temperature of the zinc

as it comes from the pot is not suddenly reduced by striking

a cold crucible.

The seat on the front of the wagon is built as a sheet steel box

in which all smaller tools may be carried. ."Vn angle iron arch over

the center of the wa.gon supports a bank of lights for night use.

Current for the lights and motor is taken from any nearby trolley

wire by a flexible cable fastened to a fish pole.

The Special Grinding Tool.

The points used in the switches of the Philadelphia Rapid Tran
sit Go's, track work are cast of manganese steel. This material

can only be worked hy grinding and as it is necessary to true up

other in a bori/onlal plane. The horizontal axis supports a bearing

box and the fee<ling screw for the shaft of an emery wheel, the

arrangement of which may be seen in the engraving. This emery
wheel is driven by a small bell from an electric motor placed on a

bracket aliovc the machine. At the opposite end from the emery
wheel, the box or frame carrying the emery wheel shaft ami it-

SPECIAL GRINDING TOOL.

the switch point (lins as they become wcirn. the grinding tool illus-

trated has been desi.gned and built for this work.

This tool consists of an ordinary lathe hcd with a face plate 0:1

a shaft driven by the usual type of belt. .\ chain gear operating

a worm shaft serves to move a carriage along the bed of the

machine. On a fixed pedestal at the center of the bed frame is

supported a universal joint with one axis perpendicular and the

AIR-DRIVEN PORTAIII.F, KAIL SAW.

feeding adjustment is fitted with a ball and socket joint, the socket

of which is bolted to the face plate of the tool.

With both belts driving the machine the emery wheel revolves

on its own axis, which in turn is moved by the ball an<l socket

joint connection at the face plate so that any point in it describes

a circle and the revolving shaft itself becomes the generatrix of

a cone.

The switch point whose pin is to be ground is centered by means
of a yoke and adjusting wheel so that it is on an exact line with

the center of the face plate of the machine. By means of four. large

bolts and two clamps the tongue is held rigidly in the vertical

position shown. When adjusted to take a cut over the surface of

the pin, the gears are thrown in and the emery wheel, due to its

peculiar motion moves around the pin, revolving on its own axis

and cutting as it moves, and the longitudinal feed of the carriage

moves the work to and from the wheel as in the ordinary process

of a simple lathe. In this manner the emery wheel grinds any
depressions from the pin of the switch point and leaves the pin in

a polished cylindrical form perpendicular to the switch point. This

machine illustrated is installed in the extensive special work shop
of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. and was designed and built

by the roadway department engineers.

.•\ir-driven Portable Rail Saw.

The use of air for driving field tools is practiced quite exten-

sively by the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. One of the engravings

shows a portable circular rail saw driven by a standard type of air

motor. This tool consists of a clamp with adjusting wheel for se-

curing the frame of the machine to the base of the rail which it is

desired to cut. .As a part of this clamp, is an upright arm support-

ing the adjustable portions of the saw frame. The arm terminates

in a journal box, which, when the clamp is adjusted, takes a position

parallel with the gage line of the rail. The upper half of the journal

box is hinged so that the shaft which it supports may easily be re-

moved by loosening a single bolt. The interior opening is .square

in section with a view to lessening any trouble which might arise

from particles of steel getting in between the shaft and the bearing

or on account of wear. This box shape also facilitates the adjusting

of the journal so that any wear may be readily taken up and the

alignment of the shaft remain undisturbed. This wear should be
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small since the shaft moves in the box only at times when the saw
is tipped back to allow car,< to pass, or when the saw is slowly fed

Mounted on tile short section of steel shaft in the jonrnal box is tho

frame carrying the saw which is a Z-shaped steel casting. The
lateral adjustment of the saw is about 6 inches. This is accom-
phshed by loosening the single bolt holding the upper portion of the

journal box. The shaft and the saw may tlu-n In- slid to the desired

position and the box again clamped to hold the shaft firmly in tliiit
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SPECIAL WORK TITLES.

.idjnslment. .A lliglcy saw gearing mecliaiiisni is used as .slmwii in

llie illustration. This saw has a ring of openings cut in it for the

reception of the tcetli of tlic driving pinion on the air-motor shaft.

A slow running motor manufactured by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool

Co., drives the saw at a speed of lO r. p. m. The motor is mounted

on the square shank of tile pinion; on the feed screw is a friction

socket to prevent breakage of the parts if the saw is fed into the

:-rr;ia'^
TRACK G.\GF.—SAMTLE PAGE FROM TOOL BOOK.

location. The feeding of the saw into the cut is accomplished by a

long screw with a wheel and handle at its top. The lower end of

this screw is keyed to the horizontal arm of the cast steel Z-framc
which supports the saw. At about the middle point of the screw

shaft there is clamped about it a threaded block, held rigidly in a

fixed location with reference to the clamp and bottom framework

of the tool by a cast steel arm. The turning of this .screw with

one end fast and the threaded block moving along it draws the end~

of the two arms together or forces them apart. .-Vs on? of the

cut too fa.st or if it eiu-ouiiters a hard point in the rail.

This tool was designed and constructed in the shops of the com-
pany and has been fouiul to do its work successfully. The adjust-

able portions of the tool, including the saw and its frame, weigh
about 45 lb.

Track Records.

Nearly all of the tools and appliances in the roadw'ay department
have been standardized and working drawings of each made on
a standard sized tracing, 12x9 in. A margin, i"^ in. wide adapts

TRACK CO.VSTRUCTIO.V ON MARKET ST. BRIDGE.

arms is rigid and the other a part of the saw frame is moving an\

desired adjustment of the saw in the cut is thus made.

The parts of the tool above the shaft are held in their proper

cutting positions by a T-iron sliding in the framework on which
the adjustment arm rests. By moving this key the saw, adjust-

ment arms and motor can all be tipped down and away from th:-

rail to allow a car to pass; this does not alter the feed. When
the parts are tipped back to their cutting position and the T nioveil

back in position, the saw is in cut ready to operate without further

these standard slieets for loose leaf filing or binding. The line

drawing of a track gage which is shown is typical of the infor-

mation presented on each of the many sheets which make up the

standard tool book. It will seem that this is a working draw-

ing from which any part of the tool could be ordered and the proper

dimensions given a mechanic for building any part of the entire

tool. In the "Review" for August, 1905, page 512, is shown the

information contained on one of these sheets which illustrates the

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Go's, standard method of piling rails.
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Ciiiiiiilcic sris (if llicsc iiagi's of slaiiilard lonls ainl ;L|i|ili,'inccs arc

fiiniisliuil lo (livisii)ii niKinccrs, purchasing (Icpailiin-iit, general oflic-

and order clerks so lliat whcncvir a certain tool, jnacliinc or part

is iinilcr discussion or being ordered reference can lie inadi- to the

standard slicets and niisunderslandings avoided.

As a means of slanilardizing tlie titles for different special track

work construction, the roadway department has tul)u1ated a set of

standard lilies as shown in the illuslration. These are issued in a

hluc-print form on a page of a size suitable for binding in the stand

ard tool book of the roadway department.

On the Philadelphia Rapid Transit system there are l,Hoo separate

locations at whicli special work joins intersecting tracks. At these

locations there arc 3,200 separate special work layouts. This num-
ber includes 1,100 street railway crossings but does not include

the car barn special work. There arc in all 30 car barn layouts.

For reference purposes the roadway department has a guide map
of each location where its lines intersect steam railroads drawn to a

suitable size, so thai lihu prints from tracings of the map can be

ELMWOOD AVENUE.
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TRACK RECORD BOOK. (ORIGINAL 6 X ()IN.")

bound and the data made available. The pages of this book of

sketches, showing the location of track special work, are 7V2 x 6Vi

in. in size. .\t the top of any particular page are the names of the

companies owning the tracks whose intersection is mapcd under

ncath. There is also indicated on the drawing by means of conven

tional lines the name of the company which maintains the special

work.

. Track on Market St. Bridge.

Tlie Philadelphia Rapid Transit Go's, double-track line across

the Market St. bridge has recently been laid in a thorough and

very interesting manner. This bridge has a steel floor which car

ries the paving of the street. The track across the bridge is laid with

the 137-lb., 9-in. girder rails, connected by the standard "com
posite" joint. The rails are held to the floor of the bridge by th

steel chairs shown in the illustration. These chairs are rivete 1

to the steel plate floor of the bridge and the rail is held to line an 1

gage in them by means of bolts and a filing of babbitt metal lock-

ing the chair about the foot and web of the rail. At the end o!

the bridge shown in the illustration it was necessary to increas.'

the height of the chair in order to adjust the surface of the raiN

lo the grade of the pavement as recently changed on account of th

neighboring subway construction. Throughout the length of tli.-

bridge, ex-cept at the ends, the chairs hold the base of the rail aboui

M; in. above the steel deck of the bridge.

At the expansion points of the bridge expansion joints similar

to the one shown in the illustration are placed. This joint is made

up of two cast steel rail sections similar to the adjoining rail

These sections are joined to the adjacent rails by means of th

standard riveted zinc joint. A cast steel box riveted to the plat.-

floor of the bridge furnishes a chair in which the beveled points may

slide.

-•-

.\t the thirteenth annual convention of the Traveling Engineers'

.\ssociation, held at Detroit. September 12th to 15th. a resolution

was offered m.Tking electricians and others in charge of electric

motormen eligible to membership and the subject of admission

of such members was referred to the executive committee for

report next year.

Iinprovciiicnt.s in tliu Hruoklyn Kapid Transit
Systems.

Last spring the Urooklyii Rapid Transit Co, ordered no new ele-

vated motor cars and 200 surface cars of the convertible type. It

has also recently added to its o|uipnirnt a $15,000 elevated niilway

instruction car for motormen, three electric locomotives at a cost

of $J3,ooo, standardized 108 cars at a cost of $56/100, also standard-

ized and altered 15K other ears at a cost of $241/300, and is a)>out lo

order 150 additional surface cars of the new convertible type, at a

cost of $850,000. This brings the total cost of the al>ove modern-

ized equipment up to nearly $3,400,000. It is well known, however,

that the policy of adding betterments lo the property and the general

order of improvement is being pushed vigorously. This is shown

ill several localities on the lirooklyn Rapid Transit system at pres-

ent, where much work is being done.

Extensive work has been under way for some time at the (jlh

Ave. depot, located at gth Ave. and 20th St., where the increas-

ing of the storage facilities in the depot and vast improve-

ment of facilities for handling cars there, arc now well under way.

Ibis depot in the past has been very cramped for space, it Ijcing

possible to handle but 200 cars. Under the new arrangement the

capacity will be doubled and there will be facilities for the handling

of 400 cars. The total cost of these alterations and improvements

will amount to over $400,000.

Some very important improvements are also to be made at the

Ridgewood incline and storage yard consisting of new steel work,

concrete and earth work, new track work on the structure and on

the surface, while on the Lutheran Cemetery line there will be

some special work at Freshpond Road which will require some

blasting for new track. At the storage yard on the Lutheran line

more than $100,000 will be spent in new track work, inspection pits,

and a new inspection shop to cost $65,000, also on a new bridge, and

there will be several thousand dollars worth of new overhead work.

This is but part of the general policy that President Winter in-

stituted some months ago and will largely increase the company's

present facilities.

The rearranging of the 36th St. and 5th Ave. terminal is progress-

ing rapidly, the total cost of the improved facilities there will be

in the neighborhood of $350,000, which includes the arranging of the

surface yard with inspection pits, the elevated yard with a new in-

spection shop, new machine shop, boiler house with new retaining

walls and extensive alterations in the Union Station building.

The semi-annual change of the great number of the cars on the

Brooklyn Rapid Transit system from the summer to the winter

equipment, which is no small undertaking in itself, will have been

coMipletcd by the 15th of October.

Trolley Merger in Eastern Ohio.

.\ report states that rights of way are now being asked in

East Liverpool for a double track street railway, which is t.">

extend from the present terminus of the East Liverpool line to

the state of Pennsylvania, about nine miles in all. Condemna-
tion proceedings have been begun at Lisbon for rights of way
for this line which the company was unable to purchase from

the owners. The East Liverp<iol & Wellsville Interurban Elec-

tric Ry. was recently granted a charter at Columbus, and con-

demnation proceedings are entered in its behalf. Behind these

moves is said to be a merger of local street railway and electric

lighting interests of this portion of the Ohio valley. The properties

to be taken over are: the East Liverpool Ry., and its branchc.:,

the East Liverpool & Rock Springs street railway, running from

Hast Liverpool to Chester, \V. Va., the electric lighting plants

and power houses of the United Power Co. in East Liverpool and

Wellsville ; the suspension bridge between East Liverpool and Ches-

ter, and Rock Springs Park, a large and valuable pleasure resort

at Chester. The new incorporation is known as the East Liverpool

Traction & Light Co. and its officers arc : President. A'an Horn Ely.

Buffalo; vice-president. C. .\. Smith, East Liverpool: secretary and

treasurer. Edward McDonnell : directors, Van Horn Ely. C. A.

Smith. Edward McConnell. M. J. McGraw, George H. A. Hunt.

N. B. Billingsley and U. C. DeFord. The Ohio Valley Finance

Co., organized by W. Can,! Kly of Buflfalo. who is its president, is

financing the company.
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Accounting with Four Departments.*

UV H. M. BE>\RDSLEY, SECRETARY AND TREASUREK, EL.MIKA WATER, LIGHT

& RAILWAY CO., ELMIRA, N. Y.

In presenting a short outline of the methods pursued in niv own
company I have in mind about the same idea that the maker of a

motion sometimes has in a parliamentary body; that is, to get the

question before the house so tliat it may be discussed, amendments
offered, etc., and the whole matter be crystallized and put finally into

the best possible form. I hope, therefore, that these notes will bring
out comments and amendments which will go further than the paper
itself goes in suggesting a simple, compact method of handling the

accounts of companies having more than one department. Our sys-

tem may be of interest because I believe that to our company belongs
the distinction of being the first to combine into one operating com-
pany, water, gas, electric light and railroad properties, and in addi-

tion to these four mentioned divisions I may say that we also operate

a race track under the head of a driving park department, and a

summer theater under a separate department; both of these, how-
ever, being operated through the railroad department, but each
one having its own set of accounts and showing its own profit or

loss at the end of the year.

When the combined company was first organized and the old com-
panies were wiped out of existence, it was probably but natural that
the use of a separate set of books for each department was con-
tinued, following out the method of a set for each company. The
cash account for each department was kept distinct from that of
every other department. Each department had its own stores ac-
count and the whole system was practically the same as when the
companies were operated separately. This was almost immediately
abandoned, however, as it was realized that there was really only
one unit, one pocket to put the money into, and one pocket from
which to pay the bills.

The next system put in force, and the present system as well, of
course, retained the distinction between departments, as it is abso-
lutely necessary to know the standing of each department regardless
of the other departments and to know whether or not each particular
department is being operated at a profit, and what that percentage of
profit is. The machinery for arriving at this knowledge, however,
IS quite different today from that orginally started when the first

set of books was discovered to be impracticable. Ledger No. 3, which
is in use to day is practically the same as ledger No. 2, except as to
size. It is a wide book, ruled with four main columns, one each for
water, gas, electricity and railroad, each main column having the
customary ledger rulings for date, description, folio, and debit and
credit amounts. Each department also continues the use of a journal.
This is now. a very small book and the entries are so summarized
that two or three pages per month cover the entire business which
iias to go through this book. Each department has its own invoice
or sales book, which was formerly carefully journalized before post-
ing at a great expense of time and labor. Postings are now made
directly from this invoice book to either the main ledger or the con-
sumers' ledger, as the case may be, and the invoice book is sum-
marized at the end of the month and the credits are posted directly
from this summary to offset the various debits during the month.
The second system inaugurated made use of a distribution journal

for each department, on which all invoices were entered, charging the
various operating expense accounts and crediting the seller of the
goods, each one of whom had his own open account on the ledger.

This account, of course, after receiving a credit in this manner, had
to be debited with the check which was drawn in payment for the
goods. This distribution journal is now superseded by a distribution

cash book, in which all checks for payment of goods are entered,

and the cash account is credited from the total of this cash book
each month, and each operating expense or other account is charged
with the total of all entries made in its particular column during the

month. This does away with the opening of ledger accounts with

the various consignors of goods, but by means of an index of the

distribution cash book the complete account of any consignor is

readily looked up. All invoices are numbered consecutively and the

number of each invoice is entered in the distribution cash book.

Sample sheets of this book, I believe, are in the exhibit of the secre-

•Read before .the Street Railway Accountants' Associ.ation,
I'liilatlelphia. Sept. 29, 1905.

tary of the association. This distribution cash book takes the place

of the distribution journal and also of the credit side of the old

cash book. The debit side of the cash book has remained practically

the same through all the changes. As now printed, however, the

so-called cash book contains only the cash debit. It is ruled with

four main columns, one for each department, each column being

subdivided according to the needs of th^ department. On gas, elec-

tric, and water departments there is a column for credits to con-

sumer's ledger which are entered each day according to the total of

the stubs chopped ofl' by the cashier, who lists each day separately.

There is a column for the forfeited discounts in each of these three

departments for cash deposits and for sundry credits. In the rail-

road division tlierc is a column for passenger receipts, receipts from

chartered cars, freight, tickets, driving park, theater, and sundries.

In addition to the working set, there was formerly another set

consisting of journal and ledger only, upon which all of the other

work was summarized into the usual balance sheet accounts ; that is,

under assets; construction, material and supplies on hand, prepaid

taxes and insurance, accounts receivable, bills receivable, and cash

on hand; then on the other side, under liabilities; capital stock,

bonds, accrued interest, bills payable, accounts payable and sur-

plus. This summarizing was done by taking each department

journal and distribution journal and the cash book and summing up

all the entries under the above various classifications into one entry

on this "company" journal, which was then posted into the ledger

and the balance sheet drawn off from this ledger. This outside, or

so-called company set, has now been entirely abolished, and the

entries for capital stock, bonds, accrued interest, bills payable, and

surplus transferred to the working set.

A prominent auditing company was responsible for the second

outfit installed, and while the system was perfect theoretically, it

proved unnecessarily cumbersome and expensive. The present, or

third system, you will note, is largely a growth, by elimination, from

the second system, the eliminations being entirely upon the idea of

saving time and expense. As three-fifths of our entire business,

measured by cash receipts, is done by the three departments other

than the railroad department, I will take up first some of the changes

made in handling those accounts.

The greatest saving made was in adopting the consumer's ledger,

as a means of carrying miscellaneous accounts, instead of opening

accounts on a regular ledger and carrying them there. This was

accomplished by the insertion of one more column for dollars and

cents in each month's ruling; and the posting into that column of

all sales of gas ranges, charges for laying gas and water services,

charges for wiring, and sale of lamps in the electrical department.

Each department, of course, has its own consumer's ledger, and its

own invoice book from which charges are posted. The charges in

the invoice book art totaled each month and are debited to the con-

sumer's ledger account in the main ledger along with the total of

the gas bills or electric bills, as the case may be, thus making two

charges to that account each month instead of one. But the point

is, that every man who buys a gas range is a gas consumer, or will

be, and will have an account on the consumer's ledger; must have,

in fact. Having this account, why is it necessary to open another

account in another ledger just because the commodity purchased is

not gas? Furthermore, the account is under your bookkeeper's eyes

every month, and if not paid can be added to the next month's bill

for gas by simply inserting the amount opposite the printed word
"Sundries" on the bill. This insures a prompt collection of all out-

side bills and saves making and mailing of other statements than

the regular monthly bill.

In taking up the methods of ordering goods, auditing and paying

bills, it must be borne in mind that although we have but one cash

account, we are very careful to keep the earnings and operating ex-

penses of the four departments entirely separate and distinct. One
of the aids to this end is the adoption of a different color for the

stationery of each department, and this is carried through from the

original superintendent's requisition for the goods to the check which
finally pays for them.

It is not necessary, of course, to describe any of the details of

ordering goods and checking the bills and the receipt of the goods,

as it differs in no wise from the method which would be employed
in a one department company, except for those things which we are

able to buy from ourselves, and for these things no formal order

approved by the general manager is issued, the superintendent's requi-
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siliiiNs l)ciiiK siiltiiniil .iMlliDiily for the ohtainiiiK of Koods from

illicr (lupartiiiriils. I'or iiist:iiicc, our railroad dcpartiiicnt can liiiy

l.ii for tar walks at the park from tlic Kas department, and the water

department can net the picks used hy its street gang in laying water

mains sharpened and tempered at the lilacksmith shop in the car

ham. The goods hought or labor supplied are billed from one depart-

ment to the other, just as they would be billed to any other piTson,

but, of course, al cost price. This interchange between departments

is quite a feature of the company, and always seems to be a great

slinnbling block to a new bookkeeper. It is very simple, however,

when it is once understood, and as stated above, it simply involves

.1 billing similar to that which would be employed in selling in any

outsider. To give other instances of this interchange : The electric

department having need to use more horses than the other depart-

ments, carries the entire stable account, and men paid by the electric

department assume all the care of the horses and do the driving, an<l

ihc electric department charges the other departments for all hauling

done at a fixed price per hour. The water department sells water

for power to the electric plant and the electric plant sells steam

for power to the gas department, and steam for heating the car barns

to the railroad department. The railroad department furnishes

badges for transportation to the men in the other departments who

read meters, inspect services, etc., at a fixed price per month, and

last, but by no means least, the electric department sells to the

railroad department its motive power. Monthly bills are rendered

for all these services, and except for regular monthly charges, a bill

from one department to another must show the superintendent's

order number and be checked as carefully as thou.gb it came from

outside.

In addition to the above class of services which are interchanged

upon a cost basis, there is another class which are for convenience

put upon the basis of an equal division into fourths. For all of this

class, which includes office rent, some office expenses, and some of

the salaries, one department pays the bills and charges one-fourth

at the end of each month to each of the other departments by bill

duly rendered. This account is carried in the water department,

and is called "General Office Expense." There is a column for it

on the distribution cash book, and the total of this column is divided

at the end of each month. There is another account which is carried

in the water department which is called a "Departments Account."

This covers charges which are to be divided among other depart-

ments, but not according to any fixed ratio, and is analyzed carefully

at the end of each month and the other departments arc charged

with their due proportion of the account. "Taxes" is one of the

items which is carried in this account. We get one tax bill from

the city, which is itemized, of course, but we draw a check on the

water department to pay these taxes, charge the amount which be-

longs to the water department strictly to "Taxes Payable" and the

balance of the check goes into the department account. At the end

of the month the different amounts chargeable to the gas, electric,

and railroad departments are sifted out and billed and settled for

by the other departments.

Our stores and supplies are all kept at one point, and "Stores

Account" is handled by the water department. There is a special

form of requisition for stores, and the checks for payment are drawn
on the white checks of the water department. At the end of each

month the store keeper sends in four reports, one for each depart-

ment, with the value of the stores used duly distributed between the

various operating expense accounts. On the water department jour-

nal, the report for the water department is entered, simply charging

the various operating expense accounts and crediting stores; also

on the water department journal the other departments are debited

with the amount used by them, and stores are credited. On the

journals in the other departments the reports are entered up by

debiting the various operating expense accounts and crediting the

water department the total.

In handling the cash, even after the separate bank account for

each department was abandoned, the fiction was kept up for some
time, of a separate cash balance in the cashier's hands for each de-

partment, and although he might make but one deposit to the bank

in a day, say of $2,000, he would figure that he took a certain amount
of this from each department and would enter on his book a balance

carried forward to the next day for each department. The system

now is. much simpler, as he starts in the day with but one amount on

hand, he enters on bis blotter the various amounts received under

each department, carries out a sub-total, foots up the entire receipt*,

deducts his bank deposit, and carries forward the balance to the

next day. We have a page in our blotter for each day, properly

ruled and printed, and the keeping of the cash seems to be at present

a very simple matter.

As to the disbursements, it was stated earlier that all bills for

goods were consecutively numbered. It is understood, of course,

that each department has its own scries of numbers. The invoice is

known by its number all the w.iy through the accounts. The entry

of the bill number is made on the order, along with the dale of the

receipt of the goods. On the goods received report, the number also

appears, and along with the date of the bill and consignor's bill

number, if he has one, appears our bill number on the check we use.

On the back of the bill we stamp a form which has spaces (or enter-

ing the order number, date of receipt of the goods, account charge-

able, and page on which the check is entered for payment. The
object being, of course, to be .able to trace a bill clear through,

backwards or forwards, no matter where we tap into the circle.

Our check is of the voucher form, very simple, very compact, con-

tains all the information, is very like an ordinary check in appear-

ance, and to my mind, eminently satisfactory. The checks are num-
bered consecutively by months, each month beginnmg with No. I,

in each department.

The method of getting at any firm's account would be like this:

Take the General Electric Co., for instance ; we would turn to our

index for the various distribution cash books, and under the heading

General Electric Co. we would find, say, W-28-8-05, W- 14-8-05,

R-16-8-OS, E-So-8-05 and so on. These numbers would mean that

on the water department distribution cash Ixjok under August, 1905,

we would find a check to the General Electric Co. No. 28, and also

on the same page one numbered 14. On the railroad department

book we would find on the same month check No. x6, and on the

electric department check No. 50; the amount, of course, of the check

would be given, and its distribution to the various expense accounts.

There would also be in the column provided for them the invoice

numbers which were pasted onto the bills for the amounts given.

By means of the system which has here been partially outlined,

we are now able to handle the entire business of the company, which

has increased 25 or 30 per cent in the last three or four years, with

an expenditure for office help about 40 per cent lower than had been

required up to the time the system was inaugurated. There are one
or two imperfections which we hope to have eliminated very soon,

but on the whole it works very well, and we can commend the

prominent features most thoroughly for a small company like ours.

Railways Protective Association.

From time to lime railroad companies, after having settled suits

or claims for damages, learn that the claim was a fake one. At
other times, the claim is so small and the cost of an investigation is

so great in comparison to the claim, that the company settles the

claim rather that fight it. A central bureau, to which all railroad

companies can report claims made against them for damages, and

from this bureau immediately receive notification of all previous

claims by the person then making the claim, is furnished by the

Railways Protective Association, No. i Ann St., New York City.

It gathers a record of all claims made against members of the

association and keeps these on file, thus being ready to furnish to

a member, reporting a claim, any previous claim by the then claim-

ant. Members report the names, addresses, kind of accident, wit-

nesses of the claimant .ind a close description of claimant, and all

this information is carefully filed away for immediate reference.

As accident fakirs often use the same injury or same kind of

injury, this has frequently been the cause of their downfall. There-

fore it is only logical to use the injury, reported by them, as a means
of identification.

When one accident fakir is caught, particularly where an example

is made of him, this means the deterring of others from similar prac-

tice. This association issues frequent bulletins describing late claim-

ants and the circumstances of the accidents in which they appeared.

The cost for the service of the offices of this association and the

bulletins is five dollars a vear.

The Dayton, CovHngton & Piqua Traction Co. has under con-

sideration the construction of a branch line to Phillipsburg, O.
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Interurhan Ticket Accounting."

UY J. H. r.VRUEE, GENERAL MANAGER, ROCHESTER & EASTERN KArili UY.,

CANANDAIGUA, N. Y.

A very few years ago the questions involving electric railway

ticket accounting were confined simply to one denomination of

tickets, or in other words, all tickets issued had the same trans-

portation value and it was not necessary to use any special methods

in the issuance or accounting of them. As electric railways have

more nearly approached steam roads in methods of train and traffic

operation, it has become obviously advantageous to abolish the five-

cent fare zone and adopt the steam road system of fares based on

mileage. With the adoption of that system and the establishment

of ticket offices at all the principal stations, single and round trip,

excursion and .'Special rate tickets are necessary bchvccn each and

every other station on the line and instead of one form of ticket,

there are hundreds, and the accounting takes on a more serious

aspect. It is almost unnecessary to state that the theory of modern

accounting is to record in the simplest and most convenient form

such data and computations as will preserve and accurately show

a complete history of any fm.incial transaction.

•nCKBT STOCK RECORD.
ROniRRTER A KASTKUN RAPID nAlL\VAV TOMPANY.

^rr

J^Z.

& .—.,-^

•< 'fy;/

FIG. I.—TICKET STOCK RECORD. (ORIGINAL 10.XI2 IN.)

TIlis paper will simply and briefly describe the niotbods of ticket

accounting on one intcrurban road, and if the facts presented are

sufficiently interesting to provoke thought, criticism and discussion

and thus dcvelopes simpler, more convenient, and better methods,

its object will have been attained.

The principle of this incthnd i.-; that tickets are considered the

reading between the <ame stations arc numbered consecutively

from o to 9<)<)Q and then a new series is started by prefixing a letter

of the alphabet, and thus large numbers are avoided. All regular

smgle and round trip tickets are of regulation card size to fit

r<,.-n.-3ooo. TICKET REQUISITION.

Rochester and Eastern Rapid Railway Co.

..STATION. 190

MR AUDITOR.

Pleise rurnish this slalion with the following tickets:

AGENT.
CONDUCTOR.

On Htnd.
Com. No. Closing No.

No. Required.
Delivered.

Com. No. Closing No.

FIG. 2.—TICKET REQUISITION. (ORIGINAL 5x8 IN.)

the ordinary grooves in a regular railway ticket case. Special

coupon and interline tickets are somewhat larger and are hung

on pins in the rear part of the ticket case. Mileage books in de-

nominations of 100, 500, and i,ooo miles are of ordinary form,

except smaller than used on steam roads and are treated the same

as tickets. When a supply of tickets is received from the printer,

the ticket accountant checks them against the invoice and enters

them on a loose leaf ledger in which a page (see Fig. i) or more

is devoted to each form for each station. The date received, com-

mencing number, closing number, and total number of tickets

received are shown on the debit side and the same data of tickets

disbursed shown on the credit side.

Tickets are issued to agents on a requisition (Fig. 2). This

requisition is issued by the agent and shows the form, comniciicing

and closing numbers of tickets then on hand and the number wanted.

The tickets are furnished and the commencing and closing numbers

of same are entered on the requisition, which is sent back with

the tickets to the agent for his receipt, .and is then returned by him

P«.M 0-7
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sales, iiitorliiu: lickil sales, and chartered car revenue. 1 lie ticket

register (I'ig. .3) is a special ruled \)<><<k liaviiiK luliiiiiii', to show

the different forms of tickets, connnencinK numbers at beginniuK of

month, daily closing numliers, weekly revenue, total rmmber ui

tickets sold during month, and monthly revenue for each form.

At the close of each day's business, the closing number of each

form of ticket is entered in ticket register and the number of tickets

sold ascertained by comparing the present closing number with tb:i(

of the previous day. After that has been compuli-d, the agent

makes an entry on the debit side of the cash book showing the num-

ber of tickets sold of each form, and the rates, entering the cx-

ROCIIKSTKR A EASTERN RAPID RAILWAY.
AOENTS DAILY CASH HEPORT.
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One type of ticket used on one of this company's divisions is a

tear ticket printed in two colors—yellow, "good going north only,"

and blue, "good going south only." When this ticket is sold to u

passenger it is torn off by the conductor, indicating the stations from

and to which the passenger is traveling, and the amount of fare

paid is indicated in heavy type in the lower left-hand corner of the

portion held by the passenger. The part retained by the conductor

is forwarded to the auditor's office, and he ascertains the amount

for which the ticket was sold by the small ending figures which

appear in the upper corner of the ticket where it is torn off. These

tickets arc consecutively numbered, and the day of the month is

indicated in the circle at the bottom.

A duplex ticket used on one of our divisions has four different

tints of colors—two of which are "good going north only," one for

even days of the month and one for odd days of the month ; and

the other two colors are "good going south only," one for odd an<l

the other for even days of the month. These tickets are all consecu-

tively numbered, and the day of the month is indicated in the circle.

A conductor in issuing one of these duplex tickets is required to

punch the station from and to which the passenger is traveling, the

month in which the ticket is issued, and the amount of fare paid

—

giving one-half of the duplex to the passenger and returning the

other half to the auditor's ofTice.

Exchange Duplex Ticket.

On one of our divisions all agents sell one way tickets to all

stations, and round trip tickets to all stations where the round trip

rate is less than single fare each way. They also sell single and

round trip coupon tickets, good over boat lines going north and

east from Detroit. The exchange duplex ticket is issued by the con-

ductor to passengers holding a local agent's ticket or a foreign

agent's coupon, a trip pass, or special ticket, the conductor taking up

the transportation presented by the passenger and issuing an ex-

change duplex ticket. These exchange duplex tickets are printed in

two colors—one "good going north only" and the other "good going

south only." The conductor is required to punch out the station

from and to which the passenger is going, the day of the montli,

and the form of transportation. The passenger retains his half of

the exchange ticket to indicate to what station he has paid his fare.

The conductor's half, with the transportation collected, is forwarded

to the auditor's office. The feature of this ticket is to avoid, as far

as possible, substitution.

Agents' one way duplex and round trip tickets are sold at all sta-

tions where there are agents on our rapid railway system. [The

agents' tickets were illustrated in the "Street Railway Review," July

15, 1905, page 421.] These are the regular form of duplex and triplex

tickets, except they are printed without date. The agent when

issuing them punches out the station to which the passenger desires

to go. He also punches out the amount of fare collected, and

stamps them on the back with a dating stamp, which indicates the

date and station. The one way coupon can be sold to any station

where the fare is ten cents or more. The round trip tickets are sold

to such stations where round trip rates are in effect. The round

trip ticket has two coupons—one printed as the "first, or going

coupon," and the other "second, or return coupon."

The agent makes daily return of his sales to the auditor, sending

in the auditor's portion of the tickets sold, and these are checked

with the conductors' returns or the passengers' portions of the

tickets.

The object of this form of an agent's ticket is its simplicity—only

two forms, one way and round trip. When a supply of these tickets

is issued to any station, before sending same the station to which

they are sent is stamped by the general passenger agent on the

ticket where it reads "From Station."

We formerly used coupon and card tickets with the station

printed in. This meant a complete set of coupon and card tickets

for each station and a multiplicity of forms ; but with this system,

as we have said before, we have but two forms, and this ticket will

soon be in effect on all of our interurban lines.

In addition to the tickets enumerated above, we have a few com-

mutation tickets, to encourage summer travel to summer resorts

;

but these concessions are voluntary on the part of the company.

Then we have some school tickets, required by franchise regulations

for a reduced rate of fare in townships for school children—good

only during school hours and on school days.

In the use of the present duplex and tear tickets we do not claim

perfection ; but our system is the best we have found applicable to

our conditions, especially as a means of aiding inspectors in check-

ing the conductors. The common practice of conductors all over

the country is the re-issuing of the tickets, whether tear or duplex

;

but with our different colors—only good going north or south—and

with our close inspection, the opportunities offered in this respect

have been brought to a minimum. But our system necessitates quite

a large clerical force in the accounting department for checking and

auditing, but the information furnished and the results obtained are

such that our people think the money is well spent for such services.

Proceedings of the Accountants' Association.

The report of the Thursday afternoon session of the Account-

ants' Association appeared in the "Daily Street Railway Review"

for Friday, October 29th, page 705. At this session the presi-

dent's address was presented, as was also the report of the secre-

tary and treasurer and the first eleven questions of the Account-

ants' Question Box. 'ilie remaining questions were taken up at

the Friday morning session and following this were the report-;

of the various committees appointed at the St. Louis convention.

The annual report of the standing committee on Standard

Classification of Accounts, of which Mr. C. N. Duffy is chairman,

included a very exhaustive compilation of answers received to

questions numbered respectively 20 to 28, inclusive, regarding the

changing of various accounts. Also nine additional questions,

numbered 29 to 37 inclusive were asked through the Question

Box, referred to the chairman of this committee and answered by

him. Of these questions, No. 37 ("Do not interurban companies

find present classification of accounts entirely inadequate?") wis

perhaps the most important, inasmuch as approximately 45 per

cent of the membership of this association consists of interurban

companies. The replies received to this question indicated that

interurban companies do not find the present classification of

accounts eiUircly inadequate, although a great many companies

are in fa\or of having some changes made in a few accounts,

the reasons given for these suggested changes being principally

for the purpose of determining the cost of conducting freight and

express business. In view of the result of this particular inves-

tigation the committee prepared a letter, a copy of which was

sent to each of the members of the association on April 4, 190J.

The questions propounded in this letter were five in number and

are as follows:

"l. Are you in favor of having any change at all made in the

present classification of accounts?

"2. If so, what are the specific changes that you recommend?
"3. Do you operate an interurban railway? If so, what recom-

mendations would you make as to changing the present classifica-

tion, with reference specifically to the accounts of an interurban

railway?

"4. Should there be a standard subdivision of the present

classification of accounts, construction and equipment, as well as

operating, especially a standard subdivision of each one of the

operating expense accounts of the present classification, with the

idea of providing a uniform basis for comparing same?

"5. Do you use any subdivision of accounts? If so, please for-

ward a copy of same."

Tliere were only 37 replies received by the chairman of the

committee; of these 22 answered "No" to question No. i, and

12 answered "Yes". Of the 12 who replied in the affirmative, a

large portion were interurban companies who desired such changes

or amplifications as would cover specifically the operation of in-

terurban roads. The reasons given for desiring changes were

principally because of the desire to provide for a separation of

the costs of conducting passenger, freight and express business.

In the judgment of the committee the question of ascertaining

the cost of conducting a freight, mail, or express business sep-

arate and distinct from a passenger business could be determined

independently of any classification of accounts.

To question No. 2, 25 answered in the negative, 9 in the affirm-

ative and 3 were non-committal. After a careful consideration of

the replies received to these questions, the committee was unani-

mously of the opinion that the present classification of accounts

should not be changed, the suggestions offered being deemed )f

insufficient importance to warrant the making of any changer..
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On April zStli the coimiiittcc allciidid a joint conference willi lliv

committee representing tlie National Association of liailway Com
missioMcrs, at which conference were presented tlic questions ami

answers jnst referred to and the position of the Accountants' As-

sociation committee as previously stated. The problem was thor-

oughly discussed and was heartily endorsed ami approved of hy

the conitniltfc representing the National Association,

However, with the idea of keeping the standard system of ac-

counting of this association in accord with the development of

the art of electric railroading and with respect to fornuilating of

a classification of accounts that will satisfactorily meet the re-

riuircnuiits of any electric railway, the committee submitted rec-

(iiunicndalions as to the application of the present classification

of accounts to the operation of intcrurban railways as follows:

(A). Provide subsidiary accounts for each of the 39 operating

expense accounts, designating tlicin respectively passenger, freigh:,

mail, express.

(B). Charge to these subsidiary accounts such proportion of

the total charges to the classification accounts, as will be propor-

tionately correct.

I'lie report of the comniillee on International Form of Kepori,

of which Mr. C. N. DulTy is chairman, shows that the question

of this report was taken up early in the year with the secretary of

the Austrian association and copies of the accountants' form of

report forwarded to him with the request that an endeavor be

made to arrive at a form of report that would be international.

The committee received in exchange the forms of reports issued

by the International Union and accepted at its convention at Vi-

enna last year. 'Hie committee thought, however, that owing to

the difference in languages and the time lost in correspondence

the matter should first be taken up with the associations in Great

Britain. To this end a conference was held in New York City,

between Mr. James Dalrymple, manager Glasgow Corporation

Tramways, who is a chartered accountant and was the accountant

and deputy manager of the company before becoming its man
ager, and this committee. Mr. Dalrymple formulated the sug-

gested Standard Form of Tramway Accounts presented by him

to the convention of the Municipal Tramway Association of

Great Britain, held in Gla.sgow in 1903, and stated he had endea-

vored to adhere as closely as possible to the standard form which

had been adopted by the electric railways and steam railroads ol

America and assured the couunittee that he would do everything

in his power to co-operate in bringing about all that the associa-

tion hoped to accomplish. The result of the conference was an

understanding between Mr. Dalrymple and the committee that he

would present the proposition of an international form of report

before the convention of the Municipal Tramway Association and

take up the question with other tramway associations. At the

recent convention of the Municipal Association Mr. Dalrymple

was unable to be present but the matter was brought to the at-

tention of the covention by its secretary and by resolution of the

convention, referred to its executive committee.

The committee to attend the convention of the National Asso-

ciation of Railway Commissioners held at Birmingham, Ala..

Nov. IS, 16, and 17, 1904, reported that there was nothing special

before the convention which affected matters concerning the

Street Railway Accountants' Association of America other than

the report of the committee on the "Classification of Construction

and Equipment Expenses and Operating Expenses." The report

was as follows

:

"In pursuance of a resolution adopted at the ninth annual con

vention of the National Association of Railroad Commissioners.

held in St. Louis, a committee of three, consisting of Hon. Wil-

liam O. Seymour, of Connecticut, Hon. Ashley W. Cole, of Nevv

York, and Hon. R. S. Kayler, of Ohio, was appointed to prepare

a form of classification of the construction and operating expenses

of electric railways.

"This committee had the co-operation of a committee represent-

ing the Street Railway Accountants' Association of America, and
as a result of their labors a standard system of street railway

accounting, covering the classification of operating expense ac-

counts, was adopted at the convention held at Denver, Colo., in

1899. This classification has been adopted in several States, in-

cluding New York. Illinois, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Virginia,

Vermont and Massachusetts.

"So far as your committee knows, this system has given gen-

eral satisfaction, and we have no suggestions or changes to offer.

Vuur conniiittcv recununends its adoption by all the slates rcquii

ing reports from street railway companies, and we also recom-

mend the use of the standard form of report for electric railways

adopted by this assoeiation at its convention held in Portland, Mc.,

in July, 1903."

At this convention the accoimlants' committee reported what

had transpired at its St. Louis convention and the National Asso-

ciation of Railway Commissioners authorized its committee to

confer with the couunittee on the Street Railway Accountants' As-

sociation. At a conference between the committees representing

the National Association of Railway Commissioners, the Asso-

ciation of American Railway Accounting Officers and the Street

Railway Accountants' Association held in New York City en

April 28, 1905, it was unanimously decided not to make any

changes at present but it was deemed advisable that the represen

tative committees of each association keep the proposition before

them with the idea of ultimately formulating such changes or

additions as would take care of the needs of all interests con-

cerned.

The various papers presented at the meeting of the Street Rail-

way Accountants' Association were read according to the pro-

gram and will be found on other pages of this issue of the "Re-

view." At this meeting the association decided without a dissent-

ing vote to accept the new constitution of the American Street and

Interurban Railway Association looking toward reorganization, the

Iinrposes and plans of the new body being outlined by President

I'-ly, of the parent association. A feature of the convention ol

Ibis association was the exhibit of blanks and forms prepared

by Secretary White last year, to which many new blanks and

forms of considerable interest and value to the members of the

association had been added. In addition to this, four books show-
ing the blanks of the four departments of the Public Service Cor-

poration were shown. These were described in the "Daily Street

Railway Review" for September 29th, page 707.

The usual resolutions of thanks were passed, and the election

of officers followed.

« >

A New Bag Fastener.

An interesting and effective device for fastening money bags lias

recently been brought out by Mr. G. A. Danielson of the Treas-

urer's Department, Boston Elevated Railway Co. The fastener, as

illustrated, consists of a light piece of steel slotted to receive the bag

and fitted with a pivoted steel key at its outer end. The bag is

fed into the slot with the key up and at right angles to the stationary

slotted piece, after which the key is pushed in parallel to the slot,

locking the bag in position. The device is patented, and is easily

put on and taken off. Some advantages claimed for this device are

FASTENER FOR MONEY BAG.

that it takes the place of the usual string used for tying, saves wear

upon the bag, economizes in time and reduces the money usually

paid for string to a negligible quantity.

A six months' preliminary test of 900 fasteners was recently con-

cluded on one of the divisions of the Boston Elevated Railway Co.,

and resulted so satisfactorily that S.ooo fasteners have been ordered

for use throughout the entire road. Each fastener weighs less than

'/^ oz., and arrangements can be made for locking with a padlock

if desired. Any size of bag can be equipped. On the Boston Ele-

vated the cost of string has amounted to several hundred dollars

per year by the old method, and a marked saving is anticipated.
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Association Officers for l}>()3.1fK)(». claim agent, the RlioJe Island Co. ; James R. Pratt, claim agent,

United Railways & Electric Co.

AMERICAN STREET & INTERURBAN RAILWAY ASSO-
CIATION.

President, W. Caryl Ely, Buffalo, N. Y.

First Vice-President, Jolm I. Beggs, president, Milwaukee Elec-

tric Railw.iy & Light Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Second \'ice-Presidcnt, Calvin G. Goodrich, president, Minne-

apolis & St. Paul Suburban Railway Co. ; vice-president and man-

aging director, Twin City Rapid Transit Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

Third Vice-President, James F. Shaw, president, Boston &
Worcester Electric Cos., Boston, Mass.

Secretary, B. V. Swenson, New York City.

E.\ecutive Committee: Under the new plan of organization

the executive committee is made up of the officers of the Ameri-

can Street & Interurhan Railway Association and presidents of the

allied associations, which are as follows:

H. H. Adams, president -American Railway Mechanical & Elec-

trical Association

;

S. L. Rhodes, president American Association Street Railway

Claims Agents;

W. B. Brockway, president Street Railway Accountants' Asso-

ciation.

STREET RAILWAY ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

President, W. B. Brockway, general auditor, Nashville Railway

& Light Co., Yonkers, N. Y.

First Vice-President, P. S. Young, comptroller, Public Sernce
Corporation of New Jersey, Newark, N. J.

Second Vice-President, Robert N. Wallis, treasurer, Fitchburg

& Leominster Street Railway Co., Fitchburg, Mass.

'niird Vice-President, H. A. Ferrandau, auditor and treasurer,

New Orleans Railway & Light Co., New Orleans, La.

Secretary-Treasurer, Elmer M. White, assistant treasurer, Bir-

mingham Railway & Light Co., Birmingham, Ala.

Executive Committee : W. G. Ross, managing director, Montreal

Street Railway Co.; C. L. S. Tingley, 2nd vice-president, Ameri-
can Railways Co. ; F. Dabney, assistant treasurer, Seattle Electnc

Co.; J. H. Pardee, general manager, Rochester & Eastern Rapid Ry.

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.

President, H. H. Adams, superintendent of shops. United Rail-

ways & Electric Co., Baltimore, Md.
First Vice-President, F. G. Simmons, superintendent of construc-

tion and maintenance of way, Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light

Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Second Vice-President, J. S. Doyle, superintendent of car equip-

ment, Interborough Rapid Transit Co., New York City.

Third Vice-President, Paul Winsor, Chief engineer motive power
and rolling stock, Boston Elevated Ry., Boston.

Secretary-Treasurer, S. W. Mower, superintendent Rapid Rail-

way Division, Detroit United Ry., Detroit, Mich.

E.xecutive Committee : The Officers and W. S. Twining, chief

engineer, Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.; F. N. Bushnell, chief

engineer, Rhode Island Co. ; W. Boardman Reed, engineer main-

tenance of way and buildings, New York City Railway Co. ; A. D.

Campbell, master mechanic, Seattle Electric Co.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STREET RAILWAY CLAIM
AGENTS.

President, S. L. Rhodes, claim agent Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

First Vice-President, E. M. O'Connor, claim adjuster. Savannah
Electric Co., Savannah, Ga.

Second Vice-President, Henry C. Bradley, claim agent, Chicago

Union Traction Co., Chicago, 111.

Third Vice-President, Andrew J. Farrel, claim agent, Inter-

national Railway Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Secretary-Treasurer, B. B. Davis, claim adjuster, Columbus Rail-

way & Light Co., Columbus, Ohio.

Executive Committee: The Officers and W. H. Renand, jr.,

claim agent. New Orleans Railway & Light Co.; H. V. Drown,

MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

Chairman Executive Committee, E. II. Baker, Galoua Sign;:!

Oil Co., pro tem.

Secretary, George Keegan, assistant to the general manager, In-

terborough Rapid Transit Co., New York.

Executive Committee : John A. Brill, J. G. Brill Co. ; Charles

Knickerbocker, Griffin Wheel Co. ; Fred S. Kenfield, Kenfield Pub-

lishing Co. ; Charles K. King, Ohio Brass Co. ; George J. Kobusch,

St. Louis Car Co.; Oiarles C. Peirce, General Electric Co.;

Howard F. Martin, Pennsylvania Steel Co.
;
James H._ McGraw,

McGraw Publishing Co.
;
John W. Nutc, St. Louis Car Wheel

Co.; Frank C. Randall, Allis-Chalmers Co.; Newcomb Carl-

ton, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.; William Whar-
ton, Jr., Wm. Wharton, Jr., & Co.; W. H. Whiteside, Allis-Chal-

mers Co. ; E. M. Williams, Sherwin-Williams Co.. J. R. EUicott,

Westinghouse Traction Brake Co.

Manufacturers' Vaudeville Entertainment.

The entertainments on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday oi

the convention week were mentioned in the columns of the "Daily

Street Railway Review", published at that time. The entertain-

ment on Friday consisted of a complimentary trolley ride through

Fairmount Park by the delegates and attendants at the conven-

tion, as guests of the Fairmount Park Transportation Co. On
Friday evening the vaudeville entertainment of the Manufactur-

ers' Association was given at the Bellevue-Stratford hotel, talent

for which was secured from the ranks of the members of the

Manufacturers' Association. The program included music by the

Electric Glee Club; French-Canadian dialect stories, by J. II.

Stedman, of transfer fame; Col. Carteret, V. C, a dramatic

sketch in one act produced by Jacob Wendell, Jr., Evert Jansen

Wendell, George K. Denny and John T. Canover; character stor-

ies by Dwight B. Dean, given through the courtesy of the J. G.

Brill Co.; comic songs by E. J. Wendell; lightning change sketch

by Karl Andren, by courtesy of the Galena Signal Oil Co. ; buck

and wing dancing by R. H. Campbell, by courtesy of the Ohio

Brass Co. ; and a sketch by the Three Keatons of the Kieth's

Theater. Following the vaudeville performance, the floor was

cleared and dancing was enjoyed for the rest of the evening.

Membership A. R. M. & E. A.

In addition to the list of new members of the American Railway

Mechanical & Electrical Association who have joined since the

Philadelphia convention, published in the "Daily Street Railway

Review" for September 29th, the following new members are re-

ported :

George Keegan, assistant to the general manager, Interborough

Rapid Transit Co., New York City.

Charles Hewitt, superintendent of motive power, Philadelphia

Rapid Transit Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

C. B. Voynow, assistant engineer, Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

J. B. Klumpp, engineer. The Rhode Island Co., Providence, R. I.

Seeing Seattle.

The Seattle Electric Railway Co., which has inaugurated an obser-

vation car service, has issued a handsome folder describing the

various points of interest in and about the city, reached by its

observation cars. One side of the folder is devoted to a bird's

eye view of the city, upon which the lines of the company are

drawn, from which it is seen that the city and its suburbs are well

covered by the company's observation cars. The trip on these cars

occupies about three hours, and each car is accompanied by a com-

petent guide to point out and explain all points of interest, among
which may be mentioned the business section of the city, the Great

Northern docks, government canal between Ballard and Free-

mont. Green Lake, Capital Hill and Madrona Heights, from which

a magnificent view of Lake Washington, Mount Ranier, and the

Cascade range may be had.
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Discussion in Abstract of Papers by Messrs.
Charles I". Scott and W. H. Potter.

The papers prcsiiUcd liy Messrs. ScoU and I'uller Ijcforc the

American Street Kailway Association were piihlished in the "Daily

Street Railway Review," Sept. 20, 1905. At the conclusion of the

reading of his paper Mr. Scott said

:

The development of this system has not heen undertaken merely

for the purpose of supplying the street railway manager with a new
device, hut it has heen a development to meet the needs of railway

service. The direct current has reached its limitations. Its cost

of installation is very high in certain cases, and it is hccausc there

is a growing demand for this class of new apparatus, that its de-

velopment has heen taken up, and I am sure that I voice the views

of the engineers with whom T am associated when I say, as engi-

neers, that we feel that this single-phase system should stand on its

own feet; that it has a field. Tf you find that the direct current

meets yonr requirements as well or better, you have no particular

reason for adopting the single-phase system simply hecausc it is

novel. Wc believe, however, that on its own merits it will be

found of very great value in the development of the railway work
which you men have carried on at such a rapid rate. In other

words, the engineers of the manufacturing company are not foist-

ing a fad upon you, hut have worked out a system to meet your

own needs. Wc have reached that point where we feel that with

our knowledge of the apparatus and with the experience which

has been secured, it can now be presented to the operating street

railway man as a perfectly feasible and practicable system.

Prof. W. E. Goldsborougb.—.^s regards the scientific charac-

teristics of the apparatus under discussion, I have for a long time

felt that the alternating-current system was coming to the front,

and that ultimately the single-phase syscm would take a place over

all other systems. I believe T once had the pleasure of defending

the single-phase motor at a discussion in Chicago of the single-

phase system used for lighting at St. Louis, at a time when there

were only two of us in the room who would say a good word for

the single-phase motor. T do not believe any designer of electrical

machinery today is satisfied in his own heart with the single-phase

alternating current motor which he has to use. I say this in spite

of the fact I do not know all the good things which the designers

of this apparatus have in store for us. The fact that we can use

a 220-volt motor with a larger commutator than that in direct-

current machines is an indication in itself that we have better

things to hope for, and I am confident in my own mind that in

time, through insistent and persistent work on this problem, we
will get a single-phase motor which will he more nearly analogous

to the multi-phase motor and which will not have a commutator.

A great many gentlemen in this room will say that I am wrong,

and that the problem has been given up, but I still feel that, as

there is a demand for it, necessity being the mother of invention,

will produce the article we are all looking for. When it comes to

the question of maintenance of equipment.. T feel that we should

step aside and look the ground over carefully before we throw-

out direct-current equipment for alternating-current equipment.

When you have a very large number of equipments operated on a

rather restricted mileage, then you are confronted with a condition

wherein maintenance is an important factor, and there is no ques-

tion but that at this time it is much cheaper to maintain a direct-

current system (I mean maintain the motive power equipment)

than to maintain the alternating-current motive power equipment.

On the other hand, if you are confronted with a great deal of

mileage, and relatively small number of units running over the

mileage, then maintenance is a matter of secnndan.' consideration,

and you can take long chances in the matter of maintenance for

the reason that you are saving so much investment in copper and

sub-stations and other things. T believe each of these problems

is going to be met by the engineer and solved by the engineer, not

for the sake of having a new thing—and we must grant that the

American engineer and American people generally are enthusiastic

for new things—but for the practical utility of these things.

C. O. Mailloux.—The principal lesson conveyed to me by some

of the papers, and especially by this one of Mr. Scott's, is that we

shall not go too hastily, and it teaches also the importance of good

engineering, not only from the standpoint of the manufacturer,

but more particularly from the standpoint of the operating com-

pany. It is sad to contemplate and realize, but unfortunately it is

true, that there is t'jo little engineering done hy the operating com-
panies. The company, as a rule, has its engineering done for It by

the manufacturer, and to this is largely due the great number of

niislakes which have cost a great deal of money. We cannot

and should not, blame the engineers of the manufacturing com-
panies if in doing their duty to their employers they sometimes con-

sider the interests of the manufacturer too closely and those of

the purchaser too remotely or indifferently The practical applica-

tion of the statement which I have made is this: that the present

paper on single-phase alternating-current traction will, if nothing

more, act as a wholesome check on the rather reckless or unwar-

ranted introduction of the so-called alternating current sub-station

system of distribution which has heen used for inlcrurban work
in many cases. While I have much faith in the single-phase system,

I do not believe that the direct-current motor and tlic direct-current

system is to be put on the shelf forthwith. The paper read shows the

possibilities of a system inherently far better adapted to many cases

that we know of in the west than the previous systems. This paper i'.

opportune, because those who are assembled here might otherwise

he tempted to m.nke equally ridiculous mistakes as have been already

made. They will be deterred from m.iking such errors, and will

either wait until the single-phase alternating-current system has

been perfected sufficiently to warrant their full confidence, or if in

doubt, will accept it in preference to the other in cases where the

other has not proved a success.

O. D. Nicoll.

—

As stated in the paper, we ))cgan operating on

the first day of January of this year. On the first of April we ran

within four miles of Indianapolis, all of the operation being on

alternating current. We were handicapped in getting Into the city

of Indianapolis on account of two overhead bridges which were so

low that our cars could not pass under them. These were raised,

and on the first of July we began operating into Indianapolis.

The line then was 41 miles in length. ,17 of which was on al-

ternating-current, and the remaining four miles on direct-cur-

rent in the city of Indianapolis. Vp to the time we began op-

erating into the city we had no trouble with the motor insulation

The worst trouble was the question of the transformer ventilation.

This was overcome, but on operating the motors in the city of

Indianapolis defects developed in the motor windings. These were

also overcome, and we are having no further trouble. We are

operating the highest schedule that is maintained in the State of

Indiana, collecting our current by means of a bow trolley as outlined.

We have experienced no trouble whatever with the bow trolley. I

am not able to give any data as to the car mileage of the life of the

shoe of the trolley, which is composed of wood, plated with alumi-

num, but it will suffice to say that the cost of operation and of re-

newing the shoe is not more than, and I consider it less than, would

be the case with the ordinary trolley. In general terms I can say

that we are w^ell pleased with the operation of the equipment Some

minor changes have been made in the apparatus, but on the whole It

is very satisfactory.

W. B. Potter.—The comparative expenditure for equipping a given

project with single-phase alternating or direct-current aparatus can be

accurately determined, but this comparison of first cost does not

represent the net result of operation. The comparative maintenance

cost of both systems should also be taken into account. The elimi-

nation of the rotary converter and the possibility of operating with-

out sub-station attendants who have no other duties, is a credit in

favor of the alternating-current equipment. The maintenance of

the car equipment itself will, however, in all probability be more

expensive for the altemating-airrent than for the direct-current

equipment. There are several inherent features in the single-phase

alternating-current motor which influence the question of mainten-

ance, and to which I will briefly refer. The magnetism of the

motor, like the current by which it is produced, is alternating in

character and develops differences of potential in the windings of

such a degree and character as to be more liable to prove injurious

to the windings than in the case of the direct-current motor. For

instance, should a single turn of the field winding in a direct-

current motor become short circuited on itself, the effect would be

simply to eliminate one turn of the field coil : while in the alter-

nating-current motor a similar short circuit would cause that turn

to act as a secondar>- of a transformer, and a large local current

would he jiroduced within the short circuited turn, which would
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soon burn out the coil. The alternating magnetism also produces

within the armature coils an e. ni. f. which injuriously affects com-

nnilation and necessitates special provision being made to secure

results comparable with direct-current practice. A feature essen-

tial to the communtation of the alternating-current motor is an

additional field winding, known as the compensating winding,

which is wound through the face of the pole pieces midway between

the ordinary field coils, and serves to neutralize the armature reac-

tion. In addition to this compensating winding in the fields the

motor armature is sometimes provided with what are called high-

resistance leads between the armature coils and the commutator.

The effect of these leads is to diminish the local current in the

armature, caused by short circuiting adjacent commutator S'gments

by the brush. The location of the compensating winding iu the pole

faces renders it liable to injury in case tfie armatur: core should

strike the pole pieces, and the presence of high resistance leads

may, under some circumstances, result in severe local licating and

burning out of the armature. The magnetism of the motor, owing

to its alternating character, is of less average density than in a

direct-current with the result that for a motor of given dimensions

and output the armature speed is considerably higher. To keep the

armature speed withii\ the limits that direct current experience has

shown to be advisable as affecting the performance of the bearings

and a proper contact of the brushes with the commutator, it is

necessary to make the alternating-current motor of larger size for

the same output. The characteristics of an alternating-current

motor, particularly the power factor, are affected by the air gap

between the armature and pole pieces; better results being secured

with a smaller gap. The alternating-current motors, as ordinarily

designed, have an air gap of about one-half that commonly used

in direct-current motors of the smaller sizes, and even a less per-

centage of air gap in the larger motors. We have, therefore, a

tendency toward higher armature speeds and a smaller air gap,

coupled with a field winding wound in the pole faces, conditions

which necessitate a more frequent and careful inspection of the

motors or else more frequent and expensive injuries to repair. It

is probable that the maintenance of the control and other appliances

will not differ materially from that of a direct-current equipment.

The maintenance of the car equipment is, however, not a controll-

ing factor in the cost of operation, and if it should be doubled, or

even trebled, the alternating-motor maintenance may be far more

than offset by the reduction in fixed charges resulting from a lower

first cost of the proposition considered as a whole. The conditions

which demand more frequent inspection, particularly of the motors,

may presumably be a cause of more frequent interruptions in

service; hence the importance of giving the alternating equipment

more attention than is customary with direct-current motors must

not be overlooked.

John I. Beggs.—I desire to ask a question on this subject of Mr.

Potter, to see whether the answer will be as pronounced as was Mr.

Scott's, when he expressed his views concerning the single-phase

motor as to its present state of development and as to the advisa-

bility of adopting it on operating roads. Mr. Scott's paper has

been of great interest to me. In one of the large street railway

properties which I administer, wc control everything in the state.

We have interurban lines radiating almost like the spokes of a

wheel at diagonal points. We bring our interurban cars, which is

a large part of the business, into the center of the city. We must

enter the city over 6 or 7 miles of track, operated by direct cur-

rent. I have sent representatives during the past twelve months

to investigate these various lines operated with alternating current,

and we have had very conflicting reports concerning them. One

of our most recent reports was to the effect that the system was so

unsatisfactory that it was to be abandoned. We were contemplat-

ing trying the apparatus, but it has been very difficult until to-day

to obtain data that the manufacturers were willing to stand behind.

One of our representatives came back from one of the tours of

investigation with the statement that after you got onto direct cur-

rent the capacity of the motor was greatly reduced ; that taking a

75-h. p. motor, which seems to be about the maximum size that it iy

practicable to get under the ordinary car which is used for both

urban and interurban service, the capacity of the motor was cut

down very greatly when brought onto the direct-current system.

T now understand that is not the case, and that it has practically

the same power at 600 volts that it has on the higher voltages on

the alternating-current section of the city road, .^.s we have present

representatives of the engineering departments of both the large

electrical manufacturing companies, I want to get some informa-

tion from both. There seems to be some difference of opinion

between the engineering and manufacturing side and the com-

mercial side.

Mr. Potter.—I would say in reply to Mr. Beggs' question that

there is no doubt that the alternating-current motors can per-

form any service now done by direct-current apparatus. I believe

that fully; there is no question in my mind on that point, 'Ihe

proposition is simply a question of judgment and selection as to

whether you should or should not use the alternating current.

Mr. Beggs.—That is the point. That is what perplexes me, as

the man who takes the responsibility for an expenditure of money

running into hundreds of thousands of dollars. It is a question

which I have up now, whether I shall build at points, say, 35 miles

distant from our main center of generating power, new power

stations or depend upon this alternating-current single-phase motor,

knowing that the heavy amount of the service in our case must be

after the cars reach the 7 or 8 miles area where we have the direct

current and where the trains are heavier.

Mr. Potter.—In replying to Mr. Beggs I would add that the

question of judgment and selection as to whether alternating-cur-

rent motors should or should not be used is mainly to the financial

question, and not strictly an engineering proposition. Both these

factors are, however, closely related, and while it is the latter which

determines the former, it is the former, giving due consideration to

all incident advantages, which should govern. The alternating-

current motor when running on direct current will do even more

work that it will on alternating current. A good alternating-current

motor in a general sense is a most excellent direct-current motor,

with respect to acceleration and heating.

Mr. Beggs.—The statement, as I gather from Mr. Scott's paper,

as a matter of expenditure, i^ would cost less money to put in the

composite system than to limit yourself to the direct current, in

order to fit yourself with sub-stations and power plants at different

points.

Mr. Potter.—It depends largely upon the relative cost of the car

equipments, sub-stations and trolley conductors for any particular

proposition. On a road of, say, 50 miles in length, employing few

cars, the saving secured by the use of a high potential trolley would

be so much greater than the additional cost of the alternating car

equipments that there would be little question but that alternating-

current apparatus would be more suitable for such a proposition.

On a road of a few miles in length and having a number of cars

per mile the relative cost of the alternating car equipment would be

a much larger proportion of the total cost, and whatever saving

could be made in the trolley conducting system would be relatively

small.

Mr. Mailloux.— I think both of the gentlemen are right, though

they do not express themselves in exactly the same terms. Let

us define these terms, and the whole situation becomes clearer. Mr.

Potter is correct when he says it is a question of finance, or it is a

question of the financial analysis and estimation of many factors

which bear upon and affect the operation of the road, but it is.

unfortunately, one of those financial questions involving considera

tions, both technical and financial, which can only be properly

handled by a competent engineer. That is what it means. If Mr.

Potter had said it was a question of financial engineering, or of

engineering finance, he would have made the statement a little more

clear. To put it somewhat differently, we may say that the ques-

tion, whether the equipment shall be alternating . single-phase or

whether it shall be a direct current, fed by sub-station systems, de-

pends in general terms largely on the number of car miles run per

mile of track. If we have a long track mileage and a small number

of trains, that is to say, a very long headway—suppose, for inst.mce,

we have a line 35 miles long and expect to run only three round-

trips a day—there is no question but that the single-phase system,

even in the crudest form, would be the only thing to use. Those

who have undertaken to solve the problem in such a case by the use

of sub-stations are sorry now, or soon will be, for it. Again, to go

to the other extreme, suppose wc have a line of considerable length

in miles, hut with heavy traffic, with trains running <m 10 minutes'

headway, especially with double or four-track equipment, it is mani-

fest that there is no question but that the three-phase alternating-
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current transmission with direct-current sub-stations would be the

better plan. Evidently, between the two extreme cases just as-

sumed, there is somewhere a particular case where the merits and

demerits of the two systems nearly or quite fully compensate each

other. In such cases the question which system should be adopted

is one which cannot be answered offhand or by one person alone.

Mr. Hall.—In connection with this subject I will say that I rode

on a sinKle-phasc railway a few months ago—I think this may have

sonic bearing upon Mr. Bcrrs' questions—and it took some 4 hours

to make a trip which would, with the direct current motor, not

have taken more than about 2 hours. That was due to the speed

of the c.u- in ordinary running and also due to a lack of acceleration.

The time it took to start was a great deal longer than to start on

direct current. That is one of the difficulties which has been ex-

perienced and has possibly been overcome. My experience occurred

a few months ago on a single-phase road, and I understand that

the road is now in perfect operation and supposed to be satisfactory.

In connection with Mr. Potter's paper 1 refer to one paragraph, in

which he says: "To meet the rcquircnunts of the higher voltage

now more commonly used, and to further insure the stability of the

motor as regards flashing, it is now the practice to provide a greater

lumibcr of commutator segments; that is, the voltage difTcrcncc per

conunutator bar has been reduced to a lower figure." That para-

graph in itself seems to my mind somewhat misleading. It seems

to say that increasing the number of commutator bars in a given

machine will reduce the liability to flashing. I beg to take some

exception to that paragraph if I interpret it correctly, because a

given motor with the one-turn winding, having 150 bars, would

probably be a much poorer motor if it bad 200 bars. Its motor

power would be increased before its armature increased. Conse-

quently, I should put this paragraph in just the opposite sense, and

say if you reduce the number of commutator bars in a given ma-

chine that you improve the commutator because you reduce the

reaction and increase the time of commutation. The bars I should

leave out. That may have some bearing, but at the same time the

motor could be improved by having the bars reduced.

Mr. Potter.—In reply, by way of explanation, I would say that

my paper, in a sense, has briefly stated the fact without any idea of

giving any particular explanations to the reason why- The time

of commutation takes place when one section passes over the brush,

and that depends more on the speed of tht motor than on the width

of the commutator segments. Incidentally, as to reducing the

number of segments two results are secured—you have a lower

speed armature, giving a lower speed commutation, and you have

less difference potential between adjacent segments. The advan-

tage of a decreased armature is more apparent in preventing the

flashing at high speed, which results from the interruption of the

current than it is in connection with the commutation at overloads.

Mr. Hall.—I take it your remarks apply to a motor of a given

rating and given speed. Of course, if the speed is reduced at the

same time the motor is different.

Mr. Beggs.—I ask whether, when the alternating-current motor

runs as a direct-current motor, the acceleration of the alternating-

current motor is as good as the direct-current motor?

Mr. Scott.—The rate of acceleration in the motor depends upon

the rate of application of higher voltage to the motor ; in other

words, at the rate at which the controller is thrown on. The rate

of acceleration on the alternating-current motor in some cases

has been slow, because the controller was thrown on slowly. For

example, on the Indianapolis road, if the controller handle, which

is adapted to both direct and alternating current, should be turned

at the same rate, it happens to give a much lower rate of ac-

celeration on alternating current than on direct current. In order

to get the same acceleration in the case of alternating current th<!

controller should be moved faster. Some of the earlier motormen,

who were accustomed to operate on direct current, operated in the

same way with the alternating current, and got a slower accelera-

tion for that reason. When the rate of the acceleration of the con-

troller was increased the rate of acceleration of the car was in-

creased also. Regarding the point brought up in which a visit

to some road somewhere was made and conditions were found-

which were not equal to those in roads operated by direct current,

t presume that the Indianapolis road was referred to in that case.

1 visited that road a number of months ago, and found that the

schedule was as about stated, it took four hours to make the

round trip, where two hours ordinarily would l>c plenty, but I

did not care to go any faster than we wrre running. The road

had been laid in the winter time, and the original contour of the

ground was somewhat rolling and the car rolled also. This had
one very good effect, which was in the bow-trolley. The bow-
trolley had some three feet of length of contact, and the car rolling

back and forth made contact sometimes at one point and sometimes

at another, and had an oscillation of some two feet or three feet.

That was all right until the car tipped s<j far over the one side that

the trolley left the trolley wire, and then there was apt to be trouble.

That has been straightened out and things are running "imoothly

now at 60 miles per hour.

Mr. Mailloux.— I want to refer to a point not mentioned in the

discussion, namely, the reference to artificial ventilation mentioned

by Mr. Potter. I am glad to have that point mentioned by Mr.

Potter, as I consider it very important, perhaps one of the points of

greatest importance to street railway men at the present time.

All street railway men are familiar with overheated motors, espe-

cially when they find themselves compelled to add another trailer

to an overloaded motor that is already hauling one or two trail-

ers. They find that the motors arc overworked to the point where

the poor things give up the ghost. In many cases, while the

practice of adding trailers, which is always reprehensible, since

it is often unavoidable, palliative measures are sought through ttie

means of artificial ventilation, and if no extensive use of this

means has yet been practically made, it is because it has not yet

been developed sufficiently. I took up the matter with my associate,

Mr. Gotshall, some years ago, out of necessity. We found our-

selves compelled to resort to artificial motor ventilation, because we
feared that we could not obtain the desired schedules on the New
York & Port Chester railroad without it, since the largest motors

then on the market were not of sufficiently large size. Since that

time larger motors have been made, and it may not be necessary to

resort to artificial ventilation when we get running, but the atten-

tion we gave the subject at that time showed conclusively that the

same methods which we had in view could be successfully applied

in many cases. I have been surprised in talking with street railway

men to find the great necessity which actually exists for artificial

motor ventilation. T am glad, therefore, to have the manufacturers

who have good facilities for developing such methods as that take

hold of it and see what can be done. I fear ventilation cannot be

accomplished by means of ventilating fans. I think some means
of producing a current of air having a greater pressure than 15

obtained from fans will be necessary. We contemplated using

first the exhaust from the air brakes, and, secondly, a direct air

stream taken from the auxiliary air brake tanks, which would mean
that the air compressor would have to be made of larger capacity

in order to afford sufficient air for ventilation, in addition to that

required for the air brakes. I hope that even the ventilating fan

will succeed, as it possibly will in large units. In the case of small

motors under street cars I think it would be useless, but it is

interesting to find that efforts are going to be made in that di-

rection.

Hanshin Electric Railway.

In a recent consular report to the Government, U. S. Consul

Sharp, of Kobe, Japan, writes

:

The opening of the Hanshin Electric railway between Kobe and

Osaka marked a great advance in electric traction in Japan, it

being the first line constructed in this country to connect two

large cities.

This railway is operated by the electric overhead trolley sys-

tem with 1,600 kilowatts steam power, and covers a little more

than 19 miles. There are in use at present 18 cars, which were

made by the Nippon Sharyo Seizo Kaisha. of Nagoya, Japan,

from a sample car imported from the United States. The cars

are well made and have a seating capacity of about 50. The
rails were imported from Pittsburg. Pa., and the electric motors

were imported from Schenectady, N. Y.

The line is divided into four sections, the fare on each section

being 2;X cents, these being subdivided into iji-cent journeys.

All told there are 30 authorized stopping places between the ter-

mini, stops being made only when passengers wish to get on or

iff the cars.
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Meeting An Emergency.

Events of groat local interest almost invariably create biisiness

for the transportation lines serving the area affected and occa-

sionally tax the carrying capacity of electric lines to the limit.

Especially is this true if the point of interest is on a side line

where the ordinary travel does not demand a great carrying

capacity. If the event is in the nature of an accident or catas-

trophe no time for preparation can be had and the situation

calls for quick and decisive work on the part of the operating

department.

An occurrence illustrating this recently was experienced by

the W'est Penn Railways Co., of which J. W. Brown is super-

intendent of transportation.

At nine o'clock on the morning of September 9th, three dis-

tinct explosions were felt throughout Fayette, Westmoreland and

Greene counties. A moment later the general office of the West Penn

Railways Co. at Conncllsville was notified by the division super-

intendent at Uniontown that the Rand powder mills at Fairchance

had exploded. The superintendent reported that the windows in

his office, seven miles from the scene of the explosion, were

blown in, and that circuit-breakers would not stay in at the sub-

station, indicating that the lines were down. A rapid drive with

horse and buggj' to Fairchance brought into view the scene of

the disaster as shown in the illustration. Track, poles, trolley,

2200-volt alternating, telephone and signal wires were all hope-

Fakirs, Malingerers and Ambulance Chasers.

BY JAMES K. PRATT, CLAIM AGENT, UNITED RAILWAYS & EI.EtTRir CO.

TRACK WRECKED BY POWDER MILL EXPLOSION.

Icssly tangled; the right of way was strewn with debris of every

nature, while here and there pieces of clothing and shoes with

remnants of human flesh still clinging to them bore mute evi-

dence of the awful loss of life ; 18 persons having been instantly

killed and many wounded.

The trolley wire was cut loose as soon as possible and iri

an hour and fifty-five minutes from time of the explosion elec-

tric cars were running to the scene of the catastrophe. Car after

car was filled in a twinkling by those who had friends and rela-

tives near the scene of the explosion. Cars were stopped a quar-

ter of a mile from the scene, as 600 kegs of powder and a car

load of dynamite were still in the fire zone. Superintendents, dis-

patchers, engineers, line and track foremen with their gangs were

soon on the ground and 100 men were put to work rebuilding

the line. On the following day, Sunday, the registers on the

Fairchance line showed a total of over 25,000 fares, the ordinary

schedule on this line being one single truck car every 40 minutes.

This illustrates how greatly the service had to be augmented Id

meet the demands of the curious public who were anxious to

see devastation wrought by the explosion of 16,000 kegs of

powder.

The St. Joseph Valley Traction Co. began regular passenger

service on its line between LeGrangc and Middlebury. la , Sep-

tember 20th.

Sonietinn.- ago I received a notice from the secretary of your

association, requesting me to come to Philadelphia prepared to make
a few remarks upon the subject of fakirs, malingerers and ambu-
lance chasers. That all of these people exist is well known to every

one who has had any experience in the adjustment of damage
cases. The methods pursued by them to secure money by dis-

honorable means is so well known to every claim agent that I deem
it hardly necessary to occupy your time by describing the various

channels through which they must work before securing either

a settlement or a verdict. I will, therefore, mainly confine my-
self to some suggestions which ni.iy be of value in eliminating

this class of people.

Fakirs and Malingerers.

Fakirs may be divided into two classes: the criminal fakir, who
starts out with the intention of deliberately getting injured for the

purpose of securing money, and the malingerer, or injury fakir. In

most cases those who fake accidents work in twos or threes, and con-

spire to defraud railway companies, public seriicc corpomtions and

quasi-public service corporations. They properly belong to the lower

class of criminals and. like murderers, will almost invariably leave

some loop-hole whereby, with persistent effort, they are eventually

brought to justice. A system of photographing suspicious claim-

ants, who may be classed as floaters, or persons who have no per-

manent place of abode, would probably aid much in eliminating ac-

cident fakirs.

The injury fakir or malingerer is by far the most dangerou.s

of any class of crooks with which defendants in damage cases have

to contend. Morally, these people ought to be looked down upon

and despised with more contempt than a common thief because

they have it in their power, when trained by legal and medical

minds, to perpetrate fathomless frauds. It frequently happens that

a person, honest in the ordinary walks of life, is very slightly in-

jured in an accident. At first he pays little attention to the in-

jury but upon reaching home and conversing with friends, many
of them newly discovered among the legal fraternity since his

misfortune, he is advised to take some action against the person

or company through whose agency the accident occurred. The
injured party at first thinks he has no case because he does not

feel that there is any responsibility on the part of the person

or corporation connected with the accident, and makes a state-

ment as to how the accident occurred which would tend to relieve

the person or corporation from any liability whatever. His friends

talk to him and advise him that he should take some action, to

which advice he listens, and, in the language of the street, sees a

chance to make "easy money." If his mind is once made up to this,

he at once lends himself to the unscrupulous, and I must say,

dishonest lawyer, medical man and ambulance chaser, and he is

willing then to testify to anything that is necessary to make out

a case of negligence ; his medical man is willing to testify to all

kinds of serious and permanent injuries, such as shock to the

nervous system, spinal trouble, floating kidneys, pains in various

parts of the body, loss of sleep, and if the injured party be a child,

one of the favorite pieces of testimony produced by the parents

and medical man is absentmindedness. The testimony sometimes

shows that the child is sent to a grocery store to get a pitcher of

milk and asks for a pitcher of water; again it is sent for bread

and asks for butter ; all of which I have heard parents and medi-

cal men testify to in court. It is really very pathetic to see how
easily some plaintiff's consciences fade away at the trial of a dam-

age case.

Then there are the people who meet with an accident and who

are only slightly injured but, aided through a process of mental

suggestion by those who traffic in injuries, finally honestly believe

that the injuries are serious and brood over the accident until they

suffer from melancholia or perhaps become hysterical. These peo-

ple are often difficult to deal with, and much depends upon the

character and ability of the attending physician. They may be

•Read before tin: American Association of Stifct Railw.ny Claim
Ag-ents, Philadelphia, Sept. 26, 1905.
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.ilk-inled Ijy a iiliysiciaii who is i)iTfci:lly limicsl, Iml who IkiIoiiks

to that class of medical men known as "alarmists," and who i«

afraid that the injmy is noing to prove permanent and serious. On
the other hand, freqnenl cases have come before ns where llii'

physician was an "alarmist" for a coni indent fee If the physician

is honest and is only alarmed il iln seriousness of the case,

it usually follows that he is a man with a limited practice and lias

not had nnuii, if any, hospital experience. In this connection I

might add that the medical men who arc the most competent to

treat accident cases arc those who have had a large hospital ex-

perience. They see accident cases in every form daily. Medical

experts advise us that the best way to deal with people who are

alarmed ibout their condition is to cngaRc them in some occupa-

tion which will not leave their minds free to dwell upon their

ailments, real or imaginary. Statistics show that a passenger

who is injured by the negligence of a carrier does not recover from

his injuries as speedily as an employe who is injured by the

negligence of a fellow servant and has no legal right of recovery,

which indicates to what extent mind is controlled by matter.

A man who has no right to recover in damages recovers in health

almost twice as rapidly as his mt.re or less fortunate brother.

Ambulance Chasers.

The amhuUince chaser is one of the most aggressive and pro-

gressive individuals with which society of the present day has

to deal. lie is very eager for business, his nerve and audacity

are unlimited, and his persistence is worthy of a better cause. To
my mind, there is no reason why such a person should exist

today, but the main question in many states is how to eliminate

him.

The ambulance chaser or shyster lawyer as soon as he hears of

an accident either through the press, reports at police stations, or

by any one of the various channels through which his information

comes, goes at once to the borne of the injured party, if taken home,

nr to the hospital if he be t.aken there. Tne injured party is ad-

vised of the gross negligence on the part of the person or corpor- •

ation connected with the accident, and is told what an excellent

chance he has to recover damages. The rivalry between ambu-

lance chasers is such that the methods pursued by them are very

unique, to say the least.. In Baltimore, one of the most persistent

ambulance chasers that ever existed usually goes to see the injured

party, representing that a client or friend of his has witnesses to

the accident and that he, the ambulance chaser, has secured the

names of several witnesses and could prove a strong case of negli-

gence, but unless the case were given to him, the witnesses would

not be forthcoming. The injured party naturally feels that he

should give his case to the one who is in the best position to

prove it. The ambulance chaser, of course, has no witnesses, but

uses this pretense in order to get the case. Owing to the various

attacks made on the shyster lawyer he is beginning to recognize

the danger of continuing to solicit cases himself or of even em-

ploying a regularly paid runner and he is therefore beginning

to devise new methods of getting business. One of the favorite

methods which the ambulance chaser pursues in order to influence

the minds of injured parties is to carry with him newspaper clip-

pings containing accounts of the verdicts which his shyster law-

yer has recovered, and then presents a contract which reads as

follows

:

"I, Peter PlaintiflF, hereby employ John Smith, attorney-in-fact,

who agrees to employ John Brown, attorney-at-Iaw, to prose-

cute my case against Daniel Defendant for injuries received by

me, blank date, blank time, blank place, and I further agree to

pay said John Smith, attorney-in-fact, 50 per cent of such sum of

money as I may recover either by way of verdict or compromise;

and I further certify that I sent for the said John Smith, attorney-

in-fact, and requested him to take my case and that he did not

come to my house before I sent for him.

(Signed) Peter Plaintiff."

When this is done the question of how the accident occurred is

discussed. The description of the accident given by the injured

party may be such as would prevent his recovery. The ambulance

chaser then says : "On your own statement you have not much

of a case, but if the accident had happened in this way, etc.. (de-

scribing a case of negligence), you would have no trouble in re-

covering." The injured party begins to study over it, and finally

works himself up to a certain pilrli whereby he discovers that

what the lawyer says is identical with what he did say or intended

to say in his narration of Ihc accident, and if it be a case of falling

while boarding i.r alighting fnitn a car, the usual stereotyped

testimony is that he had one {ixil on the step and one on the ground

when the car was suddenly started and he was prrcipiated to the

ground and sustained serious and permanent injuries. It is also

amusing to discover the extent of the legal knowledge of many
ignorant people. Frequently when we hear in court descriptions

of an accident, the wording of which is identical with the language

used in our appellate court decisions where the plaint IfTs were per-

mitted to recover. But often in cases against Ihc railway com-

pany wc hear the plaintiffs testify that Ihcy slopped, looked and

listened—those watch words which the courts have written o\er

the doors to the steam railroad comp.inies' treasuries—those words

throw open the doors and they step '.\\ and recover damages.

From this it may be seen that the ambulance chaser is not only

guilty of common law barratry, but of the more serious crime of

subordination of perjury. These people are the most difticull class

to eliminate, and for myself, I would rather deal with a criminal

fakir than with an ambulance chaser and an unscrnplous lawyer.

One of the favorite methods pursued now by shyster lawyers is to

have a number of steerers located in different parts of the city

:

the steercr is usually a person engaged in some occupation, and a'

soon as he hears of an accident he proceeds to the nearest tele-

phone and informs the shyster lawyer, giving him the name and

address of the injured party. The shyster upon receipt of this

message goes at once to the home of the injured party and slates

that he was sent for; when pinned down to it he does not know
by whom, but presumes it was the injured man himself or one of

his relatives or friends. He immediately starts the usual line of

talk in order to get a 50 per cent contract. When an cflforl is

made to get at the shyster lawyer for this kind of practice he

invariably states that he was sent for, sometimes claiming the in-

jured party sent for him, oftener he cannot remember just who
it was. This also applies to physicians who make a practice

of testifying for plaintiffs. Frequently, when one of these physi-

cians in on the witness stand, under oath, an effort is made by the

defendant's counsel to show the connection which exists between the

plaintiff's counsel and the expert medical witness, but the medical

man never has any recollection of who called him to attend the

plaintiff other than that the message came by 'phone. From this

it is very evident to any fair mind that this kind of a medical wit-

ness has no regard for the sanctity of an oath.

Nor has this practice even the redeeming feature of being a bless-

ing in disguise to those whom the shysters approach. It is true,

perhaps, that in some genuine cases of injury where the people

would be entitled to recover they are too ignorant to make claim

for redress, but in these days of damage suit enlightenment the ig-

norance of a man injured by a railroad or railway company who

does not understand that he may bring a suit, is indeed, the acme

of ignorance, and the enlightenment of the Russian peasant will

shine brightly beside the darkness of the ignorance of such a man.

Of course, some people are benefitted pecuniarily by the shyster

lawyer who persuades them to bring suit ; but these are the people

who know they have no right of action and can be benefitted only

by their own fraud. The party who has honestly suffered an in-

jury can get a "square deal" and a larger return by dealing directly

with the companies themselves, or if they refuse them, through an

honest, reputable lawyer than by the best of the shyster lawyers,

who not only under contract take 50 per cent of the amount recov-

ered, but by the most dishonorable methods generally manages to

absorb the lion's share of the claim cr verdict I think it can hardly

be questioned that it would be much to the benefit of the honest

claimant to have the shyster lawyer and ambulance chaser behind the

bars.

It has not been so many decades ago that the legal profession

was a liberal profession and solicitation of cases was a criminal

offense at common law. It may still be so in many of the states.

It was made a criminal offense, not because of any gentleness toward

the profession or toward those who have committed an injury, but

for the protection of the community. Nothing was deemed to t«

more injurious to the community than constant litigation svhich

broke into the peace of the community, stirred up r-nflirts smone
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the people, and found its way into the sacredness of home life. The
lawyer, therefore, in those days who dared to approach an individual

unsolicited with a suggestion of litigation was not only debarred

by his professional brethren from further practice, but found his

way into the common jail. It may or may not be a criminal offense

at common law today, but the principle of the protection of the com-
munity of the days of common law which made it a criminal offense,

is still an abiding principle in our larger and more complex life of

today.

But the question, however, which most concerns us now is not

so much the methods pursued by fakirs, maligners and ambulance

chasers to obtain money dishonestly or how to meet them, as how
to eliminate them. Under the conditions which exist in politics

today, it is doubtful if the shyster and ambulance chaser can be en-

tirely eliminated, but with constant effort and united action it seems

to me there could be some method devised by which they could at

least be kept in check. The reputable lawyer and physician with a

fearless and absolutely fair-minded jury can do much to relieve

the existing conditions. It should be the duty of an attending physi-

cian as soon as he finds that a claimant is faking an injury to advise
'

him at once that he will have nothing further to do with the case

unless the claimant makes up his mind to act fairly and honestly.

When it comes to actual fight at the trial there are a number of

little practices that constant study will produce and which often

give good results. In cases where it is suspected that the plaintiff

and his witnesses will testify to such facts as might be necessary to

prove their case, it is very desirable that the witnesses be excluded

from the court room. I have seen this worked successfully ; in fact

I recall one case—a wagon collision—in which no two of the wit-

nesses could tell the same story, some of them had the wagon going

in so many different directions and the car going in two directions,

that the jury just laughed at them.

Under the decisions of our own courts and of the United States

Supreme Court, the court cannot compel the plaintiff in a damage

suit to submit to a physical examination, but our courts have held

that if the application is made and the plaintiff refuses to submit to

an examination, his refusal is a matter that can be argued before

the jury. It has been found desirable when a case is first called in

open court to make an offer in the presence of the jury to have the

plaintiff examined by any physician whom the court might nanie. If

the plaintiff refuses, it should be an indication to the jury that the

injuries are not genuine. Satisfactory results have been obtained by

this method.

Reputable lawyers, by united and concerted action can accom-

plish much toward breaking up the practice which prevails in most

parts of the country in damage cases, many of which practically

amount to blackmail, to which end I would offer the following sug-

gestions :

1. That an organization composed of a committee of young, ac-

tive and aggressive lawyers, to be known as a "vigilance commit-

tee," be formed in every large city. This committee should gather

all information possible in relation to the practices pursued by

shyster lawyers, unscrupulous physicians and ambulance chasers,

and should keep a record of the testimony given by unscrupulous

physicians who make a practice of testifying in cases as to serious

and permanent hidden injuries ; also keep a card index of all profes-

sional and suspicious witnesses, whether medical or otherwise, and

report this, with any other information bearing on the subject which

they may be able to gather, to the supreme bench of their respective

cities. This committee should be composed of men who are abso-

lutely honest and absolutely fearless and who would not be afraid

of a little criticism from the under element of the Bar.

2. The passage of a law by the legislatures of the various states,

which would not only disbar and punish the shyster lawyers who

persistently gun cases, but also punish the common ambulance

chaser, who, under existing conditions, is practically absolved from

any criminal action whatever. He is not a member of the bar,

but is one of the greatest curses with which the community has

to deal. Such a bill should meet with the approval of the better

element of the bar in all states and can only be opposed by the

shyster lawyer and his followers.

3. In the event of the failure of the previous suggestions, the

passage of a law by the legislatures of the various states which

would require plaintiffs in all cases before instituting suit to de-

posit with the clerk of the court in which the suit is brought, an

amount of money estimated to be sufiicicnt to cover the costs of

the suit, or to give security for like amount, said security to be

approved by the clerk of the court in which the suit is filed. This

in some cases might work a hardship, because it is undoubtedly

true that there are honest people who receive bona fide injuries

and who have a right of action who arc not financially able to

deposit the amount of costs, or to give security for same. This

objection might be overcome by the adoption by the various states

of an act of congress which authorizes the bringing of a suit In

Forma Pauperis. A still better method probably would be a law

making the attorneys who bring the suits personally responsible for

the costs. This, to my mind, would be the most effectual means

of driving the shyster lawyer from the court house or "temple of

justice," as he chooses to call it.

The ambulance chaser and the shyster lawyer are a menace to

society, an obstruction to business and a curse to the legal pro-

fession ; they prowl around like hungry wolves seeking whose

property they may devour. The question may well be asked, "Is

a man, even in the humbler walks of life, who by industry and

thrift has saved enough to procure a home for himself and family,

secure?" The ambulance chaser and shyster lawyer first leveled

their guns at steam railroads and street railways, as this class of

defendants comes in contact with a greater number of people than

any other public corporation. The work of the ambulance chaser

was gradually extended until it embraced private corporations,

manufacturing establishments, large mercantile houses which are

compelled to employ a great many persons, and the retail dealer

who may employ only a few clerks and drivers.

Today the shyster lawyer finds his way into the Iiome and drags

into court the ugly petty quarrels of the family, that would have

ntherwise been quietly and easily settled but for his bestial presence.

As the object of this association is to overcome this evil, I would

respectfully suggest and most earnestly urge that no effort be

spared for the elimination of the fakir, the injury fakir or ma-

lingerer, the shyster lawyer, the ambulance chaser and the un-

scrupulous doctor. When these factors are eliminated there willl

be a very noticeable decrease in the number of claims filed and

suits instituted. The three most able factors in combatting this

modern evil are the honest lawyer, the honest physician and the

public press.

Interstate Tunnel Railway Co.

Articles of incorporation were filed simultaneously at Albany

and Trenton, September 20th, of the Interstate Tunnel Railway

Co., of New York, and the Interstate Tunnel Railway Co., of

New Jersey. The incorporators are Tliomas N. McCarter, Charles

A. Sterling, Albert B. Carlton, Mark T. Cox, John B. McDonald.

Herbert H. Vreeland, John D. Crimmins, Robert A. C. Smith

and Henry D. MacDona. The companies will be operated as a

single traction concern for the mutual benefit of the New York

City Railway Co., formerly the Metropolitan, and the Public

Service Corporation of New Jersey.

These companies have been organized for the purpose of con-

structing a tunnel under the North River from the terminus in

Jersey City, at Erie and Twelfth Sts., to a terminus under Cham-
bers St., between Broadway and the Brooklyn Bridge terminal,

in the Borough of Manhattan, and to provide thereby better means

of communication between the business portions of the city of

New York and the territory served by the Public Service Cor-

poration, which operates all the surface lines in the counties of

Hudson, Essex, Passaic, Union, and Middlesex, in New Jersey.

The Public Service Corporation proposes to supplement its exist-

ing facilities in New Jersey by a new direct high-speed line from

Newark, with communication, without changes, to the proposed

tunnel in Jersey City, thus affording direct transportation from

its terminus in Newark to the city hall in New York in 20

minutes. Arrangements have also been made for a joint passen-

ger station at Jersey City, which will enable the Erie Railroad

Co. to transfer its suburban passengers to the proposed tunnel

line. The location of the proposed tunnel at the Manhattan end

has been made with a view to furnishing the best possible facili-

ties for the distribution of the traffic not only by means of the

,=;20 miles of the metropolitan surface lines, but also by the pro-

posed new rapid transit subways recently laid out by the Board

of Rapid Transit Commissioners.



Question Box of the Mechanical and Electrical Association.

COMJ'ir.KI) BY S. WALTER MOWRR, SECRRTARV.

As an indication uf llic interest taken by our members in making
this feature of the convention a success, 47 (|uestions were received

prior to June isth, the greater number of which arc here answered.

In some cases there is a decided difference of opinion—some do,

some do not—certain tilings arc costing one more than another, etc.

In most instances the reasons liave been carefully slated, and before

the convention, there will be time for those who do not to investigate

llic reasonableness of the statements of those who do, and be pre-

pared at that lime to ask more questions, or to more positively

defend their position.

For this is the primary object of the Question Box: to stimu-

late healthy discussion on miscellaneous subjects.

Therefore, while in its present condition it is partially complete

and contains many valuable ideas, it will not have accr)uiplished its

full purpose until it has been discussed at the convention, and further

replies in writing have been added.

As the time allowed for the consideration of the (Jucstion Box
will undoubtedly be limited, it will be necessary to dispense with

the reading of the printed answers, and I would respectfully suggest

that members prepare themselves to open, or enter into the discus-

sion of the various questions by reading them carefully before com-
ing to the meetings.

The figure after each answer iiidic.itcs the name of llic writer,

corresponding with the figure opposite bis name in the list following

Very respectfully,

.S. W. MOWI\R. Secretary.

No. I. C. R Baker, superintendent of motive power and machinery,

Boston Elevated Railway Co., Boston, Mass.

No. 2. F. F. Bodler, master mechanic. United Railroads of San

Francisco, San Francisco, Cal.

No. 3. D. W. Dozier, chief engineer. Twin City Rapid Transit Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

No. 4. T. M. DuBois, master mechanic, Syracuse Rapid Transit

Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

No. 5. v.. E. Franklin, master mechanic, Portland Consolidated

Railway Co., Portland, Ore.

No. 6. J. M. King, master mechanic, Danville Railway & Electric

Co., Danville, Va.

No. 7. W. 11. McMoney, superintendent of rolling stock, Denver

City Tramway Co., Denver, Col.

No. 8. Wm. Pestell, chief engineer, San Juan Light & Transit Co

,

New York, N. Y.

No. p. W. Boardman Reed, engineer maintenance of way and

buildings. New York City Railway Co., New York.

No. 10. P. J. Mitten, superintendent of overhead construction, Mil-

waukee Electric Railway & Light Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

No. II. G. J. Smith, master mechanic. Metropolitan Street Railway

Co., Kansas City, Mo.

No. 12. J. I,. Sullivan, master mechanic, St. Francois County Rail-

way Co., Farmington, Mo.
No. i.i. W. W'allerstedt, engineer of car equipment, Interborough

Rapid Transit Co., New York, N. Y.

No. 14. Iv T. Munger, master mechanic. Metropolitan West Sido

I'tlevated Ry. Co., Chicago, 111.

1. What is the best composition to use in setting an engine bed

on its foundation?

The best method of setting an engine bed on its foundation is to

grout it onto the foundation with portland cement. The cement

should be mixed one-half cement and one-half sand, and pourod

through a high gate in order to give it pressure to fill up thoroughly

under the bed plate. The engine should be staked up. and leveled

to the proper height and lined before pouring the cement. For the

same purpose, rust joints made from cast iron borings and driven or

calked under, after the engine has been leveled and lined up. are

often used. No. 3.

2. What arc the argumonis for and a.gainst a solid spider in large

generators?

I. The spider divided into lwi> i>r more parts has the advantage

of being less liable to shrinkage strain than it would be if cast in one

piece. It is also more easily handled and transported, and requires

less apparatus to place it on the .shaft.

The advantage of the solid spioei ii< , mi n-, ngirhty, and albo

in the fact that the shaft may be withdrawn from the spider with-
out interfering with the armature. However, the last point is of
no value with a large armature, and if sufTicienl care is taken, the
spider which has been assembled in parts, can be made as strong
and rigid as the solid spider. No. i.

2. Some of the arguments in favor of solid spiders in large

alternating current generators arc:

1st. Greater strength on account of solid core in place of spokes.

2nd. The fly-wheel and rotating portion of the generator are
combined into one piece, making a simpler design.

3rd. When the fly-wheel and rotating element of the generator are

combined, it docs not require as long a shaft and concentrates
the load at one point, thus allowing a shorter distance between
bearings. The reduction in length of shaft allows of greater

strength and cheaper shaft construction.

Some of the points against the use of a solid spider arc:

J St. Greater weight is required to obtain sufficient fly-wheel

eflfect on account of the metal being nearer the shaft. If the same
weight is concentrated in the rim, the rotating moment is, of course,

greatly increased. Owing to the design of a solid spider, it Is

usually necessary to make it of materials which can be built u?
instead of casting it in two or more sections.

2nd. The use of a solid spider in the ordinary alternating cur-

rent generator usually requires an abnormal diameter or an exces-

sive weight of rotating element in order to obtain the required fly-

wheel effect.

If this question refers to solid spiders as against split hub ami
spider, then some of the arguments for and against solid spiders

are

:

1st. Solid spiders give greater rigidity, and, it no internal strains

exist, due to shrinkage in cooling, they are much stronger than

split spiders of the same weight.

Some disadvantages of the solid spider are:

1st. That it requires a press to place it on the shaft when being

erected.

2nd. A single large casting is more difficult to produce, and
heavier to handle.

3rd. If a solid cast spider is not free from internal strains, it is

quite probable that the split spider will be the stronger of the two.

No. 8.

3. The principal objections to a solid spider in a generator are:

In large generators the excessive weight causes great trouble in

transportation. The great weight also makes the solid spider (for

large units') expensive and difficult to erect at the power station,

as it must be pulled over the engine shaft by special devices and
put into place by the help of hydraulic rams of 400 or 500 tons

capacity for the largest generators. In the case of the split spider,

it can be bolted together around the shaft, and is, of course, much
easier and less expensive to handle, hoth in transportation and

erection. The split spider, however, costs considerably more to

make than the solid spider. For small units the solid spider is

undoubtedly preferable to the split spider, while in large sizes the

split spider is probably the more satisfactory and economicaL

No. 3.

3. What is the best kind and grade of carbon brush for a 55r>-

volt direct current generator, and what has been the experience

with the various grades?

The grade of carbon brush to be used on a generator can be<rt

be determined by trial. A brush which works satisfactorily on

one generator may not be at all suitable for another. A low grade

carbon brush can be used with good results on but few 500-volt

generators where overloads are carried.

The brush from which we have obtiined the best service is a

high grade brush which contains a small percentage of graphite. The

condition of load and inherent characteristics of the generator deter-

mine which brush is best. No. I.

4. Which is the better form of brush holder for a generator:

one in which the carbon is free to move up and down, necessitating

the current passing the entire length of the brush and being taken

from the tip; or a holder which firmly grips the brush, and is de-
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signed with elasticity enough to allow of the brush following the

conii-iutDtor ?

1. Wi have a large number of generators using various kinds

of brush holders. From my observation I am of the opinion tlial

a brush xhich is firmly gripped by a holder which has spring enough

to hold the brush on the commutator with the proper pressure, gives

up and down i.. a holder which only serves as a guide.

Almost any holder is satisfactory during light loads, but it re-

quires a good holder and brush to give satisfactory service during

times of overload and abnormal conditions. A brush which is held

in a holder that merely serves as a guide is very apt to give trouble.

due to area of contact between brush and pigtail not being great

enough, which causes the pigtail to burn off.

Again, if the brush has a soldered cap on the end. it is not uu

uSBal for this cap to become unsoldered owing to the brush heating

up. If a holder is used which firmly grips the brush, troubles

similar to the above do not occur. No. i.

2. I think a brush holder that firmly grips the brush the best

form of holder if designed so as to make quick changes when neces-

sary t<3 change brushes. No. 6.

5. Does a storage battery working in conjunction with a power
house with moderately fluctuating loads, show an ultimate economy?
The advantages of a storage battery working in conjunction with

a power station with moderately fluctuating loads depends to a

great e.xtent upon the total capacity of the station. If the plant ii

small and has but a few generating units, a battery is somelimt-s

very useful for carrying the peak and light loads, and can also be

used as a standby in case of accident to any of the generating ap-

paratus.

If the station is a large one, the principal use of a storage bat-

tery is to take the momentary fluctuations, but when these fluctua-

tions are small as compared with the size of a generating unit, the

first cost and maintenance of a battery having sufficient capacity

to carry the peak load or to be of use as a standby is usually too

great to warrant its installation. When greater capacity is needed

in a large station having a moderately fluctuating load, it is usually

found advisable to install additional generating apparatus instead

of storage batteries.

Frequently the battery is useful as an insurance against inter-

ru|)tion to service, due to its ability to supply sudden demands in

case of breakdown to generating units or cables, and the value of

this as an insurance may entirely outweigh the question of first cost

and economy. No. 8.

6. What is a good cleaner for slate switchboards, where burned

around the circuit breakers?

First clean off with sand-paper; then give one coat of any good

filler that will not carry current. When dry. putty up all uneven

surfaces, using good, hard drying putty. Rub down with rock

pumice stone, clean off and give one or two coats of color, give two

coats of japan, varnish, after thoroughly dry, pohsh in the usual

way. A good polish can be made from butter of antimony and

raw oil. . No. 14.

7. What economies are shown by buying coal on specification uf

high calorific value contracts?

The buying on coal on specification of high calorific value con

tracts is done to protect the purchaser by keeping the coal up to tin-

contract standard, with a penalty of a rebate for every B. t. u. below

the number of units stipulated in the contract. Otherwise there

would be practically no way to prevent the seller from supplying

coal of a very much inferior grade than that considered when the

contract was made. In a number of power stations, when coal is

bought as above, every cargo or car of coal is tested for its calorific

value at the station when received. No. 3.

8. Does the advantage obtained from the use of ''Phono-Electric"

trolley wire outweigh the disadvantage experienced on account of

its reduced conductivity?

The advantages obtained from the use of "Phono-Electric" trol-

ley wire depend primarily upon the amount of traffic over and the

curvature of the line. Its use is desirable on curves in practically all

cases, as the length of wire in use for sucli purposes does not mate-

rially afifect the resistance of the whole line, and with the ordinary

sizes of trolley wire it has sufficient cnnductivity for all practical

purposes. Wherever the conductivity may not be sufficient, it is

advisable to erect feed wire in connection with it. The "Phono-

Electric" wire has sufficiently increased wearing qualities to warrant

further investment for feed wire, as the interest and maintenance

charge will be much less with this arrangement than with the

common trolley wire used alone.

Its use on straight lines is only advisable where cars are run-

ning cm very short headway, in which case sufficient feed wire may
be erected to take care of the difference in resistance between the

"Phono-Electric" and hard drawn trolley wire, the increased interest

being easily taken care of bv the difference in maintenance as above

No. 8.

9. What style of trolley ear do you recommend? What are the

points of advantage of the "Clinch," "Semi-clinch," soldered ear,

etc.?

The best, for all purposes, is the mechanical clamp ear, being

easily attached to the wire during construction and permitting of

ready adjustment when overhauling and tightening trolley wire.

By using the combination of ear and hanger, as shown (thus

bringing the span wire in close proximity with the trolley wire), a

very short ear may be employed, and the possibility of kinking

trolley wires at hangers is then obviated. The employment of a

flexible suspension, permitting the hanger tn move readily in a

MILWAUKEE TROLLEY HANGER.

vertical direction, ami slightly horizontally, will overcome the diffi-

culty arising from fraction due to crystallization of trolley wire at

the point of the ear.

A soldered ear .should never be used. The heat necessary to

attach softens the wire at its most vital point. No. 10.

10. What is the most common cause of flash-overs on small four-

pole motors?

There are several causes for this : Weak fields, due to insulation

rotting from the wires, causing them to come together, and shorten-

ing the field ; brush holders not spaced to cover the exact number

of bars on the commutator or placed to one side. They should point

exactly to the center of the armature shaft ; otherwise, as the com-

mutator wears down they will throw out of line, covering the wrong

bars on the commutator.

Proper care should be taken in winding armatures to get the

commutator bars perfectly lined with the slot in the armature core,

and the proper lead from the coil to the proper bar in the commuta-

tor; otherwise with the coil lead one bar either way it will give the

same effect as with t\*e brush holders a little to one side, causing the

brush holders to flash over. No. 4.

II. What is the best method of inspecting motors for low bear-

ings?

1. By going over the motor shell carefully immediately after

coming in from service and feeHng of it on all sides, should one side

be warmer than the other it would denote that the armature is

crowding that side and touching slightly. By careful inspection, it

may be discovered in this way before doing any injury to the arma-

ture. No. 4.

2. Most motors are now designed with a removable cover on

the bottom shell at the commutator end, whereby free access is

obtained to gage the air gap between the armature and bottom field

I
pole.

A simple gago for this purpose, consisting of a piece of sprins

brass about l A2-in. thick with a width of %-in and long enough to
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rc-.icli liic- lull IriiKtli <jf llic: pole, has been used to advantage. By

riveting a binail ijicn: of brass Oil each end, the gage can be um-i1

in inspecting the stamlard as well as the niinimum air gap allowi-rl.

.Vo. i.v

3. Cars slioiilil 111' inn over the pit at least twice a month, an'!

the clearance between arniatnre ami poll- pieces inspected, by reniuv

ing clearance cover from lower half of motor casing. All bolts and

the condition nf grease boxes should be e.xaniined at the same time.

On an internrban road motors should be inspected as often as is

possible, bill imist not be allowed to rnn over one week without

inspection. No. 12.

4. G. ]'",. sK motors can oftentimes be satisfactorily inspected by

laUing a "candle look" through the hand holes. If in doubt, how
ever, the clear.iiiee may be ascertained by t.nking a narrow strip

"^
z:}

^
3^

GAGE TO I.OCATK LOW ARMATURE BEARING.

of fibre and moving it between the pole piece and armature. By

keeping the shells tight in the boxes, better results are obtained than

if they arc put in loose, as I have seen some do. The shaft should

be kept true to get the longest wear from the bearings. No. 5.

S. We use a piece of iron for a gage, as per sketch, to locate low

bearings. This is shoved in between the armature and lower pole

piece. An armature in first-class condition should take the large

end of the gage; if it will not take the large end and the small end

enters freely, the car is left in service and a record made that the

armature is working down. The car is then carefully watched until

the small end of the gage just enters, when the car is sent to the

shop for repairs. No. 14.

12. How often should motors be overliauled; if on a mileage

basis, how many miles?

1. This should be left to the judgment of the man in charge, as

it depends greatly on the design of the motors and on the con-

ditions under which they are operated.

Our cars are ordered in for general overhauling about every four-

teenth month, the maNimum mileage of the motors during this period

being 65,000, the average 52,100 and the minimum 43,500 miles.

No. 13

2. Motors should be overhauled according to inspection, as the

mileage basis will not apply equally to city and internrban service.

No. 4.

3. This depends upon the condition of armature and field coils,

pinion, commutator, and bearings. Usually only the last two condi-

tions arc taken into consideration when the word "overhauling" is

GaO«,C »-0»» VllNIMWM

GAGE TO I.OCATK LOW ARMATURE BKARING.

used. The style of motor, methods of lubrication, ipiality of babbitt

in bearings, quality of copper in commutators, kind of brushes used,

and service conditions vary widely. On 2-motor G. It. 1,000 equip-

ments, 10-ton single truck cars, an average of 10.000 miles is con-

sidered right in one western city. On 4-motor G. E. i.ooo equip-

ments, 20-lon double truck cars, 14,000 miles is considered right in

the same city. On 4-motor G. E. 800 equipments, 16 ton cars, 9,000

miles is all that can be got in the same city. No. 2.

4. G. E. 58 motors should be overhauled every 90 days for in-

spection and cleaning : \\^ P. or the 800 class should be overhauled

every 30 days. No. 5.

5. DifTercnt types of motors need different attention ; a motor

run in grease should be overhauled every 90 or too days, one run

in oil every six months; this is general overhauling. No. 12.

13. What should be the composition of babbitt metal for motor

bearings?

I. The following babbitt metal composition makes a long-lived

and tough metal, that will not pound out nor he too severe on the

armature shaft; 100 lb. tin, 10 lb. copper, 10 lb. antimony. No. 4.

2. We are using liic following composition with good residts:

83 1/3 lb. tin, 8 1/3 lb. antimony, 8 1/3 lb. copper.

Our motor bearings have without rcbabbittinK an average mile-

age of 52,100, with an oil consumption costing $<wj8y per 1,000 car-

miles, the cars being equipped with two 125-h. p. molori..

No. 13.

3. A good composition of bearing metal for motor Ixrarings is:

105 lb. copiier, 60 or 55 lb. phosphor-bronze, 9% lb. tin, 25 lb. lead.

I'hosphor-bronze is composed of copper, 79.7, tin 10, lead 9.5 and

phosphorus, 0.8 per cent. No 3.

4. 10 parts tin to I part antimony. No. 7.

14. Do you use fell wicking or waste packing with oil in your car

journal boxes?

1. Wool waste packing with oil is used on the Subway and Man-

hattan Divisions of the Intcrborough Rapid Transit Co., New York

City. No. 13.

2. Elastic wool waste is far superior to felt wicking for journal

boxes, from the standpoint of economy and efficiency. No. 2.

3. Wool waste well saturated with oil and packed under the

axle so as to give a pressure on the under side of the axle, filling

the top with a heavy cup grease, gives satisfactory results. No. 4.

4. We use wool waste with good results. No. 5.

5. Wool waste packed with oil. No. 7.

6. Felt wicking. No. 6.

7. Wool waste packing I have found to be all right when waste

and oil arc properly mixed. No. 12.

8. We use waste packing with oil in our car journal boxes.

No. 14-

IS- What should be the chemical composition of a good car oil?

1. This company is using a composition of crude oil, whale oil

and red lead. No. I3-

2. Analysis of a car and motor oil that we consider very good:

Specific gravity 25°, flash test 425° Fahr., fire test 495^ Fahr.,

cold test 15 to 20' Fahr. below o, viscosity 25.5 at 68- Fahr., or the

viscosity, as compared with that of water at that temperature.

No. 7.

16. What is an economical figure for lubrication Cper mile) of a

20-ton car equipped with four 40-b. p. motors?

1. A figure showing good economy would be i9Vz to 20 cents per

1,000 miles. No. 13.

2. This is a hard matter to determine. Very few roads are able

or will give any data as to the cost of lubrication. From data of

our own at hand, we would judge that 18 cents per 1,000 miles, with

oil at 20 cents per gallon, should be the maximum with cars equipped

with four 40-h. p. motors, designed for oil lubrication and air brakes

with independent motor compressors. This figure should cover all

the oil used about the car.

There is no doubt in our minds that this figure could be reduced

to 12 cents or less with close attention.

We have found that the latest type of motors only require oiling

every 10 or 15 days, and the cost of our oil on this type of equip-

ment is not above 11 cents. We have not the exact data, as we

operate cars equipped with the syphon lubricator on the same divis-

ion, and the cost per 1,000 miles is figured as a whole. No. 11.

3. About 28 cents per 1,000 car-miles. No. 7.

4. Eight cents per 1,000 car-miles for all oil and grease used.

No. 14.

(To be continued)

Consul-General Hanna, of Monterey, writes that the street car

properties of Monterey have changed hands, and that they have been

very much improved. It is the purpose of the new owners to re-

build the entire system and establish a modem up-to-date service

for the city; which it is believed will be installed in less than a year.

The receipts of the Manchester Corporation Tramways for 12

months ended March 31st, amounted to ^631,955. The working ex-

penses were £411.597, so that a gross profit of £220.358 was shown.

This, after making provision for interest, redemption of debt, and

income tax, enabled the corporation to apportion £46,000 in aid of

rates. £4.043 in street improvements, and £70.907 to renewals and

ilepreciation. The £46.000 in aid of rates was still further in-

creased by the addition of £5,000 transferred from a reserve fund

acumulated in former years.
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The National Electric Co'
Induction Motors.

New

The accompanying illustrations show the detaib of a new type

of induction motor which has just been put upon the market by

the National Electric Co., of Milwaukee. 'Hicse machines are of

extremely heavy and substantial construction, and may be operated

cither from the floor, side wall or ceiling, by changing the brackets

which carry the bearings. Owing to the high speeds at which

these motors run, and the small space between the stator and

rotor, a. very heavy shaft is used, while the bearings are of large

area so as to eliminate as far as pcis^ilic any variations in the

air gap.

INDUCTION MOTOR PARTS. /

The frame is of cast iron into which tlic laminations arc as-

sembled. All the windings are form-wound, and between each

coil air space is provided to take care of the heating. Ventila-

tion has also been carefully provided for, there being numerous

openings in the frame, and ventilating spaces between the lami-

nations. The rotor is of the squirrel-cage type, and the bear-

ings are self oiling and have wearing surfaces of large proportions.

An auto starter is furnished with the squirrel-cage type, consisting

of transformers connected across the line with voltage taps suit-

able for starting the motor under different conditions of load. .^

switch is provided for throwing the motor from one voltage to

RECENT TYPE OF INDUCTION MOTOR.

another. All of this apparatus is immersed in a tank of oil,

which makes it sufficiently reliable to operate at high voltages

and which takes care of any heating due to starting under heavy

torque.

The Educational Committee of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Em-

ployes Benefit Association has arranged to conduct a series of inter-

esting free lectures and demonstrations during the coming winter.

A class has also been organized for physical culture and a bowling

leagiie established among the employes of the different departments

New Westinghouse Railway Motor.

The progress in electric railway work has constantly called fo;

a heavier rolling stock and faster schedules, and these in turn

have necessitated increase in size of the motors. This increase

in size has necessarily been marked by mechanical changes, many
of which are included in the design of the new No. 113 motor

illustrated herewith, and lately placed upon the market by the West-

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. The smallest motor of this

type is 75 h. p., and the largest 200 h. p., with several sizes between

these figures.

One of the characteristic features of this type is the diagonally

divided field frame which makes every part of the motor accessible.

Other special points arc the gear case, supported entirely at the

ends so as to avoid side strains ; housings for armature bearings

clamped between two halves of the frame ; large size bearings

with a new and effective system of lubrication ; armature and

commutator assembled on a single spider; bar wound armature

with split coils. All of the motors of this type have cast steel

frames split at an angle of 45 degrees with the horizontal. The
axle bearings arc carried with the lower half of the split frame,

and arc divided at an angle of 45 degrees with the perpendicular,

so that the weight of the motor is supported almost entirely b\

the part of the frame extending over the axle, rather than by tin

axle cap bolts. By lifting off the upper half of the field castings,

WESTINGHOUSE 200-H.P. MOTOR.

the armature may be removed without dismounting the motor; or

the motor may be removed from the truck by merely taking off the

gear case and axle caps.

The armature bearings are of solid phosphor bronze, and oil and

waste lubrication is provided. The pole pieces and armature core

are built up of steel punchings, and the armature coils, which arc

made in two parts, are arranged so that the top coils which are

most liable to injury, may be removed without disturbing the rcsl

of the winding. Tlie motors are supported by nose suspension, with

safety lugs. All of the details of this type of motor have been

carefully and thoroughly worked out.

•--^

New York City Railway Earnings.

The quarterly report of the New York City Railway Co., in-

cluding the Third Avenue line, for the quarter ended June 30,

1905, is as follows:

1905 1904 Increase.

Gross • $4,417,081 $4,479,812 *$62,73i

Expenses •• 2,420,230 2.512,543 *92,3I3

Net ..$1,996,851 $1,567,269 $29,s8i

Other income 3-5.738 133,525 192,213

Total income $2,322,589 $2,100,794 $221,795

Fixed charges 2,793,539 2,513,420 2S0.119

Deficit . . • • $470,950 $412,626 $58,324

The consolidated income account for the year ended June 30,

1905. compares as follows

:

1905 1904 Increase.

Gross $i7,907,3(jy $i7-757,6;o $149,749

Expenses 10,031,129 9.530,360 500,769

Net $7,876,270 $8,227,290 *$35i,020

Other income 1,225,818 1.086,209 139,600

Total income $9,102,088 $9,313,499 *$2U,4ii

Fixed charges 11,497,415 10,368,283 1,129,132

Deficit $2,.39S,327 $1,054,784 $1,340,543

Decrease.
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I'crsonal.

MK. J. 1'. NlilL lias been appointed assistant secretary <if the

Equitable 'I'riisl Co., Chicago, vice Mr. C. llnntoon, assistant sec-

retary anc] treasurer, resigned.

MR. I'", li. IIUNI'INGTON, .secretary of the ICaslern Wisconsin

Railway S Unlit Co., was recently elected vice-president of the same

cnnipaiiy, lo fill llie vacancy caused by the rcsiRnation of the vice-

president and general manager, T. V. Grover.

MR. JAMI'.S I1I':YW00D, who since 1893 has been in the cm-

ploy of the i'liiladclpliia Rapid Transit Co., and for the last few

years assistant superintendent of lines and cables, has succeeded Mr.

1'". II. Lincoln as superintendent of lines and cables, Mr. Lincoln

having been appointed assistant general manager of the company.

MR. JAMICS C. IIAIN, enginerr nf masonry construction for the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. I'aul railroad, has resigned that position

lo become associated with J. C While & Co. in the same capacity.

Mr. Hain graduated in 18(13 f'""' the University of Wisconsin, and

has been connected with the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul rail-

road for ten years and was appointed engineer of masonry con-

slruclioii in Kjoi.

MR. EDWARD G. CONNKTTK, whose resignation last July as

vice-president and general manager of the Syracuse Rapid Transit

Co. was not accepted by the board of directors, has since obtained

his release and has accepted the position of general manager of the

Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Co., of Worcester, Mass.

Mr. John J. Stanley, general manager of the Cleveland Electric

Railway Co., has been appointed vice-president of the company,

and Mr. John E. DufTy, superintendent of the Syracuse Rapid Tran-

sit Co., will retain that position, having practical charge of the

operation of the system. Mr. Stanley will retain his position as

general manager of the Cleveland Electric Railway Co., it being his

intention to spend only a few days each month in Syracuse.

PROF. BERNARD V. SWENSON, the recently elected secre-

tary and treasurer of the American Street & Interurban Railway

Association, was born in Chicago, May 3, 1872. He received his

early education in the public schools in this city and at the Chi-

cago Manual Training School, from which latter institution he

graduated in 1889. Professor Swenson then entered the Uni-

versity of Illinois, graduating in 1893 and completing both the

courses in mechanical and electrical engineering and receiving the

degree of bachelor of science in each course. From 1893 to 189S

he was an instructor in the university and during the last three

years was assistant professor of electrical engineering. In i8c^)

Professor Swenson was appointed assistant professor of electrical

engineering at the University of Wisconsin, which position he re-

tained up to his present appointment. In 1901 he received the

master's degree in mechanical engineering from the University 01

Illinois and the master's degree in electrical engineering from the

University of Wisconsin. During the past year he has been on

leave of absence on account of this work with the Electric Rail-

way Test Commission. Professor Swenson was a member of the

International Jury of Awards at the Louisiana Purchase Expo-

sition, an author of electrical engineering publications, joint editor

of the report of Electrical Railway Test Commission, and has

also been a frequent contributor to the technical press. He i.<

a member of the American Institution of Electrical Engineers and

of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and is an as-

sociate member of National Electric Light Association. Professor

Swenson has also acted as consulting engineer in the design, con-

struction and testing of electric light and power plants and elec-

tric railways and his intimate acquaintance with and experience

in electrical and mechanical engineering render him well fitted

for the office of secretary of the new association.

libiary board of the city for many years, and in addition to his

public ofliccd, was also prominently identified with numerous busi-

ness interests. Mr. Muskins wat a 32iid degree Mason and a promi-

nent member of the Knights of Pythias.

Obituary.

MR. FRANK B. HOSKINS, president of the Eastern Wisconsin

Railway & Light Co., and ex-mayor of Fond du Lac, died Monday.

Sept. iSth, of acute appendicitis. Mr. Hoskins was one of Fond du

Lac's foremost citizens, and had been closely identified with the

history of the city for 23 years. He was elected register of deeds

of Fond du Lac County in 1878, and for several years thereafter

served as a member of the board of education, and as a member
of the common council. In 189S he was elected mayor of Fond du

Lac, and was re-elected in 1890. He was also president of the

Spokane <V Inlaiul Railway (]<).

A contract has just been closed with the S|K)kanc & Inland

Railway Co by the Westiiighousc Electric & Manufacturing Co. of

Pittsburg, Pa., for the equipment of an electric road, the present

terminals of which will be Spokane, Wash., and Moscow, Idaho, 146

miles apart. An article describing the route and preliminary

plans of this road appeared in the "Street Railway Review," Aug.

'.V '905. 'lie roadway is completed from Spokane to Waverly,

a distance of 34 miles, and operation will be begun on this as

soon as possible. 'I'he road is a home enterprise the slock being

held entirely by men living in the district through which the line

passes,—business men, professional men and farmers. The di-

rectors of the company arc J. P. Graves, president, F. A. Black-

well, vice-president, F. Ix-wis Clark, John Twohy and Alfred Cool-

'dge.

The single-phase alternating-current system of operation will

be used. Besides the passenger traffic the company is preparing

to do a heavy freight business and also to carry mail and cx-

Iircss. Power for the operation of the road will be purchased

from the Washington Water Power Co. which will supply 3-phase

current at 4,000 volts pressure, 60 cycle, to a frequency changing

station approximately i 1-2 miles from the generating station.

Seven 7S0-kw. oil-insulated water-cooled transformers will step

down the voltage from 4,000 to 2,000 volts, the potential for which

the induction motors of the frequency changing sets arc wound.

There will be four of these motor-generators or frequency chang-

ers of i,ooo-kw. capacity each at normal rating. Each consists

of a i,ooo-h.p., 3-phase, 2,000-volt, 6o-cyclc induction motor, a

i,(xx)-kw. single-phase, 2,200-volt, 25-cyclc revolving field alter-

nator, and a 750-h.p., 550-volt direct current generator which is

to float on the storage battery .acting alternately as a motor and

generator. The three machines will be mounted on a single bed

plate with seven bearings. Exciting current for the alternators

will be supplied by three sets, each consisting of a 75-h.p., 3-phase,

2,000-volt induction motor and a 50-kw. d. c. generator.

Nine 675-kw. oil-insulated water-cooled transformers will step

up the voltage from 2,200 to 45,000 volts, at which pressure it will

be transmitted to the fifteen static transformer sub-stations, each

containing two 37S-kw., 45,000-6,600 volt oil-insulated self-cooling

transformers. A 23-panel switchboard, electrically operated autr-

matic oil circuit-breakers, and protective apparatus complete the

equipment of the frequency changing station. Low equivalent

lightning arresters and choke coils are provided for both primary

and secondary circuits in all sub-stations.

The transmission lines will consist of two No. 2 copper wires

and the trolley will be of the standard catenary construction, us-

ing a No. 000 wire and carrying current at 6,600 volts.

Each passenger car will be equipped with four loo-h.p. motors,

capable of maintaining a schedule speed of 35 to 40 miles an

hour. In the freight service four 150-h.p. motors will be used on

each car. For the heavy freight service double locomotives weigh-

ing approximately 70 to 80 tons will be used, each consisting of

two parts and each part a complete 35 to 40-ton locomotive. Two
or more of these locomotives may be coupled together and oper-

ated from the front cab as a single unit The motor cars and lo-

comotives will all be operated by the Westinghouse multiple imit

control system. The motors will operate under three different

conditions,—6,600 volts alternating current in the interurban dis-

tricts, 700 volts alternating current in the smaller towns, and 575

direct current in the cit>- of Spokane.

The Lake Shore & Midiigan Southern R. R. has announced a re-

duction of 50 per cent in passenger rates between Toledo, O. and

Bryan, O., and Toledo and Adrain, Mich., to meet the competition

of the Toledo & Indiana and the Toledo & Western interurban lines.

Arrangements for the use ot interchangeable coupon ticket

books have now been made by 20 interurban electric railways in

Ohio, Indiana and Michigan, representing a total mileage of about

1,700 miles.
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Electric Marker Lamps.

The Lintern Car Signal Co., 312 Electric Building, Cleveland,

O., has recently placed on the market an electric marker or tail-

light, after a long and exhaustive test. The value of a marker
that does not require any daily atlontinn and that will remain ui

at the discretion of ihc road, ?omc companies having cars equipped

with portable telephones, others having telephones in pole boxes,

and in other instances orders arc only given at way stations. In

any instance a register is placed at the despatcher's office and one at

each of the receiving points.

The despatohcr writes the orders given, prndui'ing; triplii'.Tte ropies
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operation when the trolley is off, is readily apparent to the oper-

ating manager. More than one light can be used if desired, this

being accomplished by introducing a 6-volt battery in the lighting

circuit of the car, as shown in the sketch herewith, and running

a low-voltage circuit from the battery for the marker lamps.

When the trolley is on the wire there is no current drawn from

the battery, the marker lamps operating from the ligliting circuits,

while the current not needed for the lamps charges the battery.

The battery is capable of discharging one ampere for 30

hours, or two amperes for 15 hours, and weighs 45 lbs. As
the discharging from the battery normally is only momen-
tarily and as the lamp circuits in the car are in operation

considerably more than the marker lamps, the battery is in

the nature of an emergency feature; consequently the de-

mands on it are comparatively rare, insuring a life of several

years for the battery.

The capacity of the lamp in candle-power seems low when
compared to the ordinary incandescent lamp, but when compared

with the oil lights, it gives a brighter light and is distinguishable

at a greater distance than an oil lamp when in the best possible

condition, and as the oil lamp's efficiency is dependent on ics

being well trimmed, having good wicks with good adjustment,

sufficient and good oil, the average efficiency of the electric lamp

is far greater than that of the oil. The lamps are eight volts, one

ampere, but are working on a six-volt circuit, which increases life

of lamp 50 per cent. The fact that two lamps or more can be

used almost as cheaply as one, is of great importance in practical

railroading, and the greater reliability and efficiency of the elec-

tric marker, together with its minimum cost of maintenance and

operation recommend it to the use of electric railways.

The Egry Despatching System.

The Egry despatching system for train orders offers a complete

departure from the old method and has for its advantages security,

protection and simplicity. Written orders are re(juired for all car

EGRY NO. 90 .MANIFOLDER.

movements, except, of course, when cars meet according to sched-

ule, and special registers are used, as shown in the accompanying

illustration. The method of placing these registers is generally

at one writing, places one copy on file for his reference and sends

one to the general office with despatch sheet. The third record is con-

cealed in the locked receptacle of the register. It may be extracted

when desired and all orders carefully compared and checked.

The conductor in receiving an order over the telephone, after

writing the order, by the turning of the crank, withdraws two of the

copies of the order and the third copy remains in the register. Ac-

cess to these registers cannot be had by anyone save the authorized

official of the road, who has the key. The conductor reads the

order back to the despatcher for his "complete" and delivers one

copy to the motorman. Thus, it is an easy matter to determine any

leaks or loopholes, causing waste of time, carelessness, causes of

accidents, as well as other deficiencies.

This system is the product of the Egry Autographic Register Co.,

Dayton, Ohio, which also has devised a system of railway billing,

the principles of which are similar to its registers, bills of lading,

waybill and auditor's slip being made at one writing. Among the

electric railway companies using either the Egry despatching or bill-

ing system are the Indianapolis & Martinsville Rapid Transit Co.

;

the Interurban Railway Co., Des Moines, la. ; Columbus, London &
Springfield Railway Co. ; the electric branches of the Boston &
Maine R. R. ; the Evansville & Princeton Traction Co., and the in-

terurban lines at Dayton, O.

Cars and Trucks.

The J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia, Pa., is distributing a verj'

complete publication descriptive of modern types of city and in-

terurban cars and trucks. The cars and trucks shown in the

publication are characteristic of the regular output of its plants

and represent standard types established in general practice,

rather than those types possessing features intended to meet

peculiar local conditions. The publication includes illustrations

and complete descriptions of the various cars built by this com-

pany for interurban service and city service, including the Brill

semi-convertible type, the Stephenson semi-convertible type, the

Brill convertible type and the combined convertible and semi-con-

vertible types of cars. Also the Brill "Narragansett" type of open

car, standard single and double truck, open and closed cars, the

"California" type of car, combination open and closed cars, top

seat cars and drawing room cars. Baggage, express and i)ortable

sub-station cars, snow plows and sweepers, sprinkler cars and a

complete line of Brill trucks are also shown and described in

detail, as well as the many supplies and car specialties manu-

factured by this company. The publication is an excellent ex-

ample of what is best in the printers' art, as well as a complete

directory to modern practices in car and truck building. This

well executed catalog is one that will be much used for reference.

-•-

The Chicago & Alton R. R. has discontinued the interurban ser-

vice it established last summer in competition with the electric

railwavs of Central Illinois.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. will equip its cars during the

coming winter with a new type of vestibule, the first shipment of

whicli has already been received from the John Stephenson Co.
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(convertible (]ars for Shrevcport. La.

The Slirevfpiii I (l,;i.) Traction Vo. has pul im its lines witliiii

the last month several handsunic cars of the convertible type of the

American Car Co. under the Brill patents. The company operates

about 12 miles of line in Shrevcport and West Shreveport. This

type of ciinvcrtihle car is in considerable use in the Rulf slates,

where the climate is scnii-tropiral nnil the aliniidaiit rainfall an<l

moist atmosphere during a large part of the year require a char

acter of conslrnction more than ordinarily good to he absohilcly im

pervious to water.

Attention is directed to the sill step, which is a modification of

the Nnrrniigansclt type. This step is wider than appears in tln'

IMtKlllR SHUIiVICI'ORT CAR.

photograph and gives ample room for secure foothold. The cover

plates for the openings over these steps when the panels are drawn

down may bo plainly seen in their folded position. When the car

is closed these plates arc raised flush with the floor and present an

even surface ; the value of this extra step will be at once recognized

when it is noticed that double trucks having equal sized wheels

are used under the cars. With such trucks the car floor is too high

to be easily and safely reached by a single step. The running board

is the same height from the track as the platform step and from sill

step to car floor is same height as from platform to car floor. These
heights are respectively 18, 14I4 and yyi in. In the illustration of

the exterior of the car two pairs of windows arc shown raised at

different heights and a pair of sashes and windows are raised en-

tirely into the pockets in the side roofs. The operation of raising

form at front end of car is intended for use of motorman only,

while that at rear is long and of the "Detroit" type, divided with a

handrail.

The general dimensions of the car are: Length over body, 30 ft

8 in.; over crown pieces, 41 ft. 4'A in.; over panel from crown piece,

4 ft. 6 in. at front end, and 6 ft. 2}/, in. at rear end; width over

sills, 8 ft. I in.; width over posts at belt, 8 ft. S in.; sweep of posts,

i'/2 in. ; center to center of posts, 2 ft. 7 in.; side sills, 2'/^ x 7J4 in-

J

Z-iron sills, 6% x B 3-16 x 15-16 in.; thickness of corner posts, 3>4

in. and of side posts, 3J^ in. The seats arc 36 in long and the aisle

23 in. wide. Among the other patented specialties with which the

car is equipped are the builders' folding gates. Brill sand boxes,

angle iron bumpers, platform gongs, brake handles, and step-over

back seats, signal bells and drawbars. The cars .ire mounted on

Brill No. 27-GEl trucks having solid forged side frames and 4-ft.

wheel base and .l.l-in. wheels. Each car has four 40-h. p. motors.

Northwestern Elevated Annual Report.

1 he ainmal report of the Northwestern Elevated Railroad Co.

for the year ending June 30th, 1905, has just Ijeen published. It

shows the total earnings, including the loop net earnings to be

51,786,414. operating expenses $616,628, net earnings, $1,169,786,

lixed charges and taxes $952,627, surplus for year $217,159. In the

operating expenses is included an item of $39,500, which was set

aside in monthly installments for betterment and maintenance of

structure. The taxes include the conpensation to the city on ac-

count of the loop. The total number of passengers carried during

the fiscal year was 26,812,825, being a daily average of 73,460, or

an increase of 5.4s per cent over the previous year. The ratio

of operating expenses, maintenance reserve, loop account and taxes

to the earnings was 62.04 per cent.

Crane Quick-Opening Self-Packing Radiator
Valve.

The Crane Co.. Chicago, has recently designed and is now placing

on the market a new quick-opening, self-packing steam radiator

valve, which is illustrated herewith. By a special device, placed

in the stuffing bo.xes of these valves, the packing is automatically

kept tight and precludes the possibility of leaking. This device con-

sists of a vulcanized washer, located in the top of the stuffing bo.x

and kept in position by spring compression. The valves open and

close by turning a lever handle one-half turn, a quick and easy

operation which will be readily appreciated.

The ronstrnction of these valves is such, that when closed the

NEW TVI'E IIF (\K FOR SHREVEPORT TRACTION CO. UtANK gllCK-OI'E.NMXC SELF-PACKING KAI.IATOR VALVE.

and lowering tl\e sashes is sul^cionlly easy and simple fur persons

of moderate strength .ind ordinary intelligence. Therefore, pas-

sengers may accomplish it and thus assist the motorman in closing

the car in case of a sudden storm, and conversion in such cases

being practically instantaneous. The interiors are finished in golden

oak with three-ply birch veneer ceilings tinted a light green. The
seat backs are provided with brackets between the hacks and posts

which enclose the space and also provide h.and grips for the use of

passengers in entering and Kavint; by the side openings. The plat-

discs bear on the seats very tightly, and the valve is locked in place

until released. The bonnets of these valves are interchangeable

with the bonnets of Crane regular radiator valves and the user may
equip his old valves with these new and important improvements.

These valves have artistically designed proportions and add much
to the appearance of a nicely furnished apartment, by their sym-

metrical proportions and general rich appearance. The level han-

dles are made from cherry wood, painted a rich black color, which

contrasts very nicely with the nickel plated trimmings of the valves.
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Motor. Driven Tools in the Plant of the John
Simmons Co.

The John Simmons Co., no Center St., New York City, built

an addition to its plant about a year ago to be occupied, mainly,

by tools for work on large pipe, steel and iron fittings. A fea-

ture in the installation of these new tools was the substitution

of individual motor drive for shaft drive, which not only made

the machines capable of being run at more efficient speeds but made

it possible to install a generating plant of smaller capacity than

was formerly required. The power equipment, which is used for

furnishing light and power for the entire building, consists of

a 150-h. p. direct-connected set which supplies current at 240 volts

and has a capacity of 100 kw. The current is distributed over a

4-wire multiple voltage sy.'item from which six voltages arc avail-

able, from 40 volts to the total voltage of the line.

The largest machine in the shop is a 2-spindle, 48 and 26-in.

lathe, power for which is obtained from a 13-h. p. semi-enclosed

motor running at 1,100 r. p. m. It drives through an intermediati:

gear to a gear on the largest step of the cone pulley, and the

controller is placed on the floor near the tail end of the lathe,

being manipulated through a shaft on the carriage apron so that

MOTOR-DEIN'EN MILLING MACHINE.

the operator may control the motor without moving from his

position. Other machines installed which are motor-driven, in-

clude a 24-in. planer drive shaper, a 22-in. drill, a 24-in. crank

shaper, three small lathes for brass work, three lathes of slightly

heavier construction used for iron work and a No. 3 universal

milling machine, which latter tool is illustrated. The mounting

of the motor and the connection to the drive arc shown in the

illustration. This machine is driven by a i-h. p. motor running

at 1,200 r. p. m. and supported on a bracket mounted on top of

the machine. Another bracket supports an intermediate shaft to

which the motor connects by a Renolds "silent" cliain, A pinion

engaging gear teeth on the middle step of the cone pulley is

mounted on the chain sprocket. Other than these there are no

changes from the original arrangement of the driving mechanism.

back gears between the cone pulley and the spindle being used

if a slower speed than the direct drive is desired. In this way

the 12 speeds possible through the motor are doubled so that

the tool has a capacity for 24 different speeds. The controller

is of the drum type and is mounted on the switch box which is

supported on blocks directly upon the floor.

It has been the object in this installation of motor drives not

to destroy the original state of the tools so that they may at any

lime bo easily reconverted to belt driven form. The cone pulleys

ivire in most cases retained and the gears which were placeil

im the steps of the pulleys are in the form of rings slipped on

and secured by set screws. The same care was exercised in

mounting the motors so that it would be possible to restore the

belt-driven apparatus. These equipments were installed under

the supervision of Mr. George T. Hanchett, consulting electrical

engineer and Mr. George N. Noble, superintendent of the machine

shop and power plant of the John Simmons Co.

« I »

Combined Switch" and Knclosed Fuse Cut-Out
for Car Lighting.

Large cars are constantly coming into more general use in both

city and suburban railway service, and heavier duty is being

imposed upon the lighting switches and cut-outs on account of the

use of several lighting circuits in multiple. The switch and cul-

COMIUNF-D SWITCH .\NI) ENl.LOSKD FUSE CUT-OUT.

out illustrated herewith has been designed by the General Electric

Co. with a view to these conditions, and also to convenience in in-

stallation and operation. The switch movement is positive ami

rapid, and will invariably break its rated load. The fuse is of the

enclosed type and will open a dead short circuit on any line with

a voltage up to 650. It is held in position by spring clips, no bind-

ing screws being used, and can thus be quickly snapped into place,

'ihe cover is also held by substantial clips and does not carrj' any

part of the circuit. The contracts and binding screws for wiring,

mounted on the surface of the flat base, arc all easily accessible, and

the back of the base is recessed so that the device m;iy be used in

ciinnection with either cleat or concealed wiring.

» «»

Motor-Driven Car Hoist.

! he aceonipanxiiig engraving shows a new niolor-tlriven ciw

hoist mannfaolurc'd by llu- Pittsl)urg Machine Tool Co., at Alle-

gheny, Pa.

The machine is so designed that the colunms arc placed on a

Inundation in the pit in the car barn, and when the screws are down
ill the columns the I-beams come nearly flush with the car rails,

which are laid between the I-beams. Tlie lower shaft at the head of

MOTOIi-l)I<l\K.\ WK iiDisr.

Ilie machine is made of a size that is suitable for attaching a stan-

dard street car motor with gear. Timbers are then thrown across

the I-beams underneath the body of the car, the motor is staffed

and the body of the car is raised up in a very short time to the

proper height for removing the trucks. The screws are of large

diameter. The large bevel gears are furnished with friction wash-

ers underneath, and the machine is well made throughout. The

attaching clamps between the screws and the I-beams are malleable

iron. The machine is made in two sizes, 22 ft. and 36 ft., for short

and long cars, hut can be furnished any size to suit the cars.
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The Works of the J. (i. Brill Co.. IMiiladclphia.

'J'lic J. Ci. ISnII Cii. I'ljinini'iicofl the biiililiiiK ol sln-cl c;irs in ,1

small shop at 31SI ami (.'lii'sliiiil Sis., in iSOH, llic firm at lliat timr

consisting of John OcorRc lirill and his son ("». Martin Itrill, under tin:

style of J. C. lirill & Son. John A. IJrill was then with tliL-m,

altlinnKh not a nii'mbi'r of the (irni. Car supplies was an iniportaiil

part of the hnsinrss and slill continues to be so. The goml juiIk

ment anil conscientious workmanship shown in the production of tin

company were soon rccoKiii/ed and the business grew rapidly.

I'ride in the (pialily I'f ui.ik has been characteristic of tile prodnc

tions of the concern Irom (lie very beginning and the liigliesi

standards have been consistently maintained. In 1872, James

Kawie joined the firm, which then became J. C Brill & Co. Il

was in this year that a l.irge order of cars for Mexico was obtained

This was (he first furciRn order, after which orders from abroad

increased r.ipiilly ;inil h.n e coniinnid to amount lo a large pcrcenl-

c c<nipan> w.i^ incorporated under the style of the J. G. Urill Co.

The following year, 1888, the death of John fjcorge Brill occurred,

and C. Martin lirill became president. The olficcrs were G. Martin

l!rill, president; John A. Urill, vice-president, and James Rawie,

secretary and treasurer. These gentlemen have continued in these

capacities to the present.

In 1890, when the change was made lo the new plant, the company

was well equipped lo cope with the new conditions which were

brought about by the introduction of electricity as the motive power

o: street railroads. It was only the year before that the first large

system, that of the city of Boston, was equipped for electrical opera-

tion. Systems of other cities rapidly followed in equipping their

lines for electricity and although horse and cable car lyvlies were

mounted on electric trucks and largely used at first, the demand

for new cars taxed the capacity of the shops to their utmost, ami

year after year important additions were required.

The type and construction of trucks for electric motors wan of

TL.^NT OF THE J. C. BRILL CO., LOOKING TO\V.\RD THE GATE FROM TOP OF I75-FT. CHIMNEY.

age of the liiisiness. In iS/ti, the firm was given, at the Centennial

KNposilinn at Philadelphia, the highest award for street cars. The
car exhibited made a very favorable impression on the street rail-

way men who saw it, for not only was the workmanship perfect and

the type the most advanced up to that time, but a number of new

features were included which afterwards were adopted in general

practice. Again, in 1883. the firm obtained the gold medal, which

was the highest award, for the best street car at the World's Rail-

way l^xpo.sition held at Chicago. Since then the highest award*

have been obtained at the expositions of Vienna, Barcelona, Phila-

delphia, Paris, Buffalo, Charleston, Osaka and elsewhere.

As the business grew, shops were added until the ground was

completely covered, and in 1877 an additional plot was obtained and

soon covered with buildings. Still the accommodations were too

limited and in 1S84 the remaining portion of the available adjacent

land was secured and additional erecting shops built. At that time

it became apparent that a change to another location whore more

land could be obtained and a larger plant erected, was imperative,

and a tract of eighteen and one half acres was purchased at S2nd

St. and Woodland Ave. whore in iSSi) the construction of the pres-

ent plant was conunencod. Two years previous to this time the

first importance at this time, and the inventions of members of the

firm were planned and carried out with rare judgment and energy.

It was Mr. John A. Brill, the vice-president, who first saw the

necessity for an independent truck frame for carrying the motor,

and the first electric car to be satisfactorily operated was mounted

upon a truck of his design. The singlc-truck which was evolved

from this type is well known to street railway men and include^

frames made of solid forgings. It was also due to his foresight and

persistence that the maximum-traction truck, which he invented,

became a practical success. He saw that to carry the long cars

satisfactorily which were rapidly coming into use in city service, a

double truck of a radically different design from those in use was

necessary and disregarding the condemnation which was heaped

upon him from all quarters for endeavoring to build a "mechanical

monstrosity," brought to completion a truck which to the present

day conforms to requirements more complex than are assoaated

with any other type. The success of the "Eureka" maximum-

traction truck has been phenomenal ; it is the standard type on some

of the largest systems of the world and the builder states that over

20,000 are in operation.

The system of equalization, which has given the Brill short-base
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double truck and the high speed truck their reputations for easv
and safe riding, was also originated by Mr. John A. Brill. Space
does not permit of enumerating the valuable inventions which are
the result of his genius for conceiving and discriminating, and his

indefatigable zeal in bringing these inventions to the highest poini
ot excellence. This article, however, would be far from completi-
if we omitted to mention the three patented types of cars whieli h •

has brought lo singular completeness in meeting the condilioii'i

GROUND FLOOR OF THE MACHINE SHOP.

found in the different fields for which they .ire intended—the eon
vertible, semi-convertible and "Xarragansett" types. These cars art-

too well known to need description; they are used abroad as well

as in all parts of this country and it is significant cif their immense
importance to the business that of one of them—the semi-converti-
ble—200 are being built at date of writing for Baltimore, 40 for

Boston, 107 for Philadelphia, 35 for Memphis, 23 for Nashville, 20
for Lisbon, 14 for City of Mexico, and 10 each for New York City,

Brooklyn. Syracuse, Toledo, Gulfport and Wheeling, not to mention
a large number of small orders for both foreign and domestir
service.

Before describing the plant of the J. (',. Brill Co, it should be

2,000-T0N HYDRAULIC PRESSES IN FORGING SHOP.

stated that the design of the buildings, and their location and equip
ment, were planned in detail chiefly by the president, Mr. G. Martin
Brill, and Mr. James Rawle, the .secretary and treasurer. The
latter's practical knowledge of engineering has proved invaluable
on all occasions. The organization of the various departments was
efl'ected under the direction of the president, whose wise foresight
is everywhere evident, and the co-relation of every part has been

wurked out to a completeness which shows plainly the well-ordered

scheme and able guidance of an executive whose broad knt)wledge

:ind liberal policy has co-ordinated the whole.

Entering the gate of the Brill works, the visitor sees at the right

a large two-story finishing shop with a frontage 01 200 ft., and
nearly as deep, which contains three-quarters of a mile of trackage

and has a specially designed combination transfer table and elevator,

electrically operated along the front of the building, and by means
of which the largest cars are quickly placed on any track of either

floor. After crossing many tracks filled with cars and trucks ready

to be shipped, one approaches the office building at the end of a

line of buildings 680 ft. long. The rear doors of the offices open

almost at the center of the works, a convenient arrangement for the

frequent trips of the oflicials through the shops. Starting from

this point and passing between two buildings where castings and
supplies are stored, the blacksmith shop is entered on the left. At
this end one sees small furnaces with many men wielding hammers
and is confused by the deafening roar of a nmltitude of machines.

Continuing through the shop for about 200 ft. one comes to a large

department filled with steam hanuncrs of 1,000, 2,000 and 3.000 11).

weight, and heavy "bulldozers." Here some of the side frames of

the trucks are forged, and large pieces of ironwork for cars, such as

bolsters, bumpers and trusses are made. Leaving this building, tin-

visitor makes his way among great piles of iron and steel billets t'>

.mother forge shop, 75 by 150 ft.. ei|nipped with heavy steam ham
iners and 2,000-ton hydraulic presses, where it is stated, the most

intricate large forgings in the world are made—a process of manu-
facturing side frames for trucks peculiar to this firm. The opera-

tion of these enormous presses, and the rapid and carefully trained

movements of the gangs of men who handle the bulky pieces of

white-hot metal with specially devised derricks, is one of the most

interesting sights in this great plant. Li the shop adjoining, a

building of equal size, are a great variety of the Tatest types of

spring making machines, which turn out every form of spring, from

the diminutive box-lid coil to the heaviest steam locomotive driving

spring. Oil burning furnaces are used exclusively.

The machine shop is a three-story building, 100 by 125 ft., erected

two years ago, and enclosing at the rear a chimney stack 175 ft

high, with opening at the top 8 ft. in diameter. The shop is filled

with multiple drills, planers, lathes, milling machines, boring mills,

turret lathes, and many specially devised automatic machines. The
material from the forge shops is bored and finished here; castings

are also bored and finished, sheet metal stamped, and dies for the

hydraulic presses cut, all material being handled by pneumatic hoists.

.\ part of the first floor is occupied by the engine and pump rooms.

.•\ i,ooo-h. p. Corliss engine furnishes the power to the machinery in

the wood mill and machine shops, and drives two belted generators

furnishing light and power; a direct-connected 200-kw. imit is

held in reserve for use when the belted units are stopped; a Ball

engine drives a high-voltage generator which furnishes current for

the trolley system of the plant ; an arc-light generating unit fur-

nishes 5,000 volts for 100 lights. Besides these there are several

other engines and generators which supply current to the motors of

machinery in all the shops for nearly all the machines are equipped

to be driven interchangeably by steam and electricity. A new
boiler house at the rear of the machine shop contains a main battery

of four return-tubular boilers of 150-h. p. capacity each, and two

boilers of 400-h. p. each. The forge shops have five upright waste-

heat boilers of 150-h. p. each, and two direct-fired of 175-I1. p. each.

Connected with the machine shop by a bridge and a transfer table

is the truck-assembling shop where the heavy parts are handled by

pneumatic hoists. This is a three-story building, 160 by 60 ft,, and

includes an axle and wheel-grinding department. An engine

room adjoins which furnishes air for the pneumatic hoists and

tools.

The wood mill, a three-story building, So by iSo ft., is connected

with the lumber sheds, kilns and drying rooms by bridges and a

luimber of trolley lines. Here, as elsewhere, the most improved
types of machines are used. The uninitiated pauses with wonder
before machines which bore square holes through timber—the hol-

low-square chisels with their revolving drills inside .going through

the wood as a knife goes through cheese. A 75-h. p. high-speed

engine operates blowers which draw the sawdust and shavings from
the machines through a system of piping to two large separators

over the boiler room. Crossing a bridge, the second floor of a

building 100 by 140 ft. is reached; the first floor of which is used

for boxing cars and large pieces of material. On the second floor,
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Mild llic lliiiir :il)i.vi-, tin- car rool'. an- u\,i<U: ;imiI rovrrrd with can

vas, hnlklicails of open cars set ii|), and other sections of cars thai

may be asscrnlilid in single pieces arc put loRethcr and carrii-d to

the car-erocting shoiis.

'fhc. bending honsc is a two-slory linilclniK, i-JO ft. long. 'I'll'

wood is steamed in tanks of various sizes, after which the pierc-

are clamped to forms and placed in drying rooms.

Retnrning between the wood mill and packing shop where is

oprr.ilcd a traveling crane which extends the entire length of tliesi

bntldings, one crosses the tracks of a transfer table which runs for

.340 ft. between the machine shop, woodmill, and packing shops, and

a long section of creeling shops. In the first erecting shop car silN

are being pnt together with crossings .md tie-rods, and covered with

flooring. This comprises the bottom framing, which .is soon as

completed, is mounted on shop trucks and commences its pere-

grinations until the completed car rests on its own trucks in the

rniishing shop. In the next shops the side posts are set up, the ends

built in, and the roofs put in place. Those who know little of car

Iniildiiig can have hut a faint conception of the wonderful skeleton

that is between the panels and sheathing and the finished wood-

work. As lightness is essential in an electric car body, and as it is

not uncommon for the body to carry a load of twice its own weight,

every piece of wood and nui.il is placed in such a manner as to

A tORNEK OK IHK UIOL KOOiM.

give the greatest possible strength, trusses and tie rods playing an

important part. Leaving this section of the erecting shops, which

cover 200 by 320 ft., the visitor crosses another transfer table elec-

trically operated over a pit 360 ft. in length with another section

of erecting shops extending the full length of the table, and se^-

cars in a more advanced stage of building; platforms, vestibules,

head-linings, windows, and interior woodwork being installed here

and the first coats of paint applied. Following a track which leads

from the end of the transfer table around the rear of these buildings,

leads to the finishing shop first seen on entering the gate. In this

.shop, the painting, lettering, decorating and varnishing is done

;

the seats, heaters, and the rest of the equipment are put in place,

and the cars mounted on their trucks. It is interesting to note the

large variety of types of cars all of which have their special fitness

for the conditions found in the cities whose names are seen on the

letter boards: Double-deckers for England, Europe and Mexico;

combination open and closed cars for the mild climates of the

Pacific Coast, South America, South .\frica, and elsewhere; con-

vertible cars whose windows and panels slide up into pockets in

the side roofs; semi-convertible cars with large windows which

are also stored in roof pockets when not in use ; the "Narragansett"'

type of long open car with its convenient pair of steps at each side

.

and many others, including sumptuously furnished private cars,

powerful electric locomotives, sprinkling cars and sweepers. One
is impressed with the large number of cars approximating in size

and appearance the finest coaches used in steam railway service and

showing the advanced developmenl of iiiterurban electric railroad-

ing.

Before leaviu.g. the visitor should know about a few departments
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and other things he has missed—the seat department occupying a

floor space loo by 125 ft., the extensive varnishing rooms, the glaz-

ing, upholstering, drafting, and electrical-equipment departments,
the shipping platforms and wheel sheds, the equipment for fire pro-

tection, including an elevated so,ooo-gallon reserve tank, and two
"Underwriter.s' " fire pumps, each with a capacity of 1,000 gallons

per minute. Tracks from the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore &
Ohio lines enter the yards and pass through the principal buildings,

and a complete trolley sj'stem connects all of the buildings—about

6V2 miles of trackage in all.

Wire Kopc Lubrication.

An Available Water-Power.

In its investigation of the natural resources along the Chi-

cago & North-Western line that the Industrial Department of that

company has had its attention called to a situation at a northern

Nebraska point that in a way indicates what the future of this

western country may provide to the industrial world. The point

referred to is a city having a population of about 1,200 people

located on one of the great rivers of the state. This river affords

at this location a very desirable water power site with capacity

estimated at 4,000 h. p. This power could be used in many ways
to great advantage. It would be valuable for the generation

of electric power.

Recording Clocks.

An interesting innovation has recently been introduced by the

tramway authorities at Newcastle, England, in the shape of record-

ing clocks. These have already been fitted up near the three termini

and are very simple in operation. It is the conductor's duty to in-

sert a key which he carries into an opening in the clock, thus auto-

matically registering the number of his car and al.so the time. The
recording tapes are daily removed from the mechanism and taken
to the head office, thus giving a complete time of every car on the
mute. — *-'-*

Combined Wheel and Rail Brake.
The U. S. Metal & Manufacturing Co., of New York City, has

recently secured the patents covering and is now manufacturing :i

combined wheel and rail brake, which was invented some years
ago by James Grady, of Brooklyn, N. Y. Tlie brake was origin-
ally designed for use on the Montague St. cable line of the
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. and has since been adapted for use
on electric cars. The improved brake is shown in the accom-
panying illustration as applied to a maximum traction truck.

The brake shoe differs from the regular shape only in that it is

provided at its base w^ith a track shoe to engage the rails, its face

fitting the periphery of the wheel and flange. The shoe, which'
may be of cast iron with chilled faces or any sort of detachable
shoe with malleable iron or other frame, is spring-supported from
the outside cross-bar of the truck by hangers whose upper ends
have a vertical movement. The shoe is pressed against the wheels
by cams, which are operated by a rocker arm and which engage
against the rear of the brake-shoe frames. The operation of a
hand lever revolves the rocker arm and presses the cams against
the shoe frames, which with an ordinary stop simply press
against tlie periphery of the wheel. In an emergency stop the
leverage is increased and this presses the shoes still tighter
against the wheels and carries the shoe down vnth the rotation of
the wheel until the track shoe at its base engages the rail.

The completion of the line of the Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley
Co. from LaFayette to Battle Ground, Ind., a distance of seven
miles, will be celebrated with a big barbecue, October i8th.

Elevator and other cables used for hoisting purpDses, arc subject

to both internal and external wear; the former is caused by thir

rubbing of the wires and strands upon one another under pressur'.;

in bending over the sheaves, the latter by rubbing and wedging in

the grooves of the pulleys. Unless the cables arc kept well lubricated

they wear and deteriorate rapidly.

.'\s a lubricant for wire rope Dixon's Ticonderoga flake graphite

has the endorsement of the leading manufacturers as will as the

approval of those experienced in its use, because of the well recog-

nized fact that flake graphite prevents the abrasion and wear ot

DIXON'S
HAND

Graphi'

Rope

Dressing

r
all parts coated with it. For this purpose graphite must be combined

with suitable greases to make it adhere, but there has always been

considerable danger and difficulty in applying grease to moving
cables. Dixon's "Handy" graphite rope dressing supplies the ideal

qualities of Dixon's flake graphite as a wire rope lubricant in such a

form as to make it thoroughly acceptable to practical men who have

used it. The package is of about the size and shape of an ordinary

book and contains nearly 3 lb. of graphite lubricant. It is easily

applied by holding the open edge of the package against the cable

while in motion. There is no trouble and no danger to the work-

man, no waste nor dripping off of lubricant. The economy and

-efficiency of this dressing, in prolonging the life of wire rope and
saving the expense of frequent renewals of worn cables, should

commend it to the careful attention of every, firm operating hoists

or elevators. For further particulars address tbe maker, the Joseph
Dixon Crucible Cn.. Tersev Citv. N. I.

PLAN AND ELEVATION OF COMBtNED WHEEL AND RAIL BRAKE.
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Topeka Railway Company.
Heiii^ a Description of the Roadbed, Shops, Equipment, (jeneiatinj^ Station and i'ark.

The Topeka City Railway began operation as a Fiorse-car line in

1880. Seven years later the Topeka Rapid Transit Ry. started as

a steam dummy road, and after 18 niontlis operation by steam power

was electrically equipped. Later the Rapid Transit Co. absorbed

the Topeka City Ry., and in 1892 the 'l"opeka Railway Co. was
organized to take over the holdings of both companies. A steam

operated line between Topeka and Vincwood Park was absorbed in

1903 so that now the Topeka Railway Co. controls the entire street

and intcrnrhan mileage at Topeka, all of which is operated by over-

head trollcv.

with Vincwood Park, six miles distant from the business center of

Topeka.

Track Construction.

The track built in the paved streets conforms to the standards

shown in the illustration. In this type of construction the roadbed

consists of a 6-in. foundation of concrete, on which arc x 8-in. x

8-fl. while oak ties spaced 2 ft. center to center. Both 75 and 80-Ib.

8-in. Shanghai rails are used with the concrete foundation brought

up to the middle of the web. On top of this a sand cushion, carry-

ing vitrified paving brick is laid, as shown in the illustration. This

DAM .\ND L.\G00N, VINEWOOD PARK.

\IF.W IN VINEWOOD TASK, TOPEKA RAILWAY CX).

There are in all 36 miles of track, consisting of 8 miles of sub-

urban track and 28 miles of city track. Seventeen miles of the city

track is built in paving, the remaining portion being in macadamized
or dirt streets. The city lines extend as double-track routes through-

out the central portion of the city, and in the outlying districts are

continued as single-track lines witli turning loops or "Y's" at the

ends. The entire built-up portion of the city is now served by the

city lines and frequent service is furnished between the business

center of Topeka and a neighboring town of Oakland by a suburban
line. A similar line connects the transfer points of the city lines

arrangement, with cut-away gage brick and ordinary paving brick

laid lengthwise against the back of the head of the rail, has proven

to be particularly satisfactory. The brick after being placed are

thoroughly cement grouted, which materially adds to the life of the

pavement near the rails. The high rails in this construction are

tied at inter\'als of 10 ft. by standard tie rods, and the rails of both

tracks cross-bonded every 500 ft., at which point the two tracks are

connected with an auxiliary negative return cable.

The streets in Topeka are wide and much iron center pole con-

struction is used. The poles are set in concrete to a depth of 7 ft
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C^ST WELDING OUTFIT.

below the tops of the rails. FlcNiblc suspension is used with the

pole top arranged as illustrated.

In inipaved streets the track is carried on a bed of broken stont

6 in. deep below the bottom of the ties. Standard white oak ties

are used and the rails are of standard A. S. C. E. section weighing

75 lb. per yard. On all double-track lines a center-to-center distance

of 10 ft. Syi in. is maintained. The suburban track, a cross section

and illustration of which are shown, is of steam railroad construc-

tion with T-rails and oak ties carried on a i2-in. bed of broken

stone.

The trunk lines are double-bonded with American Steel & Wire

Go's, and Genera! Electric Go's, standard types of No. oooo con-

cealed bonds. Outlying lines are single bonded with the .same makes

of bonds. As new track is laid in the paved streets, and as portions

of the present track are repaired, the joints are cast welded with the

welding outfit shown in one of the illustrations. This outfit and

the special work furnished through the L. E. Myers Go., of Ghi-

cago, were manufactured by the Falk Go., of Milwaukee, Wis. Of

the several layouts furnished, the cut herewith shows a large double-

track through three-part "Y" at Sixth St. and Kansas Ave. This

work is made of 7-in. rail with bolted guards. The frogs are pro-

vided with wheel blocks and riser fillers, planed to fit with the rail,

so as to give as integral a piece as possible. The square crossings

shown in the foreground, are of the Falk Go's, "steel bound type,"

each frog being thoroughly welded by a heavy mass of steel, so de-

signed as to give guards at all frog intersections for at least I2 in.

from the point.

Feeders.

In order to furnish a more perfect return system three negative

feeders run to the station from taps along the more important trunk

lines. From Vinewood Park a soo,ooo-c. m. feeder extends along

the suburban line, six miles to the intersection of Seventh St. and

Kansas Ave., and from this intersection a i,ooo,ooo-c. m. negative

feeder is carried to the power house. From the street intersection

mentioned a Soo,ooo-c. m. negative feeder extends north along the

Kansas Ave. line and serves to help carry the return current from

the cross-town lines intersecting Kansas Ave. West of the power

~SA'0^£'^ C>7-0VS

CROSS-SECTION CITY TRACK.

CROSS-SECTION INTERURBAN TRACK.

house is a similar arrangement of negative feeders using 300,000-

c. m. cable carried on the trolley poles. Wherever there are return

cables, the track is tied to them, at intervals of 500 ft., with No. 0000

copper wire, and the return current system is made complete by a

No. 0000 supplementary negative carried through all special track

work.

The direct-current feeders are carried in the usual way and con-

sist of seven separate lines controlled from panels of the power

station switchboard. Three of these feeders are 350,000 c. m., three

are 500,000 c. m. and one for the Vinewood Park Division is 1,000,-

000 c. m. The trolley is tapped to these feeders at points t,ooo ft.

apart.

Bridges.

On the Vinewood division is a single-track steel span 100 ft. long

over the right of way of two steam roads. The eastern approach

to this span is a fill 35 ft. high and 1,500 ft. long.

Where the main street of Topeka, Kansas Ave., crosses the Kaw
River the city has built a concrete-arch bridge of seven spans. Glose

to this bridge and on the down stream side is the new double-track

bridge recently built by the Topeka Railway Go., for the accommo-

dation of its Kansas .Ave. lines. This bridge has seveUi through,

pin-connected truss spans set on steel tubes carried down to bed
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rock ami filled vviUi cniicrcU-. 'llic picis of llicso spans arc placed

opposite and on tlic down slreain side of the concrete piers of

the city bridfc. 'Jhe liihes are G ft. in diameter, and in order to

place them on bed rock it was found necessary to sink them to a

depth of about 27 ft. bclow tlic river bed. 'I'he clearance of the

liiidni- Ill-low low water is 27 ft. The steel work for this bridge

w.Ls ni.innfactiired by the American Mridge Co. As the double-track

line on Kansas Ave. is in the center of the street, the railway com-

Thesc cars arc mounted on Pcckham No. 36 M. C. B. trucks and

ei|uipped with four G. K. 67 motors, National KIcctric Go's, air

brakes and Consolidated Car 1 lealinK Go's, electric beaters. Each

car has a wooden pilot of the locomotive type.

There arc five double-truck ofjeii trailers 50 ft. long c^iuipped with

National Electric Go's, air brake and hose connections for operating

in trains. There arc also 10 open single-truck trailers, 1 1 open

sinKlc-truck motor cars and 6 closed single-truck trailers. Accom-

im; Kii.i. .\Nii imiiKiE over stk..\m k.mlhoads. KANliAS AVE. liUL'Bl.b-iKAt.K i;kilx.i..

pany purchased a private rinht of way at cither end of the bridfje,

so that the approaches are of easy grade and curvature.

iCquipment.

On the city lines the company operates single-truck cars, and for

the excursion and suburban traflic double-truck cars. All the pas-

senger cars of this road are of the siuKlc-cnd type There are 30

single-truck, semi-convertible cars, manufactured by the American

Car Co. and in the railway company's own shops. These cars have

large rear platforms of the "Detroit" type fitted with division rail-

ings in front of the door, which is located near the step. The front

vestibule is carried on an extension of the main sills of the car and

is entirely closed. The cars are heated with Peter Smith hot-water

panying illustrations clearly show the appearance of With tlic si.-..'lc

and doul)le-truck standard types of cars.

At the lermimis of the Vincwood division is a large stone f|uarry.

the output of which is handled entirely by the freight cr|uipmcnt of

the Topeka Railway Co. There has also been built up a carload-lot

freight transfer business, serving all portions of the city. Side

tracks have been built and connections to the steam roads made so

that the electric freight locomotive of the company can handle cars

between the steam railroad yards and the factories and industries

located on the street railway lines. This business amounts to an

average of about 15 cars handled per day. 10 of which arc cut or

crushed stone from the Vinewood quarry. The freight equipment

includes an electric locomotive equipped with four G. E. 67 motors

with maximum gear reduction. This locomotive is of the plat-

VIEW OX l.NTERURBAX LINE. SPECIAL WORK LAYOUT SIXTH .sj. AXD KANSAS AVE.

heaters, the heater and coal box being placed in the front vestibule.

Automatic gates operated by a crank in the motorman's vestibule

are used on the rear step. The single-truck cars are equipped with

"Eclipse" fenders and side destination signs of the modified "De-

troit" type set in angle-iron frames. The smaller front and rear

signs are made of wire glass, so held in an angle-iron frame that

they are illuminated from the interior of the car. These single-

truck cars are mounted on Brill 21-E trucks with "-ft. 6-in. wheel

base and are equipped with two G. E. 54 motors and Kio con-

trollers.

There are five double-truck Jewctt cars with the same fittings as

the single-truck cars, but having a front vestibule 8 ft. long ar-

ranged with side scats for a smoker and baggage compartment.

form type 30x8 ft. 6 in. in size with the cab at one end. It is

mounted on American Car Co. M. C. B. trucks and has National

Electric Co. air brake equipment. The freight rolling stock includes

12 flat cars, each of 50.000-lb. capacity mounted on regular M. C. B.

freight trucks. An accompanying illustration shows the freight loco-

motive and its train as operated over the Topeka Railway Go's.

systenT.

The miscellaneous equipment includes two McGuire snow sweep-

ers, five snow plows and a Trenton trolley wagon. This wagon

with its team is kept in the emergency station shown in the front

view of the offices and barns. Whenever emergency calls are made,

the wagon is manned by employes of the shops who are also ex-

perienced linemen.
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The regular schedules require the operation of 2$ cars over nine

separate routes. With this equipment the outlying lines are given

schedules with headways varying from 7 to 15 minutes. On Kansas

Ave., the main thoroughfare, the headway is two minutes. There

are 90 trainmen and 30 other railway employes.

At the intersection of Eighth St. and Kansas .'\ve. is a trolley

waiting and transfer station built in the parking between the side-

walk and curb. All the cars of the system with the exception of

one division, pass this point, and as a large percentage of transfers

are made here, the building serves a useful purpose.

an up-to-date equipment of boilers, engines, generators, storage

battery, etc.

The present boiler equipment consists of four 365 h. p. and four

300-h. p. Babcock & Wiicox boilers set in pairs. This equipment is

housed in a building 75 x 80 ft. in horizontal dimensions. Adjacent

to the boiler house arc two rooms each covering a ground area 30 x

50 ft. In one of these is a water treating plant. In the other,

which is adjacent to both the boiler house and the engine room, is

a machine shop for general repairs.

The water treating plant consists of Iwo tanks of 6o,ooo-gal.

capacity, each so cmmected by piping with tlie boiler feed system

SINGLE-END CITY CAR WITH GATES. INTEUURBAN .MOTOR CAR WITH TRAILER.

1 he company transports United States mail between the main

post oftice and all of the sub-stations located in the city or suburbs.

It also carries mail between Topeka and Oakland, a small city

reached by one of the suburban lines. The mail is carried on the

regular passenger cars and is checked through by the several con-

ductors handling it, by means of a pouch tag. Each conductor

handling a pouch, punches on the tag the point where the mail was

picked up and the point where it was delivered, together with the

time of each transaction. This system has been found very satis-

factory and has greatly facilitated handling mail on passenger cars.

Power Station.

Power for the operation of the entire system and also for com-

mercial lighting for the city is generated at the power house of the

Topeka Edison Co., which is controlled by the same interests that

own the street raihvay. The site of the power house is four squares

from the business center of the city, which is also the approximate

center of distribution for the street railway.

This plant began operation in December, 1885, as the Edison

that the contents of one tank can be used to feed the boilers while

water in the other tank is being chemically treated. The capacity

of either of the tanks has been found sufficient to run the plant

under ordinary conditions for a period of 18 hours.

The coal supply is brought to the outside of the boiler house by

the street railway company, and is handled by means of a Mead
coal and ash handling system. The conveyor of this system elevates

the coal from the level of the street and deposits it in steel hopper-

bottom bunkers extending under the roof between the boilers. From
the bottoms of these bunkers the coal is led by means of steel pipes

to the Babcock & Wilcox stokers on the boiler fronts. The con-

FREIGHT TRAIN ON CITY TRACKS. WAITING AND iUA.NSFER STATION.

Electric Illuminating Co. At that time the equipment consisted of

three return flue boilers, 72 in. x 16 ft., the product of a local

manufacturer. There were three 15 x is-in. Armington & Simms
simple eng'nes each driving through belts two Edison bi-polar, 120-

volt, 45-kw., direct-current generators. These machines were used

to feed the Edison 3-wire lighting circuits, and it is interesting to

note that they are still in successful use after having generated cur-

rent for practically 20 years. Twenty-four-hour service has always

been furnished.

Four years ago a new power house was erected which contains

veyor chain with its buckets, after having deposited the coal, passes

down the end of the boiler room and on its return trip removes

the ashes from under the fronts of the boilers.

An equipment of Green fuel economizers is interposed between

the battery of boilers and the single stack serving them. This stack

is of the steel self-supporting type 8 ft. in diameter and 187 ft. high.

The engine house is of pressed brick and steel construction with

a corrugated iron roof, similar to that on the boiler'house. Extend-

ing along the entire length of the roof is a skylight of ample size

to thoroughly ventilate and light the interior of the engine house.
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The ciilire niacliiiic (Innr is served hy a 20toii crane of 4S-ft. span

maiiufactiirccl I)y the WliiliiiK I'Vuiiiflry r.riiiipiiK-iit Co.

Tlierc arc tlircc vcrlical Buckeye cross-coiiipoimd engines, two of

wliicli liave cylinders 23 and 42 x 30 in. 'I licsc Iwo engines each

drive two Soo-kw., 600-voIt direct-current generators. There is

now heing installed a third vertical Huckcye engine with cylinders

30 and 54 X ^^ in. Tliis engine will also drive two generators direct

so that the battery capacity may be increased S" P'r cent by install-

ing additional plates. The booster is of the Gould "Counter 1'..

M. !•." type. The storage battery installation was designed to ab-

sorb load fluctuations, thus regulating the load upon the engines

within the limits of 2^ per cent above and below normal load.

It is stated that this regulation has been maintained even under

the most severe operating conditions.

A double-decked switchboard controls the circuits inside the

I.NTKHUIR STOU.NGE !!.\ 1 1 KRV HOUSE. NORTH HALF OF EN(;iNE ROOM, SHOWING RAILWAV LNITS.

connected. One of these will he a 500-kw., 600-volt direct-current

machine, and the other a 400-kw., 240-volt direct-current macliine.

The engine and shaft are so designed that if desired each cylinder

can work as a simple engine driving its generator, or the two can

run as a cross-compound engine. These 600-volt direct-current

generators all furnish current for commercial circuits and for the

operation of the street railway. Alternating current is used for

lighting and power service in the outlying districts. The generators

are all of the General Electric Co's. make.

Exhaust steam from the engines is distributed throughout the

M'tClAL WURK AND MACHINE SHOP.

central portion of Topeka and sold for heating purposes. The
steam distribution system was installed under the patents of the

American District Steam Co.

Adjacent to the engine room is a single-story brick building 90 x

32 ft. in floor area. An exterior view of this building may be seen

in one of the illustrations. Inside the building is a storage battery

manufactured by the Gould Storage Battery Co. This battery equip-

ment consists of 280 elements, type S-617, each having a capacity

of 640 amperes for one hour and a booster set which controls the

operation of the battery. The lead lined tanks are of sufficient size

power plant and the outgoing feeders. The lower panels of this

board stand upon the engine room floor and handle all the machine

and storage battery circuits. The panels of the upper board, which

is supported on the steel framework, arc all outgoing feeder panels

for railway lighting and power circuits.

Shops.

The car bam, shop and office buildings, a front view of which is

shown, are located near the center of the system a short distance

from the power house. These buildings, with the exception of the

machine shop, are built of solid concrete blocks 12 x 12 x 24 in. in

size, made of a mi.\ture of one part Portland cement and three

parts Kaw River sand. The blocks are laid in cement mortar of

I to 2 mixture. The arrangement of the buildings is such that their

outer walls form a large rectangle which, between the ends of the

buildings, is made complete by a high wall built of similar con-

crete blocks. The enclosed yard is paved with vitrilied brick laid

POWER HOUSE AND STORAGE BATTERY BUILDING.

on a 6-in. sub-base of concrete. The spaces between the bricks are

grouted with Portland cement. *

The largest building is a car barn 242 ft. long by 103 ft. wide.

This building has a fire wall extending throughout its entire length

dividing the barn into two bays with four tracks in each. The roof

of the building consists of a composition covering laid on one-inch

sheeting. The pits in the bam are arranged as shown on the plan

drawing of the j'ard. The paint and carpenter departments are

housed in a building of the same t\-pe of construction. This build-

ing is 32 ft. wide by 152 ft long, having two tracks throughout its
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length. A rolling steel door separates the paint and carpenter de-

partment. Between this buikling and the car barns is a space 15 ft.

wide and the length of the buildings, which is provided with a track

and used as a storage yard.

In the yard between the carpenter shop and machine shop is the

oil storage house and pumping station for the group of buildings.

The design of the oil house and pumping station is clearly illus-

trated by the accompanying vertical section. Oil is unloaded from

and two stories high. The lower flour serves as the offices for the

heads of the railway departments and the upper floor is entirely

occupied by the club rooms of the employes' benefit association.

Benefit Association.

The employes' benefit association is chartered under the state

laws and has in its membership almost all officers and employes of

the Topeka Railway Co. It has the usual quota of officers and is

OFFICE, C.\R HOUSE, t.MERGENCV HOUSE AKil SHOP BUILDINGS—TOPEKA RMLW.W CO.

wagons by means of a block and tackle, the barrel being raised and

moved to the interior of the oil house on a traveler whicli serves

to place the barrel in a support for holding it until the oil has been

drawn olT by means of a pipe to the filling table below. In the

basement of this building is a 25-h. p. G. E. motor direct geared to

a triplex pump of 300-gal. per minute capacity. The operation of

this pump is controlled by an automatic rheostat, which maintains

water pressure between 30 and 60 lb. for ordinary use and at 125 lb.

pressure for fire protection. For regulation and maintenance of

pressure, water is pumped against an air cushion in a steel stand-

pipe located in the end of the car barn. This standpipe is 32 ft. high

and 3 ft. in diameter, and is connected with nine fire plugs located

about the yards. Each fire plug has a loo-ft. coil of 2'.'2-in. hose

permanently attached. Water for all uses about the yards and

managed by a board of trustees composed of nine men; six employes

and three oflicers of the company. This board of trustees also has

control of the affairs of the employes' club rooms.

The second story of the office building was built and is equipped

especially for the association. Here are provided billiard and pool

tables, a well-filled reading table, cigar and tobacco stand, gym-

nasium, shower bath and lockers. A nominal fee is charged for the

use of the billiard and pool tables and bath rooms, the money so

collected becoming a part of the general funds of the benefit associa-

tion. The association pays sick benefits of $7 per week for 15

weeks, $10 per week for 10 weeks and a death benefit of $50. A re-

PLAN OF OFFICES, CAR BARN AND SH0P.S, TOPEKA RAILWAY CO.

buildings is drained from the different roofs to a 6,ooo-bbl. cistern

built of concrete under the paving in the yard between the carpenter

and machine shops.

The machine shop, as shown on tlie plan, contains a very complete

equipment for the repair of trucks and the construction of special

track work. With the exception of a few intersections the com-
pany has built practically all of its own special work in this ma-
chine shop and with the present equipment has provided for econom-
ically maintaining its own special work.

In the front of the yard enclosure are the emergency station and
the general oflice building. This latter building is 40 x 60 ft. in size

serve fund of $200 is kept, and should this fund be decreased by the

payment of benefits, each member is assessed 30 cents per month

until the fund is again complete. For every dollar paid by the men,

the company contributes a like amount, which decreases the number

of assessments to five or six a year.

The association rooms are frequently used for social gatherings,

to which the families of the members are invited. The accompany-

ing picture was taken at such a gathering held last Christmas.

Vinewood Park.

The company owns a pleasure resort known as Vinewood Park.

The property comprises 375 acres of woodland, 40 acres of which
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li;is liccii iiM|iri>vi'<l and sit npart as a ninilcni aiiuiscincut park. This

park is nt Ihc Icrmimis of llic Vincwood Division and six miles from

the center of Topeka. 'I'lie amusenu-nts in the park include a

(lgiire-8 toboggan; carroiisal ; siunnicr theatre, sealing 800 people;

oafc; dance hall, artistically hiiill, with a lar^jc viTanda and two

OKGANIZATION TOI'EKA RAII,\VAY CO.

large stone fireplaces, which permit the use of the building for pop-

ular dances given by the management at regular intervals through-

out the winter. Band concerts are given, and for this purpose a

large somul shell with an enclosure seating 1.500 people has been

constructed. There are several rustic pagodas scattered throughout

l .
.
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.
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VERTICAL SECTION OF OIL HOUSE.

park, the water in which is controlled by two concrete regulating

flams.

The grounds arc lighted by (a arc lights operated from the trolley

circuit. For lighting the buildings and for decorative cflfects current

is generated by a 75-kw. direct-current generator driven by a gaso-

line engine. This isolated plant is installed in a stone building con-

structed near the entrance of the park for this special purpose.

The oflicers of the Topeka Railway Co. are: President, E. W.

Wilson; vice-president and general manager, L. E Myers; »ecre-

lary and Ireasun-r. T 'i K<dl<v : ,\\v^'-\"t !•' f I'lnwers; general

CHRISTMAS DINNER IN EMPLOYES CLUB ROOK.

superintendent, K. M. Patten ; assistant superintendent, W E.

llixon.

The entire road, power plant, buildings, etc.. were designed, coi'-

structed and equipped by the L. E. Myers Co., Monadnock Building,

Chicago.

The Cost of Carrying a Passenger.*

EY C. L. S. TINGLEY, SECOND VICE-PRESIDENT THE AMERICAN RAILWAYS

CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

This is a broad subject and is worthy of the most careful study.

Conditions vary so widely that the conclusions of one man may not

be of much value to another, .•\dcquately treated, it would require

months of study and work. Owing to the limitations of time im-

posed by our worthy secretary, and the demands of the writer's

own business, he was unable to give it the careful study of which

the subject was worthy, and must plead this in extenuation of any

shortcomings which may be discovered in his handling of the

question.

At first sight this would seem to be a very simple question, and

one which would l)e readily answerable by any one in the railway

business. Any manufacturer who can do business in these days

of combinations and fierce competition can give you at once the

cost not only of every item of his product, but of every stage of

manufacture, and one who is familiar with the standard classifica-

tion of accounts adopted by this association, and with the recom-

mended form of report would say that it would be an easy matter

to compute the cost of carrying a passenger. Apparently, however,

this is not true, for no less an authority than Mr. Edward Dana

Durand of the National Bureau of Corporations, who, in collabora-

tion with Mr. T. Commerford Martin, prepared the text of the

United States Census Report of 1902 on "Street and Electric Rail-

ways," writing in the Review of Reviews for February, makes the

statement that for the census year the average cost of carrying a

passenger has fallen to three cents, but this is coupled with the

statement in the latter part of his aricle that "as a matter of fact

.American street railway companies have almost never made syste-

matic appropriations for depreciation out of their earnings."

This question is further most ably handled by Mr. Howard S.

Knowlton in the Review of Reviews for July, and from both of these

articles it is apparent that the question of an adequate depreciation

account is the crux of the whole question.

tlie park. The accompanying illustrations show the natural beauty

of the location and the natural lagoon winding about through the
•Read before the Street Kailway .\ccountants' Association, Plill-

adelphia, Sept. 29, 1905,
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It is contended by Mr. Durand^and in this he is supported by

many practical street railway men—that if the physical property is

well kept up from time to time as it is worn out or becomes obso-

lete, and all such replacements charged to operating expenses, that

there is little or no need for depreciation charges. But as a mat-

ter of actual practice it is well known that this is not done, nor is

it sound accounting, as in that case each year fails to bear its pro-

portion of the dissipation of capital caused by the wearing out of

the property. Take, for instance, the case of track. Ten years ago

the road which laid down an 8o-lb. girder rail was well abreast of

the times, and the track was subjected to the operation of 20-ft.,

or in some cases a trifle larger, cars, with two 20-h. p. motors.

Now, suppose that this track had been kept in good repair, ties

renewed from time to time, joints kept up, and everything done

for it that was needed; it is today subjected to the wear of from

40 to 50-ft. cars, with four 40-h. p. motors,, and is inadequate and

must be replaced with 100 to 120-lb. girder rail laid in concrete,

the cost of which must be borne either by a depreciation fund or

by new capital. The same thing is true of cars, motors, and power

plant.

Mr. Knowlton quotes from Electric Railways and Tramways,

published by Mr. Philip Dawson, an eminent English engineer, in

which he gives as the results of an extended study of street rail-

way conditions in this country the following table of allowances

for depreciation

:

Buildings 1-2 per cent.

Turbines 7-9 " "

Boilers ' 8-10 " "

Engines (slow speed) 4-6 " "

Generating Units (direct coupled) 4-8 " "

Transformers S-6 " "

Batteries 9-11 " "

Rotary Converters 8-10 " "

Bonding 6-10" "

Overhead System 3-8 " "

Cars •. 4-6 " "

Shop Equipment 12-15 " "

Motors 5-8 " "

Track Work 7-13" "

And deduces therefrom a fair average allowance for depreciation

of from 8 to 10 per cent as a minimum. The latter figure coincides

with the writer's own judgment in the case.

The special report of the United States census bureau on "Street

and Electric Railways" for the year 1902, on page 11, gives the fol-

lowing figures in table six

:

Distribution of the Gross Income of Operating Companies to Lead-

ing Items of Expenditure.

Per-

Amount. centage.

Gross Income from all Sources $250,504,627 loo.o

Operating Expenses 142,312,597 56.S

Fixed Charges, Total 77,595,053 310
Taxes and Licenses 13,078,899 5.2

Rentals 25,518,225 10.2

Interest 38,085,911 15.2

Miscellaneous 912,018 0.4

Dividends 15,882,110 6.3

Surplus 14,714,867 5.9

And on page 39 of the same report the average fare is stated at

4.94 cents per revenue passenger. We now have data for all items

which enter into our competition except the much-discussed one of

depreciation.

From the foregoing we get the following table of cost as shown
by United States Census Report, being the average of all the roads

in the United States:

Gross Earnings per passenger 4 94 cents

Operating Expenses per passenger 2.81 cents

Taxes, Licenses, Rentals, and Interest per pas-

senger 1,53 "

Total cost per passenger without any allowance

for depreciation 4.34 "

Surplus over cost per passenger .60 "

For the purpose of illustrating this discussion the writer has se-

lected three companies with which he is connected as typical of

varying conditions

:

First: One wOiich had been originally well constructed, had

been well maintained, but had been in operation for over ten years

prior to passing to its present ownership and the resultant rehabili-

tation.

Second : One which had not been so well constructed originally,

and which had been in operation less than ten years before passing

to its present ownership.

Third: One which had been thoroughly well built and main-

tained, and had been in operation less than ten years since its recon-

struction before passing to its present ownership, but upon which

much of the equipment had become obsolete, owing to the advance-

ment of the art and changed conditions of service.

As the census bureau has reduced all its figures to the basis of

percentage of gross earnings, the writer has taken the amounts

expended in the reconstruction of the above properties and re-

duced them to the percentage of the gross earnings for the year

following the completion of such reconstruction, so that in each

case the properly might have the advantage of any increased revenue

due to better service, etc. The average of the three properties has

also been taken. The items considered in arriving at these con-

clusions are only those relating to the destructible plant. In the

first instance the percentage is 21.5 per cent; in the second, 11.7

per cent; in the third, 4.1 per cent, and the average is 12.1 per cent.

If Mr. Knowlton is correct (and the writer believes that he is)

that the average life of the destructible plant is ten years, we would

have an average yearly charge on the gross earnings of the above

properties which should have been taken care of by a depreciation

fund of 1.21 per cent of the gross earnings.

From the foregoing we can deduce the following table as an illus-

tration of how a minimum charge for depreciation afifects the cost

of carrying a passenger:

Gross Earnings per passenger 4.94 cents

Operating Expenses per passenger 2.81 cents

Taxes, Licenses, Rentals, and Interest per pas-

senger 1.53 "

Depreciation per passenger 0.06 "

Total cost per passenger 4.40 "

Surplus Over Charges per passenger 0.54 "

In these figures no consideration has been given to the question

of amortization of capital in the case of limited franchises. Many
of us are connected with companies which are working under such

franchises and know that this is a question which must be met.

The profitable part of a street raihvay is that which lies in the

heart of the city and is of limited extent; it is that upon which you

get the short ride. Every progressive street railway—and what

street railway is not progressive—must keep extending its lines into

the outlying portions of the city where riders are few, the hauls are

long, and the dead runs are numerous; where for one or two trips

night and morning the cars are full, but the balance of the day

are empty, or nearly so. As the city grows, the street railway—that

pioneer of civilization—must push further and further out into the

wilderness of vacant lots, and the hauls grow longer and longer,

but the nickel gets no larger ; wages get higher, and the cost of

almost everything which we use advances, so that all of the in-

creased travel goes to keep up that portion of the road which must

be run at a loss. The central portions of the system—and this is

especially true in the larger cities—have, as a rule, become so con-

gested that no more cars can be operated with safety, so that the

profitable short ride has about reached the maximum, precluding

the possibility of relief from that source.

In conclusion I would repeat that an adequate depreciation fund

seems to the writer to be the c'ux of the whole matter. This is a

much mooted question, and one which it is not the province of this

paper to discuss, but to those who are interested 1 would commend

a careful study of Mr. Durand's article in the February Review of

Reviews, and also of Mr. Knovvlton's in the July number, together

with the report of the United States Census Bureau for 1902.

•-•-•

The Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth Traction Co. has re-

cently opened its line from Georgetown to Russellville, Ohio.



Test of the Railway System of the Scioto Valley Traction Co.

liY F. C. CALinVKl.I., PHOFKSSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEEKINO, OHIO STATE LNIVKRSITY.

'Ilir principal Dbjcct of this test was to obtain, as complete as

possilile, a statement of the distribution of the power consumption

and losses throuRhont the system duriiiR a normal day's run, though.

naturally, many other points were brought out in the course of the

work I 111- lest was made in accord with an established policy that

dtninj? each year a complete test of some interurban railway be car-

ried out by the students of the Departments of Mechanical and

I'^lectrical ICnginecring at the Ohio State University. This test

formed the subject matter of llirec graduating theses, presented by

nine seniors for their degrees, and it was participated in by no less

than 70 observers, taken from the upper classes of the two depart-

ments. The steam end of the lest was directed by Prof. E. A.

Ilitchcoclc of the Department of Mechanical Engineering.

It will be rcmemherefl that this system, which was described in

the "Review" for Seplomber, 1904, is one of the comparatively few

third rail lines now in operation and that it runs in a southerly

direction from Columbus, O., having as the southern termini of its

two branches Lancaster and Circleville. The line may be divided

into the sections indicated in the following table, the distances be-

tween points being as given.

Circleville Divisior.. Lancaster Division.

Town. Miles. Town. Miles.

Columbus Columbus

Obetz Junction 3.53 Obetz Junction 3.53

LocUbourne 4.69 Canal Winchester 8.50

Ashvillc 6.91 Hooker 11. 13

Circleville 8.15 Lancaster 4.13

23.28 27.29

The lines branch at Obetz and the power house is at Rees Station,

on the Circleville division, 1.08 miles south of the junction. 'I'here

are four converter sub-stations, one in the power house, two on the

Lancaster Division at Canal Winchester (9.5 miles) and Hooker

(17.3 miles), and one on the Circleville DivisioYi at Ashvillc (10.4

miles). The transmission is at 27,000 volts, three phase, which is

used even in reaching the converters in the power house. The Cir-

cleville branch is now being extended to Chillicothe, about 20 miles

farther south.

A brief outline of the cc|uipment is as follows:

Power Plant.

.'\pparalus. Kind. Make. Number. Capacity.

Boilers Water tube Franklin 4 450 h. p.

Main engines Hor. Cross Comp. Hamilton-Cor- 2 1,500 h. p.

Condcns. liss

.Mternalors 25 cycle, 37s v. Bullock 2 i.oookw.

l^xciter engines Hor. Non-Con- Harrislnirg 3

dens.

Exciters 125-volt Bullock 3 100 kw.

Transformers 375-27,000-volt, Wagner 6 370 kw.

oil cooled

Sub-Stations.

Transformers Oil cooled Wagner 3* 150 kw.

Rotaries 600 volt Bullock i* 400 kw.

Roney stokers with coal and ash conveying apparatus are used.

The switchboard is General Electric. The high tension line is of

aluminum and equivalent in conductivity to copper wire of 66,000

c. m. The third rail is of A. S. C. E. standard section, in 60-ft.

lengths and weighs 100 lb. per yd. It is supported at every fifth tie

on porcelain insulators. The track is of 70-lb. rails and is well

bonded and ballasted.

The test was run for 24 hours or for such part thereof as the

apparatus was in use. The first readings were taken on the start-

ing up of the engines at 4 a. m., Apr. 21, 1905. Power measure-

ments throughout the sytem were made until 12:40 a. m., Apr. 22nd.

At this hour the system was shut down, with the exception of the

exciter which was kept running for liKht. '1 he te»t ended at 4

a. m. on the 22nd.

Ill the boiler room the coal was weighed, the water used meas-

ured by calibrated water meters, and its temperature taken ; the

flue gas was analyzed with Orsat's apparatus; the Hue temperatures

were taken with three pyrometers and the draft with manometers.

.Steam pressures were taken and calorimeters were used. Air tem-

peratures were read.

In the engine room four indicators were used upon the main

engine and one on each auxiliary, also one on the steam line below

the throttle, readings being taken every ten minutes. The engine

speed was determined by a revolution counter and a tachometer.

Steam gages and thermometers were also read. Due allowance was
made for steam leakage and condensation.

In the switch gallery, readings of all instruments were taken at

one-minute intervals.

In the sub-stations and on each of the four cars, half-hourly

readings on watt-hour meters were taken during the time of opera-

tiiDi of the system. Also during a little over three hours in the

afternoon, designed to cover one cycle in the movement of the cars,

iS-second readings of current and potential were made. It was also

necessary to measure the power given to the Central Market sys-

tem, with which the line connects at the s<^juth end of Columbus.

Only three of the boilers and one engine were used during the

test, one of the boilers supplying the auxiliaries.

A brief resume of the special points brought out by the test will

be given first, followed by a general statement covering the dis-

position of power consumption and loss.

The area of heating surface per boiler is 4,884 sq. ft. and the

grate surface 90 sq. ft. The coal used was Hocking Valley nut, pea

and slack, giving the following analysis:

Proximate Analysis. Ultimate Analysis.

Per cent. Per cent

Moisture 5.63 Carbon 61.00

Ash 17.06 Hydrogen 4.70

Volatile matter . . 30.50 Oxygen . . . . 13.65

Fixed carbon 46.79 Nitrogen 1.30

Sulphur 2.29

99.98 Ash 17.06

•In the power houso this equipment is duplicated.

100.00

The analysis of the refuse gave ash, 82.17 per cent; unburncd

coal, 17.83 per cent.

The calorific value of the coal by Mahler calorimeter was ll.oSl4

B. t. u. This gave 11.746 B. t. u. per pound of dry coal, or 14,162

B. t. u. per pound of combustible.

DATA FOR BOILER TEST.
Average temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit were : Boiler room,

64; flue, 540; feed water, 150; water entering heater, 44.

Steam pressure (per gage), 141 lb.

Quality of steam, 97.5 per cent.

Boiler No. I. Boilers Nos. 3 and 4.

Coal fired 24,900 lb. 43,200 lb.

Feed water 164,000 lb. 287,000 lb.

DATA FOR BOILERS NOS. 3 -^ND 4 USED ON MAIN
ENGINE.

Apparent evaporation per lb. coal as fired 6.66 lb.

Equivalent, from and at 212, as fired 7.25 lb.

Equivalent, from and at 212, per lb. dry coal 7.68 lb.

Equivalent, from and at 212, per lb. combustible 10.08 lb.

Equivalent evaporation per sq. ft. heating surface per hour.. 1-55 lb.

Boiler h. p 440

Efficiency of boilers (from combustible) 68^7 per cent.

Efficiency of boilers and furnaces 63.0 per cent.

Coal per boiler h. p. per hour 4.75 lb.

Coal per sq. ft. of grate per hour 11-59 lb-
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FLUE GAS ANALYSIS.
Per cent by Volume. Per cent by Weight.

Carbon dioxide 6.32 9.40

Oxgen 13.20 14.27

Carbon mono.xide 07 0007

Nitrogen 80.41 76.31

Air required per lb. of coal, theoretical 9.13 lb.

Air used per lb. of coal, actual 24.2 lb.

Per cent air excess 165.5

HEAT B.-VLANCE FOR BOILERS NOS. 3 AND 4.

How L'sed. Per cent.

Loss due to latent heat 3.9

Loss due to products of combustion 9.5

Loss due to air excess 13.5

Loss due to unburned coal 4.5

Loss due to radiation, etc. (unaccounted for) 6.0

Heat used for water evaporated (useful) 62.6

MAIN ENGINE PERFORM.\NCE.
.Average r. p. m 94.6

Pressures: Steam at throttle from cards 13S.5 lb.

.\v. initial, from cards, high pressure cylinder 1 10.3 lb.

.\v. initial, from cards, low pressure cylinder 13.9 lli.

Av. back, from cards, high pressure cylinder 19.5 lb.

Av. back, from cards, low pressure cylinder 2.70 11).

Vacuum at engine, inches mercury 24.7

Vacuum at engine, lbs. absolute 2.54

Vacuum at condenser, inches mercury 25.4

Vacuum at air pump, inches mercury 27.3

Steam before entering low pressure cylinder (from temp.

254° F.) 17.2 lb.

Mean Effective Pressures.

Head En<l. Cylinder End.

High pressure cylinder 25.6 21.9

Low pressure cylinder 10.7 9.5

.\verage i. h. p developed by engine 780

Drj' steam consumed by engine 274,400 lb.

Dry steam per i. h. p. per hour 17.0 lb.

Coal per i. h. p.-hour 2.62 lb.

Coal per kilowatt-hour 4.15 lb.

Thermal efficiency of engine, per cent 13.5

Efficiency, piston to switchboard, per cent 86.6

Efficiency, steam to switchboard, per cent 11.

7

Efficiency, coal to switchboard (Boilers Nos. 3 and 4

only ) , per cent 7.4

PERFORMANCE OF AUXILIARIES.
Total weight of steam for engines and pumps, lb iS9,5oo

Water per i. h. p. for auxiliaries, lb 49.7

Coal per i. h. p. for auxiliaries, lb 7.85

POWER PLANT PERFORMANCE.
Total coal per i. h. p.-hour (main engine), lb 4.22

Total coal per kilowatt-hour, lb 6.69

Net efficiency of plant from coal to switchboard, per cent 4.7

The current generated by the exciter was used partly for lighting

and for running a traveling crane, a grab bucket for coal conveying,

a coal crusher, a filter motor, and the boiler feed pumps, as well as

for exciting the alternator field. These various demands were

divided approximately as follows

:

Kw. h.

Lights (210 incandescent, 12 arc) 3R1

Crane (very little used) 2

Grab bucket, crusher and filter motor 21

Boiler feed pumps 184

Alternator fields 373

96

1

The total power delivered to the switchboard was 10,580 kilowatt-

hours. The load curve shows that the average load increased

rapidly from about 150 kw. at the start to about 525, at which it

remained nearly constant, though with considerable fluctuation, till

about I p. m. It then increased slightly, to about 620 kw., between

S and 9, after which it fell off rapidly and fairly uniformly, till

midnight, the last readings being about the same as the first. The

maximum average for any half hour was 780 kw. between 8 and

8:30 in the evening.

The average field current for the main generator was 369 amperes.

The average for the feed pump was 70.6 amperes. The main cur-

rent (373-volt) curve varies greatly in character from hour to hour

during the day, at times being quite vmiform and at times very

jagged. During most of the time it varied within the limit of 500

and 1,500 amperes, averaging 907 for the day; 2,000 amperes was

the maximum current noted and this was reached several times.

Twice during the day the current fell nearly to zero.

The average pulential at the switchboard was 27,050 volts with

a maximum variation from about 25,400 to 28,400. For the most

part the variation was between the limits of 26,500 and 27,700. The
current curves for the different feeders showed, of course, much
greater proportional variations.

TEST OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM.

This part of the test was of unusual interest, on account of the

use of the third rail, and especial attention was given to its char-

acteristics. .Although the good voltage regulation obtained on the

car was quite striking, it soon became evident that the resistance of

the third rail conducting system was much higher than it should be,

and further investigation showed that the trouble lay in the bonds

between the rail and the copper cables, running under crossings, etc.

Four of these taken at random and compared by means of a milli-

voltnieter with variable rail lengths, gave 100, 140, 155 and 40 ft. of

rail as having equal resistances.

The bonds between the rails, both of the third rail and of the

track, seemed to be in good condition, giving on test equivalent rail

lengths equal to only one or two times the lengths of the bonds.

Measurements of the resistances of the third rail system, the

track and the 27,000-volt system were made when the plant was

shut down at night. In measuring the track and third rail resist-

ances, the lines of the hi.gh tension system were used as potential

wires. During these measurements, which were made on two nights,

the temperature was from 25° to 26° F. One of the i2S-volt ex-

citers was used as a source of current and a short circuit was made
at the end of the system between the third rail and the track. One
high tension line being connected to the third rail and one to the

track at the power house, the resistance of any section of track or

third rail could be determined by connecting voltmeters between

these potential wires and the tracks or third rail at any sub-station.

The current and potential at the power house would give the resist-

ance of the whole system. On account of leakage, which will be

discussed later, these resistances will be a little too low. Results

were obtained with four different currents. Owing to the special

interest attached to this matter, the complete set of values will be

.given.

SUMMARY OF RESISTANCES.
Ohms

Section of System. Ohms. Miles. per mile.

Third rail and track from P. H. to trol-

ley, west track. Parsons Ave 194 4.49 -0432

Third rail and track from P. H. to trol-

ley, east track. Parsons Ave 210 4.49 .0468

Third rail and track from Obetz to

trolley, east track. Parsons Ave 135 3.41 .0396

Trolley and track, west track, Parsons

Ave 029 .16 .181

Third rail and'track from P. H. to trol-

ley, Circleville, including trolley. . . .835 18.63 .0448

Trolley and track at Circleville 166 1.42 .117

Third rail and track from P. II. to trol-

ley at Circleville 669 17.25 .0388

Third rail from P. H. to Ashville 318 10.52 .0302

Track from P. H. to Ashville 081 10.52 0077

Third rail and track from P. H. to trol-

ley at Lancaster 749 23.89 0314

Third rail from P. II. to Hookers 587 1903 .0308

Track from P. H. to Hookers 093 1903 .0049

Third rail from P. H. to Canal Win-

chester 277 9.58 .029

Track from P. 11. to Canal Winchester. .058 9.58 .0061

Track and third rail from P. H. to

Obetz 064 1.03 .0621
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-M')

Track aiul third rail frdiii Honkers to

Laiic. trolley no
Track and third rail from Aslivilli' to

Circlevillo, incl. trolley

Track and third rail from Aslivillr to

Circlcvillc (to trolley)

IIIkIi tension from P. If, to Hookers,

piT phase 3'**'^'

lligli tension from I'. II. to Ashvillc,

per phase 16.28

It will he noted that the resistance of the third rail con<liictors

is from fonr to si.x times greater than that of the track, whereas 011

acconnt of its larger area (ratio 10 to 7).

4.86
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Corrected

results

Encrgj' Delivered. kw.-h.

Total energy generated 10,580

Power delivered by sub-stations.

—

Power house rotary No. 2 2,660
j

Power house rotary No. i 590
j

.-\shville 1.220

Canal Winchester 1.690

Hookers 1,160

Per cent Per cent

of total of total

delivered, generated.

100

44

17

23

16

Total

Energy used.

—

Car No. no, Circleville Division.

Car No. 103, Circleville Division.

Car No. 102, Lancaster Division.

Car No. 106, Lancaster Division.

Lights and heaters on all cars. .

.

7.320 69.2

S70

750

1,152

903

226

370

20.7

2.4

60

40

30.8

Total 3.901

Energy delivered at Parsons Ave.

to Columbus system 2,192

Energy delivered to street railway

at Lancaster 252

Total used 6,345

Lost in transmission system 4.235

Lost in transformers, high tension

lines and rotaries 3.260

Lost in track and third rail 975 9-

All-day efficiency of transmission system 60 per cent

An effort was made to obtain efficiencies at diflferent loads by

taking readings of the wattmeters every half hour during the day,

but no satisfactory connection between load and efficiency could be

deduced. This was probably due to the different locations of the

cars, and to different leakage, since, during part of the test, it rained

hard.

The large percentage loss in the high tension transmission and

transformation system must be chiefly due to the fact that this

apparatus is working so much under its rated load, the average

loads in the outside sub-stations being only about 15, 21 and 14 per

cent, respectively, of the capacity of the apparatus. If the system

were working with normal rated load, the loss in transformers and

rotaries should not be over 10 per cent, whereas, under the present

conditions, it is probably about 27 per cent. With the present rapid

development of the system, these conditions will be greatly im-

proved.

The 15-second potential readings taken between 2 ;oo and 5 ;oo

p. m., and covering one complete cycle in the movement of the cars,

showed, as was to be expected, good regulation throughout the sys-

tem. At the outside sub-stations the variation lay between 620 and

5G0 volts for the most part, with occasional momentary drops to

550. At the power house sub-station, where the load was greater,

the regulation was not quite so good, dropping more frequently to

500 volts and varying for the most part between 620 and 550 to 570.

On the cars the voltage seldom fell below 500 momentarily, usually

varying between 600 and 540 or over.

The maximum currents recorded were, most of the time, in the

vicinity of 300 amperes, though occasional peaks reached 500 or

even occasionally 600.

The following table shows the expenditure of energy in the dif-

ferent parts of the system

:

Per cent.

Energj' supplied to the plant in the coal 100.00

Used for auxiliaries, lighting, etc., including losses 32.58

Loss due to moisture in the coal (Boilers 3 and 4) 2.44

Loss due to air excess above that required (Boilers 3 and 4) . . 8.54

Loss due to heat in products of combustion (Boilers 3 and 4) . 6.04

Loss due to unburned coal in refuse (ash-pit) (Boilers 3

and 4) 2.83

Loss due to radiation from walls, etc. (Boilers 3 and 4) 3.54

Loss from energy in steam not converted into power 38.00

Loss in engine friction and in generator 80

Loss in high tension system and rotaries 1.61

Loss in third rail and track 33

Available for running cars 328

This analysis brings out in a striking way the relative importance

of the losses occurring in the steam and in the electrical end of the

plant. The large loss in the operation of the auxiliaries is particu-

larly noticeable. In this connection it should be stated that with

the present load the plant normally operates with but two instead

of three boilers. The coal per kilowatt-hour is therefore about 10

per cent higher than it should be, and in the foregoing analysis this

difference is mostly charged to the auxiliaries. It is also to be

noted that the power used by the auxiliaries, etc., would be very

slightly increased if the plant were working at its full present

capacity, or six times the load at the time of the test.

CAR TESTS.
In addition to the tests on the cars mentioned, a special test was

made upon one car at a later date, which constituted the subject of

a separate thesis. In this test a complete set of readings was taken

covering four trips of the car, two on the Circleville Division and

two on the Lancaster. The same motorman was employed through-

out the day. For the current readings a graphic recording am-

meter, similar to the one described before the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers in 1903 by Mr. A. H. Armstrong, was loaned to

the L'niversity by the General Electric Co. In this instrument, the

magnet of which is separately excited, the needle carries a pen

which makes its record on a 4-in. strip of paper driven by clock-

work. The time is recorded by another pen, as in a chronograph,

every five seconds. The scale as used was 200 amperes per inch

;

the rate of travel of the paper can be adjusted for from 4 in. to 8

in. per minute. In this time circuit, also, a bell was connected so

that five second signals were given for speed and voltage readings.

The speed was obtained by means of a small generator known

as an Apple igniter and kindly loaned by the Dayton Electric Co.

for this purpose. This was supplied with a rubber tired friction

wheel, which pressed upon the car wheel axle and thus set up an

e. m. f. proportional to the speed of the car. The fields were sepa-

rately excited with the same current used for the ammeter field.

An approximate calibration was made by running the igniter in the

laboratory, but this was later corrected from the speed time curves

and actual known distances run over by the car. A difference of

about 2 per cent was found in the constants when going forward

and backard, due probably to the fact that the instrument had to

be set slightly askew on the axle.

A wattmeter was used, suspended as in the former tests, but the

readings obtained were not consistent and are not given. A watt-

meter was also placed in the pump circuit. The cars weigh 42 tons.

They were built by the American Car & Foundry Go., and are

mounted on No. 27 Brill trucks, with four G. E. No. 66 B motors

of 50 h. p. capacity, geared 64-301, and Sprague type M, form E,

multiple control system. The cars are fitted with Wcstinghouse air

brakes, which can be used either directly or automatically when

running single cars. The wheels are 35^ in. in diameter.

The brake was used directly and the pump at 600 volts took about

4.5 amperes or 2.7 kw. while operating. The following table gives

the power used by the pump on the different trips.

Av. Watt-

power hrs.

Time, Energy, for pump, per

hrs.-min. Watt-hrs. watts. mile.

Columbus to Circleville 1:13 120 99 4.5

Columbus to Circleville i;io 135 116 5.0

Circleville to Columbus 1:07 135 124 5.0

Circleville to Obetz 142 70 49 4.2

Obetz to Lancaster 0:48 35 44 i.S

Columbus to Lancaster 1 125 147 106 4.8

Lancaster to Columbus 1:23 141 102 4.6

Lancaster to Obetz 0:57 47 485 2.1

In connection with the car test the power readings on the cars

made during the first test were worked up more in detail and the

table on the following page gives the data as arranged from this

test. These tests were computed from the beginning of the Scioto

Valley third rail proper at the south end of Columbus.

The somewhat greater values per car-mile on the Lancaster divi-

sion are due to the greater number of grades and curves on that

line. The difference bewteen car No. 103 and No. no, and again

between No. 106 and No. 102, in the amount of energy taken is quite

striking. These cars are supposed to be duplicates, so that the

difference is probably largely due to the difference in the handling

of the motors. *
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I'lie srapliic amnietcr records, together with the curves derived highest speed recorded was 58 miles per hour; 50 milts was several

fn>in (lie live-second readings of the voltage and speed, were limes exceeded.

plolliil liigether on proliic paper, the combined curves aggregating I he voltage curves show the voltage varying usually hetwccn 550

nvir line liundred feet in length. Parts of these curves arc repro- and 600 volts, dropping occasionally as low as 500 and momentarily

diiced here. A study of them brings out the following facts: on starting the car, as low as 450.

The necessity for turning off the power at all crossings gives the The calibrations preparatory to this test, brought out the unrc

onn tnt curve a particularly jagged appearance. On starting the car liability of station recording wattmeters in this kind of service, the

till- iiMiint usually rises tn licUvccii .|Oo and 500 ani|)ercs; then if errors found in some of the sub-stalion wattmeters running as high

POWER USliU BY CARS.

Kllowntt-lirs. Avrr.iKfr
Number Number Number of Supplied Ulstancc, Time, •peed, Kw-hr. per Kw-lir. pt-r Av.
of car. Run. of 8top8, raMnonncTS. to motor, miles. mInutcB. m. p. b. lar-mlln. ton-mile. Kw-hr.
10.'! Col.s. lo CMchvllle M IS G7.1 Z3.28 i'J.r, 28.2 2.40 .058 69.2
no ' • "

i,'-) 19 or,.s 23,:!s 52.

s

26.5 2.S2 .ocr, 74.

«

103 firclcvlllo to Cols 15.5 27 07.6 23.28 52.7 2C.5 2.90 .007 70.8
110 " " " 15 21 7'I.C 23.2S 67.4 24.3 3.20 .074 77.6
102 Cols, to Lancaster 15 21 91.1 27.29 56.5 28.9 3.4.1 .079 99.8
IOC •• • " 15 22 78.3 27.2!) 57.6 28.6 2.87 .066 81.7
102 Lanc.i.slor lo Cols 16 24 »0.C 27.29 66.3 29.1 3.32 .070 96.8
10(1 • • • 16 21 78.3 27.29 67.1 28.7 2.87 .066 82.1

the motors are llirown in parallel, il falls gradually to about 250 in one case as 16 and in another 30 per cent. The ammeters were

to 300, or if they are kept in series, to about 150 amperes. 1 he also very inaccurate.

average current as determined by planimcter for one of the runs For the successful carrying out of this test much credit is due

from Lancaster to Obetz was about 150 amperes. The steps of the to the following members of the graduating class of the Ohio State

controller at starting show as a scries of saw teeth more or less University, who had charge of the parts indicated

:

horizontal in general direction, according to the rapidity witli Power plant : L. G. Robinson, L. C. Hopkins, G. C. Vcnnum.
which the controller handle was thrown over. The maximum cur- and C. R. Ifepner. Transmission system : O. F. Metz, T. A. Win-

rent recorded was 680 amperes, though it seldom exceeded 55°. gard, W. H. Kempton. Car test: L. W. Chubb, H. L. Hope.

The speed curves show that during the actual running outside the Much is also due to the officers of the Scioto Valley Traction

city, an average speed of about 35 miles per hour was usually at- Co. for their hearty cooperation in the work of this test, and to

taincd. The maximum speeds were usually between 45 and 50. the Columbus Railway & Light Co. for the loan of wattmeters,

In the cily streets about 15 miles was the maximum reached. The without which the test could not have been nearly so complete.

*—-*

Traffic Problems Upon Loops and Stub Tracks.

BY HOWARD S. KNOWLTON.

The analysis of traffic is a problem of never-ending importance

upon the modern electric railway system. Although the volume of

business may average about the same for diflferent days, the dis-

tribution of traffic is probably never exactly twice alike. On large

systems there is a constant shifting of loads between different lines

from month to month, while on small roads the variation in earn-

ings upon different routes are often most striking. There is always

an element of uncertainty in the preparation of schedules for the

more populous conunimities, a necessary margin being left at car

houses between regular and extra cars to take care of unforeseen

variations from the normal run of traffic.

Within the past few years more scientific methods have come into

play in the study of street railway operation, and the results have

been most gratifying. In the early days there was little time for

anything but the exacting work of keeping the cars moving, but

with the development of power stations and rolling stock in the

direction of larger and more reliable equipment, breakdowns have

become less frequent, and the work of maintenance has fallen more
into the course of routine duties. An enormous amount of work
remains to be done in the determination of maintenance cost in de-

tail upon all classes of electric railways by the co-operation of the

auditing and motive power, rolling stock and road departments,

but all this is a matter of dealing with data ready at hand or easily

obtained. The study of traffic is in many ways a problem of greater

perplexity. It is easy enough to find out what a car is earning, but

not so easy, and much more expensive, to determine how far the

average passenger on even a single trip is carried. Here is a tre-

mendous diflFerence between the steam road, with its definite way
bills of freight haulage and its tickets and mileage coupons for pas-

senger service, and the city trolley system, with its elastic journeys

and vast transfer privileges. The field of study in connection with

street railway traffic is almost limitless, and every factor which

bears upon it is worth investigation.

The relation of loops and stub tracks to the expeditious handling

of traffic is a much more complicated subject than appears upon first

acquaintance. The relative efficiency of the two styles of layout, or

better, their comparative traffic capacity, is often misconceived. The
choice of a loop or a stub track layout is not a matter to be decided

ofT hand, where large volumes of traffic are to be handled in rather

limited periods. Questions of available real estate area, terminal

station design as a whole, possibility of separating incoming and

outgoing traffic, character of surrounding property, cost of con-

struction and other points bear directly upon such a choice in many
cases. At the same time it is well worth while to investigate the

possible movement of rolling stock upon both loops and stub track

layouts, and it is with the intention of presenting equations which

will throw light upon the general cases most commonly encountered

in such studies that this article is prepared.

Considering a simple loop of single track with a tangent stretch

of platform parallel to the rails, let

D = length of platform in feet.

X = number of cars platform will hold— i. e., number of cars

which can stand beside platform simultaneously.

S = average speed of cars in miles per hour when moving along

platform, exclusive of stops.

T' = time in seconds, exclusive of stop, for one car to traverse

the length of the platform.

T" = time in seconds of car stop.

M = interval between cars, in seconds.

C = number of cars per hour which can be handled.

If the interval M is known, the number of cars per hour is readily

determined by the equation

C = 3,600 H- M (il

If the times T' and T" are known, M can be found by substituting

thcT values, together with the value of N, in

M = (T' -f T") -^ N (2)

assuming, of course that the platform is kept filled with cars during
the time considered.

Elimirating M, we have

C = 3.600 N^ (T' + T') (3)

Now, T' = D -^ (S X 1.466) (4)
So we have, substituting for T' its value in (4)

C= (S.280NS) - (D + ST' X 1-466) (s)

That is, given the length of a platform ser\-ed by a single loop

track, the maximum number of cars it will hold, the average speed

of the cars and the time taken by a stop of average length, (5)
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gives the ma.xiniiim traffic capacity of the loop in cars per hour,

barring external obstructions and delays. Thus, we find that 371

cars per hour can be passed over a loop serving a platform 250 ft.

long, with 5 car berths, 20-second stops and an average speed of

6 miles per hour along the platform edge.

Kig. I illustrates a simple loop with a platform upon which no

distinction is made between arriving and departing passengers.

In case the platform is divided, so that a double stop is made, the

problem must be solved separately for each portion of its platform.

The smaller value of C consequently represents the ma.ximum

number of cars which can be passed over the loop in an hour, the

effect being to change the adjoining platform's conditions as to the

!<-

FIG. I—TVI'KAI. I.COI'.

values of N, S or T". The same facts apply to double platforms

in series upon the same track.

It is interesting to vary the quantities appearing in equation (s)

and analyze their effect upon the car movement. Fig. 2 shows the

traffic capacity in cars per hour of three loops having respectively

75 ft., 150 ft. and 300 ft. of platform length, the stops varying from

(l) to 60 seconds, and the speed of cars along the platforms being

6 m. p. h. The curves were platted to include values on each side

of the range of practical operation, as well as those encountered

under commercial conditions of passenger handling. They were all

worked out on a slide rule from equation (5). The first point of

interest is the convergence of the curves to a common intersection

at 844 cars per hour and o length of stop. This means that the

maximum number of equal length cars per hour which can be

passed over any loop at 6 m. p. h. platform speed and just come to

rest is 844, the cars being of such length that 8 can stand on 300 ft.

of platform track simultaneously. It will be seen that the length of

stop has a much greater influence upon short loop traffic capacity

than upon the car movement possible upon long loops. (In this dis-

cussion the length of the platform track is referred to when speak-

ing of the length of loops.) Thus, on the 300- ft. loop 740 cars per

hour can be handled on a 5-second stop of each, whereas on the

75-ft. loop only 540 cars can be handled. Under the conditions as-

sumed the IS and 20-second stops are most marked in their relative

influence upon the car movement. While common sense tells us

that if a large number of cars are to be handled in a given time at

a platform where long stops cannot be avoided, the platform must
be larger than if shorter stops were possible, it is interesting to see

the relations between the factors in the case graphically expressed.

Another conclusion which may easily be drawn is that with a given

type of car and fixed platform speed, in order to handle a given

number of cars per hour the length of platform is directly propor-

tional to the time of stop permissible. Thus, 300 cars per hour can

be handled on the 150-ft. loop with 31-second stops, but on the 7S-ft.

loop the stops must not exceed 15.5 seconds on the average for

this traffic.

In the actual handling of traffic 6 miles per hour is often a much
liigher speed than can be maintained by cars approaching a plat-

form stop within the platform limits. The curves in Fig. 2 were

plotted mainly to show what might be called "forced-draft" condi-

tions in car movement, but a simple change of the value of S from

6 to 4, or whatever the speed my be, is all that is necessary to enable

one to calculate the traffic capacity of any loop with which he is

concerned. Throughout this article the object has been to show a

method of studying loop and stub traffic rather than to tabulate

results which anyone may easily work out for himself. The varia-

tion in length of track, size of cars, speeds and stops in actual prac-

tice are so numerous that to work out the curves for a great variety

of practical conditions would transcend the available space of this

discussion. It remains, however, to determine an equation for the

traffic possible on a stub track in which

D = length of platform in feet.

N = number of cars platform will hold.

T' = time in seconds for one car to run length 1).

T" = time in seconds for one car to make stop.

S = average speed of cars in m. p. h. along platform, excluding

stops.

M = interval between cars in seconds.

I = time in seconds for last car of each group N to clear in-

bound track.

C = niaxinnmi lumilicr of cars per hour which can he handled on

the stub.

Now, C = 3,600 -=- M, as in the study of loops. . (i)

.\nd M = (2 T' -f T" -^ N) + I (2)

Since the stop enters but once, and the groups of N cars must

each wait until the preceding group has cleared the inbound track

before proceeding. (In the case of the loop, the diflfercnt groups of

N cars can follow each other directly upon the inbound track.)

From (i) and (2) we have

C = 3,600 N ^ (2T' -)- T" -F NI) (3)

But, T' = D H- (S + 1.466) (4)

So that

C = 5,280 S N H- [2 D -f (S T" X 1466) -f (S N I X 1.466)] . (s)

In cases where I may be neglected, equation (5) becomes

C = 5,280 S N -^ (2 D -f 1.466 ST") (6)

Fig. 3 represents a typical stub track, and Fig. 4 shows the traffic

capacity of three stubs, 300 ft., 150 ft. and 75 ft. long, respectively,

for comparison with the loops of Fig. 2. For the sake of simplicity

the value of I is assumed equal to zero.

As one would naturally expect, the capacity of a stub track of

equal platform length with a loop track, operating under similar

^S?

C^yfS^£^/P//Oa/P=C
^o

FIG. 2—TRAFFIC CAPACITY IN CARS PER HOUR.

conditions of car size, speed and duration of stops, is always much

less than that of the equivalent loop. Thus, with 20-second stops,

the 7S-ft. loop handles 255 cars per hour, against 195 on the stub,

a difference of 31 per cent in favor of the loop. With 30-second

stops, the 75-ft. loop handles 190 cars per hour and the stub 153,

the difference being but 24 per cent. Comparing 10-second stops on

the 300-ft. loop and stub, we find that the loop has an advantage of

nearly 81 per cent, while on the 25-second stop it has an advantage

of but 58 per cent. This leads to the general conclusion that an in-
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crease in tlic IciiRtli of stop rapidly cuts down the advantage of tlic

loop in comparison with the stnl) tracl< of equal length, and that

the difference in traffic capacity of loops antl stnhs grows smaller

and smaller and of less advantage to the loop as the length of track

diminishes.

Another interesting comparison is the relative capacity of long

and short stuhs as the slops vary. Thus, with a i.S-second slop

the 300-ft. sltih has a capacity of 345 cars per hour, against 292 cars

per hour at a 30-second slop, a reduction of 15 per cent. Under the

.same conditions the 7S-ft. stuh carries 225 and 153 cars per hour, re-

spectively, the reduction being 32 per cent. This leads us to con-

clude that sliort stops are of greater importance on short stubs than

K—T^w/j-^K 2)

7%A/..

I'lc;. 3—TVi'K .\i. srrii tk.m'K.

on long stub.s, ju.sl as in the case of loop Iral'lic previously discussed.

In practice it is, of course, usual to lay out stub tracks in a

parallel group with several platforms, rather than to altcmpl to

handle a heavy traffic upon a single long stub. Hence it is impor-

tant to compare groups of stubs with the loop or loops which are

competitive with tlicm. Neglecting the delays expressed by the

value of I, each stub problem can be separately solved by equation

(5) under "stubs," and the combined capacity of the group com-

pared with tlie combined capacity of the loops involved.

Comparing a single loop 300 ft. long (platform length) with four

-5-ft. stubs (shown in Fig. 5) we have for several values of stops:

Cars Per Hour.

Seconds slop. One 300-ft. loop. Four 75-ft. stubs.

10 660 1,080

20 530 780

4" 385 5«>

Thus, llie capacity of these four stubs of a combined length equal

to that of a single loop is far greater than that of the loop. This

shows tlie importance of comparing both loops and stiilis in pre-

paring terminal layouts.

Still another general conclusion of interest is tliat the tratTic

capacity of different stubs is equal when the same ratio exists be-

tween the length of the stub and the time of the stops. Ihus, a

7S-ft. stub, a 150-ft. stub and a 300-ft. stub each handle 325 ca's per

hour with Si 10 and 20-second stops, respectively. The same rela-

tions were pointed out under the loop problems.

It is necessary to realize, in figuring upon problems of this char-

acter, that the determination of car movement is not always the de-

ciding problem in laying out electric railway terminals. In some

7V«r«/«

FIC. 5—FOUR-STUB L.WOUT.

cases the local conditions absolutely preclude the use of a loop

scheme, and in others the stub layout is equally objectionable. The

separation of incoming and outgoing passengers is a matter of great

importance in many terminals, but unfortunately it is frequently

impossible to provide for this. Perhaps the street railway park

terminal is as readily adapted to traffic separation as any layout

used by large crowds of people. Often a combined loop and stub

scheme may be worked with profit. It is urged by advocates of

slul) terminals that congestion on platforms is belter avoided by

such layouts than by loops, while on the other hand the loop

((reference leads many lo point out that the steady stream of traffic

which can there he handled without delay ofTscts the spacing

afTorded by stubs. Manifestly it is important on both loops and
stubs that cars be kept close to schedule and forced over the tracks

as fast as the conditions of clearance will allow, otherwise it is

impossible to reap the full benefit of cither scheme.

A dinTicult feature of loop operation often presents itself in regard

to the stopping points of cars having difTcrcnt destinations. Unless

.some scheme of lamp or semaphore signaling is used it is exceed-

ingly difficult lo avoid great congestion in the rush hours, on

account of the ignorance of passengers as to the berths at which

cars will stop. The scheme for informing passengers which berths

their respective cars will slop upon as used on the Park St. south-

bound subw.iy loop in Boston is an admirable instance of what may
be done in the way of relieving confusion and consequent congestion
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due to uncertainty upon the car slop question. The stub track has

an advantage in that if the same cars always run upon the same

track the signs placed at the platform ends of the tracks greatly

facilitate the dispersion of traffic to its proper destination.

Enough has been said lo show that each case must in -part be

figured on its own merits, and that many factors enter into a wise

choice between loops and stubs. It is safe to say that in many in-

stances of operation the actual number of cars handled is far below

the maximum possible, or even desirable. Any line of track which

carries a car movement of 450 cars per hour is doing a prodigious

business under present-day conditions. To secure the maximum
the cars must move with the precision of clockwork, and this, on a

system which operates in densely crowded streets, is often an im-

possibility. A loop capable of 500 car movements an hour is of

little advantage if the track feeding it is blocked lo a maximum of

200 cars per hour by teams and other street traffic. At the same

time it is well lo have the means at hand for determining what

loops and stubs can be made to do at best, and if the method de-

scribed in the foregoing paragraphs acquires any usefulness in the

future analysis of loop and stub traffic by railway engineers, the

object of this article will be attained.

Work has commenced on a large sub-station for the Illinois Trac-

tion System at Decatur, 111.



October Meeting, Ohio Interurban Railwa^^ Association.

The fall meeting of the Ohio Interurban Railway Association was

held in the German room of the Hotel Chittenden, Columbus, O.,

October 26th, the meeting being called to order at 10:40 a. m., by

President Spring. The minutes of the last regular meeting held at

Cedar Point, June 22nd, were read and approved.

President Spring then made a short address to the members of

the association, congratulating them upon good attendance at the

first meeting of the winter season. The growth of the association

during the past year has been very rapid and the work accom-

plished very satisfactory, but on the resumption of the fall meet-

ings the association is at its most critical stage. Enthusiasm and

interest are shown and the best idea now is to take advantage of

these so that the association will be able to continue its work with

success.

To do this it has seemed advisable to consider the matter of

establishing a permanent secretaryship. The American Street and

Interurban Railway Association has come to this conclusion after

considerable thought and discussion, and also the New England

Street Railway Club two years after its organization found the

association about at a standstill and solved the problem by electing

a permanent secretary. In the latter association the result has

been very satisfactory, and the manner in which the matter has

been handled has materially decreased the expense of the associa-

tion so that the office of the secretary is almost self-sustaining.

This is accoinplished in the publication of the official organ of the

association.

It, therefore, appealed to the executive committee that similar

action should be taken in the Ohio association and to that end the

executive committee at a meeting held in Columbus, Wednesday
evening, discussed the feasibility of such a plan. It has been

decided by the executive committee to send a circular letter to all

members of the association regarding this matter. In order to

launch this permanent secretaryship it W'ill be necessary to have

some financial assistance and it is proposed that each member con-

tribute five dollars per month to this end. This will enable the

association to establish an office and enable the secretary to defray

the expenses of his office, cover his salary and launch an official

publication which will eventually be self-sustaining, as well as cover

the salary and expenses of the secretaryship.

It was also decided that it would be well to question the Indiana

association regarding its views on this subject. The executive com-

mittee will give this matter further attention between now and the

next meeting of the association and action will be taken at that time.

The President then spoke briefly of the work accomplished by

the transportation committee in regard to interchangeable mileage

coupons, the report of which committee followed.

The Transportation Committee reported that since the June
meeting there have been added to the interchangeable coupon ticket

agreement, six companies, increasing the total mileage over which

these books arc accepted from 1,437 to 1,816 miles, divided as

follows: 1,138 miles in Ohio, 571 in Indiana and 107 in Michigan.

The names of the companies which have been added are: The
Indiana Union Traction Co., Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction

Co., Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co., Indiana Northern
Traction Co., Indianapolis & Martinsville Rapid Transit Co., Indi-

anapolis & Eastern Railway Co., and the Lake Erie, Bowling Green
& Napoleon Railway Co. The committee is at present in corre-

spondence with the Richmond Street & Interurban Railway Co.,

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Railway Co., Indianapolis &
Northwestern Traction Co., and two companies in Michigan, all of

which it is hoped will be secured as members to this agreement at

an early date.

A contract governing the interchange of coupon tickets similar

to the one adopted by this association has been adopted by five

Illinois companies, with the exception of a few minor details re-

garding the division of expenses on account of maintaining a

bureau and the form of book. The Illinois book is comprised of

120 coupons or six dollars w-orth of transportation, which is sold

for five dollars. Those interested in tlie Illinois situation advised

the committee that they were of the opinion that a consolidation of

these companies with the Ohio association in this work could be

easily arranged in the event of the establishing of a bureau for the

handling of the coupons. Two other Illinois companies, not parties

to the agreement, were called upon and the objections raised by

them were practically the same as those of the Ohio companies

when the interchangeable coupon was first considered. Representa-

tives of these companies stated, however, that in the event of other

Illinois companies joining they could not hesitate to become mem-
bers on account of any personal objections they noted in the agree-

ment.

Revised Bulletin No. 6 is now being prepared by the committee,

showing a total of 30 companies accepting interchangeable cgu-

pon tickets. There are 3,800 books in circulation in Ohio, 1,900 in

Indiana and 400 in Michigan.

The committee has given considerable attention during the past

year to the matter of publicity and arrangements have been made
through the Associated Press to keep the public advised through

various daily papers of additional companies signing the agreement

from time to time, in each case publishing a new list. Arrange-

ments have also been made for the publication in connection with

time tables in the Central States Guide that interchangeable coupon

tickets are accepted on the several properties. Similar arrange-

ments have also been made with the publishers of other guides.

Attention was then called to the apparent disinclination of a

number of the companies to mail the coupons to the owning road

prior to the Sth of each month and all were urged to give the

matter prompt attention.

The Transportation Committee is comprised of J. 11. Merrill,

chairman, H. A. Nicholl, F. W. Adams. F. W. Coen and Theodore

Stebbins.

The report of the treasurer of the association was then read

and approved. Since the report for October ist, initiation fees for

membership have been received amounting to $21.00.

The report of the committee appointed to attend the meeting of

the American Street Railway Association, at Philadelphia, was then

read by Mr. Coen. Mr. Coen briefly called attention to the suc-

cess of this meeting and the matters of especial interest to the Ohio

association.

Mr. E. P. Roberts spoke of the interesting papers read dealing

with gas engines and steam turbines, which were of particular in-

terest from an engineering standpoint.

The president then read a letter of regret from Mr. W. Caryl

Ely, stating he was unable to attend the Columbus meeting.

Applications for membership to the association were then read

and the following gentlemen elected : L. C. Bradley, general su-

perintendent, Scioto Valley Traction Co. ; G. O. Nagle, manager,

Stubenville, Mingo & Ohio Valley Traction Co.; T. C. Cherry, Ohio

Central Traction Co.; E. P. Matthews, Dayton, O. ; M. MacDonald,

MacDonald Ticket & Ticket Box Co. ; S. F. Skeel, Crouse-Hinds

Co. ; W. P. Cosper, Garton-Daniels Co.

Announcement was then made of the appointment of Judge E. P.

Matthews as chairman of the legislative committee in place of the

late Dr. J. E. Lowes, of Dayton. Announcement was also made
that the November meeting of the association will be held at the

Tod House, Youngstown, O., on November 23rd, and that the an-

nual meeting will be held in Dayton, O., in January, at which

time it was hoped that Governor Herrick, Mr. H. H. Vreeland and

Mr. W. Caryl Ely will be present and address the association. An
invitation was then read from the Electric Club of Cleveland, of

which Mr. E. P. Roberts is president, extending to the members

of the association the courtesies of the club. Meetings of this club

are held the first Wednesday of each month at which times very

interesting papers are read, a large number of which are devoted^

to matters of interest to electric railway men. An invitation was

extended by Mr. L. C. Bradley, of the Scioto Valley Traction Co.,

for the members of the association to take a trip over the company's
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lines. A iiiiiliijii w;is iIk-ii iii.ulf by Mj'. Cocii llial ;> comniillce of

three bo appointed as a permanent committee on insurance and

the following were appointed by the president: F. W. Coen,

cliairman, Theodore Stebbins and R. E. Dc Wccse.

Mr. Staats was then given an opportunity to present to the asso-

ciation the status of the work he is nnderlaking in regard to mutual

insurance for electric railway and power properties. It will be

remembered that this subject was presented to the Ohio association

.ibout a year ago and since that time considerable data and informa-

tiim have been gathered which show that the amounts expended

for insurance on car barns, power plants and other property is far

in excess of the actual cost of insurance. Companies that have

gone into this matter very thoroughly have succeeded in having

the rates on old line and stock insurance reduced to a considerable

extent but there is room for further reduction by the organization

of a mutual comjiany. With this end in view, the Associated Rail-

way Companies' Insurance Co., of Cleveland, O., has been organized

with a capital stock of $200,000 and surplus at $300,000. While

the organization is not yet prepared to write insurance, the Elec-

tric Mutual Insurance Co. and the Traction Mutual Insurance Co.

have been incor])oratcd under the laws of Ohio and these com-

panies will commence to issue policies as soon as $20,000,000 of

properties have been equipped in accordance with their rcrjuire-

mcnts. In order to facilitate matters it has been found desirable to

organize a stock insurance company under the name of the Asso-

ciated Railway Companies' Insurance Co., embodying mutual fea-

tures and the control of which will be placed in the hands of a num-
ber of leading traction companies. It is the intention to write both

protected and unprotected risks in this company, taking the pres-

ent basis rate of the stock insurance companies and granting reduc-

tion in rate as the risks are equipped with fire protection appli-

ances. Statistics show that the actual amount of money recovered

on fire losses of 420 roads during a period of 10 years was less

than 28 per cent of the insurance premiums paid by the traction

companies, and it is expected that this new company will bring the

net cost of insurance on traction properties and electric light and

power stations down to less than 25 cents per annum on each $100

of insurance carried. Several of the larger companies have already

subscribed to the capital stock of the Associated Railways Com-
panies' Insurance Co., and there are several other railway com-

panies who are giving the matter favorable consideration. The
meeting then adjourned until I 130 o'clock p. m.

The afternoon session was called to order l)y the president at

I :3o o'clock and announcement was made that a special car had

been provided by the Scioto Valley Traction Co., to leave its station

at 2 o'clock for a trip over the Chillicothe Division. The associa-

tion accepted the invitation and voted to adjourn at 2 o'clock, to

continue the meeting enroute. In the meantime, discussion of the

subjects to be presented at the meeting were taken up. The first

question was : "What should be the proper width of interurban

cars in order to give passengers the same comforts which they re-

ceive on steam roads? What should be the space between seats

and the width of aisle?" The second question was: "What should

be the width of the devil-strip between tracks on city and on inter-

urban lines?"

Mr. E. P. Roberts opened the discussion by stating that while

the present tendency is to standardize everything possible, local

co.nditions often prevent the adoption of certain practices, and

especially is this true in regard to the width of cars and the

width of the devil-strip between the tracks. The width of the car

is governed on double-track systems by the width of the devil-strip.

In city streets it is usually governed by franchises and city ordi-

nances, while the cost of grading often governs to an extent the

width of devil-strip on interurban tracks. In practice it is notice-

able that those roads having the cheapest grading have the widest

devil-strip. Therefore, it is necessary to make the best of the per-

missible width.

Another condition that has considerable bearing on the width

of interurban cars, the width of the aisle and the space between

seats is the character of service in which the car is placed. On
city cars and local interurban cars where traffic is more or less

congested it is desirable to have wide aisles and plenty of space

near the doors to provide standing joom and to enable passengers

to pass each other in boarding and leaving the car. On the other

hand, in limited service the width of the aisle might not be as

great and more attention be given to the width and spacing of the

seats and the convenience of passengers. On a short run with frc-

que'it slops short seals with low backs and without arm rests arc-

satisfactory. On long hauls the opposite is the case. Mr. Roberts

was of the opinion that too little attention was paid tf) the angle of

the seat ami the back of the seat, that in a great many instances the

slope of the seat and back were such that in slowing riown or

stopping the car a person would slide forward, also that where arm
rests were provifled they were of such construction as to lend to the

discomfort rather than the comfort of the passenger. Arm rests

of generous proportions should be provided. The specifications for

an interurban car which is to be built for a proposed road with a

fair number of stops, include the following: Scats spaced 34 in.

center to center; no arm rests; roll back 26 in. high with head roll;

top of seats cushion 18 in. from the floor; width of aisle 19 in.;

interior width of car 7 ft. 7 in. Measurements taken of a Pennsyl-

vania R. R. coach showed the following : From panel to end of

cushion, 39 in.; width of cushion, 20 in.; heights of back, 25 in.;

seats, 35'/i in. center to center; width of aisle, 32 in.; width of car

under eaves, a little over 10 ft.

Mr. J. C. Gillette, master mechanic, Columbus, Delaware &
Marion Railway Co., stated that his company has some cars in

wbicli a width of 36 in. is had fri m the side of the car to the

inside edge of the aisle; 1954 in. between scat castings; 24 in.

between the insidcs of the seat backs, and 24-in. aisles. These cars

are 8 ft. 4 in. overall.

The meeting then adjourned to the special car, where it was
expected the discussion would be continued. This, however, was
not the case on account of the enjoyment of the trip over the Cir-

cleville Division and a portion of the new line to Chiilicothe.

The party returned to Columbus at s o'clock and after a unani-

mous vote of thanks to Mr. Bradley the meeting informally ad-

journed.

Among the manufacturers represented at the Ohio meeting were:

E. C. Van Valkenburg & Bro., E. C. Van Valkenburg; Howard B.

Arnold, sales agent for electric railway supplies, Dayton, O. ; Na-
tional Carbon Co., A. G. Summerell, Cleveland, O. ; Chicago Var-

nish Co., Fred L. Olds, Chicago, III.; H. W. Johns-Manville Co.,

D. R. Braggins, Cleveland, O. ; the Pennsylvania Steel Co., Philip

W. Moore, Chicago, 111. : Galena-Signal Oil Co., James V. Smith

and J. Edwin Hall, Franklin, Pa.; Westinghouse Air Brake Co..

S. D. Hutchins, Columbus, O. ; MacDonald Ticket & Ticket Box
Co., M. MacDonald ; the Enos Co., Edward L. Stebbins, Xew York
City; the Wollaeger Manufacturing Co., E. F. Wollaeger, Milwau-

kee, Wis.; Crouse-Hinds Co., S. F. Skeel, Chicago, 111.

The Garton-Daniels Co., of Keokuk, la., was represented by

W. P. Cosper, who had on exhibit in parlor C the automotoneer

and distributed souvenir pencils.

The Ohmer Fare Register Co.. of Dayton. O., was respesented

by W. E. Hinmon, general eastern agent, who had on exhibit in

parlor E the Ohmcrograph and the company's new two-fare reg-

ister. This latter machine registers and indicates separately cash

fares and transfers and is a system that will indelibly print the

mnid)er of each class of fares collected on ever>- trip, together with

the date, the trip number, the number of the register, and the

number of the conductor, and also the direction in which the car

moves.

A Long Through Route.

The longest through trolley line in Xew England was inaugurated

by the Old Colony Street Railway Co.. on Monday. October 9th. go-

ing from Boston to Fall River, Mass.. without change, a distance of

53 miles. This through line has been considered for some time, in

order to connect with the New York boats in Fall River, and its

installation is being favorably received. The initial trip was made
in 3 hours and 20 minutes. This trip to New York by trolley and

boat reduces the rate 45 cents each way over the ?te.im roads, and if

one takes the "New Line" of boats between Fall River and New
York, the entire cost from Boston is only $1.75.

The Pennsylvania R. R, is considering the advisabilit>- of operating

its road between Camden and .Atlantic City, N. J., by electricity.
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CENTRALIZATION.
Due to the nature of the growth of the average city railway sys-

tem which has been the outcome of a consolidation of several

smaller lines serving one general community, it is natural that the

offices, shops and power stations should be located as they are,

scattered at different points about the city. On account of the ex-

tended territory served it is necessary that a metropolitan system

have a number of repair shops and storage barns at convenient

points on its lines, yet the systems in cities of the average size

are not so large but that the operating heads and their several

departments can be centralized.

The advantages gained by having the shops, power house and

general offices located close together are many and tend to lessen

the cost of operation where such an arrangement is possible. It

is easily seen that if a manager has, within a short radius of his

office approximately the entire personnel under his direction, with

the exception of the platform men, much time will be saved. This

saving of time has the double advantage that each superintendent

is put in closer touch with other departments and with little loss

of time from his own department.

The location of the machine shop near the power house where
it can be called upon to quickly make necessary repairs to the

generating apparatus as well as do tlie car repair work will lessen'

the maintenance costs for power house repairs and do away with

the moving of heavy parts over seme distance. It is, of course,

impossible in many cases that all the operating centers be at one

location, since for example the economy of the power house opera-

tion depends largely on the station being located where coal and
water are to be easily obtained and handled. Nevertheless, with a

few exceptions, we believe that when the reconstruction time does

come to a built-up system, it would be an unwise act to rebuild the

nut-of-date structures in their former separated localities without

first having carefully weighed the advantages and disadvantages of

centraliznng the entire organization.

Elsewhere in this issue is described the recently reconstructed

system of the Tnpcka Railway Co.. the location of whose build-

ings has been centralized as closely as would seem possible. The
general office building, car storage barns, repair bam, carpenter

and paint shops, machine and special track work shop and the

emergency wagon barn are placed with the outer walls of the

buildings in the form of a rectangle, which where the building

walls do not connect has been made complete, with the exception

of the main gateway, by a high wall. The convenience of this

arrangement is readily apparent and economy of operation should

result.

LUBRICATION.

At the Philadelphia convention the discussion was especially in-

teresting in regard to the lubrication of street railwav motor and

car journals, and the relative costs of grease and oil for this pur-

pose. .A large uumlior of roads have substituted the use of oil for

that of grease, even on the oldest style of motors where grease

boxes were provided. There is no doubt that the use of grease

lends to the consftmption of considerable additional power, and as

one member expressed it, "those who used grease would be deterred

from doing so if they made dynamometer experiments and measured

the current required to perform a certain schedule run." There is

undoubtedly a certain thickness of lubrication which gives the best

results for a certain pressure, and there is no reason why the

lubricant should be any thicker than is necessary to maintain the

proper distance between the journal and the brass.

In ordinary street car work the resistance due to journal friction

w'here oil is used, is small and no marked improvement is effected

by varying the viscosity of the oil. If a change is made, however,

from a fluid lubricant to one which is semi-solid, like grease, the

resistance, due to journal friction, increases very greatly. Even at

a considerably higher cost for oil, it undoubtedly proves cheapest

in the long run, because, aside from the saving in power, there is

a great saving in cost of repairs. It is reported in a number of

instances that armatures, which were formerly lost by the use of

grease, were saved by the use of oil, and the loss was not more
than one-tenth of that when grease was used.

In regard to the actual cost per mile for lubrication of a 20-ton

car. cqvu'pped with four motors, there was a great variety of results

reported, the cost varying in diflferent cases from 8 cents to 40
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cunls per lliousaiid car milus. 1 licse ligures, however, need sonic

cxplanalion, as it is evident that they were obtained under widely

different conditions. In tlie case of the lowest cost given, tlie

cars are equipped with the best types of oil-feed apparatus and

trail cars are also used, which brings down the cost considerably

on Ihe basis of a thousand car miles. On the roads reporting the

highest costs for lubrication, the motors were generally of the

old style, designed for grease lubrication and there was a large

waste in the application of oil. It is probable that the cost of

kibricaling with oil will depend very largely on whether the motors

in use are of the moderni type arranged especially for oil lubrica-

tion, or the old type provided with grease boxes.

The higher cost of oil lubrication is due in- many cases to the

imperfect methods lliat are provided for using the oil, which

result in losses of oil in the car barns and when the cars are

standing still on the road. In order to avoid wasting oil when

the cars are standing still a number of oiling devices have been

designed lo be used on the old style motors, and in most of these

oil cups some arrangement is provided whereby the motion of the

car releases the oil at a rale which may be adjusted to suit various

conditions of service. Several of these varieties of oil cups have

been used with very satisfactory results on roads equipped with

old style motors. These have cut down the cost of lubrication

very materially. It is essential that these oil cups be designed so

that each drop of oil reaches the journal and so that there is no

waste when the car is standing still.

The wide variation in the cost of oil lubrication on different

roads may possibly also be accounted for by the weight and equip-

ment of the different cars as well as by the oiling devices used.

The largest interurban cars with high power motors would obviously

require more lubrication than a light car equipped with small

motors, and it is possible that more uniform results might be at-

tained by basing the figures on the ton-mile instead of on the car-

mile.

Experience has proved, however, even on 'hose roads where the

cost of lubrication is highest, that ultimate economy is secured by

using oil instead of grease. The cost of frequent renewals of

brasses, the wear and tear of shafts, and the damage to armatures

in the case of grease lubrication considerably more than overbalance

the e.\tra cost of oil even when much waste is permitted. The
best practice today is undoubtedly to use oil on all car bearings

and to provide lubricators which can be adjusted so as to feed oil

at the slowest rate consistent with good lubrication, and which

will entirely cut off the supply of oil when the car is not in motion.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY INSURANCE.

At the October meeting of the Ohio Interurban Railway Asso-

ciation the plan of work was presented for the proposed new insur-

ance organization which expects to handle street railway and power
properties. It appears that already the Electric Mutual Insurance

Co. and the Traction Mutual Insurance Co. have been chartered

under the laws of Ohio and will be ready to issue policies in the

near future. The proposed plan contemplates the founding of a

slock insurance company called the Associated Railway Companies'

Insurance Co. This is to be done "in order to facilitate matters

and to aid in pressing forward lo better advantage the Traction

Mutual Insurance Co. and the Electric Mutual Insurance Co."

This stock company is to embody mutual features which, we under-

stand to mean, that it will adopt the principle of paying dividends

to policy-holders if tlie business proves profitable. It is not clear

whether the plan contemplates the application of the other funda-

mental mutual principle, which is that policy-holders may be as-

sessed for sums beyond their actual premium in case the business

of the company requires such assessment, and that the payment

of these additional sums is to be guaranteed in the case of each

policy-holder by a note for several times the amount of his premium,

this note to be held by the company.

In considering this, or any plan of mutual insurance, it is proper

that we should refer to the Factory Mutual Insurance companies,

which have been especially successful in handling mill property

risks and have succeeded in reducing rates on their risks to a low

figure. It may be worth while to consider the reasons for the suc-

cess of these companies, since they are applicable to the new com-

pany, which plans to serve the electric railway field. The Factory

Mntuals arc careful to assume liability only on high-class risks, and

liy frequent careful inspectioni keep their risks in the best possible

condition. The reason for the low rates fixed by the Factory

MuUials is not that through some secret magic, inherent in the

name "Mutual," they are enabled to secure a smaller loss ratio, but

because by issuing policies only on the more preferred risks among
llu'ir patrons, their results arc better than in the case of stock com-

(lanies, which write almost any risks, provided an adequate rate can

be secured. In recent years stock companies have been issuing

"protected" risks at rates approximately the same as those of mutual

companies on the same risks.

In order to secure lower rates on railway or power property, it is

first of all necessary that nearly all the properties be put in a better

condition with regard to fire prevention and fire extinguishing

features than is now the case. Such improvements result in low

rates, whether the insurance be carried in stock or in mutual cum-

panies. Traction companies which have paid particular attention to

ihc improvement of their property have had such efforts rewarded

by a reduction in the rate of their policies in stock companies.

The Associated Railway Companies' Insurance Co's. methods dif-

fer from the practice of the Factory Mutuals, inasmuch as it is not

to confine itself to high-class risks, but is to write insurance on the

protected and unprotected property, adopting the present stock com-

pany rates, and reducing them as improvements are made. Thus, it

will be on the same footing as existing stock companies, with the

disadvantage, that the stock companies have, by reason of the dis-

tribution of their liability and the great number of risks of all classes

which they insure, a strength and stability which would seem to be

superior to the condition obtainable in a company which must neces-

sarily accept large properties on individual risks and which will have

a comparatively small number of risks on its books, thus being in

danger of being seriously injured by even a small number of fires.

In brief, the present rates on railway property are high because

the condition of the properly is not what it should be from a fire

protective standpoint, and here is a sure and certain method by

which rates on such property may be reduced, but it is not by or-

ganizing new slock or mutual companies, but by decreasing the

physical hazard of the property by proper methods of building and

of equipment.

HOISTING FACILITIES IN CAR HOUSES.

The importance of effective hoisting facilities in street railway

repair shops has often been discussed in these columns, and today

no well-informed manager expects to make rapid and at the same

time moderate cost repairs lo heavy equipment without liberal pro-

vision for continuous internal transportation in all directions, from

one end of the shop to the other. In some cases the shop end of

the problem has received so much attention that the car house

itself has been overlooked and the rolling slock has literally been

left to shift for itself between the yard and the machine or black-

smith divisions.

In the great majority of car houses the presence of the overhead

trolley hampers the use of travelling cranes so much that such

equipment is seldom specified. Cars are either run upon pit tracks

by their own power or pushed in by other rolling stock, and except

in special cases where hydraulic hoists of some form have been

installed in pit tracks, the ever-present hand jack constitutes the sole

means of raising and lowering car bodies. The tendency these days

is to make light repairs in the car house proper, as far as is feasible,

and lo reserve for the shops the really severe cases of troublfe. As

knowledge of operating economy increases the importance of keeping

the rolling stock in readiness for immediate service is better realized,

and less objection is raised to reasonable outlays for equipment de-

signed to shorten the absence of cars from the starter's list of

available units. It is slow work handling car bodies weighing 12

or IS tons with ordinary jacks, and the movement of 3 to s-ton

trucks is a hard problem unless power is available wherever work

has to be done. The removal of trucks can often be greatly

expedited by installing one or more hydraulic jacks in the pits them-

selves, breaking the rails at convenient joints to allow dropping down

when the car body is blocked in position after having been pushed
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up by the jack. The replacement of wheels is quickly effected when
such arrangements exist, the car being out of service little more than

thirty minutes.

When the complement of pit tracks is small, the importance of

car house hoists becomes even greater. In order that good work
may be done directly upon the floor, provision must be made for

easily and quickly removing the bodies, trucks, motors or wheels to

a point where they will not interfere with the necessary repairs

to other parts of the equipment. Mere a travelling crane capable

of sweeping the entire floor would be very useful were it not for the

troublesome trolley wire. Every electric railway man who has

visited a modern locomotive repair shop must have been favorably

impressed with the extensive use of the traveling cranes unimpeded
by overhead wiring. The day can not be far off when a wide

recognition of the value of a crane's use in car house bays will be

general. It is not such a serious matter, after all, to discontinue the

trolley wire over three or four parallel tracks upon which light

repairs are made. Despite the deep-rooted idea that current must

always be applied to street cars through the trolley, it is easy to

carry flexible cables about the pits or tracks and by temporary con-

tacts move the motors wherever one desires. This plan has been

worked out admirably in the Sullivan Sq. shops of the Boston Ele-

vated Railway Co., where it was naturally out of the question to

carry the third rail. The shoes in this car are a convenience as

contact points, but the ordinary trolley car is as easily operated, pro-

vided a suitable connecting device is arranged either in the form of

a telescopic rod of sufficient length to reach the trolley or a plug

handle contact for use in a jack.

One of the chief disadvantages of low-studded car houses is the

poor light supply in the day time, so that any future design which

provides a higher ceiling and a crane over the tracks devoted to

light repairs, opens the way toward increased natural illumination.

This may be helped along by the use of concrete floors and liglit-

colored walls, and in some cases by special prisms like the installa-

tions used in mercantile houses. .'Vlthough ideas have become pretty

well crystallized in car house design of late, the last word has by no

means been spoken upon the subject.

When it is not feasible to dispense with the trolley over the light

repair tracks—and this is a point which must in each case be bal-

anced against the flexibility of a traveling crane—the stationary

hoist may usually be very effectively employed. A two or three-ton

hoist arranged to traverse a boom capable of swinging through a

complete circle, of which the center lines of two adjoining parallel

pit tracks are tangents, is a very convenient device where space is

limited. Thus, motors and medium-sized trucks, armatures, and air

brake equipment can be handled by a lo-ft. boom with great speed

and little labor over an area of 314 sq. ft., which means even more

than the figures signify in the restricted aisle space of a car house.

In a large car house the placing of such swinging hoists upon several

different columns need not be a heavy expense, and the trolley wire

can be retained as well. It is important to insulate guy and tie rods

attached to such hoists, which are really small jib cranes or derricks,,

so that neither the trolley pole nor wire can cause a short circuit

by flying upward or coining down. In the car house the strains

upon overhead wiring are seldom sufficient to loosen or break the

copper, but if a fall occurs with a resulting dead short circuit, the

consequences may be disastrous, either through shut-downs or fires.

This is no imaginary evil, for not long ago a supposedly fireproof

storage warehouse caught fire by the short circuiting of a trolley

wire to ground through the steel guy rope of a derrick, which was

attached to the building. The insulation afforded by a wooden

bushing or even a winding of coarse rope is ample for the require-

ments of such cases.

The report of the passenger traffic of the United Railways Co.,

St. Louis, Mo., for the quarter from July ist to September 30th has

been filed with the city register by the treasurer. It shows that

44435,324 revenue passengers were carried in the three months this

year, compared with 61,851,515 during the same months of 1904,

the World's Fair year. The same period for 1903 shows a pas-

senger traffic of 39,308,027. Although the number of passengers

carried this year is larger than two years ago, only 1,269,032 trips

were made, compared to 1,398,932 in 1903. The number of trips in

1904 for the same quarter was 1,754,652.

Chicago Traction Situation,

On Oclobor 30th, after the defeat of his "contract plan" and the

adoption of a referendum resolution that no street railway ques-

tion be passed by the council unless authorized by a majority of

city voters. Mayor Duime instructed the Local Transportation Com-
mittee to prepare an ordinance for the purpose of acquiring owner-

ship of the street railways of Chicago under powers conferred by

the Mueller law. i.\s a preliminary step a resolution was imme-

diately passed that the commiliee be directed to consider and re-

port to the council a method of making a legal test of the valid-

ity of the street railway certificates authorized by the Mueller act.

.'\n amendment was offered that the committee cease all negotia-

tions with the traction companies except with a view to the pur-

chase of, the railway properties, but this was laid on the table with-

without debate. Another resolution was offered urging the mayor

to divulge the substance of the Dalryniple report at the next meet-

ing of the council, which resolution was deferred jnd ordered pub-

lished.

Since the ordinances of the Chicago City Railway Co. and the

North and West Chicago Street Railway companies were submitted

in September and October, the Transportation Committee has been

busily engaged considering them in detail. Meetings are being

held every few days, at which all parties interested are represented.

The ordinances are being prepared so as to be presented to the city

council as soon as possible. This work has so required the entire

attention of the committee that action has not yet been taken to-

wards testing the validity of the Mueller law certificates.

The receivers for the Chicago Union Traction Co. have offered

to reconstruct the tunnels at the expense of the corporation if they

are permitted to install the overhead trolley system permanently

ill the loop district. The proposition of the receivers was made in

a communication addressed to the mayor and the city council and

was referred to the Local Transportation Committee without discus-

sion. Permits to connect the trolley lines of the Chicago City Rail-

way Co. with its new power plants and particularly with the one
built at 20th and Dearborn Sts., to enable the company to furnish

sufficient heat and power to the new trolley cars during the winter

months, and to install and change curves at street crossings for the

betterment of the service, were issued by order of Mayor Dunne,

November 7th.

Mr. Clarence S. Darrow, special traction counsel to Mayor Dunne,

has resigned and it is understood that resignations of other members

of the special traction force will soon follow. Mr. Bion J. Arnold

has been appointed to examine the engineering features of the or-

dinances presented by the traction companies and also to supervise

possible construction of lines. In a report submitted by Mr. Arnold

to the Transporation Committeee on November 8th, he shows the

financial plan upon which the traction companies base their offer

of conipensatinn to the city in the now pending ordinances.

Service Stripes.

It is the intention of the Ft. Wayne & Waljash Valley Traction

Co. to put in service in the near future a system of stars and stripes

to be worn by employes. The following letter has been addressed

to train service employes by the superintendent of transportation

:

"It is my desire that each of you furnish this office at your earliest

opportunity the exact date on which you began work for the com-

pany, stating on what division and where located. We have decided

to furnish each employe who has been in the service of the company

for more than a year, with a gold service stripe. For each year up

until five years, you will receive a ^-in. gold braid to be placed on

the sleeve of your uniform coat. For the second five years of

service a gold star will be placed on the sleeve of your coat above

the stripes, each gold star representing five years of service."

Preliminary surveys have been made for the extension of the

lines of the Interurban Railway & Terminal Co. from South

Lebanon to Morrow, Ohio.

Contracts for the construction of the Grand Rapids & Ionia,

Grand Rapids, Bclding & Greenville, Ionia & Owosso and Owosso

& Pontiac electric railways have been let and work has begun.



November Meeting of Indiana Eleetric Railway Assoeiation.

As ;iiiiiiiuiici(l ill lliu liisly pruyiaiiis .sent lo il.s iiiciiiLicrs, the

Novciiiliir im-ctiiig of the JixMaiia IClcctric Railway Association was

held al Kiishvillc, Ind., Novcmhcr 9th. ']"hroiighoiit the day the

iiieiiiheis i)f the association were the guests of Mr. Charles L.

lloiiry, president of the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co.

The entertainmenl provided Iiy Mr. llenry inchided a special par-

lor car, which left the Traction Terminal station, Indianapolis, at

nine o'clock in the morning lor Rnshville. .Several slops were made

along the line hetvveeii Indianapolis and Rnshville in order dial

the construction details of this exccplionally well huilt and equipped

single-phase line might he inspected.

A slop was made at the dispalclier's otVice just east of the In-

dianapolis city limit.s, at ' the junction of the two lines of the

Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co. At this point the cars

change from the direct-current trolley system of the city to the

single-phase, 3,300-voIt trolley of the intcrurban to Rushville.

The details of construction of this line were described and illus-

tralcil ill the "Street Railway Review" for February, 1905. It may,

howe\er, he of interest to state that the Indianapolis & Cincinnati

Traction company's system consists of two main branches extciul-

ing southeast from Indianapolis. The more southern branch serves

the towns between Indianapolis and Shclbyvillc. This line is ap-

proximately 29 miles long, and is operated by the ordinary type of

overhead trolley, with direct current. The other branch of the

system is a single-phase line from Indianapolis to Rushville. Con-

struction work is in progress on the extension of this branch to

Connersville and on toward Cincinnati.

The present completed portion now in operation, between In-

dianapolis and Rushville, is 40 miles long. The extension to Con-

nersville will add 17 miles to the length of this branch. The entire

construction of the road has been carried out in an exceptionally

thOTO'Jigh manner. '1 he alignment and grades are such that cars

(H' even trains may operate at high speeds. The road bed on the

Rushville line has been graded for double track, a portion of which

has been built from Indianapolis eastward. The bridges are thor-

oughly built, with concrete abutments, carrying in most cases deck-

girder spans. As mentioned, this branch is operated by the West-

inghousc company's type of single-phase equipment.

The special car stopped at one of the transformer stations, in

which the absence of the usual rotary converter was especially

noticeable. On reaching Rushville, the new repair shops and power

house were inspected. After a walk around the railway property,

and a visit to the general office building, the members of the asso-

ciation took luncheon at the Windsor and the Scanlon hotels.

The regular session of the association convened in the parlors

of the Rushville Club at 2 :oo p. m., with President Henry presid-

ing. The minutes of the Octolxr meeting were read by Secretary

White and approved. The following paper was then read :

Freight and Express Traffic on Interurban
Railways.

BY M. E. GRASTON. INDIANA UNION TR.\CTION CO.

All who are connected with the electric railways are acquainted

with the fact that it is only within the last few years that man-
agers have come to look on the handling freight and express traffic

on interurban lines with favor, and I think those that have

inaugurated this class of service find it profitable, and that it does

not interfere with passenger traffic. The freight and express traffic,

as you know, is still in its infancy, yet it has shown that even a

small volume of traffic can be handled at a profit.

At the present time nearly every company is confining its traffic

to its own line. This traffic could be increased very materially if

the traffic managers of the different interurban companies would

get together and arrange for a system of through rates between

their respective lines on the same rate basis as steam lines have

between like points. Until this is done we cannot hope to increase

our through traffic, as the sums of the two local rates make our

rates so high that shippers will not favor us with the business.

ICvcry company has a certain amount of fixcfl charges connected

with the operation of the freight and express department; such as

salaries of agents, rent of stations, etc. Through traffic could be

handled without any noticeable increase in expenses, and at the

same time it would bring in quite a nice revenue, and we can handle

it if we will only organize and get through rates into effect.

Our inability at this time to interchange freight traffic with steam

lines is working a great hardship on us and I hope the time is

not far distant when steam roads can sec their way clear to arrange

for connections and working arrangements with us whereby we can

interchange traffic with them. When we can do this our traffic

and revenue will show an increase. Until then we will be handi-

capped and loose considerable traffic, which we should have for local

points on our own lines, as well as traffic to points on connecting

lines, as heavy shippers of merchandise refuse to give us any busi-

ness for the reason that to do so would entail additional expense

to them. They claim that they can send all tiieir output to steam

lines with one cost of transfer. We should arrange for interchange

with all lines as quickly as possible, as I believe will be best for all

concerned.

I'he traction lines of Indiana were very fortunate in so locating

their lines that they traverse not only the most thickly inhabited

portion of the state, but the very best agricultural districts as well

;

districts which arc especially adapted for dairy purposes, vegetable

raising and fruit growing, and I believe we should give the de-

velopment of these commodities special attention along our respective

lines. There is no class of traffic more profitable to traction lines

than these commodities. We should assist the farmer in every

way possible to find a market for his product as it will encourage

him to increase his shipments, and by so doing we increase our

revenue as well. It should at all times be the policy of electric

lines to put in good side track facilities at each station on their

lines, and at such other points where the business will justify the

expense, as good track facilities are very important to the traffic

department in soliciting business and to the operating department

in handling it in a satisfactory manner after it is secured. Good
side track facilities enable us to get our trains over the road with the

least delays possible, which enables us to keep the operating ex-

pense down to a minimum. Take a walk through the yards of

steam lines and you will find that they have the very best facilities

for handling traffic, and we must do likewise if we expect our

proportion of the business.

I think the Official Classification should be adopted by interurban

lines, although some few articles are classed too low to be handled

profitably by electric railways. One article I call to your attention

is household goods. These are classified too low for profitable

business on interurban lines, and I think it would be well if

traffic managers of electric lines would get together and go over

the classification carefully, modifying it to meet existing conditions

and publishing an exception sheet covering such articles as are not

properly classified for intcrurban traflic Care should be taken in

making these changes so that the new classifications given on certain

articles would permit of application by all interurban lines.

We should at all times hold our rates to the highest possible

point, and see that our agents apply them properly to get most

revenue out of every shipment. Our rates should be based on

the same basis as steam lines. You will find that they are figured

on a good profitable basis. Before we publish a new rate sheet

not having the figures of steam lines at hand, we should take

the matter up with traffic departments of the lines in the territory

for which we are arranging tariffs, asking them for their class

rates to and from the points ser\-ed by our lines and in this way

he better enabled to publish our tariffs on the same basis as steam

roads. It is necessary if we secure our share of the traffic that

we make the same rates as steam lines between the same points.

In billing freight on the Indiana Union Traction lines we are

using a waybill, which I think is ven- complete. It consists of four

sheets of paper, the original and three copies This is so folded
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lliat the forwarding agents make all the copies at one writing by

ihe use of carbons. The waybill shows billing station, destination,

date, car number, name of consignee, consignor, description of

articles, weight, rate and amount of freight. After the forward-

ing agent makes the waybill he delivers the original and one copy

to conductor, who checks his freight to and from the car with it.

When the freiglit arrives at its destination, he delivers the original

and copy to agent. When the agent makes delivery of the freight

he signs the original and delivers it to the consignee with the

goods, which is his expense bill, and he has the consignee sign

the copy, which he retains for his receipt of delivery. The for-

warding agents then sends one of the two remaining copies to

the auditor and keeps the other for his files. The forwarding agent

makes expense bill at same time he makes the waybill.

Each company should be provided with sufficient equipment to

handle and move all llic business offered it daily without delay,

for experience has taught that failure to move traffic promptly

diverts traffic very quickly, and once lost it is very hard matter

to regain it, and for this reason we should be prepared to move
it without delay. To overcome this complaint it is necessary to

keep a few extra cars ready for immediate use at all times to

properly care for any traffic that might be secured. The cars for

use in handling freight should be large, 45 to 50 ft. in length, and

of good capacity. The motor cars should be so equipped that

trailers may be handled without difficulty. Every company shouM
have several good bo.x car trailers to take care of carload business,

in addition to the handling of local traffic. 1 think there should

be as much business handled with trailers as is possible to be done

as it serves to keep down the operating expense.

Too much care cannot be given to the erection of freight sta-

tions and platforms. These stations and platforms should be

erected so that the floors will be on a level with the floors of

freight cars. This will not only enable trainmen to handle freight

more quickly and carefully, but it leaves freight where it will be

convenient for transfer men to load on their drays. I find at

stations where we are not equipped with such platforms that we
are losing considerable traffic. The merchants at these points tell

us that they would gladly give us their business if our facilities

were equal to those of steam lines.

We should be very careful in the selection of our agents, espe-

cially at our most important stations. We should be careful to em-

ploy intelligent, sober and industrious men, as they come in daily

contact with the business public and on them depends to a large

degree the success of the company in the respective cities. These

representatives of the company should put forth every effort to

please the transfer men, as well as patrons, as experience has

taught that the transfer men control to an extent the routing of

a very large per cent of the less than carload business in their

respective cities, and we should let them know by word and action

that anything they could do for our company will be appreciated.

When this is done you will find them a great help in securing

local traffic in their cities.

One of the greatest difficulties that we are experiencing at present

is to get our patrons to understand that we are prepared to handle

all kinds of 'reight. Most of them have the idea that we cannot

handle any class of freight but small packages. I think it is very

essential to have a good solicitor to call on each merchant and

shipper for the purpose of soliciting business and keeping them in-

formed of the facilities and service electric railways offer. Our
competitors have solicitors on the road all the time and they have
special instructions to give the territory paralleled by interurban lines

preferred attention. One of these representatives in conversation

with me stated that he had special instructions to do everything

possible to be done to divert business from the interurban lines.

Steam roads are strong competitors, and it is very essential that

electric railways keep in close touch with shippers if they expect

to secure a full share of competitive business.

To increase the volume of business requires watchfulness, care

and solicitation to foster trade and to take care of it in a way
that is sure to give general satisfaction. Industries must be served

to best advantage. The ideas of shippers, merchants and business

communities must be given consideration. The interests of the

business public and a common carrier are mutual and, therefore,

all patrons are entitled to courtesy. The business must be developed
and small shippers should be accorded the same liberal treatment

that is given to shippers of large tonnage. It is quite easy to secure

business by cutting rates or making other inducements that mean a

loss of revenue to the company, but this must be guarded against at

all times. It should be our endeavor to improve the service on our

lines and establish a standard for quick despatch and careful

handling; free from loss and damage; a service that will com-

mend itself to the business public in general, and one that is far

superior to any like transportation afforded by steam lines. To do

this, it is necessary that each and every employe give the handling

of the business his careful attention and handle it in the most

prompt and efficient manner while in his charge.

The discussion was opened by Mr. Fletcher, of the Indianapolis

& Eastern Railway Co., who remarked as to the low rates received

for the transportation of some goods if the official classification is

followed. He favored the plan suggested at the previous meeting,

that the heads of the traffic departments of the electric railway sys-

tems represented by the associations, should decide upon some

standard classification with specific exceptions, which would make

more equitable the rates paid for handling some goods now car-

ried at a loss to the railways.

Mr. F. D. Norveil, Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Co.,

spoke of the possibilities of freight handling by electric railways.

In his opinion, the large majority of interurban roads have reached

the limit of increase in passenger business, except as the territory

and population which they serve increases. F'or this reason, it is well

to look to the freight traffic for a possible opportunity in which to in-

crease the revenues. Hardly any line now operating is handling over

five per cent of the possible freight which might after a proper cam-

paign be made available in its territory, and many lines are only

handling what might be called package freight or express. The
carload lot freight is undoubtedly more remunerative, and there

is plenty of such traffic available if the electric roads had the cars

and other facilities for handling the business. As an illustration

of the effect of better handling facilities upon the quantity of

freight received, Mr. Norveil cited the experience of the Indian-

apolis & Northwestern Traction Co. When its freight business was
inaugurated, this company had no special accommodations for

handling freight at Crawfordsville and Lebanon, but loaded the

cars, as m the case with many roads, in the streets. Later, freight

stations were built in each of these towns, and the freight re-

ceived increased from practically nothing to an average of one car

per day from each town.

The speaker stated that it would be a great help toward in-

creasing freight traffic if an agent were able to immediately quote

the rate to a shipper who desired to forward goods from any local

point to a destination on a connecting line. He favored the organ-

ization of an interurban freight bureau, which would adjust the

inter-line rates and publish a standard rate sheet.

Speaking of the amount of freight handled on the line with

which he is connected, Mr. Norveil stated that in October, 1904,

the freight cars of this line, operating 8,500 car miles, earned $2,091,

and for the same period in 1905, 9,000 car miles, earned $3,195.

This shows a substantial increase in amount of traffic and receipts

per car mile which could be even more benefited by increased operat-

ing factilities. The rates on this line are liberal, and are based upon
the steam railway classification. When questioned as to the profit-

ableness of handling household goods as ordinarily classified, Mr.
Norveil said that such commodities, if weighed on scales before be-

ing shipped and the present xates applied, will return a fair amount
for their handling.

Mr. Paul H. White, Indianapolis & Martinsville Rapid Transit

Co., thought that any outlay for increasing the amount of freight

to be handled should be made in an especially cautious manner, as

too much refinement would make the venture unprofitable. He be-

lieved that the convenience, promptness and care with which freight

is_ handled by electric roads, will bring better results than lowering
rates in competition with steam roads.

When questioned, Mr. Norveil spoke of a commodity rate which
is made to wholesale houses shipping goods over his line. This
rate is about 11 cents per 100 lbs., and when analyzed shows that

the returns approximate closely those which would be gained if

the standard classification were used.

Mr. F. M. Fauvre, Indianapolis & Eastern Railway Co., stated

that while the standard classification as now used would probably
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suffice, tile cleclric road operators should be careful not to make
the mistakes wliicfi have hccn made by the steam railroads. In or-

der to prevent these errors, should the association have a bureau

and make its own standard rates, the added benefits, such as quick

service, care and availability should be considered in determining

the charges. Care should also be given that discrepancies do not

occur in inter-line rates.

On motion of Mr. Norveil, the association voted that the heads

of all freight traffic dcparlmiMits of the companies represented by

the association meet and consider the establishing of a set of stand-

ard freight traffic rates for connecting lines.

When requested, Mr. H. A. Nicholl, Indiana Union Traction Co.,

described the method of operation and the service ofTercd by the

Electric Package Co. of Cleveland. lie suggested that a similar

scheme would be probably found successful if organized to serve

Indianapolis, and the larger Indiana cities.

The association next elected, Mr. .Arthur Brady, Indiana Union
'rraction Co., to fulfill Ibo unexpiri'd term of office as vice-presi-

dent, made vacant by the death of Mr. J. W. Chipman.

The association tendered a hearty vote of thanks to President

Jleiiry, and the Rushville Club, thus showing its appreciation of

the interesting and instructive entertainment furnished the guests.

The following paper was then read

:

Shall Baggage Be Carried Free?

BY F. U. NORVEIL, INDIANAPOLIS & NORTHWESTERN TRACTION CO.

The subject of this paper, "Shall Baggage Be Carried Free," is

one that has been discussed informally at almost every meeting of

this association, and is one that I believe can better be handled

in open discussion than in a lengthy paper that, in the end, is only

a theory.

Early in the current year the Indianapolis & Northwestern Trac-

tion Co., under the belief that better results and more revenue

would be derived by so doing, put into effect a system of free

baggage, 150 lb. to be carried free on tickets, the minimum price

of which was 25 cents. Excess baggage was to be charged for at

the rate of 25 cents per 100 lb., or fraction thereof, over the 150

lb. allowed free. This rule, slightly modified, is still in force, but

on account of the lack of weighing facilities at most places we
usually check one piece of baggage free and charge 25 cents for

each additional trunk or large suit case, depending much on the

judgment of the agent or employe doing the work to do justice

to the company and be fair with the passenger as well ; based on

the theory that only about four to six per cent of the passengers

carried have baggage that required checking. I have compiled a

report of the number of pieces of baggage handled in September

and October of IQ04 with revenue derived therefrom, and for the

same months of llic current year

:

No. Pieces. Amt. Collected.

September. 11)04 1,591 $39775
October, 1904 1,757 439-25

September. 1905 2,534 243.50

October. 1905 2.210 278.00

During the month of October, 1905, 453 more pieces of baggage

were handled than during October, 1904, while there was a de-

crease in baggage receipts of $161.25, due to the fact that baggage

was handled free. However, assuming five passengers to each

trunk handled, the increase of 453 pieces of baggage or 2,265

passengers figured at 50 cents per passenger, would amount to

$1,1^52.50 and more than offset the loss in revenue due to handling

baggage free. We have no means of getting at the exact figures

as to the increase in number of passengers carried, but as the gen-

eral average- is about sixteen or twenty to one piece of baggage it

would seem fair to place the increase about five to one ; this low

per cent I base on the idea that the increase on pieces of baggage

does not come from the masses that travel, but from individuals

and families who are taking advantage of this free feature, and, all

things being equal, travel on the electric railway in preference to

the steam railroad.

I would here ask your permission to read an extract from the

report of the annual meeting of the Ohio Interurban Railway As-

sociation. In discussing the question of carrying baggage free

Mr. F. W. Coen, of the Lake Shore Electric Railway Co..

said his road had always carried baggage free, and practically

on all cars. The steaih roads between Cleveland and Toledo
are selling certain classes of tickets at two cents per mile, or

$2.18 for the through trip, and charge for baggage. Their rate

of $r.7S. with free baggage, "solved the iiroblem for them. During

1904 they carried 2,691,000 interurban passengers and checked 19,244

pieces of baggage, not taking into consideration the large number of

pieces on which excess was charged. This represents one piece to

every 139 passengers, or 1604 pieces per month carried free. In

Toledo, where baggage is transferred, they pay the transfer on
baggage which they deliver to other roads, and other roads do the

same on baggage delivered to them. This applies to steam as well

as electric roads. He said that in his opinion baggage must be
carried free and transferred without expense to the passenger to

make inter-line business a success.

The fact that nearly all Ohio roads have adopted free baggage
in some form seems to the writer as the best argument that can

be advanced in its favor, and I venture an assertion that 12 months
hence every electric road in the state will be handling baggage
under certain conditions free. Whatever my former ideas were on
the subject, I do not now believe that it was ever necessary for

interurbans to make the low rates now in elTect, and fully be-

lieve that, with the ordinary volume of traffic, and all things being

equal, the interurbans can get more than an even divide as against

their steam competitor; but with good train service on the steam

limes, their fast time and free baggage accommodations offered, it

is business suicide to expect the public to patronize the electric

line, whose fare is higher and every other accommodation which
is free with your competitor is charged for by you. I have heard
this remark made: "I would prefer the steam line because the

time is faster, seats larger, and one can put their feet on the

cushion and rest, and I don't have to pay for my baggage." The
more frequent train service on the electric line has its cflFect, of

course, but where the steam road has from 4 to 6 trains in each
direction daily the additional service is only a small factor.

This argument would have no effect with the road not paralleled

by a steam road which has met the electric lines' tariff. We
have nearly all adopted free baggage on inter-line business, and
why do not the same reasons hold good for local traffic as well.

As yet only a few figures arc available, but they are, to my mind,
very conclusive evidence that there is money in free baggage to

any company that has a competitor that meets it on equal grounds
and makes any effort to retain its former local traffic.

Mr. Henry did not favor the handling of baggage free, and be-

lieves that it is unfair to furnish one passenger more privileges than

another for the same amount of money.

Mr. Fauvre described the system of charging for baggage on
the inter-line business between Indianapolis and Dayton. On this

through line operated by three companies, the company first carry-

ing the passei-gcr receives pay for handling the baggage; the other

two companies which make up the line carry the baggage to its

destination free of charge.

Mr. Norveil stated that on the Northwestern line, in the month
of October, 1098 piece? of baggage were carried free, and excess

charges were paid on 11 12 pieces. For the month of September.

1640 pieces were carried free, and excess charges were paid on

849 pieces. It is the policy of this company not to make any

charges for the handling of baggage except when it is of excess

weight.

Mr. C. A. Baldwin, Indiana Union Traction Co.. stated that on

his road, charges are made for handling baggage, and that where

the line parallels the Big Four R. R.. the electric cars handle three

pieces of baggage to the steam railroad's ore, that is from the

larger stations. From the smaller stations, the electric road handles

ten pieces to the steam road's one. At these rates, the company
obtains a good revenue.

.\fter an exended discussion for and against charging for the

handling of baggage, the meeting adjourned.

On the return trip to Indianapolis the guests of Mr. Henrj- were

carried in a special car. which except for one meeting point, had

a right of way over all other trains. The entire run of 42 miles.

including the city mileages in Rushville and Indianapolis was made
in the excellent time of one hour and ten minutes, this including

a layover of ten minutes at the meeting point For the first 29

miles from the center of Rushville toward Indianapolis the car

covered the distance in 34 minutes.
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Improvements on the South Side Elevated R. R.

For some months the extensions and general reeonstriiction of the

elevated roadway of the South Side Elevated R. R., Chicago, have

been under way. A third track for the use of express trains is be-

ing placed alongside the old structure, new passenger stations are

being built, sharp curves are being eased and new power equipment

and rolling stock is Ixjing placed in operation.

The extensions now building make additional power house facil-

channels. An improvement was made in the construction of the

molorman's cab, which is formed by curtains on one side of the

aisle. The niotorman is given a separate compartment, in which

the engineer's valve, gage and other operating mechanisms are

located l)etwecn the outside and inside lining of the end wall of

car. The inside lining has a hinged door over the operating

mechanisms, which hangs down when cab is used by the motor-

man. When used by passengers, the door is closed and the end

panel has the same appearance .is at the opposite end of the car.

NEW JEWETT i AR l-liK .SOUTH SIDE ELEVATED R. R.

ities for this road imperative, as its present plant is already over-

crowded. The company has purchased the old car barn of the

Chicago City Railway Co., which adjoins the present elevated road

power plant, and the extension to this plant is now in course of

construction. The new purchase gives the company a full block

on State St., from 39th to 30th St. The present plant has a ca-

pacity of 7,700 kw. of direct-current generators, and there are two

storage batteries floating on the line, one at 12th St. and one at 63rd

St. The addition to the plant will consist of two generators, each

Each cab has two individual seats, the one nearer the end of the

car being arranged to slide on top of the other scat, so as to give

room for the niotorman to sit facing the end window. When not

used by the motonnan the curtains are raised, the seat slid out

and the cab can be used by passengers.

The new end arrangement of the cab increases the seating capac-

ity to eight more than in the present cars, it being 52 in the new cars.

The inside finish is mahogany of a neat design, head lining is

quartered oak. The seats are covered with small mesh rattan and

MOTORMAN S CAB, WITH CURTAINS DRAWN.

having a capacity of 2.000 kw., and a third storage battery, which

will be located at 13th St.

These additions, which are expected to be completed during

November, are in charge of Sargent & Lundy, of Chicago. The

rolling stock is being increased by an order of 70 cars, of new design,

which are now being received from the Jewett Car Co., Newark, O.

The new cars have steel platforms constructed of I-beams and

motorman's cab, with curtains up.

all interior trimmings are of solid bronze. Polished plate glass is

used and the curtains are of pantasote with pinch handles. The

bottom and top sash are arranged to drop into a pocket, making

the cars semi-convertible.

The new features and improvements in these cars were sug-

gested by Mr. M. Hopkins, gener-a! manager of the South Side

Elevated Railroad Co..
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NO RIGHT TO KNOCK WAGON OFF TR.-XCK.

Strode vs. -St. Louis 'I'ransit Co. (Mo.), K7 .S. W. Rep. 976.

M.ny 24, 1905.

Conccfliiig th.1t the driver in question in this case nu^ht to have

driven nut of the track wlien he heard the gong, it was plain to be

seen that he was making no effort to do so, and that this disregard

of the duty, if it was a duty, the supreme court of Mis.souri, division

No. I, says, did not give tlic niotorman the right to drive his car

against the wagon and knock it off the track.

STOPPING ON S'IREKT RAILWAY TRACK TO PULL
DOWN LEG OF TROUSERS.

Jordan vs. Old Colony Street Railway Co. (Mass.), 74 N. E. Rep.

315. May 18, 1905.

When a man has at least the wliole highway, including a side-

walk devoted to font passengers alone, to chnnsc from, it is not the

act of a prudent man who wants to pull down one leg of his

trousers, the supreme judicial court of Massachusetts says, to select

a street railway track eight seconds around and away from a corner

from which an electric car may emerge at any moment, and to

stoop over to pull down his trousers without again looking up until

he is run over.

NOT CONCLUDED BY SILENCE DURING PAVING OF
STREET.

Louisiana Improvement Co. vs. Baton Rouge Electric & Gas Co.

(La.), 38 So. Rep. 444. Jan. 6. 1905. Rehearing denied Apr. 10,

1905.

The mere silence and inaction of a street railway company while

streets traversed by its tracks are being paved, the supreme court

of Louisiana holds, do not estop it to plead the absolute want of

power and jurisdiction in a city council to levy a special tax against

the company for street improvement. This doctrine is especially

applicable to a case where the contract was let on the basis of

payment by the city and abutters, and the evidence shows no

benefits accruing to the railway from the work.

DUTY TO PROVIDE MAIL COLLECTORS SAFE ACCESS
TO CARS.

Young vs. People's Gas & Electric Co. (la). 103 N. W. Rep. 788.

June 9, 1905.

The company operated a street railway system, having, by some

arrangement with the postoffice department, boxes attached to its

cars for the reception and transportation of mail deposited therein,

while at certain intervals a carrier in the postal service was re-

quired to visit the central barn or shed in which the cars were

stored and collect the mail from the boxes. The supreme court of

Iowa deems it sufficient to say that the general obligation of tile

company to provide the mail carriers safe access to the cars which

they were required to visit cannot well be disputed.

CONTRACT TO SECURE CONSENTS AND FRANCHISE
AGAINST PUBLIC POLICY.

Sussman vs. Porter (U. S. C. C, N. J.), 137 Fed. Rep. 161.

May s, 1905.

.An agreement to procure the consent of property owners for the

construction and maintenance of a trolley line in front of their

properties, and also to obtain a municipal franchise to operate such

trolley line for a fee contingent upon success, the United States

circuit court, in New Jersey, holds to be contrary to public policy,

and void, and that no part of the stipulated compensation can be

recovered. It says that it is not a question whether improper in-

fluences were contemplated or used or nut, but the contract is

vitiated from the fact that it provides for the procurement of legis-

lation, whether municipal or otherwise. The law looks to the

general tendency of such agreements, and it closes the door to

temptation by refusing them recognition in any of the courts of

the country.

CONSTRUC'I ION OF ST.^TUTES WITH REGARD TO DE-
STRUCTION OF FRANCHISES BY LAPSE OF TIME.

Ill re Brooklyn, Queens County & Suburban Railroad Co. (N. V.
Sup.), 94 N. Y. Supp. 133. June 9, 1905.

Section 5 of the New York railroad law provides tfiat if any
domestic railroad corporation shall not begin the construction of

its railroad within five years after its certificate of incorporation is

filed, or shall not finish its road within ten years therefrom, "its

corporate existence and powers shall cease." Section 99 of the

railroad law, which is found in article 4, p. 1112, thereof, which
article is entitled "Street Surface Railroads," provides that ir case

any such corporation shall not commence the construction of its

road, or of any extension or branch thereof, within one year after

the consent of the local authorities and property owners, or the

determination of the general term of the supreme court shall have
been given, and shall not complete the same within three years

after such consents, its rights, privileges and franchises in respect

to such railroad extension or branch, as the case may be, "m.iy be

forfeited." The second appellate division of the supreme court of

New York holds that the provision in section S must be regarded

as a provision which executes itself, while that in section 99 is not

self-executing, but requires the institution of legal proceedings to

give it effect. In. other words, one enactment prescrit>es the con-

ditions under which the authorities of the state may go into court

and ask that a franchise may be judicially declared to be forfeited.

The other enactment declares under what circumstances such cor-

porate franchise becomes ipso facto (by the fact itself) forfeited

without any judicial proceedings whatsoever. This difference, the

court says, removes all difficulty in the way of permitting the pro-

visions of both sections to stand together; and it holds that bv
virtue of the operation of the provision of section 5 a franchise to

construct an extension of a street surface railroad was lost at the

expiration of five years by failure within that period to act upon
such franchise.

INJURY TO PASSENGER FROM DEFECT IN MACHINERY
—DOCTRINE OF RES IPSA LOQUITLTR APPLIES—
EXPLOSION IN CONTROLLER AND PANIC AMONG
PASSENGERS, INJimiNG ONE.

Chicago Union Traction Co. vs. Newmiller (111.), 74 N. E. Rep.

410. Apr. 17, 1905. Rehearing denied June 8, 1905.

A passenger was occup\-ing a seat at the extreme rear, on the left-

hand side, of an electric car when an explosion occurred in the

controller on the front end of the car. which explosion and flames

caused a panic among the passengers, which resulted in the injury

of this one. The supreme court of Illinois holds that the case fell

fairly within the maxim res ipsa loquitur (the matter speaks for it-

self). It says that when an injury- occurs to a person who is a

passenger in the exercise of ordinary care, upon the car of a com-

mon carrier, by some defect in the machinery wholly under the
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control of the carrier, a prima facie case of negligence on the part

of the carrier is established, and the burden of proof is upon it to

show that tlic accident was without its fault. The facts proved in

this case made a prima facie case of negligence against the com-

pany, and were clearly sufficient to support a verdict in favor of the

plaintiff, and therefore justified the overruling of a motion to take

the case from the jury.

This instruction, among others, was given : "The court instructs

the jury that if you believe and find from the evidence that the

plaintiff was a passenger on one of defendant's cars, and while such

passenger she was in the exercise of ordinary care for her own

safety, an explosion occurred on said car, by reason of which a

panic was caused among the passengers in said car, in consequence

of which the plaintiff, without fault on her part, was pushed from

said car and thereby injured, then the plaintiff has made out a

prima facie case of negligence against the defendant, and this places

upon the defendant the burden of rebutting that presumption by

proving that the explosion could not have been prevented by all

that human care, vigilance, and foresight could reasonably do, con-

sistent with the mode of conveyance and the practical operation of

the road." The supreme court is of the opinion that the instruc-

tion announced correct rules of law applicable to the case, and was

not defective in failing to inform the jury that, in order to entitle

the plaintiff to recover, she must have shown not only that an ex-

plosion occurred, but that such explosion was caused by some negli-

gence on the part of the defendant. The explosion of a part of the

machinerj' under the control of the defendant, injuring the plaintiff

in the exercise of reasonable care for her own safety, was prima

facie evidence of negligence on the part of the defendant.

VALIDITY OF BUSINESS TAX—EXEMPTION FROM
TAXATION.

Savannah, Thunderbolt & Isle of Hope Railway of Savannah,

Georgia, vs. Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Savannah

(U. S., Ga.), 25 S. C. Rep. 690. May 15, 1905.

This was a bill in equity, brought to restrain the collection of

a municipal tax. The tax was imposed under an ordinance of

March 22, 1899, providing, by way of amendment to one of the

year before, that "street railway companies, whether under the

control of another company or not, in lieu of the specific tax here-

tofore required, shall pay to the city of Savannah, for the privilege

of doing business in the city, and for the use of the streets of the

city, at the rate of $100 per mile or fraction of a mile of track used

in the city of Savannah by said railroad company." One of the

plaintiff's grounds of attacks was that the Central of Georgia Rail-

way Company, a steam railway, was not subjected to the tax, and

yet that it also did business in the streets of the city by transporting

freights from its regular station to various side tracks, and charged

an additional or local price. The argument on this point, the

supreme court of the United States says, was really a somewhat

disguised attempt to get behind the decision of the state court that

the tax was a tax on business, and to make out that it was a charge

for the privilege of using the streets. But this court sees no

ground on which it should criticise or refuse to be bound by the

local adjudication. It says that the difference between the two

railroads was obvious, and warranted the diversity in the mode of

taxation. The Central of Georgia Railway might be assumed to do

the great and characteristic part of its work outside the city, while

the plaintiff did its work within the city. If the former escaped

city taxation, it did so only because its main business was not in

the city, and the state reserved it for itself.

If the city had attempted to bargain away its right to tax, prob-

ably, the supreme court says, it would have been acting beyond its

power. However, it made no such attempt. There was a contract

made on the petition of the plaintiflF stating its desire to make

changes in its line of track "for the purpose of operating its rail-

road more economically and to better advantage, and at the same

time affording more adequate facilities to the public." Various

changes were agreed on in the way of moving old tracks and lay-

ing down new ones. Among other particulars the railroad agreed

to convey, or cause to be conveyed, certain lands in two streets,

"preserving, of course, the easement of the said street railway

company over said land for its railway purposes." In the last

amendment to the contract an extension was agreed to, "and the

right to lay down, construct, maintain, and operate said railway

through said streets, as before stated, is granted, subject to the

control and regulation of the said mayor and aldermen, the same

as other lines of railway, as provided in said contract of Novem-

ber 4th, 1S97." The court says that none of the expressions quoted

imported any exemption from taxation whatcvor, if it was within

the power of the city to grant it.

EXEMPLARY DAMAGES.

Chicago Union Traction Co. vs. Lauth (111.), 74 N. E. Rep. 738.

June 23, 1905.

Exemplary damages, the supreme court of Illinois holds, cannot

be awarded against a defendant unless the act of its servants was

willful, malicious, or wanton.

KNOWLEDGE NOT PREVENTING CONDUCTOR RECOV-
ERING FOR INJURY FROM DEFECTIVE STEP.

Shepherd vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo.), 87 S. W. Rep. 1007.

June 6, 1905.

A conductor given a car one day which had a defective step was

injured by its giving way and throwing him to the ground when

he attempted to step on it from the ground in pursuance of his

duties. Th,; jury were instructed that it was incumbent upon him

to show by a preponderance of the evidence that he did not know

of the broken and unsafe condition of the step, and that the alleged

condition of the same was not open and obvious to him in the

exercise of reasonable care upon his part for his own safety, or that

of the passengers carried on said car while he was conducting the

same. The supreme court of Missouri, division No. 2, holds that

this instruction was erroneous. It says that under the law the

conductor may have known of the defect; yet, unless it was so

open and obviously dangerous that ordinary prudence would have

dictated that he refuse to use it, it would not defeat his right of

recovery.

ACTUAL DAMAGES ONLY RECOVERABLE FOR EJECTION
FOR TRANSFER BEING TOO OLD FOR DELAYED
CAR.

Little Rock Traction & Electric Co. vs. Winn (Ark.), 87 S. W.
Rep. 1025. May 27, 1905.

Acting in obedience to the rules of the company as he understood

them, a conductor refused to accept a transfer ticket because it

was over 15 minutes old, and told the passenger that he would

have to pay his fare or leave the car. The conductor was guilty of

no unnecessary rudeness. Nor was it the fault of the passenger

that the ticket was half an hour or so old when presented. That

was due to the fact that the car on which he presented it had been

delayed, and was behind its scheduled time. The night was very

cold, and the passenger, refusing to pay another fare and being

compelled to leave the car, had his feet frostbitten. The jury as-

sessed the actual damages at $100 and allowed $100 additional as

exemplary damages. The supreme court of Arkansas thinks that

the evidence was sufficient to support the judgment as to actual

damages, but declares that it sees nothing in the case to entitle the

party to exemplary damages, and reverses the judgment as to the

latter, dismissing the claim therefor.

AFTER ALIGHTING ONE CEASES TO BE A PASSENGER-
LOCATION OF TRACKS IN RESERVED SPACE CON-
TROLLED BY PARK COMMISSIONERS FROM WHICH
TEAMS ARE EXCLUDED IMPOSES NO EXTRA DUTY
TO FORMER OR INTENDING PASSENGERS.

Conroy vs. Boston Elevated Railway Co. (Mass.), 74 N. E. Rep.

672. June 21, 1905.

That part of the defendant's railway with which this action was

concerned was in a public way, the control of which was in a board

of park commissioners. The railway tracks were in the center of

the street in a reserved space from which horses and ordinary

teams and vehicles were excluded, but which was open to the use

of the public on foot. After alighting from a car. the plaintifT

walked upon this reserved space a few feet to a point behind the
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end of the car, and then attcnipled to walk across the part of the

street occupied by the tracks. She fell over one of the rails, and

was injured. In overruling exceptions to a linding for the de-

fendant, the supreme judicial court of Massachusetts holds that

when the plaintiff left the car she ceased to be a passenger, and

that the fact that the part of the street where the tracks were laid

was not allowed to be traveled by ordinary vehicles imposed upon

the defendant with reference to those persons who had been or

might be its passengers no duties other than those which a street

railway is under because of its location in any street.

CONSTRUCTION Of' S'l ATUTKS WITH ftlClTCRHNCK TO
VESTED RIGffTS—SUPf'LEMlCNT TO CHARTER NOT
INTERIT'RING WfTfl PRIOR OR SUHSI'QUENT CON-
IRACTS WflU CITY—LONG ACgUfESCENCE IN OR-
DINANCES IMPOSING ANNUAL LICENSE FEES FOR
CARS CONCLUSIVE.

Mayor, Etc., of Jersey City vs. North Jersey Street Railway Co.

(.N. J. Supp.;, Ci Atl. Rep. 95. June 26, 1905.

The supreme court of New Jersey holds that statutes are not to

be so construed as to interfere with vested rights, if their terms

admit of any other reasonable construction.

The supplement of 1867 to the charter of the Jersey City &
Bergen Railroad company, in enacting that il should not be lawful

for the municipal authorities of any city or town to interfere with,

hinder, or obstruct the company in constructing or running its

railroads, provided the same should be constructed and run accord-

ing to the provisions of said act, bad not the effect of discharging

the company from its contractual obligations to Jersey City, pre-

viously undertaken by the company pursuant to legislative authority.

Nor had said supplement the effect of modifying the express terms

of contracts thereafter entered into between the company and Jer-

sey City.

Where ordinances of a city gave to a street railway company per-

mission to construct lines of railway in the streets, and to operate

cars thereon, upon terms of paying annual license fees for each car

so operated, and the company accepted the ordinances upon these

terms, constructed the lines of street railway, and for many years

operated cars thereon, the company and its successors which ac-

quired its railway lines and assumed its obligations were estopped

from setting up that the terms imposed by the ordinances were

ultra vires (bi-vond the powers of) the municipal corporation.

CONDUCTOR CALLING POLICEMAN IN JOKE TO OLD
CAR USED FOR SHELTER NOT WITHIN SCOPE OF
EMPLOYMENT AND COMPANY NOT LIABLE FOR
INJURY FROM DEFECTIVE PLATFORM—PLATFORM
OF SUCH CAR NOT WAY TO WHICH THERE IS IM-
PLIED INVITATION.

Berry vs. Boston Elevated Railway Co. (Mass.), 74 N. E. Rep.

933- June 26, 190S.

The plaintiff was a policeman^ who at a quarter past three in the

morning was called by a conductor of a car in the employ of the

defendant. The conductor, at the time he spoke, was standing in

the doorway of an old horse car, the only use of which was to

afford shelter for conductors while off duty. One end of the car

and the windows were boarded up. The other end had still a plat-

form, in which was a hole that had been there for some time. The

policeman was in the street when called by the conductor, who
said to him, "Hey, come here, Berry, I have two crooks for you."

The policeman came, and in stepping on the platform put one foot

through the hole and was injured. There were only two messenger

boys of the Western Union Telegraph Company in uniform in the

car at the time, who had received permission to wait there until a

car started for Boston. The boys were well known to the con-

ductor, and it was apparent from the evidence that the conductor

was playing a practical joke on the policeman. The supreme judi-

cial court of Massachusetts says that, while the car was on the

premises of the defendant, it seems to it clear that the act of the

conductor was not within the scope of his employment, and that

the defendant was not liable. The fact that the act was performed

on the premises of the defendant was wholly immaterial. It was

contended that tins case fell within the principle llutt a police officer

IS lawfully on the preiiuses of another if he goes there to make an

arrest; but the court says that the platform of an old discarded

car, used merely as a shelter, differs from a wrought way, or a

way of approach held out by tlie defendant as a way to which there

is an implied invitation.

CONDUCIOR CANNor REgUlRt A STANDING PAS-
SENGER 10 REMOVE I'ROM IN FRON I OF PARUC-
ULAR PERSONS WHEN HE WOULD HAVE TO STAND
IN FRON I OF 01 HERS.

Guariello vs Union Railway Co. of New York City (N. Y. Sup.),

94 N. Y. Supp. 538.

According to the plaintiff's testimony, he was standing on the

floor of an open car near the right edge thereof, directly in front

of two Sisters of Charity. 1 he conductor told him to remove from

in front of the Sisters. He failed to do so, and the conductor

seized him and gave him a pull which caused him to fall from the

car. Commenting on this, the supreme court of New York, trial

term. New York County, says that the car being full, the plaintiff

was obliged to stand in front of some passenger, and a direction by

the conductor to him not to stand before the Sisters, while exceed-

ingly commendable to his deference and chivalry to these ladies of

a highly respected religious order, was nevertheless a discrimination

against the other passengers, before some of whom the plaintiff

had necessarily to take a standing position. Ihis command, if

given, was not one which the plaintiff was bound to obey, because

of its unlawfulness and impropriety. And, because of its unlaw-

fulness and impropriety, it was as improbable that such comiiund

was given as was the existence of the assault itself.

STATUTE AUTHORIZING LICENSE TAX NO AUl HORiTV
FOR ORDINANCE IMPOSING 25 CENTS PER FOOT
ON TRACK.

Pittsburg Railway Co. vs. City of Pittsburg (,Paj, Co Atl. Rep.

1077. Apr. 17, 1903.

Ordinances of the city of Pittsburg provide that there shall be

established and levied an annual "license" tax "upon each and

every street railway company or corporation the sum of twenty-

five (25) cents per foot for each lineal foot of track laid, main-

tained or operated by such company or corporation within the limits

of the city of Pittsburg, exclusive of such track as may be in the

yards or buildings of such company or corporation. " 1 he supreme

court of Pennsylvania holds that ordinances were not authorized

by a statute authorizing the city to levy and collect a license lax or

fee. It says that the ordinances term the tax assessed a "license"

tax; but, no matter what the municipal authorities call it, the

question is. What is it? The tax is 25 cents per foot "for each

lineal foot of track laid, maintained or operated" by the company

within the city of Pittsburg, exclusive of such tracks as may be in

its yards or buildings. The tracks of a street railway company are

as much its property as are its power houses, car barns, or repair

shops; and, if so, could it be seriously argued that an annual tax

of 25 cents per lineal foot on a car barn would not be a lax on the

property, no matter by what name called, especially if to be col-

lected for general revenue purposes of the municipality? Mani-

festly, it would be such a tax, and such is the character of the tax

which the city would impose on the tracks of this company. The
authority conferred on the city by the statute is to levy and collect

a license tax or fee. The attempt is to collect a property tax, which

is not authorized.

DUTY OF CONDUCTOR SUGGESTING TO PASSENGER
TO GO INTO ANOTHER CAR WHEN NEAR CORNER-
QUESTION OF NEGLIGENCE IN STANDING ON
PLATFORM FOR JURY.

Chicago City Railway Co. vs. McCaughna (III.), 74 N. E. Rep. 819.

June 23, 1905.

When a woman boarded a cable car there were two or three

persons standing on the back platform, and people were holding on

to the straps inside. Thereafter she expressed to the condactor a
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wish to get a seat, and a companion asked if there were any seats

on the grip car. The conductor answered that there were, and told

the women that they did not need to wait until the next stop and

get off to get one, but that they could walk through the car. The

two women then started through the car, and about the time that

the woman first referred to was stepping from one car to the other

the car was swinging around a street comer and gave a sudden

jerk, throwing her from the car. It was at night, dark and misty,

and while the woman admitted that she knew of the condition of

the track at that place, and knew of the turn, yet she was unable

to tell, and did not know that she was at or near that point. But

the evidence showed that the conductor knew that the car would

swing around that corner, and knew that the car was near the

corner when he told the woman to walk through the car. The

supreme court of Illinois holds that it was therefore his duty to

inform her of the danger of the car making the sudden turn, or

to have so controlled the car that there would have been no

danger in her passing from one car to the other. Nor does it think

it was negligence per se (by itself) for her to be or ride on the

platform of the street car, especially under the circumstances under

which she came to be upon the platform of the car. Under the

circumstances under which she came to be upon the platform of

the car, whether or not it was such negligence as would preclude

a recovery of damages, and whether the woman, standing upon the

platform, was in fact negligent, were questions of fact for the jury

to determine from all the facts and circumstances surrounding the

transaction.

.U-TER DHDIC.VllON OI- RIGHT OF WAY AS STREET
CITY M.\Y AUTHORIZE RIVAL RAILWAY THERE-
ON—NO CONDEMNATION OF STREET—STREET
RAILWAY NO ADDITIONAL SERVITUDE.

St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co. vs. Lindell Railway Co. (Mo.),

88 S. W. Rep. 634. June 15, 1905.

The supreme court of Missouri, division No. i, says that it was

impossible to escape the conviction that the plaintiff and its prede-

cessors intended to dedicate the portion of its right of way lying

within the limits of Hamilton avenue to public use as a street, sub-

ject to its right of way thereover, and, being a public street, it was

within the power of the city to permit the defendants to construct,

maintain, and operate a street railway over the same, and that the

plaintiff is not now in a position ,'0 claim that such a street railway,

even though it be a rival railway, could only be constructed across

the plaintiff's right of way after a right so to do had been acquired

by condemnation. It says that, in the abstract, where a railroad

company seeks to condemn private property for a railroad right

of waj', the use to which it is devoted is a judicial question. But

this rule of law was not determinative in this case, for the de-

fendants were not seeking to condemn the plaintiff's property for a

right of w.iy, but were claiming a right to run over the streets by

virtue of an ordinance duly enacted by the city of St. Louis author-

izing them to do so. Given the premise that Hamilton' avenue was

a public street, it followed that the defendants could not condemn

a right of way over the same, for section 20 of article 12 of the

constitution expressly reserves to a city, town, or village the right

to say whether or not a street railroad shall be operated on any of

its streets. Street railroads constitute a legitimate use of a public

street. Such railroads are simply another method of transporting

citizens over the streets, and it has been held that they may not

only be legally authorized on the street, but that their presence

thereon does not constitute an additional servitude.

LICENSE FEES FOR CARS DO NOT BAR FRANCHISE
TAX—CONSTRUCTION OF FRANCHISE TAX STAT-
UTE—NO DENIAL OF DUE PROCESS OF LAW.

People of the State of New York ex rel. Brooklyn City Railroad Co.

vs. State Board of Tax Commissioners (U. S., N. Y.), 25

Sup. Ct. Rep. 713. May 29, 1905.

The company being required to pay various annual license fees

for each car on different routes the contract arrangements between

it and the city were subsequently modified in respect to the amount
of the annual license fee by authority of a statute which contained

the clause: "The said license fees shall be taken in full satisfac-

tion for the use of the streets or avenues, but the same shall not

release said company from any obligations required by law to keep

such streets or avenues, or any part thereof, in repair, which said

obligations and the contracts, laws, or ordinances creating and en-

forcing the same, are hereby continued in full force and operation."

Did these license fees stand as an equivalent for property taxes so

that a stipulation in respect to them relieved the property from lia-

bility to ordinary taxation? The supreme court of the United

States says that this certainly would not be the general rule. A
license fee is understood to be a charge for the privilege of carrying

on a business or occupation, and is not the equivalent or in lieu of

a property tax. Further, in the statute modifying the license fees,

which was accepted by the company, it was expressly stated that

they should "be taken in full satisfaction for the use of tlie streets

or avenues." Clearly, therefore, the fees being imposed for a

specific purpose, they could not exempt the company's property from

the tax imposed by the special franchise tax law.

The sections relating to the tax.ilion of franchises, the supreme

court further says, were enacted as amendments to and part of the

general ta.v law of the state, and are to be construed accordingly.

By one section the valuation is to be determined by the state board

of tax commissioners. By another the owner of every such fran-

chise is required to make a written report to the state board. Then,

after making the valuation, the state board is required to give cer-

tain notice in writing to the owner of the franchise, stating the

valuation and date when it will' meet to hear and deterniine any

complaint against such assessment, while another section provides

for a review of the assessment by writ of certiorari. And these

provisions having all been complied with, the court is of the opinion

that the company was not denied due process of law in the valua-

tion and assessment of its franchise.

PROVISION ALLOWING MOVABLE SCREENS FOR SEP-

ARATION OF RACES CONDEMNED—WHAT IS

MEANT BY WORDS "PARTITION" OR "SCREENS"—
MERE SIGN NOT ENOUGH.

Southern Liglit & Traction Co. vs. Compton (Miss.), 38 So. Rep.

629. June 12, 1905.

The supreme court of Mississippi comments at some length on

certain features of chapter 99 of the laws of that state of 1904,

which was meant to secure a separation of the white and colored

races on street cars, in order to show, as it says, the necessity which

exists that the legislature should promptly repeal this exceedingly

unfortunate statute, and provide a statute for street cars similar to

that for railroads. It thinks the purpose of the statute wise, but

the provision that the conductor may have an adjustable screen,

and may move that adjustable screen about as the needs of the

traffic require, it declares is a provision so manifestly unwise, and

so clearly subversive of the dominant feature of the statute, as to

make it matter of wonder that this result should have escaped the

attention of the lawmakers.

A little piece of board, called a sign, stuck up on the back of a

seat, with words painted on it ("White," "Colored"), the court fur-

ther holds is no partition or screen within the meaning of this law.

The very words "partition" or "screens" import complete separation

between the races in street cars, so that passengers in one com-

partment shall be shut out from passengers in the other. The ob-

ject of the law was absolute, complete and perfect separation, so

that there should occur none of the outbreaks and conflicts marring

the public peace, and ending, it may be, in bloodshed. Nothing but

constant friction could possibly arise from the use of a mere little

sign, e.xasperatingly shifted about from point to point, requiring

passengers to change their seats, already assigned, whenever a con-

ductor "drest with a little brief authority" chose.

It ought to be the study of corporations operating street car lines

within communities wherein dwell two distinct races so to operate

them as to secure to the utmost harmony and peaceful relations

between them in public travel. That was the object the legislature

had in view in the enactment of this law. That is what the terms

"separate cars," "compartments," "partitions," and "screens" in-

tended to secure. The statute has used no such word as "sign,"

and it is asking far too much of a court to find in a little piece of

painted plank, separating nothing, the partition or screen which

the law has demanded shall be used.



Piping and Power Station Systems.—XL'

IIY WIJ.UAM L. MORRIS, M. E.

IMPING DKTAILS
Llndcr this IickHiik will 1)C shown sonic details of construclioii,

inchitling the assembly of the various parts as well as special details

pi-rtainiiis lo those parts. The illustrations of systems previously

shown were merely diagrams, and until such diagrams have hcen

laid out, and the selection of the system to employ has been finallv

decided, but little progress can he made in determining details.

Detail work and accurate scale drawings should follow the diagram

layouts, and. allhnuRh the diagrams may be considered the "key"

IDI a

before any details or scale drawings arc attempted a system should

be laid out in (fiagram combining all three factors, as each is af-

fected by any modification of the other. The details shown in the

following pages are classified according to the system to which they

pertain ; for example, class A will include live steam, class B, ex-

haust steam, etc. The number affixed to the class letter represents

a sub-division of that class; for example, Ai represents "live steam,

headers or mains" ; A2 represents "live steam, engine branches."

The ditTerent details of the same sub-classes arc numbered serially,

as Ai-i and A1-2, etc. Al the conclusion of this chapter on "De-

^
i-ri;. 67

—

(ai-i). FIG. 68— (AI-2).

to the piping plans, they should not be re.^arded as final until the

details and scale drawings are completed, as it may be found that

some minor connection can bo made much more readily by slightly

modifying the system rather than running a special long or other-

wise objectionable connection.

The station pipe work and system should be as simple as it is

possible to have them without sacrificing their reliability. It is a

very common mistake in pipe work design to complicate the system

to such an extent—in the attempt to provide numerous means of sup-

ply to station appliances—that the danger of interrupted operation

from piping difliculties becomes greater than from the apparatus

which is being safeguarded. Power station design should be a well-

digested compromise of all the various station requirements. If the

designer has an extensive knowledge of hut one of the different

station requirements, such for instance as electrical vi-ork, he will

have his "diagram" of such work well developed and provided for.

a|r^C-in3
V

tails" an Index of Details will be given, containing all the different

classes and sub-classes.

This index will be found specially useful in laying out diagrams,

as it will be a reminder of the great multitude of lines and con-

nections that enter into a piping system; and it will draw to the

attention of the pipe work designer the many little lines and con-

nections that are easily overlooked in preparing drawings and speci-

fications. These oversights often make pipe work "extras" a very

large item in station building, and any one who has had experience

in letting contracts knows that many contractors offer bids which

permit of but very slight profit, depending upon "extras" to make
the job a desirable contract. The index will aid very materially in

eliminating these extras, which not only result in a very expensive

method of doing the work, but which reflect on an engineer's ability

to properly prepare specifications.

Another advantage in using such an index is that it avoids the

Sa'G/a/^-
FIG. 69

—

(AI-3). -Cai-4).

If it secures better results to have electrical diagrams well deter-

mined before undertaking the details, why should not piping dia-

grams be given similar consideration?

There are but three factors included in the systems in power sta-

tion construction, viz., electrical, piping, and coal and ash systems;

•Copyright. 1905. by the Kenfield Publishing Co.

necessity of bearing in mind every line and connection required,

which means much time saved ; a line laid out with a connection

overlooked may require much time and study in order to place the

missing connection at some point where no pro\ision for it has been

made. Space has been left after each class in the index to enable

the designer to add lines or connections which may be found neces-

sary but which are not listed.
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Piping supports will be shown in detail under this heading and

details of standard valves, fittings, etc., will be given under "Manu-

facturer's Standards."

Class Ai—Live Steam; Header or Main.

Detail Ai-I, Fig. 67, shows the most common method of con-

structing steam mains and headers, using wrought-iron pipe with

flanges attached to it, and cast-iron fittings. In fact, there is no

other style of construction that the large manufacturing companies

will guarantee. The fittings can be finished so as to have parallel

and right-angled faces, and the flanges on the pipe can be faced after

they are secured to the pipe, insuring a perfectly straight pipe line

when assembled.

Detail A1-2, Fig. 68, shows an old method of making headers that

has been abandoned, due to the great difficulty of keeping riveted

FIG. 71— (ai-s).

work tight. Riveted work should be completely avoided for any

lines or branches that are subjected to strains of expansion and

contraction. Another objection to this style of header is the in-

accuracy of the joint faces. The nozzles are liable to have flange

faces on any conceivable plane except the correct one, and the

flanges at the ends of the pipes, which are set by hand, are sure to

be out of true in some direction, the amount of inaccuracy depend-

ing upon the care taken by the workmen in assembling the work.

Hand labor is a very uncertain method for securing accurate work.

If the conditions are such as to demand the use of nozzles riveted

to the pipe the rivets should be threaded, stay bolts screwed tight

into tapped holes and riveted over each end to avoid leakage past

the rivets. The (lange should be a steel casting, so that it can be

caulked. Instead of using say two tees in the header for two

hoilers, and anoUur tee for the engine, it is oftentimes more

economical to construct one casting like detail A1-3, Fig. 69, and

have fewer joints to oare for.

It may occur to the pipe work designer that he would be depart-

ing from the manufacturer's standards to call for a manifold of

this style; that such a detail would require special pattern work

and special arrangement of tools at the factory, making it much

more expensive to build than two standard tees, and a cross. Large

high pressure liltings are not carried in stock by the manufacturers,

therefore they are "specials' in the machine shop even though they

may be made from standard patterns. To compare the cost of this

manifold with a manifold made from three separate fittings we must

consider the cost of patterns against that of four-faced flanges,

drilled, with bolts and gaskets, and the labor for making the joints.

Ihe manifold made in one piece will invariably cost the least, and

if there should be no saving in cost this detail is decidedly preferable

from an operating standpoint on account of its easy maintenance.

In order to lay out the desired system it may be found necessary

to run long connections, say from the boiler, in order to place the

header valves according to the diagram previously determined upon.

Such a case is shown in detail A1-4, Fig. 70.

The system should never be sacrificed for any notional idea of

symmetry of connections. To preserve the desired system it may

be found necessary to increase the length of a boiler connection say

10 or 15 ft., a feature which is neither expensive to construct nor

to operate, as it would not ordinarily require any additional fittings

or valves. In case the header is not over 200 ft. long it will not

require any other provision for expansion than the branches to

boilers and engines which should be equal to a full length of pipe in

each case. By anchoring the header at the center, the expansion

would amount to about two inches at the end of the line, and this

would be readily taken up in the boiler and engine branches. The

fitter would be able to lighten the strains by drawing the end

branches about an inch toward the -.enter of llie header when

making the joint.

If the connections are flanged so that swings may be used, they

will relieve themselves on the flanged faces while the line is heating

up, and greatly reduced the strain on the connections. The relief

thus aftorded can be demonstrated by opening up an old joint and

allowing tile other joint to throw the pipe connections into a position

free from strain.

In cases where extremely long mains are used it becomes neces-

sary to break up the straight line, as shown in the detail A1-5,

i'ig. 71, and provide anchors for the steam main both at the engine

and the boiler branches. In cases where it is desirable to keep

the entire length of the header in a straight line, as would be neces-

sary in long, straight tunnel work, it becomes necessary to take care

of the expansion at very frequent intervals if elastic details are used

to care for the elongation of the pipe. Different forms of expansion

connections will be shown later. Ihe U-bend for dividing headers

is the most common method used in power stations, if the bend is

laid fiat in a horizontal plane, the drips will flow either way through

it; however, placing the bend in a horizontal plane induces severe

side strains on header supports, and these must be well cared for

to prevent the header from cliinbiug up on them and raising itself

out of line. Placing a U-bend vertically throws the stresses in a

vertical plane, which ordinarily would be fully counteracted by the

weight ol ttie header and branches; the drips must be cared lor m
this case at each side of the vertical Ubend. Which of these two

difficulties can be the more readily cared for depends upon the sur-

rounding conditions of each individual case.

A very elastic design of header is shown in detail Al-6, big. /J,

in which the header constitutes merely an equalizer from one mani-

fold to the next. The sizes siiown are such as ordinarily would be

used for a i,soo-kw. unit. Ihe manifolds should be anchored to

their supports, and throw all expansion strains onto the connecting

lines. Whatever the design for the header and connections may be,

it should be so arranged that the elasticity of the pipe will be suf-

ficient to take care of expansion and contraction. This is the only

means acknowledged as being permanent and efficient. There are

various special devices for caring for expansion, but their use is

confined to emergency cases only, or cases which will not permit the

use of sufficient length of pipe to secure the desired flexibility.

Supports for steam mains should be laid out to allow for both

expansion and the side movement of the line, as illustrated in detail

Ai-s, Fig. 71. The points m the pipe line that would be the center

of the expansive forces should be anchored to avoid vibration of

the lines. Expansion and vibration are two conditions that must be

provided for and neither must be permitted to interfere with the

other. This subject will be more fully considered under "Piping

Supports."

The fittings ordinarily used for large steam pipes are made of

cast iron and are extremely heavy. A much more desirable fitting

FIG. 72

—

(ai-6).

could be made of soft steel plate, stamped and lap-welded, as

shown in detail A1-7, Fig. 73

The flanges could be of rolled steel, making an all-steel fitting,

light and somewhat elastic. If the manufacturer had his factory

equipped with proper machinery for making such a line of fittings,

he could without doubt produce them for about same shop cost as

cast-iron fittings. There is no question but that the engineers would

be universally in favor of using the steel plate fitting, and even if

their cost was 50 per cent more, large sized fittings would in-

variably be specified of this make. A demonstration of the general
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desire for something more reliable tliaii cast iron is evidenced by

the very extensive, and in fact, ahnost universal use of rolled-steel

flanges in place of cast-iron ones, which were formerly used for

high grade, high pressure work. Manufacturers are using what

they term "semi steel" for high pressure valves and fittings, and for

no other purpose than to make them more reliable. Valves cannot

be made of light weiK'hl and of extremely strong material, as it is

necessary lo use sufficient nirtal in them to prevent any possible

springing or distortion that would prevent the valve faces from

closing tiglil. Fittings, however, do not have lo be stiff and free

Fio. 73— (ai-7).

\ \

A-
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same as the engine connection detail A2-1. It is quite difficult, and
in fact impractical, to set a boiler or other steam generator by the

face of its pipe connection, and the result is that in making the

connection between a header and a machine there are slight in-

accuracies in every direction : and when pipe work is received and

assembled additional inaccuracies become apparent. The triple-

swing connection provides means of taking up these variations by

rolling the different parts on their faces. In case the elbow was
turned up and steam entered the header at the bottom, there would
be swings provided the same as shown. The connection shown in

detail A3-1 has two valves, a gate valve next to header and an

automatic stop valve between the gate and boiler, both valves being

located at the highest portion of the branch, insuring a dry branch

at all times.

The connection shown in detail A3-2, Fig. 79. has a double

bottom of the header— a detail which is open to some criticism

There are many who believe that drips from the header will return

to the boiler through this connection. This belief is shared mostly

by the operating engineer, who argues "We get rid of the drips,

where else can they go?" It is hardly correct to presume that the

current of steam which because of its high velocity carried water into

the header would later on permit it to return against this flow.

Nor is it possible that condensation will accumulate in the header

under a rapid steam flow through the boiler branches, and then

return when the velocity becomes less ; the drips cainiot accumu-

late in such a header, nor can thev flow along header to some boiler

FIG. 78— (a3-i). FIG. 79— (a3-2). FIG. 82— (a3-S). FIG. 83— {A3-6).

swing—on the three flanges "a" and the flange "b." There is no

horizontal face to swing on, and if the boiler flange was not parallel

with the face of the header tee it would be necessary to make a bend

in the pipe connection, or "spring" it by pulling up on the connection

bolts. There is no other detail in pipe work erection that will cause

as much trouble from joints .giving out as "sprung connections," or

in other words, forcing two flanges together that do not set parallel,

by drawing up hard on the bolts and compelling the pipe work to

spring in order to make a joint.

The connection in detail Kyi, Fig. 80, though quite common, is

far from good construction. It has but the two swings at joints "a"

and "b," and there are two water pockets, one at each leg of the U.

In order to operate such a connection it is necessary to place a

drain in each leg, and constant attention must be given to draining

the connection before opening it into header. If the U is made of

considerable height to provide for expansion, it is very possible that

the upper portion would vibrate to such an extent as to require

anchoring, due to the fact that the connection projects a considerable

distance from its supports. The amount of motion that any connec-

FIG. 81— (A3-4").

tion will permit without endangering its joints is determined almost

wholly by its length and not so much by its form. The elasticity

of different forms of pipe work will be considered later.

Connection A3-4, Fig. 81, though a poor detail, has fewer faulty

features than A3-3. By having the valve next to the header, it

would not be a very .serious matter to open the lower valve without

draining the branch, providing it was opened before opening valve

next to header; this, however, is no appreciable advantage, as

"regular operation" sometimes means doing the wrong thing until

some serious damage is caused. There are only two swings in this

connection at "a" and "b."

Connection A3-5, Fig. 82, has the same swings and general con-

struction as detail A3-2. This connection is shown entering the

which is not being worked- so hard, as the drips must then flow into

and through the rapidly flowing steam.

Since water of condensation cannot accumulate in the header

without flowing with the incoming steam, there is but one path for

drips to take, and that is the path of the steam entering the header

and flowing to the engine. The mere fact that the header is dry

does not indicate that condensation has been returned to the boilers;

it merely proves that drips do not stay in the header in "pockets,"

but keep moving, and this movement is towards the engines. If this

is to be the method of discharging drips, it would be quite as safe

to take engine branches out of the bottom of the header and keep

the latter constantly drained through the engine. Or in other words,

do not try to separate the water from the steam—a course which is

too objectionable to be considered ; objectionable not only in regard

to economy, but because it makes it impossible to properly or

economically lubricate pistons under such conditions.

The connection shown in detail .^3-6. Fig. 83, is objectionable, due

to the location of valve at "a," which is placed at a considerable

distance from the line of supports, b b. The comer "a" will vibrate

even more than the header, due to the amount of weight that is free

to move. In case "a" is a fitting, it will also be liable to vibrate to

such an extent as to require stay rods run to some support. In de-

signing such branches, care should be taken to keep the heavy por-

tions, such as valves and fittings, either near to the boiler or to the

header, or to parts that project considerably beyond the line bb of

pipe. Pipe work that requires tie rods and braces to stay the

branches is faulty in design.

(To be continiH (i.)

The Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co. has been distributing

to the fanners along its lines a pamphlet entitled "Electricity on the

Farm," in which it briefly sets forth the advantages of the operation

of farm machinery by electricity, and in which are shown a number

of installations of motors for driving farm machinery. These motors

are used principally for cutting and grinding feed, separating cream,

shelling corn, sawing wood, etc., but as the motors are readily moved

from place to place, they may be used for driving threshing ma-

chines and other machinery which it may be desirable to operate

at a distance from the barn. The company states that this pamphlet

is creating a great deal of interest among the farmers.

The United Railroads of San Francisco is devoting considerable

space in ils publication. Transit Tidings, to matters of interest to

school children and has offered prizes for the best suggestions for

contests of interest to school children and in which they would par-

ticipate.



Power Improvements of the South Chieago City Ry. and
Hammond, Whiting & East (Chieago Hleetric Ry,

Tlic Suulli Chicago City ky. was cliartcrcd as tlic liwiiig Avenue

Horse Railway Co., May 31, 1883. The construction work was

finislicd and the road opened for traffic on July i, 1885, and a month

later the change was made to the present name. Until 1893, when

permission was gained to use electricity, the cars were operated by

horse power. The 1 lammond. Whiting & Fast Chicago F.loctric Ry.,

which obtained its charters in 1892 and 1004, is operated in con-

nection with the South Chicago City Ry.

The several lines of these companies serve a district adjacent to

the shore of Lake Michigan and extending from 63rd St., near

Jackson Park, in the city of Chicago, across the Illinois-Indiana

state line to the cities of Hammond, Whiting and East Chicago.

The accompanying map will serve to illustrate how tlic several

lines furnish transportation facilities between the city of Chicago

and these outlying towns. The northern terminus of the line is

located at the intersection of Madison Ave. and 63rd St., from

which point passengers destined farther north or to the business

district of Cliicago can transfer to cither the South Side Elevated

Ry. or the steam snl)urban trains of the Illinois Central R. R.

The South Chicago City Railway Co. owns and operates that

part of the combined system in the state of Illinois and the Ham-
mond, Whiting & East Chicago Electric Railway Co. owns and

operates the portion of the system in the state of Indiana. While

the operation of the two portions of the line is kept as distinct as

possible, there is no transfer of passenger.s required at the state

line, but the cars operate through from 63rd St. in Chicago to 150th

St. in East Chicago, and to the center of the citv of Hammond,
as indicated on the map showing the routes. A s-cent fare is

charged for the ride on either of the systems, thus making the fare

10 cents from 63rd St. to the southern termini of the lines. The
present total track mileage of both systems is 60 miles, of which 37

miles are in Illinois and 23 miles in Indiana. During the past year

a portion of the track work has been rebuilt and several improve-

ments made in the power distribution system.

The regular schedule of operation furnishes 20-minute service

UOUBI.E-CUKRENT GENF.R.MORS IN 93RD Sr. POWER HOUSE.

between 63rd St. and Hammond, and also between 63rd St. and

Whiting and East Chicago. Between South Deering and 63rd St.

a schedule with cars on 12-minute headway is maintained. For the

convenience of passengers the South Deering cars carry red signal

lights and signs, the Whiting ears green signal lights and signs and

the Hammond cars blue signal lights and signs. The company
issues a folder describing the route of each line of cars and stating

the details of the schedule as to running time, etc. In ordinary

operation the schedules require 35 cars, which arc of the large

double-truck type with cross scats.

Power House.

The power house for the generation of the current used on all

the lines is located at 03rd St. and Ewing Ave., the relation of

INTERIOR H.NMMOND SUB-STATION.

which location to the general distribution system may be seen by

referring to the accompanying map of the lines. At this location

are the repair shop, storage barns and general ofilces of the system.

The power house, which was built some few years ago, has within

the last year been partially remodeled and some new machinery has

been installed. The building is of brick, well lighted by side win-

dows and finished with a composition roof supported on steel

trusses.

In the peak of the roof of the engine room are two electrically-

driven fans so in. in diameter. The capacity of these is suflficient

to change the air in the entire room in 4^2 minutes. The engine

room is 100 x 100 ft. in floor area, the boiler house 100 x 60 ft.,

and the office portion two stories in height, 100 x 40 ft. in size.

The boiler equipment consists of four 350-h. p. Sterling boilers

set in pairs in which steam is generated at 130 lb. pressure. The
gases after passing the boiler tubes are led through a Green fuel

economizer consisting of 10 sets of standard tubes with four rows in

each set. At the rear and between the two pairs of boilers is the

combination brick and steel stack 186 ft. high and 8 ft. in diameter.

Coal is brought by a steam siding to the side of the boiler house

and unloaded direct from cars onto the boiler room floor in front

of the firing doors. The boilers are hand fired.

The method of removing ashes from the fronts of the boilers is

interesting. This is accomplished by means of a chain with scrap-

ers which travel along a concrete trough built under the floor of the

boiler room directly in front of the boilers. From the pits under

tlie grates the ashes are raked forward and out of the doors in

the boiler setting fronts where they fall through openings in cast

iron floor plates and are dragged along the trough, a cross-section

of which is shown, by means of a conveyor chain. In front of each

ash door is an automatic sprinkler so connected that the ashes may
be cooled by water as they are raked from underneath the grates,

thus allowing a man to stand close to his \v6rk. The trench along

which the chain conveys the ashes and clinkers consists of a lining

of brick at the bottom of which is a layer of cement covered with

one inch of sand. On top of this sand a concrete trough is built
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of a section designed to fit the scrapers of the conveyor chain. The

layer of sand was placed in the trench below the trough so that

when the trough becomes too much worn and it is necessary to re-

place it, the concrete may be broken and thus removed without

destroying the other portion of the trench construction. This

trench is 96 ft. long e.Ntending in front of all the boilers- and to the

south wall of the building. Here the conveyor chain dumps its

load into elevating buckets which carry the ashes to cars on a

switch track outside the building.

The main steam header 18 in. in diameter is parallel with the

^^ Lines IfV SPCQUTION™i INC5 PPOPOSiD
• Po>^£JfPLftvTfino SHOPS

Srffin ffitiLPcios

.M.-\r SHOWING LINES CONNECTING SOUTH CHICAGO, HAMMOND, WHIT-

ING AND EAST CHICAGO.

row of boilers, but on the engine room side of the partition wall

between the boiler and engine rooms. Each boiler unit may be cut

off by either or both of two valves, one near the boiler outlet and one

at the header. By means of two gate valves the header may be

divided into three sections. The connections between the boilers

and the main steam header tap into the bottom of the header and

the engine connections lead off from the top of the header, each

through a valve. There are drip taps on both sides of the valves

which control the boiler connections. The main header is connected

with a vertical free exhaust pipe extending through the roof and

provided with an Excelsior back pressure valve.

There are three E. P. Allis horizontal corliss engines with cylin-

ders 22 X 48 in. These engines arc designed to run at 80 r. p. m.

and have flywheels each 20 ft. in diameter with a 36-in. face.

The engines drive, by means of 34-in., 3-ply leather belts, three

Bullock double-current generators each of 300-kw. capacity. The

machines are designed to generate direct current at 550-575 volts

and 3-phase 2S-cycle alternating current at 360 volts pressure.

They run at 375 r. p. m.

A fourth generating unit consists of a 20 and 4Sx48-in. Green-

Wheelock cross-compound engine operating at 90 r. p. m. This

engine has a 40-ton flywheel 20 ft. in diameter and is direct con-

nected to a 500-kw. S75-volt Westinghouse direct-current generator.

There is installed on the engine room floor for cleaning pur-

poses a Westinghouse steam-driven air compressor.

The Green-Wheelock engine exhausts from the high pressure

cylinder through a reheater to the low pressure cylinder. The

steam from the low pressure side passes through a feed water heater

and then to a Grecn-Wheelock jet condenser located directly under

the engine. The condenser installation consists of two air pumps

and two boiler feed pumps on the same belt-driven shaft. The

condensers on llic single cylinder Allis engines were furnished by

f*- C/fsr //?OA/' /=>^/r T£r

CROSS SECTION ASH CONVEYOR TRENCH.

the E. p. Allis Co. and are belt driven and of the same general

type as that on the cross-compound engine.

As the boiler pumps on these condensers operate whenever the

engine is running, a relief valve has been installed in the boiler

feed main. This valve so operates that when the gages are full

the water pumped is automatically wasted to the sewer. There are

two connections for feed water to the boilers, one being in the top

drum and one in the bottom drum.

The drips collected from the headers and separators are run to a

Bundy steam trap which discharges into an open heater, thus sav-

ing the heat in the drips. A small steam pump is installed to take

water from the hot well and circulate it through the heater which

extracts the heat from the drips adding it to the boiler feed water.

In connection with the three double-current generators is in-

stalled a set of three 150-kw. Bullock transformers which step up

the voltage of the machines to 6,600 volts, at which pressure current

is transmitted seven miles to a rotary converter sub-station in

Hammond. -All wiring between the machines, transformer and

switchboard is carried in concrete lined trenches sunk beneath the

floor and covered with cast iron floor plates. These trenches are

12 in. deep and 24 in. wide and provided with oak racks on which

the cables rest.

In event of any trouble to the high tension line, the entire system

can bo operated by direct current and use is then made of a booster

set for raising the voltage on long feeders. This set consists of

two 50 kw. series boosters mounted on a shaft with a 150-h. p.

motor. The boosters are designed to raise the voltage from 550

volts to 67s volts.
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The switcliljoaid ffir llu- entire ])laiit is made u\> of 20 panels

gray marljle fitted with recent types of switching apparatus. In

order that the current supplied the separate lines may he properly

charged to the operating companies, recording wattmeters are

placed between the machine panels and the proper feeder buses for

the direct-current lines feeding the portions of track in Indiana.

A meter is also placed on the alternating-current feeders connect-

ing the power station with the sub-station at Hammond, Ind. This

alternating current line is equipped with reverse-current circuit

breakers.

The sub-slalion at llaiiinKinil, Ind., which su|)plies dinct current

to the feeders for the southern portion of the lines is located close

to the car barn as shown on the map. 'I'he substation building is

of brick walls with concrete floor and roof, there being no inflam-

mable material in the building with the exception of the window
framing and doors.

The building accommodates one Bullock rotary converter of

S7S-volt, 700-ampere capacity. The transmission current is

stepped down from 6,600 volts to 375 volts pressure by three

i7S-kw. oil-cooled transformers. The ojntrol lx>ard for the ro-

tary is made up of the three gray marble panels with connections

arranged to start the machine through lialf-voltagc taps on

the alternating-current side. 'Ihc lx)ard consists of one machine

panel and two feeder panels.

In addition to the 3-phase transmission line which is made up of

three No. 5 weatherproof wires on 45 and 50-ft. poles, the power
house and sub-station are also connected through a direct-current

feeder which can be fed through the booster at the power iiousc.

This direct-current feeder, which is seven miles long, is graded in

size from 500,000 cm. area of cross section to a No. 0000 cable at

I lammond. An accompanying illustration shows the interior ar-

rangement of the sub-station in Hammond.
The officers of the South Chicago City Railway and the Ham-

mond, Whiting & Kast Chicago lilectric Railway Co. arc D. F.

Cameron, president; D. M. Cummings, vice-president; O. S.

Gaither, secretary-treasurer, and Wm. Wamsley, superintendent.

Freight Development by Interurban Roads/

IIY E. F. SEI.XAS, CENEKAI. MANAf;ER, NIAGARA, ST. CATHARINES & TOKONTO RAILWAY * NAVIGATION CX).

The transportation service i)crformed by the railways includes

. the movement of freight, the carriage of passengers and the trans-

mission of mail and express matter. Each of these services merits

careful consideration. Whether viewed from the standpoint of

public benefit or considered with regard to the volume of business

done and profits received by the company, the transportation of

freight is the most important service performed by the railway.

The income from the passenger business is about one-fifth of the

total income and earnings of the railroads in the United States,

while the receipts from freight amount to scven-tetiths. Moreover,

the social welfare is more dependent upon cheap and unfettered

movement of commodities than upon inexpensive and speedy means

of travel. However important it may be that the relatively few

people who may at any one time desire to take a journey should be

able to reach their destination promptly and comfortably, it is of

incalculably greater consequence that producers should be able to

dispose of the commodities upon the sale of which their livelihood

depends, and that consumers should have the power of drawing

upon distant, as well as near, sources of supply for the satisfaction

of their wants and the gratification of their desires.

The volume of freight transported increases rapidly with the

progress of civilization and the diversification of men's wants.

The freight business is carried on to enable men to secure what

they want, and the more complex their demands, the more goods

will be produced and transported. The growing demand for the

freight service has furnished a most powerful stimulus to inventors

and engineers to lessen the obstacles to the movement of commodi-

ties by improving tracks, cars and locomotives, and making other

changes in the railway mechanism whereby the costs of trans-

portation have been reduced to their present small amount.

Whether the endeavor of railway companies to increase the speed

of their passenger trains or their efforts to lessen the cost of freight

movement have been the more potent incentive to mechanical im-

provements, it would be impossible to say, but the results accruing

to society from these improvements have come more largely from

the greater facilities for the shipment of goods. So writes Prof.

E. R. Johnson, in his very excellent review of American

Railway Transportation, and with this summary we may for the

present dismiss our friends, the steam roads. The conditions that

have caused such signal success in the passenger business on inter-

urban lines that depend on electric energy for their motive power
are to a great extent responsible for the hearty greeting with which

the average shipper, be he merchant or farmer, hails the advent of

the trolley, and for the great complaisance with which he views the

humming, whizzing cars that frighten his team of colts and send

clouds of dust into his wife's otherwise immaculate parlor.

•Read before the Canadi.in Street Railway Association.

The first condition that tells in favor of the interurban line is

the frequent service and the frequent stopping places. The second

is that the interurban line is more or less of a local afifair, and for

tliat reason is more intimately cognizant of local necessities. In

the battle between the piston rod and the trolley pole, passenger

rates have suflfered to a more or less extent, while freight rales

have pretty generally remained where they were. The interurban

lines have not found it necessary to inaugurate a rate war to get

freight business from the steam roads, for they receive and are

justly entitled to their proportion of the business on account of the

increased facilities.

The present Niagara, St. Catharines & Toronto Ry. was origi-

nally a steam road, constructed in 1886, and changed to electricity

in 1899 and 1900, the first electric car running July 19, 1900, from

Niagara Falls, Out., to St. Catharines. Prior to the change in 1900

the road had, through poor management and consequent poor

patronage, fallen into the hands of a receiver, and was sold by the

courts under the hammer, afterwards converted into an electric

line, extended to Port Dalhousie, and communication established

with Toronto by steamers, which are also owned and operated by

the company. A track connection had by the original company

been arranged with the Michigan Central R. R. at Niagara Falls,

Ont, which has been since maintained, and which affords free in-

terchange of cars to and from all points in Canada and the United

States, thus forming a line in competition with the Grand Trunk

R. R. in the territory covered by the electric line and its steamers,

for which purpose the road was intended. The gross annual

freight earnings of the line prior to 1900, or during the operation

by steam, were less than $10,000, and the freight handled was con-

fined to low classes of carloads, such as coal, this being in fact the

principal traffic handled. Very little attention was paid to the

higher class traffic, such as package merchandise, and it was not

until 1901 that any marked increase was shown. This upward

tendency was caused by an energetic and persistent endeavor on

the part of the management to increase the development of the

facilities which were practically dormant, in taking care of higher

class traffic and leaving the low class to itself. The methods of

handling had to be improved, a system organized, and particular

attention paid to the despatch of business taken hold of. There

was no attempt made to reduce rates, the traffic being carried on

exactly the same conditions as steam lines under all circumstances.

It was found that accomodation to patrons had a great deal more

effect than any benefits derived from useless rate-cutting. Cars

are placed at convenient points for shippers to load, and they are

picked up at convenient hours, and shipping receipts are given at

the counters of the business firms by a responsible man who has

the freight train in charge, thus saving the customer the trouble

and time of going to the railway station to make shipments. All
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this tended to increase popularity, and consequently, by increased

shipments, revenue, until for the year ending Dec. 31, 1904, we are

able to show an earning of 460 per cent gi eater than in 1900, and
an operating expense of 55 per cent as against a previous loss. The
package freight must stay with the electric roads, as their methods
will, if properly organized, hold it against steam roads, unless

congestion is allowed, when the great advantage of quick handling

will be lost. The handling of low class freight involves the ex-

pense of terminal facilities which in large cities is practically pro-

hibitory, and unless there is assured enough freight to keep a

regular competitive service against steam roads fully alive, it is

better that electric roads confine their business to the higher classes

of merchandise. With us it is found also that switching service is

a source of revenue, which, if facilities are available, is remunera-

tive. We have arrangements to switch loaded cars to and from

the Grand Trunk R. R., our competitor, and for industries located

on our tracks. This service is easily performed and at very little

expense, the distance usually being short and the cargo quickly

handled, .and it pays because ordinary power is employed at times

when we can afford it without detriment to our other interests.

There is, in our opinion, ample revenue in the development of

freight service for interurban lines, provided, as has been done in

our experience, that low class traffic is not sought after too closely

and only taken care of when it involves the higher classes. No
freight can be handled at a profit that pays less than one cent per ton

per mile, and even at that figure there is not enough revenue to

warrant short-haul lines seeking it. To sum up, all that is neces-

sary to make electric lines a factor in freight traffic is to seek high

class freight, handle it quickly, and attend promptly to customers'

requests.

We have found that working arrangements cannot well be based

upon a mileage rate unless constructive mileage is allowed the

smaller line, and it is not practicable to do this in our case (al-

though conditions with other lines may be different and groupings

may be obtained from connecting lines), because ours is a lake and
rail line, peculiarly situated and breaking bulk, and our connec-

tions do not, therefore, favor percentage arrangements. We have

worked out almost our entire traffic on an arbitrary basis receiving

as our proportion on classes one to six under the official freight

classification the following figures, viz.

:

Class I, 2, 3, 4, s, 6

Cents 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 2^

per 100 lb. for our haul, whether long or short, and not participating

in any reductions made by connections due to competition from
various causes. I therefore submit that interurban lines are in a

better position on an arbitrary basis than on a percentage arrange-

ment, although the disadvantage of having no voice in rate making
without consent is apparent by reason of non-participation in the

reduction of rate asked, but this is only a matter of correspondence,

we find, and is generally acceded to readily by connections upon
representations of facts. The classes shown do not cover the low
class or commodity traffic which I have alluded to in the first part

of this paper, which are carried only by special arrangement be-

tween lines interested and generally calls on the short lines to

reduce their earnings to merely what it cost to handle, hence the

assertion that it is better to leave it alone except where it may
carry other higher traffic with it, when it cannot profitably be turned
down, because the manufactured product might be lost, and as this

is high class it is profitable. We unfortunately had to take hold of

an existing line, with its rates and obligations fixed, and we were
unable to alter the existing divisions of rates, although we have
from time to time endeavored to do so. Initial errors are costly,

and upon interchange being arranged, care should be taken to have
all traffic arrangements thoroughly arranged by competent men,
fully conversant with such subjects. The earnings per ton per

mile should be fixed as high as possible, and never allowed to be

less than what steam lines earn. Short mileage allows fair revenue

such as our earnings, being not less than 25 per cent minimum of

through rates, and upon extension of line minimums could be in-

creased correspondingly. Conditions of traffic in Canada differ,

however, from the United States in many respects. For instance,

we have in large centers cartage to perform, which is forced upon
us by an old existing arrangement made by the Grand Trunk R. R.,

when it was practically the only line in Canada. It was inaugurated

by that line to take care of friends. This is a burden, because the

expense is not covered by extra charge made above freight rates,

part being absorbed in the rate. Another factor of expense in

handling is the freight car equipment, which costs interurban lines

per diem rate of 20 cents for every calendar day if foreign lines

permit the use of cars. No line should be dependent upon equip-

ment belonging to others, nor should they undertake to do more than

deliver on cars at convenient points, unless the circumstances are

very exceptional, as every transfer or movement necessarily costs

money and increases the operating expenses materially. Rates

should be maintained, and although steam roads are liable to cut

with a view of forcing the business from electric roads, the public

soon finds that the real object is to force the electric road out of

the business and enable the steam line again to put up its rates

with all the old disadvantages of slow time and poor service. An-
other commending advantage to interurban lines is that their busi-

ness is done on main roads in a number of cases, where there are

no terminal expenses, unless they endeavor to enter into active

competition with steam lines, when terminals must be provided.

I he handling of fruit is an important item in our season's busi-

ness, Toronto being the central market. To handle our heavy

freight traffic with the quickest despatch at a minimum cost has

brought us to a point of efficiency whereby we find it necessary to

allow our boats only 30 minutes at terminal points to load and

unload from five to seven carloads of freight. To meet the re-

quirements of our traffic we built a number of four-wheeled platform

trucks, the platform of which is similar to express trucks seen on

steam lines and capable of carrying two tons. On these we load all

merchandise and package freight, ready to run aboard- the boat on

her arrival. The incoming freight is received from the forward

gangway, and the outgoing freight is run on board over the after

gangway. To handle out fruit traffic with despatch we have erected

at points along the line fruit platforms, on which we keep a supply

of these trucks. The farmer drives to this platform, loads his

fruit on the trucks, and this is picked up by our freight train, which

consists of flat cars the same height as the platform, and run to

make connections with each boat. This train carries three men,

who run the loaded trucks from the platform on the cars. At Port

Dalhousie they are run directly from the cars on to the boat. This

prevents handling, which is very damaging to the fruit, and also

permits the fruit grower to use a cheaper grade of baskets, thereby

effecting a great saving for him.

On the whole, therefore, freight business of interurban lines will

pay if confined to the higher class of traffic, and if particular atten-

tion is paid to despatch and accommodation to the public.

An Accident to a Cross Compound Engine.

BY H. C. REAGAN.

Accidents to the steam or electrical machinery in a power station

are very annoying and at most times call for quick action and

decision, especially where the station machinery is in full operation

without any reserve units to fall back on.

In the case about to be cited a new plant was erected with a view

of installing additional machinery. The units were direct con-

nected with cross-compound engines of well-known make, which

no doubt will be recognized by the sketch. The units were started

up by the writer and ran along very nicely, taking the load without

any unnecessary heating of any parts, the load being that of an

interurban railway. In addition to the regular load, for one week
after starting, a fair held at a point along the line increased the

average number hauled per day by about 7,000 people. The writer

had the privilege of organizing the new power plant force as he saw
fit, except that of first assistant engineer, and during the period

mentioned kept very close watch on the plant operation day and

night.

Believing that the time had come when the first assistant should

take the night shift, the change was made. Things ran along for

several weeks, until one morning, about three o'clock, the writer

was called to the power house. The assistant stated that one of

the engines was broken down. Upon reaching the plant, the engi-

neer stated that the engine shut down itself, being the one unit in

operation. Being questioned closely, he said that he was awake
and did not notice any unusual noise or action with the engine or
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valve motion, whicli seemed lidiciilniis. As llicre was no overload

or broken belt, and plenty of steam, tlie outward appearance did

not indicate any thing wrong. Further questioning brought out the

fact that the governor halls were jumping up and down previous to

stopping. This furnished a clue. Wishing U> ascert.iin more,

steam was applied to the high pressure side, with the result that

assured a position, the right of way was to be had with propel

compensation. No questions were asked as to the engineer's past

record,— this was readily accepted by the president of the company.

The writer objected strongly to the engineer, but was given to

understand that he must stay. The next day after the accident the

truth came out by threatening the dismissal of the oiler and fireman.

\/^i.KrS/-/rAf.>
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SKETCH SHOWING N.MURE OF THE ACCIUENT.

there was a groan and springing of the valve rod between the rocker

arm and wrist plate valve-stem arm of induction, or live steam valve

of the low pressure cylinder. An examination was made and it

was found that the valve stem had welded fast in the sleeve or

bonnet. The bell crank had gripped the sleeve outside of the

stem, the cam ring carrying the cut off. This also had gripped the

sleeve. The sketch shows the construction of the mechanism, it

being a Bass-Corliss release gear. The arrows show the parts

which gripped tlie sleeve. The one thing that saved the rods from

being bent and broken was the eccentric slipping on the shaft.

A task and a surprise awaited the writer. The valve rods were

disconnected and bonnet taken down to remove the valve stem. A
small jack was applied, but to no purpose. Seeing that it would

take some time to make repairs, with the shop 900 miles away,

the low pressure side was disconnected and part of the load

carried with high pressure side. After so doing our attention was

turned to the valve stem. A 60-ton hydraulic jack was procured

and a mild steel rod about the diameter of valve stem was used

as a mandrel. The bonnet was blocked up against the engine

foundation as shown in the sketch, the jack against the foundation

wall, and two men operated the jack, which produced no movement
of stem. Then two large blow torches were procured and a flame

from each brought to bear against the sleeve or bonnet. In due

time a slight movement was perceptible and continued until the

stem was driven out of the sleeve, taking about eight hours to do
so. It required care and alignment in order not to upset the end

of the stem or spring it out of line.

In the meantime the general manager suggested that it was im-

possible to do anything with it but to take a sledge hammer and

break the bonnet, send to the shop and get a new one. The writer

reasoned and persevered in the matter, with the result that the

stem was gotten out. After which the stem was dressed up smooth,

the sleeve trued up, the same with bell crank and cam ring, the

parts reassembled and the engine connected up and full load put on.

The result was the saving of the expense of a new bonnet and about

three days' time. The fit of the crank arm and cut-ofi disk was so

neat that when the sleeve swelled up, due to heating from the

valve stem, they struck the cuttings from the sleeve and valve stem

and caused the sleeve to swell also, a trifle, but enough, and all

for the want of oil.

The cause of the above accident is due to a circumstance which

teaches a lesson. The railroad, desiring a right of way through

a certain property, cast about for a means of getting it. This means
was through the assistant engineer, who was an intimate friend of

the property holder. The agreement was that if the engineer was

It was subsequently found that the engineer had passed out of the

power house the fore part of the night and gone to a saloon across

the street, from which he came back drunk, and the men were all

asleep when the accident occurred. The habit of drink the engineer
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had carefully concealed up to that time, but careful search of his

past record revealed the same. The president reauested his itn-

mediale dismissal.

The property of the Kokomo (Ind.) Railway & Light Co. has

been taken over by the Kokomo, Marion & Western Traction Co.

The People's Light & Railway Co. and the Streator Gas & Light

Co., Streator, 111., have been combined and the properties of both

taken over by the recently incorporated Illinois Light & Traction

Co. This latter company is negotiating for the traction and lighting

properties at Ottawa. III., and will construct an interurban line

between the two points.



How to Obtain a Suitable Car Varnish.

Uy ARrfOLD FRENCH, MASTER PAINTER, RHODE ISLAND CO.

It is a fair subject for consiilcration whether the matter of pro-

viding the painting departments with suitable varnish is being

advanced along the same broad lines that are so noticeably shown in

the other departments of the average repair shops. In other words,

is the same careful attention being given toward obtaining the most
suitable vaniish as is shown in the selection of wood, iron, steel and
iither raw materials? The vital importance of securing lumber and
metals of the best known quality is obvious, because the life and
service of a car constructed of these materials depend directly upon
them. But of equal importance is the study of methods for pre-

serving this material by protecting it from the destructive effect of

the elements. This preservation is absolutely necessary because of

the danger which may arise by reason of oxidation or decay weak-
ening the essential parts of the work so that they will be unable

to stand the stresses imposed upon them. Just as long as the ele-

ments are excluded from the vital parts of a car, the fabric of these

parts remains intact and the excessive expense for repairing them is

escaped.

This problem is best solved if a portion of the time allotted to

choosing car building material is devoted to the study of obtaining

a proper armor whose chief office is to render the materials out of

which the car has been constructed impervious to all destroying

elements. The varnish question is one that should not be regarded

too lightly, because it is safe to say that large sums of money are

often thrown away on worthless material passing under the name
of varnish, the appearance of which when first applied bears all the

semblance of the standard article.

Varnish flows into the paint shop through different channels,

according to the ideas and the operating methods of the general

management. In choosing a varnish there are always two points

of view. The close relation of these requires that both should be

considered, in order that no complication may arise which would
in any way endanger the accomplishing of successful results. As
viewed from one of these points, the purchasing point, the dis-

counts on price lists very often absorb much more attention than a
reasonable estimation of the qualities and ultimate durability of the

material which is being purchased. These discounts, which are

generally accepted as a reduction in the price on one grade of

varnish, are often but a price given on another poorer and less

expensive grade. For this reason, and because the ingredients for

making varnish are so numerous and varied, it is possible to produce
a varnish which can be sold at almost any price. Values on varnish

invariably keep step with the prices paid for them, and this fact

should always be kept well in mind, unless the too earnest desire

to make a good showing on first costs_^ obscures a future in which
there is always a reckoning time.

From the other point of view, the practical point, attention is

equally divided between the present and the future. This broader
view will always reveal the fact that the best results can finally be

accomplished if the anxiety occasioned by the narrower idea of

considering the present exclusively, is forgotten long enough to

view the whole matter in its proper light.

Surely the matter of choosing the most suitable varnish and one

that will meet all the requirements put upon it can best be done
by viewing the question from the practical point of view. The
pamter, having the advantages which can only be gained from prac-

tical experience and with a full knowledge of all details and re-

quirements, is certainly in a better position to select the most suit-

able make of varnish than the purchaser, whose knowledge of

varnish has been obtained from a very limited source. On the

other hand, the purchaser, with his valuable knowledge of market
conditions and the mysteries of shrewd buying, is placed in a pecu-

liar position in this case. It is very natural that the painter should

desire the purchase of one particular varnish which he has tested

in company with many other makes and which has shown itself to

him to be a superior article. If the recommendations of the painter

are accepted by the purcliascr there is but little scope left for him

in which to drive a bargain at a fair price. Vet the chance of in-

curring a most disastrous mistake by buying untested varnish are

so probable that a purchaser knowing this fact should hesitate before

proceeding far beyond the confines of his scope. Any injudicious

calculation of first cost whereby 25 or 50 cents might be saved on a

gallon of varnish may lead to much greater loss in the future when
it is too late to rectify the thoughtless mistake.

A discussion of the subject of testing varnishes may cast more

light in such a way that both economy in first cost and increased

length of service may be gained. Very few railway repair shops

are fitted with the proper facilities for analyzing paint material an<l

the detecting of spurious ingredients in varnish. Unquestionably,

access to a laboratory would be of great value to a master painter

in more ways than one, yet this is not absolutely necessary for

varnish testing. For instance, a chemical analysis might prove that

a certain make of varnish was composed of perfectly pure ingredi-

ents, yet such analysis will fail to foretell the future of the varnish

when after oxidation the film is exposed to the elements. There

being no method, either scientific or practical, that will positively

determine the ultimate durability of varnish while it is yet in solu-

tion, there is but one course left, and that is the practical local test.

The positive assurance that one make of varnish has passed a

successful test in a certain locality is of little weight as a recom-

mendation for the use of this same varnish in a locality far reniove<l

from the first one. If the destroying elements which continually

attack varnish after it has been applied to a surface were exactly

the same in all parts of the country, then the varnish durability

question which now absorbs so much time and patience might hap-

pily be avoided. But such is not the case. The fact that conditions

vary with different localities makes it necessary that a close study

be made of the varnish question in all of its details before any use-

ful conclusions can be drawn. It is safe to say that if a number

of varnishes made from the best of stock and compounded from

different formulas were to be tested collectively in as many different

localities as there were samples, these testing places being widely

separated, the results obtained would vary in the different localities.

It is probable that each sample owing to its own peculiar make-up

could be used in a climate whose destroying elements would affect

this sainplc less than any of the others in competition with it. The
dissimilarity of conditions sometimes existing in places that are

not far distant from each other is remarkable, but the cause can

easily be traced to the different material deposits in the earth or to

varied climatic conditions.

Consider, for example, the alkaline soil that exists in some por-

tions of the West ; here is met one of the worst natural conditions

that a varnish surface has to endure. The varnish is continually

exposed to a decomposing element equivalent to a diluted solution

of "varnish remover," and in order to give a reasonable service it

must be fortified by some strong neutralizing agent. In such locali-

ties the neutralizing power of a quick drying varnish offers but

little resistance to the effect of the alkali on account of its lack of

oil. The more oil that can consistently be used in a varnish which

is exposed to alkaline conditions the better. And yet the quick

drying varnish which contains little oil will give a much better

service in other localities under different natural conditions. And
so the intense heat of the South, the extreme cold of the North,

the salt mists of the far East and West are conditions having their

own peculiar effects on varnish. Such peculiarities of attack necessi-

tate the choosing of a varnish which will offer the greatest resist-

ance to the action of the consuming chemical properties peculiar to

these different local conditions.

Obviously no one make of varnish, however well made, will suc-

cessfully meet all these different conditions and as each manufac-
turer produces but one or two high grades of varnish, and the as-

sembling of the ingredients of these varnishes must always be made
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from one standard formula in order to secure uniformity, tlicrc-

forc it is useless to argue tliat one make of varnish will prove satis-

factory in all localities. The discovering of a varnish which is

adapted to any peculiar local conditions and will resist them the

longest can only be accomplished hy exposing samples of the dif-

ferent varnishes to the elements of this particular locality. Theory

in this case is of no more value that hearsay. The matter must be

threshed out with the elcmonis before the final understanding can

be had.

Before proceeding farther with the subject of the practical testing

of varnish, it may be well to mention a few facts relative to varnish

test samples, which might possibly he inadvertently ovcrlookefl.

Good varnish, like good wine, greatly improves with age, and it is

fair to presume, if not otherwise specified, that all varnish samples

sent out from the factories are judiciously drawn from oldest ma-

terial stock in the plant ; a stock possibly kept for this very purpose.

Of course these special grades caimot be duplicated in larged quan-

tities, because if they were offered to the general trade the source

of supply would soon be exhausted. The writer has in his posses-

sion a quantity of varnish of English make that is 18 years old,

having never in this time been unsealed. Beyond doubt, this fine

old varnish now has 50 per cent more value as a protecting medium
than it had when it was first made 18 years ago, and it is easily

seen that this varnish would insure a large order if submitted as

llic rcgnl.-ir stock of that Engli.sh firm. It therefore seems true that

if interest enough is taken in the varnish question to carry on a

number of endurance tests it also seems advisable that care should

be taken that no valuable time he lost in testing samples which

arc not part of the regular sale stock. A better idea of a certain

make of varnish might be obtained if this sample was purchased

from some local dealer who handled this make of varnish. In the

latter manner the results of a test would furnish much more valu-

able purchasing arguments.

The two most common methods employed in varnish testing are

the application of the sample directly to the car body or to a test-

board. Opinions ditTcr regarding the ctTiciency of these two

methods, each of which holds its position from apparently good and

sufficient reasons. The advocates of the test-board method, with

a knowledge of expense of removing old paint and varnish, object

to using sample varnish on a car body in an experimental way,

because of the possibility of the results being unsatisfactory, thus

causing premature repairs, to say nothing of the loss entailed by the

car being out of service. After careful consideration of these two

methods the car body test method seems to have the advantage for

several reasons. Placing a varnish sample on a test board mounted

in some conspicuous place with a south and west exposure is indeed

a very severe test and might be considered conclusive if these were

the only conditions which are met in actual service on the car.

But these test boards are never at any time liberally spattered with

city nmd which contains many injurious elements, such as the

alkali from horse-manure and decayed matter. And the test boards

do not experience the sudden changes in temperature which the

varnish on a car is subjected to when after standing for some time

in a warm pit-room it is suddenly exposed to zero weather. The
test board is never subjected to the vigorous application of the

car washer's sponge charged with grit. There are many other con-

ditions of minor importance which when added to these just stated

plainly show that any information derived from the results of a

test board experiment is more of a speculative rather than the

practiijal nature, and under these circumstances w-ill leave an exist-

ing doubt until the matter has been proved in a practical way.

Ten years may be considered the average length of time that the

body of varnish built up by adding one coat of varnish each year,

will remain useful. The time when the usefulness of these united

coats ceases is a matter of opinion which is liable to be divided

anywhere between the first appearance of the cracking of the var-

nish and the last stages of disintegration. But a life of 10 years

should not be considered excessive as cases are on record where

such coats have lasted 17 years before the signs of final decay were

much in evidence. Assuming that 10 years is the standard life of

a varnish body composed of first-class vamfsh, what value would

the report of a year's test of a varnish sample be if the sample is

revarnished each year and is expected to last ten years? Any
high grade varnish from a reputable house is expected even under

the worst conditions to last through the first year without showing

any signs of decomposition, and this expectation might be extended

to the second, and possibly to the third year in some cases, before

any indication appears that will predict its future success or failure.

Again the testing of two different samples placed in similar posi-

tions on a car may show no different appearance after 12 months'

exposure, and still after rcvarnishing for a second year's service

the relative value of the two samples might still remain unchanged,

yet the writer has known cases of this description where at the

end of the third year a noticeable change had occurred in the two

samples; one retaining its elasticity showed no vulnerable points

whatever, while the other weakening at this time showed the

minute cracks accompanied by the omnious discoloration on cither

side of them, which arc the telltale signs of disintegration.

An estimate of the possible loss, which might follow the unwise

choice of an inferior sample after only a preliminary examination

had been given, can be calculated by the number of cars which

might have been varnished with it before the mistake was discov-

ered. The two samples being of apparently equal value after the

first test, the inferior varnish might have been purchased on account

of a slight difference in the relative cost of the two. This illus-

trates the folly of jumping too hastily at the conclusions which may
be drawn from varnish tests. The opportunities for reducing the

cost 'of car body maintenance are so favorable when viewed in a

conservative manner that hasty decisions, whereby subsequent

losses are incurred, seem inexcusable.

Since the first gum copal was brought from Mexico in the l6th

century, study and research and experimenting have greatly aided

in the acceleration of methods in general until at the present time

everything is expected to progress in accordance with 20th century

ideas of speed, but the uncontrollable elements which directly affect

varnish are subject to no man's will and absolutely refuse to allow

any saving in the time necessary for properly testing car varni.shcs.

This fact is eften ignored and reports of a test are even demanded
after a varnish has been exposed for but six months' time. The
quality of a varnish that would show any signs of decomposition in

such a brief test would surely be indicated by the price paid for it

and, therefore, the time wasted in testing it would be very foolishly

expended.

The Rail Joint Co.

The Rail Joint Co., of New York City, has recently been organ-

ized, filing a certificate of incorporation with a capital stock of

$1,500,000, of which $1,000,000 is common stock and $500,000 pre-

ferred stock. This company will take over the business and prop-

erties of the Continuous Rail Joint Co. of 'America, the Weber
Railway Joint Manufacturing Co. and the Independent Railroad

Supply Co. It is expected that the new organization can materially

reduce the cost of manufacture and distribution and does not in

any way monopolize the joint business. The officers of the new
company are : President, Frederick T. Fearcey ; vice-presidents, Law-

rence F. Braine and Percy Holbrook, treasurer, Fernando C. Run-
yon ; secretary, Benjamin Walhaupter.

Eastern Wisconsin Railway & Lisht Co. Per-
sonnel.

The recent death of President F. B. Hoskins and the resignation

of Mr. T. F. Grover. vice-president and general manager, which

were noted in recent issues of the "Review," have necessitated some

changes in the personnel of the Eastern Wisconsin Railway &
Light Co. The appointment of Mr. F. B. Huntington, former sec-

retary of the company, to succeed Mr. Grover as vice-president,

was noted in the October "Review." The present officers of the

company are: F. B. Huntington,, vice-president and secretary; N.

C. Draper, vice-president and general manager; W. E. Cole, treas-

urer; John Davey, master mechanic; L. E. Holderman, superin-

tendent electric lighting department ; E. H. Gimper, superintendent

gas department.

The first work of laying rails for the extension of the Indian-

apolis & Cincinnati Traction Co'?, line from Shelbyville to Greens-,

burg has begun.



Car Hoists for Electric Railway Repair Shops.

An examination of the designs of several recently built electric

railway repair shops, reveals the noteworthy fact that modern prac-

tice is sanctioning the gradual elimination of the familiar shop repair

pit. In the modern plant, if the pit finds a place at all, its use is

chiefly for superficial inspection purposes, and for that comparatively

Hmited class of work which from its nature must be done from

beneath the truck. The later day architect provides in place oi the

old time dark, dirtVj cramped and unsanitary repair pit, .some mean.i

by which car bodies may be lifted from the truck and the truck roUevl

to a convenient point in the shop where all brake, motor, wheel and

truck inspection and repair work can be carried cm with ample light

and under advantageous conditions.

Various devices and apparatus have been suggested for hoisting car

bodies free from the truck, and every master mechanic has his own

ideas concerning what constitutes a good hoist. A serviceable hoist

can be built for $ioo, and it is quite possible to spend $i,ooo for the

apparatus, if a saving of a few minutes is a vital consideration.

Compressed air, hydraulic pressure and electricity have been utilized

in various ways as motive power for car hoists, and all of them have

their advocates. Hydraulic pressure is undoubtedly the cheapest

form, where a sufficient supply of water at 90 lb. pressure or there-

abouts can be obtained from the city mains at small expense. Hlec-
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FIGS. I, 2 .\Nn 3—HynR.\ULIC HOIST .\T .\TI.,'\NrA, GA.

tricity is the logical motive power for an electric railway repair shop,

and second hand car motors can usually be utilized for the hoist.

Compressed air is expensive and will find a place only in those shops

where a compressed air plant is operated for other purposes.

For the general information of master mechanics and others.

descriptions and illustrations of several of the representative types

of hoists in use today are here given.

Hydraulic Hoist at Atlanta, Ga.

The Georgia Railway & Electric Co. is using an hydraulic hoist

(Figs. 1, 2 and 3) that was built at a cost of something less than

$100, and is doing the work satisfactorily. It consists of two cast-

iron cylinders, set on end and bolted securely to the floor timbers,

close beside one of the tracks in the repair shop. Each of these

cyhnders has a piston to the end of which are attached two cables

which pass up overhead sheaves and come down on each side of the

car. The ends of these cables carry sockets, in which, when a cir

body is to be raised, are placed bars on beams which go under th-

car body near the ends, this ensuring to the car an even hoist ive

from any twisting motion. The motive power for the hoist is derived

from water, entering at the city pressure of 130 lbs. The arrange-

ment of valves is shown in Fig. i. The water enters through a

common inlet pipe, and passes directly to each cylinder, slowly

forcing eacli piston down and raising the car body. When the body

is to be lowered, it is merely necessary to close the two valves in the

inlet pipe and open the two valves in the outlet pipe, and the weight

of the body forces the water out slowly through the outlet pipe. The

dimensions of the apparatus will be determined by the average length

of the bodies used on the system, and by the space available. The

size of cylinders and of inlet and outlet pipes will be determined by

the pressure at which water is obtainable. With water at 130 lb. per

sq. in., cylinders 28 in. in diameter and 3 ft. high were used. The

cylinders were made of cast iron and were cast in the company s

shops.

Electric and Pneumatic Hoists at Philadelphia.

In Fig. 4 may be seen one of the repair tracks with llie jili and

overhead cranes which serve all the tracks in the new Kensington

Ave. shops of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. The overhead

cranes are of the company's own manufacture and are equipped with

FIG. 4—PNEUMATIC HOJST AT THILADELPHIA.

driving motors taken from National Electric Co. air-compressor

sets. There are four such cranes over each of the tracks in this

shop, two on either side of the transfer table. With two of these

cranes a car body may quickly be lifted from the trucks and placed

on horses. The supported columns for the second-story floor sys-

tem are of such a distance apart that the space between them will

accommodate two pairs of trucks. Each column supports a jib

crane with a Curtis air hoist hung from the crane carriage. The

dimensions of the parts of these cranes and the arrangement along

the track are such that there is one crane for each pair of trucks

that can be placed on the repair tracks.

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. does no repair work in

car pits, but raises the car bodies and takes the trucks out when

making truck or motor repairs. For raising the bodies, the old Ken-

sington Ave. shops are provided with an elaborate system of travel-

ing electric hoists. One hoist is made to serve two tracks. Each

set of hoisting cranes and their driving motor are mounted on a
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KIG. S—ELECTRIC HOISTj OLD KENSINGTON AVE. SHOl'S, PHILADELPHIA KAPID TRANSIT CO.

tr:m'liiig craiic which is vvulc ciiuiigh Id span twii tracks, ami travels

to any point over the tracks as wonld any ordinary crane. The trav-

eling crane consists of two I-bcams upon which in turn travel the

hoi.sting cranes and their driving motors. The arrangement will '.>•

understood by reference to Figs. 5 and 6. The driving motors are

controlled liy rlieostat switches, operated by means of chains from

the floor. With this apparatus a hotly can be raised from its truck

in 12 seconds, and, if need he, can be carried to .-uiy point on the

two tracks, Apparatus of this kiiul will cost several hundred doltari,

and is adaptable for use only in large shops where time is a more

important element.

Electric Hoist at Newark,

The North Jersey Street Railway Co. has used for some time An

electrical car hoist which was described in the "Review" for April,

if)02. For convenience of reference, the drawings and description

(if this device arc reproduced herewith. fSce Fig. 7.)

y^4-- -I- /S^ H
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FIG, 6—SIDE AND END ELEVATIONS PHILADELPHIA HOIST.
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FIG. 7—PLAN AND ELEVATION NEWARK HOIST.

The device consists of a framework suspended from the ceiling

girders over the car pits. The framework comprises four i2-in.

I-beams about 25 ft. long and the two inside beams spaced far enough

apart to clear widest car body. At the center of these are cross

I-beams supporting the direct current railway motor, which drives a

shaft about 11 ft. long by 3 in. in diameter. The two ends of this

shaft are provided, one with right hand worm and the other with

left hand worm, these worms being 5'/. in. in diameter by I'/s in.

pitch. These worms engage the worm wheels, wliich are about iS

in. in diameter, 2V2 in. face and iVs in. pitch keyed to the shaft as

shown in sketch. Running from each worm wheel is a screw shaft

13 ft. long and 3 in. in diameter, cut with right hand thread at one

side of the wheel and left hand thread on the other, the outer endi

oi these shafts being carried in bearings suspended from the main

I-beams by special castings. Traveling upon the screw shafts are

.special carriers provided with nuts which engage the threads of the

FIG. 8—VIEW OF DETROIT IIOIST SHOWING SHAFT AND DRUM.
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screws. These carriers slide upon stationary Riiidc rods and to thcin

are attached the ends of the hoist ropes. Th<' rope used is %in.

wire rope and ahont 215 feet are rer|iiired for tlie lioist. The rope

passes over .sheaves of 36 in. pitch diameter Imilt to support a weight

of five tons. At the lower end of the rope are .iltaehed loin. I-heains

and to these I-beams in turn arc fastened tlie attachments for engag-

ing the car body. When raising closed cars, it is customary to pl.ite

beams or sections of T-rails under the body at each end and these

rails are carried in .small square castings suspended as shown. For

open cars the cross pieces are not required, and hooks arc used

which engage the lower edge of the main car sills.

Current for the motor is taken from the line current and is con-

trolled by a rheostat box or controller on the car barn floor. Tho
worm gearing gives a very powerful quick acting hoist. The whole

arrangement, including everything except the motor, will cost, .1

built by an outside contractor, about $1,000, but could probably be

built in the company's own shops for considerably less than this,

especially if timbers were substituted for the I-beams.

Electric Hoist at Detroit.

The electric hoist used in the shops of the Detroit United Ry. is a

home-rigged afTair, the construction of which will be understood

from Fig. 8. Here a single motor is mounted on a framing over

the shop track, and is geared to a worin wheel mounted on the

center of a shaft extending at right angles to the track. At each end

of this shaft is a drum upon which the hoisting chains are wound
when the car body is being raised. Each drum has a set of right

hand and left hand helical grooves, so that but two drums are required
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Bean Lake, Sugar Lake, Armour Station and on to Rushvillc. At

this last named point a spur runs southwest through Winthrop,

across the Missouri River to Atchison. From Rusliville the main

line runs northeast, following the general trend of the river through

Kveline and Kenmoor to St. Joseph, passing the famous resort of

Lake Contrary on the way.

The following table shows the populations of the cities of the

territory from which the Missouri ^^llley Electric railway will

derive passenger and freight traffic

:

Esti-

U. S. Cen- U. S. Cen- mated

sus 1890. sus 1900. 1905.

St. Joseph, Mo 52,324 102,979 120,000

.\tchison, Kan 12,000 15,722 18,000

Leavenworth, Kan 19,768 20,735 30,000

Kansas City, Mo 132,716 "168,752 iSo.ooo

Kansas City, Kan 38,316 51418 60,000

Intermediate 10,000 15,000 15,000

265,124 374,606 423,000

According to the above figures the average increase during the ten

years shown has been 41 per cent; assuming that the percentage of

increase will be one-half during the next ten years, the increase

by 190S will be 10 per cent over 1900 figures, or by 1905 the road

will serve a population of 423,000.

The mileage of the Missouri Valley Electric railway is distributed

as follows : Kansas City to Leavenworth Junction, 23'/$ miles

;

Leavenworth Junction to Atchison Junction, 19^ miles ; Atchison

Junction to St. Joseph city limits, IS miles, making a total of 58

miles. The spurs will cover about eight miles, making a total main

line trackage of 66 miles, together with about twenty-nine miles of

double-track and siding. The road will be located on a private

right-of-way for the entire distance with overhead crossings of all

railways and most wagon roads will have an easy grade with few

curves, permitting a schedule speed of 45 miles an hour outside of

the city limits with safety. At this speed the road can easily com-

pete with the steam roads, and together with a mucli greater fre-

quency of service should conunand a very substantial share of the

passenger traffic between the various cities, towns and villages

reached.

The road will be built in the most modern style as a high speed

electric railway, on its own right-of-way, using 70-lb. rails, ballasted

with crushed rock, with overhead crossings of steam roads and

wagon roads and double track from Kansas City to Leavenworth,

where a 30-minute service will be necessary. The power station will

be equipped with 3,000 k. w. steam and electrical equipment of the

most modern character. The power house will be built of stone and

brick with slate roof and will be fireproof in every particular. None
but the most modern machinery and labor-saving devices will be in-

stalled and everything will be done to make the power house a model

of its kind. The rolling stock of the road will be in keeping with the

high character of its construction, and the motor cars will be

equipped with high speed motors, permitting the use of cars in trains

or singly, and geared for high speed. As there are no heavy grades

or excessive curves, a high rate of speed can be maintained for long

runs with perfect safety. Freight equipment has been planned to

take care of the large coal traffic already offered, and the general

freight business in garden truck, milk, and merchandise promises to

be large and steady.

Electric Railways in Japan.

Since the completion of the Hanshin Electric Ry. between Kobe
and Osaka, a short description of which appeared in the "Street

Railway Review" for October, its effect on steam railway traffic has

been watched with interest. The following paragraph regarding

this appeared in a recent consular report published by the Depart-

ment of Commerce and Labor

:

The Kobe Chronicle of recent date says that it looks as if there

will be a boom in electric railways before many tnonths are past.

The Government railway passenger traffic between Kobe and Osaka

has been so affected by the Hanshin Electric railway that the imperi.il

railway working bureau is considering the advisability of establish-

ing an electric line between the two cities and so meeting the com-

petition. The bureau is also considering the establishment of such

a railway between Tokyo and Yokohama, and so forstalling enter-

prises. This competition may be bad for the railways which suffer

by it, but it is all to the benefit of the traveling public. The extent

of this benefit may be judged when it is considered that the business

man living in Kobe, who has to make frequent visits to Osaka,

by using the electric railway not only saves enormously in the

amount of fare, but travels nearly as quickly. He uses the elec-

tric route at this season of the year from choice, because of its

freedom from soot and smoke.

It is interesting to note in connection with this subject that the

equipments were made by the National Electric Co. and are of the

New York office of the firm of Takata & Co., Tokio. This com-

pany furnished the complete motor equipment, which is the West-

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co's. make. The trucks, upon

which the car bodies are mounted, were made by the J. G. Brill Co.,

and the car bodies themselves were built in Japan. The air brake

equipments were made by the National Electric Co. and are of the

well-known Christensen type, and the car fenders were of the

Eclipse type, made by the Eclipse Fender Co., of Cleveland, O., all

this apparatus being supplied through the New York office of

Takata & Co.

New England Street Railway Club.

The New England Street Railway Club held its first fall meet-

ing this year October 26th at the American House, Boston. Presi-

dent Potter presided. The speaker of the evening was Mr. A. H.

Armstrong, of the General Electric Cc's. Railway Engineering

Department, who delivered an informal address upon the "Electric

Locomotive in Heavy Haulage Work." Prior to the address, din-

ner was served in one of the private dining rooms of the hotel,

and a number of new members were elected.

Mr. Armstrong's address was illustrated by numerous lantern

slides showing the evolution of the electric locomotive from the

early types designed for yard work to the "6000" type designed for

the terminal and suburban traffic of the New York Central &
Hudson River R. R. Speaking of the most advanced type of sub-

ruban and interurban railway thus far developed. Mr. Armstrong

stated that the present maximum schedule speed is about 35 miles

per hour in certain western service; the cars are run in trains of

two or three cars each, with about 500 h. p. in motors per car and

making one stop in two or three miles. The maximum speed at-

tained is about 65 miles per hour.

With three or four trains per day in each direction over a steam

railroad line it is now possible in most cases to show a saving in

operating expenses by using properly designed electrical equipment,

but the great gain comes from the increased traffic which can be

handled by electricity. The electric locomotive was first developed

for factory haulage and terminal work, and slides were exhibited

of 35-ton locomotives for yard work, and also of the later 40-ton

locomotives developed for the same service, each being capable of

hauling from 400 to 500 tons and being equipped with about 600-

h. p. in motors. The maintenance expense of these machines has

been much less than the cost of keeping in service the steam locomo-

tives which formerly did the work. The later type is equipped with

end platforms to secure greater operating convenience. In the case

of a so-ton shunting electric locomotive for commercial service

which was illustrated, Mr. Armstrong said that the cost of mainte-

nance actually has been less than $T00 per year.

The 80-ton locomotives of the Baltimore & Ohio R. R. were

illustrated, both the earlier and later designs being shown. These

are each equipped with four 250-h. p. motors. The New York
Central's electric locomotive was discussed at considerable length,

several of the preliminary desi.gns being thrown upon the screen.

Some thirty or forti.' tentative designs were made before the ma-
chine work began in the shop. An interesting point is that the

dead weight per axle is less than with many steam locomotives,

and this notwithstanding the fact that the armature is mounted
rigidly unon the shaft without any form of gearing. One of the

points of difference in electric locomotive design is the necessity

of using small diameter in the driving wheels, as compared with 72

in. or over in steam locomotives. Mr. Armstrong stated that the

"6000" type of locomotive being tested daily on the experimental

track near Schenectady has now covered successfully about 30,000

miles. The acceleration possible and attained with such a locomo-
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live of 3,000 h. p. is tremendous, and a good illustration was given

by tlic speaker. Tlie "6000" type locomotive, with a seven-car trail-

ing load, was brought to a standstill upon the test track just as the

Ijnpirc State JCxprcss passed at a speed of about a mile a minute.

The electric train was started just as the Empire locomotive reached

the rear end of the train, and it caught the steam locomotive before

the last car of the steam train passed the electric locomotive.

iVIr. Armstrong closed with a short description of the singlc-jihase

motor manufactured by his company and briefly outlined the pos-

sible usefulness of the gasolene-electric car for branch line service

in sparsely developed regions which will not as yet bear electrifica-

tion.

New Publications.

OHIO STATIL UNIVKRSITY BULLETIN, Vol. X, No. i

;

October, 1905; being a catalog and announcements of the Uni-

versity, the College of Agriculture and Domestic Science, Arts,

Philosophy and Science, Engineering, Law, Pharmacy and Vet-

erinary Medicine, the Graduate School, the Summer Term, depart-

ments of instruction and reports of officers of the university, etc.

'1 he Bulletin is issued monthly during the academic year, and this

issue includes the usual announcements and catalog for the year

1905-6. The publication consists of some 290 pages, s'A x 7>4 i"-.

carefully indc.\ed, with list of officers, members of the faculty and

other instructors, and alphabetical lists of students of the various

colleges.

POOR'S DIRECTORY OF RAILWAY OFFICIALS. Poor's

Railroad Manual Co., 68 William St., New York City, publisher;

edition of October, 1905 ; 168 pages. This publication is in its

nature supplementary to Poor's Manual of Railroads and contains

a list of the oflicials of all the railroads (steam, electric and other)

in the United States, Canada and Mexico. In addition to this,

special lists of purchasing agents, master mechanics and chief en-

gineers of all the railroads are included. Accompanying the

directory of railway officials is an introduction to Poor's Manual

for 1905, showing general exhibit of statistics for the fiscal year,

together with comparative statements of mileage, equipment, liabili-

ties and assets, traffic operations, earnings, interest and dividend

payments, etc., for all steam railroads, 1897 to 1904 inclusive.

TUGMAN'S INDEX TO THE MANUFACTURERS OF THE
UNITED STATES. Published quarterly by the Index Publishing

Co., 420 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa. Subscription price for do-

mestic edition of four parts published at intervals of three months

$5.00; single copies $2.00. This publication is published in four parts

as follows : Part I, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland and Dela-

ware; Part II, New York and Ohio; Part III, New England States;

Part IV, central, southern and western states. This work is printed

in English, French, German, Spanish and, Portuguese, and includes

an index containing the names of several thousand manufacturers

and their lines of products, as well as a few short articles calling

especial attention to the various American trade journals which deal

with the progress and development of various industries. The
consultation of this extensive set of books will enable those who
are interested to keep posted regarding the development in all

branches of science and industry.

PHYSICS, by Charles Ribord Mann, University of Chicago, and

George Ransom Twiss, Central High School, Cleveland, O. ; 453
pages, 5J4 X 714, cloth ;

publishers, Scott, Foresman & Co., Chicago.

This publication is primarily a text book for high schools, but will

be found of considerable value and interest to mechanics and arti-

sans as well as manufacturers and others who may wish to brush

up on the general subject of physics. Especial attention should be

called to the plain, simple and straightforward style, and the large

number of plates and illustrations, which aid in making the book

both interesting and valuable, there being some 8 plates and 237

illustrations. The publication contains no mathematics beyond
simple arithmetic and the first principles of algebra and geometry,

and even a knowledge of these is not necessary to the comprehen-

sion of the greater part of the book. The authors have endeavored

to strengthen the presentation of this subject by first arousing in-

terest, then developing the scientific habit of thought, and lastly, by

presenting some of the principles from an historical standpoint, in

all of which they have succeeded.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE UNITED STATES. Fifth edi-

tion; 2,700 pages, Iixl2% in; cloth; subscriptior., $15 per year.

The fifth edition of the "Manufacturers oi the United States" has

recently appeared. The original volume, the first edition, came out

in 1882 and was a pamphlet of less than 50 pages. This 19OS edition

has grown to 2,700 large pages, each arranged in two columns. It is

a very carefully compiled, arranged and indexed directory of the

manufacturers of this country. It gives the particulars of no less

than 5 r 2,7.34 different manufacturing concerns, and reports their

products under 52,596 separate names ol articles. 'I he book is com-

ing to have such a circulation in foreign countries as its importance

and the care devoted to its compilation warrant; and any domestic

house which ever finds it advisable to address circuluars to, or to

get into communication with all the manufacturers in a certain line

throughout the country cannot do better than have this book within

reach. It is proposed hereafter to put out a new and revised edition

every year. The publisher is the Manufacturers' Red Book Pub-

lishing Co., 225 F'ourth Ave., New York City. The book is not

sold; it is loaned to subscribers at $15 per year.

Electrical Trades Exposition.

I he first annual electrical show of the Electrical Trades Exposi-

tion Co. will be held at the Coliseum, Chicago, commencing at 7

o'clock p. m., on Monday, January I5lh, and continuing until 10:30

p. m., on Saturday, Jan. 27, 1906, and will be opened daily, except

Sunday, from 10 a. m. to 10:30 p. m. Realizing the possibilities

for a successful electrical show in the middle west, the Electrical

Trades Exposition Co. has recently been incorporated at Chicago

for the purpose of managing the affairs of such an exposition. 'I he

officers of the company are men prominent and well-known in the

electrical field and include the following: President, Samuel Insull

;

vice-presidents, Edw»d B. Ellicott, Elsworth B. Overshincr and

Charles E. Gregory; treasurer, John Jay Abbott; secretary, Stewart

Spalding. Mr. Thomas Mercein is general manager of the exposi-

tion, and his past experience as secretary of the Northwestern

Electrical Association for 11 years and his acquaintance among
managers and engineers, as well as manufacturers, well fit him

for the duties involved in the management of such an exposition.

The Coliseum, which is one of the largest buildings of its kind

in the country, is particularly well adapted for expositions, and has

been obtained for this occasion. It has been divided into 10 sections;

4 on each side, i at each end and 4 in the center of the building.

Arrangement has also been made for the Coliseum Annex to be

used as a receiving room for exhibits and for a restaurant, buffet

and smoking room. Goods may be delivered at the receiving room,

commencing January 12th, where a receiving clerk will be on duty

there for the accommodation of exhibitors. Men and maid servants

will be in attendance in the smoking and rest rooms, and every

effort will be made to make it a pleasant and attractive meeting

place for both ladies and gentlemen. A full mtilitary band of 30

pieces with soloists will be in attendance afternoons and evenings

and render musical programs.

For the convenience of exhibitors storage will be provided for

empty cases, telephone, telegraph, messenger and stenographic

services will be installed and mail for exhibitors during the show

may be addressed to the Coliseum, and will be delivered promptly

at the respective spaces. Insurance, if desired, may be placed by

the exhibitors themselves, but the management will employ a num-

ber of uniformed men as guards, and details from the city police

and fire departments will be in attendance.

The Electrical Trades Exposition Co. reports that it has already

received a very large number of inquiries regarding space, and

everything tends to a very successful exposition. The oflScers of

the company are at 464 Monadnock Building, Chicago, and any in-

quiries regarding the exposition will receive prompt and courteous

attention at the hands of Mr. Thomas Mercein, general manager.

The Trolle)' Express Co., of New Haven, Conn., has been incor-

porated to conduct an express business on the lines of the Con-

solidated Railway Co.

The Cincinnati & Columbus Traction Co. has placed in operation

its line between Milford and Hillsboro, Ohio.



Question Box of the Mechanical and Electrical Association.

COMPILED BY S. WALTER MOWER, SECRETARY.

.17. I3 there a satisfactory oil cup for use on old style motors with

gravity grease cups?

1. Yes. Several have Ihiii described in railway publications.

No. 2.

2. A satisfactory oil cup may be had by fitting a cup into the

gravity grease cup with a Vi-in. brass pipe threaded into its center

and coming up even with the top, into which felt wicking is drawn

as tight as possible. A hole is drilled in the pipe near the bottom,

allowing the oil to feed the shaft only through the felt. A regu-

lating attachment may be made by placing a second piece of brass

pipe outside of the standpipe, close fitting, and with holes of differ-

ent sizes drilled to meet the hole in inner pipe. The feed may be

regulated to a great extent by bringing the hole of the desired size

opposite Ihe inner hole. While this is quite satisfactory, we are

still looking for an oil cup that will stop feeding when the car st .ps.

No. 5,

3. There are various designs of oil cups for use on old style

motors with gravity grease cups, and though they have several de-

fects, such as clogging of wicks (if such are used) and a possibility

of becoming loose, the superiority of oil over grease as a motor

lubricator should warrant their adoption. The flow of oil can be

regulated by means of the number and size of wicks used, and

should be determined by actual tests, as the size of bearings and

grade of oil used must be taken into account. The accompanying

sketch shows a type of cup commonly used. If in addition to th,'

screen "A" another were located at the opening "B," the clogging

of the wicks would undoubtedly be reduced.

grit, or in fact any foreign matter getting into the oil, would either

stop the feed entirely or would prevent the automatic valve from

closing and allow the oil to run out, and the result in either case

ivould be the loss of an armature. Of course, some will say that

foreign matter has no business in an oil cup, but we are speaking

of conditions as they exist and not as they should be.

As to the best method of lubricating with oil where grease wa;

used, this is a matter which is largely governed by local conditions

and the number of cars, .^s, for instance, roads with from i to 150

cars could probably get good results from a cup with an adjustable

feed, as the master mechanic or person in charge of the rolling

stock could give the matter close personal attention. A case in

point is a road in Ohio operating 150 cars, principally single truck,

where the cost of oiling was II cents per 1,000 miles with an adjust-

able feed cup. This .same cup has since been modified and mad.^

with a feed that is non-adjustable, but which depends on the vibra-

s-.OOS

OIL CUP FOR OLD STYLE MOTORS. OIL CUP FOR G. E.-2.000 MOTOR.

The design of the cup can be such as to utilize the old covers.

No. 13.

4. We doubt very much as to there being a satisfactory oil cup

for use on old style motors—i. e., where a motor has been de-

signed for grease lubrication. When we say satisfactory, we mean

a cup that is reliable and at the same time "fool proof," and while

the desire for oil lubrication has created a demand for an oiling

device that will give results, the efforts so far have been unsatis-

factory.

In our experiments we have used ~ different devices with indif-

ferent results. Of these, 3 were of the adjustable gravity feed type,

and 4 were gravity feed without adjustment.

We have discarded all cups with adjustable feed, as we found

that no dependence could be placed in them, as a slight particle of

Continued from Preceding Issue.

tion of the motor to feed the oil. The result was a greatly in-

creased consumption of oil.

We are now experimenting with a method in which we have great

confidence, which consists of simply packing the grease cup with

a wool waste. The method is as follows: We fit a piece of wool

(perfectly tight) in the slot at the bottom of the grease cup. This

wood should be driven in to allow no oil to leak through. We
then bore a Vs-in. hole in the center of it, and fit a piece of %-in. felt

in the bottom of grease cup. This felt has previously been soaked

in oil and is used to retard the flow of oil. We then pack the re-

maining space with wool waste, packing very tight, and pour in 2 or

3 tablespoons full of oil. The first car thus equipped ran .vo miles,

the waste was removed for examination, and oil could still be

pressed out of the waste with the hands. This test was made with

G. E. 1,000 motors, in which the grease boxes are somewhat less in

depth than the later motors. We have since equipped with this
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iiiclliijil ;i lar having four 50-I1. |j. inolors. ami the results have-

been wiiially as good as 011 tlic smaller motors. Aside from this

mclliod, VIC arc using a syplion lubricator—i. c, a cii)) with a tub.'

extending to witliin '/s '" "i 'lie top of a %-in. wick. This, as a

whole, except the cost of oil, is, in our opinion, the most satisfac-

tory device so far for several rea.sons, the princi|)al ones of which

are the inuuiiuity from grit or any foreign substance getting into

bearings, as it matters not whether the oil is clean, the wick will

only take the clear oil and deposit it in the bearing, and as long as

there is any oil in the cup you can depend on the bearing bcin<

luhriraled. No. II.

5. The aeiiMii|i:niyinK dr.iuing shows an oil cup that wc USC on

G. 1'',. 2,000 motors. This is a very cheap method of lubrication. All

armalnre hearings on a four-motor car can be lubricated with tlii.

for four cents per 1,000 car-miles. When the car is stationary no oil

will be fed to the hearings. No. 14.

4. Kor intcrurban service, where slops are made at infrequent

intervals and the controllers are of ample capacity for llie svork, cir

cuil breakers seem lo be sufficient for the protection of wiring ami

car equipment.

On cars operatefl in city service, where stops are made at fre-

(|uent intervals, more chances for trouble occur incident to opening

of circuits at the controller, and it seems to be good practice to

employ fuse boxes in scries with circuit breakers. In case of a

short circuit cither at the controller or in the car wiring, sufficient

current may flow to badly burn the controller or car Ujdy without

opening the circuit breaker. If the short circuit is maintained, how-

ever, the fuse will soon burn out, as it will not stand an overload

for any length of time. In case of a sudden short circuit to ground,

the circuit breaker will open before much damage Is done, and the

fuse may not be burned out owing to the time limit of fusing. No. K.

5. Use both fuse box and circuit breaker. Without the fuse

Bci, L Mouth Iron CoKiDun

DESIGNS OF BELLMOUTH AND METHOD OF SECURING THE LEADS.

18. How shall we do away with the breaking of motor lead^

where they le.ive the iron conduit recommended by the Board of

Underwriters?

1. A bellmuutli should be used at tlie end of the iron conduit, so

designed as to hold the leads firmly to prevent any possible chafing.

A cleat should then be used at a distance of about 6 in. from the

bellmouth, with a second one about 13 in. from the first, allowing the

connector to come between the two cleats. This method has been

used and found satisfactory. The accompanying sketches show the

designs of bellmouth and method of securing the leads. No. 13.

2. Bring the cable leads out from the center of bolster to the

motor, if motor is outside hung. Carry the motor leads over center

of motor to the cable leads and connect, leaving just enough slack

to curve well. We have very little trouble with broken wires in

this way. No. 5.

3. Where wire leaves the conduit we wind friction tape around

the wire and then screw a T. & B. busliing, which is bell-mouthed,

on to the end of the pipe. The bushing squeezes tight onto the tape

and thus avoids chafing of the wire. We have had no trouble with

work done in this manner. No. 14.

19. Do you consider it good practice to depend entirely upon car

circuit breakers, or do you use a fuse box also?

1. For ordinary city service, circuit breakers should be sufficient

if the equipment is properly taken care of. For heavy suburban

or interurban service one circuit breaker for all motors and inde-

pendent fuses for each motor is better practice. No. 2.

2. It is not good practice to depend entirely upon a circuit break-

er. It is a complicated piece of apparatus, subject to mechanical as

well as electrical failures. It is necessary, therefore, to use fuses i \

addition to the circuit breaker. No. 13.

3. An automatic circuit breaker can be depended upon if prop-

erly inspected, closely adjusted and well lubricated. No. 4.

box a continued overload would heat the motors and may not trip

the circuit breaker, where, if the fuse is used in connection with the

circuit breaker, you will have some protection from a continued

overload. No. 12.

6. I do not think a circuit breaker is safe without a fuse box.

as I have had cases where they did not cut off the arc on a heavy

ground, and burned the controller badly and scorched the vestibule.

We use a fuse box in addition to the circuit breaker. No. 5.

20. What is the best composition for trolley wheels?

1. -A good composition for trolley wheels is: 91 lbs. copper, 5.5

lbs. tin, 3.5 lbs. zinc. No. z.

2. One part tin to 9 of copper.

Our trolley wheels are 90 per cent copper, 3 per cent zinc.

Rubber Gaskct

3-

Ma,.i.C A6*-E tRO^«

BELLMOUTH AT END OF THE IRON CONDUIT.

6 per cent tin, and i per cent lead. We have found that if a trolley

wheel is too hard it will spark on high speed cars, wasting consider-

able current. No. 5.

21. What can be done to increase the life and prevent the wear-

ing out of trolley wheel bearings?
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1. Have the tension ot the wheel against the wire as hght as

possible, and keep the bearings well oiled. No. 6.

2. We use a trolley wheel bored to % in., with an oil way in

the center into which a piece of felt is fitted. Bushings are pressed

in from each side to the felt, just tight enough so the oil will not

flow through too fast, and a reamer run through the bushing ani

felt for the pin. It is oiled through a .screw hole on the side of the

wheel every three days, the screw being kept in. By keeping the

side contact springs in good repair, the bushings will last as long

as the wheel. No. 5.

22. How large a trolley wheel can be used to advantage on high

speed interurban lines?

1. The size of the trolley wheel is limited by the difficulty in

sustaining weight at the end of a trolley pole. By reducing the

wearing cross-section of the wheel (which may confidently be done,

owing to the slower speed due to larger circumference, hence less

wear), the weight of the wheel may be considerably reduced. A
6-in. wheel so constructed gives very satisfactory service on high

speed interurban lines. The spring in the trolley base, however,

should be of proportionate strength.

Wheels used in this service should be made of very clear, hard

metal, of high conductivity, and should be subjected to the greatest

care in construction and maintenance.

The practice of allowing a groove to wear one side of the wheel

and flat surfaces to form is the cause of the majority of broken

trolley wires. New wheels should be properly milled, and wheels

in service which become unequally worn should be immediateU

removed and, if possible, be remilled. Bearings should be graphite

bushing of ample size running on hard steel pins, the pins being

so attached to the harp as to prevent any lost motion at this point.

The common practice of tying the rope around the pole adja-

cent to the harp should not be allowed. This is a frequent source

of trouble, preventing the trolley pole from slipping through frogs,

etc., when the wheel leaves the wire. A metal loop at least 6 iii.

long should be fastened in an eye in the throat of the harp, to which

loop the trolley rope should be spliced; no loose ends of rope mu.st

be allowed in the joint, as the arc caused by the trolley leaving the

wire frequently ignites these loose ends, burning off the rope.

No. 10.

2. W'e find a 4-in. wheel for city service, and a 6-in. wheel for

suburban cars to be entirely satisfactory. No. 5.

3. A 6-in. trolley wheel for high speed interurban. No. 12.

23. What mileage should a trolley wheel run?

it be economically turned down?

How often can

24. What methods of trolley wheel lubrication can be employed

which will prevent oil from dropping on the car roofs?

Design a harp that will collect all drippings and automatically

use them over again, or make the pin hollow with an oil well in

head of pin and feed oil out with wicking. No. 6.

25. What tension (in pounds) should a trolley wheel have against

the wire?

1. Sufficient tension should be put on base springs to enaWe

the trolley pole to support a 20-lb. weight attached to trolley rope

with the wheel at the height of trolley wire, or to give a pressure

of 20 lb. on the trolley wire. No. 10.

2. This depends entirely on overhead construction, and other

conditions; 16 to 18 lb. is ordinarily used. No. 2.

3. For city service, 25 lb. on wire; interurban high speed, 35

lb. on wire. No. 12.

(To be continued.)

Proposed Betterments for Mexico.

The eighth ordinary general meeting of the Mexico Electric

Tramways, Ltd., was held in the offices of the company at London,

E. C, September 27th. In his annual report the chairman .stated

that those lines now operated by animal traction should be con-

verted for electrical operation and that the traffic in suburban dis-

tricts which are served by single track lines is becoming so heavy

that it will soon be necessary to double track these lines.

During the past year negtiations were entered into with the gov-

ernment and the company has secured a sound basis for future

operation and for such extension and development of the system as

will be necessary to meet the development of the territory served.

An interesting innovation that has attracted much attention was

the introduction of a lottery scheme in the company's ticket system

which was adopted in order to afford an extra safeguard against

dishonesty. The lottery system gives every passenger an interest

in the demanding and retaining of every ticket that he receives,

which ticket has a chance of gaining a substantial prize at the end

of the month. The report recommends the gradual construction

of the various new lines for which concessions have been obtained,

the double tracking of some of the suburban lines, the conversion

of a portion of the mule lines for electric operation, the providing

of a considerable amount of new rolling stock, the installation of

a new water power plant and other matters of a similar nature.

Buffet Cash Fare Slips.

The .Aurora, lilgin & Chicago Railway Co. has established a novel

practice in connection with its buffet-parlor car service between

Chicago and Aurora and Elgin. The excess rate charged on this

car between these points is IS cents, the conductor issuing a cash

fare receipt to the passenger for the extra fare paid for the privilege

of a chair in this car. The service on this car is practically the

same as that on steam railway cars. The passenger may obtain

anything from a cigar or liquid refreshments to a full meal.

This cash fare receipt issued to the passenger is good for 15 cents

in trade and may be applied on any order at the buffet on the same

day and trip only. The caterer of the buffet car collects these

checks, which are presented in payment of any order, and makes a

daily report similar to the conductor's trip report, enclosing the

number of the check he has honored. For each order served for

which he accepts this check in payment or part payment, he turns

over the stub of the customer's order blank to the conductor, show-

ing the number of orders served. The conductor in his report turns

in these stubs, together with the auditor's clieck. niid these are

The Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Ry, Co.

CONDUCTOR'S STUB.
BUFFET CAR CASH FARE SLIP.
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Efficiency Test of a Large Gas Kngine.

During the iKist siiMiincr the Hliiiira Water, Liiilit it Railroad Co,

has had a number of tests made of the performance of a 1,300-h. p.

four-cylinder Crosslcy gas engine, manufactured by the Power &
Mining Machinery Co., Cudahy, Wis., and installed in the com-

pany's main generating station in Elniira. For a load this engine

drove a three-phase altcrnating-cnrrcnt generator feeding current to

the regular distribution system.

The tests were carried out and the results compiled by Herman

Dicdcricks, assistant professor of experimental engineering, Sibley

College, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. The results of tlie econ-

omy test of this engine, as derived by Prof. Diedericks, may prove

of interest as showing data of the actual performance of a gas

engine operating with natural gas when under test to determine the

number of beat units required per brake h. p. per hour at one-

quarter load.

The methods for testing were according to the accepted stai'.dards

as far as the circumstances would allow. No indicator cards were

taken. During some preliminary work, reducing motions were put

on the engine, but they soon went to pieces owing to the severe

service. "I'he reducing motion, which bad been used by the erection

gang, while possibly accurate enough to judge of the character of

an explosion, was not thought accurate enough for scientific work

and was, therefore, not used. Neither were any jacket water read-

ings obtained. A single meter serves the engine, and since the quan-

tity of water passing through this meter is divided into about 20
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Data.

Duralion of trial hours 3

Load on generator, average kw 205

Per cent of rated load 27.3

Gas, total, cii. ft 10380

Gas tcniperatiirc. degrees F 79-5

Gas pressure on meter, inches water 8.94 = .32 lb.

Gas per hr., cu. ft., standard conditions 3009

Ratio air to gas by volume from valves 26.7

Ratio air to gas, theoretical 17-30

F.xcess coefficient i $A

Heating value of gas. B. t. u., per cu.

ft., as determined by Junker cal-

orimeter

—

Lower 97605

Higher 1007.93

Gas temperature in calorimeter 90.2° F.

Gas pressure in calorimeter, inches water 20 = .01 lb.

Heating value of gas per cu. ft.,

standard conditions

—

Lower icgt.i

Higher 1126.6

Heating value per cu. ft. from chemical analysis, higher

value 1054-5

Revolutions, total 24796

Revolutions, per hour 8265.3

Revolutions, per min 137-76

Allis-Chalmers Steam Turbine for the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Co.

The Williamsburg station, in Brooklyn, which has been erected

near the bridge of that name, is designed to accommrdate a total

of nine steam turbine and generator units, three of which arc now
being installed. One of the most interesting of these is the AUis-

Chalniers 9000-h. p. unit. .\ view of the body of the turbine, as

it appeared when loaded on a .^6-ft. flat-car. for shipment from the

West Allis works of Allis-Chalmers Co. is shown in the illustration.

The turbine is of the horizontal multiple-expansion, all-around,

parallel-flow type, generally known as the "Parsons'' type, operating

at 750 r p. ni. The generator is a "Bullock" alternating-current ma-

chine Ijuilt by the Allis-Chalmer.s Co. at its Cincinnati works. It

will carry 25 per cert overload continuously and 50 per cent over-

load for three hours with but small temperature rise. A noteworthy

feature in ihe construction i>f the .-Mlis-Chalmers turbine is the

blading ; the blades are made of a special alloy and of such form

and dimensions as will secure the highest economy. The individual

blades arc mounted in gr; ups. each group forming one-half of a cir-

cular row. The inner ends of the blades are swaged, firmly secured

in accurately spaced slots in fonr.dalion rings and riveted in slots

in their respective channel-shaped shrouds. The nlide rings arc

secured by .special calking strips in accurately machiuid grooves in

the cylinder and rotor, thus in.^uring against throwirg out due to

centrifugal force.

The channel-shaped shroud secures the blades in a substantial

manner at the proper angle and spacing, and eliminates the danger

9,000-H. r. STE.\M TURUINE, FOR BRCOKLYN R.M'ID TRANSIT CO.

Barometer, _>y.^i in. ipf mercury 14-63 lb.

Results.

.Average e. h. p 274.70

Average brake h. p.

:

Generator efficiency as-

sumed per cent

Brake h. p .367 34.1 323-5 3055 304-5 288.5

Gas per e. h. p. per hr. standard conditions, cu. ft 11.68

Gas per brake h. p. per hr., cu. ft., standard conditions:

Generator efficiency as-

sumed per cent 75 80 85 90 go.2 95

Cubic ft. of gas 8.74 9.33 9.93 10.50 10.54 ii-i2

B. t. u. supplied per e. h. p., per hour 12,780

B. t. u. supplied per brake h. p. per hour

:

Generator efficiency as-

sumer per cent 75 80 85 90 90.2 95

B. t. u. supplied 9550 10200 10870 11470 11520 12180

Thermal efficiency on e. h. p 19.90

Thermal efficiency on brake h. p.

:

Generator efficiency as-

sumed per cent 75 80 85 90 go.2 95

Efficiency, per cent 26.70 24.95 23.45 22.10 22.05 20.95

of stripping, permitting the turbine to be safely operated with a

minimum radial clearance. This special design of blading does

away with hand-work. The machine construction insures great

strength, perfect alignment, and uniformity in the spacing of the

blades. Having adopted the proper working principle, the efficiency

of a steam turbine depends on the accuracy of angles, spacing and

form of blades. These factors are obtained in the construction of

the Allia-Chalmers turbine. The lubricating arrangement is free

from complications, complete and efficient. It is equipped with a

direct-acting steam pump for use on starting up the turbine. The

turbine and generator rotors are direct-connected by a flexible

coupling, each being carried in two bearings of the ball and socket

type. In the generator design especial attention has been given to

thorough ventilation.

The turbo-generating unit measures approximately 47 ft. in length,

over all, 13 ft. 3 in. in width, and 11 ft. 6 m. in height above the

engine room floor. Its height above the foundation is scarcely more

than that of the low pressure cylinder of a reciprocating engine, of

equal capacity, above the upper platform, and such cylinders are fre-

quently more than 30 ft. above the engine foundations.

«-»
The Texarkana electric railway, owned and operated by the

Te.xarkana Li.ght & Traction Co. has been placed in the hands of a

receiver, Col. E. J. Spencer, president of the owning company, being

appointed by the United States District Court.
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The Jolt Lubricator.

It li.is lii'i'ii till' yt-iioral experience of street railway men that

oil is ,1 iiuK-li lielter liiliricaiit for street car journals than grease,

altlioiiHli I he latter has heretofore l)een used lo a large extent.

There has hecii ennsirleralilc trouble experienced, however, in the

use of oils as il has hccn found diflicult to supply just the amount

of oil nciiliil lo piii|iiils liiliiii-alc llic journals, and still not to waste

the oil. \ii.ilhir lii.uliK willi lln- usi' ol" r>il has hren that when a

sullicient (|uamity of oil was used lo pro|)erly lubricate the cars while

in motion, this supply of oil would continue to be fed to the journals

when tilt car was standing still, thereby occasioning considerable

waste of oil and a corresponding waste of money. To obviate these

diflicuhies the- Jolt lubricator, made by the Jolt Lubricator Co. of

I'rovi<lenco, K. I., has been devised in a form which is applicable

to railway motors that were originally built for grease lul)rlcation.

The accompanying illustration shows the details of the Jolt lubri-

cator, which, as its name implies,

feeds oil to the journals by means of

tlie jolting it receives when the car

is in motion. The opening at the

bottom of the lubricator is covered

!)> a valve which opens downward
.111(1 which is held against its scat by

moans of a coil spring. The tension

of this spring is adjustable by means

of a screw, and this tension deter-

mines the amoiuit of oil which the

journals receive. A cylindrical

weight which fits loosely between

sets of lugs is fastened to the stem

which projects from the top of the

valve, and at every jolt of the car

this cylinder, which is free to move,

compresses the spring by an action similar to a hammer blow, and

opens the valve momentaril\-, permitting the oil to How through to

the bearing.

It will be seen that the lubrication by this device depends entirely

upon the jolting of the car, and when the car is at rest the oil

valve will remain closed, and the waste of oil is thus avoided.

These lubricators can be fitted to any car without laying up or

delay, and they insure automatic and economical lubrication with

oil, the amount of which to be fed can be regulated at will.

The Jolt lubricators have successfully passed through the experi-

mental stage, having had over a year of service on one of the

prominent New England roads. This extensive trial has been made

with the result that the r.aihvay company is now equipping all of

its cars with this type of lubricator.

joi.r

Yale & Towne Triplex Chain Blocks.

Modern shop practice requires that much material and machmcry
be handled in an economical and prompt manner, and to meet these

demands many labor-saving devices have been perfected during the

past few years, among which are chain blocks. The Yale & Towne
Manufacturing Co., g-15 Murray St., New York City, is manufac-

turing three kinds of chain blocks in 15 sizes; the "Triplex." for

greatest ease and quickness; the "Duplex," for ease and handincss,

and the "Differential," a less expensive, but simple and reliable

chain block.

The hoisting mechanism of the "Triplex" chain block consists of

a balanced train of spur gears, from the small central pinion to the

shrouded internal gear, of heavy pitch, constituting a part of the

frame and of the full diameter of the block. The two intermediate

gears are carried by a circular frame or "pinion cage," keyed to the

load-chain sheave, and revolving within the internal gear, thus

forming a sun-and-planet motion which gives the desired leverage.

The sustaining mechanism consists of a set of friction disks, one

of which has external ratchet teeth engaging with a drop-forged

pawl. The hand wheel is screwed upon the central hub, and in

hoisting clamps the disks solidly together. In lowering, the reverse

motion of the hand wheel releases the engagement of the disks,

and allows the load to lower smoothly and rapidly, but only so

long as the hand wheel is revolved backwards ; when this motion

ceases (lie disks automatically tighten anrl the load is securely held.

The hooks used on these blocks arc forged from a special grade

of tough but ijuctilc iron (made to spccificalion), the quality of

which is such that if the block is dangerously overloaded the hook

will give warning by bending without breaking. The chains and

sheaves are made with such accuracy as will insure smooth opera-

tion and are of high class material and workmanship.

'i'hese blocks are used very extensively by the Philadelphia Rapid

Transit Co. in its car barns and shops, as well as in construction

and repair work, being used on riveting machines, in loading rails

by using blocks on a small davit at each end of the wagon. These

TRin.F.X BLOCK fSEP IX .\ RECEXT .\CCIPFXT.

blocks were also used to great advantage as wrecking hoists after

the recent accident on the Metropolitan Elevated R. R.. New

York City, and because of their speed, efficiency and instant availa-

bility are much used as emergency hoists, as well as the hoisting

mechanism on traveling cranes.

Stone & Webster, Boston, have purchased the Nooksack power

plant of the Bcllingham Bay Improvement Co., Bellingham, Wash.
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The Falk Go's. '04 Frog.

The Falk Co., Milwaukee, Wis., steel founder and manufacturer

of electric material, has placed on the market for use on street rail-

way systems where tracks are of T-rail construction, using either the

high Shanghai type or the low standard steam road sections, a frog,

called the '04 frog.

The cut herewith shows the frog assembled, and also on cither

side the separate blocks, which together with the rail make up the

frog. The four loose pieces shown are the two wing knees provided

with guard and throat-way of similar section to the standard rolled

guard rail ; the wheel block with corrugated surface for point or

heel of frog and the wheel block for the toe of frog. The toe block

and wing knees are provided with riser surfaces, special hardened,

to raise the wheels sufficiently to pass over the point of frog on its

flanges, thus insuring long life to the vulnerable part of the piece.

By the introduction of lugs on the crossing, all lugs and bolts have

square bearings and the strains are direct. All castmgs are made of

steel and are planed to fit the rail section. By comparison with

THE FALK CO. 04 FROG.

the old type of built-up frogs, it can be seen that the number of

loose parts has been reduced to a minimum.

The Falk Co. has adopted the '04 frog for all its standard T-rail

work, in cross-overs, diamonds and side turnouts. These frogs

have been furnished to the Washington Water Power Co., of Spo-

kane; Austin Electric Railway Co., Austin, Tex.; Lansing & Sub-

urban Traction Co., Lansing, Mich. ; Inter-State Traction Co., Du-
luth, Minn.; Fargo & Moorehead Street Railway Co., Fargo. N. D.,

and others.

The Buckeye Electric Blue Printing Machine.

The Buckeye electric blue printing machine has been designed to

supply a growing demand for an efficient and economical apparatus

for making blue prints by electric light at any time during the day

or night, regardless of weather conditions. The machine consists

of a glass cylinder set in a steel frame, two rods extending from
top to bottom on the outside opposite each other. Two spring

roller curtains are attached to these rods, the tracing and paper

are then placed next to the glass and the curtains are extended and

fastened to the opposite rods. Another rod extends from the floor

to a point some distance above the frame, from which is sup-

ported the light.

To obtain the best results with these machines perfect contact

must be secured between the tracing and the sensitized paper, which

is obtained in the Buckeye machine by means of weights attached

to small wire cables which engage both ends of the rollers. There
are two rollers on each machine, one on either side, which operate

independently of each other so that one side may be unloaded and

reloaded while the other side is printing. The rollers will remain

stationary at any point of the circle, the curtain back of the roller

being in perfect contact with the glass, so that it is possible to load

the machine with numerous small prints if desirable.

The lamp furnished with these machines which is specially con-

structed for photo-engraving and blue printing work, is of the long

arc type, and transmits a light 'rich in actinic or violet rays. A
rheostat is furnished with each lamp to adapt it to the current

desired. The speed of the pendulum governing the drop of the lamp

through the glass cylinder is easily regulated, thus removing the

necessity of making more than one drop of the lamp at a printing.

The construction of this machine is very simple, its operation re-

quiring no special skill whatever. The machine is entirely self-

contained, is fastened in no way to the wall, ceiling or floor, and can

be moved from one place to another. There is no expense con-

BUCKEYE ELECTRIC BLUE PRINTING MACHINE

nectcd with its operation other th.in the cost of carbons for use in

the lamp and the cost of the current consumed by this one lamp.

These electric blue printing machines are manufactured by the

Buckeye Engine Co., Salem, O., in two regular sizes ; style A mak-
ing two prints, 42 .x 44 in., and style B making two prints, 42 x 60

in. The height over all is 8J4 to 9 ft. and the machine requires a

floor space of but i^A x 3}.^ ft. Should neither size fill the require-

ments to be met, the co.mpany is prepared to manufacture any other

size desired.

The Spokane & Inland Railway Co., Spokane, Wash., has recently

placed an order with the J. G. Brill Co. for 18 interurban passenger

coaches and 2 large interurban express cars for use on its line

between Spokane, Wash., and Lewiston, Idaho. A description of

this line appeared in the "Review" for August, 1905, and a descrip-

tion of the electrical equipment appeared in the October "Review,"

page 770- Six of the passenger cars will be 53 ft. over the bodies

and mounted on motor trucks, 12 will be 45 ft. over the bodies and

will be operated as trailers. These cars are to be similar in design

to those recently furnished by the Brill company to the Coeur

d'Alene & Spokane Railway Co., and which were described and

illustrated in the "Review" for June, 1905, pa,ge 390. The cars will

have arched top twin windows, will be vestibuled at both ends, and

in appointment and equipment will be thoroughly modern in every

respect.
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Three-Bearinj; Fan EiiKinu.

In the handling of hot Rases witli a fan, as in a plant using in-

iliiccd draft for boilers, it has hecn found difficult to give the fan

shaft a suitable bearing. A new method of construction, shown in

the illustration, which has been very successful, is to be had in the

use of three journal boxes cast in the engine frame. 'I'hesc can all

be bored with the same boring bar and a perfect alignment main-

tained. In this construction the fan bearing is water-cooled and

ring-oiled, and is supported by the engine bed and not by the hous-

ing of the fan as would otherwise be the case. This simplifies the

construction by cliniin.nliiig the additional bracing usually found on

fan housings.

The wheel is varied somewhat from the ordinary construction.

In place of the usual three spiders, is substituted a single heavier

one, built of I-beams cast into the hub. By the use of a single spider

the necessity for more than one hub on the shaft is obviated. In

this manner the load of the wheel is concentrated upon a compara-

tively short length of shaft. Moreover, with the deep cone in the

casing and the fan bearing as supported, the load of the fan is

placed very near to the fan bearing. In fact, the bearing is included

(iroovclcs.s-Post " (Convertible Car for

Latrobc, Pa.

The G. C. Kuhlman Car Co. has lately furnished to the Latrobe

Street Railway Co. the convertible type of car Imilt under the Brill

patents, which is shown in the accompanying engraving. 'I he

method of raising the sashes and panels into roof pockets is known

as the "grooveless-post" system as the posts arc not cut into as

formerly for grooves for sliding cither the sashes or the panels

and therefore have the strength of their full thickness. A pair of

guides in the roof pocket controls the movement of the sashes and

steel guides or strips on the posts are straddled by the projecting

edges of the two sheets of steel which compose the panels and by

means of which they are conducted into the roof pockets.

As will be noticed in the illustration, there arc no grab handles

on the posts. An excellent substitute for grab handles consists of

brackets between the backs of the seats and the posts. These

brackets are arranged to swivel when the seat backs are steppcd-

over. As a passenger leaves the car he finds but one handle to

take hold of, and that is on the side which prompts him to face

toward the forward end of the car as he steps down upon the

running board and so to the ground ; thus a common source of

danger is abolished. When the car is closed, the absence of grab

handles on the posts of course adds to the appearance. Guard rails,

one of which may be seen in the illustration in its lowered posi-

GR00\'ELF.SS-P0ST CONVERTIBLE CAR FOR L.\TRODE, PA.

AMERICAN nl.OWER CO. FAN AND ENGINE.

within the width of the fan blades. This point is of great impor-

tance, since, were the fan of the ordinary three spindle design, the

center of gravity would be some distance out from the bearing and

there would be the tendency of the shaft to move on the fan bear-

ing as a fulcrum and cause an upward thrust in the engine and on

the engine journal caps. With the single spider this trouble is not

encountered.

The engine is of the enclosed type, oiled by a recently devised

pump which distributes oil to all of the reciprocating and revolving

parts, even lubricating the eccentric outside of the frame. Tests in

actual practice have proven that this fan will run several months

without oiling or adjustment. This blower set is manufactured by

the American Blower Co., of Detroit, Michigan.

Consolidated Car Fender Co.

Owing to the death of Mr. A. C. Woodworth, who has been gen-

eral manager of the company since its organization in 1895, the

Consolidated Car Fender Co. has deemed it wise to move its main

office from 39 Cortlandt St., New York City, to its factory at Provi-

dence, R. I., from where all correspondence and sales will be con-

ducted hereafter. The company believes this move to be conductive

to better, more prompt and more efficient service to its patrons. A
branch office for the demonstration of fenders and the convenience of

patrons will, until further notice, be continued at 39 Cortlandt St.,

New York City, but all communications should be addressed to the

company at P. O. Box 228, Providence, R. I.

Mr. A. J. Thornley, who assumes the management of the company,

has been identified with the manufacturing end of the business since

its organization, and all patrons of the company may feel assured

of prompt and courteous treatment at his hands.

tion, slide into the post and when raised are just above the curtain

box and appear to be part of the molding. The vestibule folding

doors are controlled by a patent device which prevents the outer

leaf of the door from swinging free and with liability to strike

against passengers or to break the glass. It also enables the con-

ductor or niotornian to open the door rapidly and with the use of

but one hand.

The length over the body is 20 ft. 7 in.; over the vestibules, 30

ft., and over the bumpers, 30 ft. 8 in.; width over sills, 7 ft 2 in.,

and over posts at belt, 8 ft. ; height from track to under side of sill,

2 ft. 4^ in., and height from under side of sill over roof. 9 ft. i]4

in. ; height of platform step from track, 15 in. ; from step to plat-

form, 12 in., and from platform to car floor, 6}i in. ; height of run-

ning board from track, i8->^ in., and from running board to car

floor, is->^ in.; from center to center of side posts, 2 ft. 7 in.; width

of door opening, 40 in. ; length of seats, 34 in., and width of aisle,

20!/2 in. The side sills are 5^4x6 in., with 6x->^ in. sill plates

on the outside. End sills are 4)4x6 in.; thickness of corner posts,

3J4 in-, and of side posts, 3H in.; sweep of posts. 5 in. The truck

used is the Brill No. 2I-E tjpe. The weight of the car body ii

10,300 lb., and weight of car body and trucks without motors, 15,-

300 lbs.

An important decision has just been rendered by the Supreme

Court of Indiana as to the right of a municipality' arbitrarily to dic-

tate the style of the fender that shall be adopted for use on cars

operated within the corporate limits. Recently the city council

of Elkhart, Ind., passed an ordinance providing that it shall be un-

lawful to run any street car within the citv- limits without attaching

thereto a certain form of automatic fender made by a certain com-

pany, or some fender equally as good, to be approved by the council.

The court holds that the ordinance is void because it vests in certain

public officers an arbitrarj- discretion in determining what fender

shall be used.
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A New Air Compressor Governor.

The independent motor-driven air compressor for the braking

system of n car requires an automatic regulator or governor to

control the air pressure. The reliability of the governor is an

important factor in insuring continuity of service and a ready and

positive operation of the airbrake system at all times. The Gen-

eral lilcctric Co. has developed the type MC governor, which is

light, compact and simple in operation.

The limiting pressures at which the governor acts are usually

such that a fall of lO lb. in the operating pressure will start the

compressor motor which will run until a rise of lo lb. pressure is

obtained. The varying pressure of the air against . a diaphrani

actuates a set of operating levers, one of which carries the contact

finger by means of which the motor compressor circuit is made and

broken. The form of contact, arc chute, and magnetic blow-out

is similar to that employed in the standard railway contactor, this

construction having been found to be a satisfactory form of current

interrupting device. A thick diaphram of pure rubber forms an

hermetic seal and prevents any leakage of air through the gover-

nor, thus obviating all difliculties due to condensation and freezing

of moisture. This construction, together with the absence of valves

of any sort, assures the utmost reliability of operation.

The compact arrangement of the governor permits its installation

in small space directly on the bottom of the car. It is 554 in. wide.

^^^,,,..m

SECTION OF G9\'ERN0R.

g% in. long and 10 3-16 in. deep. If installed for stationary use,

it may be placed in any desired position. A tightly fitting cover

protects the operating parts, contacts and adjustments from dust,

dirt and mechanical injury. This cover also serves to exclude

snow, brake-shoe dust and wheel wash, permitting the use of the

governor without any enclosing box. Adjusting screws are pro-

vided for accurate adjustment for various maximum pressures.

The action of this governor in opening and closing the motor cir-

cuit of the compressor may be followed by referring to the sec-

tional view.

As the compressor continues to operate and the pressure of

air in the reservoir is thereby increased, the pressure in the

chamber above the diaphragm A rises; the piston rod D is forced

downward against the action of the operating spring C, turning the

lever E around its fulcrum. This brings the pivot H above the

center line of the tension springs J, which connect the intermediate

lever G with contact carrying lever K. The action of these springs

then pulls the back end of the intermediate lever downward ; this

movement quickly carries the center line of the springs past the

pivot P, thus reversing the action of these springs on the contact

carrying lever K, which causes the free end of this lever to be

drawn downward, separating the contacts M and N with a quick

snap.

The object of this double system of levers is to maintain a con-

stant pressure between the contacts until the tripping point is

reached, and prevent the liability of burning at the contacts which

would otherwise occur. As the pressure in the reservoir is reduced

the piston rod D raises the back end of the lever E, a projection on

which engages with the intermediate lever G. This carries the

center line of the tension springs J above the pivot of the contact

carrying lever K and thereby pulls the contact finger upward,

quickly closing the circuit.

A Permanent Type of Plastic Kail Bond.

A new perniaiK-nt type of plastic rail bond whicli can be applied

to almost any rail section, and in the use of which the angle plates

are made to carry the current, has recently been designed by Harold

P. Brown, 120 Liberty St., New York City. When installing the

bond, a hole is drilled through the angle plate on cither side of the

joint between the first and second bolt holes from the end of each

rail. Under each of these holes a shallow cavity running length-

wise is milled in the top of the rail base. These holes in the angle

plates and the cavities underneath in the rails are amalgamated by

the Brown process, as is also the lower surface of the angle plate

over the cavities, and both holes and cavities are filled with a new

kind of plastic alloy, which does not harden nor permit the liquid

mercury lo run out. This material being inelastic does not jar out

CavUy for Pliutfc Alloy

ELEVATION.

SECTION ON A-B

PLAN.

IMPROVED HIETHOD OF RAIL IIONDING.

of the hole and in adhering to the amalgamated rail surfaces forms

a flexible conductor of low resistance between the rails and the

angle plates.

To exclude the dirt, tlie holes are sealed with weatherproof cork

composition disks, and to prevent dirt from creeping into the holes

or cavities a cork seal is placed between the web of the rail and

the angle plate opposite the cavities. These disks can easily be re-

moved thus leaving the bond free for inspection or repair without

the necessity of removing the angle plates. Before placing the

angle plates on the rails, the upper surface of the base of the rail

around each cavity is coated with a non-hardening and weather-

proof compound which seals the crack between the angle plate and

the rail. The angle plates are drilled and amalgamated before

being distributed along the road for making up the joints, the cavi-

ties being quickly milled by a portable hand-power milling machine.

The conductivity of the joint, when the weight per yard of the two

angle plates is equal to that of the rail and the rail joint is double

bonded, is practically equal to that of an equal length of unbroken

rail. It is claimed that the plastic alloy will always maintain con-

tact between the rails and the angle plates and keep the conductivity

of the joint unimpaired. These plastic bonds have been in service

on the lines of the Denver City Tramway Co. and the Rochester

Railway Cc. for nine years, and it is stated tat they are in as good

condition now as when first installed.
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Automatic Oil-Electric (icncrators.

The Marine ICiiginc & Machine Co., of New York City, lias put

upon the niarUit ;' line of direct coiniccled RcncratinK sets, consist-

ing of Secor <iil engines and electric generaling units. These arc

known as Secor automatic oil-electric machines, and are said to be

particularly advantageous for use in private residences, churches.

SI-XOR ENGINE AND GENERATOR.

public buildings, factories, boats, etc., where electric lighting, battery

charging, or power is required. The Secor engine is operated with

kerosene oil, which is absolutely safe from explosion, and an

economical fuel. These engines start promptly, regulate closely,

and arc claimed to be very reliable nnd free from shut downs. As
they arc simple in construction and operate automatically, they can

be cared for by unskilled help. 'I'hc automatic control provides

constant voltage and this is attained without any readjustment of

fuel supply, governor or rheostat, and the current is supplied at a

uniform voltage, irrespective of the load.

There are four types of these units made, each of which is espe-

cially adapted to a particular service. Type A is a constant po-

tential generating set, comprising an engine and dynamo, solidly

coupled and on a common base. This furnishes current of a uni-

form voltage for electric lighting, the voltage automatically re-

maining constant for all loads. Type B is designed for charging

SECOK KEROSENE (111, ENGINE.

automobile or other storage batteries, and its potential varies auto-

matically as required for this class of work. Type C is a com-

bination of types A and B. It can be operated at either constant or

variable potential as desired, and may be used interchangeably for

lighting or battery charging. Type D consists of a type C machine

in comiection with a special storage battery and automatic con-

trolling device. The latter makes the current available cither by

day or by night. It is provided with interlocking arrangements

which rliniinatc any complications, and which make it thoroughly

reliable in charge of unskilled lal>or.

Ill addition to the more ordinary uses of electric current, these

niiils provide current at proper voltaic for such auxiliary uses as

flalirons, chafing dishes, heaters, CKiking apparatus of all descrip-

tions, organ motors and electric elevators.

These sets arc also extensively used for pumping, and a fly wheel

is providefl between the engine and generator so that pumps may he

belted to the set or can be driven by an electric motor at a distance,

as the occasion requires. It is staled that run; gallon of kerosene

oil when used in a very small .Seor engine will furnish sufficient

|)ower to lift 4.500 gallons of water 100 ft. ; also one pint of oil is

sufficient to operate ten incandescent lamps of i6-c. p. for one hour.

The smallest of these machines has a capicity of 25 i6-c. p. lamps,

and weighs less than 600 lb.

A Practical Way liilling System.

The General Systems Co., of Dayton, O.. formerly the railway

division of the Kgry Autographic Register Co., has devised a new
and practical method for railway billing. The principal advantages

claimed for this system are its saving of time, labor and expense,

its elimination of unnecessary rewriting and its avoidance of errors

and omissions.

By the use of this system there arc issued at one writing three

or more copies of each waybill, which copies may consist of a

memorandum of shipment for the auditor, an original bill of lading,

a receipt for consignee and, if desired, a duplicate bill of lading.

These bills are automatically fed through the Egry manifolder, an

instrument which is supplied with a solid writing surface so as to

enable the operator to write clear, legible copies and to issue them

EGRV MANIFOLDER.

one after the other with the greatest amount of rapidity. Three or

four rolls of paper are placed within the manifolder and so arranged

that by turning a crank they are fed through to the writing surface,

where bills of lading are issued as stated.

As the forwarding department is one of the busiest in the rail-

way service, the value of this system can readily be appreciated, in

that its installation provides a safeguard against errors and omis-

sions, as well as an economical and rapid manner for billing freight.

The bills of lading and way bills are consecutively numbered so that

in filing on post binders any bill may be readily located. This fea-

ture will be found of particular value in tracing shipments, handling

claims and similar matters, as the number that appears on the

original bill of lading also appears on the waybill, so that instead

of having only a car number or date of shipment for reference any

one of the bills will give a reference that will enable the company

to locate the auditor's slip or waybill at once. The economy ob-

tained in issuing a bill of lading, waybill and auditor's slip at one

writing is of considerable advantage, as by the old system a bill

of lading is issued by the chief clerk, the shipment is billed by a bill

clerk, an impression taken in the copy book, the original waybill

forwarded with the shipment and a monthly report made to the

auditor.

This system has been used by a number of interurban lines

throughout the country, including the Indiana & MartinsWIIe Rapid

Transit Co. ; the Interurban Railway Co.. Dcs Moines. la. : Colum-

bus, London & Springfield Railway Co.; the Evansville & Prince-

ton Traction Co. and the interurban lines at Da>-ton, 0.
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New Equipment for the People's Railway Co.

The People's Railway Co., of Dayton, O., has recently added to

its equipment six closed cars built by the John Stephenson Co.

The cars measure 20 ft. 10% in. over the end panels and 31 ft. over

the vestibules. The platforms are 5 ft. 6 in. long; width over sills,

6 ft. 4 in., and over posts at belt, 7 ft. 7 in. ; sweep of posts, 8 in.

;

height of car from track over trolley board, 11 ft. 3 in.; centers of

posts, 3 ft. 3,"/s in.; corner posts, 3H '"• thick and side posts, i}i in.

thick. The side sills are 3-^4 x 6.V< in., and the end sills, 5^ x 454

in. The sill plates arc 6 x I'i in.

The unusually long platforms are intended to provide extra stand-

ing space. The entrance is at one side of the platform only, and the

doors in the ends of the cars are of the Brownell "semi-accelerator"

The New Plant of the B. F. Sturtevant Co.

As the growth and development of the B. F. Sturtevant Co.

continued in its plant at Jamaica Plain, Mass., the accommoda-
tions for a thoroughly up-to-date manufacturing establishment

became too restricted. While negotiations were in progress for

the purchase of a new location near Boston, the works at

Jamaica Plain were visited by a serious fire which destroyed a

large amount of valuable machinery and threatened to severely

cripple the business. With true American enterprise the business

was practically placed in running order again within 30 days,

SINGLE TRUCK CAR FOR DAYTON, O.

type, which by being set to one side and close to the vestibule en-

trance, enables passengers to pass in and out of the car without

the way being obstructed. The cars are intended for city service,

and with the long platforms and wide space between the longitudinal

seats a carrying capacity is obtained which is equal to a much longer

car with transverse seats and the ordinary type of platform. Where

the majority of passengers carried make short trips this type of car

has many points in its favor, among which is its lightness; the car

weighs 10,500 lb. without motors, and therefore during such hours

when traffic is light a number of units may be employed without

undue waste of current.

Dayton is the terminus of a number of interurban lines running

in every direction. The cars of the People's Railway Co. connect

with a number of these systems and the company has several lines

which run well into the suburbs, one of which terminates at Fair-

view Park, a popular amusement resort of the people of Dayton,

owned and controlled by the railway company.

Union Traction Co. of Kansas.

The Union Traction Co. of Kansas now has completed its grade

from Independence to Cofleyville and is building the grade from

Independence to Neodesha. The material for the track construction

on the finished grade has been delivered and work is progressing

rapidl}'.

The design and plans for the power equipment have been com-

pleted and the engines are now being built. There will be two main

units, one of 600 kw. capacity and one of 300 kw. capacity. The

generators of these units will be driven by Westinghouse horizontal

tandem double-acting gas engines operating on natural gas, which

at Independence, the location of the power house, costs 3 cents per

thousand cubic feet. W. K. Palmer, Kansas City, Mo., is engineer

in charge of the construction of this new line.

Service on the Tuscarawas traction lines between New Philadel-

phia and Uhrichsville was recently temporarily discontinued until

attorneys for the traction company and the county commissioners

arrived at some settlement regarding fares. The fare has been 10

cents, but conductors commenced charging a 20-cent rate and special

officers ejected from the cars people who refused to pay the in-

crease. A mob of several hundred people gathered at New Phila-

delphia Monday afternoon, October 23d, and thr.-atened violence to

the men operating the cars. The management decided to discon-

tinue the serivce until the matter could be adjusted.

TESTlMi LLECTHK; KANS in ELtCIKILAL DEPARTMENT.

even though a nearly complete equipment of new machine tools

had to be secured and put in operation in place of those de-

stroyed. This disaster naturally hastened the final acquirement

and development of a site for the new plant.

The most satisfactory site available was a lot of 20 acres in the

town of Hyde Park, Mass., the new location being only six

miles from the old plant. The lot has a frontage of about

1,300 feet upon the freight yard of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford R. R.»at Readville Station. Here new buildings were

erected of about double the capacity of the old plant. The
aggregate floor area of the new buildings is more than nine acres

or nearly two and one-half times that of the Jamaica Plain plant.

Employment is already given to about 1,300 hands although the

plant will accommodate nearly 2,000.

The arrangement of buildings provides for a group parallel to

the railroad tracks with accommodations for spur tracks between

ENGINES ON TESTING PLATE.

buildings, and an opportunity for growth of all important struc-

tures by extension in length. The type of construction is some-

what composite in its character consisting of steel interior col-

umns and steel main girders, with heavy brick walls, wood tim-

bered floors and plank roofs. In the case of the one story foun-

dry, the roof is supported by steel trusses, in the other buildings

open timbering with wooden columns in the upper floor is used,

nie main floors in the machine, fan and erecting shops are of

tar concrete, upon which 3-in. hemlock planking is bedded in
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li(|ui(l pilrli and toe iiailcil (onellicr. 'I'lic ii[)iKr floors arc car-

ried upon liard pine beams. Maple top-floorinK is used in all cases.

All roofs are of 3-in. plank vvitli lar and Rravel top.

Tlic entire plant is electrically driven and lighted at 220 volts

from a central power lio\ise containiiiR at present one loo-kw. and

one 2So-l<w. Sttirtcvant nenerating set; tlic power plant cngin.-s

run condensing, the exhaust steam derived from engines under

test upon the plate in the testing building is utilized for heating.

The boilers are equipped with Sturtevant fuel economizers and the

power house is placed sufficiently far from the ends of the build-

to forge and fan shops. I'pon the grfiinid llMor in the corner

nearest the erecting shop is located the general store room and

the office of the store keeper. The tools in the machine shop

are arranged for the progress of the work from the open end

toward the finished stores and erecting shop. The second floor

of the machine shop is served by four elevators and an equal num-
ber of stairways. The galleries arc connected at the ends by

bridges. Machine tools arc grouped by types, and so far as

possible arranged for progressive operations. Space is left for

additions in supplementary parallel rows. Large machines arc

NEW I'L.ANT OF THE 1!. K. STURTEVANT CO., HYDE PARK, MASS.

ings to permit of ample extension of each, and near to the water

supply. Steam, electricity and compressed air are transmitted to

the individual buildings through a concrete tunnel and a sup-

plementary system of covered trenches.

Foundations for many of the buildings were put in during thi-

late fall of 1901. Actual work of construction upon the foundry

and pattern buildings began in July, 1902, and the first licat was

poured six months from that time.

The pattern building provides at one end a two story portion

80 ft. square for car|)enters on the first floor, and for pattern

makers upon the second floor. The other portion of the building

which is devoted to pattern storage is of about the same ground

area and is provided with intermediate floors making four in all

separated from the shop by double fire walls and automatic fire

closing doors. This building is close to the foundry.

The foundry 170 x 350 ft. in dimensions is designed for the dis-

tribution of molten iron upon a floor track system, and is equipped

with tracks of 24-in. gage bedded in concrete which form run-

ways between the moulding floors. Two craneways run length-

wise of the buildings, and tracks extend beneath the crosswis'j

travelling crane in the cleaning room at the end of the build-

ing. The brass foundry is located in one corner, a wash and

locker room in the adjacent corner and the core room between

the two. Storage for supplies is provided upon one side ad-

jacent to the railroad switch. From the bins thus provided, the

iron and fuel charges already weighed are carried directly to the

charging floor.

From the foundry the castings pass to the rear of either the

machine shop or the fan shop. The former is of the familiar

gallery type, 500 ft. long, with wings 40 ft. vnde, and central

craneway of the same width designed for crane of 20 tons capac-

ity. The lighting is secured principally by a series of sawtooth

skylights running crosswise of the roof with glass facing due

north. Tlie present crane of only 10 tons capacity serves the en-

tire floor and finally deposits the substantially complete engine or

generator upon a transfer car which passes through to the test-

ing building where a 15-ton crane picks up the machine, drops

it upon the testing plate and subsequently carries it forward to

the steam railway track which passes through the end of the

building and provides space for the loading of two cars at a

time. The upper floor of this building, together with portions

of the adjoining buildings are devoted to the electrical depart-

ment.

Both steam and industrial railway tracks enter the machine

shop at the end farthest removed from the erecting shop. In-

dustrial tracks cross the building at the center and both ends.

The center cross track is in the direct line of transit from foundrj-

direct driven by Sturtevant motors. Small tools in groups are

motor driven through individual lengths of line shaft.

The building devoted to the manufacture of fans, heaters,

etc., is 80 ft. in width, of the same length as the machine shop

and three stories in height, of typical mill construction, provided

with all conveniences for handling material. One-half of the

length of the fan shop is served by a 5-ton travelling crane. Here

are built steel plate fans for ventilation, mechanical draft and

the like. Midlength of the first floor is the packing and shipping

department, near the large 5-ton elevator which serves all floors.

The other end of this floor is devoted solely to the manufacturing

of heater sections for the Sturtevant steam hot blast apparatus.

Immediately above, upon the second floor, the cast iron fans

are built. Nearly one-half of the third floor is devoted to gal-

vanized iron work. Upon the same floor are set up the fan wheels

ranging all the way from 6 in. to 20 ft. in diameter. The bal-

ance of this floor is devoted to the punching and commutator

division of the electrical department, which is located upon the

adjoining third floor of the erecting building.

At the other end of the building is the special store room for

electrical supplies. The balance of this floor and of the inter-

mediate floor below is devoted to winding, assembling, testing,

etc. The balance of the first floor is given to the assembling of

engines and to the packing, storage and shipment of these ma-
chines. The testing plate measuring about 30x60 ft. is completely

equipped with steam and electrical connection ; engines m^y be

run condensing or non-condensing and eflSciency tests conducted.

The smith shop 40x100 ft. in size is equipped with a full out-

fit of Sturtevant forges with blower for blast and exhaust for

removing smoke. The equipment also includes power and steam

haiTimers, together with hea\'}' shears for cutting angles and tees.

The standard first floor height in the main buildings is 17 ft,

that of the second and third stories is 15 ft. The windows are

large and numerous. Ribbed glass is used in all but the lower

sashes. All structural steel, window frames, racks, and bins and

the walls up to a height of five feet are painted a rich green.

The other portions of the walls and ceilings is covered with white

cold water paint. The entire industrial equipment was designed

and constructed by the B. F. Sturtevant Co.

All of the buildings are heated and ventilated by the Sturte-

vant system. The office is a model structure of its kind and

serves as headquarters for the entire business. It contains the

correspondence, accounting, designing and drafting offices, the pro-

duction department, the advertising bureau, and a printing office and

lunch room in the basement. It is four stories in height and was

designed to suit the particular wants of the business as determined

from experience at the earlier plant.
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Personal.

MR. E. C. FOLSOM, formerly general superintendent of the Ft.

Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co., has been appointed general

manager and purchasing agent of the Atlantic City & Suburban Trac-

tion Co., with headquarters at Pleasantville, N. J.

MR. P. D. KLINE, who has been associated with the Sheboygan

Light, Power & Railway Co., Sheboygan, Wis., for the past nine

years, during the last six of which he has been superintendent, has

resigned to become superintendent for the Coal Belt Electric Rail-

way Co. at Marion, 111.

MR. T. K. WELLS has been appointed superintendent of trans-

portation of the Manila Electric Railway & Lighting Co., of Manila,

P. I. Mr. Wells has had a wide experience in railroad work, having

been with the Wabash R. R. and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern R. R. for 14 years, and with the Syracuse Rapid Transit

Co. for eight years.

MR. RICHARD D. BEATTY, formerly with the Westiughouse

company at Pittsburg, Pa., has been appointed general manager of

the Eastern Ohio Traction Co., Cleveland, O. Mr. George T.

Bishop, receiver of the property, and who has acted in the capacity

of general manager since its recciver.ship, will devote a greater por-

tion of his time to the development of the Washington, Baltimore &
.•\Muapolis road, of which he is president.

MR. THOMAS DAVIS, who has been in the employ of the Bos-

ton Elevated Railway Co. for some time, has been appointed super-

intendent of power stations, a position recently created. The duties

of the superintendent of power stations will be the proper care,

maintenance and operation of all generating plants and equipment

connected therewith, including storage batteries, and he will report

direct to the superintendent of motive power and machinery.

MR. A. B. CONOVER, who has been associated with the John A.

Rocbling's Sons Co., since 1888, has succeeded Mr. George C. Bailey

as general manager of the company at Chicago. Prior to entering

the service of the Roebling company Mr. Conover was sales agent

for the Buckthorn Fence Co., Trenton, N. J., resigning in 1888 to

become associated with the Roebling company in the Chicago office,

since which time he has been closely identified with Mr. Bailey.

MR. JOHN LINDALL, general foreman of shops, Elevated

Division, Boston Elevated Railway Co., has succeeded Mr. C. F.

Baker as superintendent of motive power and machinery. Mr. Lin-

dall is well known to readers of the "Review" and electric railway

men throughout the country, having read a paper on "Maintenance

and Inspection of Electrical Equipment," before the American Rail-

way Mechanical & Electrical Association at St. Louis, Oct. 11, 1904.

MR. C. O. SIMPSON, who has recently resigned as auditor and

treasurer of the Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co., to be-

come general manager and treasurer of the Little Rock (Ark.l

Railway & Electric Co., was born in Troy, N. Y., Aug. 20, 1865.

At the age of 16 years Mr. Simpson was cashier of the leading dry

goods store in that city, which position he held for four years, re-

signing on account of ill health to go west in the spring of 1885.

In the fall of the same year he went to Kansas City, where he en-

gaged' in the lumber business as representative of a southern mill

owner. March 2, 1888, he was oflPered a position in the auditing

department of the Metropolitan Street Railway Co., where promo-

tions to responsible positions followed, and he became assistant

auditor. In October, 1898, Mr. Simpson left the service of the

Metropolitan Street Railway Co. to take charge of the auditing de-

partment of the Augusta Railway & Electric Co., Augusta, Ga., and

become secretary of the .Xugusta Gas Co. While connected with

these companies Mr. Simpson read a paper before the Kansas City

convention of the Street Railway .'Accountants' Association on

"The Routine of a Street Railway, Electric and Gas Light-

ing Company." While in the employ of the Augusta com-

panies he organized an employes' benefit association, which is still

in existence and of great benefit to the company and employes. In

September, 1901, he accepted the position of auditor and treasurer of

the Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co., which position he re-

tained to his present appointment with the Little Rock system.

In October, 1887, Mr. Simpson married a Kansas City young lady,

and his wife and four children will shortly join him in Little Rock.

While in Birmingham Mr. Simpson took an active part in local

affairs, was director in the Y. M. C. A. and chairman of its educa-

tional committee, and is a stockholder and director in the Citizens'

Savings Bank. Mr. Simpson has always taken an active interest in

the work of the .'Accountants' Association, being a member of the

executive committee in 1900 and second vice-president in 1904.

MR. HOWARD B. .-ARNOLD has resigned his position as auditor

of the Dayton & Northern Traction Co. to enter the supply busi-

ness, and is now sales agent for Shelby trolley poles, Barrett jacks,

Lyon sheet steel gear cases and other electric railway supplies, with

headquarters at Dayton, O.

MR. F. A. DEVERELL, formerly auditor of disbursements of

the Pere Marquette System, has been elected secretary and treas-

urer of the Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark Traction Co. and

the Columbus, Newark & Zanesville Electric Railway Co. These

properties were recently purchased by a syndicate of which Mr. W.
Kelsay Schoepf is the head. Mr. Deverell has established his offices

in the Traction Building. Cincinnati, O.

MR. ISAAC McQUlLKIN, for the past two years comptroller of

the Indiana Union Traction Co. at Anderson, Ind., has resigned to

become comptroller of the Bristol Belt Line Railway Co. with offices

at Bristol, Tenn. Mr. McQuilkin is an active member of the Street

Railway .'Accountants' Association and last year was its second vice-

president. Mr. W. II. Forse, who has been in the auditing de-

partment of the company for the past two years, has been appointed

auditor to succeed Mr. McQuilkin.

MR. W. S. MENDEN, general superintendent of the Metro-

politan West Side Elevated Railway Co., Chicago, has resigned to

become chief engineer of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co., and the

position of general superintendent has been abolished. Mr. Benja-

min H. Glover, formerly with the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Co., Pittsburg, Pa., has been appointed superintendent of

motive power and way, and Mr. Ml J. Feron has been appointed

superintendent in charge of train and station service.

MR. WARREN BICKNELL, president of the Lake Shore Elec-

tric Co., Cleveland. O., expects to leave the service of the company

some time during January, 1906, as his tenure of office expires at

that time. Mr. Bicknell will become president of the Cleveland

Construction Co., and will devote his entire attention to its busi-

ness of promoting and developing several traction properties. Mr.

Bicknell has been appointed as one of a committee of five to man-

age the aflfairs of the Missouri Valley Electric Railway Co. during its

construction. This road, as described on another page of this issue,

will be built between Kansas City and St. Joseph, Mo., with branch

lines to Leavenworth and Atchison, Kas., making a total mileage

of 58 miles. It is also understood that he will have charge of the

building of the Youngstown & Ohio River Ry., which will connect

Youngstown and East Liverpool, O.

GEORGE S. HASTINGS, Cleveland, 0„ general sales agent of

the street railway department of the Germer Stove Co., Erie, Pa.,

has recently completed arrangements for representing other manu-

facturers of electric railway supplies in the middle states. The

National Electric Go's, complete line of electrical machinery, in-

cluding Christensen air brakes, will be handled by Mr. Hastings

throughout Ohio. Indiana, Michigan, West Virginia and New York

as far east as Schenectady, and electrical machinery only in Penn-

sylvania as far east as Johnstown. He will also handle in this same

territory the products of the Blake Signal & Manufacturing Co., of

Boston, Mass., manufacturer of the well-known Blake electric rail-

way signals and telephones.

Mr. Hastings enjoys a wide acquaintance in the electric railway

field, and the arrangements he has made for handling these supplies

will be mutually pleasant and profitable to all concerned.

MR. C. F. BAKER, superintendent of motive power and ma-

chinery of the Boston Elevated Railway Co., has resigned to become

associated with the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. in a similar

capacity. Mr. Baker has had charge of the power and rolling stock

for the West End and Elevated companies since 1893. For many

years he was master mechanic, but his title changed when the Bos-

ton Elevated Railway Co. was organized. Previous to his coming

to Boston, Mr. Baker was chief engineer of the Pillsbury-Washburn

Flour Mill Co.. at Minneapolis, for several years. Before he went

to Minneapolis he was with the Edward P. Allis Co., in Milwaukee.

On Friday evening. October 27th. a reception was tendered Mr.

Baker by the officers and employes of the Boston Elevated Railway
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Co. .'it Ihc AiiuTicaii lliiusc, Hoslcin. As a tcsliinoiiial of cstixMn he

wa.s pivficntcil a lianilsome (liamoiid riiiK, the presentation speech

beiiiR made hy Mr. John Liiulall, his successor at Boston.

Mr. A. P. PI'"CK, who is well known in the middle west as a snc-

cessful salesman of electrical machinery, has joined the Allis-Chal-

mers Co. and will lu-rcafler he connected with the New York office

of llinl company. Mr. i'eck is an associate metiihcr of the American

InsliliUc of Electrical luigineers. lie is a native of Chicago, and

was gradnatcd from Pnrdne University in 1892 with the degree of

B. M. E. and E. E. He then secured a place with the World's

Cohimhian Exposition Co., and was

identified with the li^leclrical Engin-

eering Department of the Chicago

World's I'air nntil Jaiinary, 1894.

as assistant engineer of arc lighting.

From 1894 to 1896 he was with" the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Co. It was under his super-

vision during this time that the

motors and wiring were installed

in the cars of the Chicago City

Railway Co.

Mr. Peck began his career as a

salesman in iK<j(i. and in 1898 be-

came. idcP'tilied with the manufac-

ture of electric signs, and was en-

gaged in that business for three '^' '' i'kck.

years thereafter. His next connec-

tion was with the engineering deparlmcnt of the Chicago Edison

Co., resigning about three years ago to join the National Electric

Co. as electrical sales agent. Mr. Peck's connection with the Allis-

Chalmers Co. began in the early part of October.

« »

Obituary.

MR. GEORGE C. BAILEY, general manager and secretary and

treasurer of the John A. Roebling's Sons Co. in Illinois, died at

his home, 5224 Jeflferson Ave., Chicago, Friday, October 27th. Mr.

Bailey was born in Lambcrtville, N. J., March 14, 1843, and at the

age of 14 began work in Princeton, N. J. Two years later he

moved to Trenton, N. J., where he entered the employ of Titus

Bros., woolen manufacturers. Later Mr. Bailey became associated

with tlic John .\. Roebling's Sons Co. as western traveling repre-

sentative, and at the time of the

opening of its western branch at

Chicago in 1886 was appointed gen-

eral western manager. It is inter-

esting to note in this connection

that the western business of the

company was developed by Mr.

Bailey and the confidence that was

placed in him by his employer was

shown in; the selection of him to

purchase the site of the present lo-

cation of the company's Chicago

office and to open it. At the time

of the incorporation of the Roeb-

ling company of Illinois he was

appointed secretary and treasurer

of the company.

Mr. Bailey was connected with

the Roebling company in Trenton five years prior to the

opening of the Chicago office, and has since been asso-

ciated with the company. His long service in the supply

business made for him innumerable acquaintances, and his integrity,

capability and strength of character have endeared him particularly

to a large circle of friends in the electric railway field with whom
he had been associated since the industry was begun. Mr. Bailey

w-as an active member of the Chicago Electric Club during its exist-

ence and a prominent member of the Union League Club of Chicago.

The funeral services were held October 30th at the Hyde Park
Presbyterian Church, Dr. Joseph A. Vance officiating, and the body
was conveyed to the receiving vault at Oakwoods Cemetery. He is

survived bv his wife and two children.

GEORGE C. B.MLEV.
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Metal Tile Roofing for Power Houses.

Among the many features incorporated in the manufacture of

metal roofing, the Berger Manufacturing Co., Canton, O., claims for

its products the following noteworthy and vital advantages : A
tlioroughly scientific construction yielding the highest efficiency; ease

of application and wide adaptability to varying conditions and re-

quirements; and remarkable durability and low cost, in connection

with artistic features that blend harmoniously with any style of

architecture.

The style of roofing shown in the accompanying illustration is

known as the "Spanish" tile roofing. This illustration is of a com-

Cincinnati, Toledo & Detroit Short Line.

COMPLETE SP.\NISH TILE ROOF.

plete roof, showing the tile with ridge moulding, gable moulding, hip

mouldings and terminals. In the construction of this roofing ex-

pansion and contraction are fully provided for, and a water-tight

roof is furnished, when the material has been properly applied. The
tile roofing plates are large and the roofer is thereby enabled to

apply them rapidly and economically. One of the many advantages

in using the metal tile roofing is that no special roof framing is

necessary, nor must the framing be unusually strong.

This tile roofing is manufactured in four different styles of copper,

zinc, galvanized steel and terne tin plates. Of these the "Spanish"

tile is considered more adaptable to public buildings, such as hospi-

tals, hotels, railway stations, power houses, etc. The Berger com-

pany also manufactures an extensive line of metal ceiling, sheet

metal roofing and siding, eave troughs, cornices and architectural

sheet-metal work.

Warren & Jamestown Street Ry.

The Warren & Jamestown alternating-current railway system

operating between Warren, Pa., and Jamestown, Pa., recently be-

gan operation. The electrical equipment has had several weeks'

preliminary run from a small gas engine-driven unit temporarily

installed in the power house at Stoneham. On October 19th the

large gas engines were placed in service for the first time and a

permanent operating schedule was inaugurated.

Probably the most interesting feature of this system is the exclu-

sive employment of horizontal double-acting gas engines of the

heavy-duty type for the generation of power to operate the road.

Two of these engines are now installed, the first of which is already

operating. The second will be placed in service in a short time.

These two engines will be called upon to operate in parallel on

the electrical end. As it is not possible to utilize storage batteries

to absorb the load fluctuations, the engines are called upon to sus-

tain them and are thus put to severe test.

The two tinits installed are each of approximately 500 brake h. p..

capacity direct connected to 260-kw. revolving-field engine-type sin-

gle-phase generators. Each has two cylinders arranged in tandem
fashion with a single crank. They will operate entirely upon natural

gas distributed by a local company. A ss-h. p. vertical Westing-

house engine of the single-acting type is also in operation driving

the air compressor and exciting unit for the main equipment. Cur-

rent is generated directly at a voltage suitable for transmission

without the use of transformers. Transformer sub-stations are

located along the right of way. These reduce the line voltage to

3,300 volts for the trolley at which pressure it is collected by the

cars.

The final location and engineering work for the line of the Cin-

cinnati, Toledo & Detroit Short Line Railway Co. has been com-
pleted between Toledo and Defiance, O., and construction work has

begun. The Gardner Co.. of Toledo and New York City, has the

contract to build and equip the entire line of 220 miles between

Toledo and Cincinnati, passing through the counties of Lucas,

Henry, Defiance, Paulding, Van Wert, Mercer, Drake, Preble,

Butler and Hamilton. As now planned the line will intersect all

east and west steam railroad trunk lines between Lake Erie and the

Ohio River, 29 in all, and in crossing the state will connect with

the lines of seven interurban railway companies, as well as 14

other interurban lines and systems in the terminal cities.

The roadbed will be constructed after standard steam road speci-

fications, using 70-lb. rails. A private right of way will be used

except through towns and cities. The proposed location parallels

the public highways for a large part of the distance. The line will

be built for a high-speed service. There will be few curves, and

those of large radius, which with easy grade will permit of high

speed service. Mr. W. A. Calhoun, consulting engineer nf the

Gardner Co., is in charge of the work.

New Fast Trains in Indiana.

When the Indiana Union Traction Co. started two new high-

speed trains, known as the Marion Flyer, October 22d, steam rail-

way men were interested in the running of the trains because of

the reduction of time from one hour and 40 minutes to one hour

and IS minutes for the 34 miles between Anderson and Marion.

The first train left Marion at 8 a. m., and plunged into a rain-

storm, arriving at Anderson at 9:16. The second made the run in

the schedule time of "5 minutes, and showed that the new schedule

can be maintained.

It was regarded as the fastest time ever attempted on an Indiana

electric line, for between Anderson and Marion there are 14 rail-

way crossings of main lines and switches, where full stops must

be made and the car must be signaled ahead by the conductor.

Two stops are made in Alexandria, and 15 miles of the right-of-

way between Anderson and Marion is within the corporate limits

of cities and towns, where speed must be reduced. A speed of

30 to 35 miles an hour was maintained between some of the stations.

From Anderson to Indianapolis the Marion Flyers went as first

sections of the regular limited trains, but reduced the running time

five minutes, covering the 39 miles of electric line to tlie Indian^

apolis terminal station in 85 minutes. Returning, the new trains

were on the limited car lime of 95 minutes to Anderson, and tlu-n

75 minutes to Marion.

Central Railway of Missouri.

A complete engineering location party is now in the field deter-

mining the route of the Central Ry. of Missouri. It is proposed

to first build this line from Scdalia north through Marshall to the

town of Miami on the Missouri River. This general route is about

45 miles long and will furnish transportation facilities both for

passengers and freight to a territory which at present has no rail-

road running north and south. The existing steam lines which the

new electric line will intersect are the Chicago & Alton R. R., Mis-

souri Pacific Ry. and Wabash R. R.

The ruling gradient of this line will be one per cent with a limit-

ing rate of curvature of four degrees. The roadbed and track will

be thoroughly built to steam railroad standards, using 75-lb. rails

and rock ballast. Power for the operation of the trains and for

lighting purposes will be generated in one central power house,

located at the point where the track crosses the Blackwater River.

The financial interests, which will build the proposed road, own a

coal mine at the proposed power house location so that as coal and

water are easily available the location seems an excellent one. It

is proposed to carry on a general freight and passenger business

similar to that of steam roads of like size. The engineering work
for the Central Ry. of Missouri is being conducted by VV. K. Palmer,

718 Dwight Building, Kansas City, Mo.
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Twin Terminal Kail Itonds.

A new form of r.iil linii<l tliat gives promise of supplyin)^ an ex-

ceptionally perfect electrical connection for all track work is being

introduced by the American Steel & Wire Co. Tlic new bond is

of the type wbicli is applied to the back of the ball of the riinninR

rail. It consists of a short flexible body made up of two pieces of

cable with each end provided with terminals having two small

onl tlisturbinn the rail joint, and the terminals are securely anchored.

There are two methods of installinR, cither by driving in the

terminals with a hammer or by the ordinary compression method.

The bond is altacbcrl to the the rail so Chat a large and perfect con-

tact is obtained. The body of the band is short. The duplex cable

of horse shoe shape makes the bond especially free from trouble

caused by movement of the rail, and as the holes are sealed from

air and moisture by the expanding of the copper, the contact sur-

END \ IF.VV OF nONn AS AI'IM.IED.

solid exterior-hardened copper bosses. The bosses are driven

rigidly into holes drilled in the outer side of the ball of the rail,

as shown in the illustrations.

When installing a bond, the hole centers arc first marked with

the aid of a template, then are drilled in the usual manner. The

holes are small and being bored in the ball of the rail, the strength

of the rail is not impaired. When the four holes have been made

ready for the reception of the terminals the hardened copper bosses

are inserted and compressed in the usual way, either with hydraulic

compressors or screw compressors. Just before the terminals arc

inserted recesses are made with a chisel in the sides of the holes so

that when compressed the copper is solidly anchored in the hole.

Some of the advantages which arc apparent in the use of this new
type of bond are large terminal capacity with double bosses at each

end, low price and expense of installation ; it can be attached with-

liiflfe

TWIN TERMINAL BOND IN PLACE.

faces remain clean and of low resistance. IJuc to its exposed posi-

tion on the outside of the ball of the rail, it is easily inspected.

The small amount of copper in the entire bond does not induce theft

and if properly installed no copper can be removed except by

breaking.

The American Steel & Wire Co. keeps in stock hydraulic tools,

hydraulic compressors or punches, grinding motors, etc., for install-

ing any of its many forms of bonds. The bonds manufactured in-

clude the "Crown" and "United States" bonds of the well-known

under-fish plate type, several types of soldered bonds, and the new

twin terminal bonds.

d
3
A Brake to Bank On

We want to talk to you aljout the Peacock Brake. We make it and sell thousands each year.

This brake is so simple, so easily operated, and does such effective work on any car, from the single

truck to the largest double truck heavy high speed suburban car, that if once tried it is always wanted.

The eccentrically geared cam takes up slack chain quickly and gives great power at the finish.

The cam or drum works on roller bearings, thus reducing friction. There are no sprockets for the

chain to run through and get cut up; or to kink up and put the brake out of business by locking the gears.

The roller bearings make it release like a top. The old spindle brakes, a back number now. often releases

hard,—you know all about them.

Here's the fairest brake proposition ever m.ade. We will send you. at our expense, a pair of Peacock

brakes, with chains complete, on thirty days' trial, and guarantee absolute satisfaction. All we want to

know is the style of car on which you want to install them. Pick out the meanest braking car you have.

Put these brakes on according to our directions. Take thirty or sixty days for trial.- the longer the trial the

better you will like them. If they are satisfactory pay us for them. If not, ship them back at our expense.

Don't you think this offer is fair? Do you suppose we would make it unless we knew just what the brake

would do? We know we have a brake that you need. We will sell it on its merits or not at all. Won't you

let us hear from you? Ask for our latest booklet and references. Over

four hundred roads in the United States and Canada use these brakes.

Our rights are fully covered by patents and will be protected.

Export trade solicited. Send for catalogue.

Sole Manufacturers of Peacock Brakes

National Brake Company
Incorporated

Buffalo - - - New York
WIGMORE BROS. CO.. Pacific Coast Aflents. LOS ANGELES. CAL.This is the Peacock Brake
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Advertising Literature.

THE MINNESOTA SCHOOL OF MINES has recently pub-
lished No. n, Vol. 8, of the University Bulletin, which is issued

every six weeks during the university year. This issue contains a

general statement regarding the university calendar, program of the

examinations, etc., a list of the faculty, and iiiiorniation regard-

ing admission, fees, courses of study, courses of instruction, and a

register of students.

THE AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE CO. has recently issued an
attractive pamphlet descriptive of its rail bonds and equipment for

installing them. These products include "Crown" and "United

States" terminal stud rail bonds, several types of soldered rail bonds
and the company's well-known twin terminal rail bonds. The equip-

ment for installing these bonds includes double-burner brazer, clamps,

hydraulic compressors, motors and grinding machines.

THE NOVEMBER NUMBER OF THE PUHLICITV MAGA-
ZINE, published by the Under-Feed Stoker Company of America,

contains, as usual, many interesting features. Tliis month, a tabu-

lation of shipments and a list of recent sales is shown. Among
others we note, as pertaining to the street railway field, shipments

to the Hagerstown Railway Co., Hagerstowni, Md., four stokers;

Georgia Railways & Electric Co., .\tlanta, Ga., eight stokers, being

a second order; and four stokers to the Winnebago Traction Co.,

Oshkosh, Wis.

THE C. LEE MANUFACTURING CO., of Louisville, Ky., has

published an interesting catalog and description of Cook's metallic

packing, for use with steam and air, and for reciprocating and tur-

bine engines. Some of the users of this well-known packing in the

electric railway field are the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Co., Chicago

& Milwaukee Electric Railway Co., Cleveland Electric Railway Co.,

Detroit United Ry., Indianapolis Traction & Terminal Co., Inter-

borough Rapid Transit Co., Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light

Co., Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co., Public Service Corporation and

the Twin City Rapid Transit Co.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO. has recently published a very

complete description of its belt-driven alternating-current genera-

tors in Bulletin No. 358. A large number of valuable improvements

which represent the latest development of engineering design have

been incorporated in the construction of these machines. The
belted-type alternators are manufactured by this company in two

types, which it has termed the "R B" type and the "R C" type. In

the former type the bearings are supported on a cast sub-base,

while in the latter the bearings are supported from the stationary

armature frame. In addition to a description of these machines

considerable valuable data regarding their operation is included in

the bulletin.

THE ARNOLD CO., engineer and contractor, Chicago, III, is

now distributing Bulletin No. 13, descriptive of the hydro-electric

plant of the Spring River Power Co., Joplin, Mo. The bulletin,

profusely illustrated by a large number of half-tone engravings and

zinc tracings, shows the construction of the dam and power house,

details of transposition, transmission lines, sub-station and trans-

former house equipment. The style of the publication is similar to

that of former bulletins issued by the company, with which our

readers are familiar. The Spring River Power Co. has been or-

ganized and built for the purpose of developing the water power

along Spring River for utilization throughout the rich mining dis-

trict in the vicinity of Joplin, Mo.

THE KEYSTONE ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., of

Philadelphia, Pa., has recently published its catalog No. 13, which

is a supplement to catalog No. 12, and does not supercede the lat-

ter. This publication describes and illustrates the electrical meas-

uring instruments manufactured by this company, and will be found

of particular interest to engineers and central station operators.

The company is also distributing a circular which, in its nature, is

supplementary to catalog No. 13, in which the patent situation and

its relation to Keystone instruments is very clearly set forth. The

company has recently established sales offices in the following cities

:

Boston, F. B. Smith, 170 Summer St. ; New York, Arthur Organ,

114 Liberty St.; Philadelphia, Louis J. Costa, 1229 Real Estate

Trust Building; Pittsburg, J. L. Merrill, 1526 Park Building; Chi-

cago, Wm. P. Crockett, 165 South Canal St. ; St. Louis, St. Louis

Electrical Manufacturing Co., Seventh and Hickory Sts.

THE ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES, 80th St. and

Hast End Ave., New York City, has recently published in pamphlet

form a description of its plant, which is a reprint of an article by

Clayton H. Sharp, Ph. D., that appeared m the eoUunns of the Elec-

trical World and Engineer.

TWO RECENT PAMPllLKIS published by iho American Spiral

Pipe Works, Chicago, describe and illustrate the products of the

company in a very interesting manner. These include the "Swart-

wout" exhaust licad. forged steel pipe tlanges and Taylor's spiral

rivited pipe for all purposes.

THE LOCKE INSULATOR MANUFACTURING CO., Victor,

N. Y., has published supplement No. i to catalog No. 8, the Insu-

lator Book, to keep all interested informed of revisions and addi-

tions to its products. The items covered in this supplement include

bushings, crates for shipping insulators, various types of insulators,

panels and pins.

THE OCTOBER NUMBER of the Monthly lUilletin, published

by the Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O., has a number of articles of

interest to street railway men. Under the head of Practical Sug-

gestions is an article entitled "The Selection of Overhead Material,"

by F. S. Denneen, this being of a series of articles on subjects of

interest to railway men, each article being complete in itself.

THE FIDELITY & CASUALTY CO., 97 Cedar St., New York

City, is distributing a supplement to its Monthly Bulletin, entitled

"Fly Wheel Explosions." This is a reprint of an article by William

H. Boehm, which appeared in the June, 1905, number of "Insurance

Engineering." The Fidelity & Casualty Co. is offering a flywheel

policy to the public and this article was written by the superin-

tendent of the flywheel department.

THE UNDER-FEED STOKER CO. OF AMERICA, 837-847

Marquette Building, Chicago, has recently issued a pocket edition

of its catalog descriptive of the Jones under-feed mechanical stoker.

The publication includes a very complete description of this stoker.

Some sixty engravings and drawings are used to illustrate the in-

stallation and operation of the device, as well as valuable efficiency

tables and a table on height of chimneys.

THE AMERICAN BLOWER CO., Detroit, Mich., has recently

published three interesting pamphlets relative to its products. These

include its illustrated sectional catalog No. 186, ".\BC" heating ap-

paratus for the heating and ventilating of factory and public build-

ings and the drying of materials of all kinds ; sample specifications

for vertical, enclosed, self-oiling, high speed, automatic engines

manufactured by the company; and a statement of the relative cost

of fuel, depreciation, lubrication, attendance and water consumption

of the "ABC" engines as compared with other engines.

IT IS WITH REGRET that we note that the Rand Drill Co.,

II Broadway, New York City, has discontinued the publication of

its house organ, "Air Power." This publication has given to its

readers many valuable and interesting articles regarding the applica-

tion of compressed air in various kinds of work, and in the October

number (which is the last issue) are included articles on the appli-

cation of compressed air in railroad work, in mining and rock-

drilling, and city water supply ; also data on proportioning air re-

ceivers and the amount of air required to operate rock drills.

THE DEMING CO., SALEM, O., is distributing its catalog G,

in which are described and illustrated the many types of pumping

machinery manufactured by the company for operation with any

power. The appartus includes single and double-acting triplex

pumps for various services, power deep-well working heads, artesian

well cylinders, rotary and centrifugal pumps. The publication also

includes a telegraph cipher code, directions for setting up and

operating pumps, rules for determining the size and speed of pulleys

or gears, and various tables of capacity of pumps, etc.

THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE CO. announces with a re-

cent pamphlet a new branch of business which it is just entering, the

manufacture of storage batteries for railway signal service. The
advantages claimed for these batteries are exceedingly long life,

absolute freedom from injurious sulphation. maximum efficiency and

ability to operate with greatest efficiency under high rates of charge

and discharge. Signal engineers will find this little pamphlet in-

teresting. Circular No. 1119, of the Westinghouse Electric & Man-
ufacturing Co., illustrates and describes the various types and sizes

of motor-generators manufactured by the company.
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The Detroit, Flint & Saginaw Railway Co.

Being a Description of the Territory Served, Roadway Construction, New Power House
and Lquipmeut.

BY EDWARD J. HUNT.

'J'lir Dilroit, I'lint & SngiiKiw Railway Co. was organized Nov.

S, iyu,5, witli a capital stuck of $1,000,000, for the purpose of

constructing and operating an electric line from Detroit to Saginaw,

Mich. The preliminary plans were laid out so that the line would

afford rapid and frequent service between intermediate points and

offer the farmers along the route a moans for market ing their

products.

'I'lie cniiimuiiity through which the line passes is thickly settled,

and as the towns which it connects are thriving industrial cen-

ters it is believed a good healthy passenger and freight traffic

can be built up. Saginaw, the northern terminus, is surrounded

by rich salt quarries and coal mines and is the center of the beet

vate right of way at Cook's Corners and follow along near the

old stale plank road, which runs nearly parallel to the Pore Mar-
quette, to Flint, tapping a rich and thickly populated farming com-
munity enrouto.

From the present I'rankennuith terminal the management expects

to continue the line to 'I'uscola and Vassar, making this a spur

of ihe main line. The Detroil-F.'int part of the project has been

abandoned for the present.

On the line between Saginaw and Frankenmuth, other than the

usual swings in the highways, there arc only two curves. One of

these turns an angle of 20 degrees with a curve of 240 ft. radius,

ard the other turns an angle of " degrees with a curve of 819 ft.

VIADUCT UK UETROIT. Fl.lM S; S.VGINAW RAILWAY CO., OVER PEKE .M.^Rm'ETTE R. R.

sugar industry of the stale. As soon as the system of freight

carrying cars can be equipped it is anticip:ited that the road will

have all it can do to handle the freight offered for transportation.

The work of grading the line was begun at the Saginaw end,

soon after the company was organized. Franchises had already

been obtained from the township hoards for constructing the elec-

tric roadbed along ihe sides of the public highways. The first car

was run over the tracks from Holland Ave., Saginaw, to Bridge-

port, a distance of six miles, on May i, 1904. Later in the year

the line was completed to Frankenmuth, 6' ^ miles from Bridge-

port, and an hourly schedule has since been maintained between

that point and Saginaw.

The plan of the company as originally drawn was to follow the

highway east from the present Frankennnith terminal to Tuscola

village, thence south through .'\rbcla and Thctford townships to

Clio, thence parallel to the Pere Marquette R. R. to Mt. Morris
and Flint. During the past few months, however, the plans have

been cliangcd and it is now proposed to turn southeast on a pri-

radius. The line is located in a comparatively level countrj- so

that with a very few exceptions little work was required to keep

the grades below one per cent. As a rule the track follows the nat-

ural contour of the country through which it passes. Coal shale

from the mines in the vicinity of the line was used as the preliminary

ballast and up to this time no additional dressing has been applied.

.As soon as connection with the Tuscola gravel pits can be made
gravel ballast will be distributed the entire length of the line.

.At the city limits of Saginaw the company's tracks connect with

the Genesee St. lines of the Saginaw Valley Traction Co., over
which they are allowed to run. The company has a running con-

tract with the traction company by which it is not only allowed to

carry its own passengers but is allowed to pick up and carry passen-

gers inside of the city limits. In order that an accounting may be

made two registers, one for the city and the other for the sub-

urban traffic are used. By this method patrons from the outside

districts going into the city are required to pay two fares, one to

the city limits and a 5-cent fare inside of the city.
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Track and Overhead.

The tracks are laid with T rails, 80 and 75 11). per yard, mounted

on hewn 5x8-in. x 8-ft. cedar ties with 2-ft. centers. The joints

of the rails are broken and suspended. They are connected by the

Illinois Steel Go's, standard six-hole angle bars and the Ohio Brass

Go's. lo-in. figure-8 copper bonds witb "s-in. terminals.

The trolley and feed wire poles arc 30 and 35 fi. in length and

VIEW OF TR.\l.K l).\ I'LBl.K' IIICHW.W.

have as a minimum size 8-in. tops. J'hey are set sVi ^'- i" the

ground. The 3S-foot poles are used where it will be necessary,

when the road is extended, to string extra feed wires. The Ohio

Brass Go's, tubular iron trolley arms and hangers ate used the

entire length of the line, except in the village of Bridgeport, where

span wires, with fittings the same as on the balance of the line,

are used. On the overhead crossing as illustrated the trolley

supports are of special design. They are made of 2'/2-m. pipe, 21

feet high, with 12-ft. 8-in. arch, .'\ngle iron braces are used to

make the supports stiff at the top. The bases of the supports rest

on the bent caps to which they are fastened by 5^ x 6-in, lag

screws. The trolley is round copper No. 00 wire and is suspended

I- ft. above the rails.

Viaduct.

One of the interesting features of i1k- road is the viaduct con-

structed in order to avoid a grade crossing with the Pere Mar-

SNOW I!.\XKS CLE.\RED EV Lr.COMClTIVE CAR.

quette R. R. The bridge proper and the approaches have a com-

bined length of 1,488 ft. Thfe steel span is 168 ft. long. On either

side of the center span is a trestle incline 460 ft. long and a fill

for 200 ft. The span rests on concrete abutments with 22 x 4-ft.

faces, giving a clearance of 18 ft. 6 in. above the rails of the

steam road. The foundations of the abutments are 6 ft. 6 in. below

the level of the ground. The concrete work is a 1-3-S mixture. Four-

pile bents, spaced 14 ft. apart and cross-sway braced in two direc-

tions, are used. The braces are fastened at the ends with ^-\n.

bolts. Tlie piles arc white oak and Norway pine. Twelve by

fourteen-inch caps and 8 x i6-in. double stringers arc used.

Goal shale and earth are used in the approach fills. Tin- :ippriiachcs

have a grade of three per cent.

Power House.

The power plant of the Detroit, Flint & Saginaw Railway Co.,

located at Bridgeport, was completed in October and was turned

over to the railway coinpany by the contractor, the Prather Engi-

neering Go., Nov. ID, 1905. Since the plant was started no time

has been lost because of lack of power and the plans, as laid down
by the company several months ago, have been executed smoothly.

By the completion of the new power liousc the company can better

handle its cars and expects soon to give a much faster schedule

tlian has heretofore been possible. Previous to Octolicr 4th the

M.\P, SHOWING ROUTES OF DETROIT, FLINT St S.^GINAW RY.

power for operating the line was supplied by the Saginaw Valley

Traction Co. from its city line feeders.

The now power house is of sufficient capacity to supply the road

with the power needed for the entire system when completed. The

building is 64 x 100 x 25 ft. in size. It is constructed entirely of

sand-lime brick. The boiler and engine rooms are large enough for

the installation of another boiler and engine.

Two engines of 375 h. p. capacity each, one right and one left

hand, are directly connected to two National Electric Go. S50-volt,

railway type generators of 250 kw. capacity. The engines have

cylinders 15 and 30 x 20 in. and are of the Fleming side crank, tan-

dem compound type, manufactured by the Harrisburg Foundry &
Machine Co., Harrisburg, Pa. They have a speed of 175 r. p. m.

and operate on 150 lb. steam pressure at the throttle. The main

shafts are II in. in diameter and the fly wheels have a diameter of

90 in. with a 22-in. face and 3-in. rim. Only one of the engines is

run at a time, and at present only one-third of the capacity of

either engine is needed.
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Sleam is gcucralcd in a Ijatk-ry of two 250-I1. p. Cnhall horizon-

tal vvalLT-tuljc lioilcTs fitli'd willi siipcrlicalcrs. The furnaces arc

e(|iiippecl with McClave roekinK Kr-iles. A steel smoke stack 5 ft.

ill <liaiiH-ler aiul 121) ft. high provides draft for the fires.

.Si.\-iiuli pipus k'.id frimi ihe hoilers lo a y-in. main header. The

engine coiiiiectioiis are also 6-in. piping. This pipe work and its

spcciaUies were snppMcd hy the AnK'ric-.iii l'"oiindry & Construction

Co,

'I here .•iri- Ivvn Imih-r fccil piiinps witli cyhnders 7!!. aiitl ; x 6 in.

in size aixl one general service iiunip 10 and fix 10 in. in size which

supply Ihe water from the intake well to feed the water heater.

liri' pliiK'' ^iiid flulli^ll lh<- M'pply for gereral usage. A 6-in. pipe

Ic.hK frniii ihr ucil I'l llu- lioiler feed. The feed-water piiinps are

so arr.itigcil (h.il if llie scivicr pump f.iiU laps cui he iii;ide and

water for gem-r.il use cm lie furnished liy them.

The .11 r.ii geiiu'iil of Ihe condenser is one of the unique features

iif Ihe iil.iul, .\ i.'x iK.\24-in. air pump and jel coiulensef is lo-

cilril ill .1 pit 11 fl. deep with a long diameter of 17 fl. and a short

J
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SKETCH CF TROLLEY SUPl'ORT ON VI.\DIHT.

diameter of 1 1 fl. The top of this pit is llush with llic hasement

floor immediately under the engine room. From the pit to the in-

take well a tunnel .^ ft. high nnd i'/i ft. vv'de is so constructed that

the pipes leading to and from the pit can bo repaired, in case of acci-

dent, without delay. The walls of the tunnel are hrick and the

floor cement. Three pipes, the boiler feed, the condenser injection

pipe and the condenser discharge, are laid in this tunnel.

The pit itseli is built of cement and is so arranged that when

the water gets too high it can be drawn out by means of a suction

pipe. The condenser is regulated by hand-wheels from the engine

room.

Provision for free exhaust is made liy means of a u-in.

atmospheric e.xhausl pipe with an automatic valve.

A Cochrane feed-water heater and purifier is used. This has a

9-in. exhaust inlet and outlet, 2-in. feed-water supply connection

and a 4-in. feed-water suction. A large l^undy steam trap takes

care of the ccndcn.salion from the steam separators and from the

main steam headers, returning the condensation to the .feed-water

heaters. Two small traps of the same make care for the con-

densation from the engine receivers.

The electric current is fed from the generators lo the line through

a thrcc-panci switchboard made liy F, C. Wcrk, Cleveland, O. The
switches ' n Ihe board arc of the ihree-blade lype, tlic middle blade

being connected with the cr|ttalizer. An individual circuit -breaker

and an ammeter are provided for each fect'er line leadirg from the

biiildiiig. Western Ivlcclric Co. vollmcler't and ammelers arc used

As vet but one feed wire is necessary, but a" -oon as the increased

111 ILKR KOLll'.MK.NT .\T liiW ER llol.-b.

traffic demands it another will be strung. Provision has Iwen made
for two separate lighting circuits for the villages of Bridgeport and

Frankenmuth.

One of Ihe advantageous features of the power house is its loca-

tion in respect to the Pere Marquette R. R. and the Cass River.

The plant is served by a switch from the main line, thus ha\Hng

its coal and maintenance supplies delivered at the doors of the

building. As soon as possible the company will Jay a switch from

its own line into Mine N'o. 2 of the Consolidated Coal Co. This

I'OWEK HOUSE. DETROIT. FLINT & S.\GIN.A\V R.MLWAY CO.

mine, located two and one-half miles from Bridgeport and less than

700 ft. from the electric line, produces coal of a superior quality.

.As soon as this spur can be built the coal will be hauled from the

mine in the electric company's cars and used as fuel lor the power

house. The officers of the coinpany anticipate that by this mear.s

from .^o to 40 cents can be saved on each ion of coal used during

the year.
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The location of the power house on the bank of the Cass river

assures an abundance of feed w!)ter at all times of the year. Just

outside the power house and on the level of the river an intake

house. Although they are of a temporary construction they have

been carefully planned so that all cars can be repaired without

delay. An overhead crane is used ior transferring armatures from

FLAN AND VERTICAL SECTION OF NEW POWER HOUSE, DETROIT, FLINT & SAGINAW RAILWAY CO.

well 30 ft. deep has been constructed. The water is unusually clear

for river water and does not carry much lime or other ingredients.

Barns and Shops.

The car barns, machine and repair shops occupy a space of ground

90x60 ft. and are located only a short distance from the power

the repair pit to the winding room and to the lathes. The repair

pit is 72 ft. long and s ft. deep. The track over the pit is .sup-

ported by 8 X 8-in. timbers laid on concrete foundations. On the

second floor of the shop building an office room, sleeping quarters

for the trainmen who live in Saginaw and a store room have been

provided.
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The cars fur llic line as shown in the ilhislralion have a length

r)ver all of 52 ft. and a 42-ft. hocly. The width over all is yyi ft.

'I'hey liavc three eoniparlnients wilh a total seating capacity of 52

people. '1 he Kener.il and sniokinn eonii).irtmenls seat 40 and three

longiliulinal se:ils in the hanKaKe section accommodate the rc-

ni.iindir. Tlir Ij.ijjtKane room is localed hetweeii the other two

compartments and is separated from them by solid walls with a sin-

gle sliding door. In one corner of the baggage room a William C.

Baker car heater stove is located so that the entire car is warmed
liy it. Tlie platforms have double folding doors on each side. The
cars were made hy llie Laclede Car Co, .itid arc finished wilh re-

versible seats upholstered in rattan. I'"onr No. ,^8-B,

50-h. p. Westinghouse motors arc used with Wcst-

inyhouse type K-14 controllers and the Westing-

house air brakes.

The cars arc despatched by lelephoiu'. two pairs

of wires having been installed for this purpose.

One of these, the company's own private system, is

connected with booths Iniilt .it the switches and

turn-outs, and the other, maintained by the Bell

Telephone Co., enables the employes to connect with

the city office in case of accident to the railway

wires. ']"wo of the wires are strung on a 40-in.

cross arm near the top of the pole and the others

are supported by pins on the opposite side and two

feet below the point where the trolley arms are

fastened to the jjoles.

One of the most serious operation problems the

company has had to contend with has been the

keeping of its tracks clear of snow in the winter.

The accompanying illustration was taken last spring,

at a point near the Saginaw city limits, just after

the company's snow plow, which is also illus-

trated, had worked its way through a huge

snow bank. The plow, which has proven quite effective, is attached

to the front end of a locomotive car. The blades of the plow are

7 ft. long and 3 ft. wide. The car is driven by two so-h. p. motors.

During the summer months the car is used for repair and mainte-

nance purposes. It is operated from a small cab built near the

front end.

Personnel.

The officers of the Detroit, Flint & Saginaw Railway Co. are

:

Timothy E. Tarsney, president, Detroit; Thomas G. Sullivan, vice-

riic I'irc Ila/.arJ in (>ar Hants.

Iiy JOSKCII II. riNNiU^AN, S. B.

It would seen that of all railroad properly, car barns are par-

ticuarly subject to loss or damage by fire by reason of certain con-

ditions that arc to .a greater or less degree unavoidable. But besides

these necessary conditions, which are due principally to the large

areas, the inflammable nature of the contents rif a car barn, and the

large values subject to destruction in one fire, there arc in the great

majority of car barns features which have most serious effects in

rL.\TF0RM LOCOMOTIVE C.\R.

president, Detroit; James R. Peter, treasurer, Saginaw; Charles

P. Anderson, secretary and assistant treasurer, Saginaw; Timothy

B. Tarsney, superintendent.

The board of directors is composed of the president, vice-president

and secretary of the company, together with Timothy Nester, Sagi-

naw, and John M. Duffy, Chicago.

ST.\N1).\HD PASSENGER CAR, DETROIT, FLINT & S.SCINAW EAILWAY CO.

the way of causing fires, but which with proper methods of con-

struction and proper management may readily be removed, or at

any rate so modified, that the danger from them becomes incon-

siderable. With regard to those features of car barns which are

susceptible to improvement from a fire protection standpoint it is

natural first of all to deal with the construction of the barns them-

selves, then with the ordinary hazards found in such barns; for

instance, repair work, heating and lighting, use of oils and grease,

lamp filling, sand drying and defective wiring. Finally we may con-

sider the hazard that is more serious than all others;

that is, the hazard due to the cars stored in the

barn.

It has been claimed that one of the features men-

tioned as being unavoidable, the large areas, may be

obviated by suitable division walls. Many insurance

boards recommend that the total area of any one

subdivision of a car barn shall not exceed io/X)0

sq. ft. While such a division into fire sections sep-

arated by brick walls is unquestionably desirable,

still, even when this method is carried out the ntmi-

ber of cars which can be placed in each fire section

will be twenty or more, and the aggregate values

thus exposed to destruction by one and the same

lire are enormous. Each car representing as it does

an expenditure of from ?jl.ooo to $15,000 or more,

the average value of a car will usually be greater

than that of an ordinary dwelling.

Considering this aspect of the matter, it has been

proposed to subdivide each barn into numerous fire

sections, each being wide enough for only one track,

and to subdivide these long narrow sections by

means of rolling iron shutters so spaced as to

accommodate two or three cars between succes-

sive shutters. While such a method of construc-

tion would be excellent from a fire protection

standpoint, it would be inconvenient and anno>-ing in the ordinary

everyday operation of the road and it seems rather improbable that

such extensive subdivision will be found desirable. The advocates

of this plan further suggest that it may be made possible to remove

the cars from each section in case of fire by constructing the tracks

with a slight incline toward the doorways, so that in case of fire
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the cars may be allowed to run out l>>- gravity. There arc several

objections to this. Ordinarily there would not be sufficient track-

room outside of. the barn to accommodate all the cars, and the

chance of injury to employes would be increased many fold by any

plan by which a 20 or 30-ton car might become free to run down its

inclined track at unforseen times.

Considering the large area and the largo ciilk-ction of values ex-

KESLI.r OF B.XRN FIRE, •.EWIS"ON, ME.

posed to one fire as being necessary conditions for the operation of

the road, we may by a proper attention to the construction of the

car barn obtain a greater degree of security from fire than is

usually the case. The height should be one story, without a base-

ment. Walks should he of brick, 16 in. thick. Brick fire walls

should divide the building into sections whose area should in most

cases be about 10.000 s(|. ft., and in no case exceed 20,000 sq. ft.

All division walls should have parapets at least 36 in. high. If the

front doors of the barn are of wood, the division walls should ex-

tend beyond the front wall line in order to prevent the communi-

cating of fire from one section to the next around the end of the

division wall. The floor should be of brick, concrete, stone, or

earth. Particular attention should be paid- to the construction of

the pits. Ordinarily, pits should be near the rear of the barn, but in

BURNED Flli<E.S'r Hil.I.S ST,\T]0.\, WEST ROXBURY, MASS.

double-ended barns they should be near the center. This is for

the reason that cars over the pits are frequently jacked up and

rendered immovable, and in this condition they would block the

cars behind them in an emergency. When it is possible, the pits

should be in only one section of the barn, .so that the hazard which

they introduce may involve as small a part of the car barn as

possible. It is extremely bad practice to construct the pits so that

they extend sideways under several tracks, and adjacent pits should

be separated by substantial brick walls. The roof of the barn should

be of mill construction, built with heavy planks supported on widely

spaced single-stick roof beams which are carried by wooden posts.

A roof of this kind is substantial and will withstand the action of

fire for a long time before yielding. It is common to find car barns

with roof supported on steel beams or on light steel trusses. This

type of construction is unsatisfactory since the steel members when
exposed to fire will bend and twist and allow the roof to collapse.

This point was well illustrated by a fire in a car barn of the

Lcwiston, Brunswick & Bath Street Railway Co., at Lcwiston,

Me., Dec. 19, 1903. The ruir,s of this building are shown in the

accompanying illustration. The roof of the car barn was of 3-in.

planks carried on light steel trusses and purlins. .Miout .seven

minutes after the fire was discovered, the roof fell, crushing in the

roofs of some of the cars and shielding the fire from the water

thrown by the lirenien.

The weakness of a steel trussed roof was further illustrated by a

fire at the Forest Hills Station of the Boston Elevated Railway Co.,

at West Roxbury, Mass. This fire occurred Oct. 25. 1904. The two

illustrations tell very forcibly the story of the rapid destruction of

the steel-trussed roof. A part of the roof fell in within 15 minutes

after the outbreak of the fire. The area of this barn was about

22,000 .sq. ft,, and there were 47 cars in the barn at the time of the

fire. These cars were practically a total loss, there being a slight

salvage on the trucks.

Two illustrations are shown of the rnins of a car barn at Man-
chester, N. H., which was burned March 4, 1905, with a loss of

about $110,000. The building was one-story, frame, metal clad, with

joisted roof supported on posts. The area was 19.200 sq. ft.

The practice of carrying on extensive repair work in car barns

introduces a distinct hazard which should be eliminated by trans-

ferring cars in need of any considerable amount of repairing to

regular repair shops. Woodworking, painting, and varnishing ma-
terially increase the danger of fire in a barn where they are carried

on, and it would seem that in many cases this additional hazard is

avoidable.

Any defective system of heating or lighting car barns is a matter

of moment, as it is in the case of any risk holding combustible con-

tents. The heating should be by steam or hot water, with all pipes

KOOF OF WEST kOXHl'KV llARN .\FTER FIRE.

properly supported out of contact with woodwork and with boiler

properly cut ofif from the main building. Lighting should be by elec-

tricity, except that gas may be used for lighting offices and waiting

rooms if the arrangement of pipes and jets is properly attended to.

Any stock of oils on the premises should be stored in a fireproof

room, with walls of brick, terra-cotta, or wire lath and plaster on

metal studding. Tf possible the walls should extend above the roi;f,

but if this cannot be arranged the ceiling should be made fireproof.

The floor should be of incombustible material, as brick or cement.
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All njH'iiiiiK^ ciiiiiiiiiiiiii'.'itiiiK with tile iii.'iiii l>iiil(liiigs should l>c pro-

tected in an approved manner liy standard lire doors or lire shutters.

'I'hc filling of lamps and lanterns should always he done in a room
of this kind, unless it is' possihle to have a small detached huildinK

that may he used for this purpose. If an ordinary wooden room
he used for oil storage or for (lllinK lamps its walls, floors and

benches quickly heconie oil soaked and readily inflnmniahle.

Usually it is hest entirely to exclude gasoline, benzine, lace|uer or

similar indammahle liipiids from a car barn, hut if such materials

are used or stored on the property they should he safeguarded in

the way de.scrihed above, th.it is. by keeping them in a detached

building or in a fireproof room.

Care should be taken in the disposal of oily waste and greasy

rags. They nnist not he allowed to accunndatc and the small

amount thai ni.iy lie present should lie kepi in stand.ivd self-closing

cans reserved for that purpose.

Sand drying becomes a dangerous process as it is carried on in

some car barns. The hazard of the process may, however, he made
inconsiderable if proper attention is paid to the installation of such

apparatus. Driers of the stove type must be kept at a safe distance

from woodwork and their flues must be similarly safeguarded.

If steam pipe driers are used, the pipe must be kept free from con-

tact with wood, and no wooden partitions or hoppers should be

allowed to form a part of the device, Tlu' hot sand issuing from

the drier should be stored in ,1 bin iii.ide of incombustible m.ateri.il

since the sand is freipiently hnt eniinf;h In char wood.

The wiring of car barns should conform in all respects to rules

of the National Electric Code. The trolley cut-out and the main

switch controlling the power and lighting circuits should be outside

the building at such a distance that they can be reached even

though the car barn be burning.

The hazard due to the cars is pcrha|)S more important than any

other hazardous feature of a car barn. The ordinary car contains

a large amount of combustible material so arranged as to give every

opportunity for the spread of fire once started. In the case of ordi-

nary street cars having longitudinal seats, the space beneath the

seats becomes the receptacle for dirt and refuse, particularly if there

are openings at the base of the windows which communicate with

this space and offer an inviting channel for the disposal of waste

paper and miscellaneous rubbish.

Besides affording plenty of fuel to encour.ige a fire once started,

in the great majority of cases the cars have such an electrical equip-

ment that there is grave danger of starting a fire. The National

EFFECT OF FIRE ON WOODEN POSTS, M.^NCHESTER BARN.

Electric Code (edition of loos') prescribes proper methods for the

wiring and eiiuipmciit of cars, and an observance of the rules there

laid dow'u will do much to diminish the number of tires. The elec-

trical equipment of a street railway car is subject to the hardest kind

of usage, and extraordinary care should be given to the installation,

but this is far from being the case in practice. In most cases, car

wiring is notably bad. It is usual to find undersized wires, poor

insulation, stapled work, unsoldered and untapcd joints, crossed

wires, work exposed to the weather, lack of bushings and defective

or poorly arranged healers and resistances. The principal points on

which the code requires improvements over existing conditions arc

that the underside of car bodies shall be protected liy approved firc-

rcsisting insulating material or by sheet iron or steel ; that cut-out

and switch cabinets be siibstanlially made of hard wood and be

lined with fire resisting insulating material; that conductors !>>;

stranded, properly insulated, securely spliiffi and in the case of

lit K.NEII ( .\KS l.s 11,\K.N .\T M.\.NC11 ESTER, N. H.

conductors carrying more than 25 amperes, be provided with

soldered lugs for fastening the fittings; that all wiring and conduit

work be installed with the greatest care and attention to detail.

Particular attention should be given to the installation of heaters

and they should be treated as one would treat stoves. Panel heaters

are to be located at least four inches from the woodwork. Heaters

for cross-seats should be so arranged that current carr>'ing parts

shall be not less than six inches below the underside of the seats.

unless the underside of the seats be protected by not less than one

quarter-inch of fire resisting insulating material or .04-in. sheet

metal with i-in. air space above, in which case the distance may be

reduced to three inches. Defective heating devices have been a

prolific source of fires.

In considering the question of loss by fire in car barns we naturally

think of the possibility of removing cars from a building that has

begun to burn. One method of accomplishing this purpose has

already been mentioned, that is. an arrangement whereby all tracks

should have an incline toward the doors, so that by unbraking or

unblocking the car nearest the door on each track all the cars will

move out of the barn, .\nother somewhat similar plan contemplates

the use of two trolley wires for each track. One of these wires is

ordinarily dead, and on this wire the trolleys are placed when the

cars are housed ; the controller on each car is thrown over one

notch : in case of fire the trolley wire is thrown into circuit, and

the cars arc supposed to move slowly out of the barn. It is sufficient

simply to mention these devices : their impracticability is imme-

diately apparent. It is possible, however, to so arrange the door

and tracks that the removal of cars will be facilitated. Tracks

should run clear from the barn without transfer tables, and special

track work in front of the barn should be provided with guard rails

where necessary. Track doors should be built in pairs, so hung as

to swing outward, and should be provided with stops to prevent

their swinging by their proper position when either closed or open.

The present article makes no attempt to discuss fire protective

devices, but it must be said that properly installed sprinkler systems,

standpipes. fire hose, sand or water pails and casks, automatic alarms

and private fire departments have a recognized and unquestioned

value in property of this class. Whether these protective devices

are used or not. the fact must not be lost sight of that safety from

destruction by fire is not altogether a question of construction or of

protective devices, but is largely dependent upon careful manage-

ment and constant and competent super\ision. The most costly

and elaborate installation becomes practically worthless unless

maintained at the high standard that is justified by the importance

of the issues at stake.
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Elgin & Belvidere Electric Co.

Coiistriiction work on the roadway oi tlie Elgin & Belvidere Elec-

tric Co. has been progressing rapidly during the past few weeks,

and it is expected tlial the grading for this line between Elgin

and Belvidere will be completed the iatter part of December. If at

the time the grading is completed, weather conditions are favorable,

the construction of track work and overhead equipment will be

continued and the line will probably be ready for operation early

in the spring. Otherwise it is not expected to complete the work

before the early summer.

The Elgin & Belvidere Electric Co. is an Illinois corporation

authorized to construct an electric railway between Elgin and

Belvidere, 111., a distance of 36V2 miles. The intermediate points

served by this line are .Mmora, Gilberts, Freeman, Huntley, Coyne,

Union, Marengo, Garden Prairie and Camp Elworth, located in

one of the most prosperous sections of Northern Illinois. The

line will also ultimately form the connecting link of an electric

railway system between Chicago, Elgin, Belvidere, Rockford and

Freeport, III., and Beloit, Janesville, Madison and the famous sum-

mer resorts, Lake Geneva and Delavan Lake, Wis. The cars of

the Elgin & Belvidere company will enter Elgin over the tracks of

the Elgin, Aurora & Southern Traction Co. to the Union terminal in

the city of Elgin, at which point connection will be made with the

Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railway Co. and the Elgin, Aurora &
Southern Traction Co. for interchange of business. At Belvidere

the line will connect with the lines of the Rockford & Interurban

Railway Co., which will provide interchange of business with the

points served by that line, as well as the Rockford, Beloit & Janes-

ville Ry. With the completion of a proposed line between Free-

port and Dubuque and between Janesville and Madison, the terri-

tory along the Mississippi River in Northern Illinois and the lake

district in Southern Wisconsin will also be reached. Arrangements

have been made for the through handling of both passenger and

freight business between Chicago and the various points served by

these lines.

The roadwav of the l''lgin & Belvidere Electric Co. will be built

vision will be made for additional installation should it become

necessary. These sub-stations will be constructed of brick with

slate roofs and will also include passenger, baggage and freight

rooms.

The location of the machine and repair shops and car bams has

not yet been decided. Power for the operation of the line will be

obtained from the Batavia power house of the Aurora, Elgin &
Chicago Railway Co. The rolling stock will be of the latest design,

equipped with four motors of sufficient capacity to maintain a

maximum speed of 60 miles per hour. All through cars will be

equipped with multiple-unit control for operation in trains.

The officers of the Elgin & Belvidere Electric Co. are : President,

Hamilton Browne; secretary and treasurer, J. Joseph Wright. Oth-

ers interested in the project are Bion J. Arnold, John M. Roach

and Granger, Farwell & Co. The Arnold Co., Chicago, has charge

of the engineering features of the line and the Main Construction

Co. is domg the construction work. Mr. Arthur T. Browne is presi-

dent of the latter company, and R. G. Arnold, secretary and treas-

urer. The offices of the Elgin & Belvidere Electric Co. are at-iii4

Unity Building, 79 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Annual Report of the Montreal Street
Railway Co.

The annual report of the president and directors of the Mon-

treal Street Railway Co., for the year ended Sept. 30, 1905, was

submitted at the 45th annual meeting of shareholders, held on

Nov. 2, 1905. The comparative statement of the company for this

period and the same period 1904 is as follows:

1905. 1904.

$2,463,824.70

l>5lo,997-90

62.37

952,826.80

11.10

.

M.^[• OF ELGIN & liELVIDERE ELECTRIC CO. AND CONNECTIONS.

on private right of way of sufficient width for eventually double

tracking the line. It will be built with a view to high speed service

with maximum grades of two per cent. There will be few

curves. The rails will be 70-lb. A. S. C. E. section laid to standard

gage and double bonded at each joint. The tics will be 6x8 in. x 8

ft. laid 2,800 to the mile. The roadbed will hi gravel ballasted.

The transmission line will be carried on 35-ft. poles set 100 ft.

center to center, and will transmit three-phase alternating current

at 25,000 volts pressure. Three sub-stations will be constructed at

suitable points on the line. Each will be equipped with two rotary

converters with transformers, switchboard and accessories, and pro-

Gross receipts $2,707.474. 1

1

Operating expenses 1,650,565.99

Expenses, per cent of car earnings.... 61.88

Net earnings 1,056,908.12

Net income per cent of capital 11.25

The number of passengers carried in 1905 was 66,631,206 as com-

pared with 60,281,834 '" 1904- The number of transfers

issued in 1905 was 19,801,893 as compared with 17,915,-

242 in 1904. The total number of passengers carried,

including transfers, was 86,433,099 in 1905 as compared

with 78,197,076 in 1904. The car earnings per passenger

were the same for both years, being 4 cents, while the

car earnings per total passenger carried were 3.09

cents for both years.

Several new extensions to the tracks of the company

have been constructed and the rolling stock and equip-

ment have been increased as the requirements of traffic

necessitated. A large block of land was purchased in

order to permit of the construction of car sheds, sub-

stations and other necessary buildings to accommodate

the increasing business. Contract was entered into with

the Montreal Light, Heat & Power Co., for the supply

of 3,ooo-h. p. alternating current to be delivered at sub-

stations at outlying points in the city. An extension

of the company's franchise, for the construction and

operation of its system in the town of Maisonneuve has

also been secured. The Mutual Benefit Association

established by the company's employes has continued to

be successful and a majority of the employes are now

members of the association. During its fiscal year

ended April 30, 1905, the siun of $12,021.66 was con-

tributed to this association by the company.

Technical Publicity Association.

At a meeting and banquet of the Technical Publicity Association,

held at the Aldine Club, New York, Friday evening, November

3rd, the following officers were elected : President, C. B. Morse,

Ingersoll-Rand Drill Co.; ist vice-president, H. M. Cleaver, Niles-

Bemcnt-Pond Co. ; 2nd vice-president. Frank H. Gale. General Elec-

tric Co.; secretary, Rodman Gilder, Crocker-Wheeler Co.; treasurer,

H. M. Davis. Spraguc Electric Co. ; members of executive commit-

tee. Graham Smitli. Weslinghduse Companies and Charles M. Man-

fred, H. W. Johns-Manville Co.



Superheated Steam and the (Construction of Superheaters

as Used in Power Plants.

OY FRANZ KOESTER.

'I 111- iirdiliKiinii (if Mipfilu-alcil sli-;iin i"m In' sfoiirt-il only )>>' adil-

ing iK'iit to dry saUirnti'd sti'iiin, lo dn wliicli Iwo piocos of apparatus

arc rcquiri'd: First, the boiler to produce tlic dry saturated steam

from water at a temperature corrcs|)ondiiig to the cxIiaustiiiK pres-

sure ; and second, tlie supcrlicater to produce the required extra
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temperature. Superheated steam is a more perfect gas at a liigher

temperature and contains a greater amount of heat than dry satu-

rated steam; also its volume is increased per unit of weight.

Although it must be noted that, other things being equal, a cubic

loot of superheated steam contains fewer heat units than the same

quantity of dry saturated steam. In conveying superheated steam

from the superheating apparatus to the prime mover, it will remain

superheated till the surplus heat is withdrawn and the temperature

reduced to that corresponding to the pressure. A further drop in

temperature would be accompanied with decrease in pressure. It

will be seen that the benefit of superheating is first noticed in the

steam mains, where it will prevent or reduce the condensation.

If the steaitl is still superheated on entering the prime mover, it

cannot be said that no condensation has taken place in the steam

pipes, which is contrary to many statements. Condensation may
take place, and it is even possible to draw condensed steam from

the main after the steam has traveled a certain distance and is still

superheated.

It is often stated that steam in the presence of water is always

saturated. This, however, is not always true. Wet saturated

steam will be superheated by adding sufficient heat, which is easily

done by dividing it and passing it through say a number of small

lubes, so that all parts of the steam ci>mc into close contact with the

lubes, absorbing the heat of the furnace gases conducted by the

lube shells. The difTcrcncc in temperature between the oulsi<le and

the inside of the tube is enormous, as will be easily understood when

it is remembered that the superheater apparatus is often pl.iccd in

the first or second path of the furnace gases, while the steam may
be only moderately superheated. Should the tulies of the super-

heater be excessively large, it will easily be seen that all parts of

the steam, especially the Inner part, cannot as soon be affected by

the heat of the gases as with smaller tubes. This is especially due

to the very low conductivity of superheated steam. This is also the

reason why, especially in Germany, so many narrow tube types of
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FIG. 3.

superheaters are on the market, or where larger tubes are used

ribs are placed laterally on the inside, or flat boxes with staggered

rows of short pipe sections inserted. .Ml of which indicates the

intention of the designer to have all parts of the steam come into

contact with the highly heated surface of the superheater.

If the superheated steam is conducted through a long run of pipe

FIG. 4.

to the prime movers, traveling at or near the pipe surface, usually

it will remain there during the entire run, and will sooner or later

lose a certain amount of heat, becoming saturated, while the steam

nearer the center will not lie so easily affected, owing to the low-

conductivity of the steam. One may therefore conduct in the same
pipe superheated, dry, saturated steam and water. Thus the
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temperature of superheated steam must always lie measured at the

center of the pipe.

The presence of such water in the steam mains necessitates the

installation of a "water catcher" near the prime mover, even with

the use of highly superheated steam. In order to reduce the de-

crease in temperature of the steam to a minimum, the practice on
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FIG. 5.

the continent of Europe is to give the sleani a velocity of some

12,000 feet per minute, and even higher, while in America and

Great Britain a velocity of only 6,000 feet is ordinarily used.

This saving of heat in the steam is of greater benefit in the prime

mover tlian the few pounds which the pressure may be reduced due

to -friction. It must, however, be stated that superheated steam is

not as easily affected as saturated steam, due to the character of

a more perfect gas, while the latter has a greater specific gravity.

Superheated steam being a more perfect gas, will readily escape

through a leak where saturated steam will not, such as at pistons,

flanges or cracks. Condensed steam will, however, escape even

more readily than superheated steam, and as saturated steam con-

tains far more water than superheated steam, it will easily be seen

that with the latter there is a greater

liability of leakage of water. Again,

in the form of steam only the leak-

age is greater with superheated than

with saturated steam, although the

total loss due to leakage is far

greater with saturated steam. The
radiation all through the steam pipes

is much greater with saturated than

with superheated steam, due to the

very low conductivity of the latter.

Superheated steam is of much more
importance in the prime mover itself,

either engine or turbine.

The initial condensation in the

cylinder of an engine in the case of

saturated steam may be from 20 to

40 per cent of the total steam sup-

plied to the cylinder, depending upon

the type of construction, so that there

is left only the remaining percentage

of steam for the performing of useful work. Th's initial condensa-

tion may be partly or totally eliminated by the introduction of super-

heated steam into the cylinder.

As previously pointed out, superheated steam after a run through

a certain length of pipe contains a very small percentage of con-

densed steam which may enter the cylinder, but due to the ex-

pansion of steam in the cylinder after cut off, this small amount

FIG. 6.

will easily be re-evaporated. The cylinder walls, similar to the

pipe walls only in greater proportion, absorb a certain amount of

heat. Taking this loss of heat, and also that required for the re-

evaporation of water after cut off, in order to obtain good economy

the degree of superheat on entering the cylinder should not be less

than that required to still maintain superheated or at least dry

saturated steam.

Not seldom steam enters the cylinder at a leinin-ralure of some

550" F. and even higher. This, of course, must lead to a special de-

sign of engine suited to this high temperature. Common practice

has shown that engines designed for the use of saturated steam

may also be used with superheated steam and excellent results ob-

tained, yet it is difficult to compare the percentage of saving due to

the use of superheated steam in two engines, where one may have

been constructed nearer to the ideal for the use of superheated

steam than the other. Tests have frequently illustrated that the

economy of engines may be increased i per cent for each 8 to 10° ¥.

increase in the steam temperature, up to a reasonable limit. .This,

of course, cannot be applied to every manufacturer's product. Know-
ing by practice the character of the engine, the type of boilers and

the size and run of the steam mains, one may easily judge the

possible saving due to the use of superheated steam.

The more wasteful the engine in the use of saturated steam, due

to initial condensation, the greater the possible economy Jo be

effected with the use of superheated steam, although the tempera-

ture of the superheated steam is limited and cannot be as high as if

the engine were especially designed for it. .\ superheated-steam

engine is of different construction from that of the ordinary engine.

This is true regarding the size, number and ratio of the cylinders.

FIG. 7.

to condensing and non-condensing, cyliruler-jackoting, steam pres-

sure, cut off, etc. All of these, as well as numerous other items,

have to be considered in classifying a modern, up-to-date engine

with respect to its adaptaliility for use with superheated steam, as

all add appreciably to the economy.

It may be of interest to give a few examples of the steam con-

sumption in tests made with so-called "superheated-steam" engines.

These engines are of different manufacture, and the tests were made
in the different power plants, not in the testing departments, and

reported in the "Zeitschrift des Vereines Deutscher Ingenieure":

Steam con-

No. of No. of Type of sumption,

Cylin- Expan- of lb. per i. h. p

Location of Plant. dcrs. sions. Valves. per hr.

Krupp Steel Works, Annen. 2 2 Slide 9.52

Luisenstrasse, Berlin 4 3 Poppet 9.49

Moabit, Berlin 4 3 Poppet 9.04

Municipal, Vienna 4 3 Poppet 9.31

Oberspree, Berlin 4 3 8.91

Ghent, Holland 2 2 Piston S.86*

•Steam :it throttle.
605 deg. F.

:'ressure, 1.51.1 lb. per sij. in. 'reniperature,
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All iif llusu tests were Miaile willi superheated sleani at a tcm-

pcraliire of not less than 5711° F. at the engine. It shonhl be stated

that this low steam cnnsiiniplinn is dne mil only In the employment

of superheated sti'am, hnl, a^ alnady pipiiHcd out, to the en^jine

niamifacturer, the power plant ile^igner and tlie management.

The economy due to the relative degree of superheat in a prop-

erly designed engine in which the steam consnmpjion is remarkably

low with dry saturated slcui! will be noted from the following

figures. riie previously mentioned <;nRinc at the plant "I.nisen-

strasse," Merlin, is of the four-cylinder Iriple-exjiansion type, the

cylinder ratio being i -.2.1 -.6.4, and is rated at 3,000 h. p. .\l a teni

peralurc of 500° I'", and 210 lb. steam pressure, the consumption was

y.41 It'-, while at 580° l-". this \yas 9.49 lb., and at 360° P., correspond-

ing to dry saturated steam, this was increased to lo.l lb. per i. h. p.

hour.

The greater .idvanlaRC 0) snpiTJuat with the vlcaui luilmie is well

recognized, aii<l steam consumptions of from 9 lu 10 lb. are fre-

quently obtained on the Contiiienl. The results of tesls. several of

which the writer has at hand, show tli.it the records were made
under actual oper.iting conditions in the power plants, some of

which being ni.idc' iiinli'r ,a pressure of 175 lb. and a superheat of

620° F. at the trottle.

The amount of heat necessary to produce a given leniperature of

superheat is not uniform with different types of superheater, Imt

the size or heating surface of the apparatus to produce a given tem-

perature of su]ierlieated steam varies with the type of superheater.

l'"urllu'rmore, in a dopendently lircd superheater the character of

llie boiler to which the superheater is connected plays an important

pari. Sonic boilers may produce dry saturated steam wdiile others

would deliver wet stcain. The longer the pipe line between boiler

1 i ? n ^r=
FIG. 8.

and superheater, the more satur.ited will lie tlu' stcain reaching the

superheater apparatus. Of still greater importance is the location

of the superheater with regard to the flue gases, and the velocity

of the steam with regard to the type of construction. A further im-

portant item which must be taken into consideration with regard

to the amount of heat to be supplied and the size of apparatus, is

the direction of the flow of steam with respect to that of the furnace

gases. This iiia> be parallel or counter current, or a combination

of both.

The counter current is considered more efficient. In this type

the gases at the lowest temperature come in contact with that part

of the superheater apparatus carrying the steam at the lowest tem-

perature, and vice versa. This system has the great advantage of

not requiring the heat per unit of heating surface that the parallel

current type does, and therefore for the same results the heating

surface may be reduced. Herr Berner, probably the most com-

petent authority on superheated steam, states in "Zeitschrift des

Vereines Deutscher Ingenieurc" that the ratio of these superheaters

is 1:1.158; in other words, the parallel-current type requires a

heating surface 15.8 per cent greater than the counter-current type.

This, of course, cannot be applied to two diflFerent designs. Here
one finds an explanation for the fact that one type of superheater,

.ilthough the same amount of heat is applied to the same surface,

does not always produce the same degree of superheat.

In the case rjf the counter-current type the superheater is more

liable to burn out, and where superheat of more than 550° or 600° I".

is required, a combination of the parallel and counter-current types

may be successfully adopterl. This system, however, n-<|uirc» ap-
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paratus of a size between that of the parallel and that of the coun-

ter-current types.

The superheater itself may be located directly in the boiler setting,

in wdiicb instance the furnace or flue gases give the necessary heat

to the superheater. . This is the dcpendently-fired type. In giving

the superheater its own setting and furnace, the independently-fired

type is obtained. Which is the more advantageous type can only l>c

determined after studying the exact local conditions. The depend-

ently-lircd type is the more common, although the indepcndently-

fircd has many advantages, which, however, do not generally out-

weigh ihe disadvantages. For instance, in power plants having

long steam pipe runs between the boiler and prime mover the super-

heater may advant.igeously be located near the prime mover, and

may thus supply superheat of the highest degree to the prime mover
without the loss of heat in the pipe runs.

It must be remembered that the location of the superheater near

the prime mover's foundation will generally mean difficulty in

handling coal and ashes. The independently-fired type will produce

a higher degree of superheat than the dcpendently-fired one, and

the degree of superheat may more easily be controlled by regulating

the furnace. On the other hand, the temperature of superheat pro-

duced by the dependently-tired type is usually considered sufficiently

high for ordinary practice. The first cost of the dependently-fired

superheater is very much lower, no additional floor space is rc-

(|uired, and it does away with special attendants, as it can be

tended by the boiler operator. To decide which of these two types

is to be chosen for a given power plant, many questions must be

considered : the location of prime movers with respect to the boiler,

the character and type of the boiler as well as the superheater to

which the latter should be attached, the length and size of steam

mains and other items.

It may be of interest to give here some data as to which of the

two types are most commonly employed, as reported by Herr Ernst

before the "Engineering Congress of the International Society of

Boiler Inspection" at Zurich. Switzerland, 1902. Mr. Ernst states
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that, in the district of the "Vienna Boiler Inspection and Insurance

Society," which includes 599 power plants. 14 per cent are equipped

with the independcntly-fircd type; 86 per cent with the dependently-

tired type, 10 per cent of the latter being located in the second and

third passes of the boiler furnace gases, while all others are located

in the first and second passes.

By arranging the types of superheater according to construction,

three classes are obtained

:

I.—The small tube system, where the steam passes through these

tubes surrounded by the hot gases.

2.—The tube system, where hot gases are conducted through the

tubes and the steam travels around the same in a chamber.

3.—The system of comparatively large size tubes.

A few types of this latter system exist where there is an addi-

tional tube system through which boiler feed water or air is con-

ducted, surrounded by the steam in the large pipe which is heated

by the hbt gases.

The first of these systems is the most common, and one will there-

fore find a great variation in the forms of construction, all, how-

ever, being made of seamless, drawn, wrought iron or steel tubes,

either straight or of return bend forms or coils, the ends being held

in headers. These headers are of welded steel or wrought iron, as

illustrated in Fig. i, or of cast iron, a type of which is shown in

Fig. 2. In certain instances these headers consist of wrought iron

plates riveted together, as seen in Fig. 3. The tubes or return bends

are either bolted or expanded into the headers, as will be observed

in the illustrations. The latter system is also used in the well-

known systems of the Babcock & Wilcox Co. and the Sterling Con-

solidated Boiler Co. An illustration of a screw joint is given

in Fig. 4, representing the Buettner (Uerdingen) system. All of

these superheaters are of the narrow-tube type. The system in

which the hot gases pass through the tubes is shown in Fig. 5.

This type of construction is a very new one, although its principle

rests upon one of the earlier superheater systems, namely, a long

cylindrical chamber in which were inserted tubes conveying the

steam, while hot gases surround them in the chamber. This newer

system of Heizmann's, as will be seen, is a flat box, of only one-half

inch thickness over all, through which 2-in. tubes are passed in

staggered rows, expanded into the sides. While the hot furnace

gases pass through these tubes, the steam in passing through the

box is deflected at as many points as there arc tubes, thus thoroughly

mixing it and producing a uniformly high temperature.

A similar system is that of Pregardicu. In this system instead of

having the box riveted together and the pipes inserted, the entire

apparatus is welded together as if made of a single piece.

A third system has large sized tubes, which may be provided with

inwardly-projecting laterally-running ribs, as in the Schwoerer sys-

tem, the construction of which is sliuwii in Fig. 6. It will be noticed

that these tubes are also provided with outside circular ribs. Other

types of this system arc provided with a single or cross straight

diaphragm or even with a twisted diaphragm, forcing the steam to

take a spiral course through the superheater. With the exception

of the latter system, which uses seamless drawn steel tubes with the

twisted diaphragm rolled in, these types are of cast iron only.

Another type of this same system is that of Cruse (Manchester),

consisting of 6-in. cast iron tubes in which 2-in. steel tubes are in-

serted, steam traveling around the latter, while through them boiler

feed water is conducted. This system furnishes boiler feed water

at an extremely high temperature, the amount of boiler feed water

as well as the steam to be superheated being easily controlled.

Still another type, similar to the Cruse, is the .^dorjan system, in

which air takes the place of the boiler feed water.

In order to determine the velocity of steam in the superheater,

the character and the construction must be known. The greater

the clear cross-section the lower must be the velocity of the steam.

This is necessary in order to superheat the steam which does not

come into direct contact with the superheater surface. Whatever
the type of superheater may be, the velocity of the steam is closely

related to the desired degree of superheat and the location of the

apparatus with respect to the flue gases, this latter depending upon
the type of the boiler. Fig. 7 represents a Gochrig-Leuchs (Darm-
stadt) superheater located in the first and second passes of the

furnace gases. It is a narrow tube type, and it will be noticed that

the flow of steam is combined parallel and counter current. The
steam enters at the outside ends and leaves at the middle, a damper
being so arranged that the passage of furnace gas may be controlled.

The superheater, as illustrated in this boiler, has a heating surface

equal to one-half that of the boiler itself, and will therefore assure

the highest superheat which can be used only in a first class prime
mover.

Another practice is illustrated in Fig. 8, representing a Hering

superheater located practically in an additional compartment attached

to the setting of a lulnilar boiler. It will be noticed that the gas

leaves the boiler setting, passes through the superheater and re-

turns to the boiler and escapes below the superheater setting. This

is a parallel-current superheater. In- both of the mentioned types

the travel of the gas is at right angles to the flow of steam.

A system frequently used, in which the steam runs with the same
a.xis as the flow of gas and, which at the same time is a parallel and
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counter-ciiirciil limllncr type, is shown in Vik- 9- ' 'ic tubes of

this system, it is claiincil, ;iro of such strong and <lura1)lc material

that the necessity for a regulating dainper is eliminated.

A different type of superlieater lias its detail of con.struction

.howii in Fig. 10. The tubes of the su|ierheater take the place of

a horizontal row nf water tubes of a boiler, and the superheater may
oceujiy a lower or higher position according tn the- amount of super-

heat required. Three superlieater tulies, 1% in, in ili.irneler, occupy

a space of one 4-in. water tube.

An application of the superheater to a scmi-verlical water-tube

boiler is given in I'ig 11, representing a Stirlirg boiler with the

same makers' superheater lucated in the second pass. If a lower de-

gree of superheat is sufficient the apparatus may be located in the

third or last pass of the boiler. Similar arrangement is made for this

type as an independently-fired one having its own setting, but in

this event it is preferable to locate a boiler feed water heater of

siniil.ir construction in front of the superheater, protecting the lubes

cif llie latter against the enormously high temperature of the fur-

nace gases.

Space cannot be t;iken here to illustr.ite nime types of superheat-

ers, as there is such a great variety on the market today; but atten-

tion should be called to a Dingier (Zweibruecken), independently

fired system, inasniucli as this apparatus is construcled in such a

manner as to automatically obtain the greatest benefit of the heat

produced in the furnace. Fig. 12 illustrates this type, the tubes of

which arc located in two chambers separated by a division wall,

the furnace being in one section and a llirotlling damper arranged

to cut the path of the escaping furn.ice gas. In the lower row of

tubes connected to the header fsec Fig. I2> are inserted steam-tight

small tubes whicli are closed at one end while the other end enters

a separate small header. 'I hcsc tubes are filled with air, which, with

an increased temperature, operate u|Kjn a cylinder filled with

glycerine provirled with a float, which in turn operates the well-

balanced throttling damper, thus regulating the amount of air under

the furnace grates and changing the character of the furnace gas.

The massiveness of this superheater setting will also be noticed,

which prevents undesirable radiation. For the same purpose both

headers of this superheater are kept in a chamber apart from that

conducting the furnace gas.

Nearly all superheaters, dependently or independently fired, arc

provided with small pipe connections for drainage which does not

necessarily take place during operation. 1 he regulation of the

amount of superheat in the <lifTerent types may be effected by

(letermiiiiiig the location of the superheater, by the velocity of the

steam in the apparatus, by dampers controlling the amount of gas

or by the mi.xing of saturated with the superheated steam.

New Car Barns and Shops of the Saginaw Valley Traction Co,

The railway properties of the Saginaw-Bay City Railway & Light

Co., which controls the Saginaw Valley Traction TDo., were de-

scribed in the "Review" for June, 1905. Since that time the new
storage barns and shops of the Saginaw Valley Traction Co., at

Saginaw, Mich., have been completed and arc equipped with many
interesting details for facilitating work and for the convenience of

employes. The new buildings are adjacent to the old car barns at

the corner of Washington .A.vc. and Astor St. They have a frontage

of 170 ft,, ;iiid a depth of 170 ft. on tlie north and 230 ft, on the

the roof, while in the shops, where heavy lifting is necessary, heavy

steel girders and steel framework are used. The floors of the shop

are of concrete and those of the storage barns are of gravel and
cinders. Care has been taken in the arrangement of the side win-

dows and skylights to provide sufficient light at all time so that

employes arc not hampered in their work on this account. The
front of the new structure is enclosed by nine 16 x i6-ft. Kinncar
rolling steel doors with vertical center posts hinged at the top, so

that when the doors arc open these inter\'cning posts may be drawn

>

lllllniiii

S.\GIN.\\V V.M.LEV rK,\i. riON CO. NEW SHOr .\.VD BARN BUILDIXG, WITH OLD BUILDING AT LEFT.

south side. That part of the old building whicli is still standing

has a frontage of 122 ft. The front part of this old building is two
stories high and is now being used for the offices of the superin-

tendent of transportation, his assistants and employes' rooms, the

remaining portion being used for car storage.

In the new building, the main storage room for the accommoda-
tion of operating cars of both city and interurban lines occupies a

space 92 ft. wide and the entire length of the building, while the

remaining frontage of 78 ft. extending the depth of the building is

occupied by the machine shops, winding room, carpenter shops, etc.

The building is built of sand-lime biick with an asphalt composition

roof. Wood trusses are used throughout the barns for supporting

up against the ceiling and added clearance given for handling long

interurban cars around the special work at the entrance of the bam.

In the building are 19 parallel tracks, aggregating 3,800 ft. of

trackage, 11 of whidi tracks lead from the curb line of the street

to the building.

The arrangement of the tracks entering the barn and shops may
be seen in the accompanying plan. One track, resembling a common
stub-end spur, is led from the double track main line on Washing-
ton Ave. to the curb line of the company's propcrtj-. From this

spur are led all tracks serving the buildings. The advantages of this

system are readily apparent, as it prevents congestion of city lines

at the car banis. allows all transfer work to be done within the
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CONSTRUCTION OF WlIlE PITS SERVING TWO SHOl' TK.J^CKS.

curb line and eliminates the wear on special work that would other-

wise occur should these tracks be led from the main line.

Seven pits serve the tracks in various portions of the buildings,

the construction of four of which is unique and interesting. Four

pits serve two tracks in the new car barn and two tracks ni the

machine shop. The pits are 8 ft. wide by 4 ft. 2 in. deep and extend

not only under the tracks, but two feet outside of the rails, giving

free access to the trucks and bodies of the cars and enabling the

workmen to stand in the pits outside the rails. The rails are laid

on 8 X 8-in. oak stringers, supported by timbers of the same size,

which are braced by 3 x 12-in. stays and secured by Yi-'m. bolts.

.\ bed of concrete six inches deep forms the floors of these pits.

The side walls are of brick, 12 in. thick. A flii,'ht of brick stairs of

live steps is built at either end of the pits.

A fireproof wall separates the storage barns from the machine

shop. This shop is served by three tracks, with the two pits which

extend through the central portion of the room. Two of these

tracks extend through the paint shop, which is located at the rear

of the machine shop. The paint shop is separated from the other

parts of the building by a brick partition and the openings over the

two tracks arc closed by steel doors. The floor of the paint shop is

of concrete, sloped for proper drainage, so that cars may be washed

before being painted.

The south bay of the Imilding comprises the several small shops

/g9'-6^ -

PLAN OF BOTH OLD AND NEW CAR BARNS AND SHOPS OF THE SAGINAW VALLEY TRACTION CO.
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;iiul lliat portion of the- macliim- shop containing Ilit- repair tools.

The front end of tlu' hay is (hvidcl into stvi-ral oflicc' rooms, adja-

cent to which is tlif armature room. Reyoiirl the portion of the

shop using machine tools is located the hlacksniith shop, the slock

room and the carpenter shop.

The machine shop is equipped for handling repair work with an

overhead pneumatic hoist system. Over each of the two tracks

having wide pits is hung an I-heam. the lower Ranges of which

support the carriages of tlie pmiunalic hoists. An I-heam trackway

hnilt in the sliapc of a circle, .v ft. in diameter, is located near the

rear of this shop adjacent to the machine tools, so that trucks,

motors, etc., which are to he repaired may he handled hy these hoists

and deposited near the machine tools l-'Mr lioi^iiiis; pnrposi-« six

.M.\CU1NK SHOP .\ND TOOLS.

lo-in. and two 8-in. hoists, manufactured by the Northern Engineer-

ing Works, of Detroit, Mich., are used. The air for operating these

is furnished by a horizontal compressor built by the Franklin Air

Compressor Works. Franklin. Pa., driven by a G. E. 20-h. p. 500-

volt motor.

The equipment of the m.ichine shop and its arrangement is such

that repair work may be handled with economy and efficiency.

Among the tools installed are a wheel press of 200 tons capacity

VIEW llETWEEN TR.M. KS, ^H^lWi.NG WIDE PITS.

made by the Niles Tool Works; a 36-in. wheel boring machine of

the same make ; planer, with S-ft. bed. manufactured by the Ames
Manufacturing Co.; l6-in. shaper manufactured by the Smith &
Xiles Co. and furnished by the C. C. Warner Machinery Co., of

Detroit, Mich.; drill press with 16-in. table, made by Prentice Bros.,

Worcester, Mass.; lathe with 5'j-ft. bed and 2i!^-in. swing, made by

the Lodge & Davis Machine & Tool Co.; and a 3Vi-ft. lathe with

14-in. swing, manufactured hy the Porter Machine Works. Power

for the operation of these machines i* supplied by a G. IC. lo-h. p.

motor driving two line shafts supported from the ceiling.

The system for heating the offices, shops and employes' club rooms

was installed by the Green Fuel Ivrononiizcr Co. This system con-

INTEKUMI1.\S CSBS IN NEW BARS

i~ts of a steel-plate blower in connection with the Green patent

heating coils and a system of galvanized iron ducts running near

the ceiling and discharging the air into the various rooms. The air

is discharged in the pit of the wash-room. In the paint-shop it is

discharged near the ceiling so as to avoid stirring up the dust

which would otherwise be distributed were this air discharged into

the room through the pits. In the machine shop and other shops

the air is discharged alHiut 12 feet from the floor line through suit-

able openings, each opening licing provided with a damper. The
openings leading into the offices are provided with registers and

means for shutting them oflf. The coils and fans are located directly

above the boiler. The steam is taken from the dome, carried to the

top of the coils, the water condensations being led from the bottom

.\RR.\NCEMF.XT OF HE.VTINC .\PP.\RATUS.

of these coils directly back to the boiler below the water line. This

return connection is provided with a Daniells' section tee for equal-

izing the pressure between the coils and the boiler. The system is

designed for using any pressure up to 100 lb. \o pumps are neces-

sary for retuniing the water to the boiler, and after the motor is

started the system will require no m.ire .ittention than that of 3

common house heating .system.

The Green Bay Traction Co. has recently shortened the running

time of its cars between Kaukauna and Green Bay. Wis. The dis-

tance between these two cities is 23 miles and the running time 55

minutes, which allows an hourly schedule with a tive-minute lay-

over. In this distance of 2S miles there are 10 steam road crossings

at which tlie electric cars must be stopped and flagged ahead, and

there is also a trackage of 3 miles in city streets, and a swinging

draw bridge at which a stop must always be made. The usual

number of stops, other that tiie 1 1 mentioned stops, which must al-

ways be made, averages about 20.



Fall Electing, New England Street Railway Club.

The second Fall meeting of the New England Street Railway

Club was held in Boston at the American House on the evening of

November 23rd, President Potter being in the chair. The speaker

of the occasion was Mr. W. S. Bartholomew, western manager of

the Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Chicago, his subject being "Air

Brakes for Electric Cars." The paper constituted an exhaustive

summary of the present status of air brakes in electric traction

service. Some of the more important features follow

:

There are several very important reasons why air brakes are now

considered to be an essential part of the equipment of an electric

car. Among these are: economy of operation, saving in time of

operation and safety. First cost is no longer as influential a factor

as it was in the days when the street railways were changing from

other powers to electricity. The increase in car weights from 7

and 10 tons upward and the gain in speeds which accompanied this,

soon demonstrated that hand brakes were inadequate to cope with

the situation. The difference between the cost of operation of an

electric car equipped with air brakes and one equipped with hand

brakes is over lo per cent in favor of the former, for the reason

that it is necessary for the purpose of safety to operate through

the streets in. congested districts with the shoes close to the wheels

on hand-braked cars in order to prevent accidents, whereas with

air brakes the shoes can be left free from the wheels, as an em-

ergency application can be made without the time element necessary

with the hand-braked car. The saving of time in operation is well

shown in the recent case of a steam passenger train which was

operated 200 miles by hand brakes on account of a failure of the

air brake equipment, and was two hours behind time for no other

reason than that extra caution was necessary and that the stopping

of the train required an abnormally long time with the hand equip-

ment. This feature will from now on be of great importance in

the operation of electric cars and trains, especially in connection

with electrified steam railroads, where the higher acceleration of

the electric motor demands improved deceleration as well.

The accident account is a hea\'j' strain upon electric railway

finances, and it would seem desirable for the American Street &

Interurban Railway Association proper, and also the .Mechanical

Association, to reconmiend a standardization of practice in regard

to draw bar strains and foundation brake rigging, and the com-

pulsoo' application of power brakes to cars of a given weight and

for speeds in excess of some stated normal speed. Although the

use of the air brake to improve the factor of safety was long ago

practiced in electric car work, the conditions are at present changing

so rapidly that what was necessary three or four years ago to simply

improve on hand brakes does not meet the present conditions any

better than the hand brakes did at that time. Unless proper consid-

eration is given to the extreme maximum speed at which the cars

are likely to run to make up lost time after a delay, serious acci-

dents are liable to occur. It is just as essential that the appliances

on the car should be such as to make a stop possible in the same

number of feet at 60 miles per hour as has heretofore been possible

at 30 miles per hour.

Until quite recently the tendency of electric roads has been to in-

crease the size of each individual vehicle until we now have inter-

urban cars weighing 98,000 lb. complete, without live load. Certain

disadvantages are now becoming apparent in the operation of single

heavy vehicles in interurban service. It is necessary to operate the

heavy vehicle at all times during light and heavy traffic; large mo-

tors require high floors, which are inconvenient for passengers; the

broader wheel treads and deeper flanges make trouble with the ordi-

nary city special work ; the cars are too long for satisfactory oper-

ation around 35 to 40-ft. radius street corner curves; and finally,

the diflficulty of handling the heavy currents required by platform

controllers has led to the use of multiple unit control, where the

contacts are made and broken beneath the car floor instead of on

the platform and the vehicles may readily be operated in trains. The

tendency is therefore toward modified weights, with trains of from

two to five cars, the length of train being adapted to the traffic.

Mr. Bartholomew then emphasized a number of different methods

of combining motor cars and trailers in trains, specifying the fields

of usefulness of single car, locomotive and motor-trailer operation.

He made it clear that one standard air brake equipment could not be

used for all these several and separate conditions.

Although the automatic air brakes now in use on steam railroads

will doubtless serve in their present form to meet steam railroad

conditions for some years to come, such equipment was not 'originally

designed for the widely varying conditions of operation pertaining

to electric roads. There are several reasons for this. The appli-

cations of the brakes on electric cars are likely to follow each other

m such quick succession that there is not enough time for the proper

recharging of the auxiliary or braking reservoirs, a graduated re-

lease of the brakes is necessary to make smooth stops with due

regard to the standing load, and with the standard automatic equip-

ment the release of pressure from the brake cylinders is complete

when once started; a prompt response of the brakes after an appli-

cation has been made and released is very essential; the small brake

pipe volume found in the equipment of motor cars with automatic

brakes prevented flexibility in the release graduations ; and, finally,

the standard automatic equipment was designed for use with an air

supply on the head end of the train only. Individual compressors

have now come into pretty general use, and changes made in the

standard equipment to secure an equal division of pump labor.

For single car work "straight air" brakes serve the purpose well,

and provide sufficient flexibility to meet the most varying conditions

of car weight and speed. They will probably continue to be used

as in the past, but with very large cars and very high speeds, say

trom 50 to 65 miles per hour, an additional braking effort must be

provided to bring the car to rest within comparatively short dis-

tances. The rotation of the armatures at these high speeds is a mat-

ter of considerable moment. Two separate conditions must be met

by the brake valve—in an emergency the maximum pressure should

be instantly applied to the wheels, which ordinarily will not skid at

high speeds, and at the lower speeds the braking effort must not be

great enough to cause sliding. With the lighter cars and slower

speeds previously found no special necessity existed for such an ar-

rangement. Straight air brakes have too many shortcomings, par-

ticularly in the factor of safety, to be satisfactory to train service.

Considering automatic air brakes, the speaker then stated that

when a motor car is to be operated alone most of the time, with a

non-motor trailer attached in rush hours, on Sundays, holidays, etc.,

a combination braking equipment is furnished, in which the straight

air feature is the most prominent, with an additional small triple

valve and second hose connection which will apply the brakes auto-

matically in the event of a rupture in the hose connections or piping,

or in the event of the emergency position of the brake valve being

used. This arrangement prevents the use of an excessive amount of

air by the motorman and tends to check the too free use of the

emergency position in stopping.

When a motor car and a non-motor trailer are operated together

continually it is unnecessary to have a straight air brake pure and

simple for handling the motor car singly, and if a straight air re-

lease of the brakes from the brake cylinder of the head car be

added to the automatic equipment, together with an arrangement to

enable the brake applications to follow each other immediately

without danger of depleting the au.xiliary reservoir pressure, the

conditions can be better met with automatic brakes than with

straight air. This type of equipment requires but a single hose line

and a simple brake valve, which is a great advantage in surface car

work, and the brakes are applied practically simultaneously on both

front and rear cars. One application after another can be made in

quick succession, and any rupture of the piping or breaking apart

of the train will at once apply the brakes on both vehicles. By the

use of the straight air motor release, the train can be handled with

great smoothness. In practice the braking effort on the motor car

is slightly in excess of that on the trailer. This equipment is the

automatic brake in its simplest form, but it is designed to meet the
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new conditions of surface car operation in two car trains where a

lighter car is hauled behind a heavier motor car.

Mr. Bartholomew then described in detail a new automatic air

brake equipment specially suited to the operation of two .ind three

car trains, composed of all motor cars or motor and trailers in

multiple unit control trains. This equipment i» designed tu prevent

the overcharging of the train line and consetiuently the overcharging

of all the au.xiliary reservoirs on the front cars of the train, which

is a very important point in the handling of short trains, and

especially single cars with automatic air brakes, as it is essential to

have a quick response of the brakes at all times. With this equip-

ment short trains can be handled with a flexibility and saiVty not

previously attained, and the triple valve is arranged to graduate the

release of the brakes. The applications arc also graduated and the

brake valve is regularly furnished with a straight air release position

which can be used or not as the circumstances warrant. Modilica

tions of this equipment can readily be made to meet conditions

which Mr. Bartholomew descrilied in detail. It is furnished with a

single pipe system for ordinary motor trains, but a double pipe line

is desirable for trains equipped with pneumatically operated doors

or other devices, to provide an alternative method of operating these

special features in case of a pump failure. It is not advisable to

apply this equipment to a larger train than three cars regularly, or

possibly four cars in exceptional cases, as the triple valves have no

quick action features sufficient to eliminate the time element in long

trains. The advantages which lie in this equipment are the quick

recharge feature of the triple valve, together with the graduated

release at the triple valve and the use of the straight air release

at the motorman's brake valve. .Ml the parts are designed to secure

the lowest possible cost of maintenance and repairs, and the triple

valves are of the new pipeless design, so that they can be readily

removed for inspection and cleaning without the necessity of break-

ing any pipe connections whatever.

For electric trains of four cars or more, all motor cars or motors

and trailers with multiple unit control, the conditions of having each

unit self-accelerating and each motor car equipped complete with

compressors, brake valves, etc., make it necessary to provide for the

division of pump labor and also make it possible to secure with an

independent air supply on each of the motor cars refineraents im-

possible in steam railroad service. In describing two practically

similar equipments which secure these refinements Mr. Bartholomew

stated that it was a very important engineering accomplishment to

secure in a single schedule graduated release, quick recharge of aux-

iliary reservoirs, quick serial service application, no overcharging of

brake pipe, prompt response of triple valves after full release, inde-

pendent operation of all compressors in a train, and a single hose

pipe. The most prominent installations of these equipments (.West-

inghouse Air Brake Co's. A M Q and A M R schedules) are 418

cars on the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Ry. of Chicago, 175

cars on the Long Island railroad's electrically operated division,

besides trains on the Boston Elevated and Manhattan Elevated.

For service with locomotives and trailers, either steam or electric,

a schedule '"E T" is now available, the particular features being

independent control of the brakes on the locomotives, a holding

position to retain the locomotive brakes when releasing train brakes

and maintained pressure in the brake cylinder on the locomotive at

whatever point desired. All the features of quick charge and grad-

uated release apply to this equipment, together with the regular

Westinghouse quick-action features in the triple valves and a new-

departure in the way of a quick service feature in the triple valves.

Five-pound graduations of the release can readily be secured. The
quick service feature is an arrangement of parts in the triple valve

to secure the use of brake pipe pressure to aid in raising the brake

cylinder pressure in service applications and reduce the time ot

-erial action through the train, whereas heretofore this feature has

lieen confined to emergency applications only. The time of serial

action has now been reduced one-half, at least, so that larger trains

can be handled with greater smoothness and facility than with the

former schedules. With this equipment on a locomotive the highest

speed passenger trains can be handled as well as freight trains, or

even switching can be satisfactorily done.

The latest development in air brakes is the electric-pneumatic

system '"No. 3." The apparatus is not strictly an air brake schedule,

but consists of additional devices to be used in connection with any

of the preceding schedules. These devices consist of electric tops

for the brake valves, a Coo-ohm rheosUt on each car, from which

the train brakes are opcraicd. an additsonai safety valve for the

brake cylinder, speoal switches fur ctitting in or out the electric side

of the equipment, electric jumpers and vxicets for carrymg a two-

line electric circuit through the train, a special br.icket, on which are

mounted the electric application -• ' - - -^•-. to which

bracket is piped the triple valve < -ry reservoir

connection. T I r-:

the application ^'

the same lime to >ccui<

suits on each car, no m -

.
. ^•:

The electric lop is ^1 arc

in the pneumatic r<
.

'«! of

operation of this equipment is as follows:

The pneumatic side of the equipment is left intact, and is complete

and in reserve at all times for immediate use- When the electric

contacts correspond to the full release position of the brake vahre,

the triples are in release position also, and the auxiliary reservoir

is ii that the triple vai. is open t/j the

atni. the pipe up to thr >cket- The first

movciiitni Kji iiii brake valve . the right closes a

circuit, which energizes the t 'losing the exhaust

from the .itmosphcrc. This is the The next

slight movement to the right energi- .gnet, which

permits auxiliary reservoir pressure to flow into the brake cylinder

through the triple valve exhaust, as long as the handle is kept in

the electric application pr>sition, but if the hand is brought back

to the lap position the brake cylinder pressure is held on all cars,

as the atmospheric exhaust is still held electrically dosed. The re-

lease graduations are then made by moving the handle still further

to the left, breaking the circuit and exhausting the brake cylinder

pressure into the atmosphere. These grs ication and

release can be made with any degree • red. These

operations take place without the movement of the triple valve

proper, and applications can be made as rapidly as dcsire<l, especially

with the new quick recharging equipment, and this without the dis-

charge of air beyond the ability of the equipment to immediately

replenish. This new electrical apparatus gives practically straight

air on each car with a uniform braking head of 70 lb., or whatever

the feed valve pressure is arranged for. The system goes far be-

yond anything previously possible with straight air, as there is abso-

lutely no time element whatever in serial action from car to car,

as the same results take place at each brake cylinder in the train

simultaneously. The base of the deceleration curve is as short, if

not shorter, than with automatic brakes, and by the use of the re-

finement of graduation above mentioned it is possible to secure a

deceleration curve that is practically a straight line, as the brake

cylinder pressure can be kept in the exact ratio of the negative

deceleration and the use in the curve of the coefficient of friction.

An important commercial advantage of the equipment occurs in the

fact that it uses very much less air than any other equipmeiit, even

with straight air. Xo train pipe reduction or other waste of air is

required to secure a brake application, and as the electric valves are

of rather small portage, the possibility of to - being used

is remote. With the ordinary motorman it b : it a sivicg

of at least 50 per cent of the air used can be made. As the time

for permitting the brake handle to remain in one positioa is the same

for any length of train, the element of judgment necessary for the

motorman to use with other equipments is almost entirely elim-

inated by the use of electrically operated brakes. \It. Bartholomew

stated that it is his belief that the electro-pneumatic brakes have

come to stay, especially with electric roads operating trains of vary-

ing lengths. The additional electn :f necessary to secure

these results does not stand in the w „ :i ioption of this equip-

ment with electrically operated roads, as the officials are familiar

with more complicated devices lor everyday use. A pn>babie eariy

improvement in this equipment will be the operating of brakes on

trains with motor cars entirely electrically, widi no hose connectioas

lierween cars, although the prospecr is that the pnenmatic-aatoaiatic

brake will be retained as a reserve for some time to come. It is

only necessary to move the brake valve handle further to the right.

to the regular automatic serx-ice and emergency positioas, to operate

the brakes in the ordinary maimer.

The meeting closed with a nnanimoos rising vote of ttiMJrc to

Mr. Bartholomew.
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COURTESY.
Rules regarding courtesy were recently issued by T. E. Mitten,

president of the Chicago City Railway Co., and at that time re-

ceived considerable attention from the daily press in the way of

editorial comment and cartoons. Courtesy is one of the most valu-

able assets of cither an individual or a corporation, and especially

is this true of an electric or steam railway company and its em-
ployes. The personnel of a railway company is an important factor

in the solicitation and retention of traffic and on competitive busi-

ness the company that has the reputation of treating its patrons

with courtesy and respect is the one which will secure the larger

share of the business. A large increase in traffic on a well known
western line was attributed to the fact that the passenger depail-

nient saw that its employes were courteous and also that the com-

pany had the foresight to advise the public of this important and

nuich appreciated characteristic.

The development of courtesy in employes is a compriratively slow

process and if the environment of a man has not been good, it is

with some difficulty that he cultivates courtesy. Perhaps the most

effective cure for lack of courtesy is to be treated with courtesy.

Superior officers and patrons of the electric railway companies can

do much to develop and command this characteristic in employes

by treating them in the way that the employes should treat the

road's patrons. In other words—"Do unto others as ye would that

they should do unto you."

PORTABLE SUB-STATIONS AND FIRE HAZARDS.
The usefulness of portable sub-stations in taking care of con-

centrated loads, varying largely in amount and location at different

seasons of the year, has long been appreciated in electric railway

circles. Until quite recently the ordinary wooden box or fiat car

used on steam roads has been the housing for the transformers

and rotaries or motor-generators comprising the portable equip-

ment. In inany cases, absolutely no provision has been made in

the way of fire protection or extinguishment. High potential cir-

cuits have been introduced through suitable glass or porcelain bush-

ings and the interior wiring has generally been carefully installed,

but the hazard of housing from $20,000 to $40,000 worth of electrical

equipment in a wooden housing costing less than $500 has often

been overlooked. Even the installation of sand buckets, asbestos

blankets and chemical extinguishers has not served to make the

box car sub-station any 100 safe.

New portable sub-stations recently equipped for the Long Island

R. R. represent a praiseworthy advance in design. They are con-

structed on steel cars which are ordinarily housed in concrete-

steel sheds. As each of these sub-stations has a rated capacity of

1,000 kw., it is evident th.it the cost of using fireproof instead

of wooden cars can be but a small percentage of the total invest-

ment—little more in fact than the insurance premium which should

be eliminated by the steel construction. The Long Island practice

also illustrates once more the importance of preventing shut-downs

and consequent loss of traffic by employing a far-sighted design

in an essential department of its motive pnwer supply.

SUBURBAN FARES IN MASSACHUSETTS.
An important decision recently made public by the Railroad Com-

mission of Massachusetts arouses new interest in the suburban fare

problem, with particular reference to the reduction of transfer privi-

leges. In approving the petition of the Boston & Northern Street

Railway Co., for consent to withdraw certain transfer privileges in

Reading, Wakefield, Melrose, Stoneham and Sangers, the Board

sanctions the cutting down of transfers to a point which makes

possible for one fare a ride between adjacent town centers, or be-

tween any part of one town and the center of the next, but not

between any part of one town and any part of the next. The com-

pany's petition also recited that the fares were to be raised in some

instances. The Board does not pass upon the reasonableness of

this course, but suggests that possibly a less radical change than a

doubling of rates would be a wise policy. The intimation of a

compromise between 5 and 10 cents opens a wide field of specula-

tion as to the future of street railway fares in suburban munici-

palities.

A very casual analysis of the financial operations of the suburban

lines in Massachusetts shows beyond the shadow of a doubt that

the present density of traffic is inadequate in most cases to pay a
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reasonable profit upmi tlic improved service given in comparison

with that of a few years ago, unless a rc-atljustnient of fares be

effected. One need not pose as an alarmist to hold this view; the

fact simply remains that the lavish provision of (inicki-r, more com-

fortable and larger service, with connecting lines and through cars

which the companies have made, has outstripped the increase in

gross earnings which is needed to make good the extra expense and

to provide ,1 just return upon the invested capital. Last year, for

example, the Boston & Northern earned less than 2.5 per cent upon

its capital stock, while the Old Colony Street Railway Co., covering

the distinctly suhnrb.m lield to the south of Boston, earned less than

1.6 per cent. On the west of Boston, the Boston Suburban Electric

Cos. centering in the Newtons made an even poorer showing. In

the case of the Newton & Boston Street Railway Co., a heavy an-

nual loss in operation has been met since 1899, which has impaired

the assets to the extent of over $150,000. Recognizing the impossi-

bility of permanently continuing such conditions, the Board author-

ized this company in May. 11)04, 'o discontinue transfers for 16

motiths as an experimental measure, and at this writing the question

of further extending the time in which transfers may be partially

withdrawn is before the Conimission. The reduction of transfers

to zero increased the receipts per passenger from 3.fx) cents in IQO.^

to 4.67 cents in 1904. In the year ending Sept. 30, 1904, the Newton
roads lost the sum of $23,700; to September, 1905, they gained

$9,000 The transfers have now been in part restored, and it is

hoped that the extreiue expedient of cutting them out altogether

will be unnecessary in the future.

The soundness of the suburban electric railway business is in no

sense imperiled by the necessity of raising fares, or, what is the

same thing, reducing the transfer privilege. The suburban territory

constituting Greater Boston now has a population of 1,300,000

within the ten-mile radius, and although the steam railroad service

in this district is frequent and conunutation rates not much in ex-

cess of one cent per mile, the electric railways, with their still more

frequent service and ability to deliver passengers almost at their

very door, are certain to secure more and more traffic as these com-

munities develop. The Boston & Northern and the Old Colony

Street Railway companies' passenger department is doing splendid

work in the direction of traffic cncoura.gement, and the more gen-

eral use of progressive advertising methods on suburban lines will

do much to increase the total voliune of travel. The point is simply

that facilities have been extended more rapidly than the traffic has

(iftenlinu'S justified, and the public must lie made to realize the

legitimacy of an advance in the tariffs.

The issue of free transfers has been overdone in many instances

to the extent of quite losing sight of the original purpose of supply-

ing them, which was to place travel upon connecting lines upon the

same footing as travel over direct lines. Transfers have often been

issued simply to extend the distance of travel upon a single fare.

Every electric railway manager knows the objections to the use and

abuse of transfers and there is no need of summing these up at this

time. There is no doubt that it is a very difficult inatter to raise

the fare upon any street railway system, regardless of legislative

or judicial sanction, but sooner or later the public will be forced to

recognize the justice of moderate advances, commensurate in

suburban service at least with the greatly improved facilities

offered. No immediate prospect is apparent on purely urban roads

of any increase in fares, but it goes without saying that short in-

terval service with comfortable cars operating at good speeds and

furnishing liberal transfer privileges cannot in the nature of things

be provided at the same rates in the suburbs as in the more densely

populated city proper. The Massachusetts Railroad Commission

seemed to appreciate this fact, judging by the Board's statement in

the Boston & Northern case to the effect that if fares upon that

railroad were for the first time to be established probably no criti-

cism would be made against the proposed management, but as it is

now intended to take back something once granted, there naturally

follows the grievance which always accompanies any act of with-

drawing privileges.

The raising of fares is naturally an unpopular measure, and it is

often taken at the risk of lessening the volume of business. It is

at times complicated by agreements made between companies and

town officials when locations in the streets were granted. If fares

are raised from 5 to 10 cents, seemingly arbitrary distinctions be-

tween long and short distance travel, which often provoke the

through passenger, arc greatly accentuated. In Massachusetts the

zone system has never been favored in street railway practice, and

the effort of interurhan lines to maintain load concessions and at

the same lime to establish a mileage basis for through travel has led

to more or less complaint. The future of lines which do not give

a reasonable return upon the investment involves cither the aban-

donment of the railway, the acceptance of an unsatisfactory service

as better than nothing, or the increase of fares, as was ably p'Mnted

out in the last report of the Board. The American characteristic

of being willing to pay for the best service r.ithcr than to accept

anything inferior at a lower cost will lie of material help in solving

the suburban problem, once the public appreciates the real situation.

In any live American community the stopping of a street railway

line is simply out of (he question, and there is little prospect of the

public's being satisfied with inadequate service. On steam railroads

no one objects to the use <# odd cents in buying transportation, and

the success of coupon books in the middle west deserves the close

study of eastern officials. The future development of suburban fares

in the metropolitan district of Massachusetts promises some inter-

esting results in the light of recent experience.

RECENT AIR BRAKE PROGRESS.
.Mr. W S Bartholomew's admirable New England Street Railway

Club paper on air brakes, abstracted in this issue, deserves the

careful reading of every progressive railroad man, whether his lot

Ik' cast in the steam or electric field. Recent developments in air

brakes have been proceeding at a pace little realized outside the

immediate circles concerned, and the variety of new and effective

equipment lately placed upon the market is little short of a revela-

tion in the flood of light which Mr. Bartholomew has thrown upon

the subject. It is interesting to reflect that a large part of this

progress has been set in motion by the evolution of electric railway

rolling stock, which introduces with heavier cars and higher speeds

conditions of momentum much more exacting in range and flexibility

than anything steaiu railroad practice is likely to produce for some
years to come.

Touching upon the most salient features of the paper, it is note-

worthy that the advantages of straight-air for single car operation

are recognized even in the development of some of the latest

schedules of automatic equipment. The field of straight air is un-

doubtedly the single car of moderate or slight weight running at

speeds not much in excess of 50 miles per hour. With heavier cars

and faster maximum speeds additional refinements in the br.ike

system, capable of stopping the rotation of the armatures, applying

the maximum pressure in the cylinders instantaneously in case of

emergency and reducing the pressure to prevent skidding as the

coefficient of friction ri^es become necessary. With these improve-

ments, straight air will probably remain in favor for a long time to

come, and with the addition of recently developed equipment which

will apply the brakes automatically in the case of a broken hose con-

nection or in the event of the emergency position of the brake valve

being used, straight air is well suited to motor-trailer operation in

situations where the trail car is operated only a small part of the

time. In cases where the trailer is handled continually by the motor

car the automatic system is well adapted to meet the conditions and

in the latest apparatus described by Mr. Bartholomew there are

added to the plain automatic equipment a straight air release of the

brakes from the brake cylinder of the head car and the possibility of

making repeated applications without depleting the pressure in the

auxiliary reservoirs. Although at first glance it might seem that

this method of making a stop would lead to unsatisfactory results,

the arrangement of a slightly greater braking effort on the motor

car permits the slack to run in when the application is made, and

this condition of bunched slack is maintained until the stop is com-

pleted, which insures very smooth operation.

A notable improvement in automatic brakes for multiple unit

trains is found in the arrangement of the triple valves to give a

graduated release of the brakes. Great smoothness of operation re-

sults in this way, especially as regards standing passengers. In the

most advanced pneumatic equipment mentioned for multiple unit

service a veritable triumph of engineering has been consummated

in the incorporation in a single schedule of the features of graduated

release, quick recharge of auxiliary reservoirs, quick serial sen-ice

application, no overcharging of the brake pipe, prompt response of
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triple valves after full release. Independent operation of all com-

pressors in A single train, and all this with a single hose pipe. On
the Metropolitan West Side Elevated railway, of Chicago, 418 cars

are now equipped in this way, with 175 cars on the electrically

operated division of the Long Island, hcsides elevated trains in

New York and Boston. For locomotive service these features have

all been retained, with the addition of a new quick service feature

in the triple valve, which secures the use of brake pipe pressure to

aid in raising the brake cylinder pressure in service applications and

reduce the time of serial action throughout the train. Some of the

worst accidents on elevated railroads have heretofore been due to

the fact that one application after another of the brakes could not

follow in quick enough succession with the standard automatic air

hr.ike equipment. The quick recharge of the auxiliary reservoirs is

therefore a notable advance, and another feature of importance is

found in the maintaining of a bnlance*lielwecn the train pipe and

the auxiliary reservoir pressure, which insures at all times a quick

response of the brakes.

The climax of air brake development, however, seems to be

reached in the new electro-pneumatic system, which points the way
to the use of automatic multiple unit deceleration in the not distant

future. The importance of automatic acceleration occurring simul-

taneously at all the motors in a given train has been realized since

the first commercial experiments were made with multiple unit

control, but it is only recently that the deceleration curve has been

taken in band as of equal importance with the acceleration line.

The new electro-pneumatic brake system described by Mr. Bar-

tholomew consists of a few comparatively simple electrically operated

valves and contacts which can be applied to any one of the modern

air brake equipments for the purpose of further refining the applica-

tion and graduation of the release of the brakes : the connections

are carried throughout the train in a two-wise jumper circuit, with

the result that ahsohitely uniform and instantaneous brake perform-

ances are secured on each car, no matter how long the train may be.

This is a notable advance, for the operations of the brakes in making
service stops are practically equivalent to the use of straight air on

each car; there is no loss of time in serial action, from car to car,

and the advantages of quick recharge and ability to make repeated

applications are prominent features of the equipment. The retarda-

tion curve becomes practically a straight line, and the consumption

of air need not exceed so per cent of what is ordinarily required

with automatic brakes. All this means that satisfactory operation

can be secured even with motormen of small experience, while the

emergency features of the automatic air brake system are available

as well as the regulating feature; of the electric control. There is

no doubt that the new system will prove extremely useful in circum-
stances where the train lengths vary considerably, particularly in

heavy suburban rapid transit service and In branch and main line

operation upon electrified steam railroads. In surface work the
possibility of doing away with the troublesome air hose, which in

summer is far too near the ground for satisfaction and in winter is

often hampered by snow drifts and uncoupled by freezing and
mechanical shock, is of great value, for the electric jumper lines can
be carried between the cars at any convenient height. Surpassing
results are being attaine<l with this equipment on some of the ele-

vated cars in Boston, and the extension of its use will he watched
with interest. In the light of Mr. Bartholomew's paper it appears
that the air brake engineer has left no stone unturned to meet every
exigency of rapid transit ser\-ice, and it would be difficult to specify

a commercial electric or steam railway proposition which, from the
braking standpoint, cannot today be treated with selective economy
and assured success.

TIE POSSIBILITIES.

The annual demand for ties is rapidly diminishing the available
supply of our forest lands. Various technical publications have
devoted much space to the problem of perfecting a suitable substi-

tute for the wooden tie and considerable experimentation has been
conducted along this line, but so far no very satisfactory solution

has been arrived at. Sooner or later the time will come when a

substitute for the wooden fie must be found.

Metal and reinforced concrete ties have been experimented with
and results, affording various degrees of satisfaction, obtained.

In Europe the need of a substitute for wooden ties is more press-

ing than here and many more experiments have been made with

the idea of introducing tics of iron and steel. Wliile there is no
doubt but that metal ties are the strongest and most durable of

the substitute ties in use today, some objections have been found

which restrict the general use of metal in tie construction.

The reinforced-concrete tie presents some favorable features but

embodies many objectionable ones. K number of the railroads are

experimenting with the concrete tie, both plain and reinforced, and

there are many such ties in actual service today. Where a high

grade of concrete was used they have been found fairly durable, but

the percentage of failures has been large and must, of necessity,

be so until some method is devised for making a thoroughly mixed

and uniform concrete. When this has been accomplished the con-

crete tie will, no doubt, be turned out almost as cheaply as the

wooden type.

Ai in the metal tie. the difficulty of permanently attaching the

rail to the tie is encountered, so the jar of the rail upon the rigid

concrete is objectionable, although the objectionable feature might

be eliminated by the introduction of a cushion of lead, or other

inelastic material, between the rail and the tie. It cannot be as-

sumed that every method of reinforcing the concrete has been ex-

hausted and a spirit seems to be prevalent to try the reinforced

concrete to a conclusion.

There has recently come under our attention a tie made of

reinforced vitrified clay or shale, a description of which appears

elsewhere in this issue. It has a distinct advantage over concrete

in being homogeneous. The molecular tension of clay and clay

being manifestly much greater than that of cement, sand and broken

stone. The fact that streets paved with bricks of vitrified clay

have withstood, for long periods, the traffic of heavy trucks over

them, presents a strong argument in favor of the idea.

But here again we encounter the difficulty of rail fastening and

the jar upon the rolling stock. These seem to be crucial points

in the tie problem and attention should be especially directed toward

overcoming these difficulties.

Long before the railroads find themselves without a satisfactory

timber supply, some suitable substitute for the wooden tie will no

doubt be evolved. Preservatives for wooden ties are being more
and more used and much effort is being directed toward prolonging

the life of the wood. There is somctliing to be said both for and

against the use of timber preservatives. Creosote is today the

preservative most generally used and experiments have been made
with the creosoting process for about 40 years.

An examination of its cross-section, shows a piece of timber

to be composed of a number of cells of varying sizes, firmly united.

Decay is caused by the entrance of living organisms into these

cells, and the treatment of timber consists in the introduction of

substances which will kill these destroying agent?. Whatever is to

be used must penetrate all parts of the timber remaining there per-

manently. Creosote seems to fulfill these conditions in a satisfactory

manner.

In the process of preparing the timber for impregnation an ob-

jectionable feature is brought to light. The preliminary processi

of steam seasoning which the timber undergoes in most of the

treating plants in the United States, tends to weaken the cell walls

and render the wood brittle. The U. S. Department of Agriculture

has made tests upon treated and untreated wood, and in many
instances the results turned out in favor of the untreated sticks.

The tests of time and use, which are the most pertinent, seem to

result in favor of the creosoted timber.

In a southern city there are creosoted sap pine ties that have
been in service in street railway track for more than 15 years and
are said to be good for nearly as much longer. Sap pine is the

poorest and cheapest grade of lumber in the South, on account of its

open and porous nature, yet it is the most successfully treated.

These treated ties are said to cost about 40 cents apiece.

The London & Northwestern R. R., the greatest standard road

in England, is now getting 21 years of life out of wooden ties by

creosoting them at a cost of 15 cents per tie.

But at some future time the scarcity of available tie timber which
can be treated with preservatives will necessitate the use of con-

crete, metal or tile, or perhaps some manufacturing by-product, as

a foundation for railway track rails. Saw-dust, leather-scraps,

chemical by-products or even paper might be used as the basis of

a composite mass which would answer every requirement. At the

proper time something of this nature will no doubt be brought to

light.
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Rochester, Syracuse & Eastern Railroad Co.

'Ilic vvi>il< of i(mstrin;liiiii of the first 37 miles of the Koeheslcr,

Syracuse & liasteni R. K., I,ctwci-ii KiK-h<-ster anil Lyons, N. Y.,

has heen practically coinpleteil, I In- cnnslniclion of the reniaininK

45 miles of this H^-niile, doiihle-lrack road, hetwecn Lyons and .Syra-

cuse, will soon 111- coniincnceil, and it is expected that the entire

line will he finishcil laic in I'lcy h'rom Kochester the road takes

an easterly direction thriniKli llic connties of MIonroe, Wayne, Cay-

nga and Onondaga to Syracuse. Between Rochester and Lycms the

portion of the road n.^w completed passes throngh the towns of

iiiiglilon, Dcspalili. haiiport, I'.nypt, Mlacedon, Palmyra, Port Gib-

son and Newark,

Ontside of the vill.-iKe streets the track is conslriicted with jo-lli.

Trail in U> ft. lengths, and a go-lh. 'I'-rail is nscd through the

villages. Ihcre are at least six inches of gravel hallast under the

ties, and this is hroughl up level with the top of the lies. The tics

are 6x8in. x8 ft., long leaf southern pine and spaced 32 to the

rail. Ill the villages plug honds are used, wliile outside the village

limits the honds arc soldered lo the he,-i<l of tin- rail. The honds arq

C reek and Krie Canal at Lyoin, consiMs of 400 ft. of steel Ircbllc

approach and a 170-ft. span and 150-ft. sp;in through pin-connected

trusses.

'Hie car equipment is at present under construction and will

consist of 10 passenger cars, 50 ft. 6 in. over all. Light of these

arc being built by the Niles Car & ManiifacliirinK Co., Nilcs, O,,

and two by the (i. C. Knhlman Car Co., Cleveland, O. The Niles

company is also building two express car' and one construction

car.

Two snow plows have been ordered by the company, one of

these being a large double-truck rotary plow iHiilt by the Peckham

Manufacturing Co., Kingston, N. Y., and the other a double-end

Russell snow plow built t.y the Russell Car & Snow Plow Co.,

Kidgway, Pa. The latter is the first plow of this lyj>e which has

been constructed for electric railway service. The trucks arc all

of the .M. C. B. type, of very heavy construction, with 6-in. axles

and steel-tired wheel'.

Westinghousc No. 119. i lo-h. p.. atid Wcstinghouse No. 121, 85-

h. p. motors will l>e used. .Ml cars arc to l>c equippcrl with four

motors and nearly all of the cars will l)e provided with Westing-

.\i.\r siuiwiNi; coMri.ETEii roKiioN (ji.- kochester, svkacuse & e.\.stekn k. k.

300,000 c. m., and the four rails are cross-hoiidcd every 600 ft. The
road is huill eiUircly on private right of way except through the

villages, and has 12-ft. track centers.

The overliead equipment is of span construction. The poles are

35 ft. long with 8-in. tops and 14-in. hutfs. set 6 ft. in the ground,

the face of the pole being 8 ft. from the center of the nearest track.

The poles are anchored at frequent intervals by Crou.se- Hinds fluke

anchors and 3/16-in. steel-strand guys. The trolley is No. 0000

grooved copper wire and the feeders are two 500,000-c. m. cables.

A telephone line of No. 10 wire is installed. There are two circuits

with additional circuits for sigilals. making in all six wires. There

is also a duplicate high-tension line of No. 2 wire in triangles, 60

u). and 36 in. respectively, the 36 in. being used for emergency

only.

The arches, viaducts and structures are of concrete and steel,

and the live loads have been assumed as a train of cars, each

car being 60 tons in weight, 60 ft. long, and 46 ft. center to center

of trucks. There are several concrete arches, and the following im-

portant steel structure? : A viaduct over the New York Central &
Hudson River R. R. (Auburn Branch), at Brighton, consisting of

a loo-fl. through plate girder span with a 400-ft. steel trestle approach

on each side, with spans 32 ft. center to center. The total length

of the bridge is 900 ft. .\ ;s-ft. plate girder deck span has been

constructed over Irondequoit Creek; a 6o-ft. plate girder through

span over Penfield Road and Thomas Creek ; a loo-ft. through truss

span over Ganargua Creek ; a 240-ft. skew span, through pin con-

nected trusses, over the Eric Canal at Fairport. A viaduct erected

over the New York Central & Hudson River R. R., between Newark

and Lyons, consists of one 254-ft. span, pin connected through truss,

one 7S-ft. plate girder deck span, and 10 spans of 30 ft. each, the

latter being steel trestle approach ; and a viaduct over the Ganargua

house multiple unit switch type of control. The air brake equip-

ment for all cars will be supplied by the Westinghousc Traction

Brake Co., and will be its latest type .^. M. T. gradual rcleai^e

automatic, so that the cars may l)e operated in trains, if desired.

The snow plows will have Westinghousc straight air brake equip-

ment.

Work on the power house at Lyons is being pushed forward as

rapidly as possible. Most of the apparatus is now in place and the

work of piping and wiring is well under way. The equipment will

consist of two i,soo-kw., 3,300-volt Westinghousc-Parsons turbo-

generator units, two 400-kw. rotan.- converters with the necessary

switchboard panels and transformers for handling the transmission

line current of 33,000 volts. The boiler plant consists of six 360-

h. p. Heine boilers fitted with Heine superheaters for 130 degrees

superheat. The condensing apparatus and air pumps are furnished

by the Alborger Condensing Co., and are of the surface condensing

type. The feed pumps are furnished by the Deane Steam Pump
Co., Holyoke, Mass. .^n economizer of 400 pipes, which was

built by the B. F. Sturtevant Co., Boston, Mass.. is being

installed. For this section of the road there will be three sub-

stations located approximately 10 miles from the power house

and 10 miles apart, in two or which there will be installed txvo

400-kw. rotaries and the necessary- transformers and switchboards.

The third one of these sub-stations will be fitted with 500-kw.

rotaries. The sub-station buildings are now nearly completed, and

it is expected that the power plant will be ready to operate early

in the coming year.

The Syracuse Railroad Construction Co. has the contract for

the entire work and the work was sublet to the following con-

tractors : The engineering work was done by the Syracuse Construc-

tion company's own engineers. The contractors for the grading
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were : Fred T. Ley & Co., Springfield, Mass. ; the John Shields

Construclion Co., New Vorl< City, and J. G. White & Co., New
York City. The latter contractor also had the contract for the

track laying ard overhead work. The Owego Bridge Co. con-

structed and erected three of the smaller bridges, and the .American

Bridge Co. supplied the others.

The officers of the Rochester, Syracuse & Kastern Railroad Co.

are: President, L. C. Smith; secretary, C. .X. Lux; treasurer, C. H.

Hiscock; general manager, C. D. Bisbec ; chief engineer, Thomas H.

Mather ; electrician, R. A. Dyer, jr.

November Meeting, Ohio Interurban Railway
Association.

The Novcniher niccting of the Ohio Interurban Railway .Asso-

ciation was held at the Tod House, Yovuigstown, November 23rd.

The attendance was about forty, including a good number of rail-

way men from the district around Youngstown.

It was announced by President Spring that the plan of the

appointment of a permanent secretary and the formation of a pub-

lication and publicity bureau was meeting with considerable encour-

agement and that he hoped to interest the Indiana roads in the

project but action could not be definitely taken until the other

roads had been consulted. The ne.xt meeting of the association

will be held at the Chittenden Hotel, Columbus, Dec. 2ist, when

it is hoped some definite action can be taken regarding the perma-

nent secretaryship.

The annual meeting of the association will be held January 25th

at the .MgoiKiuin Hotel, Dayton, and plans are being made for a

large gathering and a magnificent banquet. A nominating com-

mittee, composed of Robert Dittenhaver, Toledo; F. G. Green,

Springfield; F. D. Carpenter, Lima; J. O. Wilson, Cleveland and

J. R. Harrigan, Newark, was appointed. This committee will select

a slate of officers to be voted upcn at the annual meeting.

The announcement was made by J. H. Merrill, chairman of the

transportation committee, that since the last meeting of the asso-

ciation the Richmond Street & Interurban Ry., the Indianapolis,

Columbus & Southern Ry., and the Kokomo, Marion & Western

Ry. have adopted the interchangeable coupon book of the Ohio

Interurban Railway Association. The committee had also received

a communication from the Muncie, Hartford & Ft. Wayne Ry.,

indicating its intention of joining the agreement.

Interline Tickets.

The first subject under discussion was the revision of the present

fonn of interline ticket. Theodore Stebbins, of the .Xppleyard

system, who introduced the subject said that while the present

form of interline ticket now sanctioned by the association is sat-

isfactory under certain conditions, yet the work of the agents is

increased and especially in large terminal cities is the work slow.

He suggested a form of multiple destination ticket used by some

steam roads, in which the agent folds the coupons and punches

the routes and destinations with one operation.

F. J. J. Sloat, of the Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo Traction Co.

said that while the skeleton form of ticket at present in use was

largely used by steam roads, he thought that operators of the

interurban roads must work out some improvement. He thought in-

terurban roads had too many varieties of tickets. He suggested the

use of a so-called "Closed System" in which the receipt is issued in

duplicate, the duplicate section remaining in a locked bo.x so that

the conductors cannot manipulate the receipts. The conductor set-

tles on balances, deducting his change and turning in all other

money to the auditor who compares it with the receipt stubs

locked in the box. He felt that this scheme would be more sat-

isfactory than the card tickets which are not issued in duplicate sets.

F. W. Coen, of the Lake Shore Electric Ry., believed that if the

steam roads could have improved the present form of interline

ticket they would have done so some time ago. He thought Mr.

Sloat's scheme objectionable, in that it would necessitate the use

of very thin paper, and that since the tickets would be handled

so often that they should be on heavy paper.

A. L. Neereamcr, of the Columbus, Delaware & Marion Ry., said

that he had seen many experiments with so-called multiple-destina-

tion tickets and that since they were not used to advantage on steam

roads that they were less liable to be on electric roads, where ticket

agents and conductors are usually of an inferior class. He said

that there was nothing on the coupons, advocated by Mr. Sloat,

to indicate to what point the passenger might be going, and that

he wanted to know, immediately, where a passenger came from

and where he got off; he wanted full explanations from the other

fellow and thought that the interline business on electric roads

could be worked out so that everything would be above board.

After a general discussion the chair on motion appointed Messrs.

Sloat. Stebbins and Merrill as a committee to suggest improvements

in the present form of interline tickets.

Steel-Tired Wheels

The discussion of the subject of steel-tired wheels was opened by

W. E. Rolston, master mechanic of the Dayton & Troy Electric

Ry. He said that his road on which the service is quite severe

had been using steel-tired wheels for four years, and he believes

a chilled wheel unsafe for such hard service. On this road an

average mileage of from 200,000 to 250,000 miles has been secured,

with 2Vi-in. tires. They are now trying 39-in. wheels, with SVi-'in.

tires with which they expect to get 400,000 miles. When cars are

first equipped, the wheels are allowed to run 97,500 miles and then

a 7-16-in. turning is made. Mr. Rolston believes that it is better

economy to make more turnings and take off less steel each time,

but this plan has not been fully decided. He stated that the cost

for turning the steel-tired wheels, had been reduced to $1.10, by

using the best material and employing a 20-cent per hour man.

He strongly recommended steel-tired wheels for city service, and

said that his road was using them on some of its small city cars.

Mr. W. C. Elmersdorf, master mechanic of the Youngstown &
Sharon Ry., said that the first steel-tired wheels his road used had

cast-iron centers and that the tires came loose. They are now

using a steel center with the steel tire, and it is giving good service.

He stated that these wheels, some of which have been run 127.000

miles, have one-half inch turned off, when they are good for 60,000

miles more. He spoke of an advantage of steel-tired wheels, in

that the fiat spots roll out, and their low cost when the total mileage

is considered.

W. H. .\blx,tt. of Roberts & Abbott, Cleveland, said that there

was a great difference in rolled-steel wheels. He had used some

which were made from low carbon steel and which had soft spots

and did not wear uniformly, while others were more satisfactory.

Larger wheels .seemed to stand up better than small ones. He
stated that steel-tired wheels should not be run more than 50.000

miles without returning since there is danger that the flanges will

become sharp and wear quickly. The rolled and forged steel wheel.

made by the Schoen Steel Wheel Co., Pittsburg, Pa., was described

and some of the good results found in its use were enumerated.

F. J. J. Sloat said that he had used steel-tired wheels, but still

favored cast-iron wheels. He said he had to get four times the

mileage to equalize the cost, and he could not do it.

J. A. Paul, superintendent of the Youngstown & Sharon Ry., said

that he had fitted a car with steel-tired wheels on one truck and

rolled-steel wheels on the other, and that the advantage was in

favor of the rolled-steel wheel.

Theodore Stebbins, of the Appleyard system, had found steel-

tired wheels much safer and in the end less expensive than cast

iron.

J. D. Cunningham, of the National Car Wheel Co., said that

out of 30 interurban roads in Ohio, 13 are using steel-tired wheels.

He said the great trouble was that roads demanded cast-iron wheels

at such a low figure that the proper material and care could not

be used in their manufacture.

Further discussion brought out statements that proper care of

trucks makes a great difference in the wear of wheels ; cast-iron

wheels are more economical, but steel-tired wheels are undoubtedly

safer, and that by fitting a car with roller bearing center and side

bearings the flange wear is reduced to a minimum.

Mr. Abbott made suggestions regarding the good results to be

gained by the use of wheel truing brake-shoes instead of turning

steel-tired wheels.

Recording and Other Instruments.

W. H. .Abbott, of the Roberts & Abbott Co., Cleveland, gave an

interesting talk on the use of "Recording and Other Instruments."

He divided the subject into steam and electrical, and sub-divided

the electrical into portable and stationary. The use of portable
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iii.'lrumcMls lias Ihcii iicgloctcd in llic past, but its imporlaticc is

liccoining rcccjyiii/.i.il. A liigli-lfiisioii voltmeter is an iiiiporlani

instrumciil. No matter how carefully a system is designed there

are liable to he accidents or changes in the system, which make ii

necessary lo determine the voltage in any parlicniar dislrict. I'lvery

road should have portable wattmeters to lest out cars. Car honse
men should also have ohmmeters to measure the resistances of field

and arnialure coils. The majority of power station switchhoard.s

are too lavishly etjuipped with inslruments, many of which are never

used. Some of them ought lo be taken down and given lo the

men on the road. Recording pressure gages are desirable for

boiler rooms where only one or two men are employed. 1 hcr-

mometers are coming into use and are necessary where superheated

steam is used. Water meters are desirable but it is hard to tind

an accurate one. A water nielcr is useless, unless a record is also

kept of the coal used.

Mr. Kolston said that a number of portable instruments were

used in the Uayton & 'I'roy ICleclric Ry. shops for testing work.

They use wattmeters in stations to get a record of the daily power
consumption, car mileage, coal and water, ('"ree use of meters in

the station enables llieiii to locile ironlilc proiiiplly and keep a close

check on expenses.

Mr. Sloat said llial llioy had experimented with the wattmeter

on their cars and t.ike careful reading at set times. Regarding

acceleration, he thought it necessary to accelerate ra|)idly in order

to make time.

A general discussion of the use of autciniatic devices for pre-

venting rapid acceleration followed. The general sentiment was

against their use, several serious accidents being attributed to

them.

Charges for Cars on Foreign Roads.

The question of charges for cars on foreign roads, discussed a

year ago, but never satisfactorily settled, was again broughl up.

Mr. Sloat suggested a schedule of rates based upon the weight of

the cars and the capacities of the motors. On the Cincinnati &
Northern m.-ul it costs 13,'-^ cents per car-mile to operate, which

together with the interest charges makes a total cost of 17 cents

per car-mile. J lis rule is to allow the foreign company 2V2 to 3

cents per car-mile, according to the size of the car, while his road

furnishes the pilot and pays the crew.

Mr. .Stelibins said that the .Xppleyard properties allow the foreign

company $5 for the use of the car while on their road. If this is

not satisfactory they pro r.ite with the foreign road on the mileage

basis.

Mr. Coen said that in llie Cleveland district the roads have a

flat rate of 30 cents per car-mile. In the cities of Toledo and

Cleveland there is a terminal charge of $7.50. He thought this

matter ought to be decided at once. Steam road managers knew

what it would cost lo run a car over the tracks of another com-

pany, but that electric roa<l people were obliged to first find out the

rate.

No definite action was taken about charges for cars on foreign

roads.

Reasonable Tender for Fares.

Mr. Neereamer wanted to know what constituted a reasonable

payment in tlie tender of fare. .\ $20 bill is fretiuently tendered

for a lo-cent haul. Some states have laws fixing the amount, but

the Ohio statutes say notliing on the point.

Mr. Spring said one of his men, had put a man off, using violence

in so doing, because he had no change for the $20 bill tendered,

and that the act cost the oonipany $250. The court did not decide

the debated point.

Mr. Sloat said he had a notice posted in cars, stating that no

currency exceeding $2 in denomination would be changed. He
said the courts of some states had decided that making change was

a matter of accommodation and that the company was not obliged

lo make change.

Mr. Paul said that the courts of Illinois bad so held, and that

he thought that a person presenting an imreasonably large bill

should be put off.

It was voted that this matter be brought to the attention of the

legislature, and that it be asked that a suitable law be framed in

Ohio.

The meeting adjourned at 5 p. m.

Secretary Rogers and Superintendent Paul, of the Voungstown &

Sharon Ky. extended an iiivitalion, which was accepted by many
of the members, lo make a short inspection trip over the Youngs-

town & Sharon Ky. The visitors were first shown llie freight and

passenger station and then were taken lo the I'eniisylvania Stale

Line, where the car honse and shops were inspected. I he trip was

made in a handsome new car recently furnished by the Niles Car &
.Maniifariiiring Co

The Northern Texas Traction i'.u. Iinprovc-

nicnt.s and (JiaiiKes.

The Northern Texas Traction Co., I-T. Worth, Tex., has recently

completed an extension of its Hemphill St. line to the works of the

h't. Worth Iron & Steel Co., a distance of aliout 5.7"" f' . '•"'I has

replaced 4,200 ft. of the old line, making a total of V,900 ft. of new
construction. The track construction for this extension c/jnsists of

.Sf)-lb, T-rails laid on 6 x 8-in. x 8-fl. "Hurnctlizcd" tics laid 24 in.

center to center. The overhead construction is of the usual span

lypc, using "Burneltizcd" poles with li-in. hutt and 7-in. tops.

I'hc spans consist of a 5-16-in. wire, with '/i x lo-in. eye boll, each

span being insulated by cutting in a wooden strain insulator 12 in.

from each pole. The trolley wire is No. 00 and the feeder No. oooo,

both being furnished by the John A. Roebling's Sons Co., while

the caps, cones and ears, and also the lo-in. concealed l>onds used

for Ixiniling the track were furnished by the General Railway Sup-

ply Co., of Pittsburg, I'a.

I he company has recently placed an oriler with the Cambria

.Steel Co., Johnstown, Pa., for 200 tons of 60-II). T-rails and 30 tons

of 70-lb. high T-rail, and with the Lorain Steel Co., Lorain, O., for

80 tons of 80-lb. 7-in. high T-rail. The 60-lb. T-rail and the 7-in.

high section will be used by the company for extensions in the city

of FT. Worth into the populous Third Ward district. The 70-lb.

rail is for improvements on the interurban line between Ft. Worth

and Dallas. The overhead material for the extension will lie prac-

tically the same as that of the Hemphill St. line and has been pur-

chased from the supply companies named. On the interurban line

the company is replacing the old 4-in. mechanical trolley clip, whtch

has given trouble, with a 9-in. clinch ear.

The company has recently given a name to every station on the

interurban line from F't. Worth to Oak Cliff, 36 in number, and in

the future the stations will be known and designated by their names

and not by stop numbers, as heretofore. Neat station buildings

have been built at nearly all of the stops. The names of the stations

are printed in plain letters on sign boards alx)ut three feet in length

which are erected near the track. Much of the track has been re-

ballasted during the past year and new bridge work is now under

construction. The company has under consideration the double-

tracking of its line from Ft. Worth to Handlcy. in order to take

care of the rapidly increasing traffic.

All of this work, together with other improvements, has been done

under the supervision of Mr. Blake .\. Mapledoram, manager of the

company, who has recently resigned to become associated with Mr.

George .\. Bishop in the construction of the Baltimore. Washington

& .Annapolis Ry. His esteem for Mr. Mapledoram is shown in his

asking the present owners of the Texas property for Mr. Maple-

doram's release in order that he might assist in the construction of

these new properties. As a token of kind esteem, the employes of

the city and interurban lines of the Northern Texas Traction Co.

gave a smoker and luncheon to Mr. Mapledoram. shortly before his

departure, at which time they presented him a handsome silver

loving cup and an elaborate solid silver electric light desk stand.

Mr. H. T. Edgar, vice-president and manager of the El Paso Elec-

tric Railway Co., succeeded Mr. Mapledoram as manager of the

Northern Te.xas Traction Co., December ist.

The properties of the Northern Texas Traction Co., in which

Mr. Bishop had a controlling interest, were recently purchased hj

Stone & Webster, and Mr. Bishop is devoting his entire time to the

construction of his eastern properties.

It is said that the Louisville & Nashville R. R. will shortly

inaugurate an interurban service of eight trains a day making se\-en

stops along the gulf coast, between Bay Saint Louis and Ocean

Springs, Miss. The service is expected to compete actively with a

proposed parallel electric line.
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A Desirable Car for Interurban Service.*

BY P. J. MITTEN.

The economy cif cniploying the longest car practicable is appa-

rent because of its ability to transport the greatest nnmbcr of passen-

gers per conductor. Because of the necessity for entering cities, a

car of more than 60 ft. over the buffers is not desirable. The over-

hang with cars of a greater length than this becomes dangerous
to pedestrians on sidewalks, at curves, and hampers operation on
account of fixed or practically immovable obstructions frequently

encountered at curb intersections. To my mind, therefore, a desir-

able car for interurban service, should be 60 ft. over bumpers, S ft.

6 in. wide over side sills, 9 ft. 3 in. from floor to under side of

ceiling, 10 ft. from under side of sill to top of roof, and should

stand 3 ft. 6 in. from top of rail to under side of sill. In external

appearance the car should resemble, as nearly as practicable, tliat

of the standard Pullman car.

It has been demonstrated that if the front end of the car be

wedge-shaped, the air resistance is most easily overcome, but, on

account of the location of the motorman's cab, with its controlling

apparatus, the wedge is practically impossible. The nearest feasible

shape for the forward part of the front end of the car would be a

cylindrical form, this form to be limited by an angle of about 85
degrees, on a radius of 3 ft. 6 in. The corners of car should be

rounded off to meet the circle on an i8-in. radius. This has been

demonstrated to be the most practical and economical design for

the front end of a high speed car. To allow for egress from the

front vestibule, it will be necessary to place a 26-in. door in the

right-hand corner, which, allowing for sufficient room for motor-

man and apparatus, will make the vestibule four feet long from the

extreme point to the sliding door into the main body of the car.

The rear end of the car should be built with the shape of a one-

half oval, the platform five feet long, at the center point, the steps

40 in. wide, and of proper height to suit local conditions. The
door's in both front and rear vestibules should be so hung as to

prevent slamming. This may be accomplished by using a small

track or rod, on which the edge of the door slides when fold-

ing; thus, when the door is open, the hinge between halves will be

toward the platform, while the two outside edges will be toward

the outside of the car.

The interior divisions should consist of smoker, passenger, toilet

and heater compartments. The most desirable place for the smok-

ing compartment is in the forward part of the car. This portion

should include one-third of the seating capacity of the car. The

smoking compartment seats should be longitudinal, heavily uphol-

stered in leather, with ample springs to furnish a good, resilient

cushion. The space beneath these seats may be used for storage of

hand baggage. 'I'he floor of the smoker should be covered with inlay

linoleum of small, neat design. A sufficient number of brass cuspi-

dors of a low, flat design should be placed in this compartment. The
partition between the smoking and passenger compartments should be

constructed with plate glass windows and door, thus permitting an

unobstructed view for tlie passengers. In the passenger compart-

ment, the seats should be of the high, stationary-back type, up-

holstered in dark green figured plush with all metal parts per-

fectly plain. In this, as well as in the smoking comparlment, parcel

racks at least 14 in. wide should be placed, thus affording ample

room for parcels and avoiding the danger of the larger pieces

toppling over on the passengers.

There is much reasonable argument in favor of the various posi-

tions for the toilet and heating cabinets, yet to the writer the loca-

tion at the rear end seems least objectionable. In consideration of

the location of the heater and toilet cabinets, first, is it not uni-

versally acknowledged that they should occupy positions on directly

opposite sides of the aisle? To facilitate firing and emptying ashes

and to obviate any liability of dust flying about the interior of the

car, the heater door should open directly onto the rear platform.

The expansion chamber, pressure and water gage should be placed

inside of the cabinet, the safety valve l)eing so piped as to deliver

e-xpelled water below the body of the car, thus preventing damage

to varnish, etc. By placing the toilet directly opposite the heater,

as suggested, an objection is overcome which arises from the

fact that many persons are embarrassed when entering the toilet

in full view of the other passengers. The heuter cabinet space

should be relieved by an oval window on the outside of car, glazed

with green, opalescent glass. This type of window should also

be used in the toilet compartment, but should be arranged to swing

open a short distance for ventilation. The toilet room door should

be hui% on spring hinges, and a sufficient nunilier of coat hooks

should be conveniently placed.

The interior finish throughout the car should be selected mahog-

any with very simple inlay. Care should be taken in. designing

this finish to eliminate all extravagant ornamentation and to present

as flat a surface as possible, still retaining an artistic interior, thus

facilitating cleanmg and renovating. The ceiling, of full empire,

should be painted a light green, with some neat gold striping. The

deck sash should be made in the form of half ellipses and should

be glazed with green, opalescent glass. Similar glass should also

be placed in the upper half of the circle windows.

The window sash, following steam road practice, should lift in

opening, and should be supplied with counter-weights or springs.

All sash and sliding doors should be glazed with polished plate

glass. In this climate it is advisable to use storm sash during the

winter months. These may be constructed in one piece to cover

double window and transom sash. With the present system of car

ventilation, which is accomplished by opening deck sash, it is neces-

sary to have the sash work freely, and considerable annoyance

is caused by rain and snow blowing in through crevices. This sys-

tem of ventilation is also very unsatisfactory, due to draughts, which

almost invariably blow directly downward on the passengers. Some

system of ventilation, other than the deck sash, should be employed,

and these deck sash then be sealed.

The feaures mentioned have been carefully considered, but I am

free to admit that there is' much reasonable argument in favor of

views opposite to those which I have presented.

Inspection Trip on the Indianapolis «& Cincin-

nati Single. Phase Line.

Through the courtesy of the management of the Indianapolis

& Cincinnati Traction Co. and the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-

facturing Co., a party of about 100 representative electric railway

managers recently enjoyed the privilege of inspecting the new single-

phase system now in operation between Indianapolis and Rushville.

The party was organized by Mr. T. P. Gaylord, manager of the

Chicago office of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,

who, through the kindness of President Henry, of the new line, did

everything possible to make the trip one of profit, as well as

pleasure.

A party of 60 left Chicago in special cars, the evening of Friday,

December 8th, reaching Indianapolis, Saturday morning, where

they were met by others from Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburg and

Cincinnati. The guests were taken from Indianapolis to Rushville

and return in a train for the first time on this road operated by

single-phase, with multiple-unit control. No special attempts were

made for high speeds, but some of the guests timed several consecu-

tive miles which were made in 59 seconds each.

As was the purpose of the trip, every facility was given the

guests for inspecting and learning Ixith the good points and the

problems yet to be solved in single-phase interurban construction.

During the run commutator covers and the traps in the car floor

above them were removed, so that the commutation of the single-

phase motors might be watched. The party returned to Indianap-

olis late in the afternoon, and at the Claypool Hotel enjoyed an

especially fine dinner, which was a part of the day's program pro-

vided by Mr. Gaylord. The trip throughout was a profitable one

and much appreciated by those privileged to enjoy it.

Fifty cars of a late type, costing $250,000, have been placed in

operation by the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co.

• Read at the December meeting, Indiana Electric Railw.ty Association,

Indianapolis, December 14th.

The last of the eight bridges constructed on the interurban line

between Ottawa and Seneca, III., has been completed., which finishes

the concrete work on this line.
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CONDKMNAIIUN OF KK.II.r Ol' WAV ADJOINING HIGH-
WAY I'OR USE OF STEAM OR OlIIKR MO'IIVI'

POWER—NOT ENTITLED TO SHOW INTENTION TO
USE ELECTRICI'TY—DAMAGES.

St. l.uiiis & SpriiigficUi Railway Co. vs. Sniitli cl aT (IIT), 74 .\'.

E. Rep. 1063. June 2j, 1905.

This was a coiKlcmiialioii proccc'diiiK. I'lic right of way asked

to be coiulemiK-il niljninid a piililic higliway, and the dtfciidanls

sought to defeat the right uf condemiialiun on the ground that the

company had chartered power to construct and operate what is com-

monly known and called a horse and dummy or street railroad, and

that therefore the line of its road was restricted to the highway,

there being no impediment or obstruction to the construction of

the said railway in and along the highway. As finally amended,

the petition was deemed sufficient to show that the company had

the right to take the property, by condemnation, for the uses and

purposes of a railroad to be operated by steam or other motive

power, and the defendants were required to answer the petition,

and the trial proceeded upon this theory. Of this, the supreme court

of Illinois says, the company could have no ground of complaint,

for it persistently refused to so frame its petition as to show that

it did not intend to use steam as a motive power, or to stipulate

that it would not employ steam as a motive power.

In presenting the proof the company sought to show that it

expected and intended to use electricity as the motive power, but

the court would not permit it to do so. 'This ruling, the supreme

court says, was correct, for the reason the judgment of condemna-

tion which the company, by its course in framing the pleadings

and in refusing to stipuate that it would not use steam power, and

would only use electricity, would become entitled to have entered

in its favor, would be such that the company would not be in any

manner restricted as to the motive power it would employ. Hence

the damages to the land not taken, and the benefits thereto arising

from the construction of the road, were properly to be estimated

with reference to any use to which the petitioner, under its charter,

would be at liberty to apply its railroad when built.

MUST PROVIDE FOR SAFE-KEEPING OF CARS AFTER
INSPECTION.

Crawford vs. United Railways & Electric Co. of Baltimore (Md.).

61 Atl. Rep. 287. June 21, 1905.

A conductor on the morning that he was assigned to a certain

open summer car was injured by one of the grip handles pulling

out and throwing him down upon the street. An inspector had

found the car in good condition at 2 :30 a. m., after which it had

been left on the "dead track." Moreover, the inspector saw the

handle bar the night after the accident, and said it then "was like

something had hit it when moving. The screws looked like it

was broke out. It was not from the pull of the conductor. It was

hit by something."

The duty of inspection, the court of appeals of Maryland says,

cannot be properly discharged without providing some system of

inspection, and no system can be fairly regarded as adequate which

does not provide for timely inspection, and safe custody of the

thing inspected during any substantial interval between its inspec-

tion and its use. The duty of providing a reasonably safe and

efficient .system of inspection cannot, from its very nature, be-delc-

gated to the inspector himself, but must be discharged by the mas-

ter himself, or by some one bearing to him the relation of vice

principal.

Not only was there no rule provided in this case for the safe-

keeping of the cars after inspection, but the practice or custom

was to leave some of them most of the lime in an imprripcr and

unsafe place, and knowledge of this practice or custom must be

attributed to the defendant. In the court's opinion, the failure to

provide proper rules and regulations for inspection, and the per-

mitting of the practice shown, clearly constituted negligence of the

defendant, for which the plaintiff was entitled to recover, if it

was the cause of his injury. In other words, wherever the safety

of a servant deepnds upon the inspection of some agency of the

master, which is negligently exposed in an unsafe place after

inspection, and before its use, Ihc master will be liable for injury

resulting from such negligence.

TRANSFER RIGHTS OF PASSENGERS HAVING FARE
PAID RY ESCORT—..\GGRIEVED PARTY.

McLaughlin vs. New York City Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 94

N. Y. Supp. 653. June 29, 1905.

Under a statute providing that "every corporation shall upon

demand and without extra charge give to each passenger paying

one single fare, a transfer," etc., the second appellate division of

the supreme court of New York says that, in its view, it mat-

tered not whether the plaintiff paid her own fare, or whether an-

other paid it out of money that <lid or did not belong to her, so

long as the payment was made for her, that she might lawfully

remain a passenger, and so long as she did actually lawfully be-

come and remain a passenger. 'The statute further providing that,

"for every refusal to comply with the requirement of this section,

the corporation so refusing shall forfeit fifty dollars to the aggrieved

party," that the plaintiff was the aggrieved pany, the court says,

could not reasonably be doubted. She was a passenger, and it was to

enable herself to ride upon one of the connecting lines of cars that

the transfer was demanded. Defendant's refusal compelled her to

pay another fare, and it mattered not whether it was necessary

for her to pay her second fare herself, or whether she might obtain

some other person to pay it for her; the primary liability to pay

if she continued to ride was upon her.

LEGISLATURE HAS POWER TO COMPEL INTERCHANGE
OF CARS AND TRAFFIC.

Hudson Valley Railway Co. vs. Boston & Maine Railroad (N. Y.

Sup.), 94 N. Y. Supp. 545. June 29, 1905.

In an action having reference to an interchange of cars between

an electric road and a steam railway, the third appellate division of

the supreme court of New York says that railroad companies are

corporations of such a public character that it must be conceded

that the legislature has power to compel the interchange of cars

and traffic, in the interest of the public welfar*, if it sees fit.

WHERE EXEMPTION BY FRANCHISE ORDINANCE FROM
OTHER P.WING NOT CONCLUSIVE—STRIPS RE-
QUIRED WITH TRAILS NOT PAVING.

Marshalltown Light, Power & Railway Co. vs. City of Marshall-

town (la.), 103 N. W. Rep. 1005. June 14. 1905.

At the time a franchise was granted there was in force this

statutory provision : "The articles of incorporation, by-laws, rules

and regulations of corporations hereafter organized under the pro-

visions of this title, or whose organization may be adopted or

amended hereunder, shall at all times be subject to legislative con-

trol, and may be at any time altered, abridged or set aside by law,

and every franchise obtained, used or enjoyed, by such corporation
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may be regulated, withheld, or be subject to conditions imposed

upon the enjoyment thereof, whenever the general assembly shall

deem necessary for the public good." The franchise ordinance con-

tained a provision exempting the grantee and his assigns from any

requirement to pave except as provided therein. The supreme court

of Iowa holds that, in view of the statute, this provision in the

franchise did not constitute a contract which could not be alTccted

by subsequent legislation imposing a different liability for paving on

all street car companies.

Nor does the court consider that a provision in the franchise

ordinance that where cross-ties and T-rails should be used in un-

paved streets strips of lumber four inches wide and of sufficient

thickness to come within one-half inch from the top should be spiked

along each side of the rails constituted a provision as to paving

other portions of the street than those required by the second

statute referred to, so as to bring the company within an exception

contained in the statute in that respect. How the provision as to

strips could be tortured into the semblance of a requirement for the

paving by the street car company of a portion of the street, the

court declares itself entirely unable to see. It says that it seems to

it plain that there was no intention on the part of the city to re-

quire the paving by the company of a space four inches wide on

each side of each rail of its track, where constructed through streets

not otherwise paved. It was only on unpaved streets that this form

of construction was required, evidently as a convenience to the

public in the use of such streets for driving, in the event that the

street car company should use on such unpaved street cross-ties and

a T-rail.

PASSENGER TAKEN ILL AND PUTTING HEAD OUT
ABOVE SCREEN STRUCK BY POLE—CARE REQUIRED
OF COMPANY—MAY ASSUME PASSENGERS WILL
TRAVEL IN USUAL WAY—IRON SCREENS AT WIN-
DOWS WARNINGS OF DANGER—PUTTING HEAD
OUT ABOVE SCREEN CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE.

Christensen vs. Metropolitan Street Railway Co. (U. S. C. C. A.,

Kan.), 137 Fed. Rep. 708. Apr. 4, 1905.

A passenger becoming suddenly ill and putting her head out of

the window to vomit struck a pole, the poles being from 6 to 10

inches from the side of the car. Extending across the windows on

the outside of the car, and securely fastened to the car, were iron

screens covering the windows up from the window sills for a dis-

tance of from 14 to 16 inches, leaving an open space of something

like 14 inches between the top of the screens and the top of the

car windows, the meshes in the screens being about three-quarters

of an inch square. In affirming a judgment in favor of the de-

fendant company, on a demurrer to the plaintiff's evidence, the

United States circuit court of appeals, eighth circuit, says that,

while a street railway company engaged in the transportation of

passengers is bound to exercise the highest degree of care and
skill which a cautious or prudent man would exercise under the

circumstances for the protection of its passengers, yet it has the

right to assume that passengers patronizing its cars will travel in

the usual w'ay, and occupy the seats provided for that purpose, or,

if the car is crowded, those standing will occupy the open space,

or aisle, in the center of the car between the seats, and in either

case the screens upon the windows of the car in which the plaintiff

was injured were entirely sufficient to protect passengers from any

involuntary action on their part, such as might be caused by a

lurching or swaying of the car while the car was in motion. In

other words, the court thinks that the company was not required

to anticipate that the plaintiff might become ill and attempt to put

her head out of the window, when it would be impossible for her

to do so without turning about and either kneeling or standing on

the seat. While the plaintiff's sudden illness undoubtedly placed

her in a very uncomfortable and distressing position, yet that fact

would not authorize her to disregard unmistakable warnings of

danger. She nmst have known that the heavy screens which barred

the windows were placed there for no other purpose tlian to prevent

passengers from extending their arms or heads out of the windows,
as the meshes in the screen were too large to serve any other

purpose. To disregard this plain warning was such contributory

negligence upon her part as would necessarily preclude a recovery

of damages in this case.

PRESUMPTION OF AUTHORITY OF AGENT, OFFICER OR
EMPLOYE FROM DUTIES—JUDICIAL NOTICE TAKEN
OF SCOPE OF EMPLOYMENT OF CONDUCTOR—LIA-
BILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE OF CONDUCTOR IN
UIRLXTING PASSENGER AS TO COURSE AFTER
ALIGHTING—LEAVING PASSENGER CARRIED BE-
YOND DESTINATION IN DANGEROUS SITUATION.

Indianapolis & Eastern Railway Co. vs. Barnes (Ind. .'Xpp.), 74

N. E. Rep. 583. May 23, 1905.

The general authority of an agent, officer, or employe of a rail-

way corporation, the appellate court of Indiana, division No. I,

says, may be presumed from his known duties. The court may take

judicial knowledge that certain conduct is within the scope of the

employment of a servant of a railroad company, from the fact that

he is the company's conductor in charge of a train or of an electric

car of the company upon its railroad. The facts stated in a com-

plaint may show that a conductor was acting within the line of his

employment, without a direct allegation that he was so acting.

In this case a passenger was carried beyond his destination, a

certain road, on a dark rainy night, and, in following, as he alleged,

the conductor's direction to go back about five poles, fell tlirough

a bridge, of the danger of which he had not been warned. The
court says that if the case were one in which no fault was attributed

to the company except negligence of its conductor in advising or

directing the passenger as to the course or route to be taken by

him after safely alighting voluntarily from the car, it might reason-

ably be contended that, in such negligent conduct of the conductor,

he was not acting within the scope of his duties as an employe, so

as to render the employer responsible for consequent injury to the

passenger m pursuing such advice or direction.

The directions given by the conductor as to the course to be

taken by the passenger after leaving the car might be taken into

consideration as part of the conditions or circumstances under

which he left the car and proceeded to the place of his injury. His

injury was traceable in natural sequence to the conduct of the

company in carrying him beyond the safe stopping place to which

he took passage, and neglecting to return to the stopping place, and

depositing him at the particular place under the circumstances

which rendered it dangerous, one of which consisted of the direc-

tions received from the company and its conductor. If the com-

pany, by its wrong, placed the passenger in a dangerous situation

without warning, it should be held responsible for the consequences

which might reasonably have been anticipated from such conduct.

INJURY BY JERK TO PASSENGER HAVING ARISEN TO
ALIGHT ON SECOND STOPPING OF CAR—CARE RE-
QUIRED OF MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR IN AN
EMERGENCY STOP.

St. Louis Transit Co. vs. 1 honipson (V. S. C. C. A., Mo.), 137

Fed. Rep. y^.'i. Apr. 4, 1905.

The United States circuit court of appeals, eighth circuit, holds

that, under the evidence in this case, the defendant was entitled to

have this instruction (which perhaps sufficiently explains the case),

given to the jury; "If the jury find and believe from the evidence

that in obedience to a signal defendant's servants in charge of its

car caused the same to come to a stop at or near the intersection of

Olive St. and West Spring Ave., in the city of St. Louis, in order

to discharge passengers, then and there desiring and offering to

alight at said point, and there remained standing a sufficient length

of time to afford reasonable opportunity for a woman of ordinary

activity to alight from said car, and that after so waiting defend-

ant's conductor signaled or notified the motorman in charge of said

car to proceed on his journey ; and if you find from the evidence

that in obedience to said signal said motorman caused said car to

move forward and that the speed of the same was increasing; and

if you find from the evidence that at the time or after the giving of

said signal for said car to go ahead, or that while said car was

again moving forward, plaintiff arose from her seat and started

toward the rear platform of said car, or had already stepped upon

or was in the act of stepping upon the rear platform of said car

when plaintiff's companion, Moyer, or some other passenger hallooed

to the conductor to stop said car, if you find they or either of them

did so halloo; and if you find from the evidence that said con-
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ductor, ill uljcdiciicc !; siicli coiiiiiiaiicl or rLi|iicst, si({iialiTl his

motoniKin to stop the car, ami tliat tlic niolorinan in obedience to

said signal caused Iiis car to stop, and that in stopping said car

under said circunistajiccs said motnrman exercised that degree of

care that a careful and skillful motornian would lie expected to

exercise under the same or similar circumstances—then plaintifT

cannot recover, and your verdict will hi' fur defendant, and this is

true allliough you may further find from the evidence that said car

was stopped suddenly and with a jerk, and that Ihe jerking motion

of said car caused plainlilT to fall." The court says that thtf car

having once stopped at West .Spring Ave. for the purpose of dis-

charging or taking on passengers, the stop having been properly

made and in a manner not complained of, and after again starting

the car, would, as the evidence showed, in the ordinary course,

proceed to the next street ; but instead of doing so the motorman

received an emergency signal to stop the car at once, and if in

obeying the signal he stopped the car, and in doing so exercised

the degree of care that a careful and skillful man engaged in that

business would be expected to exercise under Ihe circumstances,

the defendant would not be liable. The court also holds that,

under the evidence in this case, there should have been an instruc-

tion to the jury to the efTect that if the circumstances were such

that the conductor, in the exercise of the utmost care, was author-

ized to call for the emergency stop, and if that stop was made with

the utmost care, there could be no recovery, and that a failure to

so instruct the jury was error.

EVIDENCE OF NEGLIGENCE OF COMPANY REQUIRED—
NlCGl.lGI'NCE NOT INFERABLE FROM ACCIDENT-
SOUNDING OF GONG NOT REQUIRED FOR ONE
HAVING NOTICE OF APrROACH OF CAR—NOISE OF
CAR AS NOTICE—PRESUMPTION AS TO PERSON ON
TRACK—CARE REQUIRED OF PERSON WALKING
ALONG TRACK—DUTY OF LOOKING AND LISTEN-
ING.

Garvick vs. United R.iiKvays & Electric Co. of Baltimore (Md.).

6i Atl. Rep. 13S. June 20, 1905.

The plaintifl and one companion were walkir.g south along the

defendant's scuth-honnd track near the city limits while another

companion was walking in the same direction on the north-bound

track, and the plaintiff was struck by a south-bound car just as

he was trying to get out of its way. The case was taken from the

jury and a verdict directed for the defendant, judgment on which

is affirmed by the court of appeals of Maryland. It says that before

it could be said that the defendant or its motorman was guilty of

negligence it was incumbent on the plaintiflf to adduce some definite

affirmative proof. Negligence of the defendant cannot, in a case

like this, be inferred from the mere happening of the accident.

It has been repeatedly held by this court that the negligence of a

defendant will not be presumed, nor will a surmise of a scintilla

of evidence that there may have been negligence on his part justify

a court in sending a case to the jury. There must be some reason-

able evidence of well-defined acts of negligence, of breach of duty

on the part of the defendant causing the injury complained of.

Assuming that the negative evidence given by the witnesses that

they did not hear the gong ring would be ordinarily legally suf-

ficient evidence tending to prove the negligence of the defendant,

yet in this case such negative proof could have no probative force,

because it was established beyond controversy by the plaintiff's

testimony that he had notice from his companion that the car was

coming.

In addition, the court says that it is settled in Maryland, at least,

and generally, that where a party is discovered on the track of a

railroad in the full power of locomotion, and no impediment to his

escape, those on the train may well act upon the assumption that

he will use his senses for his protection, and get out of the way of

danger before he is struck. Hence the court thinks it clear that

the defendant's motorman had a right to presume that the plaintiff

and his companions would leave the track for a place of safety,

especially as they knew the car was coming. The evidence showed

that they were notified of the approach of the car by one of their

number ; but, even in the absence of the evidence of such affirmative

proof of notice, it seems incredible that the noise of the car would

not of itselt have afforded sufficient notice of its approach to per-

sons of ordinary power of hearing who were walking on the tracks

in the country free from the noise of the city.

But assuming ex gratia Cout of grace) that the defendant was

guilty of negligence, the record afforded abundant evidence of the

contributory negligence of the plaintiff. If the plaintiff voluntarily

selected the most dangerous place on the road to walk, it was un-

questionably his duty to use at least ordinary care to avoid being

injured. lie nntst have known that at any moment a car might

approach from behind, and therefore it was his duty to use his

senses of hearing and sight for his protection. It did not appear,

however, that he at any time Irxjkod back, or that he heard the car

approaching imtil informed by his companion. 'I hen, he neglected

lo avail himself of the timely warning given him by his companion,

who rctirrfl to a plarc of safety.

WHEN Ki:LAI10N OI' CARRII;K and PASSENGER BE-

GIN.S—NATURE OF CON 1 RACT CREATING SAME—
AITI'MPTING TO BOARD MOVING CAR NOT NECES-
SARILY CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE—CARE OWED
—INTENTION OF MOTORMAN IMMATERIAI^IN-
CREASING SPEED NOT NECESSARILY NEGLIGENCE,

Lewis vs. Houston Electric Co. (Tex. Civ. App.), 88 S. W. Rep.

489. June 2, 1905.

From the evidence offered by the plaintiff the court of civil ap-

peals of Texas says the jury were authorized to find that he left

his home with the intention of taking passage on the defendant's

car to the city, and, in furtherance of this intention, he took a posi-

tion near its track at a place where it was accustomed to stop its

cars for the purpose of receiving passengers; that when the car,

on its way to the city, approached him, he called and signaled to

the motorman to stop; and that the motorman saw his signal, of

heard his call, and slowed the car down, and he, being prepared

and willing to pay his fare, and believing that the car was being

stopped for the purpose of taking him on as a passenger, attempted

to board it, and, while so doing, was injured. The pleading sup-

ported these facts, and, if they were true, the plaintiff was, in con-

templation of law, a passenger at the time he received his injuries;

and the defendant was charged with the duty of using that high

degree of care to protect him from injury which a very careful,

prudent and competent person would have used under like circum-

stances.

It may, the court continues, often be difficult to determine just

when the relation of carrier and passenger begins, and what acts of

the parties are necessary to create such relation, but there are cer-

tain well-established general principles by which the facts of each

particular case must be tested. The relationship may arise before

the person desiring to become a passenger actually gets on the

conveyance of the carrier, and it may continue after be leaves the

conveyance, but it can only be created by contact between the par-

ties, expressed or implied. From the nature of the business con-

ducted by street car companies, no express contract of carriage is

made with the great majority of those who ride on their cars, and

the essential elements of the contract—the offer and its acceptance

—

must ordinarily be implied from the acts of the parties. When a

person desiring to become a passenger upon a street car stations

himself at a place where the cars are accustomed to receive pas-

sengers, and signals or calls to the motorman of an approaching

car to stop the car, and such signal is seen by the motorman, and

the car halted, an acceptance of the offer to become a passenger will

be implied from the act of the motorman in stopping the car, and

such person will be regarded as a passenger while he is in the act

of getting upon the car. If in such case the person desiring to

become a passenger attempts to board the car before it comes to a

full stop, he is not necessarily guilty of contributory negligence;

and if the speed of the car was slackened to such an extent as to

lead him to believe that it was being stopped to allow him to get

on, and a person of ordinary care would have so believed, and have

attempted to get upon the car, he should be regarded as a passenger

while making such attempt.

It is immaterial that the motorman may not have intended to

stop the car for the purpose of allowing the passenger to get on.

If the latter was at a place where passengers were usually received,

and gave the usual signal, which was seen by the motorman, and

he thereupon slackened the speed of the car to such an extent as
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to lead a person of ordinary care to believe that he was thereby in-

vited to become a passenger, such relationship would be created;

the motorman not giving any warning that the car was not being

stopped for the purpose of receiving passengers. Under such cir-

cumstances, the carrier would not be heard to .say that it had not

given an implied acceptance of the offer to become a passenger.

In other words, if the act of the motorman, who had seen the plain-

tiff's signal, reasonably induced the plaintiff to believe that he was

accepted as a passenger, while so believing he was entitled to pro-

tection as such. But the jury might have concluded that the act

of the motorman in increasing the speed of the car before the

plaintiff had succeded in his attempt to board it was not, under the

circumstances, a failure to use ordinary care, since that act could

not be held negligence as a matter of law.

LIABILITY FOR .\.SS.\rLTS ON PASSENGF.RS AND TRES-

PASSERS-EMPLOYES ACTING WITHIN AND WITH-
OUT SCOPE OF EMPLOYMENT—NEWSBOY NOT EN-

TITLED TO RIGHTS OF PASSENGER—MOTORMAN
SHOVING NEWSBOY FROM MOVING CAR.

Barry vs. Union Railway Co. of New York (N. Y. Sup), 94 N. Y.

Supp. 449. June 23, 1905.

In the case of a passenger willfully or maliciously injured by a

conductor or trainman having some duty to perform concerning the

transportation of the passenger, the first appellate division of the

supreme court of New Y'ork says that it understands that it is no

longer necessary to submit the question to the jury as to whether

the employe was acting within the scope of his employment, but

that on account of the contract duty of safe transportation, and

protection not only from the assaults of the carrier's own em-

ployes, but from the assaults of others, the carrier is liable as mat-

ter of law. On the other hand, the court is of the opinion that,

merely because the defendant is a carrier, it is not liable, as a

matter of law, for injuries willfully or maliciously inflicted upon

persons found upon its cars who are not passengers. Where two

inferences may be drawn from the facts and circumstances—one,

that the servant, acting within the scope of his employment (that

is, pursuant to an express or implied duty of removing trespassers,

and moved to action by a sense of that duty"), and the other, that

the servant, actuated by a purpose and object of his own, unin-

fluenced by any desire to serve his master, and using his position

and authority, if at all, as a mere form or pretext, inflicts a will-

ful or malicious injury upon the trespasser—the question becomes

one of fact, and must be submitted to the jury with instructions

that in the former instance the master is liable for all damages,

even though the servant exceeds his authority, departs from his

instructions, or recklessly inflicts imnecessary injuries, and in the

latter he is not liable at all. Of course, where the inference that he

was not acting for the master within the general scope of his

authority is not justified, it becomes a question of law ; and so,

likewise, when there is no room for an inference that he was pur-

suing, an independent purpose of his own, the master would be

liable as matter of law.

A newsboy who went upon a car for the purpose of selling a

paper to his customer, and remained upon it for the purpose of sell-

ing papers to others, who assigned for being upon the car only the

reason that it was with a view to selling papers, who paid no fare,

and. while it did not appear that he refused to pay fare, it did not

on the other hand, appear that he intended to become a passengei

by paying his fare or tr.iveling to any particular point, the court

holds was not entitled to the rights of a passenger. With the rela-

tionship of passenger eliminated, upon principle, the court says, there

can be no difference between the liability of a common carrier for

injuries inflicted by its servants upon trespassers, and the liability

of other corporations and individuals for the acts of their servants.

In the case at bar, notwithstanding that the motorman had no duty

to perform with respect to removing passengers or others, the jury

might fairly infer from the evidence that he had implied, if not

express, authority to keep passengers and others off the front plat-

form, and this conferred implied authority to remove them. But

it was not likely that he was authorized by his employer to remove

either a passenger or a tresspasser by shoving him from the car

while it was in motion. Notwithstanding this, however, the com-

pany would be responsible for his act if the jury were satisfied

from the evidence that the purpose and object of the motorman in

so doing was the performance of a supposed obligation that he

owed his employer, rather than the gratification of some personal

feeling of motive; but, on the evidence, this was a question of fact.

The circumstance that the car was in rapid motion, and that the

motorman made a lunge for the plaintiff the moment he discovered

him, without inquiring whether he was a passenger, or ordering

him inside or off, in the light of the fact that the plaintiff had a

bundle of papers under his arm, and was offering them for sale,

might have justified the jury in finding that the motorman was

moved by a sudden impulse to punish the plaintiff for peddling

papers on the car. or attempting to steal a ride without being dis-

covered, or some other malicious motive, uninfluenced by any duty

he owed the defendant.

VALIDITY OF "VIGILANT WATCH ORDINANCE"—CARE
EXACTED BY IT—BREACH THEREOF NEGLIGENCE
—OBLIGATORY WITHOUT ACCEPTANCE OR AGREE-
MENT BY COMPANY—CIVIL LIABILITY TO TIURn
PARIY FROM VIOLATION OF ORDINANCE.

Sluder v.s. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo.), 88 S. W. Rep. 648. June i,

190S.

What is known as the "Vigilant Watch Ordinance" of St. Louis

is referred to in this case as requiring of street railway companies

that their motormen and other servants propelling their cars on

the streets keep a vigilant watch for vehicles and persons on their

tracks or approaching them, etc. The supreme court of Missouri

holds that this ordinance was the exercise of a police power clearly

vested in the city for the protection of the lives and property-of its

citizens on its streets; that it exacts no more than ordinary care,

when the conditions and circumstances to which it is applicable are

considered, and that a breach of its requirements is negligence;

that the acceptance or agreement of the defendant company was

not at all necessary to give said ordinance the binding force of a

valid municipal law within the limits of the city.

The court says that counsel earnestly labored to show that there

is a distinction between an ordinance regulating the speed of cars

in and across the streets, and one requiring the motorman to exer-

cise a vigilant watch for vehicles and pedestrians—especially chil-

dren—on the track of such street railways, or moving toward it

;

but it is obvious that both spring from the same power to regulate

the use of the streets for the protection of the traveling public,

their lives, limbs, and property, and both alike fall within the

recognized domain of a police law. Since the adoption of electricity

and cables as the motive power, the danger to pedestrians and those

traveling in vehicles on the streets is greatly multiplied ; and it is

a wise and salutary provision that requires the motorman in charge

of these ponderous and rapidly moving cars to carefully watch

that they do not run over pedestrians, old men, women, and chil-

dren, who have an equal right to the use of the streets, and such

an ordinance falls as clearly within the police power as does the

speed ordinance. Being, then, the exercise of the police power, the

ordinance does not depend upon the acceptance of the street car

companies lo make it obligatory upon them to obey it, but it is a

municipal law enacted by the city in its governmental capacity, of

which all who come within its scope are bound to take notice, and

it has the full force and effect of law within the limits of the cor-

poration. Being a police power, it was and is not within the power

of the city to contract it away, or to bind itself not to exercise it

whenever the public good or exigencies require its exercise.

Furthermore, the court does not agree with the contention ad-

vanced that, even if this be conceded, the power is coupled with a

power to prescribe limited punishment by fine, penalty, or imprison-

ment for disobedience, only, and no civil liability to any third party

injured by a violation of the ordinance can result therefrom. It

says that Fath vs. Ry. Co., 105 Mo., loc. cit. 54s, 16 S. W. Rep.

913, and the subsequent cases of Byington vs. Ry. Co., 147 Mo.

673, 49 S. W. Rep. 876, Murphy vs. Lindell Ry. Co., 153 Mo. 253,

54 S. W. Rep. 442, Sanders vs. Southern Electric Ry., 147 Mo. 411,

48 S. W. Rep. 855, and Holwerson vs. .St. Louis & Suburban Ry.

Co., 157 Mo. 245, 57 S. W. Rep. 770, which announce the doctrine

that no cause of action can arise to a person injured from the viola-

tion of such an ordinance as this, should no longer be followed.

Nor was there any misjoinder in uniting the several grounds of

negligence in one petition.



Piping and Power Station Systems. XII.

BY WILLIAM L. MORRIS, M. B.

rrPING DKTAII.S, CONTINUKD.
Detail A3 7, I'ig 84, shows what oftentimes cannot he avoided, a

long hranch from the hoiler to the header. In case the connection

is made as shown in this figure, the valve at the boiler should he at

the high point, and entire branch from the valve should be pitched

toward the header to avoid "water pockets." In constructing the

branch in this way an objectionable feature is brought into the con-

nection which may justify a compromise, a choice of the lesser evil.

With the valve located at the boiler, the entire branch would be

under pressure when the boiler is ofT, and this would constitute a

large amount of condensing surface. In case any joint in the

branch should require repairing, it would be necessary to shut down
the header to do so. To place a valve at the low point "a" would

Sa/Lf^

portion of the branch. I he valve "a" is the shutofT gate valve,

valve "b" is the automatic-stop valve, and valve "c" is the drain.

'I he automatic valve can be taken apart when the header is in

operation. Before doing so the leakage past the gate valve can

be readily ascertained through valve "c," and if it is too great to

permit working on the automatic valve, much unnecessary (rouble

can be averted. The valve "a" can l)e retained as the tight valve

Be//, ff?

FIC. 84— (A3-7). FIG. 8s— (a.v8). FIG. 86— (AS-g).

be inviting trouble, which would be quite sure to happen if the

operator should forget to drain off the branch before opening it into

the header. If it is possible to rise up from header and make "a"

the high portion of the branch, then the valve (or valves, if two be

used) should be located at this high point and all possibility of

pocketing water will be avoided. Ordinarily this would be best

detailed by placing a right angled (square) bend on top of the tee

by using two valves, "a" and "b," and it should be opened or closed

only when the pressure is about the same on both sides of it. The
drain "c" would remove any condensation lying between the valves,

but to avoid trouble in case the operator should neglect to open

the drain, the valves should be placed as near together as possible

to reduce the pocket to smallest possible amount. The mere fact

that there is a valve at each end of the pocket does not prevent its

filling with water, as it is ne.xt to impossible to maintain valves abso-

lutely tight. The leakage continues to condense until the space is

BO//-^f?

30/Lf/?
FIG. 87— (A3-IO). FIG. 88— (.\3-il'>.

and locating the valve at the upper end. The valve would then be

secured against vibration : the long branch from the boiler to the

valve should have a gradual pitch from the boiler up to the valve.

Detail A3-8, Fig. 85, shows an almost perfect arrangement for

boiler valves, the two being located next to the header on the highest

•Copyright, 1905, by the Kcntield rubli.shing Co.

filled with water. The drain "c" should discharge into an open

funnel so that the operator can see and hear it when it is operL

This drain "c" is extremely useful when cleaning a boiler, as it

discharges all condensation out of the branch instead of permitting

it to run down the branch onto the boiler cleaner, in case he is

working under a steam opening.

The connection shown in detail A3-0. Fig. 86. is such as would
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be used in case the header is located below the opening of the

boiler. There would le the same number of joints between the

valves and the header, using the bend shown, as would be used with

an elbow, as shown in detail A3-1. The only difference is that more
radiating surface is exposed when the boiler is out of service. It is

preferable to sustain this loss rather than to run any chances of

damaging the steam machinery by water. If the connection from

the header to the valves can be made with one length of pipe, the

radiation loss will be quite slight.

The connection shown in detail A3-10, Fig. 87, is extremely long,

and instead of making it as shown by the dotted lines there would
be less trouble from vibration if it was constructed as shown by the

full lines, its weight being kept close to a line drawn through the

supports. The far-projecting bend is almost invariably a badly

vibrating detail. The use of dififerent styles of valves, such as globe

or gate, for different purposes will be taken up under "Manu-
facturers' Standards." The principles of detail A3- 10 may be car-

ried out with gate valves also.

The connection shown in detail A3-11, Fig. 88, is specially suited

for the systems shown in the previous chapter, in which the mains

or headers are merely by-passes from one group of units to another.

It is possible with this system to isolate one or all of the units, to

run No. 3 engine unit with No. i boiler unit, or run all as one sys-

tem, the header being an equalizer, and only a small portion of the

total steam passing through it. It is a very simple undertaking to

repair such a header at any time, the only loss being that due to

running each unit separately. Tests can be made with perfect ease

on any unit, by isolating it from all others. But one extra valve is

required for each group of units. If for any reason one steam

machine can be worked to better advantage with lower steam pres-

FIG. 89— (.^-l).

sure, this condition can be quite readily met. With this arrange-
ment one unit can be put into operation without making use of any
part of the header.

AUXILIARY STEAM MAIN AND BRANCHES.

The general features of the auxiliary main deal more with sys-

tem details than with construction. The auxiliary main should be
kept sufficiently far from the steam header to allow for expan-

sion and contraction in the case of one being cold and the other hot.

The main should be pitched in the same direction as the flow of

steam, and provision should be made for draining it.

Fig. 89— (A4-1) shows the auxiliary main with an opening at

the top, and the governor, valves, and by-pass so arranged that

their weight will be easily carried by the main. This connec-

tion would be very suilabic for flanged work. By taking steam out

of the top of the main, and keeping the main drained, any auxiliary

can be immediately started, and it will not be liable to stoppage

or dropping off in speed due to the pump filling with condensation.

Any pump or engine using a steam governor should have a valve

on each side of the governor, and one in the by-pass ; also a throt-

tle valve at the pump. The valve each side of the governor is nec-

essary in order to take the governor apart and to be able to use the

\i^~£i

/f/}/A/

FIG. go— (.^4-2).

pump while doing so. The independent throttle is necessary to

save wear on the stop valves, so that when they are used they will

close tightly, and will also limit the speed of the auxiliary when
the automatic valve opens to its fullest extent.

Fig. 90— (A4-2) shows a very satisfactory arrangement for

branches to auxiliaries not requiring a regulating valve. The
stop valve "a" should be placed next to the main. Stop valves

should be placed in every branch to the pumps, etc., in addition to

the throttle. The throttle valve should always be a globe or an

angle valve and should be arranged as shown so that it can be

repaired after closing the stop valve. The use of a small drain

valve at "b" is both unnecessary and undesirable. The drains can

FIG. 9I-(a4-3). FIG. 92— (A4-4).

readily be worked through the cylinder, and a valve at this point

merely adds an unnecessary point of leakage. Pump builders ordi-

narily furnish a Y at end of steam cylinders with an outlet on a

horizontal plane as shown in detail A4-3.

Fig. 91— (A4-3) may be preferable to Fig. 92— (A4-4) in regard

to its manufacture, but in almost every case detail A4-4 can be

used, and this will avoid projecting the steam connection far from

the pump. It will make a difference of about 12 in. for a 3-in. steam

connection. The pump builders will furnish detail A4-4 if speci-

fied when ordering pumps.

In case a pressure regulator for an engine governor is used, as

for a draft fan, the governor should be placed at a considerable

distance from the engine, or there .".hould be provided sufficient
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voluinc between tlic engine and the governor so that the ciit-ofT

of the engine will not cansc the governor to be constantly on the

move, resulting in rapid wear and requiring a great deal of atten-

tion; if it is dcsiralde to i)Iace ihc governor close to the engine,

so as to he witln'ri reacli, a "receiver" cap lie used who^c vohimc

Goi/£'/?A/0/?^ (

/r'SC^/\//r/F

FIG. 93— (A4-5;-

is about equal to that of 16 or 18 ft. of regular size steam pipe.

As shown in Fig. 93— (A4-S), an engine having a 2-in. steam con-

nection would require a receiver say of 4-in. pipe 4 ft. long or 6-iu.

pipe 2 ft. long. A receiver is not necessary for a pump, due to the

fact that a pump takes about the same amount of steam practically

FIG. 94— (A4-6).

all the time. It is good practice to make the governor flanged,

and in case of a plant using two or more engines, to have an extra

governor constantly on hand and in good order, so that instead

of repairing the governor in position, it may be taken out and

replaced by the governor which is in good order. Pump gov-

ernors are almost universally installed in a by-pass. The nianufac-

II rcr could improve this feature very materially if he would make

the design one complete, compact unit, as shown in Fig. 94— (A4-6),

with a slrairer, tt' p valves, by-pass, and flange connections.

My comparing with I-'igs. 89— (A4-1) and 93—(A4-SJ, it will

be seen how compact and neat such a device can be made. There

are various types of steam governors used for pumps, draft fan

engines, etc., each having its uses, merits and faults. The type

ordinarily used on pumps is similar to Fig. 95

—

(A^-^); this view

shows a self-contained by-pass as part of the governor.

This style of governor serves to maintain the water pressure

constant, regardless of steam prcs'urc, the steam valve l)cing prac-

tically balanced. The water pressure and spring are balanced at

the normal pressure. This is the type of governor ordinarily used

for fire pumps. It is not suitable for feed pumps as but one prcs-

shows a self-contained by-pass as part of the governor.

I'ig. 96— (A4-8; shows the boiler feed pump governor. The

water must ia this case have sufficient pressure in excess of the

^team to close the valve, the weight increasing this resistance as

much as desired ; the area of the steam valve and the water piston

are practically the same. This type of governor will maintain the

pressure of the feed water say 8 lb. above steam pressure, regard-

less of whether the steam pressure is 60, 120, or 180 lb. This is very

essential for boiler feeding, as no feed valve will stand such service

as 180 lb. of water feeding boilers whose steam has dropped say

to 100 lb,; the water pressure should drop with steam pressure,

Co/v/\/£'cr/o/^ >

iOt//v^ O/sCMjrxvj-y

FIG. 95— (M-7)-

the excess pressure being only sufficient to overcome friction in

pipes and enabling the feed valves to be left fairly well open. The
governor shown in Fig. 97— (A4-9) is oftentimes used as a pump
governor, being in reality a pressure reducing valve, and maintains

a constant fi.xed pressure of steam in the cylinder.

When using this style of governor, a gage should be placed on

the steam branch below the governor, also one in the pump dis-

charge. It may require say 30 lb. of steam to give 80 lb. of water

pressure under certain conditions of the pump, and by repacking

or tightening the packing it may require 50 lb. of steam to balance

80 lb. of water. This change, however, is not frequently made,

and whenever it is, the governor must be reset. This governor

has the advantage of having no pistons and stuffing boxes, which

soon cause a governor to stick and become very insensitive. In

other words, the average operation of this type is more satisfactory

than tlie piston or stuffing bo.x type. The same governor, A4-9,

is used on draft fan engines, the steam flowing in the reverse

direction to that shown. The pressure of steam is in this case

balanced by the spring, and if the pressure raises, the draft fans

are run slower; if the pressure falls, the spring opens the valve

and the draft fan engine runs at higher speed. This type of gov-

ernor is ideal for a draft fan engine—very simple and easily regu-

lated. The governor, A4-8, can be modified so as to eliminate the

stuffing box and piston.

Detail A4-10, Fig. 98. shows the governor with by-pass arrange-

ment. Tlie steam valve is balanced, and when the water and the
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steam pressure are the same, the diaphragm is balanced. The load-

ing of the spring must be overcome by the additional pressure of

water over that of steam. There is a stuffing box at the hand

wheel stem, but there is no movement at this point e.xcept when
the tension of the ?pring is being set. The by-pass shown in this

FIG. y6— (A4-8).

figure is much preferable to detail A4-6 as it permits the governor

to be readily disconnected while the pump is running, and at the

same time leaves the pipe work perfectly supported, which is not

the case with detail A4-5. The by-pass shown in detail A4-10,

indicated by the letter "a," is virtually three valves attached to the

one valve body. The diaphragm and tension spring are both pro-

tected from high temperature by the condensation and pump water

in the lower part of the regulator. The lower tube is made of

brass to aid in conducting heat away from the condensation. This

FIG. 98— (A4-10).

governor covers the requirements for boiler feed pumps in all

particulars, and in selecting a governor for this purpose, these

different features should be considered. The tension spring has a

nut attached at each end, the upper end being made fast to the

valve stem. The hand screw engages with the lower nut, and

for boiler feeding would put a tension on the spring. If lower

w^atcr than steam pressure is required, then the spring would be

placed imdcr compression. For example, if 60 lb. pressure was

required, and the Ixjiler pressure was 120 lb., then the spring would

be loaded so that the water pressure would be 60 lb. less than the

boiler pressure. If a fire pump is to be used for a feed pump also,

this governor, detail A4-10, is preferable to the devices shown in

detail 1.^4-7, with stuffing boxes, pistons, etc. The latter is more

inferior as a feed pump governor than A4-10 is as a fire pump
governor.

Fire pump governors cannot be made without at least one stuflF-

ing box at the steam valve body. Stuffing boxes cannot be made
tight unless the packing is forced closely together and close to

the stem. The high temperature makes the packing hard, and

ordinary pressure then merely presses portions of packing against

the stem; to make old packing tight it must be forced against the

stem. Any automatic devices such as governors, etc., should be

entirely free from stuffing boxes through which the valve is auto-

matically worked, if it be desired that same shall be at all times

sensitive.

The governor shown in Fig. 99— (A4-11) is such as would be

used for the steam-driven air and circulating pump, controlled by

FIG, 9c}— ( .\4- 1

1

FIG. 100

—

(.\4-I2).

both the vacuum and the steam pressure in the cylinders. With no

pressure in the pipe to the pump, the tension spring would open

the valve. Assume the incoming steam to be at 120 lb. pressure,

and spring loaded for 30 lb. per sq. in. If the pressure to the pump
then is 30 lb. without any vacuum the valve will close, or, if the

pressure to the pump is 15 lb. and the vacuum is 15 lb., the valve

will close. When the pressure to the cylinder is 20 lb. and vacuum

10 lb., the valve will close. This type governor permits a certain

speed of the pump for each varying vacuum pressure. If there is

no vacuum the pump will not be allowed to run away, and if there

is the highest vacuum the pump will be kept in motion. This is

absolutely necessary in order to maintain the vacuum. It will be

observed that this device would necessitate low initial pressure, in

fact lower than would be necessary to run non-condensing, unless

an extra large steam cylinder is used.

The regulator shown in Fig. 100— (A4-12) can be used for this

service, and it allows the steam pressure to the pump to be what

it will. This regulator brings in the objectionable feature of the

piston, the stein passing from the vacuum chamber to the steam

chamber. It is a ground joint and as close a fit as can be

made and move freely. There are many regulators made on this

plan, and the claim for them is that the leakage is small and does

not cause an outside drip. The spring in this regulator is loaded

in tension, so that proper speed will be obtained when carrying

full vacuum. As the vacuum drops or the pressure rises under

the diaphragm, the spring draws the valve from its seat.

(To be Continued.)

The result of the arrest and trial of the three fraudulent accident

workers, who planned an extensive campaign against street railway

companies in the larger cities and who were captured by the officers

of the United Railways & Electric Co., of Baltimore, should be of

interest to street railway companies. A complete description of the

methods employed by these people, together with their portraits,

was published in the "Review" for September 15th, page 578. On

November igth, Edward Reilly, Frank Bobson and Martha Wein

each pleaded guilty in the criminal court at Baltimore to conspiracy

to defraud, and were sentenced to serve terms in jail of live years,

six months and two years, respectively.



The Western Massachusetts Street Railway.

BY HOWARD S. KNOWLTON.

Olio of llie iiKxsl picturesque electric railways in the Unitcil

Slates is the new line nf llie Western Massachusetts Street Railway

Co., extending from the thriving manufacturing town of West-

field to the center of tlie town of Huntington in the heart of the

famous Berkshire Hills, 'I'he road was opened for traffic on Oct.

4, igoj, and in the few weeks wdiich have since elapsed develop-

ment of traflic has heen very rapid. The accompanying map
shows the line as it is now completed between Westfield, Woro-

noco, Russell, Crescent Mills and Huntington, and also the loca-

tion which the company has been granted from 1 luntinglon through

Chester and Bcckct to Lee.

In tile past the transportation facilities between Westfield and

these nianufacluring centers in the valley of the Westfield River

have been extremely limited. The Bcston and Albany lines of

the New York Central & Hud.son River R. R. follow this valley

westward with a double track main line route between Spring-

field and the we'itern part of the state, but the train service is

field to points in the valley which arc not in the immediate vicinity

of the steam road stations the advantages of the electric line arc

sufficient to more than offset the faster running time of the steam

trains. These advantages arc of course largely due to the fact

that the Western Massachusetts cars will stop to discharge or

receive passengers at any point along the route, which obviates

the necessity of walking or hiring a carriage to traverse the long

distance often found between the steam road's stations and one's

objective point.

Referring to the map, it will be seen that the new line to Hunt-

ington provides a convenient and easily accessible route from

the popular centers of Springfield, Chicopec, Northampton and

Holyoke to the Berkshires, and in connection with the through line

I etween Hartford and Springfield brings the Berkshires almost to

the doors of Connecticut Valley residents.

An important feature of the company's work in the near future

will be the carrying of freight and express matter. It is. expected

KOADliED AMONG THE UILLS, WESTERN MASSACHUSEIli illLEEr RY.

mainly of a through character and consequently infrequent stops

are made at the local stations. Between Westfield and Hunting-

ton there arc five daily trains in each direction on the Boston &
Albany R. R. as compared with 15 through cars per day between

the same points on the Western Massachusetts Street Ry. The
first through electric car for Huntington leaves Westfield at 5 :50

a. m., compared with 8:35 a. m. on the competing steam road, and

the firs^t car of the electric line leaves Huntington for Westfield

at 7:0s a. ni. against 8:11 a. m. on the Boston & Albany R. R.

Between 7 a. m. and 10 p. m. the interval between electric cars

going up the valley from Westfield is at no time greater than one

hour ; on the steam line during this time the maximum internal

is 3 hrs. 58 min. On Sundays there are 14 electric cars in each

direction between Westfield and Huntington against four east-

bound and two west-bound Boston & Albany trains. The fares

on the Western Massachusetts are as follows : Westfield to Woro-
noco, ID cents; Westfield to Russell, 15 cents; Westfield to Hunt-

ington, 20 cents. On the steam road the corresponding fares are

12 cents, 18 cents and 27 cents. The running time of the Boston

& Albany trains between Westfield and these points in the valley

is about half that of the electric road, but in going from West-

that this development, which is as yet not ready for public service,

will prove of great advantage to residents of the Westfield Valley.

The completion of the road to Lee, where connections will be

made with the system of the Berkshire Street Railway Co., will

provide an attractive and picturesque route between the Connecti-

cut Valley, Lenox, Pittsfield and the other noted summer resorts

of the western part of Massachusetts. Huntington is about 120

miles from Boston, and it now marks the most westerly point in

Massachusetts which can be reached exclusively by a trolley jour-

ney from the "Hub." The completion of the line to Lee will

make it possible to travel by electric cars from Boston to Pitts-

field, and thence to Williamstown in the extreme northwest cor-

ner of the state.

Scattered along the banks of the Westfield River arc a num-

ber of manufacturing plants which are served by the new road.

Among these are the Woronoco Paper Co., of Woronoco. the Otis

Fibre Board Co.. and the Russell Lumber Co., of Russell, the

Chapin & Gould Paper Co.. of Crescent Mills, the American Writ-

ing Paper Co., of Huntington, and several saw mills, lumber mills

and a woolen mill. Westfield is an enterprising town of about

14.000 inhabitants, famous cliiefly for its whip factories, which
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aniuially produce more whips than all the other factories of the

United States combined, and more than any other place on the

globe. The local transportation system at VVestfield is controlled

by the Woronoco Street Railway Co., which connects with the

llolyoke and Springfield systems on the north and east. All these

lines are focused upon Park- Square, Westlield. which is the start-

ing point of the Western Mtissachufctts cars.

The Western Massachusetts road as a project originated in

the work of Mr. H. J. Stratton. who was connected with the

Woronoco Paper Co. in 1901. He called a meeting of 75 representa-

tive business men at Russell in the sunjmer of that year, which

re.-ulted in the formation of the Westfield Valley Electric Railway

.\ssociation. Later Henry E. Stanton, of Huntington, and G. I.

Hays, of VVestfield. became active in the work, and through the

efforts of this body an association whose object was the forma-

tion of the Western' Massachusetts Street Railway Co. was formed

on June lo. 1902, with Ralph D. Gillet, Esq.. of Westfield, as

president, and A. W. Eaton, of Pittsfield, as treasurer. On Dec.

enormous amount of rock had to lie renuved. lor the stale road

already occupied all the available space between the river and the

hill sides. The Massachusetts Highway Commission does not

allow the rails of any electric vnad to be less than 14 ft. 6 in.

from the center of the macadam way of the state, so, in order

to fulfil this requirement, it was necessary in many places to widen

the highway on the hill side, as the state would not allow its

road to be widened on the west side. The necessity of disposing

of the excavated material frequently obliged the company to dump
the waste on the river side of the state road, and in many places

the result has been the actual widening of the roadway at those

points, so that a widening of the macadam would turn the road

into a boulevard.

The rock excavations were often hard in wnrk. on account of

seams, which minimized the effect of dynamite blasts. There were

numerous ledges to be removed, the longest uf which was a quarter

of a mile long and from 10 to 15 feet in height. In one case a

ledge 250 ft. long, 40 ft. high and 30 ft. deep could not be removed

Co^//v£cr/A/G l/A^ss
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10, iyo4. the company was organized, with these Dtficcrs. J. D'.

Cadle being made secretary. On Jan. to, 1905, a contract was
signed for the construction of the road by C. W. Blakeslee &
Sons, of New Haven, and work was begun at Woronoco, in March
of this year imder the direction of Mr. A. D. Robinson, the present

general manager of the Western Massachusetts road.

The distance of the new line from Park Square, Westfield, to

Huntington is 12.5 miles and the running time, 53 minutes. The
new track begins at Woronoco Park, Westfield, and at this point

the cars leave the local system in Westfield, which terminates in

Park Square. From Woronoco Park to Huntington the line is

10.12 miles long. The extension to Lee will give a trackage of

i% miles to the Western Massachusetts company. After leaving

the Woronoco Street Railway Co's. tracks at Woronoco Park the

line follows the highway for about half a mile, then passes upon

a private right of way, which extends for about 1.5 miles west-

ward, and finally joins the state highway and follows it to Hunt-

ington. As the accompanying illustrations indicate, the difficulties

of construction were very great throughout nearly the entire route.

As it was impossible to encroach upon the state highway, an

by a gang of men and three steam drills in less tlian two months

of steady work. The longest ledge, above mentioned, required

two months for removal, with two gangs of men and six steam

drills. A large number of retaining walls had to be moved back,

often at a cost of several thousand dollars each, and in five places

the cost of this work was enough to supply an average man with

a furnished residence. The largest retaining wall was 400 ft. in

Icrgth and 23 ft. in height. Cuts and fills amounted to large totals,

the largest being a cut 20 ft. deep and 2,000 ft. in extent. In this

case it was expected that the gravel could be easily excavated,

but a short distancf down it grew- very coarse and stony, pre-

cluding the use of power shovels, and below that came hard pan,

followed by clay and water.

Gravel ballast .with a minimum depth uf j ft. was used ihrougli-

out the line. It was taken from barrow pits on the line. The

ties are of chestnut 8 ft. in length, 8x7 in. in section and

spaced 22 in. center to center. In some cases tics 8 ft. x 6 in.

X 6 in. were used. All the tics were cut within 10 miles of the

line. The total length of private right of way on the road is 2.7

miles, most of this being located in the town limits of Westfield.
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Tlio rails nri- nf ihc A, S. ('.. K. 70-lb. scclioii, l;ii<l in ,io fl, liTRtlis.

The joints vvi'ir supplied liy llio Cunlimioiis Rail Joint Co. of

America. Tlie joints are each linndcd vvilh two No. 0000 "Crown"
iioiuls supplied liy thi' American Steel & Wire Co. of Worcester,

Mas^. The inaxumim Kiade is one of 5 pi'r cent, ahonl 600 ft.

loiiK, ill the town of Uiissell. The shortest curve radius is i:,o ft .

and llie longest tangent track is about one-half iiiilc in lenglli.

There are f.iir turnouts on the load, varying in lenglli from .lOO

to 470 ft. At the turnouts split switches, stands and targets are

used wherever possible, the targets being painted white on one

side and red in the otlur. Telephone booths arc located at the

middle of each liirnoiit, am! iiirves are equipped vs'ilh 70-lb. guard

rails of T-^eclion.

Mctvveen Westljclil ,1111! 1 lunlninl'Hi there are live bridges, all

crossing branch streams llowiiig into the WesKield River. Three are

nf T2-ft. span each, one of 50-ft. and the other of 70-fl. sp.an. The
L'niled Construction Co., of Albany, N. Y., was ibe c.intracli r.

The civil eniiineers in charge of the track and roadbed construction

were Mes-rs. Diirkee. While and Tiwne, of Springfield, Mass.

'The cost of the roadbed and (rack was about $40,000 per mile.

The picturesi|ue scenery of the Western Massachusetts road is

well illustrated in the accompanying phrtngrapbs. 'The entire line

abounds in such view.<.

Two parks arc at present in use upon the line. The first of

these, Woronoco Park, is devoted to games, races, etc.. and is of

the conventional baseball-racetrack type, located within the live-cent

fare limits of Westtield, and served by the line.- of the Worcnoco

Street Railway Co. as well as the Western Massachusetts. 'The

other park is called Riverlieiul Park, and it is located in the town

of Russell. This park is mainly of a natural character, although

special elTorts have been made to render it attractive to patrons

of the road. One of the most iiteresting features is the use cf

Colorado burros for the recreation of children. A fee of five cents

per ride is charged, and this price jui-t about pays for the main-

tenance of the animals, the profits being derived from the trans-

portati' 11 of children and. adults to and from the park. Special

cars may be rented by parties when it is desired to enjoy such

privileges. On account of the numerous curves in the line and

river the eastward and westward journeys are entirely dilTercnt

in the matter of scenery.

The overhead construction is of the single trolley, bracket sus-

pension type, chestnut jiolcs Ixring used. These poles vary from

.TO to 35 ft. ill loiiatli and arc 12 in. in diameter 5 ft. from the butt

RETAINING W.M.I. .M.ONC. SIDE (IF Hl(;iIU.\V.

end. with 7-in. tips. They arc set six feet into the ground,

many 1 eing set ir solid rock or in concrete, on sharp curves. The
cost of blasting out the holes and setting the poles in rock, ex-

clusive of the pole cost, was about $25 each. The trolley is of

No, CO B. & S. copper, grooved in section and suspended by a

soldered clip to secure better wear. There are three feeders, all

of No. coco section. One of these runs from the power house in

Westfield 12 miles through to Huntington, the second runs 10 miles

from the power house to Rivcrbcnd Park, and the third is 8.5

miles long, terminating at Russell village. The poles are set

5 ft. away from the nearest rail, and the feeders are carried upon

a 4-iii. cross-arm painted and treated with insulating compound.

On curveH the poles are anchored to Head m«'n, •evrn-strand 5-16-

ill. iron wire being used for guy- 11 lid iK

ft. alxive the track, and the |i b pboiie , ..i two

No. 10 ci pper wires, is carried iip' n side bracKcls on each pole

The poles are <tp:iced alioiil 70 per mile and Ibe lire material Is of

the (ieneral Kleclric Go's. make.

In the future it is expected thai the road will lie operated by a

water-power electric plant locited in Russell at Ihc worku of

the Otis Fibre Hoard Co. This company is now Iniilding a Ooo

b p. plant on the We^lfiel'l River which -iinild fi rniitli an airp'

ROADBED .\U>Nr. HIGHWAY.

supply of- current to the r.ad f,r scnic lime to come. At present

the pov.er supply is drawn from the steam plant of the Woronoco
-Street Railw-ay Co. in Westfield. This plant contains 625 kw
capacity of generating machinery, composed of a 325-kw. Wcsting-

hou.sc 5SC-V0I1 diiecl-current railway ger.crator, directly coniie.;.:

to a 16 and 28 x 36-in. Fitchburg engine, running at 125 r. p. m.

;

a 150-kw. Westinghcuse generator belled to a 14 by l8-in. Wood-
bury eigi;:c. and two 75-kw. T-H generators belted to a second

Woodbury engine of the same size. There are two Stewart boilers

and one Stearns boiler, all of the horizontal return-tubular type

and each rated at 100 h. p. at 125 lb. steam pressure. There is

also a storage battery of 264 cells in the basement, consi'ling of

Electric Storage Battery Co's. type F"-l I elements, having a one-honr

discharge rale of 2C0 amperes. 'This battery floats on the station

bus bars without a booster, during the daytime, and absorbs the

violent 'oad fluctuations which would otherwise fall upon the gen-

erating units. At night, after the generators have been shut down.

it supplies power to the lines as needed, including car house lights

and motors.

1 he cars of the Western Massachusetts road are stored in u

new brick car house with ccncrete floor and fjundalions. This

building is located on a lot adjoining that of the Worcnoco Street

Railway Cos. car house in Westfield. Ihe repair shop work of

the road is done in the Westfield car house, where there arc facili-

ties for forge and machine shcp work. The machine shcp tools

are all driven by a shunt-wound motor, especially designed for

constant speed work—a practice of much higher efficiency than

tlie former custom of using an old street railway motor for such

service. The car house was built by P. J. Mahoney, cf Westfield.

it contains three parallel tracks; beneath cne of ihcee is an in-

spection and light repair pit. The car house is equipped with a

small steam boiler lor heating purpo.sc.s. chemical fire extinguish-

ers and an ample water supply from ihe lown mains. Its capacity

is 12 cars.

The rolling slock consists cf five open and three closed cars,

all specially designed to facilitate freedom cf vision on the part

of the passengers. In general appearance and in detail the cars

are especially well suited to this road, and there is no doubt

but that they play an important pan in advertising the line.

Of the open cars, two were supplied by the Wason Manufacturing

Co., of Brightwood, Mass.. and three by the Laconia Car Co..

of Laconia, N. H. Of the closed cars the Wason company
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furnished two and the Laconia company one. The closed cars are

each equipped with four G. K.-80 motors. These inotors arc

rated at 40 h. p. witli 75° C. temperature rise after one hour's

run. They are provided with large armatures and a.\le bear-

ings, a large commutator, wide gear face, oil and waste lubri-

cated bearings and other late improvements. The balibitt bearing

surface in the armature shaft linings is so thin that it will not

allow the armature to strike the pole pieces in case it is melted

out by overheating. One of the open cars is equipped with four

G. E.-80 and the other four with Westinghousc No. loi motors.

TVl'K OK CLUSEU CAR.

The gear ratio on the closed cars is 17 to 69, and on the open cars

it is 15 to 69.

The Wason closed cars are of the vestibuled, double-truck type,

measuring 42 ft. 6 in. over buffers. The body length is 30 ft. ar.d

the width over the sheathing at the sills is 8 ft. '2 in. The height

from the top of the floor to the ceiling is 7 ft. 9}4 in., and from

the top of the rail to the top of the roof 11 ft. 3^ in. All the

windows and doors are of the oval top pattern, and on each side

are five plate glass windows 52 in. in length and 24 in. high,

giving an ample view from within. The seats are of the "walk-

over"' pattern, 35 in. long, with high back and head rest, covered

with figured royal blue plush. The inside finish is of selected

Cuban mahogany inlaid with marquetry of unique

design, and the trimmings are of bronze. The seat-

ing capacity is 48 passengers. The ceiling is spaced

by four half-empire arches, on which, between ma-

hogany bands, are 24 frosted bulb i6-c. p. incan-

descent lamps. The ceilings are light blue decorated

w-ith a special design in gold. The curtains are of

Pantasote with Forsyth patent fixtures. The lower

deck ceiling is double banded with mahogany inlaid

with marquetry, all harmonizing with the light blue

and gold decorations, and no advertising cards are

placed in the cars. .^11 sashes are painted and

grained on the outside to match the mahogany inte-

rior. Inlaid in the center aisle is a rubber tile mat-

ting running the full length of the car. Double slid-

ing doors admit to an ample vestibule at each end,

which is finished in mahogany. The vestibule side

doors are of double folding type and they are

arranged to swing back against the end of the car

our of the passage-way. There are 16 cross seats

and four longitudinal seats.

The axles are of a high quality of cold rolled steel, 4J4 in. in

diameter, and the cars are fitted with National Electric Co. air-

brakes, with whistles ard independent valves. At the suggestion

of the general manager the air-brake exhaust was fitted with a

special muffler, consisting of an open box stuflted with excelsior,

into which the air discharges. The exhaust of an air-brake system

often frightens horses when the brakes are released, and it was

greatly desired to avoid this on the new road. Hand brakes are

also provided, with wheels in the vestibules. Tlie exteriors of the

cars are of royal blue, with cream colored roofs, black iron work

and olive green trucks. Special compound drawbars were used,

together with Providence double fenders of special construction.

The framing is also special with steel interlining and the gongs

are of the 12-in. Addenda pattern. On the body sashes the glass

is of 3-16-in. polished plate, %-in. glass being used in the door.s.

Each car is equipped with Con^olulaled heaters, and .Stuilmg reg-

isters operated by either one of a pair of cords running above the

bell cord, the entire system of cords being symmetrically suspended.

There are no hand straps. Beneath the cross seats asbestos is

installed over the heaters. Combination arc and incandescent head-

lights are used. The roof covering is of duck. The end signs

are of standard pattern with Henderson illuminators and a special

trolley guard. Each car is fitted with sand boxes, two trolleys,

two Wilson retrievers, scrapers and Havalan-Buck signal lights.

The steps are covered with a metallic safety tread and they have

malleable iron ends. The cars are mounted on two

Wason No. 25 trucks with 33-in. steel-tired wheels

with 2^^-in. tread and ~A-\n. flange. On all windows

and vestibule doors weather strips arc provided.

The seat back bands are arranged to hold tickets,

and the heaters arc wired so that half or all can be

used at will. Each car is equipped with a compact

telephone set installed by the E. G. Bernard Co., of

Troy, N. Y. The transmitter and receiver occupy

only a space of 3V2 x 6 in., and are located in one of

the car vestibules. Beneath, the car is an arrange-

ment for carrying a telescopic telephone connecting

rod with which flexible connection the car crew can

connect the telephone in the car with the office from

any point on the line. The weight of the closed cars

complete is about 26 tons each.

The open cars of the Wason make are mounted on

the builder's No. 21 double trucks and are 45 ft. long over bumpers,

having 14 benches, and a seating capacity of 98 passengers. At the

post line these cars are about 8 ft. 10 in. wide. They are provided

with vestibule fronts having large single light drop sashes, giving a

vestibule fronts having large single light drop sashes, giving a

wide, clear view forward. The usual and uncomfortable bulk-

head between the vestibule and body has been dispensed with. The

height from the top of the floor to the ceiling is 7 ft. 8 in., and

from the top of the rail to the top of the roof, 11 ft. Two trolleys

are provided. .\\\ the windows and doors are of oval design, the

deck glass being light acid with gothic design in fine gold lines.

The interior lighting follows nuich the same plan as that of the

Ul'E.N L.\K OF WESTERN M.\SS.\C'HUSETTS STREET RAILW.W CO.

closed cars. Bronze trimmings are used, and the side curtains are

of oakette, extending to the floor. The outside body color is royal •

blue with good lettering and striping, cream colored roofs and

dark green trucks. Acme combined arc and incandescent head-

lights are used. A special feature of each vestibule is the pro-

vision of ornamental grille gates at the side, the top rail of each

gate extending out to the first side post and making an arm rest.

Kilbourn sand boxes are installed, and these are filled from be-

neath the car. The axles, air-brakes, fenders, exhaust mufiler.

hand brakes, drawbars, roof covering signs, registers, and wheels are

of the same make as those in use on the closed cars. The glass

in the body sash is of 3-16-in. polished plate. The seat backs are

curved and are 31 in. apart on centers. Telephones are used as

on the closed cars.

The Laconia closed cars likewise represent the most advanced
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practice of their mamifacturer. Tlioy arc 40 ft, 9 in. long over

liiinipers, with 28-ft. 6-in. bodies, an overall width of 8 ft. 4% in.

.Liul a height of 8 ft. 3 in. inside the center. The height from llic

tijj) of the rail to the top of the trolley hoard is 11 ft. 11 in. The
outside length of each vestibule is 5 ft. 4}/j in. 'I'he sides are

straight, sheathed with narrow whitewood, and Ihc roof is of the

steam car type with monitor extending full Imglh over the vesti-

bules. I lie si<le windows are extra wide with double sashes ar-

ranged to drop. I'lu'.sc sashes weigh about 50 lbs. each and arc

equipped wilh Lacimia standard counterbalances to make them

easy lo operate and to provide against breakage in opening or clo'.

ing. The vestibule doors are of the double folding type and the

vestibule fronts are equipped wilh sashes arranged to drop flush

with the window stool. The monitor windows are of a special

design of leaded glass, semi-elliptic lights of leaded glass being

used above the doors with beautiful effect. The cars arc painted

royal blue with gold trinunings to match the outside painting, the

interior having full empire ceilings painted a gold bronze, stipled.

The marquetry work over the end windows matches the oval leaded

glass work, and marquetry designs are used over each wide post.

The interior finish is trimmed with oxidized bronze, a beaded

elTect being widely employed. Highly figured Tobasco mahogany
is the wood used, and the artistic effect of thi.^ finish, with the

high backed Heywood blue plush seats and oxidized bronze, is

admirable. Seat and grab handles arc of oxidized bronze to match

the car trimmings and in the center aisle the Hoor is composed of

the celebrated red and white interlocking tiling used so often on

Pullman cars. 'J'his tiling can be easily washed and a scarred piece

replaced when necessary. The ceilings are painted a bronze glaze.

The lights are of 16 c. p. with frosted bulbs set in oxidized bronze

husks, and arranged to depend from the ceiling in strings or

arches of five lamps per arch.

The bottom framing is comp;'sed of side sills made of two pieces

of long leaf yellow pine, 2-V4 x 8 in., with a steel plate ^x8 in. in

section between, all bolted together, cross timbers of 4^ x 5-in.

white oak, framed into the side sills. A. 4H x 8-in. thrust timber is

provided in the center of the car. The platform is supported by

two 7 X sH-in. T-irons, which extend b,ack under the side sill, and

which are bolted to it, and the platform is further reinforced by two

4 X 4 X }/•-'" angle-irons which extend back to the first cross tiinber,

all being thoroughly bolted to the end sill, which is trussed under-

neath by a 54-''i- truss rod. The bolsters arc of the M. C. B. type,

composed of one plate of steel, -54 x 8-in., which is bent down at the

ends and which passes under the side sill; this plate is reinforced

by a I.X 8-in. steel plate bent in the forin of a truss. These

plates are bolted to the bolster bracket, which is thoroughly bolted

to the side ^ill. Ilu' holster has oast iron filling pieces at the cen-

C.\R HOUSE .\T WESTFIELD.

ter plate and at the side bearing plates. The llocr is of long leaf

yeljow pine. Each car has two yi x l}4-'"- truss rods passing

over the queen posts at the bolster, and down through the side

sills, terminating in a wrought iron anchor at the end of the car

It is still further reinforced by a truss rod of one inch round iron

passing under the queen posts and anchored to the under side of

the sill at the bolsters, the center connection being a turnbuckle.

The body framing posts are of white ash. The window stools

are continuous and are also of w-hite ash, running the full length

of the car. The rafters are of white ash reinforced at everv double

p'/sl by steel carliiis in one continuous piece, with thorough Ixjlling.

There are 16 cross reversible I Icywood seals 36 in. long over all,

.he backs having head rolls and diagonal grab handles of bronze.

'I'ickcts can l>c held in the seat backs by band*. The signal bells

arc of bronze, as arc the inotorman's steps to the roof. Climax

combination headlights, Newark air sandcrs operated by valves, 16

car heaters per car of the O)n5olidated type with asbestos bar-

riers, Laconia inside hung motor trucks wilh 33-in. steel tired

whoelt and <i-U. 7-in wheel base complete the main fe.itiiren of

COLOKADO UURROS AT RIVERBENb PARK.

these cars. The axles, tread, air brakes, fenders, etc., arc as in-

stalled on the VVason cars.

The Laconia open cars are of very handsome design and are

44 ft. gl4 in. in length over bumpers, and 9 ft. ^A in. wide over

running boards. They are 9 ft. 2 in. high from the bottom of the

sill to the top of the trolley board and are mounted upon Laconia

"9H3" trucks with 33-in. steel tired wheels. They conform more
closely in appearance lo the Wason cars than do the closed cars.

They are finished in selected figured mahogany with inlaid work,

semi-empire ceilings of light, blue color, drop side curtains, frosted

lamps and drop-sash double vestibule windows. The seats are re-

versible, 14'A in. wide, and white ash was largely used in the fram-

ing. No advertising racks were provided. Climax headlights of

the combination type and Providence fenders were installed. The
trucks are of the cushioned bolster type arranged for outside hung
motors, 4-ft. 4-in. wheel base, 4!/^-in. sleel axles. 33-in. steel tired

wheels over 3^ by 6-in. journals. They are painted Pullman green.

The cars of the Western Massachusetts Street Railway Co. are

geared for a maximum speed of 30 miles per hour. In view of the

topographic and scenic features of the route a higher maximum
speed was deemed undesirable.

The rolling stock of this road is of a high type of design and the

closed cars are quite as attractive as any ordinary steam railroad

Pulbnan.

The officers of the Western Massachusetts Street Railway Co.

are: President, Ralph D. Gillett, who is also treasurer of the J. L.

and T. D. Peck Manufacturing Co., of Pittsfield, Mass., and who
originated and built the Berkshire Street Ry. ; treasurer, A. W.
Eaton, who is president of the Eaton-Hurlbut Paper Co., of Pitts-

field, Mass. ; and general manager, .\rchie D. Robinson, who was
clerk and general utility man of the Berkshire Street Railway Co.

during its construction and operation until its sale to the New Haven
interests. Mr. Robinson is also general manager of the Woronoco
Street Railway Co. and Mr. Gillett is its president

New Equipment for Northern Ohio Traction 6i

Light Co.

The Northern Ohio Traction & Light Co. has recently closed

contracts with the General Electric Co. for a 1,500-kw. Curtis steam

turbine, a i,ooo-kw. motor-generator set and a 300-kw. motor-gen-

erator set, together with the necessary switchboard apparatus, etc,

to be installed in its power plant in .Vkron, O. A contract has also

been closed with the Electric Storage Battery Co. for a battery

installation, consisting of 28S G-9 elements in G-13 tanks, in the

railway plant at Bedford, O. The battery is to be installed com-

plete with booster and switchboard. With the addition of the above

equipment the company will be able to operate with either direct or

alternating current



The Freight Traffic of the Ohio River Electric Railway
& Power Co.

UV I. I.. OPPENHEIMER, SUPERINTENDENT.

Tlie Ohio River Klectric Railway & Pf>wer Co. operates 13.02

miles of electric railway between Middleport, Pomeroy, Miners-

ville, Syracuse and Racine. This road possesses unique and inter-

esting features in its method of handling freight and developing

roads soliciting freight Iraflic, this electric road has the uniciuc

feature in not being a competitor of a steam road, but on the con-

trary, it has, since its inception, been a feeder to and created much
new business for the Mocking Valley Ry,

LOroMOTrVF, WITH TR.MN .\T I'lTTSPUR;; MINING CO. SWITCH.

that branch of the business. Hie road parallels the Ohio River,

and serves the largest undeveloped coal field in Ohio. The pro-

moters seeing the future possibilities of -freight development in this

territory, in building the road, used standard steam road construc-

tion throughout. Sharp curves and heavy grades were avoided,

.-\ transfer switch to the Hocking Valley Ry's. tracks is located

in Pomeroy, a distance of nine miles from the Racine terminus,

between which points are located machine shops, salt, bromine and
calcium w'orks. foundries, lumber yard and coal mines, all connected

with the electric line by eleven switches with capacities varying

fr-m 2 to .^0 cars each, several of which arc illustrated.

SWITCH TO CD.M. RIIIGE LUMBER YARD & S.\LT CO.

thus aflFording one of the primary advantages in the economical

operation of a freight service.

Pomeroy is the southern tenninus of the Hocking Valley Ry..

from which point to Minersville, Syracuse and Racine the carload

freight -, rvioe is operated, and it is here, that, unlike other electric

THKEE-TR.MK SWITCH /\T SVR.\CCISE, O.

The rate charged for transporting this carload freight is an arbi-

trary switching fee regardless of the car-tonnage and divided into

four zones; $2.00 per car is charged to a point 1.26 miles from the

transfer switch, $2.75 to a point 2.61 miles, $3.50 to a point 4.5

miles and $5.00 to Racine: empties are handled free. These rates
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.•ire piililislicil |py llic I linking Valley Ry. in its Joint I'Vciglit TarifT

sheets.

Tile cars are nmved .11 iiiglil IjcHm-cii iIh- Imnrs ui ri \i. ni. anil

6 a. ni. with a i7-t(:n electric locomotive having a draw liar pull

(.\1( ON SIDlNf: .\T E.\<EI-SI<)R SALT WORKS, I'OMEROV, o.

of 4,0(K) 111. i his Idconiolivc is eqiiippeil with two G. K. 57 motors

and manned by a crew of one motorman and two brakemcn. The

locomotive will pnll ten ordinary loaded cars on a level track but

not more than two over some of the heaviest grades. When
approaching these heavy grades the locomotive is always placed

with tun c.irs alu'.id and tun behind. When the grade is reached

the two rear cars are cut "IT and llie two forwarrl :ire pii^licd

inoriilng. In- the application of this traffic arrangement the elec-

tric railway is relieved of the respomiilijlity of any billing or trans-

fer accounting.

Based on a ratio of the number of cars moved "iince January Int,

the electric railway will handle 7.too loader! car!> thi>i year, which

will yield a very lucrative revenue, far excicding pat^tnger earn-

ings on the same gross income. A carefid rec rd of freight oper-

ating cost is ke|>l, and to ilhislratc the prolilalilc revenue accruing

we will take a random month In tsliib 1.020 freiuht car miles

wer'j made at the followinK!

Wages of motormen and lirak'Tiun $7i.(x>

.Maintenance of locomotive, 7Jj milev 7.40

.Maintenance of track and roadway, l,J<5l nnle^ 10.92

Cleaning and sanding irack, i.Wsi milc« i.SO

Cost of current .ill2

Total .$i22.fj7

Cost per freight car inih . i 1 < 1

'I'aking for an example the maximum haul in the $3.50-zonc

limit, we have 4.5 miles delivering the empty car and 4.5 miles

hauling the load, making a total of 9 miles at a cost of ii.g cents

per mile, a net cost of $1.07 for a car that yields $3.50, leaving

a net revenue of I2.4.V. 'his cost is l>eing gradually reduced by the

lowering of grades and will he further reduced when it becomes

necessary to put into service a heavier locomotive. In compiling

this cost the operating department has not contemplated allowance

for deterioration of property or interest on investment, the pro

rata of which, chargeal Ic to freight mileage, would l>e very small.

I'his traflic is on the rapid increase and is at present limited only

by the inadequate car service.

Ill addition to the carload freight there is a way-freight service
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all times. When they receive a parcel properly addressed, they

collect the charges in advance, attach the tag, removing the coupon

and ringing it up as one fare, then turn in the tag with their collec-

tions.

The company makes delivery of this freight to points only on the

immediate line of its road and by printed conditions on the tag,

accepted by the shipper, is relieved of further responsibility as far

as the statutes governing a common carrier will limit.

The Result of a Recent Strike.

During the recent strike of the employes of the Saginaw Valley

Traction Co., at Saginaw and Bay City, Mich., there was con-

siderable property destroyed. An accompanying illustration shows

a car which had been dynamited by the strikers. This car was

CAR DYNAMITED BY STRIKERS.

taken away from the niotorman and was headed toward the river,

where the strikers intended to set it afloat. Being unable to do

this, however, several charges of dynamite were exploded under

the car, and before it was recovered by the company the motors

were ruined, the seats were demolished and the controllers torn

out and destroyed.

*—*

Wabash & Northern Traction Co.

The Wabash & Northern Traction Co., which has recently been

incorporated, is now building its line from Wabash to Warsaw

and Winona Lake. Ind.. a distance of 36 miles. Fifty-year fran-

chises have been secured for the necessary streets in the towns

through which the line will pass, inchidin.? Wabash, Urbana, North

Manchester, Silver Lake, Claypool and Warsaw. A private right

of way, free from sharp curves and heavy gradients, has been

purchased.

The populations of the cities and towns served by this line, as

well as the intermediate territory, arc shown in the following table

:

Wabash 12,000

Urbana 1,250

North Manchester 4.300

Silver Lake 1,500

Claypool 1.500

Warsaw 5,000

Intermediate territory 1,500

27,050

While the population shown is not great, during certain periods

of the year there are several attractions in the vicinity to stimulate

travel. Twice each year there are two large horse sales at Wabash,

at which times more than 10,000 people attend from various parts

of the country, a very fine lot of horses being bred in this vicinity.

Laketon, a short distance from North Manchester, is situated on a

.small lake, which affords good fishing and hunting in season.

This location is visited yearly by a large number of campers. A

college and fair grounds at North Manchester tend to increase traffic

at this point, fall and spring racing meets being held each year.

Annual meetings of religious denominations bring large crowds of

people to Silver Lake each year, while many cottages and hotels

have been built on the shores of the lake. Last year more than a

quarter of a million people visited Winona Lake, where the Winona

Assembly and Summer School Association hold their annual meet-

ings. This resort is being made one of the foremost rivals of the

association at Chautauqua Lake and with better transportation

facilities afforded by an electric railway should increase rapidly. '

At Wabash the line will connect with the lines of the Ft. Wayne
& Wabash Valley Traction Co. and with the completion of the line

of the Winona-Warsaw-Goshcn electric railway, will form the

connecting link of electric railways which will provide through

trolley communication between points in Michigan and Northern

Indiana, and Indianapolis and points south. This should result in

the development of through interline traffic of both passengers and

freight, and should have considerable bearing on the gross receipts

of this company.

The capitalization of the Wabash & Northern Traction Co. is

divided as follows: Common stock, $850,000; 30-year five per cent

gold bonds, $850,000. The general office of the company is located

at Wabash, Ind., and the officers are: President and general man-
ager, Joseph A. Barry; vice-president and general counsel, Lin-

coln Gnynn ; secretary and treasurer, Edward L. Schmock.

-•-•

The Street Railway Systems of Buenos Aires.

Two articles of considerable interest regarding the street rail-

way systems of Buenos Aires were published in the "Street Rail-

way Review" for June and August, 1904. The development of

electric traction in this territory during the past few years has

been very rapid and it is interesting to note tlie progress that has

been made during the past year.

The returns of the nine tramway companies in the City of

Buenos Aires during August, 1905, were as follows :

—

Horse. Electric.

Length of line, kilometers 164.584 339-465

Passengers carried 3.713,800 10,17(1,412

Kilometers run 1,465,656 2.987,967

Receipts $379,895 $1,056,768

The passengers carried during the fir?t eight months of the

year have been :

—

Horse. Electric. Total.

40,393,634 61,446,252 101,839.886

Compared with 1904 43,470.700 52,377,124 95,847.824

Compared with 1903 48,628,569 37,466,860 86,095,429

The increase in passengers carried during the year 1905 as com-

pared with the preceding year is 6.7 per cent. The decrease in the

number of passengers carried . on the lines operated by animal

power is due to the fact that several lines have recently been con-

verted for electrical operation. At the present time all the lines

operated by hor.se traction are being electrically equipped. The
length of lines operated by electricity in 1904 was 230.359 kilo-

meters and -by horse traction, 253.685 kilometers.

The receipts of the companies for the first eight months of the

year were:

—

1905. 1904. 1903.

Grand National and New $1,589,815 $1,612,825 $1,534,373

Rural 811,924 725,159 697,021

Metropolitan 650.539 291,476 267,207

Anglo-.^rgentine 5,186,699 4,847,690 4,194,344

Buenos Aires and Belgrano 1,342,214 1,290,418 1,222,894

Capital 1,147.548 1,089,282 1,080,119

Buenos Aires Electric 456,236 . 203,863 130,027

-•-•

The Sioux City, Homer & Southern Railway Co., which two

years ago built a road from South Sioux City, Neb., to Homer, a

distance of 12 miles, that has never been operated, will soon put its

tracks in order for operation. It is understood this company has

contracted for a gasoline motor, and express and passenger cars

similar to those recently built and placed in operation by the Union

Pacific R. R.



Question Hox of the Mechanical and Electrical Association/

COMI'ir.KU TIY S. WAr.TER MOWER, SECKETAKV

2O. How slinll tlu' inliriirljaii car iif llu- fiitiiri- he ilesignecl, with
or witliout plalfcinii'i and wlicro shall Ihi- ciilraiii-o hi-, in the ci'iili-r

or at the uiuls?

liow shall tlii-y hu iipiTafiil, in Iraiiis nr sillily?

If in trains, shall all hr r(|ni|)iiiil with niolrirs. or will one he a

motor car and ihr rest trailers?

I. The inlernrli.m car slmnld have platforms and entrances at

the ends. The nnnilier nf |)eople (s'ettinK nn and off at any one point

is not largi' enongh to warr;uit sirle entrances. Side entrances in-

volve strnclin-.il weakness in the car. which it is expjiisive to over-
come, and Ihey are dillicull lo operate, except by station platform

attendants, i>r liy expensive mechanism for oi)eralion by the con-

ductor. hilernrl);m cars shonld he provided with doors, so that

passengers and conductor can pass from one car to another when
cars are operated in trains.

.\11 cars on up-to-date roads shonld he provided with some form
of )indtiple control, so that they may be operated in trains where
the service warrants doing so. It is practically impossible to

operate cars at high speed at more frequent intervals than one
every half hoiu' in each direction on a single track road, and the

ability to operate the cars in trains when the traffic requires doing

so will frecpiently remove the necessity of building a double track,

where the trafhc requires the operation of single car trains at more
frequent intervals.

Preferably all cars should be equipped with motors, as the

modern interurban road high speed car generally has an equipment

but little in excess of the requirements for [jropelling itself, and is

therefore apt to be overworked if required to haul trailers. In most

cases it would not pay to equip all cars with sufficient power to haul

trailers. If it can be foreseen that the traffic of the road wdl

require the operation- of trains during the major portion of the

time, it is probable that the equipment of two out of three cars in

each train, or a like proportion with larger trains will be satisfac-

tory. The number of cars which should be equipped with motors

in each train will depend largely upon the acceleration desired, the

grades, frequency of stops and other conditions encountered.

No. 8.

2. It is a difficult matter to design a car that will meet the re-

quirements of all interurban roads, as there are various conditions

to be taken into consideration; conditions that may be character-

istic for certain roads only.

The length and width of the cars should be as great as the streets

will permit in cities through which they may be required to

pass. In determining the size of cars the density of traffic must

also be taken into consideration.

The cost of operating and maintaining a number of large cars

is smaller than that of a greater number of small ones.

As an up-to-date interurban service demands a high speed, the

cars should be built with steel sub or floor-framing so as to mini-

mize possible injuries to passengers in case of collisions or derail-

ments. Seats should be provided for all passengers, if possible,

especially if the cars are intended for long runs. The grcate.it

seating capacity is obtained by the use of cross seats with a center

aisle. Cross seats are, besides, more comfortable than longitudinal

seats. This is especially true in case a high rate of acceleration

and retardation is required.

If platforms are not adopted, it will be necessary either to pro-

vide the stations with platforms raised to an elevation correspond-

ing to that of the car floor or to provide the cars with steps, which
undoubtedly would project considerably beyond the car body. In

either case it would prohibit the running of the cars on streets.

Therefore, it seems advisable to build interurban cars with plat-

forms. If this is the case, they should also be designed with end

side doors. These should not be loss than 40 in. to 48 in. wide.

The platform should accordingly be wide and of the vestibule type.

The immber of passengers handled at any one time at stations

on an interurban hue would hardly warrant center side dfxirs. The
greatest number of passengers would undoubtedly be taken on in

side city limits, where side doors could be of no advanlaKe, as the

use of such would lu'cessilate raised station platforms, which would
not be permissible in the streets.

As to the (|ucslion whether the cars should b*- operated singly or in

trains, this would depend on the distance over which they are lo

run and on the density of the traffic.

Kor short hauK. where stops are frcf|uent. it would seem th il

single cars would be more economical and efficient. For longei

hauls, when stops are not too frequent, trains made up of two or

more cars can be used to advantage during rush hours or for hand
litig excursion parlies.

All cars should in such case be equipped with motors, as i'

would otherwise be impossible to maintain the schedule. All car.

should also be equipped with air brakes. In determining the typ:

of control to be used, the greatest safety to passengers, the reliabil-

ity and llexibility of control, the size of cars, and if run singly or

in trains, should be considered.

If cars are run in trains, it necessarily follows that a inultiple

unit control should be ailopted. In case small cars are used equip

aM f in
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SCHEME FOR PAINTERS SCAFFOLD.

p.-d with small motors witii a comparatively small power consump-
tion, a straight hand control can be used with economy and safety.

When large cars are considered, with necessarily large motors, a mul-
tiple unit control should be decided upon as being better adapted for

handling heavy currents. Besides the flexibility of such a control

in case it is desired to run cars in trains, it has the great advantage
that all apparatus and cables carrying heavy currents can be placed

underneath the floor framing, thus minimizing possible panics in

case of a burnout in the cables or control. No. 13.

*Coutiiiiied from preceding issue.

27. On a city, suburban and interurban service, can cars weigh-

ing 26 tons complete, equipped with four 50-n. p. motors, maintain-

ing an average speed of 20 miles per hour, make a daily mileage of

300 miles without seriously impairing the electrical equipment?

1. This would entirely depend on the design of the motors and

the profile of the road. No. 13.

2. The conditions named in this question have been met with

in a western city with no bad results to electrical equipment Not
a single armature or field has been lost through baking or burning

out. Close inspection is required. The climate is decidedly favor-

able in this instance. No. 2.

3. Four 50-h. p. motors on a car weighing 26 tons complete,

should easily make an average speed of 20 miles an hour for 15

hours per day, without seriously impairing the equipment, providing

the number of stops, grades and length of time on slow schedule in

the city do not require the car to make a maximum speed in the
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country of over 35 miles an hour. If the previously niention-'d

conditions made it necessary to gear the car to a higher speed than

35 miles per hour on a level, it is quite probable that heavier motors
would give a better service. No. 8.

28. Providing cars are fairly standardized and in fairly good
shape, how many men per car should there be employed in shops

and car houses on an electric street railway system operating, say,

400 to 1,000 cars, in order to keep cars in first class condition?

One man for every two cars in service is a fair average. It is

supposed that this question means all men engaged in car repairs.

No. 2.

29. How can cars be given a thorough weekly washing, without

injuring the varnish, or causing the wood work to rot?

Is it injurious to the varnish to wash a car with warm water in

an unheated building?

30. In building new paint shops, what is the best form of paint-

ers' scaffold to provide for use at the sides of cars?

The accompanying sketch shows a type of painter's scaffold sus-

pended from the roof trussesr The scaffold can be put at any de-

sired height by means of a tackle. No. 13.

31. What is the best type of construction for car body hoists;

shall they be operated below or above the car house floor?

In shops with a single floor an overhead traveling crane can b-

^^CSSSSO Of^tf^ri/f/^^',

SCHEME F(.R I.IGHTIN(] IMT5. (NO. 9.)

used to great advantage. Besides being economical, it leaves the

floor space between cars unobstructed, which facilitates handling of

material.

If at the same time space for handling trucks and motors is pro-

vided for at one end of the shop, this same crane can be used

in replacing trucks on any car. Enough headroom must then bi

provided for to permit of carrying the trucks over the cars.

In shops with two floors, where on the upper one car body re-

pairs are carried out, and where the lower floor is intended for

the repairs of motors and trucks, the installation of an elevator will

facilitate the jacking of cars as well as the handling of trucks and
motors. No. 13.

32. Which are the more economical for the general lighting of

shops and car houses, arc or incandescent lamps?
I. The most economical means for general lighting of shops anJ

car houses, whether by arc or incandescent lamps, depends upon a

number of factors

:

The location of shops and car houses relative to the power house
or source of supply and the amount of copper connecting them.

Arrangement of space for storage, working, etc.

Where extreme fluctuations of pressure are common it is not ad-

visable to use arc lamps, as they will give considerable trouble and
cost a large amount for maintenance, besides giving very poor light.

so that in all cases where extreme fluctuations of pressure are en-

countered, incandescent lamps should be used, in clusters for illu-

mination of large areas and as single lamps located with special

reference to the work in shops and other places. Where there is

no trouble due to fluctuation of pressure, arc lamps may be used fo"

lighting large areas and incandescent lamps in shops, located with

special •reference to the work. No. 8.

2. Incandescent lamps would appear to be more economical fo'

the lighting of shops and car houses than arc lights, principally

in consequence of their allowing us to distribute the light amoni

such places as it is needed. Then, again, the incandescent lamps do

not require the attention of electricians so frequently, and, in cas.-

of a burnout, any car house employe can substitute a new lamp,

whereas, with the arc lights, the trimming should always be don;

by electricians. In car houses no great amount of light is required,

except in special locations, such as in the pits or over work bctiches.

It is, therefore, the practice in the Borough of Manhattan to s:)

arrange rpws of incandescent lights between tracks that there will

be one light for each car; in other words, the lights in each row

will be two car lengths apart. No. g.

3. We use both arc and incandesccnls for lighting our shop anJ

believe that combination is the most economical. No. I4-

33. What is the best method of pit lighting?

1. In our .shops we have found incandescent lamps located 0:1

both sides of the pits and spaced about 10 ft. apart as being th.-

most satisfactory method of lighting pits.

Each lamp should be put in a recess to prevent breakages of same.

The wires should be carried in iron conduit pipes and a potcnial of

not more than uo volts should be used. No. 13.

2. The best method of lighting pits is by the use of incandescent

lamps, the wires being placed in iron conduits, with the outlets spaced

at intervals of about 5 ft., either side of each pit. For a careful

inspection of the underbody of a car, a lamp can be removed from

socket and a portable light substituted. No. 9.

3-1. What is the best system for heating car shops and pits?

The best system for heating car shops and pits is with hot air

heated by steam coils and circulated by means of fans. No. 3.

35. Do automatic sprinkler equipments in car houses afford suffi-

cient nrotection from .unread nf fire to nav for inst^l'''tinn ?

Automatic sprinkler equipment in car houses, if properly installed,

certainly do afford considerable protection against the spread of

fire. As to the economy of installing sprinkler equipments, a de-

cision must be reached in each individual case, based upon the co.st

of installation, the amount of protection afforded, etc. The rebate

allowed by the insurance companies at present for a standard sprink-

ler equipment is from 30 to 40 per cent reduction in the insurance

rates on the building. I deem it good practice if the amount of this

reduction equals 20 per cent of the cost of installing the equipment

to have it installed. The cost of maintenance of a proper equipment,

dry air system, is not great, and, in addition to the saving in insur-

ance rates, it al.so gives additional protection to the property, and

the protection to the property should be considered equal, in dollars

and cents, to the allowance made by the insurance companies, for

although railroad companies are, generally speaking, co-insurers of

20 per cent of the amount for which property is insured, if the loss

in business is considered, they are co-insurers to the extent of fully

50 per cent, if not more, of the value of the property, especially the

rolling stock.

The Board of Underwriters is. 1 understand, now considering

the advantages of the so-called side sprinkler equipment, but after

a careful inspection and test of that equipment, the writer does not

believe that it is of suflicient benefit to pay for the additional ex-

pense of installation. There are several objections to their use, the

main one being the difliculty of properly draining the pipes, for,

even with a dry air system, water will collect at the bottom of the

sprinkler system, and, unless proper provision is made for draining

it off, there will surely be trouble in freezing weather.

The ordinary automatic sprinklers give, in the writer's opini(m,

fully as much protection as do the side sprinklers. In a test held

at NewarJ<, N. J., the overhead sprinklers opened before the side

sprinklers, and many of the side sprinklers failed to open at all,

owing to the cooling of them by the spr.iy from the automatic sprink-

lers. No. 9.

36. What difference between wheel and track gage do you use,

and where measured on your wheels?
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1. There slioiild lie '/i in. iliffeience Ijrtween wlicil ami (rack

gage if gage lino is taken from wlieel in gage line, namely Vi in

upon flange, altlimigli, \>y making llie wheel gage the.same as track

gage and measuring from wheel where flange starts to rfuiml it

gives the same results with less chance of allowing the gage to gel

out of place ajul making wide or narrow gage. No. 4.

2. The difTerence hetween the (rack and wheel gage should be

Vi in. for a 4 ft. SVs in. track gage. The gage on the wheel should

he measured from the root of the flange. No. 3.

additional life added to the rail. Wc believe this additional life a

groat advantage.

37. Which is the more economical arrangement for getting cars

to and from car houses, transfer tallies or turn outs?

1. Turn outs. No. 2.

2. Turn outs should be more econipmiral where an electric equip-

ment is to be taken care of

The cars ought tn he brought to the shops for inspection every

third or fourth day.

With a transfer table handling only one car at the time, cars can-

not be shifted fast enough to take care of the equipment.

Another advantage of turn outs would be in case of a fire, when
undoiililedly more cars could'be got out of the shop than with a

transfer table. No. 13.

3. The cost of maintenance of track and macliinery is determined

by depreciation.

To install a transfer table in a car house 200 ft. iu width will cost

approximately $3.o<io. if installed when the house is constructed, rin

a car house of this width cars could be received or discharged from

the car house on less than one-minute headway with four turn outs

from the house to the main line. In a bouse of this width without

a transfer table, 14 or iCi turn outs comiccting with the main line

would be needed, and this large number of turn outs connecting with

the two tracks on the main line, even though half of them turned

in each direction, would necessitate a very complicated and very ex-

pensive set of track work, and the depreciation or cost of mainte-

nance of this large amount of special work would far exceed the cost

of the maintenance of the transfer table and the four plain turn outs

needed with it.

Furthermore, with overhead trolley work, the overhead wiring for

so many turns outs would be a source of considerable expense for

maintenance and a source of considerable annoyance, with cars leav-

ing and entering the house on short headway.

By the use of two transfer tables and four tracks or turn outs

to the main line, cars could be discharged from the house on less

than 30-second headway with little or no danger of collisions; where-

as, with a turn out from each house track to the main line, there i«

considerable danger of collisions, and, for this reason, the writer

feels that, for emptying a house in time of fire, the transfer table is

preferable to the usual system of having turn outs from each track

to the main line. No. 0.

4. This company has turn outs at three of its car houses and

a transfer table at one, and I think the turn outs are much better

and quicker. No. 5.

38. Does high carbon rail for street railway work give better

results than rail with less than 0.55 per cent of carbon?

1. Where rails are held rigidly to a solid foundation, and there

is a minimum amount of strain at the joints, so that practically the

only strain on the rail is the cru.shing strain caused by the wheel

of the car, it is probable that the high carbon rail is more economical

than the rail with lower carbon. Tn the Borough of Afanhattan.

the rails are supported rigidly at 5-ft. intervals. The joints are

supported by cast iron yokes. The joint plates become more or

less loose, so that there is a motion to the rail at the joint, and there

has been considerable trouble in consequence of the hammer blow

on the drop rail breaking the bead of the rail. This break begins

on the gage line, about two inches from the joint, and generallv

extends diagonally through the head of the rail for a distance of

from eight to fifteen inches. It does not occur often on rails having

their joints suspended, but in this case, with the supports 5 ft. apart,

the strain is so great on the rail through the joint that the web
splits. No. Q.

2. In all work under the writer's supervision for the past seven-

teen years the chemical analysis of rail for city tracks has been

specified. "Illinois Steel Go's, standard analy.sis, except carbon

which shall be 0.55 to 0.60 per cent." No trouble has been expe-

rienced on account of extra liability to break, sufficient to ofTset the

3Q. What i.s the best method for the eradication of weeds along

the roadbed?

40. What has been the experience of the members of the asso-

ciation as to the permanency of the soldered copper rail Ijoml?

41. What character of s;ind is best to use for sanding tracks? By
what methods can it he dried? Which is most economical?

1. With cast iron chilled wheels on city streets, and especially

under elevated structures, where the rail is inclined to be greasy,

it seems necessary not only to use such sand as is carried in the

sand boxes on the cars, but also to use considerable sand placed

upon the rail by independent sand cars, though this is often put on

by hand. For this purpose clean, sharp- screened sand, entirely free

from mica or loam, should be used; in fact, sand used for this pur

pose should be washed sand, and the best results are often obtained

l)y using sand dredged from the bottom of rivers or harI>ors. Thi^

>.and as it is delivered contains considerable moisture, and it is neces-

sary that it he kiln-dried in order to have it run freely, especially

from the sand boxes on cars.

The drying of sand has always been a problem with steam rail-

roads, and a number of electric roads are obliged to have drying

facilities. Various sand driers are used for the purpose. First, the

old-fashioned sand-drying stove, which is a cylindrical stove around
which an iron hopper is built. This hopper is filled with sand ami

as the sand dries it percolates through small apertures* in the bot

torn. With this character of drier, one man with two stoves cati

dry about 10 yards per day, but it means the handling by hand of

the sand several times. Then again, the sand, coming in contact with

the hot surface of the stove, is likely to be burned, and this de-

stroys its gritty properties.

Rotary driers, such as are used by the asphalt companies, are used

to a certain extent, but they also tend to heat the sand to too great

a temperature and are expensive to operate and maintain.

Various forms of steam driers are used, but in electric car houses,

steam is not often available, and to generate steam for the purpose

of drvine sand is verv exnpnto-»

There has been used with considerable success in the Borough of

Manhattan a so-called gravity drier. The sand is delivered on the

ground floor, runs through chutes to conveyors, is carried to eleva-

tors and hoisted to the top of a brick stack, about six or eight feet

square, which stack is filled with iron bars, spaced a few inches

apart, so that the sand in falling from the top of this so-called "slat-

chamber" to the bottom drops from one bar to another, and so pre-

sents a considerable surface to the heated gases with which it comes
in contact. The fire is in a furnace adjaecnt to the slat chamber
The gases are carried to the top of the slat chamber and. by forced

draft, down through the slat chamber, falling with the sand and
discharging through a stack adjacent. The dry sand is then carried

by elevators to the second floor, where it is placed in 3 storage bin.

from which it can be loaded into sand cars through chutes. This
would seem to be the most economical method of drWng sand where
any quantity is required. An experimental dryer of this kind which

was in operation in the Borough of Manhattan for something over

a year averaged to dry about 75 yards of sand per day with two
men. The fuel cost about 5 cents per cu. yd. of sand and it required

about 20 h. p. to operate the conveying and elevating apparatus.

No. 0.

2. We use a black river sand, which I think is sharp enough
For drying, we have a boiler. 36 in. in diameter, fitted up with a

4-ft. grate and set up on legs. Behind the grate, the boiler is stop-

ped up to a level with the grate, and with a 14-in. stack we get suffi-

cient draft. Pieces arc bolted to the sides on a level with the grate,

which will hold a wagon load of sand, which, as it dries, runs througli

holes in the side pieces. We can dry a great deal more in this way
with the same amount of fuel then we could with an upright stove.

No. S-

42. WTiat is the best form of concrete beam construction as evi-

denced by actual experience?

43. Has experience shown that Portland cement concrete under
the tracks in city streets has given results such as to warrant its use
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in preference to domestic concrete, when the cost of the latter wa>
less than one-half?

44. What character of pavement next to street railway rails givc~

the best results?

43. Why, in a city where the streets are of ordinary width, can

not a pavement be laid abutting a T-rail with equal facility and

with ultimately as good results as where some type of grooved or

tram girder rail is used?

On any street where there is heavy traffic and a tendency of ve-

hicles to follow the rails, no pavement will withstand the wear that

Is placed upon it. The advantage of the grooved or tram girder

rail is that it carries the weight and wear of vehicles upon the

tram. If traffic could be diverted from the tracks there is no reason

why brick pavement, properly laid, asphalt blocks or sheet asphalt

could not be laid abutting T-rail with good results. No. 9.

46. Does the treatment of ties, poles, fence posts, etc, with a

preservative fluid sufficiently increase their life to warrant the ex-

pense?

What methods are pursued? What do they cost?

47. Has anyone seen an indicator for steam turbines?

-•-•

The Syracuse & South Bay Railway Co.

Realizing the oijportunity afforded at Oneida Lake under the new

conditions now opening up, a group of capitalists and practical.

e.xperienced railroad men have organized and are carrying out the

project to connect the city of Syracuse with Oneida Lake and the

Barge canal by means of a double track, high-speed electric railroad

for freight and passenger business. Owing to natural conditions

the railroad now in the course of construction in connection with a

new line of steamboats on the lake, controlled by allied interests,

will have a monopoly of the freight and passenger business of an

important and growing territory. The Syracuse & South Bay Rail-

way Co. was incorporated in 1900 under the railway laws of the

state of New York to build and operate a railroad about 27 miles

long, the main line extending from the city line of Syracuse to South

Bay, Oneida Lake (a distance of about ten miles), its western

division extending from North Syracuse to the western end of the

such that the passenger and freight business of the railroad will be

of about equal fmportance.

Oneida Lake is the largest lake wholly within New York state,

having about eighty squiire miles of water. Among the attractive

features from a resort standpoint are Frenchman's and Dunhahi's

Islands, of 28 and 22 acres respectively, and well wooded. They are

situated at the entrance to South Bay, a large and beautiful natural

harbor. The lake has important commercial fisheries. It has al-

ways been popular with sportsmen and tourists, but up to the present

it has been rather inaccessible, especially at the southwest portion.

I he transportation facilities to and on the lake have been very

poor, so that the large body of water has been more of a hindrance

than a help to the commerce of the region. Syracuse, a city of

125.000 population, is only ten miles from the lake. Communication
between the city ,ind the lake has been over a toll road upon which
it is expensive to travel.

The "Bay road" is a little more than ten miles long. It is con-

CONSTRUCTION WORK ON SOUTH B.W TERMINAL LOOP.

structed largely over private right of way 100 ft. wide, extending

northeast from the city limit of Syracuse in a direct line through

North Syracuse to South Bay. The highest point on the line be-

tween the city and the lake is only 50 ft. above the level of the

lake, and the maximum grade is 1.75 per cent. The rails weigh

85 lb. to the yard, and the construction is of the most substantial

MOTOR C.\R ANL) TR.MLEK AT CAR BARNS, NORTH SYRACUSE—SYRACUSE & SOUTH BAY RY.

lake at Brewerton (seven miles), and its eastern division extending

to Bridgeport, likewise on the lake, a distance of about ten miles.

The capital stock of the company is $900,000 common, all issued,

and $100,000 five per cent preferred, reserved for the construction

of the division to Brewerton. The company owns a majority of the

stock of the Syracuse & Oneida Lake Electric Railway Co.

The main double-track line of the Syracuse & South Hay Rr,il\vay

Co., connecting the city of Syracuse, N. Y.. with Oneida Lake and

New York state's i.ooo-ton barge canal, is now nearly completed

and will be in operation within a few weeks. Conditions in its ter-

ritory make this line in some respects unique among the electric

railroads of the state. Circumstances, present and prospective, are

character throughout. The culverts are of concrete. The ballast

consists of gravel and crushed stone. The center pole type of over-

head construction is used.

One of the most interesting features of the construction work is

the terminal loop at the South Bay dock, extending out into the

lake a distance of about 250 ft. It is of earth and rock and encloses

a lagoon to which small craft have access under a bridge. Just be-

yond the loop is the large dock and pavilion, forming the connecting

link between the railroad and the steamboats of the Oneida Lake

Navigation Co., composed of interests allied with the railway.

.Several thousand passengers an hour can be handled between the

cars and the boats when the occasion demands it. The great ob-
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jectivc pi/iiit of L'xcursicMiisis will lie l''rfricliiii.iirs Islam!, faiiiims

for a ci'iitiiry, and iiuw In hiiiiiiic a great piipular uinuscnient park

and picnic ground.

'I'lie cars of the Bay road in tlic city run over the tracks of the

Syracuse Rapid Transit Co., with which the company has a transfer

agreement. The rolling stock equipment of the Bay road consists

of ten motor cars, ten trailers, two haggage and express cars, a

rotary snow plow and 20 freight cars. The passenger and li.iggage

cars were built by the G. C. Kuhlman Car Co.. of Cleveland, O.,

and are now all stored in the car harn at North Syracuse. The
motor cars are 48 ft. long over the vestibules and S ft. i in. wide

iivcr the side sheathing. They have high back upholstered seals in

the passenger compartment and rattan covered seats in the smoking

compartment. The seating capacity is 5S persons. The cars are

New (>ars for Cluvelaiid & Southwestern Trac
tion (>o.

SUU-STATION, W.MTINC ROOM, C.\R 1!.\RN .VNU SHOPS OK SVR.\CUSE .>«

SOUTH B.\Y RAILWAY CO.

very liandsomcly linished and completely equipped. There are four

70-h. p. motors to each car and a speed of 45 miles an hour is pos-

sible. The trail cars have a seating capacity of 60 persons. All cars

are mounted on Peckham trucks.

Power for the operation of the railroad is leased from the Syra-

cuse Lighting Co., which has a large plant in the city of Syracuse.

The railroad company's transforming sub-station, car barn and

shops, ticket office and waiting room and employes' club rooms are

located at North Syracuse. The car barn and shop building is 7S x
271 ft. in size and is constructed of brick. The sub-station is also

built of brick and is 38 x ^^ ft. in size. The sub-station equipment

consists of three 300-kw. rotary transformers, three 333-kw. lower-

ing transformers and the necessary switchboard apparatus. The
entire electrical equipment was furnished by the General Electric Co.

While the summer excursion business will be a very large one.

the n.iy road will be operated the year around, and the freight busi-

ness will be heavy. The handling of stone. lumber, coal. ice. milk

and agricultural produce will make up a l.irge part of it, while the

several million dollars' worth of engineering and construction work
to be done at either end of the lake in connection with the Barge

canal will cause an innnediate impetus to the shipping interests of

the locality of which the allied enterprises described in this article

control an important part.

W. R. Kimball, formerly general manager of the Syracuse Rapid

Transit Co., and Lieutenant-Governor William M. Brown, of Penn-

sylvania, are interested in the syndicate which is developing llie ro

sources of this region. The officers of the Syracuse & South Bay
Railway Co. are: President, George B. Chapman; vice-president,

W. B. Burns; secretary, W. R. Kimball; treasurer, Frank L.

Barnes; general manager and chief engineer, George C. Towle.

The .general offices of the company are at 305 Gridley Building.

Syracuse.

We are indebted to Mr. T. D. MacGregor, advertising manager
of the Bay Road Construction Co., for the data and photographs
from which this article was prepared.

The Cleveland & S'mthwestern Traction Co. lias recently received

Irom the Nilcs Car & Mainif-'icturing Co. a number of very hand-

sonic intcrurban cars, of which that shown in the accompanying

illustration is a type. The order for these cars was placed through

the J. A. Manna Co., Cleveland, O., the well known agents for

Niles cars and Peckham trucks. The car is 51 ft. 8 in in length

INTERIOR PASSENGER COMPARTMENT, CLE\'ELAND * S0UTHWESTE8N CAR-

over buffers and has an extreme width of 8 ft. 6 in. It is com-
posed of three compartments, a con:bined baggage-vestibule placed

at the forward end, having a 40-in. baggage door at each side, but

without passenger entrance. The motorman is separated from

baggage compartment by heavy iron railings extending from the

lloi.r to the deck sills, the hot water heater being at the left-hand

side, and is cared for by the motorman. Next to the baggage vesti-

bule is a smoking compartment occupying the space of four side

The Electric Express Co.. operating over the intenirban lines of

the Allen-Porter Syndicate, has announced that it will begin service

between .Mton and St. Louis in the near future.

MOTORMAN S C.\B AND BAGC.^GE COMPARTMENT.

windows, the door between the smoker and baggage compartments
being at the right-hand side with long seats against the bulkhead.

The main passenger compartment is 22 ft. 8^^ in. in length, with a
toilet room in the rear left-hand corner next to the rear door. The
rear vestibule has a passenger entrance with double steps at each

side. There are no double doors whatever on the car. there being

a single sliding door for entrance at the rear end of car and single
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swinging doors at cacli side of rear vestibule, with swinging doors

between each compartment. Tlic center sills are of 6-in. steel

I-beams and the side sills are double, having heavy steel plates

between, the intermediate sills being of 6.x3^-in. yellow pine.

All sills extend from the rear end sill under the front vestibule to

the front buffer, the rear platform being dropped 6 in. below car

floor. The interior finish and furnishings are particularly rich and

handsome, polished American plate glass being used exclusively

except for the deck sash and upper side windows, which are cathe-

dral an glass. The interior finish is solid mahogany, having smooth

plain panels without raised work, so as to not collect dirt and dust

and which are easily cleaned, the main panels being outlined with

neat inlay of colored woods. The ceiling is full empire style

decorated in green and gold and fitted with holophanc globes, each

containing four electric lamps. The seats are of the Ilalc & Kilburn

NEW C.\R, CLEVEL.\ND & SOUTHW'ESTERN TRACTION CO.

No. 3-C type, with stationary backs of the high head roll type

and with mahogany seat arms along the aisle. This car being in-

tended to run with the same end forward at all times, it is not

considered advisable to have the backs reversible.

This car is particularly adaptable to all conditions of through

interurban service, containing the equivalent of a steam railroad

train, having baggage, smoking and passenger compartments, and

is as comfortable and luxurious in its furnishings and finish as the

best steam railroad coaches. It is mounted on M. C. B. trucks,

fitted with four 75-h. p. motors, 37-in. steel wheels and 6-in axles.

The Niles works are now filled with cars similar to this, ordered

from several different interurban railways, this style of car being

the specialty of the Niles Car & Manufacturing Co. and to which it

has devoted long and thorough study.

The Foster Superheater.

.As the use of superheaters in railway power stations becomes

more general in the railway field, knowledge of the construction

details and meritorious operation points of the various superheater

types is welcomed by station operators. Elsewhere in this issue

FOSTER SUPERHEATER INSTALLED WITH HORIZONTAL RETURN TUBULAR

BOILER.

appears an extended discussion of the value and methods of con-

struction of several American and European makes of this auxil-

iary apparatus. One of the types of .American-built superheater,

which is being used quite extensively in many of the more recently

designed power plants, is a product of the Power Specialty Co., iii

Broadway, New York City, and is known as the Foster superheater.

The design of the tubes or elements which comprise the super-

heater is illustrated, as are also shown line drawings illustrating

two methods of arrangement of the clonionls with respect to the

several passes of the flue gases.

The superheater tubes or elements are composed of seamless

drawn steel tubing. Outside of the elements are siuigly fitted a

series of annular gill flanges, placed close to each other and form-

ing an exterior cover of cast iron. This covering not only protects

the tubes against the action of the heated gases, but provides a mass

of metal which acts as a reservoir for the fluctuating heat of the

flue gases and tends to convey heat to tlic steam in n steady man-

f

FOSTER SUPERHE.MKK l.NSTALLED ABOVE WATER TUBES.

ner. This prevents fluctuation in the degree of superheat, due to

corresponding fluctuations in the gases from the furnace.

The full sectional area of an element in this design of superheater

is not open to the steam, but has supported concentrically with the

outer shell a tube with such a diameter that an annular space of

about one-quarter of an inch is left for containing the steam. This

construction compels the steam to stay close to the interior heating

surface, which results in a high degree of efficiency in heat trans-

mission. The small amount of steam contained in such a super-

DETAIL OF RETURN HEADER.

heater adds to the element of safety and confines the eflfect of over-

heating during a pause in the flow to such a small amount as will

readily be absorbed by the cold pipes and connections beyond, when-

ever the flow is resumed.

Such a detail of operation is particularly desirable when the gen-

erators are operating with a fluctuating load, because when the

load suddenly falls oflf and the engine takes less steam from the

boiler, the flow through the superheater is retarded, thus allowmg
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tiic slcaiii ill tlie (IciiK-nls to receive somewhat more than the aver-

age heat. During this time of liKht load the steam pipes and con-

nections, whicli have ))een kept at the high lenipcralurc hy the

passage of superheated steam, tend to ccjoI down. Wiicn the heavy

load is again taken on and steam is drawn from the hoiler, this

steam wliich has more than the usual degree of superheat will

I)ass iiUn the pipes, hut the amount of steam is so small that llic

€liililli

VniW SHUWINC INNliK TUliK AND ANNULAR STKA M Sl'ACE.

additional heal which il oontains will hardly be more than enough

to balance tin: loss in temperature of the pipes, which have cooled

down during the period of light load. The marked advantage of the

small steam containing capacity and the heat storing capacity of the

cast iron covering thus show their value in furnishing an even

degree of superheat.

The lilakc Signal.

The dispatcher's selective scmapliorc signals, as now mamifacturcd

by the Blake Signal & Manufacturing Co., Boston, Mass., and

which were described in the "Street Railway Review" for July 20,

1904, have been improved along the following lines

:

I"or the dispatchers office equipment, insteao of using a constant-

speed motor driving a shaft on which different toothcad discs were

placed which opened and closed the circuit and sent impulses over

the line for actuating the various signals, a desk-like box contain-

ing IS pendulums of different lengths is now used, as shown in

tioii of varying voltage is provided for by three relays located

on the dispatcher's desk wliich cut in and out resistance automatic-

ally as the voltage, which is supplied to the signal line at the dis-

patcher's office, rises or falls. The advantage of this method over

the constant-speed motor is obvious, since it is positive, and the

signal desired must be set, irrespective of varying voltage.

'i'hc line signals arc practically the same as first described, each

containing an electro magnet and pendulum. The pendulum in each

signal differs in length from those in the other signals and corre-

•^ponds in length to one of the pendulums in the dispatcher's ofKcc.

I lure have In in, bnwevir. iiiiproveirei ts maile ill the detail of the

signals; such as using a simple form of universal joint between

the signal base and bracket, which permits the Mgiial to Ik readily

levelled for varying angles of set or other irregularities in trolley

line poles. Also the electro magnet coils have been electrically

strengthened to a break-down test of over iq,ooo-volts pressure,

and a simple form of lightning arrester added so that troubles

from lighting, so far as the signal mechanism is concerned, have

been practically eliminated. 'I'hesc changes and improvements have

increased the reliability of the signals, which had already proved

unusually efficient and trustworthy in constant and active service.

They have also reduced the already small cost of maintenance.

The following points arc recommended as worthy of the notice

of signal and operating railway men:
When properly set up and adjusted, it is physically impossible

for any other signal than the one desired to operate.

Tlicrc is a povitive indication to the dispatcher showing that the

semaphore arm has been set in the horizontal position, and that

until the arm has reached an angle of about 45°, it is a physical

SIGNAL mix AND ARM. DISPATCHER S DESK.

the accompanying illustration. Each of these pendulums corre-

sponds in length to a pendulum in one of the line signals, and is

latched back out of the perpendicular position. For instance, when

the dispatcher wishes to set signal No. 9 he inserts a plug simi-

lar to a telephone plug, in hole No. 9. This releases pendulum

No. 9, and also connects the line with the soo-volt current which

is brought to the dispatcher's desk. As the pendulum swings it

opens and closes the signal line circuit, sending impulses over the

line, synchronous with its vil)ration. These impulses act upon

the electro-magnets and through them upon the pendulums of all

the signals, which are in series, upon the single line wire. But

the impulses are only synchronous with, and therefore cumulative

in their effect upon, the pendulum of No. 9 signal, which has a

pendulum of just the same length as the No. 9 pendulum in the

dispatcher's office.

At the end of 13 seconds this line signal pendulum swings

through an arc wide enough to trip a lock and drop the semaphore

arm. Wlien the semaphore arm has reached the horizontal position

it closes the local signal lamp circuit, and also closes a circuit to

ground which causes the relay on the dispatcher's desk to draw up

and give him an indication that the signal has been set. The ques-

impossibility for him to get this indication, and the danger of a

false indication is eliminated.

The power for operating the signal is obtained entirely through

the dispatcher's office, and there is no local circuit at each signal

other than the signal lamp circuit.

There are no electrical contacts in series with the operating mag-

nets at the various signals. The signal line is electrically contin-

uous throughout, from the dispatcher's office to the return circuit

at the end of the line.

If one signal lamp burns out, a second lamp is automatically cut

in circuit. This second lamp is an interrupted circuit and gives a

llashing light, so that any crew can report same and a new lamp

can be put in the following day. This detail removes the neces-

sity of having a daily inspection of all lamps, as well as danger

from a new lamp being defective and burning out a very short while

after it has been put in.

The widely varying voltage of trolley lines is taken care of by

relays which draw up at different voltages, and cut in or out

resistances as the voltage which is supplied at the dispatcher's office

rises or falls. Pressure variations between 300 and 700 volts are

provided for.
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A Recent Type of Corliss Valve Engine.

In llie larger sizes of the engines buill by the Ball Engine Co.,

Erie, Pa., the Corliss valves and the essential details which have

made such engines so successful arc embodied in the detail design.

Improvements in design have also increased the speed limitation.

The Corliss engine uses unbalanced valves, which take up their

own wear, remaining tight for loiig periods. Thus they are a

valuable aid to economy in engines of more than 200 or 300 h. p.,

because of the leakage in balanced valves of large size.

Balanced valves can be made practically light, but their tendency

to leak increases with their size, limiting them to quite moderate

greatest leverage over the valve at the only time that it moves at .all

hard. The strain on the gear, from the wrist plate to the eccen-

tric, is by this means greatly reduced, and also comes in the middle

of the movement so there is no reverse stress. These are features

of much importance.

In nvost shaft-governed engines of this general type, the valves are

moved all the time, except when carrying very late cut-ofifs, and the

lull strain of moving them while unbalanced is taken up each time

the eccentric passes its centers. The tendency to pound, which

this condition produces, is entirely removed in our design, because

the stress upon the valve motion' is not only reduced many times,

hut it comes in the middle of the stroke when all slack has been

HORIZ0NT.\L SINXLE CYLINDER SIDE CRANK ENGINE.

power. As a rule urlmlaiiced valves under considerable pressure

move hard and wear rapidly.

In the Corliss type the valves arc allowed to stand still during

the unbalanced period. In the Ball engii-.e this feature is retained

by the use of the Armstrong non-detaching valve gear, which gives

the valves a positive movement, practically identical with (hat

accomplished by. the customary type of detaching gear and its dash

pots, the admission valves remaining absoluteW motionless at least

half of the time, .^t usual loads they have their highest speed at

the instants of opening and closing.

The movement of the valves while rapid is exceedingly smooth

and easy for engines of this class. The valve gear and Ball engine

VIEW OF V.VJ.VE OI'ER.\TING MECHANISM.

are shown in the accompanying illustrations. The builder describes

the details of the valve and engine as follows

:

Tlic movement of the valve commences with a smooth and easy

motion, reaching its highest speed at the moments of opening and

closing. It begins its opening in the middle of the valve gear

travel, when all parts of the gear, from the wrist plate to the

eccentric, arc at their highest speed, and consequently have the

taken up. and so does not produce a pound. The resulting smooth

action is a very rcmarkalile as well as gratifying feature of this

gear.

Its noiselessness does not depend upon closely adjusted bearings.

It can be very loose in every joint and still run quietly. This

smoothness of action also tends to reduce wear upon the bearings

of the gear.

Cylinders of 22-in. bore and larger are built with the valves

in the heads, thus securing very large port openings with mini-

mum clearance space. Cylinders of less diameter than this have

the valve seats cast integral with them, as in the usual type of

Corliss cylinder. As these small cylinders usually are longer in

proportion to their diameter than the larger ones, this keeps the

clearance sufficiently low to permit this construction.

The admission valves are triple ported, permitting a very quick

opening and closure without too rapid a movement of the valve.

Also, the multiported construction gives much more uniform press-

ures on the valve seat while opening, and does not tend to wear

off the edges of the port and valve as occurs where a single port

is used. This in turn helps to maintain tightness, in fact, these

valves show little tendency to wear in such a way as to make
them leaky, and the total wear is almost negligible. The exhaust

valves are double ported, but differ slightly from the usual corliss

design in that they close off the ports on both sides of the valve

and so reduce the clearance space. This also prevents the noise

that occurs in corliss engines, particularly of the compound type,

when the engine is running lightly loaded and the steam expands

below the exhaust pressure, thereby causing the valve to lift.

All corliss type of Ball engines are supplied with relief valves

built into the cylinders, in such a way as not to afTect the clear-

ance. These valves are of unusually large size and afford ample

protection.

These engines, both of ihe single valve and corliss types, are

built either vertical or horizontal, simple or compound. Single

valve engines are built by the Ball Engine Co., in sizes from 50

to 700 h. p., and corliss engines from 200 to 1.200 h. p.

The postoffice department has arranged for an electric car mail

service between Minneapolis, -St, Paul and Ft. Snelling. There
will be two deliveries daily from Minneapolis.

.^11 the tramways of Cordoba, Argentina, have been purchased

by a syndicate and are to be electrified. Other concessions h.ive

been asked for the construction of additional lines to the suburbs.
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A Modern Sand Drying Plant.

A modern sand drying plant for ihc Public Service Corporation

of New Jersey is shown in the accompanying illustration. This

equipment was furnished by llie American Process Co., New York

City.

The sand for drying is bronglit to the dock by lighters and is un

loaded into llic storage bin, by a derrick. A screw conveyor then

Boyce, 302 Broadway, New York City, is installinf; in the parks

which he designs and equips.

The rollcr-Cfjaster is too well known to need an extended de-

scription here, and the illustration presents this particular type very

clearly. The sensations which are iffordcd by a roller coaster trip

are exhilarating without producing any severe or harmful shocks

to the passenger. The smooth, rapid movement and the sudden

downwarri and upward swoops arc enjoyable alike to the old .ind

DTI n
ELEVATION OF SAND DRIF.R FOK PUnLIC SERVICE CORPORATION.

olevaU's till' sand to the tipper end of a drier of the direct heat

rotary blast type. This drier consists of a cylindrical steel shell

on the interior of which are fastened narrow longitudinal shelves,

the cylinder and its contents being rotated slowly by means of gear-

ing or cliain belting. The drier cylinder is placed in a slightly in-

clined position, the wet material and furnace gases entering the shell

at the highest end. As the wet sand falls to the bottom of the

drier, it is caught on tlie shelves, carried around to almost the

highest point of rotation and is then showered through the furnace

gases. The direction of the draft is toward the lower end of the

drier and the sand is gradually worked forward until it is dis-

charged from the lower end in a dried condition. The sand and

furnace gases thus travel in the same direction, the wettest material

and highest temperature being in contact, a condition essential to

liigh fuel economy.

At the discharge end of the drier the sand is delivered to a bucket

conveyor which carries it to the top of a concrete storage bin.

where a cross-screw conveyor delivers the sand to any part of the

bin desired. From this storage bin, two chutes placed at either end

of the bin deliver the sand to the supply car.

The Roller Coaster.

A prominent feature of nearly every amusement park in the

country is the "Figure-Eight" or "Roller-Coaster." which has stood

young, as is attested by the crowds which throng about the ticket

windows.

As a ten-cent attraction the roller coaster has no equal in popu-

larity and earning power. It can be installed at a comparatively

slight expense, after which the cost of maintenance and operation

is nominal. The only p"ower necessary is that required to lift the

cars to the top of the structure, which can be furnished by an

electric motor taking its current from some convenient railway line,

or by a steam or gas engine.

But few attendants are necessary, depending upon the size of the

crowds handled. A satisfactory roller-coaster can be made in any

size and can be planned to suit any shape or condition of ground.

Once erected, but little attention is required to keep such amuse-

ment devices in shape to return substantial earnings.

A New Sand Box.

The Ham Sand Box Co., Troy, X. V.. has placed upon the market

a new sand-box which is shown in the accompanying illustration.

For this box the manufacturers claim several distinct advantages.

The box, instead of being fastened in a fixed p<isition, is suspended

and operated by a lever placed beneath the floor of the car. In

operation the forward motion is suddenly arrested, thereby forcing

the sand from the bo.x. Any condition of sand, either wet or dry,

may be used and it cannot become packed so hard that it will not

be broken up and forced from the box. This does away with the

A BOYCE FIGURIi-ElGHT ROLLER COASTER. HAM SAND BOX.

the test of time and still proves one of the best money makers

among the attractions of such resorts. The accompanying illustra-

tion shows a very complete coaster of this type which Edward C.

expense of kiln-drying the sand. Another economical advantage

claimed is that there is no necessity to overhaul the Sanders every

vear in order to get them readv for fall and winter use.
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New Equipment for Pittsburg Railways Co.

The Pittsburg Railvvay.s Co. is now adding lOO new cars to its

rolling stock. The new cars arc of the full vcslibiilcd type similar

to the one shown in the illustration. This new equipment is being

Iniilt by the St. Louis Car Co., which company has already deliv-

ered a portion of the order.

The cars are designed for city service and have dimensions as

follows

:

Length over body, 30 ft. 8 in. ; length over all, 44 ft. 6 in.

;

width over all, 7 ft. 10 in. ; height from undcr.'^ide of sill to top

of roof, 8 ft. 6 in.; track gage. 5 ft. 2'S in.; truck center. 18 ft.

6 in.

The side sills are made of yellow pine 5x8 in., reinforced with

a steel angle 4 x 6 in. the entire length from end sill to end sills; cen-

type of illuminated signs are placed abpvc the center vestibule win-

dow. The 'interior finish of these cars is of cherry, natural color.

The seats and backs are placed longitudinally and are covered with

green plush. Cars are equipped with radiating draw bars, Pitts-

burg Railway Co's. standard enameled signs. .St. I^uis Car. Co.'s.

sand boxes and arranged for double trucks with 4-ft. wheel base

and two motors per car.

The Durkin Controller Handle.

The desirability of placing a positive check on careless motor-

men in feeding current, so as to get the best results with the great-

est economy of power and the least wear on motors, wheels and

tracks has received much attention from both manufacturers and

electric raiKvay managers. The Durkin controller handle, which is

NEW CITY l.\K KilR rlTlMtlUc. l;\ll\\A\s DURKIN CONTRfLLER HANDLE MOUNTED (N CONTROI lER.

ter sills are of yellow pine 4 x 6-% in. extending from end sill to

end sill and securely bolted to end .^ills by heavy steel angles ; end

sills are of oak 4'/^ x 10 in. reinforced by a steel plate placed on the

outside of the end sill H in. thick by 10 in. wide. The platforms

are supported by two oak sills plated with steel plates ;/. in.

thick by 8 in. wide, securely bolted; the center nf platform is

manufactured by the Durkin Controller Handle Co., Arcade Build-

ing, Philadelphia, has been placed upon the market with a view to

securing these desired results. The simplicity of the mechanism of

this handle is of especial interest because it reduces the first cost of

adopting the device and has to do with its economical maintenance

and its efficiency.

To mount the Durkin handle no change is required in the con-

troller, it being necessary only to drill two holes in the top of the

INTEKIi R PITTSDUKl. U.MLU .\1 .- Co. CAR. DUKKIN i.ii.MKiilJLK IIA.NHIE AND HACK.

supported by two angles 4 x 4 x ^^ in. extending from crown to end

sills, then bent up and continued along the center sills through

the body bolsters. The bolsters are constructed of steel plates,

trussed type, 9 in. wide.

The side windows are arranged to drop. There are vestibules

at each end with three drop sash in ends and folding doors on

each side hung on pin hinges, made removable so that folding

gates can be used during summer months. The St. Louis Car Co's.

controller dial, bolt on the rack and slip on the handle. Under the

cover is suspended a dog. The projecting teeth on the rack throw

the dog out against the stops, compelling a slight pause at each

;

then the dog follows and passes freely to the next stop, making

it impossible to skip a notch, but at the same time not interfering

with the shut-off movement. The operation of this mechanism in

the shut-off is different in so far that the clog folds up out of the

way and passes Over the teeth without engaging them. The advan-
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tagcs claimed !iir this liaiulle arc a positive Rrailiial feed with a sav-

ing of current, varying from 70 lu 40 ptT cent; ([uickcr cuntrol in

reversing; and a longer life lo wiitipment.

-•-

Chicago & Milwaukee Hluctric Kailroad
I^xtciision.

On December 2nd the Chicago & Milvt'aukcc Railroad Co. com-

pleted, and established service on the extension of its main line

north from Waukcgan, 111., lo Kenosha, Wis., thus making it pos-

sible to travel from Chicago to Milwaukee by electric cars. An
hourly service has since been established in each direction between

Evanstnn and Kenosha. The rate of fare of the electric lines from

Chicago to Milwauke is $1.25. contrasleil with $2.50 charged by com-

peting steam roads.

In coinicction with the opening nl' this line, ibe officers and

directors of the Chicago & Milwaukee ICIectric Railroad Co. enter-

tained a large number nf guests who left ICvaustou in a special

train al 11:15 a. m. Other guests boarded the train at various

points along the line and the party was taken to Kenosha, where a

luncheon was served at 1 130 o'clock. The Chicago & Milwaukee

R. R. is double-tracked over its entire length, running on a private

right of way 100 ft. wide and using 8o-lb. T-rails.. and is of the

highest type of intcrurban railway structure.

The Cyclone Track Drill.

The accompanying illustrations show a track drill, that pos-

sesses several features entirely new in track drill design. It is

made of malleable iron and steel, and is very compact, light and

strong. The parts are simple and few in number. The drill

mechanism proper, including all working parts, is enclosed in a

malleable iron case. By releasing a single thumb set screw, the upper

portion can be instantly lifted from the lower, to allow the passage

of cars, while the drill proper is left undisturbed in its operating

CYCLONE TR.\CK DRILL APPLIED TO R.ML.

position. The upper portion of the driving mechanism can be re-

placed quickly and easily. The driving mechanism is on the worm
principle, arranged to give a friction feed in direct proportion to

the cutting power of the drill. The drill shaft may be slipped in its

bearings so that the drill point can be set or retracted instantly.

The economy of these several features is at once apparent. The

drill, which is designed for all kinds of track work, and is espe-

cially useful in rail bonding, is placed on the market by Porter &
Berg, Chicago, 111.

The feature of the friction-feed is, perhaps, deserving of the

most nttciilion, because its application to track drill dcsiKX is an

entirely new departure. Its application to Ibc "Cyclone" track drill

has produced many results that were not to Ijc oblaiiicil in any

other way. The main shaft which carries the drill is provi'lcd with

a heavy screw thread or worm. This shaft revolves iK-lwccn Iwo

brass cut gears, set in malleable iron cups, which nviy I* noticed

in ihc illuslrnlion. These gears rest between fibre discs that pos-

sess great holding power upon the brass surfaces. By means of a

hand-set screw sealed upon an iron wa'her, these fibre discs arc

pressed against Ihc- brass gears, so that the latter act as half

CyCUjNE PRILL OISI'I.AC El) TO .M.LOW CAR TO PASS.

mils through which the drill shaft is fed. When the drill is in

operation, the brass gears will revolve or remain perfectly station-

ary, according lo the amount of friction exerted Itetwcen the brass

gears and the fibre discs by Ihc compression screws. If the rcsisl-

ancc met with al the drill point is great, the brass gears will revolve,

thus diminishing the number of revolutions of the drill shaft or

the speed of the drill ; if the resistance grows lets, they become
more slationar>' and the speed of the drill increases. It is thus seen

ilhat the drill feeds in direct proportion to its cutting power. In

other words, the feed of this drill can be set at any desired speed,

and once set it l>ccomes automatically self-adjusting to meet various

conditions encountered, such as hard or soft spots in the rail, and

differently tempered drill points. The operator with a little prac-

tice becomes efficient in kicking the compression screws into proper

adjustment. This not only saves much time, but is a great con-

venience. By throwing the pressure entirely oflf the brass gears,

they revolve freely with the drill shaft, which may !«; slipped

in its bearings without effort. This feature enables the operator to

.set or retract the drill point quickly. These several features highly

recommend this drill for convenience and economv.

Blading of the Allis-Chalmers Steam Turbine.

A distinguishing feature of the Allis-Chalmers steam turbme

is, its blading, which, while it is of the Parsons reaction type as

regards the principle of operation, differs in mechanical construc-

tion in a number of essential details.

The roots of the blades arc formed in dovetail shape by special

machinery, and are inserted in slots cut in foundation or base

rings; these slots being formed by special machine tools in such a

way as to exactly conform to the shapes of the blade roots. The
foundation rings themselves are of dovetail shape in cross section

and are inserted in dovetailed grooves cut in the turbine cylinder

and spindle respectively, in which they are firmly held by key

pieces. In order to further ensure the integrity of the construc-

tion, the key pieces or rings after being driven into place are up;et

into undercut grooves.

Another noticeable feature of th'.- blading is the method of re-

inforcing and protecting the tips of the blades, shown in the illus-

tration. This point in steam turbine design is one upon which

much thought has been expended by various inventors, and the

.\llis-Chalmers company claims that the construction employed by

it successfully solves all difficulties. In forming the blades a

shouldered projection is left at the tip. This is inserted in a slot

punched in a shroud ring: the slots being punched by special

machinery in such a way as to produce accurate spacing and at

the same time form the slots so that they will give the proper

angles to the blades independent of the slot? in the base ring, .\fter

the blade tips are inserted in the slots in the shroud rings they are

riveted over by specially arranged pneumatic machinery.

The shroud rings are made in channel shape, with outwardly
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projecting flanges wliicli, after being assembled, are turned and

bored to give the necessary working clearance. The flanges of

the channels arc made so thin that, although amply sufKcient for

stifTness, the shroud ring does not have the disadvantage of a solid

shroud which acquires a dangerous temperature by friction in case

of an accidental contact of the rotating and stationary parts. It is

claimed for this construction that the blades are stiflFened against

the effect of vibration in a much more substantial manner than by

any other means thus far employed, while the use of a protecting

shroud ring enables the working clearance to be made smaller than

in the case of naked blade tips, without danger in case of accidental

coiUact, thus reducing the leakage loss to a minimum ; the leakage

past the blade tips being llie principal source of loss in the steam

lirbine. As to the safely ircmi damage in case of accidental con

tact, it is claimed that this has been proven by experiment with

actual blading, by tlirowing the bearings out of center so as to

produce contact, without detrimental results. .An incidental advan-

tage claimed for this construction is that if by chance a blade

should prove defective, it is so held m place by the shroud ring

that it cannot possibly work loose and produce damage. .

T!y the method of construction described, the entire blading is

produced by machinery, thus eliminating the personal equation

which enters into blading done by hand work, which depends upon

the skill of the individual workmen. Besides ensuring that every

blade is securely fastened, all blades are necessarily set at exactly

BLAUINO OF ALLIS-CHAL.MERS TURBINE.

the designed angle and pitch ; the openings between blades, upon

which in great part the economical performance depends, being

absolutely uniform. The blading is made up in half rings in the

blading shop and is carefully inspected before being inserted in the

turbine.

The city of Winnipeg, Canada, and the Winnipeg Electric Rail-

way Co., are discussing a proposed agreement for operating Sun-

day cars. The Board of Control has decided that a clause in the

agreement between the city and the railway, protecting motormen

and conductors against being obliged to work seven days a week,

must be approved by the company.

A Vitrified Clay Tie.

.\ new railway tic has been designed by Vernon Bradfield, of

Mecca, Ind., sketches and a description of which are herewith pre-

sented. In view of the increasing experimentation with, and the use

of metal or reinforced concrete ties as substitutes for wooden tics,

it is believed that this new tie will be especially interesting to street

railway men. Mr. Bradfield invites the opinions and comments of

railway men on this new device.

The proposed tie is to be made of vitrified clay or shale, in two

pieces, connected with a bent rod. c. At d is a common wron.ijht iron

washer under which a washer of rubber (not shown") can be placed

to hermetically seal the hole i, to keep the rod from rusting.

The blocks b can be made of any size, but preferably should be

30 in. in length, 8 in. wide and 6'/ in, thick. The two holes ii" run

longitudinally through the block to receive the rod c and to balance

--'L^

^7 *
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~
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PL.\N, SECTION AND ELEVATION OF RAIL AND TIE.

the clay on coming through the machine in drying and in burning.

The recesses ee" in the top of the block are to receive the .steel bolts

hh". At gg" are slightly beveled cast washers, which enable good

contact to be made with rail a. .After the cones ff" are placed in

the proper position, lead, sulphur or some like substance is poured

into ee" to fill the remaining voids. A small strip of lead can be

put under the rail at k for cushioning.

In the event of the rail wearing out, necessitating its being re-

placed, all that would have to be done would be to remove the bolt

and washer on one side of the rail ; the old rail being replaced by the

new one without removing or disturbing either part of the tie.

Mr. Bradfield states that this tie can be made and delivered for

very little more than 65 cents each. If no valid objection can be

raised for the manufacture of such a tie, or no hitherto-unconsidered

defect can be found in its use, there is little doubt but that a vitrified

clay tie of this character would so surpass the oak tie in its quality

and durability that a ready market would be found immediately.

Program of British Association.

The Tramways and Light Railways Association of Great Britain

has prepared a course of lectures for the coming season, as well

as visits to various power stations. The program is as follows

:

November, lecture "On Paving of Roadways;" visit to Holborn and

Strand subway, and inspection of all-steel car. December, lecture

on a technical subject; visit to Lot's-road power station. January,

lecture "On Brakes," by A. L. C. Fell, chief oflicer, London County

Council Tramways; visit 1" Baker-Street & Waterloo railway.

February, visit to Neasden power station. March, lecture "On the

Up-keep of Tramway Electric Motors," by S. Sudworth ; visit to

Great Northern, Piccadilly St Brompton railway. April, lecture on

"All-Steel Cars." May, lecture "On the Thermit System of Weld-

ing," by Dr. Goldschmidt.
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WcstiiiRhouse MjinaKcrs' Meeting.

The annual convention o£ the district managers of the Wcsting-

lionsc Elccliic & M;imif,ictiiriiiK Cn. \v;is hclil Novi-inhcr i.^lh !•

l6th, at the genera! offices of the company at Hast Pittsburg. Mr.

R. I,. Warner, New F.iigland, manager of the company, acted as

chairman of the meetings, which were attended by the following

representatives of the company

:

C. S. Powell, general agent, W. ]'". Zimmirman, representative,

Maurice Coster, manager export department, W. C. Webster, as-

sistant to second vice-president, F. 11. Shepard, New York City;

G. Pantaleoni, general southwestern manager, St. Louis, Mo.;

J. R Cordon. ,Atl.-Mitri; H TI Sc:il>rn,,l<, l'..illiiiir,r.- ; D F, Mnnsnn.

experiments and has put upon She market a variety of bearing

metals, short descriptions of which follow

:

White Giant Bronze, a very iluid metal, with a crushing resist-

ance of 74,000 lbs. per sr|. in., and an anti-friction r|iiali(y (the

degree of angle at which friction is overcome by gravity) of y6'/i

degrees, especially adapting it to conditions of extreme wear, vibrH-

tion and pounding. It is especially recommended for street car

journal work.

Alumanesc, a semi-bron/.e, possessing high anti-friction qualities

and extreme molecular tension, which recommend it to conditions

where toughness and wear are essential. Hiese qualities especially

adapt it to armatures, street railway and engine work.

I'nitr cmdr'; of P.abliill. respectively known a' ,\dvancc Babbit;
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Personal.

MR. H. W. PAGE has been appointed general manager of the

Springfield & Eastern Street Railway Co., succeeding Mr. A. J.

Purington, resigned.

MR. ROBERT M( !•". DOBLE, consulting engineer, of San Fran-

cisco, has severed his connection with the Abner Doble Co. in

order to resume his individual practice.
'•*

MR. S. E. WOLFF, who for a number of years was manager

of the Jackson Gas Co.. has been appointed assistant general man-

aged of the Saginaw-Bay City Railway & Light Co.

MR. M.'\TTHEW C. BRU.'^H has been elected vice-president of

the Newton Street Railway Co.. the Newton & Boston Street Rail-

way Co. and the Lexington & Boston Street Railway Co.

MR. GEORGE W. VOIGIIT, recently master mechanic of the

Danville, Urbana & Champaign Electric Ry., has been made gen-

eral superintendent of motive power of the Illinois Traction Go's,

system.

MR. EUGENE KLAPP, who recently resigned as chief engi-

neer of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co., has become associated

with William Barclay Parsons, consulting engineer, 60 Wall St.,

New York City.

MR. W. C. GRAVFIS, formerly a newspaper man and for the

past two years secretary to the president of the Cook County Board,

has been appointed secretary to Mr. T. E. Mitten, president of the

Chicago City Railway Co.

MR. C. I. WAGNER, who has been representing the Dayton.

Covington & Piqua Traction Co., at Piqua, JO., has been appointed

superintendent of the Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima Traction Co.,

with headquarters at Lima, O.

MR. S. K. PATTF.SON has resigned as manager of the .A.la-

bama City, Gadsden & .^ttalla Railway Co., his resignation taking

effect December ist. Mr. Patterson has decided to return to Phila-

delphia, where he has business connections.

MR. T. B. TARSNEY has tendered his resignation as general

manager of the Detroit, Flint & Saginaw Railway Co., on account

of ill health, and will take a complete rest. The duties of general

manager are being handled by Mr. George E. Morris.

MR. ROBERT T. IVORY, for some time manager of the

Youngstown Park & Falls Railway Co.. Youngstown, O., has re-

signed on account of ill health. Mr. E. J. Kane, who has succeeded

Mr. Ivory, has been assistant manager of the company.

MR. A. E. STONE, who has been the auditor of the Boston

& Worcester Street Railway Co., since operation was first begun,

has been appointed general passenger and ticket agent. His head-

quarters will be, as formerly, at the general offices, South Framing-

ham, Mass.

MR. C. E. A. CARR, who recently resigned the position of man-

ager of the London Street Railway Co. and the Park & Island

Ry. of Montreal, Canada, to become manager of the Helena Light

& Railway Co., Helena, Mont., has been succeeded at London.

Ont., by Mr. C. B. King, of Detroit. Mich.

MR. H. J. WOODCOCK has resigned his position as assistant

general superintendent of the Brooklyn Grade Crossing Commis-

sion. He has entered in partnership with Mr. E. C. Swezey, C. F.

Under the firm name of Swezey & Woodcock, this firm will engage

in a general civil engineering and surveying business, with offices

in Brooklyn. N. Y.

MR. J. O. RRADFIELD, who has been cashier in the local freight

office of the Toledo & Ohio Central Railway Co., at Columubs, O..

has been appointed general freight agent of the Scioto Valley Trac-

tion Co. This company has recently completed plans for establish-

ing freight and express service over its lines and Mr. Bradfield will

have charge of the new department.

MR. CH.ARLF.S A. OLSON, who for several years has been

superintendent of the flanged fitting department of Crane Co..

Chicago, has been promoted to the newly created position of general

superintendent of that company. Mr. Olson was formerly super-

intendent of the St. Petersburg, Russia, plant of the Societe

.Anonyme Westinghouse.

MR. LEWIS H. TAYLOR, who has been president and a director

of the Taylor Iron Works and the Taylor Iron & Steel Co. since

the former was organized in May. 1868. has resigned. For several

years he has been anxious to relinquish the presidency, but the

directors were unwilling to have him do so until the present time,

when Mr. Taylor insisted that his age was such that he should be

relieved of all care in business matters. In accepting Mr. Taylor's

resignation the board unanimously elected him honorary president.

PROFESSOR BERNARD V. SWENSON, who has been in the

West settling up his business affairs, was a recent caller at the Chi-

cago offices of the "Street Railway Review." Professor Swenson

has since returned to New York City, where he has opened the

office of the secretary of the American Street and Interurban Rail-

way -'Association, at No. 60 Wall St.

MR. G. W. CHANCE has resigned as general manager of the

rraction Company of .America. Mr. Chance was for a number

of years manager of the Trans-St. Mary's Traction Co., of Sault

Ste. Marie, and has also had an extended steam and electric rail-

way experience with the Norfolk & Western Ry., the Chicago &
Northwestern Ry.. and other companies.

MR. RALPH D. MERSHON has been retained by the African

Concessions Syndicate, Ltd., of London, in connection with the

proposed development of power at Victoria Falls on the Zambesi

River, Rhodesia, South Africa, and its transmission to Johannes-

burg and the Wilwatcrsrand, for use in connection with gold min-

ing. The distance of transmission will be about 700 miles. Mr.

Mershon has just returned from a trip to Europe, made for the

purpose of consultation relative to this enterprise.

MR. E. P. BURClll, consulting electrical engineer, is giving a

course of four lectures on "Heavy Electric Railroad Work," be-

fore senior engineers at the University of Minnesota. The sub-

jects of the individual lectures are: "The Physical and Financial

Advantages of Electric Traction for Heavy Railroad Work," "The

Speed-Torque Characteristics of Steam Locomotives," "The Speed-

Torque Characteristics of Electric Locomotives," and "The Physical

Data for the Electrical Equipment for Operating a Division of a

Transcontinental Railway."

MR. G. E. PELLISSIER, formerly chief engineer of the

Holyoke Street Railway Co., Holyoke, Mass., has resigned from

that company, to enter the employ of the Goldschmidt Thermit

Co., New York City, in the interest of which he will travel in the

West as far as the Pacific Coast. Mr. Pellissier took up railway

work with the Holyoke company in 1898 as a conductor and

motorman, and also worked in the repair shop at Holyoke. Later

he entered the Worcester Polytechnic Institute and was graduated

with the class of 1904 in civil engineering with the degree of

Bachelor of Science. During his course there he gave special

attention tn the study of maintenance of way on electric roads.

He tlien returned to Holyoke to take diarge of track construction

and maintenance of way for the Holyoke Co.

MR. E. D.^RROW has recently been appointed managing engi-

neer of the Toledo & Indiana Railway Co., Toledo, O. His early

days were spent in Cincinnati, where he attended the public schools,

afterwards graduating from the University of Michigan, in 1892.

Mr. Darrow has had a broad experience in the construction and

management of electric railways, his first appointment being elec-

trical engineer for the Cincinnati, Newport & Covington Street Ry.,

from 1892 to 1894. From 1894 to 1897 he was general superin-

tendent of the Cincinnati Edison Electric and Queen City Electric

companies, resigning to become professor of mechanical engineering

at the University of Wasliington. During this professorship he

was director of the Washington Water Power Survey, which

charted and measured the available water powers in the state of

Washington. In 1000 he returned to the Cinc'nnati, Newport &
Covington Ry. and the Union Light, Heat & Power Co., as chief

engineer, and also as consulting engineer for the Cincinnati & Co-

hunbus Railway Co., for which latter company he built 60 miles of

road, power houses, etc., during 1903 and 1904. In 1904, Mr. Dar-

row was appointed chief engineer of the Toledo Urban & Inter-

urban Railway Co. and the Toledo, Bowling Green & Southern

Railway Co.. continuing as consulting engineer for the Cincinnati

& Columbus Railway Co. During his service with the Toledo,

Bowling Green & Southern Railway Co. the operating ratio of this

road was reduced from 65 per cent in 1903 to 55 per cent in 1904,

and at the present time since the completion of the engineering work

and power house, which was done under his supervision, the operat-

ing ratio has been reduced to nearly 45 per cent. In taking up the

management of the Toledo & Indiana Railway Co., Mr. Darrow will

remain as consulting engineer for the Toledo, Urban & Interurban

Railway Co. and the Cincinnati & Columbus Railway Co. He has
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made a specially of the recoiistriicliijii ami lniiMiiin up of railway

and light properties.

MIR. W. (). WOOD li.is hctji appuiiiled assistant general supcr-

iiilciulciU iif ilic liruoklyii Rapid Transit Syslc'in, and Mr. L. V.

.Siiiiili, Mipii iMlcndent of elevated lines. Mr. VV. H. fjraham, super-

intendent of surface lines, having retired, the position of supcrin-

lendent of surface lines has heen abolished. These changes were

effective IJecemher ist.

'The mini Trail."

The Illinois Valley Railway Co. has recently puhlishcd an un

usu.illy attractive pamphlet descriptive of the valley of the Illinois

River and points of scenic heauty and historical interest, including

the story of Starved Rock. The publication consists of some 40

pages, 6x.7yi in. in size, l)ound in heavy bond paper. The cover is

in red and blacU bearing a picture of an Indian on horseback.

Some of the most beautiful scenery in the middle west is to

be found along the Illinois River valley and the inlcrurban line

of the Illinois Valley Railway Co. passes through this valley in

La Salle Connly. The publication includes a history of the early

settlement of this territory from the time it was visited by La Salle

in the seventeenth century until the defeat and retreat of the

famous band of Illini at Starved Rock, a century later. Otlier

points of scenic beauty and historical interest included in the

pamphlet are Deer Park, St. Bede's College, Webster Park, Split

Rock. ClKuUauf|un Park, Ellis Park and industries located along

the lines of tlie Illinois Valley Railway Co. lietwcen Ladd and

Marseilles, 111. On the last page of the book are given the time

tables and a few notes regarding the rates of fare and service,

both passenger and express, offered by the company. The book

is profusely illustrated.

Obituary.

MR. WM. H. EDGAR, president of the Dearborn Drug & Chem-
ical Works, Chicago, 111., died at the Arlington Hotel, at Hot
Springs, Ark., November 26th, after a long illness. Mr. Edgar, who
was born in Chicago 40 years ago, entered the water purification

business in 1888, in partnership with Frank E. Mariner. Some
eight years later he purchased Mr. Mariner's interests in the business

and formed the Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works, developing the

business to its present state.

MR. WILLIAM L. SHIPP, auditor of the Indianapolis Traction

& Terminal Co., died at Ft. Garland, Colo.. November 5th, having

gone west on account of his wife's health. Mr. Shipp's death was

sudden and resulted from an attack of pneumonia of but a few days'

duration. Prior to entering the service of the Indianapolis Traction

& Terminal Co., Mr. Shipp was engaged with the Indiana Union

Traction Co., having been previously connected with traction in-

terests in Washington, D. C. Mr. Shipp was born in Georgia, 35

years ago. His remains were taken home for burial.

MR. H. E. BEACH, manager of the New York sales office of the

Mayer & Englund Co., died at his home in Newark, N. J., on No-

vember 13th, of an acute attack of pneumonia, which lasted but

three and one-half days. Mr. Beach was born in Auburn, N. Y.,

July 17, 1S54. For a number of years he was associated with the

New Haven Fare Register Co., and was its principal salesman.

He remained with the New Haven company until it was absorbed

by the International Register Co., of Chicago. In February of this

year Mr. Beach entered the services of the Mayer & Englund Co.,

in charge of its New York sales offices. The anouncenient of his

death will be received with sincere regret by the wide circle of

personal and business friends which Mr. Beach had drawn about

him.

The new officers and directors of the Columbus. Newark & Zanes-

ville Electric Railway Co., and the Columbus, Buckeye Lake &
Newark Traction Co., which were recently purchased by interests

representing the United Gas Improvement Co., of Philadelphia, are

as follows: President, W. Kclsey Schoepf; vice-president, Hugh
McGowan ; secretary and treasurer, F. A. Deverell. Directors

:

W. Kelscy Schoepf, H. J. McGowan, G. H. Warrington, J. B. For-

aker, Jr., Dana Stephens, Randall Morgan, T. H. Dickson, the latter

two being from Philadelphia.
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Car Shop Band Rip Saw.

Among the well-known products of the J. A. Fay & Egan Co.,

250 West Front St., Cincinnati, O., which have been found of con-

siderable use in the railway repair shops, and a type of machine

which has been one of the company's most successful specialties is

the No. 109 patent timber band rip saw. This machine represents

a novel type for ripping timbers, as this work has generally been

done by circular saws, in which there has been a tremendous loss

in saw kerf.

In this type of machine the lower wheel is solid or webbed, pre-

venting vibration and circulation of dust, and, being heavier than

the upper wheel, at all times prevents any over-running. The very

FAV S: EG.^N TIMBER BAND RIP SAW.

thin saw blade will save an amount of kerf, over the circular saw,

that soon repays the cost of the machine. The upper wheel is hung

on a patent knife edge straining device, which, by maintaining an

even tension on the blade, prolongs its life and enables the machine

to run at a speed impossible of attainment by any other method.

This device was used on a band saw exhibited at the Paris Exposi-

tion of 1900, cutting with its thread-like blade wood'en puzzles and

novelties never seen before.

The saw takes a timber up to 30 x 14 in. and cuts any size out of it

that may be desired. There are five powerfully driven rolls, three

in and two above the table, all geared. It cuts small or large sizes

instantly and with equal facility and has no complicated adjustments

to confuse the operator, so no expert is required to run it. The

machine can be instantly changed from self feed to hand feed.

Southern Pacific 1905 Hunting Trip.

Readers of the "Street Railway Review" will doubtless recall the

1,000-mile horseback ride conducted by the passenger department of

the Southern Pacific Co. about a year ago. The second annual out-

ing party of this company left Houston, Tex., Thursday, November

15th, for a trip into the haunts of big game. A number of prominent

men throughout the country were included in the party, who left

Houston, and were }ater joined at the first camp by Col. T. J. An-

derson, general passenger agent of the Southern Pacific Co., and a

number of friends.

The trip was taken from Houston to Parkdale over the line of

the Southern Pacific, where the party left the railway and continued

to Camp Barbee, in vehicles and on horseback. Some time was

spent at Parkdale at one of the finest plantations in S&uthern Texas,

and the party continued with its camping outfit to a point where

they were to first pitch their tents, and which was known as Camp
Barbee. The shooting has been excellent, many deer having been

secured, hundreds of ducks, plover, snipe and quail, and a bear were

killed the first day. November 2Sth the camp was moved 12 miles

south into the heart of the Big Thicket, where there are wild hogs,

bear, deer, wolves and much small game. The party will remain in

this camp for some time, pursuing large game in the jungles along

the Cancv River bottom.

Advertising Literature.

THE MONTHLY BULLETIN of the Ohio Brass Co. for De-

cember, includes a short article descriptive of track and overhead

construction of the Toledo & Indiana Ry.

THE G. W. PRICE PUMP CO., 523 Market St., San Francisco,

Cal., is distributing a catalog descriptive of the Price centrifugal

pumps. Some 25 different types of centrifugal pumps are illus-

trated and described. Valves, flanges and otiicr pump fittings are

tabulated and prices given.

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS CO., Trenton, N. J., is distrib-

uting a very interesting illustrated catalog on cableways, tramways,

suspension bridges, inclined planes and cable railways. A number

of cuts of different types of suspension bridges with accompanying

descriptive matter are shown. Various types of tramways are

shown in the same manner.

THE KERR TURBINE CO., Wellsville, N. Y., has recently is-

sued Bulletin No. i, descriptive of the Kerr Steam turbine. The

Kerr Turbine Co. was incorporated in June, 1904, for the purpose

of developing and applying elastic fluid turbines and related ma-

chinery. This bulletin deals with the development and construction

of the turbine, its manufacture, adaptation, size, power and speed.

THE RUSSELL CAR & SNOW-PLOW CO., Ridgway, Pa.,

illustrates and describes in an interesting pamphlet the Russell snow-

plows and rtangers, the four characteristics of which are given as

simplicity, strcngtli, modern design and efficiency. These include

six types of equipment made in from two to five different sizes, and

the Russell improved flanger for single and double track. The

company also designs snow-plows for special requirements.

THE MACON-EVANS VARNISH CO., Pittsburg, Pa., is dis-

tributing a small folder descriptive of Macon parafiine insulating

compound, a material which the company has recently placed on the

market for use on armature and field coils. This is an air drying and

baking material and possesses the peculiar characteristic of being a

great heat conductor, allowing armatures treated with it to dissipate

their heat and operate very cool under heavy overload. The com-

pound possesses good .insulating value, mechanical strength, flexi-

bility and freedom from brittleness, as well as a long life. This

material is carried in stock at both the company's Pittsburg and

Chicago offices.

THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD CO. has recently pub-

lished a book of some 220 pages entitled "Locations for Industries."

This publication is descriptive in a statistical sense of the principal

cities and towns along the Illinois Central and the Yazoo & Mis-

sissippi Valley railroads, whose lines reach 12 states, extending from

South Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin in the

Northwest, southward through Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Ten-

nessee, Mississippi, Arkansas and Louisiana. This pamphlet has

been compiled with up-to-date information for the purpose of pre-

senting to manufacturers and others desiring locations, the advan-

tages and opportunities offered in the territory served by these lines.

The data contained includes a short description of each town, popula-

tion, railroad lines, banks, hotels, water, gas and electric light

and railway service, raw materials, industries desired, cost of fuel

and labor, and the resources of the surrounding country. A copy

of this publication may be obtained by addressing Mr. J. C. Clair,

industrial commissioner. Illinois Central Railroad Co., Chicago, 111.

THE INTERNATIONAL REGISTER CO., 124 West Jackson

Boulevard, Chicago, has recently issued a catalog of International

and New Haven Fare Registers and railway supplies. Tlie publica-

tion is 6 X 9 in. in size ; 135 pages, bound in pasteboard and cloth.

A. general description of the company's registers is given in the first

few pages, followed by detailed descriptions, weights, dimensions and

specifications of the various types of single and double registers.

Considerable attention is then given to register repair parts, and a

number of handsome plates illustrate the various parts and fittings.

These cuts are all reproduced at one-third size. The next 50 pages

of the book are given to descriptions and illustrations of the various

fittings, including guides, pulleys, rods, levers, brackets, strap

handles, cord, etc. The remainder of the publication is devoted to

ticket punches, enameled badges, uniform buttons, caps, strap

handles and Barrett jacks. International Telegraph Code, an index

to code words, an index to numbers and a general index complete

the publication. This catalog is very complete and purchasing agents

and managers will find it both convenient and valuable.
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